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Preface

Intended Audience
Welcome to Release 7.4 of the Oracle Insurance Data Foundation User Guide.

This document is the user guide and reference guide for the Oracle Insurance Data 
Foundation (OIDF) release 7.4.1.0.0, and is intended for System Administrator and all 
users who are instrumental in configuring and administering OIDF with Oracle 
Financial Services Analytical Applications Infrastructure (OFSAAI) platform.

See Related Information Sources on page x for more Oracle product information. 

Documentation Accessibility
For information about Oracle's commitment to accessibility, visit the Oracle 
Accessibility Program website at 
http://www.oracle.com/pls/topic/lookup?ctx=acc&id=docacc. 

Access to Oracle Support
Oracle customers have access to electronic support through My Oracle Support. For 
information, visit http://www.oracle.com/pls/topic/lookup?ctx=acc&id=info or visit 
http://www.oracle.com/pls/topic/lookup?ctx=acc&id=trs if you are hearing impaired. 

Structure
1  Introduction to OIDF
This chapter introduces you to Oracle Insurance Data Foundation (OIDF), its 
components, its relationship with Oracle Financial Services Analytical Applications 
Infrastructure (OFSAAI), and the key prerequisites for running OIDF.

2  Understanding OIDF
This chapter explains the background of OIDF, its functional architecture along with the



x

differences from traditional warehouse architecture. OIDF product package consists of 
the Logical Data Model and Analytical Data Warehouse model. The individual 
components of Physical and Logical Data Model, and Mapping Logical Data Model to 
OIDF Staging Area are explained in detail.

3  Dimension Loading Process
4  Customer Summary Population
5  Using OIDF
This chapter details on how the OIDF models are delivered and how they can be 
installed and configured into the required environment. The first two sections gives you
an understanding of the Delivery Mechanism and OIDF Installation. The Data 
Dictionary and Download Specifications sections explains how the Self-documenting 
ERwin file includes the data dictionary and Download Specifications within ERwin 
itself. (For details on what Download Specifications are, see Staging Area, page 2-5 ) 

In addition, the Extending Data Model section has guidelines for customization and 
designing the Staging and Results Area of Physical Data Model.

6  OIDF Interface with QMR 2.0.0.0.0
7  Data Quality Rules Execution
8  Slowly Changing Dimension (SCD)
A  Naming Conventions used in OIDF Data Model
This Appendix chapter explains the various naming conventions used in OIDF Logical 
Data Model and Physical Data Model. In addition, the domains in PDM and LDM are 
also listed with their descriptions.

B  Reporting Code Description

Related Information Sources
1. Technical Whitepaper on Data Model Document Generation

2. Installation Guide for Oracle Insurance Data Foundation 7.4.1.0.0

3. Installation and Configuration Guide for OFSAAI release 7.3.2.1.0
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1
Introduction to OIDF

This chapter introduces you to Oracle Insurance Data Foundation (OIDF), its 
components, its relationship with Oracle Financial Services Analytical Applications 
Infrastructure (OFSAAI), and the key prerequisites for running OIDF.

This chapter covers the following topics:

• Overview

• Components of OIDF

• Relationship to Oracle Financial Services Analytical Applications

• OIDF Prerequisite Components and Tools

Overview
The Oracle Insurance Data Foundation (OIDF) is an analytical data warehouse platform 
for the Financial Services industry.

OIDF combines an industry data model for Financial Services along with a set of 
management and infrastructure tools that allows Financial Services Institutions to 
develop, deploy, and operate analytical solutions spanning key functional areas in 
Financial Services, including:

1. Enterprise Risk Management

2. Enterprise Performance Management

3. Customer Insight

4. Financial Crime and Compliance Management

OIDF is a comprehensive data management platform that helps institutions to manage 
the analytical data life cycle from sourcing to reporting and business intelligence/BI 
using a unified, consistent platform and toolset.
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Components of OIDF
OIDF consists of the following components, which are described in additional detail in 
the following sections.

Component Purpose

Logical Data Model (LDM) A reference model of the Financial Services domain spanning 
Banking and Capital Markets.

This model captures the business processes of a typical Financial 
Services institution in detail. These primarily include core 
banking business activities such as Retail Banking, 
Corporate/Merchant Banking, Wealth Management, Trading, and
Securities Services. 

This is a logical data model, which means that it cannot be 
readily used. The structures modeled in the OIDF LDM provide 
an abstract, graphical model of the Financial Services domain 
using Entity-Relationship modeling. It can be thought of as a 
detailed blueprint for organizing data within a Financial Services 
institution. It provides a reference guide for institutions to 
understand the salient data related to a specific business process. 

To actually use the OIDF in practice, customers deploy the OIDF 
Analytical Warehouse Model, which is derived from the LDM 
(blueprint).
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Component Purpose

Financial Services 
Analytical Warehouse Data
Model

A physical data model that supports data sourcing and reporting 
related to key analytical use cases in the Financial Services 
industry.

The Warehouse Model is a physical data model, unlike the OIDF 
LDM, meaning that it is readily deployable, and consists of 
database object definitions, and additional supporting scripts. 

It is organized into two distinct sets of tables based on purpose:

The Staging model, which facilitates data sourcing from the 
bank's internal operational systems such as Lending systems, 
Trading Systems, Collateral Management systems, and Master 
Data Management systems. 

The Reporting model which facilitates the storage of outputs 
from analytical tools, applications, and engines in a manner that 
is conducive to BI reporting. 

The warehouse model is typically deployed into production via a
set of management tools called the Oracle Financial Services 
Analytical Application Infrastructure (OFSAAI). The AAI is a 
separate product, and is a prerequisite for OIDF (see 
Infrastructure).

Supporting scripts As part of the OIDF package, there are additionally a number of 
scripts provided for basic operations such as internal data 
movement between the staging and reporting areas.

Relationship to Oracle Financial Services Analytical Applications
The OIDF is very closely related to the Oracle Financial Services Analytical Applications
(OFSAA) in the following ways:

1. Data Model

1. OIDF Staging model provides the complete data sourcing foundation for 
OFSAA applications. All application-specific input data requirements are 
captured as part of the staging data model. "OIDF Staging Model" is a 
combination of all staging models supplied with each OFSAA application.

2. OIDF Reporting model provides the complete reporting data model common 
to all the OFSAA Business Intelligence (BI) applications. This includes a single 
set of conformed dimensions as well as unified fact tables used for 
cross-functional reporting. For more information, see OIDF Reporting model, 
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page 2-13. OIDF reporting model is the superset of all the BI-application 
specific reporting models.

3. Logical Data Model (LDM): The OIDF Logical Data Model is independent of 
OFSAA analytical applications, and more aligned to the underlying business 
processes of a financial institution. However, there is significant content overlap
in the lower-level details of the LDM entities/attributes. This is captured in the 
form of attribute level mappings between LDM entities/attributes and their 
corresponding equivalents in the OIDF staging area data model. This mapping 
is made available as part of the OIDF release packaging.

4. Synchronized Releases: The Staging and Reporting models that are part of an 
OIDF release are updated to reflect prior application-specific releases. This 
means that the latest release of OIDF (7.4.1.0.0) reflects all prior application 
releases across OFSAA from a data model perspective, with respect to the 
Staging and Reporting models.

2. Infrastructure

1. The Oracle Financial Services Analytical Applications Infrastructure (OFSAAI) 
is the same infrastructure that is used to deploy and manage an OIDF instance.

2. The same collection of tools (OFSAAI) is used to manage a deployed instance of
the Oracle Insurance Data Foundation (OIDF).

These are the tools used to manage the data lifecycle in OIDF:

• Model Upload

• Unified Metadata Manager (UMM)

• Data Quality Framework

• T2T framework

• Mart Management framework

OIDF Prerequisite Components and Tools
The key prerequisites for running the OIDF are as listed below:
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Component Provider Purpose

Oracle Financial 
Services Analytical 
Applications 
Infrastructure version 
7.3.2.1.0

Oracle OFSAAI is the platform on which
the OIDF is deployed and 
operated. It represents the OIDF 
'runtime' environment, and 
consists of a number of tools used
to manage the data lifecycle 
within OIDF, from sourcing to 
reporting*.

Oracle Database 
Enterprise Edition 
11gR2

Oracle OIDF is certified on Oracle 
Database releases 11gR2 and 
later.

ERwin data modeler 
version 7.3+

Computer Associates (CA) ERwin is a data modeling tool 
that provides a visual 
environment to manage the 
complex enterprise data 
environment.

Important: OFSAAI, the infrastructure platform has its own 
prerequisites as well as supporting documentation.
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2
Understanding OIDF

This chapter explains the background of OIDF, its functional architecture along with the
differences from traditional warehouse architecture. OIDF product package consists of 
the Logical Data Model and Analytical Data Warehouse model. The individual 
components of Physical and Logical Data Model, and Mapping Logical Data Model to 
OIDF Staging Area are explained in detail.

This chapter covers the following topics:

• Background

• OIDF Architecture

• OIDF Physical Data Model

• OIDF Logical Data Model

• Mapping from Logical Data Model to OIDF Staging Area

Background
It is important to note that OIDF architecture differs from 'traditional' data warehouse 
architecture in key ways.

OIDF was built to specifically address the key challenges of building a scalable, 
practical data management platform to support Financial Services Analytics needs. The 
differences from traditional BI architecture are highlighted and explained in the 
following sections.

OIDF Architecture
The following figure depicts the OIDF Functional Architecture.
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The OIDF architecture can be thought of as two distinct, interacting components. The 
dark green colored cylindrical portions denote the data repository and the red colored 
portion denotes the management toolkit.

1. A data repository whose physical structure is given by the OIDF physical data 
model (Here Physical Data Model = OIDF Staging + OIDF Reporting). This user 
guide only details the structure and organization of the data repository that is covered by the
data models in the OIDF.

2. A management toolkit  provided by OFSAAI that is used to manage the data 
repository, by providing a collection of tools and frameworks based on a common 
metadata foundation. This user guide DOES NOT cover the details of the Analytical 
Application Infrastructure, as that is a separate product with its own documentation.

The architecture illustrates the following key concepts:

1. A unified data-sourcing area for analytics: The OIDF Staging Data Model provides
the basis for central, unified data-sourcing layer for a wide variety of analytical 
needs. The staging layer faces the operational (OLTP) and front office systems of a 
bank. It consists of tables to capture key business and operational data from these 
systems, which is then processed by one or more analytical engines. 

2. A unified reporting/consumption layer: Analytical results can be simple to 
complex, quantitative and qualitative measures of a bank's Risk, Compliance, 
Customer and Financial Performance. The OIDF Reporting data model is a 
dimensional data model spanning these key analytical functions. It forms the 
foundation of OFSAA Business Intelligence applications, but can clearly be used as 
the result data store for any equivalent engines and processes provided by other 
vendors, or custom-built solutions. By providing a single data repository for 
reporting needs, this layer provides a foundation for departmental as well as 
cross-departmental and cross-functional reporting. 
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Additionally, the schema of the reporting area is specifically built for Financial 
Services analytics. As an illustration, the reporting area has a 'Run dimension' that 
is shared across all BI/reporting use cases. Similarly, the aggregation of shared 
measures/reporting into a common set of output structures (Account Summary) 
allows for cross-functional reporting, which is increasingly the norm in Financial 
Institutions.

3. Single point of control and operation: The Oracle Financial Services Analytical 
Applications Infrastructure is a separate Oracle product that offers a set of tools that
are built on a common metadata foundation. These tools are used to control and 
manage the lifecycle of data from sourcing to reporting. There is a collection of 
frameworks to manage the following lifecycle steps of data within OIDF:

1. Metadata Management

2. Data Quality

3. Data Movement

4. Scheduling and runtime operations

5. Security/User management

6. Analytical Process Definition and Execution

4. Processing Area: As explained earlier, the primary purpose of the OIDF is to serve 
as a container for analytical processing from sourcing to consumption. Such 
processing is usually delivered in the form of discrete units called analytical 
applications spanning different analytical use cases ranging from Finance to Risk to 
Compliance. 

These applications consist of custom-built computational engines and numerical 
libraries, and may execute processes on the data that range from simple 
aggregations to complex, multi-step stochastic processes such as Monte-Carlo 
simulation. 

Hence, analytical applications place varying demands on the data infrastructure in 
terms of volumes and speed, and hence place different demands on data 
architecture. In practice, the normalized (3NF) design favored for Enterprise Data 
Warehouses often fails to be efficient or performant when it comes to analytical 
processing across a wide range of use cases. 

Therefore, the OIDF recognizes the need for distinct application-specific working 
stores, separate from the staging and reporting area. For example, the OFSAA 
Asset/Liability Management application (ALM) has a distinct set of ALM-specific 
tables, as does the Market Risk solution. 
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Important: The structure of these processing area stores is decided 
by the actual analytical application and engine used. The OFSAA 
suite of applications is organized this way, with each application 
managing a specific set of tables/schemas within the processing 
area.

The processing area tables/schemas are NOT part of the OIDF. This is because the OIDF is 
intended to be an open platform. Other analytical applications and engines can equally 
provision data out of OIDF by mapping their input requirements appropriately to the OIDF
staging area model. 

Differences from Traditional Warehouse Architecture
This table summarizes the differences of the OIDF from a traditional Data Warehouse 
architecture.

Component OIDF Traditional BI Architecture

Staging Layer Common staging Area (CSA) 
where data from source systems 
are staged and is implemented as
database schema.

Usually a filesystem-based area 
where file-based extracts 
(operational images) from source 
systems are staged prior to loading
into a target schema.

3rd Normal Form 
Operational Data 
Store/Enterprise Data
Warehouse

Does not provide a physicalized 
model for a 3NF store. The LDM 
can be physicalized as a 3NF 
store if desired. 
Operational/fine-grained 
reporting will be fulfilled from 
the reporting area.

Typically a 3rd normal form 
repository of 'atomic data' that is 
loaded via ETL from the staging 
area (Bill Inmon approach)

Data 
Marts/Reporting 
Model

Set of star schemas with 
conformed dimensions (Ralph 
Kimball approach)

Set of star schemas. 

With the preceding understanding in mind, the following sections describe the data 
models in the OIDF in greater detail.

OIDF Physical Data Model
The OIDF Physical Data Model is the primary deployed structure in the OIDF. As 
detailed in the architecture section, it has the following key characteristics:
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1. Readily Deployable: The Physical Data Model is a readily deployable physical 
schema. It is provided as an ERwin data model file (for details on ERwin, see 
http://erwin.com/products/modeler/ ) and consists of tables grouped into distinct 
subject areas depending on function. The tables are either used to gather source 
data (Staging Area), or as containers of outputs/results from analytical processing 
and engines for reporting purposes (Reporting Area).

2. Use-case Driven: The OIDF Physical Data model is driven by a set of clearly 
identified analytical use cases spanning Risk, Performance, Customer Insight, and 
Compliance.

3. Extensible: While the OIDF Physical Data Model satisfies a very large number of 
analytical use cases across Risk, Finance, Marketing, and Compliance subject areas, 
customers may find the need to customize the model for a specific installation. 
These customizations may be done in accordance with guidelines published in 
Using OIDF section, page 5-1 of this manual.

The OIDF Physical Data Model is divided into two primary areas:

Staging Data Model

Overview/Design
The Common Staging Area Model (CSA) represents the point of entry of data into the 
OIDF. The CSA provides a simplified, unified data sourcing area for inputs required by 
analytical applications and engines. It consists of over 400 tables and nearly 9000 
columns organized into distinct subjects. The salient features of the CSA are as follows:

1. Mapping to Analytical Use Cases: Since the primary purpose of the OIDF is to be a
data repository supporting analytics, each database object in the OIDF physical data
model is necessarily mapped to a corresponding analytical use case.

These mappings are captured in the data model, in the form of additional metadata 
called User-defined Properties (UDPs), and can be leveraged to reduce the scope of 
data gathering efforts by focusing on clearly-defined end use cases such as Basel II, 
Market Risk Analytics, ALM and others.

These mappings can readily be extracted into a Download Specification, page 5-3, 
which lists the data demands for a specific analytical use case. An example is shown
below:
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Download Specification - Example

The Mappings can be generated from the OIDF ERwin file using ERwin's reporting 
tools.

2. Schema Design: The data model of the Common Staging Area is designed to 
facilitate loading efficiency. This means that it is denormalized. 

The primary focus of the staging area is to efficiently deliver data from operational 
systems such as Core Banking, Trading and Wealth Management to multiple 
analytical applications that process this data. 

Typically, this data is extracted from source systems and loaded into OIDF directly, 
or alternatively into a pre-defined file-based operational image area from which it is
subsequently loaded into the OIDF schema. In a large bank, it is not unusual to 
have 10s to 100s of millions of accounts and transactions.

Standard ETL (Extract, Transform, Load) approaches can fail to address this 
requirement adequately because of the complexity imposed by the target schema. If
the target schema is increasingly normalized, then the ETL into this schema is 
correspondingly more complex, requiring careful load ordering to prevent 
integrity-related load failures, as well as integrity validation prior to loading. Such 
complex ETL processing is time-consuming and is prone to failure. 

To address this, the CSA is designed to support a simplified loading process. 
De-normalized tables allow efficient data loading, and subsequent transformations 
can be done to verify data integrity through a series of data quality checks. This 
represents an 'ELT (Extract Load Transform)' approach to data sourcing, which is 
far more suited for an analytical data repository.

3. Application-managed Referential Integrity (RI): In conjunction with the database 
design of the staging schema, a key feature is the management of Referential 
Integrity primarily in the application tier, rather than within the database. 

Rather than imposing foreign key relationships in the database, which could cause 
complex loading order dependencies, relationships between staging tables are 
managed by the Data Quality (DQ) framework, a toolkit within the Analytical 
Application Infrastructure that captures the relevant data quality checks for a 
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specific table in the staging model. These checks include:

1. Value checks (Nulls, Value ranges, business checks on numeric fields)

2. Referential Integrity checks (which are otherwise implemented as foreign key 
constraints)

Important:  This is also why the ER model of the staging area in ERwin 
does not contain any relationships – the staging area is a physical data 
model, which is deployed using the Analytical Application 
Infrastructure, which manages it. 

In summary – the design of the staging area data model is to allow efficient data 
loading for analytics. It thus has crucial differences from a general-purpose repository 
of operational/transactional data across a bank. 

Details of the Staging Data Model
The CSA model consists of over 400 tables and nearly 9000 attributes. These tables are 
organized into multiple 'subjects', currently by analytical use case/solution need. 

However, it makes sense to first understand the staging area tables in terms of content 
before understanding how they map to analytical use cases. 

There are two broad categories of staging data, regardless of the use case or analytical 
application that requires it:

1. Business Data: This set of tables captures the actual business events and the 
resulting state of a bank from those business events. The OLTP systems (or 
Transactional Systems) capture this information resulting from the execution of the 
bank's different business processes. Broadly, this information can be categorized as:

1. Events: Business transactions, whether financial or non-financial, represent 
business happenings (events) that are relevant for analytical purposes. For 
example – a financial transaction by a customer on a current account is a 
specific event. Events happen at a specific point in time, and are recorded by 
OLTP systems. In the staging area model, there are several transaction tables 
that capture this detail – for both financial and non-financial transactions.

2. State: The net effect of business transactions is to change the bank's overall 
financial/non-financial state. An example of this – when a customer opens a 
checking/current account and deposits money into it, the account tracks the net 
effect of all withdrawals and deposits using a numeric quantity called a 
'balance'. The account will also contain a list of all events (Withdrawals, 
deposits, fees, etc) that resulted in the balance. This state information is 
typically captured by product-specific systems in a bank or FSI. For example, 
there is a lending system that captures details of loans, and a current account 
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system that captures details of checking and savings accounts, which are 
distinct products. In both cases, the accounts are governed by contracts, which 
refer to the terms and conditions governing business on that account.

2. Reference/Master Data: Events and state refer to 'business activities' of a bank or 
FSI. To provide more detail on these, banks need to capture additional data that 
provides context for these activities. This data may be variously called as 'reference 
data' or 'master data', and covers various business dimensions of a given 
transaction or account. For example – a bank has a master list of products that it 
sells to customers (Product Master). Similarly, it has a list of customers (Customer 
master). A trading firm may hold a list of securities it transacts in (Securities 
master). These and other lists provide context for each business transaction or 
account. Banks typically maintain 'Master' data for this purpose. 

With this background, the following lists the key categories of business data and 
reference data in the staging data model.

Business Data:
To view the current set of business data tables in the staging area, open the OIDF 
Staging Area model in the ERwin data modeling tool, and click on subject areas as 
shown below.

Right click and switch to the 'Staging-Data Tables' subject area. 
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'Staging-Data Tables' Subject Area

This provides an ordered, visually grouped list of the business data tables in the current
staging area model. Above each group in the diagram is the group name as a label, to 
categorize the tables, as follows:
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Grouped List of Business Data Tables in Current Staging Area Model

The key groups of business data tables in the model are as follows.

Group Name Purpose

Product Processors Tables for Financial Instruments and Contracts. Note 
that these tables can accommodate nearly 80+ types of 
instruments and derivatives across Banking and Trading
books.

Transactions Tables to hold Transaction/Event level data from the 
bank's systems. These tables are available by both 
contract and channel, and there is additionally a set of 
Transaction Summary tables that contain transaction 
data in a summarized form required by the Profitability 
application.

Exposures Exposures are basically contracts on the asset side of the 
balance sheet. The tables in this category are primarily 
used by Risk applications.

Mitigants Mitigants are used to address specific types of risk 
posed by exposures. The tables in this category are 
primarily used by Risk applications.

GL Contains tables holding information pertaining to the 
General Ledger.

Customer Consists of Marketing-related Customer activity and 
plan data relevant to CRM analytics. Note that core 
customer information is in the Product Processors, and 
reference data about customers is elsewhere.

Rates Economic indicators, Interest Rates and other 
information relevant to analytical processing for Risk 
and Asset Liability Management applications.
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Reference/Master Data:
To view the current set of Master/Reference data tables in the staging area, open the 
OIDF Staging Area model in the ERwin data modeling tool, and open up the subject 
areas menu on the left hand side, as shown below.

Right click and switch to the 'Staging-Master Tables' diagram to get the list of the 
master tables currently in staging.
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Staging-Master Tables

Similar to the Business Data tables, the 'Staging - Master Tables' subject area provides a
single folder view of all of the reference/master information currently required by the 
staging area.
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Reporting Data Model

Overview
The Reporting Data Model is the point where outputs of analytical processing are 
aggregated for reporting and Business Intelligence (BI) tools. 

Similar to the Common Staging Area being the foundation for data provisioning to 
analytical applications, engines and processes, the Reporting Data Model is the 
common data store for the outputs of these processes. Outputs are computed 
quantitative measures and Key Performance Indicators that involve simple to complex, 
mathematical and statistical processing using the raw data, which is performed by 
specialized engines and computational models. In the OIDF design, the Reporting Data 
Model design ensures that the historical data is maintained.

The key features of the design of the Reporting Area model are as follows:

1. Design: 

The Reporting Area data model is a dimensional data model. This means that it 
consists primarily of central fact tables (de-normalized), related to multiple 
dimension tables, also called a Star Schema. 

Additionally, the dimension tables are shared across the star schemas in the 
reporting mode, meaning they are Conformed Dimensions. This means that 
Drill-across reporting is naturally supported by the OIDF design. 

Additionally – in keeping with the key principle of the OIDF, the Reporting Model 
is organized by use cases to facilitate reporting and BI in a wide variety of areas.

2. Support for multiple scenarios of analysis:

Increasingly as a result of the 2008 crisis, the Financial Services industry is moving 
towards scenario-based, forward-looking risk analysis instead of retroactive 
analysis. The reporting data model has been designed to support scenario analysis 
of the sort required by financial institutions that need to measure and report risk 
and performance under a variety of economic scenarios. 

To facilitate this, the Oracle Financial Services Advanced Analytical Infrastructure 
(OFSAAI) provides a Stress Testing framework, allowing risk analysis to be 
performed under a variety of known scenarios corresponding to different input 
parameter values to risk models. 

The reporting model provides support for this kind of analysis via a Run 
Dimension – it allows analytical engines to load multiple result sets identified by 
scenarios, and hence permits reporting related to baseline and stress conditions in 
economic terms.

3. Support for Cross Functional Reporting: 

The third critical feature of the Reporting area design is the support for 
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cross-functional reporting. 

Typically, Business Intelligence and Reporting Solutions work off a dedicated, 
purpose-specific data store called a data mart. Data marts are function-specific data 
stores typically star schemas (eg. Marketing data marts, Risk Data Marts, Customer 
Data mart), that provide the necessary reporting and analytics relevant to a 
particular business function in the FSI. 

Increasingly, the trend is for cross-functional analytics and reporting. Majority of 
emerging needs relate to the analytical problems at the intersection of the distinct 
areas of Risk, Performance, Customer Insight, and Compliance.

Reporting Area Details
Similar to the staging data model, the reporting model is divided into Subject Areas. 
These subject areas are visible by clicking on the Subject Areas view in the ERwin data 
modeler tool as show below.
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Subject Areas View in ERwin Data Modeler Tool

As can be seen above, the Subject Areas are organized to support detailed level analysis 
related to a set higher-level analytical reporting solutions. The list of solutions 
supported by the OIDF are:

Name Definition

ALM Subject Areas corresponding to Asset Liability Management 
(ALM).
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Name Definition

Basel II, Pillar I and III, 
Pillar II

Subject Areas corresponding to the Basel II Regulatory 
framework, and its reporting requirements as specified in the 
framework.

Capital Planning These Subject areas provide support for reporting related to 
Capital Planning

Channel Management Support for analytics related to Channel Management, which is 
part of the overall Customer Insight solution set 

Common Account 
Summary

A critical subject area that collects account-level results from 
multiple analytical processes. The Common Account Summary 
allows for cross-functional Analytics such as Risk Adjusted 
Performance Measurement by combining outputs from 
Profitability and Risk solutions 

Corporate Credit Risk 
Analytics

Support for detailed analytics and reporting on Corporate Credit 
Risk - including Commercial Lending, Credit Facilities, Limits 
and Collateral

Economic Capital Support for Aggregated Economic Capital Reporting based on 
risk assessments for Market, Credit and Operational Risk.

GL Reconciliation Support for reporting specific to the Oracle GL reconciliation 
module that is part of the OFSAA product line. This allows a 
reporting view of the reconciliation processes and outputs

ICAAP Supports reporting related to the Internal Capital Adequacy 
Assessment process.

LRM Supports reporting related to Liquidity Risk Management 
processes within an organization

Limit Analysis Part of the Corporate Credit Risk Solution, allows reporting on 
Credit Limits.

CI Part of the Customer Insight solution set providing support for 
Retail, Institutional, and Channel Analytics.

Market Risk Support for Market Risk analytics
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Name Definition

PFT BI Supports reporting related to Profitability analysis, part of the 
Enterprise Performance Management solution area.

Reputational Risk Support for Reputational Risk measurement and analysis

Retail Credit Risk The set of tables/subject areas supporting Retail Credit Risk 
Analysis.

Retail Pooling Reporting support for Pooling for Retail Exposures – required by 
ALM and Retail Credit Risk analysis.

Solvency II Support for the emerging Solvency II regulatory framework for 
Insurance providers.

Strategic Risk Support for reporting related to Strategic Risk – measurement of 
these risks is a qualititative process, and part of the ICAAP 
framework.

aCRM Reporting related to analytical Customer Relationship 
Management.

Within the above higher-level areas, there are over 165 subject areas consisting of star 
schemas supporting detailed analysis. Each Subject Area typically corresponds to one or
possibly more star schemas, depending on the reporting need. There are currently 500+ 
fact and dimension tables in the reporting area. The details of the various naming 
conventions used in OIDF Data Model are explained in Appendix A, page A-1. For 
column-level details, see the Technical Whitepaper on Data Model Document Generation, 
which details how to extract the data dictionary from ERwin section.

OIDF Logical Data Model
The previous sections have discussed the components of the OIDF Physical Data 
Model (or the OIDF Analytical Warehouse model) – this is the actual deployable 
physical database model that addresses a number of analytical needs out of the box, as 
illustrated earlier. 

The Logical Data Model is a reference data model of the Financial Services Domain, 
which captures the data created by the key business processes in Financial Services. A 
reference data model is different from the Physical Data Model in these ways:
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Area LDM OIDF Physical Model

Purpose Generic blueprint of the 
data produced by the 
business processes of a 
Financial Services 
institution

Designed for analytical processing (Risk,
Profitability, Customer Insight)

Format/Structure Entity Relationship 
Diagrams organized into 
key Top Level subject 
areas

Physical Tables/Columns Definitions

Usage Cannot be directly used – 
needs to be used within a 
physical database design 
step to arrive at a 
database schema

Readily deployable

Scope All the key business 
processes/activities and 
their supporting reference
data requirements

The business and reference data 
required for a set of analytical use cases. 
However, can be extended to serve other
needs.

Relationship to the OIDF Physical Model
The coverage of the LDM in terms of core business processes is as follows.

Business Area Comments

Retail Banking End to end content support for Retail Assets and 
Liabilities – Retail lending across a variety of loan 
products, Current Accounts, and Term Deposits.

Corporate Banking End to end process support for Commercial Assets 
and liabilities – Corporate/Commercial lending 
operations, Structured Lending, Collateral and Limits
models, and Trade Finance.

Capital Markets, Trading and 
Securities

Process support for the trade lifecycle from quoting to
settlement/clearance. Coverage of a wide variety of 
security and derivative asset classes.
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Business Area Comments

Insurance Preliminary coverage of Insurance liabilities in the 
non P & C insurance domains.

The OIDF physical data model should be seen as a deployable, physicalized subset of 
this reference data model for known analytical use cases spanning Risk, Performance, 
Customer Insight, and Compliance, as illustrated below.

OIDF Physical Data Model 

OIDF LDM Content Details
The OIDF LDM is organized into a small set of high-level subject areas, each of which 
represents a key category of data that is produced by the business processes in a bank.
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Key Subjects in OIDF Logical Data Model

Within the above subject areas, the OIDF LDM has 800+ entities. The various naming 
conventions used in OIDF Logical Data Model are explained in Appendix A, page A-1
. For column-level details, see the Technical Whitepaper on Data Model Document 
Generation, which details how to extract the data dictionary from ERwin section.

Mapping from Logical Data Model to OIDF Staging Area
In addition to the data dictionary and download specifications, the OIDF also provides 
a mapping between the relevant columns in the OIDF physical staging area model and 
the OIDF Logical Data Model. These mappings are currently made available as Excel 
spreadsheets, and part of the OIDF package.

Following are the Excel spreadsheets. Click the corresponding spreadsheet icon that 
you want to view.


Application

		LDM														Staging										Mapping Logic

		Subject Area		Entity		Attribute		Attribute Desc		Datatype		Null				Table		Column		Column Desc		Datatype		Null

		Application		Application Status History		Status Date		Date on which status been given.		DATE		NOT NULL				Stage Applications		Last Status Date of Application		DATE		This stores the last status date for the application.		NULL		Application status history table will store all the status date in the column, we can pick last status date for staging.

		Application		Application Status History		Application Number		Unique Number of the application.		VARCHAR2(10)		NOT NULL				Stage Applications		Application Number		VARCHAR2(20)		Unique Number of the application		NOT NULL		Direct

		Application		Application Status History		Application Status Code		Unique code of the application status as Received, processing, rejected, approved, declined, withdrawn etc		NUMBER(5)		NULL				Stage Applications		Application Status Code		VARCHAR2(50)		This is the status code of the application.		NULL		Direct

																Stage Applications		Application Status		VARCHAR2(20)		Application Status		NULL

		Application		Application Status History		Rejection Reason Code		Unique identification of reason for rejection of the application.		NUMBER(5)		NULL				Stage Applications		Rejection Reason		VARCHAR2(60)		This is the reason for rejection of the application.		NULL		Direct

		Application		Application Status History		Status Remarks		Remarks been given for status change.		VARCHAR2(60)		NULL

																Stage Applications		Final Status of Application		VARCHAR2(20)		This stores the final status of application after the decision.		NULL

																Stage Applications		Interim Status of Application		VARCHAR2(60)		This stores the interim status of the application pending decision.		NULL

		Application		Application Status		Application Status Code		Unique code of the application status as Received, processing, rejected, approved, declined, withdrawn etc		NUMBER(5)		NOT NULL				Stage Application Status Master		Applicant Status Code		VARCHAR2(20)		This column stores the application status code		NOT NULL		Direct

		Application		Application Status		Application Status Name		Name of the application status.		VARCHAR2(60)		NULL

		Application		Application Status		Application Status Description		Describes the application status.		VARCHAR2(255)		NULL				Stage Application Status Master		Applicant Status Description		VARCHAR2(60)		This column stores the description of application status codes		NULL		Direct

		Application		Promotion Type		Promotion Type		Unique identification of the promotion type as Television, Newspaper etc		VARCHAR2(10)		NOT NULL				Stage Applications		Promotion Code		VARCHAR2(5)		This is the promotion code for the campaign.		NULL		Direct

		Application		Promotion Type		Promotion Type Description		Describes the promotion type.		VARCHAR2(255)		NULL

		Application		Application Payment Mode		Payment Type		Unique identification of payment type like, disbursal, repayment, payment etc		VARCHAR2(10)		NOT NULL

		Application		Application Payment Mode		Application Number		Unique Number of the application.		VARCHAR2(10)		NOT NULL				Stage Applications		Application Number		VARCHAR2(20)		Unique Number of the application		NOT NULL		Direct

		Application		Application Payment Mode		Payment Mode		Unique identification of the mode of payment. eg Check, DD, ECS etc.		VARCHAR2(10)		NULL				Stage Applications		Payment Mode		VARCHAR2(20)		This stores the mode of payment.		NULL		Direct

		Application		Payment Type		Payment Type		Unique identification of payment type like, disbursal, repayment, payment etc		VARCHAR2(10)		NOT NULL

		Application		Payment Type		Payment Type Description		Describes the payment type.		VARCHAR2(255)		NULL

		Application		Payment Mode		Payment Mode		Unique identification of the mode of payment. eg Check, DD, ECS etc.		VARCHAR2(10)		NOT NULL				Stage Applications		Payment Mode		VARCHAR2(20)		This stores the mode of payment.		NULL		Direct

		Application		Payment Mode		Payment Mode Description		Describes the payment mode.		VARCHAR2(255)		NULL

		Application		Deviation Reason		Deviation Reason Code		Unique identification of the reason assigned for the deviation in the source system.		NUMBER(5)		NOT NULL				Stage Applications		Application Deviation Reason 1		VARCHAR2(7)		This stores the reason code assigned for the deviation in the source system.		NULL		Direct

																Stage Applications		Application Deviation Reason 2		VARCHAR2(7)		This stores the reason code assigned for the deviation in the source system.		NULL		Direct

																Stage Applications		Application Deviation Reason 3		VARCHAR2(7)		This stores the reason code assigned for the deviation in the source system.		NULL		Direct

																Stage Applications		Application Deviation Reason 4		VARCHAR2(7)		This stores the reason code assigned for the deviation in the source system.		NULL		Direct

																Stage Applications		Application Deviation Reason 5		VARCHAR2(7)		This stores the reason code assigned for the deviation in the source system.		NULL		Direct

		Application		Deviation Reason		Deviation Reason Name		Name of the deviation reason.		VARCHAR2(60)		NULL

		Application		Deviation Reason		Deviation Reason Description		Describes the deviation reasons.		VARCHAR2(255)		NULL

		Application		Application Deviation Reason		Deviation Reason Code		Unique identification of the reason assigned for the deviation in the source system.		NUMBER(5)		NOT NULL				Stage Applications		Application Deviation Reason 1		VARCHAR2(7)		This stores the reason code assigned for the deviation in the source system.		NULL		Appplication Deviation Reason is an intersection table between Deviation Reason & Application which can store as many deviation reason as possible

																Stage Applications		Application Deviation Reason 2		VARCHAR2(7)		This stores the reason code assigned for the deviation in the source system.		NULL

																Stage Applications		Application Deviation Reason 3		VARCHAR2(7)		This stores the reason code assigned for the deviation in the source system.		NULL

																Stage Applications		Application Deviation Reason 4		VARCHAR2(7)		This stores the reason code assigned for the deviation in the source system.		NULL

																Stage Applications		Application Deviation Reason 5		VARCHAR2(7)		This stores the reason code assigned for the deviation in the source system.		NULL

		Application		Application Deviation Reason		Application Number		Unique Number of the application.		VARCHAR2(10)		NOT NULL				Stage Applications		Application Number		VARCHAR2(20)		Unique Number of the application		NOT NULL

		Application		Application Type		Application Type		Unique identification of application type like, fresh, top up etc		VARCHAR2(10)		NOT NULL				Stage Application Type Master		Application Type		VARCHAR2(20)		This column stores the application type code like fresh, existing and so on.		NOT NULL		Direct

		Application		Application Type		Application Type Description		Describes the application type.		VARCHAR2(255)		NULL				Stage Application Type Master		Application Type Description		VARCHAR2(30)		This column stores the description of application type.		NULL		Direct

		Application		Application Stage		Stage Code		This refers to the different stages involved in the application process. Eg Negative list search, contact point verification, internal default list search, referral verification etc		NUMBER(5)		NOT NULL

		Application		Application Stage		Application Number		Unique Number of the application.		VARCHAR2(10)		NOT NULL				Stage Applications		Application Number		VARCHAR2(20)		Unique Number of the application		NOT NULL		Direct

		Application		Application Stage		Start Date		Start Date of the stage involved in the application.		DATE		NULL				Stage Applications		Pre-screening Start Date		DATE		Start date of Positive Search		NULL		Application Stage is an intersaction table betw een Application & Stage table which can store all the stages start & end date & relavant details of the stage.

																Stage Applications		Negative List Search Start Date		DATE		Start date for negative list search		NULL

																Stage Applications		Contact Point Verification Start Date		DATE		Start date of contact point verification		NULL

																Stage Applications		Residence Verification Start Date		DATE		Start date of residence verification		NULL

																Stage Applications		Internal Defaulter List Search Start Date		DATE		Start date of internal defaulter list search		NULL

																Stage Applications		Referral Verification Start Date		DATE		Start date of referral verification		NULL

		Application		Application Stage		End Date		End Date of the stage involved in the application.		DATE		NULL				Stage Applications		Pre-screening End Date		DATE		End Date for Positive Search		NULL

																Stage Applications		Negative List Search End Date		DATE		End date of negative list search		NULL

																Stage Applications		Contact Point Verification End Date		DATE		End date of contact point verification		NULL

																Stage Applications		Residence Verification End Date		DATE		End date of residence verification		NULL

																Stage Applications		Internal Defaulter List Search End Date		DATE		End date of internal defaulter list search		NULL

																Stage Applications		Referral Verification End Date		DATE		End date of referral verification		NULL

		Application		Application Stage		Status		Status of the stage involved in the application.		VARCHAR2(10)		NULL

		Application		Application Stage		Derived										Stage Applications		Duration Of Complete Pre-screeening		NUMBER(7)		Time Taken to complete pre-screening process		NULL		Duration of the stages can be derived from relevant stage's start & end date.

		Application		Application Stage		Derived										Stage Applications		Duration of Complete Negative List Search		NUMBER(7)		Time taken to complete negative list search		NULL

		Application		Application Stage		Derived										Stage Applications		Duration of Complete Contact Point Verification		NUMBER(7)		Time taken to complete contact point verification		NULL

		Application		Application Stage		Derived										Stage Applications		Duration of Complete Residence Search		NUMBER(7)		Time taken to complete the residence search		NULL

		Application		Application Stage		Derived										Stage Applications		Duration of Complete IDL		NUMBER(7)		Time taken to complete internal defaulter list search		NULL

		Application		Application Stage		Derived										Stage Applications		Duration of Complete Refferal Verification		NUMBER(7)		Time taken to complete referral verification		NULL

																Stage Applications		Application Process String		VARCHAR2(7)		Application process string formulated depending upon the completion of application processing stages		NULL

		Application		Decision Type		Decision Type		Unique identification of decision type like, score, template etc		VARCHAR2(10)		NOT NULL

		Application		Decision Type		Decision Type Description		Describes the decision type.		VARCHAR2(255)		NULL

		Application		Stage		Stage Code		This refers to the different stages involved in the application process. Eg Negative list search, contact point verification, internal default list search, referral verification etc		NUMBER(5)		NOT NULL

		Application		Stage		Stage Name		Name of the stage.		VARCHAR2(60)		NULL

		Application		Stage		Stage Description		Describes the stage.		VARCHAR2(255)		NULL

		Application		Collateral Offered		Collateral Code				VARCHAR2(20)		NOT NULL

		Application		Collateral Offered		Application Number		Unique Number of the application.		VARCHAR2(10)		NOT NULL				Stage Applications		Application Number		VARCHAR2(20)		Unique Number of the application		NOT NULL		Direct

		Application		Collateral Offered		Product Code		A unique identifier for the Product.		VARCHAR2(10)		NOT NULL				Stage Applications		Product Code		VARCHAR2(25)		This stores the product associated with the application		NULL		Direct

		Product		Product Type		Product Type		Unique identification of product type.		VARCHAR2(10)		NOT NULL				Stage Applications		Loan Product Type		VARCHAR2(15)		This is the product type classification for loan products.		NULL		Direct

		Product		Product Group		Product Group Code		A unique identifier for the Product group.		NUMBER(5)		NOT NULL				Stage Applications		Loan Product Category		VARCHAR2(20)		This is the code for the product category.		NULL		Direct

		Application		Collateral Offered		Agreement Value		Value of the property in agreement.		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL				Stage Applications		Property Value		NUMBER(22,3)		This stores the value of the property.		NULL		Direct

		Application		Application Prospect		Prospect Id		Unique identifier assigned to the Party.		VARCHAR2(25)		NOT NULL				Stage Applications		Prospect Identifier		VARCHAR2(20)		Prospect Id		NULL		Direct

		Party		Individual		Joining Age		Age of an individual at the start of a relationship with the bank.		NUMBER(5)		NULL				Stage Applications		Applicant Age		NUMBER(3)		This stores the age of the applicant.		NULL		Direct

		Party		Individual		Gender		This stores the gender of the individual.		VARCHAR2(10)		NULL				Stage Applications		Applicant Gender		VARCHAR2(1)		This stores the gender of the applicant.		NULL		Direct

		Party		Individual Profession History		Profession Code		A unique code to identify each type of profession e.g. Teacher, Doctor etc. Applicable to only individuals.		NUMBER(5)		NULL				Stage Applications		Applicant Profession		VARCHAR2(20)		This stores the profession of the applicant.		NULL		Direct

		Party		Industry		Industry Code		Unique code to identify each of the industry that the individual's organization belongs to.		NUMBER(5)		NOT NULL				Stage Applications		Applicant Industry Segment		VARCHAR2(20)		This is the industry segment to which the applicant belongs.		NULL		Direct

		Party		Individual Profession History		Derived		The date on which the record becomes valid for consideration.		Date		NOT NULL				Stage Applications		Number of Years Employed		NUMBER(3)		This stores the No. of years that the applicant has been employed.		NULL		Direct

		Party		Individual Personal History		Marital Status Code		Uniquely identifies the marital status codes associated with an individual.		NUMBER(5)		NULL				Stage Applications		Applicant Marital Status		VARCHAR2(20)		This stores the marital status of the applicant.		NULL		Direct

																Stage Applications		Applicant Home Ownership Status		VARCHAR2(20)		This stores the home ownership status of the applicant.		NULL

		Party		Dependent		Derived		Unique identifier assigned to the Party.		VARCHAR2(25)		NOT NULL				Stage Applications		Number of Dependents		NUMBER(3)		This stores the number of dependents.		NULL		Direct

		Party		Individual Personal History		Education		This stores the educational qualifications of the individual.		VARCHAR2(60)		NULL				Stage Applications		Applicant Education		VARCHAR2(20)		This stores the applicant education.		NULL		Direct

		Party		Individual Profession History		Annual Income		This stores the individual's annual income.		NUMBER(10)		NULL				Stage Applications		Applicant Annual Income		NUMBER(22,3)		This is the annual income of the applicant.		NULL		Direct

																Stage Applications		Applicant Household Income		NUMBER(22,3)		This is the household income of the applicant.		NULL

		Geography		Geography Region		Region Code		A unique identification for the Region.		NUMBER(5)		NOT NULL				Stage Applications		Applicant Region Code		VARCHAR2(20)		This is the region code of location of applicant.		NULL		Direct

		Geography		Geography State		State Code		A unique identification for the State.		NUMBER(5)		NOT NULL				Stage Applications		Applicant State Code		VARCHAR2(20)		This is the state code of the state to which the applicant belongs.		NULL		Direct

		Geography		Geography City		City Code		A unique identification for the City.		NUMBER(5)		NOT NULL				Stage Applications		Applicant City Code		VARCHAR2(10)		This is the city code of the city to which the applicant belongs.		NULL		Direct

		Geography		Address		Address Line 1		Address description		VARCHAR2(60)		NULL				Stage Applications		Applicant Residence Address 1		VARCHAR2(255)		This is the first part of residence address of applicant.		NULL		Direct

		Geography		Address		Address Line 2		Address description		VARCHAR2(60)		NULL				Stage Applications		Applicant Residence Address 2		VARCHAR2(255)		This is the second part of residence address of applicant.		NULL		Direct

		Geography		Address		Address Line 3		Address description		VARCHAR2(60)		NULL				Stage Applications		Applicant Residence Address 3		VARCHAR2(255)		This is the third part of residence address of applicant.		NULL		Direct

		Geography		Address		Address Line 1		Address description		VARCHAR2(60)		NULL				Stage Applications		Applicant Office Address 1		VARCHAR2(255)		This is the first part of office address of applicant.		NULL		Direct

		Geography		Address		Address Line 2		Address description		VARCHAR2(60)		NULL				Stage Applications		Applicant Office Address 2		VARCHAR2(255)		This is the second part of office address of applicant.		NULL		Direct

		Geography		Address		Address Line 3		Address description		VARCHAR2(60)		NULL				Stage Applications		Applicant Office Address 3		VARCHAR2(255)		This is the third part of office address of applicant.		NULL		Direct

																Stage Applications		Applicant First Name		VARCHAR2(60)		This stores the first name of applicant.		NULL

																Stage Applications		Applicant Last Name		VARCHAR2(60)		This stores the last name of the applicant.		NULL

																Stage Applications		Applicant Middle Name		VARCHAR2(60)		This stores the middle name of the applicant.		NULL

		Geography		Postal Code		Postal Code		A unique identification for the Postal address.		NUMBER(5)		NOT NULL				Stage Applications		Residence Zip Code		VARCHAR2(10)		This stores the zip code of the applicant's residence.		NULL		Direct

		Party		Party Contact		Contact Number		Contact number of the party corresponding to a role code.		NUMBER(5)		NOT NULL				Stage Applications		Applicant Home Phone		NUMBER(15)		This stores the home phone number of the applicant.		NULL		Contact number role will be home & contact number is a direct map

		Party				Contact Number Role Code		Role to identify the type of the contact mechanism in place i.e. Home, Office, Fax or Mobile)		NUMBER(5)		NULL

		Party		Party Contact		Contact Number		Contact number of the party corresponding to a role code.		NUMBER(5)		NOT NULL				Stage Applications		Applicant Office Phone		NUMBER(15)		This stores the office phone number of the applicant.		NULL		Contact number role will be home & contact number is a direct map

		Party				Contact Number Role Code		Role to identify the type of the contact mechanism in place i.e. Home, Office, Fax or Mobile)		NUMBER(5)		NULL

		Party		Party Contact		Contact Number		Contact number of the party corresponding to a role code.		NUMBER(5)		NOT NULL				Stage Applications		Applicant Cell Phone		NUMBER(15)		This stores the cell phone number of the applicant.		NULL		Contact number role will be home & contact number is a direct map

		Party				Contact Number Role Code		Role to identify the type of the contact mechanism in place i.e. Home, Office, Fax or Mobile)		NUMBER(5)		NULL

		Party		Party Contact		Contact Number		Contact number of the party corresponding to a role code.		NUMBER(5)		NOT NULL				Stage Applications		Applicant Other Phone		NUMBER(15)		This stores the other phone number of the applicant.		NULL		Contact number role will be home & contact number is a direct map

		Party				Contact Number Role Code		Role to identify the type of the contact mechanism in place i.e. Home, Office, Fax or Mobile)		NUMBER(5)		NULL

																Stage Applications		Applicant Preferred Language		VARCHAR2(20)		This stores the preferred language of the applicant.		NULL

																Stage Applications		Applicant Employer Phone		NUMBER(15)		This stores the phone number of the applicant's employer.		NULL

																Stage Applications		Applicant Bank Account Number		VARCHAR2(20)		This is the bank account number of the applicant.		NULL

																Stage Applications		Applicant Bank Name		VARCHAR2(60)		This stores the applicant's bank name.		NULL

																Stage Applications		Applicant Bank Address		VARCHAR2(255)		This stores the applicant's bank address.		NULL

																Stage Applications		Number Of Other Cards Held By Applicant		NUMBER(5)		This stores the number of other cards held by the applicant if the application is for cards related accounts		NULL

		Party		Party Score		Score Code		Unique code assigned to each of the Scores.		NUMBER(5)		NOT NULL				Stage Applications		Credit or FICO Score		NUMBER(5)		This stores the credit or FICO score of applicant.		NULL		Score code will be credit or FICO score & score value is a direct map

		Party				Score Value		The quantitative value of the score corresponding to the score code for a party.		NUMBER(10)		NULL

		Application		Application Prospect		Application Number		Unique Number of the application.		VARCHAR2(10)		NOT NULL				Stage Applications		Application Number		VARCHAR2(20)		Unique Number of the application		NOT NULL		Direct

		Application		Application Prospect		Primary Applicant Indicator		Indicator to identify the primary applicant.		CHAR(1)		NULL

		Application		Application Subvention Type		Subvention Type		Unique identification of subvention type like, manufacturer, dealer, DSA etc		VARCHAR2(10)		NOT NULL

		Application		Application Subvention Type		Application Number		Unique Number of the application.		VARCHAR2(10)		NOT NULL				Stage Applications		Application Number		VARCHAR2(20)		Unique Number of the application		NOT NULL		Direct

		Application		Application Subvention Type		Subvention Value		Value of the Subvention.		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL

		Application		Subvention Type		Subvention Type		Unique identification of subvention type like, manufacturer, dealer, DSA etc		VARCHAR2(10)		NOT NULL

		Application		Subvention Type		Subvention Description		Describes the subvention type.		VARCHAR2(255)		NULL

		Application		Interest Type		Interest Type		Unique identification of interest type like, fixed, floating etc		VARCHAR2(10)		NOT NULL

		Application		Interest Type		Interest Type Description		Describes the interest type.		VARCHAR2(255)		NULL

		Application		Rejection Reason		Rejection Reason Code		Unique identification of reason for rejection of the application.		NUMBER(5)		NOT NULL				Stage Application Reject Reason Master		Application Rejection Reason Code		VARCHAR2(20)		Application rejection reason code like inadequate collateral, industry risk etc		NOT NULL		Direct

		Application		Rejection Reason		Rejection Reason Name		Name of the rejection reason.		VARCHAR2(60)		NULL

		Application		Rejection Reason		Rejection Reason Description		Describes the rejection reasons.		VARCHAR2(255)		NULL				Stage Application Reject Reason Master		Application Rejection Reason Description		VARCHAR2(60)		This stores the description of the application rejection reason code		NULL		Direct

		Application		Application		Application Number		Unique Number of the application.		VARCHAR2(10)		NOT NULL				Stage Applications		Application Number		VARCHAR2(20)		Unique Number of the application		NOT NULL		Direct

		Application		Application		Extraction Date		This stores the date on which records were extracted in the EDW.		DATE		NULL				Stage Applications		Extraction Date		DATE		This is the date on which processing commences. It is ideally, the end of the business day of the month.		NOT NULL		Direct

		Application		Application		Data Origin		This is the source system Id from which the application data is extracted.		VARCHAR2(10)		NULL				Stage Applications		Data Origin		VARCHAR2(20)		This is the source system Id from which the application data is extracted.		NOT NULL		Direct

		Application		Application		Application Receipt Date		This stores the date of application receipt.		DATE		NULL				Stage Applications		Application Receipt Date		DATE		This stores the date of application receipt.		NULL		Direct

		Application		Application		Application Decision Date		This is the date of decision on the application.		DATE		NULL				Stage Applications		Application Decision Date		DATE		This is the date of decision on the application.		NULL		Direct

		Application		Application		Approved Amount		This stores the approved amount.		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL

		Application		Application		Application Amount		This stores the requested amount.		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL				Stage Applications		Application Amount		NUMBER(22,3)		This is the application amount.		NULL		Direct

		Application		Application		Promotion Type		Unique identification of the promotion type as Television, Newspaper etc		VARCHAR2(10)		NULL				Stage Applications		Promotion Code		VARCHAR2(5)		This is the promotion code for the campaign.		NULL		Direct

		Application		Application		Interest Rate		This stores the original rate.		NUMBER(10,6)		NULL				Stage Applications		Original Loan Rate		NUMBER(11,6)		This stores the original loan rate.		NULL		Direct

		Application		Application		Tenor		This stores the tenor requested by the customer.		NUMBER(5)		NULL				Stage Applications		Loan Tenor		NUMBER(5)		This stores the tenor for the loan.		NULL		Direct

		Application		Application		Tenor Unit		Defines the tenor in Day, Month or Year.		CHAR(1)		NULL

		Application		Application		Fraud Application Indicator		Indicator to identify the application as fraud.		CHAR(1)		NULL				Stage Applications		Fraud Application Indicator		VARCHAR2(1)		Indicator to identify if the application is a likely fraud application		NULL		Direct

		Application		Application		Campaign Code		Unique campaign codes defined by the bank as a part of marketing and sales activity.		NUMBER(5)		NULL				Stage Applications		Campaign Identifier		VARCHAR2(20)		This is the campaign code for which the applicant responded.		NULL		Direct

		Application		Application		Agent Id		Unique identifier assigned to the Party.		VARCHAR2(25)		NULL				Stage Applications		Agent Code		VARCHAR2(10)		This is the agent code.		NULL		Direct

		Application		Application		Credit Officer Id		Unique identifier assigned to the Party.		VARCHAR2(25)		NULL				Stage Applications		Credit Officer ID		VARCHAR2(20)		This stores the ID of credit officer processing the application		NULL		Direct

		Application		Application		Sales Representative Id		Unique identifier assigned to the Party.		VARCHAR2(25)		NULL				Stage Applications		Sales Representative Id		VARCHAR2(20)		Sales Representative		NULL		Direct

		Application		Application		Channel Id		Identifier to the channel		NUMBER(20)		NULL				Stage Applications		Channel Code		VARCHAR2(20)		This stores the channel through which the application was received		NULL		Direct

		Application		Application		Currency Code		A unique identifier for the Currency.		VARCHAR2(3)		NULL				Stage Applications		Currency Code		VARCHAR2(3)		This is the currency code.		NULL		Direct

		Application		Application		Customer Reference Id		Unique identifier assigned to the Party.		VARCHAR2(25)		NULL				Stage Applications		Customer Reference Code		VARCHAR2(25)		This stores the customer reference code		NULL		Direct

		Application		Application		Branch Code		A unique identifier given by the regulator for the branch.		VARCHAR2(10)		NULL				Stage Applications		Branch Code		VARCHAR2(20)		This stores branch associated with the application		NULL		Direct

		Application		Application		Interviewer Id		Unique identifier assigned to the Party.		VARCHAR2(25)		NULL

		Application		Application		Discount On Interest Rate		Discount given on interest rate.		NUMBER(10,6)		NULL

		Application		Application		Interest Rate Code		A unique identifier for the Interest Rate Code.		NUMBER(5)		NULL

		Application		Application		Interest Type		Unique identification of interest type like, fixed, floating etc		VARCHAR2(10)		NULL

		Application		Application		Joint Application Indicator		Indicator to identify the application has joint account.		CHAR(1)		NULL

		Application		Application		Decision Type		Unique identification of decision type like, score, template etc		VARCHAR2(10)		NULL				Stage Applications		Decision by Score Indicator		VARCHAR2(1)		Decisioned using score flag-This is the indicator showing that the score was used for decision process		NULL		if decision type is score than decision by score ind is Y else N

																Stage Applications		Non Score Exclusion Indicator		VARCHAR2(1)		Non-score exclusion flag-This is the indicator showing that the score was not used for decision process		NULL

		Application		Application		Application Type		Unique identification of application type like, fresh, top up etc		VARCHAR2(10)		NULL				Stage Applications		Application Type		VARCHAR2(20)		This stores the type of the application - fresh, existing , enhancement and so on		NULL		Direct

		Application		Application		Related Contract Identifier		Unique identification of the contract which is related to this application.		VARCHAR2(25)		NULL

		Application		Application		Related Application Number		Unique Number of the application which is related to this application.		VARCHAR2(10)		NULL

																Stage Applications		Sequence Number		NUMBER(5)		This is the sequence number.		NOT NULL

																Stage Applications		Account Manager Code		VARCHAR2(20)		This is the account manager code.		NULL

																Stage Applications		Request Amount Local Currency		NUMBER(22,3)		This is request amount in local currency.		NULL

																Stage Applications		Application Amount Local Currency		NUMBER(22,3)		This stores the approved amount in local currency.		NULL

																Stage Applications		Application Verified Date		DATE		This is the date on which the application is verified.		NULL

																Stage Applications		Requested Amount		NUMBER(22,3)		This is the requested amount.		NULL

																Stage Applications		Decision Reason		VARCHAR2(60)		This is the reason for the final decision made on the application.		NULL

																Stage Applications		Referral Code		VARCHAR2(10)		This is the referral code.		NULL

																Stage Applications		Terminal Code		VARCHAR2(5)		This is the terminal code.		NULL

																Stage Applications		Account Number		VARCHAR2(25)		This stores the account number issued to the applicant.		NULL

																Stage Applications		Original Debt Servicing Ratio		NUMBER(9,6)		This stores the original debt servicing ratio.		NULL

																Stage Applications		Credit Center Code		VARCHAR2(5)		This stores the credit center code.		NULL

																Stage Applications		Account Open Date		DATE		This stores the account opening date.		NULL

																Stage Applications		Account Closed Date		DATE		This stores the date on which the account is closed.		NULL

																Stage Applications		Account Maturity Date		DATE		This stores the maturity date for the account.		NULL

																Stage Applications		Applicant Status		VARCHAR2(20)		This stores the status of the applicant.		NULL

																Stage Applications		Document Completion Indicator		VARCHAR2(1)		Indicator to identify if the documents have been completed for the application		NULL

																Stage Applications		Historical Referrals Indicator		VARCHAR2(1)		Historical Referrals indicator-This is the identifier for applications referred in prior months		NULL

																Stage Applications		Supplememtary Card Indicator		VARCHAR2(1)		Supplememtary card flag-This is the identifier for the supplementary card application.		NULL

																Stage Applications		Joint Account Indicator		CHAR(1)		This stores an indicator (Y/N) if the application is for a joint account		NULL

																Stage Applications		Approved Account Flag		CHAR(1)		Flag to identify if the application is approved.		NULL

																Stage Application Status Master		Extraction Date		DATE		This is the date on which the status codes are extracted from the source systems.		NOT NULL

																Stage Application Type Master		Extraction Date		DATE		This is the date on which the codes are extracted from the source systems.		NOT NULL

																Stage Application Reject Reason Master		Extraction Date		DATE		This is the date on which the codes are extracted from the source systems.		NOT NULL
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Collateral

		LDM														Staging										Mapping Logic

		Subject Area		Entity		Attribute		Attribute Desc		Datatype		Null				Table		Column		Column Desc		Datatype		Null

		Collateral		Ownership		Ownership Type		The ownership type of a physical collateral can be Freehold, Leasehold, Mortgaged, Hypothecated, Pledged		VARCHAR2(10)		NOT NULL

		Collateral		Ownership		Ownership Name		The ownership of a physical collateral can be Freehold, Leasehold, Mortgaged, Hypothecated, Pledged		VARCHAR2(60)		NULL

		Collateral		Ownership		Ownership Description		Detailed description of the ownership types		VARCHAR2(255)		NULL

		Collateral		Collateral Status Code		Collateral Status Code		Identifies list of values for Collateral status code.		NUMBER(5)		NOT NULL

		Collateral		Collateral Status Code		Collateral Status Name		Short name of the collateral status code		VARCHAR2(60)		NULL

		Collateral		Collateral Status Code		Collateral Status Description		Detailed description of the collateral status code		VARCHAR2(255)		NULL

		Collateral		Collateral Offered		Collateral Code		A unique code for the collateral acceptable by the bank		VARCHAR2(25)		NOT NULL

		Collateral		Collateral Offered		Application Number		Unique Number of the application.		VARCHAR2(10)		NOT NULL

		Collateral		Collateral Offered		Product Code		A unique identifier for the Product.		VARCHAR2(10)		NOT NULL

		Collateral		Collateral Offered		Agreement Value		Value of the property in agreement.		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL

		Collateral		Collateral Insurance		Collateral Code		A unique code for the collateral acceptable by the bank		VARCHAR2(25)		NOT NULL

		Collateral		Collateral Insurance		Policy Number		Stores the insurance policy number provided by the insurer		VARCHAR2(25)		NOT NULL

		Collateral		Collateral Insurance		Asset Description		Stores the asset description as present in the insurance policy		VARCHAR2(4000)		NULL

		Collateral		Collateral Value		Collateral Code		A unique code for the collateral acceptable by the bank		VARCHAR2(25)		NOT NULL

		Collateral		Collateral Value		Collateral Value		The value of the collateral		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL

		Collateral		Collateral Value		Collateral Margin		It is expressed as a percentage, which is used to calculate the actual value of the collateral that the Bank can consider as collateral after deducting the margin from the asset's market value.		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL

		Collateral		Collateral Value		Collateral Date		The date on which the last valuation was done for the collateral code		DATE		NULL

		Collateral		Securities		Collateral Code		A unique code for the collateral acceptable by the bank		VARCHAR2(25)		NOT NULL

		Collateral		Securities		Unit Value				NUMBER(22,3)		NULL

		Collateral		Securities		Unit Type				VARCHAR2(60)		NULL

		Collateral		Securities		Collateral Units				NUMBER(10)		NULL

		Collateral		Charge Code		Charge Code		List of values for charge codes that are applicable to the collateral		NUMBER(5)		NOT NULL

		Collateral		Charge Code		Charge Name		Stores the charge name		VARCHAR2(60)		NULL

		Collateral		Charge Code		Charge Description		Detailed description of the charge code		VARCHAR2(255)		NULL

		Collateral		Collateral Pool		Collateral Pool Identifier		Stores the unique identifier of the collateral pool		VARCHAR2(25)		NOT NULL

		Collateral		Collateral Pool		Collateral Pool Name		Stores the collateral pool name		VARCHAR2(60)		NULL

		Collateral		Financial Collateral		Collateral Code		A unique code for the collateral acceptable by the bank		VARCHAR2(25)		NOT NULL

		Collateral		Physical Collateral		Collateral Code		A unique code for the collateral acceptable by the bank		VARCHAR2(25)		NOT NULL

		Collateral		Physical Collateral		Ownership Type		The ownership type of a physical collateral can be Freehold, Leasehold, Mortgaged, Hypothecated, Pledged		VARCHAR2(10)		NULL

		Collateral		Property		Property Id		A unique identifier for the property		VARCHAR2(25)		NOT NULL

		Collateral		Property		Property Type		Stores the property type viz. residential, commercial, industrial, SEZ etc		VARCHAR2(10)		NULL

		Collateral		Property		Property Registration Number		A unique registration number provided by competent authority		VARCHAR2(25)		NULL

		Collateral		Property		Floor Area		Total area of the building excluding the walls. A measurement taken from within the property.		NUMBER(10)		NULL

		Collateral		Property		No Of Floors		The total number of floors constructed or approved but not constructed		NUMBER(10)		NULL

		Collateral		Property		Collateral Code		A unique code for the collateral acceptable by the bank		VARCHAR2(25)		NULL

		Collateral		Property		Land Area		The area of land in squares		NUMBER(10)		NULL

		Collateral		Property		Land Area Unit		Unit in which Land area is measured		VARCHAR2(10)		NULL

		Collateral		Property		Property Dimension				VARCHAR2(255)		NULL

		Collateral		Collateral Events		Collateral Code		A unique code for the collateral acceptable by the bank		VARCHAR2(25)		NOT NULL

		Collateral		Collateral Events		Event Date		The date on which the collateral event occurred		DATE		NOT NULL

		Collateral		Collateral Events		Event Code		A unique code for events in the lifecycle of a collateral eg. Revaluation, remargin, replacement, expiry, release etc		NUMBER(5)		NULL

		Collateral		Collateral Rating		Collateral Code		A unique code for the collateral acceptable by the bank		VARCHAR2(25)		NOT NULL

		Collateral		Collateral Rating		Date Of Rating		The date on which the rating was given		DATE		NOT NULL

		Collateral		Collateral Rating		Collateral Risk Category		A logical division of the collateral into various risk categories as defined in the Bank's policy		VARCHAR2(60)		NULL

		Collateral		Collateral Rating		Collateral Acceptability				VARCHAR2(60)		NULL

		Collateral		Collateral Rating		Collateral Score		The collateral score is provided by the appraiser as per Bank's policy		NUMBER(10)		NULL

		Collateral		Collateral Appraisal		Collateral Code		A unique code for the collateral acceptable by the bank		VARCHAR2(25)		NOT NULL

		Collateral		Collateral Appraisal		Date Of Appraisal		The date on which the collateral appraisal is done by the valuator		DATE		NOT NULL

		Collateral		Collateral Appraisal		Next Evaluation Date		The date on which the valuator or the bank decide to value the property		DATE		NULL

		Collateral		Collateral Appraisal		Collateral Life Expectancy		Stores the total life expectancy of the collateral beyond which the asset cannot be considered as collateral		NUMBER(10)		NULL

		Collateral		Collateral Appraisal		Collateral Appraisal Score		Collateral score which is observed by the valuator at the time of appraisal it indicates the worthiness of the collateral as defined by the Bank's policy 		NUMBER(10)		NULL

		Collateral		Collateral Appraisal		Deviations		The valuator or appraiser notes the deviation of the existing collateral vis-à-vis the approval obtained. It is mentioned as a percentage unit.		VARCHAR2(4000)		NULL

		Collateral		Collateral Appraisal		Property Completion Status		The valuator or appraiser notes the property completion status if the property offered as collateral is not complete.		VARCHAR2(60)		NULL

		Collateral		Collateral Appraisal		Appraiser		Stores the name of the valuator		VARCHAR2(25)		NULL

		Collateral		Bank Guarantees		Collateral Code		A unique code for the collateral acceptable by the bank		VARCHAR2(25)		NOT NULL

		Collateral		Bank Guarantees		Bank Name		The name of the Bank that issued the Bank Guarantee		VARCHAR2(60)		NULL

		Collateral		Receivables		Collateral Code		A unique code for the collateral acceptable by the bank		VARCHAR2(25)		NOT NULL

		Collateral		Receivables		Credit Term		The credit period extended by the customer to his clients		NUMBER(5)		NULL

		Collateral		Receivables		Line Of Business Code		This stores the line of business code		NUMBER(5)		NULL

		Collateral		Cash		Collateral Code		A unique code for the collateral offered by the customer		VARCHAR2(25)		NOT NULL

		Collateral		Cash		Bank Name		Stores the name of the Bank where the customer holds the account that has been offered as collateral		VARCHAR2(60)		NULL

		Collateral		Cash		Account Number		Stores the account number that is offered as collateral		VARCHAR2(25)		NULL

		Collateral		Cash		Account Type		Stores the type of account that has been offered as collateral		NUMBER(5)		NULL

		Collateral		Immovable Assets		Collateral Code		A unique code for the collateral acceptable by the bank		VARCHAR2(25)		NOT NULL

		Collateral		Immovable Assets		Address		Stores the address of the immovable property		VARCHAR2(60)		NULL

		Collateral		Immovable Assets		Ownership Percentage		The ownership percentage specifies the percentage of asset owned by the customer, if the asset has been procured through financing		NUMBER(10,6)		NULL

		Collateral		Movable Assets		Collateral Code		A unique code for the collateral acceptable by the bank		VARCHAR2(25)		NOT NULL

		Collateral		Movable Assets		Registration Number		A unique registration number provided by competent authority		VARCHAR2(25)		NULL

		Collateral		Movable Assets		Engine Number		A unique number provided by the manufacturer of the vehicle to identify the engine		VARCHAR2(10)		NULL

		Collateral		Movable Assets		Chassis Number		A unique number provided by the manufacturer of the vehicle to identify the Chassis of the vehicle		VARCHAR2(10)		NULL

		Collateral		Collateral		Collateral Code		A unique code for the collateral acceptable by the bank		VARCHAR2(25)		NOT NULL				Stage Collateral Master		Collateral Code		This is an identifier that represents a collateral.		VARCHAR2(20)		NOT NULL		Direct

		Collateral		Collateral		Data Origin Code		Unique code assigned to the source system from which the application data is extracted.		NUMBER(5)		NULL

		Collateral		Collateral		Collateral Type				VARCHAR2(60)		NULL				Stage Collateral Master		Collateral Type		This stores the type of collateral, whether marketable or non-marketable.		VARCHAR2(20)		NULL		Direct

		Collateral		Collateral		Collateral Expiry Date		Stores the date on which the collateral will be rendered worthless, which may be an actual date on the collateral (viz. Bank Guarantee) or estimated (viz. Land and building)		DATE		NULL				Stage Collateral Master		Collateral Maturity Date		Collateral maturity date.		DATE		NULL		Direct

		Collateral		Collateral		Collateral Description		Stores the description of collateral		VARCHAR2(255)		NULL				Stage Collateral Master		Collateral Description		This stores the collateral description.		VARCHAR2(60)		NULL		Direct

		Collateral		Collateral		Collateral Pool Identifier		Stores the unique identifier of the collateral pool		VARCHAR2(25)		NULL

		Collateral		Collateral		Frequency Of Valuation		The frequency at which the collateral will be revalued		NUMBER(5)		NULL				Stage Collateral Master		Frequency of Valuation		This stores the frequency of valuation of the collateral to determine the market value.		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL		Direct

		Collateral		Collateral		Original Value		This is the original value of the collateral before any depreciation / appreciation.		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL				Stage Collateral Master		Collateral Original Value		This stores the original value of collateral in natural currency.		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL		Direct

		Collateral		Collateral		Collateral Acquisition Date		Stores the date the collateral was acquired		DATE		NULL				Stage Collateral Master		Collateral Acquisition Date		This stores the date of collateral acquisition.		DATE		NULL		Direct

		Collateral		Collateral		Collateral Currency		The currency in which the collateral was originally purchased		VARCHAR2(3)		NULL				Stage Collateral Master		Collateral Currency		This stores the currency code for the collateral value in natural currency.		VARCHAR2(3)		NULL		Direct

		Collateral		Collateral		Offset Agreement Flag				CHAR(1)		NULL

		Collateral		Collateral		Senior Collateral Flag		Indicates if the collateral is a senior collateral		CHAR(1)		NULL				Stage Collaterals		Senior Collateral Flag		Indicates whether the collateral is a senior collateral or not. This helps in determining eligibility of a collateral to act as a mitigant for exposure.		CHAR(1)		NULL		Direct

		Collateral		Collateral		Original Maturity				NUMBER(10)		NULL				Stage Collaterals		Original Maturity		Stores the value of Original Maturity.		NUMBER(11,6)		NULL		Direct

		Collateral		Collateral		Re-Margining Frequency		The frequency at which the collateral margin (a risk mitigation technique in which the collateral value = Original value - margin%) will be revalued		NUMBER(5)		NULL				Stage Collaterals		Re-margining Frequency		This stores the Remargin frequency of the collateral. This is used for volatility haircut computation.		NUMBER(5)		NULL		Direct

		Collateral		Collateral		Repossession Indicator		Indicates if the collateral has been repossessed		CHAR(1)		NULL				Stage Collaterals		Repossession Indicator		Repossession flag		CHAR(1)		NULL		Direct

		Collateral		Collateral		Collateral Insured		Indicates if the collateral has been insured		CHAR(1)		NULL

		Collateral		Collateral		Charge Code		List of values for charge codes that are applicable to the collateral		NUMBER(5)		NULL

		Collateral		Collateral		Collateral Status Code		Identifies list of values for Collateral status code.		NUMBER(5)		NULL				Stage Collaterals		Collateral Status		Collateral Status		VARCHAR2(20)		NULL		Direct

		Collateral		Collateral		Mitigant Minimum Collateralization Level				NUMBER(10)		NULL				Stage Collaterals		Mitigant Minimum Collateralisation Level		This holds the minimum value for the ratio of mitigant value to exposure value. When the actual value is below this, the mitigant is not considered for mitigation.		NUMBER(8,4)		NULL		Direct

																Stage Collateral Master		Extraction Date		The date for which processing is commenced. Usually the end of business day of the month.		DATE		NOT NULL

																Stage Collateral Master		Customer Reference Code		This stores the customer reference code.		VARCHAR2(25)		NULL

																Stage Collateral Master		Collateral Issuer Code		Issuer Code for the Marketable Securities		VARCHAR2(20)		NULL

																Stage Collateral Master		Collateral Legal Status		Legal status of Documentation 		VARCHAR2(20)		NULL

																Stage Collateral Master		Record Start Date		This stores the date from which the record is valid		DATE		NULL

																Stage Collateral Master		Collateral Insurance Company		Name of the Insurance Company		VARCHAR2(30)		NULL

																Stage Collateral Master		Master Agreement Code		This is applicable for collateral backing derivative contracts.		VARCHAR2(6)		NULL

																Stage Collateral Master		Record End Date		This stores the date till which the record is valid		DATE		NULL

																Stage Collateral Master		Collateral Insurance Type		This stores the insurance type of the collateral.		VARCHAR2(20)		NULL

																Stage Collateral Master		Indicator of Collateral Road Tax Paid		This indicates whether the road tax has been paid for collaterals. This is applicable for vehicles, as collaterals.		CHAR(1)		NULL

																Stage Collateral Master		Collateral Insurance Value		This stores the insurance value backing the collateral.		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL

																Stage Collateral Master		Collateral Location Held		This stores the location of the collateral.		VARCHAR2(60)		NULL

																Stage Collateral Master		Collateral Insurance Maturity Date		This stores the date of insurance maturity of the collateral.		DATE		NULL

																Stage Collateral Master		Collateral Area		This stores the area or size of the collateral, which is applicable for immovable properties as collateral.		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL

																Stage Collateral Master		Collateral Age		This stores the age of the collateral calculated as the difference of collateral acquisition date and the processing date.		NUMBER(5)		NULL

																Stage Collateral Master		Collateral Dealer		This stores the dealer from whom the collateral is acquired.		VARCHAR2(20)		NULL

																Stage Collateral Master		Collateral Line Code		This stores the collateral line code.		VARCHAR2(20)		NULL

																Stage Collateral Master		Collateral Zip Code		This stores the zip code that helps in identifying the location of the collateral.		VARCHAR2(10)		NULL

																Stage Collateral Master		Collateral City Code		This stores the city code that helps in identifying the location of the collateral.		VARCHAR2(10)		NULL

																Stage Collateral Master		Collateral Occupancy Type		This stores the collateral occupancy type that is applicable for immovable properties.		VARCHAR2(20)		NULL

																Stage Collateral Master		Underlying Collateral Id		 - Not Used currently. For Future Use		VARCHAR2(20)		NULL

																Stage Collateral Master		Collateral Level 1 Description		This stores the level 1 description of the collateral		VARCHAR2(60)		NULL

																Stage Collateral Master		Insurance Coverage		This stores the extent of insurance coverage available on the collateral		NUMBER(8,4)		NULL

																Stage Collateral Master		Collateral Model		This stores the model of the collateral		VARCHAR2(20)		NULL

																Stage Collateral Master		Collateral Liquidation Date		Liquidation date for the collateral.		DATE		NULL

																Stage Collateral Master		Basel II Eligibility Flag		Stores whether the Collateral is eligible Collateral as per Basel II guidelines.		CHAR(1)		NULL

																Stage Collateral Master		Latest Record indicator		Indicates whether a particular record qualifies as the latest record.		CHAR(1)		NULL

																Stage Collateral Master		LGD Eligibility Flag		Stores whether the Collateral is eligible for LGD calculation.		CHAR(1)		NULL

																Stage Collateral Master		Operational Eligibility Flag		""Operational eligibility flag		CHAR(1)		NULL

																Stage Collateral Master		Unrated Debt Security Eligibility Flag		""Unrated Debt Security Eligibility Flag		CHAR(1)		NULL

																Stage Collateral Master		Remargining Frequency		This stores the remargin frequency for a collateral. This is used in computation of volatility haircut.		NUMBER(5)		NULL

																Stage Collateral Master		Collateral Type Description		The stores the collateral type description. For example whether the collateral is a Debt Security or Receivable, Residential Real Estate.		VARCHAR2(60)		NULL

																Stage Collaterals		Collateral Code		This is an identifier that represents a collateral.		VARCHAR2(20)		NOT NULL

																Stage Collaterals		Extraction Date		This is the date on which processing commences. It is ideally, the end of the business day of the month.		DATE		NOT NULL

																Stage Collaterals		Customer Reference Code		This stores the customer reference code.		VARCHAR2(25)		NULL

																Stage Collaterals		Collateral Description		This stores the collateral description.		VARCHAR2(30)		NULL

																Stage Collaterals		Collateral Type		This stores the type of collateral, whether marketable or non-marketable.		VARCHAR2(20)		NULL

																Stage Collaterals		Collateral Margin		This stores the margin for the collateral.		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL

																Stage Collaterals		Collateral Market Value		This stores the latest market value of the collateral.		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL

																Stage Collaterals		Collateral Last Value Date		This stores the latest re-valuation date for the collateral.		DATE		NULL

																Stage Collaterals		Collateral Line Contribution		This stores the amount of collateral value contributing to the credit line.		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL

																Stage Collaterals		Collateral Issuer Limit		This stores the maximum limit for the issuer of securities.		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL

																Stage Collaterals		Collateral Legal Status		Legal status of Documentation 		VARCHAR2(20)		NULL

																Stage Collaterals		Repossessed Collateral Sale Indicator		Flag for sale of repossessed collateral		CHAR(1)		NULL

																Stage Collaterals		Collateral Insurance Company		Name of the Insurance Company		VARCHAR2(30)		NULL

																Stage Collaterals		Master Agreement Code		This is applicable for collateral backing derivative contracts.		VARCHAR2(20)		NULL

																Stage Collaterals		Collateral Market Value in Local Currency		This stores the current market value of the collateral in local currency.		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL

																Stage Collaterals		Original Value in LCY		Original Value of the collateral in local currency - Not Used currently. For Future Use		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL

																Stage Collaterals		Issuer Limit in Local Currency		This stores the maximum limit for the issuer of securities on the type of collateral, local currency.		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL

																Stage Collaterals		Frequency of Valuation		This stores the frequency of valuation of the collateral to determine the market value.		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL

																Stage Collaterals		Collateral Original Value		This stores the original value of collateral in natural currency.		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL

																Stage Collaterals		Collateral Repossession Sale Amount		This stores the sale amount of re-possessed collateral in natural currency.		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL

																Stage Collaterals		Collateral Insurance Type		This stores the insurance type of the collateral.		VARCHAR2(20)		NULL

																Stage Collaterals		Indicator of Collateral Road Tax Paid		This indicates whether the road tax has been paid for collaterals. This is applicable for vehicles, as collaterals.		CHAR(1)		NULL

																Stage Collaterals		Collateral Insurance Value		This stores the insurance value backing the collateral.		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL

																Stage Collaterals		Collateral Location Held		This stores the location of the collateral.		VARCHAR2(60)		NULL

																Stage Collaterals		Collateral Insurance Maturity Date		This stores the date of insurance maturity of the collateral.		DATE		NULL

																Stage Collaterals		Collateral Repossession Date		This stores the date on which the collateral is re-possessed.		DATE		NULL

																Stage Collaterals		Collateral Acquisition Date		This stores the date of collateral acquisition.		DATE		NULL

																Stage Collaterals		Collateral Rating		This stores the rating of the collateral.		VARCHAR2(20)		NULL

																Stage Collaterals		Collateral Area		This stores the area or size of the collateral, which is applicable for immovable properties as collateral.		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL

																Stage Collaterals		Collateral Dealer		This stores the dealer from whom the collateral is acquired.		VARCHAR2(20)		NULL

																Stage Collaterals		Collateral Current Value		This stores the current book value of the collateral.		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL

																Stage Collaterals		Collateral Line Code		This stores the collateral line code.		VARCHAR2(20)		NULL

																Stage Collaterals		Source System Identifier		This is an identifier of the source system from which the collateral information is extracted.		VARCHAR2(20)		NULL

																Stage Collaterals		Collateral Currency		This stores the currency code for the collateral value in natural currency.		VARCHAR2(3)		NULL

																Stage Collaterals		Collateral Zip Code		This stores the zip code that helps in identifying the location of the collateral.		VARCHAR2(10)		NULL

																Stage Collaterals		Collateral City Code		This stores the city code that helps in identifying the location of the collateral.		VARCHAR2(10)		NULL

																Stage Collaterals		Collateral Lease Expiry Date		This stores the lease expiry date of the collateral. This is especially applicable to properties.		DATE		NULL

																Stage Collaterals		Collateral Lease Term in Months		This stores the collateral lease term in months.		NUMBER(5)		NULL

																Stage Collaterals		Collateral Sale Cancel Indicator		This indicates the cancellation of sale of a collateral.		CHAR(1)		NULL

																Stage Collaterals		Collateral Occupancy Type		This stores the collateral occupancy type that is applicable for immovable properties.		VARCHAR2(20)		NULL

																Stage Collaterals		Loss Given Default Value		Loss given default - Not Used currently. For Future Use		NUMBER(30,11)		NULL

																Stage Collaterals		Collateral Maturity		Remaining maturity period of collateral in days - Not Used currently. For Future Use		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL

																Stage Collaterals		Mitigant Maturity Date		Maturity Date of the collateral.		DATE		NULL

																Stage Collaterals		Agreement Flag		Indicates whether the mitigant value can be used for exposures in proportion to outstanding amount.		CHAR(1)		NULL

																Stage Collaterals		Dilution Risk Mitigant Indicator		To indicate whether the mitigant is for dilution risk or not.		CHAR(1)		NULL

																Stage Collaterals		Collateral Age		This stores the age of the collateral calculated as the difference of collateral acquisition date and the processing date.		NUMBER(5)		NULL

																Stage Collaterals		Collateral Units		No. of Collateral Units.		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL

																Stage Collaterals		Exposure Defaulted Position		Stores the defaulted position of the exposure. For example, 1st to default Credit Detivative, 2nd to default credit derivative.		NUMBER(5)		NULL

																Stage Collaterals		Holding Period to Derive Haircut				NUMBER(5)		NULL

																Stage Collaterals		Probability of Default		Stores the Probablity of default value of the collateral issuer.		NUMBER(15,11)		NULL

																Stage Collaterals		Residual Maturity in Years		Residual maturity of the collateral expressed in years.		NUMBER(11,6)		NULL

																Stage Collaterals		Re-valuation Frequency		This stores the Rvaluation frequency of the collateral. This is used for volatility haircut computation.		NUMBER(5)		NULL

																Stage Collaterals		Risk Weight		Stores the Risk Weight of the collateral for unexpected loss.		NUMBER(8,4)		NULL

																Stage Collaterals		Unit Value		Unit Value of the Collateral.		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL

																Stage Collaterals		Collateral Unit Type				VARCHAR2(20)		NULL

																Stage Collaterals		Country Identifier		Code used to distinguish between records corresponding to different countries of ultimate risk.		VARCHAR2(20)		NULL

																Stage Collaterals		GAAP Code		A code to uniquely identify a Generally accepted accounting practice (GAAP).		VARCHAR2(6)		NULL

																Stage Collaterals		Issuer Code		Issuer Code.		VARCHAR2(20)		NULL

																Stage Collaterals		Eligible Non Main Index Indicator		Indicator to capture whether the equity is part of ‘BSE-200’ of the Bombay Stock Exchange or ‘S & P CNX NIFTY’ and ‘Junior NIFTY’ of the National Stock Exchange		CHAR(1)		NULL

																Stage Collaterals		Eligible Mutual Fund Indicator		Indicator to capture whether the equity is part of ‘BSE-200’ of the Bombay Stock Exchange or ‘S & P CNX NIFTY’ and ‘Junior NIFTY’ of the National Stock Exchange		CHAR(1)		NULL

																Stage Collaterals		Securities Guarantor		This stores the guarantor for the securities. e.g. Central Government - CGGState Government - SGGOthers - OTHThis is applicable only for India.		VARCHAR2(6)		NULL

																Stage Collateral Debt Swap Spreads		Extraction Date		This Attribute stores  the Extraction Date, that is the date on which this particular record's extraction processing is commenced.		DATE		NOT NULL

																Stage Collateral Debt Swap Spreads		Obligor or Index Code		This Attribute stores  the CDS obligor or CDS Index code for instrument in this record.		VARCHAR2(20)		NOT NULL

																Stage Collateral Debt Swap Spreads		Maturity		This Attribute stores  the CDS obligor or CDS Index code for instrument in this record.		NUMBER(5)		NOT NULL

																Stage Collateral Debt Swap Spreads		Time Vertex				NUMBER(5)		NOT NULL

																Stage Collateral Debt Swap Spreads		GAAP Code				VARCHAR2(20)		NOT NULL

																Stage Collateral Debt Swap Spreads		Spread Rate		This Attribute stores  CDS spread of the obligor or CDS Index for the instrument in this record.		NUMBER(11,6)		NULL
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Contract

		LDM														Staging										Mapping Logic

		Subject Area		Entity		Attribute		Attribute Desc		Datatype		Null				Table		Column		Column Desc		Datatype		Null

		Contract		Trade Account		Account Number		Unique identifier of the account		VARCHAR2(25)		NOT NULL

		Contract		Trade Account		Portfolio Id		Unique identifier of the portfolio.		VARCHAR2(25)		NULL

		Contract		Tolerance Type		Tolerance Type		A unique identifier for tolerance type to identify tolerance is on goods or amount.		VARCHAR2(10)		NOT NULL

		Contract		Tolerance Type		Tolerance Type Description		Describes the tolerance type.		VARCHAR2(255)		NULL

		Contract		Shipment Details		Contract Identifier		A unique identifier for a contract		VARCHAR2(25)		NOT NULL

		Contract		Shipment Details		Shipment Mode		A unique identifier for mode of shipment as - Air / Land / Sea		NUMBER(5)		NULL

		Contract		Shipment Details		Transshipment Flag		The importer can specify if the shipment of goods to final destination through an intermediate location would be allowed or not.		CHAR(1)		NULL

		Contract		Shipment Details		Shipment Date		This refers to the date on which goods were shipped out of exporter's location.		DATE		NULL

		Contract		Shipment Details		Partial Shipment Flag		This flag indicates if an order can be completed by multiple shipments.		CHAR(1)		NULL

		Contract		Shipment Details		Description Of Goods		Describes the goods in details  Eg.  Name, Quality, Quantity, etc which are getting shipped.		VARCHAR2(255)		NULL

		Contract		Shipment Details		Shipment Port		A unique identifier for port of shipment.		NUMBER(5)		NULL

		Contract		Shipment Details		Restricted Goods Flag		If the goods on the invoice fall on the restricted goods list, then additional document like customs clearance would be required. In such case, a flag to mark the goods as restricted goods is required		CHAR(1)		NULL

		Contract		Shipment Details		Custom Value Of Goods		Value of the goods as per custom norms.		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL

		Contract		Shipment Details		Bill Of Entry Identifier		A bill of entry is a formal declaration describing goods which are being imported or exported. The bill of entry is examined by customs officials to confirm that the contents of a shipment conform with the law, and to determine which taxes, tariffs, and restrictions may apply to the shipment.		VARCHAR2(25)		NULL

		Contract		Repayment Type Master		Repayment Type		Repayment type (Bullet or staggered.. etc.)		NUMBER(5)		NOT NULL

		Contract		Repayment Type Master		Repayment Name		The name of the repayment type		VARCHAR2(60)		NULL

		Contract		Repayment Type Master		Repayment Description		Detailed description of the repayment type		VARCHAR2(255)		NULL

		Contract		Port Of Shipment		Shipment Port		A unique identifier for port of shipment.		NUMBER(5)		NOT NULL

		Contract		Port Of Shipment		Shipment Port Name		Name of the Shipment Port.		VARCHAR2(60)		NULL

		Contract		Port Of Shipment		Shipment Port Description		Describes the shipment port		VARCHAR2(255)		NULL

		Contract		Overdraft Casa Map		Contract Identifier		A unique identifier for a contract		VARCHAR2(25)		NOT NULL

		Contract		Overdraft Casa Map		Account Number		A unique identifier for each account held by the customer		VARCHAR2(25)		NOT NULL

		Contract		Overdraft Casa Map		Start Date		Date from which the record is valid		DATE		NULL

		Contract		Overdraft Casa Map		End Date		The date on which the record becomes invalid for consideration		DATE		NULL

		Contract		Mode Of Shipment		Shipment Mode		A unique identifier for mode of shipment as - Air / Land / Sea		NUMBER(5)		NOT NULL

		Contract		Mode Of Shipment		Shipment Mode Name		Name of the Shipment Mode.		VARCHAR2(60)		NULL

		Contract		Mode Of Shipment		Shipment Mode Description		Describes the shipment mode.		VARCHAR2(255)		NULL

		Contract		Mode Of Settlement		Mode Of Settlement		A unique identifier of the mode of settlement such as Delivery against payment/Receive Against Payment/Deliver Free/Receive Free.		NUMBER(5)		NOT NULL

		Contract		Mode Of Settlement		Mode Of Settlement Name		Name of the mode of settlement.		VARCHAR2(60)		NULL

		Contract		Mode Of Settlement		Mode Of Settlement Description		Describes the mode of settlement.		VARCHAR2(255)		NULL

		Contract		Mode Of Available Lc		Lc Available By Mode		A unique identifier for mode of LC available.		NUMBER(5)		NOT NULL

		Contract		Mode Of Available Lc		Lc Available Mode Name		Name of the mode by which LC available.		VARCHAR2(60)		NULL

		Contract		Mode Of Available Lc		Lc Available Mode Description		Describes the mode by which LC will be available.		VARCHAR2(255)		NULL

		Contract		Guarantee Type		Guarantee Type		A unique identifier of guarantee type as performance guarantee, financial guarantee, bid bonds etc.		VARCHAR2(10)		NOT NULL

		Contract		Guarantee Type		Guarantee Type Description		Describes the guarantee type.		VARCHAR2(255)		NULL

		Contract		Fee Type Code		Fee Type Code		A unique identifier for port of shipment.		NUMBER(5)		NOT NULL

		Contract		Fee Type Code		Fee Type Name		Name of the Shipment Port.		VARCHAR2(60)		NULL

		Contract		Fee Type Code		Fee Type Description		Describes the shipment port		VARCHAR2(255)		NULL

		Contract		Discrepancy Details		Contract Identifier		A unique identifier for a contract		VARCHAR2(25)		NOT NULL

		Contract		Discrepancy Details		Discrepant Document		Discrepant Document attached with the contract.		VARCHAR2(60)		NOT NULL

		Contract		Discrepancy Details		Date Of Discrepancy		Date on which discrepancy occurred.		DATE		NOT NULL

		Contract		Discrepancy Details		Discrepancy Description		Describes the discrepancy. The nature of the discrepancy is recorded.		VARCHAR2(255)		NULL

		Contract		Credit Status Code		Credit Status Code		List of values for various credit status codes that can be applied to an account		NUMBER(5)		NOT NULL

		Contract		Credit Status Code		Credit Status Name		Short name of a credit status code		VARCHAR2(60)		NULL

		Contract		Credit Status Code		Credit Status Description		Detailed description of a credit status code		VARCHAR2(255)		NULL

		Contract		Contract Status History		Start Date		Date from which the record is valid		DATE		NOT NULL

		Contract		Contract Status History		Contract Identifier		A unique identifier for a contract		VARCHAR2(25)		NOT NULL

		Contract		Contract Status History		Status Code		A code to represent the status of the contract. Eg Open, Deceased, Closed etc		NUMBER(5)		NULL

		Contract		Contract Status History		Reason Description		Stores the reason for the contract status		VARCHAR2(255)		NULL

		Contract		Contract Revaluation		Contract Revaluation Id		Unique identifier to identify the revaluation that was done for the contract		VARCHAR2(25)		NOT NULL

		Contract		Contract Revaluation		Contract Identifier		A unique identifier for a contract		VARCHAR2(25)		NULL

		Contract		Contract Revaluation		Last Revaluation Date		Last revaluation date of the contract		DATE		NULL

		Contract		Contract Revaluation		Last Revaluation Amount		Last revaluation amount of the contract		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL

		Contract		Contract Revaluation		Mtm Settlement Amount				NUMBER(22,3)		NULL

		Contract		Contract Limit History		As Of Date		The date on which the data was extracted		DATE		NOT NULL

		Contract		Contract Limit History		Contract Identifier		A unique identifier for a contract		VARCHAR2(25)		NOT NULL

		Contract		Contract Limit History		Limit Amount		Stores the contract limit amount		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL

		Contract		Contract Limit History		Limit Currency		Stores the limit amount currency		VARCHAR2(3)		NULL

		Contract		Contract Limit History		Utilization Amount		The total amount utilized by the customer is captured as part of this column		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL

		Contract		Contract Deviation Reason Code		Deviation Reason Code		Unique identification of the reason assigned for the deviation in the source system.		NUMBER(5)		NOT NULL

		Contract		Contract Deviation Reason Code		Deviation Reason		Deviation reason in brief		VARCHAR2(60)		NULL

		Contract		Contract Deviation Reason Code		Deviation Description		Detailed description of the deviation reason		VARCHAR2(255)		NULL

		Contract		Closure Type		Closure Type		A unique identifier for port of shipment.		NUMBER(5)		NOT NULL

		Contract		Closure Type		Closure Type Name		Name of the Shipment Port.		VARCHAR2(60)		NULL

		Contract		Closure Type		Closure Type Description		Describes the shipment port		VARCHAR2(255)		NULL

		Contract		Bill Type		Bill Type		A unique identifier of guarantee type as LC/Advance payment/Outgoing Bill		VARCHAR2(10)		NOT NULL

		Contract		Bill Type		Bill Type Description		Describes the bill type.		VARCHAR2(255)		NULL

		Contract		Account Segment		Account Number		A unique identifier for each account held by the customer		VARCHAR2(25)		NOT NULL

		Contract		Account Segment		As Of Date		The date on which the data was extracted		DATE		NOT NULL

		Contract		Account Segment		Segment Code		A unique identifier for segment code.		NUMBER(5)		NULL

		Contract		Account Product History		Product Code		A unique identifier for the Product.		VARCHAR2(10)		NOT NULL

		Contract		Account Product History		Account Number		Unique identifier of the account		VARCHAR2(25)		NOT NULL

		Contract		Account Facility Indicator		As Of Date		The date on which the data was extracted		DATE		NOT NULL

		Contract		Account Facility Indicator		Account Number		A unique identifier for each account held by the customer		VARCHAR2(25)		NOT NULL

		Contract		Account Facility Indicator		Telebanking Facility		Indicates if the account has a telebanking facility		CHAR(1)		NULL

		Contract		Account Facility Indicator		Atm Facility		A flag indicating if ATM facility has been availed on the account or not		CHAR(1)		NULL

		Contract		Account Facility Indicator		Pos Facility		Indicates if a point of sale facility has been provided on the account		CHAR(1)		NULL

		Contract		Account Facility Indicator		Internet Facility Flag		Indicates if the account has a internet banking facility		CHAR(1)		NULL

		Contract		Account Behavior History		As Of Date		The date on which the data was extracted		DATE		NOT NULL

		Contract		Account Behavior History		Account Number		A unique identifier for each account held by the customer		VARCHAR2(25)		NOT NULL

		Contract		Account Behavior History		Dpd Bucket		Indicates the number of days past due for all customer asset accounts that are overdue		NUMBER(10)		NULL

		Contract		Account Behavior History		Overdue Amount		The unpaid amount on a loan account which is past its due date		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL

		Contract		Line Of Credit Limit History		As Of Date		The date on which the data was extracted		DATE		NOT NULL

		Contract		Line Of Credit Limit History		Line Of Credit  Identifier		A unique identifier for a line of credit which is a system generated id for a line and liability combination.		VARCHAR2(25)		NOT NULL

		Contract		Line Of Credit Limit History		Facility Limit		Stores the maximum amount that can be availed under the line		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL

		Contract		Line Of Credit Limit History		Facility Currency		The currency in which the facility can be availed		VARCHAR2(3)		NULL

		Contract		Line Of Credit Limit History		Utilization Amount		The amount of money availed from the line of credit		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL

		Contract		Liability Limit History		As Of Date		The date on which the data was extracted		DATE		NOT NULL

		Contract		Liability Limit History		Liability Code		A unique identifier for the credit seeking customer		VARCHAR2(25)		NOT NULL

		Contract		Liability Limit History		Limit Currency		Stores the currency in which the limit amount is specified for a liability identifier		VARCHAR2(3)		NULL

		Contract		Liability Limit History		Overall Limit		The overall amount limit granted to the credit seeking customer (liability code owner)including all its subsidiaries(if any) should any of them intend to use the same liability code.		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL

		Contract		Liability Limit History		Revision Date		The date on which the liability limit will be revisited		DATE		NULL

		Contract		Account Credit Status History		Start Date		Date from which the record is valid		DATE		NOT NULL

		Contract		Account Credit Status History		Account Number		A unique identifier for each account held by the customer		VARCHAR2(25)		NOT NULL

		Contract		Account Credit Status History		Credit Status Code		List of values for various credit status codes that can be applied to an account		NUMBER(5)		NULL

		Contract		Account Credit Status History		Reason Description		Stores the reason for status change of the customer		VARCHAR2(255)		NULL

		Contract		Account Credit Status History		End Date		The date on which the record becomes invalid for consideration		DATE		NULL

		Contract		Educational Institute Master		Institute Code		Stores the unique code of the education institution		VARCHAR2(25)		NOT NULL

		Contract		Educational Institute Master		Institute Name		Stores the name of the education institution		VARCHAR2(60)		NULL

		Contract		Educational Institute Master		Institute Description		Stores a brief description on the institution and approval information		VARCHAR2(255)		NULL

		Contract		Credit Card		Card No		A unique identifier of the card		VARCHAR2(25)		NOT NULL

		Contract		Credit Card		Point Of Sale Flag		Indicates if the POS facility has been provided on the card		CHAR(1)		NULL

		Contract		Credit Card		Cvv Number		Card verification value or CVV is a security feature for the card to prevent misuse.		NUMBER(10)		NULL

		Contract		Credit Card		Limit Amount		The total amount of credit that can be availed through purchase of goods and services		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL

		Contract		Credit Card		Limit Currency		The currency in which the limit is available for withdrawal		VARCHAR2(3)		NOT NULL

		Contract		Credit Card		Account Number		A unique identifier for each account held by the customer		VARCHAR2(25)		NULL

		Contract		Debit Card		Card No		A unique identifier of the card		VARCHAR2(25)		NOT NULL

		Contract		Debit Card		Account Number		A unique identifier for each account held by the customer		VARCHAR2(25)		NULL

		Contract		Cards		Card No		A unique identifier of the card		VARCHAR2(25)		NOT NULL

		Contract		Cards		Card Issuer		A unique code to the issuer of the card eg. Master, Visa, Amex etc		VARCHAR2(25)		NULL

		Contract		Cards		Card Type		A unique code to identify the type of card eg. Silver, Gold, Platinum, Signature etc		VARCHAR2(10)		NULL

		Contract		Cards		Issue Date		Stores the date on which the card (all types) was issued to the customer. It is also printed on the physical card.		DATE		NOT NULL

		Contract		Cards		Valid From		The date from which the card is valid		DATE		NOT NULL

		Contract		Cards		Expiry Date		Stores the date on which the card (all types) issued to the customer will expire. It is also printed on the physical card.		DATE		NOT NULL

		Contract		Cards		Pin Enabled		Indicates whether personal identification number has been enabled for the card		CHAR(1)		NULL

		Contract		Cards		Card Category		Specifies the category of cards such as Platinum, Gold etc		VARCHAR2(10)		NULL

		Contract		Cards		Add-On Card		Indicates if additional cards are issued under the same limit		CHAR(1)		NULL

		Contract		Cards		Card Status		Stores the status of the card eg. Active, Inactive, Stolen, Suspended etc		VARCHAR2(60)		NULL

		Contract		Cards		Status Date		The date on which the status of the card is updated		DATE		NULL				Stage Cards		Last Card Status Update Date		This stores the last date on which the card status was updated		DATE		NULL		Direct

		Contract		Cards		Status Reason		Stores the reason for the status		VARCHAR2(255)		NULL

		Contract		Cards		Cash Limit		Stores the limit of cash that can be drawn down by the customer in a single day through ATM		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL				Stage Cards		Current Cash Limit		This stores the current cash limit allowed for the account		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL		Direct

		Contract		Credit Card Account		Account Number		A unique identifier for each account held by the customer		VARCHAR2(25)		NOT NULL				Stage Cards		Account Number		This stores the unique account identifier		VARCHAR2(25)		NOT NULL		Direct

		Contract		Credit Card Account		Contract Identifier		A unique identifier for a contract		VARCHAR2(25)		NULL

		Contract		Credit Card		Contract Identifier		A unique identifier for a contract		VARCHAR2(25)		NOT NULL

		Contract		Payment Schedule		Schedule Id		A unique schedule identifier will be generated for the schedule		VARCHAR2(25)		NOT NULL

		Contract		Payment Schedule		Contract Identifier		A unique identifier for a contract		VARCHAR2(25)		NOT NULL

		Contract		Payment Schedule		Payment Date		Specifies the payment date in the schedule		DATE		NOT NULL

		Contract		Payment Schedule		Payment  Amount		Specifies the payment amount in the schedule		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL

		Contract		Term Deposit Contract		Contract Identifier		A unique identifier for a contract		VARCHAR2(25)		NOT NULL				Stage Term Deposit Contracts		Contract Reference Code		Unique code assigned to each account.		VARCHAR2(25)		NOT NULL		Direct

		Contract		Term Deposit Contract		Tenor		This stores the term of product in years.		NUMBER(5)		NULL				Stage Term Deposit Contracts		Tenor		This stores the term of product in years.		NUMBER(5)		NULL		Direct

		Contract		Term Deposit Contract		Pre-Closure Fee Applicable		Identifies if the Pre-Closure fee is applicable in this account.		CHAR(1)		NULL

		Contract		Term Deposit Contract		Preclosure Fees		This stores the pre-closure fees.		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL				Stage Term Deposit Contracts		Preclosure Fees		This stores the pre-closure fees.		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL		Direct

		Contract		Term Deposit Contract		Previous Contract Code		This stores the previous contract code.		VARCHAR2(25)		NULL				Stage Term Deposit Contracts		Previous Contract Code		This stores the previous contract code.		VARCHAR2(60)		NULL		Direct

		Contract		Term Deposit Contract		Contract Status Code		It reflects different statuses associated to a deposit account. Example: Opened, Closed, Invalid, Matured, Unclaimed etc. Incase account is frozen the status would reflect as invalid.		NUMBER(5)		NULL				Stage Term Deposit Contracts		Contract Status		This stores the contract status.		VARCHAR2(20)		NULL		Direct

		Contract		Term Deposit Contract		Auto Renewal Indicator		This indicates auto renewal.		CHAR(1)		NULL				Stage Term Deposit Contracts		Auto Renewal Indicator		This indicates auto renewal.		CHAR(1)		NULL		Direct

		Contract		Term Deposit Contract		Rollover Indicator		This indicates rollover.		CHAR(1)		NULL				Stage Term Deposit Contracts		Rollover Indicator		This indicates rollover.		CHAR(1)		NULL		Direct

		Contract		Term Deposit Contract		Interest Rate		This stores the interest rate.		NUMBER(10,6)		NULL				Stage Term Deposit Contracts		Interest Rate		This stores the interest rate.		NUMBER(11,6)		NULL		Direct

		Contract		Term Deposit Contract		Pre-Closure Indicator		Identifies if the Pre-closure is applicable or not.		CHAR(1)		NULL

		Contract		Term Deposit Contract		Maturity Value		This stores the amount due on maturity. This field is used by ALM2.0 for the amount due on maturity.		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL				Stage Term Deposit Contracts		Maturity Value		This stores the amount due on maturity.This field is used by ALM2.0 for the amount due on maturity .		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL		Direct

		Contract		Term Deposit Contract		Principal Payment Frequency		This stores the frequency for principal payments. In case of RD it is required.		NUMBER(5)		NULL				Stage Term Deposit Contracts		Principal Payment Frequency		This stores the frequency for principal payments.		NUMBER(5)		NULL		Direct

		Contract		Term Deposit Contract		Interest Type Code		This stores the interest type (fixed/floating/NR).		VARCHAR2(10)		NULL				Stage Term Deposit Contracts		Interest Type		This stores the interest type (fixed/floating/NR).		VARCHAR2(60)		NULL		Direct

		Contract		Term Deposit Contract		Interest Rate Code		This indicates benchmark.		NUMBER(5)		NULL				Stage Term Deposit Contracts		Interest Rate Code		This indicates benchmark.		VARCHAR2(60)		NULL		Direct

		Contract		Term Deposit Contract		Compounding Frequency		This stores the compounding frequency.		NUMBER(5)		NULL				Stage Term Deposit Contracts		Compounding Frequency		This stores the compounding frequency.		NUMBER(5)		NULL		Direct

		Contract		Term Deposit Contract		Repricing Frequency		This stores the re-pricing frequency.		NUMBER(5)		NULL				Stage Term Deposit Contracts		Repricing Frequency		This stores the re-pricing frequency.		NUMBER(5)		NULL		Direct

		Contract		Term Deposit Contract		Number Of Installments		This stores the No. of installments for the principal payment towards recurring deposit.		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL				Stage Term Deposit Contracts		Number of Pricipal Installments		This stores the No. of installments for principal.		NUMBER(5)		NULL		Direct

		Contract		Term Deposit Contract		Interest Payment Frequency		This stores the interest payment frequency.		NUMBER(5)		NULL				Stage Term Deposit Contracts		Interest Payment Frequency		This stores the interest payment frequency.		NUMBER(5)		NULL		Direct

		Contract		Term Deposit Contract		Deposit Contract Amount		This stores the contract amount.		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL

		Contract		Term Deposit Contract		Interest Payout Type		This stores the interest payout type (bullet, staggered etc.)		NUMBER(5)		NULL

		Contract		Term Deposit Contract		Float Spread		This stores the spread rate.		NUMBER(10,6)		NULL				Stage Term Deposit Contracts		Float Spread		This stores the spread rate.		NUMBER(11,6)		NULL		Direct

		Contract		Term Deposit Contract		Rate Set Lag		Period by which the interest re-calculation lags the date of the interest rate used for calculation.		NUMBER(10)		NULL				Stage Term Deposit Contracts		Rate Set Lag		Period by which the interest re-calculation lags the date of the interest rate used for calculation.		NUMBER(5)		NULL		Direct

		Contract		Term Deposit Contract		Rate Set Lag Unit		Units (days or months or years) of Rate_set_lag.		CHAR(1)		NULL				Stage Term Deposit Contracts		Rate Set Lag Unit		Units (days or months or years) of Rate_set_lag.		VARCHAR2(1)		NULL		Direct

		Contract		Term Deposit Contract		Tax Expense Flag		Flag to identify if tax is applicable for the contract		CHAR(1)		NULL

		Contract		Term Deposit Contract		Interest Disbursement Method Code		How interest should be disbursed on the account.		NUMBER(5)		NULL				Stage Term Deposit Contracts		Disbursement Method Code		How interest should be disbursed on the account, for example by check or compounding		VARCHAR2(5)		NULL		Direct

		Contract		Term Deposit Contract		Part Redemption Applicable		Identifies whether the part redemption is applicable for this account. This is useful in case of recurring deposits where part redemption is possible.		CHAR(1)		NULL

		Contract		Term Deposit Contract		No Of Times Renewed		The No. of times the term deposit contract is renewed		NUMBER(10)		NULL

		Contract		Term Deposit Contract		Cluster Period		Identifies the period that will be used to fix the tenure of the term deposits created for each unit under the cluster deposit.		NUMBER(5)		NULL

		Contract		Term Deposit Contract		Cluster Unit Amount		Minimum amount for each unit under the cluster  deposit.		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL

		Contract		Term Deposit Account		Account Number		A unique identifier for each account held by the customer		VARCHAR2(25)		NOT NULL				Stage Term Deposit Contracts		Direct Deposit Account Number		The account number used for direct deposits to the account		VARCHAR2(25)		NULL		Direct

		Contract		Term Deposit Account		Value Date		Date on which the funds was received from the customer		DATE		NULL				Stage Term Deposit Contracts		Value Date		This stores the value date.		DATE		NULL		Direct

		Contract		Term Deposit Account		Pre-Closure Indicator		Identifies if the account is pre-closed or not.		CHAR(1)		NULL

		Contract		Term Deposit Account		Pre-Closure Date		This stores the date on which pre-closure happens.		DATE		NULL

		Contract		Term Deposit Account		Interest Reset Date		This stores the re-pricing date.		DATE		NULL				Stage Term Deposit Contracts		Interest Reset date		This stores the re-pricing date.		DATE		NULL		Direct

		Contract		Term Deposit Account		Periodic Principal Amount		Stores the amount of principal to be paid periodically as agreed upon at the time of contract creation.		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL

		Contract		Term Deposit Account		Lien Flag		Indicates if a lien has been marked on the account. A lien is marked in case if an account is serving as cash margin / collateral to another asset product.		CHAR(1)		NULL

		Contract		Term Deposit Account		Last Renewal Date		Last Renewal Date		DATE		NULL				Stage Term Deposit Contracts		Last Renewal Date		Date when Term Deposit contract was last renewed.		DATE		NULL		Direct

		Contract		Term Deposit Account		Amount Paid On Closure		The total amount (principal+interest) redeemed to the Party on closing the account. This value will be same as the Maturity Value in case Account Close Date is same as Maturity date.		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL

		Contract		Term Deposit Account		Part Redemption Indicator		Identifies whether the part redemption is done on this account. This is applicable in case of recurring deposits where part redemption is possible.		CHAR(1)		NULL

		Contract		Term Deposit Account		Last Part Redemption Date		Date on which the last part redemption was done.		DATE		NULL

		Contract		Term Deposit Account		Contract Identifier		A unique identifier for a contract		VARCHAR2(25)		NULL

		Contract		Overdraft		Contract Identifier		A unique identifier for a contract		VARCHAR2(25)		NOT NULL

		Contract		Overdraft		Sanctioned Limit		Amount of sanctioned limit		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL				Stage Over Draft Accounts		Sanctioned Limit		Amount of sanctioned limit		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL		Direct

		Contract		Overdraft		Original Interest Rate		The interest rate that is applied at the start of the contract.		NUMBER(10,6)		NULL				Stage Over Draft Accounts		Original Interest Rate		Original interest rate.		NUMBER(11,6)		NULL		Direct

		Contract		Overdraft		Original Loan To Value		Original Loan to Value		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL				Stage Over Draft Accounts		Original Loan to Value		Original Loan to Value		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL		Direct

		Contract		Overdraft		Penal Interest Rate		Penal Interest Rate		NUMBER(10,6)		NULL				Stage Over Draft Accounts		Penal Interest Rate		Penal Interest Rate		NUMBER(11,6)		NULL		Direct

		Contract		Overdraft		Interest Method		Interest method ( simple/compound).		VARCHAR2(10)		NULL				Stage Over Draft Accounts		Interest Method		Interest method ( simple/compound).		VARCHAR2(5)		NULL		Direct

		Contract		Overdraft		Rollover Flag		Rollover Indicator		CHAR(1)		NULL				Stage Over Draft Accounts		Rollover Indicator		Rollover Indicator		CHAR(1)		NULL		Direct

		Contract		Overdraft		Interest Type		Interest type ( Fixed/Floating/No Rate)		VARCHAR2(10)		NULL				Stage Over Draft Accounts		Interest Type		Interest type ( Fixed/Floating/No Rate)		VARCHAR2(60)		NULL		Direct

		Contract		Overdraft		Closure Date		OD facility closure date		DATE		NULL				Stage Over Draft Accounts		Closure Date		OD account closure date		DATE		NULL		Direct

		Contract		Overdraft		Writeoff Date		Writeoff Date		DATE		NULL				Stage Over Draft Accounts		Writeoff Date		Writeoff Date		DATE		NULL		Direct

		Contract		Overdraft		Closed Flag		OD Facility closure date.		CHAR(1)		NULL				Stage Over Draft Accounts		Closed Indicator		OD account closure date.		CHAR(1)		NULL		Direct

		Contract		Overdraft		Annual Percentage Rate		Annualized Interest rate		NUMBER(10,6)		NULL				Stage Over Draft Accounts		Annualised Interest Rate		Annualised Interest rate		NUMBER(11,6)		NULL		Direct

		Contract		Overdraft		Interest Rate Spread		Interest Rate Spread		NUMBER(10,6)		NULL				Stage Over Draft Accounts		Interest Rate Spread		Interest Rate Spread		NUMBER(11,6)		NULL		Direct

		Contract		Overdraft		Interest Rate Code		Interest Rate Code		NUMBER(5)		NULL				Stage Over Draft Accounts		Interest Rate Code		Interest Rate Code		VARCHAR2(60)		NULL		Direct

		Contract		Overdraft		Interest Frequency		Interest frequency.		NUMBER(5)		NULL				Stage Over Draft Accounts		Interest Frequency		Interest frequency.		NUMBER(5)		NULL		Direct

		Contract		Overdraft		Repricing Frequency		This stores the re-pricing frequency.		NUMBER(5)		NULL				Stage Over Draft Accounts		Repricing Frequency		This stores the re-pricing frquency.		NUMBER(5)		NULL		Direct

		Contract		Overdraft		Frequency Of Revolve		Revolving frequency		NUMBER(5)		NULL				Stage Over Draft Accounts		Frequency Of Revolve		Frequency of revolving limit attached to the OD account.		NUMBER(5)		NULL		Direct

		Contract		Overdraft		Minimum Holding Period		Stores the Minimum Holding period in days for an exposure which is used to calculate the volatility haircut.		NUMBER(10)		NULL				Stage Over Draft Accounts		Minimum Holding Period		Stores the Minimum Holding period in days for an exposure which is used to calculate the volatility haircut.		NUMBER(5)		NULL		Direct

		Contract		Overdraft		Amortization Term		Term upon which amortization is based.		NUMBER(5)		NULL				Stage Over Draft Accounts		Amortization Term		Term upon which amortization is based - units specified by Amrt_term_mult.		NUMBER(5)		NULL		Direct

		Contract		Overdraft		Amortization Term Multiplier		Units (days or months or years) in which Amortization Term is specified.		CHAR(1)		NULL				Stage Over Draft Accounts		Amortization Term Multiplier		Units (days or months or years) in which Amrt_Term is specified.		VARCHAR2(1)		NULL		Direct

		Contract		Overdraft		Amortization Type Code		Method of amortizing principal and interest.		NUMBER(5)		NULL				Stage Over Draft Accounts		Amortization Type Code		Method of amortizing principal and interest.		VARCHAR2(60)		NULL		Direct

		Contract		Overdraft		Cif Key		Original CIF key for the account from the source Customer Information File system		VARCHAR2(25)		NULL				Stage Over Draft Accounts		CIF Key		Original CIF key for the account from the source Customer Information File system		VARCHAR2(20)		NULL		Direct

		Contract		Overdraft		Current Payment Amount		Periodic principal and interest payment associated with gross balance. Principal portion only for level principal amortization type.		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL				Stage Over Draft Accounts		Current Payment Amount		Periodic principal and interest payment associated with gross balance. Principal portion only for level principal amort. type.		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL		Direct

		Contract		Overdraft		Last Credit Line Change Date		The date of the last credit line change		DATE		NULL				Stage Over Draft Accounts		Last Credit Line Change Date		The date of the last credit line change		DATE		NULL		Direct

		Contract		Overdraft		Payment Decrease Cycle		Maximum payment decrease allowed during a repricing cycle of an adjustable rate instrument.		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL				Stage Over Draft Accounts		Payment Decrease Cycle		Maximum payment decrease allowed during a repricing cycle of an adjustable rate instrument.		NUMBER(8,4)		NULL		Direct

		Contract		Overdraft		Payment Decrease Life		Maximum payment decrease allowed during life of an adjustable rate instrument.		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL				Stage Over Draft Accounts		Payment Decrease Life		Maximum payment decrease allowed during life of an adjustable rate instrument.		NUMBER(8,4)		NULL		Direct

		Contract		Overdraft		Payment Increase Cycle		Maximum payment increase allowed during a repricing cycle on an adjustable rate instrument.		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL				Stage Over Draft Accounts		Payment Increase Cycle		Maximum payment increase allowed during a repricing cycle on an adjustable rate instrument.		NUMBER(8,4)		NULL		Direct

		Contract		Overdraft		Payment Increase Life		Maximum payment increase allowed during the life of an adjustable rate instrument.		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL				Stage Over Draft Accounts		Payment Increase Life		Maximum payment increase allowed during the life of an adjustable rate instrument.		NUMBER(8,4)		NULL		Direct

		Contract		Overdraft		Rate Decrease Cycle		Maximum amount rate can decrease during the repricing cycle of an adjustable rate instrument.		NUMBER(10,6)		NULL				Stage Over Draft Accounts		Rate Decrease Cycle		Maximum amount rate can decrease during the repricing cycle of an adjustable rate instrument.		NUMBER(8,4)		NULL		Direct

		Contract		Overdraft		Rate Cap Life				NUMBER(10,6)		NULL				Stage Over Draft Accounts		Rate Cap Life		Maximum rate allowed during life of the instrument.		NUMBER(8,4)		NULL		Direct

		Contract		Overdraft		Interest Frequency Unit		Interest frequency Unit in terms of days, Months etc		NUMBER(5)		NULL				Stage Over Draft Accounts		Interest Frequency Unit		Interest frequency Unit in terms of days, Months etc		VARCHAR2(1)		NULL		Direct

		Contract		Overdraft		Repricing Frequency Unit		This stores the re-pricing frequency unit in terms of days, months etc		CHAR(1)		NULL				Stage Over Draft Accounts		Repricing Frequency Unit		This stores the re-pricing frquency unit in terms of days, months etc		VARCHAR2(1)		NULL		Direct

		Contract		Overdraft		Secured Flag		This indicates whether the exposure is secured or not		CHAR(1)		NULL				Stage Over Draft Accounts		Secured Indicator		This indicates whether the exposure is secured or not		CHAR(1)		NULL		Direct

		Contract		Guarantee		Contract Identifier		Unique reference id of the Guarantee contract		VARCHAR2(25)		NOT NULL				Stage Guarantees		Gaurantee Code		Guarantee code.		VARCHAR2(25)		NOT NULL		Direct

		Contract		Guarantee		Value Of The Guarantee		Value of the Guarantee for which it is issued.		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL				Stage Guarantees		Value of the Guarantee Lcy		Value of the Credit Derivative in local Currency		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL		Direct

		Contract		Guarantee		Claim Amount		This is the amount used / paid against the Bank Guarantee.		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL

		Contract		Guarantee		Issue Date		This is the date on which Bank Guarantee is issued.		DATE		NULL

		Contract		Guarantee		Standard Code		Indicates the code for the rules/ practices the bank guarantee is subject to. e.g. ISPR(International Standby Practices), NONE etc.		NUMBER(5)		NULL

		Contract		Guarantee		Guarantee Status		Indicates the status of the Bank Guarantee. Examples: Open, Closed etc.		NUMBER(5)		NULL

		Contract		Guarantee		Beneficiary		Beneficiary of the Guarantee		VARCHAR2(25)		NULL

		Contract		Guarantee		Claim Date		The date on which the claim for the Guarantee was initiated.		DATE		NULL

		Contract		Guarantee		Counterparty Code		Identifies the party id of the counterparty in the contract. This will be Party id of the Importer(Applicant) in case of Import LC or Exporter(Beneficiary) in case of Export LC.		VARCHAR2(25)		NULL

		Contract		Guarantee		Guarantee Type		A unique identifier of guarantee type as performance guarantee, financial guarantee, bid bonds etc.		VARCHAR2(10)		NULL

		Contract		Guarantee		Syndicated Guarantee Flag		Some guarantees are syndicated. In such a scenario a flag to indicate the same is required.		CHAR(1)		NULL

		Contract		Bill Collection		Contract Identifier		Unique reference id of the Bill contract		VARCHAR2(25)		NOT NULL

		Contract		Bill Collection		Customer Type		This field identifies BEN or APP for the bill.		VARCHAR2(10)		NULL

		Contract		Bill Collection		Data Origin Code		Unique code assigned to the source system from which the application data is extracted.		NUMBER(5)		NULL

		Contract		Bill Collection		Bill Currency Code		The currency in which the Bill is drawn.		VARCHAR2(3)		NULL

		Contract		Bill Collection		Bill Amount		The amount for which the bill is drawn.		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL

		Contract		Bill Collection		Bill Amount In Lcy		The amount for which the bill is drawn in local currency.		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL

		Contract		Bill Collection		Lc Reference Id		If a bill is under LC then this attribute refers to the reference id of the LC that was created.		VARCHAR2(25)		NULL

		Contract		Bill Collection		Value Date		Value Date = Date from which Bill becomes effective / accounting entries passed. If value date is not entered then system defaults it to Today's date.		DATE		NULL

		Contract		Bill Collection		Transaction Date		The date on which the contract is created in the system. It is also called as booked date. This date is defaulted as today's date and cannot be changed.		DATE		NULL

		Contract		Bill Collection		Bill Usance Tenor		The No. of days in which payment will be made after the submission of the documents. Also called as usance payment		NUMBER(10)		NULL

		Contract		Bill Collection		Transit Days		The No. of days documents remain in transit.		NUMBER(10)		NULL

		Contract		Bill Collection		Grace Days		No. of days which is given as grace to the party for making the payment		NUMBER(10)		NULL

		Contract		Bill Collection		Bill Status		Identifies the different statuses through which the bill passes. Example: Active, Liquidated etc.		NUMBER(5)		NULL

		Contract		Bill Collection		Liquidation Date		The liquidation date is meaningful, if the bill has been specified as 'liquidate automatically'. By default, the liquidation date of the bill is taken to be maturity date specified for the bill.		DATE		NULL

		Contract		Bill Collection		Auto Liquidate		Flag which indicates whether the bill is supposed to be liquidated automatically.		CHAR(1)		NULL

		Contract		Bill Collection		Line Of Credit Reference		Credit line that may be associated to the documentary collection.		VARCHAR2(25)		NULL

		Contract		Bill Collection		Counterparty Code		Identifies the party id of the counter party.		VARCHAR2(25)		NULL

		Contract		Bill Collection		Closed Date		The date on which the contract was closed.		DATE		NULL

		Contract		Bill Collection		End Of Period Balance		End Of Period Balance		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL

		Contract		Bill Collection		Discounting Rate		Discounting Rate		NUMBER(10,6)		NULL

		Contract		Bill Collection		Benchmark Discount Rate		Benchmark Discount Rate		NUMBER(10,6)		NULL

		Contract		Bill Collection		Settlement Status		Settlement Status		NUMBER(5)		NULL

		Contract		Bill Collection		Sight Usance Indicator		The flag indicates if the Bill is payment on Sight or Accepted for payment in a future date.		CHAR(1)		NULL

		Contract		Bill Collection		Usance Effective Date		Usance Effective Date field points to one of the existing date fields - Shipment Date / Invoice Date, which is used for calculating the Usance period		DATE		NULL

		Contract		Bill Collection		Bill Type		A unique identifier of guarantee type as LC/Advance payment/Outgoing Bill		VARCHAR2(10)		NULL

		Contract		Bill Collection		Protest Note Sent Flag		In case the importer does not pay a sight draft, or does not accept a term draft, or does not pay an accepted draft on maturity the collecting bank is expected to lodge a protest with the Importer.		CHAR(1)		NULL

		Contract		Bill Collection		Importer Bank		Party ID of importer's bank.		VARCHAR2(25)		NULL

		Contract		Bill Collection		Exporter Bank		Party ID of exporter's bank.		VARCHAR2(25)		NULL

		Contract		Bill Collection		Importer Correspondent Bank		Party ID of importer correspondent bank.		VARCHAR2(25)		NULL

		Contract		Bill Collection		Exporter Correspondent Bank		Party ID of exporter correspondent bank.		VARCHAR2(25)		NULL

		Contract		Account Operation Code		Account Operation Code		List of values for operation codes that are applicable to an account from system point of view. Ex: Single, Joint account, Either or Survivor, Anyone or survivor etc		NUMBER(5)		NOT NULL

		Contract		Account Operation Code		Account Operation Description		Description for the unique codes assigned to different account operations such as Single, Joint account, Either or Survivor, Anyone or survivor etc		VARCHAR2(255)		NULL

		Contract		Account Score History		Account Number		A unique identifier for each account held by the customer		VARCHAR2(25)		NOT NULL

		Contract		Account Score History		Score Date		Stores the date on which the account score is updated		DATE		NOT NULL

		Contract		Account Score History		Score Code		Unique code assigned to each of the Scores.		NUMBER(5)		NULL

		Contract		Account Score History		Account Score		Stores the account score		NUMBER(10)		NULL

		Contract		Interest Accrual History		Interest Accrual Start Date		Stores the date on which the interest accrual information is being recorded		DATE		NOT NULL

		Contract		Interest Accrual History		Account Number		A unique identifier for each account held by the customer		VARCHAR2(25)		NOT NULL

		Contract		Interest Accrual History		Interest Amount		Stores the amount of interest accrued		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL

		Contract		Interest Accrual History		End Date		The date on which the record becomes invalid for consideration		DATE		NULL

		Contract		Account Status History		Account Number		A unique identifier for each account held by the customer		VARCHAR2(25)		NOT NULL

		Contract		Account Status History		Status Date		The date on which a status was assigned to an account		DATE		NOT NULL

		Contract		Account Status History		Status Code		A code to represent the status of the account. Eg Active, Dormant, Deceased, Frozen, etc		NUMBER(5)		NULL

		Contract		Account Instruction		Account Number		A unique identifier for each account held by the customer		VARCHAR2(25)		NOT NULL

		Contract		Account Instruction		Account Operation Code		List of values for operation codes that are applicable to an account from system point of view. Ex: Single, Joint account, Either or Survivor, Anyone or survivor etc		NUMBER(5)		NOT NULL

		Contract		Account Instruction		Autopay Account Number		Account number		VARCHAR2(25)		NULL

		Contract		Account Instruction		Autopay Bank Transit Number		A bank transit number assists to electronically identify the bank on which it is drawn upon including the branch it was issued at.		VARCHAR2(25)		NULL

		Contract		Customer Account Fee		Account Number		A unique identifier for each account held by the customer		VARCHAR2(25)		NOT NULL

		Contract		Customer Account Fee		Fee Type		A code to identify account fee type eg. Annual charges, late payment, stop payment, cheque bounce charges etc		NUMBER(5)		NOT NULL

		Contract		Customer Account Fee		Start Date		Date from which the record is valid		DATE		NOT NULL

		Contract		Customer Account Fee		Fee Amount		Stores the contract fee amount		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL

		Contract		Customer Account Fee		Fee Currency		The currency in which the fee is represented		VARCHAR2(3)		NULL

		Contract		Customer Account Fee		End Date		The date on which the record becomes invalid for consideration		DATE		NULL

		Contract		Component		Component Id		The unique identifier for the component		VARCHAR2(25)		NOT NULL

		Contract		Component		Component Name		The name of the component ex: Interest, Commission, Principal, Fees, Penalty, OD charges etc.		VARCHAR2(60)		NULL

		Contract		Component		Component Description		The detailed description of the component name		VARCHAR2(255)		NULL

		Contract		Draw Down Schedule		Contract Identifier		A unique identifier for a contract		VARCHAR2(25)		NOT NULL

		Contract		Draw Down Schedule		Schedule Date		The date on which the customer proposes to withdraw.		DATE		NOT NULL

		Contract		Draw Down Schedule		Amount		Stores the amount of the draw down schedule		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL

		Contract		Draw Down Schedule		Currency		Stores the draw down currency		VARCHAR2(3)		NULL

		Contract		Events		Event Code		Unique code for the event		NUMBER(5)		NOT NULL

		Contract		Events		Event Name		The name of the event		VARCHAR2(60)		NULL

		Contract		Events		Event Description		Detailed description of the event		VARCHAR2(255)		NULL

		Contract		Syndicated Loans		Contract Identifier		A unique identifier for a contract		VARCHAR2(25)		NOT NULL

		Contract		Syndicated Loans		Syndication Loan Amount		The loan amount sanctioned by the syndicate		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL

		Contract		Syndicated Loans		Syndication Draw Down Date		The date on which the syndicated loan is drawn down		DATE		NULL

		Contract		Syndicated Loans		Syndication Drawdown Tenor		A commitment provided to draw the sanctioned amount before a due date		NUMBER(10)		NULL

		Contract		Syndicated Loans		Lead Bank Commission		A fee paid to the lead bank by the customer for facilitating the syndicate		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL

		Contract		Syndicated Loans		Arrangement Fee		A fee paid to the syndicate for making the funds available to the customer		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL

		Contract		Internal Bank Account		Account Number		A unique identifier of the account.		VARCHAR2(25)		NOT NULL

		Contract		Gl Account		Account Number		A unique identifier of the account.		VARCHAR2(25)		NOT NULL

		Contract		Other Bank Account		Account Number		A unique identifier of the account.		VARCHAR2(25)		NOT NULL

		Contract		Other Bank Account		Autopay Bank Transit Number		A bank transit number assists to electronically identify the bank on which it is drawn upon including the branch it was issued at.		VARCHAR2(25)		NULL

		Contract		Contract Component Event Settlement Account		Account Number		Stores the account number that will be used for settlement for a component viz. interest, principal, fees, commission as a result of occurrence of certain contract events viz. Disbursal, Repayment, Charges, Commissions etc		VARCHAR2(25)		NOT NULL

		Contract		Contract Component Event Settlement Account		Component Id		A unique identifier for each component of a contract. Eg. Principal, Interest, Commission, Charges etc		VARCHAR2(25)		NOT NULL

		Contract		Contract Component Event Settlement Account		Event Code		Stores the unique code for component event settlement		NUMBER(5)		NOT NULL

		Contract		Contract Component Event Settlement Account		Contract Identifier		A unique identifier for a contract		VARCHAR2(25)		NOT NULL

		Contract		Contract Fees		Contract Identifier		A unique identifier for a contract		VARCHAR2(25)		NOT NULL

		Contract		Contract Fees		Fee Type Code		A unique identifier for port of shipment.		NUMBER(5)		NOT NULL

		Contract		Contract Fees		Start Date		Date from which the record is valid		DATE		NOT NULL

		Contract		Contract Fees		Fee Amount		Stores the contract fee amount		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL

		Contract		Contract Fees		End Date		The date on which the record becomes invalid for consideration		DATE		NULL

		Contract		Contract Contract Relationship		Contract Identifier		A unique identifier for a contract		VARCHAR2(25)		NOT NULL

		Contract		Contract Contract Relationship		Related Contract Identifier		A unique identifier for a contract		VARCHAR2(25)		NOT NULL

		Contract		Contract Contract Relationship		Relationship Type		Depicts the relationship type. Eg. Related contract, Subordinate contract		VARCHAR2(10)		NULL

		Contract		Customer Account Map		Account Number		A unique identifier for each account held by the customer		VARCHAR2(25)		NOT NULL

		Contract		Customer Account Map		Customer Id		Unique identifier assigned to the Party.		VARCHAR2(25)		NOT NULL

		Contract		Customer Account Map		Primary Secondary Flag		Indicates if the customer is a primary customer in a joint account holding		CHAR(1)		NULL

		Contract		Liability Line Customer Branch Product Map		Branch Code		A unique code to identify the Bank's branch		VARCHAR2(10)		NOT NULL

		Contract		Liability Line Customer Branch Product Map		Product Code		A unique identifier for the Product.		VARCHAR2(10)		NOT NULL

		Contract		Liability Line Customer Branch Product Map		Customer Id		Unique identifier assigned to the Party.		VARCHAR2(25)		NOT NULL

		Contract		Liability Line Customer Branch Product Map		Line Of Credit  Identifier		A unique identifier for a line of credit which is a system generated id for a line and liability combination.		VARCHAR2(25)		NOT NULL

		Contract		Line Master		Line Code		A unique code to identify the credit line template, which will be linked to a liability identifier allowing the customer to utilize credit facility		NUMBER(5)		NOT NULL

		Contract		Line Master		Line Code Name		A unique code for the line template eg. Overdraft, term loan etc.		VARCHAR2(60)		NULL

		Contract		Line Master		Line Code Description		Description of the line code		VARCHAR2(255)		NULL

		Contract		Line Master		Line Code Status		The different status of the line code is displayed. Eg. Active, Inactive, Frozen, Withdrawn		VARCHAR2(10)		NULL

		Contract		Liability Master		Liability Code		A unique identifier for the credit seeking customer		VARCHAR2(25)		NOT NULL

		Contract		Liability Master		Liability Name		The name of the entity to whom the liability code has been issued (customer)		VARCHAR2(60)		NULL

		Contract		Liability Master		Limit Tracking Flag		Identifies whether the limit tracking is enabled or not		CHAR(1)		NULL

		Contract		Liability Master		Netting Required Flag		Identifies whether the netting is required or not		CHAR(1)		NULL

		Contract		Commitment		Contract Identifier		A unique identifier for a contract		VARCHAR2(25)		NOT NULL				Stage Commitment Contracts		Contract Code		This stores the contract code for the commitment contract.		VARCHAR2(20)		NOT NULL		Direct

		Contract		Commitment		Commitment Amount		The amount of money committed by the bank to the customer as assured credit		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL				Stage Commitment Contracts		Commitment Amount		This stores the total commitment amount.		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL		Direct

		Contract		Commitment		Lending Type Code		Ex: Participating Commitment		NUMBER(5)		NULL				Stage Commitment Contracts		Lending Type Code		This stores the type of lending for the contract, e.g. sole/consortium or both		VARCHAR2(20)		NULL		Direct

		Contract		Commitment		Retention Offer Type Code		A unique code to identify the type of customer retention offer that was provided to the customer		NUMBER(5)		NULL				Stage Commitment Contracts		Retention Offer Type Code				VARCHAR2(20)		NULL		Direct

		Contract		Commitment		Commitment Name		The name of the commitment from bank's point of view		VARCHAR2(60)		NULL

		Contract		Commitment		Syndicated Loan Flag		Indicates if the commitment contract is of syndication type		CHAR(1)		NULL

		Contract		Commitment		Related Contract Identifier		Stores the related contract identifier. If a contract is a dependent contract, it stores the main contract identifier.		VARCHAR2(25)		NULL

		Contract		Commitment		Inter Bank Commitment Ratio		The ratio of commitment assured to the customer in case of syndication contract		NUMBER(10)		NULL

		Contract		Commitment		Total Commitment Amount		The total amount offered as commitment to the customer		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL

		Contract		Commitment		Lead Bank Id		In case of syndication this attribute identifies the id of the lead bank who is leading the syndication.		VARCHAR2(25)		NULL

		Contract		Account Events		Account Number		Unique identifier of the account		VARCHAR2(25)		NOT NULL

		Contract		Account Events		Event Code		A unique code for the account events		NUMBER(5)		NOT NULL

		Contract		Account Events		Comments		The comments associated with events on an account		VARCHAR2(255)		NULL

		Contract		Account Manager Relationship		Account Number		Unique identifier of the account		VARCHAR2(25)		NOT NULL				Stage Account Manager Relationship		Account Number		A unique identifier for each account held by the customer
		VARCHAR2(25)		NOT NULL		Direct

		Contract		Account Manager Relationship		Relationship Manager Id		Unique identifier assigned to the Party.		VARCHAR2(25)		NOT NULL				Stage Account Manager Relationship		Account Manager Code		Stores the relation managers handling the account
		VARCHAR2(20)		NOT NULL		Direct

		Contract		Account Manager Relationship		Effective Date		Store the date the relationshion manager was associated with this  account		DATE		NULL				Stage Account Manager Relationship		Effective Date		Store the date the relationshion manager was associated with this  account
		DATE		NOT NULL		Direct

		Contract		Account Manager Relationship		Allocated Percentage		Stores the allocated percentage held by the relationship manager.		NUMBER(10,6)		NULL				Stage Account Manager Relationship		Allocated Percentage		Stores the allocated percentage held by the relationship manager.
		NUMBER(8,4)		NULL		Direct

		Contract		Account Manager Relationship		Primary Officer Flag		Flag to identify the primary relationship manager.		CHAR(1)		NULL				Stage Account Manager Relationship		Primary Officer Flag		Store the primary relationship manager flag
		CHAR(1)		NULL		Direct

		Contract		Account Manager Relationship		End Date		Store the date the relationshion manager was deassociated with this  account		DATE		NULL				Stage Account Manager Relationship		End Date		Store the date the relationshion manager was deassociated with this  account
		DATE		NULL		Direct

																Stage Account Manager Relationship		Extraction Date		This refers to the date on which processing commences. This is ideally, the end of business day of the month.
		DATE		NOT NULL

																Stage Account Manager Relationship		Customer Number		This stores the unique identifier for the primary customer.
		VARCHAR2(25)		NULL

		Contract		Contract Events		Contract Identifier		A unique identifier for a contract		VARCHAR2(25)		NOT NULL

		Contract		Contract Events		Event Code		A unique event code		NUMBER(5)		NOT NULL

		Contract		Contract Events		Contract Event Date		Stores the date on which the contract event occurred		DATE		NULL

		Contract		Contract Events		Reason Description		Stores the reason for the contract event		VARCHAR2(255)		NULL

		Contract		Contract Collateral		Collateral Pool Identifier		Stores the unique identifier of the collateral pool		VARCHAR2(25)		NOT NULL

		Contract		Contract Collateral		Contract Identifier		A unique identifier for a contract		VARCHAR2(25)		NOT NULL

		Contract		Contract Collateral		Exposure Ltv Ratio		The loan to value ratio of the exposure		NUMBER(10)		NULL

		Contract		Contract Collateral		Percentage		Stores the percentage of collateral that has been allocated for the contract. A customer can provide a high value collateral and avail several products on that collateral.		NUMBER(10,6)		NULL

		Contract		Facility Collateral		Collateral Pool Identifier		A unique identifier for the collateral pool		VARCHAR2(25)		NOT NULL

		Contract		Facility Collateral		Line Of Credit  Identifier		A unique identifier for a line of credit which is a system generated id for a line and liability combination.		VARCHAR2(25)		NOT NULL

		Contract		Facility Collateral		Percentage		The percentage of asset(s) offered as collateral for the facility		NUMBER(10,6)		NULL

		Contract		Loan Account		Account Number		A unique identifier for each account held by the customer		VARCHAR2(25)		NOT NULL				Stage Loan Contracts		Account Number		Account number.		VARCHAR2(25)		NOT NULL		Direct

		Contract		Loan Account		Loan Contract Identifier		A unique identifier for a contract		VARCHAR2(25)		NULL

		Contract		Loan Account		Writeoff Date		Stores the date on which the loan is written off		DATE		NULL				Stage Loan Contracts		Writeoff Date		Write Off Date		DATE		NULL		Direct

		Contract		Loan Account		Last Interest Payment Date		Stores the date on which the last payment was received from the customer immediately preceding the current date		DATE		NULL				Stage Loan Contracts		Last Interest Payment Date		Last Interest Payment Date		DATE		NULL		Direct

		Contract		Loan Account		Loan Book Date		Stores the date on which the loan was booked		DATE		NULL				Stage Loan Contracts		Loan Book Date		Loan Book Date		DATE		NULL		Direct

		Contract		Loan Account		Loan Closing Date		Stores the closing date of the loan		DATE		NULL				Stage Loan Contracts		Loan Closing Date		Loan Closing Date		DATE		NULL		Direct

		Contract		Loan Account		Loan Value Date		The date from which the loan contract becomes effective		DATE		NULL				Stage Loan Contracts		Loan Value Date		Date from which the loan contract becomes effective		DATE		NULL		Direct

		Contract		Loan Account		Interest Writeback Date		The date on which the interest component in a write-off contract is restored back as normal		DATE		NULL				Stage Loan Contracts		Interest Writeback Date		Interest writeback date		DATE		NULL		Direct

		Contract		Loan Account		Principal Writeback Date		The date on which the principal component in a write-off contract is restored back as normal		DATE		NULL				Stage Loan Contracts		Principal Writeback Date		Principal writeback date		DATE		NULL		Direct

		Contract		Loan Account		Date On Provisions Made		The date on which the provisions made on the contract		DATE		NULL				Stage Loan Contracts		Date on Provisons Made		Date of provisions made		DATE		NULL		Direct

		Contract		Loan Account		Prepayment Date		Prepayment date		DATE		NULL				Stage Loan Contracts		Prepayment Date		Date of prepayment		DATE		NULL		Direct

		Contract		Loan Account		First Principal Repayment Date		First Principal Repayment Date		DATE		NULL				Stage Loan Contracts		First Principal Repayment Date		Date on which first principal installment flow occurs.		DATE		NULL		Direct

		Contract		Loan Account		First Interest Start Date		First Interest Start Date		DATE		NULL				Stage Loan Contracts		First Interest Start Date		Date on which first interest installment flow occurs.		DATE		NULL		Direct

		Contract		Loan Account		Delinquency Indicator		Indicates if the loan is in delinquency		CHAR(1)		NULL				Stage Loan Contracts		Delinquency Indicator		Delinquency indicator.		CHAR(1)		NULL		Direct

		Contract		Loan Account		Service Charge Waiver Flag		Service Charge Waiver Indicator		CHAR(1)		NULL				Stage Loan Contracts		Service Charge Waiver Indicator		Service Charge Waiver Indicator		CHAR(1)		NULL		Direct

		Contract		Loan Account		Prepayment Indicator		Indicates if the loan has been prepaid or not		CHAR(1)		NULL				Stage Loan Contracts		Prepayment Indicator		Prepayment Indicator		CHAR(1)		NULL		Direct

		Contract		Loan Account		Overdue Interest Amount		Unpaid or overdue interest amount		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL				Stage Loan Contracts		Overdue Interest Amount		Overdue Interest Amount		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL		Direct

		Contract		Loan Account		Provisions Amount		An expense set aside as an allowance for bad loans (customer defaults)		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL				Stage Loan Contracts		Provisions Amount		Provision Amount for the loans contract till date		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL		Direct

		Contract		Loan Account		Provisions Amount In Local Currency		An expense set aside as an allowance for bad loans (customer defaults) in local currency		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL				Stage Loan Contracts		Provisions Amount in Local Curency		Provision Amount for the loans contract till datein lcy		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL		Direct

		Contract		Loan Account		Negative Amortization Amount		The amount of increase in principal even after a payment has been received towards current period installment, arising due to inadequacy of funds to cover the complete interest portion of the installment.		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL				Stage Loan Contracts		Negative Amortization Amount		The total amount of principal added to outstanding principal, resulting from payments which were not large enough to cover interest due.		NUMBER(14,2)		NULL		Direct

		Contract		Loan Account		Tenor Of Loan		Stores the loan tenor		NUMBER(10)		NULL				Stage Loan Contracts		Tenor of Loan		Duration of product		NUMBER(5)		NULL		Direct

		Contract		Loan Account		Remaining Tenor Of Loan		Stores the remaining tenor		NUMBER(10)		NULL				Stage Loan Contracts		Remaining Tenor of Loan		Remaining duration of product as on processing date.		NUMBER(5)		NULL		Direct

		Contract		Loan Account		Tenor Of Loan - Unit		Stores the unit of loan tenor		CHAR(1)		NULL				Stage Loan Contracts		Tenor of Loan - Unit		Duration of product in terms of days/weeks/months or years.		VARCHAR2(1)		NULL		Direct

		Contract		Loan Account		Remaining Tenor Of Loan - Unit		Stores the unit of remaining tenor		CHAR(1)		NULL				Stage Loan Contracts		Remaining Tenor of Loan - Unit		Remaining duration of product in terms of days/weeks/months or years.		VARCHAR2(1)		NULL		Direct

		Contract		Loan Account		Autopay Instrument Type Code		Identifies the instrument type of the autopay facility.		NUMBER(5)		NULL				Stage Loan Contracts		Autopay Instrument Type Code		The autopay service that autopay debits will be charged against, for example Checking.		VARCHAR2(5)		NULL		Direct

		Contract		Loan Account		Retention Offer Type Code		A unique code to identify the type of retention offered to the customer		NUMBER(5)		NULL				Stage Loan Contracts		Retention Offer Type Code		Retention offer type.		VARCHAR2(20)		NULL		Direct

		Contract		Loan Account		Commitment Identifier		Unique identifier for the commitment contract		VARCHAR2(25)		NULL				Stage Loan Contracts		Commitment Number		Identification number for financial institutions commitment agreement to lend money to a customer.		VARCHAR2(20)		NULL		Direct

		Contract		Loan Account		Credit Insurance Company Code		Unique identifier of the credit insurance company		VARCHAR2(25)		NULL				Stage Loan Contracts		Credit Life Insurance Company Code		An organisation-defined code for the account’s credit life insurance company.		VARCHAR2(5)		NULL		Direct

		Contract		Loan Account		Interest Rate Code		Identifies the index to which adjustable rate accounts are tied.		NUMBER(5)		NULL				Stage Loan Contracts		Interest Rate Code		Interest Rate Code for adjustable rate loans.		VARCHAR2(60)		NULL		Direct

		Contract		Loan Account		Sales Representative Identifier		A unique identifier for the employee		VARCHAR2(25)		NULL				Stage Loan Contracts		Sales Representative Identifier		Identifier of the sales representative who has sold the account.		VARCHAR2(20)		NULL		Direct

		Contract		Loan Account		Offset Account Number		The savings account number that will be used to offset the mortgage account		VARCHAR2(25)		NULL

		Contract		Account Balance History		Account Number		Unique identifier of the account		VARCHAR2(25)		NOT NULL

		Contract		Account Balance History		Balance Date		Stores the date on which the balance information is being recorded		DATE		NOT NULL

		Contract		Account Balance History		Current Principal Outstanding		Stores the principal balance as of date		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL

		Contract		Account Balance History		Overdue Interest		Overdue Interest		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL

		Contract		Account Balance History		Debit Credit Indicator		Indicates if the CASA account is in Debit (negative balance) or credit (Positive balance)		CHAR(1)		NULL

		Contract		Account Balance History		Overdue Principal		Overdue principal		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL

		Contract		Account Balance History		End Of Period Balance		Stores the balance as at the end of period		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL

		Contract		Rate Schedule		Contract Identifier		A unique identifier for a contract		VARCHAR2(25)		NOT NULL

		Contract		Rate Schedule		To Date		Stores the date from when the interest rate is applicable		DATE		NOT NULL

		Contract		Rate Schedule		From Date		Stores the date until the interest rate is valid		DATE		NOT NULL

		Contract		Rate Schedule		Rate		The interest rate as indicated by the rate schedule		NUMBER(10,6)		NULL

		Contract		Rate Schedule		Repricing Margin		Margin is the markup on the interest rate that is charged additionally to the customer over and above the interest rate.		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL

		Contract		Rate Schedule		Benchmark		Benchmark is the index that the contract is tracking to obtain interest rate information		VARCHAR2(60)		NULL

		Contract		Rate Schedule		Interest Type		Stores interest rate type like Fixed, Variable, FIXTRA etc		VARCHAR2(10)		NULL

		Contract		Rate Schedule		Penal Interest Rate		The penal interest rate as indicated by the rate schedule		NUMBER(10,6)		NULL

		Contract		Disbursement Schedule		Schedule Id		A unique schedule identifier will be generated for the schedule		VARCHAR2(25)		NOT NULL

		Contract		Disbursement Schedule		Contract Identifier		A unique identifier for a contract		VARCHAR2(25)		NOT NULL

		Contract		Disbursement Schedule		Beneficiary Id		Stores the party Id of the beneficiary		VARCHAR2(25)		NULL

		Contract		Disbursement Schedule		Disbursement Date		Stores the date on which the disbursements have been requested by the customer		DATE		NULL

		Contract		Disbursement Schedule		Disbursement Amount		Stores the amount of disbursement to be made to the customer		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL

		Contract		Amortization Schedule		Schedule Id		Unique identifier for the amortization schedule		VARCHAR2(25)		NOT NULL

		Contract		Amortization Schedule		Contract Identifier		A unique identifier for a contract		VARCHAR2(25)		NOT NULL

		Contract		Amortization Schedule		Payment Date		Stores the date on which the payment has to be processed.		DATE		NULL

		Contract		Amortization Schedule		Loan Principal Installment Amount		Stores the principal portion of the loan installment		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL

		Contract		Amortization Schedule		Loan Interest Installment Amount		Stores the interest portion of the installment		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL

		Contract		Account		Account Number		Unique identifier of the account		VARCHAR2(25)		NOT NULL				Dim Account		Account Number		This stores the account No. of a product of the customer.		VARCHAR2(25)		NOT NULL		Direct

		Contract		Account		Currency Code		The currency code identifies the currency in which the account is represented		VARCHAR2(3)		NULL				Dim Account		Currency Code		This is the account currency code.		VARCHAR2(3)		NULL		Direct

		Contract		Account		Account Close Date		Stores the date on which the account was closed		DATE		NULL				Dim Account		Closed Date		This is the date on which the account is closed.		DATE		NULL		Direct

		Contract		Account		Account Open Date		Stores the date on which the account was opened		DATE		NULL				Dim Account		Start Date		This is the account start date.		DATE		NULL		Direct

		Contract		Account		Closed Indicator		A flag indicating if the account has been closed		CHAR(1)		NULL				Dim Account		Closed Indicator		This is the closed indicator.		CHAR(1)		NULL		Direct

		Contract		Account		Closed Reason Code		The closed reason code identifies the reason the of the account closure.		NUMBER(5)		NULL				Dim Account		Reason Code		This is the reason for the change of rating between time periods.		VARCHAR2(100)		NULL		Direct

		Contract		Account		Parent Account No		Stores the related account number		VARCHAR2(25)		NULL

		Contract		Bank Account		Account Number		A unique identifier of the account.		VARCHAR2(25)		NOT NULL

		Contract		Loans		Contract Identifier		A unique identifier for a contract		VARCHAR2(25)		NOT NULL

		Contract		Loans		Revised Maturity Date		Stores the revised date on which the loan is set to mature mainly due to amendments in term		DATE		NULL				Stage Loan Contracts		Revised Maturity Date		Revised maturity date.		DATE		NULL		Direct

		Contract		Loans		Original Maturity Date		Stores the date on which the loan is set to mature		DATE		NULL				Stage Loan Contracts		Original Maturity Date		Original maturity date.		DATE		NULL		Direct

		Contract		Loans		Teaser End Date		Stores the date from which teaser rates are no longer applicable		DATE		NULL				Stage Loan Contracts		Teaser End Date		Date that the tease rate (introductory rate) ends and the normal product rate begins.		DATE		NULL		Direct

		Contract		Loans		Loan Approval Date		Stores the date on which the loan was approved		DATE		NULL				Stage Loan Contracts		Loan Approval Date		Date on which the loan was approved.		DATE		NULL		Direct

		Contract		Loans		Expected Graduation Date		Stores the date on which the customer is expected to graduate. It is captured only for educational loans		DATE		NULL				Stage Loan Contracts		Expected Graduation Date		Expected date of graduation for student loan customer.		DATE		NULL		Direct

		Contract		Loans		Sanctioned Limit		Stores the amount limit that has been sanctioned		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL				Stage Loan Contracts		Sactioned Limit		Sactioned Limit		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL		Direct

		Contract		Loans		Down Payment Amount		It is the amount contributed by the customer as equity. It is mandated by the bank to strengthen the commitment of the customer towards the loan.		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL				Stage Loan Contracts		Downpayment Amount		Downpayment Amount		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL		Direct

		Contract		Loans		Principal Amount		Stores the final amount utilized by the customer from the sanctioned limit.		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL				Stage Loan Contracts		Principal Amount		Principal amount for the loans.		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL		Direct

		Contract		Loans		Payment Decrease  Cycle		Maximum payment decrease allowed during a repricing cycle of an adjustable rate product.		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL				Stage Loan Contracts		Payment Decrease  Cycle		Maximum payment decrease allowed during a payment change cycle of an adjustable-rate instrument.		NUMBER(8,4)		NULL		Direct

		Contract		Loans		Payment Decrease  Life		Maximum payment decrease allowed during life of an adjustable rate product.		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL				Stage Loan Contracts		Payment Decrease  Life		Maximum payment decrease allowed during the life of an adjustable-rate instrument.		NUMBER(8,4)		NULL		Direct

		Contract		Loans		Payment Increase Cycle		Maximum payment increase allowed during a repricing cycle on an adjustable rate instrument.		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL				Stage Loan Contracts		Payment Increase Cycle		Maximum payment increase allowed during a repricing cycle on an adjustable rate instrument.		NUMBER(8,4)		NULL		Direct

		Contract		Loans		Payment Increase Life		Maximum payment increase allowed during the life of an adjustable rate instrument.		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL				Stage Loan Contracts		Payment Increase Life		Maximum payment increase allowed during the life of an adjustable-rate instrument.		NUMBER(8,4)		NULL		Direct

		Contract		Loans		Interest Payment Frequency		Frequency at which interest will be paid for loans		NUMBER(5)		NULL				Stage Loan Contracts		Interest Payment Frequency		Interest payment freqency for loans.		NUMBER(5)		NULL		Direct

		Contract		Loans		Interest Payment Frequency Unit		Unit of the Interest payment frequency		CHAR(1)		NULL				Stage Loan Contracts		Interest Payment Frequency Unit		Interest payment freqency unit for loans.		VARCHAR2(1)		NULL		Direct

		Contract		Loans		Principal Payment Frequency		Frequency at which principal payment will be made for the loan		NUMBER(5)		NULL				Stage Loan Contracts		Principal Payment Frequency		Principal  payment freqency for loans.		NUMBER(5)		NULL		Direct

		Contract		Loans		Compounding Frequency		Refers to the frequency at which the principal compounds interest		NUMBER(5)		NULL				Stage Loan Contracts		Compounding Frequency		Compounding frequency.		NUMBER(5)		NULL		Direct

		Contract		Loans		Compounding Frequency Unit		Unit of the Compounding Frequency		CHAR(1)		NULL

		Contract		Loans		Repricing Frequency		The frequency at which the loan will be repriced		NUMBER(5)		NULL				Stage Loan Contracts		Repricing Frequency		Repricing frequency.		NUMBER(5)		NULL		Direct

		Contract		Loans		Minimum Holding Period		Stores the minimum number of days to hold the loan mandatorily		NUMBER(10)		NULL				Stage Loan Contracts		Minimum Holding Period		Stores the Minimum Holding period in days for an exposure which is used to calculate the volatility haircut.		NUMBER(5)		NULL		Direct

		Contract		Loans		Rate Set Lag		Period by which repricing lags the current interest rate changes.		NUMBER(10)		NULL				Stage Loan Contracts		Rate Set Lag		Period by which repricing lags the current interest rate changes.		NUMBER(5)		NULL		Direct

		Contract		Loans		Negative Amortization Limit		A limit to the amount of increase in principal even after a payment has been received towards current period installment, arising due to inadequacy of funds to cover the complete interest portion of the installment.		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL				Stage Loan Contracts		Negative Amortization Limit		Maximum negative amortization allowed as a percentage of the original balance.		NUMBER(8,4)		NULL		Direct

		Contract		Loans		Rate Cap Life		Maximum rate allowed during life of the instrument.		NUMBER(10,6)		NULL				Stage Loan Contracts		Rate Cap Life		Maximum rate allowed during life of the instrument.		NUMBER(8,4)		NULL		Direct

		Contract		Loans		Original Loan To Value		Is the ratio of the loan to collateral		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL				Stage Loan Contracts		Original Loan to Value		Original Loan to Value		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL		Direct

		Contract		Loans		Amortization Term		Specifies the term over which the payment is amortized.		NUMBER(5)		NULL				Stage Loan Contracts		Amortization Term		Define the term over which the payment is amortized.		NUMBER(5)		NULL		Direct

		Contract		Loans		Amortization Term Unit		Unit of the Amortization Term		CHAR(1)		NULL				Stage Loan Contracts		Amortization Term Unit		Units (days or months or years) in which Amrt_Term is specified.		VARCHAR2(1)		NULL		Direct

		Contract		Loans		Margin Gross		The contractual spread that is added to the pricing index, which results in the customer (Gross) rate, for adjustable rate accounts. 		NUMBER(10,6)		NULL				Stage Loan Contracts		Margin Gross		The contractual spread that is added to the pricing index, which results in the customer (Gross) rate, for adjustable rate accounts. 		NUMBER(8,4)		NULL		Direct

		Contract		Loans		Interest Calculation Method		Interest method ( simple or compound ).		VARCHAR2(10)		NULL				Stage Loan Contracts		Interest Calculation Method		Interest method ( simple/compound ).		VARCHAR2(5)		NULL		Direct

		Contract		Loans		Book Type Indicator		Indicates if the loan contract is in the books of the Bank		CHAR(1)		NULL				Stage Loan Contracts		Book Type Indicator		Indicates the Loan Contract is in the Banking Book.		VARCHAR2(20)		NULL		Direct

		Contract		Loans		Purpose Of Loan		Stores the purpose of the loan eg. House purchase, Construction, Marriage, etc		VARCHAR2(255)		NULL				Stage Loan Contracts		Purpose of Loan		Purpose of the loan		VARCHAR2(255)		NULL		Direct

		Contract		Loans		Repricing Frequency Unit		The unit of frequency to reprice loans		CHAR(1)		NULL				Stage Loan Contracts		Repricing Frequency Unit		Units (days or months or years) of Reprice_freq.		VARCHAR2(1)		NULL		Direct

		Contract		Loans		Arm Base Rate		Stores the base rate of adjustable rate mortgage		NUMBER(10,6)		NULL				Stage Loan Contracts		ARM Base Rate		The base rate of the adjustable rate account
		NUMBER(8,4)		NULL		Direct

		Contract		Loans		Apr Rate		The annual rate that is charged for borrowing, expressed as a single percentage number that represents the actual yearly cost of funds over the term of a loan. This includes any fees or additional costs associated with the transaction		NUMBER(10,6)		NULL				Stage Loan Contracts		APR Rate		This stores the annualized percentage rate		NUMBER(11,6)		NULL		Direct

		Contract		Loans		Secured Indicator		Indicates if the loan is secured by a collateral or not		CHAR(1)		NULL				Stage Loan Contracts		Secured Indicator		This indicates whether the exposure is secured or not		CHAR(1)		NULL		Direct

		Contract		Loans		Repayment Type		Repayment type (Bullet or staggered.. etc.)		NUMBER(5)		NULL				Stage Loan Contracts		Repayment Type		Repayment type (Bullet/staggered.. etc.)		VARCHAR2(60)		NULL		Direct

		Contract		Loans		Cost Of Funds		The interest payable by the Bank on the amount of money borrowed from a depositor in order to fund the loan of the customer		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL

		Contract		Loans		Loan Insured		Flag to identify whether the loan is insured or not.		CHAR(1)		NULL

		Contract		Loans		Institute Code		Stores the unique code of the education institution		VARCHAR2(25)		NULL

		Contract		Letter Of Credit		Contract Identifier		A unique identifier for a contract		VARCHAR2(25)		NOT NULL				Stage LC Contracts		Contract reference Number		Unique code assigned to each contract.		VARCHAR2(25)		NOT NULL		Direct

		Contract		Letter Of Credit		Issue Date		This stores the LC issue date.		DATE		NULL				Stage LC Contracts		Issue Date		This stores the LC issue date.		DATE		NULL		Direct

		Contract		Letter Of Credit		Value Date		This is the start date/effective date on which the documents were received by the Issuing bank(Importers bank) signifying the start of LC (identifying the usance)		DATE		NULL

		Contract		Letter Of Credit		Closure Date		This stores the closure date of the LC.		DATE		NULL				Stage LC Contracts		Closure Date		This stores the closure date of the LC.		DATE		NULL		Direct

		Contract		Letter Of Credit		Closure Type		A unique identifier for port of shipment.		NUMBER(5)		NULL				Stage LC Contracts		Closure Type		This stores the closure type.		VARCHAR2(20)		NULL		Direct

		Contract		Letter Of Credit		Contract Status		Status of account as on processing date. Example: Pending, Issued, Advised, Confirmed, Availed, Expired, Matured and Negotiated.		NUMBER(5)		NULL

		Contract		Letter Of Credit		Revolving Indicator		Identifies whether the LC is revolving or not.		CHAR(1)		NULL				Stage LC Contracts		Revolving Indicator		This is a revolving indicator.		CHAR(1)		NULL		Direct

		Contract		Letter Of Credit		Lc Amount		This stores the LC amount.		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL				Stage LC Contracts		LC Amount		This stores the LC amount.		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL		Direct

		Contract		Letter Of Credit		Reinstatement Type				VARCHAR2(10)		NULL				Stage LC Contracts		Reinstatement Type		This stores the re-instatement type.		VARCHAR2(10)		NULL		Direct

		Contract		Letter Of Credit		Reinstatement Frequency		This stores the re-instatement frequency.		NUMBER(5)		NULL				Stage LC Contracts		Reinstatement Frequency		This stores the re-instatement frequency.		NUMBER(5)		NULL		Direct

		Contract		Letter Of Credit		Reinstatement Frequency Unit				CHAR(1)		NULL				Stage LC Contracts		Reinstatement Frequency Unit		This stores the re-instatement frequency for the unit.		VARCHAR2(1)		NULL		Direct

		Contract		Letter Of Credit		Irrevocable		The indicator if checked means that the LC cannot be cancelled without the express consent of all the parties to the LC		CHAR(1)		NULL				Stage LC Contracts		Irrevocable Indicator		This is the irrevocable Indicator.		CHAR(1)		NULL		Direct

		Contract		Letter Of Credit		Sight Usance Indicator		Identifies whether the LC is of type Sight or Usance.		CHAR(1)		NULL				Stage LC Contracts		Sight Usance Indicator		This indicates the sight usance.		CHAR(1)		NULL		Direct

		Contract		Letter Of Credit		Operation Code		This stores the operations performed on the LC- advise, confirm etc.		NUMBER(5)		NULL				Stage LC Contracts		Operation Code		This stores the operations performed on the LC- advise, confirm etc.		VARCHAR2(20)		NULL		Direct

		Contract		Letter Of Credit		Counterparty Identifier		Identifies the party id of the counterparty in the contract. This will be Party id of the Importer(Applicant) in case of Import LC or Exporter(Beneficiary) in case of Export LC.		VARCHAR2(25)		NULL

		Contract		Letter Of Credit		Settlement Account Number		This stores the settlement account for LCs. This is the account number which is used for settlement for debiting the Importer or crediting the exporter.		VARCHAR2(25)		NULL				Stage LC Contracts		Account Number		This stores the settlement account for LCs.		VARCHAR2(25)		NULL		Direct

		Contract		Letter Of Credit		Lc Amount Lcy		This stores the LC amount in local currency equivalent.		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL				Stage LC Contracts		LC Amount LCY		This stores the LC amount in local currency equivalent.		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL		Direct

		Contract		Letter Of Credit		Issuing Bank Reference Id		Reference Id of the Applicant's bank that issues or opens the LC in favor of the beneficiary and substitutes its creditworthiness for that of the applicant.		VARCHAR2(25)		NULL

		Contract		Letter Of Credit		Customer Type		This field identifies BEN or APP for export LC and import LC		VARCHAR2(10)		NULL				Stage LC Contracts		Customer Type		This stores the customer type of an exposure according to the bank's internal customer hierarchy.		VARCHAR2(20)		NULL		Direct

		Contract		Letter Of Credit		Negotiating Bank Reference Id		Reference id of the Negotiating bank which is created as a party in the system (correspondent bank)		VARCHAR2(25)		NULL

		Contract		Letter Of Credit		Confirming Bank Reference Id		Reference id of the bank which under instruction from the issuing bank, substitutes its creditworthiness for that of the issuing bank. It ultimately assumes the issuing bank's commitment to pay. Confirming bank is created as a party in the system (correspondent bank).		VARCHAR2(25)		NULL

		Contract		Letter Of Credit		Advising Bank Reference Id		Reference id of the Advising Bank named in the LC to advise the beneficiary that the Letter of Credit was issued. Advising bank is created as a party in the system (correspondent bank).		VARCHAR2(25)		NULL

		Contract		Letter Of Credit		External Reference No		Contract can also be identified by a unique external reference number. By default this number may be same as the Contract Reference Number.		VARCHAR2(25)		NULL

		Contract		Letter Of Credit		Positive Tolerance		Percentage specifying the maximum positive variance on the LC amount.		NUMBER(10,6)		NULL

		Contract		Letter Of Credit		Negative Tolerance		Percentage specifying the maximum negative variance on the LC amount.		NUMBER(10,6)		NULL

		Contract		Letter Of Credit		Inco Term		It defines the trade contract responsibilities and liabilities between buyer and seller.		VARCHAR2(10)		NULL

		Contract		Letter Of Credit		Cumulative Flag		Identifies whether the remaining amount from the last reinstatement can be added to the next reinstatement. Example: if the LC is of 100000$ and the reinstatement amount is 10000$, person has taken 8000$ in the first installment then the LC balance will be 92000$ in case of cumulative LC else it will be 90000$.		CHAR(1)		NULL

		Contract		Letter Of Credit		Usance Tenor		Identifies the tenor in days of the Usance payment.		NUMBER(10)		NULL

		Contract		Letter Of Credit		Notional Fx Rate		This refers to FX Rate used to indicate the lc value in local currency.		NUMBER(10,6)		NULL

		Contract		Letter Of Credit		Transferrable Indicator		If a LC is transferable, then the same is recorded. A transferable letter of credit is one, which specifically states that it is transferable. This will only occur if the applicant for the letter of credit (buyer) agrees. In a transferable letter of credit, the rights and obligations of the beneficiary are transferred to another party, usually a manufacturer or wholesaler. Transfer may be either full or partial.		CHAR(1)		NULL

		Contract		Letter Of Credit		Back To Back Indicator		If a LC is opened on the basis of an existing LC, then it is a back to back LC. A Back to Back LC is opened where the irrevocable LC serves as a collateral for another LC to be opened.		CHAR(1)		NULL

		Contract		Letter Of Credit		Auto Reimbursement Flag		The parties to the trade can choose to have a reimbursement clause incorporated. On presentation of the documents the bank can automatically make the payment and raise a claim on the exporter.		CHAR(1)		NULL

		Contract		Letter Of Credit		Lc Available By Mode		A unique identifier for mode of LC available.		NUMBER(5)		NULL

		Contract		Letter Of Credit		Usance Effective Date		Usance Effective Date field points to one of the existing date fields - Shipment Date / Invoice Date, which is used for calculating the Usance period.		DATE		NULL

		Contract		Letter Of Credit		Tolerance Type		A unique identifier for tolerance type to identify tolerance is on goods or amount.		VARCHAR2(10)		NULL

		Contract		Letter Of Credit		Syndicate Lc Lead Flag		Indicates the bank is a lead bank in Syndicated LC scenario.		CHAR(1)		NULL

		Contract		Letter Of Credit		Number Of Times Revolved		In the case of a revolving LC, this field records how many times has the LC been revolved.		NUMBER(10)		NULL

		Contract		Trading		Account Number		A unique identifier for each account held by the customer		VARCHAR2(25)		NOT NULL

		Contract		Casa		Account Number		A unique identifier for each account held by the customer		VARCHAR2(25)		NOT NULL				Stage CASA Accounts		Account Number		Account number.		VARCHAR2(25)		NOT NULL		Direct

		Contract		Casa		Interest Rate Spread		Interest rate spread applicable to the CASA account		NUMBER(10,6)		NULL				Stage CASA Accounts		Interest Rate Spread		Spread rate.		NUMBER(11,6)		NULL		Direct

		Contract		Casa		Current Interest Rate		Stores the current interest rate applicable to the CASA account		NUMBER(10,6)		NULL				Stage CASA Accounts		Current Interest Rate		Current interest rate.		NUMBER(11,6)		NULL		Direct

		Contract		Casa		Interest Type Code		Stores the type of interest applicable to the CASA account eg. Floating, NR		VARCHAR2(10)		NULL				Stage CASA Accounts		Interest Type Code		Interest type code.( Fixed/Floating/NR )		VARCHAR2(60)		NULL		Direct

		Contract		Casa		Interest Rate Code		Identifies the index to which adjustable rate accounts are tied.		NUMBER(5)		NULL				Stage CASA Accounts		Interest Rate Code		Interest Rate Code		VARCHAR2(60)		NULL		Direct

		Contract		Casa		Repricing Date		Stores the date on which the next repricing is due		DATE		NULL				Stage CASA Accounts		Repricing Date		Repricing date.		DATE		NULL		Direct

		Contract		Casa		Credit Line Flag		Indicates if a line of credit is linked to the account		CHAR(1)		NULL				Stage CASA Accounts		Credit Line Flag		Y = The account has a credit line attached.		CHAR(1)		NULL		Direct

		Contract		Casa		Safekeeping Flag		Indicates if there is a locker facility attached to the CASA account		CHAR(1)		NULL				Stage CASA Accounts		Safekeeping Flag		Y = The organisation keeps processed checks for the account.		CHAR(1)		NULL		Direct

		Contract		Casa		Offset Flag		Indicates if the account is an offset type of an account. Such accounts are sometimes interest saving account and do not pay interest for balance held over and above other credit products availed by the customer		CHAR(1)		NULL

		Contract		Casa		Minimum Cluster Balance		This field is used for monitoring the CASA account for creating clusters automatically when ever the balance goes beyond a specified amount (minimum cluster balance) in multiples of units and then breaking the units of the cluster whenever the balance goes below the minimum cluster balance.		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL

		Contract		Casa		Referral Line Of Business Code		Unique identifier of multiple lines of businesses who has referred to this account.		VARCHAR2(25)		NULL				Stage Casa Accounts		Referral Line Of Business Code		This stores the line of business code which has referred this account
		VARCHAR2(20)		NULL		Direct

		Contract		Customer Account		Account Number		A unique identifier for each account held by the customer		VARCHAR2(25)		NOT NULL

		Contract		Customer Account		Data Origin Code		Unique code assigned to the source system from which the application data is extracted.		NUMBER(5)		NULL

		Contract		Customer Account		Joint Account Indicator		A flag to indicate if it is a joint account		CHAR(1)		NULL

		Contract		Customer Account		Branch Code		A unique identifier given by the regulator for the branch.		VARCHAR2(10)		NULL

		Contract		Contract		Contract Identifier		A unique identifier for a contract		VARCHAR2(25)		NOT NULL

		Contract		Contract		Data Origin Code		Unique code assigned to the source system from which the application data is extracted.		NUMBER(5)		NULL

		Contract		Contract		Line Of Credit  Identifier		A unique identifier for a line of credit which is a system generated id for a line and liability combination.		VARCHAR2(25)		NULL

		Contract		Contract		Currency Code		A unique identifier for the Currency.		VARCHAR2(3)		NULL

		Contract		Contract		Channel Id		Identifier to the channel		NUMBER(20)		NULL

		Contract		Contract		Start Date		Stores the contract start date		DATE		NULL

		Contract		Contract		Maturity Date		Stores the date on which the contract will stand terminated		DATE		NULL

		Contract		Contract		Product Code		A unique identifier for the Product.		VARCHAR2(10)		NULL

		Contract		Contract		Customer Id		Unique identifier assigned to the Party.		VARCHAR2(25)		NULL

		Contract		Contract		Branch Code		A unique identifier given by the regulator for the branch.		VARCHAR2(10)		NULL

		Contract		Contract		Application Number		Unique Number of the application.		VARCHAR2(10)		NULL

		Contract		Contract		Closed Reason Code		The closed reason code identifies the reason the of the contract closure.		NUMBER(5)		NULL

		Contract		Contract		Expiry Date		This is the date on which Bank Guarantee expires.		DATE		NULL

		Contract		Contract		Referral Line Of Business Code		Unique identifier of multiple lines of businesses who has referred to this contract.		VARCHAR2(25)		NULL				Stage Annuity Contracts		Referral Line Of Business Code		This stores the line of business code which has referred this account
		VARCHAR2(20)		NULL		All columns have indirect map as in LDM through contract super type table we can get referral lob code associated with each product account.

																Stage Bill Contracts		Referral Line Of Business Code		This stores the line of business code which has referred this account
		VARCHAR2(20)		NULL

																Stage Cards		Referral Line Of Business Code		This stores the line of business code which has referred this account
		VARCHAR2(20)		NULL

																Stage Commitment Contracts		Referral Lob		This stores the line of business code which has referred this account
		VARCHAR2(20)		NULL

																Stage Credit Derivatives		Referral Line Of Business Code		This stores the line of business code which has referred this account
		VARCHAR2(20)		NULL

																Stage Foreign Exchange Contracts		Referral Line Of Business Code		This stores the line of business code which has referred this account
		VARCHAR2(20)		NULL

																Stage Futures And Forwards		Referral Line Of Business Code		This stores the line of business code which has referred this account
		VARCHAR2(20)		NULL

																Stage Guarantees		Referral Line Of Business Code		This stores the line of business code which has referred this account
		VARCHAR2(20)		NULL

																Stage Ijarah Accounts		Referral Line Of Business Code		This stores the line of business code which has referred this account
		VARCHAR2(20)		NULL

																Stage Istisna Accounts		Referral Line Of Business Code		This stores the line of business code which has referred this account
		VARCHAR2(20)		NULL

																Stage Leases Contracts		Referral Line Of Business Code		This stores the line of business code which has referred this account
		VARCHAR2(20)		NULL

																Stage Letter Of Credit Contracts		Referral Line Of Business Code		This stores the line of business code which has referred this account
		VARCHAR2(20)		NULL

																Stage Loan Contracts		Referral Line Of Business Code		This stores the line of business code which has referred this account
		VARCHAR2(20)		NULL

																Stage Money Market Contracts		Referral Line Of Business Code		This stores the line of business code which has referred this account
		VARCHAR2(20)		NULL

																Stage Mudarbah Accounts		Referral Line Of Business Code		This stores the line of business code which has referred this account
		VARCHAR2(20)		NULL

																Stage Murabahah Accounts		Referral Line Of Business Code		This stores the line of business code which has referred this account
		VARCHAR2(20)		NULL

																Stage Musharkah Accounts		Referral Line Of Business Code		This stores the line of business code which has referred this account
		VARCHAR2(20)		NULL

																Stage Mutual Funds		Referral Line Of Business Code		This stores the line of business code which has referred this account
		VARCHAR2(20)		NULL

																Stage Option Contracts		Referral Line Of Business Code		This stores the line of business code which has referred this account
		VARCHAR2(20)		NULL

																Stage Over Draft Accounts		Referral Line Of Business Code		This stores the line of business code which has referred this account
		VARCHAR2(20)		NULL

																Stage Repo Contracts		Referral Line Of Business Code		This stores the line of business code which has referred this account
		VARCHAR2(20)		NULL

																Stage Salam Accounts		Referral Line Of Business Code		This stores the line of business code which has referred this account
		VARCHAR2(20)		NULL

																Stage Sukuk Accounts		Referral Line Of Business Code		This stores the line of business code which has referred this account
		VARCHAR2(20)		NULL

																Stage Swaps Contracts		Referral Line Of Business Code		This stores the line of business code which has referred this account
		VARCHAR2(20)		NULL

																Stage Term Deposit Contracts		Referral Line Of Business Code		This stores the line of business code which has referred this account
		VARCHAR2(20)		NULL

																Stage Trusts		Referral Line Of Business Code		This stores the line of business code which has referred this account
		VARCHAR2(20)		NULL

		Contract		Facility - Line Of Credit		Line Of Credit  Identifier		A unique identifier for a line of credit which is a system generated id for a line and liability combination.		VARCHAR2(25)		NOT NULL

		Contract		Facility - Line Of Credit		Serial No		It is stored in terms of numbers to represent the number of times a line is linked to a liability code. The serial number is incremented by 1 when each time a line is linked to a liability.		NUMBER(10)		NULL

		Contract		Facility - Line Of Credit		Line Code		A unique code to identify the credit line template, which will be linked to a liability identifier allowing the customer to utilize credit facility		NUMBER(5)		NULL

		Contract		Facility - Line Of Credit		Main Line Of Credit Identifier		Stores the system generated identifier for a line and liability combination of the parent line. The information is stored only if a line is a sub-line to another line.		VARCHAR2(25)		NULL

		Contract		Facility - Line Of Credit		Revolving		Indicates if a line is of revolving type, wherein the line limit is reinstated if payments are made towards the line.		CHAR(1)		NULL

		Contract		Facility - Line Of Credit		Netting Required Flag		Netting required flag for the facility line of credit		CHAR(1)		NULL

		Contract		Facility - Line Of Credit		Liability Code		A unique identifier assigned to the customer seeking a credit facility		VARCHAR2(25)		NULL

		Contract		Facility - Line Of Credit		Funded Or Non-Funded		Identifies whether the Facility is funded or not. Funded would mean sufficient financial backup (cash) for the facility.		CHAR(1)		NULL

		Contract		Facility - Line Of Credit		Funding Interchangeable		Identifies if the facility can be switched between Funded and Non-Funded.		CHAR(1)		NULL

		Contract		Writeoff Reason Code		Writeoff Reason Code		Numeric field identifying the write-off reason for an account. This code is one-to-one mapped to the Write-Off Reason Name attribute that is an alphanumeric field.		NUMBER(5)		NOT NULL

		Contract		Writeoff Reason Code		Writeoff Reason Name		Alphanumeric field that identifies the write-off reason as a string.		VARCHAR2(10)		NOT NULL

		Contract		Writeoff Reason Code		Writeoff Reason Description		Description of the write-off reason code.		VARCHAR2(255)		NULL

		Contract		Recovery Type Code		Recovery Type Code		Numeric field identifying the type of recovery done as a part of recovering the overdue amount from the customer. This code is one-to-one mapped to the Recovery Type Name attribute that is an alphanumeric field. Applicable to Collections and Recovery process in the financial institution.		NUMBER(5)		NOT NULL				Stage Recovery Type Master		Recovery Type				VARCHAR2(20)		NOT NULL		Direct

		Contract		Recovery Type Code		Recovery Type Name		Alphanumeric field that identifies the recovery type as a string. Ex: Manual or System		VARCHAR2(10)		NOT NULL

		Contract		Recovery Type Code		Recovery Type Description		Description of the recovery type.		VARCHAR2(255)		NULL				Stage Recovery Type Master		Recovery Type Desc				VARCHAR2(60)		NULL		Direct

		Contract		Recovery		Collection Case Reference Id		Unique identifier for Collector/Collection agency to track.		VARCHAR2(25)		NOT NULL

		Contract		Recovery		Extraction Date		This stores the date on which records were extracted in the EDW.		DATE		NOT NULL				Stage Recoveries		Extraction Date		This refers to the date on which processing commences. This is ideally, the end of business day of the month		DATE		NOT NULL		Direct

		Contract		Recovery		Collector Id		This stores the ID of the collector agent who worked on the case / collection attempt		VARCHAR2(25)		NULL				Stage Recoveries		Recovery Agent ID		This stores the recovery agent Id.		VARCHAR2(20)		NULL		Direct

		Contract		Recovery		Total Amount Written-Off		The amount which could not be recovered for a collection case even after recovery attempt.		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL				Stage Recoveries		Principal amount written off		This stores the principal amount written-off.		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL		Total Amount Written off is a sum of Principal + Interest + Other amount written off

																Stage Recoveries		Interest amount written off		This stores the interest amount written-off.		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL

																Stage Recoveries		Other amount written off		This stores the other amount written-off.		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL

		Contract		Recovery		Total Amount Recovered		The amount which was recovered as a part of recovery.		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL				Stage Recoveries		Principal amount recovered		This stores the principal amount recovered.		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL		Total Amount recovered is a sum of Principal + Interest + Other amount recovered

																Stage Recoveries		Interest amount recovered		This stores the interest amount recovered.		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL

																Stage Recoveries		Other amount recovered		This stores the other amount recovered.		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL

		Contract		Recovery		Excess Amount Recovered		This stores the excess amount recovered from the collection process e.g. Proceeds received from auction of collaterals.		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL				Stage Recoveries		Excess amount recovered		This stores the excess amount recovered.		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL		Direct

		Contract		Recovery		Data Origin		This attribute stores the identifier of the source system from which the data has been extracted		NUMBER(5)		NULL				Stage Recoveries		Data Origin		This column stores the identifier of the source system from which the data has been extracted		VARCHAR2(20)		NULL		Direct

		Contract		Recovery		Recovery Type Code		This attribute stores the recovery type - manual/system		NUMBER(5)		NULL				Stage Recoveries		Recovery Type		This column stores the recovery type - manual/system		VARCHAR2(20)		NULL		Direct

		Contract		Recovery		Recovery Date		Stores the date on which recovery was done.		DATE		NULL

		Contract		Recovery		Writeoff Reason Code		Numeric field identifying the write-off reason for an account. This code is one-to-one mapped to the Write-Off Reason Name attribute that is an alphanumeric field.		NUMBER(5)		NULL				Stage Recoveries		Write-off Reason Code		This stores the write-off reason code.		VARCHAR2(5)		NULL		Direct

		Contract		Collection Letter Code		Letter Code		Codes assigned to different types of letters that the bank may send to the defaulter.		NUMBER(5)		NOT NULL

		Contract		Collection Letter Code		Letter Name		Alphanumeric field that identifies the letter code as a string. Ex: Letter Types can be: 1st Reminder, 2nd Reminder, 3rd Reminder, Proposal, Legal Notice etc.		VARCHAR2(60)		NOT NULL

		Contract		Collection Letter Code		Letter Description		Description of the letter codes.		VARCHAR2(255)		NULL

		Contract		Collection Excuse Code		Excuse Code		Codes assigned to different types of excuses that the defaulter may come up with.		NUMBER(5)		NOT NULL

		Contract		Collection Excuse Code		Excuse Name		Alphanumeric field that identifies the excuse code as a string.		VARCHAR2(10)		NOT NULL

		Contract		Collection Excuse Code		Excuse Description		Description of the excuses for each type of excuse code.		VARCHAR2(255)		NULL

		Contract		Contact Status Code		Contact Status Code		Numeric field identifying the status that is associated to the contact that was initiated in order to recover money from the customer. This code is one-to-one mapped to the Contact Status Name attribute that is an alphaumeric field. Applicable to Collections and Recovery process in the financial institution.		NUMBER(5)		NOT NULL

		Contract		Contact Status Code		Contact Status Name		Alphanumeric field that identifies the contact status as a string. Ex: PTPF(Promise to pay Fulfilled), PTPP (Promise to pay Partially Fulfilled), PTPB (Promise to pay Broken) etc		VARCHAR2(10)		NOT NULL

		Contract		Contact Status Code		Contact Status Description		Description of the contact status.		VARCHAR2(255)		NULL

		Contract		Collector Group Code		Collector Group Code		Numeric field identifying the group to which the collector belongs. This code is one-to-one mapped to the Collector Group Name attribute that is an alphanumeric field. Applicable to Collections and Recovery process in the financial institution.		NUMBER(5)		NOT NULL

		Contract		Collector Group Code		Collector Group Name		Alphanumeric field that identifies the Collector Groups. Ex: Tele-Marketing, Home-Visit department etc.		VARCHAR2(10)		NOT NULL

		Contract		Collector Group Code		Collector Group Description		Description of the collector group.		VARCHAR2(255)		NULL

		Contract		Collector Contact		Collection Case Reference Id		Unique identifier for Collector/Collection agency to track.		VARCHAR2(25)		NOT NULL				Stage Collector Contacts		Contact Reference Code.		Unique contact reference code.		VARCHAR2(15)		NOT NULL		Direct

		Contract		Collector Contact		Contacted Party		This attribute can store two types of details 1-Customer ID of the account holder, 2-Details of the person contacted by the collector in case the Account holder is not reachable.		VARCHAR2(255)		NULL

		Contract		Collector Contact		Data Origin Code		Unique code assigned to the source system from which the application data is extracted.		NUMBER(5)		NULL				Stage Collector Contacts		Data Origin		Identifier of the source system from which the collector contact information was extracted from.		VARCHAR2(20)		NULL		Direct

		Contract		Collector Contact		Contact Reference Id		Unique identifier to identify the contact that was initiated for the collection case.		VARCHAR2(25)		NULL

		Contract		Collector Contact		Extraction Date		This stores the date on which records were extracted in the EDW.		DATE		NOT NULL				Stage Collector Contacts		Extraction Date		The date for which processing is commenced. Usually the end of business day of the month.		DATE		NOT NULL		Direct

		Contract		Collector Contact		Total Promised Amount		Total amount of all promises taken by collector for re-payment from the account holder.		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL				Stage Collector Contacts		Total Promised Amount		Total amount of all promises taken by collector for re-payment from the account holder.		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL		Direct

		Contract		Collector Contact		Status Attempt Flag		Whether contact was made - Y/N		CHAR(1)		NULL				Stage Collector Contacts		Status Attempt Indicator		Whether contact was made - Y/N		VARCHAR2(1)		NULL		Direct

		Contract		Collector Contact		Promised Payment Date		Payment date promised by account holder		DATE		NULL				Stage Collector Contacts		Promised Payment Date		Payment date promised by account holder		DATE		NULL		Direct

		Contract		Collector Contact		Contact Date		Date on which the contact was made with the account holder.		DATE		NULL				Stage Collector Contacts		Contact Date		Date on which the contact was made with the account holder.		DATE		NULL		Direct

		Contract		Collector Contact		Collector Id		This stores the ID of the collector agent who worked on the case / collection attempt		VARCHAR2(25)		NULL				Stage Collector Contacts		Collector Identifer		Unique ID of the collection officer as available in the source system.		VARCHAR2(20)		NULL		Direct

		Contract		Collector Contact		Collector Group Code		Each collector can be a part of collector group that is assigned a unique code in the system.		NUMBER(5)		NULL

		Contract		Collector Contact		Product Code		This stores the product code for which collection process is initiated.		VARCHAR2(10)		NULL				Stage Collector Contacts		Product  Code		Unique Product Code		VARCHAR2(25)		NULL		Direct

		Contract		Collector Contact		Promised Taken To Pay		On contact, account holder promised to pay - Y/N		CHAR(1)		NULL				Stage Collector Contacts		Promised Taken To Pay		On contact, account holder promised to pay - Y/N		CHAR(1)		NULL		Direct

		Contract		Collector Contact		Activity Code		Code for activity on the account in a particular contact event. Examples of activities are Follow-up, Re-allocation, Escalation etc.		NUMBER(5)		NULL

		Contract		Collector Contact		Excuse Code		Code for excuse on the account in a particular contact event.		NUMBER(5)		NULL				Stage Collections		Current Excuse Code		Code for the most recent excuse given by account holder for delay in payments		VARCHAR2(5)		NULL		Direct

		Contract		Collector Contact		Letter Code		Code for letter on the account in a particular contact event.		NUMBER(5)		NULL				Stage Collections		Current Letter Code		Code for the most recent letter sent to account holder		VARCHAR2(10)		NULL		Direct

		Contract		Collector Contact		Contact Status Code		This field can accommodate different statuses that are maintained for a particular contact event Example: PTPF (Promise to pay Fulfilled), PTPP (Promise to pay Partially Fulfilled), PTPB (Promise to pay Broken) etc		NUMBER(5)		NULL

		Contract		Collector Contact		Contact Method Code		Numeric field identifying the method used to contact the customer/prospect as part of contact that is attempted with the customer/prospect. This code is one-to-one mapped to the Contact Method Name attribute that is an alphanumeric field.		NUMBER(5)		NULL				Stage Collector Contacts		Contact Method Code		Unique contact method code		VARCHAR2(10)		NULL		Direct

		Contract		Collection Status Code		Collection Status Code		Code assigned to status that the collection case can have.		NUMBER(5)		NOT NULL

		Contract		Collection Status Code		Collection Status Name		Alphanumeric field that identifies the status code of the collection case.		VARCHAR2(10)		NOT NULL

		Contract		Collection Status Code		Collection Status Description		Description of the status identified by status code.		VARCHAR2(255)		NULL

		Contract		Collection		Collection Case Id		Unique identifier for Collector/Collection agency to track.		VARCHAR2(25)		NOT NULL

		Contract		Collection		Account Number		Account number of the customer for a product against which the collection process is initiated.		VARCHAR2(25)		NOT NULL				Stage Collections		Account Number		Account number of the customer.		VARCHAR2(25)		NOT NULL		Direct

		Contract		Collection		Extraction Date		This stores the date on which records were extracted in the EDW.		DATE		NOT NULL				Stage Collections		Extraction Date		The date for which processing is commenced. Usually the end of business day of the month.		DATE		NOT NULL		Direct

		Contract		Collection		Total Overdue Amount		Total amount due from the account as on the extraction date		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL				Stage Collections		Total Overdue Amount		Total amount due from the account.		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL		Direct

		Contract		Collection		Recent Activity Code		Code for most recent activity on the account.		NUMBER(5)		NULL				Stage Collections		Recent Activity Code		Code for most recent activity on the account.		VARCHAR2(5)		NULL		Direct

		Contract		Collection		Recent Activity Date		Date / Time of most recent activity		DATE		NULL				Stage Collections		Recent Activity Date		Date / Time of most recent activity		DATE		NULL		Direct

		Contract		Collection		Collector Id		This stores the ID of the collector agent who worked on the case / collection attempt		VARCHAR2(25)		NULL				Stage Collections		Collector Identifer		Unique ID of the collection officer as available in the source system.		VARCHAR2(20)		NULL		Direct

		Contract		Collection		Collector Group Code		Each collector can be a part of collector group that is assigned a unique code in the system. Ex: Tele-Call Department, Home visit department etc		NUMBER(5)		NULL

		Contract		Collection		Collection Start Date		The date on which the collection case becomes active in the collection system.		DATE		NULL

		Contract		Collection		Collection End Date		The date on which the collection case is closed in the collection system.		DATE		NULL

		Contract		Collection		Collection Status Code		The status field identifying the current status of the Collection case.		NUMBER(5)		NULL

		Contract		Collection		Activity Code		Unique codes assigned to each of the activities done by the Collector.		NUMBER(5)		NULL

		Contract		Collection		Data Origin Code		Unique code assigned to the source system from which the application data is extracted.		NUMBER(5)		NULL				Stage Collections		Data Origin		Identifies the source system from which the account information was extracted.		VARCHAR2(20)		NULL		Direct

		Contract		Collection Activity Code		Activity Code		Unique codes assigned to each of the activities done by the Collector.		NUMBER(5)		NOT NULL

		Contract		Collection Activity Code		Activity Code Name		Alphanumeric field that identifies the activity code as a string. Example: Follow-up, Re-allocation, Escalation etc.		VARCHAR2(10)		NOT NULL

		Contract		Collection Activity Code		Activity Description		Description of each of the activity codes.		VARCHAR2(255)		NULL

		Contract		Contact Method Type		Contact Method Code		Numeric field identifying the method used to contact the customer as part of contact that is attempted to collect money from the customer. This code is one-to-one mapped to the Contact Method Name attribute that is an alphaumeric field. Applicable to Collections and Recovery process in the financial institution.		NUMBER(5)		NOT NULL

		Contract		Contact Method Type		Contact Method Name		Alphanumeric field that identifies the Contact Method as a string. Ex: Telephonic, Customer Visit, Letter etc.		VARCHAR2(10)		NOT NULL

		Contract		Contact Method Type		Contact Method Description		Description of the Contact Method.		VARCHAR2(255)		NULL

																Stage CASA Accounts		Extraction Date		Processing date.		DATE		NOT NULL

																Stage CASA Accounts		Minimum Balance YTD		This stores the minimum balance for year till date.		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL

																Stage CASA Accounts		Minimum Balance MTD		This stores the minimum balance for month till date.		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL

																Stage CASA Accounts		Minimum Balance TD		This stores the minimum balance till date.		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL

																Stage CASA Accounts		Other Party Business		This stores the other party business.		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL

																Stage CASA Accounts		Service Charges Waived		This stores the service charges that have been waived.		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL

																Stage CASA Accounts		Net Revenue From Fund		This stores the net revenue obtained from funds.		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL

																Stage CASA Accounts		Service Charges		This stores the service charges.		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL

																Stage CASA Accounts		Interest Benchmark Rate		Benchmark rate.		NUMBER(11,6)		NULL

																Stage CASA Accounts		Interest Accrued YTD		This stores the interest accrued for year till date.		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL

																Stage CASA Accounts		Maximum Balance YTD		This stores the maximum balance for year till date.		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL

																Stage CASA Accounts		Maximum Balance TD		This stores the maximum balance till date.		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL

																Stage CASA Accounts		Maximum Balance MTD		This stores the maximum balance for month till date.		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL

																Stage CASA Accounts		Interest Accrued MTD		This stores the interest accrued for month till date.		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL

																Stage CASA Accounts		Channel code		This stores the channel through which the account was acquired.		VARCHAR2(20)		NULL

																Stage CASA Accounts		Customer Code		This stores the customer code.		VARCHAR2(25)		NULL

																Stage CASA Accounts		Account Status		Status of account as on processing date.		VARCHAR2(20)		NULL

																Stage CASA Accounts		Interest Method		Interest method ( Simple/Compound )		VARCHAR2(5)		NULL

																Stage CASA Accounts		GL Code		This stores the general ledger code.		VARCHAR2(20)		NULL

																Stage CASA Accounts		Total Credit TD		This stores the total credit till date.		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL

																Stage CASA Accounts		Total Credit MTD		This stores the total credit for month till date.		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL

																Stage CASA Accounts		Total Rvenue		This stores the total revenue.		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL

																Stage CASA Accounts		Total Fees Charged		This stores the total fees charged.		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL

																Stage CASA Accounts		Accont Manager Code		This stores the account manager code.		VARCHAR2(20)		NULL

																Stage CASA Accounts		Total Debits YTD		This stores the total debit for year till date.		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL

																Stage CASA Accounts		Transaction Charges		This stores the transaction charges.		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL

																Stage CASA Accounts		Total Credits YTD		This stores the total credits for year till date.		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL

																Stage CASA Accounts		Total debits MTD		This stores the total debits for month till date.		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL

																Stage CASA Accounts		Total Debits TD		This stores the total debits till date.		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL

																Stage CASA Accounts		Attrition Reason code		This stores the attrition reason code.		VARCHAR2(10)		NULL

																Stage CASA Accounts		Joint Indicator		This indicates a joint account.		CHAR(1)		NULL

																Stage CASA Accounts		Closed Indicator		Indicator for closed accounts.		CHAR(1)		NULL

																Stage CASA Accounts		ATM Issue Date		This stores the ATM issue date.		DATE		NULL

																Stage CASA Accounts		Account Open Date		Account open date.		DATE		NULL

																Stage CASA Accounts		Account Close Date		Account closed date.		DATE		NULL

																Stage CASA Accounts		Last withdrawal Date		This stores the last withdrawal date.		DATE		NULL

																Stage CASA Accounts		Last Activity Date		This stores the last activity date.		DATE		NULL

																Stage CASA Accounts		Last deposit Date		This stores the last deposit date.		DATE		NULL

																Stage CASA Accounts		Interest Accrued TD		This stores the interest accrued till date.		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL

																Stage CASA Accounts		Average Credit Balance YTD		This stores the Avg. credit balance year till date.		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL

																Stage CASA Accounts		Customer Net Revenue		This stores the customer net revenue.		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL

																Stage CASA Accounts		Average Credit Balance MTD		This stores the Avg. credit balance for month till date.		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL

																Stage CASA Accounts		Average Credit Balance TD		This stoes the Avg. credit balance for inception till date.		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL

																Stage CASA Accounts		Allocated Cost		This stores the allocated cost.		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL

																Stage CASA Accounts		EOP Savings Balance		This stores the end of period balance for savings.		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL

																Stage CASA Accounts		Commisssion Amount		This stores the commission amount.		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL

																Stage CASA Accounts		Debit Credit Indicator		Flag indicating debit or credit.		CHAR(1)		NULL

																Stage CASA Accounts		Original Interest Rate		Original interest rate.		NUMBER(11,6)		NULL

																Stage CASA Accounts		Compounding Frequency		Compounding frequency.		NUMBER(5)		NULL

																Stage CASA Accounts		Interest Payment Freuency		Frequency for  interest payment.		NUMBER(5)		NULL

																Stage CASA Accounts		Interest Payment Freuency Unit		Unit of Frequency for  interest payment.		VARCHAR2(1)		NULL

																Stage CASA Accounts		Day Count Indicator		Day count indicator.		VARCHAR2(10)		NULL

																Stage CASA Accounts		Branch Code		Unique code assigned to each bank.		VARCHAR2(20)		NULL

																Stage CASA Accounts		Product Code		This stores the related product code.		VARCHAR2(15)		NULL

																Stage CASA Accounts		Currency Code		Unique currency code.		VARCHAR2(3)		NULL

																Stage CASA Accounts		Casa ATM Facility		This stores the CASA ATM facility.		CHAR(1)		NULL

																Stage CASA Accounts		POS Facility		This indicates whether it is the point of sales facility.		CHAR(1)		NULL

																Stage CASA Accounts		Telebanking Facility		This indicates whether it is a telebanking  facility.		CHAR(1)		NULL

																Stage CASA Accounts		Internet Facility Flag		This indicates whether it is the internet facility.		CHAR(1)		NULL

																Stage CASA Accounts		Campaign Identifier		This stores the campaign Id.		VARCHAR2(20)		NULL

																Stage CASA Accounts		Data Origin		This identifies the source system.		VARCHAR2(20)		NULL

																Stage CASA Accounts		Retention Offer Type Code		Retention offer type.		VARCHAR2(20)		NULL

																Stage CASA Accounts		Standard Account		This is the standard account.		CHAR(1)		NULL

																Stage CASA Accounts		Sales Representative Identifier		Identifier of the sales representative who has sold the account.		VARCHAR2(20)		NULL

																Stage CASA Accounts		Service Representative Identifier		Identifier of the service representative who is responsible for servicing the account.		VARCHAR2(20)		NULL

																Stage CASA Accounts		Stage Account Risk Score		Risk score of the account.		NUMBER(5)		NULL

																Stage CASA Accounts		Stage Attrition Risk Score		Attrition score of the account.		NUMBER(5)		NULL

																Stage CASA Accounts		Account Retention Segment ID		Retention segment identifier		VARCHAR2(20)		NULL

																Stage CASA Accounts		Amortization Term		Define the term over which the payment is amortized.		NUMBER(5)		NULL

																Stage CASA Accounts		Amortization Term Multiplier		Units (days or months or years or weeks) of Amortization Term.		VARCHAR2(1)		NULL

																Stage CASA Accounts		Current TP Period ADB		The average balance at the last reprice date.		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL

																Stage CASA Accounts		Interest Timing Type		Determines whether interest cash flows are paid in advance or in arrears.		VARCHAR2(5)		NULL

																Stage CASA Accounts		Last Payment Date		The date on which the record’s last payment was made.		DATE		NULL

																Stage CASA Accounts		Last Repricing Date		For adjustable rate accounts, the last date that the current interest rate changed.		DATE		NULL

																Stage CASA Accounts		Lrd Balance		Balance as of the record’s previous repricing event.		NUMBER(14,2)		NULL

																Stage CASA Accounts		Maturity Date		Contractual date on which the principal balance of an earning asset or debt instrument is due and payable to the holder. 		DATE		NULL

																Stage CASA Accounts		Next Payment Date		Due date of the next scheduled payment.		DATE		NULL

																Stage CASA Accounts		Prior TP Period ADB		The average balance at the reprice date(s) prior to the last repricing date.		NUMBER(14,2)		NULL

																Stage CASA Accounts		Rate Cap Life		Maximum rate allowed during life of the instrument.		NUMBER(8,4)		NULL

																Stage CASA Accounts		Rate Change Minimum		Minimum change in the repricing index that is necessary for a change to be made to the interest rate.		NUMBER(8,4)		NULL

																Stage CASA Accounts		Rate Decrease Cycle		Maximum rate decrease allowed during a repricing cycle for an adjustable-rate instrument.		NUMBER(8,4)		NULL

																Stage CASA Accounts		Rate Floor Life		Minimum interest rate allowed during life of an adjustable-rate instrument.		NUMBER(8,4)		NULL

																Stage CASA Accounts		Rate Increase Cycle		Maximum rate increase allowed during a repricing cycle for an adjustable-rate instrument.		NUMBER(8,4)		NULL

																Stage CASA Accounts		Rate Set Lag		Period by which repricing lags the current interest rate changes.		NUMBER(5)		NULL

																Stage CASA Accounts		Rate Set Lag Unit		Units (days or months or years or weeks) of Rate Set Lag.		VARCHAR2(1)		NULL

																Stage CASA Accounts		Repricing Frequency		To define the frequency of rate change of an account.		NUMBER(5)		NULL

																Stage CASA Accounts		Repricing Frequency Unit		Units (days or months or years or weeks) of Repricing Frequency.		VARCHAR2(1)		NULL

																Stage CASA Accounts		Teaser End Date		Date that the tease rate (introductory rate) ends and the normal product rate begins.		DATE		NULL

																Stage CASA Accounts		Annual Account Fee		This stores the Annual Account Fee.		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL

																Stage CASA Accounts		Number of Cards Issued		The number of cards issued for the account.		NUMBER(4)		NULL

																Stage CASA Accounts		Current Gross Yield		Effective annual yield based on book value.		NUMBER(8,4)		NULL

																Stage CASA Accounts		Daily Limit		This stores the maximum daily limit.		NUMBER(14,2)		NULL

																Stage CASA Accounts		Daily Limit ATM		The account’s maximum daily ATM limit.		NUMBER(14,2)		NULL

																Stage CASA Accounts		Daily Limit POS		The account’s maximum daily POS limit.		NUMBER(14,2)		NULL

																Stage CASA Accounts		Expiration Date		This stores the Expiration Date.		DATE		NULL

																Stage CASA Accounts		Average Float Balance		Average Float Balance		NUMBER(14,2)		NULL

																Stage CASA Accounts		Interest Payment Method Code		This stores the Interest Payment Method.		VARCHAR2(10)		NULL

																Stage CASA Accounts		Last Deposit Amount		This stores amount that was last deposited.		NUMBER(14,2)		NULL

																Stage CASA Accounts		Last Withdrawal Amount		This stores amount that was last withdrawn by customer.		NUMBER(14,2)		NULL

																Stage CASA Accounts		No. Of Days Overdrawn		Number of days currently overdrawn.		NUMBER(5)		NULL

																Stage CASA Accounts		No. of Times Overdrawn ITD		Number of times overdrawn during life of account.		NUMBER(5)		NULL

																Stage CASA Accounts		Overdraft Protection Code		Flag indicating if account has overdraft protection.		VARCHAR2(5)		NULL

																Stage CASA Accounts		No. of Times Overdrawn In Year		Number of times overdrawn during past 12 months.		NUMBER(5)		NULL

																Stage CASA Accounts		Rate Decrease Year		Maximum rate decrease allowed on an adjustable product per year.		NUMBER(8,4)		NULL

																Stage CASA Accounts		Rate Increase Year		Maximum interest rate increase allowed during a year for an adjustable rate instrument.		NUMBER(8,4)		NULL

																Stage CASA Accounts		Required Balance		Balance required as compensation for loan or services.		NUMBER(14,2)		NULL

																Stage CASA Accounts		Tax Exempt Percent		Percent of interest that is tax exempt.		NUMBER(8,4)		NULL

																Stage CASA Accounts		Tax Expense		Tax Expenses		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL

																Stage CASA Accounts		Organizational Unit Code		The Organizational Code		VARCHAR2(20)		NULL

																Stage CASA Accounts		Total Transactions		Total number of account transactions for the customer.		NUMBER(8)		NULL

																Stage CASA Accounts		Common COA Code		Leaf column which defines the lowest common level of detail across all product chart of account definitions.		VARCHAR2(20)		NULL

																Stage CASA Accounts		Holiday Rolling Convention Code		The holiday rolling convention code, based on which the date on which cash flow has to happen is decided. This includes - Following business day, Modified following business day, Previous business day, Modified previous business day etc.
		VARCHAR2(5)		NULL

																Stage CASA Accounts		Instrument Type Code		Code identifying the instrument category of the customer account. Eg: Loans,Mortgages,MBS,retirement etc
		VARCHAR2(20)		NULL

																Stage CASA Accounts		Realised LGD		Stores the realised LGD.		NUMBER(15,11)		NULL

																Stage CASA Accounts		Legal Entity Code		Stores the entity from where the exposure has originated.		VARCHAR2(20)		NULL

																Stage CASA Accounts		Line of Business Code		This stores the line of business code associated with the account		VARCHAR2(20)		NULL

																Stage CASA Accounts		Deferred Balance Original		Original Deferred Balance associated with Instrument (i.e. Premium or Discount or Fees or etc...).
		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL

																Stage CASA Accounts		Deferred Balance Current		Current Unamortized Deferred Balance associated with Instrument (i.e. Premium or Discount or Fees or etc...).
		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL

																Stage CASA Accounts		Margin Transfer Rate		The spread added to the forecasted transfer rate for adjustable-rate accounts.
		NUMBER(10,6)		NULL

																Stage CASA Accounts		Original Balance		Gross par value at date of purchase. Rule of 78s should exclude add on interest.
		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL

																Stage CASA Accounts		Origination Date		Date the current institution originated or acquired the instrument. For rolled instruments the greater of date last rolled or date acquired.
		DATE		NULL

																Stage CASA Accounts		Rate Change Rounding Code		Method used for rounding of interest rate change.
		VARCHAR2(20)		NULL

																Stage CASA Accounts		Rate Change Rounding Factor		Factor to which the rate change on an adjustable instrument is rounded.
		NUMBER(10,6)		NULL

																Stage CASA Accounts		Above Compensation Limit Indicator		This captures whether the balance in the deposit (retail and corporate) is above the compensation limit or not. This is required by FSA		CHAR(1)		NULL

																Stage CASA Accounts		Branch Access Flag		Account that need branch access or can operate using internet/tele- banking. Y - Branch access is required. N - No branch access. This is required by FSA		CHAR(1)		NULL

																Stage CASA Accounts		Covered By Zone1 Insurance Indicator		This captures whether the deposit (retail and corporate) under consideration is covered by the deposit insurance scheme maintained by a Zone 1 country. This is required by FSA.		CHAR(1)		NULL

																Stage CASA Accounts		Early Access Period		This field captures the period of early access up to which withdrawals can be made from the retail deposit accounts without any charge. This is required by FSA		NUMBER(5)		NULL

																Stage CASA Accounts		Early Access Period Unit		Unit of time for the period of early access up to which withdrawals can be made from the retail deposit accounts without any charge. This is required by FSA. Like D- Days, M- Months.		CHAR(1)		NULL

																Stage CASA Accounts		Maximum Amount Guaranteed		This captures the maximum amount guaranteed by the deposit guarantee Scheme and is applicable for retail deposits.		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL

																Stage CASA Accounts		Amortization Type		Method of amortizing principal and interest.		VARCHAR2(60)		NULL

																Stage CASA Accounts		Current Payment		Periodic principal and interest payment associated with gross balance. Principal portion only for level principal amort. type.		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL

																Stage CASA Accounts		Transfer Pricing Interest Rate Name		Transfer Pricing Interest Rate Name		VARCHAR2(60)		NULL

																Stage CASA Accounts		Transfer Rate		Transfer rate that is applicable for the contract. In case of fixed rate instruments, this is the rate that ALM cash flow engine uses to calculate certain transfer rate related FE's.  For adjustable/floating/administered rate instruments, this is the initial rate that is picked up by ALM cash flow engine for transfer-pricing the record till the first reprice event, after which it picks the TP rate from the TP IRC for future reprice dates.		NUMBER(10,6)		NULL

																Stage Foreign Exchange Contracts		Extraction Date		Processing date.		DATE		NOT NULL

																Stage Foreign Exchange Contracts		GAAP Code		A code to uniquely identify a Generally accepted accounting practice (GAAP).		VARCHAR2(6)		NOT NULL

																Stage Foreign Exchange Contracts		Product Code		Uniwue code assigned to each product offered by the bank.		VARCHAR2(15)		NULL

																Stage Foreign Exchange Contracts		Maturity date		Maturity date of the contract.		DATE		NULL

																Stage Foreign Exchange Contracts		Closed Date		Closed date of the contract.		DATE		NULL

																Stage Foreign Exchange Contracts		Start Date		Start date of contract.		DATE		NULL

																Stage Foreign Exchange Contracts		GL Code		This stores the general ledger account No.		VARCHAR2(20)		NULL

																Stage Foreign Exchange Contracts		Discounting Rate		Discount rate (the interest rate) for the bought currency on the dealing date		NUMBER(11,6)		NULL

																Stage Foreign Exchange Contracts		Contract Date		Booking Date for the deal		DATE		NULL

																Stage Foreign Exchange Contracts		Channel Code		This stores the channel code.		VARCHAR2(20)		NULL

																Stage Foreign Exchange Contracts		Customer Number		This stores the customer for the foreign exchange contract.		VARCHAR2(25)		NULL

																Stage Foreign Exchange Contracts		Currency Rate		This stores the currency rate.		NUMBER(11,6)		NULL

																Stage Foreign Exchange Contracts		Branch Code		Unique code assigned to each branch.		VARCHAR2(20)		NULL

																Stage Foreign Exchange Contracts		Product Description		This stores the product description.		VARCHAR2(60)		NULL

																Stage Foreign Exchange Contracts		Amount Bought in LCY		This stores the amount bought in local currency.		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL

																Stage Foreign Exchange Contracts		Amount Sold in LCY		This stores the amount sold in original currency in local currency.		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL

																Stage Foreign Exchange Contracts		Current Mark to Market Value		This stores the current mark to market value.		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL

																Stage Foreign Exchange Contracts		Line Code		This stores the line code.		VARCHAR2(25)		NULL

																Stage Foreign Exchange Contracts		Account Manager Code		This stores the account manager code.		VARCHAR2(20)		NULL

																Stage Foreign Exchange Contracts		MIS Class 1		This represents MISclass1 for the contract.		VARCHAR2(20)		NULL

																Stage Foreign Exchange Contracts		MIS Code 1		This represents MIScode1 for the contract.		VARCHAR2(20)		NULL

																Stage Foreign Exchange Contracts		MIS Code 1 Description		This represents the desciption of MIScode1 for the contract.		VARCHAR2(20)		NULL

																Stage Foreign Exchange Contracts		Data Origin		This identifies the source system.		VARCHAR2(20)		NULL

																Stage Foreign Exchange Contracts		solvency of Protection Buyer		Indicates the insolvency of the protection buyer while the underlying is still solvent		CHAR(1)		NULL

																Stage Foreign Exchange Contracts		Reciprocal Cross-holding Indic		Reciprocal Cross-holding Indicator		CHAR(1)		NULL

																Stage Foreign Exchange Contracts		Regulatory Capital Investment		Indiactes whether the exposure is a regulatory investment or not.		CHAR(1)		NULL

																Stage Foreign Exchange Contracts		Exchange of Principal		Used for indicating whether, at maturity, exchnage of principal would be there or not. Exchange of Principal:-Indicates 0-Include,1-Exclude		CHAR(1)		NULL

																Stage Foreign Exchange Contracts		Holiday Rolling Covention Code		This includes - Following business day, Modified following business day, Previous business day, Modified previous business day etc.		VARCHAR2(5)		NULL

																Stage Foreign Exchange Contracts		Original Market Value		Market Value as of origination date expressed as a percentage of the Original Par Balance.		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL

																Stage Foreign Exchange Contracts		Interest Type		Identifies the repricing method and repricing characteristics of the record on Receivable leg. Eg: Fixed, Administered Rate, Floating Rate, Adjustable etc		VARCHAR2(60)		NULL

																Stage Foreign Exchange Contracts		Common COA Code		Leaf column that defines the lowest common level of detail across all product chart of account definitions.		VARCHAR2(20)		NULL

																Stage Foreign Exchange Contracts		Interest Rate		Coupon rate of account, expressed in terms of an annualized rate.		NUMBER(11,6)		NULL

																Stage Foreign Exchange Contracts		Instrument Type Code		Code identifying the instrument category of the customer account. Eg: Loans,Mortgages,MBS,retirement etc		VARCHAR2(20)		NULL

																Stage Foreign Exchange Contracts		Organization Unit ID		The organizational code.		VARCHAR2(20)		NULL

																Stage Foreign Exchange Contracts		Payment Frequency Unit		Units (days or months or years or weeks) of Payment Frequency.		VARCHAR2(1)		NULL

																Stage Foreign Exchange Contracts		Rate Change Round Code		Method used for rounding of the interest rate change.		VARCHAR2(20)		NULL

																Stage Foreign Exchange Contracts		Rate Change Round Factor		Factor to which the rate change on an adjustable instrument is rounded.		NUMBER(11,6)		NULL

																Stage Foreign Exchange Contracts		Total Fees		This stores the total fees & charges.		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL

																Stage Foreign Exchange Contracts		Commission Fees		Stores commission fees amount		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL

																Stage Foreign Exchange Contracts		Commission Date		The last date that commissions were from the account.		DATE		NULL

																Stage Foreign Exchange Contracts		Commission Rate		The rate used to calculate the amount of commission on the account.		NUMBER(11,6)		NULL

																Stage Foreign Exchange Contracts		CUSIP Number		CUSIP number for instrument.		VARCHAR2(10)		NULL

																Stage Foreign Exchange Contracts		Gross Fee Income		Sum of fee income components before waivers.		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL

																Stage Foreign Exchange Contracts		Hedge Portfolio Set		Hedge Portfolio Set		NUMBER(5)		NULL

																Stage Foreign Exchange Contracts		Management Fees		Stores Management Fees		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL

																Stage Foreign Exchange Contracts		Net Fee Income		Gross Fee Income less Waived Fees.		NUMBER(14,2)		NULL

																Stage Foreign Exchange Contracts		Tax Exempt Percent		Percent of interest that is tax exempt.		NUMBER(8,4)		NULL

																Stage Foreign Exchange Contracts		Tax Expense		Tax Expenses		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL

																Stage Foreign Exchange Contracts		Tenor of Product		Duration of product		NUMBER(5)		NULL

																Stage Foreign Exchange Contracts		Remaining Tenor of Product		Remaining duration of product as on processing date.		NUMBER(5)		NULL

																Stage Foreign Exchange Contracts		Tenor of Product - Unit		Duration of product in terms of days/weeks/months or years.		VARCHAR2(1)		NULL

																Stage Foreign Exchange Contracts		Remaining Tenor of Product - Unit		Remaining duration of product in terms of days/weeks/months or years.		VARCHAR2(1)		NULL

																Stage Foreign Exchange Contracts		Settlement Days		This Attribute stores number of days from issue date till the effective date.		NUMBER(2)		NULL

																Stage Foreign Exchange Contracts		End of Month Indicator		This Attribute stores  the Indicator (as "Y" or "N") which Indicates whether the last payment of the instrument is on month end or not.		CHAR(1)		NULL

																Stage Foreign Exchange Contracts		Number of Underlyings		This Attribute stores  the Number of units of underlying represented in one instrument.		NUMBER(11,6)		NULL

																Stage Foreign Exchange Contracts		Underlying Unit Type		This Attribute stores  the Unit of Underlying. For instance gm in case of gold, Quintal in case of commodity.		VARCHAR2(20)		NULL

																Stage Foreign Exchange Contracts		Issuer Name		This Attribute stores  the name of the instrument issuer		VARCHAR2(60)		NULL

																Stage Foreign Exchange Contracts		Issuer Type		This Attribute stores  the Type of the issuer of the of the instrument.List of values are Z - Sovereign, GA - Government Agency,C - Corporates,B - Banks,OTH - Others.		VARCHAR2(6)		NULL

																Stage Foreign Exchange Contracts		Securitization Flag		This Attribute stores  the Indicator (as "Y" or "N") which indicates Securitization is done or not.		CHAR(1)		NULL

																Stage Foreign Exchange Contracts		Securitization Pool Type Code		This Attribute stores  Unique Id for the Securitization pool type		VARCHAR2(20)		NULL

																Stage Foreign Exchange Contracts		Bank Base Role Identifier		This Attribute stores  the bank role for the Securitisation Exposure.		VARCHAR2(20)		NULL

																Stage Foreign Exchange Contracts		Payment Frequency		This Attribute stores  the Coupon Rate.		NUMBER(5,0)		NULL

																Stage Foreign Exchange Contracts		Amortization Indicator		This Attribute stores  the Indicator (as "Y" or "N") which indicates amortization is there or not.		CHAR(1)		NULL

																Stage Foreign Exchange Contracts		Exposure Category Code		This Attribute stores  the category code which is RBI Specific : It indicates to which category the exposure belongs, HFT (Hold for Transaction) or AFS (Availablr for Sale)		VARCHAR2(20)		NULL

																Stage Foreign Exchange Contracts		Approved Securities Guaranteed by Central Govt Flag		This Attribute stores  the Indicator (as "Y" or "N") which indicates the exposure is in "Investments in other approved securities guaranteed by Central Government" or not.		CHAR(1)		NULL

																Stage Foreign Exchange Contracts		Approved Securities Guaranteed by State Govt Flag		This Attribute stores  the Indicator (as "Y" or "N") which indicates whether the exposure is in "Investments in other approved securities guaranteed by state Government" or not.		CHAR(1)		NULL

																Stage Foreign Exchange Contracts		Qualifying Instrment Flag		This Attribute stores  the Indicator (as "Y" or "N") which indicates whether the instrument deemed to be of comparable investment quality by the reporting bank, and the issuer has securities listed on a recognised stock exchange or not.		CHAR(1)		NULL

																Stage Foreign Exchange Contracts		Government Paper Domestic Currency Funded Flag		This Attribute stores  the Indicator (as "Y" or "N") which indicates whether government paper is denominated in domestic currency of issuer and funded by bank in same currency or not.		CHAR(1)		NULL

																Stage Foreign Exchange Contracts		Capital Charge Exclusion		This Attribute stores  the Indicator (as "Y" or "N") which indicates whether the exposure will be excluded from the capital calculations.		CHAR(1)		NULL

																Stage Foreign Exchange Contracts		Diversified Flag		This Attribute stores  the Indicator (as "Y" or "N") which indicates whether the Index is well diversified		CHAR(1)		NULL

																Stage Foreign Exchange Contracts		Portfolio Liquid Flag		This Attribute stores  the Indicator (as "Y" or "N") which indicates whether the overall portfolio liquid and well diversified.		CHAR(1)		NULL

																Stage Foreign Exchange Contracts		Couterparty Rating		This Attribute stores the code representing the Counter Party Rating  of the Instrument in this record.		VARCHAR2(20)		NULL

																Stage Foreign Exchange Contracts		Interest Rate Designated Maturity		This Attribute stores  the benchmark's designated maturity in days. For instance, LIBOR 3M's designated maturity will be stored as 90		NUMBER(5)		NULL

																Stage Foreign Exchange Contracts		Interest Rate Day Count Indicator		This Attribute stores  the Business day convention for Benchmark Index. The possible values are Actual/360, Actual/365 (Fixed), Actual/Actual, Business/252, Thirty/360		VARCHAR2(10)		NULL

																Stage Foreign Exchange Contracts		Discount Day Count Indicator		This Attribute stores  the Business day counter for discounting. The possible values are Actual/360, Actual/365 (Fixed), Actual/Actual, Business/252, Thirty/360		VARCHAR2(10)		NULL

																Stage Foreign Exchange Contracts		Protection Buy Sell Indicator		This Attribute stores  the Indicator (as "B" or "S") which indicates the protection is bought or sold. B for protection buyer and S for protection seller.		CHAR(1)		NULL

																Stage Foreign Exchange Contracts		Bank Asset Class Code		This Attribute stores  the asset class of the underlying asset as defined by the Bank.		VARCHAR2(20)		NULL

																Stage Foreign Exchange Contracts		OTC Indicator		OTC or Exchange Traded Indicator		CHAR(1)		NULL

																Stage Foreign Exchange Contracts		Underlying Face Value		This stores Underlying Face Value.  This field is used for Bond underlying.		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL

																Stage Foreign Exchange Contracts		Day Count Indicator		This indicates the day count.		VARCHAR2(10)		NULL

																Stage Foreign Exchange Contracts		Interest Rate Code - Payable Leg		Identifies the index to which adjustable rate accounts are tied.		VARCHAR2(60)		NULL

																Stage Foreign Exchange Contracts		Margin - Payable Leg		Contractual spread over pricing index.		NUMBER(8,4)		NULL

																Stage Foreign Exchange Contracts		Margin - Receivable Leg		Contractual spread over pricing index Receivable.		NUMBER(8,4)		NULL

																Stage Foreign Exchange Contracts		Interest Rate Code - Receivable Leg		Identifies the index to which adjustable rate accounts are tied Receivable		VARCHAR2(60)		NULL

																Stage Foreign Exchange Contracts		Country Code		Country Code.		VARCHAR2(20)		NULL

																Stage Foreign Exchange Contracts		Rating Id		The Rating Identifier to determine the rating from the rating details.		VARCHAR2(20)		NULL

																Stage Foreign Exchange Contracts		Legal Entity Code		Legal entity of the Bank.		VARCHAR2(20)		NULL

																Stage Foreign Exchange Contracts		Rating Code		Rating applicable to FX Contract
		VARCHAR2(20)		NULL

																Stage Foreign Exchange Contracts		Benchmark Code		This Attribute stores the benchmark code corresponding to the Floating Rate instrument. Like LIBOR,MIBOR
		VARCHAR2(20)		NULL

																Stage Foreign Exchange Contracts		Benchmark Currency Code		This Attribute stores the benchmark currency code
		VARCHAR2(3)		NULL

																Stage Foreign Exchange Contracts		Instrument Description		This Attribute stores the description of the Instrument.
		VARCHAR2(100)		NULL

																Stage Foreign Exchange Contracts		Realised LGD		Stores the realised LGD.		NUMBER(15,11)		NULL

																Stage Foreign Exchange Contracts		Effective Date		This stores the date from which the first fixed and floating payments start to accrue.		DATE		NULL

																Stage Foreign Exchange Contracts		Strike Rate Price		It is the forward rate of interest for the contract period as agreed between the parties. Applicable for FRAs		NUMBER(25,6)		NULL

																Stage Foreign Exchange Contracts		Code of Currency in FX Derivatives		This Attribute stores  the code of the currency used in FX Derivatives		VARCHAR2(3)		NULL

																Stage Foreign Exchange Contracts		Barrier Amount		This Attribute stores Barrier is an predetermined amount in Barrier options where options either come alive or die when barriers is reached. This Barrier Amount is store here.		NUMBER(25,6)		NULL

																Stage Foreign Exchange Contracts		Option Rebate		This Attribute stores  the Option Rebate which is for a barrier option that offers a predetermined rebate.		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL

																Stage Foreign Exchange Contracts		Barrier Type		This Attribute stores DownIn, UpIn, DownOut, UpOut.Barrier options come alive when the barrier is reached if Barrier Type is ""DownIn"" or ""UpIn"" and Barrier options die when the barrier is reached if Barrier Type is "DownOut" or "UpOut".		VARCHAR2(80)		NULL

																Stage Foreign Exchange Contracts		Option Style		This indicates whether it is American or European.		VARCHAR2(20)		NULL

																Stage Foreign Exchange Contracts		Average Type		This Attribute stores Arthimetic or Geometric (case sensitive) which is Averaging Type used for pricing Asian option.		VARCHAR2(60)		NULL

																Stage Foreign Exchange Contracts		Payoff Of Derivative		This Attribute stores  the Payoff of the derivative.		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL

																Stage Foreign Exchange Contracts		Line of Business Code		This is the code for the Line of Business which is the lowest level in the Management Reporting Hierarchy. Stores the code for line of business, which the product/account falls under.		VARCHAR2(20)		NULL

																Stage Foreign Exchange Contracts		Trading Desk Identifier		Trading Desk id		VARCHAR2(20)		NULL

																Stage Foreign Exchange Contracts		Option Type		This indicates whether it is call or put.		VARCHAR2(20)		NULL

																Stage Foreign Exchange Contracts		Interest Method		This stores the interest method.		VARCHAR2(5)		NULL

																Stage Foreign Exchange Contracts		Compounding Frequency		This stores the compounding frequency.		NUMBER(5)		NULL

																Stage Foreign Exchange Contracts		Interest Timing Type		Determines whether interest cash flows are paid in advance or in arrears.		VARCHAR2(5)		NULL

																Stage Foreign Exchange Contracts		Last Payment Date		Date of Payment Immediately Prior to As of Date.		DATE		NULL

																Stage Foreign Exchange Contracts		Amortization Term		Term upon which amortization is based - units specified by Amrt_term_mult.		NUMBER(5)		NULL

																Stage Foreign Exchange Contracts		Amortization Term Unit		Units (days or months or years) in which Amrt_Term is specified.		VARCHAR2(1)		NULL

																Stage Foreign Exchange Contracts		Contract Quantity		This stores Contract Quantity		NUMBER(20)		NULL

																Stage Foreign Exchange Contracts		Trading Book Indicator		Unique Code that identifies the book type (whether an exposure belongs to the trading book or the banking book).		CHAR(1)		NULL

																Stage Foreign Exchange Contracts		Held By Client Or Proprietary		Whether the security is held by client or in the proprietary account.		CHAR(1)		NULL

																Stage Foreign Exchange Contracts		Margin Required Flag		Flag to indicate if the margin is required for the contract.		CHAR(1)		NULL

																Stage Foreign Exchange Contracts		Settled in Home Country Flag		Flag to indicate if the instrument is settled in home country or not.		CHAR(1)		NULL

																Stage Foreign Exchange Contracts		Average Daily Collateral Required		Average Daily Collateral Required		NUMBER(14,2)		NULL

																Stage Foreign Exchange Contracts		Average peak intra-day collateral used		Average of peak intra-day collateral used.		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL

																Stage Foreign Exchange Contracts		Collateral Market Value		Market value of collateral linked to account.		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL

																Stage Foreign Exchange Contracts		Collateral Nominal Value		Nominal/Face value of collateral linked to account.		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL

																Stage Foreign Exchange Contracts		Margin Amount		Margin amount that is being taken upfront for certain types of margin contracts.		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL

																Stage Foreign Exchange Contracts		Settlement Country Code		Code of the country where instrument is settled.		VARCHAR2(5)		NULL

																Stage Foreign Exchange Contracts		Deferred Balance Current		Current Unamortized Deferred Balance associated with Instrument (i.e. Premium or Discount or Fees or etc...).		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL

																Stage Foreign Exchange Contracts		Deferred Balance Original		Original Deferred Balance associated with Instrument (i.e. Premium or Discount or Fees or etc...).		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL

																Stage Foreign Exchange Contracts		LRD Balance		Par Balance as of the Last Repricing Date, used in OFSA/TP Cash Flow Methods.		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL

																Stage Foreign Exchange Contracts		Percent Sold		Total percent of balance sold to investors.		NUMBER(8,4)		NULL

																Stage Foreign Exchange Contracts		Deferred Balance Amortization Code		Indicates whether the method to be used is Level Yield or Straight Line; Level Yield being the default one.		VARCHAR2(20)		NULL

																Stage Foreign Exchange Contracts		Repayment Type		It stores the Repayment type or pattern. It will be mapped to Amortization typE		VARCHAR2(60)		NULL

																Stage Foreign Exchange Contracts		Contract Reference Code		refers to a Contract code for the FX Contract. Can be a contract to buy or sell Foreign currency or even enter into a currency Swap transaction or an option transaction can be a spot or a forward transaction 		VARCHAR2(25)		NOT NULL

																Stage Foreign Exchange Contracts		Closed Indicator		This indicate that the account is closed.		CHAR(1)		NULL

																Stage Foreign Exchange Contracts		Spot Rate		The spot rate on the Dealing Date for the currency pair.		NUMBER(11,6)		NULL

																Stage Foreign Exchange Contracts		Dealer Code		Refers to the dealer 		VARCHAR2(20)		NULL

																Stage Foreign Exchange Contracts		Bought Amount		This stores the bought amount.		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL

																Stage Foreign Exchange Contracts		Sold Amount		This stores the sold amount.		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL

																Stage Foreign Exchange Contracts		Forward Premium		This stores the forward premium.		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL

																Stage Foreign Exchange Contracts		Quote Method		Quotation method (Direct/Indirect).		VARCHAR2(1)		NULL

																Stage Foreign Exchange Contracts		Booking Date		Date on which the contract was booked.		DATE		NULL

																Stage Foreign Exchange Contracts		Pre Closure Indicator		Flag indicating pre-closure of accounts.		CHAR(1)		NULL

																Stage Foreign Exchange Contracts		Buy Sell Indicator		This indicates buy or sell. 'B' is Buy and 'S' is Sell.		CHAR(1)		NULL

																Stage Foreign Exchange Contracts		Bought Currency Code		This stores the bought currency code.		VARCHAR2(3)		NULL

																Stage Foreign Exchange Contracts		Sold Currency Code		This stores the original currency for the sold leg.		VARCHAR2(3)		NULL

																Stage Foreign Exchange Contracts		Netting Agreement Code		Netting Agreement Code		VARCHAR2(6)		NULL

																Stage Foreign Exchange Contracts		Other Party Code		This refers to the other party code, here would indicate the broker for the FX contract.		VARCHAR2(25)		NULL

																Stage Foreign Exchange Contracts		Brokerage Firm		Stores name of Brokerage Firm		VARCHAR2(60)		NULL

																Stage Foreign Exchange Contracts		Nettability Flag		Identifies if the contract is nettable with other contracts for credit risk mitigation.		CHAR(1)		NULL

																Stage Term Deposit Contracts		Extraction Date		Processing date.		DATE		NOT NULL

																Stage Term Deposit Contracts		Product Code		This is the unique code assigned to  each of the Products offered by the Bank.		VARCHAR2(15)		NULL

																Stage Term Deposit Contracts		Total Fees and Charges		This stores the total fees and charges.		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL

																Stage Term Deposit Contracts		Total Revenue		This stores the total revenue.		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL

																Stage Term Deposit Contracts		Account Manager Code		This stores the account manager code.		VARCHAR2(20)		NULL

																Stage Term Deposit Contracts		Preclosure Balance		This stores the pre-closure balance.		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL

																Stage Term Deposit Contracts		Remaining Tenor		This stores the remaining tenor in years with respect to processinf date.		NUMBER(5)		NULL

																Stage Term Deposit Contracts		Interest Method		This stores the interest method.		VARCHAR2(5)		NULL

																Stage Term Deposit Contracts		GL Account Number		This stores the general ledger account No.		VARCHAR2(20)		NULL

																Stage Term Deposit Contracts		Channel Code		This stores the channel code.		VARCHAR2(20)		NULL

																Stage Term Deposit Contracts		Deposit Type		This stores the deposit type.		VARCHAR2(20)		NULL

																Stage Term Deposit Contracts		Customer Number		This stores the customer No.		VARCHAR2(25)		NULL

																Stage Term Deposit Contracts		Attrition Reason Code		This stores the attrition reason code.		VARCHAR2(10)		NULL

																Stage Term Deposit Contracts		Joint Indicator		This indicates joint.		CHAR(1)		NULL

																Stage Term Deposit Contracts		Account Open Date		This stores the term deposit account open date.		DATE		NULL

																Stage Term Deposit Contracts		Account Closed Date		This stores the term deposit account closed date.		DATE		NULL

																Stage Term Deposit Contracts		Maturity Date		This stores the maturity date.		DATE		NULL

																Stage Term Deposit Contracts		Interest Paid YTD		This stores the iInterest paid for year till date.		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL

																Stage Term Deposit Contracts		Interest Paid MTD		This stores the interest paid for month till date.		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL

																Stage Term Deposit Contracts		Interest Paid ITD		This stores the interest paid from inception till date.		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL

																Stage Term Deposit Contracts		Net Revenue from Funds		This stores the net revenue from funds.		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL

																Stage Term Deposit Contracts		Rollover Times		This stores the rollover times.		NUMBER(3)		NULL

																Stage Term Deposit Contracts		Allocated Code		This stores the allocated code.		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL

																Stage Term Deposit Contracts		Customer Net Revenue		This stores the customer net revenue.		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL

																Stage Term Deposit Contracts		Average Balance		This stores the Avg. balance.		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL

																Stage Term Deposit Contracts		Interest Benchmark Rate		This stores the benchmark rate.		NUMBER(11,6)		NULL

																Stage Term Deposit Contracts		Accrued Interest YTD		This stores the accrued interest from year till date.		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL

																Stage Term Deposit Contracts		End of Period Balance		This stores the end of period balance used for various calculations.		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL

																Stage Term Deposit Contracts		Accrued Interest MTD		This stores the accrued interest from month till date.		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL

																Stage Term Deposit Contracts		Accrued Interest ITD		This stores the accrued interest from inception till date.		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL

																Stage Term Deposit Contracts		Early Exercise Indicator		This indicates the early exercise option ( Y/N ).		CHAR(1)		NULL

																Stage Term Deposit Contracts		Early Exercise Date		This stores the date on which early exercise happens.		DATE		NULL

																Stage Term Deposit Contracts		Non Performing Type		This stores the non-performing type (NP1/NP2/NP3 ).		VARCHAR2(15)		NULL

																Stage Term Deposit Contracts		Day Count Indicator		This indicates day count.		VARCHAR2(10)		NULL

																Stage Term Deposit Contracts		Performance Code		This stores the performance code (P/NP).P- performing NP- non-performing		VARCHAR2(20)		NULL

																Stage Term Deposit Contracts		Pricipal Cashflow Date		This stores the date on which first principal flow has to happen.		DATE		NULL

																Stage Term Deposit Contracts		Interest Cashflow Date		This stores the date on which first interest payment happens.		DATE		NULL

																Stage Term Deposit Contracts		Pricipal Amount		This stores the principal amount.		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL

																Stage Term Deposit Contracts		Repayment Type		This stores the re-payment type (bullet, staggered etc.)		VARCHAR2(60)		NULL

																Stage Term Deposit Contracts		Branch Code		Unique code assigned to each bank.		VARCHAR2(20)		NULL

																Stage Term Deposit Contracts		Currency Code		Unique code assigned to each currency.		VARCHAR2(3)		NULL

																Stage Term Deposit Contracts		ATM Facility Indicator		This indicates the ATM facility.		CHAR(1)		NULL

																Stage Term Deposit Contracts		Point of Sales Indicator		This indicates the point of sales.		CHAR(1)		NULL

																Stage Term Deposit Contracts		Tele Banking Indicators		This indicates tele-banking.		CHAR(1)		NULL

																Stage Term Deposit Contracts		Internet Facility Indicator		This indicates the internet facility.		CHAR(1)		NULL

																Stage Term Deposit Contracts		Campaign Identifier		This indicates campaign.		VARCHAR2(20)		NULL

																Stage Term Deposit Contracts		Data Origin		This identifies the source system.		VARCHAR2(20)		NULL

																Stage Term Deposit Contracts		Standard Account		This stores the standard account.		CHAR(1)		NULL

																Stage Term Deposit Contracts		Retention Offer Type Code		Retention offer type.		VARCHAR2(20)		NULL

																Stage Term Deposit Contracts		Sales Representative Identifier		Identifier of the sales representative who has sold the account.		VARCHAR2(20)		NULL

																Stage Term Deposit Contracts		Service Representative		Identifier of the service representative who is responsible for servicing the account.		VARCHAR2(20)		NULL

																Stage Term Deposit Contracts		Stage Account Risk Score		Risk score of the account.		NUMBER(5)		NULL

																Stage Term Deposit Contracts		Stage Attrition Risk Score		Attrition score of the account.		NUMBER(5)		NULL

																Stage Term Deposit Contracts		Account Retention Segment ID		Retention segment identifier		VARCHAR2(20)		NULL

																Stage Term Deposit Contracts		Current Payment Amount		Periodic principal and interest payment associated with gross balance. Principal portion only for level principal amort. type.		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL

																Stage Term Deposit Contracts		Current TP Period ADB		Average Daily Balance for Current Transfer Pricing Repricing Period - used in selected OFSA/TP methods - with Mid-Period Repricing option.		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL

																Stage Term Deposit Contracts		Current Gross Yield		Effective annual yield based on book value.		NUMBER(8,4)		NULL

																Stage Term Deposit Contracts		Deposit Insurance		Deposit insurance; typically deposit insurance rate * average balance		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL

																Stage Term Deposit Contracts		Direct Deposit Account Type Code		The type of account that makes direct deposits into the account		VARCHAR2(3)		NULL

																Stage Term Deposit Contracts		Hedge Portfolio Set		Identifies the portfolio being hedged.		NUMBER(5)		NULL

																Stage Term Deposit Contracts		Interest Type Code		Timing of Interest Payment.		VARCHAR2(5)		NULL

																Stage Term Deposit Contracts		IRA Funding Status Code		Indicates whether the account is in contribution or disbursement mode		VARCHAR2(5)		NULL

																Stage Term Deposit Contracts		Last Deposit Amount		The amount of the last deposit to the account		NUMBER(14,2)		NULL

																Stage Term Deposit Contracts		Last Deposit Date		The date of the last deposit to the account		DATE		NULL

																Stage Term Deposit Contracts		Last Repricing Date		Date upon which adjustable instruments last repriced.		DATE		NULL

																Stage Term Deposit Contracts		Lrd Balance		Par Balance as of the Last Repricing Date, used in OFSA/TP Cash Flow Methods.		NUMBER(14,2)		NULL

																Stage Term Deposit Contracts		Next Payment Date		Date upon which the next scheduled payment is due.		DATE		NULL

																Stage Term Deposit Contracts		Original Rate		Contractual interest rate at origination date.		NUMBER(11,6)		NULL

																Stage Term Deposit Contracts		Prior TP Period ADB		Average Daily Balance for Prior Transfer Pricing Repricing Period - used in selected OFSA/TP methods - with Mid-Period Repr.		NUMBER(14,2)		NULL

																Stage Term Deposit Contracts		Rate Cap Life		Maximum rate allowed during life of the instrument.		NUMBER(8,4)		NULL

																Stage Term Deposit Contracts		Rate Change Minimum		Minimum change in repricing index necessary for a change in the interest rate.		NUMBER(8,4)		NULL

																Stage Term Deposit Contracts		Rate Decrease Cycle		Maximum amount rate can decrease during the repricing cycle of an adjustable rate instrument.		NUMBER(8,4)		NULL

																Stage Term Deposit Contracts		Rate Decrease Year		Maximum rate decrease allowed on an adjustable product per year.		NUMBER(8,4)		NULL

																Stage Term Deposit Contracts		Rate Floor Life		Minimum rate for life of the instrument.		NUMBER(8,4)		NULL

																Stage Term Deposit Contracts		Rate Increase Cycle		Maximum interest rate increase allowed during the cycle on an adjustable rate instrument.		NUMBER(8,4)		NULL

																Stage Term Deposit Contracts		Rate Increase Year		Maximum interest rate increase allowed during a year for an adjustable rate instrument.		NUMBER(8,4)		NULL

																Stage Term Deposit Contracts		Reason Closed Code		Indicates the reason the customer gave for closing the account		VARCHAR2(10)		NULL

																Stage Term Deposit Contracts		Required Balance		Balance required as compensation for loan or services.		NUMBER(14,2)		NULL

																Stage Term Deposit Contracts		Tax Exempt Percent		Percent of interest that is tax exempt.		NUMBER(8,4)		NULL

																Stage Term Deposit Contracts		Tax Expense		Tax Expense		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL

																Stage Term Deposit Contracts		Teaser End Date		Termination date of rate tease period.		DATE		NULL

																Stage Term Deposit Contracts		Total Transactions		Total number of account transactions		NUMBER(8)		NULL

																Stage Term Deposit Contracts		Waived Fees		Sum of fee income waiver components		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL

																Stage Term Deposit Contracts		Original Payment Amount		Original Payment Amount		NUMBER(14,2)		NULL

																Stage Term Deposit Contracts		TP Effective Date		Date specified for each account which can precede origination date and is  used to reference the appropriate yield curve, instead of the origination date for calculating Transfer Pricing Rates.		DATE		NULL

																Stage Term Deposit Contracts		Overdue Amount		Amount that is due after maturity of a deposit account.		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL

																Stage Term Deposit Contracts		Deposit Reserves		Amount that bank has to hold at the central bank as a reserve requirement		NUMBER(14,2)		NULL

																Stage Term Deposit Contracts		Charge for Deposit Reserves		Reserve charge balance X applicable rate (TP Rate as a proxy). 		NUMBER(14,2)		NULL

																Stage Term Deposit Contracts		Last Withdrawal Amount		The amount of the last withdrawal from the account		NUMBER(14,2)		NULL

																Stage Term Deposit Contracts		Last Withdrawal Date		The date of the last withdrawal from the account		DATE		NULL

																Stage Term Deposit Contracts		Account Closure Indicator		Column that holds open / closed indicator. 1 - CLOSED, 0 - OPEN.		CHAR(1)		NULL

																Stage Term Deposit Contracts		Tenor Unit		Unit of maturity term - in days/months/years.		VARCHAR2(1)		NULL

																Stage Term Deposit Contracts		Remaining Tenor Unit		Unit of remaining term - in days/months/years.		VARCHAR2(1)		NULL

																Stage Term Deposit Contracts		Holiday Rolling Convention Code		The holiday rolling convention code, based on which the date on which cash flow has to happen is decided. This includes - Following business day, Modified following business day, Previous business day, Modified previous business day etc.
		VARCHAR2(5)		NULL

																Stage Term Deposit Contracts		Instrument Type Code		Code identifying the instrument category of the customer account. Eg: Loans,Mortgages,MBS,retirement etc
		VARCHAR2(20)		NULL

																Stage Term Deposit Contracts		Organizational Unit ID		The organizational code.
		VARCHAR2(20)		NULL

																Stage Term Deposit Contracts		Common COA ID		Leaf column which defines the lowest common level of detail across all product chart of account definitions.
		VARCHAR2(20)		NULL

																Stage Term Deposit Contracts		Line of Business Code		Line of Business Code.
		VARCHAR2(20)		NULL

																Stage Term Deposit Contracts		Realised LGD		Stores the realised LGD.		NUMBER(15,11)		NULL

																Stage Term Deposit Contracts		Legal Entity Code		Stores the entity from where the exposure has originated.		VARCHAR2(20)		NULL

																Stage Term Deposit Contracts		Above Compensation Limit Indicator		This captures whether the balance in the deposit (retail and corporate) is above the compensation limit or not. This is required by FSA
		CHAR(1)		NULL

																Stage Term Deposit Contracts		Branch Access Flag		Account that need branch access or can operate using internet/tele- banking. Y - Branch access is required. N - No branch access. This is required by FSA
		CHAR(1)		NULL

																Stage Term Deposit Contracts		Covered By Zone1 Insurance Indicator		This captures whether the deposit (retail and corporate) under consideration is covered by the deposit insurance scheme maintained by a Zone 1 country. This is required by FSA.
		CHAR(1)		NULL

																Stage Term Deposit Contracts		Early Access Period		This field captures the period of early access up to which withdrawals can be made from the retail deposit accounts without any charge. This is required by FSA
		NUMBER(5)		NULL

																Stage Term Deposit Contracts		Early Access Period Unit		Unit of time for the period of early access up to which withdrawals can be made from the retail deposit accounts without any charge. This is required by FSA. Like D- Days, M- Months.
		CHAR(1)		NULL

																Stage Term Deposit Contracts		Maximum Amount Guaranteed		This captures the maximum amount guaranteed by the deposit guarantee Scheme and is applicable for retail deposits.
		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL

																Stage Term Deposit Contracts		Amortization Term		Term upon which amortization is based - units specified by V_AMRT_TERM_UNIT
		NUMBER(5)		NULL

																Stage Term Deposit Contracts		Amortization Term Unit		Units (days or months or years) in which Amrt_Term is specified.
		CHAR(1)		NULL

																Stage Term Deposit Contracts		Current Net Interest Rate		Current nominal interest rate on instrument owed to or paid by the financial institution.
		NUMBER(10,6)		NULL

																Stage Term Deposit Contracts		Deferred Balance Current		Current Unamortized Deferred Balance associated with Instrument (i.e. Premium or Discount or Fees or etc...).
		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL

																Stage Term Deposit Contracts		Deferred Balance Original		Original Deferred Balance associated with Instrument (i.e. Premium or Discount or Fees or etc...).
		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL

																Stage Term Deposit Contracts		Payment Frequency Unit		Units (days or months or years) of Pmt_freq.
		VARCHAR2(1)		NULL

																Stage Term Deposit Contracts		Rate Change Rounding Code		Method used for rounding of interest rate change.
		VARCHAR2(20)		NULL

																Stage Term Deposit Contracts		Rate Change Rounding Factor		Factor to which the rate change on an adjustable instrument is rounded.
		NUMBER(10,6)		NULL

																Stage Term Deposit Contracts		Repricing Frequency Unit		Units (days or months or years) of Reprice_freq.
		CHAR(1)		NULL

																Stage Term Deposit Contracts		Margin Transfer Rate		The spread added to the forecasted transfer rate for adjustable-rate accounts.
		NUMBER(10,6)		NULL

																Stage Term Deposit Contracts		Remaining Number Of Payments		Remaining Number of Payments.		NUMBER(10)		NULL

																Stage Term Deposit Contracts		Transfer Rate		Transfer rate that is applicable for the contract. In case of fixed rate instruments, this is the rate that ALM cash flow engine uses to calculate certain transfer rate related FE's.  For adjustable/floating/administered rate instruments, this is the initial rate that is picked up by ALM cash flow engine for transfer-pricing the record till the first reprice event, after which it picks the TP rate from the TP IRC for future reprice dates.		NUMBER(10,6)		NULL

																Stage Term Deposit Contracts		Transfer Rate Interest Rate Code		Holds name of the interest rate code that account is tied to for assigning forecasted transfer rates.		VARCHAR2(60)		NULL

																Dim Account		Account Skey		Unique surrogate key for each of the account number.		NUMBER(15)		NOT NULL

																Dim Account		Latest Record Indicator		Latest Record Indicator		CHAR(1)		NULL

																Dim Account		Record Start Date		Record Start Date		DATE		NULL

																Dim Account		Record End Date		Record End Date		DATE		NULL

																Dim Account		Extraction date		Processing date		DATE		NULL

																Dim Account		Original Loan to Value		This refers to the original LTV of the account.		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL

																Dim Account		Original Debt Service Ratio		This refers to the original debt service coverage of the account.		NUMBER(9,6)		NULL

																Dim Account		Original Balance		This refers to the original balance of the account.		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL

																Dim Account		Joining Score		This is the joining score.		VARCHAR2(12)		NULL

																Dim Account		Joining Credit Score Band		The band code for a pair of lower and upper bound credit scores. Usually an integer that is propogated to the fact entities.		VARCHAR2(12)		NULL

																Dim Account		Attrition Reason Code		This is the account attrition reason code.		VARCHAR2(20)		NULL

																Dim Account		Age on Book Account		Thid the age on book account.		NUMBER(4)		NULL

																Dim Account		Household Reference Code		This is the household reference code of the account.		VARCHAR2(20)		NULL

																Dim Account		Relation Reference Code		This is the relation reference code of the account.		VARCHAR2(20)		NULL

																Dim Account		Previous Account Number		This is the previous account number.		VARCHAR2(25)		NULL

																Dim Account		Value Date		This is relevant for cases like term deposits, where the account may be opened prior the date the amount is credited into the account.		DATE		NULL

																Dim Account		Maturity Date		This is the account maturity date.		DATE		NULL

																Dim Account		Interest Type		This is the interest type indicator.		VARCHAR2(5)		NULL

																Dim Account		Rolled-Over Type		This is the account rolled-over type.		CHAR(1)		NULL

																Dim Account		Rollover Indicator		This is the indicator for account rollover type.		CHAR(1)		NULL

																Dim Account		New Account Indicator		This is the new account inidcator.		CHAR(1)		NULL

																Dim Account		Joint Account Indicator		This is the joint account indicator.		CHAR(1)		NULL

																Dim Account		Security Status		This is the security status of the account.		CHAR(1)		NULL

																Dim Account		Last Activity Date		This is the last activity date of the account.		DATE		NULL

																Dim Account		Original Rate		This is the original rate of interest of the account.		NUMBER(11,6)		NULL

																Dim Account		Benchmark Rate		This is the benchmark rate.		NUMBER(11,6)		NULL

																Dim Account		Original Credit Limit		This is the original credit limit.		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL

																Dim Account		Campaign Identifier		This is the promotion Id through which the account is opened.		VARCHAR2(20)		NULL

																Dim Account		Atm Facility		This indicates the ATM facility.		CHAR(1)		NULL

																Dim Account		Point of Sales Facility		This indicates the point of sales facility.		CHAR(1)		NULL

																Dim Account		Telebank Facility		This indicates the telebank facility.		CHAR(1)		NULL

																Dim Account		Internet Facility		This indicates the internet facility.		CHAR(1)		NULL

																Dim Account		Contract Code		This is the contract code.		VARCHAR2(10)		NULL

																Dim Account		Product Type		This refers to the type of product, like front loaded loan,balloon payment etc.		VARCHAR2(20)		NULL

																Dim Account		Origin Code		This refers to the origin of the account.		VARCHAR2(20)		NULL

																Dim Account		Product Purpose		This is the purpose for the product, like loan.		VARCHAR2(60)		NULL

																Dim Account		Benchmark Identifier		This is the becnhmark Id.		VARCHAR2(20)		NULL

																Dim Account		Original Renewal Date		This is the original renewal date of the product.		DATE		NULL

																Dim Account		Line Code		This refers to the credit line to which the account is linked.		VARCHAR2(20)		NULL

																Dim Account		Master Agreement Code		This is the master agreement code for the account.		VARCHAR2(20)		NULL

																Dim Account		Main Line Code		This determines whether the credit line is main line or not.		VARCHAR2(20)		NULL

																Dim Account		Sales Agent Code		Code of the sales agent of the Account		VARCHAR2(20)		NULL

																Dim Account		Branch Code		unique identifier for the branch DL		VARCHAR2(6)		NULL

																Dim Account		Product Code		This is the unique code assigned to  each of the Products offered by the Bank.DL		VARCHAR2(15)		NULL

																Dim Account		Account Manager Code		Unique Identifier for Account Manager		VARCHAR2(25)		NULL

																Dim Account		Area Code		This is the area code of the area in which the account is domiciled.		VARCHAR2(15)		NULL

																Dim Account		Region Code		This is the region code in which the account is domiciled.		VARCHAR2(15)		NULL

																Dim Account		Zip Code		(in the US, 5 digit zip code) of account address		VARCHAR2(15)		NULL

																Dim Account		Ownership Type		This refers to the account ownership type, like custodian, single, joint, etc.		VARCHAR2(15)		NULL

																Dim Account		Block Group Code		This refers to the census block group code of the account address.		VARCHAR2(15)		NULL

																Dim Account		Census Level Code		This is the level of geo-coding for which census data is available for the account.		VARCHAR2(15)		NULL

																Dim Account		Census Tract Code		Census tracts are small, relatively permanent statistical subdivisions of a county or statistically equivalent entity. This column holds the code of the census tract.		VARCHAR2(15)		NULL

																Dim Account		Country Code		This the country code of the account.		VARCHAR2(15)		NULL

																Dim Account		Account Insurance		This indicates whether/not the account has bought insurance.		VARCHAR2(1)		NULL

																Dim Account		Employee Indicator		This indicates whether/not the  account was opened for the employee.		VARCHAR2(1)		NULL

																Dim Account		Marketing Code		This is the marketing code for the account.		VARCHAR2(15)		NULL

																Dim Account		Deviation Indicator		This is a deviation indicator.		CHAR(1)		NULL

																Stage Cards		Extraction Date		This is the date on which processing commences. It is ideally, the end of the business day of the month.		DATE		NOT NULL

																Stage Cards		GAAP Code		A code to uniquely identify a Generally accepted accounting practice (GAAP).		VARCHAR2(6)		NOT NULL

																Stage Cards		Data Origin		This stores the source system from which data is extracted		VARCHAR2(20)		NULL

																Stage Cards		Date of Account Opening		This stores the date on which account was opened		DATE		NULL

																Stage Cards		Date of Account Closing		This stores the date on which account was closed		DATE		NULL

																Stage Cards		Account Maturity Date		This stores the account maturity date		DATE		NULL

																Stage Cards		Account Write-off Date		This stores the date on which the account is written off from the books		DATE		NULL

																Stage Cards		Last Credit Limit Change Date		This stores the recent date on which the accounts credit limit was changed		DATE		NULL

																Stage Cards		Last Activity Date		This stores the last date on which some activity was reported on the account		DATE		NULL

																Stage Cards		Last Payment Date		This stores the date on which last payment was made by the card holder		DATE		NULL

																Stage Cards		Account Recovery Date		This stores the date on which account was recovered		DATE		NULL

																Stage Cards		Card Renewal Date		This stores the date on which the card was renewed		DATE		NULL

																Stage Cards		Account Writeback Date		This stores the date on which the card account was written back		DATE		NULL

																Stage Cards		Card Activation Date		This stores the date on which the card was activated		DATE		NULL

																Stage Cards		Billing Cycle Date		This stores the billing cycle date		DATE		NULL

																Stage Cards		Date of Account Transfer		This stores the date on which the account is transferred		DATE		NULL

																Stage Cards		Total Outstanding Balance - Cycle End		This column stores the outstanding balance of the account at the end of the cycle		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL

																Stage Cards		Total Outstanding Balance - Month End		This stores the account outstanding balance at the end of the month		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL

																Stage Cards		Retail Transactions Outstanding Balance - Month End		This column stores the outstanding balance of the account from the retail transactions at the end of the month		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL

																Stage Cards		Cash Transactions Outstanding Balance - Month End		This column stores the outstanding balance of the account from the cash transactions at the end of the month		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL

																Stage Cards		International Transactions Outstanding Balance - Month End		This column stores the outstanding balance of the account from the international transactions at the end of the month		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL

																Stage Cards		Domestic Transactions Outstanding Balance - Month End		This column stores the outstanding balance of the account from the domestic transactions at the end of the month		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL

																Stage Cards		Outstanding Principal Balance - Month End		This stores the principal component of outstanding balance at the end of the month		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL

																Stage Cards		Outstanding Balance Transfer Balance - Month End		This stores the balance transfer component of outstanding balance at the end of the month		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL

																Stage Cards		Installment Amount Overdue		This stores the overdue installment amount		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL

																Stage Cards		No-Pay Promotions Outstanding Balance		This stores the outstanding balance of no-pay promotion contracts		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL

																Stage Cards		Non No-Pay Promotions Outstanding Balance		This stores the outstanding balance of non - no-pay promotion contracts		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL

																Stage Cards		Interest Charges Accrued - Month End		This stores the interest charges accrued on the account at the end of the month		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL

																Stage Cards		Interest Charges Assessed - Retail Transactions		This stores the interest charges assessed from the retail transactions performed by the card holder		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL

																Stage Cards		Interest Charges Assessed - Cash Transactions		This stores the interest charges assessed from the cash transactions performed by the card holder		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL

																Stage Cards		Interest Rate - Retail Transactions		This stores the interest rate on the retail transactions		NUMBER(11,6)		NULL

																Stage Cards		Interest Rate - Cash Transactions		This stores the interest rate on the cash transactions		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL

																Stage Cards		Total Sales - Month End		This stores the total sales value at month end		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL

																Stage Cards		Retail Sales - Month End		This stores the total retail sales value at month end		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL

																Stage Cards		Domestic Sales - Month End		This stores the total domestic sales value at month end		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL

																Stage Cards		Closing Balance of Bonus Points		This stores the closing balance of shopping/bonus points		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL

																Stage Cards		Amount Due At 30 DPD		This stores amount due at 30 days past due		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL

																Stage Cards		Amount Due At 60 DPD		This stores amount due at 60 days past due		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL

																Stage Cards		Amount Due At 90 DPD		This stores amount due at 90 days past due		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL

																Stage Cards		Amount Due At 120 DPD		This stores amount due at 120 dpd		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL

																Stage Cards		Minimum Amount Due At Current Billing Cycle End		This stores minimum amount due at current billing cycle end		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL

																Stage Cards		Delinquency Indicator		This indicates delinquency status of the account		CHAR(1)		NULL

																Stage Cards		Delinquency Profile		This stores the delinquency profile of card holder for the last n months		VARCHAR2(30)		NULL

																Stage Cards		Write-off Amount CTD		This stores the write-off amont at cycle end		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL

																Stage Cards		Principal Write-off Amount		This stores the principal write-off amount		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL

																Stage Cards		Interest Write-off Amount		This stores the interest write-off amount		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL

																Stage Cards		Other Write-off Amount		This stores the other write-off amount		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL

																Stage Cards		Recovered Amount CTD		This stores the amount of recovery at cycle end		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL

																Stage Cards		Principal Recovery Amount		This stores the amount of principal recovery		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL

																Stage Cards		Interest Recovery Amount		This stores the amount of interest recovery		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL

																Stage Cards		Amount Disputed		This stores the amount disputed by card holder		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL

																Stage Cards		Amount Written Back		This stores the write back amount		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL

																Stage Cards		Total Provision Amount MTD		This stores the provision made at month end		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL

																Stage Cards		Principal Provision Amount MTD		This stores the principal provision made at month end		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL

																Stage Cards		Interest Provision Amount MTD		This stores the interest provision made at month end		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL

																Stage Cards		Payment Amount CTD		This stores the payment made at cycle end		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL

																Stage Cards		Payment Amount MTD		This stores the payment made at month end		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL

																Stage Cards		Payment Amount Bounced CTD		This stores the payments bounced  during current cycle		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL

																Stage Cards		Joining Credit Score		This stores the joining credit score		NUMBER(5)		NULL

																Stage Cards		Current Behavior Score		This stores the current behavior score		NUMBER(5)		NULL

																Stage Cards		Current Credit Limit		This stores the current credit limit allowed for the account		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL

																Stage Cards		Age On Book		This stores the in age on book of the account in months		NUMBER(5)		NULL

																Stage Cards		Attrition Reason Code		This stores the reason for account closure		VARCHAR2(20)		NULL

																Stage Cards		Channel Code		This stores the sourcing channel code of the card holder		VARCHAR2(20)		NULL

																Stage Cards		Product Code		This stores the product code - whether VISA, MasterCard etc		VARCHAR2(15)		NULL

																Stage Cards		Card Status - Cycle End		This stores the card status at cycle end  whether active/dormant/closed etc		VARCHAR2(20)		NULL

																Stage Cards		Current Securitization Status		This column stores the current securitization status of the account		VARCHAR2(20)		NULL

																Stage Cards		Line of Business Code		This stores the line of business code associated with the account		VARCHAR2(20)		NULL

																Stage Cards		Pool Classification		This stores the securitization pool classification code		VARCHAR2(20)		NULL

																Stage Cards		Pool Identifier		This stores the securitization pool identifer		VARCHAR2(20)		NULL

																Stage Cards		Securitization Repurchase Amount		This stores the amount of securitization repurchase		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL

																Stage Cards		Reason for Repurchase		This stores the reason code for repurchasing the securitized account		VARCHAR2(20)		NULL

																Stage Cards		Securitization Beginning EOP Balance		This stores the beginning end of period balance of securitized accounts		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL

																Stage Cards		Branch Code		This stores the branch code associated with the account		VARCHAR2(20)		NULL

																Stage Cards		Number of Delinquent Days		This stores the number of days the account has been delinquent		NUMBER(5)		NULL

																Stage Cards		Bankruptcy Type		This stores the type of bankruptcy for accounts that have been written off due to bankruptcy		VARCHAR2(15)		NULL

																Stage Cards		Credit Officer ID		This stores the ID of the credit officer associated with the account		VARCHAR2(20)		NULL

																Stage Cards		Securitization Principal Amount		This stores the principal component of total amount securitized		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL

																Stage Cards		Deviation Reason Code 1		This stores the reason code for deviation		VARCHAR2(10)		NULL

																Stage Cards		Deviation Reason Code 2		This stores the reason code for deviation		VARCHAR2(10)		NULL

																Stage Cards		Total Increase Amount		This stores the total amount increased in the credit limit of the card holder		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL

																Stage Cards		Total Decrease Amount		This stores the total amount decreased in the credit limit of the card holder		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL

																Stage Cards		Bounced Payment Amount - Cycle End		This stores the bounced payment amount at the end of the cycle		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL

																Stage Cards		EOP Average Balance		This stores the average end of period balance of the account		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL

																Stage Cards		No-Pay Promotions SOC Outstanding Balance		This stores the outstanding balance of no-pay promotion contracts at the end of the cycle		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL

																Stage Cards		Non No-Pay Promotions SOC Outstanding Balance		This stores the outstanding balance of non - no-pay promotion contracts at the end of the cycle		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL

																Stage Cards		Original Credit Limit		This column stores the credit limit that was originally allocated to the card holder at the time of joining		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL

																Stage Cards		Total Balance Transfer Amount		This column stores the total amount transferred under the balance transfer program		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL

																Stage Cards		Interest Type		FIX / FLO etc		VARCHAR2(60)		NULL

																Stage Cards		Interest Rate Code		Interest Rate Code for adjustable rate loans.		VARCHAR2(60)		NULL

																Stage Cards		Debit / Credit Indicator		Flag to indicate if the card account is in debit or credit mode.		CHAR(1)		NULL

																Stage Cards		Interest Method		Simple / Compounding		VARCHAR2(5)		NULL

																Stage Cards		Revised Renewal Date		Date on which the card needs to be renewed.		DATE		NULL

																Stage Cards		Current Interest Rate		Current applicable interest rate for the card account.		NUMBER(11,6)		NULL

																Stage Cards		Day Count Indicator		Day count indicator. A/360, A/365 and so on		VARCHAR2(10)		NULL

																Stage Cards		Compounding Frequency		Compounding frequency.		NUMBER(5)		NULL

																Stage Cards		Inerest Frequency		Interest Payment frequency.		NUMBER(5)		NULL

																Stage Cards		Spread Rate		Spread over the benchmark rate, applicable for the card.		NUMBER(11,6)		NULL

																Stage Cards		Currency Code		Currency code of the card account.		VARCHAR2(3)		NULL

																Stage Cards		Current Principal eop		Allocated cost for the card account.		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL

																Stage Cards		Account Net Revenue from Funds		Net revenue from funds for the card account.		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL

																Stage Cards		Interest Amount Overdue		Overdue interest applicable for the card account.		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL

																Stage Cards		Principal Amount Overdue		Overdue principal applicable for the card account.		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL

																Stage Cards		Account Total Fee Charges		Total fee and charges applicable for the card account.		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL

																Stage Cards		Account Total Revenue		Total revenue that was obtained for the card account.		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL

																Stage Cards		Account Customer Net Revenue		Net revenue of the customer linked to the card account.		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL

																Stage Cards		Campaign Identifier		This indicates the campaign Id.		VARCHAR2(20)		NULL

																Stage Cards		Flag ATM Facility		This indicates whether the ATM facility is provided.		CHAR(1)		NULL

																Stage Cards		Flag Point of Sales Facility		This indicates the point of sales facility.		CHAR(1)		NULL

																Stage Cards		Flag Tele Banking Facility		This indicates whether the telebanking facility is provided.		CHAR(1)		NULL

																Stage Cards		Flag Internet Facility		This indicates whether internet facility is provided.		CHAR(1)		NULL

																Stage Cards		Account Writeback Date2		This stores the standard account.		CHAR(1)		NULL

																Stage Cards		Writen Back MTD		This stores the write-back amount for month till date.		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL

																Stage Cards		Total Wrteoff MTD		This stores the written-off amount for month till date.		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL

																Stage Cards		Interest Amount MTD		This stores the interest amount for month till date.		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL

																Stage Cards		Average Balance MTD		This stores the Avg. balance for month till date.		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL

																Stage Cards		Benchmark Interest Rate		This stores the benchmark rate.		NUMBER(11,6)		NULL

																Stage Cards		Account Write Back Balance		This stores the write-back amount for the cycle.		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL

																Stage Cards		Joining Fees		This stores the joining fees.		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL

																Stage Cards		Cash Advance Fee for the Month LCY		This stores the cash advance fee for the month in local currency.		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL

																Stage Cards		Late Fee for the Month LCY		This stores the late fee for the month in local currency.		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL

																Stage Cards		Annual Fees LCY		This stores the annual fees in local currency.		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL

																Stage Cards		Other Fees MTD in LCY		This stores the other fees for month till date, in local currency.		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL

																Stage Cards		Overlimit Fee MTD LCY		This stores the overlimit fees in local currency.		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL

																Stage Cards		Insurence Premium factor		This stores the premium factor.		NUMBER(11,6)		NULL

																Stage Cards		Interchange INC Factor		This stores the interchange income factor.		NUMBER(11,6)		NULL

																Stage Cards		Forex INC Factor		This stores the Forex income factor.		NUMBER(11,6)		NULL

																Stage Cards		Service Charges		This stores the service charges.		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL

																Stage Cards		Insurance Premium Amt LCY		This stores the premium amount of the insurance in local currency.		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL

																Stage Cards		Pre-closure Balance		This stores the pre-closure balance.		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL

																Stage Cards		Automatic Cancellation of Commitment Indicator		Indicates whether a Commitment provides for  automatic cancellation or not. A CCF of 0% is applied to these exposures as per para no. 83, 312.		CHAR(1)		NULL

																Stage Cards		Explicit Adjustment for Effective Maturity Indicator		Flag to indicate whether there is an Explicit Adjustment for Effective Maturity or not. As per Basel accord para no. 324, Where there is no explicit adjustment, the effective maturity (M) assigned to all exposures is set at 2.5 years unless otherwise specified in paragraph 318.		CHAR(1)		NULL

																Stage Cards		Instrument Short Term Qualification Flag		Stores whether the exposure qualifies as a short term exposure for risk weight assignment in the Standardized Approach.		CHAR(1)		NULL

																Stage Cards		Nettability Flag		Stores whether the exposure is nettable against other nettable exposures of the same customer. This is valid only for OTC derivatives and Repos.		CHAR(1)		NULL

																Stage Cards		Past due indicator		Indicates whether the exposure is past due or not. If delinquency days is greater than 90 then its past due.		CHAR(1)		NULL

																Stage Cards		Uncond Cancelled Exp Indicator		Indicates whether an exposure is unconditionally cancellable or not. This information is used for application of CCF as per Basel accord para no. 83. Normally a CCF of 0% applied to an unconditionally cancellable exposure.		CHAR(1)		NULL

																Stage Cards		Banks Own Estimate of CCF Percent		This column stores the bank's own estimate of CCF percent.		NUMBER(15,11)		NULL

																Stage Cards		Effective Maturity		Stores the Effective Maturity (M) of an Exposure. This should be a DL since cashflows are not being taken as input currently.		NUMBER(11,6)		NULL

																Stage Cards		EL Best Estimate Percent		This is the best estimate of expected loss for exposures which have already defaulted.		NUMBER(8,4)		NULL

																Stage Cards		Probability of Default Percentage		Stores the probability of an exposure going into default in the next one year.		NUMBER(15,11)		NULL

																Stage Cards		Provision Amount		This represents the amount of specific provisions mapped to an exposure.		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL

																Stage Cards		Sold credit protection Risk Weight		Sum of risk weights of exposures in a basket which is protected by sold credit protection.		NUMBER(8,4)		NULL

																Stage Cards		Undrawn Amount		Stores the Un-drawn amount for an Exposure. This applicable for both on-balance sheet and Off-balance Sheet.		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL

																Stage Cards		Write Off Amount		This stores the amount written off by the bank on an exposure. Refer PFD: IRB - Bank, Sovereign and Corporate. Para 308.		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL

																Stage Cards		Country Identifier		Country Code.		VARCHAR2(20)		NULL

																Stage Cards		Customer Type		This stores the customer type of an exposure according to the bank's internal customer hierarchy.		VARCHAR2(20)		NULL

																Stage Cards		Rating Id		For each exposure, there may be several ratings available from different External rating Sources. Only the eligible rating for a rating identifier will be used for Basel related processing in the Standardized approach. This rating id will be required for the calculation of CCF or RW.		VARCHAR2(20)		NULL

																Stage Cards		Securitisation Pool Identifier		This is the identifier corresponding to  the securitization pool to which an exposure belongs.		VARCHAR2(20)		NULL

																Stage Cards		Maturity Date		Maturity date of cards		DATE		NULL

																Stage Cards		Exposure Defaulted Flag		This identifies whether an exposure is treated as defaulted or not. This will be used for risk weight calculation purposes.		CHAR(1)		NULL

																Stage Cards		Securitised Flag		Identifies if the exposure is securitized or not.		CHAR(1)		NULL

																Stage Cards		Loss Given Default		Stores the loss as a percentage of exposure at default suffered if an exposure goes into default in the next one year.		NUMBER(15,11)		NULL

																Stage Cards		Customer Reference Code		This stores the customer reference code.		VARCHAR2(25)		NULL

																Stage Cards		GL Code		This stores the general ledger code.		VARCHAR2(20)		NULL

																Stage Cards		Claim Foreign Currency and Bank Funding Currency Same Indicator		As per RBI guidelines para 5.6.2, claims denominated in foreign currency on banks will be risk weighted per the given table as per the ratings assigned by international rating agencies. However, the claims denominated in foreign currency on a bank which is funded in that currency will be risk weighted at 20%. This flag indicates whether the bank is funded in the same currency as that of the claim foreign currency.		CHAR(1)		NULL

																Stage Cards		Exposure one to four family Indicator		Is exposure in the form of one- to four familyresidential construction loans ifthe residences have been pre-sold underfirm contracts to purchasers who haveobtained firm commitments forpermanent qualifying mortgages andhave made substantial earnest moneydeposits, and the loans meet the otherunderwriting characteristics establishedby the agencies in the general risk-basedcapital rules ?		CHAR(1)		NULL

																Stage Cards		Purchase contract cancelled Indicator		Stores Has Purchase contract been cancelled		CHAR(1)		NULL

																Stage Cards		AFS Indicator		Stores  Whether exposure is available-for-sale		CHAR(1)		NULL

																Stage Cards		Unrealized loss		Stores  Unrealized losses on the exposure		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL

																Stage Cards		Expected LGD Percent		Stores  Expected Loss Given Default		NUMBER(15,11)		NULL

																Stage Cards		Exposure ongoing finance Indicator		Stores  if Exposure is part of the bank’s ongoing financing of the exposure		CHAR(1)		NULL

																Stage Cards		Exposure LTV Ratio		Stores  Exposures LTV ratio		NUMBER(9,6)		NULL

																Stage Cards		Maximum supervisory ratio		Stores Maximum supervisory LTV ratio		NUMBER(9,6)		NULL

																Stage Cards		Borrower cash Indicator		The Borrower contributed capital to the project in the form of cash or unencumbered readilymarketable assets (or has paiddevelopment expenses out-of-pocket) ofat least 15 percent of the real estate’sappraised ‘‘as completed’’ value?		CHAR(1)		NULL

																Stage Cards		Borrower capital Indicator		The borrower contributed the amount ofcapital required before the bankadvances funds under the credit facility,and the capital contributed by theborrower or internally generated by theproject is contractually required toremain in the project throughout the lifeof the project?		CHAR(1)		NULL

																Stage Cards		Exposure secured by one to four family Indicator		Indicates that the exposure isprimarily secured by a first or subsequent lien on one-to-four-familyresidential property		CHAR(1)		NULL

																Stage Cards		Exposure guaranteed by soverign Indicator		Exposure directly and unconditionally guaranteed by a Sovereign Entity, BIS, IMF, EC		CHAR(1)		NULL

																Stage Cards		OTC derivative multiplier		Multiplier in the OTC Derivative Contract for calculating effective notional principal		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL

																Stage Cards		NPV		Net Present Value of Unpaid Premiums(NPV)		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL

																Stage Cards		One way cash payment Indicator		Indicates whether Transaction one way cash payments on OTC derivative contracts		CHAR(1)		NULL

																Stage Cards		CCP rejection Indicator		Indicates whether the Central counter party has rejected the transaction or not		CHAR(1)		NULL

																Stage Cards		Unpaid premium Indicator		Indicates whether the OTC derivative contract has an unpaid premium or not		CHAR(1)		NULL

																Stage Cards		Adjusted LGD Percent		Stores the adjusted lgd percent to the Guarentee and Credit derviatives		NUMBER(15,11)		NULL

																Stage Cards		Adjusted ELGD Percent		Stores the adjusted elgd percent to the Guarentee and Credit derviatives		NUMBER(15,11)		NULL

																Stage Cards		Forex Haircut		Stores Exposure Forex haircut for OTC		NUMBER(8,4)		NULL

																Stage Cards		Unrealized gain		Unrealized gain on the exposure		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL

																Stage Cards		Buyer Seller Indicator		Protection Buyer Seller IndicatorS - Seller , B - Buyer		CHAR(1)		NULL

																Stage Cards		Exposure Funding Currency Same Indicator		Exposures denominated in domestic currency of the foreign Sovereign met out of the resources in the same currency raised in.		CHAR(1)		NULL

																Stage Cards		Amount		Accrued Interest - Used for determining EAD		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL

																Stage Cards		CCF Percentage		Stores the Credit Conversion factor value for an exposure. It is applicable for undrawn part of on-balance sheet and drawn and undrawn part of off-balance sheet exposures and is used for estimating the effective amount of exposure for which credit risk needs to be calculated.		NUMBER(15,11)		NULL

																Stage Cards		Drawn Credit Conversion Factor		This column is used to store the drawn CCF of an exposure.		NUMBER(15,11)		NULL

																Stage Cards		Underlying Data Identifier		This stores an identifier to distinguish underlying exposure data. For example, the underlying exposure records for Purchase Receivables pools will have a value of ""PR"" and those for Sold Credit Protection pools will have ""SCP"". This column will be used to insert these records in corresponding fact tables and subsequently delete from Non Sec Exposure table.		VARCHAR2(20)		NULL

																Stage Cards		Long Run Weighted Average LGD		This gives the Long Run Weighted Average LGD. As per Basel accord para no. 367, If the purchasing bank can estimate either the pool’s default-weighted average loss rates given default (as defined in paragraph 468) or average PD in a reliable manner, the bank may estimate the other parameter based on an estimate of the expected long-run loss rate. The bank may (i) use an appropriate PD estimate to infer the long-run default-weighted average loss rate given default, or (ii) use a long-run 		NUMBER(15,11)		NULL

																Stage Cards		Exposure Seniority		This represents the exposure seniority in the event of bankruptcy of the counterparty. This can be replaced by the seniority flag of the exposure.		NUMBER(5)		NULL

																Stage Cards		CRAR		The claim on Banks will be risk weighted on basis of CRAR percentage 		NUMBER(8,4)		NULL

																Stage Cards		Superannuation or MBL Covered Flag		Flag to determine whether loan to bank's own staff is being fully covered by superannuation and/or mortgage of flat/house		CHAR(1)		NULL

																Stage Cards		Netting Agreement Code		Netting Agreement Code		VARCHAR2(6)		NULL

																Stage Cards		Qualifying reference obligation indicator		Qualifying Reference Obligation Indicator - Applicable to credit derivatives in trading book		CHAR(1)		NULL

																Stage Cards		solvency of Protection Buyer		Indicates the insolvency of the protection buyer while the underlying is still solvent		CHAR(1)		NULL

																Stage Cards		Unpaid Premium Amount		Stores the unpaid premiun amount for CDS exposures		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL

																Stage Cards		Underlying Currency Code		Underlying Currency Code		VARCHAR2(3)		NULL

																Stage Cards		Capital Market Exposure Indicator		Indicator to caputure whether an exposure is a capital market exposure.		CHAR(1)		NULL

																Stage Cards		Non Deposit Taking Systemically		Indicator to caputure whether an exposure is a claim on ‘Non-deposit taking systemicallyimportant non-banking financial companies’		CHAR(1)		NULL

																Stage Cards		Minimum CRAR compliance		Indicates whether the foreign bank complies to the minimum CRAR prescribed by their regulator		CHAR(1)		NULL

																Stage Cards		Exempted Capital Market Indicator		Indicates an Investment in paid up equity of financial entity exempted from Capital market exposure		CHAR(1)		NULL

																Stage Cards		Contract Walk Away Clause		Indicates whether the Contract contains a Walk away clause for OTC & SFT Exposures		CHAR(1)		NULL

																Stage Cards		Daily receipt Payment Cash Indicator		Indicates whether the instrument is subject to daily receipt and payment of cash variation		CHAR(1)		NULL

																Stage Cards		Legal Entity Code		Stores the entity from where the exposure has originated.		VARCHAR2(20)		NULL

																Stage Cards		Participation Value of Regulat		Stores the amount of Participation Value for Regulatory Investments		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL

																Stage Cards		Reciprocal Cross-holding Indic		Reciprocal Cross-holding Indicator		CHAR(1)		NULL

																Stage Cards		Regulatory Capital Investment		Indiactes whether the exposure is a regulatory investment or not.		CHAR(1)		NULL

																Stage Cards		Repo Instrument Issuer Code		This is the Instrument Issuer Code for Repo style transactions		VARCHAR2(20)		NULL

																Stage Cards		Repo Instrument Residual Matur		This stores the Residual Matuity of the underlying instrument for Repo Style Transactions		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL

																Stage Cards		Securities Guarantor		This stores the guarantor for the securities. e.g. Central Government - CGGState Government - SGGOthers - OTHThis is applicable only for India.		VARCHAR2(6)		NULL

																Stage Cards		Instrument Rating Identifier		For this identifier, there will be many ratings available from different External rating Sources. Only the eligible rating for a rating identifier will be used for Basel related processing for the Underlying Instruments of Repo Style transactions		VARCHAR2(20)		NULL

																Stage Cards		AFC Indicator		Indicates whether the claim is on an AFC		CHAR(1)		NULL

																Stage Cards		Retention Offer Type Code		Retention offer type.		VARCHAR2(20)		NULL

																Stage Cards		Frequency Of Revolve		Frequency of limit revolvement for the card.		NUMBER(5)		NULL

																Stage Cards		Sales Representative Identifier		Identifier of the sales representative who has sold the account.		VARCHAR2(20)		NULL

																Stage Cards		Account Risk Score		Risk score of the account.		NUMBER(5)		NULL

																Stage Cards		Account Attrition Score		Attrition score of the account.		NUMBER(5)		NULL

																Stage Cards		Sales Migration Score		Migration score of the account.		NUMBER(5)		NULL

																Stage Cards		Balance Transfer Offer Flag		Flag to indicate if balance transfer has been offered.		CHAR(1)		NULL

																Stage Cards		Balance Transfer Accepted Flag		Flag to indicate if balance transfer has been accepted by customer.		CHAR(1)		NULL

																Stage Cards		Annual Fee Code		An organization-defined code for the annual fee amount		VARCHAR2(5)		NULL

																Stage Cards		Bank Code		The bank which owns the transaction, Credit card portfolio managed by the Bank, but owned by some other bank.		VARCHAR2(5)		NULL

																Stage Cards		Charge Off Reason Code		The reason for the last charge-off		VARCHAR2(5)		NULL

																Stage Cards		Checking Account Number		The checking account number associated with the account		VARCHAR2(25)		NULL

																Stage Cards		Credit Balance Interest Rate		Interest rate for credit balances		NUMBER(8,4)		NULL

																Stage Cards		Credit Score Data		The date of the credit score		DATE		NULL

																Stage Cards		Current TP Average Daily Balance		Average Daily Balance for Current Transfer Pricing Repricing Period - used in selected OFSA/TP methods - with Mid-Period Repricing option.		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL

																Stage Cards		Currency Yield		Effective annual yield based on book value.		NUMBER(8,4)		NULL

																Stage Cards		Number Of Times Delinquent Throughout Life		Number of times the account has been delinquent during life.		NUMBER(5)		NULL

																Stage Cards		Number Of Times Delinquent Year		Number of times the account has been delinquent during the past 12 months.		NUMBER(5)		NULL

																Stage Cards		Finance Charge Balance		Balance on which finance charge was calculated.		NUMBER(14,2)		NULL

																Stage Cards		High Balance		The highest balance of the account for the current Update period		NUMBER(14,2)		NULL

																Stage Cards		Largest Outstanding Balance		Largest balance borrowed historically on this card.		NUMBER(14,2)		NULL

																Stage Cards		Last Credit Line Rejected Date		The last date a credit line increase was rejected		DATE		NULL

																Stage Cards		Last Repricing Date		Date upon which adjustable instruments last repriced.		DATE		NULL

																Stage Cards		Membership Expenses		The total organization cost for the account's membership		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL

																Stage Cards		Next Reprice Date		Date upon which adjustable instuments will next reprice.		DATE		NULL

																Stage Cards		Over Limit Balance		Amount account is currently over credit limit.		NUMBER(14,2)		NULL

																Stage Cards		Over Limit Current Cycle		The number of times the account has been over the credit limit in the current billing cycle		NUMBER(4)		NULL

																Stage Cards		Over Limit Life Time		Number of times account was over credit limit throughout life of account.		NUMBER(5)		NULL

																Stage Cards		Previous Period TP Average Daily Balance		Average Daily Balance for Prior Transfer Pricing Repricing Period - used in selected OFSA/TP methods - with Mid-Period Repr.		NUMBER(14,2)		NULL

																Stage Cards		Rate Cap Life Time		Maximum rate allowed during life of the instrument.		NUMBER(8,4)		NULL

																Stage Cards		Rate Change Minimum		Minimum change in repricing index necessary for a change in the interest rate.		NUMBER(8,4)		NULL

																Stage Cards		Maximum Rate Decrease In A Year		Maximum rate decrease allowed on an adjustable product per year.		NUMBER(8,4)		NULL

																Stage Cards		Rate Floor Life Time		Minimum rate for life of the instrument.		NUMBER(8,4)		NULL

																Stage Cards		Maximum Rate Increase In A Year		Maximum interest rate increase allowed during a year for an adjustable rate instrument.		NUMBER(8,4)		NULL

																Stage Cards		Reprice Frequency		Contractual frequency of rate adjustment.		NUMBER(5)		NULL

																Stage Cards		Reprice Frequency - Unit		Units (days or months or years) of Reprice_freq.		VARCHAR2(1)		NULL

																Stage Cards		Savings Account Location		The location of the savings account associated with the account		VARCHAR2(40)		NULL

																Stage Cards		Savings Account Number		The savings account number associated with the account		VARCHAR2(25)		NULL

																Stage Cards		Teaser End Date		Termination date of rate tease period.		DATE		NULL

																Stage Cards		Total Transactions		Total number of account transactions		NUMBER(8)		NULL

																Stage Cards		Waived Fees		Sum of fee income waiver components		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL

																Stage Cards		Current Fees		The amount of fees charged to the account		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL

																Stage Cards		Fee Charge Date		Date on which fee (usually annually) is applied.		DATE		NULL

																Stage Cards		Last Transaction Date		The date of the account's last transaction		DATE		NULL

																Stage Cards		Next Payment Date		Date upon which the next scheduled payment is due.		DATE		NULL

																Stage Cards		Solicit Source Code		Credit Card Program source of business.		VARCHAR2(5)		NULL

																Stage Cards		Purchase Special Service Charges		The amount of special service charges on purchases in the current Update period		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL

																Stage Cards		Org Unit Code		The organizational code.		VARCHAR2(20)		NULL

																Stage Cards		Common COA Code		Leaf column which defines the lowest common level of detail across all product chart of account definitions.		VARCHAR2(20)		NULL

																Stage Cards		Agent Bank Code		An organization-defined code for the agent organization associated with the account		VARCHAR2(5)		NULL

																Stage Cards		Merchant Interest Rate		The amount the merchant charges for interest		NUMBER(8,4)		NULL

																Stage Cards		Membership Anniversery Date		Membership Anniversery Date		DATE		NULL

																Stage Cards		Product Book Key		Unique Code that identifies the book type (whether an exposure belongs to the trading book or the banking book).
		VARCHAR2(6)		NULL

																Stage Cards		Holiday Rolling Convention Code		The holiday rolling convention code, based on which the date on which cash flow has to happen is decided. This includes - Following business day, Modified following business day, Previous business day, Modified previous business day etc.
		VARCHAR2(5)		NULL

																Stage Cards		Instrument Type Code		Code identifying the instrument category of the customer account. Eg: Loans,Mortgages,MBS,retirement etc
		VARCHAR2(20)		NULL

																Stage Cards		Service Representative Identifier		Identifier of the service representative who is responsible for servicing the account.		VARCHAR2(20)		NULL

																Stage Cards		Account Transaction Sales Score		Score to identify account transaction sales.		NUMBER(5)		NULL

																Stage Cards		Account Retention Segment ID		Retention segment identifier		VARCHAR2(20)		NULL

																Stage Cards		Balance Transfer Approved Flag		Flag to indicate if balance transfer has been approved.		CHAR(1)		NULL

																Stage Cards		Loan Purpose Taken on Card		This stores the purpose code for which loan was taken on the card		VARCHAR2(20)		NULL

																Stage Cards		Realised LGD		Stores the realised LGD.		NUMBER(15,11)		NULL

																Stage Cards		Behaviour Type Code		Performing/Non-performing Type : Performing, Substandard, Doubtful, Loss		VARCHAR2(20)		NULL

																Stage Cards		Behaviour Sub Type Code		Contains values like Core,
Volatile,
Substandard,
Doubtful,
Loss,
Sight Devolvement,
Sight Recovery,
Usance Devolvement,
Usance Recovery. MLS table is FSI_BEHAVIOUR_SUB_TYPE_MLS		VARCHAR2(5)		NULL

																Stage Cards		Credit Status Code		Current performance status of the loan.		VARCHAR2(5)		NULL

																Stage Cards		Block Code Applied Date - Cycle End		This stores the date on which block code is applied to account at the end of cycle		DATE		NULL

																Stage Cards		Block Code Applied Date - Month End		This stores the date on which block code is applied to account at the end of month		DATE		NULL

																Stage Cards		Block Code Applied Date - Previous Cycle End		This stores the date on which block code is applied to account at the end of previous cycle		DATE		NULL

																Stage Cards		Block Code Applied Date - Previous Month End		This stores the date on which block code is applied to account at the end of previous month		DATE		NULL

																Stage Cards		Block Code Indicator - Month End		Block code - month end - to indicate whether account has been blocked due to write-off, dispute, fraud, runaway, skip , bankrupt etc ..typical values - B, C, L , R, S, W, Z ETC		VARCHAR2(1)		NULL

																Stage Cards		Block Code Indicator - Cycle End		Block code - cycle end - to indicate whether account has been blocked due to write-off, dispute, fraud, runaway, skip , bankrupt etc ..typical values - B, C, L , R, S, W, Z ETC		VARCHAR2(1)		NULL

																Stage Cards		Reason For Blocking - Month End		This stores the reason for blocking the account  during the month		VARCHAR2(20)		NULL

																Stage Cards		Reason for Blocking - Cycle End		This stores the reason for blocking the account  during the cycle		VARCHAR2(20)		NULL

																Stage Cards		Run Management identifier Code		Stores the data segment map related to portfolio		VARCHAR2(20)		NULL

																Stage Cards		Secured Indicator		This indicates whether the exposure is secured or not		CHAR(1)		NULL

																Stage Cards		Exposure Held at Fair Value Indicator		USA: Indicates whether the Exposure is held at fair value		CHAR(1)		NULL

																Stage Cards		Deferred Balance Original		Original Deferred Balance associated with Instrument (i.e. Premium or Discount or Fees or etc...).
		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL

																Stage Cards		Margin Transfer Rate		The spread added to the forecasted transfer rate for adjustable-rate accounts.
		NUMBER(10,6)		NULL

																Stage Cards		Payment Frequency		Frequency of payment (P&I or Interest or Principal). Term - use 0 or org-term #.
		NUMBER(5)		NULL

																Stage Cards		Payment Frequency Unit		Units (days or months or years) of Pmt_freq.
		VARCHAR2(1)		NULL

																Stage Cards		Original Term to Maturity		Contractual term at origination date
		NUMBER(5)		NULL

																Stage Cards		Original Term Multiplier		Units (days or months or years) of Org_term.
		VARCHAR2(1)		NULL

																Stage Cards		Deferred Balance Current		Current Unamortized Deferred Balance associated with Instrument (i.e. Premium or Discount or Fees or etc...).
		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL

																Stage Cards		LRD Balance		Par Balance as of the Last Repricing Date, used in OFSA/TP Cash Flow Methods.
		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL

																Stage Cards		Rate Set Lag		Period by which the interest re-calculation lags the date of the interest rate used for calculation.
		NUMBER(5)		NULL

																Stage Cards		Rate Set Lag Unit		Units (days or months or years) of Rate_set_lag.
		CHAR(1)		NULL

																Stage Cards		Rate Decrease Cycle		Maximum amount rate can decrease during the repricing cycle of an adjustable rate instrument.
		NUMBER(10,6)		NULL

																Stage Cards		Rate Increase Cycle		Maximum interest rate increase allowed during the cycle on an adjustable rate instrument.
		NUMBER(10,6)		NULL

																Stage Cards		Rate Change Rounding Code		Method used for rounding of interest rate change.
		VARCHAR2(20)		NULL

																Stage Cards		Rate Change Rounding Factor		Factor to which the rate change on an adjustable instrument is rounded.
		NUMBER(10,6)		NULL

																Stage Cards		Drawn Amount		Commitments : This stores the drawn amount till date.		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL

																Stage Cards		Product Type		The specific type of product given an instrument type.		VARCHAR2(40)		NULL

																Stage Cards		Amortization Type		Method of amortizing principal and interest.		VARCHAR2(60)		NULL

																Stage Cards		Deferred Balance Amortization Code		Indicates whether the method to be used is Level Yield or Straight Line; Level Yield being the default one.		VARCHAR2(20)		NULL

																Stage Cards		Payment History		An organization-defined code for the payment history on the account		VARCHAR2(36)		NULL

																Stage Cards		Account Officer Code		Holds code that is tied to the Account Officer/Account Manager		VARCHAR2(10)		NULL

																Stage Cards		Market Segment Of Borrower		Specific market segment of borrower.		VARCHAR2(60)		NULL

																Stage Cards		Transfer Pricing Interest Rate Name		Transfer Pricing Interest Rate Name		VARCHAR2(60)		NULL

																Stage Cards		Transfer Rate		Transfer rate that is applicable for the contract. In case of fixed rate instruments, this is the rate that ALM cash flow engine uses to calculate certain transfer rate related FE's.  For adjustable/floating/administered rate instruments, this is the initial rate that is picked up by ALM cash flow engine for transfer-pricing the record till the first reprice event, after which it picks the TP rate from the TP IRC for future reprice dates.		NUMBER(10,6)		NULL

																Stage Cards		Interest Payment Type		Determines whether interest cash flows are paid in advance or in arrears.		VARCHAR2(20)		NULL

																Stage Guarantees		GAAP Code		A code to uniquely identify a Generally accepted accounting practice (GAAP).		VARCHAR2(6)		NOT NULL

																Stage Guarantees		Extraction Date		The extraction date represents the period for which the data is meant for. When the frequency of data is monthly the extraction date will be the month end date. 		DATE		NOT NULL

																Stage Guarantees		Customer Code		Customer code		VARCHAR2(25)		NULL

																Stage Guarantees		Product Code		Product code		VARCHAR2(15)		NULL

																Stage Guarantees		LOB Code		Line of business code		VARCHAR2(20)		NULL

																Stage Guarantees		Issuer Code		Issuer code		VARCHAR2(20)		NULL

																Stage Guarantees		Value of the Guarantee		Value of the Credit Derivative		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL

																Stage Guarantees		Currency Code		Currency code.DL/DT		VARCHAR2(3)		NULL

																Stage Guarantees		Market Value of the Guarantee		Market Value of the CreditDerivative		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL

																Stage Guarantees		Market Value of the Guarantee Lcy		Market Value of the CreditDerivative in local Currency		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL

																Stage Guarantees		Value Date		Value Date		DATE		NULL

																Stage Guarantees		Probability of Default in Percent		Probability of Default for the Guarantee, if provided as a download.		NUMBER(15,11)		NULL

																Stage Guarantees		Loss Given Default in Percent		Loss Given Defauilt for the Guarantee, if provided as a download.		NUMBER(15,11)		NULL

																Stage Guarantees		Rating Identifier		Rating Identifier		VARCHAR2(20)		NULL

																Stage Guarantees		Guarantee Bank Role		Guarantee bank role		VARCHAR2(20)		NULL

																Stage Guarantees		Book Type Indicator		Indicates if the Guarantee is in the Banking Book.		CHAR(1)		NULL

																Stage Guarantees		Sovereign Rating Identifier		Sovereign Rating Identifier		VARCHAR2(20)		NULL

																Stage Guarantees		Original Maturity		Stores the Orignal maturity.		NUMBER(11,6)		NULL

																Stage Guarantees		Country Identifier		Country code.		VARCHAR2(20)		NULL

																Stage Guarantees		Automatic Cancellation of Commitment Indicator		Indicates whether a Commitment provides for  automatic cancellation or not. A CCF of 0% is applied to these exposures as per para no. 83, 312.		CHAR(1)		NULL

																Stage Guarantees		Exposure Defaulted Flag		This identifies whether an exposure is treated as defaulted or not. This will be used for risk weight calculation purposes.		CHAR(1)		NULL

																Stage Guarantees		Exposure Revolving Flag		This identifies whether an exposure is treated as revolving. Not in use.		CHAR(1)		NULL

																Stage Guarantees		Seniority Claim Flag		In case of Purchase Receivables, if the purchasing bank is unable to decompose EL into its PD and LGD components in a reliable manner, the risk weight is determined from the corporate risk-weight function using the following specifications: if the bank can demonstrate that the exposures are exclusively senior claims to corporate borrowers, an LGD of 45% can be used, otherwise LGD is 100%. Basel accord para no. 366.		CHAR(1)		NULL

																Stage Guarantees		Uncond Cancelled Exp Indicator		Indicates whether an exposure is unconditionally cancellable or not. This information is used for application of CCF as per Basel accord para no. 83. Normally a CCF of 0% applied to an unconditionally cancellable exposure.		CHAR(1)		NULL

																Stage Guarantees		Actual Number of Business Days		Actual Number of Business Days between Remargining for Capital Market Transaction or Revalution for Secured Transaction. This information is required in the volatility hair cut calculation. As per Basel accord para no. 168, When the frequency of remargining or revaluation is longer than the minimum, the minimum haircut numbers will be scaled up depending on the actual number of business days between remargining or revaluation using the square root of time formula.		NUMBER(5)		NULL

																Stage Guarantees		EL Best Estimate Percent		This is the best estimate of expected loss for exposures which have already defaulted.		NUMBER(8,4)		NULL

																Stage Guarantees		Minimum Holding Period		Stores the Minimum Holding period in days for an exposure which is used to calculate the volatility haircut.		NUMBER(5)		NULL

																Stage Guarantees		Undrawn Amount for Off-balance Sheet items		Stores the Un-drawn amount for an Exposure. This applicable for both on-balance sheet and Off-balance Sheet.		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL

																Stage Guarantees		GL Code		This stores the GL identifier for the exposure.		VARCHAR2(20)		NULL

																Stage Guarantees		Nettability Flag		Stores whether the exposure is nettable against other nettable exposures of the same customer. This is valid only for OTC derivatives and Repos.		CHAR(1)		NULL

																Stage Guarantees		Double Default Flag		Identifies if the exposure has a double default. Double default is explained as a case where both the obligor & the guarantor defaults. The CRM treatment is different for exposures which comes under the double default catogory.		CHAR(1)		NULL

																Stage Guarantees		Re-Margin Frequency		Stores the remargining frequency of an exposure in days. This is used in calculating the volatility haircut.		NUMBER(5)		NULL

																Stage Guarantees		Securitization Pool Identifer		This is the identifier corresponding to  the securitization pool to which an exposure belongs.		VARCHAR2(20)		NULL

																Stage Guarantees		Holding Period to Derive Haircut		This is the holding period used in the Basel regulatory tables to arrive at the base volatility haircut of an exposure.		NUMBER(5)		NULL

																Stage Guarantees		Revaluation Frequency		Stores the frequency at which an exposure is revalued to reflect its fair value in days. This is used in calculating the volatility haircut.		NUMBER(5)		NULL

																Stage Guarantees		Underlying Type Code		A unique identifier used to distinguish between different underlying types of a derivative as classified for Basel purposes.		VARCHAR2(6)		NULL

																Stage Guarantees		Data Origin		Identifier that uniquely identifies the source system the exposure is sourced from.		VARCHAR2(20)		NULL

																Stage Guarantees		Backed by Bullion Liability		PFD Ref:STD-High Risk Categories and other assets. Signifies that, the gold exposure is backed by bullion gold liabilities. As per Basel accord Para no. 81 fn 32, at national discretion, gold bullion held in own vaults or on an allocated basis to the extent backed by bullion liabilities can be treated as cash and therefore risk-weighted at 0%. In addition, cash items in the process of collection can be risk-weighted at 20%.		CHAR(1)		NULL

																Stage Guarantees		Banking Book Exposure or CCR Hedge Flag		Flag to indicate that this exposure is used to hedge the banking book exposure or CCR. PFD Ref: Non Sec STD-Long settlement transactions as per Basel accord Annex IV Para No. 6		CHAR(1)		NULL

																Stage Guarantees		DVP Flag		Indicates whether it's a DvP or PvP trade or not. Needed for Failed Trades. PFD Ref: Non Sec STD-Failed Trades. A "Y" will mean DvP/PvP. Basel accord Annex 3 Para No. 7, For DvP transactions, if the payments have not yet taken place five business days after the settlement date, firms must calculate a capital charge by multiplying the positive current exposure of the transaction by the appropriate factor, according to a Table given by Basel.		CHAR(1)		NULL

																Stage Guarantees		Failed Trade Flag		This identifies whether a transaction is a failed trade or not. PFD Ref: Non Sec STD-Failed Trades. As per Basel accord Annex 3 Para 3, Repurchase and reverse-repurchase agreements as well as securities lending and borrowing that have failed to settle are excluded from capital treatment. Para 4, In cases of a system wide failure of a settlement or clearing system, a national supervisor may use its discretion to waive capital charges until the situation is rectified.		CHAR(1)		NULL

																Stage Guarantees		Long Settlement Transaction Flag		Indicates whether it's a Long transaction or not. Needed for Long Settlement Txns/Failed Trades.PFD Ref: Non Sec STD-Long settlement transactions. This is determined as per the Basel accord annex 4 para 2B, Long Settlement Transactions are transactions where a counterparty undertakes to deliver a security, a commodity, or a foreign exchange amount against cash, other financial instruments, or commodities, or vice versa, at a settlement or delivery date that is contractually specified as more than the lower of the market standard for this particular instrument and five business days after the date on which the bankenters into the transaction.		CHAR(1)		NULL

																Stage Guarantees		Materiality Flag		This indicates whether the exposure is material or not. Based on this different risk weights will be applied. Needed for Failed Trades. PFD Ref: Non Sec STD-Failed Trades as per Basel accord Annex 3 Para. 8.		CHAR(1)		NULL

																Stage Guarantees		Preferential Treatment Flag		This indicates whether there is a preferential treatment on the exposure or not. As per Basel accord para no. 54, At national discretion, a lower risk weight may be applied to banks’ exposures to their sovereign (or central bank) of incorporation denominated in domestic currency and funded19 in that currency.20 Where this discretion is exercised, other national supervisory authorities may also permit their banks to apply the same risk weight to domestic currency exposures to this sovereign (or central bank) funded in that currency.		CHAR(1)		NULL

																Stage Guarantees		Risk Weight by Discretion Indicator		This indicates whether the risk weight for the exposure is given by the bank itself. This required for Standardised approach.		CHAR(1)		NULL

																Stage Guarantees		Business Days needed for Long Transaction		Needed for Long Settlement Txns, this signifies that number of business days to deliver the agreed items after date of txn (future date). PFD Ref: Non Sec STD-Long settlement transactions. As per Basel accord Annex 4 para no. 2B, Long Settlement Transactions are transactions where a counterparty undertakes to deliver a security, a commodity, or a foreign exchange amount against cash, other financial instruments, or commodities, or vice versa, at a settlement or delivery date that is contractually specified as more than the lower of the market standard for this particular instrument and five business days after the date on which the bank enters into the transaction.		NUMBER(5)		NULL

																Stage Guarantees		Effective Exposure Amount		PFD Ref: Non Sec STD-Long settlement transactions. As per Basel accord Annex 4 Para E, Effective Expected Exposure at a specific date is the maximum expectedexposure that occurs at that date or any prior date. Alternatively, it may be defined for a specific date as the greater of the expected exposure at that date, or the effective exposure at the previous date. In effect, the Effective Expected Exposure is the Expected Exposure that is constrained to be non-decreasing over time.		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL

																Stage Guarantees		Failed Business Days		For Failed Trades siginifies that, number of buisness days delayed after the agreed settlement date(past date). Based on the number of failed business days, positive current exposure is multiplied by different multiplying factor as per Annex 3 Para 7.PFD Ref: Non Sec STD-Failed Trades.		NUMBER(5)		NULL

																Stage Guarantees		Mortgage Lending Value		This is applicable for exposure secured by CRE. Normally a risk weight of 100% is applied. However, in exceptional circumstances for well-developed and long established markets, mortgages on office and/or multi-purpose commercial premises and/or multi-tenanted commercial premises may have the potential to receive a preferential risk weight of 50% for the tranche of the loan that does not exceed the lower of 50% of the market value or 60% of the mortgage lending value of the property securing the loan. Any exposure beyond these limits will receive a 100% risk weight. This exceptional treatment will be subject to very strict conditions. In particular, two tests must be fulfilled, namely that (i) losses stemming from commercial real estate lending up to the lower of 50% of the market value or 60% of loan-tovalue (LTV) based on mortgage-lending-value (MLV) must not exceed 0.3% of the outstanding loans in any given year and that (ii) overall losses stemming from commercial real estate lending must not exceed 0.5% of the outstanding loans in any given year.		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL

																Stage Guarantees		Standard Business Days		This is standard business days for an Instrument represented. PFD Ref: Non Sec STD-Long settlement transactions. This is normally 5 or less than 5 and is used to identify whether a transaction is a Long Settlement transaction or not.		NUMBER(5)		NULL

																Stage Guarantees		Supervisory Beta Value		Supervisory scaling parameter. It normally has a value of 1.4. PFD Ref: Non Sec STD-Long settlement transactions. As per Basel accord Annex 4 parano. 69, Banks that do not have approval to apply the internal models method for the relevant OTC transactions may use the standardised method. The standardised method can be used only for OTC derivatives SFTs are subject to the treatments set out under the Internal Model Method of this Annex or under the Part 2, Section II.D, of this Framework. The exposure amount (under the standardised approach for credit risk) or EAD is to be calculated separately for each netting set. It is determined as ? x Estimated standardised exposure.		NUMBER(8,4)		NULL

																Stage Guarantees		Write Off Amount		This stores the amount written off by the bank on an exposure. Refer PFD: IRB - Bank, Sovereign and Corporate. Para 308.		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL

																Stage Guarantees		Mitigant Maturity Date		Maturity Date of the collateral.		DATE		NULL

																Stage Guarantees		Effective Maturity		Stores the Effective Maturity (M) of an Exposure. This should be a DL since cashflows are not being taken as input currently.		NUMBER(11,6)		NULL

																Stage Guarantees		Customer Type		This stores the customer type of an exposure according to the bank's internal customer hierarchy.		VARCHAR2(20)		NULL

																Stage Guarantees		Risk Weight		Stores the Risk Weight of the Guarantee for unexpected loss		NUMBER(8,4)		NULL

																Stage Guarantees		Provision Amount		This represents the amount of specific provisions mapped to an exposure.		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL

																Stage Guarantees		Volatility Haircut		Stores the Volatility haircut percentage applicable for the Exposure. This is available for exposures like debt securities which are exposed to market movements.		NUMBER(8,4)		NULL

																Stage Guarantees		Rating by Issuer		This stores the rating id given by the issuer.		VARCHAR2(20)		NULL

																Stage Guarantees		Claim and Funding Liability Similar Currency Flag		The flag is applicable for Basel1 and identifies whether the Claims on central governments and central banks outside the OECD will also attract a zero weight (or a low weight if the national supervisory authority elects to incorporate interest rate risk), provided such claims are denominated in the national currency and funded by liabilities in the same currency. This reflects the absence of risks relating to the availability and transfer of foreign exchange on such claims.		CHAR(1)		NULL

																Stage Guarantees		Instrument Short Term Qualification Flag		Stores whether the exposure qualifies as a short term exposure for risk weight assignment in the Standardized Approach.		CHAR(1)		NULL

																Stage Guarantees		Explicit Adjustment for Effective Maturity Indicator		Flag to indicate whether there is an Explicit Adjustment for Effective Maturity or not. As per Basel accord para no. 324, Where there is no explicit adjustment, the effective maturity (M) assigned to all exposures is set at 2.5 years unless otherwise specified in paragraph 318.		CHAR(1)		NULL

																Stage Guarantees		Sold credit protection Risk Weight		Sum of risk weights of exposures in a basket which is protected by sold credit protection.		NUMBER(8,4)		NULL

																Stage Guarantees		Past due indicator		Indicates whether the exposure is past due or not. If delinquency days is greater than 90 then its past due.		CHAR(1)		NULL

																Stage Guarantees		Banks Own Estimate of CCF Percent		This column stores the bank's own estimate of CCF percent.		NUMBER(15,11)		NULL

																Stage Guarantees		Dilution Risk appropriately monitored		To indicate whether Bank demonstrates that the dilution risk is appropriately monitored and managed  to be resolved within one year		CHAR(1)		NULL

																Stage Guarantees		Claim Foreign Currency and Bank Funding Currency Same Indicator		As per RBI guidelines para 5.6.2, claims denominated in foreign currency on banks will be risk weighted per the given table as per the ratings assigned by international rating agencies. However, the claims denominated in foreign currency on a bankwhich is funded in that currency will be risk weighted at 20%. This flag indicates whether the bank is funded in the same currency as that of the claim foreign currency.		CHAR(1)		NULL

																Stage Guarantees		Exposure one to four family Indicator		Is exposure in the form of one- to four familyresidential construction loans ifthe residences have been pre-sold underfirm contracts to purchasers who haveobtained firm commitments forpermanent qualifying mortgages andhave made substantial earnest moneydeposits, and the loans meet the otherunderwriting characteristics establishedby the agencies in the general risk-basedcapital rules ?		CHAR(1)		NULL

																Stage Guarantees		Purchase contract cancelled Indicator		Stores if Purchase contract been cancelled		CHAR(1)		NULL

																Stage Guarantees		AFS Indicator		Stores Whether exposure is available-for-sale		CHAR(1)		NULL

																Stage Guarantees		Unrealized loss		Stores Unrealized losses on the exposure		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL

																Stage Guarantees		Expected LGD Percent		Stores Expected Loss Given Default		NUMBER(15,11)		NULL

																Stage Guarantees		Exposure ongoing finance Indicator		Stores  if Exposure is part of the bank’s ongoing financing of the exposure		CHAR(1)		NULL

																Stage Guarantees		Exposure LTV Ratio		Stores Exposures LTV ratio		NUMBER(9,6)		NULL

																Stage Guarantees		Maximum supervisory ratio		Stores Maximum supervisory LTV ratio		NUMBER(9,6)		NULL

																Stage Guarantees		Borrower cash Indicator		The Borrower contributed capital to the project in the form of cash or unencumbered readilymarketable assets (or has paiddevelopment expenses out-of-pocket) ofat least 15 percent of the real estate’sappraised ‘‘as completed’’ value?		CHAR(1)		NULL

																Stage Guarantees		Borrower capital Indicator		The borrower contributed the amount ofcapital required before the bankadvances funds under the credit facility,and the capital contributed by theborrower or internally generated by theproject is contractually required toremain in the project throughout the lifeof the project?		CHAR(1)		NULL

																Stage Guarantees		Exposure secured by one to four family Indicator		Indicates that the exposure isprimarily secured by a first or subsequent lien on one-to-four-familyresidential property		CHAR(1)		NULL

																Stage Guarantees		Exposure guaranteed by soverign Indicator		Stores  if Exposure directly and unconditionally guaranteed by a Sovereign Entity, BIS, IMF, EC		CHAR(1)		NULL

																Stage Guarantees		OTC derivative multiplier		Stores Multiplier in the OTC Derivative Contract for calculating effective notional principal		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL

																Stage Guarantees		NPV		Stores Net Present Value of Unpaid Premiums(NPV)		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL

																Stage Guarantees		One way cash payment Indicator		Indicates whether Transaction one way cash payments on OTC derivative contracts		CHAR(1)		NULL

																Stage Guarantees		CCP rejection Indicator		Indicates whether the Central counter party has rejected the transaction or not		CHAR(1)		NULL

																Stage Guarantees		Unpaid premium Indicator		Indicates whether the OTC derivative contract has an unpaid premium or not		CHAR(1)		NULL

																Stage Guarantees		Adjusted LGD Percent		Stores the adjusted lgd percent to the Guarentee and Credit derviatives		NUMBER(15,11)		NULL

																Stage Guarantees		Adjusted ELGD Percent		Stores the adjusted elgd percent to the Guarentee and Credit derviatives		NUMBER(15,11)		NULL

																Stage Guarantees		Forex Haircut		Stores Exposure Forex haircut for OTC		NUMBER(8,4)		NULL

																Stage Guarantees		Unrealized gain		Stores Unrealized gain on the exposure		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL

																Stage Guarantees		Buyer Seller Indicator		Protection Buyer Seller IndicatorS - Seller , B - Buyer		CHAR(1)		NULL

																Stage Guarantees		Exposure Funding Currency Same Indicator		Exposures denominated in domestic currency of the foreign Sovereign met out of the resources in the same currency raised in.		CHAR(1)		NULL

																Stage Guarantees		Accrued Interest		Accrued Interest - Used for determining EAD		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL

																Stage Guarantees		CCF Percentage		Stores the Credit Conversion factor value for an exposure. It is applicable for undrawn part of on-balance sheet and drawn and undrawn part of off-balance sheet exposures and is used for estimating the effective amount of exposure for which credit risk needs to be calculated.		NUMBER(15,11)		NULL

																Stage Guarantees		Drawn Credit Conversion Factor		This column is used to store the drawn CCF of an exposure.		NUMBER(15,11)		NULL

																Stage Guarantees		Underlying Data Identifier		This stores an identifier to distinguish underlying exposure data. For example, the underlying exposure records for Purchase Receivables pools will have a value of ""PR"" and those for Sold Credit Protection pools will have ""SCP"". This column will be used to insert these records in corresponding fact tables and subsequently delete from Non Sec Exposure table.		VARCHAR2(20)		NULL

																Stage Guarantees		Actual Loss		This is the loss experienced due to a defaulted exposure net of recoveries. Not in use.		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL

																Stage Guarantees		Long Run Weighted Average LGD		This gives the Long Run Weighted Average LGD. As per Basel accord para no. 367, If the purchasing bank can estimate either the pool’s default-weighted average loss rates given default (as defined in paragraph 468) or average PD in a reliable manner, the bank may estimate the other parameter based on an estimate of the expected long-run loss rate. The bank may (i) use an appropriate PD estimate to infer the long-run default-weighted average loss rate given default, or (ii) use a long-run 		NUMBER(15,11)		NULL

																Stage Guarantees		Exposure Seniority		This represents the exposure seniority in the event of bankruptcy of the counterparty. This can be replaced by the seniority flag of the exposure.		NUMBER(5)		NULL

																Stage Guarantees		Seniority Collateral Flag		Indicates whether the collateral is a senior collateral or not. This helps in determining eligibility of a collateral to act as a mitigant for exposure.		CHAR(1)		NULL

																Stage Guarantees		CRAR		The claim on Banks will be risk weighted on basis of CRAR percentage 		NUMBER(8,4)		NULL

																Stage Guarantees		Superannuation or MBL Covered Flag		Flag to determine whether loan to bank's own staff is being fully covered by superannuation and/or mortgage of flat/house		CHAR(1)		NULL

																Stage Guarantees		Netting Agreement Code		Netting Agreement Code		VARCHAR2(6)		NULL

																Stage Guarantees		Qualifying reference obligation indicator		Qualifying Reference Obligation Indicator - Applicable to credit derivatives in trading book		CHAR(1)		NULL

																Stage Guarantees		solvency of Protection Buyer		Indicates the insolvency of the protection buyer while the underlying is still solvent		CHAR(1)		NULL

																Stage Guarantees		Unpaid Premium Amount		Stores the unpaid premiun amount for CDS exposures		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL

																Stage Guarantees		Underlying Currency Code		Underlying Currency Code		VARCHAR2(3)		NULL

																Stage Guarantees		Restruct Reschedule Indicator		Unrated Corporate claims restructure/reschedule indicator		CHAR(1)		NULL

																Stage Guarantees		First pay date revised Schedule		the first payment date of interest / principal under the revised schedule for restructured/rescheduled unrated corporate claims 		DATE		NULL

																Stage Guarantees		Capital Market Exposure Indicator		Indicator to caputure whether an exposure is a capital market exposure.		CHAR(1)		NULL

																Stage Guarantees		Non Deposit Taking Systemically		Indicator to caputure whether an exposure is a claim on ‘Non-deposit taking systemicallyimportant non-banking financial companies’		CHAR(1)		NULL

																Stage Guarantees		Minimum CRAR compliance		Indicates whether the foreign bank complies to the minimum CRAR prescribed by their regulator		CHAR(1)		NULL

																Stage Guarantees		Contract Walk Away Clause		Indicates whether the Contract contains a Walk away clause for OTC & SFT Exposures		CHAR(1)		NULL

																Stage Guarantees		Daily receipt Payment Cash Indicator		Indicates whether the instrument is subject to daily receipt and payment of cash variation		CHAR(1)		NULL

																Stage Guarantees		Account Sanction/Renewal Date in case of unrated corporate claim		Account Sanction/Renewal Date in case of unrated corporate claim		DATE		NULL

																Stage Guarantees		Exempted Capital Market Indicator		Indicates an Investment in paid up equity of financial entity exempted from Capital market exposure		CHAR(1)		NULL

																Stage Guarantees		Legal Entity Code		Stores the entity from where the guarantee has originated		VARCHAR2(20)		NULL

																Stage Guarantees		Issuer Domestic Currency Rating Identifier		This stores the domestic currency rating identifier for the issuer of the issue or exposure.
		VARCHAR2(20)		NULL

																Stage Guarantees		Issuer Foreign Currency Rating Identifier		This stores the foreign currency rating identifier for the issuer of the issue or exposure.
		VARCHAR2(20)		NULL

																Stage Guarantees		Securities Guarantor		This stores the guarantor for the securities. e.g. Central Government - CGG 
State Government - SGG
Others - OTH This is applicable only for India."
		VARCHAR2(6)		NULL

																Stage Guarantees		AFC Indicator		Indicates if the claim is on an AFC
		CHAR(1)		NULL

																Stage Guarantees		Repo Instrument Residual Matur		This stores the Residual Matuity of the underlying instrument for Repo Style Transactions
		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL

																Stage Guarantees		Reciprocal Cross-holding Indic		Reciprocal Cross-holding Indicator
		CHAR(1)		NULL

																Stage Guarantees		Agreement Flag		Indicates whether the mitigant value can be used for exposures in proportion to outstanding amount.
		CHAR(1)		NULL

																Stage Guarantees		Allocated Transfer Risk reserve		Stores Allocated Transfer Risk reserve
		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL

																Stage Guarantees		Remaining Tenor		This stores the remaining tenor of the bill.
		NUMBER(5)		NULL

																Stage Guarantees		Remianing Tenor - Unit		Remaining Duration of product in terms of days/weeks/months or years.
		VARCHAR2(1)		NULL

																Stage Guarantees		Holiday Rolling Convention Code		The holiday rolling convention code, based on which the date on which cash flow has to happen is decided. This includes - Following business day, Modified following business day, Previous business day, Modified previous business day etc.
		VARCHAR2(5)		NULL

																Stage Guarantees		Instrument Type Code		Code identifying the instrument category of the customer account. Eg: Loans,Mortgages,MBS,retirement etc
		VARCHAR2(20)		NULL

																Stage Guarantees		Regulatory Capital Investment		Indiactes whether the exposure is a regulatory investment or not.		CHAR(1)		NULL

																Stage Guarantees		Participation Value of Regulat		Stores the amount of Participation Value for Regulatory Investments		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL

																Stage Guarantees		Instrument Rating Identifier		For this identifier, there will be many ratings available from different External rating Sources. Only the eligible rating for a rating identifier will be used for Basel related processing for the Underlying Instruments of Repo Style transactions		VARCHAR2(20)		NULL

																Stage Guarantees		Repo Instrument Issuer Code		This is the Instrument Issuer Code for Repo style transactions		VARCHAR2(20)		NULL

																Stage Guarantees		Specific Provision Amount		This represents the amount of specific provisions mapped to an exposure.		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL

																Stage Guarantees		Realised LGD		Stores the realised LGD.		NUMBER(15,11)		NULL

																Stage Guarantees		Run Management identifier Code		Stores the data segment map related to portfolio		VARCHAR2(20)		NULL

																Stage Guarantees		Exposure Held at Fair Value Indicator		USA: Indicates whether the Exposure is held at fair value		CHAR(1)		NULL

																Stage Guarantees		Secured Indicator		This indicates whether the exposure is secured or not		CHAR(1)		NULL

																Stage Guarantees		Securitised Flag		Identifies if the exposure is securitized or not.		CHAR(1)		NULL

																Stage Guarantees		Branch Code		This is the code corresponding to the geographical location. Stores the branch code of the customer (retail and corporate home branch).		VARCHAR2(20)		NULL

																Stage Guarantees		Rating Identifier of Reference		For an exposure there may be a reference issue provided by the same issuer.Those reference issue will be rated by external rating sources. Such rating is represented by this field.		VARCHAR2(20)		NULL

																Stage Guarantees		Exposure Reporting Currency		This is the currency in which the exposure needs to be reported.		VARCHAR2(3)		NULL

																Stage Guarantees		Squared-off Position Trading Indicator		This Indicates whether the transaction has the respective opposite position in trading book		CHAR(1)		NULL

																Stage Guarantees		Eligible Mutual Fund Indicator		Indicator to capture whether the equity is part of ‘BSE-200’ of the Bombay Stock Exchange or ‘S '& P CNX NIFTY’ and ‘Junior NIFTY’ of the National Stock Exchange		CHAR(1)		NULL

																Stage Guarantees		Eligible Non Main Index Indicator		Indicator to capture whether the equity is part of "BSE-200" of the Bombay Stock Exchange or "S'&'P CNX NIFTY" and "Junior NIFTY" of the National Stock Exchange		CHAR(1)		NULL

																Stage Guarantees		Dilution Risk Mitigant Indicator		To indicate whether the mitigant is for dilution risk or not.		CHAR(1)		NULL

																Stage Guarantees		Short Long Position		This Indicates that the derivative position is short or long		CHAR(1)		NULL

																Stage Guarantees		Drawn Amount		Commitments : This stores the drawn amount till date.		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL

																Stage Guarantees		Guarantee Amount		The amount that is guaranteed.		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL

																Stage Guarantees		Deferred Balance Amortization Code		Indicates whether the method to be used is Level Yield or Straight Line; Level Yield being the default one.		VARCHAR2(20)		NULL

																Stage Guarantees		Common COA Code		Leaf column that defines the lowest common level of detail across all product chart of account definitions.		VARCHAR2(20)		NULL

																Stage Guarantees		Booking Date		Date on which the contract was booked.		DATE		NULL

																Stage Guarantees		Organizational Unit Code		Organizational Unit Code		VARCHAR2(20)		NULL

																Stage Guarantees		Original Maturity Unit		It stores Original Maturity Unit in (days ('D') , Months ('M') and Years ('Y').		CHAR(1)		NULL

																Stage Guarantees		Origination Date		Date the current institution originated or acquired the instrument.		DATE		NULL

																Stage Guarantees		Amortization Type				VARCHAR2(60)		NULL

																Stage Guarantees		Devolvement Status Code				VARCHAR2(30)		NULL

																Stage Guarantees		Behaviour Type Code				VARCHAR2(30)		NULL

																Stage Guarantees		Behaviour Sub Type Code				VARCHAR2(30)		NULL

																Stage LC Contracts		Extraction Date		Processing date.		DATE		NOT NULL

																Stage LC Contracts		GAAP Code		A code to uniquely identify a Generally accepted accounting practice (GAAP).		VARCHAR2(6)		NOT NULL

																Stage LC Contracts		Customer Number		This stores the customer Id for the LC contract.		VARCHAR2(25)		NULL

																Stage LC Contracts		Collateral Code		This stores the Id for the collateral backing the LC.		VARCHAR2(20)		NULL

																Stage LC Contracts		Other Party Charges		This stores the other party charges.		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL

																Stage LC Contracts		Expiry Date		This stores the LC expiry date.		DATE		NULL

																Stage LC Contracts		Maturity Date		This stores the LC maturity date.		DATE		NULL

																Stage LC Contracts		Tenor in Days		This stores the tenor of the LC in days.		NUMBER(5)		NULL

																Stage LC Contracts		Credit Status Code		Status of account as on processing date.		VARCHAR2(5)		NULL

																Stage LC Contracts		Accrued Commission MTD		This stores the commission amount accrued monthly.		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL

																Stage LC Contracts		Amount Liquidated Todate		This stores the amount liquidated todate.		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL

																Stage LC Contracts		Amount Availed Todate		This stores the amount availed till date.		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL

																Stage LC Contracts		Previous Reinstatements		This stores the previous re-instatements.		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL

																Stage LC Contracts		Commission Rate		This stores the commission rate.		NUMBER(11,6)		NULL

																Stage LC Contracts		Total Commitment Amount		This stores the total commitment amount.		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL

																Stage LC Contracts		Commission Bench Mark Rate		This stores the commission benchmark rate.		NUMBER(11,6)		NULL

																Stage LC Contracts		LC Fees		This stores the fee charges incurred for the LC.		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL

																Stage LC Contracts		Communication Charges		This stores the communication charges.		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL

																Stage LC Contracts		Other Charges		This stores other charges.		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL

																Stage LC Contracts		End of Period Balance		End of period balance for LCDL		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL

																Stage LC Contracts		Margin Amount		This stores the LC margin.		NUMBER(8,4)		NULL

																Stage LC Contracts		FX Cover		This stores the foreign exchange cover for the LC amount.		VARCHAR2(10)		NULL

																Stage LC Contracts		Average Balance MTD		This stores the average balance for month till date.		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL

																Stage LC Contracts		Acquisation Channel		This stores the acquisition channel.		VARCHAR2(10)		NULL

																Stage LC Contracts		Allocated Cost		This stores the allocated cost.		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL

																Stage LC Contracts		Account Pool Code		This stores the account pool code.		VARCHAR2(10)		NULL

																Stage LC Contracts		Repricing Date		This stores the re-pricing date.		DATE		NULL

																Stage LC Contracts		Preclosure Indicator		Flag indicating pre-closure of account.DL		CHAR(1)		NULL

																Stage LC Contracts		New Record Indicator		Flag indicating new record.DL		CHAR(1)		NULL

																Stage LC Contracts		Closed Indicator		Flag indicating LC closure.DL		CHAR(1)		NULL

																Stage LC Contracts		Net of Margin		This stores the net of the margin.		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL

																Stage LC Contracts		LC Limit		This stores the limit for the letter of credit.		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL

																Stage LC Contracts		Total Fees and Charges		This stores the total fees and charges.		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL

																Stage LC Contracts		Total Revenue		This stores the total revenue.		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL

																Stage LC Contracts		Customer Net Revenue		This stores the customer net revenue.		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL

																Stage LC Contracts		Product Code		Uniwue code assigned to each product offered by the bank.DL		VARCHAR2(15)		NULL

																Stage LC Contracts		Branch Code		Unique code assigend to each bank.DL		VARCHAR2(20)		NULL

																Stage LC Contracts		Currency Code		Unique code assigned to each currency.DL		VARCHAR2(3)		NULL

																Stage LC Contracts		Campaign Identifier		This indicates campaign.		VARCHAR2(20)		NULL

																Stage LC Contracts		Product Type		This stores the product type.		VARCHAR2(20)		NULL

																Stage LC Contracts		Collateral Currency Code		This stores the currency code for the collateral.		VARCHAR2(3)		NULL

																Stage LC Contracts		Collateral Value		This stores the value of the collateral.		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL

																Stage LC Contracts		Collateral Value LCY		This stores the value of the collateral in local currency.		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL

																Stage LC Contracts		Other Party Code		This stores the CIF Id of the other party involved in the LC contract.		VARCHAR2(25)		NULL

																Stage LC Contracts		Credit Line Code		This stores the line code to which the contract is linked.		VARCHAR2(25)		NULL

																Stage LC Contracts		Lending Type Code		This stores the type of lending for the contract - sole/consortium or both.		VARCHAR2(20)		NULL

																Stage LC Contracts		Account Manager Code		This stores the account manager code for the LC contract.		VARCHAR2(20)		NULL

																Stage LC Contracts		Start Date		This stores the LC start date.		DATE		NULL

																Stage LC Contracts		Data Origin		This identifies the source system.		VARCHAR2(20)		NULL

																Stage LC Contracts		Account Defaulted Flag		Indicates if the account has defaulted or not.		CHAR(1)		NULL

																Stage LC Contracts		Automatic Cancellation of Commitment Indicator		Indicates whether a Commitment provides for  automatic cancellation or not. A CCF of 0% is applied to these exposures as per para no. 83, 312.		CHAR(1)		NULL

																Stage LC Contracts		Backed by Bullion Liability		Ref:STD-High Risk Categories and other assets. Signifies that, the gold exposure is backed by bullion gold liabilities. As per Basel accord Para no. 81 fn 32, at national discretion, gold bullion held in own vaults or on an allocated basis to the extent backed by bullion liabilities can be treated as cash and therefore risk-weighted at 0%. In addition, cash items in the process of collection can be risk-weighted at 20%.		CHAR(1)		NULL

																Stage LC Contracts		Banking Book Exposure or CCR Hedge Flag		Flag to indicate that this exposure is used to hedge the banking book exposure or CCR. PFD Ref: Non Sec STD-Long settlement transactions as per Basel accord Annex IV Para No. 6.		CHAR(1)		NULL

																Stage LC Contracts		Double Default Flag		Identifies if the exposure has a double default. Double default is explained as a case where both the obligor & the guarantor defaults. The CRM treatment is different for exposures which comes under the double default catogory.		CHAR(1)		NULL

																Stage LC Contracts		DVP Flag		Indicates whether it's a DvP or PvP trade or not. Needed for Failed Trades. PFD Ref: Non Sec STD-Failed Trades. A "Y" will mean DvP/PvP. Basel accord Annex 3 Para No. 7, For DvP transactions, if the payments have not yet taken place five business days after the settlement date, firms must calculate a capital charge by multiplying the positive current exposure of the transaction by the appropriate factor, according to a Table given by Basel.		CHAR(1)		NULL

																Stage LC Contracts		Claim and Funding Liability Similar Currency Flag		The flag is applicable for Basel1 and identifies whether the Claims on central governments and central banks outside the OECD will also attract a zero weight (or a low weight if the national supervisory authority elects to incorporate interest rate risk), provided such claims are denominated in the national currency and funded by liabilities in the same currency. This reflects the absence of risks relating to the availability and transfer of foreign exchange on such claims.		CHAR(1)		NULL

																Stage LC Contracts		Exposure Revolving Flag		This identifies whether an exposure is treated as revolving. Not in use.		CHAR(1)		NULL

																Stage LC Contracts		Explicit Adjustment for Effective Maturity Indicator		Flag to indicate whether there is an Explicit Adjustment for Effective Maturity or not. As per Basel accord para no. 324, Where there is no explicit adjustment, the effective maturity (M) assigned to all exposures is set at 2.5 years unless otherwise specified in paragraph 318.		CHAR(1)		NULL

																Stage LC Contracts		Failed Trade Flag		This identifies whether a transaction is a failed trade or not. PFD Ref: Non Sec STD-Failed Trades. As per Basel accord Annex 3 Para 3, Repurchase and reverse-repurchase agreements as well as securities lending and borrowing that have failed to settle are excluded from capital treatment. Para 4, In cases of a system wide failure of a settlement or clearing system, a national supervisor may use its discretion to waive capital charges until the situation is rectified.		CHAR(1)		NULL

																Stage LC Contracts		Instrument Short Term Qualification Flag		Stores whether the exposure qualifies as a short term exposure for risk weight assignment in the Standardized Approach.		CHAR(1)		NULL

																Stage LC Contracts		Long Settlement Transaction Flag		Indicates whether it's a Long transaction or not. Needed for Long Settlement Txns/Failed Trades.PFD Ref: Non Sec STD-Long settlement transactions. This is determined as per the Basel accord annex 4 para 2B, Long Settlement Transactions are transactions where a counterparty undertakes to deliver a security, a commodity, or a foreign exchange amount against cash, other financial instruments, or commodities, or vice versa, at a settlement or delivery date that is contractually specified as more than the lower of the market standard for this particular instrument and five business days after the date on which the bankenters into the transaction.		CHAR(1)		NULL

																Stage LC Contracts		Materiality Flag		This indicates whether the exposure is material or not. Based on this different risk weights will be applied. Needed for Failed Trades. PFD Ref: Non Sec STD-Failed Trades as per Basel accord Annex 3 Para. 8.		CHAR(1)		NULL

																Stage LC Contracts		Nettability Flag		Identifies if the contract is nettable with other contracts for credit risk mitigation.		CHAR(1)		NULL

																Stage LC Contracts		Past due indicator		Indicates whether the exposure is past due or not. If delinquency days is greater than 90 then its past due.		CHAR(1)		NULL

																Stage LC Contracts		Preferential Treatment Flag		This indicates whether there is a preferential treatment on the exposure or not. As per Basel accord para no. 54, At national discretion, a lower risk weight may be applied to banks’ exposures to their sovereign (or central bank) of incorporation denominated in domestic currency and funded19 in that currency.20 Where this discretion is exercised, other national supervisory authorities may also permit their banks to apply the same risk weight to domestic currency exposures to this sovereign (or central bank) funded in that currency.		CHAR(1)		NULL

																Stage LC Contracts		Risk Weight by Discretion Indicator		This indicates whether the risk weight for the exposure is given by the bank itself. This required for Standardised approach.		CHAR(1)		NULL

																Stage LC Contracts		Seniority Claim Flag		In case of Purchase Receivables, if the purchasing bank is unable to decompose EL into its PD and LGD components in a reliable manner, the risk weight is determined from the corporate risk-weight function using the following specifications: if the bank can demonstrate that the exposures are exclusively senior claims to corporate borrowers, an LGD of 45% can be used, otherwise LGD is 100%. Basel accord para no. 366.		CHAR(1)		NULL

																Stage LC Contracts		Actual Number of Business Days		Actual Number of Business Days between Remargining for Capital Market Transaction or Revalution for Secured Transaction. This information is required in the volatility hair cut calculation. As per Basel accord para no. 168, When the frequency of remargining or revaluation is longer than the minimum, the minimum haircut numbers will be scaled up depending on the actual number of business days between remargining or revaluation using the square root of time formula.		NUMBER(5)		NULL

																Stage LC Contracts		Business Days needed for Long Transaction		Needed for Long Settlement Txns, this signifies that number of business days to deliver the agreed items after date of txn (future date). PFD Ref: Non Sec STD-Long settlement transactions. As per Basel accord Annex 4 para no. 2B, Long Settlement Transactions are transactions where a counterparty undertakes to deliver a security, a commodity, or a foreign exchange amount against cash, other financial instruments, or commodities, or vice versa, at a settlement or delivery date that is contractually specified as more than the lower of the market standard for this particular instrument and five business days after the date on which the bank enters into the transaction.		NUMBER(5)		NULL

																Stage LC Contracts		Banks Own Estimate of CCF Percent		This column stores the bank's own estimate of CCF percent.		NUMBER(15,11)		NULL

																Stage LC Contracts		Delinquency Days		Number of Days for which the account is delinquent.		NUMBER(5)		NULL

																Stage LC Contracts		Effective Exposure Amount		Ref: Non Sec STD-Long settlement transactions. As per Basel accord Annex 4 Para E, Effective Expected Exposure at a specific date is the maximum expectedexposure that occurs at that date or any prior date. Alternatively, it may be defined for a specific date as the greater of the expected exposure at that date, or the effective exposure at the previous date. In effect, the Effective Expected Exposure is the Expected Exposure that is constrained to be non-decreasing over time.		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL

																Stage LC Contracts		EL Best Estimate Percent		This is the best estimate of expected loss for exposures which have already defaulted.		NUMBER(8,4)		NULL

																Stage LC Contracts		Failed Business Days		For Failed Trades siginifies that, number of buisness days delayed after the agreed settlement date(past date). Based on the number of failed business days, positive current exposure is multiplied by different multiplying factor as per Annex 3 Para 7.Ref: Non Sec STD-Failed Trades.		NUMBER(5)		NULL

																Stage LC Contracts		Holding Period to Derive Haircut		This is the holding period used in the Basel regulatory tables to arrive at the base volatility haircut of an exposure.		NUMBER(5)		NULL

																Stage LC Contracts		Minimum Holding Period		Stores the Minimum Holding period in days for an exposure which is used to calculate the volatility haircut.		NUMBER(5)		NULL

																Stage LC Contracts		Mortgage Lending Value		This is applicable for exposure secured by CRE. Normally a risk weight of 100% is applied. However, in exceptional circumstances for well-developed and long established markets, mortgages on office and/or multi-purpose commercial premises and/or multi-tenanted commercial premises may have the potential to receive a preferential risk weight of 50% for the tranche of the loan that does not exceed the lower of 50% of the market value or 60% of the mortgage lending value of the property securing the loan. Any exposure beyond these limits will receive a 100% risk weight. This exceptional treatment will be subject to very strict conditions. In particular, two tests must be fulfilled, namely that (i) losses stemming from commercial real estate lending up to the lower of 50% of the market value or 60% of loan-tovalue (LTV) based on mortgage-lending-value (MLV) must not exceed 0.3% of the outstanding loans in any given yearand that (ii) overall losses stemming from commercial real estate lending must not exceed 0.5% of the outstanding loans in any given year.		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL

																Stage LC Contracts		Probability of Default Percentage		Probability of Default, if provided as a download.		NUMBER(15,11)		NULL

																Stage LC Contracts		Provision Amount		This represents the amount of specific provisions mapped to an exposure.		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL

																Stage LC Contracts		Re-Margin Frequency		Stores the remargining frequency of an exposure in days. This is used in calculating the volatility haircut.		NUMBER(5)		NULL

																Stage LC Contracts		Sold credit protection Risk Weight		Sum of risk weights of exposures in a basket which is protected by sold credit protection.		NUMBER(8,4)		NULL

																Stage LC Contracts		Standard Business Days		This is standard business days for an Instrument represented. PFD Ref: Non Sec STD-Long settlement transactions. This is normally 5 or less than 5 and is used to identify whether a transaction is a Long Settlement transaction or not.		NUMBER(5)		NULL

																Stage LC Contracts		Supervisory Beta Value		Supervisory scaling parameter. It normally has a value of 1.4. PFD Ref: Non Sec STD-Long settlement transactions. As per Basel accord Annex 4 parano. 69, Banks that do not have approval to apply the internal models method for the relevant OTC transactions may use the standardised method. The standardised method can be used only for OTC derivativesSFTs are subject to the treatments set out under the Internal Model Method of this Annex or under the Part 2, Section II.D, of this Framework. The exposure amount (under the standardised approach for credit risk) or EAD is to be calculated separately for each netting set. It is determined as ? x Estimated standardised exposure.		NUMBER(8,4)		NULL

																Stage LC Contracts		Undrawn Amount		Stores the Un-drawn amount for an Exposure. This applicable for both on-balance sheet and Off-balance Sheet.		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL

																Stage LC Contracts		Volatility Haircut		Stores the Volatility haircut percentage applicable for the Exposure. This is available for exposures like debt securities which are exposed to market movements.		NUMBER(8,4)		NULL

																Stage LC Contracts		Write Off Amount		This stores the amount written off by the bank on an exposure. Refer PFD: IRB - Bank, Sovereign and Corporate. Para 308.		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL

																Stage LC Contracts		Book Type Indicator		Indicates the LC Contract is in the Banking Book or trading book.		CHAR(1)		NULL

																Stage LC Contracts		Country  Code		Country code of an exposure.		VARCHAR2(20)		NULL

																Stage LC Contracts		GL Code		This stores the GL identifier for the exposure.		VARCHAR2(20)		NULL

																Stage LC Contracts		Rating by Issuer		This stores the rating id given by the issuer.		VARCHAR2(20)		NULL

																Stage LC Contracts		Line of Business Code		Line of business code to which it belongs.		VARCHAR2(20)		NULL

																Stage LC Contracts		Rating Id		The Rating Identifier to determine the rating from the rating details.		VARCHAR2(20)		NULL

																Stage LC Contracts		Securitisation Pool Identifier		Securitization pool identifier to which an exposure belongs.		VARCHAR2(20)		NULL

																Stage LC Contracts		Sovereign Rating Identifier		Sovereign Rating Identifier.		VARCHAR2(20)		NULL

																Stage LC Contracts		Securitised Flag		Indicates whether the contract is securitized.		CHAR(1)		NULL

																Stage LC Contracts		Loss Given Default in Percent		Loss Given Default in percentage terms, if provided as a download.		NUMBER(15,11)		NULL

																Stage LC Contracts		Revaluation Frequency		Stores the frequency at which an exposure is revalued to reflect its fair value in days. This is used in calculating the volatility haircut.		NUMBER(5)		NULL

																Stage LC Contracts		Claim Foreign Currency and Bank Funding Currency Same Indicator		As per RBI guidelines para 5.6.2, claims denominated in foreign currency on banks will be risk weighted per the given table as per the ratings assigned by international rating agencies. However, the claims denominated in foreign currency on a bank which is funded in that currency will be risk weighted at 20%. This flag indicates whether the bank is funded in the same currency as that of the claim foreign currency.		CHAR(1)		NULL

																Stage LC Contracts		Exposure one to four family Indicator		Is exposure in the form of one- to four familyresidential construction loans ifthe residences have been pre-sold underfirm contracts to purchasers who haveobtained firm commitments forpermanent qualifying mortgages andhave made substantial earnest moneydeposits, and the loans meet the otherunderwriting characteristics establishedby the agencies in the general risk-basedcapital rules ?		CHAR(1)		NULL

																Stage LC Contracts		Purchase contract cancelled Indicator		Has Purchase contract been cancelled		CHAR(1)		NULL

																Stage LC Contracts		AFS Indicator		Stores  Whether exposure is available-for-sale		CHAR(1)		NULL

																Stage LC Contracts		Unrealized loss		Stores Unrealized losses on the exposure		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL

																Stage LC Contracts		Exposure ongoing finance Indicator		Stores  if Exposure is part of the bank’s ongoing financing of the exposure		CHAR(1)		NULL

																Stage LC Contracts		Exposure LTV Ratio		Stores Exposures LTV ratio		NUMBER(9,6)		NULL

																Stage LC Contracts		Maximum supervisory ratio		Stores Maximum supervisory LTV ratio		NUMBER(9,6)		NULL

																Stage LC Contracts		Borrower cash Indicator		The Borrower contributed capital to the project in the form of cash or unencumbered readilymarketable assets (or has paiddevelopment expenses out-of-pocket) ofat least 15 percent of the real estate’sappraised ‘‘as completed’’ value?		CHAR(1)		NULL

																Stage LC Contracts		Borrower capital Indicator		The borrower contributed the amount ofcapital required before the bankadvances funds under the credit facility,and the capital contributed by theborrower or internally generated by theproject is contractually required toremain in the project throughout the lifeof the project?		CHAR(1)		NULL

																Stage LC Contracts		Exposure secured by one to four family Indicator		Indicates that the exposure isprimarily secured by a first or subsequent lien on one-to-four-familyresidential property		CHAR(1)		NULL

																Stage LC Contracts		Exposure guaranteed by soverign Indicator		Stores  if Exposure directly and unconditionally guaranteed by a Sovereign Entity, BIS, IMF, EC		CHAR(1)		NULL

																Stage LC Contracts		OTC derivative multiplier		Stores Multiplier in the OTC Derivative Contract for calculating effective notional principal		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL

																Stage LC Contracts		NPV		Stores Net Present Value of Unpaid Premiums		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL

																Stage LC Contracts		One way cash payment Indicator		Indicates whether Transaction one way cash payments on OTC derivative contracts		CHAR(1)		NULL

																Stage LC Contracts		CCP rejection Indicator		Indicates whether the Central counter party has rejected the transaction or not		CHAR(1)		NULL

																Stage LC Contracts		Unpaid premium Indicator		Indicates whether the OTC derivative contract has an unpaid premium or not		CHAR(1)		NULL

																Stage LC Contracts		Adjusted LGD Percent		Stores the adjusted lgd percent to the Guarentee and Credit derviatives		NUMBER(15,11)		NULL

																Stage LC Contracts		Adjusted ELGD Percent		Stores the adjusted elgd percent to the Guarentee and Credit derviatives		NUMBER(15,11)		NULL

																Stage LC Contracts		Forex Haircut		Stores Exposure Forex haircut for OTC		NUMBER(8,4)		NULL

																Stage LC Contracts		Unrealized gain		Stores Unrealized gain on the exposure		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL

																Stage LC Contracts		Buyer Seller Indicator		Protection Buyer Seller IndicatorS - Seller , B - Buyer		CHAR(1)		NULL

																Stage LC Contracts		Allocated Transfer Risk reserve		Stores Allocated Transfer Risk reserve		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL

																Stage LC Contracts		Exposure Funding Currency Same Indicator		Exposures denominated in domestic currency of the foreign Sovereign met out of the resources in the same currency raised in.		CHAR(1)		NULL

																Stage LC Contracts		Accrued Interest		Accrued Interest - Used for determining EAD		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL

																Stage LC Contracts		CCF Percentage		Stores the Credit Conversion factor value for an exposure. It is applicable for undrawn part of on-balance sheet and drawn and undrawn part of off-balance sheet exposures and is used for estimating the effective amount of exposure for which credit risk needs to be calculated.		NUMBER(15,11)		NULL

																Stage LC Contracts		Drawn Credit Conversion Factor		This column is used to store the drawn CCF of an exposure.		NUMBER(15,11)		NULL

																Stage LC Contracts		Underlying Data Identifier		This stores an identifier to distinguish underlying exposure data. For example, the underlying exposure records for Purchase Receivables pools will have a value of ""PR"" and those for Sold Credit Protection pools will have ""SCP"". This column will be used to insert these records in corresponding fact tables and subsequently delete from Non Sec Exposure table.		VARCHAR2(20)		NULL

																Stage LC Contracts		Exposure Seniority		This represents the exposure seniority in the event of bankruptcy of the counterparty. This can be replaced by the seniority flag of the exposure.		NUMBER(5)		NULL

																Stage LC Contracts		Long Run Weighted Average LGD		This gives the Long Run Weighted Average LGD. As per Basel accord para no. 367, If the purchasing bank can estimate either the pool’s default-weighted average loss rates given default (as defined in paragraph 468) or average PD in a reliable manner, the bank may estimate the other parameter based on an estimate of the expected long-run loss rate. The bank may (i) use an appropriate PD estimate to infer the long-run default-weighted average loss rate given default, or (ii) use a long-run 		NUMBER(15,11)		NULL

																Stage LC Contracts		CRAR		The claim on Banks will be risk weighted on basis of CRAR percentage 		NUMBER(8,4)		NULL

																Stage LC Contracts		Superannuation or MBL Covered Flag		Flag to determine whether loan to bank's own staff is being fully covered by superannuation and/or mortgage of flat/house		CHAR(1)		NULL

																Stage LC Contracts		Netting Agreement Code		Netting Agreement Code		VARCHAR2(6)		NULL

																Stage LC Contracts		Qualifying reference obligation indicator		Qualifying Reference Obligation Indicator - Applicable to credit derivatives in trading book		CHAR(1)		NULL

																Stage LC Contracts		solvency of Protection Buyer		Indicates the insolvency of the protection buyer while the underlying is still solvent		CHAR(1)		NULL

																Stage LC Contracts		Unpaid Premium Amount		Stores the unpaid premiun amount for CDS exposures		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL

																Stage LC Contracts		Underlying Currency Code		Underlying Currency Code		VARCHAR2(3)		NULL

																Stage LC Contracts		Capital Market Exposure Indicator		Indicator to caputure whether an exposure is a capital market exposure.		CHAR(1)		NULL

																Stage LC Contracts		Non Deposit Taking Systemically		Indicator to caputure whether an exposure is a claim on ‘Non-deposit taking systemicallyimportant non-banking financial companies’		CHAR(1)		NULL

																Stage LC Contracts		Minimum CRAR compliance		Indicates whether the foreign bank complies to the minimum CRAR prescribed by their regulator		CHAR(1)		NULL

																Stage LC Contracts		Exempted Capital Market Indicator		Indicates an Investment in paid up equity of financial entity exempted from Capital market exposure		CHAR(1)		NULL

																Stage LC Contracts		Contract Walk Away Clause		Indicates whether the Contract contains a Walk away clause for OTC & SFT Exposures		CHAR(1)		NULL

																Stage LC Contracts		Daily receipt Payment Cash Indicator		Indicates whether the instrument is subject to daily receipt and payment of cash variation		CHAR(1)		NULL

																Stage LC Contracts		Participation Value of Regulat		Stores the amount of Participation Value for Regulatory Investments		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL

																Stage LC Contracts		Reciprocal Cross-holding Indic		Reciprocal Cross-holding Indicator		CHAR(1)		NULL

																Stage LC Contracts		Regulatory Capital Investment		Indiactes Whether the exposure is a regulatory investment or not.		CHAR(1)		NULL

																Stage LC Contracts		Repo Instrument Issuer Code		This is the Instrument Issuer Code for Repo style transactions		VARCHAR2(20)		NULL

																Stage LC Contracts		Repo Instrument Residual Matur		This stores the Residual Matuity of the underlying instrument for Repo Style Transactions		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL

																Stage LC Contracts		Securities Guarantor		This stores the guarantor for the securities. e.g. Central Government - CGGState Government - SGGOthers - OTH This is applicable only for India.		VARCHAR2(6)		NULL

																Stage LC Contracts		Instrument Rating Identifier		For this identifier, there will be many ratings available from different External rating Sources. Only the eligible rating for a rating identifier will be used for Basel related processing for the Underlying Instruments of Repo Style transactions		VARCHAR2(20)		NULL

																Stage LC Contracts		AFC Indicator		Indicates whether the claim is on an AFC		CHAR(1)		NULL

																Stage LC Contracts		Retention Offer Type Code		Retention offer type.		VARCHAR2(20)		NULL

																Stage LC Contracts		Sales Representative Identifier		Identifier of the sales representative who has sold the account.		VARCHAR2(20)		NULL

																Stage LC Contracts		Service Representative Identifier		Identifier of the service representative who is responsible for servicing the account.		VARCHAR2(20)		NULL

																Stage LC Contracts		Stage Account Risk Score		Risk score of the account.		NUMBER(5)		NULL

																Stage LC Contracts		Stage Attrition Risk Score		Attrition score of the account.		NUMBER(5)		NULL

																Stage LC Contracts		Account Retention Segment ID		Retention segment identifier		VARCHAR2(20)		NULL

																Stage LC Contracts		Attrition Reason Code		Code that describes the reason why customer closed the contract.		VARCHAR2(10)		NULL

																Stage LC Contracts		Legal Entity Code		Legal entity of the Bank.		VARCHAR2(20)		NULL

																Stage LC Contracts		Holiday Rolling Convention Code		The holiday rolling convention code, based on which the date on which cash flow has to happen is decided. This includes - Following business day, Modified following business day, Previous business day, Modified previous business day etc.
		VARCHAR2(5)		NULL

																Stage LC Contracts		Instrument Type Code		Code identifying the instrument category of the customer account. Eg: Loans,Mortgages,MBS,retirement etc
		VARCHAR2(20)		NULL

																Stage LC Contracts		Realised LGD		Stores the realised LGD.		NUMBER(15,11)		NULL

																Stage LC Contracts		Run Management identifier Code		Stores the data segment map related to portfolio		VARCHAR2(20)		NULL

																Stage LC Contracts		Eligible Protection Indicator		This  Indicates whether this position has received the eligible CD/Guarantee from eligible securitization guarantor		CHAR(1)		NULL

																Stage LC Contracts		Exposure Held at Fair Value Indicator		USA: Indicates whether the Exposure is held at fair value		CHAR(1)		NULL

																Stage LC Contracts		Secured Indicator		This indicates whether the exposure is secured or not		CHAR(1)		NULL

																Stage LC Contracts		Rating Identifier of Reference		For an exposure there may be a reference issue provided by the same issuer.Those reference issue will be rated by external rating sources. Such rating is represented by this field.		VARCHAR2(20)		NULL

																Stage LC Contracts		Issuer Domestic Currency Rating		This stores the domestic currency rating identifier for the issuer of the issue or exposure.		VARCHAR2(20)		NULL

																Stage LC Contracts		Business Unit Code		This stores a code for a business unit to which an exposure belongs.		VARCHAR2(6)		NULL

																Stage LC Contracts		Issuer Foreign Currency Rating		This stores the foreign currency rating identifier for the issuer of the issue or exposure.		VARCHAR2(20)		NULL

																Stage LC Contracts		Exposure Reporting Currency		This is the currency in which the exposure needs to be reported.		VARCHAR2(3)		NULL

																Stage LC Contracts		Squared-off Position Trading Indicator		This Indicates whether the transaction has the respective opposite position in trading book		CHAR(1)		NULL

																Stage LC Contracts		Issuer Code		This stores the issuer code for the marketable securities.		VARCHAR2(20)		NULL

																Stage LC Contracts		Short Long Position		This Indicates that the derivative position is short or long		CHAR(1)		NULL

																Stage Loan Contracts		Extraction Date		This refers to the date on which processing  commences. This is ideally, the end of business day of the month.		DATE		NOT NULL

																Stage Loan Contracts		GAAP Code		GAAP Code		VARCHAR2(6)		NOT NULL

																Stage Loan Contracts		Interest Recovery Date		Date of interest recovery		DATE		NULL

																Stage Loan Contracts		Principal Recovery Date		Principal recovery date		DATE		NULL

																Stage Loan Contracts		Early Exercise Date		Early Exercise Date		DATE		NULL

																Stage Loan Contracts		Repricing Date		Repricing date for loans.		DATE		NULL

																Stage Loan Contracts		Start Date		Start date.		DATE		NULL

																Stage Loan Contracts		Next Payment Date		Due date of the next scheduled payment. Otherwise known as cash flow date or date of runoff.		DATE		NULL

																Stage Loan Contracts		Last Repricing Date		Last Date on which the contract has been repriced		DATE		NULL

																Stage Loan Contracts		Negative Amortization Equalization Date		The next date that a negative amortization-type account will fully re-amortize, regardless of payment caps and floors.		DATE		NULL

																Stage Loan Contracts		Payment Adjustment Date		Date of next payment adjustment on an adjustable rate instrument.		DATE		NULL

																Stage Loan Contracts		Next Finance Date		The account’s next finance date.		DATE		NULL

																Stage Loan Contracts		First Payment Date		Beginning date of specified payment schedule.		DATE		NULL

																Stage Loan Contracts		TP Effective Date		Date specified for each account which can precede origination date and is  used to reference the appropriate yield curve, instead of the origination date for calculating Transfer Pricing Rates.		DATE		NULL

																Stage Loan Contracts		Account Closure Indicator		Flag indicating acount closure		CHAR(1)		NULL

																Stage Loan Contracts		Joint Loan Indicator		Joint Loan Indicator		CHAR(1)		NULL

																Stage Loan Contracts		Early Exercise Indicator		Early Exercise Indicator		CHAR(1)		NULL

																Stage Loan Contracts		ATM Facility Indicator		Whether ATM facility is provided		CHAR(1)		NULL

																Stage Loan Contracts		Telebanking Facility Indicator		Whether Telebanking facility is provided		CHAR(1)		NULL

																Stage Loan Contracts		Internet Facility Indicator		Whether Internet facility is provided		CHAR(1)		NULL

																Stage Loan Contracts		Point of Sale Indicator		Point of Sale Indicator		CHAR(1)		NULL

																Stage Loan Contracts		Uncond Cancelled Exp Indicator		Indicates whether an exposure is unconditionally cancellable or not. This information is used for application of CCF as per Basel accord para no. 83. Normally a CCF of 0% applied to an unconditionally cancellable exposure.		CHAR(1)		NULL

																Stage Loan Contracts		Claim Foreign Currency and Bank Funding Currency Same Indicator		As per RBI guidelines para 5.6.2, claims denominated in foreign currency on banks will be risk weighted per the given table as per the ratings assigned by international rating agencies. However, the claims denominated in foreign currency on a bankwhich is funded in that currency will be risk weighted at 20%. This flag indicates whether the bank is funded in the same currency as that of the claim foreign currency.		CHAR(1)		NULL

																Stage Loan Contracts		Exposure one to four family Indicator		Is exposure in the form of one- to four familyresidential construction loans ifthe residences have been pre-sold underfirm contracts to purchasers who haveobtained firm commitments forpermanent qualifying mortgages andhave made substantial earnest moneydeposits, and the loans meet the otherunderwriting characteristics establishedby the agencies		CHAR(1)		NULL

																Stage Loan Contracts		Purchase contract cancelled Indicator		Stores Has Purchase contract been cancelled		CHAR(1)		NULL

																Stage Loan Contracts		AFS Indicator		Stores Whether exposure is available-for-sale		CHAR(1)		NULL

																Stage Loan Contracts		Exposure ongoing finance Indicator		Stores Exposure is part of the bank’s ongoing financing of the exposure		CHAR(1)		NULL

																Stage Loan Contracts		Borrower cash Indicator		The Borrower contributed capital to the project in the form of cash or unencumbered readilymarketable assets (or has paiddevelopment expenses out-of-pocket) ofat least 15 percent of the real estate’sappraised ‘‘as completed’’ value?		CHAR(1)		NULL

																Stage Loan Contracts		Borrower capital Indicator		The borrower contributed the amount ofcapital required before the bankadvances funds under the credit facility,and the capital contributed by theborrower or internally generated by theproject is contractually required toremain in the project throughout the lifeof the project?		CHAR(1)		NULL

																Stage Loan Contracts		Exposure guaranteed by soverign Indicator		Stores if Exposure directly and unconditionally guaranteed by a Sovereign Entity, BIS, IMF, EC		CHAR(1)		NULL

																Stage Loan Contracts		One way cash payment Indicator		Indicates whether Transaction one way cash payments on OTC derivative contracts		CHAR(1)		NULL

																Stage Loan Contracts		CCP rejection Indicator		Indicates whether the Central counter party has rejected the transaction or not		CHAR(1)		NULL

																Stage Loan Contracts		Unpaid premium Indicator		Indicates whether the OTC derivative contract has an unpaid premium or not		CHAR(1)		NULL

																Stage Loan Contracts		Buyer Seller Indicator		Protection Buyer Seller IndicatorS - Seller , B - Buyer		CHAR(1)		NULL

																Stage Loan Contracts		Exposure Funding Currency Same Indicator		Exposures denominated in domestic currency of the foreign Sovereign met out of the resources in the same currency raised in.		CHAR(1)		NULL

																Stage Loan Contracts		Revolver Indicator		loan has revolving facility or not		VARCHAR2(5)		NULL

																Stage Loan Contracts		Qualifying reference obligation indicator		Qualifying Reference Obligation Indicator - Applicable to credit derivatives in trading book		CHAR(1)		NULL

																Stage Loan Contracts		solvency of Protection Buyer		Indicates the insolvency of the protection buyer while the underlying is still solvent		CHAR(1)		NULL

																Stage Loan Contracts		Exempted Capital Market Indicator		Indicates an Investment in paid up equity of financial entity exempted from Capital market exposure		CHAR(1)		NULL

																Stage Loan Contracts		Contract Walk Away Clause		Indicates whether the Contract contains a Walk away clause for OTC & SFT Exposures		CHAR(1)		NULL

																Stage Loan Contracts		Reciprocal Cross-holding Indic		Reciprocal Cross-holding Indicator		CHAR(1)		NULL

																Stage Loan Contracts		Regulatory Capital Investment		Indiactes Whether the exposure is a regulatory investment or not.		CHAR(1)		NULL

																Stage Loan Contracts		AFC Indicator		Indicates whether the claim is on an AFC		CHAR(1)		NULL

																Stage Loan Contracts		Automatic Cancellation of Commitment Indicator		Indicates whether a Commitment provides for  automatic cancellation or not. A CCF of 0% is applied to these exposures as per para no. 83, 312.		CHAR(1)		NULL

																Stage Loan Contracts		Banking Book Exposure or CCR Hedge Indicator		Flag to indicate that this exposure is used to hedge the banking book exposure or CCR. PFD Ref: Non Sec STD-Long settlement transactions as per Basel accord Annex IV Para No. 6.		CHAR(1)		NULL

																Stage Loan Contracts		Double Default Indicator		Identifies if the exposure has a double default. Double default is explained as a case where both the obligor & the guarantor defaults. The CRM treatment is different for exposures which comes under the double default catogory.		CHAR(1)		NULL

																Stage Loan Contracts		DVP Indicator		Indicates whether it's a DvP or PvP trade or not. Needed for Failed Trades. PFD Ref: Non Sec STD-Failed Trades. A "Y" will mean DvP/PvP. Basel accord Annex 3 Para No. 7, For DvP transactions, if the payments have not yet taken place five business days after the settlement date, firms must calculate a capital charge by multiplying the positive current exposure of the transaction by the appropriate factor, according to a Table given by Basel.		CHAR(1)		NULL

																Stage Loan Contracts		Claim and Funding Liability Similar Currency Indicator		The flag is applicable for Basel1 and identifies whether the Claims on central governments and central banks outside the OECD will also attract a zero weight (or a low weight if the national supervisory authority elects to incorporate interest rate risk), provided such claims are denominated in the national currency and funded by liabilities in the same currency. This reflects the absence of risks relating to the availability and transfer of foreign exchange on such claims.		CHAR(1)		NULL

																Stage Loan Contracts		Explicit Adjustment for Effective Maturity Indicator		Flag to indicate whether there is an Explicit Adjustment for Effective Maturity or not. As per Basel accord para no. 324, Where there is no explicit adjustment, the effective maturity (M) assigned to all exposures is set at 2.5 years unless otherwise specified in paragraph 318.		CHAR(1)		NULL

																Stage Loan Contracts		Failed Trade Indicator		This identifies whether a transaction is a failed trade or not. PFD Ref: Non Sec STD-Failed Trades. As per Basel accord Annex 3 Para 3, Repurchase and reverse-repurchase agreements as well as securities lending and borrowing that have failed to settle are excluded from capital treatment. Para 4, In cases of a system wide failure of a settlement or clearing system, a national supervisor may use its discretion to waive capital charges until the situation is rectified.		CHAR(1)		NULL

																Stage Loan Contracts		Instrument Short Term Qualification Indicator		Stores whether the exposure qualifies as a short term exposure for risk weight assignment in the Standardized Approach.		CHAR(1)		NULL

																Stage Loan Contracts		Long Settlement Transaction Indicator		Indicates whether it's a Long transaction or not. Needed for Long Settlement Txns/Failed Trades.Ref: Non Sec STD-Long settlement transactions. This is determined as per the Basel accord annex 4 para 2B, Long Settlement Transactions are transactions where a counterparty undertakes to deliver a security, a commodity, or a foreign exchange amount against cash, other financial instruments, or commodities, or vice versa, at a settlement or delivery date that is contractually specified as more than the lower of the market standard for this particular instrument and five business days after the date on which the bankenters into the transaction.		CHAR(1)		NULL

																Stage Loan Contracts		Materiality Indicator		This indicates whether the exposure is material or not. Based on this different risk weights will be applied. Needed for Failed Trades. PFD Ref: Non Sec STD-Failed Trades as per Basel accord Annex 3 Para. 8.		CHAR(1)		NULL

																Stage Loan Contracts		Nettability Indicator		Identifies if the contract is nettable with other contracts for credit risk mitigation.		CHAR(1)		NULL

																Stage Loan Contracts		Past due indicator		Indicates whether the exposure is past due or not. If delinquency days is greater than 90 then its past due.		CHAR(1)		NULL

																Stage Loan Contracts		Preferential Treatment Indicator		This indicates whether there is a preferential treatment on the exposure or not. As per Basel accord para no. 54, At national discretion, a lower risk weight may be applied to banks’ exposures to their sovereign (or central bank) of incorporation denominated in domestic currency and funded19 in that currency.20 Where this discretion is exercised, other national supervisory authorities may also permit their banks to apply the same risk weight to domestic currency exposures to this sovereign (or central bank) funded in that currency.		CHAR(1)		NULL

																Stage Loan Contracts		Seniority Claim Indicator		In case of Purchase Receivables, if the purchasing bank is unable to decompose EL into its PD and LGD components in a reliable manner, the risk weight is determined from the corporate risk-weight function using the following specifications: if the bank can demonstrate that the exposures are exclusively senior claims to corporate borrowers, an LGD of 45% can be used, otherwise LGD is 100%. Basel accord para no. 366.		CHAR(1)		NULL

																Stage Loan Contracts		Risk Weight by Discretion Indicator		This indicates whether the risk weight for the exposure is given by the bank itself. This required for Standardised approach.		CHAR(1)		NULL

																Stage Loan Contracts		Securitised Indicator		Flag to identify whether the loan is securitized or not.		CHAR(1)		NULL

																Stage Loan Contracts		Minimum CRAR compliance		Indicates whether the foreign bank complies to the minimum CRAR prescribed by their regulator		CHAR(1)		NULL

																Stage Loan Contracts		Exposure secured by one to four family Indicator		Indicates that the exposure isprimarily secured by a first or subsequent lien on one-to-four-familyresidential property		CHAR(1)		NULL

																Stage Loan Contracts		Superannuation or MBL Covered Indicator		Flag to determine whether loan to bank's own staff is being fully covered by superannuation and/or mortgage of flat/house		CHAR(1)		NULL

																Stage Loan Contracts		Capital Market Exposure Indicator		Indicator to caputure whether an exposure is a capital market exposure.		CHAR(1)		NULL

																Stage Loan Contracts		Non Deposit Taking Systemically		Indicator to caputure whether an exposure is a claim on ‘Non-deposit taking systemicallyimportant non-banking financial companies’		CHAR(1)		NULL

																Stage Loan Contracts		Daily receipt Payment Cash Indicator		Indicates whether the instrument is subject to daily receipt and payment of cash variation		CHAR(1)		NULL

																Stage Loan Contracts		Accident and Health Insurance Indicator		Y = The account has accident and health insurance.		CHAR(1)		NULL

																Stage Loan Contracts		AutoPay Indicator		Y = The account is on autopay.		CHAR(1)		NULL

																Stage Loan Contracts		Credit Life Insurance Indicator		Accounts Credit Life Insurance Indicator.		CHAR(1)		NULL

																Stage Loan Contracts		Participation Indicator		Y = The account is participated.		CHAR(1)		NULL

																Stage Loan Contracts		Power of Attorney Indicator		Flag indicating person authorising to act on behalf of the customer is the agent.		CHAR(1)		NULL

																Stage Loan Contracts		Student Status Indicator		Y = The student is enrolled in a school, Informational and related to Student loan business		CHAR(1)		NULL

																Stage Loan Contracts		Negative  Amortization Equalization Unit		Units (days or months or years or weeks) of Negative Amortization Equalization Frequency.		VARCHAR2(1)		NULL

																Stage Loan Contracts		Payment Chg Freq Unit		Units (days or months or years or weeks) of Payment Change Frequency.		VARCHAR2(1)		NULL

																Stage Loan Contracts		Rate Set Lag Unit		Units (days or months or years or weeks) of Rate Set Lag.		VARCHAR2(1)		NULL

																Stage Loan Contracts		Backed by Bullion Liability		Ref:STD-High Risk Categories and other assets. Signifies that, the gold exposure is backed by bullion gold liabilities. As per Basel accord Para no. 81 fn 32, at national discretion, gold bullion held in own vaults or on an allocated basis to the extent backed by bullion liabilities can be treated as cash and therefore risk-weighted at 0%. In addition, cash items in the process of collection can be risk-weighted at 20%.		CHAR(1)		NULL

																Stage Loan Contracts		Principal Writeoff MTD		Principal writeoff amount  within  month till date		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL

																Stage Loan Contracts		Processing Fee		Processing Fees		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL

																Stage Loan Contracts		Provision Amount MTD		Provision Amount for the loans contract month till date		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL

																Stage Loan Contracts		Principal Writeback Amount MTD		Principal writeback amount  within  month till date		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL

																Stage Loan Contracts		Service Charges		Service Charges		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL

																Stage Loan Contracts		Renewal Fees		Renewal fees charged		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL

																Stage Loan Contracts		Net Revenue from Funds		Net Revenue from Funds		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL

																Stage Loan Contracts		Penalty Charges Received		Penalty Charges for the month		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL

																Stage Loan Contracts		Pre Closure Balance		Pre Closure Balance		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL

																Stage Loan Contracts		Prepayment Amount		Prepayment Amount		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL

																Stage Loan Contracts		Total Commitment Amount		Total Commitment Amount		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL

																Stage Loan Contracts		Total Writeoff Amount MTD		Total Writeoff Amount MTD		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL

																Stage Loan Contracts		Total Revenue from the Loan		Total Revenue from the Loan		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL

																Stage Loan Contracts		Total Fees and Charges		Total Fees and Charges		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL

																Stage Loan Contracts		Customer Net Revenue		Customer Net Revenue		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL

																Stage Loan Contracts		Allocated Cost		Allocated Cost		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL

																Stage Loan Contracts		Commitment Fee		Commitment Fee		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL

																Stage Loan Contracts		Advance Payment Charges		Advance Payment Charges		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL

																Stage Loan Contracts		Advance Payment Amount		Advance Payment Amount		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL

																Stage Loan Contracts		Interest Writeoff Amount MTD		Interest writeoff amount  within  month till date		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL

																Stage Loan Contracts		Interest Received MTD		Interest received in the current month		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL

																Stage Loan Contracts		Maximum Balance MTD		Maximum Balance MTD		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL

																Stage Loan Contracts		Maturity Value		Maturity Value		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL

																Stage Loan Contracts		Late Payment Fee		Late Payment Fee		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL

																Stage Loan Contracts		Payment Received Current Month		Payment Received Current Month 		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL

																Stage Loan Contracts		Current Principal Outstanding		Current Principal Outstanding 		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL

																Stage Loan Contracts		Interest Outstanding Amount		Interest component of the EOP balance		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL

																Stage Loan Contracts		Previous Period Outstanding Principal		Previous Period Outstanding Principal		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL

																Stage Loan Contracts		Current Credit Limit		Maximum limit assigned to product.		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL

																Stage Loan Contracts		Current Collateral Value		Current Collateral Value		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL

																Stage Loan Contracts		Interest Amount Recovered MTD		Interest amount recovered from month till date		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL

																Stage Loan Contracts		Accrued Interest MTD		Accrued Interest MTD		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL

																Stage Loan Contracts		End of Period Balance		EOP Loan Balance 		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL

																Stage Loan Contracts		Writeoff Amount		Total Amount Due when the Loans Contract Status is write - off		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL

																Stage Loan Contracts		Writeoff Amount in Local Currency		Total Amount Due when the Loans Contract Status is write - off in lcy		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL

																Stage Loan Contracts		Principal Recovered		Amount Settled for principal component till date		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL

																Stage Loan Contracts		Interest Recovered Amount		Amount Settled for int component till date		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL

																Stage Loan Contracts		Principal Amount Recovered LCY		Amount Settled for principal component in LCY		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL

																Stage Loan Contracts		Interest Amount Recovered LCY		Amount Settled for int component in LCY		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL

																Stage Loan Contracts		Overdue Principal		Overdue Principal		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL

																Stage Loan Contracts		Net Credit Losses		Net Credit Losses		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL

																Stage Loan Contracts		Broker Fees		This stores the broker fee amount		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL

																Stage Loan Contracts		Other Fees		This stores the other fee amount		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL

																Stage Loan Contracts		Principal Loan Amount Received MTD		This stores the principal loan amount recieved as of month end		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL

																Stage Loan Contracts		Loan Principal Installment Amount		This stores the loan principal installment amount		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL

																Stage Loan Contracts		Loan Interest Installment Amount		This stores the loan interest installment amount		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL

																Stage Loan Contracts		Liquidated Amount After Securitization		This stores the securitization liquidated amount		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL

																Stage Loan Contracts		EOP Balance Beginning of Securitization		This stores the end of period balance at the beginning of the securitization contract		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL

																Stage Loan Contracts		Principal Amount Received After Securitisation		This stores the principal amount received after securitization		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL

																Stage Loan Contracts		Repurchased Amount After Securitization		This stores the repurchased amount from the securitization contract		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL

																Stage Loan Contracts		Insurance Income		This stores the insurance income amount		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL

																Stage Loan Contracts		Total Writeback MTD		This stores the total write back amount as of month end		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL

																Stage Loan Contracts		Writeback Interest Amount - MTD		This stores the write back interest amount as of month end		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL

																Stage Loan Contracts		Minimum Balance - MTD		This stores the minimum balance as of month end		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL

																Stage Loan Contracts		Banks Own Estimate of CCF Percent		This column stores the bank's own estimate of CCF percent.		NUMBER(15,11)		NULL

																Stage Loan Contracts		Effective Exposure Amount		Ref: Non Sec STD-Long settlement transactions. As per Basel accord Annex 4 Para E, Effective Expected Exposure at a specific date is the maximum expectedexposure that occurs at that date or any prior date. Alternatively, it may be defined for a specific date as the greater of the expected exposure at that date, or the effective exposure at the previous date. In effect, the Effective Expected Exposure is the Expected Exposure that is constrained to be non-decreasing over time.		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL

																Stage Loan Contracts		Mortgage Lending Value		This is applicable for exposure secured by CRE. Normally a risk weight of 100% is applied. However, in exceptional circumstances for well-developed and long established markets, mortgages on office and/or multi-purpose commercial premises and/or multi-tenanted commercial premises may have the potential to receive a preferential risk weight of 50% for the tranche of the loan that does not exceed the lower of 50% of the market value or 60% of the mortgage lending value of the property securing the loan. Any exposure beyond these limits will receive a 100% risk weight. This exceptional treatment will be subject to very strict conditions. In particular, two tests must be fulfilled, namely that (i) losses stemming from commercial real estate lending up to the lower of 50% of the market value or 60% of loan-tovalue (LTV) based on mortgage-lending-value (MLV) must not exceed 0.3% of the outstanding loans in any given year  and that (ii) overall losses stemming from commercial real estate lending must not exceed 0.5% of the outstanding loans in any given year.		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL

																Stage Loan Contracts		Other Expenses		Other Expenses incurred after default.		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL

																Stage Loan Contracts		Undrawn Amount		Stores the Un-drawn amount for an Exposure. This applicable for both on-balance sheet and Off-balance Sheet.		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL

																Stage Loan Contracts		Unrealized loss		Stores Unrealized losses on the exposure		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL

																Stage Loan Contracts		NPV		Stores Net Present Value of Unpaid Premiums		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL

																Stage Loan Contracts		Forex Haircut		Stores Exposure Forex haircut for OTC		NUMBER(8,4)		NULL

																Stage Loan Contracts		Unrealized gain		Stores Unrealized gains on the exposure		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL

																Stage Loan Contracts		Allocated Transfer Risk reserve		Stores Allocated Transfer Risk reserve for EAD calculation		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL

																Stage Loan Contracts		Accrued Interest		Accrued Interest - Used for determining EAD		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL

																Stage Loan Contracts		Long Run Weighted Average LGD		This gives the Long Run Weighted Average LGD. As per Basel accord para no. 367, If the purchasing bank can estimate either the pool’s default-weighted average loss rates given default (as defined in paragraph 468) or average PD in a reliable manner, the bank may estimate the other parameter based on an estimate of the expected long-run loss rate. The bank may (i) use an appropriate PD estimate to infer the long-run default-weighted average loss rate given default, or (ii) use a long-run 		NUMBER(15,11)		NULL

																Stage Loan Contracts		Unpaid Premium Amount		Stores the unpaid premiun amount for CDS exposures		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL

																Stage Loan Contracts		Participation Value of Regulat		Stores the amount of Participation Value for Regulatory Investments		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL

																Stage Loan Contracts		Average Balance MTD		Average balance MTD		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL

																Stage Loan Contracts		Current TP Period ADB		The average balance at the last reprice date.		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL

																Stage Loan Contracts		Deferred Balance Current		Current Unamortized Deferred Balance associated with Instrument (for eg: Premium or Discount or Fees).		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL

																Stage Loan Contracts		Deferred Balance Original		Original Deferred Balance associated with Instrument (for eg: Premium or Discount or Fees).		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL

																Stage Loan Contracts		Last Repricing Date Balance		Balance as of the record’s previous repricing event.		NUMBER(14,2)		NULL

																Stage Loan Contracts		Original Payment Amount		The original payment amount at the date of origination.		NUMBER(14,2)		NULL

																Stage Loan Contracts		Prior TP Period ADB		The average balance at the reprice date(s) prior to the last repricing date.		NUMBER(14,2)		NULL

																Stage Loan Contracts		Waived Fees		Sum of fee income waiver components.		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL

																Stage Loan Contracts		Accident & Health Premium		The account’s accident and health insurance premium.		NUMBER(14,2)		NULL

																Stage Loan Contracts		Average Net Book Balance		Average Net Book Balance.		NUMBER(14,2)		NULL

																Stage Loan Contracts		Credit Life Insurance Premium		The account’s credit life insurance premium.		NUMBER(14,2)		NULL

																Stage Loan Contracts		Current Net Book Balance		Current book balance- net of participations.		NUMBER(14,2)		NULL

																Stage Loan Contracts		Current Net Par Balance		Current par value- net of participations.		NUMBER(14,2)		NULL

																Stage Loan Contracts		Current Gross Yield		Effective annual yield based on book value.		NUMBER(8,4)		NULL

																Stage Loan Contracts		Dealer Reserve  Unearned		Current unearned portion of thedealer reserve.		NUMBER(14,2)		NULL

																Stage Loan Contracts		Average Gross Book Balance		Average gross book balance for inception till date		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL

																Stage Loan Contracts		Original Gross Book Balance		Gross book balance at date of origination.		NUMBER(14,2)		NULL

																Stage Loan Contracts		Original Interest Amount		Total interest unearned at origination of loan.		NUMBER(14,2)		NULL

																Stage Loan Contracts		Original Net Book Balance		Value - net of participations - at date of origination.		NUMBER(14,2)		NULL

																Stage Loan Contracts		Original Net Par Balance		Par value - net of participations - at date of origination.		NUMBER(14,2)		NULL

																Stage Loan Contracts		Other Processing Expense		Category for all other processing expenses.		NUMBER(14,2)		NULL

																Stage Loan Contracts		Participation Amount		The amount participated for the account.		NUMBER(14,2)		NULL

																Stage Loan Contracts		Retail Operations Expense		Retail Operations Expense:typically a fixed cost per product or number of transactions * unit cost.		NUMBER(14,2)		NULL

																Stage Loan Contracts		Total Fees At Origination		Fees charged at origination of the loan.		NUMBER(14,2)		NULL

																Stage Loan Contracts		Current Gross Book Balance		Current Gross Book Balance		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL

																Stage Loan Contracts		Current Fees		Current Fees.		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL

																Stage Loan Contracts		Tax Expense		Tax Expenses		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL

																Stage Loan Contracts		Backup Liquidity Cost		Fees/Costs associated with required backup liquidity.		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL

																Stage Loan Contracts		Number of Delinquency days		Count of delinquent days.		NUMBER(5)		NULL

																Stage Loan Contracts		Number of Principal Installments		Number of installments for principal amount.		NUMBER(5)		NULL

																Stage Loan Contracts		Number of Principal Overdue Days		Overdure Days for the Principal component of the loans contract starting from the first due date		NUMBER(5)		NULL

																Stage Loan Contracts		Interest Overdue Days		Overdure Days for the Int component of the loans contract starting from the first due date		NUMBER(5)		NULL

																Stage Loan Contracts		Failed Business Days		For Failed Trades siginifies that, number of buisness days delayed after the agreed settlement date(past date). Based on the number of failed business days, positive current exposure is multiplied by different multiplying factor as per Annex 3 Para 7.PFD Ref: Non Sec STD-Failed Trades.		NUMBER(5)		NULL

																Stage Loan Contracts		Standard Business Days		This is standard business days for an Instrument represented. PFD Ref: Non Sec STD-Long settlement transactions. This is normally 5 or less than 5 and is used to identify whether a transaction is a Long Settlement transaction or not.		NUMBER(5)		NULL

																Stage Loan Contracts		Actual Number of Business Days		Actual Number of Business Days between Remargining for Capital Market Transaction or Revalution for Secured Transaction. This information is required in the volatility hair cut calculation. As per Basel accord para no. 168, When the frequency of remargining or revaluation is longer than the minimum, the minimum haircut numbers will be scaled up depending on the actual number of business days between remargining or revaluation using the square root of time formula.		NUMBER(5)		NULL

																Stage Loan Contracts		Holding Period to Derive Haircut		This is the holding period used in the Basel regulatory tables to arrive at the base volatility haircut of an exposure.		NUMBER(5)		NULL

																Stage Loan Contracts		Re-Margin Frequency		Stores the remargining frequency of an exposure in days. This is used in calculating the volatility haircut.		NUMBER(5)		NULL

																Stage Loan Contracts		Revaluation Frequency		Stores the frequency at which an exposure is revalued to reflect its fair value in days. This is used in calculating the volatility haircut.		NUMBER(5)		NULL

																Stage Loan Contracts		Negative Amortization Frequency		Frequency that negatively amortizing accounts are fully re-amortized.		NUMBER(5)		NULL

																Stage Loan Contracts		Payment Change Frequency		The frequency at which the payment adjusts.		NUMBER(5)		NULL

																Stage Loan Contracts		Delinquency Times  Life		Number of times the account has been delinquent during life.		NUMBER(5)		NULL

																Stage Loan Contracts		Delinquency Times  Year		Number of times the account has been delinquent during the past 12 months.		NUMBER(5)		NULL

																Stage Loan Contracts		Total Transactions		Total number of account transactions for the customer.		NUMBER(8)		NULL

																Stage Loan Contracts		Number of Return Items		Number of return items.Informational field to convey number of returned checks in the period,  used in an allocation to determine charged fees or waived fees		NUMBER(8)		NULL

																Stage Loan Contracts		Exposure Seniority		This represents the exposure seniority in the event of bankruptcy of the counterparty. This can be replaced by the seniority flag of the exposure.		NUMBER(5)		NULL

																Stage Loan Contracts		Interest Payment Type		Determines whether interest cash flows are paid in advance or in arrears.		VARCHAR2(3)		NULL

																Stage Loan Contracts		Pledged Status Code		Code identifying whether and to whom the security is pledged.		VARCHAR2(5)		NULL

																Stage Loan Contracts		Net Margin Code		Defines relationship between current gross rate & current net rate.		VARCHAR2(5)		NULL

																Stage Loan Contracts		Original Interest Rate		Original interest rate.		NUMBER(11,6)		NULL

																Stage Loan Contracts		Current Interest Rate		Current interest rate.		NUMBER(11,6)		NULL

																Stage Loan Contracts		Interest Benchmark Rate		Bench mark rate		NUMBER(11,6)		NULL

																Stage Loan Contracts		Applicable Interest Rate		Applicable rate for loans.		NUMBER(11,6)		NULL

																Stage Loan Contracts		Margin Transfer Rate		The spread added to the forecasted transfer rate for adjustable-rate accounts.		NUMBER(8,4)		NULL

																Stage Loan Contracts		EL Best Estimate Percent		This is the best estimate of expected loss for exposures which have already defaulted.		NUMBER(8,4)		NULL

																Stage Loan Contracts		Probability of Default Percentage		Probability of Default in Percentage terms, if this is provided as a download.		NUMBER(15,11)		NULL

																Stage Loan Contracts		Loss Given Default Percentage		Loss Given Default in Percentage terms, if this is provided as a download.		NUMBER(15,11)		NULL

																Stage Loan Contracts		Expected LGD Percent		Stores Expected Loss Given Default		NUMBER(15,11)		NULL

																Stage Loan Contracts		Adjusted LGD Percent		Stores the adjusted lgd percent to the Guarentee and Credit derviatives		NUMBER(15,11)		NULL

																Stage Loan Contracts		Adjusted ELGD Percent		Stores the adjusted elgd percent to the Guarentee and Credit derviatives		NUMBER(15,11)		NULL

																Stage Loan Contracts		CCF Percentage		Stores the Credit Conversion factor value for an exposure. It is applicable for undrawn part of on-balance sheet and drawn and undrawn part of off-balance sheet exposures and is used for estimating the effective amount of exposure for which credit risk needs to be calculated.		NUMBER(15,11)		NULL

																Stage Loan Contracts		Drawn Credit Conversion Factor		This column is used to store the drawn CCF of an exposure.		NUMBER(15,11)		NULL

																Stage Loan Contracts		CRAR		The claim on Banks will be risk weighted on basis of CRAR percentage 		NUMBER(8,4)		NULL

																Stage Loan Contracts		Volatility Haircut		Stores the Volatility haircut percentage applicable for the Exposure. This is available for exposures like debt securities which are exposed to market movements.		NUMBER(8,4)		NULL

																Stage Loan Contracts		Spread Over Benchmark Rate		Spread to be added to benchmark for flaoting price.		NUMBER(11,6)		NULL

																Stage Loan Contracts		Current Gross Rate		Coupon rate of account, expressed in terms of an annualized rate.		NUMBER(11,6)		NULL

																Stage Loan Contracts		Percent Sold		Total percent of balance sold to investors.		NUMBER(8,4)		NULL

																Stage Loan Contracts		Rate Change Minimum		Minimum change in the repricing index that is necessary for a change to be made to the interest rate.		NUMBER(8,4)		NULL

																Stage Loan Contracts		Rate Decrease Cycle		Maximum rate decrease allowed during a repricing cycle for an adjustable-rate instrument.		NUMBER(8,4)		NULL

																Stage Loan Contracts		Rate Floor Life		Minimum interest rate allowed during life of an adjustable-rate instrument.		NUMBER(8,4)		NULL

																Stage Loan Contracts		Rate Increase Cycle		Maximum rate increase allowed during a repricing cycle for an adjustable-rate instrument.		NUMBER(8,4)		NULL

																Stage Loan Contracts		Original Market Value		Market Value as of origination date expressed as a percentage of the Original Par Balance.		NUMBER(14,2)		NULL

																Stage Loan Contracts		Rate Decrease Year		Maximum rate decrease allowed on an adjustable product per year.		NUMBER(8,4)		NULL

																Stage Loan Contracts		Rate Increase Year		Maximum interest rate increase allowed during a year for an adjustable rate instrument.		NUMBER(8,4)		NULL

																Stage Loan Contracts		Tax Exempt Percent		Percent of interest that is tax exempt.		NUMBER(8,4)		NULL

																Stage Loan Contracts		Current Debt Service Ratio		Current Debt Service Ratio		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL

																Stage Loan Contracts		Business Days needed for Long Transaction		Needed for Long Settlement Txns, this signifies that number of business days to deliver the agreed items after date of txn (future date). PFD Ref: Non Sec STD-Long settlement transactions. As per Basel accord Annex 4 para no. 2B, Long Settlement Transactions are transactions where a counterparty undertakes to deliver a security, a commodity, or a foreign exchange amount against cash, other financial instruments, or commodities, or vice versa, at a settlement or delivery date that is contractually specified as more than the lower of the market standard for this particular instrument and five business days after the date on which the bank enters into the transaction.		NUMBER(5)		NULL

																Stage Loan Contracts		Sold credit protection Risk Weight		Sum of risk weights of exposures in a basket which is protected by sold credit protection.		NUMBER(8,4)		NULL

																Stage Loan Contracts		Supervisory Beta Value		Supervisory scaling parameter. It normally has a value of 1.4. PFD Ref: Non Sec STD-Long settlement transactions. As per Basel accord Annex 4 parano. 69, Banks that do not have approval to apply the internal models method for the relevant OTC transactions may use the standardised method. The standardised method can be used only for OTC derivatives SFTs are subject to the treatments set out under the Internal Model Method of this Annex or under the Part 2, Section II.D, of this Framework. The exposure amount (under the standardised approach for credit risk) or EAD is to be calculated separately for each netting set. It is determined as ? x Estimated standardised exposure.		NUMBER(8,4)		NULL

																Stage Loan Contracts		Exposure LTV Ratio		Stores Exposures LTV ratio		NUMBER(9,6)		NULL

																Stage Loan Contracts		Maximum supervisory ratio		Stores Maximum supervisory LTV ratio		NUMBER(9,6)		NULL

																Stage Loan Contracts		OTC derivative multiplier		Stores Multiplier in the OTC Derivative Contract for calculating effective notional principal		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL

																Stage Loan Contracts		Loan Credit Score		Credit score of the customer, if expressed in numeric format.		NUMBER(5)		NULL

																Stage Loan Contracts		Stage Account Risk Score		Risk score of the account.		NUMBER(5)		NULL

																Stage Loan Contracts		Stage Attrition Risk Score		Attrition score of the account.		NUMBER(5)		NULL

																Stage Loan Contracts		Hedge Portfolio Set		Hedge Portfolio Set		NUMBER(5)		NULL

																Stage Loan Contracts		Campaign Identifier		Campaign Indicator		VARCHAR2(20)		NULL

																Stage Loan Contracts		Note Number		The individual numbers assigned to sub-notes within the account, used where the account has multiple disbursements		VARCHAR2(30)		NULL

																Stage Loan Contracts		Deviation Code 5		Deviation Code 5		VARCHAR2(10)		NULL

																Stage Loan Contracts		GL Account Number		GL Account Number		VARCHAR2(20)		NULL

																Stage Loan Contracts		Deviation Code 1		Deviation Code 1		VARCHAR2(10)		NULL

																Stage Loan Contracts		Deviation Code 4		AttDef		VARCHAR2(10)		NULL

																Stage Loan Contracts		Deviation Code 2		Deviation Code 2		VARCHAR2(10)		NULL

																Stage Loan Contracts		Deviation Code 3		Deviation Code 3		VARCHAR2(10)		NULL

																Stage Loan Contracts		Attrition Reason Code		Attrition Reason Code		VARCHAR2(10)		NULL

																Stage Loan Contracts		Loan Line Code		Loan line code		VARCHAR2(25)		NULL

																Stage Loan Contracts		Customer Number		Refers to the customer for the loans contract		VARCHAR2(25)		NULL

																Stage Loan Contracts		Channel Code		AttDef		VARCHAR2(20)		NULL

																Stage Loan Contracts		Account Manager Code		Account Manager Code		VARCHAR2(20)		NULL

																Stage Loan Contracts		Credit Status Code		Current performance status of the loan.
		VARCHAR2(5)		NULL

																Stage Loan Contracts		Interest Type		Interest type (Fixed/Floating/NR).		VARCHAR2(60)		NULL

																Stage Loan Contracts		Product Code		Refers to the product for the given loans contract		VARCHAR2(15)		NULL

																Stage Loan Contracts		Currency Code		Unique code assigned to each currency.		VARCHAR2(3)		NULL

																Stage Loan Contracts		Branch Code		Unique code assigned to each branch.		VARCHAR2(20)		NULL

																Stage Loan Contracts		Type of Loan		Type of loan		VARCHAR2(20)		NULL

																Stage Loan Contracts		Origination Code		Dealer code, broker code etc. from where the loan originated		VARCHAR2(20)		NULL

																Stage Loan Contracts		Sales Agent Code		sales agent who has been the source		VARCHAR2(20)		NULL

																Stage Loan Contracts		Standard Account Indicator		This stores the standard account number		VARCHAR2(1)		NULL

																Stage Loan Contracts		Loan Product Category		This stores the loan product category		VARCHAR2(20)		NULL

																Stage Loan Contracts		Line of Business Code		This stores the line of business code		VARCHAR2(20)		NULL

																Stage Loan Contracts		Dealer Code		This stores the dealer code		VARCHAR2(20)		NULL

																Stage Loan Contracts		Pool Identification		This stores the pool id		VARCHAR2(20)		NULL

																Stage Loan Contracts		Prepay Reason Code		Prepayment reason code.		VARCHAR2(20)		NULL

																Stage Loan Contracts		Business Unit Code		This stores a code for a business unit to which an exposure belongs.		VARCHAR2(6)		NULL

																Stage Loan Contracts		Netting Agreement Code		Netting agreements between the bank and a counterparty for OTC derivative and SFT transactions. This captures the name of the relevant agreement and only net exposures within the agreement. Also, collateral is posted at the agreement level and cannot be used against exposures from other agreements.		VARCHAR2(6)		NULL

																Stage Loan Contracts		Underlying Currency Code		Underlying Currency Code		VARCHAR2(3)		NULL

																Stage Loan Contracts		Legal Entity Code		Stores the entity from where the exposure has originated.		VARCHAR2(20)		NULL

																Stage Loan Contracts		Repo Instrument Issuer Code		This is the Instrument Issuer Code for Repo style transactions		VARCHAR2(20)		NULL

																Stage Loan Contracts		Country Identifier		This stores the country code of the exposure.		VARCHAR2(20)		NULL

																Stage Loan Contracts		Customer Type		This stores the customer type of an exposure according to the bank's internal customer hierarchy.		VARCHAR2(20)		NULL

																Stage Loan Contracts		Rating by Issuer		This stores the rating id given by the issuer.		VARCHAR2(20)		NULL

																Stage Loan Contracts		Rating Id		The Rating Identifier to determine the rating from the rating details.		VARCHAR2(20)		NULL

																Stage Loan Contracts		Securitisation Pool Identifier		This stores the securitization pool identifier to which an exposure belongs.		VARCHAR2(20)		NULL

																Stage Loan Contracts		Sovereign Rating Identifier		Sovereign Rating Identifier.		VARCHAR2(20)		NULL

																Stage Loan Contracts		Underlying Data Identifier		This stores an identifier to distinguish underlying exposure data. For example, the underlying exposure records for Purchase Receivables pools will have a value of ""PR"" and those for Sold Credit Protection pools will have ""SCP"". This column will be used to insert these records in corresponding fact tables and subsequently delete from Non Sec Exposure table.		VARCHAR2(20)		NULL

																Stage Loan Contracts		Instrument Rating Identifier		For this identifier, there will be many ratings available from different External rating Sources. Only the eligible rating for a rating identifier will be used for Basel related processing for the Underlying Instruments of Repo Style transactions		VARCHAR2(20)		NULL

																Stage Loan Contracts		Service Representative ID		Identifier of the service representative who is responsible for servicing the account.		VARCHAR2(20)		NULL

																Stage Loan Contracts		Account Retention Segment ID		Retention segment identifier		VARCHAR2(20)		NULL

																Stage Loan Contracts		Securities Guarantor Code		This stores the guarantor for the securities. e.g. Central Government - CGGState Government - SGGOthers - OTHThis is applicable only for India.		VARCHAR2(6)		NULL

																Stage Loan Contracts		Accident & Health Insurance Co. Code		An organization-defined code for the account’s accident and health insurance company.		VARCHAR2(5)		NULL

																Stage Loan Contracts		Autopay Account Number		The account number where autopay debits from the account should be charged.		VARCHAR2(25)		NULL

																Stage Loan Contracts		Autopay Bank Transit Number		The routing transit number of the organization where autopay debits will be charged.		VARCHAR2(11)		NULL

																Stage Loan Contracts		Bank Code		Bank that owns the transaction.		VARCHAR2(5)		NULL

																Stage Loan Contracts		Investor Number		Investor number for sold or participated accounts.		VARCHAR2(10)		NULL

																Stage Loan Contracts		School Id Code		An organisation-defined code for the student’s school.		VARCHAR2(10)		NULL

																Stage Loan Contracts		Student Year In School Code		Organisation-defined code for the student’s year in school.		VARCHAR2(5)		NULL

																Stage Loan Contracts		CUSIP Number		CUSIP number for instrument.		VARCHAR2(10)		NULL

																Stage Loan Contracts		Loan Delinquency History		Loan Delinquency History		VARCHAR2(30)		NULL

																Stage Loan Contracts		Current Credit Score		Credit score of the customer		VARCHAR2(10)		NULL

																Stage Loan Contracts		Original Credit Score		Original Credit score of the customer on joining		VARCHAR2(10)		NULL

																Stage Loan Contracts		Purpose of Loan		Purpose of the loan		VARCHAR2(255)		NULL

																Stage Loan Contracts		Data Origin		This stores the source system identifier		VARCHAR2(20)		NULL

																Stage Loan Contracts		CIF Key		The organization’s original CIF key for the account from the source CIF system.		VARCHAR2(20)		NULL

																Stage Loan Contracts		Sales Channel Code		This stores the Sales Channel Code.		VARCHAR2(20)		NULL

																Stage Loan Contracts		Day Count Indicator		Day count indicator. A/360, A/365 and so on		VARCHAR2(10)		NULL

																Stage Loan Contracts		Common COA ID		Leaf column which defines the lowest common level of detail across all product chart of account definitions.		VARCHAR2(20)		NULL

																Stage Loan Contracts		Rate Change Round Code		Method used for rounding of interest rate change.		VARCHAR2(20)		NULL

																Stage Loan Contracts		Rate Change Round Factor		Factor to which the rate change on an adjustable instrument is rounded.		NUMBER(11,6)		NULL

																Stage Loan Contracts		Remaining Number Of Payments		Remaining Number of Payments.		NUMBER(10)		NULL

																Stage Loan Contracts		Transfer Rate Interest Rate Code		Termination date of rate tease period.		VARCHAR2(60)		NULL

																Stage Loan Contracts		Offset Percent		This Indicates if Offset logic is applied. 0=Yes, 1=No.		NUMBER(8,4)		NULL

																Stage Loan Contracts		Amortization Method Premium Discount Fees Code		Amortization Method Premium Discount Fees Code. Includes: 1)Straight line, 2)Level Yield		VARCHAR2(20)		NULL

																Stage Loan Contracts		Holiday Rolling Convention Code		The holiday rolling convention code, based on which the date on which cash flow has to happen is decided. This includes - Following business day, Modified following business day, Previous business day, Modified previous business day etc.		VARCHAR2(5)		NULL

																Stage Loan Contracts		Development Status Code		Contains values like 0 or 1,FSI_DEVOLVEMENT_STATUS_MLS		VARCHAR2(5)		NULL

																Stage Loan Contracts		Behaviour Sub Type Code		Contains values like Core,Volatile,Substandard,Doubtful,Loss,Sight Devolvement,Sight Recovery,Usance Devolvement,Usance Recovery. MLS table is FSI_BEHAVIOUR_SUB_TYPE_MLS		VARCHAR2(5)		NULL

																Stage Loan Contracts		Behaviour Type Code		Performing/Non-performing Type : Performing, Substandard, Doubtful, Loss		VARCHAR2(20)		NULL

																Stage Loan Contracts		Issuer Domestic Currency Rating Identifier		This stores the domestic currency rating identifier for the issuer of the issue or exposure.
		VARCHAR2(20)		NULL

																Stage Loan Contracts		Issuer Foreign Currency Rating Identifier		This stores the foreign currency rating identifier for the issuer of the issue or exposure.
		VARCHAR2(20)		NULL

																Stage Loan Contracts		Instrument Type Code		Code identifying the instrument category of the customer account. Eg: Loans,Mortgages,MBS,retirement etc
		VARCHAR2(20)		NULL

																Stage Loan Contracts		Writeoff Reason Code		Writeoff Reason Code
		VARCHAR2(10)		NULL

																Stage Loan Contracts		Approved Amount		The amount approved for the merchant line (may differ from the contract amount)
		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL

																Stage Loan Contracts		Lien Position Code		Type of underlying note on the loan (i.e. first or second trust deed).
		VARCHAR2(5)		NULL

																Stage Loan Contracts		Occupancy Code		Identifies who lives in property.
		VARCHAR2(5)		NULL

																Stage Loan Contracts		Owner Occupied Flag		1 = The account property is owner-occupied
		CHAR(1)		NULL

																Stage Loan Contracts		Property Type Code		Type of property for which a loan has been granted.
		VARCHAR2(5)		NULL

																Stage Loan Contracts		Property Zip Code		Zip code of the property.
		VARCHAR2(5)		NULL

																Stage Loan Contracts		Collateral Valuation Date		Collateral Valuation Date		DATE		NULL

																Stage Loan Contracts		Collateral Value in Local Currency		Collateral Value in Local Currency		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL

																Stage Loan Contracts		Collateral Acquisition price		Acquisition price of the collateral		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL

																Stage Loan Contracts		Current Collateral Market Value		Current Collateral market value		NUMBER(30)		NULL

																Stage Loan Contracts		Repossessed Collateral Sale Amount		Repossessed Collateral Sale Amount		NUMBER(30)		NULL

																Stage Loan Contracts		Original Collateral value		Original Collateral value		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL

																Stage Loan Contracts		Code of Collection Agent		Code of collection agent		VARCHAR2(10)		NULL

																Stage Loan Contracts		Collateral Currency		Collateral Currency		VARCHAR2(3)		NULL

																Stage Loan Contracts		Collateral Code		Unique Identifier for the loans collateral code		VARCHAR2(20)		NULL

																Stage Loan Contracts		Realised LGD		Stores the realised LGD.		NUMBER(15,11)		NULL

																Stage Loan Contracts		Credit Officer ID		This stores the credit officer id		VARCHAR2(20)		NULL

																Stage Loan Contracts		Securitization Pool Class Code		This stores the securitization pool class code		VARCHAR2(20)		NULL

																Stage Loan Contracts		Securitization Status code		This stores the securitization status code		VARCHAR2(20)		NULL

																Stage Loan Contracts		Bankruptcy Type		This stores the bankruptcy type, like chapter 7 and chapter 13 etc		VARCHAR2(15)		NULL

																Stage Loan Contracts		Dealer Group Code		This stores the dealer group code		VARCHAR2(20)		NULL

																Stage Loan Contracts		Repurchase Reason Code		This stores the repurchase reason code		VARCHAR2(6)		NULL

																Stage Loan Contracts		Drawndown Percent		Percentage of money withdrawn as in the disbursement of the loan.		NUMBER(15,11)		NULL

																Stage Loan Contracts		Undrawn Amount in Local Currency		Stores the Un-drawn amount in local currency for an Exposure.		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL

																Stage Loan Contracts		Run Management identifier Code		Stores the data segment map related to portfolio		VARCHAR2(20)		NULL

																Stage Loan Contracts		Dilution Risk Materiality Indicator		Indicates whether Dilution Risk is material for purchasing bank or not. Dilution refers to the possibility that the receivable amount is reduced through cash or non-cash credits to the receivable’s obligor. If the bank can demonstrate to its supervisor that the dilution risk for the purchasing bank is immaterial then they can go ahead to compute capital only for default risk. Basel Accord Para No. 369.		CHAR(1)		NULL

																Stage Loan Contracts		Eligible Protection Indicator		This  Indicates whether this position has received the eligible CD/Guarantee from eligible securitization guarantor		CHAR(1)		NULL

																Stage Loan Contracts		Exposure Held at Fair Value Indicator		USA: Indicates whether the Exposure is held at fair value		CHAR(1)		NULL

																Stage Loan Contracts		Exposure Revolving Flag		This identifies whether an exposure is treated as revolving. Not in use.		CHAR(1)		NULL

																Stage Loan Contracts		Rating Identifier of Reference		For an exposure there may be a reference issue provided by the same issuer.Those reference issue will be rated by external rating sources. Such rating is represented by this field.		VARCHAR2(20)		NULL

																Stage Loan Contracts		Squared-off Position Trading Indicator		This Indicates whether the transaction has the respective opposite position in trading book		CHAR(1)		NULL

																Stage Loan Contracts		Short Long Position		This Indicates that the derivative position is short or long		CHAR(1)		NULL

																Stage Loan Contracts		Impact on Cashflow - 10 Notch Downgrade		Impact on cashflows caused by 10 notch downgrade to the rating of the instrument.
		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL

																Stage Loan Contracts		Impact on Cashflow - 1 Notch Downgrade		Impact on cashflows caused by 1 notch downgrade to the rating of the instrument.
		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL

																Stage Loan Contracts		Impact on Cashflow - 2 Notch Downgrade		Impact on cashflows caused by 2 notch downgrade to the rating of the instrument.
		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL

																Stage Loan Contracts		Impact on Cashflow - 3 Notch Downgrade		Impact on cashflows caused by 3 notch downgrade to the rating of the instrument.
		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL

																Stage Loan Contracts		Impact on Cashflow - 4 Notch Downgrade		Impact on cashflows caused by 4 notch downgrade to the rating of the instrument.
		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL

																Stage Loan Contracts		Impact on Cashflow - 5 Notch Downgrade		Impact on cashflows caused by 5 notch downgrade to the rating of the instrument.
		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL

																Stage Loan Contracts		Impact on Cashflow - 6 Notch Downgrade		Impact on cashflows caused by 6 notch downgrade to the rating of the instrument.
		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL

																Stage Loan Contracts		Impact on Cashflow - 7 Notch Downgrade		Impact on cashflows caused by 7 notch downgrade to the rating of the instrument.
		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL

																Stage Loan Contracts		Impact on Cashflow - 8 Notch Downgrade		Impact on cashflows caused by 8 notch downgrade to the rating of the instrument.
		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL

																Stage Loan Contracts		Impact on Cashflow - 9 Notch Downgrade		Impact on cashflows caused by 9 notch downgrade to the rating of the instrument.
		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL

																Stage Loan Contracts		Collateral Nominal Value		Nominal/Face value of collateral linked to account.
		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL

																Stage Loan Contracts		Drawn Amount		Commitments : This stores the drawn amount till date.
		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL

																Stage Loan Contracts		Collateral Type		Type of property assigned as collateral to secure loan.		VARCHAR2(20)		NULL

																Stage Loan Contracts		Market Segment Of Borrower		Specific market segment of borrower.		VARCHAR2(60)		NULL

																Stage Loan Contracts		Product Type		The specific type of product given an instrument type.		VARCHAR2(40)		NULL

																Stage Loan Contracts		Standard Industry Classification Code		Standard industrial classification code to identify each industry.		VARCHAR2(20)		NULL

																Stage Loan Contracts		Offset Account Expected Balance		Mortgage Offset Account (MOA) Expected Balance on every Payment date		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL

																Stage Loan Contracts		Offset Account Expected Balance Growth Percentage		Annual Rate at which the Offset Account EXPECTED_BAL on every payment date is assumed to grow (positive, negative or constant).		NUMBER(8,4)		NULL

																Stage Loan Contracts		Offset Account Minimum Balance		A Minimum Balance has to be maintained in the Mortgage Offset Account (MOA) before and after offsetting.		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL

																Stage Loan Contracts		Transfer Rate		Transfer rate that is applicable for the contract. In case of fixed rate instruments, this is the rate that ALM cash flow engine uses to calculate certain transfer rate related FE's.  For adjustable/floating/administered rate instruments, this is the initial rate that is picked up by ALM cash flow engine for transfer-pricing the record till the first reprice event, after which it picks the TP rate from the TP IRC for future reprice dates.		NUMBER(10,6)		NULL

																Stage Over Draft Accounts		Extraction Date		Processing date.		DATE		NOT NULL

																Stage Over Draft Accounts		Account Number		Unique account number for each contract.		VARCHAR2(25)		NOT NULL

																Stage Over Draft Accounts		Gaap Code		This stores the Gaap Code		VARCHAR2(6)		NOT NULL

																Stage Over Draft Accounts		Processing Fees		processing fees		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL

																Stage Over Draft Accounts		Pricipal Writeoff MTD		Principal writeoff amount  within  month till date		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL

																Stage Over Draft Accounts		Total Fees and Charges		Total Fees and Charges		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL

																Stage Over Draft Accounts		Total Revenue		Total Revenue		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL

																Stage Over Draft Accounts		Renewal Fees		Renewal charges		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL

																Stage Over Draft Accounts		Service Charges		Service charges		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL

																Stage Over Draft Accounts		Service Charges Waived		sevrvice charges waived		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL

																Stage Over Draft Accounts		Credit Summations MTD		Credit Summations MTD		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL

																Stage Over Draft Accounts		Original Debt Service Ratio		Original Debt Service Ratio		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL

																Stage Over Draft Accounts		Net Revenue from Funds		Net Revenue from Funds		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL

																Stage Over Draft Accounts		Original Collateral Value		Original Colateral Value		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL

																Stage Over Draft Accounts		Otherparty Business		Otherparty Business		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL

																Stage Over Draft Accounts		Number of Contracts Made		Number of Contracts Made		NUMBER(3)		NULL

																Stage Over Draft Accounts		Number of Attempts Made		Number of Attempts Made		NUMBER(3)		NULL

																Stage Over Draft Accounts		Rollover Times		No. of times the OD is rolled over.		NUMBER(3)		NULL

																Stage Over Draft Accounts		Number of Promises Kept		Number of Promises Kept		NUMBER(3)		NULL

																Stage Over Draft Accounts		Number of Promises Taken		Number of Promises Taken		NUMBER(3)		NULL

																Stage Over Draft Accounts		Pricipal Amount Recovered MTD		Principal amount recovered within  month till date		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL

																Stage Over Draft Accounts		Overdue Interest		Overdue interest for the month.		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL

																Stage Over Draft Accounts		Accrued Penalty Charges		Accrued Penalty Charges		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL

																Stage Over Draft Accounts		Overdue Pricipal		Overdue pricipal		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL

																Stage Over Draft Accounts		Preclosure Balance		Preclosure Balance		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL

																Stage Over Draft Accounts		Penal Charges Received		Penal Charges Received		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL

																Stage Over Draft Accounts		Deviation Code 5		Deviation Code 5		VARCHAR2(10)		NULL

																Stage Over Draft Accounts		GL Code		GL Account Number		VARCHAR2(20)		NULL

																Stage Over Draft Accounts		Line Number		Line Number		VARCHAR2(25)		NULL

																Stage Over Draft Accounts		Deviation Code 1		Deviation Code 1		VARCHAR2(10)		NULL

																Stage Over Draft Accounts		Official Deviation Code		Official Deviation Code		VARCHAR2(10)		NULL

																Stage Over Draft Accounts		Deviation Code 4		Deviation Code 4		VARCHAR2(10)		NULL

																Stage Over Draft Accounts		Deviation Code 2		Deviation Code 2		VARCHAR2(10)		NULL

																Stage Over Draft Accounts		Deviation Code 3		Deviation Code 3		VARCHAR2(10)		NULL

																Stage Over Draft Accounts		Delinquency History		Delinquency History		VARCHAR2(30)		NULL

																Stage Over Draft Accounts		Pricipal Provisions Amount MTD		Pricipal Provisions Amount MTD		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL

																Stage Over Draft Accounts		Otherparty Code		Otherparty Code		VARCHAR2(25)		NULL

																Stage Over Draft Accounts		Previous Credit Score		Previous Credit Score		VARCHAR2(10)		NULL

																Stage Over Draft Accounts		Writeoff Reason Code		Writeoff Reason Code		VARCHAR2(10)		NULL

																Stage Over Draft Accounts		Rolledover Contract		rollover of OD 		VARCHAR2(7)		NULL

																Stage Over Draft Accounts		Writedown Amount MTD		Writedown Amount MTD		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL

																Stage Over Draft Accounts		Writeoff Amount MTD		Writeoff Amount MTD		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL

																Stage Over Draft Accounts		Debit Sumation MTD		Debit Sumation MTD		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL

																Stage Over Draft Accounts		Transaction Charges		Transaction Charges		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL

																Stage Over Draft Accounts		Customer Number		Customer code of OD		VARCHAR2(25)		NULL

																Stage Over Draft Accounts		Collateral Code		Collateral Code		VARCHAR2(20)		NULL

																Stage Over Draft Accounts		Collateral Currency		Currency of the loans collateral		VARCHAR2(3)		NULL

																Stage Over Draft Accounts		Channel Code		Channel code of the OD account		VARCHAR2(20)		NULL

																Stage Over Draft Accounts		Collection Agent Code		Collection Agent Code		VARCHAR2(10)		NULL

																Stage Over Draft Accounts		Credit Score		This stores the credit score.		NUMBER(10)		NULL

																Stage Over Draft Accounts		Writeback Amount MTD		Writeback Amount MTD		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL

																Stage Over Draft Accounts		Account Manager Code		Account Manager Code		VARCHAR2(20)		NULL

																Stage Over Draft Accounts		Credit Status Code		Current performance status of the loan.
		VARCHAR2(5)		NULL

																Stage Over Draft Accounts		Attrition Reason Code		Reason for attrition of the OD account		VARCHAR2(10)		NULL

																Stage Over Draft Accounts		Rollover Type		Rollover Type		CHAR(1)		NULL

																Stage Over Draft Accounts		Security Status		Status of the security that is kept as collateral for the OD account.		CHAR(1)		NULL

																Stage Over Draft Accounts		Sevices Charge Waiver Indicator		Sevices Charge Waiver Indicator		CHAR(1)		NULL

																Stage Over Draft Accounts		Writeback Current Month Indicator		Writeback Current Month Indicator		CHAR(1)		NULL

																Stage Over Draft Accounts		Joint Indicator		Joint Indicator		CHAR(1)		NULL

																Stage Over Draft Accounts		Pricipal Received Current Month Ind		Pricipal Received Current Month Ind		CHAR(1)		NULL

																Stage Over Draft Accounts		New Account Indicator		New record indicator		CHAR(1)		NULL

																Stage Over Draft Accounts		Passbook Holder Indicator		Passbook Holder Indicator		CHAR(1)		NULL

																Stage Over Draft Accounts		Interest Received Current Month Indicator		Interest Received Current Month Indicator		CHAR(1)		NULL

																Stage Over Draft Accounts		Aggregate Balance MTD		Aggregate Balance MTD		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL

																Stage Over Draft Accounts		Aggregate Number of Days MTD		Aggregate Number of Days MTD		NUMBER(7)		NULL

																Stage Over Draft Accounts		Writedown Current Month Indicator		Writedown Current Month Indicator		CHAR(1)		NULL

																Stage Over Draft Accounts		Writeoff Current Month Indicator		Writeoff Current Month Indicator		CHAR(1)		NULL

																Stage Over Draft Accounts		Allocated Cost		Allocated Cost		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL

																Stage Over Draft Accounts		Provisioning Date		Provisioning Date		DATE		NULL

																Stage Over Draft Accounts		Last Payment Date		Last Payment Date		DATE		NULL

																Stage Over Draft Accounts		Interest Recovery Date		Interest Recovery Date		DATE		NULL

																Stage Over Draft Accounts		Interest Writeback Date		Interest Writeback Date		DATE		NULL

																Stage Over Draft Accounts		Interest Suspension Date		Interest Suspension Date		DATE		NULL

																Stage Over Draft Accounts		Actual Renewal date		Actual Renewal date		DATE		NULL

																Stage Over Draft Accounts		Limit Number		Limit Number		VARCHAR2(10)		NULL

																Stage Over Draft Accounts		Collateral Value Date		Collateral Value Date		DATE		NULL

																Stage Over Draft Accounts		Delinquency Indicator		Flag for delinquency indicator		CHAR(1)		NULL

																Stage Over Draft Accounts		Writedown Date		Writedown_date		DATE		NULL

																Stage Over Draft Accounts		Value Date		Value Date		DATE		NULL

																Stage Over Draft Accounts		Revised Renewal Date		Revised Renewal Date		DATE		NULL

																Stage Over Draft Accounts		Last Activity Date		Last Activity Date		DATE		NULL

																Stage Over Draft Accounts		Account Open Date		OD account open date.		DATE		NULL

																Stage Over Draft Accounts		Limit Last Modified Date		Limit Last Modified Date		DATE		NULL

																Stage Over Draft Accounts		Pricipal Writeback Date		Principal writeback date		DATE		NULL

																Stage Over Draft Accounts		Original Renewal Date		Original Renewal Date		DATE		NULL

																Stage Over Draft Accounts		Pricipal Recovery Date		Principal recovery date		DATE		NULL

																Stage Over Draft Accounts		Interest Recovered MTD		Interest amount recovered within month till date		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL

																Stage Over Draft Accounts		Interest Suspense Amount		Interest Suspense Amount		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL

																Stage Over Draft Accounts		Current Interest Rate		Current Interest Rate		NUMBER(11,6)		NULL

																Stage Over Draft Accounts		Interest Received MTD		Interest Received MTD 		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL

																Stage Over Draft Accounts		Interest Benchmark Rate		Benchmark rate.		NUMBER(11,6)		NULL

																Stage Over Draft Accounts		Maximum Balance MTD		Maximum Balance MTD		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL

																Stage Over Draft Accounts		Limit Amount Used		Limit Amount Used		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL

																Stage Over Draft Accounts		Interest Writeback Amount MTD		Interest writeback amount  within month till date		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL

																Stage Over Draft Accounts		Interest Writeoff Amount MTD		interest writeoff amount  within  month till date		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL

																Stage Over Draft Accounts		Commissioins Amount		Commissioins Amount		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL

																Stage Over Draft Accounts		Current Collateral Margin		Current Collateral Margin		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL

																Stage Over Draft Accounts		Customer Net Revenue		Customer Net Revenue		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL

																Stage Over Draft Accounts		Commitment Fee		Commitment Fee		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL

																Stage Over Draft Accounts		Current DSR		Current DSR		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL

																Stage Over Draft Accounts		Current Collateral Value		Current Collateral Value		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL

																Stage Over Draft Accounts		Average Balance MTD		Average Balance MTD		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL

																Stage Over Draft Accounts		Interest Accrued Not Received		Interest Accrued Not Received		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL

																Stage Over Draft Accounts		Current Loan to Value		Current Loan to Value 		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL

																Stage Over Draft Accounts		Pricipal Outstanding		End of period Principal amount		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL

																Stage Over Draft Accounts		Interest Accrued MTD		Interest Accrued MTD		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL

																Stage Over Draft Accounts		Current OD Limit		Maximum limit assigned to the product.		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL

																Stage Over Draft Accounts		Previous Delinquency Days		Previous Delinquency Days		NUMBER(5)		NULL

																Stage Over Draft Accounts		Delinquency Days		Count of delinquent days.		NUMBER(5)		NULL

																Stage Over Draft Accounts		Interest Amount Outstanding		End of period Interest amount.		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL

																Stage Over Draft Accounts		End of Period Balance		End of period balance		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL

																Stage Over Draft Accounts		Behaviour Type Code		Performance code ( P/ NP ).P- performingNP- non-performing		VARCHAR2(20)		NULL

																Stage Over Draft Accounts		Behaviour Sub Type Code		Non-performing type ( NP1/NP2/NP3).		VARCHAR2(5)		NULL

																Stage Over Draft Accounts		Compounding Frequency		Compounding frequency.		NUMBER(5)		NULL

																Stage Over Draft Accounts		Next Reprice Date		Repricing date.		DATE		NULL

																Stage Over Draft Accounts		Day Count Indicator		Day count indicator.		VARCHAR2(10)		NULL

																Stage Over Draft Accounts		Debit Credit Indicator		Flag for debit-credit indicator.		CHAR(1)		NULL

																Stage Over Draft Accounts		Product Code		Product code for OD		VARCHAR2(15)		NULL

																Stage Over Draft Accounts		Branch Code		Unique code assigned to each branch.		VARCHAR2(20)		NULL

																Stage Over Draft Accounts		Currency Code		Unique currency code.		VARCHAR2(3)		NULL

																Stage Over Draft Accounts		ATM Facility Indicator		Whether ATM facility is provided		CHAR(1)		NULL

																Stage Over Draft Accounts		Telebanking Facility Indicator		Whether telebank facility is provided		CHAR(1)		NULL

																Stage Over Draft Accounts		Internet Facility Indicator		Whether Internet facility is provided		CHAR(1)		NULL

																Stage Over Draft Accounts		Point of Sale Indicator		Point of Sale Indicator		CHAR(1)		NULL

																Stage Over Draft Accounts		Campaign Identifier		Campaign Indicator		VARCHAR2(20)		NULL

																Stage Over Draft Accounts		Original Credit Score		Original Credit score of the customer on joining		VARCHAR2(10)		NULL

																Stage Over Draft Accounts		Rating Change Reason Code		Reason for change of credit score		VARCHAR2(20)		NULL

																Stage Over Draft Accounts		Net Credit Losses		Net Credit Losses		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL

																Stage Over Draft Accounts		Data Origin		This identifies the source system.		VARCHAR2(20)		NULL

																Stage Over Draft Accounts		Standard Account		This stores the standard account.		VARCHAR2(1)		NULL

																Stage Over Draft Accounts		Securitization Beginning EOP Balance		This stores the end of period balance at the beginning of the securitization balance		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL

																Stage Over Draft Accounts		Credit Officer ID		This stores the credit officer id		VARCHAR2(20)		NULL

																Stage Over Draft Accounts		Repurchase Amount		This stores the repurchase amount		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL

																Stage Over Draft Accounts		Securitisation Principal Amount		This stores the securitisation principal amount		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL

																Stage Over Draft Accounts		Principal Writeback Amount -MTD		This stores the principal write back amount as of month end		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL

																Stage Over Draft Accounts		Interest Provision Amount -MTD		This stores the interest provision amount as of month end		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL

																Stage Over Draft Accounts		Minimum Balance -MTD		This stores the minimum balance as of month end		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL

																Stage Over Draft Accounts		Netting Agreement Code		Netting Agreement Code		VARCHAR2(6)		NULL

																Stage Over Draft Accounts		Contract Walk Away Clause		Indicates whether the Contract contains a Walk away clause for OTC  &  SFT Exposures		CHAR(1)		NULL

																Stage Over Draft Accounts		Participation Value of Regulat		Stores the amount of Participation Value for Regulatory Investments		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL

																Stage Over Draft Accounts		Reciprocal Cross-holding Indic		Reciprocal Cross-holding Indicator		CHAR(1)		NULL

																Stage Over Draft Accounts		Regulatory Capital Investment		Indiactes whether the exposure is a regulatory investment or not.		CHAR(1)		NULL

																Stage Over Draft Accounts		Repo Instrument Issuer Code		This is the Instrument Issuer Code for Repo style transactions		VARCHAR2(20)		NULL

																Stage Over Draft Accounts		Repo Instrument Residual Matur		This stores the Residual Matuity of the underlying instrument for Repo Style Transactions		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL

																Stage Over Draft Accounts		Instrument Rating Identifier		For this identifier, there will be many ratings available from different External rating Sources. Only the eligible rating for a rating identifier will be used for Basel related processing for the Underlying Instruments of Repo Style transactions		VARCHAR2(20)		NULL

																Stage Over Draft Accounts		AFC Indicator		Indicates whether the claim is on an AFC		CHAR(1)		NULL

																Stage Over Draft Accounts		Sales Representative Identifier		Identifier of the sales representative who has sold the account.		VARCHAR2(20)		NULL

																Stage Over Draft Accounts		Retention Offer Type Code		Retention offer type.		VARCHAR2(20)		NULL

																Stage Over Draft Accounts		Service Representative Identifier		Identifier of the service representative who is responsible for servicing the account.		VARCHAR2(20)		NULL

																Stage Over Draft Accounts		Stage Account Risk Score		Risk score of the account.		NUMBER(5)		NULL

																Stage Over Draft Accounts		Stage Attrition Risk Score		Attrition score of the account.		NUMBER(5)		NULL

																Stage Over Draft Accounts		Account Retention Segment ID		Retention segment identifier		VARCHAR2(20)		NULL

																Stage Over Draft Accounts		Automatic Cancellation of Comm		Indicates whether a Commitment provides for  automatic cancellation or not. A CCF of 0% is applied to these exposures as per para no. 83, 312.		CHAR(1)		NULL

																Stage Over Draft Accounts		Backed by Bullion Liability		STD-High Risk Categories and other assets. Signifies that, the gold exposure is backed by bullion gold liabilities. As per Basel accord Para no. 81 fn 32, at national discretion, gold bullion held in own vaults or on an allocated basis to the extent backed by bullion liabilities can be treated as cash and therefore risk-weighted at 0%. In addition, cash items in the process of collection can be risk-weighted at 20%.		CHAR(1)		NULL

																Stage Over Draft Accounts		Banking Book Exposure or CCR H		Flag to indicate that this exposure is used to hedge the banking book exposure or CCR.  Non Sec STD-Long settlement transactions as per Basel accord Annex IV Para No. 6		CHAR(1)		NULL

																Stage Over Draft Accounts		Dilution Risk Appropriately Mo		To indicate whether Bank demonstrates that the dilution risk is appropriately monitored and managed  to be resolved within one year		CHAR(1)		NULL

																Stage Over Draft Accounts		DVP Flag		Indicates whether it's a DvP or PvP trade or not. Needed for Failed Trades.  Non Sec STD-Failed Trades. A ""Y"" will mean DvP/PvP. Basel accord Annex 3 Para No. 7, For DvP transactions, if the payments have not yet taken place five business days after the settlement date, firms must calculate a capital charge by multiplying the positive current exposure of the transaction by the appropriate factor, according to a Table given by Basel.		CHAR(1)		NULL

																Stage Over Draft Accounts		Exposure Defaulted Flag		This identifies whether an exposure is treated as defaulted or not. This will be used for risk weight calculation purposes.		CHAR(1)		NULL

																Stage Over Draft Accounts		Exposure Revolving Flag		This identifies whether an exposure is treated as revolving. Not in use.		CHAR(1)		NULL

																Stage Over Draft Accounts		Explicit Adjustment for Effect		Flag to indicate whether there is an Explicit Adjustment for Effective Maturity or not. As per Basel accord para no. 324, Where there is no explicit adjustment, the effective maturity (M) assigned to all exposures is set at 2.5 years unless otherwise specified in paragraph 318.		CHAR(1)		NULL

																Stage Over Draft Accounts		Failed Trade Flag		This identifies whether a transaction is a failed trade or not.  Non Sec STD-Failed Trades. As per Basel accord Annex 3 Para 3, Repurchase and reverse-repurchase agreements as well as securities lending and borrowing that have failed to settle are excluded from capital treatment. Para 4, In cases of a system wide failure of a settlement or clearing system, a national supervisor may use its discretion to waive capital charges until the situation is rectified.		CHAR(1)		NULL

																Stage Over Draft Accounts		Long Settlement Transaction Fl		Indicates whether it's a Long transaction or not. Needed for Long Settlement Txns/Failed Trades.Non Sec STD-Long settlement transactions. This is determined as per the Basel accord annex 4 para 2B, Long Settlement Transactions are transactions where a counterparty undertakes to deliver a security, a commodity, or a foreign exchange amount against cash, other financial instruments, or commodities, or vice versa, at a settlement or delivery date that is contractually specified as more than the lower of the market standard for this particular instrument and five business days after the date on which the bank enters into the transaction.		CHAR(1)		NULL

																Stage Over Draft Accounts		Materiality Flag		This indicates whether the exposure is material or not. Based on this different risk weights will be applied. Needed for Failed Trades.  Non Sec STD-Failed Trades as per Basel accord Annex 3 Para. 8.		CHAR(1)		NULL

																Stage Over Draft Accounts		Nettability Flag		Stores whether the exposure is nettable against other nettable exposures of the same customer. This is valid only for OTC derivatives and Repos.		CHAR(1)		NULL

																Stage Over Draft Accounts		Past Due indicator		Indicates whether the exposure is past due or not. If delinquency days is greater than 90 then its past due		CHAR(1)		NULL

																Stage Over Draft Accounts		Preferential Treatment Flag		This indicates whether there is a preferential treatment on the exposure or not. As per Basel accord para no. 54, At national discretion, a lower risk weight may be applied to banks’ exposures to their sovereign (or central bank) of incorporation denominated in domestic currency and funded19 in that currency.20 Where this discretion is exercised, other national supervisory authorities may also permit their banks to apply the same risk weight to domestic currency exposures to this sovereign (or central bank) funded in that currency.		CHAR(1)		NULL

																Stage Over Draft Accounts		Risk Weight by Discretion Indi		This indicates whether the risk weight for the exposure is given by the bank itself. This required for Standardised approach.		CHAR(1)		NULL

																Stage Over Draft Accounts		Securitized Flag		Identifies if the exposure is securitized.		CHAR(1)		NULL

																Stage Over Draft Accounts		Seniority Claim Flag		In case of Purchase Receivables, if the purchasing bank is unable to decompose EL into its PD and LGD components in a reliable manner, the risk weight is determined from the corporate risk-weight function using the following specifications: if the bank can demonstrate that the exposures are exclusively senior claims to corporate borrowers, an LGD of 45% can be used, otherwise LGD is 100%. Basel accord para no. 366.		CHAR(1)		NULL

																Stage Over Draft Accounts		Uncond Cancelled Exp Indicator		Indicates whether an exposure is unconditionally cancellable or not. This information is used for application of CCF as per Basel accord para no. 83. Normally a CCF of 0% applied to an unconditionally cancellable exposure.		CHAR(1)		NULL

																Stage Over Draft Accounts		Actual Number of Business Days		Actual Number of Business Days between Remargining for Capital Market Transaction or Revalution for Secured Transaction. This information is required in the volatility hair cut calculation. As per Basel accord para no. 168, When the frequency of remargining or revaluation is longer than the minimum, the minimum haircut numbers will be scaled up depending on the actual number of business days between remargining or revaluation using the square root of time formula.		NUMBER(5)		NULL

																Stage Over Draft Accounts		Business Days needed for Long		Needed for Long Settlement Txns, this signifies that number of business days to deliver the agreed items after date of txn (future date). PFD Ref: Non Sec STD-Long settlement transactions. As per Basel accord Annex 4 para no. 2B, Long Settlement Transactions are transactions where a counterparty undertakes to deliver a security, a commodity, or a foreign exchange amount against cash, other financial instruments, or commodities, or vice versa, at a settlement or delivery date that is contractually specified as more than the lower of the market standard for this particular instrument and five business days after the date on which the bank enters into the transaction.		NUMBER(5)		NULL

																Stage Over Draft Accounts		Effective Exposure Amount		PFD Ref: Non Sec STD-Long settlement transactions. As per Basel accord Annex 4 Para E, Effective Expected Exposure at a specific date is the maximum expectedexposure that occurs at that date or any prior date. Alternatively, it may be defined for a specific date as the greater of the expected exposure at that date, or the effective exposure at the previous date. In effect, the Effective Expected Exposure is the Expected Exposure that is constrained to be non-decreasing over time.		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL

																Stage Over Draft Accounts		EL Best Estimate Percent		This is the best estimate of expected loss for exposures which have already defaulted.		NUMBER(8,4)		NULL

																Stage Over Draft Accounts		Exposure Mark to Market Value		Stores the current market value of an exposure.		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL

																Stage Over Draft Accounts		Failed Business Days		For Failed Trades siginifies that, number of buisness days delayed after the agreed settlement date(past date). Based on the number of failed business days, positive current exposure is multiplied by different multiplying factor as per Annex 3 Para 7.PFD Ref: Non Sec STD-Failed Trades.		NUMBER(5)		NULL

																Stage Over Draft Accounts		Loss Given Default		Percentage of loss in the event of default		NUMBER(15,11)		NULL

																Stage Over Draft Accounts		Holding Period to Derive Hairc		Holding Period for Haircut		NUMBER(5)		NULL

																Stage Over Draft Accounts		Mortgage Lending Value		This is applicable for exposure secured by CRE. Normally a risk weight of 100% is applied. However, in exceptional circumstances for well-developed and long established markets, mortgages on office and/or multi-purpose commercial premises and/or multi-tenanted commercial premises may have the potential to receive a preferential risk weight of 50% for the tranche of the loan that does not exceed the lower of 50% of the market value or 60% of the mortgage lending value of the property securing the loan. Any exposure beyond these limits will receive a 100% risk weight. This exceptional treatment will be subject to very strict conditions. In particular, two tests must be fulfilled, namely that (i) losses stemming from commercial real estate lending up to the lower of 50% of the market value or 60% of loan-tovalue (LTV) based on mortgage-lending-value (MLV) must not exceed 0.3% of the outstanding loans in any given year and that (ii) overall losses stemming from commercial real estate lending must not exceed 0.5% of the outstanding loans in any given year.		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL

																Stage Over Draft Accounts		Probability of Default		Probability of Default		NUMBER(15,11)		NULL

																Stage Over Draft Accounts		Re-Margin Frequency		Stores the remargining frequency of an exposure in days. This is used in calculating the volatility haircut.		NUMBER(5)		NULL

																Stage Over Draft Accounts		Revaluation Frequency		Stores the frequency at which an exposure is revalued to reflect its fair value in days. This is used in calculating the volatility haircut.		NUMBER(5)		NULL

																Stage Over Draft Accounts		Sold credit protection Risk We		Sum of risk weights of exposures in a basket which is protected by sold credit protection		NUMBER(8,4)		NULL

																Stage Over Draft Accounts		Standard Business Days		This is standard business days for an Instrument represented. PFD Ref: Non Sec STD-Long settlement transactions. This is normally 5 or less than 5 and is used to identify whether a transaction is a Long Settlement transaction or not.		NUMBER(5)		NULL

																Stage Over Draft Accounts		Supervisory Beta Value		Supervisory scaling parameter. It normally has a value of 1.4. PFD Ref: Non Sec STD-Long settlement transactions. As per Basel accord Annex 4 parano. 69, Banks that do not have approval to apply the internal models method for the relevant OTC transactions may use the standardised method. The standardised method can be used only for OTC derivatives SFTs are subject to the treatments set out under the Internal Model Method of this Annex or under the Part 2, Section II.D, of this Framework. The exposure amount (under the standardised approach for credit risk) or EAD is to be calculated separately for each netting set. It is determined as ? x Estimated standardised exposure.		NUMBER(8,4)		NULL

																Stage Over Draft Accounts		Write Off Amount		This stores the amount written off by the bank on an exposure. Refer PFD: IRB - Bank, Sovereign and Corporate. Para 308.		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL

																Stage Over Draft Accounts		Trading  Book Indicator		Unique Code that identifies the book type (whether an exposure belongs to the trading book or the banking book).		VARCHAR2(1)		NULL

																Stage Over Draft Accounts		Country Code		This is the identifier representing the country to which an exposure belongs.		VARCHAR2(20)		NULL

																Stage Over Draft Accounts		Rating Identifier		For this identifier, there will be many ratings available from different External rating Sources. Only the eligible rating for a rating identifier will be used for Basel related processing.		VARCHAR2(20)		NULL

																Stage Over Draft Accounts		Customer Type		This stores the customer type of an exposure according to the bank's internal customer hierarchy.		VARCHAR2(20)		NULL

																Stage Over Draft Accounts		Securitisation Pool Identifier		This is the identifier corresponding to  the securitization pool to which an exposure belongs.		VARCHAR2(20)		NULL

																Stage Over Draft Accounts		Provision Made ITD		Provision made from inception till date		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL

																Stage Over Draft Accounts		Line of Business Code		Line of business code.		VARCHAR2(20)		NULL

																Stage Over Draft Accounts		Sovereign Rating Identifier		This identifies the rating of sovereign of the exposure. This is required for standardised approach when bank is using option 1, which is less favourable than the claims that are assigned to soverigns.		VARCHAR2(20)		NULL

																Stage Over Draft Accounts		Rating by Issuer		This stores the rating id given by the issuer.		VARCHAR2(20)		NULL

																Stage Over Draft Accounts		Tenor of Product		Duration of product		NUMBER(5)		NULL

																Stage Over Draft Accounts		Remaining Tenor of Product		Remaining duration of product as on processing date.		NUMBER(5)		NULL

																Stage Over Draft Accounts		Tenor of Product - Unit		Duration of product in terms of days/weeks/months or years.		VARCHAR2(1)		NULL

																Stage Over Draft Accounts		Remaining Tenor of Product - Unit		Remaining duration of product in terms of days/weeks/months or years.		VARCHAR2(1)		NULL

																Stage Over Draft Accounts		Effective Maturity		Stores the Effective Maturity (M) of an Exposure. This should be a DL since cashflows are not being taken as input currently.
		NUMBER(11,6)		NULL

																Stage Over Draft Accounts		Holiday Rolling Convention Code		The holiday rolling convention code, based on which the date on which cash flow has to happen is decided. This includes - Following business day, Modified following business day, Previous business day, Modified previous business day etc.
		VARCHAR2(5)		NULL

																Stage Over Draft Accounts		Instrument Type Code		Code identifying the instrument category of the customer account. Eg: Loans,Mortgages,MBS,retirement etc
		VARCHAR2(20)		NULL

																Stage Over Draft Accounts		Realised LGD		Stores the realised LGD.		NUMBER(15,11)		NULL

																Stage Over Draft Accounts		Organizational Unit Code		The organizational code.		VARCHAR2(20)		NULL

																Stage Over Draft Accounts		Common COA ID		Leaf column which defines the lowest common level of detail across all product chart of account definitions.		VARCHAR2(20)		NULL

																Stage Over Draft Accounts		Account Group Code		A code that identifies the account group for reporting (e.g. checking, savings, consumer loan); summarizes into ACCOUNT_CATEGORY_CD.		VARCHAR2(5)		NULL

																Stage Over Draft Accounts		Annual Fee Code		An organization-defined code for the annual fee amount		VARCHAR2(5)		NULL

																Stage Over Draft Accounts		Autopay Account Number		The account number where autopay debits from the account should be charged		VARCHAR2(25)		NULL

																Stage Over Draft Accounts		Autopay Bank Transit Number		The routing transit number of the organization where autopay debits will be charged		VARCHAR2(11)		NULL

																Stage Over Draft Accounts		AutoPay Indicator		1 = The account is on autopay		CHAR(1)		NULL

																Stage Over Draft Accounts		Autopay Instrument Type Code		The autopay service that autopay debits will be charged against, for example Checking		VARCHAR2(5)		NULL

																Stage Over Draft Accounts		Cash Balance		Current Outstanding Cash Advance Balance.		NUMBER(14,2)		NULL

																Stage Over Draft Accounts		Credit Score Date		The date of the credit score		DATE		NULL

																Stage Over Draft Accounts		Currency Yield		Effective annual yield based on book value.		NUMBER(8,4)		NULL

																Stage Over Draft Accounts		Deferred Current Balance		Current Unamortized Deferred Balance associated with Instrument (i.e. Premium or Discount or Fees or etc...).		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL

																Stage Over Draft Accounts		Deferred Original Balance		Original Deferred Balance associated with Instrument (i.e. Premium or Discount or Fees or etc...).		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL

																Stage Over Draft Accounts		Number Of Times Delinquent Throughout Life		Number of times the account has been delinquent during life.		NUMBER(5)		NULL

																Stage Over Draft Accounts		Number Of Times Delinquent Year		Number of times the account has been delinquent during the past 12 months.		NUMBER(5)		NULL

																Stage Over Draft Accounts		Hedge Portfolio Set		Identifies the portfolio being hedged.		NUMBER(5)		NULL

																Stage Over Draft Accounts		High Balance		The highest balance of the account for the current Update period		NUMBER(14,2)		NULL

																Stage Over Draft Accounts		Interest Timing Type		Timing of Interest Payment.		VARCHAR2(5)		NULL

																Stage Over Draft Accounts		Last Payment Amount		The amount of the last payment on the account		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL

																Stage Over Draft Accounts		Last Credit Line Rejected Date		The last date a credit line increase was rejected		DATE		NULL

																Stage Over Draft Accounts		Last Repricing Date		Date upon which adjustable instruments last repriced.		DATE		NULL

																Stage Over Draft Accounts		Low Balance		The lowest balance of the account for the current Update period		NUMBER(14,2)		NULL

																Stage Over Draft Accounts		Last Repricing Date Balance		Par Balance as of the Last Repricing Date, used in OFSA/TP Cash Flow Methods.		NUMBER(14,2)		NULL

																Stage Over Draft Accounts		Next Payment Date		Date upon which the next scheduled payment is due.		DATE		NULL

																Stage Over Draft Accounts		Original Gross Par Balance		Gross par value at date of purchase. Rule of 78s should exclude add on interest.		NUMBER(14,2)		NULL

																Stage Over Draft Accounts		Original Payment Amount		Original payment amount.		NUMBER(14,2)		NULL

																Stage Over Draft Accounts		Payment History		An organization-defined code for the payment history on the account		VARCHAR2(36)		NULL

																Stage Over Draft Accounts		Percent Sold		Total percent of balance sold to investors.		NUMBER(8,4)		NULL

																Stage Over Draft Accounts		Prior TP Period ADB		Average Daily Balance for Prior Transfer Pricing Repricing Period - used in selected OFSA/TP methods - with Mid-Period Repr.		NUMBER(14,2)		NULL

																Stage Over Draft Accounts		Rate Change Minimum		Minimum change in repricing index necessary for a change in the interest rate.		NUMBER(8,4)		NULL

																Stage Over Draft Accounts		Rate Change Round Code		Method used for rounding of interest rate change.		VARCHAR2(20)		NULL

																Stage Over Draft Accounts		Rate Change Round Factor		Factor to which the rate change on an adjustable instrument is rounded.		NUMBER(11,6)		NULL

																Stage Over Draft Accounts		Maximum Rate Decrease In A Year		Maximum rate decrease allowed on an adjustable product per year.		NUMBER(8,4)		NULL

																Stage Over Draft Accounts		Rate Floor Life		Minimum rate for life of the instrument.		NUMBER(8,4)		NULL

																Stage Over Draft Accounts		Rate Increase Cycle		Maximum interest rate increase allowed during the cycle on an adjustable rate instrument.		NUMBER(8,4)		NULL

																Stage Over Draft Accounts		Maximum Rate Increase In A Year		Maximum interest rate increase allowed during a year for an adjustable rate instrument.		NUMBER(8,4)		NULL

																Stage Over Draft Accounts		Rate Set Lag		Period by which the interest re-calculation lags the date of the interest rate used for calculation.		NUMBER(5)		NULL

																Stage Over Draft Accounts		Rate Set Lag Multiplier		Units (days or months or years) of Rate_set_lag.		VARCHAR2(1)		NULL

																Stage Over Draft Accounts		Tax Exempt Percent		Percent of interest that is tax exempt.		NUMBER(8,4)		NULL

																Stage Over Draft Accounts		Tax Expense		Tax Expenses		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL

																Stage Over Draft Accounts		Waived Fees		Sum of fee income waiver components		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL

																Stage Over Draft Accounts		Billing Cycle Date		This stores the billing cycle date		DATE		NULL

																Stage Over Draft Accounts		Run Management identifier Code		Stores the data segment map related to portfolio		VARCHAR2(20)		NULL

																Stage Over Draft Accounts		Legal Entity Code		Stores the entity from where the exposure has originated.		VARCHAR2(20)		NULL

																Stage Over Draft Accounts		Eligible Protection Indicator		This  Indicates whether this position has received the eligible CD/Guarantee from eligible securitization guarantor		CHAR(1)		NULL

																Stage Over Draft Accounts		Exposure Held at Fair Value Indicator		USA: Indicates whether the Exposure is held at fair value		CHAR(1)		NULL

																Stage Over Draft Accounts		Exposure Reporting Currency		This is the currency in which the exposure needs to be reported.		VARCHAR2(3)		NULL

																Stage Over Draft Accounts		Impact on Cashflow - 10 Notch Downgrade		Impact on cashflows caused by 10 notch downgrade to the rating of the instrument.		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL

																Stage Over Draft Accounts		Impact on Cashflow - 1 Notch Downgrade		Impact on cashflows caused by 1 notch downgrade to the rating of the instrument.		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL

																Stage Over Draft Accounts		Impact on Cashflow - 2 Notch Downgrade		Impact on cashflows caused by 2 notch downgrade to the rating of the instrument.		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL

																Stage Over Draft Accounts		Impact on Cashflow - 3 Notch Downgrade		Impact on cashflows caused by 3 notch downgrade to the rating of the instrument.		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL

																Stage Over Draft Accounts		Impact on Cashflow - 4 Notch Downgrade		Impact on cashflows caused by 4 notch downgrade to the rating of the instrument.		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL

																Stage Over Draft Accounts		Impact on Cashflow - 5 Notch Downgrade		Impact on cashflows caused by 5 notch downgrade to the rating of the instrument.		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL

																Stage Over Draft Accounts		Impact on Cashflow - 6 Notch Downgrade		Impact on cashflows caused by 6 notch downgrade to the rating of the instrument.		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL

																Stage Over Draft Accounts		Impact on Cashflow - 7 Notch Downgrade		Impact on cashflows caused by 7 notch downgrade to the rating of the instrument.		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL

																Stage Over Draft Accounts		Impact on Cashflow - 8 Notch Downgrade		Impact on cashflows caused by 8 notch downgrade to the rating of the instrument.		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL

																Stage Over Draft Accounts		Impact on Cashflow - 9 Notch Downgrade		Impact on cashflows caused by 9 notch downgrade to the rating of the instrument.		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL

																Stage Over Draft Accounts		Collateral Market Value		Market value of collateral linked to account.		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL

																Stage Over Draft Accounts		Collateral Nominal Value		Nominal/Face value of collateral linked to account.		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL

																Stage Over Draft Accounts		Drawn Amount		Commitments : This stores the drawn amount till date.		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL

																Stage Over Draft Accounts		Open Maturity Amount		This captures balances with respect to open maturity or extendable issue.		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL

																Stage Over Draft Accounts		Undrwan Amount		This stores the un-drawn amount till date.		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL

																Stage Recovery Type Master		Extraction Date				DATE		NOT NULL

																Stage Recoveries		Account Number		This stores the account No. for a product of a customer.		VARCHAR2(25)		NOT NULL

																Stage Recoveries		Product Code		Unique Product Code		VARCHAR2(25)		NULL

																Stage Recoveries		Account Opening Date		This stores the account opening date.		DATE		NULL

																Stage Recoveries		Date of write-off of account		This stores the date of write-off of the account.		DATE		NULL

																Stage Recoveries		Most recent Account status - Pending/Dead/etc		This stores the most recent account status, whether pending, dead, etc.		VARCHAR2(1)		NULL

																Stage Recoveries		Dealer Code - To recover write/off		This stores the dealer code, to recover write-off.		VARCHAR2(20)		NULL

																Stage Recoveries		Full payoff amount		This stores the full payoff amount.		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL

																Stage Recovery Agent Master		Recovery Agent ID		This stores the recovery agent Id.		VARCHAR2(20)		NOT NULL

																Stage Recovery Agent Master		Extraction Date		This refers to the date on which processing commences. This is ideally, the end of business day of the month.		DATE		NOT NULL

																Stage Recovery Agent Master		Recovery Agent Name		This stores the recovery agent name.		VARCHAR2(60)		NULL

																Stage Collector Contacts		Function Code Collector		Function code - low balance/high balance, overlimit etc		VARCHAR2(15)		NULL

																Stage Collector Contacts		Mode of Contact		Whether Call/Mail/Field Visit was made to contact the account holder.		VARCHAR2(60)		NULL

																Stage Collector Contacts		Account Number		Account number of the contact or account holder.		VARCHAR2(25)		NULL

																Stage Collections		Current Balance		Outstanding balance in the account.		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL

																Stage Collections		Current Due Amount		Delinquent Amount for the most recent completed cycle		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL

																Stage Collections		Deliquency System Indicator		Delinquency at the end of the month in the collections system		VARCHAR2(1)		NULL

																Stage Collections		Current Party Contact Identifier		Id of the party contacted most recently for collections		VARCHAR2(20)		NULL

																Stage Collections		Current Promise Date		Date on which the most recent promise for re-payment was made by the account holder.		DATE		NULL

																Stage Collections		Current Payment Amount		Most recently paid amount.		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL

																Stage Collections		Current Payment Date		Most recent payment date.		DATE		NULL

																Stage Collections		Current Promise Amount		Most recent promised amount for re-payment by account holder.		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL

																Stage Collections		Latest Movement System Active Date		Date of last movement into the collections system in active state		DATE		NULL

																Stage Collections		Product Type		Product type classification for loan products		VARCHAR2(15)		NULL

																Stage Collections		Product  Code		Unique Product Code		VARCHAR2(25)		NULL

																Stage Collections		Product Category Code		Code for the product category		VARCHAR2(20)		NULL

																Stage Collections		First Payment Default Indicator		This stores the indicator if the card holder has defaulted  first payment		CHAR(1)		NULL

																Stage Collections		Second Payment Default Indicator		This stores the indicator if the card holder has defaulted second payment		CHAR(1)		NULL

																Stage Collections		Function Code				VARCHAR2(20)		NULL

																Stage Collection Officer Master		Collection Officer ID		This stores the Id of the collection officer, as available in the source system.		VARCHAR2(20)		NOT NULL

																Stage Collection Officer Master		Collection Officer Name		This stores the name of the collection officer.		VARCHAR2(100)		NULL

																Stage Collection Officer Master		Extraction Date		This stores the date on which the collection officer details are extracted from the source system.		DATE		NULL

																Stage Commitment Contracts		Extraction Date		This is the date on which processing commences. It is ideally, the end of the business day of the month.		DATE		NOT NULL

																Stage Commitment Contracts		Product Description		This stores the product description.		VARCHAR2(20)		NULL

																Stage Commitment Contracts		Product Type		This stores the product type.		VARCHAR2(20)		NULL

																Stage Commitment Contracts		Start Date		This stores the start date of the commitment contract.		DATE		NULL

																Stage Commitment Contracts		Maturity Date		This stores the maturity date of the commitment contract.		DATE		NULL

																Stage Commitment Contracts		Commitment Amount Lcy		This stores the total commitment amount in local currency.		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL

																Stage Commitment Contracts		Remaining Term		This stores the time till maturity for the commitment contract		NUMBER(5)		NULL

																Stage Commitment Contracts		Drawn Amount		This stores the drawn amount till date.		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL

																Stage Commitment Contracts		Drawn Amount Lcy		This stores the drawn amount till date in local currency.		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL

																Stage Commitment Contracts		Undrawn Amount		This stores the un-drawn amount till date.		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL

																Stage Commitment Contracts		Undrawn Amount Lcy		This stores the un-drawn amount till date in local currency.		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL

																Stage Commitment Contracts		Line Code		This stores the line code for the commitment contract.		VARCHAR2(25)		NULL

																Stage Commitment Contracts		Account Number		This stores the settlement account for the commitment contract.		VARCHAR2(25)		NULL

																Stage Commitment Contracts		Account Manager Code		This indicates the account manager for the commitment contract.		VARCHAR2(20)		NULL

																Stage Commitment Contracts		MIS Class1		This represents MISclass1 for the contract.		VARCHAR2(20)		NULL

																Stage Commitment Contracts		MIS Code1		This represents MIScode1 for the contract.		VARCHAR2(20)		NULL

																Stage Commitment Contracts		MIS Code1 Description		This represents the desciption of MIScode1 for the contract.		VARCHAR2(20)		NULL

																Stage Commitment Contracts		Product Code		This stores the product for the given commitment contract.		VARCHAR2(20)		NULL

																Stage Commitment Contracts		Branch Code		This stores the branch that has made the commitment contract.		VARCHAR2(6)		NULL

																Stage Commitment Contracts		Customer Reference Code		This stores the customer for the commitment contract.		VARCHAR2(20)		NULL

																Stage Commitment Contracts		Data Origin		This identifies the source system.		VARCHAR2(20)		NULL

																Stage Commitment Contracts		Sales Representative Identifier				VARCHAR2(20)		NULL

																Stage Commitment Contracts		Currency Code		This stores the currency code.		VARCHAR2(3)		NULL

																Stage Commitment Contracts		Service Representative Identifier				VARCHAR2(20)		NULL

																Stage Commitment Contracts		Account Risk Score				NUMBER(5)		NULL

																Stage Commitment Contracts		Attrition Risk Score				NUMBER(5)		NULL

																Stage Commitment Contracts		Account Retention Segment ID				VARCHAR2(20)		NULL

																Stage Commitment Contracts		Attrition Reason Code				VARCHAR2(20)		NULL

																Stage Commitment Contracts		Channel Code				VARCHAR2(20)		NULL
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Geography

		LDM														Staging										Mapping Logic

		Subject Area		Entity		Attribute		Attribute Desc		Datatype		Null				Table		Column		Column Desc		Datatype		Null

		Geography		Geography Sub Region		Sub Region Code		A unique identification for the Sub Region.		NUMBER(5)		NOT NULL

		Geography		Geography Sub Region		Region Code		A unique identification for the Region.		NUMBER(5)		NULL				Stage Geography Master		Region Code		This is the region to which the branch belongs.		VARCHAR2(6)		NULL		Direct

		Geography		Geography Sub Region		Sub Region Name		Name of the Sub Region.		VARCHAR2(60)		NULL

		Geography		Geography Sub Region		Sub Region Description		Describes the Sub Region.		VARCHAR2(255)		NULL

		Geography		Geography Country		Country Code		A unique identification for the Country		NUMBER(5)		NOT NULL				Stage Country Master		Country Identifier		Country Code		VARCHAR2(20)		NOT NULL		Direct

																Stage Geography Master		Branch Country		Country  in which the branch is located 		VARCHAR2(60)		NULL		Direct

		Geography		Geography Country		Country Name		Name of the Country.		VARCHAR2(60)		NULL				Stage Country Master		Country Description		Country Description		VARCHAR2(30)		NULL		Direct

		Geography		Geography Country		Sovereign Rating		It stores the country rating.		VARCHAR2(10)		NULL				Stage Country Master		Rating Identifier		For this identifier, there will be many ratings available from different External rating Sources. Only the eligible rating for a rating identifier will be used for Basel related processing in the Standardized approach.		VARCHAR2(20)		NULL		Direct

		Geography		Geography Country		Country Description		Describes the Country.		VARCHAR2(255)		NULL				Stage Country Master		Country Long Description		Long decription		VARCHAR2(60)		NULL		Direct

																Stage Geography Master		Branch Country Description				VARCHAR2(60)		NULL		Direct

		Geography		Address Role		Address Role Code		A unique identification for Address Role, for example registered address, communication address, permanent, current etc		NUMBER(5)		NOT NULL

		Geography		Address Role		Address Role Name		Name of the Address Role.		VARCHAR2(60)		NULL

		Geography		Address Role		Address Role Description		Describes the address role.		VARCHAR2(255)		NULL

		Geography		Address - Address Role Map		Address Code		A unique identification for the Address.		NUMBER(5)		NOT NULL

		Geography		Address - Address Role Map		Address Role Code		A unique identification for Address Role, for example registered address, communication address, permanent, current etc		NUMBER(5)		NOT NULL

		Geography		Time Zone		Time Zone Code		A unique identification for the time zone.		NUMBER(5)		NOT NULL

		Geography		Time Zone		Time Zone Value		Value for the time zone.		NUMBER(10)		NULL

		Geography		Time Zone		Time Zone Name		Name of the Time Zone.		VARCHAR2(60)		NULL

		Geography		Time Zone		Time Zone Description		Describes the time zone.		VARCHAR2(255)		NULL

		Geography		Geography State		State Code		A unique identification for the State.		NUMBER(5)		NOT NULL				Stage Country Master		Province/State Identifier		Code used to distinguish between records corresponding to different provinces/states of countries of ultimate risk.		VARCHAR2(20)		NULL		Direct

																Stage Geography Master		Branch State Code		State  in which the branch is located 		VARCHAR2(60)		NULL		Direct

		Geography		Geography State		Country Code		A unique identification for the Country		NUMBER(5)		NULL				Stage Country Master		Country Identifier		Country Code		VARCHAR2(20)		NOT NULL		Direct

		Geography		Geography State		Time Zone Code		A unique identification for the time zone.		NUMBER(5)		NULL

		Geography		Geography State		State Name		Name of the State.		VARCHAR2(60)		NULL

		Geography		Geography State		State Description		Describes the State.		VARCHAR2(255)		NULL				Stage Country Master		Province/State Description		Description of the Province/State Identifier used to distinguish between records corresponding to different provinces/states of countries of ultimate risk.		VARCHAR2(60)		NULL		Direct

		Geography		Geography Region		Region Code		A unique identification for the Region.		NUMBER(5)		NOT NULL				Stage Geography Master		Region Code		This is the region to which the branch belongs.		VARCHAR2(6)		NULL		Direct

		Geography		Geography Region		Region Name		Name of the Region.		VARCHAR2(60)		NULL

		Geography		Geography Region		Region Description		Describes the region.		VARCHAR2(255)		NULL				Stage Geography Master		Region Description				VARCHAR2(60)		NULL		Direct

		Geography		Address		Address Code		A unique identification for the Address.		NUMBER(5)		NOT NULL				Stage Geography Master		Branch Address		Address of the branch		VARCHAR2(100)		NULL		Direct

		Geography		Address		Postal Code		A unique identification for the Postal address.		NUMBER(5)		NULL

		Geography		Address		County Code		A unique identification for the County.		NUMBER(5)		NULL

		Geography		Address		Address Line 1		Address description		VARCHAR2(60)		NULL

		Geography		Address		Address Line 2		Address description		VARCHAR2(60)		NULL

		Geography		Address		Address Line 3		Address description		VARCHAR2(60)		NULL

		Geography		Address		Sub Region Code		A unique identification for the Sub Region.		NUMBER(5)		NULL

		Geography		Postal Code		Postal Code		A unique identification for the Postal address.		NUMBER(5)		NOT NULL				Stage Geography Master		Branch Zip Code		This stores the zip code of the location of the branch.		VARCHAR2(6)		NULL		Direct

		Geography		Postal Code		Postal Code Description		Describes the post code.		VARCHAR2(255)		NULL

		Geography		Geography City		City Code		A unique identification for the City.		NUMBER(5)		NOT NULL				Stage Geography Master		City Code				VARCHAR2(10)		NULL		Direct

		Geography		Geography City		State Code		A unique identification for the State.		NUMBER(5)		NULL				Stage Geography Master		State Code				VARCHAR2(20)		NULL		Direct

		Geography		Geography City		City Name		Name of the City.		VARCHAR2(60)		NULL

		Geography		Geography City		City Description		Describes the City.		VARCHAR2(255)		NULL

		Geography		Geography County		County Code		A unique identification for the County.		NUMBER(5)		NOT NULL

		Geography		Geography County		City Code		A unique identification for the City.		NUMBER(5)		NULL				Stage Geography Master		City Code				VARCHAR2(10)		NULL		Direct

		Geography		Geography County		County Name		Name of the County.		VARCHAR2(60)		NULL

		Geography		Geography County		County Description		Describes the County.		VARCHAR2(255)		NULL

																Stage Country Master		Extraction Date				DATE		NOT NULL

																Stage Country Master		Closely Watched Factor		Closely watched Indicator		VARCHAR2(7)		NULL

																Stage Country Master		Currency Code		Default Currency		VARCHAR2(3)		NULL

																Stage Country Master		Country Risk Factor		Country Risk Idicator		NUMBER(11,6)		NULL

																Stage Country Master		Record End Date		This refers to the date on which the validity of this record ends.		DATE		NULL

																Stage Country Master		Record Start Date		This  refers to the date from which a particular record is valid.		DATE		NULL

																Stage Country Master		Latest Record Indicator		Indicates whether a particular record qualifies as the latest record.		CHAR(1)		NULL

																Stage Country Master		Alpha Value		Needed for Long Settlement Transactions. Ref: Non Sec STD-Long settlement transactions.		NUMBER(8,4)		NULL

																Stage Geography Master		Extraction Date		Processing Date		DATE		NOT NULL

																Stage Geography Master		Branch Description		name,description of the branch		VARCHAR2(60)		NULL

																Stage Geography Master		Branch Type		HO, RO, Branch Basically to indicate the hierarchical setup of the bank. This  can be used also to indicate specialized nature or function of the branch e.g. rural branch investment branch trade finance branch etc.		CHAR(1)		NULL

																Stage Geography Master		Branch Centre Code		This stores the centre of branch.		VARCHAR2(20)		NULL

																Stage Geography Master		Branch Location		City / town / village in which the branch is located 		VARCHAR2(60)		NULL

																Stage Geography Master		Branch Group Code		This stores the group code.		VARCHAR2(6)		NULL

																Stage Geography Master		Group Description		This stores the group description.		VARCHAR2(60)		NULL

																Stage Geography Master		Branch Turnover		Turnover of this branch for the MIS period.		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL

																Stage Geography Master		Record End Date		This refers to the date on which the validity of this record ends.		DATE		NULL

																Stage Geography Master		Record Start Date		This  refers to the date from which a particular record is valid.		DATE		NULL

																Stage Geography Master		Latest Record Indicator		Indicates whether a particular record qualifies as the latest record.		CHAR(1)		NULL
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Instrument

		LDM														Staging										Mapping Logic

		LDM		Entity		Attribute		Attribute Desc		Datatype		Null				Table		Column		Column Desc		Datatype		Null

		Instrument		Payment Schedule		Non Periodic Revision Schedule		Unique identifier of the non periodic revision schedule		VARCHAR2(10)		NOT NULL

		Instrument		Payment Schedule		Instrument Code		Unique identifier of the instrument.		VARCHAR2(10)		NOT NULL

		Instrument		Payment Schedule		Start Date		Date from which the record is valid		DATE		NULL

		Instrument		Payment Schedule		End Date		The date on which the record becomes invalid for consideration		DATE		NULL

		Instrument		Futures Margins		Instrument Code		Unique identifier of the instrument.		VARCHAR2(10)		NOT NULL

		Instrument		Futures Margins		Margin Id		Unique identifier for a margin requirement for a futures instrument		VARCHAR2(25)		NOT NULL

		Instrument		Futures Margins		Margin Type		Type of Margin		VARCHAR2(60)		NULL

		Instrument		Futures Margins		Margin Amount		Margin amount of this type applicable for the futures instrument. Expressed as a rate.		NUMBER(10,6)		NULL				Stage Futures And Forwards		Margin Amount		Margin amount that is being taken upfront for certain types of margin contracts.		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL		Direct

																Stage Instrument Contract Master		Margin Amount				NUMBER(22,3)		NULL		Direct

		Instrument		Basket		Basket Id		Unique identifier of the basket.		VARCHAR2(25)		NOT NULL

		Instrument		Basket		Basket Value		Stores the initial value of the basket.		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL

		Instrument		Basket		Price Type		Unique identifier of the price type such as weighted average, atlas, Himalayan, Australian  etc.		VARCHAR2(10)		NULL

		Instrument		Quanto Option		Quanto Exchange Rate		Stores the exchange rate for Options not transacted in the local currency.		NUMBER(11,6)		NULL				Stage Option Contracts		Quanto Exchange Rate		This Attribute stores  the agreed exchange rate in case of quanto options.		NUMBER(11,6)		NULL		Direct

																Stage Instrument Contract Master		Quanto Exchange Rate		This Attribute stores  the agreed exchange rate in case of quanto options.		NUMBER(11,6)		NULL		Direct

		Instrument		Quanto Option		Quanto Currency		Stores the exchange currency for Options not transacted in the local currency.		VARCHAR2(3)		NULL

		Instrument		Quanto Option		Instrument Code		Unique identifier of the instrument.		VARCHAR2(10)		NOT NULL				Stage Option Contracts		Contract Code		This is the identifier for the options contract.		VARCHAR2(25)		NOT NULL		Direct

		Instrument		Option Feature		Instrument Code		Unique identifier of the instrument.		VARCHAR2(10)		NOT NULL				Stage Option Contracts		Contract Code		This is the identifier for the options contract.		VARCHAR2(25)		NOT NULL		Direct

		Instrument		Barrier Option		Knock Up In		Stores the upward value at which the Option will become active as compared to the current spot price.		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL				Stage Option Contracts		Knock Up In		This store value for Knock Up In		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL		Direct

		Instrument		Barrier Option		Knock Up Out		Stores the upward value at which the Option will become inactive as compared to the current spot price.		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL				Stage Option Contracts		Knock Up Out		This store value for Knock Up Out		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL		Direct

		Instrument		Barrier Option		Knock Down In		Stores the downward value at which the Option will become active as compared to the current spot price.		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL				Stage Option Contracts		Knock Down In		This store value for Knock Down In		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL		Direct

		Instrument		Barrier Option		Knock Down Out		Stores the downward value at which the Option will become inactive as compared to the current spot price.		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL				Stage Option Contracts		Knock Down Out		This store value for Knock Down Out		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL		Direct

		Instrument		Barrier Option		Option Rebate		Stores the rebate that the Option Holder is eligible from the Writer if the Option does not become effective at all during the tenor.		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL				Stage Option Contracts		Option Rebate		This Attribute stores  the Option Rebate which is for a barrier option that offers a predetermined rebate.		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL		Direct

		Instrument		Barrier Option		Instrument Code		Unique identifier of the instrument.		VARCHAR2(10)		NOT NULL				Stage Option Contracts		Contract Code		This is the identifier for the options contract.		VARCHAR2(25)		NOT NULL		Direct

		Instrument		Asian Option		Average Period Start Date		Stores the start date of the period used to calculate Average value for Asian Option.		DATE		NULL

		Instrument		Asian Option		Average Period End Date		Stores the end date of the period used to calculate Average value for Asian Option.		DATE		NULL

		Instrument		Asian Option		Average Type		Stores the type of Average used to calculate Asian Option Eg. Weighted Average		VARCHAR2(60)		NULL				Stage Option Contracts		Average Type		This Attribute stores Arthimetic or Geometric (case sensitive) which is Averaging Type used for pricing Asian option.		VARCHAR2(60)		NULL		Direct

																Stage Instrument Contract Master		Average Type		This Attribute stores Arthimetic or Geometric (case sensitive) which is Averaging Type used for pricing Asian option.		VARCHAR2(20)		NULL		Direct

		Instrument		Asian Option		Average Value		Stores the value of the Average.		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL				Stage Option Contracts		Average Balance		Average gross book balance.		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL		Direct

		Instrument		Asian Option		Instrument Code		Unique identifier of the instrument.		VARCHAR2(10)		NOT NULL				Stage Option Contracts		Contract Code		This is the identifier for the options contract.		VARCHAR2(25)		NOT NULL		Direct

		Instrument		Netting Agreement Code		Netting Agreement Code		Unique identifier to a netting agreement		NUMBER(5)		NOT NULL				Stage Swaps Contracts		Netting Agreement Code		Netting Agreement Code		VARCHAR2(6)		NULL		Direct

																Stage Instrument Contract Master		Netting Agreement Code		This Attribute stores  the Netting Agreement Code for the instrument in this record.		VARCHAR2(20)		NULL		Direct

		Instrument		Netting Agreement Code		Netting Agreement Name		Name of the netting agreement		VARCHAR2(60)		NULL

		Instrument		Netting Agreement Code		Netting Agreement Description		Description for the netting agreement		VARCHAR2(255)		NULL

		Instrument		Price Type		Price Type		Unique identifier of the price type such as weighted average, atlas, Himalayan, Australian  etc.		VARCHAR2(10)		NOT NULL

		Instrument		Price Type		Price Type Description		Describes the price type.		VARCHAR2(255)		NULL

		Instrument		Trade Relationship		Relationship Id		Unique identifier of the relationship between trades.		VARCHAR2(25)		NOT NULL

		Instrument		Identifier Type		Identifier Type		Unique identifier of the identifier type such as ISIN, Cusip, Sedol etc		VARCHAR2(10)		NOT NULL

		Instrument		Identifier Type		Identifier Type Description		Describes the identifier type.		VARCHAR2(255)		NULL

		Instrument		Source Feed		Source Feed Code		Source feed of the instrument as Reuters, Bloomberg etc		NUMBER(5)		NOT NULL

		Instrument		Source Feed		Source Feed Name		Name of the source feed.		VARCHAR2(60)		NULL

		Instrument		Source Feed		Source Feed Description		Describes the source feed.		VARCHAR2(255)		NULL

		Instrument		Market Code		Market Code		Market of the instrument as BSE, NSE, NASDAQ etc		NUMBER(5)		NOT NULL

		Instrument		Market Code		Market Name		Name of the market.		VARCHAR2(60)		NULL

		Instrument		Market Code		Market Description		Describes the market.		VARCHAR2(255)		NULL

		Instrument		Trade Status		Status Code		A unique identifier of the status such as Booked, suspended, cancelled etc		NUMBER(5)		NOT NULL

		Instrument		Trade Status		Status Code Name		Name of the status code.		VARCHAR2(60)		NULL

		Instrument		Trade Status		Status Code Description		Describes the status code.		VARCHAR2(255)		NULL

		Instrument		Settlement Type		Settlement Type		A unique identifier of the settlement type such as Cash/Physical.		VARCHAR2(10)		NOT NULL

		Instrument		Settlement Type		Settlement Type Description		Describes the settlement type.		VARCHAR2(255)		NULL

		Instrument		Yield Method Code		Yield Method Code		A unique identifier of the yield method code such as Yield to maturity, Yield to call, Yield to put etc		NUMBER(5)		NOT NULL

		Instrument		Yield Method Code		Yield Method Name		Name of the yield method code.		VARCHAR2(60)		NULL

		Instrument		Yield Method Code		Yield Method Description		Describes the yield method code.		VARCHAR2(255)		NULL

		Instrument		Master Agreement Type		Master Agreement Type		A unique identifier of the master agreement type such as representation for the 1987 ISDA Master Agreement, 1992 ISDA Master Agreement, and the 2002 ISDA Master Agreement etc.		VARCHAR2(10)		NOT NULL

		Instrument		Master Agreement Type		Master Agreement Type Description		Describes the master agreement type.		VARCHAR2(255)		NULL

		Instrument		Master Agreement Code		Master Agreement Code		A unique identifier of the master agreement such as ISDA.		NUMBER(5)		NOT NULL

		Instrument		Master Agreement Code		Master Agreement Name		Name of the Master Agreement code.		VARCHAR2(60)		NULL

		Instrument		Master Agreement Code		Master Agreement Description		Describes the master agreement code.		VARCHAR2(255)		NULL

		Instrument		Trade Trade Relationship		Trade Identifier		A unique identifier of the trade.		VARCHAR2(25)		NOT NULL

		Instrument		Trade Trade Relationship		Relationship Id		Unique identifier of the relationship between trades.		VARCHAR2(25)		NOT NULL

		Instrument		Trade Trade Relationship		Relationship Type		A unique identifier of the relationship type such as Related trade, Subordinate trade etc.		VARCHAR2(10)		NULL

		Instrument		Trade Settlement Details		Trade Identifier		A unique identifier of the trade.		VARCHAR2(25)		NOT NULL

		Instrument		Trade Settlement Details		Mode Of Settlement		A unique identifier of the mode of settlement such as Delivery against payment/Receive Against Payment/Deliver Free/Receive Free.		NUMBER(5)		NULL

		Instrument		Trade Settlement Details		Settlement Date		Date on which the settlement is done.		DATE		NULL

		Instrument		Trade Settlement Details		Settlement Account Number		Unique identifier of the account		VARCHAR2(25)		NULL

		Instrument		Trade Settlement Details		Settlement Type		A unique identifier of the settlement type such as Cash/Physical.		VARCHAR2(10)		NULL

		Instrument		Derivatives Underlying		Basket Id		Unique identifier of the basket.		VARCHAR2(25)		NOT NULL

		Instrument		Derivatives Underlying		Underlying Id		Unique identifier of the underlying		VARCHAR2(25)		NOT NULL				Stage Swaps Contracts		Underlying Instrument Code		This Attribute stores  the instrument code of the underlying instrument of derivatives. For convertible bonds, stores the equity code.For basket options stores "#" seperated underlying codes		VARCHAR2(60)		NULL		Direct Map to all the columns

																Stage Option Contracts		Underlying Instrument Code		This Attribute stores  the instrument code of the underlying instrument of derivatives. For convertible bonds, stores the equity code.For basket options stores "#" seperated underlying codes
		VARCHAR2(60)		NULL

																Stage Futures And Forwards		Underlying Instrument Code		This Attribute stores  the instrument code of the underlying instrument of derivatives. For convertible bonds, stores the equity code.For basket options stores "#" seperated underlying codes
		VARCHAR2(60)		NULL

		Instrument		Derivatives Underlying		Instrument Code		Unique identifier of the instrument.		VARCHAR2(10)		NOT NULL

		Instrument		Derivatives Underlying		Number Of Underlying		Number of underlying in an instrument.		NUMBER(10)		NULL				Stage Option Contracts		Number of Underlyings		This Attribute stores  the Number of units of underlying represented in one instrument.		NUMBER(11,6)		NULL		Direct Map to all the columns

																Stage Swaps Contracts		Number of Underlyings		This Attribute stores  the Number of units of underlying represented in one instrument.		NUMBER(11,6)		NULL

																Stage Futures And Forwards		Number of Underlyings		This Attribute stores  the Number of units of underlying represented in one instrument.		NUMBER(11,6)		NULL

																Stage Instrument Contract Master		Number of Underlyings		This Attribute stores  the Number of units of underlying represented in one instrument.		NUMBER(10)		NULL

		Instrument		Derivatives Underlying		Underlying Unit Type		Unique identifier of the underlying unit type such as number, kilogram etc.		VARCHAR2(10)		NULL				Stage Option Contracts		Underlying Unit Type		This Attribute stores  the Unit of Underlying. For instance gm in case of gold, Quintal in case of commodity.		VARCHAR2(20)		NULL		Direct Map to all the columns

																Stage Instrument Contract Master		Unit of Underlying		This Attribute stores  the Unit of Underlying. For instance gm in case of gold, Quintal in case of commodity.		VARCHAR2(20)		NULL

																Stage Swaps Contracts		Underlying Unit Type		This Attribute stores  the Unit of Underlying. For instance gm in case of gold, Quintal in case of commodity.		VARCHAR2(20)		NULL

																Stage Futures And Forwards		Underlying Unit Type		This Attribute stores  the Unit of Underlying. For instance gm in case of gold, Quintal in case of commodity.		VARCHAR2(20)		NULL

		Instrument		Derivatives Underlying		Buy Sell Indicator		Indicator to identify buy or sell.		CHAR(1)		NULL				Stage Option Contracts		Buy Sell Indicator		This indicates buy or sell. 'B' is Buy and 'S' is Sell.		CHAR(1)		NULL		Direct

		Instrument		Exercise History		Instrument Code		Unique identifier of the instrument.		VARCHAR2(10)		NOT NULL				Stage Option Contracts		Contract Code		This is the identifier for the options contract.		VARCHAR2(25)		NOT NULL		Direct

		Instrument		Exercise History		Exercise Date		Stores the date on which the option provided by the instrument was exercised by the holder.		DATE		NOT NULL				Stage Option Contracts		Last Exercise Date		Introduced specifically for FX-Options. Indicates the last date on which the option could be exercised.		DATE		NULL		Direct

		Instrument		Exercise History		Number Of Units		Stores the number of units for which the option was exercised.		NUMBER(10)		NULL

		Instrument		Exercise Schedule		Instrument Code		Unique identifier of the instrument.		VARCHAR2(10)		NOT NULL				Stage Option Contracts		Contract Code		This is the identifier for the options contract.		VARCHAR2(25)		NOT NULL		Direct

		Instrument		Exercise Schedule		Schedule Exercise Start Date		Stores the start date on which the option provided by the instrument can be exercised by the holder.		DATE		NOT NULL

		Instrument		Exercise Schedule		Schedule Exercise End Date		Stores the end date by which the option provided by the instrument can be exercised by the holder.		DATE		NOT NULL

		Instrument		Trading Desk		Trading Desk Id		Unique identifier of the trading desk.		VARCHAR2(25)		NOT NULL				Stage Trading Desk Master		Trading Desk Identifier		Trading Desk id		VARCHAR2(20)		NOT NULL		Direct

		Instrument		Trading Desk		Business Unit Code		A unique identifier for the Business Unit.		NUMBER(5)		NULL

		Instrument		Portfolio		Portfolio Id		Unique identifier of the portfolio.		VARCHAR2(25)		NOT NULL

		Instrument		Portfolio		Trading Desk Id		Unique identifier of the trading desk.		VARCHAR2(25)		NULL

		Instrument		Instrument Identifiers		Instrument Code		Unique identifier of the instrument.		VARCHAR2(10)		NOT NULL				Stage Instrument Contract Master		Instrument Code		This Attribute stores a unique Code representing a particular Instrument. This code can be ISIN Code.		VARCHAR2(20)		NOT NULL		Direct

		Instrument		Instrument Identifiers		Identifier Number		Number of the identifier.		VARCHAR2(10)		NOT NULL

		Instrument		Instrument Identifiers		Identifier Type		Unique identifier of the identifier type such as ISIN, Cusip, Sedol etc		VARCHAR2(10)		NOT NULL

		Instrument		Instrument Events		Instrument Event Code		Unique code for event as rollover, repurchase etc.		NUMBER(5)		NOT NULL

		Instrument		Instrument Events		Instrument Code		Unique identifier of the instrument.		VARCHAR2(10)		NOT NULL				Stage Instrument Contract Master		Instrument Code		This Attribute stores a unique Code representing a particular Instrument. This code can be ISIN Code.		VARCHAR2(20)		NOT NULL		Direct

		Instrument		Instrument Events		Instrument Event Date		Date on which instrument event occurred.		DATE		NOT NULL

		Instrument		Instrument Events		Reason Description		Description of the event.		VARCHAR2(255)		NULL

		Instrument		Trade Account		Account Number		Unique identifier of the account		VARCHAR2(25)		NOT NULL

		Instrument		Trade Account		Portfolio Id		Unique identifier of the portfolio.		VARCHAR2(25)		NULL

		Instrument		Foreign Exchange		Instrument Code		Unique identifier of the instrument.		VARCHAR2(10)		NOT NULL

		Instrument		Foreign Exchange		Buy Currency Code		A unique identifier for the Buy Currency.		VARCHAR2(3)		NULL

		Instrument		Foreign Exchange		Sell Currency Code		A unique identifier for the Sell Currency.		VARCHAR2(3)		NULL

		Instrument		Repo		Instrument Code		Unique identifier of the instrument.		VARCHAR2(10)		NOT NULL				Stage Repo Contracts		Contract Reference Number		Refers to a unique contract code for the repurchase agreement.		VARCHAR2(25)		NOT NULL		Direct

		Instrument		Repo		Repo Security		Unique identifier of the instrument which is repoed.		VARCHAR2(10)		NULL

		Instrument		Repo		Start Date		Date on which the instrument is applicable.		DATE		NULL				Stage Repo Contracts		Start Date		Start date of the contract.		DATE		NULL		Direct

		Instrument		Repo		Maturity Date		Date on which the instrument expires.		DATE		NULL				Stage Repo Contracts		Maturity Date		Maturity date of the contract.		DATE		NULL		Direct

		Instrument		Repo		Number Of Securities		Number of securities involved in repo or reverse repo instrument.		NUMBER(10)		NULL				Stage Repo Contracts		Number of Securities		Number of units repurchased.		NUMBER(20)		NULL		Direct

		Instrument		Repo		Repo Amount		Amount involved in repo or reverse repo instrument.		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL

		Instrument		Repo		Repayment Amount		Amount to be repaid at the end of the repo or reverse repo instrument.		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL

		Instrument		Repo		Repo Rate		Repo rate or reverse repo rate involved in the instrument.		NUMBER(5)		NULL

		Instrument		Certificate Of Deposit		Instrument Code		Unique identifier of the instrument.		VARCHAR2(10)		NOT NULL				Stage Money Market Contracts		Contract Reference Code		This stores the contract code for the  money market instrument.		VARCHAR2(25)		NOT NULL		Direct

		Instrument		Certificate Of Deposit		Borrowing Placement Indicator		Indicator to identify borrowing (B) or placement (P).		CHAR(1)		NULL				Stage Money Market Contracts		Borrowing Placement Indicator		This indicates borrowing (B) or placement (P).		CHAR(1)		NULL		Direct

		Instrument		Certificate Of Deposit		Value Date		Date on which instrument becomes effective.		DATE		NULL				Stage Money Market Contracts		Value Date		This stores the value date.		DATE		NULL		Direct

		Instrument		Certificate Of Deposit		Maturity Date		Date on which instrument matures.		DATE		NULL				Stage Money Market Contracts		Maturity Date		This stores the maturity date.		DATE		NULL		Direct

		Instrument		Certificate Of Deposit		Tenor		Tenor of the instrument.		NUMBER(5)		NULL				Stage Money Market Contracts		Tenor		This stores the tenor of the instrument.		NUMBER(5)		NULL		Direct

		Instrument		Certificate Of Deposit		Tenor Unit		Tenor unit in terms of days, weeks etc		CHAR(1)		NULL				Stage Money Market Contracts		Tenor Unit		Tenor in terms of days, weeks etc		VARCHAR2(1)		NULL		Direct

		Instrument		Certificate Of Deposit		Principal Amount		Initial Amount involved in the instrument.		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL

		Instrument		Certificate Of Deposit		Closure Date		Date on which instrument is closed. This date can be different from maturity date in case of cancellation or so on.		DATE		NULL				Stage Money Market Contracts		Closure Date		This stores the closure date.		DATE		NULL		Direct

		Instrument		Certificate Of Deposit		Maturity Amount		Stores the amount that will be paid to the customer on maturity should the deposit be held through to maturity		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL

		Instrument		Certificate Of Deposit		Stamp Duty		Stamp duty involved in the instrument.		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL

		Instrument		Commodity		Risk Factor Code		Unique identifier of the risk factor.		NUMBER(5)		NOT NULL

		Instrument		Position		Position Id		Unique identifier of the position.		VARCHAR2(25)		NOT NULL

		Instrument		Position		Instrument Code		Unique identifier of the instrument.		VARCHAR2(10)		NULL

		Instrument		Position		Account Number		Unique number of the account.		VARCHAR2(25)		NULL

		Instrument		Position		Position Date		Date on which position value is effective.		DATE		NULL

		Instrument		Position		Position Value		Position value of the instrument as on position date.		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL

		Instrument		Position		Number Of Units		Number of units available of the instrument as on position date.		NUMBER(10)		NULL

		Instrument		Position		Number Of Units Repoed		Number of units repoed of the instrument as on position date.		NUMBER(10)		NULL

		Instrument		Exotic Instrument Features		Exotic Feature Id				VARCHAR2(25)		NOT NULL

		Instrument		Exotic Instrument Features		Exotic Attribute Name		Name of an attribute for an exotic instrument		VARCHAR2(60)		NULL

		Instrument		Exotic Instrument Features		Exotic Attribute Value		Value of the exotic attribute		VARCHAR2(255)		NULL

		Instrument		Exotic Instrument Features		Instrument Code		Unique identifier of the instrument.		VARCHAR2(10)		NULL

		Instrument		Swaps Instrument Leg		Swap Leg Id		Identifier denoting one leg of the swap		VARCHAR2(25)		NOT NULL

		Instrument		Swaps Instrument Leg		Instrument Code		Unique identifier of the instrument.		VARCHAR2(10)		NOT NULL

		Instrument		Swaps Instrument Leg		Fixed Rate		Fixed rate in the case of an interest rate swap		NUMBER(10,6)		NULL				Stage Swaps Contracts		Swap Rate		This stores the rate applicable for fixed type.		NUMBER(11,6)		NULL		Swap Instrument Leg will have record of both Payable & receivable leg.

		Instrument		Swaps Instrument Leg		Floating Rate Spread		Spread on floating interest rate		NUMBER(10,6)		NULL				Stage Swaps Contracts		Floating Rate Spread Payable		Spread over the benchmark rate for money market instruments		NUMBER(11,6)		NULL

																Stage Swaps Contracts		Floating Rate Spread Receivable		Spread over the benchmark rate receivable for money market instruments		NUMBER(11,6)		NULL

		Instrument		Swaps Instrument Leg		Rate Set Lag		Lag period for an interest rate used in the IRS		NUMBER(10)		NULL				Stage Swaps Contracts		Rate Set Lag		Period by which repricing lags the current interest rate changes.		NUMBER(5)		NULL

		Instrument		Swaps Instrument Leg		Rate Set Lag Unit		Unit for the rate set lag		CHAR(1)		NULL				Stage Swaps Contracts		Rate Set Lag Unit		Units (days or months or years or weeks) of Rate Set Lag.		VARCHAR2(1)		NULL

		Instrument		Swaps Instrument Leg		Benchmark Interest Rate Code		Unique identifier of the benchmark interest rate code such as LIBOR, MIBOR, T-BILLS etc.		NUMBER(5)		NULL				Stage Swaps Contracts		Interest Rate Code - Receivable Leg		Identifies the index to which adjustable rate accounts are tied Receivable		VARCHAR2(60)		NULL

																Stage Swaps Contracts		Interest Rate Code - Payable Leg		Identifies the index to which adjustable rate accounts are tied.		VARCHAR2(60)		NULL

		Instrument		Swaps Instrument Leg		Fixed Floating Indicator		Indicator denoting if this is the fixed or floating leg of the swap		CHAR(1)		NULL

		Instrument		Swaps Instrument Leg		Currency Code		A unique identifier for the Currency.		VARCHAR2(3)		NULL				Stage Swaps Contracts		Swap Pay Currency		This stores the pay currency.		VARCHAR2(3)		NULL

																Stage Swaps Contracts		Swap Received Currency		This stores the receive currency.		VARCHAR2(3)		NULL

		Instrument		Interest Option Code		Interest Option Code		A unique identifier of the interest option e.g. cheque or direct deposit.		NUMBER(5)		NOT NULL

		Instrument		Interest Option Code		Interest Option Name		Name of the interest option code.		VARCHAR2(60)		NULL

		Instrument		Interest Option Code		Interest Option Description		Describes the interest option code.		VARCHAR2(255)		NULL

		Instrument		Mode Of Settlement		Mode Of Settlement		A unique identifier of the mode of settlement such as Delivery against payment/Receive Against Payment/Deliver Free/Receive Free.		NUMBER(5)		NOT NULL

		Instrument		Mode Of Settlement		Mode Of Settlement Name		Name of the mode of settlement.		VARCHAR2(60)		NULL

		Instrument		Mode Of Settlement		Mode Of Settlement Description		Describes the mode of settlement.		VARCHAR2(255)		NULL

		Instrument		Trade		Trade Identifier		A unique identifier of the trade.		VARCHAR2(25)		NOT NULL

		Instrument		Trade		Number Of Units Traded		Number of units involved in the trade.		NUMBER(10)		NULL

		Instrument		Trade		Instrument Code		Unique identifier of the instrument.		VARCHAR2(10)		NULL

		Instrument		Trade		Data Origin Code		Unique code assigned to the source system from which the application data is extracted.		NUMBER(5)		NULL

		Instrument		Trade		Trade Amount		Amount involved in the trade.		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL

		Instrument		Trade		Buy Sell Indicator		Indicator to identify buy or sell.		CHAR(1)		NULL

		Instrument		Trade		Trade Price		Price involved in the trade.		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL

		Instrument		Trade		Trade Date		Date on which trade occurs.		DATE		NULL

		Instrument		Trade		Discount/Premium Amount		Current Unamortized Deferred Balance associated with Instrument (i.e. Premium or Discount or Fees or etc...).		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL

		Instrument		Trade		Squared-Off Position Trading Indicator		This Indicates whether the transaction has the respective opposite position in trading book.		CHAR(1)		NULL

		Instrument		Trade		Interest Option Code		A unique identifier of the interest option e.g. cheque or direct deposit.		NUMBER(5)		NULL

		Instrument		Trade		Trading Book Indicator		Indicator to identify trading book or banking book.		CHAR(1)		NULL

		Instrument		Trade		Account Manager Id		Unique identifier assigned to the account manager.		VARCHAR2(25)		NULL

		Instrument		Trade		Dealer Id		Unique identifier assigned to the dealer.		VARCHAR2(25)		NULL

		Instrument		Trade		Broker Id		Unique identifier assigned to the broker.		VARCHAR2(25)		NULL

		Instrument		Trade		Status Code		A unique identifier of the status such as Booked, suspended, cancelled etc		NUMBER(5)		NULL

		Instrument		Trade		Status Date		Stores the date from which the status is effective		DATE		NULL

		Instrument		Trade		Client Deal / Proprietary Deal		Stores if the deal is for a third party or internal treasury		CHAR(1)		NULL

		Instrument		Trade		Counterparty Id		Unique identifier assigned to the counterparty.		VARCHAR2(25)		NULL

		Instrument		Trade		Ipo Indicator		Indicates if the trade is to buy IPO issue		CHAR(1)		NULL

		Instrument		Trade		Trade Account Number		Unique identifier of the account		VARCHAR2(25)		NULL

		Instrument		Trade		Otc Indicator		Indicates if the trade is dealt in OTC market.		CHAR(1)		NULL

		Instrument		Trade		Master Agreement Code		A unique identifier of the master agreement such as ISDA.		NUMBER(5)		NULL

		Instrument		Trade		Master Agreement Type		A unique identifier of the master agreement type such as representation for the 1987 ISDA Master Agreement, 1992 ISDA Master Agreement, and the 2002 ISDA Master Agreement etc.		VARCHAR2(10)		NULL

		Instrument		Trade		Yield Method Code		A unique identifier of the yield method code such as Yield to maturity, Yield to call, Yield to put etc		NUMBER(5)		NULL

		Instrument		Trade		Derivative Payoff		Stores the payoff out of derivative instrument.		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL

		Instrument		Behavior Sub Type		Behavior Sub Type		Unique identifier of the behavior sub type.		VARCHAR2(10)		NOT NULL				Stage Investments		Behaviour Sub Type Code		Non-performing type (NP1/NP2/NP3).		VARCHAR2(5)		NULL		Direct

		Instrument		Behavior Sub Type		Behavior Sub Type Description		Describes the behavior sub type.		VARCHAR2(255)		NULL

		Instrument		Behavior Type		Behavior Type		Unique identifier of the behavior type such as performing/non performing.		VARCHAR2(10)		NOT NULL				Stage Investments		Behaviour Type Code		This indicates the nature of the asset - performing or non-performing.		VARCHAR2(20)		NULL		Direct

		Instrument		Behavior Type		Behavior Type Description		Describes the behavior type.		VARCHAR2(255)		NULL

		Instrument		Instrument Behavior History		Instrument Code		Unique identifier of the instrument.		VARCHAR2(10)		NOT NULL

		Instrument		Instrument Behavior History		Applicable Date		Date on which behavior type & sub type applicable.		DATE		NOT NULL

		Instrument		Instrument Behavior History		Behavior Type		Unique identifier of the behavior type such as performing/non performing.		VARCHAR2(10)		NULL				Stage Investments		Behaviour Type Code		This indicates the nature of the asset - performing or non-performing.		VARCHAR2(20)		NULL		Direct

		Instrument		Instrument Behavior History		Behavior Sub Type		Unique identifier of the behavior sub type.		VARCHAR2(10)		NULL				Stage Investments		Behaviour Sub Type Code		Non-performing type (NP1/NP2/NP3).		VARCHAR2(5)		NULL		Direct

		Instrument		Interest Quotation Method		Interest Quotation Method Code		Unique identifier of the interest quotation method such as Flat/ Plus Accrued etc.		NUMBER(5)		NOT NULL

		Instrument		Interest Quotation Method		Interest Quotation Method Name		Name of the interest quotation method.		VARCHAR2(60)		NULL

		Instrument		Interest Quotation Method		Interest Quotation Method Description		Describes the interest quotation method.		VARCHAR2(255)		NULL

		Instrument		Underlying Unit Type		Underlying Unit Type		Unique identifier of the underlying unit type such as number, kilogram etc.		VARCHAR2(10)		NOT NULL				Stage Option Contracts		Underlying Unit Type		This Attribute stores  the Unit of Underlying. For instance gm in case of gold, Quintal in case of commodity.		VARCHAR2(20)		NULL		Direct Map to all the columns

																Stage Swaps Contracts		Underlying Unit Type		This Attribute stores  the Unit of Underlying. For instance gm in case of gold, Quintal in case of commodity.		VARCHAR2(20)		NULL

																Stage Futures And Forwards		Underlying Unit Type		This Attribute stores  the Unit of Underlying. For instance gm in case of gold, Quintal in case of commodity.		VARCHAR2(20)		NULL

		Instrument		Underlying Unit Type		Underlying Unit Type Description		Describes the underlying unit type.		VARCHAR2(255)		NULL

		Instrument		Instrument Issue Details		Instrument Code		Unique identifier of the instrument.		VARCHAR2(10)		NOT NULL				Stage Instrument Contract Master		Instrument Code		This Attribute stores a unique Code representing a particular Instrument. This code can be ISIN Code.		VARCHAR2(20)		NOT NULL		Direct

		Instrument		Instrument Issue Details		Lot Number		Number of the lot of the instrument issued by the issuer.		NUMBER(10)		NOT NULL

		Instrument		Instrument Issue Details		Lot Size		Minimum lot size of the instrument that can be tradable.		NUMBER(10)		NULL

		Instrument		Instrument Issue Details		Issue Start Date		Date on which the instrument was issued by the origination institution.  For rolled instruments the date last rolled.		DATE		NULL

		Instrument		Instrument Issue Details		Issue Price		Price of the instrument on which is issued.		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL

		Instrument		Instrument Issue Details		Issue Close Date		Date on which issue is closed.		DATE		NULL

		Instrument		Instrument Issue Details		Issuer Id		Unique identifier assigned to the issuer.		VARCHAR2(25)		NULL				Stage Issue Details		Issuer Code		This stores the issuer code for the marketable securities.		VARCHAR2(20)		NOT NULL		Direct

		Instrument		Instrument Issue Details		Issue Currency Code		Currency on which the instrument is issued.		VARCHAR2(3)		NULL				Stage Issue Details		Currency Code		This stores the currency of the issue. This will be used to apply the Domestic vs Foreign currency treatement to identify a reference issue.		VARCHAR2(3)		NULL		Direct

		Instrument		Instrument Issue Details		Issue Market		Market where the instrument is issued.		NUMBER(5)		NULL

		Instrument		Liquidity Class		Liquidity Class Code		Unique code for the liquidity class such as Qualified Liquidity, Most Liquid, Readily Marketable, Qualified Thin Market, Not Qualified, Not Qualified - Readily Marketable, Not Qualified - Thin Marketable, Not Marketable, Other etc		NUMBER(5)		NOT NULL				Stage Option Contracts		Liquidity Class Code		Classification for liquidity reporting.		VARCHAR2(5)		NULL		Direct Map to all the columns

																Stage Futures And Forwards		Liquidity Class Code		Classification for liquidity reporting.		VARCHAR2(5)		NULL

																Stage Investments		Liquidity Class Code		Classification for liquidity reporting.		VARCHAR2(5)		NULL

																Stage Money Market Contracts		Liquidity Class Code		Classification for liquidity reporting.		VARCHAR2(5)		NULL

		Instrument		Liquidity Class		Liquidity Class Name		Name of the liquidity class.		VARCHAR2(60)		NULL

		Instrument		Liquidity Class		Liquidity Class Description		Describes the liquidity class code.		VARCHAR2(255)		NULL

		Instrument		Instrument Rating History		Market Code		Market of the instrument as BSE, NSE, NASDAQ etc		NUMBER(5)		NOT NULL

		Instrument		Instrument Rating History		Rating Agency		Unique identifier of the rating agency.		VARCHAR2(10)		NOT NULL

		Instrument		Instrument Rating History		Instrument Code		Unique identifier of the instrument.		VARCHAR2(10)		NOT NULL

		Instrument		Instrument Rating History		Date		Date on which the below rating is effective.		DATE		NOT NULL

		Instrument		Instrument Rating History		Rating		Rating of the instrument.		NUMBER(10)		NULL				Stage Investments		Rating Code		Rating applicable to Investment
		VARCHAR2(20)		NULL		Direct Map to all the columns

																Stage Instrument Contract Master		Rating Code		This Attribute stores the code representing the rating of the Instrument in this record.		VARCHAR2(20)		NULL

		Instrument		Instrument Type		Instrument Type		Unique identifier of the instrument type such as Bonds/Equity/Derivative, repo, reverse repo etc		VARCHAR2(10)		NOT NULL				Stage Instrument Type Master		Market Risk Bank Instr Type Code		This Attribute stores  the unique Code representing a particular Bank Instrument Type.		VARCHAR2(20)		NOT NULL		Direct

		Instrument		Instrument Type		Instrument Type Description		Describes the instrument type.		VARCHAR2(255)		NULL				Stage Instrument Type Master		Market Risk Bank Instr Type Description		This Attribute stores  the Description of Bank Instrument Type.		VARCHAR2(60)		NULL		Direct

		Instrument		Risk Factor		Risk Factor Code		Unique identifier of the risk factor.		NUMBER(5)		NOT NULL

		Instrument		Interest Rate		Risk Factor Code		Unique identifier of the risk factor.		NUMBER(5)		NOT NULL

		Instrument		Underlying		Underlying Id		Unique identifier of the underlying		VARCHAR2(25)		NOT NULL				Stage Option Contracts		Underlying Instrument Code		This Attribute stores  the instrument code of the underlying instrument of derivatives. For convertible bonds, stores the equity code.For basket options stores "#" seperated underlying codes
		VARCHAR2(60)		NULL		Direct Map to all the columns

																Stage Swaps Contracts		Underlying Instrument Code		This Attribute stores  the instrument code of the underlying instrument of derivatives. For convertible bonds, stores the equity code.For basket options stores "#" seperated underlying codes		VARCHAR2(60)		NULL

																Stage Futures And Forwards		Underlying Instrument Code		This Attribute stores  the instrument code of the underlying instrument of derivatives. For convertible bonds, stores the equity code.For basket options stores "#" seperated underlying codes
		VARCHAR2(60)		NULL

		Instrument		Underlying		Instrument Code		Unique identifier of the instrument.		VARCHAR2(10)		NULL

		Instrument		Underlying		Risk Factor Code		Unique identifier of the risk factor.		NUMBER(5)		NULL

		Instrument		Forwards		Instrument Code		Unique identifier of the instrument.		VARCHAR2(10)		NOT NULL				Stage Futures And Forwards		Contract Code		This is the identifier for the options contract.		VARCHAR2(25)		NOT NULL		Direct

		Instrument		Forwards		Notional Amount		Notional amount used in interest rate forwards. Used to calculate cashflows.		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL				Stage Futures And Forwards		Notional Amount		This stores the notional amount.		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL		Direct

		Instrument		Forwards		Floating Rate Spread		Spread on a floating interest rate interest underlying that is applicable for the forward instrument		NUMBER(10,6)		NULL				Stage Instrument Contract Master		Floating Rate Spread		This Attribute stores the Spread over the benchmark rate for Floating rate instruments		NUMBER(11,6)		NULL		Direct

		Instrument		Forwards		Collateral Applicable Flag		If collateral is applicable as margin requirement		CHAR(1)		NULL				Stage Futures And Forwards		Collateral Applicable Indicator		This indicates whether collateral is applicable for the master agreement or not.		CHAR(1)		NULL		Direct

		Instrument		Forwards		Strike Rate Or Price		Price or Rate of the forward at the maturity date		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL				Stage Futures And Forwards		Strike Rate Price		It is the forward rate of interest for the contract period as agreed between the parties. Applicable for FRAs		NUMBER(25,6)		NULL		Direct

		Instrument		Forwards		Strike Rate Price Type		Code which indicates whether the strike is a rate or a price		VARCHAR2(10)		NULL

		Instrument		Forwards		Revaluation Frequency		Frequency at which the forward is revalued		NUMBER(5)		NULL				Stage Futures And Forwards		Revaluation Frequency		The frequency of revaluation - whether Weekly, Daily etc		NUMBER(5)		NULL		Direct

		Instrument		Forwards		Otc Derivative Multiplier		Multiplier which upgrades the notional value		NUMBER(10)		NULL				Stage Futures And Forwards		OTC derivative multiplier		Multiplier in the OTC Derivative Contract for calculating effective notional principal		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL		Direct

		Instrument		Forwards		Fra Rollover Duration		Duration after which the FRA becomes applicable		NUMBER(10)		NULL				Stage Futures And Forwards		FRA Roll Over Duration		This Attribute stores  the number of days after which FRA is going to start, which is also called as FRA Roll Over Duration.		NUMBER(5)		NULL		Direct

		Instrument		Forwards		Reason Closed Code		Reason code to exit the FRA		NUMBER(5)		NULL				Stage Futures And Forwards		Reason Closed Code		Attrition Reason Code		VARCHAR2(10)		NULL		Direct

		Instrument		Forwards		Expiry Date		Expiry Date for the forward		DATE		NULL				Stage Futures And Forwards		Maturity Date		This stores the maturity date of the product.		DATE		NULL		Direct

		Instrument		Forwards		Benchmark Interest Rate Code		Unique identifier of the benchmark interest rate code such as LIBOR, MIBOR, T-BILLS etc.		NUMBER(5)		NULL				Stage Futures And Forwards		Benchmark Code		This Attribute stores the benchmark code corresponding to the Floating Rate instrument. Like LIBOR,MIBOR
		VARCHAR2(20)		NULL		Direct

		Instrument		Futures		Instrument Code		Unique identifier of the instrument.		VARCHAR2(10)		NOT NULL				Stage Futures And Forwards		Contract Code		This is the identifier for the options contract.		VARCHAR2(25)		NOT NULL		Direct

		Instrument		Futures		Notional Amount		Notional amount used for an interest rate futures contract		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL				Stage Futures And Forwards		Notional Amount		This stores the notional amount.		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL		Direct

		Instrument		Futures		Strike Rate Or Price		Strike rate or price at the futures expiry		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL				Stage Futures And Forwards		Strike Rate Price		It is the forward rate of interest for the contract period as agreed between the parties. Applicable for FRAs		NUMBER(25,6)		NULL		Direct

		Instrument		Futures		Strike Rate Price Type		Type indicating if the strike is a rate or a price		VARCHAR2(10)		NULL

		Instrument		Futures		Expiry Date		Expiry date of the future		DATE		NULL				Stage Futures And Forwards		Maturity Date		This stores the maturity date of the product.		DATE		NULL		Direct

		Instrument		Futures		Benchmark Interest Rate Code		Unique identifier of the benchmark interest rate code such as LIBOR, MIBOR, T-BILLS etc.		NUMBER(5)		NULL				Stage Futures And Forwards		Benchmark Code		This Attribute stores the benchmark code corresponding to the Floating Rate instrument. Like LIBOR,MIBOR
		VARCHAR2(20)		NULL		Direct

		Instrument		Futures		Interest Rate Spread		Spread over the benchmark rate		NUMBER(10,6)		NULL

		Instrument		Options		Instrument Code		Unique identifier of the instrument.		VARCHAR2(10)		NOT NULL				Stage Option Contracts		Contract Code		This is the identifier for the options contract.		VARCHAR2(25)		NOT NULL		Direct

		Instrument		Options		Value Date		This stores the start date of the options contract.		DATE		NULL				Stage Option Contracts		Value Date		This stores the start date of the options contract.		DATE		NULL		Direct

		Instrument		Options		Option Type		This indicates whether the option type is call or put.		VARCHAR2(20)		NULL				Stage Option Contracts		Option Type		This indicates whether it is call or put.		VARCHAR2(20)		NULL		Direct Map to all the columns

																Stage Instrument Contract Master		Option Type		This Attribute stores  the Option Type of the instrument. Option Type Determines whether the option is a Call option or a Put option.Possible values are Call and Put(case sensitive).		VARCHAR2(6)		NULL

		Instrument		Options		Option Style		This indicates whether the option style is American or European.		VARCHAR2(20)		NULL				Stage Option Contracts		Option Style		This indicates whether it is American or European.		VARCHAR2(20)		NULL		Direct Map to all the columns

																Stage Instrument Contract Master		Option Style		This Attribute stores Option Style of the instrument. Possible values stored in this column are American, European or Bermudian (case sensitive).		VARCHAR2(20)		NULL

		Instrument		Options		Strike Value		This stores the strike price for the options contract.		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL				Stage Option Contracts		Strike Rate Price		This stores the strike price for the options contract.		NUMBER(25,6)		NULL		Direct

		Instrument		Options		Expiration Date		This stores the end date of the options contract.		DATE		NULL				Stage Option Contracts		Expiration Date		This stores the end date of the options contract.		DATE		NULL		Direct

		Instrument		Options		Strike Set Date		Date on which strike is set. Normally it will be option start date but for forward start/stochastic strike type of option it will differ.		DATE		NULL

		Instrument		Swaps		Instrument Code		Unique identifier of the instrument.		VARCHAR2(10)		NOT NULL				Stage Swaps Contracts		Contract Number		This stores the identifier for the swaps contract.		VARCHAR2(25)		NOT NULL		Direct

		Instrument		Swaps		Original Conversion Rate		Applicable in the case of foreign exchange swaps		NUMBER(10,6)		NULL				Stage Swaps Contracts		Conversion Rate		This stores the conversion rate applicable for the swap.		NUMBER(11,6)		NULL		Direct

		Instrument		Swaps		First Exchange Date		Date on which the first exchange happens		DATE		NULL				Stage Swaps Contracts		First Exchange Date		This stores the re-pricing date for swaps.		DATE		NULL		Direct

		Instrument		Swaps		Exchange Frequency		Frequency at which cashflows exchange		NUMBER(5)		NULL				Stage Swaps Contracts		Exchange Frequency		This stores the re-pricing frequency.		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL		Direct

		Instrument		Swaps		Notional Principal		Notional principal on which cashflows are exchanged in the case of an interest rate swap		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL				Stage Swaps Contracts		Notional Principal Received		This stores the principal amount for inflow.		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL		Direct

																Stage Swaps Contracts		Notional Principal Payment		This stores the principal amount for outflow.		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL		Direct

		Instrument		Swaps		Revaluation Frequency		Frequency at which the swap is revalued		NUMBER(5)		NULL				Stage Swaps Contracts		Revaluation Frequency		This stores the frequency of re-valuation, whether weekly, daily etc.		NUMBER(5)		NULL		Direct

		Instrument		Swaps		Otc Derivative Multiplier		Multiplier to upgrade the notional principal		NUMBER(10)		NULL				Stage Swaps Contracts		OTC derivative multiplier		Stores Multiplier in the OTC Derivative Contract for calculating effective notional principal		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL		Direct

		Instrument		Swaps		Contract Walk Away Clause		Exit clause for the swap		VARCHAR2(255)		NULL				Stage Swaps Contracts		Contract Walk Away Clause		Indicates whether the Contract contains a Walk away clause for OTC & SFT Exposures		CHAR(1)		NULL		Direct

		Instrument		Swaps		Interest Calculation Mode		Interest calculation as advance or arrears		VARCHAR2(10)		NULL				Stage Swaps Contracts		Interest Calculation Type		Interest Calculation Type		NUMBER(5)		NULL		Direct

		Instrument		Swaps		Exchange Of Principal Flag		Indicates if the exchange is of interest alone or interest and principal or total return		CHAR(1)		NULL				Stage Swaps Contracts		Exchange of Principal		Used for indicating whether, at maturity, exchnage of principal would be there or not. Exchange of Principal:-Indicates 0-Include,1-Exclude		CHAR(1)		NULL		Direct

		Instrument		Swaps		Netting Agreement Code		Agreement code used to identify a netting agreement		NUMBER(5)		NULL				Stage Swaps Contracts		Netting Agreement Code		Netting Agreement Code		VARCHAR2(6)		NULL		Direct

		Instrument		Swaps		Maturity Date		Maturity date of the swap		DATE		NULL				Stage Swaps Contracts		Maturity Date		This stores the maturity date.		DATE		NULL		Direct

		Instrument		Swaps		Is Rolled Over Flag		Flag denoting if the swap has been rolled over. On rollover the same instrument and trade are retained with an updated maturity date.		CHAR(1)		NULL

		Instrument		Derivatives		Instrument Code		Unique identifier of the instrument.		VARCHAR2(10)		NOT NULL

		Instrument		Corporate Action		Instrument Code		Unique identifier of the instrument.		VARCHAR2(10)		NOT NULL

		Instrument		Equity		Instrument Code		Unique identifier of the instrument.		VARCHAR2(10)		NOT NULL

		Instrument		Debenture		Instrument Code		Unique identifier of the instrument.		VARCHAR2(10)		NOT NULL

		Instrument		Instrument Price History		Instrument Code		Unique identifier of the instrument.		VARCHAR2(10)		NOT NULL				Stage Instrument Contract Master		Instrument Code		This Attribute stores a unique Code representing a particular Instrument. This code can be ISIN Code.		VARCHAR2(20)		NOT NULL		Direct

		Instrument		Instrument Price History		Market Code		Market of the instrument as BSE, NSE, NASDAQ etc		NUMBER(5)		NOT NULL

		Instrument		Instrument Price History		Source Feed Code		Source feed of the instrument as Reuters, Bloomberg etc		NUMBER(5)		NOT NULL

		Instrument		Instrument Price History		Date		Date on which instrument price is applicable.		DATE		NOT NULL

		Instrument		Instrument Price History		Price		Price of the instrument.		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL

		Instrument		Instrument Price History		Rate		Price of the instrument denoted in terms of rate.		NUMBER(10,6)		NULL

		Instrument		Instrument Measure History		Instrument Code		Unique identifier of the instrument.		VARCHAR2(10)		NOT NULL				Stage Instrument Contract Master		Instrument Code		This Attribute stores a unique Code representing a particular Instrument. This code can be ISIN Code.		VARCHAR2(20)		NOT NULL		Direct

		Instrument		Instrument Measure History		Date		Date on which convexity & other attributes are effective.		DATE		NOT NULL

		Instrument		Instrument Measure History		Convexity		A measure of the curvature in the relationship between bond prices and bond yields that demonstrates how the duration of a bond changes as the interest rate changes.		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL				Stage Investments		Convexity		This stores the convexity.		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL		Direct

		Instrument		Instrument Measure History		Duration		It is a measurement of how long, in years, it takes for the price of a bond to be repaid by its internal cash flows.		NUMBER(5)		NULL				Stage Investments		Duration		This stores the duration.		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL		Direct

		Instrument		Option Type		Option Type		Unique identifier of the option type such as call or put.		VARCHAR2(10)		NOT NULL				Stage Investments		Option Type		This indicates whether it is call or put.		VARCHAR2(20)		NULL		Direct Map to all the columns

																Stage Instrument Contract Master		Option Type		This Attribute stores  the Option Type of the instrument. Option Type Determines whether the option is a Call option or a Put option.Possible values are Call and Put(case sensitive).		VARCHAR2(6)		NULL

		Instrument		Option Type		Option Type Description		Describes the option type.		VARCHAR2(255)		NULL

		Instrument		Option Date		Option Type		Unique identifier of the option type such as call or put.		VARCHAR2(10)		NOT NULL				Stage Investments		Option Type		This indicates whether it is call or put.		VARCHAR2(20)		NULL		Direct Map to all the columns

																Stage Instrument Contract Master		Option Type		This Attribute stores  the Option Type of the instrument. Option Type Determines whether the option is a Call option or a Put option.Possible values are Call and Put(case sensitive).		VARCHAR2(6)		NULL

		Instrument		Option Date		Option Date		Date on which the option type applicable on the instrument.		DATE		NOT NULL				Stage Investments		Call Option Date		This stores the date when call option is exercised.		DATE		NULL		Option Type will have call option & option date is a direct map

																Stage Investments		Put Option Date		This stores the date when the put option is exercised.		DATE		NULL		Option Type will have put option & option date is a direct map

		Instrument		Option Date		Instrument Code		Unique identifier of the instrument.		VARCHAR2(10)		NOT NULL

		Instrument		Fixed Income Securities		Instrument Code		Unique identifier of the instrument.		VARCHAR2(10)		NOT NULL

		Instrument		Fixed Income Securities		Maturity Date		Date on which instrument matured.		DATE		NULL				Stage Investments		Maturity Date		This stores the maturity date of the respective accounts.		DATE		NULL		Direct

		Instrument		Fixed Income Securities		Coupon Amount		Coupon amount of bond.		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL				Stage Investments		Coupon		This stores the coupon.		NUMBER(11,6)		NULL		Direct

		Instrument		Fixed Income Securities		Interest Rate Revision Type		Unique identifier of the interest rate revision type such as Periodic/ Non Periodic.		NUMBER(5)		NULL

		Instrument		Fixed Income Securities		Periodic Revision Frequency		Frequency by which the interest rate revision occurs.		NUMBER(5)		NULL

		Instrument		Fixed Income Securities		Periodic Revision Frequency Unit		Multiplier in terms of Month, Week, day, year etc by which the frequency applied.		CHAR(1)		NULL

		Instrument		Fixed Income Securities		Face Value		Face value or principal value of the instrument.		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL				Stage Investments		Face Value		This stores the face value.		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL		Direct

		Instrument		Fixed Income Securities		Maturity Value		Value of the instrument on the maturity date.		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL				Stage Investments		Maturity Value		Value as on maturity.		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL		Direct

		Instrument		Fixed Income Securities		Coupon Rate		Coupon rate of a bond is the amount of interest paid per year expressed as a percentage of the face value of the bond. It is the interest rate that a bond issuer will pay to a bondholder.		NUMBER(10,6)		NULL				Stage Investments		Interest Rate		Interest rate applicable.		NUMBER(11,6)		NULL		Direct Map to all the columns

																Stage Instrument Contract Master		Coupon Rate		This Attribute stores  the Coupon Rate of all coupon bearing instruments.		NUMBER(11,6)		NULL

		Instrument		Fixed Income Securities		Compounding Frequency		Frequency by which the interest is compounded such monthly, annually etc.		NUMBER(5)		NULL				Stage Investments		Compounding Frequency		Compounding frequency.		NUMBER(5)		NULL		Direct

		Instrument		Fixed Income Securities		Interest Spread		Spread to be added to benchmark for floating rate.		NUMBER(10,6)		NULL				Stage Investments		Interest Spread		Spread to be added to benchmark for floating rate.		NUMBER(11,6)		NULL		Direct

		Instrument		Fixed Income Securities		Benchmark Interest Rate Code		Unique identifier of the benchmark interest rate code such as LIBOR, MIBOR, T-BILLS etc.		NUMBER(5)		NULL

		Instrument		Fixed Income Securities		Coupon Type		Unique identification of interest type like, fixed, floating etc		VARCHAR2(10)		NULL				Stage Investments		Interest Type		This stores the interest type, whether fixed (FD)/floating(FL)/no rate(NR).		VARCHAR2(60)		NULL		Direct

		Instrument		Fixed Income Securities		Interest Method Code		Indicates whether an interest calculation method is simple or compound.		NUMBER(5)		NULL				Stage Investments		Interest Method		Interest method ( Simple/Compound)		VARCHAR2(5)		NULL		Direct

		Instrument		Fixed Income Securities		 Other Currency Code		A unique identifier for the second currency for dual currency bonds.		VARCHAR2(3)		NULL

		Instrument		Fixed Income Securities		Defeasance Period		This stores the defeasance period - - time taken to liquidate the position on the basis of liquidity in the secondary market is prescribed.		NUMBER(5)		NULL				Stage Investments		Defeasance Period		This stores the defeasance period.		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL		Direct

		Instrument		Fixed Income Securities		Coupon Frequency		Frequency by which the coupon rate is applicable.		NUMBER(5)		NULL				Stage Investments		Coupon Frequency		This Attribute stores Effective date of the Instrument which is equal to (issue date + settlement days)		NUMBER(5)		NULL		Direct Map to all the columns

																Stage Instrument Contract Master		Coupon Frequency		This Attribute stores Effective date of the Instrument which is equal to (issue date + settlement days)		NUMBER(5)		NULL

		Instrument		Fixed Income Securities		Coupon Frequency Day		This describes the day on which the coupon is applied such as if coupon frequency is weekly than which day of the week.		VARCHAR2(60)		NULL

		Instrument		Fixed Income Securities		Adhere To Month End		This indicator will apply coupon on month end such as If coupon frequency is monthly than this column Y will always refer month end.		CHAR(1)		NULL

		Instrument		Fixed Income Securities		Interest Quotation Method Code		Unique identifier of the interest quotation method such as Flat/ Plus Accrued etc.		NUMBER(5)		NULL

		Instrument		Fixed Income Securities		Conversion Ratio		Ratio to apply for convertible bonds.		NUMBER(10)		NULL				Stage Investments		Conversion Ratio		This stores the conversion ratio.		NUMBER(9,6)		NULL		Direct Map to all the columns

																Stage Instrument Contract Master		Convertion Ratio		This Attribute stores the number of common shares received at the time of conversion for each convertible security.This field is also used for convertion ratio between the currencies in case of currency swaps.		NUMBER(11,6)		NULL

		Instrument		Fixed Income Securities		Tax Exempt		Tax to exempt for tax exempt bonds.		CHAR(1)		NULL				Stage Investments		Tax Exempt Percent		Percent of interest that is tax exempt.		NUMBER(8,4)		NULL		Direct

		Instrument		Instrument Master		Instrument Code		Unique identifier of the instrument.		VARCHAR2(10)		NOT NULL				Stage Instrument Contract Master		Instrument Code		This Attribute stores a unique Code representing a particular Instrument. This code can be ISIN Code.		VARCHAR2(20)		NOT NULL		Direct

		Instrument		Instrument Master		Instrument Description		Describes the instrument.		VARCHAR2(255)		NULL				Stage Instrument Contract Master		Instrument Description		This Attribute stores the description of the Instrument.		VARCHAR2(60)		NULL		Direct

		Instrument		Instrument Master		Instrument Type		Unique identifier of the instrument type such as Bonds/Equity/Derivative, repo, reverse repo etc		VARCHAR2(10)		NULL				Stage Instrument Type Master		Market Risk Bank Instr Type Code		This Attribute stores  the unique Code representing a particular Bank Instrument Type.		VARCHAR2(20)		NOT NULL		Direct

		Instrument		Instrument Master		Currency Code		A unique identifier for the Currency.		VARCHAR2(3)		NULL				Stage Instrument Contract Master		Currency Code		This Attribute stores  a unique Code representing a particular Currency.		VARCHAR2(3)		NULL		Direct

		Instrument		Instrument Master		Liquidity Class Code		Unique code for the liquidity class such as Qualified Liquidity, Most Liquid, Readily Marketable, Qualified Thin Market, Not Qualified, Not Qualified - Readily Marketable, Not Qualified - Thin Marketable, Not Marketable, Other etc		NUMBER(5)		NULL

		Instrument		Instrument Master		Mark To Market Indicator		Indicator to identify the instrument is marked to market.		CHAR(1)		NULL				Stage Investments		Mark to Market Indicator		This is the mark to market indicator.		CHAR(1)		NULL		Direct

		Instrument		Instrument Master		Instrument Active Flag		Indicator to identify instrument is active or inactive.		CHAR(1)		NULL

		Instrument		Instrument Master		Holiday Rolling Convention Code		The holiday rolling convention code, based on which the date on which cash flow has to happen is decided. This includes - Following business day, Modified following business day, Previous business day, Modified previous business day etc.		NUMBER(5)		NULL				Stage Instrument Contract Master		Holiday Rolling Convention Code		This Attribute stores the conventions to be used in algorithm to adjust a date in case it is not a valid business day.The possible values are Following, ModifiedFollowing , Preceding , ModifiedPreceding and Unadjusted(case sensitive)		VARCHAR2(5)		NULL		Direct

		Instrument		Instrument Master		Exchange Traded Flag		Flag to identify that an instrument is exchange traded or not.		CHAR(1)		NULL				Stage Futures And Forwards		Publicly Traded Flag		Indicates if the instrument is publicly traded.		CHAR(1)		NULL		Direct Map to all the columns

																Stage Option Contracts		Equity Traded Flag		Stores whether the intrument is publicly traded or not. This is optional.		CHAR(1)		NULL

																Stage Futures And Forwards		Equity Traded Flag		Stores whether the intrument is publicly traded or not. This is optional.		CHAR(1)		NULL

																Stage Investments		Equity Traded Flag		Stores whether the intrument is publicly traded or not. This is optional.		CHAR(1)		NULL

		Instrument		Instrument Master		Day Count Indicator Code		Unique identifier of the day count indicator such as A/360, A/365, A/A, 30/360, 30/360 EUROPEAN, A/A LEAP, 30/A etc.		NUMBER(5)		NULL				Stage Instrument Contract Master		Day Count Indicator		This Attribute stores  the Day Counter to be used. Day Counter is a system used to determine the number of days between two coupon dates. The possible values are Actual/360, Actual/365 (Fixed), Actual/Actual, Business/252, Thirty/360		VARCHAR2(10)		NULL		Direct

		Instrument		Instrument Master		Repo Eligibility Flag		Flag to identify that instrument is eligible for repo or not.		CHAR(1)		NULL

		Instrument		Instrument Master		Instrument Start Date		Date on which the instrument is created.		DATE		NULL

		Instrument		Benchmark Interest Rate		Benchmark Interest Rate Code		Unique identifier of the benchmark interest rate code such as LIBOR, MIBOR, T-BILLS etc.		NUMBER(5)		NOT NULL				Stage Investments		Benchmark Code		This Attribute stores the benchmark code corresponding to the Floating Rate instrument. Like LIBOR,MIBOR
		VARCHAR2(20)		NULL		Direct

		Instrument		Benchmark Interest Rate		Benchmark Interest Rate Description		Describes the Benchmark Interest Rate code.		VARCHAR2(255)		NULL

		Instrument		Day Count Indicator		Day Count Indicator Code		Unique identifier of the day count indicator such as A/360, A/365, A/A, 30/360, 30/360 EUROPEAN, A/A LEAP, 30/A etc.		NUMBER(5)		NOT NULL				Stage Instrument Contract Master		Day Count Indicator		This Attribute stores  the Day Counter to be used. Day Counter is a system used to determine the number of days between two coupon dates. The possible values are Actual/360, Actual/365 (Fixed), Actual/Actual, Business/252, Thirty/360		VARCHAR2(10)		NULL		Direct

		Instrument		Day Count Indicator		Day Count Name		Name of the day count indicator.		VARCHAR2(60)		NULL

		Instrument		Day Count Indicator		Day Count Description		Describes the day count indicator.		VARCHAR2(255)		NULL

		Instrument		Interest Rate Revision Type		Interest Rate Revision Type		Unique identifier of the interest rate revision type such as Periodic/ Non Periodic.		NUMBER(5)		NOT NULL

		Instrument		Interest Rate Revision Type		Interest Rate Revision Description		Describes the interest rate revision type.		VARCHAR2(255)		NULL

																Stage Swaps Contracts		Extraction Date		This refers to the date on which processing commences. This is ideally, the end of business day of the month.		DATE		NOT NULL

																Stage Swaps Contracts		GAAP Code		GAAP Code		VARCHAR2(6)		NOT NULL

																Stage Swaps Contracts		Payment Leg		This stores the cash flow treated as outflow.		VARCHAR2(15)		NULL

																Stage Swaps Contracts		Daycount Conversion Payment		This stores the day count for outflow.		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL

																Stage Swaps Contracts		Receive Leg		This stores the cash flow treated as inflow.		VARCHAR2(15)		NULL

																Stage Swaps Contracts		Daycount Conversion Receipt		This stores the day count for inflow.		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL

																Stage Swaps Contracts		Last Reset Float Rate		This stores the spot rate for floating type. (n_swap_last_reset_float_rate + n_swap_spread) gives the interest rates.		NUMBER(11,6)		NULL

																Stage Swaps Contracts		Benchmark Payment Rate		This stores the benchmark for outflow.		VARCHAR2(15)		NULL

																Stage Swaps Contracts		Benchmark Receive Rate		This stores the benchmark for inflow.		VARCHAR2(15)		NULL

																Stage Swaps Contracts		Transaction Date		This stores the date on which transaction happens.		DATE		NULL

																Stage Swaps Contracts		Swap Product Code		This stores the swap product code.		VARCHAR2(15)		NULL

																Stage Swaps Contracts		Swap Branch Code		This stores the code assigned to each bank.		VARCHAR2(20)		NULL

																Stage Swaps Contracts		Product Description		This stores the description of the derivatives product.		VARCHAR2(20)		NULL

																Stage Swaps Contracts		Product Type		This stores the type of swap product, CCS, IRS etc.		VARCHAR2(20)		NULL

																Stage Swaps Contracts		Market Type		This indicates the market for the contract,  whether OTC or exchange traded.		VARCHAR2(20)		NULL

																Stage Swaps Contracts		Interest Rate Type Received		This stores the interest rate type received.		VARCHAR2(20)		NULL

																Stage Swaps Contracts		Interest Rate Type Paid		This stores the interest rate type paid.		VARCHAR2(20)		NULL

																Stage Swaps Contracts		Contract Currency		This stores the contract currency.		VARCHAR2(3)		NULL

																Stage Swaps Contracts		Notional Pricipal Receivable LCY		This stores the notional principal amount recivable for the swap contract in local currency.		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL

																Stage Swaps Contracts		Trade Date		This stores the date on which the swap contract is booked.		DATE		NULL

																Stage Swaps Contracts		Effective Date		This stores the date from which the first fixed and floating payments start to accrue.		DATE		NULL

																Stage Swaps Contracts		Mark to Market Settlement Amount		This stores the MTM swap value upon last re-valuation in local currency.		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL

																Stage Swaps Contracts		Customer Number		This stores the customer for the swap contract.		VARCHAR2(25)		NULL

																Stage Swaps Contracts		Master Agreement Number		This stores the master agreement code for the customer of the swap product.		VARCHAR2(20)		NULL

																Stage Swaps Contracts		Master Agreement Type		This stores the type of agreement - ISDA etc		VARCHAR2(20)		NULL

																Stage Swaps Contracts		Line Code		This stores the line code for the swap contract		VARCHAR2(25)		NULL

																Stage Swaps Contracts		MIS Class 1		This represents MISclass1 for the contract.		VARCHAR2(20)		NULL

																Stage Swaps Contracts		MIS Code 1		This represents MIScode1 for the contract.		VARCHAR2(20)		NULL

																Stage Swaps Contracts		MIS Code 1 Description		This represents desciption of MIScode1 for the contract.		VARCHAR2(20)		NULL

																Stage Swaps Contracts		Data Origin		This identifes the source system.		VARCHAR2(20)		NULL

																Stage Swaps Contracts		Account Defaulted Flag		Indicates whether the contract is defaulted.		CHAR(1)		NULL

																Stage Swaps Contracts		Automatic Cancellation of Commitment Indicator		Indicates whether a Commitment provides for  automatic cancellation or not. A CCF of 0% is applied to these exposures as per para no. 83, 312.		CHAR(1)		NULL

																Stage Swaps Contracts		Backed by Bullion Liability		STD-High Risk Categories and other assets. Signifies that, the gold exposure is backed by bullion gold liabilities. As per Basel accord Para no. 81 fn 32, at national discretion, gold bullion held in own vaults or on an allocated basis to the extent backed by bullion liabilities can be treated as cash and therefore risk-weighted at 0%. In addition, cash items in the process of collection can be risk-weighted at 20%.		CHAR(1)		NULL

																Stage Swaps Contracts		Banking Book Exposure or CCR Hedge Flag		Flag to indicate that this exposure is used to hedge the banking book exposure or CCR.  Non Sec STD-Long settlement transactions as per Basel accord Annex IV Para No. 6		CHAR(1)		NULL

																Stage Swaps Contracts		Double Default Flag		Identifies if the exposure has a double default. Double default is explained as a case where both the obligor & the guarantor defaults. The CRM treatment is different for exposures which comes under the double default catogory.		CHAR(1)		NULL

																Stage Swaps Contracts		DVP Flag		Indicates whether it's a DvP or PvP trade or not. Needed for Failed Trades.  Non Sec STD-Failed Trades. A "Y" will mean DvP/PvP. Basel accord Annex 3 Para No. 7, For DvP transactions, if the payments have not yet taken place five business days after the settlement date, firms must calculate a capital charge by multiplying the positive current exposure of the transaction by the appropriate factor, according to a Table given by Basel.		CHAR(1)		NULL

																Stage Swaps Contracts		Claim and Funding Liability Similar Currency Flag		The flag is applicable for Basel1 and identifies whether the Claims on central governments and central banks outside the OECD will also attract a zero weight (or a low weight if the national supervisory authority elects to incorporate interest rate risk), provided such claims are denominated in the national currency and funded by liabilities in the same currency. This reflects the absence of risks relating to the availability and transfer of foreign exchange on such claims.		CHAR(1)		NULL

																Stage Swaps Contracts		Exposure Revolving Flag		This identifies whether an exposure is treated as revolving. Not in use.		CHAR(1)		NULL

																Stage Swaps Contracts		Explicit Adjustment for Effective Maturity Indicator		Flag to indicate whether there is an Explicit Adjustment for Effective Maturity or not. As per Basel accord para no. 324, Where there is no explicit adjustment, the effective maturity (M) assigned to all exposures is set at 2.5 years unless otherwise specified in paragraph 318.		CHAR(1)		NULL

																Stage Swaps Contracts		Failed Trade Flag		This identifies whether a transaction is a failed trade or not.  Non Sec STD-Failed Trades. As per Basel accord Annex 3 Para 3, Repurchase and reverse-repurchase agreements as well as securities lending and borrowing that have failed to settle are excluded from capital treatment. Para 4, In cases of a system wide failure of a settlement or clearing system, a national supervisor may use its discretion to waive capital charges until the situation is rectified.		CHAR(1)		NULL

																Stage Swaps Contracts		Instrument Short Term Qualification Flag		Stores whether the exposure qualifies as a short term exposure for risk weight assignment in the Standardized Approach.		CHAR(1)		NULL

																Stage Swaps Contracts		Long Settlement Transaction Flag		Indicates whether it's a Long transaction or not. Needed for Long Settlement Txns/Failed Trades.  Non Sec STD-Long settlement transactions. This is determined as per the Basel accord annex 4 para 2B, Long Settlement Transactions are transactions where a counterparty undertakes to deliver a security, a commodity, or a foreign exchange amount against cash, other financial instruments, or commodities, or vice versa, at a settlement or delivery date that is contractually specified as more than the lower of the market standard for this particular instrument and five business days after the date on which the bank enters into the transaction.		CHAR(1)		NULL

																Stage Swaps Contracts		Materiality Flag		This indicates whether the exposure is material or not. Based on this different risk weights will be applied. Needed for Failed Trades.  Non Sec STD-Failed Trades as per Basel accord Annex 3 Para. 8.		CHAR(1)		NULL

																Stage Swaps Contracts		Nettability Flag		Stores whether the exposure is nettable against other nettable exposures of the same customer. This is valid only for OTC derivatives and Repos.		CHAR(1)		NULL

																Stage Swaps Contracts		Past due indicator		Indicates whether the exposure is past due or not. If delinquency days is greater than 90 then its past due		CHAR(1)		NULL

																Stage Swaps Contracts		Preferential Treatment Flag		This indicates whether there is a preferential treatment on the exposure or not. As per Basel accord para no. 54, At national discretion, a lower risk weight may be applied to banks’ exposures to their sovereign (or central bank) of incorporation denominated in domestic currency and funded19 in that currency.20 Where this discretion is exercised, other national supervisory authorities may also permit their banks to apply the same risk weight to domestic currency exposures to this sovereign (or central bank) funded in that currency.		CHAR(1)		NULL

																Stage Swaps Contracts		Risk Weight by Discretion Indicator		This indicates whether the risk weight for the exposure is given by the bank itself. This required for Standardised approach.		CHAR(1)		NULL

																Stage Swaps Contracts		Seniority Claim Flag		In case of Purchase Receivables, if the purchasing bank is unable to decompose EL into its PD and LGD components in a reliable manner, the risk weight is determined from the corporate risk-weight function using the following specifications: if the bank can demonstrate that the exposures are exclusively senior claims to corporate borrowers, an LGD of 45% can be used, otherwise LGD is 100%. Basel accord para no. 366.		CHAR(1)		NULL

																Stage Swaps Contracts		Uncond Cancelled Exp Indicator		Indicates whether an exposure is unconditionally cancellable or not. This information is used for application of CCF as per Basel accord para no. 83. Normally a CCF of 0% applied to an unconditionally cancellable exposure.		CHAR(1)		NULL

																Stage Swaps Contracts		Actual Number of Business Days		Actual Number of Business Days between Remargining for Capital Market Transaction or Revalution for Secured Transaction. This information is required in the volatility hair cut calculation. As per Basel accord para no. 168, When the frequency of remargining or revaluation is longer than the minimum, the minimum haircut numbers will be scaled up depending on the actual number of business days between remargining or revaluation using the square root of time formula.		NUMBER(5)		NULL

																Stage Swaps Contracts		Business Days needed for Long Transaction		Needed for Long Settlement Txns, this signifies that number of business days to deliver the agreed items after date of txn (future date).  Non Sec STD-Long settlement transactions. As per Basel accord Annex 4 para no. 2B, Long Settlement Transactions are transactions where a counterparty undertakes to deliver a security, a commodity, or a foreign exchange amount against cash, other financial instruments, or commodities, or vice versa, at a settlement or delivery date that is contractually specified as more than the lower of the market standard for this particular instrument and five business days after the date on which the bank enters into the transaction.		NUMBER(5)		NULL

																Stage Swaps Contracts		Banks Own Estimate of CCF Percent		This column stores the bank's own estimate of CCF percent.		NUMBER(15,11)		NULL

																Stage Swaps Contracts		Effective Exposure Amount		Non Sec STD-Long settlement transactions. As per Basel accord Annex 4 Para E, Effective Expected Exposure at a specific date is the maximum expected exposure that occurs at that date or any prior date. Alternatively, it may be defined for a specific date as the greater of the expected exposure at that date, or the effective exposure at the previous date. In effect, the Effective Expected Exposure is the Expected Exposure that is constrained to be non-decreasing over time.		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL

																Stage Swaps Contracts		EL Best Estimate Percent		This is the best estimate of expected loss for exposures which have already defaulted.		NUMBER(8,4)		NULL

																Stage Swaps Contracts		Failed Business Days		For Failed Trades siginifies that, number of buisness days delayed after the agreed settlement date(past date). Based on the number of failed business days, positive current exposure is multiplied by different multiplying factor as per Annex 3 Para 7. Non Sec STD-Failed Trades.		NUMBER(5)		NULL

																Stage Swaps Contracts		Holding Period to Derive Haircut		This is the holding period used in the Basel regulatory tables to arrive at the base volatility haircut of an exposure.		NUMBER(5)		NULL

																Stage Swaps Contracts		Minimum Holding Period		Stores the Minimum Holding period in days for an exposure which is used to calculate the volatility haircut.		NUMBER(5)		NULL

																Stage Swaps Contracts		Mortgage Lending Value		This is applicable for exposure secured by CRE. Normally a risk weight of 100% is applied. However, in exceptional circumstances for well-developed and long established markets, mortgages on office and/or multi-purpose commercial premises and/or multi-tenanted commercial premises may have the potential to receive a preferential risk weight of 50% for the tranche of the loan that does not exceed the lower of 50% of the market value or 60% of the mortgage lending value of the property securing the loan. Any exposure beyond these limits will receive a 100% risk weight. This exceptional treatment will be subject to very strict conditions. In particular, two tests must be fulfilled, namely that (i) losses stemming from commercial real estate lending up to the lower of 50% of the market value or 60% of loan-tovalue (LTV) based on mortgage-lending-value (MLV) must not exceed 0.3% of the outstanding loans in any given year; and that (ii) overall losses stemming from commercial real estate lending must not exceed 0.5% of the outstanding loans in any given year.		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL

																Stage Swaps Contracts		Probability of Default Percentage		Stores the probability of an exposure going into default in the next one year. It should be in decimal format. For example, PD of 30% is to be received as 0.3.		NUMBER(15,11)		NULL

																Stage Swaps Contracts		Provision Amount		This represents the amount of specific provisions mapped to an exposure.		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL

																Stage Swaps Contracts		Re-Margin Frequency		Stores the remargining frequency of an exposure in days. This is used in calculating the volatility haircut.		NUMBER(5)		NULL

																Stage Swaps Contracts		Sold credit protection Risk Weight		Sum of risk weights of exposures in a basket which is protected by sold credit protection.		NUMBER(8,4)		NULL

																Stage Swaps Contracts		Standard Business Days		This is standard business days for an Instrument represented.  Non Sec STD-Long settlement transactions. This is normally 5 or less than 5 and is used to identify whether a transaction is a Long Settlement transaction or not.		NUMBER(5)		NULL

																Stage Swaps Contracts		Supervisory Beta Value		Supervisory scaling parameter. It normally has a value of 1.4.  Non Sec STD-Long settlement transactions. As per Basel accord Annex 4 parano. 69, Banks that do not have approval to apply the internal models method for the relevant OTC transactions may use the standardised method. The standardised method can be used only for OTC derivatives; SFTs are subject to the treatments set out under the Internal Model Method of this Annex or under the Part 2, Section II.D, of this Framework. The exposure amount (under the standardised approach for credit risk) or EAD is to be calculated separately for each netting set. It is determined as ? x Estimated standardised exposure.		NUMBER(8,4)		NULL

																Stage Swaps Contracts		Undrawn Amount		Stores the Un-drawn amount for an Exposure. This applicable for both on-balance sheet and Off-balance Sheet.		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL

																Stage Swaps Contracts		Volatility Haircut		Stores the Volatility haircut percentage applicable for the Exposure. This is available for exposures like debt securities which are exposed to market movements.		NUMBER(8,4)		NULL

																Stage Swaps Contracts		Write Off Amount		This stores the amount written off by the bank on an exposure. IRB - Bank, Sovereign and Corporate. Basel accord Para no. 308.		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL

																Stage Swaps Contracts		Trading Book Indicator		Unique Code that identifies the book type (whether an exposure belongs to the trading book or the banking book).		CHAR(1)		NULL

																Stage Swaps Contracts		Country Code		This is the identifier representing the country to which an exposure belongs.		VARCHAR2(20)		NULL

																Stage Swaps Contracts		Customer Type		This stores the customer type of an exposure according to the bank's internal customer hierarchy.		VARCHAR2(20)		NULL

																Stage Swaps Contracts		GL Code		This stores the GL identifier for the exposure.		VARCHAR2(20)		NULL

																Stage Swaps Contracts		Rating by Issuer		This stores the rating id given by the issuer.		VARCHAR2(20)		NULL

																Stage Swaps Contracts		Line of Business Code		This is the code for the Line of Business which is the lowest level in the Management Reporting Hierarchy. Stores the code for line of business, which the product/account falls under.		VARCHAR2(20)		NULL

																Stage Swaps Contracts		Rating Id		For each exposure, there may be several ratings available from different External rating Sources. Only the eligible rating for a rating identifier will be used for Basel related processing in the Standardized approach. This rating id will be required for the calculation of CCF or RW.		VARCHAR2(20)		NULL

																Stage Swaps Contracts		Securitisation Pool Identifier		This is the identifier corresponding to  the securitization pool to which an exposure belongs.		VARCHAR2(20)		NULL

																Stage Swaps Contracts		Sovereign Rating Identifier		This identifies the rating of sovereign of the exposure. This is required for standardised approach when bank is using option 1, which is less favourable than the claims that are assigned to soverigns.		VARCHAR2(20)		NULL

																Stage Swaps Contracts		Exposure Mark to Market Value		Stores the current market value of an exposure.		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL

																Stage Swaps Contracts		Loss Given Default in Percent		Stores the loss as a percentage of exposure at default suffered if an exposure goes into default in the next one year. This is expressed in decimals. For example, 30% will be 0.3.		NUMBER(15,11)		NULL

																Stage Swaps Contracts		Underlying Type Code		A unique identifier used to distinguish between different underlying types of a derivative as classified for Basel purposes.		VARCHAR2(6)		NULL

																Stage Swaps Contracts		Claim Foreign Currency and Bank Funding Currency Same Indicator		As per RBI guidelines para 5.6.2, claims denominated in foreign currency on banks will be risk weighted per the given table as per the ratings assigned by international rating agencies. However, the claims denominated in foreign currency on a bank which is funded in that currency will be risk weighted at 20%. This flag indicates whether the bank is funded in the same currency as that of the claim foreign currency.		CHAR(1)		NULL

																Stage Swaps Contracts		Exposure one to four family Indicator		Is exposure in the form of one- to four family residential construction loans if the residences have been pre-sold under firm contracts to purchasers who have obtained firm commitments for permanent qualifying mortgages and have made substantial earnest money deposits, and the loans meet the other underwriting characteristics established by the agencies in the general risk-based capital rules ?		CHAR(1)		NULL

																Stage Swaps Contracts		Purchase contract cancelled Indicator		Has Purchase contract been cancelled		CHAR(1)		NULL

																Stage Swaps Contracts		AFS Indicator		Whether exposure is available-for-sale		CHAR(1)		NULL

																Stage Swaps Contracts		Unrealized loss		Stores Unrealized losses on the exposure		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL

																Stage Swaps Contracts		Expected LGD Percent		Stores Expected Loss Given Default		NUMBER(15,11)		NULL

																Stage Swaps Contracts		Exposure ongoing finance Indicator		Stores  if Exposure is part of the bank’s ongoing financing of the exposure		CHAR(1)		NULL

																Stage Swaps Contracts		Exposure LTV Ratio		Stores Exposures LTV ratio		NUMBER(9,6)		NULL

																Stage Swaps Contracts		Maximum supervisory ratio		Stores Maximum supervisory LTV ratio		NUMBER(9,6)		NULL

																Stage Swaps Contracts		Borrower cash Indicator		The Borrower contributed capital to the project in the form of cash or unencumbered readily marketable assets (or has paid development expenses out-of-pocket) of at least 15 percent of the real estate's appraised ‘‘as completed’’ value?		CHAR(1)		NULL

																Stage Swaps Contracts		Borrower capital Indicator		The borrower contributed the amount of capital required before the bank advances funds under the credit facility, and the capital contributed by the borrower or internally generated by the project is contractually required to remain in the project throughout the life of the project?		CHAR(1)		NULL

																Stage Swaps Contracts		Exposure secured by one to four family Indicator		Indicates that the exposure is primarily secured by a first or  subsequent lien on one-to-four-family residential property		CHAR(1)		NULL

																Stage Swaps Contracts		Exposure guaranteed by soverign Indicator		Stores if Exposure directly and unconditionally guaranteed by a Sovereign Entity, BIS, IMF, EC		CHAR(1)		NULL

																Stage Swaps Contracts		NPV		Stores Net Present Value of Unpaid Premiums(NPV)		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL

																Stage Swaps Contracts		One way cash payment Indicator		Indicates whether Transaction one way cash payments on OTC derivative contracts		CHAR(1)		NULL

																Stage Swaps Contracts		CCP rejection Indicator		Indicates whether the Central counter party has rejected the transaction or not		CHAR(1)		NULL

																Stage Swaps Contracts		Unpaid premium Indicator		Indicates whether the OTC derivative contract has an unpaid premium or not		CHAR(1)		NULL

																Stage Swaps Contracts		Adjusted LGD Percent		Stores the adjusted lgd percent to the Guarentee and Credit derviatives		NUMBER(15,11)		NULL

																Stage Swaps Contracts		Adjusted ELGD Percent		Stores the adjusted elgd percent to the Guarentee and Credit derviatives		NUMBER(15,11)		NULL

																Stage Swaps Contracts		Forex Haircut		Stores Exposure Forex haircut for OTC		NUMBER(8,4)		NULL

																Stage Swaps Contracts		Unrealized gain		Stores Unrealized gain on the exposure		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL

																Stage Swaps Contracts		Buyer Seller Indicator		Protection Buyer Seller Indicator S - Seller , B - Buyer		CHAR(1)		NULL

																Stage Swaps Contracts		Allocated Transfer Risk reserve		Stores Allocated Transfer Risk reserve		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL

																Stage Swaps Contracts		Exposure Funding Currency Same Indicator		Exposures denominated in domestic currency of the foreign Sovereign met out of the resources in the same currency raised in.		CHAR(1)		NULL

																Stage Swaps Contracts		Accrued Interest		Accrued Interest - Used for determining EAD		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL

																Stage Swaps Contracts		CCF Percentage		Stores the Credit Conversion factor value for an exposure. It is applicable for undrawn part of on-balance sheet and drawn and undrawn part of off-balance sheet exposures and is used for estimating the effective amount of exposure for which credit risk needs to be calculated.		NUMBER(15,11)		NULL

																Stage Swaps Contracts		Drawn Credit Conversion Factor		This column is used to store the drawn CCF of an exposure.		NUMBER(15,11)		NULL

																Stage Swaps Contracts		Long Run Weighted Average LGD		This gives the Long Run Weighted Average LGD. As per Basel accord para no. 367, If the purchasing bank can estimate either the pool’s default-weighted average loss rates given default (as defined in paragraph 468) or average PD in a reliable manner, the bank may estimate the other parameter based on an estimate of the expected long-run loss rate. The bank may (i) use an appropriate PD estimate to infer the long-run default-weighted average loss rate given default, or (ii) use a long-run 		NUMBER(15,11)		NULL

																Stage Swaps Contracts		Exposure Seniority		This represents the exposure seniority in the event of bankruptcy of the counterparty. This can be replaced by the seniority flag of the exposure.		NUMBER(5)		NULL

																Stage Swaps Contracts		Nth Default Position		Indicates value of n in "Nth to default" swaps		NUMBER(2)		NULL

																Stage Swaps Contracts		CRAR		The claim on Banks will be risk weighted on basis of CRAR percentage 		NUMBER(8,4)		NULL

																Stage Swaps Contracts		Superannuation or MBL Covered Flag		Flag to determine whether loan to bank's own staff is being fully covered by superannuation and/or mortgage of flat/house		CHAR(1)		NULL

																Stage Swaps Contracts		Qualifying reference obligation indicator		Qualifying Reference Obligation Indicator - Applicable to credit derivatives in trading book		CHAR(1)		NULL

																Stage Swaps Contracts		solvency of Protection Buyer		Indicates the insolvency of the protection buyer while the underlying is still solvent		CHAR(1)		NULL

																Stage Swaps Contracts		Unpaid Premium Amount		Stores the unpaid premiun amount for CDS exposures		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL

																Stage Swaps Contracts		Underlying Currency Code		Underlying Currency Code		VARCHAR2(3)		NULL

																Stage Swaps Contracts		Capital Market Exposure Indicator		Indicator to caputure whether an exposure is a capital market exposure.		CHAR(1)		NULL

																Stage Swaps Contracts		Non Deposit Taking Systemically		Indicator to caputure whether an exposure is a claim on ‘Non-deposit taking systemically important non-banking financial companies’		CHAR(1)		NULL

																Stage Swaps Contracts		Minimum CRAR compliance		Indicates whether the foreign bank complies to the minimum CRAR prescribed by their regulator		CHAR(1)		NULL

																Stage Swaps Contracts		Exempted Capital Market Indicator		Indicates an Investment in paid up equity of financial entity exempted from Capital market exposure		CHAR(1)		NULL

																Stage Swaps Contracts		Daily receipt Payment Cash Indicator		Indicates whether the instrument is subject to daily receipt and payment of cash variation		CHAR(1)		NULL

																Stage Swaps Contracts		Purchase Receivables SCP Pool ID		This stores the pool identifier for Purchase Receivables or Sold Credit Protection. This can have the exposure id of the pool record that we receive in the Non Sec exposure from the bank. This will be used to identify the highest K or highest risk weight among the underlying exposures of a pool.		VARCHAR2(20)		NULL

																Stage Swaps Contracts		OTC Indicator		OTC or Exchange Traded Indicator		CHAR(1)		NULL

																Stage Swaps Contracts		Participation Value of Regulat		Stores the amount of Participation Value for Regulatory Investments		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL

																Stage Swaps Contracts		Reciprocal Cross-holding Indic		Reciprocal Cross-holding Indicator		CHAR(1)		NULL

																Stage Swaps Contracts		Regulatory Capital Investment		Indiactes whether the exposure is a regulatory investment or not.		CHAR(1)		NULL

																Stage Swaps Contracts		Repo Instrument Residual Matur		This stores the Residual Matuity of the underlying instrument for Repo Style Transactions		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL

																Stage Swaps Contracts		Securities Guarantor		This stores the guarantor for the securities. e.g. Central Government - CGG State Government - SGG Others - OTH This is applicable only for India.		VARCHAR2(6)		NULL

																Stage Swaps Contracts		AFC Indicator		Indicates whether the claim is on an AFC		CHAR(1)		NULL

																Stage Swaps Contracts		Contract Quantity		This stores Contract Quantity		NUMBER(20)		NULL

																Stage Swaps Contracts		Amortization Method Premium Discount Fees Code		Amortization Method Premium Discount Fees Code. Includes: 1)Straight line, 2)Level Yield		VARCHAR2(20)		NULL

																Stage Swaps Contracts		Holiday Rolling Convention Code		This includes - Following business day, Modified following business day, Previous business day, Modified previous business day etc.		VARCHAR2(5)		NULL

																Stage Swaps Contracts		Amortization Term Payable		Define the term over which the payment is amortized.		NUMBER(5)		NULL

																Stage Swaps Contracts		Amortization Term Payable Unit		Units (days or months or years or weeks) of Amortization Term.		VARCHAR2(1)		NULL

																Stage Swaps Contracts		Amortization Term Receivable		Define the term over which the payment is amortized Receivable.		NUMBER(5)		NULL

																Stage Swaps Contracts		Amortization Term Receivable Unit		Units (days or months or years or weeks) of Amortization Term Receivable.		VARCHAR2(1)		NULL

																Stage Swaps Contracts		Instrument Type Code		Code identifying the instrument category of the customer account. Eg: Loans,Mortgages,MBS,retirement etc		VARCHAR2(20)		NULL

																Stage Swaps Contracts		Interest Type Code		Determines whether interest cash flows are paid in advance or in arrears.		VARCHAR2(60)		NULL

																Stage Swaps Contracts		Original Term		Contractual term at origination date.		NUMBER(5)		NULL

																Stage Swaps Contracts		Original Term Unit		Units (days or months or years or weeks) of Original Term.		VARCHAR2(1)		NULL

																Stage Swaps Contracts		Organization Unit Code		The organizational code.		VARCHAR2(20)		NULL

																Stage Swaps Contracts		Rate Change Round Code		Method used for rounding of the interest rate change.		VARCHAR2(20)		NULL

																Stage Swaps Contracts		Rate Change Round Factor		Factor to which the rate change on an adjustable instrument is rounded.		NUMBER(11,6)		NULL

																Stage Swaps Contracts		Account Manager Code		Holds code that is tied to the Dealer		VARCHAR2(20)		NULL

																Stage Swaps Contracts		Embedded Options Flag		Account has one or related rows in the embedded options table.		VARCHAR2(1)		NULL

																Stage Swaps Contracts		Accreting Frequency		This stores Accreting Frequency		NUMBER(5)		NULL

																Stage Swaps Contracts		Accreting Frequency Unit		Units (days or months or years or weeks) of Accreting Frequency .		VARCHAR2(1)		NULL

																Stage Swaps Contracts		Minimum Amortizing Balance		This stores Minimum Amortizing Balance.The minimum balance based on which cashflow processing has to happen. The same field is being used by various products/derivatives with different meaning.		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL

																Stage Swaps Contracts		Maximum Accreting Balance		This stores Maximum Accreting Balance. The maximum balance based on which cashflow processing has to happen. The same field is being used by various products/derivatives with different meaning.		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL

																Stage Swaps Contracts		Pay Later Frequency		This stores Pay Later Frequency.		NUMBER(5)		NULL

																Stage Swaps Contracts		Pay Later Frequency Unit		Units (days or months or years or weeks) of Pay Later Frequency.		VARCHAR2(1)		NULL

																Stage Swaps Contracts		Accretion Value Fixed		This Indicates Accretion Value Fixed		NUMBER(7)		NULL

																Stage Swaps Contracts		Next Accretion Date		This includes Next Accretion Date		DATE		NULL

																Stage Swaps Contracts		Option Expired Flag		This Indicates if Option is Expired		CHAR(1)		NULL

																Stage Swaps Contracts		Receivable Upper Range value		This stores Receivable Upper Range value		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL

																Stage Swaps Contracts		Receivable Lower Range value		This stores Receivable Lower Range value.		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL

																Stage Swaps Contracts		Payable Upper Range Value		This stores Pay Upper Range		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL

																Stage Swaps Contracts		Payable Lower Range Value		This stores Pay Lower Range		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL

																Stage Swaps Contracts		Accretion Value Percent Notional Principal		Accretion Value Percent Notional Principal		NUMBER(7)		NULL

																Stage Swaps Contracts		Extension Term		This stores the Extension Term		NUMBER(5)		NULL

																Stage Swaps Contracts		Extension Term Unit		Units (days or months or years or weeks) of Extension Term.		VARCHAR2(1)		NULL

																Stage Swaps Contracts		Exercise Date		This store Exercise Date		DATE		NULL

																Stage Swaps Contracts		Amortization Type Code		Method of amortizing principal and interest.		VARCHAR2(60)		NULL

																Stage Swaps Contracts		Common COA Code		Leaf column which defines the lowest common level of detail across all product chart of account definitions.		VARCHAR2(20)		NULL

																Stage Swaps Contracts		Settlement Days		This Attribute stores number of days from issue date till the effective date.		NUMBER(2)		NULL

																Stage Swaps Contracts		End of Month Indicator		This Attribute stores  the Indicator (as "Y" or "N") which Indicates whether the last payment of the instrument is on month end or not.		CHAR(1)		NULL

																Stage Swaps Contracts		Issuer Name		This Attribute stores  the name of the instrument issuer		VARCHAR2(60)		NULL

																Stage Swaps Contracts		Issuer Type		This Attribute stores  the Type of the issuer of the of the instrument.List of values are Z - Sovereign, GA - Government Agency,C - Corporates,B - Banks,OTH - Others.		VARCHAR2(6)		NULL

																Stage Swaps Contracts		Securitization Flag		This Attribute stores  the Indicator (as "Y" or "N") which indicates Securitization is done or not.		CHAR(1)		NULL

																Stage Swaps Contracts		Securitization Pool Type Code		This Attribute stores  Unique Id for the Securitization pool type		VARCHAR2(20)		NULL

																Stage Swaps Contracts		Bank Base Role Identifier		This Attribute stores  the bank role for the Securitisation Exposure.		VARCHAR2(20)		NULL

																Stage Swaps Contracts		Payment Frequency Receivable		This Attribute stores  the Receiving Coupon Rate.		NUMBER(11,6)		NULL

																Stage Swaps Contracts		Amortization Indicator		This Attribute stores  the Indicator (as "Y" or "N") which indicates amortization is there or not.		CHAR(1)		NULL

																Stage Swaps Contracts		Exposure Category Code		This Attribute stores  the category code which is RBI Specific : It indicates to which category the exposure belongs, HFT (Hold for Transaction) or AFS (Availablr for Sale)		VARCHAR2(20)		NULL

																Stage Swaps Contracts		Approved Securities Guaranteed by Central Govt Flag		This Attribute stores  the Indicator (as "Y" or "N") which indicates the exposure is in "Investments in other approved securities guaranteed by Central Government" or not.		CHAR(1)		NULL

																Stage Swaps Contracts		Approved Securities Guaranteed by State Govt Flag		This Attribute stores  the Indicator (as "Y" or "N") which indicates whether the exposure is in "Investments in other approved securities guaranteed by state Government" or not.		CHAR(1)		NULL

																Stage Swaps Contracts		Qualifying Instrment Flag		This Attribute stores  the Indicator (as "Y" or "N") which indicates whether the instrument deemed to be of comparable investment quality by the reporting bank, and the issuer has securities listed on a recognised stock exchange or not.		CHAR(1)		NULL

																Stage Swaps Contracts		Government Paper Domestic Currency Funded Flag		This Attribute stores  the Indicator (as "Y" or "N") which indicates whether government paper is denominated in domestic currency of issuer and funded by bank in same currency or not.		CHAR(1)		NULL

																Stage Swaps Contracts		Capital Charge Exclusion		This Attribute stores  the Indicator (as "Y" or "N") which indicates whether the exposure will be excluded from the capital calculations.		CHAR(1)		NULL

																Stage Swaps Contracts		Diversified Flag		This Attribute stores  the Indicator (as "Y" or "N") which indicates whether the Index is well diversified		CHAR(1)		NULL

																Stage Swaps Contracts		Portfolio Liquid Flag		This Attribute stores  the Indicator (as "Y" or "N") which indicates whether the overall portfolio liquid and well diversified.		CHAR(1)		NULL

																Stage Swaps Contracts		Couterparty Rating		This Attribute stores the code representing the Counter Party Rating  of the Instrument in this record.		VARCHAR2(20)		NULL

																Stage Swaps Contracts		Designated Maturity		This Attribute stores  the benchmark's designated maturity in days. For instance, LIBOR 3M's designated maturity will be stored as 90		NUMBER(5)		NULL

																Stage Swaps Contracts		Payoff Of Derivative		This Attribute stores  the Payoff of the derivative.		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL

																Stage Swaps Contracts		Day Count Indicator		This Attribute stores  the Business day convention for Benchmark Index. The possible values are Actual/360, Actual/365 (Fixed), Actual/Actual, Business/252, Thirty/360		VARCHAR2(10)		NULL

																Stage Swaps Contracts		Discount Day Count Indicator		This Attribute stores  the Business day counter for discounting. The possible values are Actual/360, Actual/365 (Fixed), Actual/Actual, Business/252, Thirty/360		VARCHAR2(10)		NULL

																Stage Swaps Contracts		Protection Buy Sell Indicator		This Attribute stores  the Indicator (as "B" or "S") which indicates the protection is bought or sold. B for protection buyer and S for protection seller.		CHAR(1)		NULL

																Stage Swaps Contracts		Bank Asset Class Code		This Attribute stores  the asset class of the underlying asset as defined by the Bank.		VARCHAR2(20)		NULL

																Stage Swaps Contracts		Margin Payable		Contractual spread over pricing index.		NUMBER(8,4)		NULL

																Stage Swaps Contracts		Payment Frequency Payable		To define the payment frequency of an account.		NUMBER(5)		NULL

																Stage Swaps Contracts		Original CDS Amount		This Attribute stores the amount at the Inception of the CDS Contract.		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL

																Stage Swaps Contracts		Swap Type		This Attribute stores  the Swap Type. Possible Values are Payer or Receiver (case sensitive).		VARCHAR2(20)		NULL

																Stage Swaps Contracts		CDS Protection Side		This Attribute stores  the CDS Protection side. Possible values are "Buyer" or "Seller" (case sensitive).		VARCHAR2(6)		NULL

																Stage Swaps Contracts		CDS Recovery Rate		This Attribute stores  the CDS Recovery Rate.		NUMBER(11,6)		NULL

																Stage Swaps Contracts		Legal Entity Code		Stores the entity from where the exposure has originated.		VARCHAR2(20)		NULL

																Stage Swaps Contracts		Effective Maturity		Stores the Effective Maturity (M) of an Exposure.
This should be a DL since cashflows are not being taken as input currently.
		NUMBER(11,6)		NULL

																Stage Swaps Contracts		Issuer Domestic Currency Rating Identifier		This stores the domestic currency rating identifier for the issuer of the issue or exposure.
		VARCHAR2(20)		NULL

																Stage Swaps Contracts		Issuer Foreign Currency Rating Identifier		This stores the foreign currency rating identifier for the issuer of the issue or exposure.
		VARCHAR2(20)		NULL

																Stage Swaps Contracts		Remaining Tenor		This stores the remaining tenor of the bill.
		NUMBER(5)		NULL

																Stage Swaps Contracts		Remianing Tenor - Unit		Remaining Duration of product in terms of days/weeks/months or years.
		VARCHAR2(1)		NULL

																Stage Swaps Contracts		Rating Code		Rating applicable to Swaps
		VARCHAR2(20)		NULL

																Stage Swaps Contracts		Benchmark Code		This Attribute stores the benchmark code corresponding to the Floating Rate instrument. Like LIBOR,MIBOR
		VARCHAR2(20)		NULL

																Stage Swaps Contracts		Benchmark Currency Code		This Attribute stores the benchmark currency code
		VARCHAR2(3)		NULL

																Stage Swaps Contracts		Instrument Description		This Attribute stores the description of the Instrument.
		VARCHAR2(100)		NULL

																Stage Swaps Contracts		Floating Leg Frequency Payable		This Attribute stores  the frequency of the floating leg for the instruments involving floating rate.
		NUMBER(5)		NULL

																Stage Swaps Contracts		BMA Day Count Indicator		This Attribute stores  the Business day counter for BMA Index. Day Counter is a system used to determine the number of days between two coupon dates. The possible values are Actual/360, Actual/365 (Fixed), Actual/Actual, Business/252, Thirty/360
		VARCHAR2(80)		NULL

																Stage Swaps Contracts		Face Value		It will be the value at which bond has been issued		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL

																Stage Swaps Contracts		Coupon Frequency		Stores the coupon frequency of the bond. Needs to be specified as the number corresponding to the frequency as following.  NoFrequency = -1, Once = 0, Annual = 1, Semiannual = 2,   EveryFourthMonth = 3, Quarterly = 4, Bimonthly = 6, Monthly = 12,   Biweekly = 26, Weekly = 52, Daily = 365		NUMBER(5)		NULL

																Stage Swaps Contracts		Coupon Rate Payable		Coupon Rate of the instrument		NUMBER(11,6)		NULL

																Stage Swaps Contracts		Premium Rate		This Attribute stores  the Premium Rate for Protection.		NUMBER(11,6)		NULL

																Stage Swaps Contracts		Realised LGD		Stores the realised LGD.		NUMBER(15,11)		NULL

																Stage Swaps Contracts		Exchange Frequency Unit		This stores the re-pricing frequency unit.		VARCHAR2(1)		NULL

																Stage Swaps Contracts		Redemption Value		This Attribute stores  the Redemption value of the instruments with coupon like Bond.		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL

																Stage Swaps Contracts		Trading Desk Identifier		Trading Desk id		VARCHAR2(20)		NULL

																Stage Swaps Contracts		Floating Leg Frequency Receivable		This Attribute stores  the frequency of the floating leg receivable for the instruments involving floating rate.		NUMBER(5)		NULL

																Stage Swaps Contracts		Run Management identifier Code		Stores the data segment map related to portfolio		VARCHAR2(20)		NULL

																Stage Swaps Contracts		Exposure Held at Fair Value Indicator		USA: Indicates whether the Exposure is held at fair value		CHAR(1)		NULL

																Stage Swaps Contracts		Secured Indicator		This indicates whether the exposure is secured or not		CHAR(1)		NULL

																Stage Swaps Contracts		Rating identifier of Reference		For an exposure there may be a reference issue provided by the same issuer.Those reference issue will be rated by external rating sources. Such rating is represented by this field.		VARCHAR2(20)		NULL

																Stage Swaps Contracts		Exposure Reporting Currency		This is the currency in which the exposure needs to be reported.		VARCHAR2(3)		NULL

																Stage Swaps Contracts		Squared-off Position Trading Indicator		This Indicates whether the transaction has the respective opposite position in trading book		CHAR(1)		NULL

																Stage Swaps Contracts		Short Long Position		This Indicates that the derivative position is short or long		CHAR(1)		NULL

																Stage Swaps Contracts		Last Payment Date		Date of Payment Immediately Prior to As of Date.
		DATE		NULL

																Stage Swaps Contracts		Last Repricing Date		Date upon which adjustable instruments last repriced.
		DATE		NULL

																Stage Swaps Contracts		LRD Balance		Par Balance as of the Last Repricing Date, used in OFSA/TP Cash Flow Methods.
		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL

																Stage Swaps Contracts		Margin Transfer Rate		The spread added to the forecasted transfer rate for adjustable-rate accounts.
		NUMBER(10,6)		NULL

																Stage Swaps Contracts		Next Payment Date		Date upon which the next scheduled payment is due.
		DATE		NULL

																Stage Swaps Contracts		Payment Payable Frequency Unit		Units (days or months or years) of Pmt_freq_pay.
		VARCHAR2(1)		NULL

																Stage Swaps Contracts		Payment Recievable Frequency Unit		Units (days or months or years) of Pmt_freq_rcv.
		VARCHAR2(1)		NULL

																Stage Swaps Contracts		Rate Change Minimum		Minimum change in repricing index necessary for a change in the interest rate.
		NUMBER(10,6)		NULL

																Stage Swaps Contracts		Rate Decrease Cycle		Maximum amount rate can decrease during the repricing cycle of an adjustable rate instrument.
		NUMBER(10,6)		NULL

																Stage Swaps Contracts		Rate Increase Cycle		Maximum interest rate increase allowed during the cycle on an adjustable rate instrument.
		NUMBER(10,6)		NULL

																Stage Swaps Contracts		Held By Client Or Proprietary		Whether the security is held by client or in the proprietary account.		CHAR(1)		NULL

																Stage Swaps Contracts		Margin Required Flag		Flag to indicate if the margin is required for the contract.		CHAR(1)		NULL

																Stage Swaps Contracts		Settled in Home Country Flag		Flag to indicate if the instrument is settled in home country or not.		CHAR(1)		NULL

																Stage Swaps Contracts		Mark-to-Market Value		Mark-to-Market value of the position.		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL

																Stage Swaps Contracts		Settlement Country Code		Code of the country where instrument is settled.		VARCHAR2(5)		NULL

																Stage Swaps Contracts		CUSIP Number		Unique identifier for the security that is held within the contract.		VARCHAR2(10)		NULL

																Stage Swaps Contracts		Current Payment		Periodic principal and interest payment associated with gross balance. Principal portion only for level principal amort type.
Applicable for Amortizing swaps.		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL

																Stage Swaps Contracts		Last Reset Float Rate Receivable		This stores Spot floating rate for Receivable Leg.		NUMBER(11,6)		NULL

																Stage Swaps Contracts		Revaluation Frequency Multiplier		Units (days or months or years or weeks) of Revaluation Frequency		CHAR(1)		NULL

																Stage Option Contracts		Extraction Date		This refers to the date on which processing commences. This is ideally, the end of business day of the month.		DATE		NOT NULL

																Stage Option Contracts		GAAP Code		GAAP Code		VARCHAR2(6)		NOT NULL

																Stage Option Contracts		Product Description		This stores the description of the derivatives product.		VARCHAR2(60)		NULL

																Stage Option Contracts		Contract Amount LCY		This stores the notional sum for the option contract in local currency.		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL

																Stage Option Contracts		Contract Currency		This stores the currency of the option contract.		VARCHAR2(3)		NULL

																Stage Option Contracts		Option Price		This stores the  premium amount for the option contract.		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL

																Stage Option Contracts		Settlement Method		This indicates whether by cash, etc.		VARCHAR2(20)		NULL

																Stage Option Contracts		Option MTM Value		This stores the the MTM value of the option in local currency.		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL

																Stage Option Contracts		Revaluation Frequency		This stores the frequency of revaluation,  whether weekly, daily etc.		NUMBER(5)		NULL

																Stage Option Contracts		Branch Code		This stores the branch which has made the options contract.		VARCHAR2(20)		NULL

																Stage Option Contracts		Customer Code		This stores the customer for the options contract.		VARCHAR2(25)		NULL

																Stage Option Contracts		Master Agreement Code		This stores the master agreement code for the customer of the option product.		VARCHAR2(20)		NULL

																Stage Option Contracts		Agreement Type		This stores the type of agreement, ISDA etc.		VARCHAR2(20)		NULL

																Stage Option Contracts		Line Code		This stores the line code for the options contract.		VARCHAR2(25)		NULL

																Stage Option Contracts		Account Manager Code		This stores the dealer for the options contract.		VARCHAR2(20)		NULL

																Stage Option Contracts		MIS Class 1		This represents MISclass1 for the contract.		VARCHAR2(20)		NULL

																Stage Option Contracts		MIS Code 1		This represents MIScode1 for the contract.		VARCHAR2(20)		NULL

																Stage Option Contracts		MIS Code Description		This represents desciption of MIScode1 for the contract.		VARCHAR2(20)		NULL

																Stage Option Contracts		Product Code		This stores the product to which the contract belongs.		VARCHAR2(15)		NULL

																Stage Option Contracts		Data Origin		This identifies the source system.		VARCHAR2(20)		NULL

																Stage Option Contracts		Contract Amount		This stores the contract amount.		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL

																Stage Option Contracts		Option Premium Amount Local Currency		This stores the premium amount in local currency.		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL

																Stage Option Contracts		Automatic Cancellation of Commitment Indicator		Indicates whether a Commitment provides for  automatic cancellation or not. A CCF of 0% is applied to these exposures as per para no. 83, 312.		CHAR(1)		NULL

																Stage Option Contracts		Backed by Bullion Liability		STD-High Risk Categories and other assets. Signifies that, the gold exposure is backed by bullion gold liabilities. As per Basel accord Para no. 81 fn 32, at national discretion, gold bullion held in own vaults or on an allocated basis to the extent backed.		CHAR(1)		NULL

																Stage Option Contracts		Banking Book Exposure or CCR Hedge Flag		Flag to indicate that this exposure is used to hedge the banking book exposure or CCR.  Non Sec STD-Long settlement transactions as per Basel accord Annex IV Para No. 6.		CHAR(1)		NULL

																Stage Option Contracts		Double Default Flag		Identifies if the exposure has a double default. Double default is explained as a case where both the obligor & the guarantor defaults. The CRM treatment is different for exposures which comes under the double default catogory.		CHAR(1)		NULL

																Stage Option Contracts		DVP Flag		Indicates whether it's a DvP or PvP trade or not. Needed for Failed Trades.  Non Sec STD-Failed Trades. A "Y" will mean DvP/PvP. Basel accord Annex 3 Para No. 7, For DvP transactions, if the payments have not yet taken place five business days after the settlement date, firms must calculate a capital charge by multiplying the positive current exposure of the transaction by the appropriate factor, according to a Table given by Basel.		CHAR(1)		NULL

																Stage Option Contracts		Claim and Funding Liability Similar Currency Flag		The flag is applicable for Basel1 and identifies whether the Claims on central governments and central banks outside the OECD will also attract a zero weight (or a low weight if the national supervisory authority elects to incorporate interest rate risk), provided such claims are denominated in the national currency and funded by liabilities in the same currency. This reflects the absence of risks relating to the availability and transfer of foreign exchange on such claims.		CHAR(1)		NULL

																Stage Option Contracts		Exposure Revolving Flag		This identifies whether an exposure is treated as revolving. Not in use.		CHAR(1)		NULL

																Stage Option Contracts		Explicit Adjustment for Effective Maturity Indicator		Flag to indicate whether there is an Explicit Adjustment for Effective Maturity or not. As per Basel accord para no. 324, Where there is no explicit adjustment, the effective maturity (M) assigned to all exposures is set at 2.5 years unless otherwise specified in paragraph 318.		CHAR(1)		NULL

																Stage Option Contracts		Failed Trade Flag		This identifies whether a transaction is a failed trade or not.  Non Sec STD-Failed Trades. As per Basel accord Annex 3 Para 3, Repurchase and reverse-repurchase agreements as well as securities lending and borrowing that have failed to settle are excluded from capital treatment. Para 4, In cases of a system wide failure of a settlement or clearing system, a national supervisor may use its discretion to waive capital charges until the situation is rectified.		CHAR(1)		NULL

																Stage Option Contracts		Instrument Short Term Qualification Flag		Stores whether the exposure qualifies as a short term exposure for risk weight assignment in the Standardized Approach.		CHAR(1)		NULL

																Stage Option Contracts		Long Settlement Transaction Flag		Indicates whether it's a Long transaction or not. Needed for Long Settlement Txns/Failed Trades. Non Sec STD-Long settlement transactions. This is determined as per the Basel accord annex 4 para 2B, Long Settlement Transactions are transactions where a counterparty undertakes to deliver a security, a commodity, or a foreign exchange amount against cash, other financial instruments, or commodities, or vice versa, at a settlement or delivery date that is contractually specified as more than the lower of the market standard for this particular instrument and five business days after the date on which the bank enters into the transaction.		CHAR(1)		NULL

																Stage Option Contracts		Materiality Flag		This indicates whether the exposure is material or not. Based on this different risk weights will be applied. Needed for Failed Trades.  Non Sec STD-Failed Trades as per Basel accord Annex 3 Para. 8.		CHAR(1)		NULL

																Stage Option Contracts		Nettability Flag		Stores whether the exposure is nettable against other nettable exposures of the same customer. This is valid only for OTC derivatives and Repos.		CHAR(1)		NULL

																Stage Option Contracts		Past due indicator		Indicates whether the exposure is past due or not. If delinquency days is greater than 90 then its past due		CHAR(1)		NULL

																Stage Option Contracts		Preferential Treatment Flag		This indicates whether there is a preferential treatment on the exposure or not. As per Basel accord para no. 54, At national discretion, a lower risk weight may be applied to banks’ exposures to their sovereign (or central bank) of incorporation denominated in domestic currency and funded19 in that currency.20 Where this discretion is exercised, other national supervisory authorities may also permit their banks to apply the same risk weight to domestic currency exposures to this sovereign (or central bank) funded in that currency.		CHAR(1)		NULL

																Stage Option Contracts		Risk Weight by Discretion Indicator		This indicates whether the risk weight for the exposure is given by the bank itself. This required for Standardised approach.		CHAR(1)		NULL

																Stage Option Contracts		Seniority Claim Flag		In case of Purchase Receivables, if the purchasing bank is unable to decompose EL into its PD and LGD components in a reliable manner, the risk weight is determined from the corporate risk-weight function using the following specifications: if the bank can demonstrate that the exposures are exclusively senior claims to corporate borrowers, an LGD of 45% can be used, otherwise LGD is 100%. Basel accord para no. 366.		CHAR(1)		NULL

																Stage Option Contracts		Uncond Cancelled Exp Indicator		Indicates whether an exposure is unconditionally cancellable or not. This information is used for application of CCF as per Basel accord para no. 83. Normally a CCF of 0% applied to an unconditionally cancellable exposure.		CHAR(1)		NULL

																Stage Option Contracts		Actual Number of Business Days		Actual Number of Business Days between Remargining for Capital Market Transaction or Revalution for Secured Transaction. This information is required in the volatility hair cut calculation. As per Basel accord para no. 168, When the frequency of remargining or revaluation is longer than the minimum, the minimum haircut numbers will be scaled up depending on the actual number of business days between remargining or revaluation using the square root of time formula.		NUMBER(5)		NULL

																Stage Option Contracts		Business Days needed for Long Transaction		Needed for Long Settlement Txns, this signifies that number of business days to deliver the agreed items after date of txn (future date).  Non Sec STD-Long settlement transactions. As per Basel accord Annex 4 para no. 2B, Long Settlement Transactions are transactions where a counterparty undertakes to deliver a security, a commodity, or a foreign exchange amount against cash, other financial instruments, or commodities, or vice versa, at a settlement or delivery date that is contractually specified as more than the lower of the market standard for this particular instrument and five business days after the date on which the bank enters into the transaction.		NUMBER(5)		NULL

																Stage Option Contracts		Banks Own Estimate of CCF Percent		This column stores the bank's own estimate of CCF percent.		NUMBER(15,11)		NULL

																Stage Option Contracts		Effective Exposure Amount		Non Sec STD-Long settlement transactions. As per Basel accord Annex 4 Para E, Effective Expected Exposure at a specific date is the maximum expected exposure that occurs at that date or any prior date. Alternatively, it may be defined for a specific date as the greater of the expected exposure at that date, or the effective exposure at the previous date. In effect, the Effective Expected Exposure is the Expected Exposure that is constrained to be non-decreasing over time.		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL

																Stage Option Contracts		EL Best Estimate Percent		This is the best estimate of expected loss for exposures which have already defaulted.		NUMBER(8,4)		NULL

																Stage Option Contracts		Failed Business Days		For Failed Trades siginifies that, number of buisness days delayed after the agreed settlement date(past date). Based on the number of failed business days, positive current exposure is multiplied by different multiplying factor as per Annex 3 Para 7. Non Sec STD-Failed Trades.		NUMBER(5)		NULL

																Stage Option Contracts		Holding Period to Derive Haircut		This is the holding period used in the Basel regulatory tables to arrive at the base volatility haircut of an exposure.		NUMBER(5)		NULL

																Stage Option Contracts		Minimum Holding Period		Stores the Minimum Holding period in days for an exposure which is used to calculate the volatility haircut.		NUMBER(5)		NULL

																Stage Option Contracts		Mortgage Lending Value		This is applicable for exposure secured by CRE. Normally a risk weight of 100% is applied. However, in exceptional circumstances for well-developed and long established markets, mortgages on office and/or multi-purpose commercial premises and/or multi-tenanted commercial premises may have the potential to receive a preferential risk weight of 50% for the tranche of the loan that does not exceed the lower of 50% of the market value or 60% of the mortgage lending value of the property securing the loan. Any exposure beyond these limits will receive a 100% risk weight. This exceptional treatment will be subject to very strict conditions. In particular, two tests must be fulfilled, namely that (i) losses stemming from commercial real estate lending up to the lower of 50% of the market value or 60% of loan-tovalue (LTV) based on mortgage-lending-value (MLV) must not exceed 0.3% of the outstanding loans in any given year; and that (ii) overall losses stemming from commercial real estate lending must not exceed 0.5% of the outstanding loans in any given year.		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL

																Stage Option Contracts		Probability of Default Percentage		Stores the probability of an exposure going into default in the next one year. It should be in decimal format. For example, PD of 30% is to be received as 0.3.		NUMBER(15,11)		NULL

																Stage Option Contracts		Provision Amount		This represents the amount of specific provisions mapped to an exposure.		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL

																Stage Option Contracts		Re-Margin Frequency		Stores the remargining frequency of an exposure in days. This is used in calculating the volatility haircut.		NUMBER(5)		NULL

																Stage Option Contracts		Sold credit protection Risk Weight		Sum of risk weights of exposures in a basket which is protected by sold credit protection.		NUMBER(8,4)		NULL

																Stage Option Contracts		Standard Business Days		This is standard business days for an Instrument represented.  Non Sec STD-Long settlement transactions. This is normally 5 or less than 5 and is used to identify whether a transaction is a Long Settlement transaction or not.		NUMBER(5)		NULL

																Stage Option Contracts		Supervisory Beta Value		Supervisory scaling parameter. It normally has a value of 1.4.  Non Sec STD-Long settlement transactions. As per Basel accord Annex 4 parano. 69, Banks that do not have approval to apply the internal models method for the relevant OTC transactions may use the standardised method. The standardised method can be used only for OTC derivatives; SFTs are subject to the treatments set out under the Internal Model Method of this Annex or under the Part 2, Section II.D, of this Framework. The exposure amount (under the standardised approach for credit risk) or EAD is to be calculated separately for each netting set. It is determined as ? x Estimated standardised exposure.		NUMBER(8,4)		NULL

																Stage Option Contracts		Undrawn Amount		Stores the Un-drawn amount for an Exposure. This applicable for both on-balance sheet and Off-balance Sheet.		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL

																Stage Option Contracts		Volatility Haircut		Stores the Volatility haircut percentage applicable for the Exposure. This is available for exposures like debt securities which are exposed to market movements.		NUMBER(8,4)		NULL

																Stage Option Contracts		Write Off Amount		This stores the amount written off by the bank on an exposure. IRB - Bank, Sovereign and Corporate. Basel accord Para no. 308.		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL

																Stage Option Contracts		Trading Book Indicator		Unique Code that identifies the book type (whether an exposure belongs to the trading book or the banking book).		CHAR(1)		NULL

																Stage Option Contracts		Country Code		This is the identifier representing the country to which an exposure belongs.		VARCHAR2(20)		NULL

																Stage Option Contracts		Customer Type		This stores the customer type of an exposure according to the bank's internal customer hierarchy.		VARCHAR2(20)		NULL

																Stage Option Contracts		GL Code		This stores the GL identifier for the exposure.		VARCHAR2(20)		NULL

																Stage Option Contracts		Line of Business Code		This is the code for the Line of Business which is the lowest level in the Management Reporting Hierarchy. Stores the code for line of business, which the product/account falls under.		VARCHAR2(20)		NULL

																Stage Option Contracts		Rating Id		For each exposure, there may be several ratings available from different External rating Sources. Only the eligible rating for a rating identifier will be used for Basel related processing in the Standardized approach. This rating id will be required for the calculation of CCF or RW.		VARCHAR2(20)		NULL

																Stage Option Contracts		Securitisation Pool Identifier		This is the identifier corresponding to  the securitization pool to which an exposure belongs.		VARCHAR2(20)		NULL

																Stage Option Contracts		Sovereign Rating Identifier		This identifies the rating of sovereign of the exposure. This is required for standardised approach when bank is using option 1, which is less favourable than the claims that are assigned to soverigns.		VARCHAR2(20)		NULL

																Stage Option Contracts		Exposure End Date		Date till which the exposure is applicable.		DATE		NULL

																Stage Option Contracts		Exposure Defaulted Flag		This identifies whether an exposure is treated as defaulted or not. This will be used for risk weight calculation purposes.		CHAR(1)		NULL

																Stage Option Contracts		Loss Given Default		Stores the loss as a percentage of exposure at default suffered if an exposure goes into default in the next one year. This is expressed in decimals. For example, 30% will be 0.3.		NUMBER(15,11)		NULL

																Stage Option Contracts		Underlying Type Code		A unique identifier used to distinguish between different underlying types of a derivative as classified for Basel purposes.		VARCHAR2(6)		NULL

																Stage Option Contracts		Claim Foreign Currency and Bank Funding Currency Same Indicator		As per RBI guidelines para 5.6.2, claims denominated in foreign currency on banks will be risk weighted per the given table as per the ratings assigned by international rating agencies. However, the claims denominated in foreign currency on a bank which is funded in that currency will be risk weighted at 20%. This flag indicates whether the bank is funded in the same currency as that of the claim foreign currency.		CHAR(1)		NULL

																Stage Option Contracts		Exposure one to four family Indicator		Is exposure in the form of one- to four family residential construction loans if the residences have been pre-sold under firm contracts to purchasers who have obtained firm commitments for permanent qualifying mortgages and have made substantial earnest money deposits, and the loans meet the other underwriting characteristics established by the agencies in the general risk-based capital rules ?		CHAR(1)		NULL

																Stage Option Contracts		Purchase contract cancelled Indicator		Has Purchase contract been cancelled.		CHAR(1)		NULL

																Stage Option Contracts		AFS Indicator		Whether exposure is available-for-sale		CHAR(1)		NULL

																Stage Option Contracts		Unrealized loss		Unrealized losses on the exposure		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL

																Stage Option Contracts		Expected LGD Percent		Expected Loss Given Default		NUMBER(15,11)		NULL

																Stage Option Contracts		Exposure ongoing finance Indicato		Exposure is part of the bank’s ongoing financing of the exposure		CHAR(1)		NULL

																Stage Option Contracts		Exposure LTV Ratio		Exposures LTV ratio		NUMBER(9,6)		NULL

																Stage Option Contracts		Maximum supervisory ratio		Maximum supervisory LTV ratio		NUMBER(9,6)		NULL

																Stage Option Contracts		Borrower cash Indicator		Indicates whether the Borrower contributed capital to the project in the form of cash or unencumbered readily marketable assets (or has paid development expenses out-of-pocket) of at least 15 percent of the real estate's appraised as completed.		CHAR(1)		NULL

																Stage Option Contracts		Borrower capital Indicator		Stores whether the borrower contributed the amount of capital required before the bank advances funds under the credit facility, and the capital contributed by the borrower or internally generated by the project is contractually required to report.		CHAR(1)		NULL

																Stage Option Contracts		Exposure secured by one to four family Indicator		Indicates that the exposure is primarily secured by a first or  subsequent lien on one-to-four-family residential property		CHAR(1)		NULL

																Stage Option Contracts		Exposure guaranteed by soverign Indicator		Exposure directly and unconditionally guaranteed by a Sovereign Entity, BIS, IMF, EC		CHAR(1)		NULL

																Stage Option Contracts		OTC derivative multiplier		Multiplier in the OTC Derivative Contract for calculating effective notional principal		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL

																Stage Option Contracts		NPV		Net Present Value of Unpaid Premiums(NPV)		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL

																Stage Option Contracts		One way cash payment Indicator		Indicates whether Transaction one way cash payments on OTC derivative contracts		CHAR(1)		NULL

																Stage Option Contracts		CCP rejection Indicator		Indicates whether the Central counter party has rejected the transaction or not.		CHAR(1)		NULL

																Stage Option Contracts		Unpaid premium Indicator		Indicates whether the OTC derivative contract has an unpaid premium or not		CHAR(1)		NULL

																Stage Option Contracts		Adjusted LGD Percent		Stores the adjusted lgd percent to the Guarentee and Credit derviatives		NUMBER(15,11)		NULL

																Stage Option Contracts		Adjusted ELGD Percent		Stores the adjusted elgd percent to the Guarentee and Credit derviatives		NUMBER(15,11)		NULL

																Stage Option Contracts		Forex Haircut		Stores Exposure Forex haircut for OTC		NUMBER(8,4)		NULL

																Stage Option Contracts		Unrealized gain		Unrealized gain on the exposure		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL

																Stage Option Contracts		Allocated Transfer Risk reserve		Stores Allocated Transfer Risk reserve		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL

																Stage Option Contracts		Exposure Funding Currency Same Indicator		Exposures denominated in domestic currency of the foreign Sovereign met out of the resources in the same currency raised in.		CHAR(1)		NULL

																Stage Option Contracts		Accrued Interest		Accrued Interest - Used for determining EAD		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL

																Stage Option Contracts		CCF Percentage		Stores the Credit Conversion factor value for an exposure. It is applicable for undrawn part of on-balance sheet and drawn and undrawn part of off-balance sheet exposures and is used for estimating the effective amount of exposure for which credit risk needs to be calculated.		NUMBER(15,11)		NULL

																Stage Option Contracts		Drawn Credit Conversion Factor		This column is used to store the drawn CCF of an exposure.		NUMBER(15,11)		NULL

																Stage Option Contracts		Underlying Data Identifier		This stores an identifier to distinguish underlying exposure data. For example, the underlying exposure records for Purchase Receivables pools will have a value of ""PR"" and those for Sold Credit Protection pools will have ""SCP"". This column will be used to insert these records in corresponding fact tables and subsequently delete from Non Sec Exposure table.		VARCHAR2(20)		NULL

																Stage Option Contracts		Long Run Weighted Average LGD		This gives the Long Run Weighted Average LGD. As per Basel accord para no. 367, If the purchasing bank can estimate either the pool’s default-weighted average loss rates given default (as defined in paragraph 468) or average PD in a reliable manner, the bank may estimate the other parameter based on an estimate of the expected long-run loss rate. The bank may (i) use an appropriate PD estimate to infer the long-run default-weighted average loss rate given default, or (ii) use a long-run 		NUMBER(15,11)		NULL

																Stage Option Contracts		Exposure Seniority		This represents the exposure seniority in the event of bankruptcy of the counterparty. This can be replaced by the seniority flag of the exposure.		NUMBER(5)		NULL

																Stage Option Contracts		CRAR		The claim on Banks will be risk weighted on basis of CRAR percentage 		NUMBER(8,4)		NULL

																Stage Option Contracts		Superannuation or MBL Covered Flag		Flag to determine whether loan to bank's own staff is being fully covered by superannuation and/or mortgage of flat/house		CHAR(1)		NULL

																Stage Option Contracts		Netting Agreement Code		Netting Agreement Code		VARCHAR2(6)		NULL

																Stage Option Contracts		Qualifying reference obligation indicator		Qualifying Reference Obligation Indicator - Applicable to credit derivatives in trading book		CHAR(1)		NULL

																Stage Option Contracts		solvency of Protection Buyer		Indicates the insolvency of the protection buyer while the underlying is still solvent		CHAR(1)		NULL

																Stage Option Contracts		Unpaid Premium Amount		Stores the unpaid premiun amount for CDS exposures		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL

																Stage Option Contracts		Underlying Currency Code		Underlying Currency Code		VARCHAR2(3)		NULL

																Stage Option Contracts		Capital Market Exposure Indicator		Indicator to capture whether an exposure is a capital market exposure. 		CHAR(1)		NULL

																Stage Option Contracts		Non Deposit Taking Systemically		Indicator to caputure whether an exposure is a claim on ‘Non-deposit taking systemically important non-banking financial companies’		CHAR(1)		NULL

																Stage Option Contracts		Minimum CRAR compliance		Indicates whether the foreign bank complies to the minimum CRAR prescribed by their regulator		CHAR(1)		NULL

																Stage Option Contracts		Exempted Capital Market Indicator		Indicates an Investment in paid up equity of financial entity exempted from Capital market exposure		CHAR(1)		NULL

																Stage Option Contracts		Contract Walk Away Clause		Indicates whether the Contract contains a Walk away clause for OTC & SFT Exposures.		CHAR(1)		NULL

																Stage Option Contracts		Daily receipt Payment Cash Indicator		Indicates whether the instrument is subject to daily receipt and payment of cash variation		CHAR(1)		NULL

																Stage Option Contracts		OTC Indicator		OTC or Exchange Traded Indicator		CHAR(1)		NULL

																Stage Option Contracts		Participation Value of Regulat		Stores the amount of Participation Value for Regulatory Investments		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL

																Stage Option Contracts		Reciprocal Cross-holding Indic		Reciprocal Cross-holding Indicator		CHAR(1)		NULL

																Stage Option Contracts		Regulatory Capital Investment		Indiactes whether the exposure is a regulatory investment or not.		CHAR(1)		NULL

																Stage Option Contracts		Repo Instrument Issuer Code		This is the Instrument Issuer Code for Repo style transactions		VARCHAR2(20)		NULL

																Stage Option Contracts		Repo Instrument Residual Matur		This stores the Residual Matuity of the underlying instrument for Repo Style Transactions		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL

																Stage Option Contracts		Securities Guarantor		This stores the guarantor for the securities. e.g. Central Government - CGG State Government - SGG Others - OTH This is applicable only for India.		VARCHAR2(6)		NULL

																Stage Option Contracts		Instrument Rating Identifier		For this identifier, there will be many ratings available from different External rating Sources. Only the eligible rating for a rating identifier will be used for Basel related processing for the Underlying Instruments of Repo Style transactions		VARCHAR2(20)		NULL

																Stage Option Contracts		AFC Indicator		Indicates whether the claim is on an AFC		CHAR(1)		NULL

																Stage Option Contracts		Channel Code		Code of the channel through which contract was opened.		VARCHAR2(20)		NULL

																Stage Option Contracts		Day Count Indicator		The basis on which the interest accrual is calculated. Eg: 30/360, Actual/360, Actual/Actual, business/252 etc		VARCHAR2(10)		NULL

																Stage Option Contracts		Amortization Term		Define the term over which the payment is amortized.		NUMBER(5)		NULL

																Stage Option Contracts		Amortization Term Unit		Units (days or months or years or weeks) of Amortization Term.		VARCHAR2(1)		NULL

																Stage Option Contracts		Day Count Indicator for 2nd Instrument		The basis on which the interest accrual is calculated. Eg: 30/360, Actual/360, Actual/Actual, business/252 etc,Receivable		VARCHAR2(10)		NULL

																Stage Option Contracts		Interest Type for 2nd Instrument		Identifies the repricing method and repricing characteristics of the record. Eg: Fixed, Administered Rate, Floating Rate, Adjustable etc Receivable		VARCHAR2(60)		NULL

																Stage Option Contracts		Amortization Term for 2nd Instrument		Define the term over which the payment is amortized Receivable.		NUMBER(5)		NULL

																Stage Option Contracts		Amortization Term Unit for 2nd Instrument		Units (days or months or years or weeks) of Amortization Term Receivable.		VARCHAR2(1)		NULL

																Stage Option Contracts		Repayment Type		Defines the method by which an account’s principal and interest is amortized. Types of Conventional & non conventional amortizing.		VARCHAR2(60)		NULL

																Stage Option Contracts		Common COA Code		Leaf column that defines the lowest common level of detail across all product chart of account definitions.		VARCHAR2(20)		NULL

																Stage Option Contracts		Deferred Original Balance		Original Deferred Balance associated with Instrument (for eg: Premium or Discount or Fees).		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL

																Stage Option Contracts		Instrument Type Code		Code identifying the instrument category of the customer account. Eg: Loans,Mortgages,MBS,retirement etc		VARCHAR2(20)		NULL

																Stage Option Contracts		Interest Type Code		Determines whether interest cash flows are paid in advance or in arrears.		VARCHAR2(5)		NULL

																Stage Option Contracts		Interest Rate Code		Identifies the index to which adjustable rate accounts are tied.		VARCHAR2(60)		NULL

																Stage Option Contracts		Interest Rate Code for 2nd Instrument		Identifies the index to which adjustable rate accounts are tied Receivable		VARCHAR2(60)		NULL

																Stage Option Contracts		Margin		Contractual spread over pricing index.		NUMBER(8,4)		NULL

																Stage Option Contracts		Margin for 2nd Instrument		Contractual spread over pricing index Receivable.		NUMBER(8,4)		NULL

																Stage Option Contracts		Net Margin Code		Defines relationship between current gross rate & current net rate.		VARCHAR2(5)		NULL

																Stage Option Contracts		Next Reprice Date		Date of next scheduled interest rate change for adjustable rate accounts.		DATE		NULL

																Stage Option Contracts		Original Term		Contractual term at origination date.		NUMBER(5)		NULL

																Stage Option Contracts		Original Term Unit		Units (days or months or years or weeks) of Original Term.		VARCHAR2(1)		NULL

																Stage Option Contracts		Organization Unit ID		The organizational code.		VARCHAR2(20)		NULL

																Stage Option Contracts		Payment Frequency		To define the payment frequency of an account.		NUMBER(5)		NULL

																Stage Option Contracts		Payment Frequency Unit		Units (days or months or years or weeks) of Payment Frequency.		VARCHAR2(1)		NULL

																Stage Option Contracts		Cap Rate		Maximum rate allowed during life of the instrument.		NUMBER(8,4)		NULL

																Stage Option Contracts		Rate Change Minimum		Minimum change in the repricing index that is necessary for a change to be made to the interest rate.		NUMBER(8,4)		NULL

																Stage Option Contracts		Rate Change Round Code		Method used for rounding of the interest rate change.		VARCHAR2(20)		NULL

																Stage Option Contracts		Rate Change Round Factor		Factor to which the rate change on an adjustable instrument is rounded.		NUMBER(11,6)		NULL

																Stage Option Contracts		Rate Decrease Cycle		Maximum rate decrease allowed during a repricing cycle for an adjustable-rate instrument.		NUMBER(8,4)		NULL

																Stage Option Contracts		Rate Set Lag		Period by which repricing lags the current interest rate changes.		NUMBER(5,0)		NULL

																Stage Option Contracts		Rate Set Lag Unit		Units (days or months or years or weeks) of Rate Set Lag.		VARCHAR2(1)		NULL

																Stage Option Contracts		Remaining Number of Payments		The remaining number of principal, interest, or principal and interest payments to be made from the as of date until the maturity date of the record.		NUMBER(10)		NULL

																Stage Option Contracts		Repricing Frequency		To define the frequency of rate change of an account.		NUMBER(5)		NULL

																Stage Option Contracts		Repricing Frequency Unit		Units (days or months or years or weeks) of Repricing Frequency.		VARCHAR2(1)		NULL

																Stage Option Contracts		Original Market Value		Market Value as of origination date expressed as a percentage of the Original Par Balance.		NUMBER(14,2)		NULL

																Stage Option Contracts		Option Exercise Indicator		This indicates if Option is exercised or not		CHAR(1)		NULL

																Stage Option Contracts		Strike Type Code		This stores strike value code: a) price b) rate		VARCHAR2(20)		NULL

																Stage Option Contracts		Brokerage Firm		Stores name of Brokerage Firm		VARCHAR2(60)		NULL

																Stage Option Contracts		Commission Fees		Stores commission fees amount		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL

																Stage Option Contracts		Commission Date		The last date that commissions were from the account.		DATE		NULL

																Stage Option Contracts		Commission Rate		The rate used to calculate the amount of commission on the account.		NUMBER(11,6)		NULL

																Stage Option Contracts		CUSIP Number		CUSIP number for instrument.		VARCHAR2(10)		NULL

																Stage Option Contracts		Discount percentage on bond transactions		The account’s discount percentage on bond transactions.		NUMBER(8,4)		NULL

																Stage Option Contracts		Discount percentage on stock transactions		The account’s discount percentage on stock transactions.		NUMBER(8,4)		NULL

																Stage Option Contracts		Distribution Channel Code		This stores the distribution channel code		VARCHAR2(20)		NULL

																Stage Option Contracts		Allocated Equity Credit		Equity credit for the account;typically Allocated Equity * equity credit rate.		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL

																Stage Option Contracts		Fund Number		An organisation-defined code for the fund.		VARCHAR2(20)		NULL

																Stage Option Contracts		Gross Fee Income		Sum of fee income components before waivers.		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL

																Stage Option Contracts		Hedge Portfolio Set		Hedge Portfolio Set		NUMBER(5)		NULL

																Stage Option Contracts		Interest Divident Date		The date dividends are paid on the account.		DATE		NULL

																Stage Option Contracts		Interest Divident Frequency		The frequency of dividend payments to the account.		NUMBER(5)		NULL

																Stage Option Contracts		Interest Divident Option Code		An organisation-defined code for how interest accrued on the account should be paid, for example cheque or direct deposit.		VARCHAR2(5)		NULL

																Stage Option Contracts		Management Fees		Stores Management Fees		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL

																Stage Option Contracts		Margin Agreement Code		Document signed by an individual for opening a margin account, in which the customer agrees to certain regulations and allows the brokerage to have a lien on the account.		VARCHAR2(5)		NULL

																Stage Option Contracts		Market Price		Current market price carried on accounting system.		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL

																Stage Option Contracts		Market v/s Book Bal Ratio		Market v/s Book Bal Ratio.		NUMBER(9,6)		NULL

																Stage Option Contracts		Net Fee Income		Gross Fee Income less Waived Fees.		NUMBER(14,2)		NULL

																Stage Option Contracts		Original Balance		Value - net of participations - at date of origination.		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL

																Stage Option Contracts		Original Rate		Contractual interest rate at origination date.		NUMBER(11,6)		NULL

																Stage Option Contracts		Purchase Price		Price as % of par at date of purchase (price per 100).		NUMBER(8,4)		NULL

																Stage Option Contracts		Record Count		The number of source transaction records represented by each record.		NUMBER(6)		NULL

																Stage Option Contracts		Return on Equity		Return on equity for the account; typically Account Contribution /Allocated Equity (annualized by 12).		NUMBER(11,4)		NULL

																Stage Option Contracts		Total Fees		This stores the total fees & charges.		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL

																Stage Option Contracts		Waived Fees		Sum of fee income waiver components.		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL

																Stage Option Contracts		Remaining Tenor		Period until the instrument matures.		NUMBER(5)		NULL

																Stage Option Contracts		Remaining Tenor - Unit		Units (days or months or years or weeks) of Remaining Term.		VARCHAR2(1)		NULL

																Stage Option Contracts		Capital Position Indicator		This indicates Cap Position Indicator		CHAR(1)		NULL

																Stage Option Contracts		Floor Position Indicator		This Indicates if it is Floor Position 		CHAR(1)		NULL

																Stage Option Contracts		Effective Rate		This stores Effective Rate		NUMBER(11,6)		NULL

																Stage Option Contracts		Exercise Frequency		Indicates the frequency at which exercise would happen.		NUMBER(5)		NULL

																Stage Option Contracts		Exercise Frequency Unit		Units (days or months or years or weeks) of Exercise Frequency.		VARCHAR2(1)		NULL

																Stage Option Contracts		Binary Rate		This stores Binary Rate		NUMBER(11,6)		NULL

																Stage Option Contracts		Tick Indicator		This is the Tick Indicator		CHAR(1)		NULL

																Stage Option Contracts		Exchange of Principal		Used for indicating whether, at maturity, exchnage of principal would be there or not. Exchange of Principal:-Indicates 0-Include,1-Exclude		CHAR(1)		NULL

																Stage Option Contracts		Contract Quantity		This stores Contract Quantity		NUMBER(20)		NULL

																Stage Option Contracts		Interest Calculation Type		Interest calculation type		VARCHAR2(5)		NULL

																Stage Option Contracts		Holiday Rolling Convention Code		The holiday rolling convention code, based on which the date on which cash flow has to happen is decided. This includes - Following business day, Modified following business day, Previous business day, Modified previous business day etc.		VARCHAR2(5)		NULL

																Stage Option Contracts		Collar Position Indicator		Flag to indicate if the option contract is a collar.		CHAR(1)		NULL

																Stage Option Contracts		Amortization Method Premium Discount Fees Code		Amortization Method Premium Discount Fees Code. Includes: 1)Straight line, 2)Level Yield		VARCHAR2(20)		NULL

																Stage Option Contracts		Barrier Amount		This Attribute stores Barrier is an predetermined amount in Barrier options where options either come alive or die when barriers is reached. This Barrier Amount is store here.		NUMBER(25,6)		NULL

																Stage Option Contracts		Barrier Type		This Attribute stores DownIn, UpIn, DownOut, UpOut.Barrier options come alive when the barrier is reached if Barrier Type is ""DownIn"" or ""UpIn"" and Barrier options die when the barrier is reached if Barrier Type is "DownOut" or "UpOut".		VARCHAR2(80)		NULL

																Stage Option Contracts		Settlement Days		This Attribute stores number of days from issue date till the effective date.		NUMBER(2)		NULL

																Stage Option Contracts		End of Month Indicator		This Attribute stores  the Indicator (as "Y" or "N") which Indicates whether the last payment of the instrument is on month end or not.		CHAR(1)		NULL

																Stage Option Contracts		Issuer Name		This Attribute stores  the name of the instrument issuer		VARCHAR2(60)		NULL

																Stage Option Contracts		Issuer Type		This Attribute stores  the Type of the issuer of the of the instrument.List of values are Z - Sovereign, GA - Government Agency,C - Corporates,B - Banks,OTH - Others.		VARCHAR2(6)		NULL

																Stage Option Contracts		Securitization Flag		This Attribute stores  the Indicator (as "Y" or "N") which indicates Securitization is done or not.		CHAR(1)		NULL

																Stage Option Contracts		Securitization Pool Type Code		This Attribute stores  Unique Id for the Securitization pool type		VARCHAR2(20)		NULL

																Stage Option Contracts		Bank Base Role Identifier		This Attribute stores  the bank role for the Securitisation Exposure.		VARCHAR2(20)		NULL

																Stage Option Contracts		Payment Frequency for 2nd Instrument		This Attribute stores  the Receiving Coupon Rate.		NUMBER(11,6)		NULL

																Stage Option Contracts		Amortization Indicator		This Attribute stores  the Indicator (as "Y" or "N") which indicates amortization is there or not.		CHAR(1)		NULL

																Stage Option Contracts		Exposure Category Code		This Attribute stores  the category code which is RBI Specific : It indicates to which category the exposure belongs, HFT (Hold for Transaction) or AFS (Availablr for Sale)		VARCHAR2(20)		NULL

																Stage Option Contracts		Approved Securities Guaranteed by Central Govt Flag		This Attribute stores  the Indicator (as "Y" or "N") which indicates the exposure is in "Investments in other approved securities guaranteed by Central Government" or not.		CHAR(1)		NULL

																Stage Option Contracts		Approved Securities Guaranteed by State Govt Flag		This Attribute stores  the Indicator (as "Y" or "N") which indicates whether the exposure is in "Investments in other approved securities guaranteed by state Government" or not.		CHAR(1)		NULL

																Stage Option Contracts		Qualifying Instrment Flag		This Attribute stores  the Indicator (as "Y" or "N") which indicates whether the instrument deemed to be of comparable investment quality by the reporting bank, and the issuer has securities listed on a recognised stock exchange or not.		CHAR(1)		NULL

																Stage Option Contracts		Government Paper Domestic Currency Funded Flag		This Attribute stores  the Indicator (as "Y" or "N") which indicates whether government paper is denominated in domestic currency of issuer and funded by bank in same currency or not.		CHAR(1)		NULL

																Stage Option Contracts		Capital Charge Exclusion		This Attribute stores  the Indicator (as "Y" or "N") which indicates whether the exposure will be excluded from the capital calculations.		CHAR(1)		NULL

																Stage Option Contracts		Diversified Flag		This Attribute stores  the Indicator (as "Y" or "N") which indicates whether the Index is well diversified		CHAR(1)		NULL

																Stage Option Contracts		Portfolio Liquid Flag		This Attribute stores  the Indicator (as "Y" or "N") which indicates whether the overall portfolio liquid and well diversified.		CHAR(1)		NULL

																Stage Option Contracts		Couterparty Rating		This Attribute stores the code representing the Counter Party Rating  of the Instrument in this record.		VARCHAR2(20)		NULL

																Stage Option Contracts		Interest Rate Designated Maturity		This Attribute stores  the benchmark's designated maturity in days. For instance, LIBOR 3M's designated maturity will be stored as 90		NUMBER(5)		NULL

																Stage Option Contracts		Floor Rate		This Attribute stores  the floor rate of the collar and Floor instruemnt type.		NUMBER(11,6)		NULL

																Stage Option Contracts		Payoff Of Derivative		This Attribute stores  the Payoff of the derivative.		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL

																Stage Option Contracts		Interest Rate Day Count Indicator		This Attribute stores  the Business day convention for Benchmark Index. The possible values are Actual/360, Actual/365 (Fixed), Actual/Actual, Business/252, Thirty/360		VARCHAR2(10)		NULL

																Stage Option Contracts		Basket Type		This Attribute stores  the Basket type of the basket option. Possible values are MIN or MAX (case sensitive).		VARCHAR2(6)		NULL

																Stage Option Contracts		Discount Day Count Indicator		This Attribute stores  the Business day counter for discounting. The possible values are Actual/360, Actual/365 (Fixed), Actual/Actual, Business/252, Thirty/360		VARCHAR2(10)		NULL

																Stage Option Contracts		Running Accumulator		This Attribute stores  the sum of underlying spot instrument prices at the fixing date (fixing date for the instrument are given in instrument schedule table) for Asian Option.		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL

																Stage Option Contracts		Minimum or Maximum value of Instrument		This Attribute stores  the minimum or maximum value of the underlying spot instrument at the fixing dates as specified in the instrument schedule table. For Fixed Lookback Options this attribute stores Highest Price of Underlying Asset over the life of option in case of CALL and Lowest in case of PUT which will be used as spot. For Floating Lookback Options this attribute stores Lowest Price of Underlying Asset over the life of option in case of CALL and Highest in case of PUT which will be used as Strike.		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL

																Stage Option Contracts		Basket Correlation		This Attribute stores  the correlation of the the underlying asset in the basket option		NUMBER(11,6)		NULL

																Stage Option Contracts		Protection Buy Sell Indicator		This Attribute stores  the Indicator (as "B" or "S") which indicates the protection is bought or sold. B for protection buyer and S for protection seller.		CHAR(1)		NULL

																Stage Option Contracts		Bank Asset Class Code		This Attribute stores  the asset class of the underlying asset as defined by the Bank.		VARCHAR2(20)		NULL

																Stage Option Contracts		Legal Entity Code		Stores the entity from where the exposure has originated.		VARCHAR2(20)		NULL

																Stage Option Contracts		Effective Maturity		Stores the Effective Maturity (M) of an Exposure.
This should be a DL since cashflows are not being taken as input currently.
		NUMBER(11,6)		NULL

																Stage Option Contracts		Issuer Domestic Currency Rating Identifier		This stores the domestic currency rating identifier for the issuer of the issue or exposure.
		VARCHAR2(20)		NULL

																Stage Option Contracts		Issuer Foreign Currency Rating Identifier		This stores the foreign currency rating identifier for the issuer of the issue or exposure.
		VARCHAR2(20)		NULL

																Stage Option Contracts		Effective Date		Date		DATE		NULL

																Stage Option Contracts		Rating Code		Rating applicable to Option
		VARCHAR2(20)		NULL

																Stage Option Contracts		Benchmark Code		This Attribute stores the benchmark code corresponding to the Floating Rate instrument. Like LIBOR,MIBOR
		VARCHAR2(20)		NULL

																Stage Option Contracts		Benchmark Currency Code		This Attribute stores the benchmark currency code
		VARCHAR2(3)		NULL

																Stage Option Contracts		Instrument Description		This Attribute stores the description of the Instrument.
		VARCHAR2(100)		NULL

																Stage Option Contracts		Realised LGD		Stores the realised LGD.		NUMBER(15,11)		NULL

																Stage Option Contracts		Interest Type		Identifies the repricing method and repricing characteristics of the record. Eg: Fixed, Administered Rate, Floating Rate, Adjustable etc		VARCHAR2(60)		NULL

																Stage Option Contracts		Trading Desk Identifier		Trading Desk id		VARCHAR2(20)		NULL

																Stage Option Contracts		Underlying Forward Price		This Attribute stores the current market price of the underlying instrument of an option.		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL

																Stage Option Contracts		Margin Approve Suprv		Indicates whether the Margin Approach for capital computation is approved by supervisor for Exchange traded futures and options and OTC forwards and options		CHAR(1)		NULL

																Stage Option Contracts		Margin Amount for OTC & Exchange Traded Contracts		Stores the margin amount for the Futures, Options and Forwards when Margin approach is approved by supervisor		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL

																Stage Option Contracts		Other Currency		This stores the other currency involved in the option contract, for currency options.		VARCHAR2(3)		NULL

																Stage Option Contracts		Equity Investment fund indicator		This Stores whether the exposure is to investment fund or not for none equity investments		CHAR(1)		NULL

																Stage Option Contracts		Exposure Held at Fair Value Indicator		USA: Indicates whether the Exposure is held at fair value		CHAR(1)		NULL

																Stage Option Contracts		Secured Indicator		This indicates whether the exposure is secured or not		CHAR(1)		NULL

																Stage Option Contracts		Rating Identifier of Reference		For an exposure there may be a reference issue provided by the same issuer.Those reference issue will be rated by external rating sources. Such rating is represented by this field.		VARCHAR2(20)		NULL

																Stage Option Contracts		Exposure Reporting Currency		This is the currency in which the exposure needs to be reported.		VARCHAR2(3)		NULL

																Stage Option Contracts		Squared-off Position Trading Indicator		This Indicates whether the transaction has the respective opposite position in trading book		CHAR(1)		NULL

																Stage Option Contracts		Buyer Seller Indicator		Protection Buyer, Seller Indicator S - Seller , B - Buyer		CHAR(1)		NULL

																Stage Option Contracts		Option Purchaser or Writer Indicator		This Indicates whether the bank role is option purchaser or writer		CHAR(1)		NULL

																Stage Option Contracts		Short Long Position		This Indicates that the derivative position is short or long		CHAR(1)		NULL

																Stage Option Contracts		Run Management Identifier Code		Stores the Run Management Identifier Code		VARCHAR2(20)		NULL

																Stage Option Contracts		Underlying Delta Strike Price		This stores Underlying Delta Strike Price		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL

																Stage Option Contracts		Next Payment Date		Date upon which the next scheduled payment is due.
		DATE		NULL

																Stage Option Contracts		Current Gross Rate		Current rate on the instrument.(i.e. owned by the customer).
		NUMBER(10,6)		NULL

																Stage Option Contracts		Current Net Rate		Current nominal interest rate on instrument owed to or paid by the financial institution.
		NUMBER(10,6)		NULL

																Stage Option Contracts		Rate Increase Cycle		Maximum interest rate increase allowed during the cycle on an adjustable rate instrument.
		NUMBER(10,6)		NULL

																Stage Option Contracts		Held By Client Or Proprietary		Whether the security is held by client or in the proprietary account.		CHAR(1)		NULL

																Stage Option Contracts		Margin Required Flag		Flag to indicate if the margin is required for the contract.		CHAR(1)		NULL

																Stage Option Contracts		Settled in Home Country Flag		Flag to indicate if the instrument is settled in home country or not.		CHAR(1)		NULL

																Stage Option Contracts		Average Daily Collateral Required		Average Daily Collateral Required		NUMBER(14,2)		NULL

																Stage Option Contracts		Average peak intra-day collateral used		Average of peak intra-day collateral used.		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL

																Stage Option Contracts		Collateral Market Value		Market value of collateral linked to account.		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL

																Stage Option Contracts		Collateral Nominal Value		Nominal/Face value of collateral linked to account.		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL

																Stage Option Contracts		Margin Amount		Margin amount that is being taken upfront for certain types of margin contracts.		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL

																Stage Option Contracts		Mark-to-Market Value		Mark-to-Market value of the position.		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL

																Stage Option Contracts		Settlement Country Code		Code of the country where instrument is settled.		VARCHAR2(5)		NULL

																Stage Option Contracts		Last Payment Date		The date on which the record’s last payment was made.		DATE		NULL

																Stage Option Contracts		Last Reprice Date		Date upon which adjustable instruments last repriced.		DATE		NULL

																Stage Option Contracts		Interest Method		This stores the interest method. [simple/compound)		VARCHAR2(5)		NULL

																Stage Option Contracts		Compounding Frequency		Number of times the Interest Rate is compounded within the payment period.		NUMBER(5)		NULL

																Stage Futures And Forwards		Extraction Date		Processing date.		DATE		NOT NULL

																Stage Futures And Forwards		GAAP Code		A code to uniquely identify a Generally accepted accounting practice (GAAP).		VARCHAR2(6)		NOT NULL

																Stage Futures And Forwards		Transaction Date		This stores the transaction date.		DATE		NULL

																Stage Futures And Forwards		Transaction Type		This stores the transaction type.		VARCHAR2(5)		NULL

																Stage Futures And Forwards		Numeric Contract		This stores the numeric contract.		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL

																Stage Futures And Forwards		FRA Interest Reference Rate		This stores the FRA interest reference rate.		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL

																Stage Futures And Forwards		Underlying		This stores the underlying of the future contract.		VARCHAR2(10)		NULL

																Stage Futures And Forwards		Long Date		This stores the long date.		DATE		NULL

																Stage Futures And Forwards		Maturity Rate		This stores the maturity rate.		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL

																Stage Futures And Forwards		Long Rate		This stores the long rate.		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL

																Stage Futures And Forwards		Day Count Indicator		This indicates the day count.		VARCHAR2(10)		NULL

																Stage Futures And Forwards		Branch Code		Uniwue code assigned to each bank.		VARCHAR2(20)		NULL

																Stage Futures And Forwards		Product Code		Unique code assigned to each product offered to by the bank.		VARCHAR2(15)		NULL

																Stage Futures And Forwards		Currency Code		Unique code assigned to each currency.		VARCHAR2(3)		NULL

																Stage Futures And Forwards		Collateral Value		This stores the latest value of the collateral.		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL

																Stage Futures And Forwards		Collateral Value LCY		This stores the latest value of the collateral  in local currency.		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL

																Stage Futures And Forwards		Account Manager Code		This indicates the dealer for the derivatives contract.		VARCHAR2(20)		NULL

																Stage Futures And Forwards		Collateral Currency		This stores the currency of the collateral.		VARCHAR2(3)		NULL

																Stage Futures And Forwards		Customer Number		This stores the customer for the derivative contract.		VARCHAR2(25)		NULL

																Stage Futures And Forwards		Line Code		This stores the line code for the derivatives contract.		VARCHAR2(25)		NULL

																Stage Futures And Forwards		Master Agreement Type		This stores the type of agreement - ISDA etc.		VARCHAR2(20)		NULL

																Stage Futures And Forwards		Master Agreement Code		This stores the master agreement code for the customer of the derivatives product.		VARCHAR2(20)		NULL

																Stage Futures And Forwards		Buyer and Seller Code		Indicator for whether the bank is a buyer or seller of derivative contracts		CHAR(1)		NULL

																Stage Futures And Forwards		Product Type		Type of derivative product - FRA, Index Futures etc		VARCHAR2(20)		NULL

																Stage Futures And Forwards		Product Description		Description of the derivatives Product		VARCHAR2(60)		NULL

																Stage Futures And Forwards		Contract Amount in Local Currency		The notional sum for the derivatives contract in lcy		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL

																Stage Futures And Forwards		Market Rate		he pre-determined rate to be used at settlement. Applicable for FRAs		NUMBER(11,6)		NULL

																Stage Futures And Forwards		Settlement Date		The date from which the contract period commences. Also applicable for FRAs		DATE		NULL

																Stage Futures And Forwards		Settlement Amount		The amount to be settled for the FRA comntract as a result of the differential between contract and market rates in LCY		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL

																Stage Futures And Forwards		Reval Frequency		The frequency of revaluation - whether Weekly, Daily etc		VARCHAR2(20)		NULL

																Stage Futures And Forwards		MTM Settlement Amount		MTM value of the settlement amount upon last revaluation in LCY		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL

																Stage Futures And Forwards		Reval Rate		The rate type for revaluation which will be applicable for the contract		VARCHAR2(20)		NULL

																Stage Futures And Forwards		Last Revaluation Rate		The last revaluation date for the contract		NUMBER(11,6)		NULL

																Stage Futures And Forwards		Collateral Code		This is the identifier for the collateral code for the derivatives contract.		VARCHAR2(20)		NULL

																Stage Futures And Forwards		Last Revaluation Date		This stores the last re-valuation date 2.		DATE		NULL

																Stage Futures And Forwards		Data Origin		Data origin code.		VARCHAR2(20)		NULL

																Stage Futures And Forwards		Account Defaulted Flag		Indicates if the account has defaulted.		CHAR(1)		NULL

																Stage Futures And Forwards		Automatic Cancellation of Commitment Indicator		Indicates whether a Commitment provides for  automatic cancellation or not. A CCF of 0% is applied to these exposures as per para no. 83, 312.		CHAR(1)		NULL

																Stage Futures And Forwards		Backed by Bullion Liability		Ref:STD-High Risk Categories and other assets. Signifies that, the gold exposure is backed by bullion gold liabilities. As per Basel accord Para no. 81 fn 32, at national discretion, gold bullion held in own vaults or on an allocated basis to the extent backed by bullion liabilities can be treated as cash and therefore risk-weighted at 0%. In addition, cash items in the process of collection can be risk-weighted at 20%.		CHAR(1)		NULL

																Stage Futures And Forwards		Banking Book Exposure or CCR Hedge Flag		Flag to indicate that this exposure is used to hedge the banking book exposure or CCR. PFD Ref: Non Sec STD-Long settlement transactions as per Basel accord Annex IV Para No. 6		CHAR(1)		NULL

																Stage Futures And Forwards		Double Default Flag		Identifies if the exposure has a double default. Double default is explained as a case where both the obligor & the guarantor defaults. The CRM treatment is different for exposures which comes under the double default catogory.		CHAR(1)		NULL

																Stage Futures And Forwards		DVP Flag		Indicates whether it's a DvP or PvP trade or not. Needed for Failed Trades. PFD Ref: Non Sec STD-Failed Trades. A "Y" will mean DvP/PvP. Basel accord Annex 3 Para No. 7, For DvP transactions, if the payments have not yet taken place five business days after the settlement date, firms must calculate a capital charge by multiplying the positive current exposure of the transaction by the appropriate factor, according to a Table given by Basel.		CHAR(1)		NULL

																Stage Futures And Forwards		Claim and Funding Liability Similar Currency Flag		The flag is applicable for Basel1 and identifies whether the Claims on central governments and central banks outside the OECD will also attract a zero weight (or a low weight if the national supervisory authority elects to incorporate interest rate risk), provided such claims are denominated in the national currency and funded by liabilities in the same currency. This reflects the absence of risks relating to the availability and transfer of foreign exchange on such claims.		CHAR(1)		NULL

																Stage Futures And Forwards		Exposure Revolving Flag		This identifies whether an exposure is treated as revolving. Not in use.		CHAR(1)		NULL

																Stage Futures And Forwards		Explicit Adjustment for Effective Maturity Indicator		Flag to indicate whether there is an Explicit Adjustment for Effective Maturity or not. As per Basel accord para no. 324, Where there is no explicit adjustment, the effective maturity (M) assigned to all exposures is set at 2.5 years unless otherwise specified in paragraph 318.		CHAR(1)		NULL

																Stage Futures And Forwards		Failed Trade Flag		This identifies whether a transaction is a failed trade or not. PFD Ref: Non Sec STD-Failed Trades. As per Basel accord Annex 3 Para 3, Repurchase and reverse-repurchase agreements as well as securities lending and borrowing that have failed to settle are excluded from capital treatment. Para 4, In cases of a system wide failure of a settlement or clearing system, a national supervisor may use its discretion to waive capital charges until the situation is rectified.		CHAR(1)		NULL

																Stage Futures And Forwards		Instrument Short Term Qualification Flag		Stores whether the exposure qualifies as a short term exposure for risk weight assignment in the Standardized Approach.		CHAR(1)		NULL

																Stage Futures And Forwards		Long Settlement Transaction Flag		Indicates whether it's a Long transaction or not. Needed for Long Settlement Txns/Failed Trades.PFD Ref: Non Sec STD-Long settlement transactions. This is determined as per the Basel accord annex 4 para 2B, Long Settlement Transactions are transactions where a counterparty undertakes to deliver a security, a commodity, or a foreign exchange amount against cash, other financial instruments, or commodities, or vice versa, at a settlement or delivery date that is contractually specified as more than the lower of the market standard for this particular instrument and five business days after the date on which the bankenters into the transaction.		CHAR(1)		NULL

																Stage Futures And Forwards		Materiality Flag		This indicates whether the exposure is material or not. Based on this different risk weights will be applied. Needed for Failed Trades. PFD Ref: Non Sec STD-Failed Trades as per Basel accord Annex 3 Para. 8.		CHAR(1)		NULL

																Stage Futures And Forwards		Nettability Flag		Identifies if the contract is nettable with other contracts for credit risk mitigation.		CHAR(1)		NULL

																Stage Futures And Forwards		Past due indicator		Indicates whether the exposure is past due or not. If delinquency days is greater than 90 then its past due.		CHAR(1)		NULL

																Stage Futures And Forwards		Preferential Treatment Flag		This indicates whether there is a preferential treatment on the exposure or not. As per Basel accord para no. 54, At national discretion, a lower risk weight may be applied to banks’ exposures to their sovereign (or central bank) of incorporation denominated in domestic currency and funded19 in that currency.20 Where this discretion is exercised, other national supervisory authorities may also permit their banks to apply the same risk weight to domestic currency exposures to this sovereign (or central bank) funded in that currency.		CHAR(1)		NULL

																Stage Futures And Forwards		Risk Weight by Discretion Indicator		This indicates whether the risk weight for the exposure is given by the bank itself. This required for Standardised approach.		CHAR(1)		NULL

																Stage Futures And Forwards		Seniority Claim Flag		In case of Purchase Receivables, if the purchasing bank is unable to decompose EL into its PD and LGD components in a reliable manner, the risk weight is determined from the corporate risk-weight function using the following specifications: if the bank can demonstrate that the exposures are exclusively senior claims to corporate borrowers, an LGD of 45% can be used, otherwise LGD is 100%. Basel accord para no. 366.		CHAR(1)		NULL

																Stage Futures And Forwards		Uncond Cancelled Exp Indicator		Indicates whether an exposure is unconditionally cancellable or not. This information is used for application of CCF as per Basel accord para no. 83. Normally a CCF of 0% applied to an unconditionally cancellable exposure.		CHAR(1)		NULL

																Stage Futures And Forwards		Actual Number of Business Days		Actual Number of Business Days between Remargining for Capital Market Transaction or Revalution for Secured Transaction. This information is required in the volatility hair cut calculation. As per Basel accord para no. 168, When the frequency of remargining or revaluation is longer than the minimum, the minimum haircut numbers will be scaled up depending on the actual number of business days between remargining or revaluation using the square root of time formula.		NUMBER(5)		NULL

																Stage Futures And Forwards		Business Days needed for Long Transaction		Needed for Long Settlement Txns, this signifies that number of business days to deliver the agreed items after date of txn (future date). PFD Ref: Non Sec STD-Long settlement transactions. As per Basel accord Annex 4 para no. 2B, Long Settlement Transactions are transactions where a counterparty undertakes to deliver a security, a commodity, or a foreign exchange amount against cash, other financial instruments, or commodities, or vice versa, at a settlement or delivery date that is contractually specified as more than the lower of the market standard for this particular instrument and five business days after the date on which the bank enters into the transaction.		NUMBER(5)		NULL

																Stage Futures And Forwards		Banks Own Estimate of CCF Percent		This column stores the bank's own estimate of CCF percent.		NUMBER(15,11)		NULL

																Stage Futures And Forwards		Delinquency Days		Number of delinquent days.		NUMBER(5)		NULL

																Stage Futures And Forwards		Effective Exposure Amount		Ref: Non Sec STD-Long settlement transactions. As per Basel accord Annex 4 Para E, Effective Expected Exposure at a specific date is the maximum expectedexposure that occurs at that date or any prior date. Alternatively, it may be defined for a specific date as the greater of the expected exposure at that date, or the effective exposure at the previous date. In effect, the Effective Expected Exposure is the Expected Exposure that is constrained to be non-decreasing over time.		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL

																Stage Futures And Forwards		EL Best Estimate Percent		This is the best estimate of expected loss for exposures which have already defaulted.		NUMBER(8,4)		NULL

																Stage Futures And Forwards		Failed Business Days		For Failed Trades siginifies that, number of buisness days delayed after the agreed settlement date(past date). Based on the number of failed business days, positive current exposure is multiplied by different multiplying factor as per Annex 3 Para 7.PFD Ref: Non Sec STD-Failed Trades.		NUMBER(5)		NULL

																Stage Futures And Forwards		Holding Period to Derive Haircut		Holding Period to Derive Haircut.		NUMBER(5)		NULL

																Stage Futures And Forwards		Legal Expenses		Legal Expenses incurred post default.		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL

																Stage Futures And Forwards		Minimum Holding Period		Stores the Minimum Holding period in days for an exposure which is used to calculate the volatility haircut.		NUMBER(5)		NULL

																Stage Futures And Forwards		Mortgage Lending Value		This is applicable for exposure secured by CRE. Normally a risk weight of 100% is applied. However, in exceptional circumstances for well-developed and long established markets, mortgages on office and/or multi-purpose commercial premises and/or multi-tenanted commercial premises may have the potential to receive a preferential risk weight of 50% for the tranche of the loan that does not exceed the lower of 50% of the market value or 60% of the mortgage lending value of the property securing the loan. Any exposure beyond these limits will receive a 100% risk weight. This exceptional treatment will be subject to very strict conditions. In particular, two tests must be fulfilled, namely that (i) losses stemming from commercial real estate lending up to the lower of 50% of the market value or 60% of loan-tovalue (LTV) based on mortgage-lending-value (MLV) must not exceed 0.3% of the outstanding loans in any given year and that (ii) overall losses stemming from commercial real estate lending must not exceed 0.5% of the outstanding loans in any given year.		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL

																Stage Futures And Forwards		Other Expenses		Other Expenses Incurred post default.		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL

																Stage Futures And Forwards		Probability of Default Percentage		Stores the probability of an exposure going into default in the next one year. It should be in decimal format. For example, PD of 30% is to be received as 0.3.		NUMBER(15,11)		NULL

																Stage Futures And Forwards		Amount Recovered Post Default		Amount Recovered Post Default.		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL

																Stage Futures And Forwards		Provision Amount		This represents the amount of specific provisions mapped to an exposure.		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL

																Stage Futures And Forwards		Re-Margin Frequency		Stores the remargining frequency of an exposure in days. This is used in calculating the volatility haircut.		NUMBER(5)		NULL

																Stage Futures And Forwards		Sold credit protection Risk Weight		Sum of risk weights of exposures in a basket which is protected by sold credit protection.		NUMBER(8,4)		NULL

																Stage Futures And Forwards		Standard Business Days		This is standard business days for an Instrument represented. PFD Ref: Non Sec STD-Long settlement transactions. This is normally 5 or less than 5 and is used to identify whether a transaction is a Long Settlement transaction or not.		NUMBER(5)		NULL

																Stage Futures And Forwards		Supervisory Beta Value		Supervisory scaling parameter. It normally has a value of 1.4. PFD Ref: Non Sec STD-Long settlement transactions. As per Basel accord Annex 4 parano. 69, Banks that do not have approval to apply the internal models method for the relevant OTC transactions may use the standardised method. The standardised method can be used only for OTC derivatives SFTs are subject to the treatments set out under the Internal Model Method of this Annex or under the Part 2, Section II.D, of this Framework. The exposure amount (under the standardised approach for credit risk) or EAD is to be calculated separately for each netting set. It is determined as ? x Estimated standardised exposure.		NUMBER(8,4)		NULL

																Stage Futures And Forwards		Undrawn Amount		Stores the Un-drawn amount for an Exposure. This applicable for both on-balance sheet and Off-balance Sheet.		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL

																Stage Futures And Forwards		Volatility Haircut		Stores the Volatility haircut percentage applicable for the Exposure. This is available for exposures like debt securities which are exposed to market movements.		NUMBER(8,4)		NULL

																Stage Futures And Forwards		Write Off Amount		This stores the amount written off by the bank on an exposure. Refer PFD: IRB - Bank, Sovereign and Corporate. Para 308.		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL

																Stage Futures And Forwards		Trading Book Indicator		Indicates the Futures Contract is in the Banking Book or Trading Book.		CHAR(1)		NULL

																Stage Futures And Forwards		Business Unit Code		This stores a code for a business unit to which an exposure belongs.		VARCHAR2(6)		NULL

																Stage Futures And Forwards		Country Code		Country Code.		VARCHAR2(20)		NULL

																Stage Futures And Forwards		Customer Type		This stores the customer type of an exposure according to the bank's internal customer hierarchy.		VARCHAR2(20)		NULL

																Stage Futures And Forwards		Exposure Identifier		This represents the unique exposure identifier.		VARCHAR2(20)		NULL

																Stage Futures And Forwards		GL Code		This stores the GL identifier for the exposure.		VARCHAR2(20)		NULL

																Stage Futures And Forwards		Issuer Code		Issuer Code.		VARCHAR2(20)		NULL

																Stage Futures And Forwards		Rating by Issuer		This stores the rating id given by the issuer.		VARCHAR2(20)		NULL

																Stage Futures And Forwards		Line of Business Code		Line of business code.		VARCHAR2(20)		NULL

																Stage Futures And Forwards		Rating Id		The Rating Identifier to determine the rating from the rating details.		VARCHAR2(20)		NULL

																Stage Futures And Forwards		Securitisation Pool Identifier		Securitization pool identifier.		VARCHAR2(20)		NULL

																Stage Futures And Forwards		Sovereign Rating Identifier		This identifies the rating of sovereign of the exposure. This is required for standardised approach when bank is using option 1, which is less favourable than the claims that are assigned to soverigns.		VARCHAR2(20)		NULL

																Stage Futures And Forwards		Source System Indicator		Identifier that uniquely identifies the source system the exposure is sourced from.		VARCHAR2(20)		NULL

																Stage Futures And Forwards		Claim Foreign Currency and Bank Funding Currency Same Indicator		As per RBI guidelines para 5.6.2, claims denominated in foreign currency on banks will be risk weighted per the given table as per the ratings assigned by international rating agencies. However, the claims denominated in foreign currency on a bank which is funded in that currency will be risk weighted at 20%. This flag indicates whether the bank is funded in the same currency as that of the claim foreign currency.		CHAR(1)		NULL

																Stage Futures And Forwards		Exposure one to four family Indicator		Is exposure in the form of one- to four familyresidential construction loans ifthe residences have been pre-sold underfirm contracts to purchasers who haveobtained firm commitments forpermanent qualifying mortgages andhave made substantial earnest moneydeposits, and the loans meet the otherunderwriting characteristics establishedby the agencies in the general risk-basedcapital rules ?		CHAR(1)		NULL

																Stage Futures And Forwards		Purchase contract cancelled Indicator		Has Purchase contract been cancelled		CHAR(1)		NULL

																Stage Futures And Forwards		AFS Indicator		Whether exposure is available-for-sale		CHAR(1)		NULL

																Stage Futures And Forwards		Unrealized loss		Unrealized losses on the exposure		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL

																Stage Futures And Forwards		Expected LGD Percent		Expected Loss Given Default		NUMBER(15,11)		NULL

																Stage Futures And Forwards		Exposure ongoing finance Indicator		Exposure is part of the bank’s ongoing financing of the exposure		CHAR(1)		NULL

																Stage Futures And Forwards		Exposure LTV Ratio		Exposures LTV ratio		NUMBER(9,6)		NULL

																Stage Futures And Forwards		Maximum supervisory ratio		Maximum supervisory LTV ratio		NUMBER(9,6)		NULL

																Stage Futures And Forwards		Borrower cash Indicator		The Borrower contributed capital to the project in theform of cash or unencumbered readilymarketable assets (or has paiddevelopment expenses out-of-pocket) ofat least 15 percent of the real estate’sappraised ‘‘as completed’’ value?		CHAR(1)		NULL

																Stage Futures And Forwards		Borrower capital Indicator		The borrower contributed the amount ofcapital required before the bankadvances funds under the credit facility,and the capital contributed by theborrower or internally generated by theproject is contractually required toremain in the project throughout the lifeof the project?		CHAR(1)		NULL

																Stage Futures And Forwards		Exposure secured by one to four family Indicator		Indicates that the exposure isprimarily secured by a first or subsequent lien on one-to-four-familyresidential property		CHAR(1)		NULL

																Stage Futures And Forwards		Exposure guaranteed by soverign Indicator		Exposure directly and unconditionally guaranteed by a Sovereign Entity, BIS, IMF, EC		CHAR(1)		NULL

																Stage Futures And Forwards		Net Present Value		Net Present Value of Unpaid Premiums		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL

																Stage Futures And Forwards		One way cash payment Indicator		Indicates whether Transaction one way cash payments on OTC derivative contracts		CHAR(1)		NULL

																Stage Futures And Forwards		CCP rejection Indicator		NPR:Indicates whether the Central counter party has rejected the transaction or not		CHAR(1)		NULL

																Stage Futures And Forwards		Unpaid premium Indicator		Indicates whether the OTC derivative contract has an unpaid premium or not		CHAR(1)		NULL

																Stage Futures And Forwards		Adjusted LGD Percent		Stores the adjusted lgd percent to the Guarentee and Credit derviatives		NUMBER(15,11)		NULL

																Stage Futures And Forwards		Adjusted ELGD Percent		Stores the adjusted elgd percent to the Guarentee and Credit derviatives		NUMBER(15,11)		NULL

																Stage Futures And Forwards		Forex Haircut		Stores Exposure Forex haircut for OTC		NUMBER(8,4)		NULL

																Stage Futures And Forwards		Unrealized gain		Stores the unrealized gain on the exposure		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL

																Stage Futures And Forwards		Exposure Funding Currency Same Indicator		Exposures denominated in domestic currency of the foreign Sovereign met out of the resources in the same currency raised in.		CHAR(1)		NULL

																Stage Futures And Forwards		Accrued Interest		Accrued Interest - Used for determining EAD		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL

																Stage Futures And Forwards		CCF Percentage		Credit conversion factor.		NUMBER(15,11)		NULL

																Stage Futures And Forwards		Drawn Credit Conversion Factor		This column is used to store the drawn CCF of an exposure.		NUMBER(15,11)		NULL

																Stage Futures And Forwards		Underlying Data Identifier		This stores an identifier to distinguish underlying exposure data. For example, the underlying exposure records for Purchase Receivables pools will have a value of ""PR"" and those for Sold Credit Protection pools will have ""SCP"". This column will be used to insert these records in corresponding fact tables and subsequently delete from Non Sec Exposure table.		VARCHAR2(20)		NULL

																Stage Futures And Forwards		Long Run Weighted Average LGD		This gives the Long Run Weighted Average LGD. As per Basel accord para no. 367, If the purchasing bank can estimate either the pool’s default-weighted average loss rates given default (as defined in paragraph 468) or average PD in a reliable manner, the bank may estimate the other parameter based on an estimate of the expected long-run loss rate. The bank may (i) use an appropriate PD estimate to infer the long-run default-weighted average loss rate given default, or (ii) use a long-run 		NUMBER(15,11)		NULL

																Stage Futures And Forwards		Exposure Seniority		This represents the exposure seniority in the event of bankruptcy of the counterparty. This can be replaced by the seniority flag of the exposure.		NUMBER(5)		NULL

																Stage Futures And Forwards		CRAR		The claim on Banks will be risk weighted on basis of CRAR percentage 		NUMBER(8,4)		NULL

																Stage Futures And Forwards		Superannuation or MBL Covered Flag		Flag to determine whether loan to bank's own staff is being fully covered by superannuation and/or mortgage of flat/house		CHAR(1)		NULL

																Stage Futures And Forwards		Netting Agreement Code		Netting Agreement Code		VARCHAR2(6)		NULL

																Stage Futures And Forwards		Qualifying reference obligation indicator		Qualifying Reference Obligation Indicator - Applicable to credit derivatives in trading book		CHAR(1)		NULL

																Stage Futures And Forwards		solvency of Protection Buyer		Indicates the insolvency of the protection buyer while the underlying is still solvent		CHAR(1)		NULL

																Stage Futures And Forwards		Unpaid Premium Amount		Stores the unpaid premiun amount for CDS exposures		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL

																Stage Futures And Forwards		Underlying Currency Code		Underlying Currency Code		VARCHAR2(3)		NULL

																Stage Futures And Forwards		Capital Market Exposure Indicator		Indicator to caputure whether an exposure is a capital market exposure.		CHAR(1)		NULL

																Stage Futures And Forwards		Non Deposit Taking Systemically		Indicator to caputure whether an exposure is a claim on ‘Non-deposit taking systemicallyimportant non-banking financial companies’		CHAR(1)		NULL

																Stage Futures And Forwards		Minimum CRAR compliance		Indicates whether the foreign bank complies to the minimum CRAR prescribed by their regulator		CHAR(1)		NULL

																Stage Futures And Forwards		Exempted Capital Market Indicator		Indicates an Investment in paid up equity of financial entity exempted from Capital market exposure		CHAR(1)		NULL

																Stage Futures And Forwards		Contract Walk Away Clause		Indicates whether the Contract contains a Walk away clause for OTC & SFT Exposures		CHAR(1)		NULL

																Stage Futures And Forwards		Daily receipt Payment Cash Indicator		Indicates whether the instrument is subject to daily receipt and payment of cash variation		CHAR(1)		NULL

																Stage Futures And Forwards		OTC Indicator		OTC or Exchange Traded Indicator		CHAR(1)		NULL

																Stage Futures And Forwards		Retention Offer Type Code		Retention offer type.		VARCHAR2(20)		NULL

																Stage Futures And Forwards		Legal Entity Code		Stores the entity from where the exposure has originated.		VARCHAR2(20)		NULL

																Stage Futures And Forwards		Participation Value of Regulat		Stores the amount of Participation Value for Regulatory Investments		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL

																Stage Futures And Forwards		Reciprocal Cross-holding Indic		Reciprocal Cross-holding Indicator		CHAR(1)		NULL

																Stage Futures And Forwards		Regulatory Capital Investment		Indiactes whether the exposure is a regulatory investment or not.		CHAR(1)		NULL

																Stage Futures And Forwards		Repo Instrument Issuer Code		This is the Instrument Issuer Code for Repo style transactions		VARCHAR2(20)		NULL

																Stage Futures And Forwards		Repo Instrument Residual Matur		This stores the Residual Matuity of the underlying instrument for Repo Style Transactions		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL

																Stage Futures And Forwards		Securities Guarantor		This stores the guarantor for the securities. e.g. Central Government - CGGState Government - SGGOthers - OTHThis is applicable only for India.		VARCHAR2(6)		NULL

																Stage Futures And Forwards		Instrument Rating Identifier		For this identifier, there will be many ratings available from different External rating Sources. Only the eligible rating for a rating identifier will be used for Basel related processing for the Underlying Instruments of Repo Style transactions		VARCHAR2(20)		NULL

																Stage Futures And Forwards		AFC Indicator		Indicates whether the claim is on an AFC		CHAR(1)		NULL

																Stage Futures And Forwards		Settlement Days		This Attribute stores number of days from issue date till the effective date.		NUMBER(2)		NULL

																Stage Futures And Forwards		End of Month Indicator		This Attribute stores  the Indicator (as "Y" or "N") which Indicates whether the last payment of the instrument is on month end or not.		CHAR(1)		NULL

																Stage Futures And Forwards		Issuer Name		This Attribute stores  the name of the instrument issuer		VARCHAR2(60)		NULL

																Stage Futures And Forwards		Issuer Type		This Attribute stores  the Type of the issuer of the of the instrument.List of values are Z - Sovereign, GA - Government Agency,C - Corporates,B - Banks,OTH - Others.		VARCHAR2(6)		NULL

																Stage Futures And Forwards		Securitization Flag		This Attribute stores  the Indicator (as "Y" or "N") which indicates Securitization is done or not.		CHAR(1)		NULL

																Stage Futures And Forwards		Securitization Pool Type Code		This Attribute stores  Unique Id for the Securitization pool type		VARCHAR2(20)		NULL

																Stage Futures And Forwards		Bank Base Role Identifier		This Attribute stores  the bank role for the Securitisation Exposure.		VARCHAR2(20)		NULL

																Stage Futures And Forwards		Amortization Indicator		This Attribute stores  the Indicator (as "Y" or "N") which indicates amortization is there or not.		CHAR(1)		NULL

																Stage Futures And Forwards		Exposure Category Code		This Attribute stores  the category code which is RBI Specific : It indicates to which category the exposure belongs, HFT (Hold for Transaction) or AFS (Availablr for Sale)		VARCHAR2(20)		NULL

																Stage Futures And Forwards		Approved Securities Guaranteed by Central Govt Flag		This Attribute stores  the Indicator (as "Y" or "N") which indicates the exposure is in "Investments in other approved securities guaranteed by Central Government" or not.		CHAR(1)		NULL

																Stage Futures And Forwards		Approved Securities Guaranteed by State Govt Flag		This Attribute stores  the Indicator (as "Y" or "N") which indicates whether the exposure is in "Investments in other approved securities guaranteed by state Government" or not.		CHAR(1)		NULL

																Stage Futures And Forwards		Qualifying Instrment Flag		This Attribute stores  the Indicator (as "Y" or "N") which indicates whether the instrument deemed to be of comparable investment quality by the reporting bank, and the issuer has securities listed on a recognised stock exchange or not.		CHAR(1)		NULL

																Stage Futures And Forwards		Government Paper Domestic Currency Funded Flag		This Attribute stores  the Indicator (as "Y" or "N") which indicates whether government paper is denominated in domestic currency of issuer and funded by bank in same currency or not.		CHAR(1)		NULL

																Stage Futures And Forwards		Capital Charge Exclusion		This Attribute stores  the Indicator (as "Y" or "N") which indicates whether the exposure will be excluded from the capital calculations.		CHAR(1)		NULL

																Stage Futures And Forwards		Diversified Flag		This Attribute stores  the Indicator (as "Y" or "N") which indicates whether the Index is well diversified		CHAR(1)		NULL

																Stage Futures And Forwards		Portfolio Liquid Flag		This Attribute stores  the Indicator (as "Y" or "N") which indicates whether the overall portfolio liquid and well diversified.		CHAR(1)		NULL

																Stage Futures And Forwards		Couterparty Rating		This Attribute stores the code representing the Counter Party Rating  of the Instrument in this record.		VARCHAR2(20)		NULL

																Stage Futures And Forwards		Interest Rate Designated Maturity		This Attribute stores  the benchmark's designated maturity in days. For instance, LIBOR 3M's designated maturity will be stored as 90		NUMBER(5)		NULL

																Stage Futures And Forwards		Payoff Of Derivative		This Attribute stores  the Payoff of the derivative.		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL

																Stage Futures And Forwards		Interest Rate Day Count Indicator		This Attribute stores  the Business day convention for Benchmark Index. The possible values are Actual/360, Actual/365 (Fixed), Actual/Actual, Business/252, Thirty/360		VARCHAR2(10)		NULL

																Stage Futures And Forwards		Discount Day Count Indicator		This Attribute stores  the Business day counter for discounting. The possible values are Actual/360, Actual/365 (Fixed), Actual/Actual, Business/252, Thirty/360		VARCHAR2(10)		NULL

																Stage Futures And Forwards		Protection Buy Sell Indicator		This Attribute stores  the Indicator (as "B" or "S") which indicates the protection is bought or sold. B for protection buyer and S for protection seller.		CHAR(1)		NULL

																Stage Futures And Forwards		Bank Asset Class Code		This Attribute stores  the asset class of the underlying asset as defined by the Bank.		VARCHAR2(20)		NULL

																Stage Futures And Forwards		Instrument Type Code		Code identifying the instrument category of the customer account. Eg: Loans,Mortgages,MBS,retirement etc		VARCHAR2(20)		NULL

																Stage Futures And Forwards		Underlying Face Value		This stores Underlying Face Value.  This field is used for Bond underlying.		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL

																Stage Futures And Forwards		Effective Date		This stores the date from which the first fixed and floating payments start to accrue.		DATE		NULL

																Stage Futures And Forwards		Other Currency		This stores the other currency involved in the option contract, for currency options.		VARCHAR2(3)		NULL

																Stage Futures And Forwards		Interest Rate Code		Identifies the index to which adjustable rate accounts are tied.		VARCHAR2(60)		NULL

																Stage Futures And Forwards		Margin		Contractual spread over pricing index.		NUMBER(8,4)		NULL

																Stage Futures And Forwards		Payment Frequency		To define the payment frequency of an account.		NUMBER(5)		NULL

																Stage Futures And Forwards		FRA Months to Start		This Attribute stores  the "#" seperated months for which forward rates for FRA are available.		VARCHAR2(100)		NULL

																Stage Futures And Forwards		FRA Quotes		This Attribute stores  the "#" seperated forward rates for FRA which are available.		VARCHAR2(100)		NULL

																Stage Futures And Forwards		Tenure of the FRA		This Attribute stores  the Tenure of the FRA.		NUMBER(5)		NULL

																Stage Futures And Forwards		Intetrest Rate Yield		This Attribute stores  the yield of the underlying of the interest rate forward/future		NUMBER(11,6)		NULL

																Stage Futures And Forwards		Underlying Forward Price		This Attribute stores the current market price of the underlying instrument of an option.		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL

																Stage Futures And Forwards		Effective Maturity		Stores the Effective Maturity (M) of an Exposure. This should be a DL since cashflows are not being taken as input currently.
		NUMBER(11,6)		NULL

																Stage Futures And Forwards		Issuer Domestic Currency Rating Identifier		This stores the domestic currency rating identifier for the issuer of the issue or exposure.
		VARCHAR2(20)		NULL

																Stage Futures And Forwards		Issuer Foreign Currency Rating Identifier		This stores the foreign currency rating identifier for the issuer of the issue or exposure.
		VARCHAR2(20)		NULL

																Stage Futures And Forwards		Allocated Transfer Risk reserve		Stores Allocated Transfer Risk reserve
		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL

																Stage Futures And Forwards		Residual Maturity		Stores the residual maturity of the Contract. It is defined as number of years from the current date till the exposure maturity date.
		NUMBER(11,6)		NULL

																Stage Futures And Forwards		Remaining Tenor		This stores the remaining tenor of the bill.
		NUMBER(5)		NULL

																Stage Futures And Forwards		Remianing Tenor - Unit		Remaining Duration of product in terms of days/weeks/months or years.
		VARCHAR2(1)		NULL

																Stage Futures And Forwards		Holiday Rolling Convention Code		The holiday rolling convention code, based on which the date on which cash flow has to happen is decided. This includes - Following business day, Modified following business day, Previous business day, Modified previous business day etc.
		VARCHAR2(5)		NULL

																Stage Futures And Forwards		Rating Code		Rating applicable to Futures
		VARCHAR2(20)		NULL

																Stage Futures And Forwards		Benchmark Currency Code		This Attribute stores the benchmark currency code
		VARCHAR2(3)		NULL

																Stage Futures And Forwards		Instrument Description		This Attribute stores the description of the Instrument.
		VARCHAR2(100)		NULL

																Stage Futures And Forwards		Interest Rate Maturity		This Attribute stores  the maturity of the underlying of the interest forward/future
		NUMBER(5)		NULL

																Stage Futures And Forwards		Redemption Value		This Attribute stores  the Redemption value of the instruments with coupon like Bond.
		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL

																Stage Futures And Forwards		Realised LGD		Stores the realised LGD.		NUMBER(15,11)		NULL

																Stage Futures And Forwards		Trading Desk Identifier		Trading Desk id		VARCHAR2(20)		NULL

																Stage Futures And Forwards		Margin Approach Approved by Supervisor		Indicates whether the Margin Approach for capital computation is approved by supervisor for Exchange traded futures and options and OTC forwards and options		CHAR(1)		NULL

																Stage Futures And Forwards		Margin Amount for OTC & Exchange Traded Contracts		Stores the margin amount for the Futures, Options and Forwards when Margin approach is approved by supervisor		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL

																Stage Futures And Forwards		Contract Quantity		This stores Contract Quantity		NUMBER(20)		NULL

																Stage Futures And Forwards		Interest Type Code		Interest type code.( Fixed/Floating/NR )		VARCHAR2(60)		NULL

																Stage Futures And Forwards		Organizational Unit Code		The organizational code.		VARCHAR2(20)		NULL

																Stage Futures And Forwards		Common COA Code		Leaf column which defines the lowest common level of detail across all product chart of account definitions.		VARCHAR2(20)		NULL

																Stage Futures And Forwards		Amortization Method Premium Discount Fees Code		Amortization Method Premium Discount Fees Code. Includes: 1)Straight line, 2)Level Yield		VARCHAR2(20)		NULL

																Stage Futures And Forwards		Amortization Term		Define the term over which the payment is amortized.		NUMBER(5)		NULL

																Stage Futures And Forwards		Amortization Term Multiplier		Units (days or months or years or weeks) of Amortization Term.		VARCHAR2(1)		NULL

																Stage Futures And Forwards		Last Interest Payment Date		Last Interest Payment Date		DATE		NULL

																Stage Futures And Forwards		Account Closure Indicator		Flag indicating acount closure		CHAR(1)		NULL

																Stage Futures And Forwards		Current Payment		Payment Received Current Month		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL

																Stage Futures And Forwards		Deferred Balance Current		Current Unamortized Deferred Balance associated with Instrument (for eg: Premium or Discount or Fees).		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL

																Stage Futures And Forwards		Last Repricing Date Balance		Balance as of the record’s previous repricing event.		NUMBER(14,2)		NULL

																Stage Futures And Forwards		Prior TP Period ADB		The average balance at the reprice date(s) prior to the last repricing date.		NUMBER(14,2)		NULL

																Stage Futures And Forwards		Average Gross Book Balance		Average gross book balance for inception till date		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL

																Stage Futures And Forwards		EOP Balance		Current Gross Book Balance		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL

																Stage Futures And Forwards		Payment Frequency Unit		Interest payment freqency unit for loans.		VARCHAR2(1)		NULL

																Stage Futures And Forwards		Compounding Frequency		Compounding frequency.		NUMBER(5)		NULL

																Stage Futures And Forwards		Interest Rate		Coupon rate of account, expressed in terms of an annualized rate.		NUMBER(11,6)		NULL

																Stage Futures And Forwards		Interest Calculation Method		Interest method ( simple/compound ).		VARCHAR2(5)		NULL

																Stage Futures And Forwards		Repayment Type		Repayment type (Bullet/staggered.. etc.)		VARCHAR2(60)		NULL

																Stage Futures And Forwards		Bank Code		Bank that owns the transaction.		VARCHAR2(5)		NULL

																Stage Futures And Forwards		Channel Code		This stores the channel code.		VARCHAR2(20)		NULL

																Stage Futures And Forwards		Exchange of Principal		Used for indicating whether, at maturity, exchnage of principal would be there or not. Exchange of Principal:-Indicates 0-Include,1-Exclude		CHAR(1)		NULL

																Stage Futures And Forwards		Brokerage Firm		Stores name of Brokerage Firm		VARCHAR2(60)		NULL

																Stage Futures And Forwards		Commission Fees		Stores commission fees amount		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL

																Stage Futures And Forwards		Commission Date		The last date that commissions were from the account.		DATE		NULL

																Stage Futures And Forwards		Commission Rate		The rate used to calculate the amount of commission on the account.		NUMBER(11,6)		NULL

																Stage Futures And Forwards		Hedge Portfolio Set		Hedge Portfolio Set		NUMBER(5)		NULL

																Stage Futures And Forwards		Management Fees		Stores Management Fees		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL

																Stage Futures And Forwards		Margin Agreement Code		Document signed by an individual for opening a margin account, in which the customer agrees to certain regulations and allows the brokerage to have a lien on the account.		VARCHAR2(5)		NULL

																Stage Futures And Forwards		Market Price		Current market price carried on accounting system.		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL

																Stage Futures And Forwards		Purchase Price		Price as % of par at date of purchase (price per 100).		NUMBER(14,2)		NULL

																Stage Futures And Forwards		Corporate Agreement Code		Code where corporate agreements are stored		VARCHAR2(5)		NULL

																Stage Futures And Forwards		Run Management identifier Code		Stores the data segment map related to portfolio		VARCHAR2(20)		NULL

																Stage Futures And Forwards		Equity Investment Fund Indicator		This Stores whether the exposure is to investment fund or not for none equity investments		CHAR(1)		NULL

																Stage Futures And Forwards		Exposure Held at Fair Value Indicator		USA: Indicates whether the Exposure is held at fair value		CHAR(1)		NULL

																Stage Futures And Forwards		Secured Indicator		This indicates whether the exposure is secured or not		CHAR(1)		NULL

																Stage Futures And Forwards		Rating identifier of Reference		For an exposure there may be a reference issue provided by the same issuer.Those reference issue will be rated by external rating sources. Such rating is represented by this field.		VARCHAR2(20)		NULL

																Stage Futures And Forwards		Exposure Reporting Currency		This is the currency in which the exposure needs to be reported.		VARCHAR2(3)		NULL

																Stage Futures And Forwards		Squared-off Position Trading Indicator		This Indicates whether the transaction has the respective opposite position in trading book		CHAR(1)		NULL

																Stage Futures And Forwards		Short Long Position		This Indicates that the derivative position is short or long		CHAR(1)		NULL

																Stage Futures And Forwards		Held By Client Or Proprietary		Whether the security is held by client or in the proprietary account.		CHAR(1)		NULL

																Stage Futures And Forwards		Margin Required Flag		Flag to indicate if the margin is required for the contract.		CHAR(1)		NULL

																Stage Futures And Forwards		Settled in Home Country Flag		Flag to indicate if the instrument is settled in home country or not.		CHAR(1)		NULL

																Stage Futures And Forwards		Average Daily Collateral Required		Average Daily Collateral Required		NUMBER(14,2)		NULL

																Stage Futures And Forwards		Average peak intra-day collateral used		Average of peak intra-day collateral used.		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL

																Stage Futures And Forwards		Collateral Market Value		Market value of collateral linked to account.		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL

																Stage Futures And Forwards		Collateral Nominal Value		Nominal/Face value of collateral linked to account.		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL

																Stage Futures And Forwards		Mark-to-Market Value		Mark-to-Market value of the position.		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL

																Stage Futures And Forwards		Nominal Value Of Security		This column stores the nominal/face/par value of the security.		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL

																Stage Futures And Forwards		Settlement Country Code		Code of the country where instrument is settled.		VARCHAR2(5)		NULL

																Stage Futures And Forwards		CUSIP Number		Unique identifier for the security that is held within the contract.		VARCHAR2(10)		NULL

																Stage Investments		Account Number		Account code associated with the product		VARCHAR2(25)		NOT NULL

																Stage Investments		Extraction Date		This refers to the date on which processing commences. This is ideally, the end of business day of the month.		DATE		NOT NULL

																Stage Investments		GAAP Code		A code to uniquely identify a Generally accepted accounting practice (GAAP).		VARCHAR2(6)		NOT NULL

																Stage Investments		Product Code		Unique code assigned to each product offered by the bank.		VARCHAR2(15)		NULL

																Stage Investments		Start Date		Start date of the account.		DATE		NULL

																Stage Investments		Repricing Date		Date on which repricing occurs.		DATE		NULL

																Stage Investments		Settlement Date		This stores the settlement date.		DATE		NULL

																Stage Investments		Debit Credit Indicator		Flag indicating debit or credit.		CHAR(1)		NULL

																Stage Investments		Trading Book Indicator		This indicates the trading book.		CHAR(1)		NULL

																Stage Investments		Transaction Type		Transaction type.		CHAR(1)		NULL

																Stage Investments		Total Writeback ITD		This stores the total write-back for inception till date.		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL

																Stage Investments		Total Writeoff ITD		This stores the total write-off for inception till date.		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL

																Stage Investments		Exercised Price		This stores the exercised price.		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL

																Stage Investments		Accrued Interest ITD		This stores the accrued interest for inception till date.		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL

																Stage Investments		Accrued Interest YTD		This stores the accrued interest for year till date.		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL

																Stage Investments		Interest Payment Frequency		Interest payment frequency.		NUMBER(5)		NULL

																Stage Investments		Market Value		Thsi stores the market value.		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL

																Stage Investments		Present Value		This stores the present value.		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL

																Stage Investments		Previous Balance		This stores the previous balance.		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL

																Stage Investments		Reinvestment Rate		This stores the re-investment rate.		NUMBER(11,6)		NULL

																Stage Investments		Number of Units Held		This stores the No. of units held.		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL

																Stage Investments		Yield to Call		This stores the yield to call.		NUMBER(11,6)		NULL

																Stage Investments		Yield to Maturity		This stores the yield to maturity.		NUMBER(11,6)		NULL

																Stage Investments		Writeback Amount		This stores the write-back amount.		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL

																Stage Investments		Writeoff Amount		This stores the write-off amount.		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL

																Stage Investments		Contract Status		This stores the account status (old/new).		VARCHAR2(20)		NULL

																Stage Investments		Investment Description		This stores the investment description.		VARCHAR2(60)		NULL

																Stage Investments		Instrument Description		This stores the instrument description.		VARCHAR2(100)		NULL

																Stage Investments		Group Code		This stores the group code.		VARCHAR2(5)		NULL

																Stage Investments		Preclosure Indicator		Flag indicating pre-closure of accounts.		CHAR(1)		NULL

																Stage Investments		New Record Indicator		New record indicator.		CHAR(1)		NULL

																Stage Investments		Early Exercise Indicator		This indicates early exercise. 		CHAR(1)		NULL

																Stage Investments		Closure Indicator		Flag indicating closure of accounts		CHAR(1)		NULL

																Stage Investments		Early Exercise Date		Date on which  early exercise happens .		DATE		NULL

																Stage Investments		Interest Rate Code		Benchmark indicator.		VARCHAR2(60)		NULL

																Stage Investments		Principal Cashflow Date		This stores the date on which the first principal cash flow happens		DATE		NULL

																Stage Investments		Interest Cashflow Date		Date on which the first interest cash flow happens.		DATE		NULL

																Stage Investments		Account Status		Account staus( O/N ) O-old N-new		VARCHAR2(20)		NULL

																Stage Investments		Number of Principal Installment		Number of installment for principal amount.		NUMBER(5)		NULL

																Stage Investments		Principal Frequency		This stores the frequency for principal payments.		NUMBER(5)		NULL

																Stage Investments		Pricipal Amount		Principal amount.		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL

																Stage Investments		Repayment Type		Repayment type ( bullet/staggered etc.)		VARCHAR2(60)		NULL

																Stage Investments		Terms Change Indicator		Flag indicating term change.		CHAR(1)		NULL

																Stage Investments		Float Rate		Float rate applicable.		NUMBER(11,6)		NULL

																Stage Investments		Spread Over Benchmark Rate		Spread to be added to benchmark for floating price.		NUMBER(11,6)		NULL

																Stage Investments		Closed Date		This stores the account closed date.		DATE		NULL

																Stage Investments		Repricing Frequency		This stores the re-pricing frequency.		NUMBER(5)		NULL

																Stage Investments		Branch Code		Unique code assigned to each branch.		VARCHAR2(20)		NULL

																Stage Investments		Currency Code		Unique code assigned to each currency.		VARCHAR2(3)		NULL

																Stage Investments		Product Description		This stores the description for the investment product.		VARCHAR2(60)		NULL

																Stage Investments		Float Over Benchmark		This indicates the benchmark.		VARCHAR2(20)		NULL

																Stage Investments		Contract Amount		Thes stores the amount involved in the investment contract.		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL

																Stage Investments		Contract Amount LCY		This stores the amount involved in the investment contract in local currency.		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL

																Stage Investments		Credit Line Code		This stores the credit line for the investments contract.		VARCHAR2(25)		NULL

																Stage Investments		Customer Number		This stores the customer for the Investments contract.		VARCHAR2(25)		NULL

																Stage Investments		Product Type		This inidcates whether it is a bond or debenture etc.		VARCHAR2(20)		NULL

																Stage Investments		Data Origin		This identifies the source system.		VARCHAR2(20)		NULL

																Stage Investments		End of Period Balance		This stores the end of period balance.		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL

																Stage Investments		End of Period Balance LCY		This stores the end of period balance in local currency.		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL

																Stage Investments		Investment Face Value LCY		This stores the investment face value in local currency.		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL

																Stage Investments		Issuer Code		This stores the issuer code.		VARCHAR2(20)		NULL

																Stage Investments		Interest Cost		This stores the interest cost.		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL

																Stage Investments		Time Weighted Balance		This stores the time-weighted balance.		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL

																Stage Investments		Time Weighted TP Rate		This stores the time-weighted transfer pricing rate.		NUMBER(11,6)		NULL

																Stage Investments		Investment Reset Tenor		Tenor in which the investment reprices.		NUMBER(5)		NULL

																Stage Investments		Standard Account		This stores the standard account.		VARCHAR2(1)		NULL

																Stage Investments		Automatic Cancellation of Commitment Indicator		Indicates whether a Commitment provides for  automatic cancellation or not. A CCF of 0% is applied to these exposures as per para no. 83, 312.		CHAR(1)		NULL

																Stage Investments		Backed by Bullion Liability		Ref:STD-High Risk Categories and other assets. Signifies that, the gold exposure is backed by bullion gold liabilities. As per Basel accord Para no. 81 fn 32, at national discretion, gold bullion held in own vaults or on an allocated basis to the extent backed by bullion liabilities can be treated as cash and therefore risk-weighted at 0%. In addition, cash items in the process of collection can be risk-weighted at 20%.		CHAR(1)		NULL

																Stage Investments		Banking Book Exposure or CCR Hedge Flag		Flag to indicate that this exposure is used to hedge the banking book exposure or CCR. PFD Ref: Non Sec STD-Long settlement transactions as per Basel accord Annex IV Para No. 6.		CHAR(1)		NULL

																Stage Investments		DVP Flag		Indicates whether it's a DvP or PvP trade or not. Needed for Failed Trades. PFD Ref: Non Sec STD-Failed Trades. A "Y" will mean DvP/PvP. Basel accord Annex 3 Para No. 7, For DvP transactions, if the payments have not yet taken place five business days after the settlement date, firms must calculate a capital charge by multiplying the positive current exposure of the transaction by the appropriate factor, according to a Table given by Basel.		CHAR(1)		NULL

																Stage Investments		Claim and Funding Liability Similar Currency Flag		The flag is applicable for Basel1 and identifies whether the Claims on central governments and central banks outside the OECD will also attract a zero weight (or a low weight if the national supervisory authority elects to incorporate interest rate risk), provided such claims are denominated in the national currency and funded by liabilities in the same currency. This reflects the absence of risks relating to the availability and transfer of foreign exchange on such claims.		CHAR(1)		NULL

																Stage Investments		Explicit Adjustment for Effective Maturity Indicator		Explicit Adjustment for Effective Maturity Indicator.		CHAR(1)		NULL

																Stage Investments		Failed Trade Flag		This identifies whether a transaction is a failed trade or not. Ref: Non Sec STD-Failed Trades. As per Basel accord Annex 3 Para 3, Repurchase and reverse-repurchase agreements as well as securities lending and borrowing that have failed to settle are excluded from capital treatment. Para 4, In cases of a system wide failure of a settlement or clearing system, a national supervisor may use its discretion to waive capital charges until the situation is rectified.		CHAR(1)		NULL

																Stage Investments		Instrument Short Term Qualification Flag		Stores whether the exposure qualifies as a short term exposure for risk weight assignment in the Standardized Approach.		CHAR(1)		NULL

																Stage Investments		Long Settlement Transaction Flag		Indicates whether it's a Long transaction or not. Needed for Long Settlement Txns/Failed Trades. Ref: Non Sec STD-Long settlement transactions. This is determined as per the Basel accord annex 4 para 2B, Long Settlement Transactions are transactions where a counterparty undertakes to deliver a security, a commodity, or a foreign exchange amount against cash, other financial instruments, or commodities, or vice versa, at a settlement or delivery date that is contractually specified as more than the lower of the market standard for this particular instrument and five business days after the date on which the bank enters into the transaction.		CHAR(1)		NULL

																Stage Investments		Materiality Flag		This indicates whether the exposure is material or not. Based on this different risk weights will be applied. Needed for Failed Trades. PFD Ref: Non Sec STD-Failed Trades as per Basel accord Annex 3 Para. 8.		CHAR(1)		NULL

																Stage Investments		Nettability Flag		Identifies if the contract is nettable with other contracts for credit risk mitigation.		CHAR(1)		NULL

																Stage Investments		Past due indicator		Indicates whether the exposure is past due or not. If delinquency days is greater than 90 then its past due.		CHAR(1)		NULL

																Stage Investments		Preferential Treatment Flag		This indicates whether there is a preferential treatment on the exposure or not. As per Basel accord para no. 54, At national discretion, a lower risk weight may be applied to banks’ exposures to their sovereign (or central bank) of incorporation denominated in domestic currency and funded19 in that currency.20 Where this discretion is exercised, other national supervisory authorities may also permit their banks to apply the same risk weight to domestic currency exposures to this sovereign (or central bank) funded in that currency.		CHAR(1)		NULL

																Stage Investments		Risk Weight by Discretion Indicator		This indicates whether the risk weight for the exposure is given by the bank itself. This required for Standardised approach.		CHAR(1)		NULL

																Stage Investments		Seniority Claim Flag		In case of Purchase Receivables, if the purchasing bank is unable to decompose EL into its PD and LGD components in a reliable manner, the risk weight is determined from the corporate risk-weight function using the following specifications: if the bank can demonstrate that the exposures are exclusively senior claims to corporate borrowers, an LGD of 45% can be used, otherwise LGD is 100%. Basel accord para no. 366.		CHAR(1)		NULL

																Stage Investments		Actual Number of Business Days		Actual Number of Business Days between Remargining for Capital Market Transaction or Revalution for Secured Transaction. This information is required in the volatility hair cut calculation. As per Basel accord para no. 168, When the frequency of remargining or revaluation is longer than the minimum, the minimum haircut numbers will be scaled up depending on the actual number of business days between remargining or revaluation using the square root of time formula.		NUMBER(5)		NULL

																Stage Investments		Business Days needed for Long Transaction		Needed for Long Settlement Txns, this signifies that number of business days to deliver the agreed items after date of txn (future date). PFD Ref: Non Sec STD-Long settlement transactions. As per Basel accord Annex 4 para no. 2B, Long Settlement Transactions are transactions where a counterparty undertakes to deliver a security, a commodity, or a foreign exchange amount against cash, other financial instruments, or commodities, or vice versa, at a settlement or delivery date that is contractually specified as more than the lower of the market standard for this particular instrument and five business days after the date on which the bank enters into the transaction.		NUMBER(5)		NULL

																Stage Investments		Banks Own Estimate of CCF Percent		This column stores the bank's own estimate of CCF percent.		NUMBER(15,11)		NULL

																Stage Investments		Effective Exposure Amount		Ref: Non Sec STD-Long settlement transactions. As per Basel accord Annex 4 Para E, Effective Expected Exposure at a specific date is the maximum expected exposure that occurs at that date or any prior date. Alternatively, it may be defined for a specific date as the greater of the expected exposure at that date, or the effective exposure at the previous date. In effect, the Effective Expected Exposure is the Expected Exposure that is constrained to be non-decreasing over time.		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL

																Stage Investments		EL Best Estimate Percent		This is the best estimate of expected loss for exposures which have already defaulted.		NUMBER(8,4)		NULL

																Stage Investments		Account Defaulted Flag		Indicates if the account has defaulted.		CHAR(1)		NULL

																Stage Investments		Exposure Revolving Flag		This identifies whether an exposure is treated as revolving. Not in use.		CHAR(1)		NULL

																Stage Investments		Delinquency Days		Number of Days the contract has been delinquent.		NUMBER(5)		NULL

																Stage Investments		Failed Business Days		For Failed Trades siginifies that, number of buisness days delayed after the agreed settlement date(past date). Based on the number of failed business days, positive current exposure is multiplied by different multiplying factor as per Annex 3 Para 7. PFD Ref: Non Sec STD-Failed Trades.		NUMBER(5)		NULL

																Stage Investments		Holding Period to Derive Haircut		Holding period to derive haircut.		NUMBER(5)		NULL

																Stage Investments		Minimum Holding Period		Stores the Minimum Holding period in days for an exposure which is used to calculate the volatility haircut.		NUMBER(5)		NULL

																Stage Investments		Mortgage Lending Value		This is applicable for exposure secured by CRE. Normally a risk weight of 100% is applied. However, in exceptional circumstances for well-developed and long established markets, mortgages on office and/or multi-purpose commercial premises and/or multi-tenanted commercial premises may have the potential to receive a preferential risk weight of 50% for the tranche of the loan that does not exceed the lower of 50% of the market value or 60% of the mortgage lending value of the property securing the loan. Any exposure beyond these limits will receive a 100% risk weight. This exceptional treatment will be subject to very strict conditions. In particular, two tests must be fulfilled, namely that (i) losses stemming from commercial real estate lending up to the lower of 50% of the market value or 60% of loan-tovalue (LTV) based on mortgage-lending-value (MLV) must not exceed 0.3% of the outstanding loans in any given year; and that (ii) overall losses stemming from commercial real estate lending must not exceed 0.5% of the outstanding loans in any given year.		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL

																Stage Investments		Probability of Default Percentage		PD of the Counterparty, if provided as a download.		NUMBER(15,11)		NULL

																Stage Investments		Provision Amount		This represents the amount of specific provisions mapped to an exposure.		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL

																Stage Investments		Re-Margin Frequency		Stores the remargining frequency of an exposure in days. This is used in calculating the volatility haircut.		NUMBER(5)		NULL

																Stage Investments		Sold credit protection Risk Weight		Sum of risk weights of exposures in a basket which is protected by sold credit protection.		NUMBER(8,4)		NULL

																Stage Investments		Standard Business Days		This is standard business days for an Instrument represented. PFD Ref: Non Sec STD-Long settlement transactions. This is normally 5 or less than 5 and is used to identify whether a transaction is a Long Settlement transaction or not.		NUMBER(5)		NULL

																Stage Investments		Supervisory Beta Value		Supervisory scaling parameter. It normally has a value of 1.4. PFD Ref: Non Sec STD-Long settlement transactions. As per Basel accord Annex 4 parano. 69, Banks that do not have approval to apply the internal models method for the relevant OTC transactions may use the standardised method. The standardised method can be used only for OTC derivatives; SFTs are subject to the treatments set out under the Internal Model Method of this Annex or under the Part 2, Section II.D, of this Framework. The exposure amount (under the standardised approach for credit risk) or EAD is to be calculated separately for each netting set. It is determined as ? x Estimated standardised exposure.		NUMBER(8,4)		NULL

																Stage Investments		Undrawn Amount		Stores the Un-drawn amount for an Exposure. This applicable for both on-balance sheet and Off-balance Sheet.		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL

																Stage Investments		Volatility Haircut		Stores the Volatility haircut percentage applicable for the Exposure. This is available for exposures like debt securities which are exposed to market movements.		NUMBER(8,4)		NULL

																Stage Investments		Business Unit Code		This stores a code for a business unit to which an exposure belongs.		VARCHAR2(6)		NULL

																Stage Investments		Country Code		Country Code		VARCHAR2(20)		NULL

																Stage Investments		Customer Type		This stores the customer type of an exposure according to the bank's internal customer hierarchy.		VARCHAR2(20)		NULL

																Stage Investments		Exposure Reporting Currency		This is the currency in which the exposure needs to be reported.		VARCHAR2(3)		NULL

																Stage Investments		Exposure Identifier		This represents the unique exposure identifier.		VARCHAR2(20)		NULL

																Stage Investments		GL Number		This stores the GL identifier for the exposure.		VARCHAR2(20)		NULL

																Stage Investments		Rating by Issuer		This stores the rating id given by the issuer.		VARCHAR2(20)		NULL

																Stage Investments		Line of Business Code		Line of Business Code.		VARCHAR2(20)		NULL

																Stage Investments		Rating Id		The Rating Identifier to determine the rating from the rating details.		VARCHAR2(20)		NULL

																Stage Investments		Rating identifier of Reference issue		For an exposure there may be a reference issue provided by the same issuer.Those reference issue will be rated by external rating sources. Such rating is represented by this field.		VARCHAR2(20)		NULL

																Stage Investments		Securitisation Pool Identifier		This is the identifier corresponding to  the securitization pool to which an exposure belongs.		VARCHAR2(20)		NULL

																Stage Investments		Sovereign Rating Identifier		Sovereign Rating Identifier.		VARCHAR2(20)		NULL

																Stage Investments		Legal Expenses		Legal expenses incurred post default.		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL

																Stage Investments		Other Expenses		Other Expenses Incurred post default.		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL

																Stage Investments		Amount Recovered Post Default		Amount Recovered Post Default		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL

																Stage Investments		Deduction Flag for Equity or Regulatory Capital Instrument Investment		Non Sec STD (High Risk High Risk Categories and other assets). Indicates whether Investment in equity or regulatory capital instrument is deducted from capital base or not. As per Basel accord para no. 81, Investments in equity or regulatory capital instruments issued by banks or securities firms will be risk weighted at 100%, unless deducted from the capital base according to Part 1.		CHAR(1)		NULL

																Stage Investments		Securitised Flag		Identifies the contract is securitized.		CHAR(1)		NULL

																Stage Investments		Exposure Mark to Market Value		Stores the current market value of an exposure.		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL

																Stage Investments		Loss Given Default Percentage		LGD of the Counterparty, if provided as a download.		NUMBER(15,11)		NULL

																Stage Investments		Revaluation Frequency		Stores the frequency at which an exposure is revalued to reflect its fair value in days. This is used in calculating the volatility haircut.		NUMBER(5)		NULL

																Stage Investments		Underlying Type Code		A unique identifier used to distinguish between different underlying types of a derivative as classified for Basel purposes.		VARCHAR2(6)		NULL

																Stage Investments		Claim Foreign Currency and Bank Funding Currency Same Indicator		As per RBI guidelines para 5.6.2, claims denominated in foreign currency on banks will be risk weighted per the given table as per the ratings assigned by international rating agencies. However, the claims denominated in foreign currency on a bank which is funded in that currency will be risk weighted at 20%. This flag indicates whether the bank is funded in the same currency as that of the claim foreign currency.		CHAR(1)		NULL

																Stage Investments		Exposure one to four family Indicator		Is exposure in the form of one- to four family residential construction loans if the residences have been pre-sold under firm contracts to purchasers who have obtained firm commitments for permanent qualifying mortgages and have made substantial earnest money deposits, and the loans meet the other underwriting characteristics established by the agencies in the general risk-based capital rules ?		CHAR(1)		NULL

																Stage Investments		Purchase contract cancelled Indicator		Stores Has Purchase contract been cancelled		CHAR(1)		NULL

																Stage Investments		AFS Indicator		Stores Whether exposure is available-for-sale		CHAR(1)		NULL

																Stage Investments		Unrealized loss		Stores Unrealized losses on the exposure		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL

																Stage Investments		Expected LGD Percent		Stores Expected Loss Given Default		NUMBER(15,11)		NULL

																Stage Investments		Exposure ongoing finance Indicator		Stores if Exposure is part of the bank’s ongoing financing of the exposure		CHAR(1)		NULL

																Stage Investments		Exposure LTV Ratio		Stores Exposures LTV ratio		NUMBER(9,6)		NULL

																Stage Investments		Maximum supervisory ratio		Stores Maximum supervisory LTV ratio		NUMBER(9,6)		NULL

																Stage Investments		Borrower cash Indicator		The Borrower contributed capital to the project in the form of cash or unencumbered readily marketable assets (or has paid development expenses out-of-pocket) of at least 15 percent of the real estate's appraised 'as completed' value?		CHAR(1)		NULL

																Stage Investments		Borrower capital Indicator		The borrower contributed the amount of capital required before the bank advances funds under the credit facility, and the capital contributed by the borrower or internally generated by the project is contractually required to remain in the project throughout the life of the project?		CHAR(1)		NULL

																Stage Investments		Exposure secured by one to four family Indicator		Indicates that the exposure is primarily secured by a first or subsequent lien on one-to-four-family residential property		CHAR(1)		NULL

																Stage Investments		Exposure guaranteed by soverign Indicator		Stores if Exposure directly and unconditionally guaranteed by a Sovereign Entity, BIS, IMF, EC		CHAR(1)		NULL

																Stage Investments		OTC derivative multiplier		Stores Multiplier in the OTC Derivative Contract for calculating effective notional principal		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL

																Stage Investments		NPV		Stores Net Present Value of Unpaid Premiums(NPV)		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL

																Stage Investments		One way cash payment Indicator		Indicates whether Transaction one way cash payments on OTC derivative contracts		CHAR(1)		NULL

																Stage Investments		CCP rejection Indicator		Indicates whether the Central counter party has rejected the transaction or not		CHAR(1)		NULL

																Stage Investments		Unpaid premium Indicator		Indicates whether the OTC derivative contract has an unpaid premium or not		CHAR(1)		NULL

																Stage Investments		Adjusted LGD Percent		Stores the adjusted lgd percent to the Guarentee and Credit derviatives		NUMBER(15,11)		NULL

																Stage Investments		Adjusted ELGD Percent		Stores the adjusted elgd percent to the Guarentee and Credit derviatives		NUMBER(15,11)		NULL

																Stage Investments		Forex Haircut		Stores Exposure Forex haircut for OTC		NUMBER(8,4)		NULL

																Stage Investments		Unrealized gain		Stores Unrealized gain on the exposure		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL

																Stage Investments		Buyer Seller Indicator		Protection Buyer Seller Indicator S - Seller , B - Buyer		CHAR(1)		NULL

																Stage Investments		Exposure Funding Currency Same Indicator		Exposures denominated in domestic currency of the foreign Sovereign met out of the resources in the same currency raised in.		CHAR(1)		NULL

																Stage Investments		Accrued Interest		Accrued Interest - Used for determining EAD		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL

																Stage Investments		CCF Percentage		Stores the Credit Conversion factor value for an exposure. It is applicable for undrawn part of on-balance sheet and drawn and undrawn part of off-balance sheet exposures and is used for estimating the effective amount of exposure for which credit risk needs to be calculated.		NUMBER(15,11)		NULL

																Stage Investments		Drawn Credit Conversion Factor		This column is used to store the drawn CCF of an exposure.		NUMBER(15,11)		NULL

																Stage Investments		Underlying Data Identifier		This stores an identifier to distinguish underlying exposure data. For example, the underlying exposure records for Purchase Receivables pools will have a value of ""PR"" and those for Sold Credit Protection pools will have ""SCP"". This column will be used to insert these records in corresponding fact tables and subsequently delete from Non Sec Exposure table.		VARCHAR2(20)		NULL

																Stage Investments		Long Run Weighted Average LGD		This gives the Long Run Weighted Average LGD. As per Basel accord para no. 367, If the purchasing bank can estimate either the pool’s default-weighted average loss rates given default (as defined in paragraph 468) or average PD in a reliable manner, the bank may estimate the other parameter based on an estimate of the expected long-run loss rate. The bank may (i) use an appropriate PD estimate to infer the long-run default-weighted average loss rate given default, or (ii) use a long-run 		NUMBER(15,11)		NULL

																Stage Investments		Exposure Seniority		This represents the exposure seniority in the event of bankruptcy of the counterparty. This can be replaced by the seniority flag of the exposure.		NUMBER(5)		NULL

																Stage Investments		CRAR		The claim on Banks will be risk weighted on basis of CRAR percentage 		NUMBER(8,4)		NULL

																Stage Investments		Superannuation or MBL Covered Flag		Flag to determine whether loan to bank's own staff is being fully covered by superannuation and/or mortgage of flat/house		CHAR(1)		NULL

																Stage Investments		Netting Agreement Code		Netting Agreement Code		VARCHAR2(6)		NULL

																Stage Investments		Qualifying reference obligation indicator		Qualifying Reference Obligation Indicator - Applicable to credit derivatives in trading book		CHAR(1)		NULL

																Stage Investments		solvency of Protection Buyer		Indicates the insolvency of the protection buyer while the underlying is still solvent		CHAR(1)		NULL

																Stage Investments		Unpaid Premium Amount		Stores the unpaid premiun amount for CDS exposures		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL

																Stage Investments		Underlying Currency Code		Underlying Currency Code		VARCHAR2(3)		NULL

																Stage Investments		Capital Market Exposure Indicator		Indicator to caputure whether an exposure is a capital market exposure.		CHAR(1)		NULL

																Stage Investments		Non Deposit Taking Systemically		Indicator to caputure whether an exposure is a claim on ‘Non-deposit taking systemically important non-banking financial companies’		CHAR(1)		NULL

																Stage Investments		Minimum CRAR compliance		Indicates whether the foreign bank complies to the minimum CRAR prescribed by their regulator		CHAR(1)		NULL

																Stage Investments		Exempted Capital Market Indicator		Indicates an Investment in paid up equity of financial entity exempted from Capital market exposure		CHAR(1)		NULL

																Stage Investments		Contract Walk Away Clause		Indicates whether the Contract contains a Walk away clause for OTC & SFT Exposures		CHAR(1)		NULL

																Stage Investments		Daily receipt Payment Cash Indicator		Indicates whether the instrument is subject to daily receipt and payment of cash variation		CHAR(1)		NULL

																Stage Investments		Retention Offer Type Code		Retention offer type.		VARCHAR2(20)		NULL

																Stage Investments		Participation Value of Regulat		Stores the amount of Participation Value for Regulatory Investments		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL

																Stage Investments		Reciprocal Cross-holding Indic		Reciprocal Cross-holding Indicator		CHAR(1)		NULL

																Stage Investments		Repo Instrument Residual Matur		This stores the Residual Matuity of the underlying instrument for Repo Style Transactions		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL

																Stage Investments		Securities Guarantor		This stores the guarantor for the securities. e.g. Central Government - CGG State Government - SGG Others - OTH This is applicable only for India.		VARCHAR2(6)		NULL

																Stage Investments		AFC Indicator		Indicates whether the claim is on an AFC		CHAR(1)		NULL

																Stage Investments		Settlement Days		This Attribute stores number of days from issue date till the effective date.		NUMBER(2)		NULL

																Stage Investments		End of Month Indicator		This Attribute stores  the Indicator (as "Y" or "N") which Indicates whether the last payment of the instrument is on month end or not.		CHAR(1)		NULL

																Stage Investments		Number of Underlyings		This Attribute stores  the Number of units of underlying represented in one instrument.		NUMBER(11,6)		NULL

																Stage Investments		Underlying Unit Type		This Attribute stores  the Unit of Underlying. For instance gm in case of gold, Quintal in case of commodity.		VARCHAR2(20)		NULL

																Stage Investments		Issuer Name		This Attribute stores  the name of the instrument issuer		VARCHAR2(60)		NULL

																Stage Investments		Issuer Type		This Attribute stores  the Type of the issuer of the of the instrument.List of values are Z - Sovereign, GA - Government Agency,C - Corporates,B - Banks,OTH - Others.		VARCHAR2(6)		NULL

																Stage Investments		Securitization Pool Type Code		This Attribute stores  Unique Id for the Securitization pool type		VARCHAR2(20)		NULL

																Stage Investments		Bank Base Role Identifier		This Attribute stores  the bank role for the Securitisation Exposure.		VARCHAR2(20)		NULL

																Stage Investments		Payment Frequency Receivable		This Attribute stores  the Receiving Coupon Rate.		NUMBER(11,6)		NULL

																Stage Investments		Amortization Indicator		This Attribute stores  the Indicator (as "Y" or "N") which indicates amortization is there or not.		CHAR(1)		NULL

																Stage Investments		Exposure Category Code		This Attribute stores  the category code which is RBI Specific : It indicates to which category the exposure belongs, HFT (Hold for Transaction) or AFS (Availablr for Sale)		VARCHAR2(20)		NULL

																Stage Investments		Approved Securities Guaranteed by Central Govt Flag		This Attribute stores  the Indicator (as "Y" or "N") which indicates the exposure is in "Investments in other approved securities guaranteed by Central Government" or not.		CHAR(1)		NULL

																Stage Investments		Approved Securities Guaranteed by State Govt Flag		This Attribute stores  the Indicator (as "Y" or "N") which indicates whether the exposure is in "Investments in other approved securities guaranteed by state Government" or not.		CHAR(1)		NULL

																Stage Investments		Qualifying Instrment Flag		This Attribute stores  the Indicator (as "Y" or "N") which indicates whether the instrument deemed to be of comparable investment quality by the reporting bank, and the issuer has securities listed on a recognised stock exchange or not.		CHAR(1)		NULL

																Stage Investments		Government Paper Domestic Currency Funded Flag		This Attribute stores  the Indicator (as "Y" or "N") which indicates whether government paper is denominated in domestic currency of issuer and funded by bank in same currency or not.		CHAR(1)		NULL

																Stage Investments		Capital Charge Exclusion		This Attribute stores  the Indicator (as "Y" or "N") which indicates whether the exposure will be excluded from the capital calculations.		CHAR(1)		NULL

																Stage Investments		Diversified Flag		This Attribute stores  the Indicator (as "Y" or "N") which indicates whether the Index is well diversified		CHAR(1)		NULL

																Stage Investments		Portfolio Liquid Flag		This Attribute stores  the Indicator (as "Y" or "N") which indicates whether the overall portfolio liquid and well diversified.		CHAR(1)		NULL

																Stage Investments		Couterparty Rating		This Attribute stores the code representing the Counter Party Rating  of the Instrument in this record.		VARCHAR2(20)		NULL

																Stage Investments		Interest Rate Designated Maturity		This Attribute stores  the benchmark's designated maturity in days. For instance, LIBOR 3M's designated maturity will be stored as 90		NUMBER(5)		NULL

																Stage Investments		Interest Rate Day Count Indicator		This Attribute stores  the Business day convention for Benchmark Index. The possible values are Actual/360, Actual/365 (Fixed), Actual/Actual, Business/252, Thirty/360		VARCHAR2(10)		NULL

																Stage Investments		Discount Day Count Indicator		This Attribute stores  the Business day counter for discounting. The possible values are Actual/360, Actual/365 (Fixed), Actual/Actual, Business/252, Thirty/360		VARCHAR2(10)		NULL

																Stage Investments		Protection Buy Sell Indicator		This Attribute stores  the Indicator (as "B" or "S") which indicates the protection is bought or sold. B for protection buyer and S for protection seller.		CHAR(1)		NULL

																Stage Investments		Bank Asset Class Code		This Attribute stores  the asset class of the underlying asset as defined by the Bank.		VARCHAR2(20)		NULL

																Stage Investments		Instrument Type Code		Code identifying the instrument category of the customer account. Eg: Loans,Mortgages,MBS,retirement etc		VARCHAR2(20)		NULL

																Stage Investments		OTC Indicator		OTC or Exchange Traded Indicator		CHAR(1)		NULL

																Stage Investments		Effective Date		This stores the date from which the first fixed and floating payments start to accrue.		DATE		NULL

																Stage Investments		Stock Index Code		This Attribute stores  a unique Code representing a particular Stock or Index		VARCHAR2(20)		NULL

																Stage Investments		Commodity Code		This Attribute stores a unique Code representing a particular tradable commodity.		VARCHAR2(20)		NULL

																Stage Investments		Ijara		This Attribute stores  the Rental rate paid on participating securities.		NUMBER(11,6)		NULL

																Stage Investments		Fixing Dates		This Attribute stores the fixing dates for floating rate bond. The dates are stored # seperated in YYYY/MM/DD format. Depricated		VARCHAR2(2000)		NULL

																Stage Investments		Fixing Rates		This Attribute stores the fixing rates for floating rate bond. The rates are stored # seperated. Depricated		VARCHAR2(2000)		NULL

																Stage Investments		Regulatory Capital Investment		Indiactes whether the exposure is a regulatory investment or not.		CHAR(1)		NULL

																Stage Investments		Interest Rate Code - Receivable Leg		Identifies the index to which adjustable rate accounts are tied Receivable		VARCHAR2(60)		NULL

																Stage Investments		Margin - Receivable Leg		Contractual spread over pricing index Receivable.		NUMBER(8,4)		NULL

																Stage Investments		Equity Divident Percent		This Attribute stores  the flat dividend percentage for Equity.		NUMBER(8,4)		NULL

																Stage Investments		Redemption Value		This Attribute stores  the Redemption value of the instruments with coupon like Bond.		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL

																Stage Investments		First Coupon Date		This Attribute stores  the First Coupon Date of the instruments with coupon like Bond.		DATE		NULL

																Stage Investments		Next to Last Coupon Date		This Attribute stores  the Next To Last Coupon Date of the instruments with coupon like Bond.		DATE		NULL

																Stage Investments		Tranche Attachment		This Attribute stores  the Attachment point of a Tranche in CDO. A Tranche is a piece, portion or slice of a deal or structured financing. This portion is one of several related securities that are offered at the same time but have different risks, rewards and/or maturities.		NUMBER(11,6)		NULL

																Stage Investments		Tranche Detachment		This Attribute stores  the Detachment  point of a Tranche in CDO. A Tranche is a piece, portion or slice of a deal or structured financing. This portion is one of several related securities that are offered at the same time but have different risks, rewards and/or maturities.		NUMBER(11,6)		NULL

																Stage Investments		Upfront Premium Rate		This Attribute stores  the upfront Premium rate given in the CDO.		NUMBER(11,6)		NULL

																Stage Investments		CDO Buckets		This Attribute stores  the CDO Bucket Size. Bucket size is total number of obligors in the COD.		NUMBER(5)		NULL

																Stage Investments		Default Correlation		This Attribute stores  the default correlation of obligors in CDO		NUMBER(11,6)		NULL

																Stage Investments		Tranche Spread		This Attribute stores  the Spred valued to be applied on the Tranche. A Tranche is a piece, portion or slice of a deal or structured financing. This portion is one of several related securities that are offered at the same time but have different risks, rewards and/or maturities.		NUMBER(11,6)		NULL

																Stage Investments		Legal Entity Code		Stores the entity from where the exposure has originated.		VARCHAR2(20)		NULL

																Stage Investments		Allocated Transfer Risk reserve		Stores Allocated Transfer Risk reserve for EAD calculation
		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL

																Stage Investments		Remaining Tenor		This stores the remaining tenor of the bill.
		NUMBER(5)		NULL

																Stage Investments		Remianing Tenor - Unit		Remaining Duration of product in terms of days/weeks/months or years.
		VARCHAR2(1)		NULL

																Stage Investments		Holiday Rolling Convention Code		The holiday rolling convention code, based on which the date on which cash flow has to happen is decided. This includes - Following business day, Modified following business day, Previous business day, Modified previous business day etc.
		VARCHAR2(5)		NULL

																Stage Investments		Benchmark Currency Code		This Attribute stores the benchmark currency code
		VARCHAR2(3)		NULL

																Stage Investments		Buy Sell Indicator		This indicates buy or sell. 'B' is Buy and 'S' is Sell.
		CHAR(1)		NULL

																Stage Investments		Contract Quantity		This stores Contract Quantity
		NUMBER(20)		NULL

																Stage Investments		Realised LGD		Stores the realised LGD.		NUMBER(15,11)		NULL

																Stage Investments		Trading Desk Identifier		Trading Desk id		VARCHAR2(20)		NULL

																Stage Investments		Underwriting Position Flag		Indicates whether the position is held for underwriting purposes		CHAR(1)		NULL

																Stage Investments		Strike Rate of Floaters		Gives the strike rate at which the Floater is Capped or Floored		NUMBER(11,6)		NULL

																Stage Investments		Channel Code		This stores the channel code through which this contract was opened.		VARCHAR2(20)		NULL

																Stage Investments		Organizational Unit Code		The organizational code.		VARCHAR2(20)		NULL

																Stage Investments		Common COA ID		Leaf column which defines the lowest common level of detail across all product chart of account definitions.		VARCHAR2(20)		NULL

																Stage Investments		Amortization Term		Term upon which amortization is based - units specified by Amrt_term_mult.		NUMBER(5)		NULL

																Stage Investments		Amortization Term Multiplier		Units (days or months or years) in which Amrt_Term is specified.		VARCHAR2(1)		NULL

																Stage Investments		Average Gross Book Balance		Average gross book balance for latest month.		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL

																Stage Investments		Brokerage Firm		Stores name of Brokerage Firm		VARCHAR2(60)		NULL

																Stage Investments		Commission Date		The last date that commissions were from the account.		DATE		NULL

																Stage Investments		Commission Rate		The rate used to calculate the amount of commission on the account		NUMBER(11,6)		NULL

																Stage Investments		Commission Fees		Stores commission fees amount		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL

																Stage Investments		Current TP Period ADB		Average Daily Balance for Current Transfer Pricing Repricing Period - used in selected OFSA/TP methods - with Mid-Period Repricing option.		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL

																Stage Investments		CUSIP Number		CUSIP number for instrument.		VARCHAR2(10)		NULL

																Stage Investments		Deferred Balance Current		Current Unamortized Deferred Balance associated with Instrument (i.e. Premium or Discount or Fees or etc...).		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL

																Stage Investments		Deferred Balance Original		Original Deferred Balance associated with Instrument (i.e. Premium or Discount or Fees or etc...).		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL

																Stage Investments		Discount percentage on bond transactions		The account’s discount percentage on bond transactions.		NUMBER(8,4)		NULL

																Stage Investments		Discount percentage on stock transactions		The account’s discount percentage on stock transactions.		NUMBER(8,4)		NULL

																Stage Investments		Hedge Portfolio Set		Identifies the portfolio being hedged.		NUMBER(5)		NULL

																Stage Investments		Interest Dividend Option Code		An organisation-defined code for how interest accrued on the account should be paid, for example cheque or direct deposit.		VARCHAR2(5)		NULL

																Stage Investments		Interest Timing Type		Timing of Interest Payment.		VARCHAR2(5)		NULL

																Stage Investments		Investor Type Code		An organization-defined code for the type of investor on the account		VARCHAR2(5)		NULL

																Stage Investments		Issue Date		Date on which the instrument was issued by the origination institution.  For rolled instruments the date last rolled.		DATE		NULL

																Stage Investments		Last Payment Date		Date of Payment Immediately Prior to As of Date.		DATE		NULL

																Stage Investments		Last Repricing Date		Date upon which adjustable instruments last repriced.		DATE		NULL

																Stage Investments		Last Repricing Date Balance		Par Balance as of the Last Repricing Date, used in OFSA/TP Cash Flow Methods.		NUMBER(14,2)		NULL

																Stage Investments		Original Payment Amount		Original payment amount.		NUMBER(14,2)		NULL

																Stage Investments		Original Rate		Contractual interest rate at origination date.		NUMBER(11,6)		NULL

																Stage Investments		Original Term		Contractual term at origination date		NUMBER(5)		NULL

																Stage Investments		Original Term Unit		Units (days or months or years) of Org_term.		VARCHAR2(1)		NULL

																Stage Investments		Prior TP Period ADB		Average Daily Balance for Prior Transfer Pricing Repricing Period - used in selected OFSA/TP methods - with Mid-Period Repr.		NUMBER(14,2)		NULL

																Stage Investments		Purchase Price		Price as % of par at date of purchase (price per 100).		NUMBER(8,4)		NULL

																Stage Investments		Repricing Frequency Multiplier		Units (days or months or years) of Reprice_freq.		VARCHAR2(1)		NULL

																Stage Investments		Tax Expense		Tax Expenses		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL

																Stage Investments		Account Manager Code		Account Manager Code		VARCHAR2(20)		NULL

																Stage Investments		Remaining Number of Payments		The remaining number of principal, interest, or principal and interest payments to be made from the as of date until the maturity date of the record.		NUMBER(10)		NULL

																Stage Investments		Equity Beta		This Attribute stores  the Beta value of the Equity mapped to index. This is used in order to find the value of underlying equity from simulated values of respective index. (It gives correlation between underlying equity AND RESPECTIVE INDEX)		NUMBER(11,6)		NULL

																Stage Investments		Equity Index Correlation		This Attribute stores  the correlation between Equity and Index to which the Equity is mapped to.		NUMBER(11,6)		NULL

																Stage Investments		Run Management identifier Code		Stores the data segment map related to portfolio		VARCHAR2(20)		NULL

																Stage Investments		Eligible Protection Indicator		This  Indicates whether this position has received the eligible CD/Guarantee from eligible securitization guarantor		CHAR(1)		NULL

																Stage Investments		Equity Investment fund indicator		This Stores whether the exposure is to investment fund or not for none equity investments		CHAR(1)		NULL

																Stage Investments		Exposure Held at Fair Value Indicator		USA: Indicates whether the Exposure is held at fair value		CHAR(1)		NULL

																Stage Investments		Secured Indicator		This indicates whether the exposure is secured or not		CHAR(1)		NULL

																Stage Investments		Issuer Domestic Currency Rating		This stores the domestic currency rating identifier for the issuer of the issue or exposure.		VARCHAR2(20)		NULL

																Stage Investments		Issuer Foreign Currency Rating		This stores the foreign currency rating identifier for the issuer of the issue or exposure.		VARCHAR2(20)		NULL

																Stage Investments		Squared-off Position Trading Indicator		This Indicates whether the transaction has the respective opposite position in trading book		CHAR(1)		NULL

																Stage Investments		Short Long Position		This Indicates that the derivative position is short or long		CHAR(1)		NULL

																Stage Investments		Central Bank Eligibility Indicator		Y=Approved by Central bank for liquid investment
		CHAR(1)		NULL

																Stage Investments		Liquid Asset Buffer Eligibility Flag		Investments : Y=Security qualifies for inclusion in liquid assets buffer as defined in BIPRU 12.7
		CHAR(1)		NULL

																Stage Investments		Encumbrance Status Flag		Investments : Applicable when security has been pledged or bank has raised fund through repo; N=Not encumbered, Y-Fully encumbered, PE-partly encumbered.
		CHAR(1)		NULL

																Stage Investments		Held By Client Or Proprietary		Whether the security is held by client or in the proprietary account.
		CHAR(1)		NULL

																Stage Investments		Margin Required Flag		Flag to indicate if the margin is required for the contract.
		CHAR(1)		NULL

																Stage Investments		Marketable Security Flag		Flag to identify if the security is marketable or not.
		CHAR(1)		NULL

																Stage Investments		Rehypothecation Rights Indicator		Flag to indicate that the bank has re-hypothecation rights on the security held as clients assets or net marging collateral received
		CHAR(1)		NULL

																Stage Investments		Settled in Home Country Flag		Flag to indicate if the instrument is settled in home country or not. This is required by FSA
		CHAR(1)		NULL

																Stage Investments		Average Daily Collateral Required		Average Daily Collateral Required
		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL

																Stage Investments		Average peak intra-day collateral used		Average of peak intra-day collateral used.
		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL

																Stage Investments		Percent Of Security Encumbered		Percent of security encumbered in case of partial encumbrance case
		NUMBER(8,4)		NULL

																Stage Investments		Unencumbered Amount		Unencumbered value of the security in case of partial encumbrance.
		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL

																Stage Investments		Deferred Balance Amortization Code		Indicates whether the method to be used is Level Yield or Straight Line; Level Yield being the default one.
		VARCHAR2(20)		NULL

																Stage Investments		Rate Cap Life		Maximum rate allowed during life of the instrument.
		NUMBER(10,6)		NULL

																Stage Investments		Rate Change Minimum		Minimum change in repricing index necessary for a change in the interest rate.
		NUMBER(10,6)		NULL

																Stage Investments		Rate Change Rounding Factor		Factor to which the rate change on an adjustable instrument is rounded.
		NUMBER(10,6)		NULL

																Stage Investments		Rate Decrease Cycle		Maximum amount rate can decrease during the repricing cycle of an adjustable rate instrument.
		NUMBER(10,6)		NULL

																Stage Investments		Rate Decrease Year		Maximum rate decrease allowed on an adjustable product per year.
		NUMBER(10,6)		NULL

																Stage Investments		Rate Floor Life		Minimum rate for life of the instrument.
		NUMBER(10,6)		NULL

																Stage Investments		Rate Increase Cycle		Maximum interest rate increase allowed during the cycle on an adjustable rate instrument.
		NUMBER(10,6)		NULL

																Stage Investments		Rate Increase Year		Maximum interest rate increase allowed during a year for an adjustable rate instrument.
		NUMBER(10,6)		NULL

																Stage Investments		Rate Set Lag		Period by which the interest re-calculation lags the date of the interest rate used for calculation.
		NUMBER(5)		NULL

																Stage Investments		Rate Set Lag Unit		Units (days or months or years) of Rate_set_lag.
		CHAR(1)		NULL

																Stage Investments		Margin Transfer Rate		The spread added to the forecasted transfer rate for adjustable-rate accounts.
		NUMBER(10,6)		NULL

																Stage Investments		Transfer Rate		Transfer rate that is applicable for the contract. In case of fixed rate instruments, this is the rate that ALM cash flow engine uses to calculate certain transfer rate related FE's.  For adjustable/floating/administered rate instruments, this is the initial rate that is picked up by ALM cash flow engine for transfer-pricing the record till the first reprice event, after which it picks the TP rate from the TP IRC for future reprice dates.		NUMBER(10,6)		NULL

																Stage Investments		Transfer Rate Interest Rate Code		Holds name of the interest rate code that account is tied to for assigning forecasted transfer rates.		VARCHAR2(60)		NULL

																Stage Repo Contracts		Extraction Date		Processing date.		DATE		NOT NULL

																Stage Repo Contracts		GAAP Code		A code to uniquely identify a Generally accepted accounting practice (GAAP).		VARCHAR2(6)		NOT NULL

																Stage Repo Contracts		Data Origin		This identifies the source system.		VARCHAR2(20)		NULL

																Stage Repo Contracts		Call Date		Call date.		DATE		NULL

																Stage Repo Contracts		Close Date		Closed date of the contract.		DATE		NULL

																Stage Repo Contracts		Early Exercise Date		Early exercise date.		DATE		NULL

																Stage Repo Contracts		Repricing Date		Date when the contract is next repriced.		DATE		NULL

																Stage Repo Contracts		Rollover Indicator		Flag to indicate if the contract is rolled over.		CHAR(1)		NULL

																Stage Repo Contracts		Purchase Price		Buy price.		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL

																Stage Repo Contracts		Exercise Price		Agreed exercise price.		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL

																Stage Repo Contracts		Rollover Amount		Amount rolled over in a repo contract.		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL

																Stage Repo Contracts		Sale Price		Sale price.		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL

																Stage Repo Contracts		Branch Code		Unique code assigned to each branch.		VARCHAR2(20)		NULL

																Stage Repo Contracts		Currency Code		ISO Currency code of the contract.		VARCHAR2(3)		NULL

																Stage Repo Contracts		Product Code		Refers to the product for the given repo.		VARCHAR2(15)		NULL

																Stage Repo Contracts		Security Code		Code of the underlying security.		VARCHAR2(6)		NULL

																Stage Repo Contracts		Automatic Cancellation of Commitment Indicator		Indicates whether a Commitment provides for  automatic cancellation or not. A CCF of 0% is applied to these exposures as per para no. 83, 312.		CHAR(1)		NULL

																Stage Repo Contracts		Backed by Bullion Liability		STD-High Risk Categories and other assets. Signifies that, the gold exposure is backed by bullion gold liabilities. As per Basel accord Para no. 81 fn 32, at national discretion, gold bullion held in own vaults or on an allocated basis to the extent backed by bullion liabilities can be treated as cash and therefore risk-weighted at 0%. In addition, cash items in the process of collection can be risk-weighted at 20%.		CHAR(1)		NULL

																Stage Repo Contracts		Banking Book Exposure or CCR Hedge Flag		Flag to indicate that this exposure is used to hedge the banking book exposure or CCR.  Non Sec STD-Long settlement transactions as per Basel accord Annex IV Para No. 6.		CHAR(1)		NULL

																Stage Repo Contracts		Double Default Flag		Identifies if the exposure has a double default. Double default is explained as a case where both the obligor & the guarantor defaults. The CRM treatment is different for exposures which comes under the double default catogory.		CHAR(1)		NULL

																Stage Repo Contracts		DVP Flag		Indicates whether it's a DvP or PvP trade or not. Needed for Failed Trades.  Non Sec STD-Failed Trades. A "Y" will mean DvP/PvP. Basel accord Annex 3 Para No. 7, For DvP transactions, if the payments have not yet taken place five business days after the settlement date, firms must calculate a capital charge by multiplying the positive current exposure of the transaction by the appropriate factor, according to a Table given by Basel.		CHAR(1)		NULL

																Stage Repo Contracts		Claim and Funding Liability Similar Currency Flag		The flag is applicable for Basel1 and identifies whether the Claims on central governments and central banks outside the OECD will also attract a zero weight (or a low weight if the national supervisory authority elects to incorporate interest rate risk), provided such claims are denominated in the national currency and funded by liabilities in the same currency. This reflects the absence of risks relating to the availability and transfer of foreign exchange on such claims.		CHAR(1)		NULL

																Stage Repo Contracts		Exposure Revolving Flag		This identifies whether an exposure is treated as revolving. Not in use.		CHAR(1)		NULL

																Stage Repo Contracts		Explicit Adjustment for Effective Maturity Indicator		Flag to indicate whether there is an Explicit Adjustment for Effective Maturity or not. As per Basel accord para no. 324, Where there is no explicit adjustment, the effective maturity (M) assigned to all exposures is set at 2.5 years unless otherwise specified in paragraph 318.		CHAR(1)		NULL

																Stage Repo Contracts		Failed Trade Flag		This identifies whether a transaction is a failed trade or not.  Non Sec STD-Failed Trades. As per Basel accord Annex 3 Para 3, Repurchase and reverse-repurchase agreements as well as securities lending and borrowing that have failed to settle are excluded from capital treatment. Para 4, In cases of a system wide failure of a settlement or clearing system, a national supervisor may use its discretion to waive capital charges until the situation is rectified.		CHAR(1)		NULL

																Stage Repo Contracts		Instrument Short Term Qualification Flag		Stores whether the exposure qualifies as a short term exposure for risk weight assignment in the Standardized Approach.		CHAR(1)		NULL

																Stage Repo Contracts		Long Settlement Transaction Flag		Indicates whether it's a Long transaction or not. Needed for Long Settlement Txns/Failed Trades.  Non Sec STD-Long settlement transactions. This is determined as per the Basel accord annex 4 para 2B, Long Settlement Transactions are transactions where a counterparty undertakes to deliver a security, a commodity, or a foreign exchange amount against cash, other financial instruments, or commodities, or vice versa, at a settlement or delivery date that is contractually specified as more than the lower of the market standard for this particular instrument and five business days after the date on which the bank enters into the transaction.		CHAR(1)		NULL

																Stage Repo Contracts		Materiality Flag		This indicates whether the exposure is material or not. Based on this different risk weights will be applied. Needed for Failed Trades.  Non Sec STD-Failed Trades as per Basel accord Annex 3 Para. 8.		CHAR(1)		NULL

																Stage Repo Contracts		Nettability Flag		Stores whether the exposure is nettable against other nettable exposures of the same customer. This is valid only for OTC derivatives and Repos.		CHAR(1)		NULL

																Stage Repo Contracts		Past due indicator		Indicates whether the exposure is past due or not. If delinquency days is greater than 90 then its past due.		CHAR(1)		NULL

																Stage Repo Contracts		Preferential Treatment Flag		This indicates whether there is a preferential treatment on the exposure or not. As per Basel accord para no. 54, At national discretion, a lower risk weight may be applied to banks’ exposures to their sovereign (or central bank) of incorporation denominated in domestic currency and funded19 in that currency.20 Where this discretion is exercised, other national supervisory authorities may also permit their banks to apply the same risk weight to domestic currency exposures to this sovereign (or central bank) funded in that currency.		CHAR(1)		NULL

																Stage Repo Contracts		Risk Weight by Discretion Indicator		This indicates whether the risk weight for the exposure is given by the bank itself. This required for Standardised approach.		CHAR(1)		NULL

																Stage Repo Contracts		Seniority Claim Flag		In case of Purchase Receivables, if the purchasing bank is unable to decompose EL into its PD and LGD components in a reliable manner, the risk weight is determined from the corporate risk-weight function using the following specifications: if the bank can demonstrate that the exposures are exclusively senior claims to corporate borrowers, an LGD of 45% can be used, otherwise LGD is 100%. Basel accord para no. 366.		CHAR(1)		NULL

																Stage Repo Contracts		Uncond Cancelled Exp Indicator		Indicates whether an exposure is unconditionally cancellable or not. This information is used for application of CCF as per Basel accord para no. 83. Normally a CCF of 0% applied to an unconditionally cancellable exposure.		CHAR(1)		NULL

																Stage Repo Contracts		Actual Number of Business Days		Actual Number of Business Days between Remargining for Capital Market Transaction or Revalution for Secured Transaction. This information is required in the volatility hair cut calculation. As per Basel accord para no. 168, When the frequency of remargining or revaluation is longer than the minimum, the minimum haircut numbers will be scaled up depending on the actual number of business days between remargining or revaluation using the square root of time formula.		NUMBER(5)		NULL

																Stage Repo Contracts		Business Days needed for Long Transaction		Needed for Long Settlement Txns, this signifies that number of business days to deliver the agreed items after date of txn (future date).  Non Sec STD-Long settlement transactions. As per Basel accord Annex 4 para no. 2B, Long Settlement Transactions are transactions where a counterparty undertakes to deliver a security, a commodity, or a foreign exchange amount against cash, other financial instruments, or commodities, or vice versa, at a settlement or delivery date that is contractually specified as more than the lower of the market standard for this particular instrument and five business days after the date on which the bank enters into the transaction.		NUMBER(5)		NULL

																Stage Repo Contracts		Banks Own Estimate of CCF Percent		This column stores the bank's own estimate of CCF percent.		NUMBER(15,11)		NULL

																Stage Repo Contracts		Effective Exposure Amount		Non Sec STD-Long settlement transactions. As per Basel accord Annex 4 Para E, Effective Expected Exposure at a specific date is the maximum expected exposure that occurs at that date or any prior date. Alternatively, it may be defined for a specific date as the greater of the expected exposure at that date, or the effective exposure at the previous date. In effect, the Effective Expected Exposure is the Expected Exposure that is constrained to be non-decreasing over time.		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL

																Stage Repo Contracts		EL Best Estimate Percent		This is the best estimate of expected loss for exposures which have already defaulted.		NUMBER(8,4)		NULL

																Stage Repo Contracts		Failed Business Days		For Failed Trades siginifies that, number of buisness days delayed after the agreed settlement date(past date). Based on the number of failed business days, positive current exposure is multiplied by different multiplying factor as per Annex 3 Para 7. Non Sec STD-Failed Trades.		NUMBER(5)		NULL

																Stage Repo Contracts		Holding Period to Derive Haircut		This is the holding period used in the Basel regulatory tables to arrive at the base volatility haircut of an exposure.		NUMBER(5)		NULL

																Stage Repo Contracts		Minimum Holding Period		Stores the Minimum Holding period in days for an exposure which is used to calculate the volatility haircut.		NUMBER(5)		NULL

																Stage Repo Contracts		Mortgage Lending Value		This is applicable for exposure secured by CRE. Normally a risk weight of 100% is applied. However, in exceptional circumstances for well-developed and long established markets, mortgages on office and/or multi-purpose commercial premises and/or multi-tenanted commercial premises may have the potential to receive a preferential risk weight of 50% for the tranche of the loan that does not exceed the lower of 50% of the market value or 60% of the mortgage lending value of the property securing the loan. Any exposure beyond these limits will receive a 100% risk weight. This exceptional treatment will be subject to very strict conditions. In particular, two tests must be fulfilled, namely that (i) losses stemming from commercial real estate lending up to the lower of 50% of the market value or 60% of loan-tovalue (LTV) based on mortgage-lending-value (MLV) must not exceed 0.3% of the outstanding loans in any given year; and that (ii) overall losses stemming from commercial real estate lending must not exceed 0.5% of the outstanding loans in any given year.		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL

																Stage Repo Contracts		Probability of Default Percentage		Stores the probability of an exposure going into default in the next one year. It should be in decimal format. For example, PD of 30% is to be received as 0.3.		NUMBER(15,11)		NULL

																Stage Repo Contracts		Provision Amount		This represents the amount of specific provisions mapped to an exposure.		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL

																Stage Repo Contracts		Re-Margin Frequency		Stores the remargining frequency of an exposure in days. This is used in calculating the volatility haircut.		NUMBER(5)		NULL

																Stage Repo Contracts		Sold credit protection Risk Weight		Sum of risk weights of exposures in a basket which is protected by sold credit protection.		NUMBER(8,4)		NULL

																Stage Repo Contracts		Standard Business Days		This is standard business days for an Instrument represented.  Non Sec STD-Long settlement transactions. This is normally 5 or less than 5 and is used to identify whether a transaction is a Long Settlement transaction or not.		NUMBER(5)		NULL

																Stage Repo Contracts		Supervisory Beta Value		Supervisory scaling parameter. It normally has a value of 1.4.  Non Sec STD-Long settlement transactions. As per Basel accord Annex 4 parano. 69, Banks that do not have approval to apply the internal models method for the relevant OTC transactions may use the standardised method. The standardised method can be used only for OTC derivatives; SFTs are subject to the treatments set out under the Internal Model Method of this Annex or under the Part 2, Section II.D, of this Framework. The exposure amount (under the standardised approach for credit risk) or EAD is to be calculated separately for each netting set. It is determined as ? x Estimated standardised exposure.		NUMBER(8,4)		NULL

																Stage Repo Contracts		Undrawn Amount		Stores the Un-drawn amount for an Exposure. This applicable for both on-balance sheet and Off-balance Sheet.		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL

																Stage Repo Contracts		Volatility Haircut		Stores the Volatility haircut percentage applicable for the Exposure. This is available for exposures like debt securities which are exposed to market movements.		NUMBER(8,4)		NULL

																Stage Repo Contracts		Write Off Amount		This stores the amount written off by the bank on an exposure. IRB - Bank, Sovereign and Corporate. Basel accord Para no. 308.		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL

																Stage Repo Contracts		Trading Book Indicator		Unique Code that identifies the book type (whether an exposure belongs to the trading book or the banking book).		CHAR(1)		NULL

																Stage Repo Contracts		Business Unit Code		This stores a code for a business unit to which an exposure belongs.		VARCHAR2(6)		NULL

																Stage Repo Contracts		Country Code		This is the identifier representing the country to which an exposure belongs.		VARCHAR2(20)		NULL

																Stage Repo Contracts		Customer Type		This stores the customer type of an exposure according to the bank's internal customer hierarchy.		VARCHAR2(20)		NULL

																Stage Repo Contracts		GL Code		This stores the GL identifier for the exposure.		VARCHAR2(20)		NULL

																Stage Repo Contracts		Issuer Code		This stores the issuer code for the marketable securities.		VARCHAR2(20)		NULL

																Stage Repo Contracts		Rating by Issuer		This stores the rating id given by the issuer.		VARCHAR2(20)		NULL

																Stage Repo Contracts		Line of Business Code		This is the code for the Line of Business which is the lowest level in the Management Reporting Hierarchy. Stores the code for line of business, which the product/account falls under.		VARCHAR2(20)		NULL

																Stage Repo Contracts		Rating Id		For each exposure, there may be several ratings available from different External rating Sources. Only the eligible rating for a rating identifier will be used for Basel related processing in the Standardized approach. This rating id will be required for the calculation of CCF or RW.		VARCHAR2(20)		NULL

																Stage Repo Contracts		Securitisation Pool Identifier		This is the identifier corresponding to  the securitization pool to which an exposure belongs.		VARCHAR2(20)		NULL

																Stage Repo Contracts		Sovereign Rating Identifier		This identifies the rating of sovereign of the exposure. This is required for standardised approach when bank is using option 1, which is less favourable than the claims that are assigned to soverigns.		VARCHAR2(20)		NULL

																Stage Repo Contracts		Exposure Defaulted Flag		This identifies whether an exposure is treated as defaulted or not. This will be used for risk weight calculation purposes.		CHAR(1)		NULL

																Stage Repo Contracts		Exposure Mark to Market Value		Stores the current market value of an exposure.		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL

																Stage Repo Contracts		Exposure Value Net of Provisions		This attribute stores the GL Balance of an exposure net of any specific provision and partial writeoffs mapped to it.		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL

																Stage Repo Contracts		Legal Expenses		Stores the Legal Expenses Incurred on a defaulted exposure from the default date till the current date.		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL

																Stage Repo Contracts		Loss Given Default Percent		Stores the loss as a percentage of exposure at default suffered if an exposure goes into default in the next one year. This is expressed in decimals. For example, 30% will be 0.3.		NUMBER(15,11)		NULL

																Stage Repo Contracts		Notional Principal of an Exposure		Stores the Notional Principle of an exposure. It is defined only for OTC derivatives exposures.		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL

																Stage Repo Contracts		Other Expenses		Stores any expenses Incurred other than legal expenses on a defaulted exposure from the default date till the current date.		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL

																Stage Repo Contracts		Revaluation Frequency		Stores the frequency at which an exposure is revalued to reflect its fair value in days. This is used in calculating the volatility haircut.		NUMBER(5)		NULL

																Stage Repo Contracts		Customer Code		This stores the unique identifier for the customer who is associated with the exposure.		VARCHAR2(25)		NULL

																Stage Repo Contracts		Underlying Type Code		A unique identifier used to distinguish between different underlying types of a derivative as classified for Basel purposes.		VARCHAR2(6)		NULL

																Stage Repo Contracts		Claim Foreign Currency and Bank Funding Currency Same Indicator		As per RBI guidelines para 5.6.2, claims denominated in foreign currency on banks will be risk weighted per the given table as per the ratings assigned by international rating agencies. However, the claims denominated in foreign currency on a bank which is funded in that currency will be risk weighted at 20%. This flag indicates whether the bank is funded in the same currency as that of the claim foreign currency.		CHAR(1)		NULL

																Stage Repo Contracts		Exposure one to four family Indicator		Indicates whether the exposure is in the form of one- to four family residential construction loans		CHAR(1)		NULL

																Stage Repo Contracts		AFS Indicator		Indicates whether exposure is available-for-sale		CHAR(1)		NULL

																Stage Repo Contracts		Unrealized loss		Stores the unrealized losses on the exposure		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL

																Stage Repo Contracts		Expected LGD Percent		Stores the Expected Loss Given Default		NUMBER(15,11)		NULL

																Stage Repo Contracts		Exposure ongoing finance Indicator		Stors if the Exposure is part of the bank’s ongoing financing of the exposure		CHAR(1)		NULL

																Stage Repo Contracts		Exposure LTV Ratio		Stores the Exposures LTV ratio		NUMBER(9,6)		NULL

																Stage Repo Contracts		Maximum supervisory ratio		Stores the Maximum supervisory LTV ratio		NUMBER(9,6)		NULL

																Stage Repo Contracts		Borrower cash Indicator		Indicats whether the Borrower contributed capital to the project in the form of cash or unencumbered readily marketable assets (or has paid development expenses out-of-pocket) of at least 15 percent of the real estate's appraised ‘‘as completed’’ value?		CHAR(1)		NULL

																Stage Repo Contracts		Borrower capital Indicator		stores whether the borrower contributed the amount of capital required before the bank advances funds under the credit facility, and the capital contributed by the borrower or internally generated by the project is contractually required to remain in the project throughout the life of the project?		CHAR(1)		NULL

																Stage Repo Contracts		Exposure secured by one to four family Indicator		Indicates that the exposure is primarily secured by a first or subsequent lien on one-to-four-family residential property		CHAR(1)		NULL

																Stage Repo Contracts		Exposure guaranteed by soverign Indicator		Exposure directly and unconditionally guaranteed by a Sovereign Entity, BIS, IMF, EC		CHAR(1)		NULL

																Stage Repo Contracts		OTC derivative multiplier		Stores the Multiplier in the OTC Derivative Contract for calculating effective notional principal		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL

																Stage Repo Contracts		NPV		Stores the Net Present Value of Unpaid Premiums		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL

																Stage Repo Contracts		One way cash payment Indicator		Indicates whether Transaction one way cash payments on OTC derivative contracts		CHAR(1)		NULL

																Stage Repo Contracts		CCP Rejection Indicator		Indicates whether the Central counter party has rejected the transaction or not		CHAR(1)		NULL

																Stage Repo Contracts		Unpaid premium Indicator		Indicates whether the OTC derivative contract has an unpaid premium or not		CHAR(1)		NULL

																Stage Repo Contracts		Adjusted LGD Percent		Stores the adjusted lgd percent to the Guarentee and Credit derviatives		NUMBER(15,11)		NULL

																Stage Repo Contracts		Adjusted ELGD Percent		Stores the adjusted elgd percent to the Guarentee and Credit derviatives		NUMBER(15,11)		NULL

																Stage Repo Contracts		Forex Haircut		Stores Exposure Forex haircut for OTC		NUMBER(8,4)		NULL

																Stage Repo Contracts		Unrealized gain		Unrealized losses on the exposure		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL

																Stage Repo Contracts		Buyer Seller Indicator		Protection Buyer Seller Indicator S - Seller , B - Buyer		CHAR(1)		NULL

																Stage Repo Contracts		Purchase contract cancelled Indicator		Has Purchase contract been cancelled		CHAR(1)		NULL

																Stage Repo Contracts		Allocated Transfer Risk reserve		Stores Allocated Transfer Risk reserve		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL

																Stage Repo Contracts		Exposure Funding Currency Same Indicator		Exposures denominated in domestic currency of the foreign Sovereign met out of the resources in the same currency raised in.		CHAR(1)		NULL

																Stage Repo Contracts		Accrued Interest		Accrued Interest - Used for determining EAD		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL

																Stage Repo Contracts		CCF Percentage		Stores the Credit Conversion factor value for an exposure. It is applicable for undrawn part of on-balance sheet and drawn and undrawn part of off-balance sheet exposures and is used for estimating the effective amount of exposure for which credit risk needs to be calculated.		NUMBER(15,11)		NULL

																Stage Repo Contracts		Drawn Credit Conversion Factor		This column is used to store the drawn CCF of an exposure.		NUMBER(15,11)		NULL

																Stage Repo Contracts		Underlying Data Identifier		This stores an identifier to distinguish underlying exposure data. For example, the underlying exposure records for Purchase Receivables pools will have a value of ""PR"" and those for Sold Credit Protection pools will have ""SCP"". This column will be used to insert these records in corresponding fact tables and subsequently delete from Non Sec Exposure table.		VARCHAR2(20)		NULL

																Stage Repo Contracts		Long Run Weighted Average LGD		This gives the Long Run Weighted Average LGD. As per Basel accord para no. 367, If the purchasing bank can estimate either the pool’s default-weighted average loss rates given default (as defined in paragraph 468) or average PD in a reliable manner, the bank may estimate the other parameter based on an estimate of the expected long-run loss rate. The bank may (i) use an appropriate PD estimate to infer the long-run default-weighted average loss rate given default, or (ii) use a long-run 		NUMBER(15,11)		NULL

																Stage Repo Contracts		Exposure Seniority		This represents the exposure seniority in the event of bankruptcy of the counterparty. This can be replaced by the seniority flag of the exposure.		NUMBER(5)		NULL

																Stage Repo Contracts		CRAR		The claim on Banks will be risk weighted on basis of CRAR percentage 		NUMBER(8,4)		NULL

																Stage Repo Contracts		Superannuation or MBL Covered Flag		Flag to determine whether loan to bank's own staff is being fully covered by superannuation and/or mortgage of flat/house		CHAR(1)		NULL

																Stage Repo Contracts		Netting Agreement Code		Netting Agreement Code		VARCHAR2(6)		NULL

																Stage Repo Contracts		Qualifying Reference Obligation Indicator		Qualifying Reference Obligation Indicator - Applicable to credit derivatives in trading book		CHAR(1)		NULL

																Stage Repo Contracts		Solvency Of Protection Buyer		Indicates the insolvency of the protection buyer while the underlying is still solvent		CHAR(1)		NULL

																Stage Repo Contracts		Unpaid Premium Amount		Stores the unpaid premiun amount for CDS exposures		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL

																Stage Repo Contracts		Underlying Currency Code		Underlying Currency Code		VARCHAR2(3)		NULL

																Stage Repo Contracts		Capital Market Exposure Indicator		Indicator to caputure whether an exposure is a capital market exposure.		CHAR(1)		NULL

																Stage Repo Contracts		Non Deposit Taking Systemically		Indicator to caputure whether an exposure is a claim on ‘Non-deposit taking systemically important non-banking financial companies’		CHAR(1)		NULL

																Stage Repo Contracts		Minimum CRAR Compliance Indicator		Indicates whether the foreign bank complies to the minimum CRAR prescribed by their regulator		CHAR(1)		NULL

																Stage Repo Contracts		Contract Walk Away Clause		Indicates whether the Contract contains a Walk away clause for OTC & SFT Exposures		CHAR(1)		NULL

																Stage Repo Contracts		Daily receipt Payment Cash Indicator		Indicates whether the instrument is subject to daily receipt and payment of cash variation		CHAR(1)		NULL

																Stage Repo Contracts		Exempted Capital Market Indicator		Indicates an Investment in paid up equity of financial entity exempted from Capital market exposure		CHAR(1)		NULL

																Stage Repo Contracts		OTC Indicator		OTC or Exchange Traded Indicator		CHAR(1)		NULL

																Stage Repo Contracts		Participation Value of Regulator		Stores the amount of Participation Value for Regulatory Investments		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL

																Stage Repo Contracts		Reciprocal Cross-holding Indicator		Reciprocal Cross-holding Indicator		CHAR(1)		NULL

																Stage Repo Contracts		Regulatory Capital Investment		Indiactes whether the exposure is a regulatory investment or not.		CHAR(1)		NULL

																Stage Repo Contracts		Repo Instrument Issuer Code		This is the Instrument Issuer Code for Repo style transactions		VARCHAR2(20)		NULL

																Stage Repo Contracts		Repo Instrument Residual Maturity		This stores the Residual Matuity of the underlying instrument for Repo Style Transactions		NUMBER(11,6)		NULL

																Stage Repo Contracts		Securities Guarantor		This stores the guarantor for the securities. e.g. Central Government - CGG State Government - SGG Others - OTH This is applicable only for India.		VARCHAR2(6)		NULL

																Stage Repo Contracts		Instrument Rating Identifier		For this identifier, there will be many ratings available from different External rating Sources. Only the eligible rating for a rating identifier will be used for Basel related processing for the Underlying Instruments of Repo Style transactions		VARCHAR2(20)		NULL

																Stage Repo Contracts		AFC Indicator		Indicates whether the claim is on an AFC		CHAR(1)		NULL

																Stage Repo Contracts		Legal Entity Code				VARCHAR2(20)		NULL

																Stage Repo Contracts		Core Market Participant Indicator		Indicates whether the counter party is a Core Market Participant or not. This information is required in the volatility hair cut calculation. As per Basel accord para no. 170, For repo-style transactions where the following conditions are satisfied, and the counterparty is a core market participant, supervisors may choose not to apply the haircuts specified in the comprehensive approach and may instead apply a haircut of zero. This carve-out will not be available for banks using the modelling approaches as described in paragraphs 178 to 181 (i).
		CHAR(1)		NULL

																Stage Repo Contracts		Effective Maturity		Stores the Effective Maturity (M) of an Exposure.
This should be a DL since cashflows are not being taken as input currently.
		NUMBER(11,6)		NULL

																Stage Repo Contracts		Issuer Domestic Currency Rating Identifier		This stores the domestic currency rating identifier for the issuer of the issue or exposure.
		VARCHAR2(20)		NULL

																Stage Repo Contracts		Issuer Foreign Currency Rating Identifier		This stores the foreign currency rating identifier for the issuer of the issue or exposure.
		VARCHAR2(20)		NULL

																Stage Repo Contracts		Remaining Tenor		This stores the remaining tenor of the bill.
		NUMBER(5)		NULL

																Stage Repo Contracts		Remianing Tenor - Unit		Remaining Duration of product in terms of days/weeks/months or years.
		VARCHAR2(1)		NULL

																Stage Repo Contracts		Holiday Rolling Convention Code		The holiday rolling convention code, based on which the date on which cash flow has to happen is decided. This includes - Following business day, Modified following business day, Previous business day, Modified previous business day etc.
		VARCHAR2(5)		NULL

																Stage Repo Contracts		Underlying Instrument Code		This Attribute stores  the instrument code of the underlying instrument of derivatives. For convertible bonds, stores the equity code.For basket options stores "#" seperated underlying codes
		VARCHAR2(60)		NULL

																Stage Repo Contracts		Rating Code		Rating applicable to Repo.
		VARCHAR2(20)		NULL

																Stage Repo Contracts		Benchmark Code		This Attribute stores the benchmark code corresponding to the Floating Rate instrument. Like LIBOR,MIBOR
		VARCHAR2(20)		NULL

																Stage Repo Contracts		Benchmark Currency Code		This Attribute stores the benchmark currency code
		VARCHAR2(3)		NULL

																Stage Repo Contracts		Instrument Description		This Attribute stores the description of the Instrument.
		VARCHAR2(100)		NULL

																Stage Repo Contracts		Couterparty Rating		This Attribute stores the code representing the Counter Party Rating  of the Instrument in this record.
		VARCHAR2(20)		NULL

																Stage Repo Contracts		Settlement Days		This Attribute stores number of days from issue date till the effective date.
		NUMBER(22)		NULL

																Stage Repo Contracts		Instrument Type Code		Code identifying the instrument category of the customer account. Eg: Loans,Mortgages,MBS,retirement etc
		VARCHAR2(20)		NULL

																Stage Repo Contracts		Face Value		It will be the value at which bond has been issued		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL

																Stage Repo Contracts		Underlying Effective Date		This Attribute stores Effective date of the Underlying Instrument which is equal to (issue date + settlement days)		DATE		NULL

																Stage Repo Contracts		Underlying Maturity Date		Maturity Date of the Underlying Instrument		DATE		NULL

																Stage Repo Contracts		Day Count Indicator		Business day convention. The possible values are Actual/360, Actual/365 (Fixed), Actual/Actual, Business/252, Thirty/360		VARCHAR2(10)		NULL

																Stage Repo Contracts		Strike Rate or Price		The rate/price at which the decision to exercise an instrument will be made in future.		NUMBER(22,6)		NULL

																Stage Repo Contracts		Redemption Value		This Attribute stores  the Redemption value of the instruments with coupon like Bond.		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL

																Stage Repo Contracts		Discount Day Count Indicator		This Attribute stores  the Business day counter for discounting. The possible values are Actual/360, Actual/365 (Fixed), Actual/Actual, Business/252, Thirty/360		VARCHAR2(10)		NULL

																Stage Repo Contracts		Realised LGD		Stores the realised LGD.		NUMBER(15,11)		NULL

																Stage Repo Contracts		Issuer Type		This Attribute stores  the Type of the issuer of the instrument. List of values are Z - Sovereign, GA - Government Agency,C - Corporates,B - Banks,OTH - Others.		VARCHAR2(6)		NULL

																Stage Repo Contracts		Effective Date		This stores the date from which the first fixed and floating payments start to accrue.		DATE		NULL

																Stage Repo Contracts		End of Month Indicator		This Attribute stores  the Indicator (as "Y" or "N") which Indicates whether the last payment of the instrument is on month end or not.		CHAR(1)		NULL

																Stage Repo Contracts		Trading Desk Identifier		Trading Desk id		VARCHAR2(20)		NULL

																Stage Repo Contracts		Run Management identifier Code		Stores the data segment map related to portfolio		VARCHAR2(20)		NULL

																Stage Repo Contracts		Exposure Held at Fair Value Indicator		USA: Indicates whether the Exposure is held at fair value		CHAR(1)		NULL

																Stage Repo Contracts		Secured Indicator		This indicates whether the exposure is secured or not		CHAR(1)		NULL

																Stage Repo Contracts		Securitised Flag		Identifies if the exposure is securitized or not.		CHAR(1)		NULL

																Stage Repo Contracts		Rating identifier of Reference		For an exposure there may be a reference issue provided by the same issuer.Those reference issue will be rated by external rating sources. Such rating is represented by this field.		VARCHAR2(20)		NULL

																Stage Repo Contracts		Exposure Reporting Currency		This is the currency in which the exposure needs to be reported.		VARCHAR2(3)		NULL

																Stage Repo Contracts		Squared-off Position Trading Indicator		This Indicates whether the transaction has the respective opposite position in trading book		CHAR(1)		NULL

																Stage Repo Contracts		Short Long Position		This Indicates that the derivative position is short or long		CHAR(1)		NULL

																Stage Money Market Contracts		Extraction Date		This refers to the date on which processing commences. This is ideally, the end of business day of the month.		DATE		NOT NULL

																Stage Money Market Contracts		GAAP Code		GAAP code		VARCHAR2(6)		NOT NULL

																Stage Money Market Contracts		Product Code		This stores the product code.		VARCHAR2(15)		NULL

																Stage Money Market Contracts		Currency Code		This stores the currency code.		VARCHAR2(3)		NULL

																Stage Money Market Contracts		Branch Code		This stores the branch code.		VARCHAR2(20)		NULL

																Stage Money Market Contracts		Customer Number		This stores the customer reference code.		VARCHAR2(25)		NULL

																Stage Money Market Contracts		Other Party Charges		This stores the other party charges incurred.		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL

																Stage Money Market Contracts		Contract Status		This stores the contract status.		VARCHAR2(20)		NULL

																Stage Money Market Contracts		Allocated Cost		This stores the allocated cost.		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL

																Stage Money Market Contracts		Transaction Fee		This stores the transaction fee: fee charges=n_mm_commission + n_mm_other_fees + n_mm_communication_charges + n_mm_other_charges		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL

																Stage Money Market Contracts		Acquisition Channel		This stores the acquisition channel.		VARCHAR2(10)		NULL

																Stage Money Market Contracts		Interest Type		This stores the interest type.		VARCHAR2(60)		NULL

																Stage Money Market Contracts		Interest Rate		This stores the interest rate.		NUMBER(11,6)		NULL

																Stage Money Market Contracts		Interest Benchmark Rate		This stores the interest benchmark rate.		NUMBER(11,6)		NULL

																Stage Money Market Contracts		Commission Charges		This stores the commission charges.		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL

																Stage Money Market Contracts		Other Fees		This stores the other fee charges.		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL

																Stage Money Market Contracts		Communication Charges		This stores the communication charges.		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL

																Stage Money Market Contracts		Other Charges		This stores the other charges.		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL

																Stage Money Market Contracts		Average Balance MTD		This stores the Avg. balance from onth till date. if f_mm_borrowing_placement_flag = B, then avg bal is CR else if f_mm_borrowing_placement_flag = P, then avg bal is DR		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL

																Stage Money Market Contracts		Writeoff Amount		This stores the write-off amount.		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL

																Stage Money Market Contracts		Writeoff Date		This stores the write-off date.		DATE		NULL

																Stage Money Market Contracts		Contract Amount		This stores the contract amount. if f_mm_borrowing_placement_flag = B, then amount  is CR else if f_mm_borrowing_placement_flag = P, then amount is DR		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL

																Stage Money Market Contracts		End of Period Balance		This stores the end of period balance.if f_mm_borrowing_placement_flag = B, then eop bal is CR else if f_mm_borrowing_placement_flag = P, then eop bal is DR		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL

																Stage Money Market Contracts		Outstanding Amount		This stores the outstanding amount.		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL

																Stage Money Market Contracts		Accrued Interest MTD		This stores the amount in debit or credit depending on the type of the money market contract, borrowing or placement.		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL

																Stage Money Market Contracts		Total Fees and Charges		This stores the total fees and charges.		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL

																Stage Money Market Contracts		Total Revenue		This stores the total revenue.		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL

																Stage Money Market Contracts		Customer Net Revenue		This stores the customer net revenue.		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL

																Stage Money Market Contracts		Brokerage Amount		This stores the brokerage amount.		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL

																Stage Money Market Contracts		Campaign Identifier		This indicates campaign.		VARCHAR2(20)		NULL

																Stage Money Market Contracts		Contract Start Date		This stores the contract start date.		DATE		NULL

																Stage Money Market Contracts		Writeback Amount		This stores the write-back amount.		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL

																Stage Money Market Contracts		Data Origin		This identifies the source system.		VARCHAR2(20)		NULL

																Stage Money Market Contracts		Principal Amount Due		This stores the principal amount due.		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL

																Stage Money Market Contracts		Automatic Cancellation of Commitment Indicator		Indicates whether a Commitment provides for  automatic cancellation or not. A CCF of 0% is applied to these exposures as per para no. 83, 312.		CHAR(1)		NULL

																Stage Money Market Contracts		Backed by Bullion Liability		Ref:STD-High Risk Categories and other assets. Signifies that, the gold exposure is backed by bullion gold liabilities. As per Basel accord Para no. 81 fn 32, at national discretion, gold bullion held in own vaults or on an allocated basis to the extent backed by bullion liabilities can be treated as cash and therefore risk-weighted at 0%. In addition, cash items in the process of collection can be risk-weighted at 20%.		CHAR(1)		NULL

																Stage Money Market Contracts		Banking Book Exposure or CCR Hedge Flag		Flag to indicate that this exposure is used to hedge the banking book exposure or CCR. Ref: Non Sec STD-Long settlement transactions as per Basel accord Annex IV Para No. 6		CHAR(1)		NULL

																Stage Money Market Contracts		Double Default Flag		Identifies if the exposure has a double default. Double default is explained as a case where both the obligor & the guarantor defaults. The CRM treatment is different for exposures which comes under the double default catogory.		CHAR(1)		NULL

																Stage Money Market Contracts		DVP Flag		Indicates whether it's a DvP or PvP trade or not. Needed for Failed Trades. PFD Ref: Non Sec STD-Failed Trades. A "Y" will mean DvP/PvP. Basel accord Annex 3 Para No. 7, For DvP transactions, if the payments have not yet taken place five business days after the settlement date, firms must calculate a capital charge by multiplying the positive current exposure of the transaction by the appropriate factor, according to a Table given by Basel.		CHAR(1)		NULL

																Stage Money Market Contracts		Claim and Funding Liability Similar Currency Flag		The flag is applicable for Basel1 and identifies whether the Claims on central governments and central banks outside the OECD will also attract a zero weight (or a low weight if the national supervisory authority elects to incorporate interest rate risk), provided such claims are denominated in the national currency and funded by liabilities in the same currency. This reflects the absence of risks relating to the availability and transfer of foreign exchange on such claims.		CHAR(1)		NULL

																Stage Money Market Contracts		Exposure Revolving Flag		This identifies whether an exposure is treated as revolving. Not in use.		CHAR(1)		NULL

																Stage Money Market Contracts		Explicit Adjustment for Effective Maturity Indicator		Flag to indicate whether there is an Explicit Adjustment for Effective Maturity or not. As per Basel accord para no. 324, Where there is no explicit adjustment, the effective maturity (M) assigned to all exposures is set at 2.5 years unless otherwise specified in paragraph 318.		CHAR(1)		NULL

																Stage Money Market Contracts		Failed Trade Flag		This identifies whether a transaction is a failed trade or not. PFD Ref: Non Sec STD-Failed Trades. As per Basel accord Annex 3 Para 3, Repurchase and reverse-repurchase agreements as well as securities lending and borrowing that have failed to settle are excluded from capital treatment. Para 4, In cases of a system wide failure of a settlement or clearing system, a national supervisor may use its discretion to waive capital charges until the situation is rectified.		CHAR(1)		NULL

																Stage Money Market Contracts		Instrument Short Term Qualification Flag		Stores whether the exposure qualifies as a short term exposure for risk weight assignment in the Standardized Approach.		CHAR(1)		NULL

																Stage Money Market Contracts		Long Settlement Transaction Flag		Indicates whether it's a Long transaction or not. Needed for Long Settlement Txns/Failed Trades. Ref: Non Sec STD-Long settlement transactions. This is determined as per the Basel accord annex 4 para 2B, Long Settlement Transactions are transactions where a counterparty undertakes to deliver a security, a commodity, or a foreign exchange amount against cash, other financial instruments, or commodities, or vice versa, at a settlement or delivery date that is contractually specified as more than the lower of the market standard for this particular instrument and five business days after the date on which the bank enters into the transaction.		CHAR(1)		NULL

																Stage Money Market Contracts		Materiality Flag		This indicates whether the exposure is material or not. Based on this different risk weights will be applied. Needed for Failed Trades. Ref: Non Sec STD-Failed Trades as per Basel accord Annex 3 Para. 8.		CHAR(1)		NULL

																Stage Money Market Contracts		Nettability Flag		Stores whether the exposure is nettable against other nettable exposures of the same customer. This is valid only for OTC derivatives and Repos.		CHAR(1)		NULL

																Stage Money Market Contracts		Past due indicator		Indicates whether the exposure is past due or not. If delinquency days is greater than 90 then its past due.		CHAR(1)		NULL

																Stage Money Market Contracts		Preferential Treatment Flag		This indicates whether there is a preferential treatment on the exposure or not. As per Basel accord para no. 54, At national discretion, a lower risk weight may be applied to banks’ exposures to their sovereign (or central bank) of incorporation denominated in domestic currency and funded19 in that currency.20 Where this discretion is exercised, other national supervisory authorities may also permit their banks to apply the same risk weight to domestic currency exposures to this sovereign (or central bank) funded in that currency.		CHAR(1)		NULL

																Stage Money Market Contracts		Risk Weight by Discretion Indicator		This indicates whether the risk weight for the exposure is given by the bank itself. This required for Standardised approach.		CHAR(1)		NULL

																Stage Money Market Contracts		Seniority Claim Flag		In case of Purchase Receivables, if the purchasing bank is unable to decompose EL into its PD and LGD components in a reliable manner, the risk weight is determined from the corporate risk-weight function using the following specifications: if the bank can demonstrate that the exposures are exclusively senior claims to corporate borrowers, an LGD of 45% can be used, otherwise LGD is 100%. Basel accord para no. 366.		CHAR(1)		NULL

																Stage Money Market Contracts		Actual Number of Business Days		Actual Number of Business Days between Remargining for Capital Market Transaction or Revalution for Secured Transaction. This information is required in the volatility hair cut calculation. As per Basel accord para no. 168, When the frequency of remargining or revaluation is longer than the minimum, the minimum haircut numbers will be scaled up depending on the actual number of business days between remargining or revaluation using the square root of time formula.		NUMBER(5)		NULL

																Stage Money Market Contracts		Business Days needed for Long Transaction		Needed for Long Settlement Txns, this signifies that number of business days to deliver the agreed items after date of txn (future date). PFD Ref: Non Sec STD-Long settlement transactions. As per Basel accord Annex 4 para no. 2B, Long Settlement Transactions are transactions where a counterparty undertakes to deliver a security, a commodity, or a foreign exchange amount against cash, other financial instruments, or commodities, or vice versa, at a settlement or delivery date that is contractually specified as more than the lower of the market standard for this particular instrument and five business days after the date on which the bank enters into the transaction.		NUMBER(5)		NULL

																Stage Money Market Contracts		Banks Own Estimate of CCF Percent		This column stores the Bank's own estimate of CCF percent.		NUMBER(15,11)		NULL

																Stage Money Market Contracts		Effective Exposure Amount		Ref: Non Sec STD-Long settlement transactions. As per Basel accord Annex 4 Para E, Effective Expected Exposure at a specific date is the maximum expected exposure that occurs at that date or any prior date. Alternatively, it may be defined for a specific date as the greater of the expected exposure at that date, or the effective exposure at the previous date. In effect, the Effective Expected Exposure is the Expected Exposure that is constrained to be non-decreasing over time.		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL

																Stage Money Market Contracts		EL Best Estimate Percent		This is the best estimate of expected loss for exposures which have already defaulted.		NUMBER(8,4)		NULL

																Stage Money Market Contracts		Failed Business Days		For Failed Trades siginifies that, number of buisness days delayed after the agreed settlement date(past date). Based on the number of failed business days, positive current exposure is multiplied by different multiplying factor as per Annex 3 Para 7. Ref: Non Sec STD-Failed Trades.		NUMBER(5)		NULL

																Stage Money Market Contracts		Holding Period to Derive Haircut		This is the holding period used in the Basel regulatory tables to arrive at the base volatility haircut of an exposure.		NUMBER(5)		NULL

																Stage Money Market Contracts		Minimum Holding Period		Stores the Minimum Holding period in days for an exposure which is used to calculate the volatility haircut.		NUMBER(5)		NULL

																Stage Money Market Contracts		Mortgage Lending Value		This is applicable for exposure secured by CRE. Normally a risk weight of 100% is applied. However, in exceptional circumstances for well-developed and long established markets, mortgages on office and/or multi-purpose commercial premises and/or multi-tenanted commercial premises may have the potential to receive a preferential risk weight of 50% for the tranche of the loan that does not exceed the lower of 50% of the market value or 60% of the mortgage lending value of the property securing the loan. Any exposure beyond these limits will receive a 100% risk weight. This exceptional treatment will be subject to very strict conditions. In particular, two tests must be fulfilled, namely that (i) losses stemming from commercial real estate lending up to the lower of 50% of the market value or 60% of loan-tovalue (LTV) based on mortgage-lending-value (MLV) must not exceed 0.3% of the outstanding loans in any given year; and that (ii) overall losses stemming from commercial real estate lending must not exceed 0.5% of the outstanding loans in any given year.		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL

																Stage Money Market Contracts		Probability of Default Percentage		Stores the probability of an exposure going into default in the next one year. It should be in decimal format. For example, PD of 30% is to be received as 0.3.		NUMBER(15,11)		NULL

																Stage Money Market Contracts		Provision Amount		This represents the amount of specific provisions mapped to an exposure.		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL

																Stage Money Market Contracts		Re-Margin Frequency		Stores the remargining frequency of an exposure in days. This is used in calculating the volatility haircut.		NUMBER(5)		NULL

																Stage Money Market Contracts		Sold credit protection Risk Weight		Sum of risk weights of exposures in a basket which is protected by sold credit protection.		NUMBER(8,4)		NULL

																Stage Money Market Contracts		Standard Business Days		This is standard business days for an Instrument represented.  Non Sec STD-Long settlement transactions. This is normally 5 or less than 5 and is used to identify whether a transaction is a Long Settlement transaction or not.		NUMBER(5)		NULL

																Stage Money Market Contracts		Supervisory Beta Value		Supervisory scaling parameter. It normally has a value of 1.4.  Non Sec STD-Long settlement transactions. As per Basel accord Annex 4 parano. 69, Banks that do not have approval to apply the internal models method for the relevant OTC transactions may use the standardised method. The standardised method can be used only for OTC derivatives; SFTs are subject to the treatments set out under the Internal Model Method of this Annex or under the Part 2, Section II.D, of this Framework. The exposure amount (under the standardised approach for credit risk) or EAD is to be calculated separately for each netting set. It is determined as ? x Estimated standardised exposure.		NUMBER(8,4)		NULL

																Stage Money Market Contracts		Undrawn Amount		Stores the Un-drawn amount for an Exposure. This applicable for both on-balance sheet and Off-balance Sheet.		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL

																Stage Money Market Contracts		Volatility Haircut		Stores the Volatility haircut percentage applicable for the Exposure. This is available for exposures like debt securities which are exposed to market movements.		NUMBER(8,4)		NULL

																Stage Money Market Contracts		Book Type Indicator		Unique Code that identifies the book type (whether an exposure belongs to the trading book or the banking book).		VARCHAR2(20)		NULL

																Stage Money Market Contracts		Country Identifier		This is the identifier representing the country to which an exposure belongs.		VARCHAR2(20)		NULL

																Stage Money Market Contracts		Customer Type		This stores the customer type of an exposure according to the bank's internal customer hierarchy.		VARCHAR2(20)		NULL

																Stage Money Market Contracts		Exposure Reporting Currency		This is the currency in which the exposure needs to be reported.		VARCHAR2(3)		NULL

																Stage Money Market Contracts		Issuer Code		This stores the issuer code for the marketable securities.		VARCHAR2(20)		NULL

																Stage Money Market Contracts		Rating by Issuer		This stores the rating id given by the issuer.		VARCHAR2(20)		NULL

																Stage Money Market Contracts		Line of Business Code		This is the code for the Line of Business which is the lowest level in the Management Reporting Hierarchy. Stores the code for line of business, which the product/account falls under.		VARCHAR2(20)		NULL

																Stage Money Market Contracts		Rating Id		For each exposure, there may be several ratings available from different External rating Sources. Only the eligible rating for a rating identifier will be used for Basel related processing in the Standardized approach. This rating id will be required for the calculation of CCF or RW.		VARCHAR2(20)		NULL

																Stage Money Market Contracts		Securitisation Pool Identifier		This is the identifier corresponding to  the securitization pool to which an exposure belongs.		VARCHAR2(20)		NULL

																Stage Money Market Contracts		Sovereign Rating Identifier		This identifies the rating of sovereign of the exposure. This is required for standardised approach when bank is using option 1, which is less favourable than the claims that are assigned to soverigns.		VARCHAR2(20)		NULL

																Stage Money Market Contracts		Exposure Defaulted Flag		This identifies whether an exposure is treated as defaulted or not. This will be used for risk weight calculation purposes.		CHAR(1)		NULL

																Stage Money Market Contracts		Securitized Flag		Identifies if the exposure is securitized.		CHAR(1)		NULL

																Stage Money Market Contracts		Exposure Mark to Market Value		Stores the current market value of an exposure.		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL

																Stage Money Market Contracts		LGD Percent		Stores the loss as a percentage of exposure at default suffered if an exposure goes into default in the next one year. This is expressed in decimals. For example, 30% will be 0.3.		NUMBER(15,11)		NULL

																Stage Money Market Contracts		Notional Principal of an Exposure		Stores the Notional Principle of an exposure. It is defined only for OTC derivatives exposures.		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL

																Stage Money Market Contracts		Revaluation Frequency		Stores the frequency at which an exposure is revalued to reflect its fair value in days. This is used in calculating the volatility haircut.		NUMBER(5)		NULL

																Stage Money Market Contracts		Claim Foreign Currency and Bank Funding Currency Same Indicator		As per RBI guidelines para 5.6.2, claims denominated in foreign currency on banks will be risk weighted per the given table as per the ratings assigned by international rating agencies. However, the claims denominated in foreign currency on a bank which is funded in that currency will be risk weighted at 20%. This flag indicates whether the bank is funded in the same currency as that of the claim foreign currency.		CHAR(1)		NULL

																Stage Money Market Contracts		Exposure one to four family Indicator		Is exposure in the form of one- to four family residential construction loans if the residences have been pre-sold under firm contracts to purchasers who have obtained firm commitments for permanent qualifying mortgages and have made substantial earnest money deposits, and the loans meet the other underwriting characteristics established by the agencies in the general risk-based capital rules		CHAR(1)		NULL

																Stage Money Market Contracts		Purchase contract cancelled Indicator		Stores Has Purchase contract been cancelled		CHAR(1)		NULL

																Stage Money Market Contracts		AFS Indicator		Stores  Whether exposure is available-for-sale		CHAR(1)		NULL

																Stage Money Market Contracts		Unrealized loss		Stores Unrealized losses on the exposure		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL

																Stage Money Market Contracts		Expected LGD Percent		Stores Expected Loss Given Default		NUMBER(15,11)		NULL

																Stage Money Market Contracts		Exposure ongoing finance Indicator		Stores  if Exposure is part of the bank’s ongoing financing of the exposure		CHAR(1)		NULL

																Stage Money Market Contracts		Exposure LTV Ratio		Stores  Exposures LTV ratio		NUMBER(9,6)		NULL

																Stage Money Market Contracts		Maximum supervisory ratio		Stores  Maximum supervisory LTV ratio		NUMBER(9,6)		NULL

																Stage Money Market Contracts		Borrower cash Indicator		The Borrower contributed capital to the project in the form of cash or unencumbered readily marketable assets (or has paid development expenses out-of-pocket) of at least 15 percent of the real estate's appraised as completed value?		CHAR(1)		NULL

																Stage Money Market Contracts		Borrower capital Indicator		The borrower contributed the amount of capital required before the bank advances funds under the credit facility, and the capital contributed by the borrower or internally generated by the project is contractually required to remain in the project throughout the life of the project?		CHAR(1)		NULL

																Stage Money Market Contracts		Exposure secured by one to four family Indicator		Indicates that the exposure is primarily secured by a first or subsequent lien on one-to-four-family residential property		CHAR(1)		NULL

																Stage Money Market Contracts		Exposure guaranteed by soverign Indicator		Stores  if Exposure directly and unconditionally guaranteed by a Sovereign Entity, BIS, IMF, EC		CHAR(1)		NULL

																Stage Money Market Contracts		OTC derivative multiplier		Stores  Multiplier in the OTC Derivative Contract for calculating effective notional principal Section		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL

																Stage Money Market Contracts		NPV		Stores  Net Present Value of Unpaid Premiums		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL

																Stage Money Market Contracts		One way cash payment Indicator		Indicates whether Transaction one way cash payments on OTC derivative contracts		CHAR(1)		NULL

																Stage Money Market Contracts		CCP rejection Indicator		Indicates whether the Central counter party has rejected the transaction or not		CHAR(1)		NULL

																Stage Money Market Contracts		Unpaid premium Indicator		Indicates whether the OTC derivative contract has an unpaid premium or not		CHAR(1)		NULL

																Stage Money Market Contracts		Adjusted LGD Percent		Stores the adjusted lgd percent to the Guarentee and Credit derviatives		NUMBER(15,11)		NULL

																Stage Money Market Contracts		Adjusted ELGD Percent		Stores the adjusted elgd percent to the Guarentee and Credit derviatives		NUMBER(15,11)		NULL

																Stage Money Market Contracts		Forex Haircut		Stores Exposure Forex haircut for OTC		NUMBER(8,4)		NULL

																Stage Money Market Contracts		Unrealized gain		Stores Unrealized gain on the exposure		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL

																Stage Money Market Contracts		Buyer Seller Indicator		Protection Buyer Seller Indicator S - Seller , B - Buyer		CHAR(1)		NULL

																Stage Money Market Contracts		Allocated Transfer Risk reserve		Stores Allocated Transfer Risk reserve for EAD calculation		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL

																Stage Money Market Contracts		Exposure Funding Currency Same Indicator		Exposures denominated in domestic currency of the foreign Sovereign met out of the resources in the same currency raised in.		CHAR(1)		NULL

																Stage Money Market Contracts		Accrued Interest		Accrued Interest - Used for determining EAD		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL

																Stage Money Market Contracts		CCF Percentage		Stores the Credit Conversion factor value for an exposure. It is applicable for undrawn part of on-balance sheet and drawn and undrawn part of off-balance sheet exposures and is used for estimating the effective amount of exposure for which credit risk needs to be calculated.		NUMBER(15,11)		NULL

																Stage Money Market Contracts		Drawn Credit Conversion Factor		This column is used to store the drawn CCF of an exposure.		NUMBER(15,11)		NULL

																Stage Money Market Contracts		Underlying Data Identifier		This stores an identifier to distinguish underlying exposure data. For example, the underlying exposure records for Purchase Receivables pools will have a value of ""PR"" and those for Sold Credit Protection pools will have ""SCP"". This column will be used to insert these records in corresponding fact tables and subsequently delete from Non Sec Exposure table.		VARCHAR2(20)		NULL

																Stage Money Market Contracts		Long Run Weighted Average LGD		This gives the Long Run Weighted Average LGD. As per Basel accord para no. 367, If the purchasing bank can estimate either the pool’s default-weighted average loss rates given default (as defined in paragraph 468) or average PD in a reliable manner, the bank may estimate the other parameter based on an estimate of the expected long-run loss rate. The bank may (i) use an appropriate PD estimate to infer the long-run default-weighted average loss rate given default, or (ii) use a long-run 		NUMBER(15,11)		NULL

																Stage Money Market Contracts		Exposure Seniority		This represents the exposure seniority in the event of bankruptcy of the counterparty. This can be replaced by the seniority flag of the exposure.		NUMBER(5)		NULL

																Stage Money Market Contracts		CRAR		The claim on Banks will be risk weighted on basis of CRAR percentage 		NUMBER(8,4)		NULL

																Stage Money Market Contracts		Superannuation or MBL Covered Flag		Flag to determine whether loan to bank's own staff is being fully covered by superannuation and/or mortgage of flat/house		CHAR(1)		NULL

																Stage Money Market Contracts		Netting Agreement Code		Netting Agreement Code		VARCHAR2(6)		NULL

																Stage Money Market Contracts		Qualifying reference obligation indicator		Qualifying Reference Obligation Indicator - Applicable to credit derivatives in trading book		CHAR(1)		NULL

																Stage Money Market Contracts		solvency of Protection Buyer		Indicates the insolvency of the protection buyer while the underlying is still solvent		CHAR(1)		NULL

																Stage Money Market Contracts		Unpaid Premium Amount		Stores the unpaid premiun amount for CDS exposures		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL

																Stage Money Market Contracts		Underlying Currency Code		Underlying Currency Code		VARCHAR2(3)		NULL

																Stage Money Market Contracts		Capital Market Exposure Indicator		Indicator to caputure whether an exposure is a capital market exposure.		CHAR(1)		NULL

																Stage Money Market Contracts		Non Deposit Taking Systemically		Indicator to caputure whether an exposure is a claim on ‘Non-deposit taking systemically important non-banking financial companies		CHAR(1)		NULL

																Stage Money Market Contracts		Minimum CRAR compliance		Indicates whether the foreign bank complies to the minimum CRAR prescribed by their regulator		CHAR(1)		NULL

																Stage Money Market Contracts		Exempted Capital Market Indicator		Indicates an Investment in paid up equity of financial entity exempted from Capital market exposure		CHAR(1)		NULL

																Stage Money Market Contracts		Contract Walk Away Clause		Indicates whether the Contract contains a Walk away clause for OTC & SFT Exposures		CHAR(1)		NULL

																Stage Money Market Contracts		Daily receipt Payment Cash Indicator		Indicates whether the instrument is subject to daily receipt and payment of cash variation		CHAR(1)		NULL

																Stage Money Market Contracts		Legal Entity Code		Stores the entity from where the exposure has originated.		VARCHAR2(20)		NULL

																Stage Money Market Contracts		Participation Value of Regulat		Stores the amount of Participation Value for Regulatory Investments		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL

																Stage Money Market Contracts		Reciprocal Cross-holding Indic		Reciprocal Cross-holding Indicator		CHAR(1)		NULL

																Stage Money Market Contracts		Regulatory Capital Investment		Indiactes Whether the exposure is a regulatory investment or not.		CHAR(1)		NULL

																Stage Money Market Contracts		Repo Instrument Residual Matur		This stores the Residual Matuity of the underlying instrument for Repo Style Transactions		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL

																Stage Money Market Contracts		Securities Guarantor		This stores the guarantor for the securities. e.g. Central Government - CGG State Government - SGG Others - OTH This is applicable only for India.		VARCHAR2(6)		NULL

																Stage Money Market Contracts		Instrument Rating Identifier		For this identifier, there will be many ratings available from different External rating Sources. Only the eligible rating for a rating identifier will be used for Basel related processing for the Underlying Instruments of Repo Style transactions		VARCHAR2(20)		NULL

																Stage Money Market Contracts		AFC Indicator		Indicates whether the claim is on an AFC		CHAR(1)		NULL

																Stage Money Market Contracts		Retention Offer Type Code		Retention offer type.		VARCHAR2(20)		NULL

																Stage Money Market Contracts		Sales Representative Identifier		Identifier of the sales representative who has sold the account.		VARCHAR2(20)		NULL

																Stage Money Market Contracts		Service Representative		Identifier of the service representative who is responsible for servicing the account.		VARCHAR2(20)		NULL

																Stage Money Market Contracts		Stage Account Risk Score		Risk score of the account.		NUMBER(5)		NULL

																Stage Money Market Contracts		Stage Attrition Risk Score		Attrition score of the account.		NUMBER(5)		NULL

																Stage Money Market Contracts		Account Retention Segment ID		Retention segment identifier		VARCHAR2(20)		NULL

																Stage Money Market Contracts		Organizational Unit ID		The organizational code.		VARCHAR2(20)		NULL

																Stage Money Market Contracts		Common COA ID		Leaf column which defines the lowest common level of detail across all product chart of account definitions.		VARCHAR2(20)		NULL

																Stage Money Market Contracts		Account Group Code		A code that identifies the account group for reporting (e.g. checking, savings, consumer loan); summarizes into ACCOUNT_CATEGORY_CD.		VARCHAR2(5)		NULL

																Stage Money Market Contracts		Amortization Term		Term upon which amortization is based - units specified by Amrt_term_mult.		NUMBER(5)		NULL

																Stage Money Market Contracts		Amortization Term Unit		Units (days or months or years) in which Amrt_Term is specified.		VARCHAR2(1)		NULL

																Stage Money Market Contracts		Repayment Type		Method of amortizing principal and interest.		VARCHAR2(60)		NULL

																Stage Money Market Contracts		Brokerage Firm		The name of the account's brokerage firm		VARCHAR2(60)		NULL

																Stage Money Market Contracts		Commission Rate		The rate used to calculate the amount of commission on the account		NUMBER(11,6)		NULL

																Stage Money Market Contracts		Compounding Frequency		Frequency by which interest is compounded.		NUMBER(5)		NULL

																Stage Money Market Contracts		Current Payment		Periodic principal and interest payment associated with gross balance. Principal portion only for level principal amort. type.		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL

																Stage Money Market Contracts		CUSIP Number		CUSIP number for instrument.		VARCHAR2(10)		NULL

																Stage Money Market Contracts		Dealer Number		Dealer number assigned for indirect loans.		VARCHAR2(20)		NULL

																Stage Money Market Contracts		Hedge Portfolio Set		Identifies the portfolio being hedged.		NUMBER(5)		NULL

																Stage Money Market Contracts		Interest Rate Code		Index to which interest rate is contractually tied.		VARCHAR2(60)		NULL

																Stage Money Market Contracts		Interest Payment Type		Timing of Interest Payment.		VARCHAR2(1)		NULL

																Stage Money Market Contracts		Last Repricing Date		Date upon which adjustable instruments last repriced.		DATE		NULL

																Stage Money Market Contracts		Last Repricing Date Balance		Par Balance as of the Last Repricing Date, used in OFSA/TP Cash Flow Methods.		NUMBER(14,2)		NULL

																Stage Money Market Contracts		Management Fees		The amount of management fees charged to the account		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL

																Stage Money Market Contracts		Margin		Contractual spread above or below pricing index		NUMBER(8,4)		NULL

																Stage Money Market Contracts		Market Price		Current market price carried on accounting system. ( i.e.  100 x market value / book value )		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL

																Stage Money Market Contracts		Next Reprice Date		Date upon which adjustable instuments will next reprice.		DATE		NULL

																Stage Money Market Contracts		Original Gross Par Balance		Gross par value at date of purchase. Rule of 78s should exclude add on interest.		NUMBER(14,2)		NULL

																Stage Money Market Contracts		Prior TP Period ADB		Average Daily Balance for Prior Transfer Pricing Repricing Period - used in selected OFSA/TP methods - with Mid-Period Repr.		NUMBER(14,2)		NULL

																Stage Money Market Contracts		Purchase Price		Price as % of par at date of purchase (price per 100).		NUMBER(8,4)		NULL

																Stage Money Market Contracts		Tax Exempt Percent		Percent of interest that is tax exempt.		NUMBER(8,4)		NULL

																Stage Money Market Contracts		Tax Expense		Tax Expense		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL

																Stage Money Market Contracts		Waived Fees		Sum of fee income waiver components		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL

																Stage Money Market Contracts		TP Effective Date		Date specified for each account which can precede origination date and is  used to reference the appropriate yield curve, instead of the origination date for calculating Transfer Pricing Rates.		DATE		NULL

																Stage Money Market Contracts		Remaining Tenor Unit		Remaining Tenor in terms of days, weeks etc
		VARCHAR2(1)		NULL

																Stage Money Market Contracts		Account Closure Indicator		Flag indication account closure		CHAR(1)		NULL

																Stage Money Market Contracts		Issuer Domestic Currency Rating Identifier		This stores the domestic currency rating identifier for the issuer of the issue or exposure.
		VARCHAR2(20)		NULL

																Stage Money Market Contracts		Issuer Foreign Currency Rating Identifier		This stores the foreign currency rating identifier for the issuer of the issue or exposure.
		VARCHAR2(20)		NULL

																Stage Money Market Contracts		Remaining Tenor		This stores the remaining tenor of the bill.
		NUMBER(5)		NULL

																Stage Money Market Contracts		Holiday Rolling Convention Code		The holiday rolling convention code, based on which the date on which cash flow has to happen is decided. This includes - Following business day, Modified following business day, Previous business day, Modified previous business day etc.
		VARCHAR2(5)		NULL

																Stage Money Market Contracts		Instrument Type Code		Code identifying the instrument category of the customer account. Eg: Loans,Mortgages,MBS,retirement etc
		VARCHAR2(20)		NULL

																Stage Money Market Contracts		Rating Code		Rating applicable to MM Contracts
		VARCHAR2(20)		NULL

																Stage Money Market Contracts		Benchmark Code		This Attribute stores the benchmark code corresponding to the Floating Rate instrument. Like LIBOR,MIBOR
		VARCHAR2(20)		NULL

																Stage Money Market Contracts		Benchmark Currency Code		This Attribute stores the benchmark currency code
		VARCHAR2(3)		NULL

																Stage Money Market Contracts		Instrument Description		This Attribute stores the description of the Instrument.
		VARCHAR2(100)		NULL

																Stage Money Market Contracts		Coupon Frequency		This Stores the coupon frequency of all the coupon bearing instruments. Needs to be specified as the number corresponding to the frequency as following.  NoFrequency = -1, Once = 0, Annual = 1, Semiannual = 2,   EveryFourthMonth = 3, Quarterly = 4, Bimonthly = 6, Monthly = 12,   Biweekly = 26, Weekly = 52, Daily = 365
		NUMBER(5)		NULL

																Stage Money Market Contracts		Settlement Days		This Attribute stores number of days from issue date till the effective date.
		NUMBER(2)		NULL

																Stage Money Market Contracts		Redemption Value		This Attribute stores  the Redemption value of the instruments with coupon like Bond.
		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL

																Stage Money Market Contracts		Couterparty Rating		This Attribute stores the code representing the Counter Party Rating  of the Instrument in this record.
		VARCHAR2(20)		NULL

																Stage Money Market Contracts		OTC Indicator		OTC or Exchange Traded Indicator
		CHAR(1)		NULL

																Stage Money Market Contracts		Day Count Indicator		The basis on which the interest accrual is calculated. Eg: 30/360, Actual/360, Actual/Actual, business/252 etc
		VARCHAR2(10)		NULL

																Stage Money Market Contracts		Discount Day Count Indicator		This Attribute stores  the Business day counter for discounting. The possible values are Actual/360, Actual/365 (Fixed), Actual/Actual, Business/252, Thirty/360
		VARCHAR2(10)		NULL

																Stage Money Market Contracts		GL Code		This stores the GL identifier for the exposure.		VARCHAR2(20)		NULL

																Stage Money Market Contracts		Realised LGD		Stores the realised LGD.		NUMBER(15,11)		NULL

																Stage Money Market Contracts		Issuer Type		This Attribute stores  the Type of the issuer of the instrument. List of values are Z - Sovereign, GA - Government Agency, C - Corporates, B - Banks, OTH - Others.		VARCHAR2(6)		NULL

																Stage Money Market Contracts		Effective Date		This stores the date from which the first fixed and floating payments start to accrue.		DATE		NULL

																Stage Money Market Contracts		First Coupon Date		This Attribute stores  the First Coupon Date of the instruments with coupon like Bond.		DATE		NULL

																Stage Money Market Contracts		Next to Last Coupon Date		This Attribute stores  the Next To Last Coupon Date of the instruments with coupon like Bond.		DATE		NULL

																Stage Money Market Contracts		End of Month Indicator		This Attribute stores  the Indicator (as "Y" or "N") which Indicates whether the last payment of the instrument is on month end or not.		CHAR(1)		NULL

																Stage Money Market Contracts		Trading Desk Identifier		Trading Desk id		VARCHAR2(20)		NULL

																Stage Money Market Contracts		Interest Method		This stores the interest method.		VARCHAR2(5)		NULL

																Stage Money Market Contracts		Contract Quantity		This stores Contract Quantity		NUMBER(20)		NULL

																Stage Money Market Contracts		Trading Book Indicator		Unique Code that identifies the book type (whether an exposure belongs to the trading book or the banking book).		CHAR(1)		NULL

																Stage Money Market Contracts		Designated Maturity		This Attribute stores  the benchmark's designated maturity in days. For instance, LIBOR 3M's designated maturity will be stored as 90		NUMBER(5)		NULL

																Stage Money Market Contracts		Floating Rate Spread		Spread over the benchmark rate for money market instruments		NUMBER(11,6)		NULL

																Stage Money Market Contracts		Run Management identifier Code		Stores the data segment map related to portfolio		VARCHAR2(20)		NULL

																Stage Money Market Contracts		Exposure Held at Fair Value Indicator		USA: Indicates whether the Exposure is held at fair value		CHAR(1)		NULL

																Stage Money Market Contracts		Secured Indicator		This indicates whether the exposure is secured or not		CHAR(1)		NULL

																Stage Money Market Contracts		Rating Identifier of Reference		For an exposure there may be a reference issue provided by the same issuer.Those reference issue will be rated by external rating sources. Such rating is represented by this field.		VARCHAR2(20)		NULL

																Stage Money Market Contracts		Squared-off Position Trading Indicator		This Indicates whether the transaction has the respective opposite position in trading book		CHAR(1)		NULL

																Stage Money Market Contracts		Short Long Position		This Indicates that the derivative position is short or long		CHAR(1)		NULL

																Stage Money Market Contracts		Central Bank Eligibility Indicator		Y=Approved by Central bank for liquid investment		CHAR(1)		NULL

																Stage Money Market Contracts		Liquid Asset Buffer Eligibility Flag		Investments : Y=Security qualifies for inclusion in liquid assets buffer as defined in BIPRU 12.7		CHAR(1)		NULL

																Stage Money Market Contracts		Encumbrance Status Flag		Investments : Applicable when security has been pledged or bank has raised fund through repo; N=Not encumbered, Y-Fully encumbered, PE-partly encumbered.		CHAR(1)		NULL

																Stage Money Market Contracts		Held By Client Or Proprietary		Whether the security is held by client or in the proprietary account.		CHAR(1)		NULL

																Stage Money Market Contracts		Margin Required Flag		Flag to indicate if the margin is required for the contract.		CHAR(1)		NULL

																Stage Money Market Contracts		Marketable Security Flag		Flag to identify if the security is marketable or not.		CHAR(1)		NULL

																Stage Money Market Contracts		Rehypothecation Rights Indicator		Flag to indicate that the bank has re-hypothecation rights on the security held as clients assets or net marging collateral received		CHAR(1)		NULL

																Stage Money Market Contracts		Settled in Home Country Flag		Flag to indicate if the instrument is settled in home country or not.		CHAR(1)		NULL

																Stage Money Market Contracts		Covered By Zone1 Insurance Indicator		This captures whether the deposit (retail and corporate) under consideration is covered by the deposit insurance scheme maintained by a Zone 1 country. This is required by FSA.		CHAR(1)		NULL

																Stage Money Market Contracts		Average Daily Collateral Required		Average Daily Collateral Required		NUMBER(14,2)		NULL

																Stage Money Market Contracts		Average peak intra-day collateral used		Average of peak intra-day collateral used.		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL

																Stage Money Market Contracts		Collateral Market Value		Market value of collateral linked to account.		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL

																Stage Money Market Contracts		Collateral Nominal Value		Nominal/Face value of collateral linked to account.		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL

																Stage Money Market Contracts		Margin Amount		Margin amount that is being taken upfront for certain types of margin contracts.		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL

																Stage Money Market Contracts		Nominal Value Of Security		This column stores the nominal/face/par value of the security.		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL

																Stage Money Market Contracts		Open Maturity Amount		This captures balances with respect to open maturity or extendable issue.		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL

																Stage Money Market Contracts		Percent Of Security Encumbered		Percent of security encumbered in case of partial encumbrance case		NUMBER(8,4)		NULL

																Stage Money Market Contracts		Settlement Country Code		Code of the country where instrument is settled.		VARCHAR2(5)		NULL

																Stage Money Market Contracts		Unencumbered Amount		Unencumbered value of the security in case of partial encumbrance.		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL

																Stage Instrument Contract Master		Extraction Date		This Attribute stores  the Extraction Date, that is the date on which this particular record's extraction processing is commenced.		DATE		NOT NULL

																Stage Instrument Contract Master		MR Instr type Code		This Attribute stores  a unique code representing a particular Instrument Type.		VARCHAR2(20)		NULL

																Stage Instrument Contract Master		Bank Instrument type Code		This Attribute stores  the unique Code representing a particular Bank Instrument Type.		VARCHAR2(20)		NULL

																Stage Instrument Contract Master		Counterparty Identifier		This Attribute stores the identifier of the counterparty of the instrument. It stores the exchange name in case instrument is  traded in the exchange and counterparty identifier in case of OTC instruments.		VARCHAR2(20)		NULL

																Stage Instrument Contract Master		OTC Indicator		This Attribute stores  the Indicator (as "Y" or "N") which indicates whether the instrument is OTC Traded or Exchange Traded. If the flag is Y then it is OTC traded, Exchange traded otherwise.		CHAR(1)		NULL

																Stage Instrument Contract Master		Face Value		This Attribute stores Face Value of the instrument. For Example in case of Bonds, Bond's Face Value will be stored.		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL

																Stage Instrument Contract Master		Effective Date		This Attribute stores Effective date of the Instrument which is equal to (issue date + settlement days)		DATE		NULL

																Stage Instrument Contract Master		Barrier Amount		This Attribute stores Barrier is an predetermined amount in Barrier options where options either come alive or die when barriers is reached. This Barrier Amount is store here.		NUMBER(25,6)		NULL

																Stage Instrument Contract Master		Barrier Type		This Attribute stores DownIn, UpIn, DownOut, UpOut.Barrier options come alive when the barrier is reached if Barrier Type is ""DownIn"" or ""UpIn"" and Barrier options die when the barrier is reached if Barrier Type is "DownOut" or "UpOut".		VARCHAR2(20)		NULL

																Stage Instrument Contract Master		Settlement Days		This Attribute stores number of days from issue date till the effective date.		NUMBER(2)		NULL

																Stage Instrument Contract Master		Maturity Date		This Attribute stores Maturity date of the instrument.		DATE		NULL

																Stage Instrument Contract Master		End Of Month Indicator		This Attribute stores  the Indicator (as "Y" or "N") which Indicates whether the last payment of the instrument is on month end or not.		CHAR(1)		NULL

																Stage Instrument Contract Master		Issuer Name		This Attribute stores  the name of the instrument issuer		VARCHAR2(60)		NULL

																Stage Instrument Contract Master		Strike Rate or Price		This Attribute stores  the price at which a specific derivative contract can be exercised. Strike prices is mostly used to describe stock and index options, in which strike prices are fixed in the contract		NUMBER(25,6)		NULL

																Stage Instrument Contract Master		Stock or Index Code		This Attribute stores  a unique Code representing a particular Stock or Index		VARCHAR2(20)		NULL

																Stage Instrument Contract Master		Commodity Code		This Attribute stores a unique Code representing a particular tradable commodity.		VARCHAR2(20)		NULL

																Stage Instrument Contract Master		Second Currency Code		This Attribute stores  a Code representing a Second Currency of the Forex Risk Factor.		VARCHAR2(3)		NULL

																Stage Instrument Contract Master		Instrument Description		This Attribute stores the description of the Instrument.		VARCHAR2(60)		NULL

																Stage Instrument Contract Master		Fixing Days		This Attribute stores  the number of days on which floating will be fixed for floating rate instruments.		NUMBER(5)		NULL

																Stage Instrument Contract Master		Ijara		This Attribute stores  the Rental rate paid on participating securities.		NUMBER(11,6)		NULL

																Stage Instrument Contract Master		Instrument Issuer Type		This Attribute stores  the Type of the issuer of the of the instrument.List of values are Z - Sovereign, GA - Government Agency,C - Corporates,B - Banks,OTH - Others.		VARCHAR2(6)		NULL

																Stage Instrument Contract Master		Money Market Benchmark Code		This Attribute stores the benchmark code corresponding to the Floating Rate instrument. Like LIBOR,MIBOR		VARCHAR2(20)		NULL

																Stage Instrument Contract Master		Floating Rate Fixing Dates		This Attribute stores the fixing dates for floating rate bond. The dates are stored # seperated in YYYY/MM/DD format. Depricated		VARCHAR2(2000)		NULL

																Stage Instrument Contract Master		Fixing Rates		This Attribute stores the fixing rates for floating rate bond. The rates are stored # seperated. Depricated		VARCHAR2(2000)		NULL

																Stage Instrument Contract Master		Regulatory Capital Investment		This Attribute stores  the Indicator (as "Y" or "N") which indicates Regulatory Capital Investment is doen or not.		CHAR(1)		NULL

																Stage Instrument Contract Master		Securitization Indicator		This Attribute stores  the Indicator (as "Y" or "N") which indicates Securitization is done or not.		CHAR(1)		NULL

																Stage Instrument Contract Master		Securization Pool Type Code		This Attribute stores  Unique Id for the Securitization pool type		VARCHAR2(20)		NULL

																Stage Instrument Contract Master		Legal Entity Code		This Attribute stores Entity Code		VARCHAR2(20)		NULL

																Stage Instrument Contract Master		Bank Base Role Identifier		This Attribute stores  the bank role for the Securitisation Exposure.		VARCHAR2(20)		NULL

																Stage Instrument Contract Master		Receiver Coupon Rate		This Attribute stores  the Coupon Rate for second leg of all instruments (like SWAP) with receiving leg.		NUMBER(11,6)		NULL

																Stage Instrument Contract Master		Receiver Spread		This Attribute stores  the Spread over the receiving leg benchmark rate for Floating rate instruments		NUMBER(11,6)		NULL

																Stage Instrument Contract Master		Receiver Coupon Frequency		This Attribute stores  the Receiving Coupon Rate.		NUMBER(11,6)		NULL

																Stage Instrument Contract Master		Amoritization Indicator		This Attribute stores  the Indicator (as "Y" or "N") which indicates amortization is there or not.		CHAR(1)		NULL

																Stage Instrument Contract Master		Solvency Indicator		This Attribute stores  the Indicator (as "Y" or "N") which indicates solvency is there or not.		CHAR(1)		NULL

																Stage Instrument Contract Master		Credit Derivative Settlement T		This Attribute stores  the Credit Derivative Settlement Type		VARCHAR2(20)		NULL

																Stage Instrument Contract Master		Participation Value of Regulat		This Attribute stores  the amount of Participation Value for Regulatory Investments.		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL

																Stage Instrument Contract Master		Exposure Category Code		This Attribute stores  the category code which is RBI Specific : It indicates to which category the exposure belongs, HFT (Hold for Transaction) or AFS (Availablr for Sale)		VARCHAR2(20)		NULL

																Stage Instrument Contract Master		Approved by Central Government		This Attribute stores  the Indicator (as "Y" or "N") which indicates the exposure is in "Investments in other approved securities guaranteed by Central Government" or not.		CHAR(1)		NULL

																Stage Instrument Contract Master		Approved by State Government I		This Attribute stores  the Indicator (as "Y" or "N") which indicates whether the exposure is in "Investments in other approved securities guaranteed by state Government" or not.		CHAR(1)		NULL

																Stage Instrument Contract Master		Original CDS Amount		This Attribute stores the amount at the Inception of the CDS Contract.		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL

																Stage Instrument Contract Master		Option Premium Value		This Attribute stores  the Option Premium Value.		NUMBER(25,6)		NULL

																Stage Instrument Contract Master		Nettability Flag		This Attribute stores  the Indicator (as "Y" or "N") which indicates whether exposure is eligible for Netting or not.		CHAR(1)		NULL

																Stage Instrument Contract Master		Branch Code		This Attribute stores  the unique Code representing a particular Bank Branch Code.		VARCHAR2(20)		NULL

																Stage Instrument Contract Master		Country Code		This Attribute stores  the Country Code to which Currency belongs to.		VARCHAR2(6)		NULL

																Stage Instrument Contract Master		Underlying Security Code		This Attribute stores the Underlying Security Code. This is used in the case of Interest rate instruments, it represents the underlying security. Depricated		VARCHAR2(20)		NULL

																Stage Instrument Contract Master		Investment Grade Investment In		This Attribute stores  the Indicator (as "Y" or "N") which indicates whether the instrument deemed to be of comparable investment quality by the reporting bank, and the issuer has securities listed on a recognised stock exchange or not.		CHAR(1)		NULL

																Stage Instrument Contract Master		Govt Paper Same Currency Indic		This Attribute stores  the Indicator (as "Y" or "N") which indicates whether government paper is denominated in domestic currency of issuer and funded by bank in same currency or not.		CHAR(1)		NULL

																Stage Instrument Contract Master		Capital Charge Exclusion Indic		This Attribute stores  the Indicator (as "Y" or "N") which indicates whether the exposure will be excluded from the capital calculations.		CHAR(1)		NULL

																Stage Instrument Contract Master		Well Diversified Flag		This Attribute stores  the Indicator (as "Y" or "N") which indicates whether the Index is well diversified		CHAR(1)		NULL

																Stage Instrument Contract Master		Portfolio Liquid Flag		This Attribute stores  the Indicator (as "Y" or "N") which indicates whether the overall portfolio liquid and well diversified.		CHAR(1)		NULL

																Stage Instrument Contract Master		Counterparty Rating		This Attribute stores the code representing the Counter Party Rating  of the Instrument in this record.		VARCHAR2(20)		NULL

																Stage Instrument Contract Master		FRA Months to Start		This Attribute stores  the "#" seperated months for which forward rates for FRA are available.		VARCHAR2(100)		NULL

																Stage Instrument Contract Master		FRA Quotes		This Attribute stores  the "#" seperated forward rates for FRA which are available.		VARCHAR2(100)		NULL

																Stage Instrument Contract Master		Swap Type		This Attribute stores  the Swap Type. Possible Values are Payer or Receiver (case sensitive).		VARCHAR2(20)		NULL

																Stage Instrument Contract Master		Fix Rate		This Attribute stores  the Rate for fixed leg of the swap.		NUMBER(11,6)		NULL

																Stage Instrument Contract Master		FRA Term Months		This Attribute stores  the Tenure of the FRA.		NUMBER(5)		NULL

																Stage Instrument Contract Master		FRA Roll over Duration		This Attribute stores  the number of days after which FRA is going to start, which is also called as FRA Roll Over Duration.		NUMBER(5)		NULL

																Stage Instrument Contract Master		Reciprocal Cross-Holding Indic		This Attribute stores  the Indicator (as "Y" or "N") which indicates Reciprocal cross-holding Indicator is yes or no.		CHAR(1)		NULL

																Stage Instrument Contract Master		BMA Day counter		This Attribute stores  the Business day counter for BMA Index. Day Counter is a system used to determine the number of days between two coupon dates. The possible values are Actual/360, Actual/365 (Fixed), Actual/Actual, Business/252, Thirty/360		VARCHAR2(10)		NULL

																Stage Instrument Contract Master		Designated Maturity		This Attribute stores  the benchmark's designated maturity in days. For instance, LIBOR 3Ms designated maturity will be stored as 90		NUMBER(5)		NULL

																Stage Instrument Contract Master		Floating leg frequency		This Attribute stores  the frequency of the floating leg for the instruments involving floating rate.		NUMBER(5)		NULL

																Stage Instrument Contract Master		Interest Rate Maturity		This Attribute stores  the maturity of the underlying of the interest forward/future		NUMBER(5)		NULL

																Stage Instrument Contract Master		Interest Rate Yield		This Attribute stores  the yield of the underlying of the interest rate forward/future		NUMBER(11,6)		NULL

																Stage Instrument Contract Master		Underlying Instrument Code		This Attribute stores  the instrument code of the underlying instrument of derivatives. For convertible bonds, stores the equity code.For basket options stores "#" seperated underlying codes		VARCHAR2(60)		NULL

																Stage Instrument Contract Master		Option Rebate		This Attribute stores  the Option Rebate which is for a barrier option that offers a predetermined rebate.		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL

																Stage Instrument Contract Master		Floor Rate		This Attribute stores  the floor rate of the collar and Floor instruemnt type.		NUMBER(11,6)		NULL

																Stage Instrument Contract Master		Payoff		This Attribute stores  the Payoff of the derivative.		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL

																Stage Instrument Contract Master		Benchmark Index Currency Code				VARCHAR2(6)		NULL

																Stage Instrument Contract Master		Equity Dividend Percentage		This Attribute stores  the flat dividend percentage for Equity.		NUMBER(8,4)		NULL

																Stage Instrument Contract Master		Benchmark Day Counter		This Attribute stores  the Business day convention for Benchmark Index. The possible values are Actual/360, Actual/365 (Fixed), Actual/Actual, Business/252, Thirty/360		VARCHAR2(5)		NULL

																Stage Instrument Contract Master		Basket Type		This Attribute stores  the Basket type of the basket option. Possible values are MIN or MAX (case sensitive).		VARCHAR2(6)		NULL

																Stage Instrument Contract Master		Redemption Value		This Attribute stores  the Redemption value of the instruments with coupon like Bond.		NUMBER(25,6)		NULL

																Stage Instrument Contract Master		First Coupon Date		This Attribute stores  the First Coupon Date of the instruments with coupon like Bond.		DATE		NULL

																Stage Instrument Contract Master		Next to Last Date		This Attribute stores  the Next To Last Coupon Date of the instruments with coupon like Bond.		DATE		NULL

																Stage Instrument Contract Master		Discounting Day counter		This Attribute stores  the Business day counter for discounting. The possible values are Actual/360, Actual/365 (Fixed), Actual/Actual, Business/252, Thirty/360		VARCHAR2(10)		NULL

																Stage Instrument Contract Master		Running Accumulator		This Attribute stores  the sum of underlying spot instrument prices at the fixing date (fixing date for the instrument are given in instrument schedule table) for Asian Option.		NUMBER(25,6)		NULL

																Stage Instrument Contract Master		Lookback Min Max		This Attribute stores  the minimum or maximum value of the underlying spot instrument at the fixing dates as specified in the instrument schedule table. For Fixed Lookback Options this attribute stores Highest Price of Underlying Asset over the life of option in case of CALL and Lowest in case of PUT which will be used as spot. For Floating Lookback Options this attribute stores Lowest Price of Underlying Asset over the life of option in case of CALL and Highest in case of PUT which will be used as Strike.		NUMBER(25,6)		NULL

																Stage Instrument Contract Master		Basket Currency2		This Attribute stores  the code of the currency in Basket option. In case of Currency Basket Option this stores the Second currency Code in the Basket.		VARCHAR2(3)		NULL

																Stage Instrument Contract Master		Basket Correlation		This Attribute stores  the correlation of the the underlying asset in the basket option		NUMBER(11,6)		NULL

																Stage Instrument Contract Master		CDS protection side		This Attribute stores  the CDS Protection side. Possible values are "Buyer" or "Seller" (case sensitive).		VARCHAR2(6)		NULL

																Stage Instrument Contract Master		Premium Rate		This Attribute stores  the Premium Rate for Protection.		NUMBER(11,6)		NULL

																Stage Instrument Contract Master		CDS Recovery Rate		This Attribute stores  the CDS Recovery Rate.		NUMBER(11,6)		NULL

																Stage Instrument Contract Master		Tranche Attachment		This Attribute stores  the Attachment point of a Tranche in CDO. A Tranche is a piece, portion or slice of a deal or structured financing. This portion is one of several related securities that are offered at the same time but have different risks, rewards and/or maturities.		NUMBER(11,6)		NULL

																Stage Instrument Contract Master		Tranche Detachment		This Attribute stores  the Detachment  point of a Tranche in CDO. A Tranche is a piece, portion or slice of a deal or structured financing. This portion is one of several related securities that are offered at the same time but have different risks, rewards and/or maturities.		NUMBER(11,6)		NULL

																Stage Instrument Contract Master		Protection Buyer Seller Indicator		This Attribute stores  the Indicator (as "B" or "S") which indicates the protection is bought or sold. B for protection buyer and S for protection seller.		CHAR(1)		NULL

																Stage Instrument Contract Master		Upfront Premium Rate		This Attribute stores  the upfront Premium rate given in the CDO.		NUMBER(11,6)		NULL

																Stage Instrument Contract Master		CDO Buckets		This Attribute stores  the CDO Bucket Size. Bucket size is total number of obligors in the COD.		NUMBER(5)		NULL

																Stage Instrument Contract Master		Default Correlation		This Attribute stores  the default correlation of obligors in CDO		NUMBER(11,6)		NULL

																Stage Instrument Contract Master		Nth to Default Position		This Attribute stores  the nth to default position in nth to default Swap.		NUMBER(5)		NULL

																Stage Instrument Contract Master		Tranche Spread		This Attribute stores  the Spred valued to be applied on the Tranche. A Tranche is a piece, portion or slice of a deal or structured financing. This portion is one of several related securities that are offered at the same time but have different risks, rewards and/or maturities.		NUMBER(11,6)		NULL

																Stage Instrument Contract Master		Bank Asset Class Code		This Attribute stores  the asset class of the underlying asset as defined by the Bank.		VARCHAR2(20)		NULL

																Stage Instrument Contract Master		Rating Identifier		This Attribute stores the rating for the record. For this identifier, there will be many ratings available from different External rating Sources. Only the eligible rating for a rating identifier will be used for Basel related processing in the Standardized approach.		VARCHAR2(20)		NULL

																Stage Instrument Contract Master		GAAP Code		This Attribute stores a unique Code representing a particular Generally accepted accounting practice (GAAP).		VARCHAR2(6)		NULL

																Stage Instrument Contract Master		Underlying Forward Price		This Attribute stores the current market price of the underlying instrument of an option.		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL

																Stage Instrument Contract Master		Money Market Benchmark 2 Code		This Attribute stores  the second benchmark code corresponding to the second Floating Rate in floating rate instruments. Like LIBOR,MIBOR		VARCHAR2(20)		NULL

																Stage Instrument Contract Master		Underwriting Position Flag				CHAR(1)		NULL

																Stage Instrument Contract Master		Margin Approved by Supervisor				CHAR(1)		NULL

																Stage Instrument Contract Master		Margin Charge approved by Supe				NUMBER(22,3)		NULL

																Stage Instrument Contract Master		Commodity Stock Financing Flag				CHAR(1)		NULL

																Stage Instrument Contract Master		Shortage Liquidity Charge				NUMBER(22,3)		NULL

																Stage Instrument Contract Master		Strike Rate of Floaters		Gives the strike rate at which the Floater is Capped or Floored		NUMBER(11,6)		NULL

																Stage Instrument Contract Master		Run Management identifier Code		Stores the Run Management Identifier Code		VARCHAR2(20)		NULL

																Stage Instrument Schedule		Instrument Code		This Attribute stores a unique Code representing a particular Instrument. This code can be ISIN Code.		VARCHAR2(20)		NOT NULL

																Stage Instrument Schedule		Schedule Date		This Attribute stores the Fixing dates,Call Dates,Bermudan Option Exercise dates or BMA Schedule dates		DATE		NOT NULL

																Stage Instrument Schedule		Schedule Type		This Attribute stores  the Indicator (as "F" or "C" or "B" or "BMA") which indicates the type of schedule. Fixing schedule - F Callability Schedule - C Bermudan Exercise - B BMA Schedule - BMA		VARCHAR2(3)		NOT NULL

																Stage Instrument Schedule		Extraction Date				DATE		NOT NULL

																Stage Instrument Schedule		Rate		This Attribute stores  the Fixing Rates or Call Price on a given schedule date		NUMBER(11,6)		NULL

																Stage Instrument Type Master		Extraction Date		This Attribute stores  the Extraction Date, that is the date on which this particular record's extraction processing is commenced.		DATE		NOT NULL

																Stage Trading Desk Master		Extraction Date		Date for which data is extracted and processing is performed.		DATE		NOT NULL

																Stage Trading Desk Master		Trading Desk Short Description		Trading Desk Short description		VARCHAR2(30)		NULL

																Stage Trading Desk Master		Trading Desk Long Description		Trading Desk Long decription		VARCHAR2(60)		NULL

																Stage Trading Desk Master		Legal Status Indicator		Legal Status Indicator		VARCHAR2(7)		NULL

																Stage Trading Desk Master		Currency Code		Default Currency		VARCHAR2(3)		NULL

																Stage Trading Desk Master		Country Identifier		Deafult Country		VARCHAR2(7)		NULL

																Stage Issue Details		Extraction Date		The date for which processing is commenced. Usually the end of business day of the month.		DATE		NOT NULL

																Stage Issue Details		Issue Identifier		This stores and identifier for an issue of an issuer. Applying a set criteria to the issues we arrive at the reference rating for the unrated exposure to the issuer.		VARCHAR2(20)		NOT NULL

																Stage Issue Details		Issue Seniority		This stores the seniority of issues of an issuer. For example, it will have values like 1, 2, 3 etc. 1 being the highest seniority. This information will be used to arrive at the reference rating for an urated exposure.		NUMBER(5)		NULL

																Stage Issue Details		Rating Identifier		For this identifier, there will be many ratings available from different External rating Sources. Only the eligible rating for a rating identifier will be used for Basel related processing in the Standardized approach.		VARCHAR2(20)		NULL
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		LDM														Staging										Mapping Logic

		Subject Area		Entity		Attribute		Attribute Desc		Datatype		Null				Table		Column		Column Desc		Datatype		Null

		Organization		Legal Entity Structure		Legal Entity Code		A unique identifier for the Legal Entity.		NUMBER(5)		NOT NULL				Stage Legal Entity Master		Legal Entity Code		Stores the code of the Booking Transit which is the lowest level in the Legal Reporting Hierarchy.		VARCHAR2(20)		NOT NULL		Direct

		Organization		Legal Entity Structure		Parent Legal Entity Code		A unique identifier of the parent entity whom this entity reports to.		NUMBER(5)		NULL

		Organization		Legal Entity Structure		Ownership Holdings		Percentage of holdings in the legal entity.		NUMBER(10,6)		NULL

		Organization		Line Of Business		Line Of Business Code		This stores the line of business code		NUMBER(5)		NOT NULL

		Organization		Line Of Business		Line Of Business Description		Describes the line of business.		VARCHAR2(255)		NULL				Stage LOB Master		Line of Business Description				VARCHAR2(60)		NULL		Direct

		Organization		Line Of Business		Line Of Business Name		Name of the line of business		VARCHAR2(60)		NULL

		Organization		Legal Entity		Legal Entity Code		A unique identifier for the Legal Entity.		NUMBER(5)		NOT NULL				Stage Legal Entity Master		Legal Entity Code		Stores the code of the Booking Transit which is the lowest level in the Legal Reporting Hierarchy.		VARCHAR2(20)		NOT NULL		Direct

		Organization		Legal Entity		Legal Entity Description		Describes the Legal Entity.		VARCHAR2(255)		NULL				Stage Legal Entity Master		Legal Entity Description		Description of the transit number the exposure was booked under		VARCHAR2(60)		NULL		Direct

		Organization		Legal Entity		Date Of Incorporation		Date on which the legal entity is incorporated.		DATE		NULL

		Organization		Legal Entity		Legal Entity Name		Name of the Legal Entity.		VARCHAR2(60)		NULL

		Organization		Legal Entity		Registration Number		Registration Number of the Legal Entity.		NUMBER(10)		NULL

		Organization		Legal Entity		Local Currency Code		It stores the local currency for the legal entity.		VARCHAR2(3)		NULL

		Organization		Business Unit Master		Business Unit Code		A unique identifier for the Business Unit.		NUMBER(5)		NOT NULL				Stage Org Unit Master		Organisation Unit Code		Organisation Unit Code		VARCHAR2(20)		NOT NULL		Direct

		Organization		Business Unit Master		Parent Unit Code		It stores the identifier of Parent Unit, which refers business unit that this business unit is reporting to.		NUMBER(5)		NULL

		Organization		Business Unit Master		Business Unit Type Code		A unique identifier for the Business Unit Type, for example Department, Division etc.		NUMBER(5)		NULL

		Organization		Business Unit Master		Legal Entity Code		A unique identifier for the Legal Entity.		NUMBER(5)		NULL				Stage Legal Entity Master		Legal Entity Code		Stores the code of the Booking Transit which is the lowest level in the Legal Reporting Hierarchy.		VARCHAR2(20)		NOT NULL		Direct

		Organization		Business Unit Master		Business Unit Name		Name of the business unit.		VARCHAR2(60)		NULL				Stage Org Unit Master		Organisation Unit Name		Organisation Unit Name		VARCHAR2(60)		NOT NULL		Direct

		Organization		Business Unit Master		Business Unit Description		Describes the business unit		VARCHAR2(255)		NULL				Stage Org Unit Master		Organisation Unit Description		Organisation Unit Description		VARCHAR2(60)		NULL		Direct

		Organization		Business Unit Master		Business Unit Active Flag		Status (Business Unit is Active/Inactive).Indicates this Business Unit is active or inactive. Inactivating a Business Unit will prevent transactions from being processed for the Business Unit.		CHAR(1)		NULL

		Organization		Business Unit Master		Line Of Business Code		This stores the line of business code		NUMBER(5)		NULL				Stage LOB Master		LoB Code				VARCHAR2(20)		NOT NULL		Direct

		Organization		Business Unit Type Master		Business Unit Type Code		A unique identifier for the Business Unit Type, for example Department, Division etc.		NUMBER(5)		NOT NULL

		Organization		Business Unit Type Master		Business Unit Type Description		Describes the Business Unit Type.		VARCHAR2(255)		NULL

		Organization		Business Unit Type Master		Business Unit Type Name		Name of the business unit type.		VARCHAR2(60)		NULL

		Organization		Regional		Region Code		A unique identifier for regional code.		NUMBER(5)		NOT NULL

		Organization		Regional		Region Name		Name of the region as Urban, Rural etc.		VARCHAR2(60)		NULL

		Organization		Regional		Region Description		Describes the region.		VARCHAR2(255)		NULL

		Organization		Branch Master		Branch Code		A unique identifier given by the regulator for the branch.		VARCHAR2(10)		NOT NULL				Stage Branch Master		Branch Code		Branch Code		VARCHAR2(20)		NOT NULL		Direct Map to both the columns

																Stage Geography Master		Branch Code		unique identifier for the branch		VARCHAR2(20)		NOT NULL

		Organization		Branch Master		Start Date		Date on which branch starts functioning.		DATE		NULL

		Organization		Branch Master		Close Date		Date on which branch closed.		DATE		NULL

		Organization		Branch Master		Office Code		A unique identifier for the Office.		NUMBER(5)		NULL

		Organization		Branch Master		Segment Code		A unique identifier for segment code.		NUMBER(5)		NULL

		Organization		Branch Master		Region Code		A unique identifier for regional code.		NUMBER(5)		NULL

		Organization		Ownership Status		Ownership Status Code		A unique identifier for ownership status.		NUMBER(5)		NOT NULL

		Organization		Ownership Status		Ownership Status Name		Ownership status name as Leased, Rented, Owned etc.		VARCHAR2(60)		NULL

		Organization		Ownership Status		Ownership Status Description		Describes the ownership status.		VARCHAR2(255)		NULL

		Organization		Business Unit Office Map		Office Code		A unique identifier for the Office.		NUMBER(5)		NOT NULL

		Organization		Business Unit Office Map		Business Unit Code		A unique identifier for the Business Unit.		NUMBER(5)		NOT NULL

		Organization		Business Unit Office Map		Cost Centre Code		A unique identifier for the Cost Centre.		NUMBER(5)		NULL

		Organization		Business Unit Office Map		Number Of Seats Allotted		Number of Seats allotted to a business unit in an office.		NUMBER(10)		NULL

		Organization		Business Unit Function Map		Business Function Code		A unique identifier for the Business Function.		NUMBER(5)		NOT NULL

		Organization		Business Unit Function Map		Business Unit Code		A unique identifier for the Business Unit.		NUMBER(5)		NOT NULL

		Organization		Business Unit Function Map		Business Unit Function Serviced By		It stores the business unit that owns the business function.		NUMBER(5)		NULL

		Organization		Cost Centre Master		Cost Centre Code		A unique identifier for the Cost Centre.		NUMBER(5)		NOT NULL

		Organization		Business Function Master		Business Function Code		A unique identifier for the Business Function.		NUMBER(5)		NOT NULL

		Organization		Business Function Master		Business Function Description		Describes the Business function.		VARCHAR2(255)		NULL

		Organization		Business Function Master		Business Function Name		Name of the business function		VARCHAR2(60)		NULL

		Organization		Office Master		Office Code		A unique identifier for the Office.		NUMBER(5)		NOT NULL

		Organization		Office Master		Parent Office Code		It stores the identifier for Parent Office, which refers office that this office is reporting to.		NUMBER(5)		NULL

		Organization		Office Master		Office Type Code		A unique identifier for Office type such as Branch, Corporate Office, Zonal Office, Regional Office, Headquarter, Branch & Regional Office etc.		NUMBER(5)		NULL

		Organization		Office Master		Customer Interaction Flag		Flag which indicates the office having interaction with customer.		CHAR(1)		NULL

		Organization		Office Master		Office Description		Describes the office.		VARCHAR2(255)		NULL

		Organization		Office Master		Office Name		Name of the office.		VARCHAR2(60)		NULL

		Organization		Office Master		Close Date		Date on which office closed.		DATE		NULL

		Organization		Office Master		Start Date		Date on which office starts functioning.		DATE		NULL

		Organization		Office Master		Area		Total area of the office building in Sq Ft.		VARCHAR2(60)		NULL

		Organization		Office Master		Ownership Status Code		A unique identifier for ownership status.		NUMBER(5)		NULL

		Organization		Office Master		Address Code		A unique identification for the Address.		NUMBER(5)		NULL

		Organization		Office Type		Office Type Code		A unique identifier for Office type such as Branch, Corporate Office, Zonal Office, Regional Office, Headquarter, Branch & Regional Office etc.		NUMBER(5)		NOT NULL

		Organization		Office Type		Office Type Description		Describes the office type.		VARCHAR2(255)		NULL

		Organization		Office Type		Office Type Name		Name of the Office Type.		VARCHAR2(60)		NULL

		Organization		Segment		Segment Code		A unique identifier for segment code.		NUMBER(5)		NOT NULL

		Organization		Segment		Segment Name		Name of the segment as Corporate Branch, Regional Branch etc.		VARCHAR2(60)		NULL

		Organization		Segment		Segment Description		Describes the segment.		VARCHAR2(255)		NULL

		Organization		Office Contact		Office Code		A unique identifier for the Office.		NUMBER(5)		NOT NULL

		Organization		Office Contact		Contact Number		Office Contact Number.		NUMBER(10)		NOT NULL

		Organization		Office Contact		Contact Role		Role which contact number is playing as Office Telephone, Telex,  Fax etc.		VARCHAR2(60)		NULL

																Stage Org Unit Master		Offset Organisation Unit Code		Code of the Organisational Unit that 
acts an offset entity in a TP process.
		VARCHAR2(20)		NULL

																Stage Legal Entity Master		Extraction Date		The extraction date represents the period for which the data is meant for. When the frequency of data is monthly the extraction date will be the month end date.		DATE		NOT NULL

																Stage Legal Entity Master		Latest Record Indicator		Indicates whether a particular record qualifies as the latest record.		CHAR(1)		NULL

																Stage Legal Entity Master		Record Start Date		This  refers to the date from which a particular record is valid.		DATE		NULL

																Stage Legal Entity Master		Record End Date		This refers to the date on which the validity of this record ends.		DATE		NULL

																Stage Legal Entity Master		Level 1 Legal Entity Code		Stores the code corresponding to Level 1 Node of the Legal Reporting Hierarchy.		VARCHAR2(20)		NULL

																Stage Legal Entity Master		Level 1 Legal Entity Description		Stores the description of the to Level 1 Node of the Legal Reporting Hierarchy.		VARCHAR2(60)		NULL

																Stage Legal Entity Master		Level 2 Legal Entity Code		Stores the code corresponding to Level 2Node of the Legal Reporting Hierarchy.		VARCHAR2(20)		NULL

																Stage Legal Entity Master		Level 2 Legal Entity Description		Stores the description of the to Level 2 Node of the Legal Reporting Hierarchy.		VARCHAR2(60)		NULL

																Stage Legal Entity Master		Level 3 Legal Entity Code		Stores the code corresponding to Level 3 Node of the Legal Reporting Hierarchy.		VARCHAR2(20)		NULL

																Stage Legal Entity Master		Level 3 Legal Entity Description		Stores the description of the to Level 3 Node of the Legal Reporting Hierarchy.		VARCHAR2(60)		NULL

																Stage Legal Entity Master		Level 4 Legal Entity Code		Stores the code corresponding to Level 4 Node of the Legal Reporting Hierarchy.		VARCHAR2(20)		NULL

																Stage Legal Entity Master		Level 4 Legal Entity Description		Stores the description of the to Level 4 Node of the Legal Reporting Hierarchy.		VARCHAR2(60)		NULL

																Stage Legal Entity Master		Level 5 Legal Entity Code		Stores the code corresponding to Level 5 Node of the Legal Reporting Hierarchy.		VARCHAR2(20)		NULL

																Stage Legal Entity Master		Level 5 Legal Entity Description		Stores the description of the to Level 5 Node of the Legal Reporting Hierarchy.		VARCHAR2(60)		NULL

																Stage Legal Entity Master		Level 6 Legal Entity Code		Stores the code corresponding to Level 6 Node of the Legal Reporting Hierarchy.		VARCHAR2(20)		NULL

																Stage Legal Entity Master		Level 6 Legal Entity Description		Stores the description of the to Level 6 Node of the Legal Reporting Hierarchy.		VARCHAR2(60)		NULL

																Stage Legal Entity Master		Level 7 Legal Entity Code		Stores the code corresponding to Level 7 Node of the Legal Reporting Hierarchy.		VARCHAR2(20)		NULL

																Stage Legal Entity Master		Level 7 Legal Entity Description		Stores the description of the to Level 7 Node of the Legal Reporting Hierarchy.		VARCHAR2(60)		NULL

																Stage Legal Entity Master		Level 8 Legal Entity Code		Stores the code corresponding to Level 8 Node of the Legal Reporting Hierarchy.		VARCHAR2(20)		NULL

																Stage Legal Entity Master		Level 8 Legal Entity Description		Stores the description of the to Level 8 Node of the Legal Reporting Hierarchy.		VARCHAR2(60)		NULL

																Stage Legal Entity Master		Level 9 Legal Entity Code		Stores the code corresponding to Level 9 Node of the Legal Reporting Hierarchy.		VARCHAR2(20)		NULL

																Stage Legal Entity Master		Level 9 Legal Entity Description		Stores the description of the to Level 9 Node of the Legal Reporting Hierarchy.		VARCHAR2(60)		NULL

																Stage Legal Entity Master		Level 10 Legal Entity Code		Stores the code corresponding to Level 10 Node of the Legal Reporting Hierarchy.		VARCHAR2(20)		NULL

																Stage Legal Entity Master		Level 10 Legal Entity Description		Stores the description of the to Level 10 Node of the Legal Reporting Hierarchy.		VARCHAR2(60)		NULL

																Stage Legal Entity Master		Level 11 Legal Entity Code		Stores the code corresponding to Level 11 Node of the Legal Reporting Hierarchy.		VARCHAR2(20)		NULL

																Stage Legal Entity Master		Level 11 Legal Entity Description		Stores the description of the to Level 11 Node of the Legal Reporting Hierarchy.		VARCHAR2(60)		NULL

																Stage Legal Entity Master		Level 12 Legal Entity Code		Stores the code corresponding to Level 12 Node of the Legal Reporting Hierarchy.		VARCHAR2(20)		NULL

																Stage Legal Entity Master		Level 12 Legal Entity Description		Stores the description of the to Level 12 Node of the Legal Reporting Hierarchy.		VARCHAR2(60)		NULL

																Stage Legal Entity Master		Level 13 Legal Entity Code		Stores the code corresponding to Level 13 Node of the Legal Reporting Hierarchy.		VARCHAR2(20)		NULL

																Stage Legal Entity Master		Level 13 Legal Entity Description		Stores the description of the to Level 13 Node of the Legal Reporting Hierarchy.		VARCHAR2(60)		NULL

																Stage Legal Entity Master		Level 14 Legal Entity Code		Stores the code corresponding to Level 14 Node of the Legal Reporting Hierarchy.		VARCHAR2(20)		NULL

																Stage Legal Entity Master		Level 14 Legal Entity Description		Stores the description of the to Level 14 Node of the Legal Reporting Hierarchy.		VARCHAR2(60)		NULL

																Stage Legal Entity Master		Level 15 Legal Entity Code		Stores the code corresponding to Level 15 Node of the Legal Reporting Hierarchy.		VARCHAR2(20)		NULL

																Stage Legal Entity Master		Level 15 Legal Entity Description		Stores the description of the to Level 15 Node of the Legal Reporting Hierarchy.		VARCHAR2(60)		NULL

																Stage Legal Entity Master		Level 16 Legal Entity Code		Stores the code corresponding to Level 16 Node of the Legal Reporting Hierarchy.		VARCHAR2(20)		NULL

																Stage Legal Entity Master		Level 16 Legal Entity Description		Stores the description of the to Level 16 Node of the Legal Reporting Hierarchy.		VARCHAR2(60)		NULL

																Stage Legal Entity Master		Level 17 Legal Entity Code		Stores the code corresponding to Level 17 Node of the Legal Reporting Hierarchy.		VARCHAR2(20)		NULL

																Stage Legal Entity Master		Level 17 Legal Entity Description		Stores the description of the to Level 17 Node of the Legal Reporting Hierarchy.		VARCHAR2(60)		NULL

																Stage Legal Entity Master		Level 18 Legal Entity Code		Stores the code corresponding to Level 18 Node of the Legal Reporting Hierarchy.		VARCHAR2(20)		NULL

																Stage Legal Entity Master		Level 18 Legal Entity Description		Stores the description of the to Level 18 Node of the Legal Reporting Hierarchy.		VARCHAR2(60)		NULL

																Stage Legal Entity Master		Level 19 Legal Entity Code		Stores the code corresponding to Level 19 Node of the Legal Reporting Hierarchy.		VARCHAR2(20)		NULL

																Stage Legal Entity Master		Level 19 Legal Entity Description		Stores the description of the to Level 19 Node of the Legal Reporting Hierarchy.		VARCHAR2(60)		NULL

																Stage Legal Entity Master		Level 20 Legal Entity Code		Stores the code corresponding to Level 20 Node of the Legal Reporting Hierarchy.		VARCHAR2(20)		NULL

																Stage Legal Entity Master		Level 20 Legal Entity Description		Stores the description of the to Level 20 Node of the Legal Reporting Hierarchy.		VARCHAR2(60)		NULL

																Stage Legal Entity Master		Standard Staging Statutory BOD Dimension Surrogate Key		Stores the surrogate key corresponding to a unique records in the Standard Staging Statutory BOD Dimension Table.		NUMBER(10)		NULL

																Stage Branch Master		Extraction Date		The extraction date represents the period for which the data is meant for. When the frequency of data is monthly the extraction date will be the month end date.		DATE		NOT NULL

																Stage Branch Master		Branch Description		""name,description of the branch DL		VARCHAR2(60)		NULL

																Stage Branch Master		Latest Record Indicator		Indicates whether a particular record qualifies as the latest record.		CHAR(1)		NULL

																Stage Branch Master		Record Start Date		This  refers to the date from which a particular record is valid.		DATE		NULL

																Stage Branch Master		Record End Date		This refers to the date on which the validity of this record ends.		DATE		NULL

																Stage Legal Entity Details		MIS Date		Extraction Date		DATE		NOT NULL

																Stage Legal Entity Details		GAAP Code		GAAP Code		VARCHAR2(6)		NOT NULL

																Stage Legal Entity Details		Legal Entity Code		Stores the Entity Code		VARCHAR2(20)		NOT NULL

																Stage Legal Entity Details		Supervisor Approval for Capita		Indicates whether Supervisor approves to account for Capital Surplus/Deficit.		CHAR(1)		NULL

																Stage Legal Entity Details		Capital Surplus or Deficit Amo		Stores the Capital surplus or deficit amount for a Subsidiary.If this Amount is positive then it is surplus and if it is negative then it is deficit.		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL

																Stage Legal Entity Details		Consolidation Approach Code		Indicates which approach has to be followed by an entity.This gives an indication of the approach to be followed at a broad level(Consolidation/Aggregation/Deduction).		VARCHAR2(6)		NULL

																Stage Contact Method Master		Contact Method Code		This stores the contact method code.		VARCHAR2(10)		NOT NULL

																Stage Contact Method Master		Extraction Date		This is the date on which processing commences. It is ideally, the end of the business day of the month.		DATE		NOT NULL

																Stage Contact Method Master		Contact Method Description		This stores the contact method description.		VARCHAR2(60)		NULL

																Stage Contact Method Master		Contact Method Level 1		This store the level 1 description of contact method. Not used currently. For future use		VARCHAR2(60)		NULL

																Stage Contact Method Master		Contact Method Level Description				VARCHAR2(60)		NULL

																Stage LOB Master		Extraction Date				DATE		NOT NULL

																Stage LOB Master		Line of Business Category				VARCHAR2(60)		NULL

																Stage LOB Master		Record End Date		This refers to the date on which the validity of this record ends.		DATE		NULL

																Stage LOB Master		Record Start Date		This  refers to the date from which a particular record is valid.		DATE		NULL

																Stage LOB Master		Latest Record Indicator		Indicates whether a particular record qualifies as the latest record.		CHAR(1)		NULL

																Stage LOB Master		Standard Staging Management BOD Dimension Surrogate Key		Stores the surrogate key corresponding to a unique records in the Standard Staging Management BOD Dimension Table.		NUMBER(10)		NULL

																Stage LOB Master		Level 1 Line of Business Node		Stores the code for Line of Business at level 1.		VARCHAR2(6)		NULL

																Stage LOB Master		Level 1 Line of Business Name		Stores the description for Line of Business at level 1.		VARCHAR2(60)		NULL

																Stage LOB Master		Level 10 Line of Business Node		Stores the code for Line of Business at level 10.		VARCHAR2(6)		NULL

																Stage LOB Master		Level 10 Line of Business Name		Stores the description for Line of Business at level 10.		VARCHAR2(60)		NULL

																Stage LOB Master		Level 11 Line of Business Node		Stores the code for Line of Business at level 11.		VARCHAR2(6)		NULL

																Stage LOB Master		Level 11 Line of Business Name		Stores the description for Line of Business at level 11.		VARCHAR2(60)		NULL

																Stage LOB Master		Level 12 Line of Business Node		Stores the code for Line of Business at level 12.		VARCHAR2(6)		NULL

																Stage LOB Master		Level 12 Line of Business Name		Stores the description for Line of Business at level 12.		VARCHAR2(60)		NULL

																Stage LOB Master		Level 13 Line of Business Node		Stores the code for Line of Business at level 13.		VARCHAR2(6)		NULL

																Stage LOB Master		Level 13 Line of Business Name		Stores the description for Line of Business at level 13.		VARCHAR2(60)		NULL

																Stage LOB Master		Level 14 Line of Business Node		Stores the code for Line of Business at level 14.		VARCHAR2(6)		NULL

																Stage LOB Master		Level 14 Line of Business Name		Stores the description for Line of Business at level 14.		VARCHAR2(60)		NULL

																Stage LOB Master		Level 15 Line of Business Node		Stores the code for Line of Business at level 15.		VARCHAR2(6)		NULL

																Stage LOB Master		Level 15 Line of Business Name		Stores the description for Line of Business at level 15.		VARCHAR2(60)		NULL

																Stage LOB Master		Level 16 Line of Business Node		Stores the code for Line of Business at level 16.		VARCHAR2(6)		NULL

																Stage LOB Master		Level 16 Line of Business Name		Stores the description for Line of Business at level 16.		VARCHAR2(60)		NULL

																Stage LOB Master		Level 2 Line of Business Node		Stores the code for Line of Business at level 2.		VARCHAR2(6)		NULL

																Stage LOB Master		Level 2 Line of Business Name		Stores the description for Line of Business at level 2.		VARCHAR2(60)		NULL

																Stage LOB Master		Level 3 Line of Business Node		Stores the code for Line of Business at level 3.		VARCHAR2(6)		NULL

																Stage LOB Master		Level 3 Line of Business Name		Stores the description for Line of Business at level 3.		VARCHAR2(60)		NULL

																Stage LOB Master		Level 4 Line of Business Node		Stores the code for Line of Business at level 4.		VARCHAR2(6)		NULL

																Stage LOB Master		Level 4 Line of Business Name		Stores the description for Line of Business at level 4.		VARCHAR2(60)		NULL

																Stage LOB Master		Level 5 Line of Business Node		Stores the code for Line of Business at level 5.		VARCHAR2(6)		NULL

																Stage LOB Master		Level 5 Line of Business Name		Stores the description for Line of Business at level 5.		VARCHAR2(60)		NULL

																Stage LOB Master		Level 6 Line of Business Node		Stores the code for Line of Business at level 6.		VARCHAR2(6)		NULL

																Stage LOB Master		Level 6 Line of Business Name		Stores the description for Line of Business at level 6.		VARCHAR2(60)		NULL

																Stage LOB Master		Level 7 Line of Business Node		Stores the code for Line of Business at level 7.		VARCHAR2(6)		NULL

																Stage LOB Master		Level 7 Line of Business Name		Stores the description for responsibility node at level 7.		VARCHAR2(60)		NULL

																Stage LOB Master		Level 8 Line of Business Node		Stores the code for Line of Business at level 8.		VARCHAR2(6)		NULL

																Stage LOB Master		Level 8 Line of Business Name		Stores the description for Line of Business at level 8.		VARCHAR2(60)		NULL

																Stage LOB Master		Level 9 Line of Business Node		Stores the code for Line of Business at level 9.		VARCHAR2(6)		NULL

																Stage LOB Master		Level 9 Line of Business Name		Stores the description for Line of Business at level 9.		VARCHAR2(60)		NULL
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Party

		LDM														Staging										Mapping Logic

		Subject Area		Entity		Attribute		Attribute Desc		Datatype		Null				Table		Column		Column Desc		Datatype		Null

		Party		Party Insurance		Policy Number		Stores the insurance policy number provided by the insurer		VARCHAR2(25)		NOT NULL

		Party		Party Insurance		Party Id		Unique identifier assigned to the Party.		VARCHAR2(25)		NOT NULL

		Party		Party Insurance		Insurance Description		Describes if the insurance plan covers the entire family, couple or individual		VARCHAR2(255)		NULL

		Party		Party Review History		Party Id		Unique identifier assigned to the Party.		VARCHAR2(25)		NOT NULL

		Party		Party Review History		Party Review Date		The date on which the review was carried out on the Party		DATE		NOT NULL

		Party		Party Review History		Party Review Comments		The comments after Party review is done		VARCHAR2(255)		NULL

		Party		Party Review History		Party Reviewed By		Unique identifier assigned to the Party.		VARCHAR2(255)		NULL

		Party		Organization Financial History		From Date		Date from which the record is valid		DATE		NOT NULL

		Party		Organization Financial History		Party Id		Unique identifier assigned to the Party.		VARCHAR2(25)		NOT NULL

		Party		Organization Financial History		Share Capital		The number of shares issued.
- Shares in the company held by its holding company or its ultimate holding company or by its subsidiaries or associates.
- Shares in the company held by any shareholder holding more than 5 percent shares (Party party relationship table).
- Shares reserved for issue under options and contracts/commitments for the sale of shares/disinvestment, including the terms and amounts.		NUMBER(10)		NULL				Stage Issuer Details		Issuer Equity Capital		This stores the Issuer equity capital.		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL		Direct

		Party		Organization Financial History		Reserves And Surplus		
- Securities Premium Reserve
- Debenture Redemption Reserve
- Revaluation Reserve
- Other Reserves - (specify the nature of each Reserve and the amount in respect thereof)
- Surplus i.e. balance in statement of Profit & Loss disclosing allocations and appropriations such as dividend paid
- Bonus shares and transfer to/from Reserves		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL

		Party		Organization Financial History		Long Term Borrowings		Bonds/debentures.
-Term loans from banks.
-Deferred payment liabilities.
-Public deposits.
-loans and advances from subsidiaries/holding company/associates/business ventures.		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL

		Party		Organization Financial History		Deferred Tax Liabilities		The net Deferred tax liabilities of an organization.		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL

		Party		Organization Financial History		Long Term Provisions		Represents the liability which is there as a part of long term provisions such as that of employee benefits.		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL

		Party		Organization Financial History		Short Term Borrowings		Short term borrowings of the organization.		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL

		Party		Organization Financial History		Loans Repayable On Demand		Loans from banks and other parties.		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL

		Party		Organization Financial History		Loans And Advances		It represents the advances from subsidiaries, holding company, associates and business ventures.		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL

		Party		Organization Financial History		Demand Deposit		Sum of all the demand deposit investments that an organization maintains with Banks and Financial Institution.		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL

		Party		Organization Financial History		Trade Payables		Trade payables is the amount due towards the organization's creditors arising on account of the firms business		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL

		Party		Organization Financial History		Other Current Liabilities		1. Identifies current maturity of long-term debts, finance lease obligations
2. Unearned revenue
3. Interest earned and due on borrowing
4. Interest earned and not due on borrowing		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL				Stage Issuer Details		Current Liabilities		Stores the Issuer's Current Liabilities		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL		Direct

		Party		Organization Financial History		Short Term Provisions		Provisions such as employee benefits		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL

		Party		Organization Financial History		Fixed Assets		All the assets that are employed by the organization to deliver a product or service viz. Land and building, machinery, furniture, vehicles, equipments etc.		VARCHAR2(255)		NULL

		Party		Organization Financial History		Tangible Assets		Land, Building, Vehicles, Office equipment etc.		VARCHAR2(255)		NULL

		Party		Organization Financial History		Intangible Assets		Brands, Computer Software, Copyrights, Patents etc.		VARCHAR2(255)		NULL				Stage Issuer Details		Intangilbe Assets		Stores the value of the mitigant issuer's intangible assets		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL		Direct

		Party		Organization Financial History		Capital Work In Progress		It refers to the work that is under done but has incurred capital investment from the organization, applicable for organizations involved in large projects.		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL

		Party		Organization Financial History		Intangible Assets Under Development		It refers to the work that is under done (like development of software or application in the software industry) but has incurred capital investment from the organization, applicable for organizations involved in large projects.		VARCHAR2(255)		NULL

		Party		Organization Financial History		Non Current Investments		Investment property, Investment in Govt securities and Investment in bonds and debentures.		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL

		Party		Organization Financial History		Deferred Tax Assets		An asset on the balance sheet as a result of accumulation of previous years losses, which is now available to be set-off against any profits made by the organization		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL

		Party		Organization Financial History		Other Non Current Assets		All assets that cannot be converted into cash quickly eg. Investments in property, investments in government securities		VARCHAR2(255)		NULL

		Party		Organization Financial History		Debt Ratio		A ratio of long term debt to long term equity
Debt Ratio = Long term debt/long term debt + equity		NUMBER(10,6)		NULL				Stage Issuer Details		Debt Ratio		This stores the Issuer'sDebt Ratio calculated as Debt Ratio=  Total Debt/Total Assets		NUMBER(9,6)		NULL		Direct

		Party		Organization Financial History		Times Interest Earned Ratio		Extent to which interest is covered by earnings Times Interest Earned Ratio = EBIT / interest payments		NUMBER(10,6)		NULL

		Party		Organization Financial History		Nwc To Asset Ratio		NWC = the difference between current asset and current liabilities. It is usually positive and expressed as a percentage to total assets
NWC to Asset ratio = NWC / Total assets		NUMBER(10,6)		NULL

		Party		Organization Financial History		Current Ratio		Ratio to measure working capital 
Current Ratio = Current asset / current liabilities		NUMBER(10,6)		NULL				Stage Issuer Details		Current Ratio		This stores the Issuer's Current Ratio calculated as Current Ratio = Current Assets/ Current Liabilities		NUMBER(9,6)		NULL		Direct Map to both the columns

																Stage Issuer Details		Current Ratio		This stores the Issuer's Current Ratio calculated as Current Ratio = Current Assets/ Current Liabilities		NUMBER(9,6)		NULL

		Party		Organization Financial History		Cash Ratio		A measure of company's most liquid assets 
Cash Ratio = cash + marketable securities / current liabilities		NUMBER(10,6)		NULL				Stage Issuer Details		Cash Ratio		This stores the Issuer's Cash Ratio calculated as Cash Ratio = (Cash + Cash Equivalents)/Current Liabilities		NUMBER(9,6)		NULL		Direct

		Party		Organization Financial History		Asset Turnover Ratio		How hard the company's assets are put to use Asset Turnover Ratio = sales / avg total assets		NUMBER(10,6)		NULL				Stage Issuer Details		Asset Turnover Ratio		This stores the Issuer's Asset Turnover Ratio calculated as Asset Turnover Ratio = Counterparty turnover/ Total Assets		NUMBER(9,6)		NULL		Direct

		Party		Organization Financial History		Average Collection Period		Measures the speed at which the customer's pay up bills. The lower the period the efficient the collection system 
Average Collection Period = average receivables / average daily sales		NUMBER(10,6)		NULL

		Party		Organization Financial History		Inventory Turnover Ratio		Rate at which the company turns over inventories 
Inventory Turnover Ratio = cost of goods sold / average inventory		NUMBER(10,6)		NULL				Stage Issuer Details		Inventory Turnover Ratio		This stores Issuer's Inventory Turnover Ratio calculated as Inventory Turnover Ratio = Counterparty turnover/ Total Inventories		NUMBER(9,6)		NULL		Direct

		Party		Organization Financial History		Net Profit Margin		Proportion of revenue that is contributing to the bottom line
Net Profit Margin = net income / sales		NUMBER(10,6)		NULL

		Party		Organization Financial History		Return On Assets		Measures net income to total assets
Return On Assets = net income+interest / average total assets		NUMBER(10,6)		NULL				Stage Issuer Details		Return on Assets		This stores the Issuer's Return on Assets calculated as Return on Assets = Net Income/ total Assets		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL		Direct

		Party		Organization Financial History		Return On Equity		Measure of profitability
Return On Equity = net income / average equity		NUMBER(10,6)		NULL				Stage Issuer Details		Return on Equity		This stores the Issuer's Return on Equity calculated as Return On Equity = Net Income/Total Equity		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL		Direct

		Party		Organization Financial History		Dividend Payout Ratio		Amount paid to the shareholders as dividend as against the net income
Dividend Payout Ratio = dividend / earnings (net income)		NUMBER(10,6)		NULL

		Party		Individual Financial History		From Date		Date from which the record is valid		DATE		NOT NULL

		Party		Individual Financial History		Party Id		Unique identifier assigned to the Party.		VARCHAR2(25)		NOT NULL

		Party		Organization Type Details		Party Id		Unique identifier assigned to the Party.		VARCHAR2(25)		NOT NULL

		Party		Organization Type Details		Bank Identification Code		Unique code by which a Bank can be identified.		NUMBER(5)		NULL

		Party		Organization Type Details		Swift Code		Swift Code of the bank.		NUMBER(5)		NULL

		Party		Organization Classification Sub-Type Code		Organization Sub Type Code		Code assigned to each sub-type of an organization type.		NUMBER(5)		NOT NULL

		Party		Organization Classification Sub-Type Code		Organization Sub Type Name		Name of each sub-type code.		VARCHAR2(60)		NULL

		Party		Organization Classification Sub-Type Code		Organization Sub Type Description		Detailed description of the sub-type code.		VARCHAR2(255)		NULL

		Party		Party Status Code		Status Code		Unique code to identify a status. Ex: Active, Inactive, Frozen, Dormant, Bankrupt etc.		NUMBER(5)		NOT NULL

		Party		Party Status Code		Status Name		Name given to each status code.		VARCHAR2(60)		NULL

		Party		Party Status Code		Status Description		Detailed description of the status.		VARCHAR2(255)		NULL

		Party		External Identification Code		Identification Code		Unique code assigned to each of the identification types. Ex: Drivers license, SSN, Passport etc.		NUMBER(5)		NOT NULL

		Party		External Identification Code		Identification Name		Name of each type of identification.		VARCHAR2(60)		NULL

		Party		External Identification Code		Identification Description		Detailed description of the identification code.		VARCHAR2(255)		NULL

		Party		Referral Code		Referral Code		Unique code assigned to each type of referral that the bank/financial institution can have. Ex: Banker, Customer etc.		NUMBER(5)		NOT NULL

		Party		Referral Code		Referral Name		Name of the referral code.		VARCHAR2(60)		NULL

		Party		Referral Code		Referral Description		Detailed description of the referral code.		VARCHAR2(255)		NULL

		Party		Party Blacklist History		Party Id		Unique identifier assigned to the Party.		VARCHAR2(25)		NOT NULL

		Party		Party Blacklist History		From Date		Date from which the record is valid		DATE		NOT NULL

		Party		Party Blacklist History		Blacklist Date		Date on which the Party was blacklisted		DATE		NULL

		Party		Party Blacklist History		Blacklist Source		Name/Identification of the source system that has given details of the blacklisted Party.		VARCHAR2(60)		NULL

		Party		Party Blacklist History		To Date		The date on which the record becomes invalid for consideration.		DATE		NULL

		Party		Individual Professional History		Party Id		Unique identifier assigned to the Party.		VARCHAR2(25)		NOT NULL

		Party		Individual Professional History		From Date		Date from which the record is valid		DATE		NOT NULL

		Party		Individual Professional History		Income Band Code		A code is assigned to a lower and upper limit of income. An individual can belong to only one band.		NUMBER(5)		NULL

		Party		Individual Professional History		Self Employed		This indicates whether the individual is self employed or not.		CHAR(1)		NULL				Stage Prospect Master		Whether Self Employed		This indicates self employed.		CHAR(1)		NULL		Direct Map to both the columns

																Stage Customer Master		Self Employed Indicator		This indicates self employment.		CHAR(1)		NULL

		Party		Individual Professional History		Employing Company		This stores the name of the company with which the individual is employed.		VARCHAR2(60)		NULL				Stage Prospect Master		Employing Company		This stores the employing company.		VARCHAR2(60)		NULL		Direct Map to both the columns

																Stage Customer Master		Employing Company		This stores the name of the company with which the customer is employed.		VARCHAR2(60)		NULL

		Party		Individual Professional History		Annual Income		This stores the individual's annual income.		NUMBER(10)		NULL				Stage Prospect Master		Annual Income of Prospect		This stores the customer's annual income.		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL		Direct Map to all the columns

																Stage Customer Master		Annual Income		This stores the customer's annual income.		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL

																Stage Issuer Details		Issuer Annual Income		This stores the Issuer annual income.		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL

		Party		Individual Professional History		Job Title		This stores the individual's job title.		VARCHAR2(60)		NULL				Stage Prospect Master		Prospect Job Title		This stores the prospect job title.		VARCHAR2(60)		NULL		Direct Map to both the columns

																Stage Customer Master		Customer Job Title		This stores the customer's job title.		VARCHAR2(60)		NULL

		Party		Individual Professional History		Employment Date		This store the date on which the customer was employed		DATE		NULL				Stage Customer Master		Customer Employment Date		This store the date on which the customer was employed		DATE		NULL		Direct

		Party		Individual Professional History		Firm Name		Firm name refers to the sole proprietorship name which an individual is holding.		VARCHAR2(60)		NULL

		Party		Individual Professional History		Industry Code		Unique code to identify each of the industry that the individual's organization belongs to.		NUMBER(5)		NULL				Stage Prospect Master		Industry Code of Prospect		This stores the industry code of prospect.		VARCHAR2(20)		NULL		Direct Map to all the columns

																Stage Customer Master		Industry Code		This stores the industry code.		VARCHAR2(20)		NULL

																Stage Issuer Master		Issuer Industry Code		This stores the the industry code of the issuer.		VARCHAR2(20)		NULL

		Party		Individual Professional History		Profession Code		A unique code to identify each type of profession e.g. Teacher, Doctor etc. Applicable to only individuals.		NUMBER(5)		NULL				Stage Prospect Master		Profession of Prospect		This stores the profession of the prospect.		VARCHAR2(20)		NULL		Direct Map to both the columns

																Stage Customer Master		Customer Profession		This stores the profession of the customer.		VARCHAR2(60)		NULL

		Party		Individual Professional History		To Date		The date on which the record becomes invalid for consideration.		DATE		NULL

		Party		Individual Personal History		Party Id		Unique identifier assigned to the Party.		VARCHAR2(25)		NOT NULL

		Party		Individual Personal History		From Date		Date from which the record is valid		DATE		NOT NULL

		Party		Individual Personal History		Education		This stores the educational qualifications of the individual.		VARCHAR2(60)		NULL				Stage Customer Master		Customer Education		This stores the educational qualifications of the customer.		VARCHAR2(60)		NULL		Direct Map to both the columns

																Stage Customer Education Master		Customer Education Code		This stores the customer education code.		VARCHAR2(60)		NOT NULL

		Party		Individual Personal History		Domicile Country		This stores the domicile (currently residing) country of the individual.		VARCHAR2(60)		NULL				Stage Prospect Master		Domicile		This stores domicile.		VARCHAR2(20)		NULL		Direct Map to all the columns

																Stage Customer Master		Domicile Country Code		This stores the domicile country code.		VARCHAR2(6)		NULL

																Stage Customer Master		Domicile Country		This stores the domicile country.		VARCHAR2(60)		NULL

		Party		Individual Personal History		Vip Flag		This indicates whether the individual is categorized as a VIP (very important person) by the bank.		CHAR(1)		NULL				Stage Prospect Master		VIP Indicator		This indicates whether the customer is categorized as a VIP by the bank.		CHAR(1)		NULL		Direct Map to both the columns

																Stage Customer Master		VIP Indicator		This indicates whether the customer is categorized as a VIP by the bank.		CHAR(1)		NULL

		Party		Individual Personal History		Salutation		This stores the salutation of an individual e.g. Mr/Dr etc.		VARCHAR2(10)		NULL				Stage Prospect Master		Salutation for Prospect		This stores the salutation for the prospect.		VARCHAR2(3)		NULL		Direct Map to both the columns

																Stage Customer Master		Customer Salutation		This stores the salutation of the customer in the address e.g. Mr/Dr etc.		VARCHAR2(3)		NULL

		Party		Individual Personal History		Marriage Anniversary Date		This stores the individual's anniversary date.		DATE		NULL				Stage Prospect Master		Marraige Anniversary Date		This stores the customer's anniversary date.		DATE		NULL		Direct Map to both the columns

																Stage Customer Master		Marriage Anniversary Date		This stores the customer's anniversary date.		DATE		NULL

		Party		Individual Personal History		Name Of Parent/Guardian		Attribute refers to the name of the parent/guardian in case the individual is a minor.		VARCHAR2(60)		NULL

		Party		Individual Personal History		Relationship With Minor		Attribute refers to the relationship name which a parent/guardian is having with the Minor (applicable only in case where an individual is a Minor).		VARCHAR2(60)		NULL

		Party		Individual Personal History		Marital Status Code		Uniquely identifies the marital status codes associated with an individual.		NUMBER(5)		NULL				Stage Prospect Master		Marital Status of Prospect		This stores the marital status of the prospect.		VARCHAR2(1)		NULL		Direct Map to both the columns

																Stage Customer Master		Marital Status		This stores the marital status of the customer.		VARCHAR2(1)		NULL

		Party		Individual Personal History		Resident Status Code		Unique codes assigned to the different Resident Statuses. Example NRI, PIO etc in INDIA.		NUMBER(5)		NULL

		Party		Individual Personal History		To Date		The date on which the record becomes invalid for consideration.		DATE		NULL

		Party		Dependent		Party Id		Unique identifier assigned to the Party.		VARCHAR2(25)		NOT NULL

		Party		Dependent		Dependent Id		Unique identifier assigned to a dependent. May or may not be a party in the system.		VARCHAR2(25)		NOT NULL

		Party		Dependent		First Name		First name of the dependent		VARCHAR2(60)		NULL

		Party		Dependent		Middle Name		Middle name of the dependent		VARCHAR2(60)		NULL

		Party		Dependent		Last Name		Last name of the dependent		VARCHAR2(60)		NULL

		Party		Dependent		Date Of Birth		Date of birth of the dependent		DATE		NULL

		Party		Dependent		Party Relationship Type Code		Relationship type code is used to identify all the master list of relations that can exist between parties. Code which identifies the the relation with the dependent i.e. Son, Father, Mother, Daughter etc.		NUMBER(5)		NULL

		Party		Party Contact		Party Id		Unique identifier assigned to the Party.		VARCHAR2(25)		NOT NULL

		Party		Party Contact		Contact Number		Contact number of the party corresponding to a role code.		NUMBER(10)		NOT NULL				Stage Prospect Master		Fax No of Office		This stores the fax No. of the customer (office No.)		NUMBER(15)		NULL		Contact no role code will be office fax & contact no is a direct map

																Stage Prospect Master		Office Phone Number		This stores the telephone No. of the customer (office No.)		NUMBER(15)		NULL		Contact no role code will be office phone & contact no is a direct map

																Stage Prospect Master		Residence Phone No		This stores the telephone No. of the customer (residence number).		NUMBER(15)		NULL		Contact no role code will be home phone & contact no is a direct map

																Stage Prospect Master		Residence Fax No		This stores the fax No. of the customer (residence No.)		NUMBER(15)		NULL		Contact no role code will be home fax & contact no is a direct map

																Stage Customer Master		Office Fax Number		This stores the fax No. of the customer (office No.)		VARCHAR2(20)		NULL		Contact no role code will be office fax & contact no is a direct map

																Stage Customer Master		Office Phone Number		This stores the telephone No. of the customer (office No.)		VARCHAR2(20)		NULL		Contact no role code will be office phone & contact no is a direct map

																Stage Customer Master		Residence Phone No		This stores the Residence telephone No. of the customer.		NUMBER(15)		NULL		Contact no role code will be home phone & contact no is a direct map

																Stage Customer Master		Residence Fax No		This stoes the residence fax No. of the customer.		NUMBER(15)		NULL		Contact no role code will be home fax & contact no is a direct map

		Party		Party Contact		Contact Number Role Code		Role to identify the type of the contact mechanism in place i.e. Home, Office, Fax or Mobile)		NUMBER(5)		NULL

		Party		Marital Status Code		Marital Status Code		Uniquely identifies the marital status codes associated with an individual.		NUMBER(5)		NOT NULL

		Party		Marital Status Code		Marital Status Name		Names associated with each code. Ex Married, Single etc.		VARCHAR2(60)		NULL

		Party		Marital Status Code		Marital Status Description		Description of the marital status code.		VARCHAR2(255)		NULL

		Party		Organization Type Code		Organization Type Code		Identifies the types of Organizations Ex: Bank, Ombudsman, NBFC etc.		NUMBER(5)		NOT NULL

		Party		Organization Type Code		Organization Type Name		Alphanumeric field that identifies the type code of the organization as a string.		VARCHAR2(60)		NULL

		Party		Organization Type Code		Organization Type Description		Description of the types for each type of organization.		VARCHAR2(255)		NULL

		Party		Vendor Type Code		Vendor Type Code		Unique code assigned to different types of vendors: Ex: Trainer, Housekeeping, Transport etc.		NUMBER(5)		NOT NULL

		Party		Vendor Type Code		Vendor Type Name		Name of the vendor type code.		VARCHAR2(10)		NULL

		Party		Vendor Type Code		Vendor Type Description		Detailed description of the vendor type code.		VARCHAR2(255)		NULL

		Party		Special Category Code		Special Category Code		A unique code to identify party special category e.g. Senior citizen, Physically challenged, Armed forces etc.		NUMBER(5)		NOT NULL

		Party		Special Category Code		Category Name		The name of the category corresponding to each of the special category codes.		VARCHAR2(60)		NULL

		Party		Special Category Code		Category Description		Describes the special category code		VARCHAR2(60)		NULL

		Party		Relationship Type Code		Party Relationship Type Code		Relationship type code is used to identify all the master list of relations that can exist between parties. It even identifies relations such as Managing Partner of a firm, Employee of an organization and the business relationships between two in terms of ownership.		NUMBER(5)		NOT NULL

		Party		Relationship Type Code		Party Relationship Type Name		The name of the relationship type which identifies the relationship type code.		VARCHAR2(60)		NULL

		Party		Relationship Type Code		Party Relationship Type Description		Description of the relationship code.		VARCHAR2(255)		NULL

		Party		Party Event Code		Event Code		The date on which the event happened with the Party. Example Bankruptcy		NUMBER(5)		NOT NULL

		Party		Party Event Code		Event Name		The name of the event that occurred with the party.		VARCHAR2(60)		NULL

		Party		Party Event Code		Event Description		Describes the party event code		VARCHAR2(255)		NULL

		Party		Party Segment Code		Segment Code		Unique identifier of each of the segment codes. Ex:
Response Segment ID
Offer Affinity Segment ID
Value Balance Segment ID
Value Sales Segment ID
Activity Transaction Segment ID
Value Balance Segment ID
Sales Migration Segment ID
Retention Segment ID
Response Likelihood Segment ID		NUMBER(5)		NOT NULL				Stage Customer Details		Stage Customer Response Segment				VARCHAR2(5)		NULL		Direct Map to all the columns

																Stage Customer Details		Stage Customer Cross Sell Segment Surrogate ID				VARCHAR2(5)		NULL

																Stage Customer Details		Stage Customer Profit Segment Surrogate ID				VARCHAR2(5)		NULL

																Stage Customer Details		Stage Customer Propensity Segment Surrogate ID				VARCHAR2(5)		NULL

																Stage Customer Details		Stage Customer Offer Affinity Segment Id				VARCHAR2(5)		NULL

																Stage Customer Details		Stage Customer Value Sales Segment ID				VARCHAR2(5)		NULL

																Stage Customer Details		Stage Customer Activity Transaction Segment ID				VARCHAR2(5)		NULL

																Stage Customer Details		Stage Customer Value Balance Segment ID				VARCHAR2(5)		NULL

																Stage Customer Details		Stage Customer Sales Migration Segment ID				VARCHAR2(5)		NULL

																Stage Customer Details		Stage Customer Retention Segment ID				VARCHAR2(5)		NULL

																Stage Customer Details		Stage Customer Attrition Segment Surrogate ID				VARCHAR2(5)		NULL

																Stage Customer Details		Purchase Likelihood Segment Id				VARCHAR2(20)		NULL

																Stage Customer Details		Customer Segement Identifier				VARCHAR2(20)		NULL

																Stage Customer Details		Customer Revolve Segment Identifier				VARCHAR2(20)		NULL

																Stage Customer Attrition Plans		Customer Segment Identifier				VARCHAR2(20)		NOT NULL

																Stage Prospect Master		Prospect Segment ID				VARCHAR2(20)		NULL

		Party		Party Segment Code		Segment Description		Detailed description of the segment code.		VARCHAR2(255)		NULL

		Party		Party Segment		Party Id		Unique identifier assigned to the Party.		VARCHAR2(25)		NOT NULL

		Party		Party Segment		Segment Code		Unique identifier of each of the segment codes. Ex:
Response Segment ID
Offer Affinity Segment ID
Value Balance Segment ID
Value Sales Segment ID
Activity Transaction Segment ID
Value Balance Segment ID
Sales Migration Segment ID
Retention Segment ID
Response Likelihood Segment ID		NUMBER(5)		NOT NULL

		Party		Party Segment		Segment Model		A Model/Algorithm used to assign segments.		VARCHAR2(60)		NULL

		Party		Party Segment		From Date		Date from which the record is valid		DATE		NULL

		Party		Party Segment		To Date		The date on which the record becomes invalid for consideration.		DATE		NULL

		Party		Party Score Code		Score Code		Unique code assigned to each of the Scores.		NUMBER(5)		NOT NULL

		Party		Party Score Code		Score Short Description		This stores the score short description.		VARCHAR2(60)		NULL

		Party		Party Score Code		Score Description		This stores the score description.		VARCHAR2(255)		NULL				Stage Customer Master		Score Description		This stores the score description.		VARCHAR2(60)		NULL		Direct

		Party		Party Score		Party Id		Unique identifier assigned to the Party.		VARCHAR2(25)		NOT NULL				Stage Customer Master		Score Short Description		This stores the score short description.		VARCHAR2(30)		NULL		Direct

		Party		Party Score		Score Code		Unique code assigned to each of the Scores.		NUMBER(5)		NOT NULL

		Party		Party Score		From Date		Date from which the record is valid		DATE		NOT NULL

		Party		Party Score		Score Value		The quantitative value of the score corresponding to the score code for a party.		NUMBER(10)		NULL				Stage Customer Details		Customer Score		This stores the customer score.		NUMBER(5)		NULL		Direct Map to all the columns

																Stage Customer Details		Prepayment Score		This stores the prepayment score.		NUMBER(5)		NULL

																Stage Customer Details		Stage Customer Response Score				NUMBER(5)		NULL

																Stage Customer Details		Stage Customer Cross Sell Score				NUMBER(5)		NULL

																Stage Customer Details		Stage Customer Profit Score				NUMBER(5)		NULL

																Stage Customer Details		Stage Customer Propensity Score				NUMBER(5)		NULL

																Stage Customer Details		Stage Customer Offer Affinity Score				NUMBER(5)		NULL

																Stage Customer Details		Stage Customer Purchase Likelihood Score				NUMBER(5)		NULL

																Stage Customer Details		Stage Customer Risk Score				NUMBER(5)		NULL

																Stage Customer Details		Stage Customer Attrition Score				NUMBER(5)		NULL

																Stage Customer Details		Stage Customer Collection Score				NUMBER(5)		NULL

																Stage Customer Details		Stage Customer Channel Migration Score				NUMBER(5)		NULL

																Stage Customer Details		Stage Customer Retention Score				NUMBER(5)		NULL

																Stage Customer Details		Customer Transaction Sales Sco				NUMBER(5)		NULL

																Stage Customer Details		Sales Migration Score				NUMBER(5)		NULL

																Stage Issuer Details		Issuer Score		This stores the Issuer score.		NUMBER(5)		NULL

																Stage Issuer Details		Prepayment Score		This stores the prepayment score.		NUMBER(5)		NULL

																Stage Prospect Master		Prospect Score				NUMBER(5)		NULL

																Stage Customer Master		Customer Score		This stores the customer score.		NUMBER(5)		NULL

		Party		Party Score		Scoring Model		A Model/Algorithm used to assign scores.		VARCHAR2(60)		NULL

		Party		Party Score		To Date		The date on which the record becomes invalid for consideration.		DATE		NULL

		Party		Customer Prospect Financial		Prospect Id		Unique identifier assigned to the Party.		VARCHAR2(25)		NOT NULL

		Party		Customer Prospect Financial		Customer Id		Unique identifier assigned to the Party.		VARCHAR2(25)		NOT NULL

		Party		Customer Prospect Financial		Customer Turnover		This stores the customer turnover		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL				Stage Customer Details		Customer Turnover		This stores the customer turnover.		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL		Direct

		Party		Customer Prospect Financial		Customer Equity Capital		This stores the customer equity capital.		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL				Stage Customer Details		Customer Equity Capital		This stores the customer equity capital.		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL		Direct

		Party		Customer Prospect Financial		Customer Cnr		This stores the customer net revenue.		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL				Stage Customer Details		Customer CNR		This stores the customer net revenue.		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL		Direct

		Party		Customer Prospect Financial		Annual Sales		Total Average Annual turnover for customer group.		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL

		Party		Customer Prospect Financial		Total Average Annual Turn Over		Total Average Annual turnover for customer group.		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL

		Party		Customer Prospect Financial		Monthly Income Of Prospect		This stores the monthly income of the customer.		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL

		Party		Customer Prospect Financial		Annual Income Of Prospect		This stores the customer's annual income.		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL

		Party		Customer Prospect Financial		Prospect Turnover		This stores the turnover of the prospect/customer (corporate mainly).		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL				Stage Prospect Master		Prospect Turnover		This stores the turnover of the customer  (corporate mainly).		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL		Direct

		Party		Customer Prospect Financial		Prospect Equity Capital		This stores the equity capital of the customer/prospect (corporate mainly).		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL				Stage Prospect Master		Prospect Equity Capital		This stores the equity capital of the customer (corporate mainly).		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL		Direct

		Party		Customer Prospect Financial		Prospect Net Worth		This stores the net worth of the customer/prospect (mainly corporate).		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL				Stage Prospect Master		Prospect Net Worth		This stores the net worth of the customer (mainly corporate).		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL		Direct

		Party		Customer Prospect Financial		Total Debt Obligation		Identifies the obligation that the customer/prospect has with respect to the total debt.		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL

		Party		Customer Prospect Financial		Total Earnings		This stores the total earnings of the customer.		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL				Stage Customer Details		Total Earnings				NUMBER(22,3)		NULL		Direct

		Party		Customer Prospect Financial		Average Net Revenue		This stores the average net revenue of the customer.		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL				Stage Customer Details		Average Net Revenue				NUMBER(22,3)		NULL		Direct

		Party		Income Band Code		Income Band Code		A code is assigned to a lower and upper limit of income. An individual can belong to only one band.		NUMBER(5)		NOT NULL

		Party		Income Band Code		From Date		Date from which the income band code is applicable.		DATE		NULL

		Party		Income Band Code		From		Numeric start value of the income band.		NUMBER(10)		NULL

		Party		Income Band Code		To		Numeric end value of the income band.		NUMBER(10)		NULL

		Party		Income Band Code		Income Band Name		Name of the band code defined by the financial institution.		VARCHAR2(60)		NULL

		Party		Income Band Code		Income Band Description		Description of the income band.		VARCHAR2(255)		NULL

		Party		Income Band Code		To Date		The date on which the record becomes invalid for consideration.		DATE		NULL

		Party		Industry		Industry Code		Unique code to identify each of the industry that the individual's organization belongs to.		NUMBER(5)		NULL

		Party		Industry		Industry Name		Name of the industry identified by the industry code		VARCHAR2(60)		NULL

		Party		Industry		Industry Description		Describes the industry code		VARCHAR2(255)		NULL

		Party		Party Kyc		Party Id		Unique identifier assigned to the Party.		VARCHAR2(25)		NOT NULL

		Party		Party Kyc		Last Done On		Stores the date on which KYC previously carried out on the party		DATE		NOT NULL

		Party		Party Kyc		Kyc Done By		Stores the information on the entity which carried out the KYC on the customer		VARCHAR2(25)		NULL

		Party		Party Kyc		Kyc Status		Stores the information on customer's KYC status. Whether current, pending etc.		NUMBER(5)		NULL

		Party		Resident Status Code		Resident Status Code		Unique codes assigned to the different Resident Statuses. Example NRI, PIO etc in INDIA.		NUMBER(5)		NOT NULL

		Party		Resident Status Code		Resident Status Name		Name of the resident code.		VARCHAR2(60)		NULL

		Party		Resident Status Code		Resident Status Description		Description of the resident status.		VARCHAR2(60)		NULL

		Party		Organization Constituent Type Code		Organization Constituent Type Code		A Code to identify the constituent of the organizations the bank is dealing with. Example: Joint Stock Companies, Closely held private companies, Government undertaking, Trust, Foreign Institution, Partnership firm etc.		NUMBER(5)		NOT NULL

		Party		Organization Constituent Type Code		From Date		The date from which the constituency (viz. Partnership, Pvt Ltd, Ltd, LLC, LLP etc) of the organization is valid		DATE		NULL

		Party		Organization Constituent Type Code		Organization Constituent Type Name		Name of the constituent of Organization.		VARCHAR2(60)		NULL

		Party		Organization Constituent Type Code		End Date		The date on which the constituency (viz. Partnership, Pvt Ltd, Ltd, LLC, LLP etc) of the organization ceased to exist		DATE		NULL

		Party		Merchant		Party Id		Unique identifier assigned to the Party.		VARCHAR2(25)		NOT NULL				Stage Merchant Master		Merchant Code		This stores the Merchant Code		VARCHAR2(20)		NOT NULL		Direct

		Party		Merchant		Merchant Reference Id		Stores the unique identifier generated by the merchant acquisition system.		VARCHAR2(25)		NULL

		Party		Merchant		Merchant Category		Identifies if the merchant is of type POS (Point of Sale), Online etc.		NUMBER(5)		NULL				Stage Merchant Master		Merchant Category Code		Merchant Category Code		VARCHAR2(20)		NULL		Direct

		Party		Merchant		Merchant Business		Identifies the business which merchant is running. Ex: Retail, Jewellary, Hotel, Restaurant etc.		VARCHAR2(60)		NULL

		Party		Merchant		Merchant Value Type		Identifies the importance of the merchant from the bank's perspective. Prospective values could be Large, Medium, Small etc or any other such classification.		NUMBER(5)		NULL

		Party		Broker		Party Id		Unique identifier assigned to the Party.		VARCHAR2(25)		NOT NULL

		Party		Broker		Broker Reference Id		Stores the unique identifier provided to the broker by the stock exchange		VARCHAR2(25)		NOT NULL

		Party		Creditor		Party Id		Unique identifier assigned to the Party.		VARCHAR2(25)		NOT NULL

		Party		Creditor		Creditor Amount		The amount given by the Creditor		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL

		Party		Creditor		Credit Currency		The currency in which the credit was given		VARCHAR2(3)		NULL

		Party		Shareholder		Party Id		Unique identifier assigned to the Party.		VARCHAR2(25)		NOT NULL

		Party		Shareholder		No Of Shares		No of shares held with the party		NUMBER(10)		NULL

		Party		Shareholder		Percentage Of Shares		Percentage of shares held with the party		NUMBER(15,11)		NULL

		Party		Auditor		Party Id		Unique identifier assigned to the Party.		VARCHAR2(25)		NOT NULL

		Party		Auditor		Registration No		Registration No. of the individual who is involved in auditing. Example: Chartered accountants have a unique registration number assigned to them by the recognized institutes.		VARCHAR2(25)		NULL

		Party		Auditor		Company Registration No		Registration No. of the company who is auditing the bank.		VARCHAR2(25)		NULL

		Party		Vendor		Vendor Id		Unique identifier assigned to the Party.		VARCHAR2(25)		NOT NULL

		Party		Vendor		Vendor Reference Id		This stores the unique identifier generated by the vendor management system		VARCHAR2(25)		NULL

		Party		Vendor		Vendor Type Code		Unique code assigned to different types of vendors: Ex: Trainer, Housekeeping, Transport etc.		NUMBER(5)		NULL

		Party		Party Name History		From Date		Date from which the record is valid		DATE		NOT NULL

		Party		Party Name History		Party Id		Unique identifier assigned to the Party.		VARCHAR2(25)		NOT NULL				Stage Sales Rep Master		Sales Representative Id				VARCHAR2(20)		NOT NULL		Direct Map to all the columns

																Stage Recovery Agent Master		Recovery Agent ID		This stores the recovery agent Id.		VARCHAR2(20)		NOT NULL

		Party		Party Name History		First Name		This stores the first name of the individual e.g. John, etc.		VARCHAR2(60)		NULL				Stage Sales Rep Master		Sales Representative Name				VARCHAR2(60)		NULL		Direct Map to all the columns

																Stage Recovery Agent Master		Recovery Agent Name		This stores the recovery agent name.		VARCHAR2(60)		NULL

																Stage Credit Officer Master		Credit Officer Name		This stores the name of the credit officer.		VARCHAR2(60)		NULL

																Stage Issuer Master		Issuer Name				VARCHAR2(30)		NULL

																Stage Prospect Master		First Name of Prospect		This stores the first name of prospect.		VARCHAR2(60)		NULL

																Stage Customer Master		Customer First Name		This stores the first name of the customer in the address details. e.g.John, etc.		VARCHAR2(60)		NULL

		Party		Party Name History		Middle Name		This stores the middle name of the individual		VARCHAR2(60)		NULL				Stage Prospect Master		Middle Name of Prospect		This stores the middle name of prospect.		VARCHAR2(60)		NULL		Direct Map to all the columns

																Stage Customer Master		Customer Middle Name		This stores the middle name of the customer in the address details.		VARCHAR2(60)		NULL

		Party		Party Name History		Last Name		This stores the last name of the individual		VARCHAR2(60)		NULL				Stage Prospect Master		Last Name of Prospect		This stores the last name of prospect.		VARCHAR2(60)		NULL		Direct Map to all the columns

																Stage Customer Master		Customer Last Name		This stores the last name of the customer in the address details.		VARCHAR2(60)		NULL

		Party		Party Name History		Organization Name		Name of the Party		VARCHAR2(60)		NULL

		Party		Party Name History		To Date		The date on which the record becomes invalid for consideration.		DATE		NULL

		Party		Party Status History		From Date		Date from which the record is valid		DATE		NOT NULL

		Party		Party Status History		Party Id		Unique identifier assigned to the Party.		VARCHAR2(25)		NOT NULL

		Party		Party Status History		Party Status Code		Unique code to identify a status. Ex: Active, Inactive, Frozen, Dormant, Bankrupt etc.		NUMBER(5)		NOT NULL

		Party		Party Status History		To Date		The date on which the record becomes invalid for consideration.		DATE		NULL

		Party		Sic Classification Code		Sic Classification Code		Standard Industrial Classification (SIC) is a standardized four digit code to classify industries		NUMBER(5)		NOT NULL

		Party		Sic Classification Code		Sic Classification Name		The name of the SIC classification code		VARCHAR2(60)		NULL

		Party		Sic Classification Code		Sic Classification Description		The description pertaining to each SIC classification code.		VARCHAR2(255)		NULL

		Party		Financial Profile		Financial Profile Type Code		A unique code to categorize the financial profiles as per Bank's needs		NUMBER(5)		NOT NULL

		Party		Financial Profile		Financial Profile Name		Name of the financial profile code		VARCHAR2(60)		NULL

		Party		Financial Profile		Financial Profile Description		Detailed description of the financial profile code		VARCHAR2(255)		NULL

		Party		Profession Code		Profession Code		A unique code to identify each type of profession e.g. Teacher, Doctor etc. Applicable to only individuals.		NUMBER(5)		NOT NULL

		Party		Profession Code		Profession Name		The name of the profession type given by the financial institution/bank.		VARCHAR2(60)		NULL

		Party		Profession Code		Profession Description		Detailed description of the profession type.		VARCHAR2(255)		NULL

		Party		Language Code		Iso Language Code		Master list of language codes that a Party can use.		NUMBER(5)		NOT NULL

		Party		Language Code		Language Name		Name of the language identified by the code.		VARCHAR2(60)		NULL

		Party		Language Code		Language Description		Description associated with the language		VARCHAR2(255)		NULL

		Party		External Identification History		Party Id		Unique identifier assigned to the Party.		VARCHAR2(25)		NOT NULL

		Party		External Identification History		From Date		The date from which the record is applicable.		DATE		NOT NULL

		Party		External Identification History		External Identification Id		This stores the unique identifier provided by the party as identification e.g. Driver's license, SSN, NINO		VARCHAR2(25)		NOT NULL

		Party		External Identification History		Identification Code		Unique code assigned to each of the identification types. Ex: Drivers license, SSN, Passport etc.		NUMBER(5)		NULL

		Party		External Identification History		Valid Upto		The date upto which the identification type submitted by party is valid.		DATE		NULL

		Party		External Identification History		Issued Where		The place where the identification document was issued		VARCHAR2(60)		NULL

		Party		External Identification History		Issued When		The date on which the identification document was issued		DATE		NULL

		Party		External Identification History		Issued By		The agency which issued the identification document		VARCHAR2(60)		NULL

		Party		External Identification History		To Date		The date on which the record becomes invalid for consideration.		DATE		NULL

		Party		Solicit Preference		Party Id		Unique identifier assigned to the Party.		VARCHAR2(25)		NOT NULL

		Party		Solicit Preference		Days Code		The days on which the Party is willing to be contacted.		NUMBER(10)		NOT NULL

		Party		Solicit Preference		Channel Type Code		The preference channel through which Bank must contact the Party.		NUMBER(5)		NOT NULL

		Party		Solicit Preference		Start Hour		Identifies an hour from which the party is willing to be contacted.		VARCHAR2(10)		NULL

		Party		Solicit Preference		End Hour		Identifies an hour up to which the party is willing to be contacted.		VARCHAR2(10)		NULL

		Party		Solicit Preference		Preferred Language		The language preference of the Party.		NUMBER(5)		NULL

		Party		Solicit Preference		Mailing Instruction		This stores the mailing instruction given by the party (office/Res. address/hold mail/different address, etc.).		VARCHAR2(60)		NULL				Stage Customer Master		Mailing Instruction		This stores the mailing instruction given by the customer (office/Res. address/hold mail/different address, etc.). This is indicates with values: ORHD (this is not available)		VARCHAR2(10)		NULL		Direct

		Party		Party Party Relationship		Party Id		Unique identifier assigned to the Party.		VARCHAR2(25)		NOT NULL

		Party		Party Party Relationship		Relationship Start Date		Start date specifying when the relationship started between parties.		DATE		NOT NULL

		Party		Party Party Relationship		Related Party Id		Reference Identifier of the related Party.		VARCHAR2(25)		NOT NULL

		Party		Party Party Relationship		Relationship End Date		End date specifying when the relationship ended between parties.		DATE		NULL

		Party		Party Party Relationship		Party Relationship Type Code		Relationship type code is used to identify all the master list of relations that can exist between parties. It even identifies relations such as Managing Partner of a firm, Employee of an organization and the business relationships between two in terms of ownership.		NUMBER(5)		NULL

		Party		Party Rating		Party Id		Unique identifier assigned to the Party.		VARCHAR2(25)		NOT NULL

		Party		Party Rating		Rating Source		The source system/external agency providing rating for the party.		VARCHAR2(60)		NOT NULL

		Party		Party Rating		From Date		Date from which the record is valid		DATE		NOT NULL

		Party		Party Rating		Rating Type		Unique code given to the Rating Type. Ex: Credit Rating		NUMBER(5)		NOT NULL

		Party		Party Rating		Rating Migration Reason Code		Code for rating migration of the party		NUMBER(5)		NULL				Stage Customer Details		Rating Migration Reason Code		Code for Rating migration of the counterparty		VARCHAR2(6)		NULL		Direct

		Party		Party Rating		Rating		Rating assigned to a Party based on some external/internal rating agency.		NUMBER(10)		NULL				Stage Issuer Details		Rating Code		Stores the Code as per the external/internal rating.		VARCHAR2(20)		NULL		Direct Map to all the columns

																Stage Issuer Master		Issuer Rating				VARCHAR2(6)		NULL

																Stage Issuer Master		Issuer Rating Identifier		Issuer rating identifier.		VARCHAR2(20)		NULL

																Stage Customer Master		Rating Identifier		Rating Identifier.		VARCHAR2(20)		NULL

		Party		Party Rating		To Date		The date on which the record becomes invalid for consideration.		DATE		NULL

		Party		Party Group		Party Group Code		Unique code to identify logical group of Parties.		NUMBER(5)		NOT NULL

		Party		Party Group		From Date		Date from which the record is valid		DATE		NOT NULL

		Party		Party Group		Party Group Name		Name of the party group code		VARCHAR2(60)		NULL

		Party		Party Group		To Date		The date on which the record becomes invalid for consideration.		DATE		NULL

		Party		Party Group		Party Id		Unique identifier assigned to the Party.		VARCHAR2(25)		NULL

		Party		Party Event		Party Id		Unique identifier assigned to the Party.		VARCHAR2(25)		NOT NULL

		Party		Party Event		Event Code		The date on which the event happened with the Party. Example Bankruptcy		NUMBER(5)		NOT NULL

		Party		Party Event		Event Date		The date on which the event happened with the Party.		DATE		NOT NULL

		Party		Party Event		Party Event Description		Describes the party event code		VARCHAR2(60)		NULL

		Party		Demographics		Demographic Code		Demographic code is assigned to a predefined combination of demographic elements used to perform analytics by the bank.		NUMBER(5)		NOT NULL

		Party		Demographics		Demographic Name		The name assigned to the demographic code.		VARCHAR2(60)		NULL

		Party		Demographics		Demographic Description		Detailed description of the demographic code.		VARCHAR2(255)		NULL

		Party		Party Type		Party Type Id		Party type id		NUMBER(5)		NOT NULL				Stage Issuer Master		Type of Issuer				VARCHAR2(6)		NULL		Direct

		Party		Party Type		Party Type Description		Detailed description of the Party Type		VARCHAR2(60)		NULL				Stage Issuer Master		Issuer Type Description		This stores a description for an issuer of marketable collaterals. For example Corporate Issuer, Soverign Issuer etc.		VARCHAR2(60)		NULL		Direct

		Party		Party Type		From Date		Date from which the record is valid		DATE		NULL

		Party		Party Type		To Date		The date on which the record becomes invalid for consideration.		DATE		NULL

		Party		Party Address History		From Date		Date from which the address is valid.		DATE		NOT NULL

		Party		Party Address History		Party Id		Unique identifier assigned to the Party.		VARCHAR2(25)		NOT NULL

		Party		Party Address History		Address Code		A unique identification for the Address.		NUMBER(5)		NOT NULL

		Geography		Geography City		City Code		A unique identification for the City.		NUMBER(5)		NOT NULL				Stage Prospect Master		City of Residence		This stores the city of residence.		VARCHAR2(60)		NULL		Direct

		Geography		Address		Address Line 2		Address description		VARCHAR2(60)		NULL				Stage Prospect Master		Locality		This stores the locality.		VARCHAR2(20)		NULL		Direct

		Geography		Address		Address Line 3		Address description		VARCHAR2(60)		NULL				Stage Prospect Master		District		This stores the district.		VARCHAR2(60)		NULL		Direct

		Geography		Geography State		State Code		A unique identification for the State.		NUMBER(5)		NOT NULL				Stage Prospect Master		State		This stores the state.		VARCHAR2(60)		NULL		Direct

		Geography		Address		Address Line 1		Address description		VARCHAR2(60)		NULL				Stage Prospect Master		Road Name		This stores the road name.		VARCHAR2(60)		NULL		Direct

		Geography		Address		Address Line 1		Address description		VARCHAR2(60)		NULL				Stage Prospect Master		Apartment Name		This stores the appartment name.		VARCHAR2(60)		NULL		Direct

		Geography		Address		Address Line 1		Address description		VARCHAR2(60)		NULL				Stage Prospect Master		Street Name		This stores the street name.		VARCHAR2(60)		NULL		Direct

		Geography		Geography Country		Country Code		A unique identification for the Country		NUMBER(5)		NOT NULL				Stage Prospect Master		Country of Residence		This stores the country of residence.		VARCHAR2(60)		NULL		Direct

		Geography		Geography Region		Region Code		A unique identification for the Region.		NUMBER(5)		NOT NULL				Stage Prospect Master		Region Code of Residence		This stores the region code of residence.		VARCHAR2(20)		NULL		Direct

		Geography		Postal Code		Postal Code		A unique identification for the Postal address.		NUMBER(5)		NOT NULL				Stage Prospect Master		Residence Zip Code		This stores the residence zip code.		VARCHAR2(10)		NULL		Direct

		Geography		Geography County		County Code		A unique identification for the County.		NUMBER(5)		NOT NULL				Stage Prospect Master		Residence Phone Area Code		This stores the telephone local area code (residence No.)		NUMBER(5)		NULL		Direct

		Geography		Geography Country		Country Code		A unique identification for the Country		NUMBER(5)		NOT NULL				Stage Prospect Master		Residence Phone Country Code		This stores the telephone code of the country where the customer resides (residence).		NUMBER(3)		NULL		Direct

		Geography		Geography Country		Country Code		A unique identification for the Country		NUMBER(5)		NOT NULL				Stage Prospect Master		Office Phone Country Code		This stores the telephone code of the country (office No.]		VARCHAR2(10)		NULL		Direct

		Geography		Geography County		County Code		A unique identification for the County.		NUMBER(5)		NOT NULL				Stage Prospect Master		Office Phone Area Code		This stores the telephone area code (office No.)		VARCHAR2(10)		NULL		Direct

		Geography		Address		Address Line 3		Address description		VARCHAR2(60)		NULL				Stage Prospect Master		Office Address Line 3		This stores the office address line 3.		VARCHAR2(255)		NULL		Direct

		Geography		Postal Code		Postal Code		A unique identification for the Postal address.		NUMBER(5)		NOT NULL				Stage Prospect Master		Secondary Postal Code of Office		This stores the secondary postal code of office.		VARCHAR2(60)		NULL		Direct

		Geography		Postal Code		Postal Code		A unique identification for the Postal address.		NUMBER(5)		NOT NULL				Stage Prospect Master		Primary Postal Code of Office		This stores the primary postal code of office.		VARCHAR2(60)		NULL		Direct

		Geography		Address		Address Line 2		Address description		VARCHAR2(60)		NULL				Stage Prospect Master		Residence Address Line 2		This stores the residence address line 2.		VARCHAR2(255)		NULL		Direct

		Geography		Address		Address Line 1		Address description		VARCHAR2(60)		NULL				Stage Prospect Master		Residence Address Line 1		This stores the residence address line 1.		VARCHAR2(255)		NULL		Direct

		Geography		Address		Address Line 3		Address description		VARCHAR2(60)		NULL				Stage Prospect Master		Residence Address Line 3		This stores the residence address line 3.		VARCHAR2(255)		NULL		Direct

		Geography		Postal Code		Postal Code		A unique identification for the Postal address.		NUMBER(5)		NOT NULL				Stage Prospect Master		Residence Primary Postal Code		This stores the residence primary postal code.		VARCHAR2(60)		NULL		Direct

		Geography		Address		Address Line 2		Address description		VARCHAR2(60)		NULL				Stage Prospect Master		Office Address Line 2		This stores the office address line 2.		VARCHAR2(255)		NULL		Direct

		Geography		Geography State		State Code		A unique identification for the State.		NUMBER(5)		NOT NULL				Stage Prospect Master		Office State		This stores the office state.		VARCHAR2(60)		NULL		Direct

		Geography		Geography County		County Code		A unique identification for the County.		NUMBER(5)		NOT NULL				Stage Prospect Master		Office District		This stores the office district.		VARCHAR2(60)		NULL		Direct

		Geography		Geography Country		Country Code		A unique identification for the Country		NUMBER(5)		NOT NULL				Stage Prospect Master		Office Country		This stores the office country.		VARCHAR2(60)		NULL		Direct

		Geography		Address		Address Line 1		Address description		VARCHAR2(60)		NULL				Stage Prospect Master		Office Address Line 1		This stores the office address line 1.		VARCHAR2(255)		NULL		Direct

		Geography		Geography City		City Code		A unique identification for the City.		NUMBER(5)		NOT NULL				Stage Prospect Master		Office City		This stores the office city.		VARCHAR2(60)		NULL		Direct

		Geography		Address		Address Line 1		Address description		VARCHAR2(60)		NULL				Stage Prospect Master		Office Street Name		This stores the office street name.		VARCHAR2(60)		NULL		Direct

		Geography		Address		Address Line 1		Address description		VARCHAR2(60)		NULL				Stage Prospect Master		Office Road Name		This stores the office road name.		VARCHAR2(60)		NULL		Direct

		Geography		Geography City		City Code		A unique identification for the City.		NUMBER(5)		NOT NULL				Stage Customer Master		City of Residence		This stores the name of the city.		VARCHAR2(60)		NULL		Direct

		Geography		Address		Address Line 2		Address description		VARCHAR2(60)		NULL				Stage Customer Master		Locality		This stores the customer's locality.		VARCHAR2(60)		NULL		Direct

		Geography		Address		Address Line 3		Address description		VARCHAR2(60)		NULL				Stage Customer Master		District		This stores the name of the district.		VARCHAR2(60)		NULL		Direct

		Geography		Geography State		State Code		A unique identification for the State.		NUMBER(5)		NOT NULL				Stage Customer Master		State		This stores the name of the state.		VARCHAR2(60)		NULL		Direct

		Geography		Address		Address Line 1		Address description		VARCHAR2(60)		NULL				Stage Customer Master		Road Name		This stores the name of the road.		VARCHAR2(60)		NULL		Direct

		Geography		Address		Address Line 1		Address description		VARCHAR2(60)		NULL				Stage Customer Master		Apartment Name		This stores the name of the appartment/building /condominium/house where the customer resides.		VARCHAR2(60)		NULL		Direct

		Geography		Address		Address Line 1		Address description		VARCHAR2(60)		NULL				Stage Customer Master		Street Name		This stores the name of the street in the customer address details.		VARCHAR2(60)		NULL		Direct

		Geography		Geography Country		Country Code		A unique identification for the Country		NUMBER(5)		NOT NULL				Stage Customer Master		Customer Country		This stores the name of the country.		VARCHAR2(60)		NULL		Direct

		Geography		Geography Region		Region Code		A unique identification for the Region.		NUMBER(5)		NOT NULL				Stage Customer Master		Customer Region Code		This stores the code of the region in which the customer resides.		VARCHAR2(6)		NULL		Direct

		Geography		Postal Code		Postal Code		A unique identification for the Postal address.		NUMBER(5)		NOT NULL				Stage Customer Master		Secondary Postal Code of Office		This stores the secondary postal code in the office address.		VARCHAR2(6)		NULL		Direct

		Geography		Postal Code		Postal Code		A unique identification for the Postal address.		NUMBER(5)		NOT NULL				Stage Customer Master		Primary Postal Code of Office		This stores the primary postal code in the office address.		VARCHAR2(6)		NULL		Direct

		Geography		Geography Country		Country Code		A unique identification for the Country		NUMBER(5)		NOT NULL				Stage Customer Master		Office Phone Country Code		This stores the telephone code of the country (office No.)		VARCHAR2(6)		NULL		Direct

		Geography		Geography County		County Code		A unique identification for the County.		NUMBER(5)		NOT NULL				Stage Customer Master		Office Phone Area Code		This stores the telephone area code (office No.)		VARCHAR2(6)		NULL		Direct

		Geography		Address		Address Line 3		Address description		VARCHAR2(60)		NULL				Stage Customer Master		Office Address Line 3		This stores the address line 3 of the customer office address details.		VARCHAR2(255)		NULL		Direct

		Geography		Postal Code		Postal Code		A unique identification for the Postal address.		NUMBER(5)		NOT NULL				Stage Customer Master		Residence Zip Code		This stores the zip code of the customer.		VARCHAR2(6)		NULL		Direct

		Geography		Geography County		County Code		A unique identification for the County.		NUMBER(5)		NOT NULL				Stage Customer Master		Residence Phone Area Code		This stores the telephone local area code (residence No.)		NUMBER(5)		NULL		Direct

		Geography		Geography Country		Country Code		A unique identification for the Country		NUMBER(5)		NOT NULL				Stage Customer Master		Residence Phone Country Code		This stores the telephone code of the country where the customer resides (residence)		NUMBER(3)		NULL		Direct

		Geography		Address		Address Line 2		Address description		VARCHAR2(60)		NULL				Stage Customer Master		Customer Address Line 2		This stores the address line 2 of the customer address details.		VARCHAR2(255)		NULL		Direct

		Geography		Address		Address Line 1		Address description		VARCHAR2(60)		NULL				Stage Customer Master		Customer Address Line 1		This stores the address line 1 of the customer address details.		VARCHAR2(255)		NULL		Direct

		Geography		Postal Code		Postal Code		A unique identification for the Postal address.		NUMBER(5)		NOT NULL				Stage Customer Master		Secondary Postal Code		This stores the secondary postal code.		VARCHAR2(6)		NULL		Direct

		Geography		Address		Address Line 3		Address description		VARCHAR2(60)		NULL				Stage Customer Master		Customer Address Line 3		This stores the address line 3 of the customer address details.		VARCHAR2(255)		NULL		Direct

		Geography		Postal Code		Postal Code		A unique identification for the Postal address.		NUMBER(5)		NOT NULL				Stage Customer Master		Primary Postal Code		This stores the primary postal code.		VARCHAR2(6)		NULL		Direct

		Geography		Address		Address Line 2		Address description		VARCHAR2(60)		NULL				Stage Customer Master		Office Address Line 2		This store the address line 2 of the customer office address details.		VARCHAR2(255)		NULL		Direct

		Geography		Geography State		State Code		A unique identification for the State.		NUMBER(5)		NOT NULL				Stage Customer Master		Office State		This stores the state name (office).		VARCHAR2(60)		NULL		Direct

		Geography		Address		Address Line 1		Address description		VARCHAR2(60)		NULL				Stage Customer Master		Office District		This stores the name of the district (office).		VARCHAR2(60)		NULL		Direct

		Geography		Geography Country		Country Code		A unique identification for the Country		NUMBER(5)		NOT NULL				Stage Customer Master		Office Country		This stores the name of the country (office).		VARCHAR2(60)		NULL		Direct

		Geography		Address		Address Line 1		Address description		VARCHAR2(60)		NULL				Stage Customer Master		Office Address Line 1		This stores the address line 1 of the customer office address details.		VARCHAR2(255)		NULL		Direct

		Geography		Geography City		City Code		A unique identification for the City.		NUMBER(5)		NOT NULL				Stage Customer Master		Office City		This stores the name of the city (office).		VARCHAR2(60)		NULL		Direct

		Geography		Address		Address Line 1		Address description		VARCHAR2(60)		NULL				Stage Customer Master		Office Street Name		This stores the name of the street in the customer address details (office).		VARCHAR2(60)		NULL		Direct

		Geography		Address		Address Line 1		Address description		VARCHAR2(60)		NULL				Stage Customer Master		Office Road Name		This stores the name of the road (office).		VARCHAR2(60)		NULL		Direct

		Party		Party Address History		To Date		The date on which the record becomes invalid for consideration.		DATE		NULL

		Party		Prospect		Prospect Id		Unique identifier assigned to the Party.		VARCHAR2(25)		NOT NULL				Stage Prospect Master		Prospect Id		This stores the prospect Id.		VARCHAR2(60)		NOT NULL		Direct

		Party		Prospect		Prospect Id		This stores the prospect Id.		VARCHAR2(25)		NOT NULL

		Party		Prospect		Prospect Invalid Flag		This indicates prospect is invalid. It is a download to mark invalidity because of lack of response or wrong address etc.		CHAR(1)		NULL				Stage Prospect Master		Prospect Invalid Flag		This indicates prospect invalid. It is a download to mark invalidity because of lack of response or wrong address etc.		CHAR(1)		NULL		Direct

		Party		Prospect		Latest Record Flag		This indicates the latest record.		CHAR(1)		NULL

		Party		Prospect		New Prospect Flag		Prospect who has not been contacted yet		CHAR(1)		NULL				Stage Prospect Master		New Prospect Indicator		This indicates a new prospect.		CHAR(1)		NULL		Direct

		Party		Prospect		Prospect Group		This stores the prospect group. It is any customizable logical grouping of the prospects.		NUMBER(5)		NULL

		Party		Prospect		Prospect Type		This stores the prospect type. Ex: Prospect, Qualified Lead, Customer, Partner, and Competitor.		NUMBER(5)		NULL				Stage Prospect Master		Prospect Type		This stores the prospect type.		VARCHAR2(3)		NULL		Direct

		Party		Prospect		Prospect Acquired Flag		This indicates whether this prospect has been acquired.		CHAR(1)		NULL				Stage Prospect Master		Prospect Acquired Indicator		This indicates whether this prospect has been acquired.		CHAR(1)		NULL		Direct

		Party		Prospect		Allotted Customer Id		This stores the customer Id allotted to the acquired prospect.		VARCHAR2(25)		NULL				Stage Prospect Master		Customer Id Allotted		This stores the customer Id allotted to the acquired prospect.		VARCHAR2(60)		NULL		Direct

		Party		Prospect		Acquired Thru Promotion Code		This stores the promotion id through which the prospect is acquired.		NUMBER(5)		NULL				Stage Prospect Master		Promotion Id Through Which Acquired		This stores the promotion id through which the prospect is acquired.		VARCHAR2(20)		NULL		Direct

		Party		Prospect		Date Of Acquisition		This stores the date of acquisition.		DATE		NULL				Stage Prospect Master		Date of Acquisition		This stores the date of acquisition.		DATE		NULL		Direct

		Party		Prospect		Referred By		Identifies the party which has given the lead		VARCHAR2(25)		NULL				Stage Prospect Master		Referred By				VARCHAR2(60)		NULL		Direct

		Party		Prospect		Prospect Source Code		Source from which the prospect information has been received		NUMBER(5)		NULL				Stage Prospect Master		Prospect Source		This stores the prospect source.		VARCHAR2(60)		NULL		Direct

		Party		Prospect		Campaign Code		Unique campaign codes defined by the bank as a part of marketing and sales activity.		NUMBER(5)		NULL

		Party		Prospect		To Date		The date up to which the record is applicable.		DATE		NULL

		Party		Employee		Party Id		Unique identifier assigned to the Party.		VARCHAR2(25)		NOT NULL

		Party		Employee		Employee Number		Stores the unique identifier of an employee generated by a human resource management system		VARCHAR2(25)		NULL

		Party		Employee		Salary		Stores the salary of the employee of the bank		NUMBER(10)		NULL

		Party		Customer		Customer Id		Unique identifier assigned to the Party.		VARCHAR2(25)		NOT NULL

		Party		Customer		Customer Number		This stores the unique identifier of the customer as identified in the source system.		VARCHAR2(25)		NOT NULL				Stage Customer Details		Customer Number		This stores the customer No.		VARCHAR2(25)		NOT NULL		Direct Map to all the columns

																Stage Customer Relationships		Customer No		This stores the customer No.		VARCHAR2(25)		NOT NULL

																Stage Customer Master		Customer Number		This stores the unique identifier for the customer.		VARCHAR2(25)		NOT NULL

		Party		Customer		Tax Assessee		It holds whether customer is an income tax assessee or not.  It is primarily applicable to retail customers, though can also apply to corporate/other entities, as some of these (like NGOs, trusts) may be exempt from tax.		CHAR(1)		NULL				Stage Prospect Master		Whether Tax Assessee		This indicates the customer income tax assessee.  It is primarily applicable to retail customers, though it can also apply to corporates/artificial entities, as some of these (like NGOs, Trusts) may be exempt from tax.		CHAR(1)		NULL		Direct Map to all the columns

																Stage Customer Master		Whether Tax Assessee		This stores the customer income tax assessee Indicator.  It is primarily applicable to retail customers, though can also apply to corporates /artificial entities, as some of these (like NGOs, trusts) may be exempt from tax.		CHAR(1)		NULL

		Party		Customer		Customer Business Segment		This stores the business segment of the customer.		NUMBER(5)		NULL

		Party		Customer		Customer Preferred Currency		This stores the code of the preferred currency of the customer.		VARCHAR2(3)		NULL				Stage Customer Master		Customer Preferred Currency		This stores the code of the preferred currency of the customer.		VARCHAR2(3)		NULL		Direct

		Party		Customer		Customer Type		This stores the customer type whether corporate or retail.		VARCHAR2(10)		NULL				Stage Customer Type Master		Customer Type		This stores the customer type.		VARCHAR2(20)		NOT NULL		Direct

		Party		Customer		Campaign Code		This stores the campaign Id through which the customer was acquired.		NUMBER(5)		NULL				Stage Customer Master		Campaign Id Through Which Acquired		This stores the campaign Id through which acquired.		VARCHAR2(20)		NULL		Direct Map to all the columns

																Stage Customer Master		Campaign Name Through Which Acquired		This stores the campaign name through which acquired.		VARCHAR2(30)		NULL

		Party		Customer		Rating Code		Rating Identifier.		NUMBER(5)		NULL				Stage Customer Details		Rating Code		Rating of the counterparty		VARCHAR2(20)		NULL		Direct

		Party		Customer		Origination Business Unit Code		Identifies the code of the business unit that first converted the party to the customer.		NUMBER(5)		NULL

		Party		Customer		Relationship Manager Id		Code of the relationship manager who brought in the customer.		VARCHAR2(25)		NULL

		Party		Customer		To Date		The date up to which the record is applicable.		DATE		NULL				Stage Customer Master		Customer Closed Date		This stores the date when the customer closed all his accounts/contracts with the bank.		DATE		NULL		Direct

		Party		Customer		Product Code		A unique identifier for the Product.		VARCHAR2(10)		NULL				Stage Customer Relationships		Product Code		This stores the product code.		VARCHAR2(15)		NULL		Direct

		Party		Customer		Branch Code		A unique identifier given by the regulator for the branch.		VARCHAR2(10)		NULL				Stage Customer Master		Customer Branch Code		This stores the code of the branch to which the customer is associated. This is the first branch in which the customer opened an account in the bank.  It could be different for some customers.		VARCHAR2(20)		NULL		Direct

		Party		Organization		Party Id		Unique identifier assigned to the Party.		VARCHAR2(25)		NOT NULL

		Party		Organization		Organization Type Code		Identifies the types of Organizations Ex: Bank, Ombudsman, NBFC etc.		NUMBER(5)		NULL

		Party		Organization		Legal Entity Code		Stores the legal entity code of the organization e.g. firm, partnership, etc.		NUMBER(5)		NULL				Stage Customer Master		Legal Entity Code		This stores the legal entity of the customer. e.g. firm, partnership, etc.		VARCHAR2(20)		NULL		Direct

		Party		Organization		Incorporation Date		Stores the date the organization party was incorporated		DATE		NULL				Stage Customer Master		Customer Incorporation Date		This stores the date on which the customer company or corporate was formed.		DATE		NULL		Direct

		Party		Organization		Organization Constituent Type Code		A Code to identify the constituent of the organizations the bank is dealing with. Example: Joint Stock Companies, Closely held private companies, Government undertaking, Trust, Foreign Institution, Partnership firm etc.		NUMBER(5)		NULL

		Party		Organization		Sic Classification Code		Standard Industrial Classification (SIC) is a standardized four digit code to classify industries		NUMBER(5)		NULL

		Party		Organization		Oecd Flag		It indicates whether the Party belongs to a country that is a member of OECD.		CHAR(1)		NULL				Stage Issuer Master		OECD Indicator		OECD Indicator.		CHAR(1)		NULL		Direct

		Party		Organization		External Reference Id		Identifies the unique identifier in the external system that has provided party details.		VARCHAR2(25)		NULL

		Party		Organization		Organization Sub Type Code		Code assigned to each sub-type of an organization type.		NUMBER(5)		NULL

		Party		Individual		Party Id		Unique identifier assigned to the Party.		VARCHAR2(25)		NOT NULL

		Party		Individual		Joining Age		Age of an individual at the start of a relationship with the bank.		NUMBER(10)		NULL				Stage Customer Master		Joining Age		This stores the age at the time of joining.		NUMBER(3)		NULL		Direct

		Party		Individual		Nationality Country Code		This stores the nationality country code of the individual.		NUMBER(5)		NULL				Stage Prospect Master		Nationality Code of Prospect		This stores the nationality code of prospect.		VARCHAR2(7)		NULL		Direct Map to all the columns

																Stage Prospect Master		Nationality Country Code		This storest the nationality country code.		VARCHAR2(20)		NULL

																Stage Customer Master		Nationality Country Code		This stores the nationality country code.		VARCHAR2(20)		NULL

																Stage Customer Master		Nationality Country		This stores the nationality country.		VARCHAR2(20)		NULL

		Party		Individual		Deceased Flag		Indicates whether the individual is flagged as deceased.		CHAR(1)		NULL				Stage Prospect Master		Deceased Indicator		This indicates the deceased.		CHAR(1)		NULL		Direct Map to all the columns

																Stage Customer Master		Deceased Indicator		This indicates the deceased.		CHAR(1)		NULL

		Party		Individual		Gender		This stores the gender of the individual.		VARCHAR2(10)		NULL				Stage Prospect Master		Prospect Gender		This stores the prospect gender.		VARCHAR2(1)		NULL		Direct Map to all the columns

																Stage Customer Master		Customer Gender		This stores the gender of the customer. This is  applicable only to personal customers.		VARCHAR2(1)		NULL

		Party		Individual		Date Of Birth		This stores the date of birth of the individual.		DATE		NULL				Stage Prospect Master		Date of Birth of Prospect		This stores the date of birth of the customer.		DATE		NULL		Direct Map to all the columns

																Stage Customer Master		Date of Birth		This stores the date of birth of the customer.		DATE		NULL

		Party		Individual		High Net Worth Individual		A classification used by the financial services industry to denote an individual or a family with high net worth. Although there is no precise definition of how rich somebody must be to fit into this category, high net worth is generally quoted in terms of liquid assets over a certain figure. The exact amount differs by financial institution and region.		CHAR(1)		NULL

		Party		Individual		Physically Handicapped		Identifies whether an individual is physically handicapped or not.		CHAR(1)		NULL

		Party		Individual		Minor Flag		Identifies whether an individual is a Minor or not.		CHAR(1)		NULL

		Party		Individual		National Identifier		National identifier is a unique identifier of the individual pertaining to the country he belongs to. Example: SSN in United States.		VARCHAR2(25)		NULL				Stage Prospect Master		Nationality of Prospect		This stores the nationality of the prospect.		VARCHAR2(60)		NULL		Direct

		Party		Individual		Financial Profile Type Code		A unique code to categorize the individual financial profiles as per Bank's needs		NUMBER(5)		NULL

		Party		Individual		Special Category Code		A unique code to identify party special category e.g. Senior citizen, Physically challenged, Armed forces etc.		NUMBER(5)		NULL

		Party		Individual		Residence		This stores the residence type of the party, whether self-owned, rental, etc.		VARCHAR2(255)		NULL				Stage Prospect Master		Residence Type		This stores the residence type of the customer  whether self-owned, rental etc.		VARCHAR2(5)		NULL		Direct Map to all the columns

																Stage Customer Master		Customer Residence		This stores the residence type of the customer,  whether self-owned, rental, etc.		VARCHAR2(100)		NULL

		Party		Role Type		Role Type Id		Unique identifier given to a role		VARCHAR2(25)		NOT NULL

		Party		Role Type		Parent Role Id		Unique identifier given to a parent role.		VARCHAR2(25)		NULL

		Party		Role Type		Role Type Desc		Description of the role type.		VARCHAR2(60)		NULL

		Party		Role Type		Parent Role Type Description		Description of the parent role type.		VARCHAR2(60)		NULL

		Party		Role Type		From Date		Date from which the record is applicable in the system.		DATE		NULL

		Party		Role Type		To Date		Date up to which the record is applicable in the system.		DATE		NULL

		Party		Party Role		Party Id		Unique identifier assigned to the Party.		VARCHAR2(25)		NOT NULL

		Party		Party Role		From Date		Date from which the record is valid		DATE		NULL

		Party		Party Role		To Date		The date on which the record becomes invalid for consideration		DATE		NULL

		Party		Party		Party Id		Unique identifier assigned to the Party.		VARCHAR2(25)		NOT NULL				Stage Sales Rep Master		Sales Representative Id				VARCHAR2(20)		NOT NULL		Direct Map to all the columns

																Stage Recovery Agent Master		Recovery Agent ID		This stores the recovery agent Id.		VARCHAR2(20)		NOT NULL

																Stage Credit Officer Master		Credit Officer ID		This stores the Id of the credit officer as available in the source system.		VARCHAR2(20)		NOT NULL

																Stage Issuer Master		Issuer Code				VARCHAR2(20)		NOT NULL

		Party		Party		Email Id		This stores the e-mail id of the party.		VARCHAR2(60)		NULL				Stage Prospect Master		Email Id		This stores the email Id.		VARCHAR2(60)		NULL		Direct Map to all the columns

																Stage Customer Master		Email Id		This stores the e-mail id of the customer.		VARCHAR2(60)		NULL

		Party		Party		Website		This stores the website of the party.		VARCHAR2(60)		NULL				Stage Prospect Master		Prospect Website		This stores the prospect website.		VARCHAR2(60)		NULL		Direct Map to all the columns

																Stage Customer Master		Customer Website		Thi stores the website of the customer.		VARCHAR2(60)		NULL

		Party		Party		Referred Party Indicator		Flag to indicate whether the party was referred or not.		CHAR(1)		NULL

		Party		Party		Black List Flag		Flag identifies whether the Party is blacklisted or not.		CHAR(1)		NULL

		Party		Party		Party Type Id		Party type id		NUMBER(5)		NULL

		Party		Party		Referral Code		Unique code assigned to each type of referral that the bank/financial institution can have. Ex: Banker, Customer etc.		NUMBER(5)		NULL

		Party		Party		Party Reference Id		Customer ID of the Party who has introduced a new Party.		VARCHAR2(25)		NULL				Stage Customer Master		Referred Customer Indicator		Flag to identify if the customer was referred by any other customer.		CHAR(1)		NULL		Direct

		Party		Party		Party Start Date		Date from which the record is applicable.		DATE		NULL

		Party		Party		Party End Date		Date up to which the record is applicable.		DATE		NULL

		Party		Party		Address Code		A unique identification for the Address.		NUMBER(5)		NULL

		Party		Party		Party Insured		Indicates if the party is insured or not		CHAR(1)		NULL

																Stage Sales Rep Master		Extraction Date				DATE		NOT NULL

																Stage Recovery Agent Master		Extraction Date		This refers to the date on which processing commences. This is ideally, the end of business day of the month.		DATE		NOT NULL

																Stage Merchant Master		Extraction Date		This refers to the date on which processing commences. This is ideally, the end of business day of the month.		DATE		NOT NULL

																Stage Merchant Master		Interchange Rate of Merchant				NUMBER(11,6)		NULL

																Stage Merchant Master		Merchant Description		Merchant Description		VARCHAR2(60)		NULL

																Stage Merchant Master		Year 1 Adjustment Rate				NUMBER(11,6)		NULL

																Stage Merchant Master		Year 2 Adjustment Rate				NUMBER(11,6)		NULL

																Stage Merchant Master		Year 3 Adjustment Rate				NUMBER(11,6)		NULL

																Stage Merchant Master		Year 4 Adjustment Rate				NUMBER(11,6)		NULL

																Stage Merchant Master		Year 5 Adjustment Rate				NULL

																Stage Issuer Details		Extraction Date		This refers to the date on which processing commences. This is ideally, the end of business day of the month.		NOT NULL

																Stage Issuer Details		Group Equity Capital		This stores the group equity capital.		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL

																Stage Issuer Details		Asset Relationship Size		This stores the asset relationship management.		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL

																Stage Issuer Details		Liability Relationship Size		This stores the liability relationship size.		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL

																Stage Issuer Details		Issuer CNR		This stores the Issuer net revenue.		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL

																Stage Issuer Details		Issuer DSR		This stores the debt servicing ratio.		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL

																Stage Issuer Details		Competitiveness		This stores the Issuer's Competitiveness coded as 1 to 5		NUMBER(3)		NULL

																Stage Issuer Details		Trade environment		This stores the Issuer's Trade environment coded as 1 to 5		NUMBER(3)		NULL

																Stage Issuer Details		Regulatory framework		This stores the Issuer's Regulatory framework coded as 1 to 5		NUMBER(3)		NULL

																Stage Issuer Details		Restructuring		This stores the Issuer's Restructuring          coded as 1 to 5		NUMBER(3)		NULL

																Stage Issuer Details		Technological change		This stores the Issuer's Technological change   coded as 1 to 5		NUMBER(3)		NULL

																Stage Issuer Details		Financial performance		This stores the Issuer's Financial performance    coded as 1 to 5		NUMBER(3)		NULL

																Stage Issuer Details		Long term trends affecting demand		This stores the Issuer's Long term trends affecting demand          coded as 1 to 5		NUMBER(3)		NULL

																Stage Issuer Details		Vulnerability to macroeconomic environment		This stores the Issuer's Vulnerability to macroeconomic environment           coded as 1 to 5		NUMBER(3)		NULL

																Stage Issuer Details		Tier assessment –the relative position  of each business within its own industry		The instruments to be rated are divided into four  tiers with tier 1 players being major players with a dominant share of relevant  market, tier 2 players  being above average players and so on.   Tier 1 is encoded as 1 and tier 4 as 4 and so on.		NUMBER(3)		NULL

																Stage Issuer Details		Division country ratings - assessment of country risk		This stores the Issuer's Division country ratings - assessment of country risk coded as 1 to 5		NUMBER(3)		NULL

																Stage Issuer Details		Management quality		This stores the Issuer's Management quality coded as 1 to 5		NUMBER(3)		NULL

																Stage Issuer Details		Age of business		This stores the Issuer's Age of Business		NUMBER(3)		NULL

																Stage Issuer Details		Adjusted common equity		This stores the Issuer's Adjusted Common Equity		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL

																Stage Issuer Details		Adjusted total equity		This stores the Issuer's Adjusted Total Equity		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL

																Stage Issuer Details		Adjusted Assets		This stores the Issuer's Adjusted Assets		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL

																Stage Issuer Details		Year over Year Change in Sales		This stores the Issuer's  Year over Year Change in Sales		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL

																Stage Issuer Details		Issuer Net Worth		This stores the Issuer net worth.		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL

																Stage Issuer Details		Year over Year in Net Income		This stores the Issuer's  Year over Year in Net Income		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL

																Stage Issuer Details		Year over Year in EBIDTA		This stores the Issuer's  Year over Year in EBIDTA		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL

																Stage Issuer Details		Current book value		Stores the Issuer's current book value of equity		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL

																Stage Issuer Details		equity injected		Stores the equity amount injected to the Issuer		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL

																Stage Issuer Details		Total Debt		Stores the total debt amount of the Issuer		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL

																Stage Issuer Details		Total Equity		Stores the total equity of the Issuer		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL

																Stage Issuer Details		Subordinated Debt		Stores the subordinated debt amount of the Issuer		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL

																Stage Issuer Details		Long Term Debt		Stores the Issuer's Long Term Debt		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL

																Stage Issuer Details		Current Assets		Stores the Issuer's Current Assets		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL

																Stage Issuer Details		Cash		Stores the Issuer's Cash		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL

																Stage Issuer Details		Cash Equivalents		Stores the Issuer's Cash Equivalents		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL

																Stage Issuer Details		Account Receivables		Stores the Issuer's Account Receivables		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL

																Stage Issuer Details		Free Cash Flow		Stores the Issuer's Free Cash Flow		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL

																Stage Issuer Details		EBIT		Stores the Issuer's EBIT		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL

																Stage Issuer Details		Interest Expense		Stores the Issuer's Interest Expense		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL

																Stage Issuer Details		Outstanding Payments of public dues		Stores the Issuer's Outstanding Payments of public dues		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL

																Stage Issuer Details		Net Income		Stores the Issuer's Net Income		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL

																Stage Issuer Details		retained Earnings		Stores the Issuer's retained Earnings		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL

																Stage Issuer Details		Working Capital		Stores the Issuer's Working Capital		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL

																Stage Issuer Details		Total Inventories		Stores the Issuer's Total Inventories		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL

																Stage Issuer Details		Standard deviation of equity		Stores standard deviation of mitigant issuer weekly equity return		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL

																Stage Issuer Details		Internal Growth Rate		This stores the Issuer's Internal Growth Rate calculated as Internal Growth Rate = retained Earnings/ Total Assets		NUMBER(9,6)		NULL

																Stage Issuer Details		Basic Earning Power		This stores the Issuer's Basic Earning Power calculated as Basic Earning Power= EBIT/ Total Assets		NUMBER(9,6)		NULL

																Stage Issuer Details		EBIT Margin		This stores the Issuer's EBIT Margin calculated as EBIT Margin = EBIT/Total Sales		NUMBER(9,6)		NULL

																Stage Issuer Details		Equity Turnover Ratio		This stores the Issuer's Equity Turnover Ratio calculated as  Equity Turnover Ratio= Counterparty turnover/ Total Equity		NUMBER(9,6)		NULL

																Stage Issuer Details		Working Capital Turnover Ratio		This stores the Issuer's Working Capital Turnover Ratio calculated as Working Capital Turnover Ratio= Counterparty turnover/ Working Capital		NUMBER(9,6)		NULL

																Stage Issuer Details		bankruptcy		Indicates whether the issuer was bankrupt in the past		CHAR(1)		NULL

																Stage Issuer Details		Public or private firm		Indicates whether the obligor is a public firm or private firm		CHAR(1)		NULL

																Stage Issuer Details		Business is in the top quartile in its industry		Indicates whether the  Business is in the top quartile (top 25%) in its industry 		CHAR(1)		NULL

																Stage Issuer Details		general fiscal conditions		Indicates whether the general fiscal conditions are good		CHAR(1)		NULL

																Stage Issuer Details		Oil exportation Indicator		Indicates whether the Obligor belongs to a country which is an oil exporter		CHAR(1)		NULL

																Stage Issuer Details		Industrialized Indicator		Indicates whether the Obligor belongs an industrialized country		CHAR(1)		NULL

																Stage Issuer Details		Trade balance or trade deficit Indicator		Indicates whether the Obligor belongs to a country which is facing a current trade deficit		CHAR(1)		NULL

																Stage Issuer Details		Fiscal balance Indicator		Indicates whether the Obligor belongs to country which is having an account deficit		CHAR(1)		NULL

																Stage Issuer Details		Trade liberalization Indicator		""Indicates the trade liberalization policy of the country to which the obligor belongs to. Its coded as L - Liberal M - Moderate O - Others""		CHAR(1)		NULL

																Stage Issuer Details		Dividend Paid Indicator		Indicates whether the Issuer has paid dividends in the current year		CHAR(1)		NULL

																Stage Issuer Details		Defaulted Flag		Indicates whether the Issuer has defaulted or not		CHAR(1)		NULL

																Stage Issuer Details		Inflation		Stores the inflation percentage		NUMBER(8,4)		NULL

																Stage Issuer Details		Free Cash Flows Margin		This stores the Issuer's Free Cash Flows Margin calculated as Free Cash Flow Margin = Free Cash Flow/total Sales		NUMBER(9,6)		NULL

																Stage Issuer Details		Leverage Ratio		This stores the Issuer's Leverage ratio calculated as Leverage Ratio= Total Liabilities/Total Assets		NUMBER(9,6)		NULL

																Stage Issuer Details		Debt to Equity Ratio		This stores the Issuer's Debt to Equity Ratio calculated as Debt Equity Ratio= Total Debt/Total Equity		NUMBER(9,6)		NULL

																Stage Issuer Details		Senior debt to net worth		This stores the Issuer's Senior debt to net worth calculated as (Total Liabilities –Subordinated Debt) /Net Worth		NUMBER(9,6)		NULL

																Stage Issuer Details		Debt to tangible net worth		This stores the Issuer's Debt to tangible net worth calculated as Total Liabilities /(total equity – intangible assets)		NUMBER(9,6)		NULL

																Stage Issuer Details		Long term debt to assets		This stores the Issuer's Long term debt to assets calculated as Long Term Debt/Total Assets		NUMBER(9,6)		NULL

																Stage Issuer Details		Working Capital Ratio		This stores the Issuer's Working Capital Ratio calculated as Working Capital Ratio= (Current Assets- Current Liabilities)/Total Assets		NUMBER(9,6)		NULL

																Stage Issuer Details		Quick Ratio		This stores the Issuer's Quick Ratio calculated as Quick Ratio = (Cash + Cash Equivalents+ Account Receivables)/Current Liabilities		NUMBER(9,6)		NULL

																Stage Issuer Details		Interest Coverage Ratio		This stores the Issuer's Interest Coverage Ratio calculated as EBIT/ Interest Expense		NUMBER(9,6)		NULL

																Stage Issuer Details		Current Liabilities Coverage Ratio		This stores the Issuer's Current Liabilities Coverage Ratio calculated as  EBIT/Current Liabilities		NUMBER(9,6)		NULL

																Stage Issuer Details		Outstanding Public Dues		This stores the Issuer's Outstanding Public Dues calculated as Outstanding Payments of public dues/ Total Assets		NUMBER(9,6)		NULL

																Stage Issuer Details		Total Sales		Stores the mitigant issuer's total sales		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL

																Stage Issuer Details		Bank Indicator		Indicates whether the mitigant issuer is a bank or not.		CHAR(1)		NULL

																Stage Credit Officer Master		Extraction Date		This stores the date on which the credit officer details are extracted from the source system.		DATE		NOT NULL

																Stage Dealer Group Master		Dealer Group Code		This stores the code associated with the dealer group		VARCHAR2(20)		NOT NULL

																Stage Dealer Group Master		Extraction Date		This is the date on which the codes are extracted from the source systems.		DATE		NOT NULL

																Stage Dealer Group Master		Dealer Group Description		This stores the description of the dealer group		VARCHAR2(60)		NULL

																Stage Customer Details		Extraction Date		This refers to the date on which processing commences. This is ideally, the end of business day of the month.		DATE		NOT NULL

																Stage Customer Details		Prepayment Reason Code		This stores the prepayment reason code.		VARCHAR2(20)		NULL

																Stage Customer Details		Asset Relationship Size		This stores the asset relationship management.		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL

																Stage Customer Details		Liability Relationship Size		This stores the liability relationship size.		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL

																Stage Customer Details		Latest Credit Balance				NUMBER(22,3)		NULL

																Stage Customer Details		Latest Debit Balance				NUMBER(22,3)		NULL

																Stage Customer Details		Customer Maximum Credit Balanc				NUMBER(22,3)		NULL

																Stage Customer Details		Customer Maximum Debit Balance				NUMBER(22,3)		NULL

																Stage Customer Details		Average Credit Balance				NUMBER(22,3)		NULL

																Stage Customer Details		Average Debit Balance				NUMBER(22,3)		NULL

																Stage Customer Classification Master		Customer Classification Code				VARCHAR2(15)		NOT NULL

																Stage Customer Classification Master		Extraction Date				DATE		NOT NULL

																Stage Customer Classification Master		Customer Classification Description				VARCHAR2(60)		NULL

																Stage Customer Type Master		Extraction Date				DATE		NOT NULL

																Stage Customer Type Master		Customer Type Description		This stores the description for the customer type.		VARCHAR2(60)		NULL

																Stage Customer Type Master		Record End Date		This refers to the date on which the validity of this record ends.		DATE		NULL

																Stage Customer Type Master		Record Start Date		This  refers to the date from which a particular record is valid.		DATE		NULL

																Stage Customer Type Master		Latest Record Indicator		Indicates whether a particular record qualifies as the latest record.		CHAR(1)		NULL

																Stage Customer Type Master		SME Indicator		A flag used to identify whether or not a particular exposure is related to an small or medium customer/borrower.		CHAR(1)		NULL

																Stage Customer Relationships		Extraction Date		This refers to the date on which processing commences. This is ideally, the end of business day of the month.		DATE		NOT NULL

																Stage Customer Relationships		Account Number		This stores the account No.		VARCHAR2(25)		NOT NULL

																Stage Customer Relationships		Account Branch Code		This stores the branch code.		VARCHAR2(20)		NULL

																Stage Customer Relationships		Account Currency Code		This stores the currency code.		VARCHAR2(3)		NULL

																Stage Customer Relationships		Account Manager Code		This stores the account manager code.		VARCHAR2(20)		NULL

																Stage Customer Relationships		Product Type		This stores the product type.		VARCHAR2(20)		NULL

																Stage Customer Relationships		Acquisition Channel Code		This stores the acquisition channel code.		VARCHAR2(20)		NULL

																Stage Customer Relationships		Account Open Indicator		This indicates whether the account is open.		CHAR(1)		NULL

																Stage Customer Relationships		Relationship Code		This stores the relationship code.		VARCHAR2(20)		NULL

																Stage Customer Relationships		Primary Secondary Indicator		This is the primary secondary indicator. The list of values is P/Sl.		CHAR(1)		NULL

																Stage Customer Relationships		Data Origin		This stores the source system identifier.		VARCHAR2(20)		NULL

																Stage Issuer Master		Extraction Date		Processing Date		DATE		NOT NULL

																Stage Issuer Master		Record End Date		This refers to the date on which the validity of this record ends.		DATE		NULL

																Stage Issuer Master		Record Start Date		This  refers to the date from which a particular record is valid.		DATE		NULL

																Stage Issuer Master		Latest Record Indicator		Indicates whether a particular record qualifies as the latest record.		CHAR(1)		NULL

																Stage Issuer Master		Basel Issuer Rating		This stores the issuer rating.		VARCHAR2(20)		NULL

																Stage Issuer Master		Issuer Domestic Currency		This stores the domestic currency of issuers. For example, government of US will have domestic currency as USD. This will be used in Domestic and Foreign currency treatment in Issue-Issuer assessment.		VARCHAR2(3)		NULL

																Stage Issuer Master		Branch Code		Unique identifier for the issuer geography		VARCHAR2(20)		NULL

																Stage Issuer Master		Country Identifier		This stores the country code of the issuer		VARCHAR2(20)		NULL

																Stage Issuer Master		Issuer Equity Code		This attribute stores the Issuer's Equity Code		VARCHAR2(20)		NULL

																Stage Customer Attrition Plans		Product Code				VARCHAR2(20)		NOT NULL

																Stage Customer Attrition Plans		Channel Code				VARCHAR2(20)		NOT NULL

																Stage Customer Attrition Plans		Branch Code				VARCHAR2(20)		NOT NULL

																Stage Customer Attrition Plans		Attrition Reason Code				VARCHAR2(10)		NOT NULL

																Stage Customer Attrition Plans		Retention Offer Type Code				VARCHAR2(20)		NOT NULL

																Stage Customer Attrition Plans		Extraction Date				DATE		NOT NULL

																Stage Customer Attrition Plans		Customer Profitability Score				NUMBER(5)		NULL

																Stage Customer Attrition Plans		Attrition Score				NUMBER(5)		NULL

																Stage Customer Attrition Plans		Age of business				NUMBER(5)		NULL

																Stage Customer Attrition Plans		Number of Closed Accounts				NUMBER(10)		NULL

																Stage Customer Attrition Plans		Number of Closed Customers				NUMBER(10)		NULL

																Stage Customer Attrition Plans		Data Origin				VARCHAR2(20)		NULL

																Stage Prospect Master		Extraction Date		This is the date on which the codes are extracted from the source systems.		DATE		NOT NULL

		Party		Derived												Stage Prospect Master		No of Dependents		This stores the No. of dependents on the customer.		NUMBER(2)		NULL

																Stage Prospect Master		Education Level of Prospect		This stores the education level of the prospect.		VARCHAR2(60)		NULL

		Party		Derived												Stage Prospect Master		Age of Prospect		This stores the age of the customer. This is computed on the basis of the date of birth of the customer.		NUMBER(3)		NULL

																Stage Prospect Master		Whether Staff		This stores the staff indicator (y, n)		CHAR(1)		NULL

																Stage Prospect Master		Business Segment		This stores the business segment.		VARCHAR2(20)		NULL

																Stage Prospect Master		Legal Entity Code		This stores the prospect legal entity.		VARCHAR2(20)		NULL

																Stage Prospect Master		Prospect Segment		This stores the prospect segment.		VARCHAR2(3)		NULL

																Stage Prospect Master		Prospect Category		This stores the prospect category.		VARCHAR2(20)		NULL

																Stage Prospect Master		Prospect Group		This stores the prospect group.		VARCHAR2(10)		NULL

																Stage Prospect Master		Preferred Currency Code		This stores the preferred currency code.		VARCHAR2(3)		NULL

																Stage Prospect Master		Prospect Incorporation Code		This stores the date, the customer company/corporate was formed.		DATE		NULL

																Stage Prospect Master		Mailing Instruction Code		This stores the mailing instruction code.		VARCHAR2(10)		NULL

																Stage Prospect Master		Prospect Debt Service Ratio		This stores the corporate customers only.		NUMBER(8,4)		NULL

																Stage Prospect Master		Spouse Date of Birth		This stores the date of birth of the customer's spouse.		DATE		NULL

																Stage Prospect Master		Office Building Name		This stores the office building name.		VARCHAR2(60)		NULL

																Stage Dealer Master		Dealer Code		Dealer Code		VARCHAR2(20)		NOT NULL

																Stage Dealer Master		Extraction Date				DATE		NOT NULL

																Stage Dealer Master		Dealer Name		Dealer Name		VARCHAR2(60)		NULL

																Stage Dealer Master		Trading Desk Identifier		Trading Desk id		VARCHAR2(20)		NULL

																Stage Dealer Master		User Identifier		Dealer who has rights to set limits		VARCHAR2(20)		NULL

																Stage Dealer Master		Dealer Status		Dealer Status		VARCHAR2(20)		NULL

																Stage Customer Master		Extraction Date		This refers to the date on which processing commences. This is ideally, the end of business day of the month.		DATE		NOT NULL

																Stage Customer Master		Product Group Holding		This stores the product group holding.		VARCHAR2(10)		NULL

																Stage Customer Master		Customer Product Family Holding		This stores the product family combination held by the customer.		VARCHAR2(60)		NULL

																Stage Customer Master		Customer Liability Product Family Holding		This stores the customer liability product family holding.		VARCHAR2(10)		NULL

																Stage Customer Master		Number of Product Held		This stores the No. of products held by the customer.		NUMBER(3)		NULL

																Stage Customer Master		Number Products Held in Product Family 1		This stores the No. of products the customer holds in family 1.		NUMBER(3)		NULL

																Stage Customer Master		Number Products Held in Product Family 2		This stores the No. of products the customer holds in family C.		NUMBER(3)		NULL

																Stage Customer Master		Number Products Held in Product Family 3		This stores the No. of products the customer holds in family 3.		NUMBER(3)		NULL

																Stage Customer Master		Number Products Held in Product Family 4		This stores the No. of products the customer holds in family I.		NUMBER(3)		NULL

																Stage Customer Master		Number Products Held in Product Family 5		This stores the No. of products the customer holds in family T		NUMBER(3)		NULL

																Stage Customer Master		Number Products Held in Product Family 6		This stoers the No. of products held in product family 6.		NUMBER(3)		NULL

																Stage Customer Master		Number Products Held in Product Family 7		This stores the No. of products held in product family 7.		NUMBER(3)		NULL

																Stage Customer Master		Number Products Held in Product Family 8		This stores the number of products held in product family 8.		NUMBER(3)		NULL

																Stage Customer Master		Number Products Held in Product Family 9		This stores the No. of products held in product family 9.		NUMBER(3)		NULL

																Stage Customer Master		Number of Products Held in Product Family 10		This stores the No. of products held in product family 10.		NUMBER(3)		NULL

																Stage Customer Master		Customer Mis Code 1		This stores the customer MIScode 1.		VARCHAR2(20)		NULL

																Stage Customer Master		Customer Mis Code 2		This store the customer MIScode 2.		VARCHAR2(6)		NULL

																Stage Customer Master		Customer Mis Code 3		This stores the customer MIScode 3.		VARCHAR2(6)		NULL

																Stage Customer Master		Customer Mis Code 4		This stores the customer MISCode 4.		VARCHAR2(6)		NULL

																Stage Customer Master		Customer Mis Code 5		This stores the customer MIScode 5.		VARCHAR2(6)		NULL

																Stage Customer Master		Customer Mis Code 6		This stores the customer MISCode 6.		VARCHAR2(6)		NULL

																Stage Customer Master		Customer Mis Class 3		This stores the customer MIS class3.		VARCHAR2(10)		NULL

																Stage Customer Master		Customer Mis Class 4		This stores the customer MISclass 4.		VARCHAR2(10)		NULL

																Stage Customer Master		Customer Mis Class 5		This stores the customer MIS class 5.		VARCHAR2(10)		NULL

																Stage Customer Master		Customer Mis Class 6		This stores the customer MIS class 6.		VARCHAR2(10)		NULL

																Stage Customer Master		Customer Mis Class 7		This stores the customer MIS class 7.		VARCHAR2(10)		NULL

																Stage Customer Master		Customer Mis Class 8		This stores the customer MIS class 8.		VARCHAR2(10)		NULL

																Stage Customer Master		Customer Mis Class 9		This stores the customer MIS class 9.		VARCHAR2(10)		NULL

																Stage Customer Master		Customer Mis Class 10		This stores the customer MIS class 10.		VARCHAR2(10)		NULL

																Stage Customer Master		Customer Mis Code 7		This stores the customer MIScode 7.		VARCHAR2(6)		NULL

																Stage Customer Master		Customer Mis Code 8		This stores the customer MIScode 8.		VARCHAR2(6)		NULL

																Stage Customer Master		Customer Mis Code 9		This stores the customer MIScode 9.		VARCHAR2(6)		NULL

																Stage Customer Master		Customer Mis Code 10		This stores the customer MIS code 10.		VARCHAR2(6)		NULL

																Stage Customer Master		Nationality Region		This stores the nationality region.		VARCHAR2(15)		NULL

		Party		Derived												Stage Customer Master		No of Dependents		This stores the No. of dependents on the customer.		NUMBER(3)		NULL		Direct

		Party		Derived												Stage Customer Master		Customer Age		This stores the age of the customer.  It is computed on the basis of the date of birth of the customer.		NUMBER(3)		NULL		Direct

																Stage Customer Master		Staff Indicator		This indicates staff (Y, N).		CHAR(1)		NULL

																Stage Customer Master		Acquisition Channel Code		There are different channels through which the customer can be acquired. These include advertisements, direct marketing, member-get-member, cross-sell programs, etc		VARCHAR2(20)		NULL

																Stage Customer Master		Customer Nationality		This stores the nationality of the customer. For multinational corporates the country where the corporate has its registered office is considered.		VARCHAR2(7)		NULL

																Stage Customer Master		Customer Start Date		This stores the date when the customer joined the bank. This may be taken from the opening date of the first account opened by the customer.		DATE		NULL

																Stage Customer Master		Customer Cost Center		This stores the cost center associated with the customer.		VARCHAR2(10)		NULL

																Stage Customer Master		Customer Business Segment		This stores the business segment of the customer.		VARCHAR2(60)		NULL

																Stage Customer Master		Customer Category		This stores the customer category. e.g individual, firm, corporate, etc.		VARCHAR2(20)		NULL

																Stage Customer Master		Customer Group Code		This refers to the customer group. This is relevant to corporate customers who may belong to a business group.		VARCHAR2(6)		NULL

																Stage Customer Master		Customer Mis Class 2		This stores the MIS class 2.		VARCHAR2(10)		NULL

																Stage Customer Master		Date of Birth of Second Child		This stores the date of birth of the customer's second child.		DATE		NULL

																Stage Customer Master		Data of Birth of First Child		This stores the date of birth of the customer's first child.		DATE		NULL

																Stage Customer Master		Date of Birth of Third Child		This stores the date of birth of the customer's third child.		DATE		NULL

																Stage Customer Master		Customer Mis Class 1		This stores the MISclass 1.		VARCHAR2(10)		NULL

																Stage Customer Master		First Product Code of Customer		This stores the code of the first product acquired by the customer.		VARCHAR2(6)		NULL

																Stage Customer Master		Customer Type		This stores the customer type whether corporate or retail.		VARCHAR2(20)		NULL

																Stage Customer Master		Customer Debt Service Ratio		This stores the corporate customers debt service ratio on basis of cash flows of the customer.		NUMBER(8,4)		NULL

																Stage Customer Master		Spouse Date of Birth		This stores the date of birth of the customer's spouse.		DATE		NULL

																Stage Customer Master		Office Building Name		This stores the customer's office's building name.		VARCHAR2(60)		NULL

																Stage Customer Master		Account Manager Code		This stores the account manager handling the customer.This would be relevant in the case of a corporate customer.		VARCHAR2(20)		NULL

																Stage Customer Master		Customer Portfolio		This stores the customer portfolio.		VARCHAR2(10)		NULL

																Stage Customer Master		Customer Line of Business		This stores the customer line of business.		VARCHAR2(20)		NULL

																Stage Customer Master		Liability Id		This stores the liability Id.		VARCHAR2(20)		NULL

																Stage Customer Master		Liability Description		This stores the liability description.		VARCHAR2(30)		NULL

																Stage Customer Master		Social Security Number		This stores the social security number.		VARCHAR2(30)		NULL

																Stage Customer Master		Customer Industry Description		This stores the customer industry description.		VARCHAR2(30)		NULL

																Stage Customer Master		Customer Segment		This stores the customer segment.		VARCHAR2(5)		NULL

																Stage Customer Master		Domicile Continent		This stores the domicile continent.		VARCHAR2(60)		NULL

																Stage Customer Master		Closed Customer Indicator		This indicates closed customer. 		CHAR(1)		NULL

																Stage Customer Master		New Customer Indicator		This indicates the new customer.		CHAR(1)		NULL

																Stage Customer Master		Domicile Region		This stores the domicile region of the customer.		VARCHAR2(60)		NULL

																Stage Customer Master		Product Family Holding Level 3		This stores the product family holding level 3.		VARCHAR2(60)		NULL

																Stage Customer Master		Product Family Holding Level 2		This stores the product family holding level 2.		VARCHAR2(60)		NULL

																Stage Customer Master		No of Product Held in Level 1		This stores the No. of products held in level 1.		NUMBER(5)		NULL

																Stage Customer Master		No of Product Held in Level 2		This stores the No of products held in level 2.		NUMBER(5)		NULL

																Stage Customer Master		Customer Counter Party Indicator		Customer - Counter Party Indicator		CHAR(1)		NULL

																Stage Customer Master		Home Ownership		This stores the home ownership code		VARCHAR2(20)		NULL

																Stage Customer Master		Customer Age On Book		Column that holds the number of years since the customer was acquired till now.		NUMBER(5)		NULL

																Stage Customer Master		Relationship Manager Code		Code of the relationship manager of customer.		VARCHAR2(20)		NULL

																Stage Customer Master		Record End Date		This refers to the date on which the validity of this record ends.		DATE		NULL

																Stage Customer Master		Record Start Date		This  refers to the date from which a particular record is valid.		DATE		NULL

																Stage Customer Master		Core Market Participant Indicator		Contains whether the counterparty is a Core Market Participant.		CHAR(1)		NULL

																Stage Customer Master		Latest Record Indicator		Indicates whether a particular record qualifies as the latest record.		CHAR(1)		NULL

																Stage Customer Master		OECD Indicator		OECD Indicator.		CHAR(1)		NULL

																Stage Customer Master		Speculative or Property Development Indicator		This indicates whether the Borrower company is engaged in speculative residential building or property development.		CHAR(1)		NULL

																Stage Customer Master		Annual Sales		Annual sales amount.		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL

																Stage Customer Master		Customer Income Code Surrogate Key		This stores the customer income code surrogate key.		NUMBER(5)		NULL

																Stage Customer Master		Assets Value		Total Asset Value of the customer.		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL

																Stage Customer Master		Parent Customer Id		This stores an identifier for the parent customer.		VARCHAR2(20)		NULL

																Stage Customer Master		Total Average Annual turn over		Total Average Annual turn over for customer group(para 5.9.3)		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL

																Stage Customer Master		Customer Capital to Risk Adequ		The Capital to Risk Adequacy Ratio of the customer in case the customer is a bank		NUMBER(8,4)		NULL

																Stage Customer Master		Customer Nationality Continent		Continent of customer's nationality.		VARCHAR2(60)		NULL

																Stage Customer Master		Customer Equity Code		This attribute stores the Customer's Equity Code		VARCHAR2(20)		NULL

																Stage Customer Education Master		Extraction Date		This is the date on which the codes are extracted from the source systems.		DATE		NOT NULL

																Stage Customer Education Master		Customer Education Description		This stores the customer education description.		VARCHAR2(60)		NULL

																Stage Issuer Details		Issuer Code		This stores the issuer code for the marketable securities.		VARCHAR2(20)		NOT NULL

																Stage Issuer Details		Issuer Turnover		This stores the Issuer turnover.		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL

																Stage Issuer Details		Prepayment Reason Code		This stores the prepayment reason code.		VARCHAR2(20)		NULL

																Stage Issuer Details		Issuer Total Revenue		This stotes the Issuer total revenue.		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL
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Product

		LDM														Staging										Mapping Logic

		Subject Area		Entity		Attribute		Attribute Desc		Datatype		Null				Table		Column		Column Desc		Datatype		Null

		Product		Interest Index		Interest Index Code		A unique identifier for the Interest index.		NUMBER(5)		NOT NULL

		Product		Interest Index		Interest Index Name		Name of the interest index.		VARCHAR2(60)		NULL

		Product		Interest Index		Interest Index Description		Describes the interest index		VARCHAR2(255)		NULL

		Product		Interest Method		Interest Method Code		Indicates whether a interest calculation method is simple or compound.		NUMBER(5)		NOT NULL

		Product		Interest Method		Interest Method Name		Name of the interest method.		VARCHAR2(60)		NULL

		Product		Interest Method		Interest Method Description		Describes the interest method.		VARCHAR2(255)		NULL

		Product		Rate Structure		Feature Code		A unique identifier for the Feature of a financial product.		NUMBER(5)		NOT NULL

		Product		Rate Structure		Feature Variant Code		A unique identifier for the Feature Variant.		NUMBER(5)		NOT NULL

		Product		Rate Structure		Start Term		Stores the start of the term of the interest period in terms of number.		NUMBER(5)		NOT NULL

		Product		Rate Structure		End Term		Stores the end of the term of the interest period in terms of number.		NUMBER(5)		NOT NULL

		Product		Rate Structure		Term Unit		Unit of the term as daily, monthly, quarterly or yearly.		CHAR(1)		NOT NULL

		Product		Rate Structure		Minimum Amount		Stores the minimum amount of the interest period.		NUMBER(22,3)		NOT NULL

		Product		Rate Structure		Maximum Amount		Stores the maximum amount of the interest period.		NUMBER(22,3)		NOT NULL

		Product		Rate Structure		Product Code		A unique identifier for the Product.		VARCHAR2(10)		NOT NULL

		Product		Rate Structure		Rate		Stores the Rate in terms of number associated with feature of the product.		NUMBER(10,6)		NULL

		Product		Rate Change Round Code		Rate Change Round Code		Method used for rounding of interest rate change. Eg Truncate, Round to the Nearest Higher Multiple of Factor, Round to the Nearest Lower Multiple of Factor, Round to the Nearest Multiple of Factor etc		NUMBER(5)		NOT NULL

		Product		Rate Change Round Code		Rate Change Round Description		Describes the rate change round factor.		VARCHAR2(255)		NULL

		Product		Rate Change Round Code		Rate Change Round Name		Name of the rate change round code.		VARCHAR2(60)		NULL

		Common		Holiday Rolling Convention Code		Holiday Rolling Convention Code		The holiday rolling convention code, based on which the date on which cash flow has to happen is decided. This includes - Following business day, Modified following business day, Previous business day, Modified previous business day etc.		NUMBER(5)		NOT NULL

		Common		Holiday Rolling Convention Code		Holiday Rolling Convention Description		Describes the holiday rolling convention.		VARCHAR2(255)		NULL

		Common		Holiday Rolling Convention Code		Holiday Rolling Convention Name		Name of the holiday rolling convention code.		VARCHAR2(60)		NULL

		Product		Product Offers		Offer Code		A unique identifier for the offer.		NUMBER(5)		NOT NULL

		Product		Product Offers		Offer Description		Describes the offer.		VARCHAR2(255)		NULL

		Product		Product Offers		Start Date		Stores the date on which the offer is made available.		DATE		NULL

		Product		Product Offers		End Date		Stores the date on which the offer is withdrawn / scheduled to be withdrawn.		DATE		NULL

		Product		Product Offers		Offer Name		Name of the offer.		VARCHAR2(60)		NULL

		Product		Product Offers		Product Code		A unique identifier for the Product.		VARCHAR2(10)		NULL

		Common		Currency Master		Currency Code		A unique identifier for the Currency.		VARCHAR2(3)		NOT NULL

		Product		Accrual Basis Code		Accrual Basis Code		A unique identifier for the accrual basis.		NUMBER(5)		NOT NULL

		Product		Accrual Basis Code		Accrual Basis Description		Describes the accrual basis code.		VARCHAR2(255)		NULL

		Product		Accrual Basis Code		Accrual Basis Name		Name of the accrual basis code.		VARCHAR2(60)		NULL

		Product		Feature Type		Feature Type		Unique identification of feature type.		VARCHAR2(10)		NOT NULL

		Product		Feature Type		Feature Type Description		Describes the feature type.		VARCHAR2(255)		NULL

		Product		Descriptive Feature		Feature Code		A unique identifier for the Feature of a financial product.		NUMBER(5)		NOT NULL

		Product		Descriptive Feature		Feature Variant Code		A unique identifier for the Feature Variant.		NUMBER(5)		NOT NULL

		Product		Descriptive Feature		Product Code		A unique identifier for the Product.		VARCHAR2(10)		NOT NULL

		Product		Descriptive Feature		Availability Flag		Flag to represent availability of the feature.		CHAR(1)		NULL

		Product		Rate Feature		Feature Code		A unique identifier for the Feature of a financial product.		NUMBER(5)		NOT NULL

		Product		Rate Feature		Feature Variant Code		A unique identifier for the Feature Variant.		NUMBER(5)		NOT NULL

		Product		Rate Feature		Product Code		A unique identifier for the Product.		VARCHAR2(10)		NOT NULL

		Product		Rate Feature		Rate		Stores the Rate in terms of number associated with feature of the product.		NUMBER(10,6)		NULL

		Product		Rate Feature		Rate Frequency		Represents how often the rate is applicable for the feature of the product.		NUMBER(5)		NULL

		Product		Rate Feature		Rate Frequency Unit		Unit of the frequency as daily, monthly, quarterly or yearly.		CHAR(1)		NULL

		Product		Rate Feature		Interest Index Code		A unique identifier for the Interest index.		NUMBER(5)		NULL

		Product		Rate Feature		Interest Method Code		Indicates whether a interest calculation method is simple or compound.		NUMBER(5)		NULL

		Product		Rate Feature		Rate Spread		Spread to be added to benchmark for floating rate.		NUMBER(10,6)		NULL

		Product		Rate Feature		Rate Change Round Code		Method used for rounding of interest rate change. Eg Truncate, Round to the Nearest Higher Multiple of Factor, Round to the Nearest Lower Multiple of Factor, Round to the Nearest Multiple of Factor etc		NUMBER(5)		NULL

		Product		Amount Feature		Feature Code		A unique identifier for the Feature of a financial product.		NUMBER(5)		NOT NULL				Stage Product Master		Product Price		This stores the current period's data for each product.		NUMBER(11,6)		NULL		Feature Code will be product Price & Amount will have direct map

		Product		Amount Feature		Feature Variant Code		A unique identifier for the Feature Variant.		NUMBER(5)		NOT NULL

		Product		Amount Feature		Product Code		A unique identifier for the Product.		VARCHAR2(10)		NOT NULL

		Product		Amount Feature		Amount		Stores the amount in terms of number as defined by the feature of the product.		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL				Stage Product Master		Product Price		This stores the current period's data for each product.		NUMBER(11,6)		NULL		Feature Code will be product Price & Amount will have direct map

		Product		Amount Feature		Amount Frequency		Represents how often the amount is applicable for the feature of the product.		NUMBER(5)		NULL

		Product		Amount Feature		Amount Frequency Unit		Unit of the frequency as daily, monthly, quarterly or yearly.		CHAR(1)		NULL

		Product		Amount Feature		Currency Code		A unique identifier for the Currency.		VARCHAR2(3)		NULL

		Product		Term Feature		Feature Code		A unique identifier for the Feature of a financial product.		NUMBER(5)		NOT NULL				Stage Product Master		Product Age in Months		Age in months of a product with respect to processing date.		NUMBER(4)		NULL		Feature Code will be Product Age & Term will have direct map & Term Unit will be Month

		Product		Term Feature		Feature Variant Code		A unique identifier for the Feature Variant.		NUMBER(5)		NOT NULL

		Product		Term Feature		Product Code		A unique identifier for the Product.		VARCHAR2(10)		NOT NULL

		Product		Term Feature		Term		'Term' (or duration) in terms of number associated with feature of the product.		NUMBER(5)		NULL				Stage Product Master		Product Age in Months		Age in months of a product with respect to processing date.		NUMBER(4)		NULL		Feature Code will be Product Age & Term will have direct map & Term Unit will be Month

		Product		Term Feature		Term Unit		Unit of the term defined as daily, monthly, quarterly or yearly.		CHAR(1)		NULL				Stage Product Master		Product Age in Months		Age in months of a product with respect to processing date.		NUMBER(4)		NULL		Feature Code will be Product Age & Term will have direct map & Term Unit will be Month

		Product		Frequency Feature		Feature Code		A unique identifier for the Feature of a financial product.		NUMBER(5)		NOT NULL

		Product		Frequency Feature		Feature Variant Code		A unique identifier for the Feature Variant.		NUMBER(5)		NOT NULL

		Product		Frequency Feature		Product Code		A unique identifier for the Product.		VARCHAR2(10)		NOT NULL

		Product		Frequency Feature		Frequency		Frequency (or the number of times) expressed in terms of number that is associated with feature of the product.		NUMBER(5)		NULL

		Product		Frequency Feature		Frequency Unit		Unit of the frequency as daily, monthly, quarterly or yearly.		CHAR(1)		NULL

		Product		Product Office Map		Office Code		A unique identifier for the Office.		NUMBER(5)		NOT NULL				Stage Product Master		Product Branch Code		Product-Branch code.		VARCHAR2(6)		NULL		Direct

		Product		Product Office Map		Product Code		A unique identifier for the Product.		VARCHAR2(10)		NOT NULL														Direct

		Product		Product Office Map		Manager Id		Employee ID of the product manager for the location.		VARCHAR2(25)		NULL

		Product		Advance-Arrears Type		Advance-Arrears Code		Indicates whether a product is of advance or arrears type.		NUMBER(5)		NOT NULL

		Product		Advance-Arrears Type		Advance Arrears Description		Describes Advance Arrears code		VARCHAR2(255)		NULL

		Product		Asset-Liability Type		Asset-Liability Code		Indicates whether a product belongs to asset or liability category of product.		NUMBER(5)		NOT NULL

		Product		Asset-Liability Type		Asset Liability Description		Describes the asset liability code.		VARCHAR2(255)		NULL

		Product		Eligibility		Eligibility Code		A unique identifier for the eligibility.		NUMBER(5)		NOT NULL

		Product		Eligibility		Eligibility Description		Describes the eligibility criteria of the product.		VARCHAR2(255)		NULL

		Product		Eligibility		Eligibility Name		Name of the eligibility.		VARCHAR2(60)		NULL

		Product		Product Eligibility		Eligibility Code		A unique identifier for the eligibility.		NUMBER(5)		NOT NULL

		Product		Product Eligibility		Product Code		A unique identifier for the Product.		VARCHAR2(10)		NOT NULL

		Product		Features Variants		Feature Variant Code		A unique identifier for the Feature Variant.		NUMBER(5)		NOT NULL

		Product		Features Variants		Variant Description		Describes the feature variant.		VARCHAR2(255)		NULL

		Product		Features Variants		Variant Name		Name of the feature variant.		VARCHAR2(60)		NULL

		Product		Product Feature Variants Map		Feature Code		A unique identifier for the Feature of a financial product.		NUMBER(5)		NOT NULL

		Product		Product Feature Variants Map		Feature Variant Code		A unique identifier for the Feature Variant.		NUMBER(5)		NOT NULL

		Product		Product Feature Variants Map		Product Code		A unique identifier for the Product.		VARCHAR2(10)		NOT NULL

		Product		Product Feature Variants Map		Product Feature Description		Describes the feature in detail with respect to a product.		VARCHAR2(255)		NULL

		Product		Feature Master		Feature Code		A unique identifier for the Feature of a financial product.		NUMBER(5)		NOT NULL

		Product		Feature Master		Feature Description		Describes the feature of a financial product		VARCHAR2(255)		NULL

		Product		Feature Master		Feature Type		Unique identification of feature type.		VARCHAR2(10)		NULL

		Product		Feature Master		Feature Name		Name of the feature.		VARCHAR2(60)		NULL

		Product		Product Type		Product Type		Unique identification of product type.		VARCHAR2(10)		NOT NULL				Stage Product Type Master		Loan Product Type		Product type classification for loan products		VARCHAR2(15)		NOT NULL		Direct

		Product		Product Type		Product Type Description		Describes the product type.		VARCHAR2(255)		NULL				Stage Product Type Master		Loan Product Type Description		Loan product type description		VARCHAR2(60)		NULL		Direct

		Product		Product Currency Map		Currency Code		A unique identifier for the Currency.		VARCHAR2(3)		NOT NULL

		Product		Product Currency Map		Product Code		A unique identifier for the Product.		VARCHAR2(10)		NOT NULL

		Product		Product Group		Product Group Code		A unique identifier for the Product group.		NUMBER(5)		NOT NULL				Stage Product Category Master		Loan Product Category		Code for the product category		VARCHAR2(20)		NOT NULL		All the columns will have direct Map

																Stage Product Master		Product Group		Product Group		VARCHAR2(3)		NULL

																Stage Product Master		Product Family		This attribute indicates the product family to which the product belongs to.     Following are the product families -    Product          Product Family    Loans          L  Overdraft     O  Credit Cards C  Corporate     K  Savings       S  Mutual Fund               M  Insurance     I  Term DepositsT		VARCHAR2(3)		NULL

		Product		Product Group		Product Group Description		Describes the product group.		VARCHAR2(255)		NULL				Stage Product Category Master		Loan Product Category Description		Definition of the product category		VARCHAR2(60)		NULL		All the columns will have direct Map

																Stage Product Master		Product Group Description		Product Group Description		VARCHAR2(60)		NULL

																Stage Product Master		Product Family Description		This stores the product family description.		VARCHAR2(60)		NULL

		Product		Product Group		Parent Group Code		Stores the Group Code to which this Group reports to.		NUMBER(5)		NULL

		Product		Product Group		Product Group Name		Name of the product group		VARCHAR2(60)		NULL

		Product		Product Master		Product Code		A unique identifier for the Product.		VARCHAR2(10)		NOT NULL				Stage Product Master		Product Code		Unique Product Code		VARCHAR2(15)		NOT NULL		Direct

		Product		Product Master		Product Description		Describes the financial product		VARCHAR2(255)		NULL				Stage Product Master		Product Description		This is the description of each of the Products offered by the Bank. For e.g. Automobile loans or Wire transfer 		VARCHAR2(60)		NULL		Direct

		Product		Product Master		Product Start Date		Stores the date on which the product is made available.		DATE		NULL				Stage Product Master		Product Start Date		This stores the start date.		DATE		NULL		Direct

		Product		Product Master		Product End Date		Stores the date on which the product is discontinued.		DATE		NULL				Stage Product Master		Product End Date		This attribute stores the date on which the Bank stopped offering the product.		DATE		NULL		Direct

		Product		Product Master		Tax Applicability		Indicates if the product is subject to tax deduction at source.		CHAR(1)		NULL

		Product		Product Master		Related Product Code		Unique identifier of the related product		VARCHAR2(10)		NULL

		Product		Product Master		Secured Flag		Indicates whether a product is of a secured (by collateral) or unsecured type.		CHAR(1)		NULL

		Product		Product Master		Funded Flag		Indicates whether a product is of a funded (actual liability) or non-funded type.		CHAR(1)		NULL

		Product		Product Master		Product Type		Unique identification of product type.		VARCHAR2(10)		NULL				Stage Product Master		Product Type		Product type of the product can be used to analyse products.		VARCHAR2(15)		NULL		Direct

		Product		Product Master		Accrual Basis Code		A unique identifier for the accrual basis.		NUMBER(5)		NULL				Stage Product Master		Accrual Basis Code		Display code for Accural Basis. Refer FSI_ACCRUAL_BASIS_CD for display codes.		VARCHAR2(5)		NULL		Direct

		Product		Product Master		Product Group Code		A unique identifier for the Product group.		NUMBER(5)		NULL				Stage Product Master		Product Group		Product Group		VARCHAR2(3)		NULL		All the columns will have direct Map

																Stage Product Master		Product Family		This attribute indicates the product family to which the product belongs to.     Following are the product families -    Product          Product Family    Loans          L  Overdraft     O  Credit Cards C  Corporate     K  Savings       S  Mutual Fund               M  Insurance     I  Term DepositsT		VARCHAR2(3)		NULL

																Stage Product Master		Product Category		Product category 		VARCHAR2(30)		NULL

		Product		Product Master		Advance-Arrears Code		Indicates whether a product is of advance or arrears type.		NUMBER(5)		NULL

		Product		Product Master		Asset-Liability Code		Indicates whether a product belongs to asset or liability category of product.		NUMBER(5)		NULL				Stage Product Master		Risk Asset Indicator		Indicates if the product is risk asset		CHAR(1)		NULL		All the columns will have direct Map

																Stage Product Master		Demand Time Liability Component Indicator		This indicates pre-emption applicability; net time and demand liabilities to be computed.		CHAR(1)		NULL

		Product		Product Master		Holiday Rolling Convention Code		The holiday rolling convention code, based on which the date on which cash flow has to happen is decided. This includes - Following business day, Modified following business day, Previous business day, Modified previous business day etc.		NUMBER(5)		NULL

		Product		Product Master		Line Of Business Code		This stores the line of business code		NUMBER(5)		NULL

																Stage Product Category Master		Extraction Date		Date on which the product category is created		DATE		NOT NULL

																Stage Product Type Master		Extraction Date		Date on which the loan product type is extracted or created.		DATE		NOT NULL

																Stage Product Master		Extraction Date		Extraction Date		DATE		NOT NULL

																Stage Product Master		Product Name		Product name. 		VARCHAR2(60)		NULL

																Stage Product Master		Product Module		Module to which the product belongs For Example : LC Module in Corporate Banking , CASA module in retail banking etc. used for analyses some products can be offered by more than one module, for e.g. deposits may be a part of both loans and money markets.		VARCHAR2(15)		NULL

																Stage Product Master		Product Segment		Segment to which the product belongs - Corporate Banking, Retail Banking, Investment Banking used for analyses.Some products can belong to more than one segment - for eg. Current account may be  a part of both retail and corporate business, so would be remittances, standing instructions, short term deposits.		VARCHAR2(15)		NULL

																Stage Product Master		Product Rate Sensitivity		Rate sensitivity of product.		CHAR(1)		NULL

																Stage Product Master		Product Code Level 1		Product Code Level 1		VARCHAR2(20)		NULL

																Stage Product Master		Product Code Level 2		Product Code Level 2		VARCHAR2(6)		NULL

																Stage Product Master		Product Code Level 3		Product Code Level 3		VARCHAR2(6)		NULL

																Stage Product Master		New Product Indicator		Indicates if the product is new		CHAR(1)		NULL

																Stage Product Master		Product Rate Indicator		Flag Product Rate		CHAR(1)		NULL

																Stage Product Master		Product Performance Indicator		Indicator for Performance/Non-performance		CHAR(1)		NULL

																Stage Product Master		Product Behavior Indicator		Flag Product Behavior - Fixed/Perpetual		CHAR(1)		NULL

																Stage Product Master		Retail-Wholesale Indicator		This indicates wholesale retail.		CHAR(1)		NULL

																Stage Product Master		Customer Product Classification		This indicates the customer product classification.		CHAR(1)		NULL

																Stage Product Master		Record End Date		This refers to the date on which the validity of this record ends.		DATE		NULL

																Stage Product Master		Record Start Date		This  refers to the date from which a particular record is valid.		DATE		NULL

																Stage Product Master		Latest Record Indicator		Indicates whether a particular record qualifies as the latest record.		CHAR(1)		NULL

																Stage Product Master		Common Coa Code		Common COA account identifier		VARCHAR2(20)		NULL

																Stage Product Master		Rollup Signage Code		Rollup Signage Code		VARCHAR2(10)		NULL

		Product		Product Bundle		Product Bundle Identifier		Unique identifier of product bundle code		VARCHAR2(25)		NOT NULL				Product Bundle Master		Product Bundle Identifier		Unique identifier of product bundle code
		VARCHAR2(20)		NOT NULL		Direct

		Product		Product Bundle		Product Bundle Name		This column stores the name of the product bundle code.
		VARCHAR2(60)		NULL				Product Bundle Master		Product Bundle Name		This column stores the name of the product bundle code.
		VARCHAR2(60)		NULL		Direct

		Product		Product Bundle		Product Bundle Description		This column stores the description of the product bundle.
		VARCHAR2(255)		NULL				Product Bundle Master		Product Bundle Description		This column stores the description of the product bundle.
		VARCHAR2(255)		NULL		Direct

																Product Bundle Master		Extraction Date		The extraction date represents the period for which the data is meant for. When the frequency of data is monthly the extraction date will be the month end date.
		DATE		NOT NULL

		Product		Product Bundle Map		Product Bundle Identifier		Unique identifier of product bundle code		VARCHAR2(25)		NOT NULL				Stage Annuity Contracts		Product Bundle Identifier		Unique identifier of product bundle code
		VARCHAR2(20)		NULL		All columns have indirect map as in LDM through product bundle map table we can get product bundle code associated with each product account.

																Stage Applications		Product Bundle Identifier		Unique identifier of product bundle code
		VARCHAR2(20)		NULL

																Stage Cards		Product Bundle Identifier		Unique identifier of product bundle code
		VARCHAR2(20)		NULL

																Stage Casa Accounts		Product Bundle Identifier		Unique identifier of product bundle code
		VARCHAR2(20)		NULL

																Stage Ijarah Accounts		Product Bundle Identifier		Unique identifier of product bundle code
		VARCHAR2(20)		NULL

																Stage Istisna Accounts		Product Bundle Identifier		Unique identifier of product bundle code
		VARCHAR2(20)		NULL

																Stage Leases Contracts		Product Bundle Identifier		Unique identifier of product bundle code
		VARCHAR2(20)		NULL

																Stage Letter Of Credit Contracts		Product Bundle Identifier		Unique identifier of product bundle code
		VARCHAR2(20)		NULL

																Stage Loan Contracts		Product Bundle Identifier		Unique identifier of product bundle code
		VARCHAR2(20)		NULL

																Stage Merchant Cards		Product Bundle Identifier		Unique identifier of product bundle code
		VARCHAR2(20)		NULL

																Stage Mudarbah Accounts		Product Bundle Identifier		Unique identifier of product bundle code
		VARCHAR2(20)		NULL

																Stage Murabahah Accounts		Product Bundle Identifier		Unique identifier of product bundle code
		VARCHAR2(20)		NULL

																Stage Musharkah Accounts		Product Bundle Identifier		Unique identifier of product bundle code
		VARCHAR2(20)		NULL

																Stage Over Draft Accounts		Product Bundle Identifier		Unique identifier of product bundle code
		VARCHAR2(20)		NULL

																Stage Salam Accounts		Product Bundle Identifier		Unique identifier of product bundle code
		VARCHAR2(20)		NULL

																Stage Sukuk Accounts		Product Bundle Identifier		Unique identifier of product bundle code
		VARCHAR2(20)		NULL

																Stage Term Deposit Contracts		Product Bundle Identifier		Unique identifier of product bundle code
		VARCHAR2(20)		NULL

		Product		Product Bundle Map		Product Code		A unique identifier for the Product.		VARCHAR2(10)		NOT NULL
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Accounting

		LDM														Staging										Mapping Logic

		Subject Area		Entity		Attribute		Attribute Desc		Datatype		Null				Table		Column		Column Desc		Datatype		Null

		Accounting		Budget		Budget ID		The unique identifier for a partcular budget		VARCHAR2(20)		NOT NULL

		Accounting		Budget		Related Budget Item ID		The unique identifier for a particular budget
		VARCHAR2(20)		NULL

		Accounting		Budget		Description		The description of what the budgetting was done for. E.g Marketing budget , Office expense budget
		VARCHAR2(255)		NULL

		Accounting		Budget		Budget Type ID		The Identifier for different categories of budget like operating , capital etc
		VARCHAR2(20)		NULL

		Accounting		Budget Item		Budget Item ID		The unique identifier for a budget item		VARCHAR2(20)		NOT NULL

		Accounting		Budget Item		Amount		This stores the amount of fund required for the item during the time period
		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL

		Accounting		Budget Item		Item Purpose		Identifies why the particular item is needed
		VARCHAR2(60)		NULL

		Accounting		Budget Item		Amount Justification		Describes why the budget amount of money is required to be spent
		VARCHAR2(60)		NULL

		Accounting		Budget Item		Budget ID		The unique identifier for a particular budget
		VARCHAR2(20)		NULL

		Accounting		Budget Item		Budget Item Type ID		Identifier to denote the common budget item description for a particular budget item
		VARCHAR2(20)		NULL

		Accounting		Budget Item Scenario		Budget Item Scenario ID		This stores the unique identifier for a Budget item scenario		VARCHAR2(20)		NOT NULL

		Accounting		Budget Item Scenario		Description		This stores the description for a budget item scenario		VARCHAR2(255)		NULL

		Accounting		Budget Item Type		Budget Item Type ID		Stores the unique identifier for a budget item type		VARCHAR2(20)		NOT NULL

		Accounting		Budget Item Type		Description		Stores the description for a budget item type		VARCHAR2(255)		NULL

		Accounting		Budget Type		Budget Type ID		Stores the unique identifier for a budget type		VARCHAR2(20)		NOT NULL

		Accounting		Budget Type		Description		Stores the description for a budget type		VARCHAR2(255)		NULL

		Accounting		Chart Of Accounts		COA ID		Stores the unique identifier of the chart of account
		VARCHAR2(20)		NOT NULL				Stage Common Coa Master		Common Chart of Accounts Code		Common Chart of Accounts Code		VARCHAR2(20)		NOT NULL		Direct

		Accounting		Chart Of Accounts		COA Description		Stores the description of the chart of account
		VARCHAR2(255)		NULL				Stage Common Coa Master		Common Chart of Accounts Description		Common Chart of Accounts Description		VARCHAR2(60)		NULL		Direct

																Stage Common Coa Master		Common Chart of Accounts Name		Common Chart of Accounts Name		VARCHAR2(150)		NOT NULL

																Stage Common Coa Master		Extraction Date		Extraction Date		DATE		NOT NULL

																Stage Common Coa Master		Accrual Basis Code		Display code for Accrual Basis. Refer FSI_ACCRUAL_BASIS_CD for display codes.		VARCHAR2(10)		NULL

																Stage Common Coa Master		Account Type		Display code for Account Type. Refer FSI_ACCOUNT_TYPE_CD for display codes.		VARCHAR2(20)		NULL

																Stage Common Coa Master		Rollup Signage Code		Rollup Signage Code		VARCHAR2(5)		NULL

		Accounting		Currency Master		Currency Code		A unique identifier for the Currency.		VARCHAR2(3)		NOT NULL				Stage GL Master		GL Currency Code		This stores the currency code.		VARCHAR2(3)		NULL		LDM has a currency master which links to many entities including GL. In the current context it maps to currency column in Stage GL Master.

		Accounting		General Ledger		General Ledger ID		A unique identifier for the type of account
		VARCHAR2(20)		NOT NULL				Stage GL Master		GL code		This stores the general ledger code.		VARCHAR2(20)		NOT NULL		Direct

		Accounting		General Ledger		Related GL ID		Stores the related general ledger identifier

		VARCHAR2(20)		NULL

		Accounting		General Ledger		GL Category ID		Stores the general ledger category. Valid values are Asset, Liability, Capital, Revenue, Expense, Memoranda

		VARCHAR2(10)		NULL

		Accounting		General Ledger		Set Of Books ID		A unique identifier for the set of books to which the general ledger identifier is associated
		VARCHAR2(20)		NULL

		Accounting		General Ledger		Segment ID		Stores the identifier for a segment		VARCHAR2(20)		NULL

		Accounting		General Ledger		Leaf GL Flag		This represents the general ledger at the lowest level in the hierarchy and no other GL report to a leaf GL.
		CHAR(1)		NULL

		Accounting		General Ledger		Bank/Customer Account Flag		Indicator to identify if the general ledger is for customer or proprietary account
		CHAR(1)		NULL

		Accounting		General Ledger		Parent GL ID		Stores the parent general ledger identifer. This is applicable for Node GL and Leaf GL and not for Head GL.
		VARCHAR2(20)		NULL				Stage GL Master		Parent Code		Parent GL Account Identifier		VARCHAR2(20)		NULL		Direct

		Accounting		General Ledger		Credit balance Reporting GL Account		Stores the general ledger account identifier to which a credit balance in this GL should be reported
		VARCHAR2(25)		NULL

		Accounting		General Ledger		Debit balance Reporting GL Account		Stores the general ledger account identifier to which a debit balance in this GL should be reported
		VARCHAR2(25)		NULL

		Accounting		General Ledger		Back dated posting allowed flag		A flag to identify if back-dated postings are allowed on this account
		CHAR(1)		NULL

		Accounting		General Ledger		Reporting to P&L flag		A flag to identify if the GL balances will be carried over to Profit and Loss Account
		CHAR(1)		NULL

		Accounting		General Ledger		Reporting to Balance sheet Flag		A flag to identify if the GL balances will be carried over to the Balance-sheet
		CHAR(1)		NULL

		Accounting		General Ledger		Typical Balance indicator		Indicator to identify if the typical balance on this account is a debit or credit. This is identified based on the account category that this GL belongs to
		CHAR(1)		NULL

		Accounting		General Ledger		General Ledger Balance		Stores the general ledger balance		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL

		Accounting		General Ledger Budget Item Mapping		Budget Item ID		The unique identifier for a budget item
		VARCHAR2(20)		NOT NULL

		Accounting		General Ledger Budget Item Mapping		General Ledger ID		A unique identifier for the type of account
		VARCHAR2(20)		NOT NULL

		Accounting		General Ledger Budget Item Mapping		From Date		This is the start date		DATE		NULL

		Accounting		General Ledger Budget Item Mapping		Thru Date		The date till which this association is valid		DATE		NULL

		Accounting		GL Category		GL Category ID		The unique identifier identifying a particular GL category
		VARCHAR2(20)		NOT NULL

		Accounting		GL Category		GL Category Description		The description for the category		VARCHAR2(255)		NULL

																Stage GL Master		Mis Date		processing date		DATE		NOT NULL

																Stage GL Master		GL Type		This stores the general ledger type.		VARCHAR2(60)		NULL

																Stage GL Master		Consolidation Flag		Solo / Consolidation Flag
		CHAR(1)		NOT NULL

																Stage GL Master		Legal Entity Code		Legal Entity Code		VARCHAR2(20)		NOT NULL

																Stage GL Master		Currency Code		This stores the currency code.		VARCHAR2(3)		NULL

																Stage GL Master		GL Name		Stores the GL Name		VARCHAR2(255)		NULL

																Stage GL Master		GL Description		description of the GL		VARCHAR2(255)		NULL

																Stage GL Master		Branch Code		Contains the Branch Code for the specified Legal Vehicle		VARCHAR2(20)		NULL

																Stage GL Master		Gl Account Head Identifier		GL Account Head Identifier		VARCHAR2(20)		NULL

																Stage GL Master		Common Coa Code		Common COA account identifier		VARCHAR2(20)		NULL

																Stage GL Master		Accrual Basis Code		Display code for Accrual Basis. Refer FSI_ACCRUAL_BASIS_CD for display codes.		VARCHAR2(10)		NULL

																Stage GL Master		Rollup Signage Code		Rollup Signage Code		VARCHAR2(5)		NULL

																Stage GL Master		Difference Auto Approved Flag		Flag to identify if the Recon differences for this GL account can be auto-approved		CHAR(1)		NULL

																Stage GL Accounts		Branch Code		unique identifier for the branch		VARCHAR2(20)		NOT NULL

																Stage GL Accounts		Extraction Date		This refers to the date on which processing commences. This is ideally, the end of business day of the month.		DATE		NOT NULL

																Stage GL Accounts		GL Code		The GL code is the basic unit of the Chart of Accounts, can also be called the Account code.		VARCHAR2(20)		NOT NULL

																Stage GL Accounts		Product Code		product code		VARCHAR2(15)		NOT NULL

																Stage GL Accounts		Start Date		The date this GL account was opened		DATE		NULL

																Stage GL Accounts		Due Date		Date on which the contract is due.		DATE		NULL

																Stage GL Accounts		Interest Type		Stores the interest rate type applicable to the instrument viz. Fixed, Floating or NR (no rate) which is applicable for current account		VARCHAR2(60)		NULL

																Stage GL Accounts		Data Origin		This stores the source system code from which the data has been extracted		VARCHAR2(20)		NULL

																Stage GL Data		Legal Entity Code		legal vehicle code		VARCHAR2(20)		NOT NULL

																Stage GL Data		GL Code		identifies the general ledger account, such as liability insurance		VARCHAR2(20)		NOT NULL

																Stage GL Data		Consolidation Flag		Flag to identify if the data that is held in the GL is for the solo legal entity or consolidated legal entity.		CHAR(1)		NOT NULL

																Stage GL Data		Currency Code		currency code		VARCHAR2(3)		NOT NULL

																Stage GL Data		GL Type		GL type		VARCHAR2(60)		NULL

																Stage GL Data		Organization Unit Code		identifies the organizational unit, such as trust department		VARCHAR2(20)		NOT NULL

																Stage GL Data		Branch Code		contains the branch code for the specified legal vehicle		VARCHAR2(20)		NOT NULL

																Stage GL Data		Scenario Code		scenario code		VARCHAR2(20)		NOT NULL

																Stage GL Data		Product Code		product code		VARCHAR2(15)		NOT NULL

																Stage GL Data		Financial Element Code		identifies the type of financial element, such as ending balance.		VARCHAR2(20)		NOT NULL

																Stage GL Data		Common Chart of Accounts		identifies the common chart_of_account, such as demand deposit retail.		VARCHAR2(20)		NOT NULL

																Stage GL Data		MIS Date		processing date		DATE		NOT NULL

																Stage GL Data		GAAP Code		A code to uniquely identify a Generally accepted accounting practice (GAAP).		VARCHAR2(10)		NOT NULL

																Stage GL Data		Data Origin		Source of the data		VARCHAR2(20)		NULL

																Stage GL Data		Extraction Date		Download date		DATE		NULL

																Stage GL Data		Amount in Local Currency		Balance in local currency		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL

																Stage GL Data		Amount in Accounting Currency		Balance in accounting currency		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL

																Stage GL Data		Amount  YTD in Accounting Currency		Balance yr to date in local currency		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL

																Stage GL Data		Amount YTD in Accounting Currency		Balance yr to date in accounting currency		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL

																Stage GL Data		Amount MTD in Local Currency		Balance month to date in local currency		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL

																Stage GL Data		Amount MTD in Accounting Currency		Balance month to date in accounting currency		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL

																Stage GL Data		Movement MTD in Local Currency		Movement balance month to date in local currency		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL

																Stage GL Data		Movement MTD in Accounting Currency		Movement balance month to date in accounting currency		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL

																Stage GL Data		Movement YTD in Local Currency		Movement balance yr to date in local currency		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL

																Stage GL Data		Movement YTD in Accounting Currency		Movement balance yr to date in local currency		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL

																Stage GL Data		Minority Interest Value		Minority Interest Value		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL

																Stage GL Accounting Head Master		GL Account Identifier		A unique identifier for a GL Account		VARCHAR2(20)		NOT NULL

																Stage GL Accounting Head Master		Extraction Date		The extraction date represents the period for which the data is meant for. When the frequency of data is monthly the extraction date will be the month end date.		DATE		NOT NULL

																Stage GL Accounting Head Master		GL Account Description		This describes the GL Account		VARCHAR2(100)		NULL

		Organization		Legal Entity		Legal Entity Code		A unique identifier for the Legal Entity.		NUMBER(5)		NOT NULL				Stage Legal Entity Master		Legal Entity Code		Stores the code of the Booking Transit which is the lowest level in the Legal Reporting Hierarchy.		VARCHAR2(20)		NOT NULL		Direct

		Organization		Legal Entity		Legal Entity Description		Describes the Legal Entity.		VARCHAR2(255)		NULL				Stage Legal Entity Master		Legal Entity Description		Description of the transit number the exposure was booked under		VARCHAR2(255)		NULL		Direct

		Organization		Legal Entity		Date of Incorporation		Date on which the legal entity is incorporated.		DATE		NULL

		Organization		Legal Entity		Legal Entity Name		Name of the Legal Entity.		VARCHAR2(60)		NULL

		Organization		Legal Entity		Registration Number		Registration Number of the Legal Entity.		VARCHAR2(25)		NULL

		Organization		Legal Entity		Local Currency Code		It stores the local currency for the legal entity.		VARCHAR2(3)		NULL

		Organization		Legal Entity		Set Of Books ID		A unique identifier for the set of books
		VARCHAR2(20)		NULL

																Stage Legal Entity Master		Extraction Date		The extraction date represents the period for which the data is meant for. When the frequency of data is monthly the extraction date will be the month end date.		DATE		NOT NULL

																Stage Legal Entity Master		Level 1 Legal Entity Code		Stores the code corresponding to Level 1 Node of the Legal Reporting Hierarchy.		VARCHAR2(20)		NULL

																Stage Legal Entity Master		Level 1 Legal Entity Description		Stores the description of the to Level 1 Node of the Legal Reporting Hierarchy.		VARCHAR2(60)		NULL

																Stage Legal Entity Master		Level 2 Legal Entity Code		Stores the code corresponding to Level 2Node of the Legal Reporting Hierarchy.		VARCHAR2(20)		NULL

																Stage Legal Entity Master		Level 2 Legal Entity Description		Stores the description of the to Level 2 Node of the Legal Reporting Hierarchy.		VARCHAR2(60)		NULL

																Stage Legal Entity Master		Level 3 Legal Entity Code		Stores the code corresponding to Level 3 Node of the Legal Reporting Hierarchy.		VARCHAR2(20)		NULL

																Stage Legal Entity Master		Level 3 Legal Entity Description		Stores the description of the to Level 3 Node of the Legal Reporting Hierarchy.		VARCHAR2(60)		NULL

																Stage Legal Entity Master		Level 4 Legal Entity Code		Stores the code corresponding to Level 4 Node of the Legal Reporting Hierarchy.		VARCHAR2(20)		NULL

																Stage Legal Entity Master		Level 4 Legal Entity Description		Stores the description of the to Level 4 Node of the Legal Reporting Hierarchy.		VARCHAR2(60)		NULL

																Stage Legal Entity Master		Level 5 Legal Entity Code		Stores the code corresponding to Level 5 Node of the Legal Reporting Hierarchy.		VARCHAR2(20)		NULL

																Stage Legal Entity Master		Level 5 Legal Entity Description		Stores the description of the to Level 5 Node of the Legal Reporting Hierarchy.		VARCHAR2(60)		NULL

																Stage Legal Entity Master		Level 6 Legal Entity Code		Stores the code corresponding to Level 6 Node of the Legal Reporting Hierarchy.		VARCHAR2(20)		NULL

																Stage Legal Entity Master		Level 6 Legal Entity Description		Stores the description of the to Level 6 Node of the Legal Reporting Hierarchy.		VARCHAR2(60)		NULL

																Stage Legal Entity Master		Level 7 Legal Entity Code		Stores the code corresponding to Level 7 Node of the Legal Reporting Hierarchy.		VARCHAR2(20)		NULL

																Stage Legal Entity Master		Level 7 Legal Entity Description		Stores the description of the to Level 7 Node of the Legal Reporting Hierarchy.		VARCHAR2(60)		NULL

																Stage Legal Entity Master		Level 8 Legal Entity Code		Stores the code corresponding to Level 8 Node of the Legal Reporting Hierarchy.		VARCHAR2(20)		NULL

																Stage Legal Entity Master		Level 8 Legal Entity Description		Stores the description of the to Level 8 Node of the Legal Reporting Hierarchy.		VARCHAR2(60)		NULL

																Stage Legal Entity Master		Level 9 Legal Entity Code		Stores the code corresponding to Level 9 Node of the Legal Reporting Hierarchy.		VARCHAR2(20)		NULL

																Stage Legal Entity Master		Level 9 Legal Entity Description		Stores the description of the to Level 9 Node of the Legal Reporting Hierarchy.		VARCHAR2(60)		NULL

																Stage Legal Entity Master		Level 10 Legal Entity Code		Stores the code corresponding to Level 10 Node of the Legal Reporting Hierarchy.		VARCHAR2(20)		NULL

																Stage Legal Entity Master		Level 10 Legal Entity Description		Stores the description of the to Level 10 Node of the Legal Reporting Hierarchy.		VARCHAR2(60)		NULL

																Stage Legal Entity Master		Level 11 Legal Entity Code		Stores the code corresponding to Level 11 Node of the Legal Reporting Hierarchy.		VARCHAR2(20)		NULL

																Stage Legal Entity Master		Level 11 Legal Entity Description		Stores the description of the to Level 11 Node of the Legal Reporting Hierarchy.		VARCHAR2(60)		NULL

																Stage Legal Entity Master		Level 12 Legal Entity Code		Stores the code corresponding to Level 12 Node of the Legal Reporting Hierarchy.		VARCHAR2(20)		NULL

																Stage Legal Entity Master		Level 12 Legal Entity Description		Stores the description of the to Level 12 Node of the Legal Reporting Hierarchy.		VARCHAR2(60)		NULL

																Stage Legal Entity Master		Level 13 Legal Entity Code		Stores the code corresponding to Level 13 Node of the Legal Reporting Hierarchy.		VARCHAR2(20)		NULL

																Stage Legal Entity Master		Level 13 Legal Entity Description		Stores the description of the to Level 13 Node of the Legal Reporting Hierarchy.		VARCHAR2(60)		NULL

																Stage Legal Entity Master		Level 14 Legal Entity Code		Stores the code corresponding to Level 14 Node of the Legal Reporting Hierarchy.		VARCHAR2(20)		NULL

																Stage Legal Entity Master		Level 14 Legal Entity Description		Stores the description of the to Level 14 Node of the Legal Reporting Hierarchy.		VARCHAR2(60)		NULL

																Stage Legal Entity Master		Level 15 Legal Entity Code		Stores the code corresponding to Level 15 Node of the Legal Reporting Hierarchy.		VARCHAR2(20)		NULL

																Stage Legal Entity Master		Level 15 Legal Entity Description		Stores the description of the to Level 15 Node of the Legal Reporting Hierarchy.		VARCHAR2(60)		NULL

																Stage Legal Entity Master		Level 16 Legal Entity Code		Stores the code corresponding to Level 16 Node of the Legal Reporting Hierarchy.		VARCHAR2(20)		NULL

																Stage Legal Entity Master		Level 16 Legal Entity Description		Stores the description of the to Level 16 Node of the Legal Reporting Hierarchy.		VARCHAR2(60)		NULL

																Stage Legal Entity Master		Level 17 Legal Entity Code		Stores the code corresponding to Level 17 Node of the Legal Reporting Hierarchy.		VARCHAR2(20)		NULL

																Stage Legal Entity Master		Level 17 Legal Entity Description		Stores the description of the to Level 17 Node of the Legal Reporting Hierarchy.		VARCHAR2(60)		NULL

																Stage Legal Entity Master		Level 18 Legal Entity Code		Stores the code corresponding to Level 18 Node of the Legal Reporting Hierarchy.		VARCHAR2(20)		NULL

																Stage Legal Entity Master		Level 18 Legal Entity Description		Stores the description of the to Level 18 Node of the Legal Reporting Hierarchy.		VARCHAR2(60)		NULL

																Stage Legal Entity Master		Level 19 Legal Entity Code		Stores the code corresponding to Level 19 Node of the Legal Reporting Hierarchy.		VARCHAR2(20)		NULL

																Stage Legal Entity Master		Level 19 Legal Entity Description		Stores the description of the to Level 19 Node of the Legal Reporting Hierarchy.		VARCHAR2(60)		NULL

																Stage Legal Entity Master		Level 20 Legal Entity Code		Stores the code corresponding to Level 20 Node of the Legal Reporting Hierarchy.		VARCHAR2(20)		NULL

																Stage Legal Entity Master		Level 20 Legal Entity Description		Stores the description of the to Level 20 Node of the Legal Reporting Hierarchy.		VARCHAR2(60)		NULL

																Stage Legal Entity Master		Standard Staging Statutory BOD Dimension Surrogate Key		Stores the surrogate key corresponding to a unique records in the Standard Staging Statutory BOD Dimension Table.		NUMBER(10)		NULL

																Stage Legal Entity Details		MIS Date		Extraction Date		DATE		NOT NULL

																Stage Legal Entity Details		Legal Entity Code		Stores the Entity Code		VARCHAR2(20)		NOT NULL

																Stage Legal Entity Details		GAAP Code		GAAP Code		VARCHAR2(6)		NOT NULL

																Stage Legal Entity Details		Supervisor Approval for Capita		Indicates whether Supervisor approves to account for Capital Surplus/Deficit.		CHAR(1)		NULL

																Stage Legal Entity Details		Capital Surplus or Deficit Amount		Stores the Capital surplus or deficit amount for a Subsidiary. If this Amount is positive then it is surplus and if it is negative then it is deficit.		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL

																Stage Legal Entity Details		Consolidation Approach Code		Indicates which approach has to be followed by an entity. This gives an indication of the approach to be followed at a broad level(Consolidation/Aggregation/Deduction).		VARCHAR2(6)		NULL

																Stage Legal Entity Details		Country Identifier		Unique identifier for country code
		VARCHAR2(20)		NULL

																Stage Legal Entity Details		Reference Number		This column stores the unique code identifying EIOPA reference number for (re)insurance undertaking in EEA.
For non-EEA or non-insurance entities, reference number given by the local supervisory authority, if there is one .
		VARCHAR2(20)		NULL

																Stage Legal Entity Details		Legal Form		This column stores the unique code identifying High level information on the legal form, i.e. whether the undertaking is a mutual or not.
		VARCHAR2(20)		NULL

																Stage Legal Entity Details		Total Balance Sheet Amount		This column stores total amount of the balance sheet of entity in natural currency.
		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL

																Stage Legal Entity Details		Written premium or Turn Over Amount		This column stores:
For insurance undertaking : written premiums
For other type of entities : turn over 
in reporting currency
		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL

																Stage Legal Entity Details		Standard Formula Undertaking Specific Parameters Usage for Solo SCR		If the entity has used undertaking specific parameters (Art. 110, Art. 104 (70) for calculating solo SCR, this column stores the area(s) for which these parameters are used. Applicable only for insurance or reinsurance entities 
		VARCHAR2(4000)		NULL

																Stage Legal Entity Details		Standard Formula Simplifications Usage for Solo SCR		If the entity has used simplifications (Art. 109, Art.101 (3)) specific parameters for calculating solo SCR, this column stores the area(s) for which these simplifications are used. Applicable only for insurance or reinsurance entities 
		VARCHAR2(4000)		NULL

																Stage Legal Entity Details		Standard Formula Partial Internal Model Usage for Solo SCR		The standard formula partial internal model usage for solo SCR.
		VARCHAR2(4000)		NULL

																Stage Legal Entity Details		Group or Solo Internal Model		This column stores if Group or Solo Internal Model in used for SCR calculation
		VARCHAR2(20)		NULL

																Stage Legal Entity Details		Date of Initial Approval of Internal Model		In case internal model is used, this column stores date of initial approval of Internal Model
		DATE		NULL

																Stage Legal Entity Details		Date of Approval of Latest Major Change		In case internal model is used, this column stores latest date of approval of major change
		DATE		NULL

																Stage Legal Entity Details		Date of Decision on Equivalence of Supervisory Regime		This column stores the date where the decision of exclusion of the entity form group supervision has been taken by the Group Supervisor 
		DATE		NULL

																Stage Legal Entity Details		First Level of Capital Requirement		This column stores local solo capital requirement that triggers first intervention by local supervisor.
		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL

																Stage Legal Entity Details		Final Intervention Point		 This column stores local solo minimum capital requirement that triggers final intervention -  withdrawal of the permit -  by local supervisor.
		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL

																Stage Legal Entity Details		Investment and Financing Margin Amount		For a reinsurance entity, this column stores the Investment and Financing Margin Amount.
		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL

																Stage Legal Entity Details		Underwriting Margin Amount		For a reinsurance entity, this column stores the Underwriting Margin Amount
		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL

																Stage Legal Entity Details		Other Margins Amount		For a reinsurance entity, this column stores Other Margins Amount
		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL

																Stage Legal Entity Details		Margin on Liquidation of Existing Business Amount		For a reinsurance entity, this column stores Margin on Liquidation of Existing Business Amount.
		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL

																Stage Legal Entity Details		Solo Eligible Own Funds for Non Insurance Entities		For non insurance entity, this column stores total eligible own funds as per the guidelines.
		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL

																Stage Legal Entity Details		Solo Solvency Capital Requirement		For insurance or reinsurance entity types, this column stores Solo Solvency Capital Requirement
		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL

																Stage Legal Entity Details		Solo Minimum Capital Requirement		For insurance or reinsurance entity types, this column stores Solo Minimum Capital Requirement.
		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL

																Stage Legal Entity Details		Decision Maker on Equivalence				VARCHAR2(40)		NULL

																Stage Legal Entity Details		Inclusion in the Scope of Group Supervision Indicator		This column stores the indicator specifying if the entity is included in group supervision by the Group Supervisor. In case the parent undertaking has significant/dominant influence on the entity but is not included in the scope of supervision as provided for in article 214, then this column will store a,b or c of article 214.1 as the reason.
Example: Yes / No (art. 214 a) / No (art. 214 b) / No (art. 214 c)
		CHAR(1)		NULL

																Stage Legal Entity Details		Group Supervision Status Change Indicator		This column stores if there was any change in its status of inclusion or exclusion in the group supervision
		CHAR(1)		NULL

																Stage Legal Entity Details		Inclusion in the Scope of Sub Group Supervision Indicator		This column stores the indicator specifying if the entity is included in group supervision by Sub-Group Supervisor
		CHAR(1)		NULL

																Stage Legal Entity Details		Entity Type		This column stores the unique identifier for entity type.Type of entity should give information on the type of entity and activity (if insurance): life insurance undertaking, insurance holding, etc reinsurance undertaking, banking, UCITS, SPV (regulated or not), real estate undertaking, AFIM, etc.  
		VARCHAR2(20)		NULL

																Stage Legal Entity Details		Exclusion date from Group Supervision		This column stores the date where the decision of exclusion of the entity form group supervision has been taken by the Group Supervisor 
		DATE		NULL

																Stage Legal Entity Details		Consolidation Approach Identifier		This column stores the unique identifier of the approach used for consolidating the accounts of related undertaking by its parent undertaking.
		VARCHAR2(20)		NULL

																Stage Legal Entity Details		Sub Group Supervsisory Authority Identifier		This column stores the unique identifier of the sub-group supervisor in case the entity belongs to a sub-group.
		VARCHAR2(20)		NULL

																Stage Legal Entity Details		Solo Supervisory Authority Identifier		This column stores the unique identifier of the solo supervisor of the entity.
		VARCHAR2(20)		NULL

																Stage Legal Entity Details		Eligible Solo Own Funds		This column stores Eligible Solo Own Funds amount for the entity as per Solvency guidelines.
		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL

																Stage Legal Entity Details		Capital Requirement Identifier		This column stores the unique identifier of the type of capital requirement applicable for the entity.
Possible values are:
- Notional, for Insurance holding company, Mixed financial holding company,  Ancillary insurance entity and SPV
- Sectoral, for Bank, Investment company and IORP
- No requirement applies for Mixed activity holding company, other financial undertaking and non financial undertaking.
		VARCHAR2(20)		NULL

																Stage Legal Entity Details		Business Segment		This stores the business segment.
		VARCHAR2(20)		NULL

																Stage Legal Entity Details		Inclusion in Consolidated Account		The indicator to indicate inclusion in consolidated account.
		CHAR(1)		NULL

																Stage Legal Entity Details		Local Solo SCR Amount in Natural Currency		The local solo SCR amunt in natural currency.
		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL

																Stage Legal Entity Details		Local Solo MCR Amount in Natural Currency		The local solo MCR amount in natural currency.
		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL

		Accounting		Payment		Payment ID		Stores the payment identifier		VARCHAR2(20)		NOT NULL

		Accounting		Payment		Description		Stores the payment description		VARCHAR2(255)		NULL

		Accounting		Segment		Segment ID		Stores the segment identifier		VARCHAR2(20)		NOT NULL

		Accounting		Segment		Segment Description		Stores the segment description		VARCHAR2(255)		NULL

		Accounting		Set of Books		Set Of Books ID		A unique identifier for the set of books
		VARCHAR2(20)		NOT NULL

		Accounting		Set of Books		Functional Currency Code		Stores the functional currency of the legal entity
		VARCHAR2(3)		NULL

		Accounting		Set of Books		Accounting Period Start Date		This is the start date for the accounting period		DATE		NULL

		Accounting		Set of Books		Acounting Period End Date		This is the end date for the accounting period		DATE		NULL

		Transaction		Transaction Type		Transaction Type ID				VARCHAR2(20)		NOT NULL				Stage Transaction Master		Transaction Type		The type of the transaction whether cash wdl, transfer enquiry etc.		VARCHAR2(20)		NULL		Direct

		Transaction		Transaction Type		Description				VARCHAR2(255)		NULL

																Stage Transaction Master		Transaction Code		The distinct transaction code		VARCHAR2(50)		NOT NULL

																Stage Transaction Master		Extraction Date		Download Date		DATE		NOT NULL

																Stage Transaction Master		Transaction Family		Hierarchical level of the transaction		VARCHAR2(20)		NULL

																Stage Transaction Master		Transaction Category		Hierarchical level of the transaction		VARCHAR2(20)		NULL

																Stage Transaction Master		Transaction Nature		Hierarchical level of the transaction		VARCHAR2(20)		NULL

																Stage Transaction Master		Standard Time for the Transaction		The standard time of the transaction		DATE		NULL

																Stage Transaction Master		Transaction Description		This is the description relating to each of the Transaction Type codes.		VARCHAR2(255)		NULL

																Stage Transaction Master		Transaction Group		The group to which the  transaction pertains.		VARCHAR2(20)		NULL

																Stage Transaction Master		EOP Balance Change		Flag to identify if the end of period balance is changed		VARCHAR2(1)		NULL
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		LDM														Staging										Mapping Logic

		Subject Area		Entity		Attribute		Attribute Desc		Datatype		Null				Table		Column		Column Desc		Datatype		Null

																Stage Treatment Master		Extraction Date		This is the date on which processing commences. This is usually, the end of the business day of the month.		DATE		NOT NULL

		Campaign		Treatment		Treatment Code		This attribute stores a unique identification code for a treatment. Treatment is channel-specific instance of an offer		VARCHAR2(20)		NOT NULL				Stage Treatment Master		Treatment Code		This attribute stores a unique identification code for a treatment. Treatment is channel-specific instance of an offer		VARCHAR2(20)		NOT NULL		Direct

		Campaign		Treatment		Treatment Name		Name of the Treatment.		VARCHAR2(60)		NULL				Stage Treatment Master		Treatment Name		Name of the Treatment.		VARCHAR2(60)		NULL		Direct

		Campaign		Treatment		Treatment Description		Describes the Treatment.		VARCHAR2(255)		NULL				Stage Treatment Master		Treatment Description		Describes the Treatment.		VARCHAR2(255)		NULL		Direct

																Stage Offer Master		Extraction Date		This is the date on which processing commences. This is usually, the end of the business day of the month.		DATE		NOT NULL

		Campaign		Offer		Offer Code		A unique identifier for the offer.		NUMBER(5)		NOT NULL				Stage Offer Master		Offer Code		Stores the unique identifier of the offer.		VARCHAR2(20)		NOT NULL		Direct

		Campaign		Offer		Start Date		Stores the date on which the offer is made available.		DATE		NULL				Stage Offer Master		Offer Start Date		Store the date on which offer starts.		DATE		NULL		Direct

		Campaign		Offer		End Date		Stores the date on which the offer is withdrawn / scheduled to be withdrawn.		DATE		NULL				Stage Offer Master		Offer End Date		Store the date on which offer ends.		DATE		NULL		Direct

		Campaign		Offer		Offer Name		Name of the offer.		VARCHAR2(60)		NULL				Stage Offer Master		Offer Name		Name of the Offer.		VARCHAR2(60)		NULL		Direct

		Campaign		Offer		Offer Description		Describes the offer.		VARCHAR2(255)		NULL				Stage Offer Master		Offer Description		Describes the offer.		VARCHAR2(255)		NULL		Direct

		Campaign		Offer		Product Code		A unique identifier for the Product.		VARCHAR2(10)		NULL				Stage Offer Master		Product Code		Stores the product code on which the offer is given.		VARCHAR2(15)		NULL		Direct

																Stage Offer Master		Offer Status		Status of the offer as active, inactive etc.		VARCHAR2(20)		NULL

																Stage Offer Master		Offer Approved Flag		Flag to indicate if the offer is approved or not.		CHAR(1)		NULL

																Stage Offer Master		Offer Approved Date		Date on which the offer is approved.		DATE		NULL

																Stage Offer Master		Responder Incentive Cost		This stores the unit cost of the incentive given to the responders of the offer.		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL

																Stage Offer Master		Conversion Incentive Cost		This stores the unit cost of the incentive given to the people who have accepted the offer & converted into an account.		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL

																Stage Campaign Wave Master		Extraction Date		This is the date on which processing commences. This is usually, the end of the business day of the month.		DATE		NOT NULL

		Campaign		Campaign Wave		Campaign Wave Id		Unique identifier of the campaign wave.		VARCHAR2(25)		NOT NULL				Stage Campaign Wave Master		Campaign Wave Identifier		Unique identifier of the campaign wave.		VARCHAR2(20)		NOT NULL		Direct

		Campaign		Campaign Wave		Campaign Wave Description		Describes the campaign wave.		VARCHAR2(255)		NULL				Stage Campaign Wave Master		Campaign Wave Description		Describes the campaign wave.		VARCHAR2(255)		NULL		Direct

		Campaign		Campaign Wave		Campaign Wave Number		Number of the campaign wave.		NUMBER(10)		NULL				Stage Campaign Wave Master		Campaign Wave Number		Number of the campaign wave.		NUMBER(10)		NULL		Direct

		Campaign		Campaign Wave		Start Date		Store the date on which campaign wave starts.		DATE		NULL				Stage Campaign Wave Master		Campaign Wave Start Date		Store the date on which campaign wave starts.		DATE		NULL		Direct

		Campaign		Campaign Wave		End Date		Store the date on which campaign wave ends.		DATE		NULL				Stage Campaign Wave Master		Campaign Wave End Date		Store the date on which campaign wave ends.		DATE		NULL		Direct

		Campaign		Campaign Wave		Wave Status Code		Unique identifier of the wave status as active, completed, planned etc.		NUMBER(5)		NULL				Stage Campaign Wave Master		Campaign Wave Status		Unique identifier of the wave status as active, completed, planned etc.		VARCHAR2(20)		NULL		Direct

		Campaign		Campaign Wave		Campaign Wave Name		Name of the campaign wave.		VARCHAR2(60)		NULL

		Campaign		Campaign Wave		Campaign Wave Manager Id		Unique identifier assigned to the Party.		VARCHAR2(25)		NULL

																Stage Campaign Prospect		Extraction Date		This is the date on which processing commences. This is usually, the end of the business day of the month.		DATE		NOT NULL

		Campaign		Campaign Treatment		Campaign Wave Id		Unique identifier of the campaign wave.		VARCHAR2(25)		NOT NULL				Stage Campaign Prospect		Campaign Wave Identifier		Unique identifier of the campaign wave.		VARCHAR2(20)		NOT NULL		Direct

		Campaign		Campaign Treatment		Campaign Id		Unique identifier of the campaign.		VARCHAR2(25)		NOT NULL				Stage Campaign Prospect		Campaign Identifier		Unique identifier of the campaign associated with the wave.		VARCHAR2(20)		NOT NULL		Direct

		Campaign		Campaign Treatment		Offer Code		A unique identifier for the offer.		NUMBER(5)		NOT NULL				Stage Campaign Prospect		Offer Code		Stores the unique identifier of the offer which is given to the member in a campaign.		VARCHAR2(20)		NOT NULL		Direct

		Campaign		Campaign Treatment		Treatment Code		This attribute stores a unique identification code for a treatment. Treatment is channel-specific instance of an offer		VARCHAR2(20)		NOT NULL				Stage Campaign Prospect		Treatment Code		This attribute stores a unique identification code for a treatment. Treatment stores the message associated with the offer.		VARCHAR2(20)		NOT NULL		Direct

		Campaign		Campaign Treatment		Campaign Member Serial Number		Unique serial number of the members involved in a campaign.		NUMBER(10)		NOT NULL				Stage Campaign Prospect		Campaign Member Serial Number		Unique serial number of the members involved in a campaign.		NUMBER(10)		NOT NULL		Direct

		Campaign		Campaign Treatment		Product Code		A unique identifier for the Product.		VARCHAR2(10)		NOT NULL				Stage Campaign Prospect		Product Code		Stores the product code of the campaign.		VARCHAR2(15)		NOT NULL		Direct

		Campaign		Campaign Treatment		Campaign Channel Id		Identifier to the channel		NUMBER(20)		NOT NULL				Stage Campaign Prospect		Channel Code		Stores the unique identifier of the channel which is used to convey the message of the campaign.		VARCHAR2(20)		NOT NULL		Direct

																Stage Campaign Prospect		Prospect Identifier		Stores the prospect identifier if the member involved in a campaign is a prospect.		VARCHAR2(20)		NULL

																Stage Campaign Prospect		Customer Number		Stores the  customer number if the member involved in a campaign is an existing customer.		VARCHAR2(40)		NULL

																Stage Campaign Prospect		Contact Identifier		Stores the prospect identifier if the member involved in a campaign is a contact of an institutional customer.		VARCHAR2(20)		NULL

		Campaign		Campaign Delivery		Delivery Status Code		Unique identifier of the delivery status as sent, bounced etc		NUMBER(5)		NULL				Stage Campaign Prospect		Delivery Status		Unique identifier of the delivery status as sent, bounced etc		VARCHAR2(20)		NULL		Direct

		Campaign		Campaign Delivery		Date Of Delivery		Date on which email is sent to the party.		DATE		NOT NULL				Stage Campaign Prospect		Date Of Delivery		Date on which the message is sent to the member.		DATE		NULL		Direct

		Campaign		Campaign Delivery		Vendor Id		Unique identifier assigned to the Party.		VARCHAR2(25)		NOT NULL				Stage Campaign Prospect		Vendor Code		This attribute stores the unique code to identify a Vendor
		VARCHAR2(20)		NULL		Direct

		Campaign		Campaign Treatment		Contacted Indicator		This attribute stores a indicator value to notify whether the campaign request was sent or not (Executed).  The values it can store is (0 - Not Sent, 1 - Sent).
		CHAR(1)		NULL				Stage Campaign Prospect		Contacted Indicator		This attribute stores a indicator value to notify whether the campaign request was sent or not (Executed).  The values it can store is (0 - Not Sent, 1 - Sent).
		CHAR(1)		NULL		Direct

																Stage Campaign Prospect		Undelivered Indicator		This attribute stores a indicator value to notify whether the campaign request was not delivered to prospect/contact/customer. Examples could be like wrong mail address, wrong email address, etc). The values it can store is (0 - Delivered, 1 - Undelivered).
		CHAR(1)		NULL

		Campaign		Campaign Treatment		No Of Days To Contact		This attribute stores the no of days incurred to send a campaign request from campaign start date.
		NUMBER(5)		NULL				Stage Campaign Prospect		No of Days to Contact		This attribute stores the no of days incurred to send a campaign request from campaign start date.
		NUMBER(5)		NULL		Direct

																Stage Campaign Prospect		Expected 5year Net Present Value		This attribute stores the Expected 5 year net present value for the campaign request sent.
		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL

		Campaign		Campaign Treatment		Number Of Times Contacted		This attribute stores the no of times the contact/prospect/customer were contacted.
		NUMBER(5)		NULL				Stage Campaign Prospect		Number of Times Contacted		This attribute stores the no of times the contact/prospect/customer were contacted.
		NUMBER(5)		NULL		Direct

		Campaign		Campaign Treatment		Segment Code		Unique identifier of each of the segment codes. Ex:
Response Segment ID
Offer Affinity Segment ID
Value Balance Segment ID
Value Sales Segment ID
Activity Transaction Segment ID
Value Balance Segment ID
Sales Migration Segment ID
Retention Segment ID
Response Likelihood Segment ID		NUMBER(5)		NOT NULL

		Campaign		Campaign Treatment		Campaign Message		Campaign message which the company wants to convey to the people through email, mobile etc.		VARCHAR2(255)		NULL

		Campaign		Campaign Treatment		Vendor Id		Unique identifier assigned to the Party.		VARCHAR2(25)		NULL

																Stage Marketing Program Master		Extraction Date		This is the date on which processing commences. This is usually, the end of the business day of the month.		DATE		NOT NULL

		Campaign		Marketing Program		Marketing Program Id		Stores the uniqe ID of marketing program.		VARCHAR2(25)		NOT NULL				Stage Marketing Program Master		Marketing Program Identifier		Unique identifier of the marketing program.		VARCHAR2(20)		NOT NULL		Direct

		Campaign		Marketing Program		Marketing Program Name		Name of the marketing program.		VARCHAR2(60)		NULL				Stage Marketing Program Master		Marketing Program Name		Name of the Marketing Program.		VARCHAR2(60)		NULL		Direct

		Campaign		Marketing Program		Marketing Program Description		Description of the marketing program.		VARCHAR2(255)		NULL				Stage Marketing Program Master		Marketing Program Description		Describes the marketing program.		VARCHAR2(255)		NULL		Direct

		Campaign		Marketing Program		Marketing Plan Id		Stores the uniqe ID of marketing plan.		VARCHAR2(25)		NULL

		Campaign		Campaign Type		Campaign Type		Unique identifier of the campaign type as Increase sales revenue, Acquire new customers, Increase customer retention, Enhance up-sell/cross-sell opportunities etc.		VARCHAR2(10)		NOT NULL				Stage Campaign Type Master		Campaign Type Code		This Stores Campaign Type Code		VARCHAR2(20)		NOT NULL		Direct

																Stage Campaign Type Master		Extraction Date		This is the date on which the codes are extracted from the source systems.		DATE		NOT NULL

		Campaign		Campaign Type		Campaign Type Description		Describes the campaign type.		VARCHAR2(255)		NULL				Stage Campaign Type Master		Campaign Type Description		This Stores Campaign Type Description		VARCHAR2(60)		NULL		Direct

																Stage Campaign Source Type Master		Source Type Identifier		Unique identifier of the source type		VARCHAR2(20)		NOT NULL

																Stage Campaign Source Type Master		Extraction Date		This refers to the date on which processing commences. This is ideally, the end of business day of the month.		DATE		NOT NULL

																Stage Campaign Source Type Master		Source Type Name		Name of the source type		VARCHAR2(60)		NULL

		Campaign		Campaign		Campaign Id		Unique identifier of the campaign.		VARCHAR2(25)		NOT NULL				Stage Campaign Master		Campaign Identifier		Unique identifier of the campaign		VARCHAR2(20)		NOT NULL		Direct

																Stage Campaign Master		Extraction Date		Date for which data is extracted and processing is performed.		DATE		NOT NULL

		Campaign		Campaign		Campaign Name		Name of the campaign.		VARCHAR2(60)		NULL				Stage Campaign Master		Campaign Name		This Stores Campaign Name		VARCHAR2(30)		NULL		Direct

																Stage Campaign Master		Source Name		Name of the Campaign Source		VARCHAR2(60)		NULL

		Campaign		Campaign		Campaign Manager Id		Unique identifier assigned to the campaign manager.		VARCHAR2(25)		NULL				Stage Campaign Master		Marketing Manager		Campaign Manager		VARCHAR2(60)		NULL		Direct

		Campaign		Campaign		Start Date		Store the date on which campaign starts.		DATE		NULL				Stage Campaign Master		Campaign Start Date		Start Date of Campaign		DATE		NULL		Direct

		Campaign		Campaign		End Date		Store the date on which campaign ends.		DATE		NULL				Stage Campaign Master		Campaign End Date		End Date of Campaign		DATE		NULL		Direct

		Campaign		Campaign		Campaign Status Code		Unique identifier of the campaign status as active, completed, planned etc.		NUMBER(5)		NULL				Stage Campaign Master		Campaign Status Code		Campaign Status Code		VARCHAR2(20)		NULL		Direct

		Campaign		Campaign		Marketing Program Id		Stores the uniqe ID of marketing program.		VARCHAR2(25)		NULL				Stage Campaign Master		Marketing Program Identifier		This stores the marketing program ID where the campaign belongs to.
		VARCHAR2(20)		NULL		Direct

		Campaign		Campaign		Budgeted Cost		Stores the budgeted cost kept for each campaign.		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL				Stage Campaign Master		Approved Budget Amount		This attribute stores the approved budget amount for the campaign
		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL		Direct

																Stage Campaign Master		Requested Budget Amount		This attribute stores the requested budget amount for the campaign.
		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL

																Stage Campaign Master		Fixed Cost		This attribute stores the fixed cost involved in a campaign.
		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL

																Stage Campaign Master		Variable Cost		This attribute stores the variable cost involved in a campaign like postage, productin cost etc excluding incentive cost.
		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL

																Stage Campaign Master		Incentive Cost		This attribute stores the incentive cost involved in a campaign through responder's incentive or conversion's incentive.
		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL

																Stage Campaign Master		Customer Origination Code		This stores the customer origination code. It is a 19 digit code which stores the source from where the customer originates like from which vendor, which advertisement etc.
		VARCHAR2(20)		NULL

																Stage Campaign Channel Master		Extraction Date		This attribute stores the extraction date of the current record
		DATE		NOT NULL

																Stage Campaign Channel Master		Campaign Channel Code		This attribute stores a unique code for a campaign channel.
		VARCHAR2(20)		NOT NULL

																Stage Campaign Channel Master		Campaign Channel Name		This attribute stores the name of the campaign channel.
		VARCHAR2(60)		NULL

																Stage Campaign Channel Master		Campaign Channel Description		This attribute stores the description of the campaign channel.
		VARCHAR2(100)		NULL

		Campaign		Campaign -Campaign Wave Map		Campaign Wave Id		Unique identifier of the campaign wave.		VARCHAR2(25)		NOT NULL

		Campaign		Campaign -Campaign Wave Map		Campaign Id		Unique identifier of the campaign.		VARCHAR2(25)		NOT NULL

		Campaign		Delivery Status		Delivery Status Code		Unique identifier of the delivery status as sent, bounced etc		NUMBER(5)		NOT NULL

		Campaign		Delivery Status		Delivery Status Description		Describes the delivery status.		VARCHAR2(255)		NULL

		Campaign		Response Status		Response Status Code		Unique identifier of the reponse status as attended, intrested, accepted etc.		NUMBER(5)		NOT NULL

		Campaign		Response Status		Response Status Description		Describes the reponse status.		VARCHAR2(255)		NULL

		Campaign		Campaign Delivery		Campaign Id		Unique identifier of the campaign.		VARCHAR2(25)		NOT NULL

		Campaign		Campaign Delivery		Delivery Channel Id		Identifier to the channel		NUMBER(20)		NOT NULL

		Campaign		Campaign Delivery		Segment Code		Unique identifier of each of the segment codes. Ex:
Response Segment ID
Offer Affinity Segment ID
Value Balance Segment ID
Value Sales Segment ID
Activity Transaction Segment ID
Value Balance Segment ID
Sales Migration Segment ID
Retention Segment ID
Response Likelihood Segment ID		NUMBER(5)		NOT NULL

		Campaign		Campaign Delivery		Party Id		Unique identifier assigned to the Party.		VARCHAR2(25)		NOT NULL

		Campaign		Campaign Response		Date Of Response		Date on which the response is received from the party.		DATE		NOT NULL

		Campaign		Campaign Response		Campaign Id		Unique identifier of the campaign.		VARCHAR2(25)		NOT NULL

		Campaign		Campaign Response		Party Id		Unique identifier assigned to the Party.		VARCHAR2(25)		NOT NULL

		Campaign		Campaign Response		Response Channel Id		Identifier to the channel		NUMBER(20)		NOT NULL

		Campaign		Campaign Response		Response Status Code		Unique identifier of the reponse status as attended, intrested, accepted etc.		NUMBER(5)		NULL

		Campaign		Marketing Plan		Marketing Plan Id		Stores the uniqe ID of marketing plan.		VARCHAR2(25)		NOT NULL

		Campaign		Marketing Plan		Marketing Plan Name		Name of the marketing plan.		VARCHAR2(60)		NULL

		Campaign		Marketing Plan		Marketing Plan Description		Description of the marketing plan.		VARCHAR2(255)		NULL

		Campaign		Wave Status		Wave Status Code		Unique identifier of the wave status as active, completed, planned etc.		NUMBER(5)		NOT NULL

		Campaign		Wave Status		Wave Status Description		Describes the wave status.		VARCHAR2(255)		NULL

		Campaign		Campaign Offer Map		Offer Code		A unique identifier for the offer.		NUMBER(5)		NOT NULL

		Campaign		Campaign Offer Map		Campaign Id		Unique identifier of the campaign.		VARCHAR2(25)		NOT NULL

		Campaign		Campaign		Campaign Type		Unique identifier of the campaign type as Increase sales revenue, Acquire new customers, Increase customer retention, Enhance up-sell/cross-sell opportunities etc.		VARCHAR2(10)		NULL

		Campaign		Campaign		Revenue Targeted		Stores the revenue targets set for each campaign.		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL

		Campaign		Campaign		Leads Targeted		Stores the lead targets set for each campaign.		NUMBER(10)		NULL

		Campaign		Campaign		Planned Number Of Responses		Number of responses expected in each campaign		NUMBER(10)		NULL

		Campaign		Campaign		Planned Number Of New Accounts		Number of new accounts expected in campaign		NUMBER(10)		NULL

		Campaign		Campaign		Product Group Code		A unique identifier for the Product group.		NUMBER(5)		NULL

		Campaign		Campaign Status		Campaign Status Code		Unique identifier of the campaign status as active, completed, planned etc.		NUMBER(5)		NOT NULL

		Campaign		Campaign Status		Campaign Status Description		Describes the campaign status.		VARCHAR2(255)		NULL
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Campaign

		LDM														Staging										Mapping Logic

		Subject Area		Entity		Attribute		Attribute Desc		Datatype		Null				Table		Column		Column Desc		Datatype		Null

																Stage Treatment Master		Extraction Date		This is the date on which processing commences. This is usually, the end of the business day of the month.		DATE		NOT NULL

																Stage Treatment Master		Treatment Code		This attribute stores a unique identification code for a treatment. Treatment is channel-specific instance of an offer		VARCHAR2(20)		NOT NULL

																Stage Treatment Master		Treatment Name		Name of the Treatment.		VARCHAR2(60)		NULL

																Stage Treatment Master		Treatment Description		Describes the Treatment.		VARCHAR2(255)		NULL

																Stage Offer Master		Extraction Date		This is the date on which processing commences. This is usually, the end of the business day of the month.		DATE		NOT NULL

		Campaign		Campaign Wave Offer		Offer Code		A unique identifier for the offer.		NUMBER(5)		NOT NULL				Stage Offer Master		Offer Code		Stores the unique identifier of the offer.		VARCHAR2(20)		NOT NULL		Direct

		Campaign		Campaign Wave Offer		Start Date		Stores the date on which the offer is made available.		DATE		NULL				Stage Offer Master		Offer Start Date		Store the date on which offer starts.		DATE		NULL		Direct

		Campaign		Campaign Wave Offer		End Date		Stores the date on which the offer is withdrawn / scheduled to be withdrawn.		DATE		NULL				Stage Offer Master		Offer End Date		Store the date on which offer ends.		DATE		NULL		Direct

		Campaign		Campaign Wave Offer		Offer Name		Name of the offer.		VARCHAR2(60)		NULL				Stage Offer Master		Offer Name		Name of the Offer.		VARCHAR2(60)		NULL		Direct

		Campaign		Campaign Wave Offer		Offer Description		Describes the offer.		VARCHAR2(255)		NULL				Stage Offer Master		Offer Description		Describes the offer.		VARCHAR2(255)		NULL		Direct

		Campaign		Campaign Wave Offer		Product Code		A unique identifier for the Product.		VARCHAR2(10)		NULL				Stage Offer Master		Product Code		Stores the product code on which the offer is given.		VARCHAR2(15)		NULL		Direct

		Campaign		Campaign Wave Offer		Freebee Offer Code		Unique identifier of the freebee offers attached with the product which are given to the party to promote the product during campaign wave.		NUMBER(5)		Null

																Stage Offer Master		Offer Status		Status of the offer as active, inactive etc.		VARCHAR2(20)		NULL

																Stage Offer Master		Offer Approved Flag		Flag to indicate if the offer is approved or not.		CHAR(1)		NULL

																Stage Offer Master		Offer Approved Date		Date on which the offer is approved.		DATE		NULL

																Stage Offer Master		Responder Incentive Cost		This stores the unit cost of the incentive given to the responders of the offer.		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL

																Stage Offer Master		Conversion Incentive Cost		This stores the unit cost of the incentive given to the people who have accepted the offer & converted into an account.		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL

																Stage Campaign Wave Master		Extraction Date		This is the date on which processing commences. This is usually, the end of the business day of the month.		DATE		NOT NULL

		Campaign		Campaign Wave		Campaign Wave Id		Unique identifier of the campaign wave.		VARCHAR2(25)		NOT NULL				Stage Campaign Wave Master		Campaign Wave Identifier		Unique identifier of the campaign wave.		VARCHAR2(20)		NOT NULL		Direct

		Campaign		Campaign Wave		Campaign Wave Description		Describes the campaign wave.		VARCHAR2(255)		NULL				Stage Campaign Wave Master		Campaign Wave Description		Describes the campaign wave.		VARCHAR2(255)		NULL		Direct

		Campaign		Campaign Wave		Campaign Wave Number		Number of the campaign wave.		NUMBER(10)		NULL				Stage Campaign Wave Master		Campaign Wave Number		Number of the campaign wave.		NUMBER(10)		NULL		Direct

		Campaign		Campaign Wave		Start Date		Store the date on which campaign wave starts.		DATE		NULL				Stage Campaign Wave Master		Campaign Wave Start Date		Store the date on which campaign wave starts.		DATE		NULL		Direct

		Campaign		Campaign Wave		End Date		Store the date on which campaign wave ends.		DATE		NULL				Stage Campaign Wave Master		Campaign Wave End Date		Store the date on which campaign wave ends.		DATE		NULL		Direct

		Campaign		Campaign Wave		Wave Status Code		Unique identifier of the wave status as active, completed, planned etc.		NUMBER(5)		NULL				Stage Campaign Wave Master		Campaign Wave Status		Unique identifier of the wave status as active, completed, planned etc.		VARCHAR2(20)		NULL		Direct

		Campaign		Campaign Wave		Campaign Wave Name		Name of the campaign wave.		VARCHAR2(60)		NULL

		Campaign		Campaign Wave		Campaign Wave Manager Id		Unique identifier assigned to the Party.		VARCHAR2(25)		NULL

		Campaign		Campaign Wave		Campaign Id		Unique identifier of the campaign.		VARCHAR2(25)		NULL

		Campaign		Campaign Wave		Wave Budgeted Cost		Stores the budgeted cost kept for each wave.		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL

		Campaign		Campaign Wave		Revenue Targeted		Stores the revenue targets set for each wave.		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL

		Campaign		Campaign Wave		Leads Targeted		Stores the lead targets set for each wave.		NUMBER(10)		NULL

		Campaign		Campaign Wave		Planned Number Of Responses		Number of responses expected in each wave.		NUMBER(10)		NULL

		Campaign		Campaign Wave		Planned Number Of New Accounts		Number of new accounts expected in each wave.		NUMBER(10)		NULL

																Stage Campaign Prospect		Extraction Date		This is the date on which processing commences. This is usually, the end of the business day of the month.		DATE		NOT NULL

		Campaign		Campaign Wave Treatment		Campaign Wave Id		Unique identifier of the campaign wave.		VARCHAR2(25)		NOT NULL				Stage Campaign Prospect		Campaign Wave Identifier		Unique identifier of the campaign wave.		VARCHAR2(20)		NOT NULL		Direct

																Stage Campaign Prospect		Campaign Identifier		Unique identifier of the campaign associated with the wave.		VARCHAR2(20)		NOT NULL

		Campaign		Campaign Wave Treatment		Offer Code		A unique identifier for the offer.		NUMBER(5)		NOT NULL				Stage Campaign Prospect		Offer Code		Stores the unique identifier of the offer which is given to the member in a campaign.		VARCHAR2(20)		NOT NULL		Direct

																Stage Campaign Prospect		Treatment Code		This attribute stores a unique identification code for a treatment. Treatment stores the message associated with the offer.		VARCHAR2(20)		NOT NULL

																Stage Campaign Prospect		Campaign Member Serial Number		Unique serial number of the members involved in a campaign.		NUMBER(10)		NOT NULL

																Stage Campaign Prospect		Product Code		Stores the product code of the campaign.		VARCHAR2(15)		NOT NULL

		Campaign		Campaign Wave Treatment		Wave Channel Id		Identifier to the channel		NUMBER(20)		NOT NULL				Stage Campaign Prospect		Channel Code		Stores the unique identifier of the channel which is used to convey the message of the campaign.		VARCHAR2(20)		NOT NULL		Direct

																Stage Campaign Prospect		Prospect Identifier		Stores the prospect identifier if the member involved in a campaign is a prospect.		VARCHAR2(20)		NULL

																Stage Campaign Prospect		Customer Number		Stores the  customer number if the member involved in a campaign is an existing customer.		VARCHAR2(40)		NULL

																Stage Campaign Prospect		Contact Identifier		Stores the prospect identifier if the member involved in a campaign is a contact of an institutional customer.		VARCHAR2(20)		NULL

		Campaign		Campaign Wave Delivery		Delivery Status Code		Unique identifier of the delivery status as sent, bounced etc		NUMBER(5)		NULL				Stage Campaign Prospect		Delivery Status		Unique identifier of the delivery status as sent, bounced etc		VARCHAR2(20)		NULL		Direct

		Campaign		Campaign Wave Delivery		Date Of Delivery		Date on which email is sent to the party.		DATE		NOT NULL				Stage Campaign Prospect		Date Of Delivery		Date on which the message is sent to the member.		DATE		NULL		Direct

		Campaign		Campaign Wave Delivery		Vendor Id		Unique identifier assigned to the Party.		VARCHAR2(25)		NOT NULL				Stage Campaign Prospect		Vendor Code		This attribute stores the unique code to identify a Vendor
		VARCHAR2(20)		NULL		Direct

																Stage Campaign Prospect		Contacted Indicator		This attribute stores a indicator value to notify whether the campaign request was sent or not (Executed).  The values it can store is (0 - Not Sent, 1 - Sent).
		CHAR(1)		NULL

																Stage Campaign Prospect		Undelivered Indicator		This attribute stores a indicator value to notify whether the campaign request was not delivered to prospect/contact/customer. Examples could be like wrong mail address, wrong email address, etc). The values it can store is (0 - Delivered, 1 - Undelivered).
		CHAR(1)		NULL

																Stage Campaign Prospect		No of Days to Contact		This attribute stores the no of days incurred to send a campaign request from campaign start date.
		NUMBER(5)		NULL

																Stage Campaign Prospect		Expected 5year Net Present Value		This attribute stores the Expected 5 year net present value for the campaign request sent.
		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL

																Stage Campaign Prospect		Number of Times Contacted		This attribute stores the no of times the contact/prospect/customer were contacted.
		NUMBER(5)		NULL

		Campaign		Campaign Wave Treatment		Segment Code		Unique identifier of each of the segment codes. Ex:
Response Segment ID
Offer Affinity Segment ID
Value Balance Segment ID
Value Sales Segment ID
Activity Transaction Segment ID
Value Balance Segment ID
Sales Migration Segment ID
Retention Segment ID
Response Likelihood Segment ID		NUMBER(5)		NOT NULL

		Campaign		Campaign Wave Treatment		Campaign Message		Campaign message which the company wants to convey to the people through email, mobile etc.		VARCHAR2(255)		NULL

		Campaign		Campaign Wave Treatment		Vendor Id		Unique identifier assigned to the Party.		VARCHAR2(25)		NULL

																Stage Marketing Program Master		Extraction Date		This is the date on which processing commences. This is usually, the end of the business day of the month.		DATE		NOT NULL

		Campaign		Marketing Program		Marketing Program Id		Stores the uniqe ID of marketing program.		VARCHAR2(25)		NOT NULL				Stage Marketing Program Master		Marketing Program Identifier		Unique identifier of the marketing program.		VARCHAR2(20)		NOT NULL		Direct

		Campaign		Marketing Program		Marketing Program Name		Name of the marketing program.		VARCHAR2(60)		NULL				Stage Marketing Program Master		Marketing Program Name		Name of the Marketing Program.		VARCHAR2(60)		NULL		Direct

		Campaign		Marketing Program		Marketing Program Description		Description of the marketing program.		VARCHAR2(255)		NULL				Stage Marketing Program Master		Marketing Program Description		Describes the marketing program.		VARCHAR2(255)		NULL		Direct

		Campaign		Marketing Program		Marketing Plan Id		Stores the uniqe ID of marketing plan.		VARCHAR2(25)		NULL

		Campaign		Campaign Type		Campaign Type		Unique identifier of the campaign type as Increase sales revenue, Acquire new customers, Increase customer retention, Enhance up-sell/cross-sell opportunities etc.		VARCHAR2(10)		NOT NULL				Stage Campaign Type Master		Campaign Type Code		This Stores Campaign Type Code		VARCHAR2(20)		NOT NULL		Direct

																Stage Campaign Type Master		Extraction Date		This is the date on which the codes are extracted from the source systems.		DATE		NOT NULL

		Campaign		Campaign Type		Campaign Type Description		Describes the campaign type.		VARCHAR2(255)		NULL				Stage Campaign Type Master		Campaign Type Description		This Stores Campaign Type Description		VARCHAR2(60)		NULL		Direct

																Stage Campaign Source Type Master		Source Type Identifier		Unique identifier of the source type		VARCHAR2(20)		NOT NULL

																Stage Campaign Source Type Master		Extraction Date		This refers to the date on which processing commences. This is ideally, the end of business day of the month.		DATE		NOT NULL

																Stage Campaign Source Type Master		Source Type Name		Name of the source type		VARCHAR2(60)		NULL

		Campaign		Campaign		Campaign Id		Unique identifier of the campaign.		VARCHAR2(25)		NOT NULL				Stage Campaign Master		Campaign Identifier		Unique identifier of the campaign		VARCHAR2(20)		NOT NULL		Direct

																Stage Campaign Master		Extraction Date		Date for which data is extracted and processing is performed.		DATE		NOT NULL

		Campaign		Campaign		Campaign Name		Name of the campaign.		VARCHAR2(60)		NULL				Stage Campaign Master		Campaign Name		This Stores Campaign Name		VARCHAR2(30)		NULL		Direct

																Stage Campaign Master		Source Name		Name of the Campaign Source		VARCHAR2(60)		NULL

		Campaign		Campaign		Campaign Manager Id		Unique identifier assigned to the campaign manager.		VARCHAR2(25)		NULL				Stage Campaign Master		Marketing Manager		Campaign Manager		VARCHAR2(60)		NULL		Direct

		Campaign		Campaign		Start Date		Store the date on which campaign starts.		DATE		NULL				Stage Campaign Master		Campaign Start Date		Start Date of Campaign		DATE		NULL		Direct

		Campaign		Campaign		End Date		Store the date on which campaign ends.		DATE		NULL				Stage Campaign Master		Campaign End Date		End Date of Campaign		DATE		NULL		Direct

		Campaign		Campaign		Campaign Status Code		Unique identifier of the campaign status as active, completed, planned etc.		NUMBER(5)		NULL				Stage Campaign Master		Campaign Status Code		Campaign Status Code		VARCHAR2(20)		NULL		Direct

		Campaign		Campaign		Marketing Program Id		Stores the uniqe ID of marketing program.		VARCHAR2(25)		NULL				Stage Campaign Master		Marketing Program Identifier		This stores the marketing program ID where the campaign belongs to.
		VARCHAR2(20)		NULL		Direct

																Stage Campaign Master		Approved Budget Amount		This attribute stores the approved budget amount for the campaign
		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL

																Stage Campaign Master		Requested Budget Amount		This attribute stores the requested budget amount for the campaign.
		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL

																Stage Campaign Master		Fixed Cost		This attribute stores the fixed cost involved in a campaign.
		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL

																Stage Campaign Master		Variable Cost		This attribute stores the variable cost involved in a campaign like postage, productin cost etc excluding incentive cost.
		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL

																Stage Campaign Master		Incentive Cost		This attribute stores the incentive cost involved in a campaign through responder's incentive or conversion's incentive.
		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL

																Stage Campaign Master		Customer Origination Code		This stores the customer origination code. It is a 19 digit code which stores the source from where the customer originates like from which vendor, which advertisement etc.
		VARCHAR2(20)		NULL

																Stage Campaign Channel Master		Extraction Date		This attribute stores the extraction date of the current record
		DATE		NOT NULL

																Stage Campaign Channel Master		Campaign Channel Code		This attribute stores a unique code for a campaign channel.
		VARCHAR2(20)		NOT NULL

																Stage Campaign Channel Master		Campaign Channel Name		This attribute stores the name of the campaign channel.
		VARCHAR2(60)		NULL

																Stage Campaign Channel Master		Campaign Channel Description		This attribute stores the description of the campaign channel.
		VARCHAR2(100)		NULL

		Campaign		Campaign		Campaign Type		Unique identifier of the campaign type as Advertisement, Direct Mail, Email, Event -
Other, Event - Seminar, Event - Trade Show, List - Purchased, List -
Rented, Other, Referral - Employee, Referral - External, or Web Site.		VARCHAR2(10)		NULL

		Campaign		Campaign		Campaign Objective		Goal of the campaign as Increase sales revenue, Acquire new customers, Increase customer retention, Enhance up-sell/cross-sell opportunities etc.



		VARCHAR2(255)		NULL

		Campaign		Campaign		Product Group Code		A unique identifier for the Product group.		NUMBER(5)		NULL

		Campaign		Delivery Status		Delivery Status Code		Unique identifier of the delivery status as sent, bounced etc		NUMBER(5)		NOT NULL

		Campaign		Delivery Status		Delivery Status Description		Describes the delivery status.		VARCHAR2(255)		NULL

		Campaign		Response Status		Response Status Code		Unique identifier of the reponse status as attended, intrested, accepted etc.		NUMBER(5)		NOT NULL

		Campaign		Response Status		Response Status Description		Describes the reponse status.		VARCHAR2(255)		NULL

		Campaign		Campaign Wave Delivery		Campaign Wave Id		Unique identifier of the campaign.		VARCHAR2(25)		NOT NULL

		Campaign		Campaign Wave Delivery		Delivery Channel Id		Identifier to the channel		NUMBER(20)		NOT NULL

		Campaign		Campaign Wave Delivery		Segment Code		Unique identifier of each of the segment codes. Ex:
Response Segment ID
Offer Affinity Segment ID
Value Balance Segment ID
Value Sales Segment ID
Activity Transaction Segment ID
Value Balance Segment ID
Sales Migration Segment ID
Retention Segment ID
Response Likelihood Segment ID		NUMBER(5)		NOT NULL

		Campaign		Campaign Wave Delivery		Party Id		Unique identifier assigned to the Party.		VARCHAR2(25)		NOT NULL

		Campaign		Campaign  Wave Response		Date Of Response		Date on which the response is received from the party.		DATE		NOT NULL

		Campaign		Campaign  Wave Response		Campaign Wave Id		Unique identifier of the campaign.		VARCHAR2(25)		NOT NULL

		Campaign		Campaign  Wave Response		Party Id		Unique identifier assigned to the Party.		VARCHAR2(25)		NOT NULL

		Campaign		Campaign  Wave Response		Response Channel Id		Identifier to the channel		NUMBER(20)		NOT NULL

		Campaign		Campaign  Wave Response		Response Status Code		Unique identifier of the reponse status as attended, intrested, accepted etc.		NUMBER(5)		NULL

		Campaign		Marketing Plan		Marketing Plan Id		Stores the uniqe ID of marketing plan.		VARCHAR2(25)		NOT NULL

		Campaign		Marketing Plan		Marketing Plan Name		Name of the marketing plan.		VARCHAR2(60)		NULL

		Campaign		Marketing Plan		Marketing Plan Description		Description of the marketing plan.		VARCHAR2(255)		NULL

		Campaign		Wave Status		Wave Status Code		Unique identifier of the wave status as active, completed, planned etc.		NUMBER(5)		NOT NULL

		Campaign		Wave Status		Wave Status Description		Describes the wave status.		VARCHAR2(255)		NULL

		Campaign		Campaign Wave Offer Map		Offer Code		A unique identifier for the offer.		NUMBER(5)		NOT NULL

		Campaign		Campaign Wave Offer Map		Campaign Wave Id		Unique identifier of the campaign.		VARCHAR2(25)		NOT NULL

		Campaign		Campaign Status		Campaign Status Code		Unique identifier of the campaign status as active, completed, planned etc.		NUMBER(5)		NOT NULL

		Campaign		Campaign Status		Campaign Status Description		Describes the campaign status.		VARCHAR2(255)		NULL

		Campaign		Freebee Offer		Freebee Offer Code		Unique identifier of the freebee offers attached with the product which are given to the party to promote the product during campaign wave.		NUMBER(5)		NOT NULL

		Campaign		Freebee Offer		Freebee Offer Description		Describes the freebee offers.		VARCHAR2(255)		NULL
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Claim

		LDM														Staging										Mapping Logic

		Subject Area		Entity		Attribute		Attribute Desc		Datatype		Null				Table		Column		Column Desc		Datatype		Null

		Claim		Ligitation Status		Litigation Status Code		Unique identifier of the litigstion status.LOVs, Active, Closed, Information Only.
		NUMBER(5)		NOT NULL

		Claim		Ligitation Status		Litigation Status Description		Description of the Litigation Status,		VARCHAR2(255)		NULL

		Claim		Claim Severity Code		Severity Code		Unique identifier of the claim severity LOVs, Severe, Moderate, Normal
		NUMBER(5)		NOT NULL

		Claim		Claim Severity Code		Severity Description		Describes the claim severeity		VARCHAR2(255)		NULL

		Claim		Claim Offer		Claim Offer Code		Unique identifier of the claim offer. Offer whch is given on claim as repairment, amount etc.		NUMBER(5)		NOT NULL

		Claim		Claim Offer		Claim Offer Description		Describes the claim offer.		VARCHAR2(255)		NULL

		Claim		Claim Offer		Claim Offer Name		Name of the claim offer		VARCHAR2(60)		NULL

		Claim		Claim Offer		Arbitration Indicator		Indicates whther the claim is put into arbitration
		CHAR(1)		NULL

		Claim		Claim Offer		Litigation Indicator		Indicates if current or previous litigation is applicable, including if a lawsuit has been filed.
		CHAR(1)		NULL

		Claim		Recovery Status		Recovery Status Code		The status of the recovery as fully recovered, partly recovered etc.		NUMBER(5)		NOT NULL

		Claim		Recovery Status		Recovery Status Description		Describes the recovery status.		VARCHAR2(255)		NULL

		Claim		Recovery Type		Recovery Type		Unique identifier of the recovery. LOVs are Salvage recovery, Subrogation recovery, Deductible recovery and Reinsurance recovery.		VARCHAR2(10)		NOT NULL

		Claim		Recovery Type		Recovery Type Description		Describes the recovery type.		VARCHAR2(255)		NULL

		Claim		Claim Recovery		Recovery Id		Unique identifier of the recovery.		VARCHAR2(25)		NOT NULL

		Claim		Claim Recovery		Claim Id		A unique identifier of the claim.		VARCHAR2(25)		NULL

		Claim		Claim Recovery		Recovery Date		Date on which recovery has happened.		DATE		NULL

		Claim		Claim Recovery		Recovery Type		Unique identifier of the recovery. LOVs are Salvage recovery, Subrogation recovery, Deductible recovery and Reinsurance recovery.		VARCHAR2(10)		NULL

		Claim		Claim Recovery		Recovered Amount		Amount which is recovered through salvage, subrogation, deductible or reinsurance.		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL				Stage Claim Details		Salvage Amount		Salvage amount recovered during claim process		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL		If Recovery Type is Salvage than recovered amount is salvage amount, if recovery type is subrogation than recovered amount is subrogation amount & so on. 

																Stage Claim Details		Subrogation Amount		Subrogation amount recovered during claim process		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL

																Stage Claim Details		Deductible Amount		Deductible amount recovered during claim process		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL

																Stage Claim Details		Reinsurance Amount		Reinsurance amount recovered during claim process		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL

		Claim		Claim Recovery		Recovery Status Code		The status of the recovery as fully recovered, partly recovered etc.		NUMBER(5)		NULL

		Claim		Claim Recovery		Insurance Comapny Id		Unique identifier of the insurance company who is involved in reinsurance or subrogation process.		VARCHAR2(25)		NULL

		Claim		Claim Recovery		Recovery Manager Id		Unique identifier assigned to the Recovery Manager		VARCHAR2(25)		NULL

		Claim		Claim Settlement History		Claim Id		A unique identifier of the claim.		VARCHAR2(25)		NOT NULL

		Claim		Claim Settlement History		Settlement Date		Date on which claim amount is settled		DATE		NOT NULL

		Claim		Claim Settlement History		Settlement Amount		Amount which is settled on the settlement date.		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL

		Claim		Claim Settlement History		Claim Settlement Type		Code indication of how the claim is settled e.g. by agreement, by dispute resolution, by convention. Agreed Amount, Repair Replacement, Replacement, Actual Cash Value, Stated Amount , Compromise Settlement, Contingent Settlement, Combination Settlement, Full Commutation, Partial Commutation etc		NUMBER(5)		NULL

		Claim		Party Role Code		Party Role Code		Unique identifier of the role palyed by a party as Claim Legal Expert, Third party, Claim Witness,Claim Expert, Claim Fraud Examiner etc		NUMBER(5)		NOT NULL				Stage Claim Details		Third Party Administrator Name		Name of the Third Party Administrator involved in the claim process.
		VARCHAR2(30)		NULL		Direct

		Claim		Party Role Code		Party Role Description		Describes the party Role.		VARCHAR2(255)		NULL

		Claim		Claim Other Party		Claim Id		A unique identifier of the claim.		VARCHAR2(25)		NOT NULL

		Claim		Claim Other Party		Party Id		Unique identifier assigned to the Party.		VARCHAR2(25)		NOT NULL

		Claim		Claim Other Party		Party Role Code		Unique identifier of the role palyed by a party as Claim Legal Expert, Third party, Claim Witness,Claim Expert, Claim Fraud Examiner etc		NUMBER(5)		NULL

		Claim		Claim Type		Claim Type		Unique identifier of the claim type as death claim, maturity claim, fire claim, accident claim etc.		VARCHAR2(10)		NOT NULL

		Claim		Claim Type		Claim Type Description		Describes the claim type.		VARCHAR2(255)		NULL

		Claim		Claim Claim Relationship		Claim Id		A unique identifier of the claim.		VARCHAR2(25)		NOT NULL

		Claim		Claim Claim Relationship		Related Claim Id		A unique identifier of the related claim.		VARCHAR2(25)		NOT NULL

		Claim		Claim Claim Relationship		Relationship Type		Type of relation between different claims as related claim		VARCHAR2(10)		NULL

		Claim		Claim Expenses		Claim Id		A unique identifier of the claim.		VARCHAR2(25)		NOT NULL

		Claim		Claim Expenses		Expense Category		Expense category involved in the claim like legal expenses etc		VARCHAR2(10)		NOT NULL

		Claim		Claim Expenses		Expense Date		Date on which the expense happened.		DATE		NOT NULL

		Claim		Claim Expenses		Expense Amount		Amount of the expense.		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL				Stage Claim Details		Total Expense Amount		Total Expense amount occurred in a claim process.		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL		Direct

																Stage Claim Details		Total Expense Amount Till Date		Total Expense amount occurred in a claim process till date.		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL		Direct

		Claim		Claim Claimant		Claim Id		A unique identifier of the claim.		VARCHAR2(25)		NOT NULL				Stage Claimant Details		Claim Identifier		This column stores a unique identifier for each claim made.		VARCHAR2(20)		NOT NULL		Direct

		Claim		Claim Claimant		Claimant Id		Unique identifier assigned to the claimant.		VARCHAR2(25)		NOT NULL				Stage Claimant Details		Claimant Identifier		Unique identifier of the claimant		VARCHAR2(20)		NOT NULL		Direct

		Claim		Claim Claimant		Claimant Type		Unique identifier of claimant type. LOVs are C'-Claimant is child of insured
'H'-Claimant is a
household member
'I'-Claimant is the insured
'N'-Claimant was involved in the loss
'O'-Claimant is a third party
'P'-Claimant was a pedestrian
'S'-Claimant is spouse of insured
'U'-Unknown (Default)
'X'-Claimant is another occupant
		VARCHAR2(10)		NULL				Stage Claimant Details		Claimant Category		This stores the claimant category. e.g individual, firm, corporate, etc.		VARCHAR2(20)		NULL		Direct

		Claim		Claim Beneficiary		Claim Id		A unique identifier of the claim.		VARCHAR2(25)		NOT NULL				Stage Claim Beneficiary		Claim Identifier		This column stores a unique identifier for each claim made.		VARCHAR2(20)		NOT NULL		Direct

		Claim		Claim Beneficiary		Beneficiary Id		Unique identifier assigned to the Beneficiary.		VARCHAR2(25)		NOT NULL				Stage Claim Beneficiary		Beneficiary Id		This column stores a unique identifier of Beneficiary.		VARCHAR2(20)		NOT NULL		Direct

																Stage Claim Beneficiary		Extraction Date		This Attribute stores  the unique Extraction Date, that is the date on which this particular records extraction processing is commenced.		DATE		NOT NULL

		Claim		Claim Coverage		Claim Id		A unique identifier of the claim.		VARCHAR2(25)		NOT NULL

		Claim		Claim Coverage		Coverage Identifier		This column stores the unique identifier of the coverage		VARCHAR2(20)		NOT NULL				Stage Claim Details		Coverage Identifier		This column stores the unique identifier of the coverage
		VARCHAR2(20)		NULL		Direct

		Claim		Claim Coverage		Policy Number		Stores the insurance policy number provided by the insurer		VARCHAR2(25)		NOT NULL				Stage Claim Details		Policy Identifier		This stores unique identifier of the policy.		VARCHAR2(20)		NULL		Direct

		Claim		Claim Coverage		Claim Amount		Amount of the coverage allowed as per the policy.		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL

		Claim		Claim Group		Claim Group Id		Unique identifier of the claim group.		VARCHAR2(25)		NOT NULL

		Claim		Claim Group		Claim Group Description		Describes the claim group.		VARCHAR2(255)		NULL

		Claim		Non Life Claim		Claim Id		A unique identifier of the claim.		VARCHAR2(25)		NOT NULL

		Claim		Non Life Claim		Claim Reserve Amount		Reserve amount which has kept aside for the claim process.		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL				Stage Claim Details		Claim Reserve Amount		Reserve amount which has kept aside for the claim process.		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL		Direct

		Claim		Non Life Claim		Vendor Id		Vendor who is involved in the claim process.		VARCHAR2(25)		NULL

		Claim		Non Life Claim		Claim Offer Code		Unique identifier of the claim offer. Offer whch is given on claim as repairment, amount etc.		NUMBER(5)		NULL				Stage Claim Details		Claim Offer		Offer whch is given on claim as repairment, amount etc.		VARCHAR2(25)		NULL		Direct

		Claim		Life Health Claim		Claim Id		A unique identifier of the claim.		VARCHAR2(25)		NOT NULL

		Claim		Life Health Claim		Estimated Duration		Estimation of the duration of the claim process.		NUMBER(5)		NULL				Stage Claim Details		Estimated Duration		Estimation of the duration of the claim process.		NUMBER(5)		NULL		Direct

		Claim		Claim Event		Event Id		Unique identifier of the event which triggers to the claim like accident, health injury etc.		VARCHAR2(25)		NOT NULL

		Claim		Claim Event		Event Description		Describes the event.		VARCHAR2(255)		NULL

		Claim		Claim Event		Event Begin Date		Date on which event begins.		DATE		NULL				Stage Claim Details		Event Begin Date		Date on which event begins.		DATE		NULL		Direct

		Claim		Claim Event		Event Begin Time		Time on which event begins.		DATE		NULL				Stage Claim Details		Event Begin Time		Time on which event begins.		DATE		NULL		Direct

		Claim		Claim Event		Event End Date		Date on which event finished.		DATE		NULL				Stage Claim Details		Event End Date		Date on which event finished.		DATE		NULL		Direct

		Claim		Claim Event		Event End Time		Time on which event finished.		DATE		NULL				Stage Claim Details		Event End Time		Time on which event finished.		DATE		NULL		Direct

		Claim		Claim Event		Catastrophe Event Indicator		Indicator to identify the catastrophe event like earthquake, war etc.		CHAR(1)		NULL				Stage Claim Details		Catastrophe Event Indicator		Indicator to identify the catastrophe event like earthquake, war etc.		CHAR(1)		NULL		Direct

		Claim		Claim Event		Event Location Code		Place where the event occurred.		NUMBER(5)		NULL				Stage Claim Details		City		This stores the name of the city where event occurred.		VARCHAR2(60)		NULL		Direct

																Stage Claim Details		Street Name		This stores the name of the street where event occurred.		VARCHAR2(60)		NULL		Direct

																Stage Claim Details		Country		This stores the name of the country where event occurred.		VARCHAR2(60)		NULL		Direct

																Stage Claim Details		State		This stores the name of the state where event occurred.		VARCHAR2(60)		NULL		Direct

		Claim		Claim Event		Policy Renewal Indicator		Indicates if the policy applicable to the loss was in renewal status at the time of the loss.
		CHAR(1)		NULL

		Claim		Claim Event		Additional Claim Indicator		This indicates that additional types of losses (Liability, Property, Automobile) are being reported with this same accident, incident, loss, occurrence, injury or illness.
		CHAR(1)		NULL

		Claim		Claim Event		Responsible Department		The department or division of the company to which the accident, loss, occurrence, injury or illness will be charged.
		NUMBER(5)		NULL

		Claim		Claimant Type		Claimant Type		Unique identifier of claimant type. LOVs are C'-Claimant is child of insured
'H'-Claimant is a
household member
'I'-Claimant is the insured
'N'-Claimant was involved in the loss
'O'-Claimant is a third party
'P'-Claimant was a pedestrian
'S'-Claimant is spouse of insured
'U'-Unknown (Default)
'X'-Claimant is another occupant
		VARCHAR2(10)		NOT NULL

		Claim		Claimant Type		Claimant Type Description		Describes the claimant type.		VARCHAR2(255)		NULL

		Claim		Fraud Claim Code		Fraud Claim Code		This system code indicates potential fraudulent claim based on adjusters' investigation. LOVs are Fully Fraudulent, Partially Fraudulent, No (Default)
		NUMBER(5)		NOT NULL

		Claim		Fraud Claim Code		Fraud Claim Description		Describes the fraud claim.		VARCHAR2(255)		NULL

		Claim		Claim Rejection Reason Code		Claim Rejection Reason Code		Coded indication of why the claim is rejected. as Incorrect patient identifier information, Coverage terminated, Requires prior authorization or precertification, Services non-covered, Request for Medical Records, Coordination of Benefits, Bill liability carrier, Missing or Invalid CPT or HCPCS Codes, Delay in filing, No referral on file.		NUMBER(5)		NOT NULL				Stage Claim Refusal Reason Master		Claim Refused Reason Code		This column stores the unique code identifying the reason for refusal of a claim.		VARCHAR2(20)		NOT NULL		Direct

		Claim		Claim Rejection Reason Code		Claim Rejection Reason Description		Describes the claim rejection reason.		VARCHAR2(255)		NULL				Stage Claim Refusal Reason Master		Claim Refused Reason Description		This column stores the description of reason for refusal of a claim.		VARCHAR2(255)		NULL		Direct

		Claim		Claim Settlement Type Code		Claim Settlement Type		Code indication of how the claim is settled e.g. by agreement, by dispute resolution, by convention. Agreed Amount, Repair Replacement, Replacement, Actual Cash Value, Stated Amount , Compromise Settlement, Contingent Settlement, Combination Settlement, Full Commutation, Partial Commutation etc		NUMBER(5)		NOT NULL				Stage Claim Details		Claim Settlement Type		Code indication of how the claim is settled e.g. by agreement, by dispute resolution, by convention.		VARCHAR2(10)		NULL		Direct

		Claim		Claim Settlement Type Code		Claim Settlement Type Description		Describes the claim settlement type.		VARCHAR2(255)		NULL

		Claim		Claim Status		Claim Status Code		The status of the claims file, eg new, opened, closed - refused, closed - settled, reopened, Declined, Subrogation - Claim Open, Pending Subrogation, Closed without Payment, Compromised/Settled, Denied, Paid-in Full Status etc.		NUMBER(5)		NOT NULL				Stage Claim Status Master		Claim Status Code		This column stores the unique code identifying the status which can be applicable for a claim		VARCHAR2(20)		NOT NULL		Direct

		Claim		Claim Status		Claim Status Description		Describes the claim status.		VARCHAR2(255)		NULL				Stage Claim Status Master		Claim Status Description		This column stores the description of the status which can be applicable for a claim		VARCHAR2(255)		NULL		Direct

		Claim		Claim		Claim Id		A unique identifier of the claim.		VARCHAR2(25)		NOT NULL				Stage Claim Details		Claim Identifier		This column stores a unique identifier for each claim made.		VARCHAR2(20)		NOT NULL		Direct

		Claim		Claim		Claim File Open Date		The date the claim file was opened.		DATE		NULL				Stage Claim Details		Claim Opened Date		This Attribute stores  date on which the claim was made to the insurance organization.		DATE		NULL		Direct

		Claim		Claim		Claim File Re-Open Date		The date the claim file was re-opened.		DATE		NULL				Stage Claim Details		Claim Reopened Date		This Attribute stores  latest date on which the claim was re-opened by the insurance organization, if applicable. In case of multiple reopen the latest date is expected.		DATE		NULL		Direct

		Claim		Claim		Claim File Closed Date		The date on which the claim file was closed.		DATE		NULL				Stage Claim Details		Claim Closed date		This Attribute stores  date on which the claim was closed by the insurance organization.		DATE		NULL		Direct

		Claim		Claim		Claim Status Code		The status of the claims file, eg new, opened, closed - refused, closed - settled, reopened, Declined, Subrogation - Claim Open, Pending Subrogation, Closed without Payment, Compromised/Settled, Denied, Paid-in Full Status etc.		NUMBER(5)		NULL				Stage Claim Details		Claim Status Code		This Attribute stores  the current status of the claim. Possible values are: Active, ReOpen, Closed etc		VARCHAR2(20)		NULL		Direct

		Claim		Claim		Claim Rejection Reason Code		Coded indication of why the claim is rejected. as Incorrect patient identifier information, Coverage terminated, Requires prior authorization or precertification, Services non-covered, Request for Medical Records, Coordination of Benefits, Bill liability carrier, Missing or Invalid CPT or HCPCS Codes, Delay in filing, No referral on file.		NUMBER(5)		NULL				Stage Claim Details		Claim Refused Reason Code		This column stores the claim refusal reason. If you are saying that we may not require skey if it is text entry, then it is correct		VARCHAR2(20)		NULL		Direct

		Claim		Claim		Claim Amount		Amount which is claimed by policyholder/beneficiary		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL				Stage Claim Details		Amount Claimed		This Attribute stores  the amount of claim made in the natural currency. In case claim constitutes multiple sections, this column stores the total of all.		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL		Direct

		Claim		Claim		Claim Reported Date		Date on which claim was lodged by the policyholder/ beneficiary		DATE		NULL				Stage Claim Details		Claim Reported Date		This Attribute stores  date on which the claim was submitted to the insurance organization. This is same as claim reported date. 		DATE		NULL		Direct

		Claim		Claim		Total Settled Amount		Amount which is settled & paid to the nominee/beneficiary.		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL				Stage Claim Details		Total Settled Amount		This Attribute stores  the amount of claim paid in the natural currency. In case multiple claims were paid this column stores the total of all.		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL		Direct

																Stage Claim Details		Total Settled Amount Till Date		This Attribute stores  the amount of claim paid in the natural currency till date.		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL		Direct

		Claim		Claim		Total Recovered Amount		Amount which is recovered through subrogation/salvage.		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL				Stage Claim Details		Total Recovered Amount		This column stores the total recovered amount made from salvation, Subrrogation etc.		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL		Direct

																Stage Claim Details		Total Recovered Amount Till Date		This column stores the total recovered amount made from salvation, Subrrogation etc. till date.		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL		Direct

		Claim		Claim		Fraud Claim Code		This system code indicates potential fraudulent claim based on adjusters' investigation. LOVs are Fully Fraudulent, Partially Fraudulent, No (Default)
		NUMBER(5)		NULL				Stage Claim Details		Fraud Claim Code		This system code indicates potential fraudulent claim based on adjusters investigation. LOVs are Fully Fraudulent, Partially Fraudulent, No (Default)
		VARCHAR2(20)		NULL		Direct

		Claim		Claim		Event Id		Unique identifier of the event which triggers to the claim like accident, health injury etc.		VARCHAR2(25)		NULL				Stage Claim Details		Claim Event Name		Name of the event as Fire Event, Accident Event etc.		VARCHAR2(60)		NULL		Direct

		Claim		Claim		Claim Group Id		Unique identifier of the claim group.		VARCHAR2(25)		NULL				Stage Claim Details		Claim Group Id		Unique identifier of the claim group.		VARCHAR2(25)		NULL		Direct

		Claim		Claim		Claim Description		Description of claim made.		VARCHAR2(255)		NULL				Stage Claim Details		Claim Description		Description of claim made.		VARCHAR2(255)		NULL		Direct

		Claim		Claim		Claim Type		Unique identifier of the claim type as death claim, maturity claim, fire claim, accident claim etc.		VARCHAR2(10)		NULL				Stage Claim Details		Claim Type		Unique identifier of the claim type as death claim, maturity claim, fire claim, accident claim etc.		VARCHAR2(10)		NULL		Direct

		Claim		Claim		Re-Closed Date		The date on which the claim file was re-closed.		DATE		NULL				Stage Claim Details		Claim Reclosed Date		This Attribute stores latest date on which the claim was re-closed by the insurance organization.In case of multiple reopen the latest date is expected.		DATE		NULL		Direct

		Claim		Claim		Legal Entity Code		A unique identifier for the Legal Entity.		NUMBER(5)		NULL				Stage Claim Details		Legal Entity Code		This column stores the legal entity that has issued the policy.		VARCHAR2(20)		NULL		Direct

		Claim		Claim		Claim Representative Id		A CR/Adjuster is a person responsible for  investigating, evaluating and settling claims.		VARCHAR2(25)		NULL

		Claim		Claim		Claim Examiner Id		Unique identifier of the claim examiner.		VARCHAR2(25)		NULL

		Claim		Claim		Claim Manager Id		Unique identifier of the claim manager.		VARCHAR2(25)		NULL

		Claim		Claim		Currency Code		A unique identifier for the Currency.		VARCHAR2(3)		NULL				Stage Claim Details		Currency Code		This stores the ISO code of the currency of the claim transaction(natural currency).		VARCHAR2(3)		NULL		Direct

		Claim		Claim		Loss Date		Date on which Loss occurred.
		DATE		NULL

		Claim		Claim		Jurisdiction Id		Unique identifier assigned to the Party.		VARCHAR2(25)		NULL

		Claim		Claim		Litigation Indicator		Indicates if current or previous litigation is applicable, including if a lawsuit has been filed.
		CHAR(1)		NULL

		Claim		Claim		Estimated Cost		The estimated total amount of a claim. This field is used only when the claim has not been completely settled, i.e incurred.
contains a rough estimate of the amount of damage/injury arising from this accident, incident, loss, or occurrence. This is the estimate made either by the insurance agent or by the insured
		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL				Stage Claim Details		Estimated Cost		Estimation of the cost which incurred during the claim process.		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL		Direct

		Claim		Claim		Line Of Business Code		This stores the line of business code		NUMBER(5)		NULL				Stage Claim Details		Line Of Business Code		This stores a unique key representing a particular Line of Bussiness.		VARCHAR2(20)		NULL		Direct

		Claim		Claim		Payment Mode		Unique identification of the mode of payment. eg Check, DD, Credit Card, Cash, Pre-Authorization Draft, Electronic Fund Transfer Etc		VARCHAR2(10)		NULL

		Claim		Claim		Payment Date		Date on which payment is done.		DATE		NULL

		Claim		Claim		Deductions		Disallowed amount or deductions made which are out of scheduled claim scope
		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL

		Claim		Claim		Final Paid Amount		Total amount of claim finally paid
		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL

		Claim		Claim		Litigation Status Code		Unique identifier of the litigstion status.LOVs, Active, Closed, Information Only.
		NUMBER(5)		NULL

		Claim		Claim		Severity Code		Unique identifier of the claim severity LOVs, Severe, Moderate, Normal
		NUMBER(5)		NULL

																Stage Claim Details		Extraction Date		This Attribute stores  the unique Extraction Date, that is the date on which this particular records extraction processing is commenced.		DATE		NOT NULL

																Stage Claim Details		GAAP Code		This column stores the code of Generally Accepted accounting Principles that is used for determining accounts balances.		VARCHAR2(6)		NOT NULL

																Stage Claim Details		Policy Holder Code		This column stores the unique key identifying the policyholder.		VARCHAR2(20)		NULL

																Stage Claim Details		Product Type Code		This column stores the insurance product type. 		VARCHAR2(20)		NULL

																Stage Claim Details		Claim Amount Outstanding		This Attribute stores  the amount of claim which is appproved but not yet paid to the benficiary in natural currency.		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL

																Stage Claim Details		Right To Subrogation		This column indicates if the claim contract has a provision of Subrogation attached with it. If applicable it will contain Y, other wise N.		CHAR(1)		NULL

																Stage Claim Details		Business Segment		This column stores the business segment of the organization tn which the policy belongs. For example Life/Non Lfie/Composite.		VARCHAR2(60)		NULL

																Stage Claim Details		Business Class Code		Code for the Line of Business  as prescribed by the Regulator.		VARCHAR2(20)		NULL

																Stage Claim Details		Claimant Customer Flag		Flag indicating if claimant is a customer.		CHAR(1)		NULL

																Stage Claim Details		Product Code		This stores the product code.		VARCHAR2(15)		NULL

																Stage Claim Refusal Reason Master		Extraction Date		This column stores the date at which processing was done.		DATE		NOT NULL

																Stage Claim Status Master		Extraction Date		This column stores the date at which processing was done.		DATE		NOT NULL

																Stage Claim Status Master		Claim Status Category Code		This column stores the unique code in which the reason of refusal can be categorized.		VARCHAR2(20)		NULL

																Stage Claim Status Master		Claim Status Category Description		This column stores the description in which the reason of refusal can be categorized.		VARCHAR2(255)		NULL

																Stage Claimant Details		Extraction Date		This Attribute stores  the unique Extraction Date, that is the date on which this particular records extraction processing is commenced.		DATE		NOT NULL

																Stage Claimant Details		Customer Number		This stores the unique identifier for the customer.		VARCHAR2(40)		NULL

																Stage Claimant Details		Claimant First Name		This stores the first name of the claimant e.g.John, etc.		VARCHAR2(60)		NULL

																Stage Claimant Details		Claimant Middle Name		This stores the middle name of the claimant.		VARCHAR2(60)		NULL

																Stage Claimant Details		Claimant Last Name		This stores the last name of the claimant.		VARCHAR2(60)		NULL

																Stage Claimant Details		Claimant Gender		This stores the gender of the claimant.		VARCHAR2(5)		NULL

																Stage Claimant Details		Date Of Birth		This stores the date of birth of the claimant.		DATE		NULL

																Stage Claimant Details		City Of Residence		This stores the name of the city.		VARCHAR2(60)		NULL

																Stage Claimant Details		Locality		This stores the claimants locality.		VARCHAR2(60)		NULL

																Stage Claimant Details		District		This stores the name of the district.		VARCHAR2(60)		NULL

																Stage Claimant Details		State		This stores the name of the state.		VARCHAR2(60)		NULL

																Stage Claimant Details		Road Name		This stores the name of the road.		VARCHAR2(60)		NULL

																Stage Claimant Details		Apartment Name		This stores the name of the apartment/building /condominium/house where the claimant resides.		VARCHAR2(60)		NULL

																Stage Claimant Details		Street Name		This stores the name of the street in the claimant address details.		VARCHAR2(60)		NULL

																Stage Claimant Details		Country		This stores the name of the country.		VARCHAR2(60)		NULL

																Stage Claimant Details		Residence Zip Code		This stores the zip code of the claimant.		VARCHAR2(10)		NULL

																Stage Claimant Details		Residence Phone Area Code		This stores the telephone local area code (residence No.)		VARCHAR2(15)		NULL

																Stage Claimant Details		Residence Phone Country Code		This stores the telephone code of the country where the claimant resides (residence)		VARCHAR2(10)		NULL

																Stage Claimant Details		Residence Phone No		This stores the Residence telephone No. of the claimant.		VARCHAR2(20)		NULL

																Stage Claimant Details		Proportional Share		This column stores the proportional share in percentage.
		NUMBER(8,4)		NULL
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Collections and Recovery

		LDM														Staging										Mapping Logic

		Subject Area		Entity		Attribute		Attribute Desc		Datatype		Null				Table		Column		Column Desc		Datatype		Null

		Collections and Recovery		Collection		Collection Case ID		Unique identifier for Collector/Collection agency to track.		VARCHAR2(25)		NOT NULL

		Collections and Recovery		Collection		Account Number		Account number of the customer for a product against which the collection process is initiated.		VARCHAR2(25)		NOT NULL				Stage Collections		Account Number		Account number of the customer.		VARCHAR2(25)		NOT NULL		Direct

		Collections and Recovery		Collection		Extraction Date		This stores the date on which records were extracted in the EDW.		DATE		NOT NULL				Stage Collections		Extraction Date		The date for which processing is commenced. Usually the end of business day of the month.		DATE		NOT NULL		Direct

		Collections and Recovery		Collection		Total Overdue Amount		Total amount due from the account as on the extraction date		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL				Stage Collections		Total Overdue Amount		Total amount due from the account.		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL		Direct

		Collections and Recovery		Collection		Recent Activity Code		Code for most recent activity on the account.		NUMBER(5)		NULL				Stage Collections		Recent Activity Code		Code for most recent activity on the account.		VARCHAR2(5)		NULL		Direct

		Collections and Recovery		Collection		Recent Activity Date		Date / Time of most recent activity		DATE		NULL				Stage Collections		Recent Activity Date		Date / Time of most recent activity		DATE		NULL		Direct

		Collections and Recovery		Collection		Collector ID		This stores the ID of the collector agent who worked on the case / collection attempt		VARCHAR2(25)		NULL				Stage Collections		Collector Identifier		Unique ID of the collection officer as available in the source system.		VARCHAR2(20)		NULL		Direct

		Collections and Recovery		Collection		Collector Group Code		Each collector can be a part of collector group that is assigned a unique code in the system. Ex: Tele-Call Department, Home visit department etc		NUMBER(5)		NULL

		Collections and Recovery		Collection		Collection Start Date		The date on which the collection case becomes active in the collection system.		DATE		NULL

		Collections and Recovery		Collection		Collection End Date		The date on which the collection case is closed in the collection system.		DATE		NULL

		Collections and Recovery		Collection		Collection Status Code		The status field identifying the current status of the Collection case.		NUMBER(5)		NULL

		Collections and Recovery		Collection		Activity Code		Unique codes assigned to each of the activities done by the Collector.		NUMBER(5)		NULL

		Collections and Recovery		Collection		Data Origin Code				CHAR(18)		NULL				Stage Collections		Data Origin		Identifies the source system from which the account information was extracted.		VARCHAR2(20)		NULL		Direct

																Stage Collections		Current Balance		Outstanding balance in the account.		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL

																Stage Collections		Current Due Amount		Delinquent Amount for the most recent completed cycle		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL

																Stage Collections		Delinquency System Indicator		Delinquency at the end of the month in the collections system		VARCHAR2(1)		NULL

																Stage Collections		Current Party Contact Identifier		Id of the party contacted most recently for collections		VARCHAR2(20)		NULL

																Stage Collections		Current Letter Code		Code for the most recent letter sent to account holder		VARCHAR2(10)		NULL

																Stage Collections		Current Excuse Code		Code for the most recent excuse given by account holder for delay in payments		VARCHAR2(5)		NULL

																Stage Collections		Current Promise Date		Date on which the most recent promise for re-payment was made by the account holder.		DATE		NULL

																Stage Collections		Current Payment Amount		Most recently paid amount.		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL

																Stage Collections		Current Payment Date		Most recent payment date.		DATE		NULL

																Stage Collections		Current Promise Amount		Most recent promised amount for re-payment by account holder.		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL

																Stage Collections		Latest Movement System Active Date		Date of last movement into the collections system in active state		DATE		NULL

																Stage Collections		Product Type		Product type classification for loan products		VARCHAR2(20)		NULL

																Stage Collections		Product  Code		Unique Product Code		VARCHAR2(25)		NULL

																Stage Collections		Product Category Code		Code for the product category		VARCHAR2(20)		NULL

																Stage Collections		First Payment Default Indicator		This stores the indicator if the card holder has defaulted  first payment		CHAR(1)		NULL

																Stage Collections		Second Payment Default Indicator		This stores the indicator if the card holder has defaulted second payment		CHAR(1)		NULL

																Stage Collections		Function Code		This stores the collection bucket in which the amount was due.		VARCHAR2(20)		NULL

																Stage Collection Officer Master		Collection Officer ID		This stores the Id of the collection officer, as available in the source system.		VARCHAR2(20)		NOT NULL

																Stage Collection Officer Master		Collection Officer Name		This stores the name of the collection officer.		VARCHAR2(100)		NULL

																Stage Collection Officer Master		Extraction Date		This stores the date on which the collection officer details are extracted from the source system.		DATE		NULL

		Collections and Recovery		Collection Activity Code		Activity Code		Unique codes assigned to each of the activities done by the Collector.		NUMBER(5)		NOT NULL

		Collections and Recovery		Collection Activity Code		Activity Code Name		Alphanumeric field that identifies the activity code as a string. Example: Follow-up, Re-allocation, Escalation etc.		VARCHAR2(10)		NOT NULL

		Collections and Recovery		Collection Activity Code		Activity Description		Description of each of the activity codes.		VARCHAR2(255)		NULL

		Collections and Recovery		Collection Excuse Code		Excuse Code		Codes assigned to different types of excuses that the defaulter may come up with.		NUMBER(5)		NOT NULL

		Collections and Recovery		Collection Excuse Code		Excuse Name		Alphanumeric field that identifies the excuse code as a string.		VARCHAR2(10)		NOT NULL

		Collections and Recovery		Collection Excuse Code		Excuse Description		Description of the excuses for each type of excuse code.		VARCHAR2(255)		NULL

		Collections and Recovery		Collection Letter Code		Letter Code		Codes assigned to different types of letters that the bank may send to the defaulter.		NUMBER(5)		NOT NULL

		Collections and Recovery		Collection Letter Code		Letter Name		Alphanumeric field that identifies the letter code as a string. Ex: Letter Types can be: 1st Reminder, 2nd Reminder, 3rd Reminder, Proposal, Legal Notice etc.		VARCHAR2(60)		NOT NULL

		Collections and Recovery		Collection Letter Code		Letter Description		Description of the letter codes.		VARCHAR2(255)		NULL

		Collections and Recovery		Collection Status Code		Collection Status Code		Code assigned to status that the collection case can have.		NUMBER(5)		NOT NULL

		Collections and Recovery		Collection Status Code		Collection Status Name		Alphanumeric field that identifies the status code of the collection case.		VARCHAR2(10)		NOT NULL

		Collections and Recovery		Collection Status Code		Collection Status Description		Description of the status identified by status code.		VARCHAR2(255)		NULL

		Collections and Recovery		Collector Contact		Collection Case Reference Id		Unique identifier for Collector/Collection agency to track.		VARCHAR2(25)		NOT NULL

		Collections and Recovery		Collector Contact		Contacted Party		This attribute can store two types of details 1-Customer ID of the account holder, 2-Details of the person contacted by the collector in case the Account holder is not reachable.		VARCHAR2(255)		NULL

		Collections and Recovery		Collector Contact		Data Origin Code				CHAR(18)		NULL

		Collections and Recovery		Collector Contact		Contact Reference ID		Unique identifier to identify the contact that was initiated for the collection case.		VARCHAR2(25)		NULL

		Collections and Recovery		Collector Contact		Extraction Date		This stores the date on which records were extracted in the EDW.		DATE		NOT NULL

		Collections and Recovery		Collector Contact		Total Promised Amount		Total amount of all promises taken by collector for re-payment from the account holder.		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL

		Collections and Recovery		Collector Contact		Status Attempt Flag		Whether contact was made - Y/N		CHAR(1)		NULL

		Collections and Recovery		Collector Contact		Promised Payment Date		Payment date promised by account holder		DATE		NULL

		Collections and Recovery		Collector Contact		Contact Date		Date on which the contact was made with the account holder.		DATE		NULL

		Collections and Recovery		Collector Contact		Collector ID		This stores the ID of the collector agent who worked on the case / collection attempt		VARCHAR2(25)		NULL

		Collections and Recovery		Collector Contact		Collector Group Code		Each collector can be a part of collector group that is assigned a unique code in the system.		NUMBER(5)		NULL

		Collections and Recovery		Collector Contact		Product Code		This stores the product code for which collection process is initiated.		VARCHAR2(10)		NULL

		Collections and Recovery		Collector Contact		Promised Taken To Pay		On contact, account holder promised to pay - Y/N		CHAR(1)		NULL

		Collections and Recovery		Collector Contact		Activity Code		Code for activity on the account in a particular contact event. Examples of activities are Follow-up, Re-allocation, Escalation etc.		NUMBER(5)		NULL

		Collections and Recovery		Collector Contact		Excuse Code		Code for excuse on the account in a particular contact event.		NUMBER(5)		NULL

		Collections and Recovery		Collector Contact		Letter Code		Code for letter on the account in a particular contact event.		NUMBER(5)		NULL

		Collections and Recovery		Collector Contact		Contact Status Code		This field can accommodate different statuses that are maintained for a particular contact event Example: PTPF (Promise to pay Fulfilled), PTPP (Promise to pay Partially Fulfilled), PTPB (Promise to pay Broken) etc		NUMBER(5)		NULL

		Collections and Recovery		Collector Contact		Contact Method Code		Numeric field identifying the method used to contact the customer/prospect as part of contact that is attempted with the customer/prospect. This code is one-to-one mapped to the Contact Method Name attribute that is an alphanumeric field.		NUMBER(5)		NULL

		Collections and Recovery		Collector Group Code		Collector Group Code		Numeric field identifying the group to which the collector belongs. This code is one-to-one mapped to the Collector Group Name attribute that is an alphanumeric field. Applicable to Collections and Recovery process in the financial institution.		NUMBER(5)		NOT NULL

		Collections and Recovery		Collector Group Code		Collector Group Name		Alphanumeric field that identifies the Collector Groups. Ex: Tele-Marketing, Home-Visit department etc.		VARCHAR2(10)		NOT NULL

		Collections and Recovery		Collector Group Code		Collector Group Description		Description of the collector group.		VARCHAR2(255)		NULL

		Collections and Recovery		Contact Method Type		Contact Method Code		Numeric field identifying the method used to contact the customer as part of contact that is attempted to collect money from the customer. This code is one-to-one mapped to the Contact Method Name attribute that is an alphaumeric field. Applicable to Collections and Recovery process in the financial institution.		NUMBER(5)		NOT NULL

		Collections and Recovery		Contact Method Type		Contact Method Name		Alphanumeric field that identifies the Contact Method as a string. Ex: Telephonic, Customer Visit, Letter etc.		VARCHAR2(10)		NOT NULL

		Collections and Recovery		Contact Method Type		Contact Method Description		Description of the Contact Method.		VARCHAR2(255)		NULL

		Collections and Recovery		Contact Status Code		Contact Status Code		Numeric field identifying the status that is associated to the contact that was initiated in order to recover money from the customer. This code is one-to-one mapped to the Contact Status Name attribute that is an alphaumeric field. Applicable to Collections and Recovery process in the financial institution.		NUMBER(5)		NOT NULL

		Collections and Recovery		Contact Status Code		Contact Status Name		Alphanumeric field that identifies the contact status as a string. Ex: PTPF(Promise to pay Fulfilled), PTPP (Promise to pay Partially Fulfilled), PTPB (Promise to pay Broken) etc		VARCHAR2(10)		NOT NULL

		Collections and Recovery		Contact Status Code		Contact Status Description		Description of the contact status.		VARCHAR2(255)		NULL

		Collections and Recovery		Recovery		Collection Case Reference ID		Unique identifier for Collector/Collection agency to track.		VARCHAR2(25)		NOT NULL

		Collections and Recovery		Recovery		Extraction Date		This stores the date on which records were extracted in the EDW.		DATE		NOT NULL				Stage Recoveries		Extraction Date		This refers to the date on which processing commences. This is ideally, the end of business day of the month		DATE		NOT NULL		Direct

		Collections and Recovery		Recovery		Collector ID		This stores the ID of the collector agent who worked on the case / collection attempt		VARCHAR2(25)		NULL				Stage Recoveries		Recovery Agent ID		This stores the recovery agent Id.		VARCHAR2(20)		NULL		Direct

		Collections and Recovery		Recovery		Total Amount Written-Off		The amount which could not be recovered for a collection case even after recovery attempt.		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL				Stage Recoveries		Principal amount written off		This stores the principal amount written-off.		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL		Total Amount written-off in LDM can be calculated by adding up three columns in Staging: Principal amount written-off, Interest amount written-off and Other amount written-off.

																Stage Recoveries		Interest amount written off		This stores the interest amount written-off.		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL

																Stage Recoveries		Other amount written off		This stores the other amount written-off.		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL

		Collections and Recovery		Recovery		Total Amount Recovered		The amount which was recovered as a part of recovery.		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL				Stage Recoveries		Principal amount recovered		This stores the principal amount recovered.		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL		Total Amount recovered in LDM can be calculated by adding up three columns in Staging: Principal amount recovered, Interest amount recovered and Other amount recovered.

																Stage Recoveries		Interest amount recovered		This stores the interest amount recovered.		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL

																Stage Recoveries		Other amount recovered		This stores the other amount recovered.		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL

		Collections and Recovery		Recovery		Excess amount recovered		This stores the excess amount recovered from the collection process e.g. Proceeds received from auction of collaterals.		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL				Stage Recoveries		Excess amount recovered		This stores the excess amount recovered.		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL		Direct

		Collections and Recovery		Recovery		Data Origin		This attribute stores the identifier of the source system from which the data has been extracted		NUMBER(5)		NULL				Stage Recoveries		Data Origin		This column stores the identifier of the source system from which the data has been extracted		VARCHAR2(20)		NULL		Direct

		Collections and Recovery		Recovery		Recovery Type Code		This attribute stores the recovery type - manual/system		NUMBER(5)		NULL				Stage Recoveries		Recovery Type		This column stores the recovery type - manual/system		VARCHAR2(20)		NULL		Direct

		Collections and Recovery		Recovery		Recovery Date		Stores the date on which recovery was done.		DATE		NULL

		Collections and Recovery		Recovery		WriteOff Reason Code		Numeric field identifying the write-off reason for an account. This code is one-to-one mapped to the Write-Off Reason Name attribute that is an alphanumeric field.		NUMBER(5)		NULL				Stage Recoveries		Write-off Reason Code		This stores the write-off reason code.		VARCHAR2(5)		NULL		Direct

		Collections and Recovery		Recovery Type Code		Recovery Type Code		Numeric field identifying the type of recovery done as a part of recovering the overdue amount from the customer. This code is one-to-one mapped to the Recovery Type Name attribute that is an alphanumeric field. Applicable to Collections and Recovery process in the financial institution.		NUMBER(5)		NOT NULL				Stage Recovery Type Master		Recovery Type		This stores the recovery type		VARCHAR2(20)		NOT NULL		Direct

		Collections and Recovery		Recovery Type Code		Recovery Type Name		Alphanumeric field that identifies the recovery type as a string. Ex: Manual or System		VARCHAR2(10)		NOT NULL

		Collections and Recovery		Recovery Type Code		Recovery Type Description		Description of the recovery type.		VARCHAR2(255)		NULL				Stage Recovery Type Master		Recovery Type Desc		This stores the service request description.		VARCHAR2(60)		NULL		Direct

		Collections and Recovery		WriteOff Reason Code		WriteOff Reason Code		Numeric field identifying the write-off reason for an account. This code is one-to-one mapped to the Write-Off Reason Name attribute that is an alphanumeric field.		NUMBER(5)		NOT NULL				Stage Writeoff Reason Master		Write of Reason Code		This stores the reason code based on which the account was written off from the books		VARCHAR2(15)		NOT NULL		Direct

		Collections and Recovery		WriteOff Reason Code		WriteOff Reason Name		Alphanumeric field that identifies the write-off reason as a string.		VARCHAR2(10)		NOT NULL

		Collections and Recovery		WriteOff Reason Code		WriteOff Reason Description		Description of the write-off reason code.		VARCHAR2(255)		NULL				Stage Writeoff Reason Master		Write of Reason Code Description		This stores the description of write-off reason code.		VARCHAR2(60)		NULL		Direct

																Stage Recovery Agent Master		Recovery Agent ID		This stores the recovery agent Id.		VARCHAR2(20)		NOT NULL

																Stage Recovery Agent Master		Extraction Date		This refers to the date on which processing commences. This is ideally, the end of business day of the month.		DATE		NOT NULL

																Stage Recovery Agent Master		Recovery Agent Name		This stores the recovery agent name.		VARCHAR2(60)		NULL

																Stage Recovery Type Master		Extraction Date		This refers to the date on which processing commences. This is ideally, the end of business day of the month.		DATE		NOT NULL

																Stage Writeoff Reason Master		Extraction Date		This is the date on which the code has been extracted from source system		DATE		NULL

																Stage Recoveries		Account Number		This stores the account No. for a product of a customer.		VARCHAR2(25)		NOT NULL

																Stage Recoveries		Product Code		Unique Product Code		VARCHAR2(25)		NULL

																Stage Recoveries		Account Opening Date		This stores the account opening date.		DATE		NULL

																Stage Recoveries		Date of write-off of account		This stores the date of write-off of the account.		DATE		NULL

																Stage Recoveries		Most recent Account status - Pending/Dead/etc		This stores the most recent account status, whether pending, dead, etc.		VARCHAR2(1)		NULL

																Stage Recoveries		Dealer Code - To recover write/off		This stores the dealer code, to recover write-off.		VARCHAR2(20)		NULL

																Stage Recoveries		Full payoff amount		This stores the full payoff amount.		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL
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Credit Card

		LDM														Staging										Mapping Logic

		Subject Area		Entity		Attribute		Attribute Desc		Datatype		Null				Table		Column		Column Desc		Datatype		Null

		Contract		Prepaid Card Account		Account Number		Unique identifier of the account		VARCHAR2(25)		NOT NULL				Stage Prepaid Cards		Account Number		A unique identifier for the account held by the customer		VARCHAR2(25)		NOT NULL		Direct

																Stage Prepaid Cards		Extraction Date		This is the date on which processing commences. This is usually, the end of the business day of the month.		DATE		NOT NULL

																Stage Prepaid Cards		Product Code		Stores the unique product code of the card as traveller's card, food plus card, gift plus card etc		VARCHAR2(15)		NULL

		Contract		Prepaid Card Contract		Maximum Card Limit		Stores the maximum card limit speicifed by the financial institution.		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL				Stage Prepaid Cards		Maximum Card Limit		Stores the maximum card limit speicifed by the financial institution.		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL		Direct

		Contract		Prepaid Card Contract		Current Limit		Stores the current limti of the card.		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL				Stage Prepaid Cards		Current Limit		Stores the current limti of the card.		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL		Direct

		Contract		Prepaid Card Contract		Issuance Fee		Stores the fees charged at the time of issuance.		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL				Stage Prepaid Cards		Issuance Fee		Stores the fees charged at the time of issuance.		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL		Direct

		Contract		Prepaid Card Contract		Reload Fee		Stores the fees charged at the time of reload.		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL				Stage Prepaid Cards		Reload Fee		Stores the fees charged at the time of reload.		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL		Direct

		Contract		Prepaid Card Contract		Reissue Pin Charges		Stores the fees charged at the time of reissue of pin..		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL				Stage Prepaid Cards		Reissue Pin Charges		Stores the fees charged at the time of reissue of pin..		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL		Direct

		Contract		Prepaid Card Contract		Atm Withdrawal Charges		Stores the fees charged at the time of ATM withdrawal.		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL				Stage Prepaid Cards		ATM Withdrawal Charges		Stores the fees charged at the time of ATM withdrawal.		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL		Direct

		Contract		Prepaid Card Contract		Balance Enquiry Charges		Stores the fees charged at the time of balance enquiry.		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL				Stage Prepaid Cards		Balance Enquiry Charges		Stores the fees charged at the time of balance enquiry.		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL		Direct

		Contract		Prepaid Card Contract		Charge Slip Retrieval Charges		Stores the fees charged at the time of charge slip retrieval.		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL				Stage Prepaid Cards		Charge Slip Retrieval Charges		Stores the fees charged at the time of charge slip retrieval.		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL		Direct

		Contract		Prepaid Card Contract		Total Fees		Stores the toal fees charged against the card.		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL				Stage Prepaid Cards		Total Fees		Stores the toal fees charged against the card.		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL		Direct

		Contract		Prepaid Card Contract		Start Date		Stores the start date of the card.		DATE		NULL				Stage Prepaid Cards		Start Date		Stores the start date of the card.		DATE		NULL		Direct

		Contract		Prepaid Card Contract		Close Date		Stores the close date of the card.		DATE		NULL				Stage Prepaid Cards		Close Date		Stores the close date of the card.		DATE		NULL		Direct

		Contract		Prepaid Card Contract		Validity Date		Stores the date till the card is valid.		DATE		NULL				Stage Prepaid Cards		Validity Date		Stores the date till the card is valid.		DATE		NULL		Direct

		Contract		Prepaid Card Account		Load Amount		Stores the amount loaded in the card.		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL				Stage Prepaid Cards		Load Amount		Stores the amount loaded in the card.		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL		Direct

																Stage Prepaid Cards		Card Holder Name		This stores the Card holder name.
		VARCHAR2(60)		NULL

																Stage Prepaid Cards		ISO Currency Code		Stores the currency code of the card.		VARCHAR2(3)		NULL

																Stage Prepaid Cards		Association Name		Store the association name like Visa/Master associated with the card.		VARCHAR2(60)		NULL

		Contract		Prepaid Card Contract		Contract Identifier		A unique identifier for a contract		VARCHAR2(25)		NOT NULL

		Card		Prepaid Cards		Card Number		Unique number of the card.		NUMBER(10)		NOT NULL

		Card		Prepaid Cards		Association Id		A unique code assigned to the association attached with the retailer eg. Master, Visa, Amex etc		VARCHAR2(25)		NULL

		Card		Balance Category Code		Balance Category Code		Unique identifier of balance category as Balance Transfer, Cash, Loan or transaction.		NUMBER(5)		NOT NULL				Stage Credit Card Balance Category Master		Balance Category Code		Unique identifier of balance category as Balance Transfer, Cash, Loan or transaction.
		VARCHAR2(20)		NOT NULL		Direct

		Card		Balance Category Code		Balance Category Name		Name of the balance category.		VARCHAR2(60)		NULL

		Card		Balance Category Code		Balance Category Description		Describes the balance category.		VARCHAR2(255)		NULL				Stage Credit Card Balance Category Master		Balance Category Description		This column stores the description of the balance category.
		VARCHAR2(255)		NULL		Direct

																Stage Credit Card Balance Category Master		Extraction Date		This is the date on which processing commences. This is usually, the end of the business day of the month.
		DATE		NOT NULL

		Card		Media Status		Status Code		Stores the status of the media eg. Active, Inactive, Stolen, Suspended etc		VARCHAR2(60)		NOT NULL

		Card		Media Status		Status Date		The date on which the status of the media is updated		DATE		NULL

		Card		Media Status		Status Description		Describes the media status.		VARCHAR2(255)		NULL

		Card		Media Status		Status Reason		Stores the reason for the status		VARCHAR2(255)		NULL

		Card		Credit Card Balance Details		Card Number		Unique number of the card.		NUMBER(10)		NOT NULL				Stage Credit Card Balance Summary		Account Number		A unique identifier for each account held by the customer
		VARCHAR2(25)		NOT NULL		Direct

																Stage Credit Card Balance Summary		Extraction Date		This column stores the date at which processing was done.
		DATE		NOT NULL

		Card		Credit Card Balance Details		Balance Category Code		Unique identifier of balance category as Balance Transfer, Cash, Loan or transaction.		NUMBER(5)		NOT NULL				Stage Credit Card Balance Summary		Balance Category Code		Unique identifier of balance category as Balance Transfer, Cash, Loan or transaction.
		VARCHAR2(20)		NOT NULL		Direct

		Card		Credit Card Balance Details		Date		Date on which details are applicable.		DATE		NOT NULL

		Card		Credit Card Balance Details		Balance Amount		Balance details of the account as of date.		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL				Stage Credit Card Balance Summary		Total Outstanding Balance - Period End		This stores the account outstanding balance at the end of the period
		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL		Direct

																Stage Credit Card Balance Summary		Total Outstanding Balance - Cycle End		This column stores the outstanding balance of the account at the end of the cycle
		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL

		Card		Credit Card Balance Details		Interest Amount		Interest details of the account as of date.		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL

																Stage Credit Card Balance Summary		Average Daily Balance		This column stores the average daily balance of the account.
		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL

																Stage Credit Card Balance Summary		Interest Rate		This column stores the annual percentage rate.
		NUMBER(11,6)		NULL

																Stage Credit Card Balance Summary		Effective Interest Rate		This column stores the effective interest rate which include annual percentage rate, fees etc
		NUMBER(11,6)		NULL

																Stage Credit Card Balance Summary		Offer Code		Stores the unique identifier of the offer given to the customer.
		VARCHAR2(20)		NULL

																Stage Credit Card Balance Summary		Revolving Indicator		Flag to indicate if the balance is a revolving balance.
		CHAR(1)		NULL

																Stage Credit Card Balance Summary		Total Bonus Points		Total Bonus points earned in an account as of date.
		NUMBER(20)		NULL

																Stage Credit Card Balance Summary		ISO Currency Code		This stores the ISO Currency Code
		VARCHAR2(3)		NULL

		Card		Virtual Account		Virtual Account Number		Unique number of the virtual account.		NUMBER(10)		NOT NULL

		Card		Sticker		Sticker Number		Unique number of the Sticker.		NUMBER(10)		NOT NULL

		Card		Fob		Fob Number		Unique number of the FOB.		NUMBER(10)		NOT NULL

		Card		Media		Media Number		Unique number of the media.		NUMBER(10)		NOT NULL

		Card		Media		Issue Date		Stores the date on which the media (all types) was issued to the customer.		DATE		NOT NULL

		Card		Media		Expiry Date		Stores the date on which the media (all types) issued to the customer will expire.		DATE		NOT NULL

		Card		Media		Status Code		Stores the status of the media eg. Active, Inactive, Stolen, Suspended etc		VARCHAR2(60)		NULL

		Card		Card Events		Card Number		Unique number of the card.		NUMBER(10)		NOT NULL

		Card		Card Events		Event Code		Unique code for the event		NUMBER(5)		NOT NULL

		Card		Corporate Credit Cards		Card Number		Unique number of the card.		NUMBER(10)		NOT NULL

		Card		Corporate Credit Cards		Company Display Name		Display name of the comapny for whom thwe card is issued.		VARCHAR2(60)		NULL

		Card		Retail Credit Cards		Card Number		Unique number of the card.		NUMBER(10)		NOT NULL

		Card		Credit Card Account Billing History		Start Date		Date on which the details on the account given.		DATE		NOT NULL

		Card		Credit Card Account Billing History		Account Number		Unique identifier of the account		VARCHAR2(25)		NOT NULL

		Card		Credit Card Account Billing History		Minimum Payment Amount		Minimum amount due for current month.		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL

		Card		Credit Card Account Billing History		Total Payment Amount		Total amount due for current month.		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL

		Card		Credit Card Account Billing History		Payment Date		Date on which payment is due.		DATE		NULL

		Card		Credit Card Account Billing History		Debit Credit Indicator		Indicator to identify debit or credit balance.		CHAR(1)		NULL

		Card		Credit Card Account Billing History		Total Outstanding Balance - Cycle End		This column stores the outstanding balance of the account at the end of the cycle		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL

		Card		Billing Cycle Schedule		Billing Cycle Id		Unique identifier of the billing cycle.		VARCHAR2(25)		NOT NULL

		Card		Billing Cycle Schedule		Start Date		Date on which billing cycle will be applicable.		DATE		NOT NULL

		Card		Billing Cycle Schedule		Account Number		Unique identifier of the account		VARCHAR2(25)		NOT NULL

		Card		Billing Cycle Schedule		End Date		Date on which billing cycle ends.		DATE		NULL

		Card		Billing Cycle		Billing Cycle Id		Unique identifier of the billing cycle.		VARCHAR2(25)		NOT NULL

		Card		Billing Cycle		Billing Cycle Description		Describes the billing cycle		VARCHAR2(255)		NULL

		Card		Billing Cycle		Billing Day		Day on which billing happens.		NUMBER(10)		NULL

		Card		Billing Cycle		Pay By Date		Date till when payment can be accepted.		DATE		NULL

		Card		Card Type		Card Type		A unique code to identify the type of card eg. Silver, Gold, Platinum, Signature etc		VARCHAR2(10)		NOT NULL				Stage Card Type Master		Card Type Code		This stores the distinct card codes used for identifying the type of the card.		VARCHAR2(20)		NOT NULL		Direct

		Card		Card Type		Card Type Description		Describes the card type.		VARCHAR2(255)		NULL				Stage Card Type Master		Card Type Description		This stores the hierarchical level of the card.		VARCHAR2(60)		NULL		Direct

																Stage Card Type Master		Extraction Date		This refers to the date on which processing commences. This is ideally, the end of business day of the month.		DATE		NOT NULL

		Card		Credit Card		Card Number		Unique number of the card.		NUMBER(10)		NOT NULL

		Card		Credit Card		Point Of Sale Flag		Indicates if the POS facility has been provided on the card		CHAR(1)		NULL

		Card		Credit Card		Account Number		Unique identifier of the account		VARCHAR2(25)		NULL

		Card		Card		Card Number		Unique number of the card.		NUMBER(10)		NOT NULL

		Card		Card		Atm Pin Enabled		Indicates whether personal identification number has been enabled for the card		CHAR(1)		NULL

		Card		Card		Add-On Card		Indicates if additional cards are issued under the same limit		CHAR(1)		NULL

		Card		Card		Card Holder Display Name		Name of the holder of the card which is displayed in the card.		VARCHAR2(60)		NULL

		Card		Card		Card Type		A unique code to identify the type of card eg. Silver, Gold, Platinum, Signature etc		VARCHAR2(10)		NULL

		Card		Card		Cvv Number		Card verification value or CVV is a security feature for the card to prevent misuse.		NUMBER(10)		NULL

		Card		Card		Card Issuer Id		A unique code to the issuer of the card eg. Master, Visa, Amex etc		VARCHAR2(25)		NULL

		Card		Reward Points History		Date		Date on which the points earned in an account.		DATE		NOT NULL

		Card		Reward Points History		Account Number		Unique identifier of the account		VARCHAR2(25)		NOT NULL

		Card		Reward Points History		Bonus Points Earned		Bonus points earned in an account.		NUMBER(10)		NULL				Stage Credit Card Balance Summary		Bonus Points Earned		Bonus points earned in an account for the current period.
		NUMBER(20)		NULL		Direct

		Card		Reward Points History		Bonus Points Redeemed		Bonus points redeemed by the customer in an account.		NUMBER(10)		NULL

		Card		Reward Points History		Bonus Points Remaining		Bonus points remaining in an account.		NUMBER(10)		NULL

		Contract		Credit Card Contract		Contract Identifier		A unique identifier for a contract		VARCHAR2(25)		NOT NULL				Stage Cards		Account Number		A unique identifier for each account held by the customer		VARCHAR2(25)		NOT NULL		Direct

		Contract		Credit Card Contract		Limit Amount		The total amount of credit that can be availed through purchase of goods and services		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL

		Contract		Credit Card Contract		Limit Currency		The currency in which the limit is available for withdrawal		VARCHAR2(3)		NOT NULL

		Contract		Credit Card Contract		Balance Transfer Facility		Flag to indicate if balance transfer has been offered.		CHAR(1)		NULL				Stage Cards		Balance Transfer Offer Flag		Flag to identify if balance transfer has been offered		CHAR(1)		NULL		Direct

		Contract		Credit Card Contract		Interest Rate - Retail Transactions		This stores the interest rate on the retail transactions		NUMBER(10,6)		NULL				Stage Cards		Interest Rate - Retail Transactions		This stores the interest rate on the retail transactions		NUMBER(11,6)		NULL		Direct

		Contract		Credit Card Contract		Interest Rate - Cash Transactions		This stores the interest rate on the cash transactions		NUMBER(10,6)		NULL				Stage Cards		Interest Rate - Cash Transactions		This stores the interest rate on the cash transactions		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL		Direct

		Contract		Credit Card Contract		Current Credit Limit		This stores the current credit limit allowed for the account		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL				Stage Cards		Current Credit Limit		This stores the current credit limit allowed for the account. This could vary from the original sanctioned limit depending upon whether the account has been downgraded or upgraded.		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL		Direct

		Contract		Credit Card Contract		Current Cash Limit		This stores the current cash limit allowed for the account		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL				Stage Cards		Current Cash Limit		This stores the current cash limit allowed for the account. This indicates how much can the customer withdraw using his credit card.		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL		Direct

		Contract		Credit Card Contract		Interest Rate Code		Interest Rate Code for adjustable rate loans.		VARCHAR2(60)		NULL				Stage Cards		Interest Rate Code		Stores the benchmark index code to which the floating rate instrument is associated		VARCHAR2(60)		NULL		Direct

		Contract		Credit Card Contract		Current Interest Rate		Current applicable interest rate for the card account.		NUMBER(10,6)		NULL				Stage Cards		Current Interest Rate		This stores current applicable interest rate for the card account. Interest would be charged on the account when the payment is not made within stipulated time.		NUMBER(11,6)		NULL		Direct

		Contract		Credit Card Contract		Compounding Frequency		This stores the compounding frequency.		NUMBER(5)		NULL				Stage Cards		Compounding Frequency		This stores compounding frequency, which is used calculate interest income. Compounded interest is calculated only when the compounding frequency is < PMT_FREQ.		NUMBER(5)		NULL		Direct

		Contract		Credit Card Contract		Inerest Frequency		Interest Payment frequency.		NUMBER(5)		NULL				Stage Cards		Interest Frequency		This stores the frequency of interest payments. Using this, the Next Payment Dates are calculated. At present, the CFE expects the Interest Payment and Principal Payment frequency as the same. However, Interest Only is supported by CFE.		NUMBER(5)		NULL		Direct

		Contract		Credit Card Contract		Spread Rate		Spread over the benchmark rate, applicable for the card.		NUMBER(10,6)		NULL				Stage Cards		Spread Rate		This stores contractual spread above or below pricing index. This is applicable for floating rate accounts. The current net rate = Applicable rate from the IRC + margin		NUMBER(11,6)		NULL		Direct

		Contract		Credit Card Contract		Insurence Premium Factor		This stores the premium factor.		NUMBER(11,6)		NULL				Stage Cards		Insurance Premium factor		This stores the premium factor.		NUMBER(11,6)		NULL		Direct

		Contract		Credit Card Contract		Credit Balance Interest Rate		Interest rate for credit balances		NUMBER(8,4)		NULL				Stage Cards		Credit Balance Interest Rate		This stores interest rate applicable for credit balances on that account.		NUMBER(8,4)		NULL		Direct

		Contract		Credit Card Contract		Rate Set Lag		Period by which the interest re-calculation lags the date of the interest rate used for calculation.
		NUMBER(5)		NULL				Stage Cards		Rate Set Lag		Period by which the interest re-calculation lags the date of the interest rate used for calculation.
		NUMBER(5)		NULL		Direct

		Contract		Credit Card Contract		Rate Set Lag Unit		Units (days or months or years) of Rate_set_lag.
		CHAR(1)		NULL				Stage Cards		Rate Set Lag Unit		Stores the unit of rate lag. LOVs = days, months or year. Rate set lag uses historical interest rate of the benchmark rate. The rate set lag unit is in conjunction with rate set lag		VARCHAR2(1)		NULL		Direct

		Contract		Credit Card Contract		Rate Decrease Cycle		Maximum amount rate can decrease during the repricing cycle of an adjustable rate instrument.
		NUMBER(10,6)		NULL				Stage Cards		Rate Decrease Cycle		Maximum amount rate can decrease during the repricing cycle of an adjustable rate instrument.
		NUMBER(10,6)		NULL		Direct

		Contract		Credit Card Contract		Rate Increase Cycle		Maximum interest rate increase allowed during the cycle on an adjustable rate instrument.
		NUMBER(10,6)		NULL				Stage Cards		Rate Increase Cycle		Maximum interest rate increase allowed during the cycle on an adjustable rate instrument.
		NUMBER(10,6)		NULL		Direct

		Contract		Credit Card Contract		Rate Change Rounding Factor		Factor to which the rate change on an adjustable instrument is rounded.
		NUMBER(10,6)		NULL				Stage Cards		Rate Change Rounding Factor		Factor to which the rate change on an adjustable instrument is rounded.
		NUMBER(11,6)		NULL		Direct

		Contract		Credit Card Contract		Rate Cap Life Time		Maximum rate allowed during life of the instrument.		NUMBER(8,4)		NULL				Stage Cards		Rate Cap Life Time		This stores maximum rate allowed during life of floating rate instrument. If Forecast Rate + Margin> Rate Cap Life, then the rate specified in Rate Cap Life is used.		NUMBER(10,6)		NULL		Direct

		Contract		Credit Card Contract		Rate Change Minimum		Minimum change in repricing index necessary for a change in the interest rate.		NUMBER(8,4)		NULL				Stage Cards		Rate Change Minimum		Minimum change in repricing index necessary for a change in the interest rate.		NUMBER(10,6)		NULL		Direct

		Contract		Credit Card Contract		Maximum Rate Decrease In A Year		Maximum rate decrease allowed on an adjustable product per year.		NUMBER(8,4)		NULL				Stage Cards		Maximum Rate Decrease In A Year		This stores maximum rate decrease allowed on an adjustable product per year. If previous current rate - calculated forecasted rate > n_rate_decr_year, then the new forecasted rate is limited to the previous current rate - n_rate_decr_year		NUMBER(10,6)		NULL		Direct

		Contract		Credit Card Contract		Rate Floor Life Time		Minimum rate for life of the instrument.		NUMBER(8,4)		NULL				Stage Cards		Rate Floor Life Time		This stores minimum rate allowed during life of floating rate instrument. If Forecast Rate + Margin < Rate Floor Life, then the rate specified in Rate Floor Life is used.		NUMBER(10,6)		NULL		Direct

		Contract		Credit Card Contract		Maximum Rate Increase In A Year		Maximum interest rate increase allowed during a year for an adjustable rate instrument.		NUMBER(8,4)		NULL				Stage Cards		Maximum Rate Increase In A Year		Maximum interest rate increase allowed during a year for an adjustable rate instrument.		NUMBER(10,6)		NULL		Direct

		Contract		Credit Card Contract		Reprice Frequency		Contractual frequency of rate adjustment.		NUMBER(5)		NULL				Stage Cards		Reprice Frequency		This stores contractual frequency of rate adjustment. This is used to compute the re-price dates after the next_reprice_date.		NUMBER(5)		NULL		Direct

		Contract		Credit Card Contract		Reprice Frequency - Unit		Units (days or months or years) of Reprice_freq.		CHAR(1)		NULL				Stage Cards		Reprice Frequency - Unit		Units (days or months or years) of Reprice_freq.		VARCHAR2(1)		NULL		Direct

		Contract		Credit Card Contract		Teaser End Date		Termination date of rate tease period.		DATE		NULL				Stage Cards		Teaser End Date		The date on which the teaser rate (an introductory offer - which is below the current adjustable market rate) on an adjustable rate type ceases		DATE		NULL		Direct

		Contract		Credit Card Contract		Original Repricing Date		Date on which reprice happened originally.		DATE		NULL				Stage Cards		Original Repricing Date		This column stores the next repricing date from the account start date		DATE		NULL		Direct

		Contract		Credit Card Contract		Original Rate		Rate offered at the time of contract starts.		NUMBER(10,6)		NULL				Stage Cards		Original Rate		This column refers to original rate of interest defined in the contractual terms.		NUMBER(11,6)		NULL		Direct

		Contract		Credit Card Contract		Interest Rate - Balance Transfer		This stores the interest rate on the balance transfer.		NUMBER(10,6)		NULL

		Contract		Credit Card Contract		Interest Type		Unique identification of interest type like, fixed, floating etc		VARCHAR2(10)		NULL				Stage Cards		Interest Type		Stores the interest rate type applicable to the instrument viz. Fixed, Floating or NR (no rate) which is applicable for current account		VARCHAR2(60)		NULL		Direct

		Contract		Credit Card Contract		Interest Method Code		Indicates whether an interest calculation method is simple or compound.		NUMBER(5)		NULL				Stage Cards		Interest Method		Stores the method of computing interest such as simple, compounding		VARCHAR2(5)		NULL		Direct

		Contract		Credit Card Contract		Day Count Indicator Code		Unique identifier of the day count indicator such as A/360, A/365, A/A, 30/360, 30/360 EUROPEAN, A/A LEAP, 30/A etc.		NUMBER(5)		NULL				Stage Cards		Day Count Indicator		Unique identifier of the day count indicator. LOVs are - A/360, A/365, A/A, 30/360, 30/360 EUROPEAN, A/A LEAP, 30/A.		VARCHAR2(10)		NULL		Direct

		Contract		Credit Card Contract		Rate Change Round Code		Method used for rounding of interest rate change. Eg Truncate, Round to the Nearest Higher Multiple of Factor, Round to the Nearest Lower Multiple of Factor, Round to the Nearest Multiple of Factor etc		NUMBER(5)		NULL				Stage Cards		Rate Change Rounding Code		Stores the method used to round off change in interest rate viz. Floor, Ceiling, nearest .5 etc		VARCHAR2(20)		NULL		Direct

		Card		Debit Card		Card Number		Unique number of the card.		NUMBER(10)		NOT NULL

		Card		Debit Card		Pos Pin Enabled		Indicates whether personal identification number has been enabled for the card.		CHAR(1)		NULL

		Card		Debit Card		Cash Limit		Stores the limit of cash that can be drawn down by the customer in a single day through ATM		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL

		Card		Debit Card		Account Number		Unique identifier of the account		VARCHAR2(25)		NULL

		Contract		Credit Card Account		Account Write-Off Date		This stores the date on which the account is written off from the books		DATE		NULL				Stage Cards		Account Write-off Date		This stores the date on which the account is written off from the books		DATE		NULL		Direct

		Contract		Credit Card Account		Account Writeback Date		This stores the date on which the card account was written back		DATE		NULL				Stage Cards		Account Writeback Date		This stores the date on which the card account was written back		DATE		NULL		Direct

		Contract		Credit Card Account		Principal Write-Off Amount		This stores the principal write-off amount		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL				Stage Cards		Principal Write-off Amount		This stores the amount written-off as bad debt at cycle end. This amount includes only overdue principal on that account.		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL		Direct

		Contract		Credit Card Account		Interest Write-Off Amount		This stores the interest write-off amount		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL				Stage Cards		Interest Write-off Amount		This stores the amount written-off as bad debt at cycle end. This amount includes only overdue interest on that account.		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL		Direct

		Contract		Credit Card Account		Other Write-Off Amount		This stores the other write-off amount		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL				Stage Cards		Other Write-off Amount		This stores the amount written-off as bad debt at cycle end. This amount includes any amount other than principal and interest on overdue principal. For example, some charges levied by the bank, which are disputed by the customer and hence are outstanding.		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL		Direct

		Contract		Credit Card Account		Amount Disputed		This stores the amount disputed by card holder		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL				Stage Cards		Amount Disputed		This stores the total amount, which is disputed as not payable by the customer. This may include principal, interest or any other charge levied by the bank.		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL		Direct

		Contract		Credit Card Account		Amount Written Back		This stores the write back amount		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL				Stage Cards		Amount Written Back		This stores the amount, which is written-back by the bank. The end-of-period balance of asset amount gets increased by the amount written-back.		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL		Direct

		Contract		Credit Card Account		Total Provision Amount Mtd		This stores the provision made at month end		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL				Stage Cards		Total Provision Amount MTD		This stores the provision made by the bank till date to account of non-payment of the due amount by the parties. This amount is cumulative in nature and would grow year on year.		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL		Direct

		Contract		Credit Card Account		Past Due Indicator		Indicates whether the exposure is past due or not. If delinquency days is greater than 90 then its past due.		CHAR(1)		NULL				Stage Cards		Past due indicator		Indicates whether the exposure is past due or not. If delinquency days is greater than 90 then its past due.		CHAR(1)		NULL		Direct

		Contract		Credit Card Account		Retention Offer Type Code		Unique caode for the retention type offer.		VARCHAR2(20)		NULL				Stage Cards		Retention Offer Type Code		This column stores an organizational specific retention offer type code.		VARCHAR2(20)		NULL		Direct

		Contract		Credit Card Account		Account Cycle Minimum Due Balance		Minimum balance due on the account cycle.		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL				Stage Cards		Minimum Amount Due At Current Billing Cycle End		This stores minimum amount due at current billing cycle end. This is generally computed as some % (bank specific) of the total amount due as on the current billing cycle end.		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL		Direct

		Contract		Credit Card Account		Contract Identifier		A unique identifier for a contract		VARCHAR2(25)		NULL

		Contract		Credit Card Account		Account Number		Unique identifier of the account		VARCHAR2(25)		NOT NULL				Stage Cards		Account Number		A unique identifier for each account held by the customer		VARCHAR2(25)		NOT NULL		Direct

		Transaction		Credit Card Instrument		Payment Instrument Id		System generated identifier of the cheque payment instrument		NUMBER(20)		NOT NULL

		Transaction		Credit Card Instrument		Card Number		Number of the card, usually 16 digits		VARCHAR2(25)		NOT NULL

		Transaction		Credit Card Instrument		Card Type		Type of the card MASTER/VISA etc		VARCHAR2(10)		NOT NULL

		Transaction		Credit Card Instrument		Card Issue Date		Issue date of the credit card		DATE		NULL

		Transaction		Credit Card Instrument		Card Expiry Date		Expiry date of the credit card		DATE		NOT NULL

		Transaction		Credit Card Instrument		Card Cvv Number		Unique identification to the card		NUMBER(10)		NOT NULL

		Transaction		Credit Card Instrument		Card Holder Name		Name of the card holder		VARCHAR2(60)		NOT NULL

																Stage Cards		Extraction Date		This is the date on which processing commences. It is ideally, the end of the business day of the month.		DATE		NOT NULL

																Stage Cards		GAAP Code		A code to uniquely identify a Generally accepted accounting practice (GAAP).		VARCHAR2(6)		NOT NULL

																Stage Cards		Data Origin		It stores the source system from where data is extracted		VARCHAR2(20)		NULL

																Stage Cards		Date of Account Opening		Stores the date on which the account was opened		DATE		NULL

																Stage Cards		Date of Account Closing		Stores the date on which the account was closed		DATE		NULL

																Stage Cards		Account Maturity Date		Stores the expiry date of the credit card issued to the customer		DATE		NULL

																Stage Cards		Last Credit Limit Change Date		This stores the recent date on which the accounts credit limit was changed		DATE		NULL

																Stage Cards		Last Activity Date		This stores the last date on which some activity was reported on the account		DATE		NULL

																Stage Cards		Last Payment Date		This stores the date on which last payment was made by the card holder		DATE		NULL

																Stage Cards		Account Recovery Date		Stores the date on which overdue payment was recovered from the customer		DATE		NULL

																Stage Cards		Card Renewal Date		Stores the date on which the credit card was renewed		DATE		NULL

																Stage Cards		Card Activation Date		Stores the date on which the card is activated for usage. Generally, a card is activated by the first transaction made on the card.		DATE		NULL

																Stage Cards		Billing Cycle Date		Stores the billing cycle date for revolving type of credit facility. It is essential to determine the date until which interest will be charged to the account, since revolving type of credit may always remain in debit balance		DATE		NULL

																Stage Cards		Last Card Status Update Date		This stores the last date on which the card status was updated		DATE		NULL

																Stage Cards		Date of Account Transfer		This stores the date on which the account is transferred		DATE		NULL

																Stage Cards		Total Outstanding Balance - Cycle End		This column stores the outstanding balance of the account at the end of the cycle		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL

																Stage Cards		Total Outstanding Balance - Month End		This stores the account outstanding balance at the end of the month		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL

																Stage Cards		Retail Transactions Outstanding Balance - Month End		This column stores the outstanding balance of the account from the retail transactions at the end of the month		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL

																Stage Cards		Cash Transactions Outstanding Balance - Month End		This column stores the outstanding balance of the account from the cash transactions at the end of the month		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL

																Stage Cards		International Transactions Outstanding Balance - Month End		This column stores the outstanding balance of the account from the international transactions at the end of the month		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL

																Stage Cards		Domestic Transactions Outstanding Balance - Month End		This column stores the outstanding balance of the account from the domestic transactions at the end of the month		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL

																Stage Cards		Outstanding Principal Balance - Month End		This stores the principal component of outstanding balance at the end of the month		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL

																Stage Cards		Outstanding Balance Transfer Balance - Month End		This stores the balance transfer component of outstanding balance at the end of the month		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL

																Stage Cards		Installment Amount Overdue		This stores the overdue installment amount. This is typically applicable to loan contracts.		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL

																Stage Cards		No-Pay Promotions Outstanding Balance		This stores the outstanding balance of no-pay promotion contracts		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL

																Stage Cards		Non No-Pay Promotions Outstanding Balance		This stores the outstanding balance of non - no-pay promotion contracts		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL

																Stage Cards		Interest Charges Accrued - Month End		This stores the interest charges accrued on the account at the end of the month		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL

																Stage Cards		Interest Charges Assessed - Retail Transactions		This stores the interest charges assessed from the retail transactions performed by the card holder		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL

																Stage Cards		Interest Charges Assessed - Cash Transactions		This stores the interest charges assessed from the cash transactions performed by the card holder		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL

																Stage Cards		Total Sales - Month End		This stores the total sales value of the purchase of merchandise as on the As-of-Date.		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL

																Stage Cards		Retail Sales - Month End		This stores the total retail sales value of the purchase of merchandise as on the As-of-Date.		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL

																Stage Cards		Domestic Sales - Month End		This stores the total sales value of purchase of merchandise in the country of origination of the card as on the As-of-Date		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL

																Stage Cards		Closing Balance of Bonus Points		This stores the end-of-period balance of shopping/bonus points. This includes the cumulative balance as on the first day of the period under consideration plus any point earned by the customer during such period.		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL

																Stage Cards		Amount Due At 30 DPD		This stores amount due of instruments which are 30 days past due		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL

																Stage Cards		Amount Due At 60 DPD		This stores amount due at 60 days past due		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL

																Stage Cards		Amount Due At 90 DPD		This stores amount due at 90 days past due		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL

																Stage Cards		Amount Due At 120 DPD		This stores amount due at 120 dpd		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL

																Stage Cards		Delinquency Indicator		Indicator to identify if the account is delinquent		CHAR(1)		NULL

																Stage Cards		Delinquency Profile		This stores the delinquency profile of card holder for the last n months		VARCHAR2(30)		NULL

																Stage Cards		Write-off Amount CTD		This stores the amount written-off as bad debt at cycle end. This amount includes overdue principal as well as overdue interest on that account.		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL

																Stage Cards		Recovered Amount CTD		This stores the amount, which was previously written-off as bad debt, now recovered during the billing cycle. Such amount includes recovery of both - principal and interest.		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL

																Stage Cards		Principal Recovery Amount		This stores the principal amount, which was previously written-off as bad debt, now recovered during the billing cycle.		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL

																Stage Cards		Interest Recovery Amount		This stores the interest amount, which was previously written-off as bad debt, now recovered during the billing cycle.		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL

																Stage Cards		Principal Provision Amount MTD		This stores the provision made during the billing cycle towards doubtful principal.		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL

																Stage Cards		Interest Provision Amount MTD		This stores the provision made during the billing cycle towards doubtful interest.		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL

																Stage Cards		Payment Amount CTD		This stores the amount paid by the customer during the billing cycle. The opening balance gets reduced by such payment amount.		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL

																Stage Cards		Payment Amount MTD		This stores the payment made at month end		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL

																Stage Cards		Payment Amount Bounced CTD		This stores the payments bounced  during current cycle		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL

																Stage Cards		Joining Credit Score		This stores the credit score of the customer at the time of joining the bank for this relationship. Credit scores are applicable only to retail customers.		NUMBER(5)		NULL

																Stage Cards		Current Behavior Score		This stores the current behavior score		NUMBER(5)		NULL

																Stage Cards		Age On Book		This stores the in age on book of the account in months		NUMBER(5)		NULL

																Stage Cards		Attrition Reason Code		Unique identifier of the attrition reason code which describes the reason why customer closed the contract. LOVs are - Written off Customer, Pricing Dissatisfaction, Emigration, Unclaimed account, Low Usage, Fraud Customer, Product features dissatisfaction, Service Dissatisfaction, Reason Unknown, Deceased Customer & Transferred to non serviceable location.		VARCHAR2(20)		NULL

																Stage Cards		Channel Code		Unique identifier of the channel code through which the card holder was sourced.		VARCHAR2(20)		NULL

																Stage Cards		Product Code		Stores the organization defined unique identifier of the product		VARCHAR2(15)		NULL

																Stage Cards		Card Status - Cycle End		This stores the card status at cycle end  whether active/dormant/closed etc		VARCHAR2(20)		NULL

																Stage Cards		Current Securitization Status		This column stores the current securitization status of the account		VARCHAR2(20)		NULL

																Stage Cards		Line of Business Code		This stores the line of business code associated with the account		VARCHAR2(20)		NULL

																Stage Cards		Pool Classification		Stores the organization-defined codes for a securitization pool		VARCHAR2(20)		NULL

																Stage Cards		Securitization Repurchase Amount		This stores the amount of securitization repurchase		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL

																Stage Cards		Reason for Repurchase		Stores the reason for repurchasing a securitized pool		VARCHAR2(20)		NULL

																Stage Cards		Securitization Beginning EOP Balance		This stores the beginning end of period balance of securitized accounts		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL

																Stage Cards		Branch Code		Unique identifier of the branch code of the bank.		VARCHAR2(20)		NULL

																Stage Cards		Number of Delinquent Days		This stores the number of days the account has been delinquent		NUMBER(5)		NULL

																Stage Cards		Bankruptcy Type		This stores the type of bankruptcy for accounts that have been written off due to bankruptcy		VARCHAR2(20)		NULL

																Stage Cards		Credit Officer ID		This stores the ID of the credit officer associated with the account		VARCHAR2(50)		NULL

																Stage Cards		Securitization Principal Amount		This stores the principal component of total amount securitized. The securitized amount includes principal as well as interest component and is computing taking into consideration the risk, age on books, credit history, etc.		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL

																Stage Cards		Deviation Reason Code 1		It stores the reason code 1 for deviation.		VARCHAR2(10)		NULL

																Stage Cards		Deviation Reason Code 2		It stores the reason code 2 for deviation.		VARCHAR2(10)		NULL

																Stage Cards		Total Increase Amount		This stores the total amount increased in the credit limit of the card holder		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL

																Stage Cards		Total Decrease Amount		This stores the total amount decreased in the credit limit of the card holder		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL

																Stage Cards		Bounced Payment Amount - Cycle End		This stores the bounced payment amount at the end of the cycle		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL

																Stage Cards		EOP Average Balance		This stores the average end of period balance of the account		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL

																Stage Cards		No-Pay Promotions SOC Outstanding Balance		This stores the outstanding balance of no-pay promotion contracts at the end of the cycle		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL

																Stage Cards		Non No-Pay Promotions SOC Outstanding Balance		This stores the outstanding balance of non - no-pay promotion contracts at the end of the cycle		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL

																Stage Cards		Original Credit Limit		This column stores the credit limit that was originally allocated to the card holder at the time of joining		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL

																Stage Cards		Total Balance Transfer Amount		This column stores the total amount transferred under the balance transfer program		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL

																Stage Cards		Debit / Credit Indicator		Flag to indicate if the card account is in debit or credit mode.		CHAR(1)		NULL

																Stage Cards		Revised Renewal Date		Stores the revised date on which the contract has to be renewed		DATE		NULL

																Stage Cards		Currency Code		Unique identifier of the currency code in which the account is represented		VARCHAR2(3)		NULL

																Stage Cards		Current Principal eop		This stores the allocated cost, which is generally populated by the Profitability App. This includes all the indirect expenses which need to be allocated back to the account in order to arrive at the correct profitability of the account/ product.		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL

																Stage Cards		Account Net Revenue from Funds		Net revenue from funds for the card account.		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL

																Stage Cards		Interest Amount Overdue		This stores the overdue interest amount. In Bills Contracts, there would not be interest overdue amount.		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL

																Stage Cards		Principal Amount Overdue		This stores the overdue principal amount.		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL

																Stage Cards		Account Total Fee Charges		This stores the total fees and charges collected/ levied by the bank. This includes penal charges, fees, etc.		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL

																Stage Cards		Account Total Revenue		This stores the total revenue from that account. This includes all types of charges, fees, etc.		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL

																Stage Cards		Account Customer Net Revenue		Net revenue of the customer linked to the card account.		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL

																Stage Cards		Campaign Identifier		Unique campaign id defined by the Financial Institution as a part of marketing and sales activity.
		VARCHAR2(20)		NULL

																Stage Cards		Flag ATM Facility		Indicator to identify if ATM facility is provided		CHAR(1)		NULL

																Stage Cards		Flag Point of Sales Facility		Flag to indicate if point of sales facility is provided		CHAR(1)		NULL

																Stage Cards		Flag Tele Banking Facility		Flag to identify if the telebanking facility is provided.		CHAR(1)		NULL

																Stage Cards		Flag Internet Facility		Flag to identify if internet facility is provided		CHAR(1)		NULL

																Stage Cards		Account Writeback Date2		This stores the standard account.		CHAR(1)		NULL

																Stage Cards		Writen Back MTD		This stores the total amount written back on that account from start of the month till date. Writeback of amount increases the value of the asset and is done when previously that asset is written-off in partial.		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL

																Stage Cards		Total Wrteoff MTD		This stores the total amount written-off on that account from start of the month till date. Write-offs are done by the bank to account for bad debts. When the asset account improve, the bank may write back an amount to the extent of plausible recovery amount.		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL

																Stage Cards		Interest Amount MTD		This stores the interest amount charged to an account for month till date.		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL

																Stage Cards		Average Balance MTD		This stores the monthly Avg. balance. There are different ways to compute monthly avg balance. A simple method would be (Opening bal + Closing Bal) / 2. A complex method would be find out for how many days the balance was with the bank and then compute the avg balance.		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL

																Stage Cards		Benchmark Interest Rate		This stores the benchmark rate applicable to that account. This is applicable when the account carries floating rate of interest. In that case, prevailing rate is derived from the Interest Rate Curve and margin, if specified, is added to compute the applicable rate of interest for an account.		NUMBER(11,6)		NULL

																Stage Cards		Account Write Back Balance		This stores the total amount written back on that account in the current payment cycle. Writeback of amount increases the value of the asset and is done when previously that asset is written-off in partial.		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL

																Stage Cards		Joining Fees		This stores the joining fees charged to an account.		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL

																Stage Cards		Cash Advance Fee for the Month LCY		This stores the cash advance fee for the month in local currency.		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL

																Stage Cards		Late Fee for the Month LCY		This stores the late fee for the month in local currency.		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL

																Stage Cards		Annual Fees LCY		This stores the annual fees charged to an account in local currency.		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL

																Stage Cards		Other Fees MTD in LCY		This stores the other fees for month till date, in local currency.		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL

																Stage Cards		Overlimit Fee MTD LCY		This stores the over limit fees charged to an account in local currency. This is applicable when the sum of credits on that account exceed the sanctioned/ commitment amount.		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL

																Stage Cards		Interchange INC Factor		This stores the interchange income factor.		NUMBER(11,6)		NULL

																Stage Cards		Forex INC Factor		This stores the Forex income factor.		NUMBER(11,6)		NULL

																Stage Cards		Service Charges		This stores the service charges levied by the Financial Institution on that account.
		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL

																Stage Cards		Insurance Premium Amt LCY		This stores the premium amount of the insurance in local currency.		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL

																Stage Cards		Pre-closure Balance		This stores the balance on that account just before the closure.		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL

																Stage Cards		Automatic Cancellation of Commitment Indicator		Indicates whether a Commitment provides for  automatic cancellation or not. A CCF of 0% is applied to these exposures as per para no. 83, 312.		CHAR(1)		NULL

																Stage Cards		Explicit Adjustment for Effective Maturity Indicator		Flag to indicate whether there is an Explicit Adjustment for Effective Maturity or not. As per Basel accord para no. 324, Where there is no explicit adjustment, the effective maturity (M) assigned to all exposures is set at 2.5 years unless otherwise specified in paragraph 318.		CHAR(1)		NULL

																Stage Cards		Instrument Short Term Qualification Flag		Stores whether the exposure qualifies as a short term exposure for risk weight assignment in the Standardized Approach.		CHAR(1)		NULL

																Stage Cards		Nettability Flag		Stores whether the exposure is nettable against other nettable exposures of the same customer. This is valid only for OTC derivatives and Repos.		CHAR(1)		NULL

																Stage Cards		Past due indicator		Indicates whether the exposure is past due or not. If delinquency days is greater than 90 then its past due.		CHAR(1)		NULL

																Stage Cards		Uncond Cancelled Exp Indicator		Indicates whether an exposure is unconditionally cancellable or not. This information is used for application of CCF as per Basel accord para no. 83. Normally a CCF of 0% applied to an unconditionally cancellable exposure.		CHAR(1)		NULL

																Stage Cards		Banks Own Estimate of CCF Percent		This column stores the bank's own estimate of Credit Conversion Factor percent. This is applicable only to the off-balance amount/ products and not to the bills contracts. Using this weight as factor, Risk-weighted Assets are calculated.		NUMBER(15,11)		NULL

																Stage Cards		Effective Maturity		Stores the Effective Maturity (M) of an Exposure. This should be a DL since cashflows are not being taken as input currently.		NUMBER(11,6)		NULL

																Stage Cards		EL Best Estimate Percent		This is the best estimate of expected loss for exposures which have already defaulted.		NUMBER(8,4)		NULL

																Stage Cards		Probability of Default Percentage		Stores the probability of an exposure going into default in the next one year.		NUMBER(15,11)		NULL

																Stage Cards		Provision Amount		This represents the amount of specific provisions mapped to an exposure.		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL

																Stage Cards		Sold credit protection Risk Weight		Sum of risk weights of exposures in a basket which is protected by sold credit protection.		NUMBER(8,4)		NULL

																Stage Cards		Undrawn Amount		Stores the Un-drawn amount for an Exposure. This applicable for both on-balance sheet and Off-balance Sheet.		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL

																Stage Cards		Write Off Amount		This stores the amount written off by the bank on an exposure. Refer PFD: IRB - Bank, Sovereign and Corporate. Para 308.		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL

																Stage Cards		Country Identifier		Unique identifier of the country. Master table to refer this code is Stg_Country_Master.		VARCHAR2(20)		NULL

																Stage Cards		Customer Type		This stores the customer type of an exposure according to the bank's internal customer hierarchy.		VARCHAR2(20)		NULL

																Stage Cards		Rating Id		For each exposure, there may be several ratings available from different External rating Sources. Only the eligible rating for a rating identifier will be used for Basel related processing in the Standardized approach. This rating id will be required for the calculation of CCF or RW.		VARCHAR2(20)		NULL

																Stage Cards		Securitisation Pool Identifier		This is the identifier corresponding to  the securitization pool to which an exposure belongs.		VARCHAR2(20)		NULL

																Stage Cards		Maturity Date		Stores the expiry date of the credit card issued to the customer		DATE		NULL

																Stage Cards		Exposure Defaulted Flag		This identifies whether an exposure is treated as defaulted or not. This will be used for risk weight calculation purposes.		CHAR(1)		NULL

																Stage Cards		Securitised Flag		Identifies if the exposure is securitized or not. Possible values are Y-Securitized,N-Not Securitized, I - Identified for securitization but securitization process is not completed
		CHAR(1)		NULL

																Stage Cards		Loss Given Default		Stores the loss as a percentage of exposure at default suffered if an exposure goes into default in the next one year.		NUMBER(15,11)		NULL

																Stage Cards		Customer Reference Code		Unique identifier of the customer.		VARCHAR2(25)		NULL

																Stage Cards		GL Code		This column stores the code of the GL account that stores the customer account's balance.		VARCHAR2(20)		NULL

																Stage Cards		Claim Foreign Currency and Bank Funding Currency Same Indicator		As per RBI guidelines para 5.6.2, claims denominated in foreign currency on banks will be risk weighted per the given table as per the ratings assigned by international rating agencies. However, the claims denominated in foreign currency on a bank which is funded in that currency will be risk weighted at 20%. This flag indicates whether the bank is funded in the same currency as that of the claim foreign currency.		CHAR(1)		NULL

																Stage Cards		Exposure one to four family Indicator		Is exposure in the form of one- to four family residential construction loans if the residences have been pre-sold underfirm contracts to purchasers who have obtained firm commitments for permanent qualifying mortgages and have made substantial earnest money deposits, and the loans meet the other underwriting characteristics established by the agencies in the general risk-basedcapital rules.		CHAR(1)		NULL

																Stage Cards		Purchase contract cancelled Indicator		Flag to indicate if the purchase contract has been cancelled		CHAR(1)		NULL

																Stage Cards		AFS Indicator		Indicator to identify if the exposure is available-for-sale		CHAR(1)		NULL

																Stage Cards		Unrealized loss		Stores  Unrealized losses on the exposure		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL

																Stage Cards		Expected LGD Percent		Stores  Expected Loss Given Default		NUMBER(15,11)		NULL

																Stage Cards		Exposure ongoing finance Indicator		Stores  if Exposure is part of the bank’s ongoing financing of the exposure		CHAR(1)		NULL

																Stage Cards		Exposure LTV Ratio		This stores exposure's Loan-to-Value ratio. This is computed as loan amount sanctioned to the value of collateral received from the customer.		NUMBER(9,6)		NULL

																Stage Cards		Maximum supervisory ratio		Stores Maximum supervisory LTV ratio		NUMBER(9,6)		NULL

																Stage Cards		Borrower cash Indicator		The Borrower contributed capital to the project in the form of cash or unencumbered readily marketable assets (or has paid development expenses out-of-pocket) of at least 15 percent of the real estate’s appraised ‘‘as completed’’ value?		CHAR(1)		NULL

																Stage Cards		Borrower capital Indicator		The borrower contributed the amount of capital required before the bank advances funds under the credit facility, and the capital contributed by the borrower or internally generated by theproject is contractually required toremain in the project through out the life of the project.		CHAR(1)		NULL

																Stage Cards		Exposure secured by one to four family Indicator		Indicates that the exposure isprimarily secured by a first or subsequent lien on one-to-four-familyresidential property		CHAR(1)		NULL

																Stage Cards		Exposure guaranteed by sovereign Indicator		Exposure directly and unconditionally guaranteed by a Sovereign Entity, BIS, IMF, EC		CHAR(1)		NULL

																Stage Cards		OTC derivative multiplier		Multiplier in the OTC Derivative Contract for calculating effective notional principal		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL

																Stage Cards		NPV		This stores  Net Present Value. Generally, for banking book products, this is computed using Discounted Cash Flow technique.		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL

																Stage Cards		One way cash payment Indicator		Indicates whether Transaction one way cash payments on OTC derivative contracts		CHAR(1)		NULL

																Stage Cards		CCP rejection Indicator		Indicates whether the Central counter party has rejected the transaction or not		CHAR(1)		NULL

																Stage Cards		Unpaid premium Indicator		Indicates whether the OTC derivative contract has an unpaid premium or not		CHAR(1)		NULL

																Stage Cards		Adjusted LGD Percent		Stores the adjusted lgd percent to the Guarantee and Credit derivatives		NUMBER(15,11)		NULL

																Stage Cards		Adjusted ELGD Percent		Stores the adjusted elgd percent to the Guarantee and Credit derivatives		NUMBER(15,11)		NULL

																Stage Cards		Forex Haircut		Stores Exposure Forex haircut for OTC		NUMBER(8,4)		NULL

																Stage Cards		Unrealized gain		Unrealized gain on the exposure		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL

																Stage Cards		Buyer Seller Indicator		Flag to indicate the Protection Buyer or Seller  - S - Seller , B - Buyer		CHAR(1)		NULL

																Stage Cards		Exposure Funding Currency Same Indicator		Exposures denominated in domestic currency of the foreign Sovereign met out of the resources in the same currency raised in.		CHAR(1)		NULL

																Stage Cards		Amount		This stores Accrued Interest computed for the period Last Payment Date of Interest and As-of-Date and is used for determining Exposure At Default		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL

																Stage Cards		CCF Percentage		Stores the Credit Conversion factor value for an exposure. It is applicable for undrawn part of on-balance sheet and drawn and undrawn part of off-balance sheet exposures and is used for estimating the effective amount of exposure for which credit risk needs to be calculated.		NUMBER(15,11)		NULL

																Stage Cards		Drawn Credit Conversion Factor		This column is used to store the drawn CCF of an exposure.		NUMBER(15,11)		NULL

																Stage Cards		Underlying Data Identifier		This stores an identifier to distinguish underlying exposure data. For example, the underlying exposure records for Purchase Receivables pools will have a value of ""PR"" and those for Sold Credit Protection pools will have ""SCP"". This column will be used to insert these records in corresponding fact tables and subsequently delete from Non Sec Exposure table.		VARCHAR2(20)		NULL

																Stage Cards		Long Run Weighted Average LGD		This gives the Long Run Weighted Average LGD. As per Basel accord para no. 367, If the purchasing bank can estimate either the pool’s default-weighted average loss rates given default (as defined in paragraph 468) or average PD in a reliable manner, the bank may estimate the other parameter based on an estimate of the expected long-run loss rate. The bank may (i) use an appropriate PD estimate to infer the long-run default-weighted average loss rate given default, or (ii) use a long-run 		NUMBER(15,11)		NULL

																Stage Cards		Exposure Seniority		This represents the exposure seniority in the event of bankruptcy of the counterparty. This can be replaced by the seniority flag of the exposure.		NUMBER(5)		NULL

																Stage Cards		CRAR		The claim on Banks will be risk weighted on basis of CRAR percentage 		NUMBER(8,4)		NULL

																Stage Cards		Superannuation or MBL Covered Flag		Flag to determine whether loan to bank's own staff is being fully covered by superannuation and/or mortgage of flat/house		CHAR(1)		NULL

																Stage Cards		Netting Agreement Code		Stores the type of netting agreement such as payment netting, novation netting, close-out netting, multilateral netting		VARCHAR2(6)		NULL

																Stage Cards		Qualifying reference obligation indicator		Qualifying Reference Obligation Indicator - Applicable to credit derivatives in trading book		CHAR(1)		NULL

																Stage Cards		solvency of Protection Buyer		Indicates the insolvency of the protection buyer while the underlying is still solvent		CHAR(1)		NULL

																Stage Cards		Unpaid Premium Amount		This stores the unpaid premium amount for Credit Default Swap (CDS) exposures. CDS is like an insurance contract on which buyer pays insurance premium to the insurance company to protest himself from default risk.		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL

																Stage Cards		Underlying Currency Code		Stores the currency code corresponding to the underlying		VARCHAR2(3)		NULL

																Stage Cards		Capital Market Exposure Indicator		Indicator to capture whether an exposure is a capital market exposure.		CHAR(1)		NULL

																Stage Cards		Non Deposit Taking Systemically		Indicator to capture whether an exposure is a claim on ‘Non-deposit taking systemically important non-banking financial companies’		CHAR(1)		NULL

																Stage Cards		Minimum CRAR compliance		Indicates whether the foreign bank complies to the minimum CRAR prescribed by their regulator		CHAR(1)		NULL

																Stage Cards		Exempted Capital Market Indicator		Indicates an Investment in paid up equity of financial entity exempted from Capital market exposure		CHAR(1)		NULL

																Stage Cards		Contract Walk Away Clause		Indicates whether the Contract contains a Walk away clause for OTC & SFT Exposures		CHAR(1)		NULL

																Stage Cards		Daily receipt Payment Cash Indicator		Indicates whether the instrument is subject to daily receipt and payment of cash variation		CHAR(1)		NULL

																Stage Cards		Legal Entity Code		Stores the entity which has originated the contract		VARCHAR2(20)		NULL

																Stage Cards		Participation Value of Regulat		Stores the amount of Participation Value for Regulatory Investments		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL

																Stage Cards		Reciprocal Cross-holding Indic		Flag to identify if exposure has reciprocal cross-holding or not.		CHAR(1)		NULL

																Stage Cards		Regulatory Capital Investment		Flag to identify if the exposure is a regulatory investment or not.		CHAR(1)		NULL

																Stage Cards		Repo Instrument Issuer Code		This is the Instrument Issuer Code for Repo style transactions		VARCHAR2(20)		NULL

																Stage Cards		Repo Instrument Residual Maturity		This stores the Residual Maturity of the underlying instrument for Repo Style Transactions		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL

																Stage Cards		Securities Guarantor		This stores the guarantor for the securities. e.g. Central Government - CGG State Government - SGG Others - OTH. This is applicable only for India.		VARCHAR2(6)		NULL

																Stage Cards		Instrument Rating Identifier		For this identifier, there will be many ratings available from different External rating Sources. Only the eligible rating for a rating identifier will be used for Basel related processing for the Underlying Instruments of Repo Style transactions		VARCHAR2(20)		NULL

																Stage Cards		AFC Indicator		Indicator to identify if the exposure is towards an Asset Financing Company		CHAR(1)		NULL

																Stage Cards		Frequency Of Revolve		Frequency of limit revolvement for the card.		NUMBER(5)		NULL

																Stage Cards		Sales Representative Identifier		Stores the unique identifier of the sales representative instrumental in the origination of the account		VARCHAR2(20)		NULL

																Stage Cards		Account Risk Score		This stores risk score of the account. This is generally applicable for retail customers. Higher score translates into better credit rating.		NUMBER(5)		NULL

																Stage Cards		Account Attrition Score		Attrition score of the account.		NUMBER(5)		NULL

																Stage Cards		Sales Migration Score		Migration score of the account.		NUMBER(5)		NULL

																Stage Cards		Balance Transfer Accepted Flag		Flag to indicate if balance transfer has been accepted by customer.		CHAR(1)		NULL

																Stage Cards		Annual Fee Code		Unique identifier of an organization-defined code for the annual fee amount		VARCHAR2(5)		NULL

																Stage Cards		Bank Code		The bank which owns the transaction, Credit card portfolio managed by the Bank, but owned by some other bank.		VARCHAR2(5)		NULL

																Stage Cards		Charge Off Reason Code		Unique identifier of the charge off reason code.		VARCHAR2(5)		NULL

																Stage Cards		Checking Account Number		Unique identifier of the checking account number associated with the contract.		VARCHAR2(25)		NULL

																Stage Cards		Credit Score Data		This column stores the date from when the credit score is valid.		DATE		NULL

																Stage Cards		Current TP Average Daily Balance		Average Daily Balance for Current Transfer Pricing Repricing Period - used in selected OFSA/TP methods - with Mid-Period Repricing option.		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL

																Stage Cards		Currency Yield		This stores effective annual yield based on book value.		NUMBER(8,4)		NULL

																Stage Cards		Number Of Times Delinquent Throughout Life		This stores number of times the account has been delinquent during its life till date.		NUMBER(5)		NULL

																Stage Cards		Number Of Times Delinquent Year		Number of times the account has been delinquent during the past 12 months.		NUMBER(5)		NULL

																Stage Cards		Finance Charge Balance		This stores balance on which finance charge was calculated.		NUMBER(14,2)		NULL

																Stage Cards		High Balance		The highest balance of the account for the current Update period		NUMBER(14,2)		NULL

																Stage Cards		Largest Outstanding Balance		This stores largest balance borrowed historically on this card.		NUMBER(14,2)		NULL

																Stage Cards		Last Credit Line Rejected Date		Stores the immediate past date on which the proposal to increase credit line was rejected		DATE		NULL

																Stage Cards		Last Repricing Date		Stores the last reprice date for an instrument that can offer adjustable rate products		DATE		NULL

																Stage Cards		Membership Expenses		The total organization cost for the account's membership		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL

																Stage Cards		Next Reprice Date		Stores the next reprice date for an instrument that can offer adjustable rate products		DATE		NULL

																Stage Cards		Over Limit Balance		Amount account is currently over credit limit.		NUMBER(14,2)		NULL

																Stage Cards		Over Limit Current Cycle		The number of times the account has been over the credit limit in the current billing cycle		NUMBER(4)		NULL

																Stage Cards		Over Limit Life Time		Number of times account was over credit limit throughout life of account.		NUMBER(5)		NULL

																Stage Cards		Previous Period TP Average Daily Balance		Average Daily Balance for Prior Transfer Pricing Repricing Period - used in selected OFSA/TP methods - with Mid-Period Repr.		NUMBER(14,2)		NULL

																Stage Cards		Savings Account Location		Stores the location at which the savings account was opened		VARCHAR2(40)		NULL

																Stage Cards		Savings Account Number		Stores the unique identifier of the savings account associated with the contract		VARCHAR2(25)		NULL

																Stage Cards		Total Transactions		This stores total number of transactions done in that account.		NUMBER(8)		NULL

																Stage Cards		Waived Fees		This stores sum of fee income waived by the bank		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL

																Stage Cards		Current Fees		The amount of fees charged to the account		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL

																Stage Cards		Fee Charge Date		Stores the date on which fee was charged on the account		DATE		NULL

																Stage Cards		Last Transaction Date		Stores the date on which the last transaction is recorded on the account		DATE		NULL

																Stage Cards		Next Payment Date		Stores the date on which the next payment is due as per payment schedule		DATE		NULL

																Stage Cards		Solicit Source Code		This column stores the source of business for the credit card program		VARCHAR2(5)		NULL

																Stage Cards		Purchase Special Service Charges		The amount of special service charges on purchases in the current Update period		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL

																Stage Cards		Org Unit Code		A unique identifier of the organizational unit		VARCHAR2(20)		NULL

																Stage Cards		Common COA Code		Leaf column which defines the lowest common level of detail across all product chart of account definitions.		VARCHAR2(20)		NULL

																Stage Cards		Agent Bank Code		An organization-defined code for the agent organization associated with the account		VARCHAR2(5)		NULL

																Stage Cards		Merchant Interest Rate		The amount the merchant charges for interest		NUMBER(8,4)		NULL

																Stage Cards		Membership Anniversary Date		Stores the anniversary date of the membership		DATE		NULL

																Stage Cards		Product Book Key		Unique Code that identifies the book type (whether an exposure belongs to the trading book or the banking book).
		VARCHAR2(6)		NULL

																Stage Cards		Holiday Rolling Convention Code		The holiday rolling convention code, based on which the date on which cash flow has to happen is decided. This includes - Following business day, Modified following business day, Previous business day, Modified previous business day etc.
		VARCHAR2(5)		NULL

																Stage Cards		Instrument Type Code		Code identifying the instrument category of the customer account. Eg: Loans, Mortgages, MBS, Retirement etc
		VARCHAR2(20)		NULL

																Stage Cards		Service Representative Identifier		Identifier of the service representative who is responsible for servicing the account.		VARCHAR2(20)		NULL

																Stage Cards		Account Transaction Sales Score		Score to identify account transaction sales.		NUMBER(5)		NULL

																Stage Cards		Account Retention Segment ID		Unique identifier of the account retention segment.		VARCHAR2(20)		NULL

																Stage Cards		Balance Transfer Approved Flag		Flag to identify if balance transfer has been approved		CHAR(1)		NULL

																Stage Cards		Loan Purpose Taken on Card		This stores the purpose code for which loan was taken on the card		VARCHAR2(20)		NULL

																Stage Cards		Realised LGD		Stores the realised LGD.		NUMBER(15,11)		NULL

																Stage Cards		Behaviour Type Code		Unique identifier of behavior type code. LOVs are - Non Maturity, Non Performing & Devolvement and Recovery.		VARCHAR2(20)		NULL

																Stage Cards		Behaviour Sub Type Code		Contains values like Core,
Volatile,
Substandard,
Doubtful,
Loss,
Sight Devolvement,
Sight Recovery,
Usance Devolvement,
Usance Recovery. MLS table is FSI_BEHAVIOUR_SUB_TYPE_MLS		VARCHAR2(5)		NULL

																Stage Cards		Credit Status Code		Unique identifier of the current performance status of the loan.		VARCHAR2(5)		NULL

																Stage Cards		Block Code Applied Date - Cycle End		This stores the date on which block code is applied to account at the end of cycle		DATE		NULL

																Stage Cards		Block Code Applied Date - Month End		This stores the date on which block code is applied to account at the end of month		DATE		NULL

																Stage Cards		Block Code Applied Date - Previous Cycle End		This stores the date on which block code is applied to account at the end of previous cycle		DATE		NULL

																Stage Cards		Block Code Applied Date - Previous Month End		This stores the date on which block code is applied to account at the end of previous month		DATE		NULL

																Stage Cards		Block Code Indicator - Month End		Block code - month end - to indicate whether account has been blocked due to write-off, dispute, fraud, runaway, skip , bankrupt etc ..typical values - B, C, L , R, S, W, Z ETC		VARCHAR2(1)		NULL

																Stage Cards		Block Code Indicator - Cycle End		Block code - cycle end - to indicate whether account has been blocked due to write-off, dispute, fraud, runaway, skip , bankrupt etc ..typical values - B, C, L , R, S, W, Z ETC		VARCHAR2(1)		NULL

																Stage Cards		Reason For Blocking - Month End		This stores the reason for blocking the account  during the month		VARCHAR2(20)		NULL

																Stage Cards		Reason for Blocking - Cycle End		This stores the reason for blocking the account  during the cycle		VARCHAR2(20)		NULL

																Stage Cards		Offer Code		Stores the unique identifier of the offer.		VARCHAR2(20)		NULL

																Stage Cards		Treatment Code		This attribute stores a unique identification code for a treatment. Treatment is channel-specific instance of an offer		VARCHAR2(20)		NULL

																Stage Cards		Run Management identifier Code		Stores the data segment map related to portfolio		VARCHAR2(20)		NULL

																Stage Cards		Secured Indicator		Flag to identify if secured or unsecured borrowings.		CHAR(1)		NULL

																Stage Cards		Exposure Held at Fair Value Indicator		Indicator to identify if the Exposure is held at fair value		CHAR(1)		NULL

																Stage Cards		Deferred Balance Original		Original Deferred Balance associated with Instrument (i.e. Premium or Discount or Fees or etc...).
		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL

																Stage Cards		Margin Transfer Rate		The spread added to the forecasted transfer rate for adjustable-rate accounts.
		NUMBER(10,6)		NULL

																Stage Cards		Payment Frequency		Frequency of payment (P&I or Interest or Principal). Term - use 0 or org-term #.
		NUMBER(5)		NULL

																Stage Cards		Payment Frequency Unit		Stores the payment frequency unit in days, months or year		VARCHAR2(1)		NULL

																Stage Cards		Original Term to Maturity		This stores contractual term as on origination date. Maturity Date = Origination Date + Origination Term		NUMBER(5)		NULL

																Stage Cards		Original Term Multiplier		Stores the unit of the original term such in days, months or year		VARCHAR2(1)		NULL

																Stage Cards		Deferred Balance Current		Current Unamortized Deferred Balance associated with Instrument (i.e. Premium or Discount or Fees or etc...).
		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL

																Stage Cards		LRD Balance		Par Balance as of the Last Repricing Date, used in OFSA/TP Cash Flow Methods.
		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL

																Stage Cards		Drawn Amount		This stores the sum total of amounts drawn till date. For instance, a customer draws 100 and then pays back 20 and then draws 50. While the EOP Bal would be 130 (100 - 20 + 50), the drawn amount would be 150 (100 + 50).		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL

																Stage Cards		Product Type		Stores the product type like import lc, export LC, syndicated loan etc		VARCHAR2(40)		NULL

																Stage Cards		Amortization Type		Unique identifier to identify the method of amortizing principal and interest.		VARCHAR2(60)		NULL

																Stage Cards		Deferred Balance Amortization Code		Indicates whether the method to be used is Level Yield or Straight Line; Level Yield being the default one.		VARCHAR2(20)		NULL

																Stage Cards		Payment History		An organization-defined code for the payment history on the account		VARCHAR2(36)		NULL

																Stage Cards		Account Officer Code		Unique identifier assigned to the account officer.		VARCHAR2(10)		NULL

																Stage Cards		Market Segment Of Borrower		Stores the market segment to which the customer belongs to		VARCHAR2(60)		NULL

																Stage Cards		Transfer Pricing Interest Rate Name		Transfer Pricing Interest Rate Name		VARCHAR2(60)		NULL

																Stage Cards		Transfer Rate		Transfer rate that is applicable for the contract. In case of fixed rate instruments, this is the rate that ALM cash flow engine uses to calculate certain transfer rate related FE's.  For adjustable/floating/administered rate instruments, this is the initial rate that is picked up by ALM cash flow engine for transfer-pricing the record till the first reprice event, after which it picks the TP rate from the TP IRC for future reprice dates.		NUMBER(10,6)		NULL

																Stage Cards		Interest Payment Type		Determines whether interest cash flows are paid in advance or in arrears.		VARCHAR2(20)		NULL

																Stage Cards		Allocated Transfer Risk reserve		Stores Allocated Transfer Risk reserve		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL

																Stage Cards		Settlement Days		This Attribute stores number of days from issue date till the effective date.		NUMBER(5)		NULL

																Stage Cards		Discounting Day Counter		This Attribute stores  the Business day counter for discounting. The possible values are Actual/360, Actual/365 (Fixed), Actual/Actual, Business/252, Thirty/360		VARCHAR2(20)		NULL

																Stage Cards		Parent Exposure Identifier		This stores the unique identifier of the parent exposure		VARCHAR2(20)		NULL

																Stage Cards		Average Recovery Period		This refers to average time to recovery. It is the time an impaired asset would be recovered.		NUMBER(5)		NULL

																Stage Cards		Cumulative Recovery amount		This stores cumulative (total) recoveries made from that account in natural currency till date. This is the total amount received from that account.		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL

																Stage Cards		Account Classification Code		This column refers to the account classification code. Generally they are codes corresponding to loans and Receivables, bonds etc.		VARCHAR2(20)		NULL

																Stage Cards		Account Pool Identifier		This refers to pool id genereated using Retail Pooling, Basel pooling,etc. used for exposure.		VARCHAR2(20)		NULL

																Stage Cards		Internal Rate of Return		This refers to internal rate of return calculated using contractual term. This is same IRR as referred in normal financial literature.		NUMBER(15,11)		NULL

																Stage Cards		Effective Interest Rate		This refers to the rate that discounts probability weighted future cash flows to the net carrying amount of the financial instrument through the life of an asset. EIR is applicable only to Fixed interest rate instruments.		NUMBER(15,11)		NULL

																Stage Cards		Effective Initial Spread		This refers to the spread to be added to benchmark rate that discounts probability weighted future cash flows to the net carrying amount of the financial instrument through the life of an asset. EIS is applicable only to Variable interest rate instruments.		NUMBER(15,11)		NULL

																Stage Cards		Impairment Status		This refers to Impairment flag which is used to identify impairment status.Possible values are Y and N		CHAR(1)		NULL

																Stage Cards		Original Amortization Term		The term over which the cash flows are to be amortized, determined on the account start date. This is in conjunction with V_ORIG_AMRT_TERM_UNIT.		NUMBER(5)		NULL

																Stage Cards		Original Amortization Term Unit		Used in conjunction with N_ORG_AMRT_TERM to define the unit of it. It would take the following values.
D = Days, M = Months, Y = Years		VARCHAR2(1)		NULL

																Stage Cards		Original Next Payment Date		This column stores the next payment date from the account start date		DATE		NULL

																Stage Cards		Original Remaining Number of Payments		This refers to the number of payments remaining from account start date		NUMBER(10)		NULL

																Stage Cards		Original Spread over Benchmark Rate		The column refers to the contractual spread for variable rate instruments. The spread is a percentage value which are added to the forward benchmark interest rate to calculate the future cash flows.		NUMBER(11,6)		NULL

																Stage Cards		EIR EIS Calculation Instruction Flag		This refers to the flag denoting whether EIR/EIS needs to be calculated by the application. Allowed Values are Y,A and blank.
This can also be interpreted as 'New account Flag ' as well. The value input for this column are either 'Y' or Null. The application would compute based on the input. 
If the flag is Blank and there are no value given as download, then application will look for rates in inception rate table. If found it will be used else it will be calculated by application and flag will be updated as A.
If the flag is 'Y', then application would update the incpetion rate table with the calculated new EIR/EIS corresponding to latest ACCOUNT START DATE. This value would be picked for the successive RUN's.		CHAR(1)		NULL

																Stage Cards		Emergence Period		This refers to time, from the date a loss event has occurred till the entity identifies it. If emergence period is not available for IBNR treatment Residual Maturity of the exposure is considered as emergence period.		NUMBER(5)		NULL

																Stage Cards		Exposure Reporting Currency		This is the currency in which the exposure needs to be reported.		VARCHAR2(3)		NULL

																Stage Cards		IAS39 Classification Code		Unique IAS39 classification code as FVTPL (alternatively this can be designated as HTM)
FV - Fair Value
AFS - Available for Sale
HTM - Held-till-Maturity
LR - Loans & Receivables
		VARCHAR2(20)		NULL

																Stage Cards		IFRS9 Classification Code		Unique IFRS9 classification code as FV - Fair Value
AMRTCOST - Amortized Cost


		VARCHAR2(20)		NULL

																Stage Cards		Provision Amount YTD		This stores the total provisions made by the bank during the financial year till date (YTD) to account of non-payment of the due amount by the parties.		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL

																Stage Cards		Allowance Amount		This refers to the effective total allowance amount which is calculated before the current date(AS_OF_DATE).		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL

																Stage Cards		Effective Maturity Date		Stores the effective date calculated as per Internal / Basel recommendation which multiplies a factor to the maturity date.		DATE		NULL

																Stage Cards		Operational Relationship		A flag that indicates if the Bank can consider adding the balance amount in the account to the High Quality Assets for calculating liquidity coverage ratio		CHAR(1)		NULL

																Stage Cards		Effective Interest Rate for HM		This refers to the Effective Interest Rate of the instrument for Hedge Management application.		NUMBER(15,11)		NULL

																Stage Cards		Fees for Effective Interest Rate		This refers to the fees which will be used for Effective Interest Rate computation within the Cash Flow Engine		NUMBER(14,2)		NULL

																Stage Cards		Average Recovery Period Unit		Used in conjunction with N_AVG_RECOVERY_PERIOD to define the unit of it. It would take the following values.
D = Days, M = Months, Y = Years		VARCHAR2(1)		NULL

																Stage Cards		Emergence Period Unit		Used in conjunction with N_EMERGENCE_PERIOD to define the unit of it. It would take the following values.
D = Days, M = Months, Y = Years		VARCHAR2(1)		NULL

																Stage Cards		Adjustment Effective Date		Adjustment Effective Date for determining the reference date for the IRC rate lookup. 
		DATE		NULL

																Stage Cards		Account Display Name		Account name to be displayed. This is often the name of the primary customer on the account.
		VARCHAR2(255)		NULL

																Stage Cards		Last Statement Date		Date of the last statement for this account.
		DATE		NULL

																Stage Cards		Statement Suppression Flag		Indicator of whether the distribution of statements is suppressed for this account.
		CHAR(1)		NULL

																Stage Cards		Notification Letter Suppression Flag		Indicator of whether the account information change letter has been suppressed for this account. If set to "Y,” the customer in whose name the account is registered is not notified of account information changes such as address or phone number changes.
		CHAR(1)		NULL

																Stage Cards		Employee Account Flag		Indicator of whether an active member of the financial institution has a personal association to this account, either through a direct customer role or a family member relationship.
		CHAR(1)		NULL

																Stage Cards		Account Group Identifier		Account Group to which this account is assigned.		VARCHAR2(20)		NULL

																Stage Cards		Partner Code		This attribute stores the unique code to identify a partner
		VARCHAR2(20)		NULL

																Stage Cards		Account Manager Code		Unique identifier assigned to the account manager.
		VARCHAR2(20)		NULL

																Stage Cards		Total Bonus Points		Total Bonus points earned in an account as of date.
		NUMBER(20)		NULL

																Stage Cards		Bonus Points Redeemed		Bonus points redeemed by the customer in an account.
		NUMBER(20)		NULL

																Stage Cards		Number Of Times Renewed		This stores the total no of times the card is renewed
		NUMBER(5)		NULL

																Stage Cards		Previous Account Number		Unique identifier of the previous card number held by the customer in case of renewal.
		VARCHAR2(25)		NULL

																Stage Cards		Account Credit Limit Modified Date		This stores the date on which the latest credit limit revision was made for the account.
		DATE		NULL

																Stage Cards		Service Charges Waiver Flag		This stores the account service charges waiver indicator. Y- Yes, N-No
		CHAR(1)		NULL

																Stage Cards		Mode of Payment		This attribute identifies the way a customer might use to repay the borrowings such as cash, check, ECS debit etc

		VARCHAR2(20)		NULL

																Stage Cards		Account Insurance Flag		This indicates whether/not the account has bought insurance. Y-Yes, N-No
		CHAR(1)		NULL

																Stage Cards		Total Writeback Amount		This stores the total amount received from the customer after the account was written off
		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL

																Stage Cards		Revolve Amount		This attribute stores revolve amount.
		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL
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Transaction

		LDM														Staging										Mapping Logic

		Subject Area		Entity		Attribute		Attribute Desc		Datatype		Null				Table		Column		Column Desc		Datatype		Null

		Transaction		Account Financial Transaction		Transaction ID		System generated unique identifier for every transaction in the banking system. 		NUMBER(20)		NOT NULL				Stage Borrowings Transactions		Transaction Reference No		Batch number		NUMBER(10)		NOT NULL		Direct

																Stage Cards Payments Transactions		Payment Transaction ID		This stores the unique payment transaction id		VARCHAR2(20)		NOT NULL		Direct

																Stage CASA Transactions		Transaction Reference No		Batch number		VARCHAR2(40)		NOT NULL		Direct

																Stage Custodian Account Transactions		Transaction Reference Number		This is the unique transaction reference number		VARCHAR2(40)		NOT NULL		Direct

																Stage Forex Account Transactions		Transaction Reference Number		This is the unique transaction reference number		VARCHAR2(40)		NOT NULL		Direct

																Stage Interbank Transactions		Transaction Reference Number		This is the unique transaction reference number		VARCHAR2(40)		NOT NULL		Direct

																Stage Investment Transactions		Transaction Reference Number		This is the unique transaction reference number		VARCHAR2(40)		NOT NULL		Direct

																Stage Leases Transactions		Transaction Reference		Transaction Reference No		VARCHAR2(40)		NULL		Direct

																Stage Loan Contracts Transactions		Transaction Reference		Transaction Reference No		VARCHAR2(40)		NULL		Direct

																Stage Over Draft Accounts Transactions		Transaction Reference		Transaction Reference No		VARCHAR2(25)		NOT NULL		Direct

																Stage Swap Account Transactions		Transaction Reference Number		This is the unique transaction reference number		VARCHAR2(40)		NOT NULL		Direct

																Stage Term Deposits Transactions		Transaction Reference Number		Batch number		VARCHAR2(40)		NOT NULL		Direct

																Stage Trading Account Transactions		Transaction Reference Number		This is the unique transaction reference number		VARCHAR2(40)		NOT NULL		Direct

		Transaction		Account Financial Transaction		Amount		The amount in the financial transaction		NUMBER(22,3)		NOT NULL				Stage Borrowings Transactions		Transaction Amount Ncy		Transaction amount- Negative in case of reversals		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL		Direct

																Stage Cards Payments Transactions		Payment Amount		This is the payment amount		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL		Direct

																Stage CASA Transactions		Transaction Amount Ncy		Transaction amount- Negative in case of reversals		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL		Direct

																Stage Forex Account Transactions		Transaction Amount		Transaction amount- Negative in case of reversals		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL		Direct

																Stage Interbank Transactions		Transaction Amount		Transaction amount- Negative in case of reversals		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL		Direct

																Stage Investment Transactions		Transaction Amount		Transaction amount- Negative in case of reversals		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL		Direct

																Stage Leases Transactions		Transaction Amount Ncy		Transaction amount in Transaction currency		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL		Direct

																Stage Loan Contracts Transactions		Transaction Amount Ncy		Transaction amount in Transaction currency		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL		Direct

																Stage Over Draft Accounts Transactions		Transaction Amount Ncy		Transaction amount in Transaction currency		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL		Direct

																Stage Swap Account Transactions		Transaction Amount		Transaction amount- Negative in case of reversals		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL		Direct

																Stage Term Deposits Transactions		Transaction Amount Ncy		Transaction amount in Transaction currency		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL		Direct

																Stage Trading Account Transactions		Transaction Amount		Transaction amount- Negative in case of reversals		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL		Direct

		Transaction		Account Financial Transaction		Debit Credit Indicator		Indicator to signify that the transaction is a debit or a credit		CHAR(1)		NULL				Stage Borrowings Transactions		Debit Credit Indicator		Debit/Credit code ( D/C )		CHAR(1)		NULL		Direct

																Stage Cards Payments Transactions		Payment Debit Credit Indicator		This stores the debit or credit indicator of the payment		VARCHAR2(1)		NULL		Direct

																Stage CASA Transactions		Debit Credit Indicator		Debit/Credit code ( D/C )		CHAR(1)		NULL		Direct

																Stage Custodian Account Transactions		Debit Credit Indicator		Indicator identifying whether the transaction causes a debit or credit to the account		CHAR(1)		NULL		Direct

																Stage Forex Account Transactions		Debit Credit Indicator		Indicator identifying whether the transaction causes a debit or credit to the account		CHAR(1)		NULL		Direct

																Stage Interbank Transactions		Debit Credit Indicator		Indicator identifying whether the transaction causes a debit or credit to the account		CHAR(1)		NULL		Direct

																Stage Investment Transactions		Debit Credit Indicator		Indicator identifying whether the transaction causes a debit or credit to the account		CHAR(1)		NULL		Direct

																Stage Leases Transactions		Debit Credit Indicator		Debit/Credit flag (D/C)		CHAR(1)		NULL		Direct

																Stage Loan Contracts Transactions		Debit Credit Indicator		Debit/Credit flag (D/C)		CHAR(1)		NULL		Direct

																Stage Over Draft Accounts Transactions		Debit Credit Indicator		Debit/Credit flag (D/C)		CHAR(1)		NOT NULL		Direct

																Stage Swap Account Transactions		Debit Credit Indicator		Indicator identifying whether the transaction causes a debit or credit to the account		CHAR(1)		NULL		Direct

																Stage Term Deposits Transactions		Debit Credit Indicator		Debit/Credit flag (D/C)		CHAR(1)		NULL		Direct

																Stage Trading Account Transactions		Debit Credit Indicator		Indicator identifying whether the transaction causes a debit or credit to the account		CHAR(1)		NULL		Direct

		Transaction		Account Financial Transaction		Payment By Cash Flag		Flag to signify if payment is by cash. If the mode of payment is not cash then a payment instrument object needs to be created		CHAR(1)		NULL				Stage Borrowings Transactions		Payment Mechanism Identifier		For monetary instruments, the name of the specific instrument used in this transaction (for example, American Express Traveler's Check).
		VARCHAR2(50)		NOT NULL		In LDM, the flag indicates if the payment mode is Cash. In Staging, all payment modes including cash are captured

																Stage Cards Payments Transactions		Payment Mechanism Identifier		For monetary instruments, the name of the specific instrument used in this transaction (for example, American Express Traveler's Check).
		VARCHAR2(50)		NOT NULL		In LDM, the flag indicates if the payment mode is Cash. In Staging, all payment modes including cash are captured

																Stage CASA Transactions		Payment Mechanism Identifier		For monetary instruments, the name of the specific instrument used in this transaction (for example, American Express Traveler's Check).
		VARCHAR2(50)		NOT NULL		In LDM, the flag indicates if the payment mode is Cash. In Staging, all payment modes including cash are captured

																Stage Custodian Account Transactions		Payment Mechanism Identifier		For monetary instruments, the name of the specific instrument used in this transaction (for example, American Express Traveler's Check).		VARCHAR2(50)		NULL		In LDM, the flag indicates if the payment mode is Cash. In Staging, all payment modes including cash are captured

																Stage Forex Account Transactions		Payment Mechanism Identifier		For monetary instruments, the name of the specific instrument used in this transaction (for example, American Express Traveler's Check).		VARCHAR2(50)		NOT NULL		In LDM, the flag indicates if the payment mode is Cash. In Staging, all payment modes including cash are captured

																Stage Interbank Transactions		Payment Mechanism Identifier		For monetary instruments, the name of the specific instrument used in this transaction (for example, American Express Traveler's Check).		VARCHAR2(50)		NOT NULL		In LDM, the flag indicates if the payment mode is Cash. In Staging, all payment modes including cash are captured

																Stage Investment Transactions		Payment Mechanism Identifier		For monetary instruments, the name of the specific instrument used in this transaction (for example, American Express Traveler's Check).		VARCHAR2(50)		NOT NULL		In LDM, the flag indicates if the payment mode is Cash. In Staging, all payment modes including cash are captured

																Stage Leases Transactions		Payment Mechanism Identifier		For monetary instruments, the name of the specific instrument used in this transaction (for example, American Express Traveler's Check).
		VARCHAR2(50)		NOT NULL		In LDM, the flag indicates if the payment mode is Cash. In Staging, all payment modes including cash are captured

																Stage Loan Contracts Transactions		Payment Mechanism Identifier		For monetary instruments, the name of the specific instrument used in this transaction (for example, American Express Traveler's Check).
		VARCHAR2(50)		NOT NULL		In LDM, the flag indicates if the payment mode is Cash. In Staging, all payment modes including cash are captured

																Stage Over Draft Accounts Transactions		Payment Mechanism Identifier		For monetary instruments, the name of the specific instrument used in this transaction (for example, American Express Traveler's Check).
		VARCHAR2(50)		NOT NULL		In LDM, the flag indicates if the payment mode is Cash. In Staging, all payment modes including cash are captured

																Stage Swap Account Transactions		Payment Mechanism Identifier		For monetary instruments, the name of the specific instrument used in this transaction (for example, American Express Traveler's Check).		VARCHAR2(50)		NOT NULL		In LDM, the flag indicates if the payment mode is Cash. In Staging, all payment modes including cash are captured

																Stage Term Deposits Transactions		Payment Mechanism Identifier		For monetary instruments, the name of the specific instrument used in this transaction (for example, American Express Traveler's Check).
		VARCHAR2(50)		NOT NULL		In LDM, the flag indicates if the payment mode is Cash. In Staging, all payment modes including cash are captured

																Stage Trading Account Transactions		Payment Mechanism Identifier		For monetary instruments, the name of the specific instrument used in this transaction (for example, American Express Traveler's Check).		VARCHAR2(50)		NOT NULL		In LDM, the flag indicates if the payment mode is Cash. In Staging, all payment modes including cash are captured

		Transaction		Account Financial Transaction		Currency Exchange ID		Reference to a currency exchange object in the case of foreign exchange transactions		NUMBER(20)		NULL

		Transaction		Account Financial Transaction		Structured Deal Identifier		Deal identifier in the case of a structured deal		NUMBER(20)		NULL

		Transaction		Account Financial Transaction		Payment Instrument ID		Reference to a payment instrument object for transactions where the mode of payment is not cash		NUMBER(20)		NULL				Stage Cards Payments Transactions		Payment Instrument Number		For monetary instruments, the serial number of the monetary instrument associated with this transaction (for example, the check number on checks).
		VARCHAR2(25)		NULL		Direct

																Stage CASA Transactions		Payment Instrument Number		For monetary instruments, the serial number of the monetary instrument associated with this transaction (for example, the check number on checks).
		VARCHAR2(25)		NULL		Direct

																Stage Loan Contracts Transactions		Payment Instrument Number		For monetary instruments, the serial number of the monetary instrument associated with this transaction (for example, the check number on checks).
		VARCHAR2(25)		NULL		Direct

																Stage Leases Transactions		Payment Instrument Number		For monetary instruments, the serial number of the monetary instrument associated with this transaction (for example, the check number on checks).
		VARCHAR2(25)		NULL		Direct

																Stage Over Draft Accounts Transactions		Payment Instrument Number		For monetary instruments, the serial number of the monetary instrument associated with this transaction (for example, the check number on checks).
		VARCHAR2(25)		NULL		Direct

		Transaction		Account Financial Transaction		Transaction Settlement Id		Reference to a settlement object for this transaction		CHAR(18)		NULL

		Transaction		Account Request Transaction		Transaction ID		System generated unique identifier for every transaction in the banking system. 		NUMBER(20)		NOT NULL

		Transaction		Account Transaction		Transaction ID		System generated unique identifier for every transaction in the banking system. 		NUMBER(20)		NOT NULL

		Transaction		Account Transaction		Media Number				CHAR(18)		NULL

		Transaction		Account Transaction		ACCOUNT NUMBER				CHAR(18)		NULL				Stage Borrowings Transactions		Account Number		Account no		VARCHAR2(25)		NOT NULL		Direct

																Stage Cards Payments Transactions		Card Account Number		This stores the card account number		VARCHAR2(25)		NULL		Direct

																Stage CASA Transactions		Account Number		Account no		VARCHAR2(50)		NULL		Direct

																Stage Custodian Account Transactions		Account Number		Stores the account number of the account involved in this transaction		VARCHAR2(25)		NULL		Direct

																Stage Forex Account Transactions		Account Number		Stores the account number of the account involved in this transaction		VARCHAR2(25)		NULL		Direct

																Stage Interbank Transactions		Account Number		Stores the account number of the account involved in this transaction		VARCHAR2(25)		NULL		Direct

																Stage Investment Transactions		Account Number		Stores the account number of the account involved in this transaction		VARCHAR2(25)		NULL		Direct

																Stage Leases Transactions		Account Number		Account no		VARCHAR2(25)		NOT NULL		Direct

																Stage Loan Contracts Transactions		Account Number		Account no		VARCHAR2(25)		NULL		Direct

																Stage Over Draft Accounts Transactions		Account Number		Account no		VARCHAR2(25)		NULL		Direct

																Stage Swap Account Transactions		Account Number		Stores the account number of the account involved in this transaction		VARCHAR2(25)		NULL		Direct

																Stage Term Deposits Transactions		Account Number		Account no.		VARCHAR2(50)		NULL		Direct

																Stage Trading Account Transactions		Account Number		Stores the account number of the account involved in this transaction		VARCHAR2(25)		NULL		Direct

		Transaction		Transaction		Transaction ID		System generated unique identifier for every transaction in the banking system. 		NUMBER(20)		NOT NULL

		Transaction		Transaction		Transaction Source Identification Code		Reference code to the source system where the transaction originated		VARCHAR2(10)		NULL

		Transaction		Transaction		Origination Date		The date on which this transaction was originated		DATE		NOT NULL

		Transaction		Transaction		Value Date		The date on which this transaction was posted. This may be a date after origination where a verification/clearing process is involved		DATE		NOT NULL				Stage Borrowings Transactions		Transaction Value Date		Value date		DATE		NULL		Direct

																Stage CASA Transactions		Transaction Value Date		Value date		DATE		NULL		Direct

																Stage Forex Account Transactions		Transaction Value Date		The value date for this transaction		DATE		NULL		Direct

																Stage Interbank Transactions		Transaction Value Date		The value date for this transaction		DATE		NULL		Direct

																Stage Leases Transactions		Transaction Value Date		Value date		DATE		NULL		Direct

																Stage Loan Contracts Transactions		Transaction Value Date		Value date		DATE		NULL		Direct

																Stage Over Draft Accounts Transactions		Transaction Value Date		Value date		DATE		NOT NULL		Direct

																Stage Swap Account Transactions		Transaction Value Date		The value date for this transaction		DATE		NULL		Direct

																Stage Term Deposits Transactions		Transaction Value Date		Value date		DATE		NULL		Direct

																Stage Trading Account Transactions		Transaction Value Date		The value date for this transaction		DATE		NULL		Direct

		Transaction		Transaction		Description		Text in free-form which describes the transaction		VARCHAR2(255)		NOT NULL				Stage Borrowings Transactions		Transaction Description		Free-text description of this transaction.		VARCHAR2(1000)		NULL		Direct

																Stage Cards Payments Transactions		Transaction Description		Free-text description of this transaction.		VARCHAR2(1000)		NULL		Direct

																Stage CASA Transactions		Transaction Description		Free-text description of this transaction.		VARCHAR2(1000)		NULL		Direct

																Stage Custodian Account Transactions		Transaction Description		Free-text description of this transaction.		VARCHAR2(1000)		NULL		Direct

																Stage Forex Account Transactions		Transaction Description		Free-text description of this transaction.		VARCHAR2(1000)		NULL		Direct

																Stage Interbank Transactions		Transaction Description		Free-text description of this transaction.		VARCHAR2(1000)		NULL		Direct

																Stage Investment Transactions		Transaction Description		Free-text description of this transaction.		VARCHAR2(1000)		NULL		Direct

																Stage Leases Transactions		Transaction Description		Free-text description of this transaction.		VARCHAR2(1000)		NULL		Direct

																Stage Loan Contracts Transactions		Transaction Description		Free-text description of this transaction.		VARCHAR2(1000)		NULL		Direct

																Stage Over Draft Accounts Transactions		Transaction Description		Free-text description of this transaction.		VARCHAR2(1000)		NULL		Direct

																Stage Swap Account Transactions		Transaction Description		Free-text description of this transaction.		VARCHAR2(1000)		NULL		Direct

																Stage Term Deposits Transactions		Transaction Description		Free-text description of this transaction.		VARCHAR2(1000)		NULL		Direct

																Stage Trading Account Transactions		Transaction Description		Free-text description of this transaction.		VARCHAR2(1000)		NULL		Direct

		Transaction		Transaction		Application Number				CHAR(18)		NULL

		Transaction		Transaction		Transaction Status		The status of the transaction		VARCHAR2(10)		NULL

		Transaction		Transaction		Transaction Attachment		Any attachments to the transactions like bills, receipts, documentary proof and such		VARCHAR2(4000)		NULL

		Transaction		Transaction		Transaction Type Code		The type of transaction posted. The transaction type is used to map each transaction to both a banking process area as well as to a banking product		VARCHAR2(10)		NOT NULL

		Transaction		Transaction		Instruction Reference ID		Reference identifier to a possible instruction which triggered this transaction. Can be used for standing instructions, and other pre-determined tasks		VARCHAR2(25)		NULL

		Transaction		Transaction		Contract ID		Reference identifier to a contract		VARCHAR2(25)		NULL

		Transaction		Transaction		Channel ID		Reference identifier to a channel of particular type		NUMBER(20)		NULL

		Transaction		Transaction		Funds Available Date		The date on which the funds were available		DATE		NULL

		Transaction		Transaction		Transaction Failed Flag		Indicator denoting whether the transaction has failed		CHAR(1)		NULL

		Transaction		Transaction		Transaction Failure Reason		Reason to identify the failure of the transaction		VARCHAR2(4000)		NULL

		Transaction		Transaction		Branch Code				CHAR(18)		NULL				Stage Borrowings Transactions		Branch Code		Transaction Branch code		VARCHAR2(20)		NULL		Direct

																Stage CASA Transactions		Branch Code		Transaction Branch code		VARCHAR2(20)		NULL		Direct

																Stage Custodian Account Transactions		Branch Code		The branch to which this transaction is mapped		VARCHAR2(20)		NULL		Direct

																Stage Forex Account Transactions		Branch Code		The branch to which this transaction is mapped		VARCHAR2(20)		NULL		Direct

																Stage Interbank Transactions		Branch Code		The branch to which this transaction is mapped		VARCHAR2(20)		NULL		Direct

																Stage Investment Transactions		Branch Code		The branch to which this transaction is mapped		VARCHAR2(20)		NULL		Direct

																Stage Leases Transactions		Branch Code		Transaction Branch code		VARCHAR2(20)		NULL		Direct

																Stage Loan Contracts Transactions		Branch Code		Transaction Branch code		VARCHAR2(20)		NULL		Direct

																Stage Over Draft Accounts Transactions		Branch Code		Transaction Branch code		VARCHAR2(20)		NULL		Direct

																Stage Swap Account Transactions		Branch Code		The branch to which this transaction is mapped		VARCHAR2(20)		NULL		Direct

																Stage Term Deposits Transactions		Branch Code		Transaction Branch code		VARCHAR2(20)		NULL		Direct

																Stage Trading Account Transactions		Branch Code		The branch to which this transaction is mapped		VARCHAR2(20)		NULL		Direct

		Transaction		ATM		Channel ID		Identifier to the channel		NUMBER(20)		NOT NULL

		Transaction		ATM		ATM Name		Name of the ATM		VARCHAR2(60)		NOT NULL

		Transaction		ATM		Branch Reference ID		Reference identifier to the branch to which this ATM is attached		VARCHAR2(25)		NOT NULL

		Transaction		ATM		ATM Address Code		Reference code to the ATM's address		CHAR(18)		NULL

		Transaction		ATM		ACCOUNT NUMBER				CHAR(18)		NULL

		Transaction		ATM Log		Channel Log ID		System generated unique identifier for every channel log in the banking system. 		NUMBER(20)		NOT NULL

		Transaction		ATM Log		Non Network ATM Flag		Flag signifying whether the ATM is outside the banks own network		CHAR(1)		NULL

		Transaction		ATM Log		Card Number		This stores the number of the ATM card		VARCHAR2(25)		NOT NULL

		Transaction		ATM Log		Card Status		This stores the status of the card		VARCHAR2(60)		NOT NULL

		Transaction		ATM Log		Card Type		This stores the card type, whether the card is a VISA or MASTERCARD		VARCHAR2(10)		NOT NULL

		Transaction		ATM Log		ATM Customer Type		This stores the customer type - OWN/OTH customer performing the transaction		VARCHAR2(10)		NULL

		Transaction		ATM Log		Media Number				CHAR(18)		NULL

		Transaction		Branch Log		Channel Log ID		System generated unique identifier for every channel log in the banking system. 		NUMBER(20)		NOT NULL

		Transaction		Branch Log		Branch Reference ID		Reference identifier of the branch		VARCHAR2(25)		NOT NULL

		Transaction		Branch Log		Branch Operator Code		Reference code to the branch operator		VARCHAR2(10)		NULL

		Transaction		Branch Log		Representative Bearer Name		Name of the conductor who presents a negotiable instrument		VARCHAR2(60)		NULL

		Transaction		Branch Log		Representative Bearer Id		Identification of a conductor		VARCHAR2(25)		NULL

		Transaction		Branch Log		Representative Bearer Identification Type		Type of identification presented by a conductor		VARCHAR2(10)		NULL

		Transaction		Branch Log		Customer Prospect Flag		Flag signifying if the channel usage is by a customer or a prospect		CHAR(1)		NULL

		Transaction		Branch Log		Prospect ID		Reference identifier of the prospect		CHAR(18)		NULL

		Transaction		Browser Code		Channel ID		Identifier to the channel		NUMBER(20)		NOT NULL

		Transaction		Browser Code		Browser Name		Channel type short name		VARCHAR2(60)		NOT NULL

		Transaction		Browser Code		Browser Optimized Flag		Description of the channel type		CHAR(1)		NULL

		Transaction		Channel Log		Channel Log ID		System generated unique identifier for every channel log in the banking system. 		NUMBER(20)		NOT NULL

		Transaction		Channel Log		Channel ID		Reference identifier for the channel		NUMBER(20)		NOT NULL

		Transaction		Channel Log		Log Description		Textual description of the log on the customer interaction		VARCHAR2(255)		NULL

		Transaction		Channel Log		Log Start Date Time		Start time of the customer interaction		TIMESTAMP		NULL

		Transaction		Channel Log		Log End Date Time		End time of the customer interaction		TIMESTAMP		NULL

		Transaction		Channel Log		Duration		Duration of the customer interaction or channel log		NUMBER(5)		NULL

		Transaction		Channel Log		Customer Authenticated Flag		Flag which denotes if the customer has been authenticated during this channel interaction		CHAR(1)		NULL

		Transaction		Channel Log		Log Status		Status of the customer interaction		VARCHAR2(10)		NOT NULL

		Transaction		Channel Log		Customer ID		Reference identifier of the customer		CHAR(18)		NULL

		Transaction		Channel Master		Channel ID		Identifier to the channel		NUMBER(20)		NOT NULL				Stage TXN Channel  Master		Channel Code		This stores the code assigned to each of the transaction channels offered by the bank.		VARCHAR2(20)		NOT NULL		Direct

		Transaction		Channel Master		Channel Commission Date		Date the channel was put in commission		DATE		NULL				Stage TXN Channel  Master		Channel Start Date		This stores the date on which this particular channel commenced.		DATE		NULL		Direct

		Transaction		Channel Master		Channel Decommission Date		Decommission date of the channel		DATE		NULL

		Transaction		Channel Master		Channel Type Code		Code to reference the channel type		NUMBER(5)		NULL				Stage TXN Channel  Master		Channel Type		This stores the group to which this channel belongs.		VARCHAR2(20)		NOT NULL		Direct

		Transaction		Channel Transaction		Channel Log ID		Reference identifier to the channel log		NUMBER(20)		NOT NULL

		Transaction		Channel Transaction		Transaction ID		Reference identifier to the transactions initiated within the reference channel log		NUMBER(20)		NOT NULL

		Transaction		Channel Transaction		Customer Transaction Due Date		Due date committed to the customer for this transaction during customer interaction		DATE		NULL

		Transaction		Channel Transaction		Customer Transaction Comment		Comment related to the transaction noted during customer interaction		VARCHAR2(4000)		NULL

		Transaction		Channel Transaction		Customer Transaction Start Time		Start time of the transaction using this channel		TIMESTAMP		NULL

		Transaction		Channel Transaction		Customer Transaction End Time		End time of the transaction using this channel		TIMESTAMP		NULL

		Transaction		Channel Transaction		Customer Transaction Duration		Duration of the transaction using this channel		NUMBER(5)		NULL

		Transaction		Channel Transaction		Authorization Code		This stores the authorization code		VARCHAR2(10)		NULL

		Transaction		Channel Transaction		Transaction Approved Flag		Indicator to identify if the transaction has been approved		CHAR(1)		NULL

		Transaction		Channel Transaction		Transaction Failure Reason		This stores the reason if the authorization is rejected		VARCHAR2(4000)		NULL

		Transaction		Channel Type		Channel Type Code		Code to reference the channel type		NUMBER(5)		NOT NULL				Stage Transaction Channel Type Master		Channel Code		This is the unique identifier for the acquisition channel, like direct marketing, direct sales agents, campaign, etc.		VARCHAR2(20)		NOT NULL		Direct

		Transaction		Channel Type		Channel Type		Channel type short name		VARCHAR2(60)		NOT NULL

		Transaction		Channel Type		Channel Type Description		Description of the channel type		VARCHAR2(255)		NULL				Stage Transaction Channel Type Master		Channel Description		This is the description of the channel code.		VARCHAR2(20)		NULL		Direct

		Transaction		Cheque Instrument		Payment Instrument ID		System generated identifier of the cheque payment instrument		NUMBER(20)		NOT NULL

		Transaction		Cheque Instrument		Instrument Markings		Markings found on the instrument		VARCHAR2(60)		NULL

		Transaction		Cheque Instrument		Instrument Name		Name of the instrument		VARCHAR2(60)		NOT NULL

		Transaction		Cheque Instrument		Instrument Number		Serial number of monetary instrument		INTEGER		NOT NULL

		Transaction		Cheque Instrument		Instrument Routing Code		Routing code for this instrument for this transaction		INTEGER		NOT NULL

		Transaction		Cheque Instrument		Instrument Date		Date on the instrument		DATE		NOT NULL

		Transaction		Cheque Instrument		Beneficiary Identifier		Identifier of the beneficiary		VARCHAR2(25)		NULL

		Transaction		Cheque Instrument		Beneficiary Account ID		Account of the beneficiary		VARCHAR2(25)		NULL

		Transaction		Cheque Instrument		Beneficiary Name		Name of the beneficiary		VARCHAR2(60)		NOT NULL

		Transaction		Cheque Instrument		Bearer Identifier		Identifier of the conductor		VARCHAR2(25)		NULL

		Transaction		Cheque Instrument		Bearer Identifier Type		Identification type for the conductor		VARCHAR2(60)		NULL

		Transaction		Cheque Instrument		Bearer Name		Name of the conductor		VARCHAR2(60)		NULL

		Transaction		Cheque Instrument		Remitter Identifier		Identifier of the remitter		VARCHAR2(25)		NULL

		Transaction		Cheque Instrument		Remitter Account		Account of the remitter		VARCHAR2(25)		NULL

		Transaction		Cheque Instrument		Remitter Name		Name of the remitter		VARCHAR2(60)		NOT NULL

		Transaction		Cheque Instrument		Secondary Beneficiary Name		Name of the secondary beneficiary		VARCHAR2(60)		NULL

		Transaction		Credit Card Instrument		Payment Instrument ID		System generated identifier of the cheque payment instrument		NUMBER(20)		NOT NULL

		Transaction		Credit Card Instrument		Card Number		Number of the card, usually 16 digits		VARCHAR2(25)		NOT NULL

		Transaction		Credit Card Instrument		Card Type		Type of the card MASTER/VISA etc		VARCHAR2(10)		NOT NULL

		Transaction		Credit Card Instrument		Card Issue Date		Issue date of the credit card		DATE		NULL

		Transaction		Credit Card Instrument		Card Expiry Date		Expiry date of the credit card		DATE		NOT NULL

		Transaction		Credit Card Instrument		Card CVV Number		Unique identification to the card		INTEGER		NOT NULL

		Transaction		Credit Card Instrument		Card Holder Name		Name of the card holder		VARCHAR2(60)		NOT NULL

		Transaction		Currency Exchange		Currency Exchange ID		Identifier to an exchange rate record		NUMBER(20)		NOT NULL

		Transaction		Currency Exchange		Source Currency Code		Currency code for the source currency		VARCHAR2(3)		NOT NULL

		Transaction		Currency Exchange		Target Currency Code		Currency code for the target currency		VARCHAR2(3)		NOT NULL

		Transaction		Currency Exchange		Source Currency Base		Currency code for the source currency base		VARCHAR2(3)		NOT NULL

		Transaction		Currency Exchange		Target Currency Base		Currency code for the target currency base		VARCHAR2(3)		NOT NULL

		Transaction		Currency Exchange		Conversion Rate		Conversion rate		NUMBER(10,6)		NOT NULL

		Transaction		Currency Exchange		Currency Exchange Date		Date applicable for the conversion rate		DATE		NOT NULL

		Transaction		Debit Card Instrument		Payment Instrument ID		System generated identifier of the cheque payment instrument		NUMBER(20)		NOT NULL

		Transaction		Debit Card Instrument		Card Number		Number of the card, usually 16 digits		VARCHAR2(25)		NOT NULL

		Transaction		Debit Card Instrument		Card Type		Type of the card MASTER/VISA etc		VARCHAR2(10)		NOT NULL

		Transaction		Debit Card Instrument		Card Issue Date		Issue date of the credit card		DATE		NULL

		Transaction		Debit Card Instrument		Card Expiry Date		Expiry date of the credit card		DATE		NOT NULL

		Transaction		Debit Card Instrument		Card Holder Name		Name of the card holder		VARCHAR2(60)		NOT NULL

		Transaction		Draft Instrument		Payment Instrument ID		System generated identifier of the cheque payment instrument		NUMBER(20)		NOT NULL

		Transaction		Draft Instrument		Instrument Markings		Markings found on the instrument		VARCHAR2(60)		NULL

		Transaction		Draft Instrument		Instrument Name		Name of the instrument		VARCHAR2(60)		NOT NULL

		Transaction		Draft Instrument		Instrument Number		Serial number of monetary instrument		INTEGER		NOT NULL

		Transaction		Draft Instrument		Instrument Routing Code		Routing code for this instrument for this transaction		INTEGER		NOT NULL

		Transaction		Draft Instrument		Instrument Date		Date on the instrument		DATE		NOT NULL

		Transaction		Draft Instrument		Beneficiary Identifier		Identifier of the beneficiary		VARCHAR2(25)		NULL

		Transaction		Draft Instrument		Beneficiary Account ID		Account of the beneficiary		VARCHAR2(25)		NULL

		Transaction		Draft Instrument		Beneficiary Name		Name of the beneficiary		VARCHAR2(60)		NOT NULL

		Transaction		Draft Instrument		Bearer Identifier		Identifier of the conductor		VARCHAR2(25)		NULL

		Transaction		Draft Instrument		Bearer Identifier Type		Identification type for the conductor		VARCHAR2(60)		NULL

		Transaction		Draft Instrument		Bearer Name		Name of the conductor		VARCHAR2(60)		NULL

		Transaction		Draft Instrument		Remitter Identifier		Identifier of the remitter		VARCHAR2(25)		NULL

		Transaction		Draft Instrument		Remitter Account		Account of the remitter		VARCHAR2(25)		NULL

		Transaction		Draft Instrument		Remitter Name		Name of the remitter		VARCHAR2(60)		NOT NULL

		Transaction		Draft Instrument		Secondary Beneficiary Name		Name of the secondary beneficiary		VARCHAR2(60)		NULL

		Transaction		Electronics Funds Transfer Instrument		Payment Instrument ID		System generated identifier of the cheque payment instrument		NUMBER(20)		NOT NULL

		Transaction		Electronics Funds Transfer Instrument		Institution to Institution Instructions		Free form text to store institution to institution instructions		VARCHAR2(4000)		NULL

		Transaction		Electronics Funds Transfer Instrument		Internal Beneficiary Account Flag		Indicator of whether the beneficiary account on this transaction is an account held by the customer bank		CHAR(1)		NULL

		Transaction		Electronics Funds Transfer Instrument		Internal Originator Account Flag		Indicator of whether the originator account on this transaction is an account held by the customer bank		CHAR(1)		NULL

		Transaction		Electronics Funds Transfer Instrument		Internal Secondary Beneficiary Account Flag		Indicator of whether the secondary beneficiary account on this transaction is an account held by the customer bank		CHAR(1)		NULL

		Transaction		Electronics Funds Transfer Instrument		Unknown Originator Flag		Indicator if the originator is unknown		CHAR(1)		NULL

		Transaction		Electronics Funds Transfer Instrument		Unknown Secondary Originator Flag		Indicator if the secondary originator is unknown		CHAR(1)		NULL

		Transaction		Electronics Funds Transfer Instrument		Beneficiary Identifier		Identifier for the beneficiary		VARCHAR2(25)		NULL

		Transaction		Electronics Funds Transfer Instrument		Beneficiary Account ID		Identifier for the Beneficiary's account involved in this transaction		VARCHAR2(25)		NOT NULL

		Transaction		Electronics Funds Transfer Instrument		Beneficiary Identifier Type		Identification type for the beneficiary		VARCHAR2(10)		NULL

		Transaction		Electronics Funds Transfer Instrument		Beneficiary Name		Name of the beneficiary		VARCHAR2(60)		NOT NULL

		Transaction		Electronics Funds Transfer Instrument		Beneficiary Instructions		Instructions from the originator to the beneficiary		VARCHAR2(4000)		NULL

		Transaction		Electronics Funds Transfer Instrument		Originator Account		Originator's account involved in this transaction		VARCHAR2(25)		NOT NULL

		Transaction		Electronics Funds Transfer Instrument		Originator Name		Name of the originator		VARCHAR2(60)		NOT NULL

		Transaction		Electronics Funds Transfer Instrument		Receiving Institution Account		Receiving institution's account used for this transaction		VARCHAR2(25)		NOT NULL

		Transaction		Electronics Funds Transfer Instrument		Receiving Institution Fee		Fee charged by the receiving institution for this transaction		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL

		Transaction		Electronics Funds Transfer Instrument		Receiving Institution ID		Identifier of the receiving institution		VARCHAR2(25)		NOT NULL

		Transaction		Electronics Funds Transfer Instrument		Secondary Beneficiary Account		Account held by the secondary beneficiary		VARCHAR2(25)		NULL

		Transaction		Electronics Funds Transfer Instrument		Secondary Beneficiary Derivation Method		Method used to derive the name of the secondary beneficiary		VARCHAR2(60)		NULL

		Transaction		Electronics Funds Transfer Instrument		Secondary Beneficiary Name		Name of the secondary beneficiary		VARCHAR2(60)		NULL

		Transaction		Electronics Funds Transfer Instrument		Secondary Originator Account		Account held by the secondary originator		VARCHAR2(25)		NULL

		Transaction		Electronics Funds Transfer Instrument		Secondary Originator Derivation Method		Method used to derive the name of the secondary originator		VARCHAR2(60)		NULL

		Transaction		Electronics Funds Transfer Instrument		Secondary Originator Name		Name of the secondary originator		VARCHAR2(60)		NULL

		Transaction		Electronics Funds Transfer Instrument		Sending Institution Account		Sending institution's account used for this transaction		VARCHAR2(25)		NOT NULL

		Transaction		Electronics Funds Transfer Instrument		Sending Institution Fee		Fee charged by the sending institution for this transaction		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL

		Transaction		Electronics Funds Transfer Instrument		Sending Institution ID		Identifier of the sending institution		VARCHAR2(25)		NOT NULL

		Transaction		Electronics Funds Transfer Instrument		Remittance Reason		Reason stated for the remittance		VARCHAR2(4000)		NULL

		Transaction		Electronics Funds Transfer Instrument		Swift Cost To Applicant		Flag indicating whether the swift cost is to the applicant		CHAR(1)		NULL

		Transaction		ETF Instrument Intermediary		Payment Instrument ID		System generated identifier of the cheque payment instrument		NUMBER(20)		NOT NULL

		Transaction		ETF Instrument Intermediary		Instrument Intermediary ID		System generated identifier for the instrument intermediary		NUMBER(20)		NOT NULL

		Transaction		ETF Instrument Intermediary		Institution Role Code		Code signifying the role of the institution		VARCHAR2(10)		NULL

		Transaction		ETF Instrument Intermediary		Institution Account		Account used by the intermediary institution		VARCHAR2(25)		NOT NULL

		Transaction		ETF Instrument Intermediary		Currency Code		Currency used if the intermediary is not using the same currency		VARCHAR2(3)		NULL

		Transaction		ETF Instrument Intermediary		Institution ID		Identifier of the intermediary institution		VARCHAR2(25)		NOT NULL

		Transaction		ETF Instrument Intermediary		Institution Order		Order in which the intermediary plays a role in the transaction		NUMBER(5)		NOT NULL

		Transaction		General Journal		Debit Credit Indicator		Indicates whether the transaction is of debit or credit type		CHAR(1)		NOT NULL

		Transaction		General Journal		Account Number		Stores the unique account number under which the transaction has happened		VARCHAR2(25)		NOT NULL

		Transaction		General Journal		Journal ID		The unique identifier for a journal transaction		VARCHAR2(20)		NOT NULL

		Transaction		General Journal		Transaction ID		System generated unique identifier for every transaction in the banking system. 		NUMBER(20)		NULL

		Transaction		Internet Banking Log		Channel Log ID		System generated unique identifier for every channel log in the banking system. 		NUMBER(20)		NOT NULL

		Transaction		Internet Banking Log		Internet Session ID		Unique identifier to the internet session		VARCHAR2(60)		NULL

		Transaction		Internet Banking Log		Media Number				CHAR(18)		NULL

		Transaction		Non Account Financial Transaction		Transaction ID		System generated unique identifier for every transaction in the banking system. 		NUMBER(20)		NOT NULL

		Transaction		Non Account Financial Transaction		Amount		The amount in the financial transaction		NUMBER(22,3)		NOT NULL

		Transaction		Non Account Financial Transaction		Debit Credit Indicator		Indicator to signify that the transaction is a debit or a credit		CHAR(1)		NULL

		Transaction		Non Account Financial Transaction		Payment By Cash Flag		Flag to signify if payment is by cash. If the mode of payment is not cash then a payment instrument object needs to be created		CHAR(1)		NULL

		Transaction		Non Account Financial Transaction		Currency Exchange ID		Reference to a currency exchange object in the case of foreign exchange transactions		NUMBER(20)		NULL

		Transaction		Non Account Financial Transaction		Payment Instrument ID		Reference to a payment instrument object for transactions where the mode of payment is not cash		NUMBER(20)		NULL

		Transaction		Non Account Financial Transaction		Transaction Settlement Id				CHAR(18)		NULL

		Transaction		Non Account Request Transaction		Transaction ID		System generated unique identifier for every transaction in the banking system. 		NUMBER(20)		NOT NULL

		Transaction		Non Account Transaction		Transaction ID		System generated unique identifier for every transaction in the banking system. 		NUMBER(20)		NOT NULL

		Transaction		Payment Instrument		Payment Instrument ID		System generated identifier to the payment instrument		NUMBER(20)		NOT NULL

		Transaction		Payment Instrument		Instrument Verified Flag		Flag indicating whether the payment instrument has been verified		CHAR(1)		NULL

		Transaction		POS Log		Channel Log ID		System generated unique identifier for every channel log in the banking system. 		NUMBER(20)		NOT NULL

		Transaction		POS Log		Purchase Category Code		Code for the category of purchase		VARCHAR2(10)		NULL

		Transaction		POS Log		Card Number		This stores the number of the ATM card		VARCHAR2(25)		NOT NULL

		Transaction		POS Log		Card Status		This stores the status of the card		VARCHAR2(60)		NOT NULL

		Transaction		POS Log		Card Type		This stores the card type, whether the card is a VISA or MASTERCARD		VARCHAR2(10)		NOT NULL

		Transaction		POS Log		Media Number				CHAR(18)		NULL

		Transaction		POS Retailer		Channel ID		Identifier to the channel		NUMBER(20)		NOT NULL

		Transaction		POS Retailer		POS Retailer Name		Name of the POS Retailer		VARCHAR2(60)		NOT NULL

		Transaction		POS Retailer		Branch Reference ID		Reference identifier to the branch to which this POS Retailer is attached		VARCHAR2(25)		NOT NULL

		Transaction		POS Retailer		POS Merchant Type		Type of POS Retailer		VARCHAR2(60)		NULL				Stage TXN Channel  Master		POS Merchant Category		This stores the merchant category for point of sales channels.		VARCHAR2(20)		NULL		In LDM, the POS Merchant Type is stored in the POS Retailer table where as in LDM the POS Merchant Category is tagged with a Transaction channel and POS is also a possible value for the Channel.

		Transaction		POS Retailer		POS Retailer Address Code		Reference code to the POS retailer's address		CHAR(18)		NULL

		Transaction		Telebanking Log		Channel Log ID		System generated unique identifier for every channel log in the banking system. 		NUMBER(20)		NOT NULL

		Transaction		Telebanking Log		Telebanking Operator Code		Reference code to the telebanking operator		VARCHAR2(10)		NULL

		Transaction		Telebanking Log		Outbound Indicator Flag		Flag signifying whether the call was inbound/outbound		CHAR(1)		NULL

		Transaction		Telebanking Log		Customer Prospect Flag		Flag signifying if the channel usage is by a customer or a prospect		CHAR(1)		NULL

		Transaction		Telebanking Log		Card Number		This stores the number of the ATM card		VARCHAR2(25)		NOT NULL

		Transaction		Telebanking Log		Card Status		This stores the status of the card		VARCHAR2(60)		NOT NULL

		Transaction		Telebanking Log		Card Type		This stores the card type, whether the card is a VISA or MASTERCARD		VARCHAR2(10)		NOT NULL

		Transaction		Telebanking Log		Prospect ID		Reference identifier of the prospect		CHAR(18)		NULL

		Transaction		Telebanking Log		Media Number				CHAR(18)		NULL

		Transaction		Transaction Relationship Map		Transaction Relationship ID		System generated identifier for a relationship between two transactions		NUMBER(20)		NOT NULL

		Transaction		Transaction Relationship Map		Parent Transaction Reference ID		Reference identifier to the first transaction of the relationship		NUMBER(20)		NOT NULL				Stage Borrowings Transactions		Parent Transaction Reference Number		Stores the parent transaction reference number.  This is required to identify the corresponding debit or credit entry passed in another account.
		VARCHAR2(40)		NULL		In LDM, the parent transaction reference id is stored in a separate map table where as in Staging, the parent transaction reference number (if present)  is stored for each transaction

																Stage Cards Payments Transactions		Parent Transaction Reference Number		Stores the parent transaction reference number.  This is required to identify the corresponding debit or credit entry passed in another account.
		VARCHAR2(40)		NULL		In LDM, the parent transaction reference id is stored in a separate map table where as in Staging, the parent transaction reference number (if present)  is stored for each transaction

																Stage CASA Transactions		Parent Transaction Reference Number		Stores the parent transaction reference number.  This is required to identify the corresponding debit or credit entry passed in another account.
		VARCHAR2(40)		NULL		In LDM, the parent transaction reference id is stored in a separate map table where as in Staging, the parent transaction reference number (if present)  is stored for each transaction

																Stage Forex Account Transactions		Parent Transaction Reference Number		Stores the parent transaction reference number.  This is required to identify the corresponding debit or credit entry passed in another account.		VARCHAR2(40)		NULL		In LDM, the parent transaction reference id is stored in a separate map table where as in Staging, the parent transaction reference number (if present)  is stored for each transaction

																Stage Interbank Transactions		Parent Transaction Reference Number		Stores the parent transaction reference number.  This is required to identify the corresponding debit or credit entry passed in another account.		VARCHAR2(40)		NULL		In LDM, the parent transaction reference id is stored in a separate map table where as in Staging, the parent transaction reference number (if present)  is stored for each transaction

																Stage Investment Transactions		Parent Transaction Reference Number		Stores the parent transaction reference number.  This is required to identify the corresponding debit or credit entry passed in another account.		VARCHAR2(40)		NULL		In LDM, the parent transaction reference id is stored in a separate map table where as in Staging, the parent transaction reference number (if present)  is stored for each transaction

																Stage Leases Transactions		Parent Transaction Reference Number		Stores the parent transaction reference number.  This is required to identify the corresponding debit or credit entry passed in another account.
		VARCHAR2(40)		NULL		In LDM, the parent transaction reference id is stored in a separate map table where as in Staging, the parent transaction reference number (if present)  is stored for each transaction

																Stage Loan Contracts Transactions		Parent Transaction Reference Number		Stores the parent transaction reference number.  This is required to identify the corresponding debit or credit entry passed in another account.
		VARCHAR2(40)		NULL		In LDM, the parent transaction reference id is stored in a separate map table where as in Staging, the parent transaction reference number (if present)  is stored for each transaction

																Stage Over Draft Accounts Transactions		Parent Transaction Reference Number		Stores the parent transaction reference number.  This is required to identify the corresponding debit or credit entry passed in another account.
		VARCHAR2(40)		NULL		In LDM, the parent transaction reference id is stored in a separate map table where as in Staging, the parent transaction reference number (if present)  is stored for each transaction

																Stage Term Deposits Transactions		Parent Transaction Reference Number		Stores the parent transaction reference number.  This is required to identify the corresponding debit or credit entry passed in another account.
		VARCHAR2(40)		NULL		In LDM, the parent transaction reference id is stored in a separate map table where as in Staging, the parent transaction reference number (if present)  is stored for each transaction

																Stage Trading Account Transactions		Parent Transaction Reference Number		Stores the parent transaction reference number.  This is required to identify the corresponding debit or credit entry passed in another account.		VARCHAR2(40)		NULL		In LDM, the parent transaction reference id is stored in a separate map table where as in Staging, the parent transaction reference number (if present)  is stored for each transaction

		Transaction		Transaction Relationship Map		Child Transaction Reference ID		Reference identifier to the second transaction of the relationship		NUMBER(20)		NOT NULL

		Transaction		Transaction Relationship Map		Relationship Type				CHAR(18)		NULL

		Transaction		Transaction Type		Transaction Type Code		Code to reference the transaction type		VARCHAR2(10)		NOT NULL

		Transaction		Transaction Type		Transaction Type		Transaction type short name		VARCHAR2(60)		NOT NULL

		Transaction		Transaction Type		Transaction Type Description		Description of the transaction type		VARCHAR2(255)		NULL

		Transaction		Transaction Type		Customer Initiated Transaction Flag		Flag signifying whether the transaction type can be user initiated		CHAR(1)		NULL

		Transaction		Transaction Type		Bank Initiated Transaction Flag		Flag signifying whether the transaction type can be system initiated		CHAR(1)		NULL

		Transaction		Transaction Type		Front Office Transaction Flag		Flag signifying whether the transaction type can be from a front office system		CHAR(1)		NULL

		Transaction		Transaction Type		Created By Instruction Flag		Flag signifying whether the transaction type can be created by an instruction on the account		CHAR(1)		NULL

																Stage Borrowings Transactions		Extraction Date		This is the MIS date on which processing is commenced. Eg: 20000331		DATE		NOT NULL

																Stage Borrowings Transactions		Transaction Date		Transaction date		DATE		NULL

																Stage Borrowings Transactions		User Identifier		Userno code		VARCHAR2(60)		NULL

																Stage Borrowings Transactions		Execution Time				TIMESTAMP		NULL

																Stage Borrowings Transactions		Transaction Mnemonic Code		Transaction Mnemonic code		VARCHAR2(5)		NULL

																Stage Borrowings Transactions		Service Charge Code		Service charge code		VARCHAR2(5)		NULL

																Stage Borrowings Transactions		Authorizer Identifier		Authorizer ID code		VARCHAR2(20)		NULL

																Stage Borrowings Transactions		Transaction Currency Code		Transaction currency code		VARCHAR2(3)		NULL

																Stage Borrowings Transactions		Transaction Amount Lcy		Transaction amount in Local currency		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL

																Stage Borrowings Transactions		Conversion Rate from Accounting to Local Currency		Conversion rate from A/C to local currency		NUMBER(11,6)		NULL

																Stage Borrowings Transactions		Transaction Posting Date		Posting date		DATE		NULL

																Stage Borrowings Transactions		Posting Indicator		Posting flag		CHAR(1)		NULL

																Stage Borrowings Transactions		Customer Number		This stores the code that is associated with the customer.		VARCHAR2(25)		NULL

																Stage Borrowings Transactions		Session Identifier		Stores the identifier for a transaction session
		VARCHAR2(50)		NULL

																Stage Borrowings Transactions		Accounting Currency		Currency in which statements for the associated account are denominated.
		VARCHAR2(3)		NULL

																Stage Borrowings Transactions		Transaction Purpose		Identifier of the purpose of this transaction.
		VARCHAR2(20)		NULL

																Stage Borrowings Transactions		Transaction Adjustment Code		Identifier of the type of adjustment being made by this transaction.
		VARCHAR2(20)		NULL

																Stage Borrowings Transactions		Recurring Transaction Indicator		Indicator of whether this is a scheduled recurring transaction (for example, scheduled bill payment or mutual fund recurring purchase).
		VARCHAR2(1)		NULL

																Stage Borrowings Transactions		Offset Account Identifier		For book transfers between accounts at the client, identifier of the account on the contra side of this transaction. This should not be a general ledger/holding account used to facilitate the transfer, but rather the ultimate source account (for credits) or destination account (for debits) of the funds or securities involved in this transaction.		VARCHAR2(50)		NULL

																Stage Borrowings Transactions		Canceling Indicator				VARCHAR2(1)		NULL

																Stage Borrowings Transactions		Canceled Pairing Transaction Identifier		For canceled transactions, contains the Transaction Reference Identifier of the canceling transaction. For canceling transactions, this field will store the Transaction Reference Identifier of the canceled transaction.
		VARCHAR2(40)		NULL

																Stage Borrowings Transactions		Initiating Role		Identifier of whether transaction
originated as a request from the
debited account or credited
account.
		VARCHAR2(20)		NULL

																Stage Cards Payments Transactions		Extraction Date		This refers to the date on which processing  commences. This is ideally, the end of business day of the month.		DATE		NOT NULL

																Stage Cards Payments Transactions		Payment Code		This stores the code that indicates the nature of transaction like interest payment, fees payment, principal payment etc.		VARCHAR2(20)		NULL

																Stage Cards Payments Transactions		Payment Received Date		This stores the date on which payment was received		DATE		NULL

																Stage Cards Payments Transactions		Execution Time				TIMESTAMP		NULL

																Stage Cards Payments Transactions		Payment Posted Date		This stores the date on which the payment was posted in the Financial Institution books
		DATE		NULL

																Stage Cards Payments Transactions		Payment Amount Bounced		This is the payment amount that has bounced		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL

																Stage Cards Payments Transactions		Payment Mode		This stores the mode of payment used		VARCHAR2(20)		NULL

																Stage Cards Payments Transactions		Cheque Bounce Date		This stores the date on which the check bounced		DATE		NULL

																Stage Cards Payments Transactions		Session Identifier		Stores the identifier for a transaction session
		VARCHAR2(50)		NULL

																Stage Cards Payments Transactions		Accounting Currency		Currency in which statements for the associated account are denominated.
		VARCHAR2(3)		NULL

																Stage Cards Payments Transactions		Transaction Purpose		Identifier of the purpose of this transaction.
		VARCHAR2(20)		NULL

																Stage Cards Payments Transactions		Transaction Adjustment Code		Identifier of the type of adjustment being made by this transaction.
		VARCHAR2(20)		NULL

																Stage Cards Payments Transactions		Recurring Transaction Indicator		Indicator of whether this is a scheduled recurring transaction (for example, scheduled bill payment or mutual fund recurring purchase).
		VARCHAR2(1)		NULL

																Stage Cards Payments Transactions		Canceling Indicator				VARCHAR2(1)		NULL

																Stage Cards Payments Transactions		Canceled Pairing Transaction Identifier		For canceled transactions, contains the Transaction Reference Identifier of the canceling transaction. For canceling transactions, this field will store the Transaction Reference Identifier of the canceled transaction.
		VARCHAR2(40)		NULL

																Stage Cards Payments Transactions		Initiating Role		Identifier of whether transaction
originated as a request from the
debited account or credited
account.
		VARCHAR2(20)		NULL

																Stage Cards Payments Transactions		Offset Account Identifier		For book transfers between accounts at the client, identifier of the account on the contra side of this transaction. This should not be a general ledger/holding account used to facilitate the transfer, but rather the ultimate source account (for credits) or destination account (for debits) of the funds or securities involved in this transaction.		VARCHAR2(50)		NULL

																Stage Cards Payments Transactions		Clearing Date		For monetary instruments and checks, the date on which the clearing institution cleared the monetary instrument associated with this transaction.
		DATE		NULL

																Stage Cards Payments Transactions		Clearing Time		For monetary instruments and checks, the time on Clearing Date at which the monetary instrument associated with this transaction was cleared by the clearing institution.
		TIMESTAMP		NULL

																Stage Cards Payments Transactions		Issuing Date		For monetary instruments and checks, the date on which the monetary instrument associated with this transaction was issued or purchased.
		DATE		NULL

																Stage Cards Payments Transactions		Issuing Time		For monetary instruments and checks, the time on Issuing Date at which the monetary instrument associated with this transaction was issued or purchased.
		TIMESTAMP		NULL

																Stage Cards Payments Transactions		Posting Time		For monetary instruments and checks, the time on Posting Date at which this transaction was posted against the associated account in the client's books and records
		TIMESTAMP		NULL

																Stage Cards Payments Transactions		Payment Instrument Comments		For monetary instruments, any additional comments associated with the monetary instrument associated with this transaction during processing.
		VARCHAR2(500)		NULL

																Stage Cards Payments Transactions		Payment Instrument Markings		For monetary instruments, any markings found on the monetary instrument associated with this transaction (for example, the memo on a check).
		VARCHAR2(255)		NULL

																Stage Cards Payments Transactions		Payment Instrument Routing Code		For monetary instruments, the routing code from the MICR line of the monetary instrument associated with this transaction.
		VARCHAR2(20)		NULL

																Stage CASA Transactions		Extraction Date		Processing date		DATE		NOT NULL

																Stage CASA Transactions		Transaction Date		Transaction date		DATE		NULL

																Stage CASA Transactions		User Identifier		Userno code		VARCHAR2(60)		NULL

																Stage CASA Transactions		Customer Number		This stores the code that is associated with the customer.
		VARCHAR2(40)		NULL

																Stage CASA Transactions		Transaction Mnemonic Code		Transaction Mnemonic code		VARCHAR2(50)		NULL

																Stage CASA Transactions		Service Charge Code		Service charge code		VARCHAR2(50)		NULL

																Stage CASA Transactions		Authorizer Identifier		Authorizer ID code		VARCHAR2(60)		NULL

																Stage CASA Transactions		Transaction Currency Code		Transaction currency code		VARCHAR2(3)		NULL

																Stage CASA Transactions		Transaction Amount Lcy		Transaction amount in Local currency		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL

																Stage CASA Transactions		Conversion Rate from Accounting to Local Currency		Conversion rate from A/C to local currency		NUMBER(11,6)		NULL

																Stage CASA Transactions		Transaction Posting Date		Posting date		DATE		NULL

																Stage CASA Transactions		Posting Indicator		Posting flag		CHAR(1)		NULL

																Stage CASA Transactions		Payment Instrument Comments		For monetary instruments, any additional comments associated with the monetary instrument associated with this transaction during processing.
		VARCHAR2(500)		NULL

																Stage CASA Transactions		Payment Instrument Markings		For monetary instruments, any markings found on the monetary instrument associated with this transaction (for example, the memo on a check).
		VARCHAR2(255)		NULL

																Stage CASA Transactions		Payment Instrument Routing Code		For monetary instruments, the routing code from the MICR line of the monetary instrument associated with this transaction.
		VARCHAR2(20)		NULL

																Stage CASA Transactions		Posting Time		For monetary instruments and checks, the time on Posting Date at which this transaction was posted against the associated account in the client's books and records
		TIMESTAMP		NULL

																Stage CASA Transactions		Issuing Date		For monetary instruments and checks, the date on which the monetary instrument associated with this transaction was issued or purchased.
		DATE		NULL

																Stage CASA Transactions		Issuing Time		For monetary instruments and checks, the time on Issuing Date at which the monetary instrument associated with this transaction was issued or purchased.
		TIMESTAMP		NULL

																Stage CASA Transactions		Card Number		Card No for PinPad		VARCHAR2(120)		NULL

																Stage CASA Transactions		Clearing Time		For monetary instruments and checks, the time on Clearing Date at which the monetary instrument associated with this transaction was cleared by the clearing institution.
		TIMESTAMP		NULL

																Stage CASA Transactions		Session Identifier		Stores the identifier for a transaction session
		VARCHAR2(50)		NULL

																Stage CASA Transactions		Accounting Currency		Currency in which statements for the associated account are denominated.
		VARCHAR2(3)		NULL

																Stage CASA Transactions		Transaction Purpose		Identifier of the purpose of this transaction.
		VARCHAR2(20)		NULL

																Stage CASA Transactions		Transaction Adjustment Code		Identifier of the type of adjustment being made by this transaction.
		VARCHAR2(20)		NULL

																Stage CASA Transactions		Recurring Transaction Indicator		Indicator of whether this is a scheduled recurring transaction (for example, scheduled bill payment or mutual fund recurring purchase).
		VARCHAR2(1)		NULL

																Stage CASA Transactions		Execution Time				TIMESTAMP		NULL

																Stage CASA Transactions		Offset Account Identifier		For book transfers between accounts at the client, identifier of the account on the contra side of this transaction. This should not be a general ledger/holding account used to facilitate the transfer, but rather the ultimate source account (for credits) or destination account (for debits) of the funds or securities involved in this transaction.		VARCHAR2(50)		NULL

																Stage CASA Transactions		Canceling Indicator				VARCHAR2(1)		NULL

																Stage CASA Transactions		Canceled Pairing Transaction Identifier		For canceled transactions, contains the Transaction Reference Identifier of the canceling transaction. For canceling transactions, this field will store the Transaction Reference Identifier of the canceled transaction.
		VARCHAR2(40)		NULL

																Stage CASA Transactions		Initiating Role		Identifier of whether transaction
originated as a request from the
debited account or credited
account.
		VARCHAR2(20)		NULL

																Stage CASA Transactions		Clearing Date		For monetary instruments and checks, the date on which the clearing institution cleared the monetary instrument associated with this transaction.
		DATE		NULL

																Stage Custodian Account Transactions		Extraction Date		This is the MIS date on which processing is commenced. Eg: 20000331		DATE		NOT NULL

																Stage Custodian Account Transactions		Execution Time		For electronic funds transfers and cash transactions, the time on Execution Date at which this transaction was conducted.		TIMESTAMP		NULL

																Stage Custodian Account Transactions		Canceling Indicator		Indicator of whether this transaction cancels another transaction.		VARCHAR2(1)		NULL

																Stage Custodian Account Transactions		Canceled Pairing Transaction Identifier		For canceled transactions, contains the Transaction Reference Identifier of the canceling transaction. For canceling transactions, this field will store the Transaction Reference Identifier of the canceled transaction.		VARCHAR2(40)		NULL

																Stage Custodian Account Transactions		Recurring Transaction Indicator		Indicator of whether this is a scheduled recurring transaction (for example, scheduled bill payment or mutual fund recurring purchase).		VARCHAR2(1)		NULL

																Stage Custodian Account Transactions		Transaction Adjustment Code		Identifier of the type of adjustment being made by this transaction.		VARCHAR2(20)		NULL

																Stage Custodian Account Transactions		Transaction Date		Stores the date on which the transaction happened		DATE		NULL

																Stage Custodian Account Transactions		Customer Number		This stores the code that is associated with the customer.		VARCHAR2(25)		NULL

																Stage Custodian Account Transactions		Data Origin		Source system from which this data content has been extracted.		VARCHAR2(20)		NULL

																Stage Custodian Account Transactions		Transaction Mnemonic Code		This stores the type of transaction.		VARCHAR2(5)		NULL

																Stage Custodian Account Transactions		Product Category		Identifier of the highest and most general classification for the security associated with this transaction.		VARCHAR2(30)		NULL

																Stage Custodian Account Transactions		Instrument Code		This Attribute stores a unique Code representing a particular Instrument. This code can be ISIN Code.		VARCHAR2(20)		NULL

																Stage Custodian Account Transactions		Number of Units		This Attribute stores  the number of units of the instrument which is transferred in the transaction.		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL

																Stage Custodian Account Transactions		Trade Execution Identifier		Identifier of this trade execution within a given date.		VARCHAR2(50)		NULL

																Stage Custodian Account Transactions		Security Transfer Mechanism		Stores the type of transfer mechanism . Examples Electonic,Physical		VARCHAR2(20)		NULL

																Stage Forex Account Transactions		Extraction Date		This is the MIS date on which processing is commenced. Eg: 20000331		DATE		NOT NULL

																Stage Forex Account Transactions		Execution Time		For electronic funds transfers and cash transactions, the time on Execution Date at which this transaction was conducted.		TIMESTAMP		NULL

																Stage Forex Account Transactions		Transaction Date		Stores the date on which the transaction happened		DATE		NULL

																Stage Forex Account Transactions		Transaction Posting Date		For monetary instruments and checks, the date on which this transaction was posted against the associated account		DATE		NULL

																Stage Forex Account Transactions		Conversion Rate from Accounting to Local Currency		Conversion rate from A/C to local currency		NUMBER(11,6)		NULL

																Stage Forex Account Transactions		Transaction Amount Local Currency		Transaction amount in Local currency		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL

																Stage Forex Account Transactions		Accounting Rule		Manner in which the cash or security involved in this transaction is held in the account (for example, on a cash basis, on margin, or as a short position).		VARCHAR2(1)		NULL

																Stage Forex Account Transactions		Authorizer Identifier		The identifier of the authorizer for this transaction		VARCHAR2(20)		NULL

																Stage Forex Account Transactions		Canceled Pairing Transaction Identifier		For canceled transactions, contains the Transaction Reference Identifier of the canceling transaction. For canceling transactions, this field will store the Transaction Reference Identifier of the canceled transaction.		VARCHAR2(40)		NULL

																Stage Forex Account Transactions		Customer Number		This stores the code that is associated with the customer.		VARCHAR2(25)		NULL

																Stage Forex Account Transactions		Data Origin		Source system from which this data content has been extracted.		VARCHAR2(20)		NULL

																Stage Forex Account Transactions		Initiating Role		Identifier of whether transaction
originated as a request from the
debited account or credited
account.		VARCHAR2(1)		NULL

																Stage Forex Account Transactions		Offset Account Identifier		For book transfers between accounts at the client, identifier of the account on the contra side of this transaction. This should not be a general ledger/holding account used to facilitate the transfer, but rather the ultimate source account (for credits) or destination account (for debits) of the funds or securities involved in this transaction.		VARCHAR2(25)		NULL

																Stage Forex Account Transactions		Offset Accounting Rule		Manner in which the cash or security involved in this transaction is held in the offset account (for example, on a cash basis, on margin, or as a short position).		VARCHAR2(1)		NULL

																Stage Forex Account Transactions		Recurring Transaction Indicator		Indicator of whether this is a scheduled recurring transaction (for example, scheduled bill payment or mutual fund recurring purchase).		VARCHAR2(1)		NULL

																Stage Forex Account Transactions		Service Charge Code		The code indicating the service charge for this transaction		VARCHAR2(5)		NULL

																Stage Forex Account Transactions		Transaction Adjustment Code		Identifier of the type of adjustment being made by this transaction.		VARCHAR2(20)		NULL

																Stage Forex Account Transactions		Transaction Currency Code		The code for the currency in which this transction is done		VARCHAR2(3)		NULL

																Stage Forex Account Transactions		Transaction Mnemonic Code		The mnemonic code for this transaction		VARCHAR2(5)		NULL

																Stage Forex Account Transactions		Transaction Purpose		Identifier of the purpose of this transaction.		VARCHAR2(20)		NULL

																Stage Forex Account Transactions		Accounting Currency		Currency in which statements for the associated account are denominated.		VARCHAR2(1)		NULL

																Stage Interbank Transactions		Extraction Date		This is the MIS date on which processing is commenced. Eg: 20000331		DATE		NOT NULL

																Stage Interbank Transactions		Execution Time		For electronic funds transfers and cash transactions, the time on Execution Date at which this transaction was conducted.		TIMESTAMP		NULL

																Stage Interbank Transactions		Transaction Date		Stores the date on which the transaction happened		DATE		NULL

																Stage Interbank Transactions		Transaction Posting Date		For monetary instruments and checks, the date on which this transaction was posted against the associated account		DATE		NULL

																Stage Interbank Transactions		Conversion Rate from Accounting to Local Currency		Conversion rate from A/C to local currency		NUMBER(11,6)		NULL

																Stage Interbank Transactions		Transaction Amount Local Currency		Transaction amount in Local currency		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL

																Stage Interbank Transactions		Accounting Rule		Manner in which the cash or security involved in this transaction is held in the account (for example, on a cash basis, on margin, or as a short position).		VARCHAR2(1)		NULL

																Stage Interbank Transactions		Authorizer Identifier		The identifier of the authorizer for this transaction		VARCHAR2(20)		NULL

																Stage Interbank Transactions		Canceled Pairing Transaction Identifier		For canceled transactions, contains the Transaction Reference Identifier of the canceling transaction. For canceling transactions, this field will store the Transaction Reference Identifier of the canceled transaction.		VARCHAR2(40)		NULL

																Stage Interbank Transactions		Customer Number		This stores the code that is associated with the customer.		VARCHAR2(25)		NULL

																Stage Interbank Transactions		Data Origin		Source system from which this data content has been extracted.		VARCHAR2(20)		NULL

																Stage Interbank Transactions		Initiating Role		Identifier of whether transaction
originated as a request from the
debited account or credited
account.		VARCHAR2(1)		NULL

																Stage Interbank Transactions		Offset Account Identifier		For book transfers between accounts at the client, identifier of the account on the contra side of this transaction. This should not be a general ledger/holding account used to facilitate the transfer, but rather the ultimate source account (for credits) or destination account (for debits) of the funds or securities involved in this transaction.		VARCHAR2(25)		NULL

																Stage Interbank Transactions		Offset Accounting Rule		Manner in which the cash or security involved in this transaction is held in the offset account (for example, on a cash basis, on margin, or as a short position).		VARCHAR2(1)		NULL

																Stage Interbank Transactions		Recurring Transaction Indicator		Indicator of whether this is a scheduled recurring transaction (for example, scheduled bill payment or mutual fund recurring purchase).		VARCHAR2(1)		NULL

																Stage Interbank Transactions		Service Charge Code		The code indicating the service charge for this transaction		VARCHAR2(5)		NULL

																Stage Interbank Transactions		Transaction Adjustment Code		Identifier of the type of adjustment being made by this transaction.		VARCHAR2(20)		NULL

																Stage Interbank Transactions		Transaction Currency Code		The code for the currency in which this transction is done		VARCHAR2(3)		NULL

																Stage Interbank Transactions		Transaction Mnemonic Code		The mnemonic code for this transaction		VARCHAR2(5)		NULL

																Stage Interbank Transactions		Transaction Purpose		Identifier of the purpose of this transaction.		VARCHAR2(20)		NULL

																Stage Interbank Transactions		Accounting Currency		Currency in which statements for the associated account are denominated.		VARCHAR2(1)		NULL

																Stage Investment Transactions		Extraction Date		This is the MIS date on which processing is commenced. Eg: 20000331		DATE		NOT NULL

																Stage Investment Transactions		Execution Time		For electronic funds transfers and cash transactions, the time on Execution Date at which this transaction was conducted.		TIMESTAMP		NULL

																Stage Investment Transactions		Accounting Rule		Manner in which the cash or security involved in this transaction is held in the account (for example, on a cash basis, on margin, or as a short position).		VARCHAR2(1)		NULL

																Stage Investment Transactions		Canceled Pairing Transaction Identifier		For canceled transactions, contains the Transaction Reference Identifier of the canceling transaction. For canceling transactions, this field will store the Transaction Reference Identifier of the canceled transaction.		VARCHAR2(40)		NULL

																Stage Investment Transactions		Offset Account Identifier		For book transfers between accounts at the client, identifier of the account on the contra side of this transaction. This should not be a general ledger/holding account used to facilitate the transfer, but rather the ultimate source account (for credits) or destination account (for debits) of the funds or securities involved in this transaction.		VARCHAR2(50)		NULL

																Stage Investment Transactions		Offset Accounting Rule		Manner in which the cash or security involved in this transaction is held in the offset account (for example, on a cash basis, on margin, or as a short position).		VARCHAR2(1)		NULL

																Stage Investment Transactions		Transaction Adjustment Code		Identifier of the type of adjustment being made by this transaction.		VARCHAR2(20)		NULL

																Stage Investment Transactions		Accounting Currency		Currency in which statements for the associated account are denominated.		VARCHAR2(3)		NULL

																Stage Investment Transactions		Transaction Date		Stores the date on which the transaction happened		DATE		NULL

																Stage Investment Transactions		Conversion Rate from Accounting to Local Currency		Conversion rate from A/C to local currency		NUMBER(11,6)		NULL

																Stage Investment Transactions		Transaction Amount Local Currency		Transaction amount in Local currency		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL

																Stage Investment Transactions		Authorizer Identifier		The identifier of the authorizer for this transaction		VARCHAR2(20)		NULL

																Stage Investment Transactions		Customer Number		This stores the code that is associated with the customer.		VARCHAR2(25)		NULL

																Stage Investment Transactions		Data Origin		Source system from which this data content has been extracted.		VARCHAR2(20)		NULL

																Stage Investment Transactions		Transaction Currency Code		The code for the currency in which this transction is done		VARCHAR2(3)		NULL

																Stage Investment Transactions		Transaction Mnemonic Code		The mnemonic code for this transaction		VARCHAR2(5)		NULL

																Stage Investment Transactions		Product Category		Identifier of the highest and most general classification for the security associated with this transaction.		VARCHAR2(30)		NULL

																Stage Leases Transactions		Extraction Date		This is the MIS date on which processing is commenced. Eg: 20000331		DATE		NOT NULL

																Stage Leases Transactions		Transaction Date		Transaction date		DATE		NULL

																Stage Leases Transactions		Transaction Posting Date		Posting date		DATE		NULL

																Stage Leases Transactions		Transaction Process Date		Process date		DATE		NULL

																Stage Leases Transactions		Transaction Mnemonic Code		Transaction Mnemonic code		VARCHAR2(5)		NULL

																Stage Leases Transactions		Transaction Code		Transaction code		VARCHAR2(20)		NULL

																Stage Leases Transactions		Transaction Amount Acy		Transaction amount in A/C currency		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL

																Stage Leases Transactions		Transaction Reference Number		Batch number		NUMBER(10)		NOT NULL

																Stage Leases Transactions		Transaction Currency Code		Transaction currency code		VARCHAR2(3)		NULL

																Stage Leases Transactions		Transaction Amount Lcy		Transaction amount in Local currency		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL

																Stage Leases Transactions		Conversion Rate from  Transaction to Local Currency		Conversion rate from  Transaction to Local currency		NUMBER(11,6)		NULL

																Stage Leases Transactions		Conversion Rate from  Accounting to Local Currency		Conversion rate from A/C to local currency		NUMBER(11,6)		NULL

																Stage Leases Transactions		Transaction Account Number		Transfer Account No		VARCHAR2(25)		NULL

																Stage Leases Transactions		Service Charge Code		Service charge code		VARCHAR2(5)		NULL

																Stage Leases Transactions		User Identifier		Userno code		VARCHAR2(60)		NULL

																Stage Leases Transactions		Teller Identifier		Teller ID		VARCHAR2(20)		NULL

																Stage Leases Transactions		Authorizer Identifier		Authoriser ID		VARCHAR2(20)		NULL

																Stage Leases Transactions		Posting Flag		Posting Flag		CHAR(1)		NULL

																Stage Leases Transactions		Customer Reference Code		Customer Id.		VARCHAR2(25)		NULL

																Stage Leases Transactions		Payment Instrument Comments		For monetary instruments, any additional comments associated with the monetary instrument associated with this transaction during processing.
		VARCHAR2(500)		NULL

																Stage Leases Transactions		Payment Instrument Markings		For monetary instruments, any markings found on the monetary instrument associated with this transaction (for example, the memo on a check).
		VARCHAR2(255)		NULL

																Stage Leases Transactions		Payment Instrument Routing Code		For monetary instruments, the routing code from the MICR line of the monetary instrument associated with this transaction.
		VARCHAR2(20)		NULL

																Stage Leases Transactions		Posting Time		For monetary instruments and checks, the time on Posting Date at which this transaction was posted against the associated account in the client's books and records
		TIMESTAMP		NULL

																Stage Leases Transactions		Issuing Date		For monetary instruments and checks, the date on which the monetary instrument associated with this transaction was issued or purchased.
		DATE		NULL

																Stage Leases Transactions		Issuing Time		For monetary instruments and checks, the time on Issuing Date at which the monetary instrument associated with this transaction was issued or purchased.
		TIMESTAMP		NULL

																Stage Leases Transactions		Clearing Time		For monetary instruments and checks, the time on Clearing Date at which the monetary instrument associated with this transaction was cleared by the clearing institution.
		TIMESTAMP		NULL

																Stage Leases Transactions		Clearing Date		For monetary instruments and checks, the date on which the clearing institution cleared the monetary instrument associated with this transaction.
		DATE		NULL

																Stage Leases Transactions		Session Identifier		Stores the identifier for a transaction session
		VARCHAR2(50)		NULL

																Stage Leases Transactions		Accounting Currency		Currency in which statements for the associated account are denominated.
		VARCHAR2(3)		NULL

																Stage Leases Transactions		Transaction Purpose		Identifier of the purpose of this transaction.
		VARCHAR2(20)		NULL

																Stage Loan Contracts Transactions		Transaction Reference Number		Batch number		NUMBER(10)		NOT NULL

																Stage Loan Contracts Transactions		Extraction Date		This is the MIS date on which processing is commenced. Eg: 20000331		DATE		NOT NULL

																Stage Loan Contracts Transactions		Canceling Indicator				VARCHAR2(1)		NULL

																Stage Loan Contracts Transactions		Canceled Pairing Transaction Identifier		For canceled transactions, contains the Transaction Reference Identifier of the canceling transaction. For canceling transactions, this field will store the Transaction Reference Identifier of the canceled transaction.
		VARCHAR2(40)		NULL

																Stage Loan Contracts Transactions		Initiating Role		Identifier of whether transaction
originated as a request from the
debited account or credited
account.
		VARCHAR2(20)		NULL

																Stage Loan Contracts Transactions		Offset Account Identifier		For book transfers between accounts at the client, identifier of the account on the contra side of this transaction. This should not be a general ledger/holding account used to facilitate the transfer, but rather the ultimate source account (for credits) or destination account (for debits) of the funds or securities involved in this transaction.		VARCHAR2(50)		NULL

																Stage Loan Contracts Transactions		Recurring Transaction Indicator		Indicator of whether this is a scheduled recurring transaction (for example, scheduled bill payment or mutual fund recurring purchase).
		VARCHAR2(1)		NULL

																Stage Loan Contracts Transactions		Transaction Adjustment Code		Identifier of the type of adjustment being made by this transaction.
		VARCHAR2(20)		NULL

																Stage Loan Contracts Transactions		Transaction Purpose		Identifier of the purpose of this transaction.
		VARCHAR2(20)		NULL

																Stage Loan Contracts Transactions		Accounting Currency		Currency in which statements for the associated account are denominated.
		VARCHAR2(3)		NULL

																Stage Loan Contracts Transactions		Issuing Date		For monetary instruments and checks, the date on which the monetary instrument associated with this transaction was issued or purchased.
		DATE		NULL

																Stage Loan Contracts Transactions		Issuing Time		For monetary instruments and checks, the time on Issuing Date at which the monetary instrument associated with this transaction was issued or purchased.
		TIMESTAMP		NULL

																Stage Loan Contracts Transactions		Posting Time		For monetary instruments and checks, the time on Posting Date at which this transaction was posted against the associated account in the client's books and records
		TIMESTAMP		NULL

																Stage Loan Contracts Transactions		Session Identifier		Stores the identifier for a transaction session
		VARCHAR2(50)		NULL

																Stage Loan Contracts Transactions		Clearing Date		For monetary instruments and checks, the date on which the clearing institution cleared the monetary instrument associated with this transaction.
		DATE		NULL

																Stage Loan Contracts Transactions		Clearing Time		For monetary instruments and checks, the time on Clearing Date at which the monetary instrument associated with this transaction was cleared by the clearing institution.
		TIMESTAMP		NULL

																Stage Loan Contracts Transactions		Payment Instrument Comments		For monetary instruments, any additional comments associated with the monetary instrument associated with this transaction during processing.
		VARCHAR2(500)		NULL

																Stage Loan Contracts Transactions		Payment Instrument Markings		For monetary instruments, any markings found on the monetary instrument associated with this transaction (for example, the memo on a check).
		VARCHAR2(255)		NULL

																Stage Loan Contracts Transactions		Payment Instrument Routing Code		For monetary instruments, the routing code from the MICR line of the monetary instrument associated with this transaction.
		VARCHAR2(20)		NULL

																Stage Loan Contracts Transactions		Transaction Date		Transaction date		DATE		NULL

																Stage Loan Contracts Transactions		Transaction Posting Date		Posting date		DATE		NULL

																Stage Loan Contracts Transactions		Transaction Process Date		Process date		DATE		NULL

																Stage Loan Contracts Transactions		Transaction Mnemonic Code		Transaction Mnemonic code		VARCHAR2(50)		NULL

																Stage Loan Contracts Transactions		Transaction Code		Transaction code		VARCHAR2(50)		NULL

																Stage Loan Contracts Transactions		Transaction Amount Acy		Transaction amount in A/C currency		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL

																Stage Loan Contracts Transactions		Transaction Currency Code		Transaction currency code		VARCHAR2(3)		NOT NULL

																Stage Loan Contracts Transactions		Transaction Amount Lcy		Transaction amount in Local currency		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL

																Stage Loan Contracts Transactions		Conversion Rate from  Transaction to Local Currency		Conversion rate from  Transaction to Local currency		NUMBER(11,6)		NULL

																Stage Loan Contracts Transactions		Conversion Rate from  Accounting to Local Currency		Conversion rate from A/C to local currency		NUMBER(11,6)		NULL

																Stage Loan Contracts Transactions		Transaction Account Number		Transfer Account No		VARCHAR2(25)		NULL

																Stage Loan Contracts Transactions		Service Charge Code		Service charge code		VARCHAR2(50)		NULL

																Stage Loan Contracts Transactions		User Identifier		Userno code		VARCHAR2(60)		NULL

																Stage Loan Contracts Transactions		Teller Identifier		Teller ID		VARCHAR2(50)		NULL

																Stage Loan Contracts Transactions		Authorizer Identifier		Authoriser ID		VARCHAR2(60)		NULL

																Stage Loan Contracts Transactions		Posting Flag		Posting Flag		CHAR(1)		NULL

																Stage Loan Contracts Transactions		Customer Reference Code		Customer Id.		VARCHAR2(25)		NULL

																Stage Loan Contracts Transactions		Execution Time				TIMESTAMP		NULL

																Stage Over Draft Accounts Transactions		Transaction Reference Number		Batch number		NUMBER(22)		NOT NULL

																Stage Over Draft Accounts Transactions		Extraction Date		This is the MIS date on which processing is commenced. Eg: 20000331		DATE		NOT NULL

																Stage Over Draft Accounts Transactions		Canceling Indicator				VARCHAR2(1)		NULL

																Stage Over Draft Accounts Transactions		Canceled Pairing Transaction Identifier		For canceled transactions, contains the Transaction Reference Identifier of the canceling transaction. For canceling transactions, this field will store the Transaction Reference Identifier of the canceled transaction.
		VARCHAR2(40)		NULL

																Stage Over Draft Accounts Transactions		Initiating Role		Identifier of whether transaction
originated as a request from the
debited account or credited
account.
		VARCHAR2(20)		NULL

																Stage Over Draft Accounts Transactions		Offset Account Identifier		For book transfers between accounts at the client, identifier of the account on the contra side of this transaction. This should not be a general ledger/holding account used to facilitate the transfer, but rather the ultimate source account (for credits) or destination account (for debits) of the funds or securities involved in this transaction.		VARCHAR2(50)		NULL

																Stage Over Draft Accounts Transactions		Recurring Transaction Indicator		Indicator of whether this is a scheduled recurring transaction (for example, scheduled bill payment or mutual fund recurring purchase).
		VARCHAR2(1)		NULL

																Stage Over Draft Accounts Transactions		Transaction Adjustment Code		Identifier of the type of adjustment being made by this transaction.
		VARCHAR2(20)		NULL

																Stage Over Draft Accounts Transactions		Transaction Purpose		Identifier of the purpose of this transaction.
		VARCHAR2(20)		NULL

																Stage Over Draft Accounts Transactions		Accounting Currency		Currency in which statements for the associated account are denominated.
		VARCHAR2(3)		NULL

																Stage Over Draft Accounts Transactions		Session Identifier		Stores the identifier for a transaction session
		VARCHAR2(50)		NULL

																Stage Over Draft Accounts Transactions		Clearing Date		For monetary instruments and checks, the date on which the clearing institution cleared the monetary instrument associated with this transaction.
		DATE		NULL

																Stage Over Draft Accounts Transactions		Clearing Time		For monetary instruments and checks, the time on Clearing Date at which the monetary instrument associated with this transaction was cleared by the clearing institution.
		TIMESTAMP		NULL

																Stage Over Draft Accounts Transactions		Issuing Date		For monetary instruments and checks, the date on which the monetary instrument associated with this transaction was issued or purchased.
		DATE		NULL

																Stage Over Draft Accounts Transactions		Issuing Time		For monetary instruments and checks, the time on Issuing Date at which the monetary instrument associated with this transaction was issued or purchased.
		TIMESTAMP		NULL

																Stage Over Draft Accounts Transactions		Posting Time		For monetary instruments and checks, the time on Posting Date at which this transaction was posted against the associated account in the client's books and records
		TIMESTAMP		NULL

																Stage Over Draft Accounts Transactions		Payment Instrument Comments		For monetary instruments, any additional comments associated with the monetary instrument associated with this transaction during processing.
		VARCHAR2(500)		NULL

																Stage Over Draft Accounts Transactions		Payment Instrument Markings		For monetary instruments, any markings found on the monetary instrument associated with this transaction (for example, the memo on a check).
		VARCHAR2(255)		NULL

																Stage Over Draft Accounts Transactions		Payment Instrument Routing Code		For monetary instruments, the routing code from the MICR line of the monetary instrument associated with this transaction.
		VARCHAR2(20)		NULL

																Stage Over Draft Accounts Transactions		Transaction Date		Transaction date		DATE		NOT NULL

																Stage Over Draft Accounts Transactions		Transaction Posting Date		Posting date		DATE		NOT NULL

																Stage Over Draft Accounts Transactions		Transaction Process Date		Process date		DATE		NOT NULL

																Stage Over Draft Accounts Transactions		Transaction Mnemonic Code		Transaction Mnemonic code		VARCHAR2(50)		NOT NULL

																Stage Over Draft Accounts Transactions		Transaction Code		Transaction code		VARCHAR2(50)		NOT NULL

																Stage Over Draft Accounts Transactions		Transaction Amount Acy		Transaction amount in A/C currency		NUMBER(22,3)		NOT NULL

																Stage Over Draft Accounts Transactions		Transaction Currency Code		Transaction currency code		VARCHAR2(3)		NOT NULL

																Stage Over Draft Accounts Transactions		Transaction Amount Lcy		Transaction amount in Local currency		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL

																Stage Over Draft Accounts Transactions		Conversion Rate from  Transaction to Local Currency		Conversion rate from  Transaction to Local currency		NUMBER(11,6)		NULL

																Stage Over Draft Accounts Transactions		Conversion Rate from  Accounting to Local Currency		Conversion rate from A/C to local currency		NUMBER(11,6)		NULL

																Stage Over Draft Accounts Transactions		Transaction Account Number		Transfer Account No		VARCHAR2(40)		NULL

																Stage Over Draft Accounts Transactions		Service Charge Code		Service charge code		VARCHAR2(50)		NULL

																Stage Over Draft Accounts Transactions		User Identifier		Userno code		VARCHAR2(60)		NULL

																Stage Over Draft Accounts Transactions		Teller Identifier		Teller ID		VARCHAR2(50)		NULL

																Stage Over Draft Accounts Transactions		Authorizer Identifier		Authoriser ID		VARCHAR2(60)		NULL

																Stage Over Draft Accounts Transactions		Posting Flag		Posting Flag		CHAR(1)		NULL

																Stage Over Draft Accounts Transactions		Customer Reference Code		Customer Id.		VARCHAR2(25)		NULL

																Stage Over Draft Accounts Transactions		Execution Time				TIMESTAMP		NULL

																Stage Swap Account Transactions		Extraction Date		This is the MIS date on which processing is commenced. Eg: 20000331		DATE		NOT NULL

																Stage Swap Account Transactions		Execution Time		For electronic funds transfers and cash transactions, the time on Execution Date at which this transaction was conducted.		TIMESTAMP		NULL

																Stage Swap Account Transactions		Transaction Date		Stores the date on which the transaction happened		DATE		NULL

																Stage Swap Account Transactions		Transaction Posting Date		For monetary instruments and checks, the date on which this transaction was posted against the associated account		DATE		NULL

																Stage Swap Account Transactions		Conversion Rate from Accounting to Local Currency		Conversion rate from A/C to local currency		NUMBER(11,6)		NULL

																Stage Swap Account Transactions		Transaction Amount Local Currency		Transaction amount in Local currency		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL

																Stage Swap Account Transactions		Authorizer Identifier		The identifier of the authorizer for this transaction		VARCHAR2(20)		NULL

																Stage Swap Account Transactions		Canceled Pairing Transaction Identifier		For canceled transactions, contains the Transaction Reference Identifier of the canceling transaction. For canceling transactions, this field will store the Transaction Reference Identifier of the canceled transaction.		VARCHAR2(40)		NULL

																Stage Swap Account Transactions		Customer Number		This stores the code that is associated with the customer.		VARCHAR2(25)		NULL

																Stage Swap Account Transactions		Data Origin		Source system from which this data content has been extracted.		VARCHAR2(20)		NULL

																Stage Swap Account Transactions		Initiating Role		Identifier of whether transaction
originated as a request from the
debited account or credited
account.		VARCHAR2(1)		NULL

																Stage Swap Account Transactions		Recurring Transaction Indicator		Indicator of whether this is a scheduled recurring transaction (for example, scheduled bill payment or mutual fund recurring purchase).		VARCHAR2(1)		NULL

																Stage Swap Account Transactions		Service Charge Code		The code indicating the service charge for this transaction		VARCHAR2(5)		NULL

																Stage Swap Account Transactions		Transaction Adjustment Code		Identifier of the type of adjustment being made by this transaction.		VARCHAR2(20)		NULL

																Stage Swap Account Transactions		Transaction Currency Code		The code for the currency in which this transction is done		VARCHAR2(3)		NULL

																Stage Swap Account Transactions		Transaction Mnemonic Code		The mnemonic code for this transaction		VARCHAR2(5)		NULL

																Stage Swap Account Transactions		Transaction Purpose		Identifier of the purpose of this transaction.		VARCHAR2(20)		NULL

																Stage Swap Account Transactions		Accounting Currency		Currency in which statements for the associated account are denominated.		VARCHAR2(1)		NULL

																Stage Swap Account Transactions		Accounting Rule		Manner in which the cash or security involved in this transaction is held in the account (for example, on a cash basis, on margin, or as a short position).		VARCHAR2(1)		NULL

																Stage Term Deposits Transactions		Extraction Date		Date for which data is extracted and processing is performed.		DATE		NOT NULL

																Stage Term Deposits Transactions		Transaction Date		Transaction date		DATE		NULL

																Stage Term Deposits Transactions		User Identifier		Userno code		VARCHAR2(60)		NULL

																Stage Term Deposits Transactions		Customer Number		This stores the unique identifier for the customer.		VARCHAR2(40)		NULL

																Stage Term Deposits Transactions		Cheque Transaction Date		Cheque transaction date		DATE		NULL

																Stage Term Deposits Transactions		Transaction Mnemonic Code		Transaction Mnemonic code		VARCHAR2(50)		NULL

																Stage Term Deposits Transactions		Transaction Amount Acy		Transaction amount in A/C currency		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL

																Stage Term Deposits Transactions		Transaction Amount Lcy		Transaction amount in Local currency		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL

																Stage Term Deposits Transactions		Conversion Rate from Accounting to Local Currency		Conversion rate from A/C to local currency		NUMBER(11,6)		NULL

																Stage Term Deposits Transactions		Conversion Rate from Transaction to Local Currency		Conversion rate from  Transaction to Local currency		NUMBER(11,6)		NULL

																Stage Term Deposits Transactions		Account Currency Code		Account currency code		VARCHAR2(3)		NULL

																Stage Term Deposits Transactions		Transaction Currency Code		Transaction currency code		VARCHAR2(3)		NULL

																Stage Term Deposits Transactions		Service Charge Code		Service charge code		VARCHAR2(50)		NULL

																Stage Term Deposits Transactions		Authorizer Identifier		Authorizer ID code		VARCHAR2(60)		NULL

																Stage Term Deposits Transactions		Session Identifier		Stores the identifier for a transaction session
		VARCHAR2(50)		NULL

																Stage Term Deposits Transactions		Accounting Currency		Currency in which statements for the associated account are denominated.
		VARCHAR2(3)		NULL

																Stage Term Deposits Transactions		Transaction Purpose		Identifier of the purpose of this transaction.
		VARCHAR2(20)		NULL

																Stage Term Deposits Transactions		Transaction Posting Date		Posting Date		DATE		NULL

																Stage Term Deposits Transactions		Transaction Adjustment Code		Identifier of the type of adjustment being made by this transaction.
		VARCHAR2(20)		NULL

																Stage Term Deposits Transactions		Recurring Transaction Indicator		Indicator of whether this is a scheduled recurring transaction (for example, scheduled bill payment or mutual fund recurring purchase).
		VARCHAR2(1)		NULL

																Stage Term Deposits Transactions		Offset Account Identifier		For book transfers between accounts at the client, identifier of the account on the contra side of this transaction. This should not be a general ledger/holding account used to facilitate the transfer, but rather the ultimate source account (for credits) or destination account (for debits) of the funds or securities involved in this transaction.		VARCHAR2(50)		NULL

																Stage Term Deposits Transactions		Initiating Role		Identifier of whether transaction
originated as a request from the
debited account or credited
account.
		VARCHAR2(20)		NULL

																Stage Term Deposits Transactions		Execution Time				TIMESTAMP		NULL

																Stage Term Deposits Transactions		Canceling Indicator				VARCHAR2(1)		NULL

																Stage Term Deposits Transactions		Canceled Pairing Transaction Identifier		For canceled transactions, contains the Transaction Reference Identifier of the canceling transaction. For canceling transactions, this field will store the Transaction Reference Identifier of the canceled transaction.
		VARCHAR2(40)		NULL

																Stage Trading Account Transactions		Extraction Date		This is the MIS date on which processing is commenced. Eg: 20000331		DATE		NOT NULL

																Stage Trading Account Transactions		Execution Time		For electronic funds transfers and cash transactions, the time on Execution Date at which this transaction was conducted.		TIMESTAMP		NULL

																Stage Trading Account Transactions		Transaction Date		Stores the date on which the transaction happened		DATE		NULL

																Stage Trading Account Transactions		Transaction Posting Date		For monetary instruments and checks, the date on which this transaction was posted against the associated account		DATE		NULL

																Stage Trading Account Transactions		Conversion Rate from Accounting to Local Currency		Conversion rate from A/C to local currency		NUMBER(11,6)		NULL

																Stage Trading Account Transactions		Transaction Amount Local Currency		Transaction amount in Local currency		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL

																Stage Trading Account Transactions		Accounting Rule		Manner in which the cash or security involved in this transaction is held in the account (for example, on a cash basis, on margin, or as a short position).		VARCHAR2(1)		NULL

																Stage Trading Account Transactions		Authorizer Identifier		The identifier of the authorizer for this transaction		VARCHAR2(20)		NULL

																Stage Trading Account Transactions		Canceled Pairing Transaction Identifier		For canceled transactions, contains the Transaction Reference Identifier of the canceling transaction. For canceling transactions, this field will store the Transaction Reference Identifier of the canceled transaction.		VARCHAR2(40)		NULL

																Stage Trading Account Transactions		Customer Number		This stores the code that is associated with the customer.		VARCHAR2(25)		NULL

																Stage Trading Account Transactions		Data Origin		Source system from which this data content has been extracted.		VARCHAR2(20)		NULL

																Stage Trading Account Transactions		Initiating Role		Identifier of whether transaction
originated as a request from the
debited account or credited
account.		VARCHAR2(1)		NULL

																Stage Trading Account Transactions		Offset Account Identifier		For book transfers between accounts at the client, identifier of the account on the contra side of this transaction. This should not be a general ledger/holding account used to facilitate the transfer, but rather the ultimate source account (for credits) or destination account (for debits) of the funds or securities involved in this transaction.		VARCHAR2(25)		NULL

																Stage Trading Account Transactions		Offset Accounting Rule		Manner in which the cash or security involved in this transaction is held in the offset account (for example, on a cash basis, on margin, or as a short position).		VARCHAR2(1)		NULL

																Stage Trading Account Transactions		Product Category		Identifier of the highest and most general classification for the security associated with this transaction.		VARCHAR2(30)		NULL

																Stage Trading Account Transactions		Recurring Transaction Indicator		Indicator of whether this is a scheduled recurring transaction (for example, scheduled bill payment or mutual fund recurring purchase).		VARCHAR2(1)		NULL

																Stage Trading Account Transactions		Service Charge Code		The code indicating the service charge for this transaction		VARCHAR2(5)		NULL

																Stage Trading Account Transactions		Transaction Adjustment Code		Identifier of the type of adjustment being made by this transaction.		VARCHAR2(20)		NULL

																Stage Trading Account Transactions		Transaction Currency Code		The code for the currency in which this transction is done		VARCHAR2(3)		NULL

																Stage Trading Account Transactions		Transaction Mnemonic Code		The mnemonic code for this transaction		VARCHAR2(5)		NULL

																Stage Trading Account Transactions		Transaction Purpose		Identifier of the purpose of this transaction.		VARCHAR2(20)		NULL

																Stage Trading Account Transactions		Accounting Currency		Currency in which statements for the associated account are denominated.		VARCHAR2(1)		NULL

																Stage Transaction Channel Type Master		Extraction Date		The date for which processing is commenced. Usually the end of business day of the month.		DATE		NOT NULL

																Stage Transactions Failure Reason Master		Extraction Date		Download Date		DATE		NOT NULL

																Stage Transactions Failure Reason Master		Transaction Failure Reason Code		Code for failure reason		VARCHAR2(20)		NOT NULL

																Stage Transactions Failure Reason Master		Transaction Failure Reason Description		Description of failure reason		VARCHAR2(60)		NULL

																Stage Front Office Transaction Party		Party Role		Identifier of the role that this party played in this transaction. The type of transaction determines the valid set of roles (for example, Issuing bank is appropriate for monetary instruments but not for electronic funds transfers). 		VARCHAR2(20)		NOT NULL

																Stage Front Office Transaction Party		Transaction Reference Identifier		Identifier of the transaction for which this is one of the involved parties. 		VARCHAR2(40)		NOT NULL

																Stage Front Office Transaction Party		Unknown Party Name Indicator		Indicator of whether the name of the party on this transaction is unknown. 		CHAR(1)		NOT NULL

																Stage Front Office Transaction Party		Fee Amount - Activity		Monetary value in activity currency of any fees charged on this leg of this transaction. 		NUMBER(22,3)		NOT NULL

																Stage Front Office Transaction Party		Intermediary Sequence		For electronic funds transfers, identifier of the order in which the intermediaries involved in this transaction are displayed. Typically, the ordering follows the transaction flow from the originator to the beneficiary. 		NUMBER(5)		NOT NULL

																Stage Front Office Transaction Party		Transaction Amount - Activity		Monetary value in activity currency of the funds transferred on this leg of this transaction. 		NUMBER(22,3)		NOT NULL

																Stage Front Office Transaction Party		Accounting Rule		Identifier of the manner in which the security involved in this transaction is held in the account (for example, on a cash basis, on margin, or as a short position). 		VARCHAR2(6)		NOT NULL

																Stage Front Office Transaction Party		Activity Currency		Identifier of the currency in which this leg of this transaction was conducted. 		VARCHAR2(3)		NOT NULL

																Stage Front Office Transaction Party		Street Line 1		First line of the street component of the address associated with this party. 		VARCHAR2(255)		NULL

																Stage Front Office Transaction Party		Street Line 2		Second line of the street component of the address associated with this party. 		VARCHAR2(255)		NULL

																Stage Front Office Transaction Party		Street Line 3		Third line of the street component of the address associated with this party. 		VARCHAR2(255)		NULL

																Stage Front Office Transaction Party		Street Line 4		Fourth line of the street component of the address associated with this party. 		VARCHAR2(255)		NULL

																Stage Front Office Transaction Party		Street Line 5		Fifth line of the street component of the address associated with this party. 		VARCHAR2(255)		NULL

																Stage Front Office Transaction Party		Street Line 6		Sixth line of the street component of the address associated with this party. 		VARCHAR2(255)		NULL

																Stage Front Office Transaction Party		Address Purpose		Purpose, or usage, of this address relative to this party (for example, Mailing Address or Business Address). 		VARCHAR2(10)		NOT NULL

																Stage Front Office Transaction Party		Building Number		Building number component of the address associated with this party. 		VARCHAR2(20)		NULL

																Stage Front Office Transaction Party		City		City component of the address associated with this party. 		VARCHAR2(255)		NULL

																Stage Front Office Transaction Party		Correspondent Relationship		Indicator of whether this party on this transaction is the client, one of the client's correspondents, or some other financial institution. 		VARCHAR2(6)		NOT NULL

																Stage Front Office Transaction Party		Country		Country component of the address associated with this party. 		VARCHAR2(255)		NOT NULL

																Stage Front Office Transaction Party		Country of Residence		Country of residence of this party. 		VARCHAR2(255)		NOT NULL

																Stage Front Office Transaction Party		Department		Department associated with this party. 		VARCHAR2(255)		NULL

																Stage Front Office Transaction Party		Normalized Party Name		Normalized version of Party Name used to minimize impact of data entry inconsistencies (for example, Party Name: MR. JIM SMITH - Normalized Party Name: JAMES SMITH, Party Name: ABC CO - Normalized Party Name: ABC CORPORATION). 		VARCHAR2(255)		NULL

																Stage Front Office Transaction Party		Party Branch Identifier		Identifier of the institution's branch associated with this party. 		VARCHAR2(20)		NULL

																Stage Front Office Transaction Party		Party Identifier		Identifier for this party as it appears on this transaction. This value might be a financial institution identifier (for example, ABA number or BIC) or other standard industry identifier (for example, TIN or account number). 		VARCHAR2(40)		NOT NULL

																Stage Front Office Transaction Party		Party Identifier Class		Code that identifies whether the Party Identifier provided for this party is an organization identifier or a private identifier. 		VARCHAR2(6)		NOT NULL

																Stage Front Office Transaction Party		Party Identifier Issuer		Organization or jurisdiction that issued the Party Identifier. 		VARCHAR2(100)		NULL

																Stage Front Office Transaction Party		Party Identifier Type		Identifier of the type of Party Identifier provided for this party. 		VARCHAR2(20)		NOT NULL

																Stage Front Office Transaction Party		Party Name		Name of this party exactly as it appears on this transaction. 		VARCHAR2(255)		NULL

																Stage Front Office Transaction Party		Postal Code		Postal code component of the address associated with this party. 		VARCHAR2(10)		NOT NULL

																Stage Front Office Transaction Party		State or Province		State or province component of the address associated with this party 		VARCHAR2(255)		NULL

																Stage Front Office Transaction Party		Sub-Department		Sub-Department associated with this party. 		VARCHAR2(255)		NULL

																Stage TXN Channel  Master		Extraction Date		This refers to the date on which processing commences. This is ideally, the end of business day of the month.		DATE		NOT NULL

																Stage TXN Channel  Master		Channel Region		This stores the geographical region in which this channel is situated.		VARCHAR2(20)		NULL

																Stage TXN Channel  Master		Channel Country		This stores the country in which this channel is situated.		VARCHAR2(255)		NULL

																Stage TXN Channel  Master		Channel Branch Code		This stores the distinct reporting line branch code of this particular  channel.		VARCHAR2(20)		NULL

																Stage TXN Channel  Master		Channel Group		This stores the group to which this channel belongs.  A hierarchical level of the channel.		VARCHAR2(60)		NULL

																Stage TXN Channel  Master		Channel State		This stores the state in which this channel is situated.		VARCHAR2(255)		NULL

																Stage TXN Channel  Master		Channel Description		This stores the description assigned to each of the transaction channels offered by the bank.		VARCHAR2(255)		NULL

																Stage TXN Channel  Master		Channel Location Type		This indicates whether the location of the channel is a business district, residential etc.		VARCHAR2(20)		NULL

																Stage TXN Channel  Master		Channel City		This stores the city in which this channel is situated.		VARCHAR2(255)		NULL

																Stage TXN Channel  Master		POS Merchant Code		This stores the merchant code for point of sales  channels.		VARCHAR2(10)		NULL

																Stage TXN Channel  Master		Channel Pin Code		This stores the channel pin code.		VARCHAR2(20)		NULL

																Stage TXN Channel  Master		Channel Risk		Level of risk associated with the channel through which this transaction was conducted.
		NUMBER(5)		NULL

																Stage TXN Channel  Master		Transaction Channel Location Identifier		Location Identifier associated with the Financial Institution  Transaction Channel used to initiate this transaction.
		VARCHAR2(20)		NULL

																Stage TXN Channel  Master		Transaction Channel Location Name		Location Name associated with the Financial Institution  Transaction Channel used to initiate this transaction.
		VARCHAR2(50)		NULL





LDM_Staging_mapping_Transaction.xlsx
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3
Dimension Loading Process

Dimension Tables Population
Data Foundation solutions use the SCD component to handle dimensional data 
changes. 

Overview of SCD Process
A Slowly Changing Dimension (SCD) is a dimension that stores and manages both 
current and historical data over time in a data warehouse. SCDs are dimensions that 
have data that changes slowly, rather than changing on a time-based, regular schedule. 
It is considered and implemented as one of the most critical ETL tasks in tracking the 
history of dimension records. There are three types of SCDs and you can use 
Warehouse Builder to define, deploy, and load all three types of SCDs.

• Type 1 SCDs - Overwriting 

In a Type 1 SCD the new data overwrites the existing data. Thus the existing data is 
lost as it is not stored anywhere else. This is the default type of dimension you 
create. You do not need to specify any additional information to create a Type 1 
SCD. 

• Type 2 SCDs - Creating another dimension record

A Type 2 SCD retains the full history of values. When the value of a chosen 
attribute changes, the current record is closed. A new record is created with the 
changed data values and this new record becomes the current record. Each record 
contains the effective time and expiration time to identify the time period between 
which the record was active. 

• Type 3 SCDs - Creating a current value field

A Type 3 SCD stores two versions of values for certain selected level attributes. 
Each record stores the previous value and the current value of the selected attribute.
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When the value of any of the selected attributes changes, the current value is stored 
as the old value and the new value becomes the current value. 

For more information on SCDs, see

• Oracle Data Integrator Best Practices for a Data Warehouse at 

http://www.oracle.com/technetwork/middleware/data-integrator/overview/odi-best
practices-datawarehouse-whi-129686.pdf

• Oracle® Warehouse Builder Data Modeling, ETL, and Data Quality Guide at

http://docs.oracle.com/cd/E14072_01/owb.112/e10935.pdf

Additional online sources include: 

• http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Slowly_changing_dimension

• http://www.oracle.com/webfolder/technetwork/tutorials/obe/db/10g/r2/owb/owb10
gr2_gs/owb/lesson3/slowlychangingdimensions.htm

• http://www.oraclebidwh.com/2008/11/slowly-changing-dimension-scd/

• http://www.informationweek.com/news/software/bi/showArticle.jhtml?articleID=2
04800027&pgno=1

• http://www.informationweek.com/news/software/bi/showArticle.jhtml?articleID=5
9301280

An excellent published resource that covers SCD in detail is "The Data Warehouse Toolkit:
The Complete Guide to Dimensional Modeling" by Ralph Kimball and Margy Ross.

The SCDs used in Data Foundation solutions are listed in the following spreadsheet.

Prerequisites
1. The SCD executable should be present under <installation home>ficdb/bin. The file 

name is scd.

2. The user executing the SCD component should have execute rights on the file 
mentioned as prerequisite in point 2.

3. The setup tables accessed by SCD component are SYS_TBL_MASTER and 
SYS_STG_JOIN_MASTER.

SYS_TBL_MASTER stores the information like which is the source stage table and 

http://www.oracle.com/technetwork/middleware/data-integrator/overview/odi-bestpractices-datawarehouse-whi-129686.pdf
http://www.oracle.com/technetwork/middleware/data-integrator/overview/odi-bestpractices-datawarehouse-whi-129686.pdf
http://docs.oracle.com/cd/E14072_01/owb.112/e10935.pdf
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Slowly_changing_dimension
http://www.oracle.com/webfolder/technetwork/tutorials/obe/db/10g/r2/owb/owb10gr2_gs/owb/lesson3/slowlychangingdimensions.htm
http://www.oracle.com/webfolder/technetwork/tutorials/obe/db/10g/r2/owb/owb10gr2_gs/owb/lesson3/slowlychangingdimensions.htm
http://www.oraclebidwh.com/2008/11/slowly-changing-dimension-scd/
http://www.informationweek.com/news/software/bi/showArticle.jhtml?articleID=204800027&pgno=1
http://www.informationweek.com/news/software/bi/showArticle.jhtml?articleID=204800027&pgno=1
http://www.informationweek.com/news/software/bi/showArticle.jhtml?articleID=59301280
http://www.informationweek.com/news/software/bi/showArticle.jhtml?articleID=59301280

SQL Results

		MAP_REF_NUM		TBL_NM		STG_TBL_NM

		1		DIM_ACCT_STATUS		STG_ACCOUNT_STATUS_MASTER

		10		DIM_BANK_INSTRUMENT_TYPE		STG_BANK_INSTR_TYPE_MASTER

		15		DIM_CAMPAIGN_SOURCE_TYPE		STG_CAMPAIGN_SRC_TYPE_MASTER

		16		DIM_CAMPAIGN_STATUS		STG_CAMPAIGN_STATUS_MASTER

		17		DIM_CAMPAIGN_TYPE		STG_CAMPAIGN_TYPE_MASTER

		18		DIM_CARD_TYPE		STG_CARD_TYPE_MASTER

		21		DIM_CHANNEL		STG_SALES_CHANNEL_MASTER

		22		DIM_CHANNEL_TXN		STG_TXN_CHANNEL_TYPE_MASTER

		24		DIM_COLLECTION_OFFICER		STG_COLLECTION_OFFICER_MASTER

		25		DIM_COMMODITY		STG_COMMODITY_MASTER

		28		DIM_COUNTRY		STG_COUNTRY_MASTER

		29		DIM_CREDIT_CENTER		STG_CREDIT_CENTER_MASTER

		30		DIM_CREDIT_OFFICER		STG_CREDIT_OFFICER_MASTER

		32		DIM_CUSTOMER		STG_CUSTOMER_MASTER

		33		DIM_CUSTOMER_TYPE		STG_CUSTOMER_TYPE_MASTER

		34		DIM_DEALER		STG_DEALER_MASTER

		35		DIM_DEALER_GROUP		STG_DEALER_GROUP_MASTER

		40		DIM_EDUCATION		STG_CUST_EDUCATION_MASTER

		42		DIM_EXPOSURE		STG_EXPOSURE_MASTER

		44		DIM_FRAUD_REASONS		STG_FRAUD_REASON_MASTER

		47		DIM_GEOGRAPHY		STG_GEOGRAPHY_MASTER

		48		DIM_GL_ACCOUNTING_HEAD		STG_GL_ACCOUNTING_HEAD_MASTER

		49		DIM_GUARANTOR_TYPE		STG_GUARANTOR_TYPE

		50		DIM_HOME_OWNERSHIP		STG_HOME_OWNERSHIP_MASTER

		51		DIM_INDUSTRY		STG_INDUSTRY_MASTER

		54		DIM_INSTRUMENT_CONTRACT		STG_INSTRUMENT_CONTRACT_MASTER

		56		DIM_ISSUER		STG_ISSUER_MASTER

		57		DIM_ISSUER_TYPE		STG_ISSUER_TYPE

		58		DIM_LEGAL_REPORTING		STG_LEGAL_ENTITY_MASTER

		59		DIM_LIMIT_TYPE		STG_LIMIT_TYPE_MASTER

		60		DIM_LOAN_PURPOSE		STG_LOAN_PURPOSE_MASTER

		61		DIM_LOB		STG_LOB_MASTER

		62		DIM_MANAGEMENT		STG_ACCOUNT_MGMT_MASTER

		63		DIM_MARKET_CELL		STG_MARKET_CELL_MASTER

		64		DIM_MARKET_VARIABLES		STG_MARKET_VARIABLES_MASTER

		66		DIM_MERCHANT		STG_MERCHANT_MASTER

		67		DIM_MERCHANT_CATEGORY		STG_MERCHANT_CATEGORY_MASTER

		68		DIM_MIGRATION_REASONS		STG_MIGRATION_REASON_MASTER

		69		DIM_MITIGANT		STG_MITIGANT_MASTER

		70		DIM_MITIGANT_TYPE		STG_MITIGANT_TYPE_MASTER

		71		DIM_MR_ASSET		STG_MR_ASSET_MASTER

		74		DIM_POOL_CLASS		STG_POOL_CLASS_MASTER

		75		DIM_POOL_IDENTIFICATION		STG_POOL_IDENTIFICATION_MASTER

		78		DIM_PRODUCT		STG_PRODUCT_MASTER

		85		DIM_PRODUCT_TYPE		STG_PRODUCT_TYPE_MASTER

		87		DIM_PROGRAM_MASTER		STG_PROGRAM_MASTER

		88		DIM_PROSPECT		STG_PROSPECT_MASTER

		91		DIM_RECOVERY_AGENT		STG_RECOVERY_AGENT_MASTER

		93		DIM_REJECTION_REASON		STG_REJECTION_REASON_MASTER

		95		DIM_REQUEST_TYPE		STG_REQUEST_TYPE_MASTER

		98		DIM_SALES_REPRESENTATIVE		STG_SALES_REP_MASTER

		99		DIM_SEC_POOL_TYPE		STG_SEC_POOL_TYPE_MASTER

		100		DIM_SEC_PROGRAM		STG_SEC_PROGRAM_MASTER

		102		DIM_SECURITIZATION_TYPE		STG_SEC_TYPE_MASTER

		103		DIM_SERVICE_REPRESENTATIVE		STG_SERV_REPRES_MASTER

		104		DIM_SERVICE_SLIPPAGE_REASON		STG_SERV_SLIP_REASON_MASTER

		105		DIM_SRC_SYSTEM		STG_SOURCE_SYSTEM_MASTER

		106		DIM_STOCK_INDEX		STG_STOCK_INDEX_MASTER

		107		DIM_TARGETING_METHOD		STG_TARGETING_METHOD_MASTER

		109		DIM_TERMINAL_TYPE		STG_TERMINAL_TYPE_MASTER

		110		DIM_TRADING_DESK		STG_TRADING_DESK_MASTER

		111		DIM_TRANSACTION		STG_TRANSACTION_MASTER

		113		DIM_TXN_CHANNEL		STG_TXN_CHANNEL_MASTER

		114		DIM_TXN_FAILURE_REASON		STG_TXN_FAILURE_REASON_MASTER

		115		DIM_TXN_STATUS		STG_TXN_STATUS_MASTER

		116		DIM_VINTAGE		STG_VINTAGE_MASTER

		122		SEC_POOL_MASTER		STG_SEC_POOL_MASTER

		133		DIM_BUSINESS_UNIT		STG_BUSINESS_UNIT_MASTER

		141		DIM_ACTIVITY_TYPE		STG_ACTIVITY_TYPE_MASTER

		142		Dim_Balance_Category		STG_CARDS_BAL_CATEGORY_MASTER

		143		Dim_Campaign_Channel		STG_CAMPAIGN_CHANNEL_MASTER

		144		Dim_Contact		STG_CONTACT_MASTER

		145		Dim_Household		STG_HOUSEHOLD_MASTER

		146		Dim_Mktg_Program		STG_MKTG_PROGRAM_MASTER

		147		Dim_Offer		STG_OFFER_MASTER

		148		Dim_Opportunity		VW_SCD_STG_OPPORTUNITY

		149		Dim_Opty_WL_Reason		STG_OPTY_WL_REASON_MASTER

		150		Dim_Partner		STG_PARTNER_MASTER

		151		Dim_Product_Feature		STG_PRODUCT_FEATURE_MASTER

		156		Dim_Sales_Stage		STG_SALES_STAGE_MASTER

		158		Dim_Survey		STG_SURVEY_MASTER

		159		Dim_Treatment		STG_TREATMENT_MASTER

		160		Dim_Vendor		STG_VENDOR_MASTER

		161		Dim_Wave		STG_CAMPAIGN_WAVE_MASTER

		162		DIM_APPLICATION_TYPE		STG_APPL_TYPE_MASTER

		163		DIM_ATTRITION		STG_ATTRITION_REASON_MASTER

		164		DIM_DECISION_STATUS		STG_DECISION_STATUS_MASTER

		165		DIM_DEVIATION_REASONS		STG_DEVIATION_REASON_MASTER

		166		DIM_APPLICATION_STATUS		STG_APPL_STATUS_MASTER

		168		DIM_PARTY		STG_PARTY_MASTER

		171		DIM_CREDIT_QUALITY_TYPE		STG_CREDIT_QUALITY_TYPE

		172		DIM_CUSTOMER_EMPLOYMENT_TYPE		STG_CUSTOMER_EMPLOYMENT_TYPE

		173		DIM_NON_PERFORMING_CATEGORY		STG_NON_PERFORMING_CATEGORY

		174		DIM_GL_BOOK		STG_GL_BOOK_MASTER

		175		DIM_ORG_UNIT		STG_ORG_UNIT_MASTER

		176		DIM_GL_ACCOUNT		STG_GL_MASTER

		177		DIM_RESPONSE_TYPE		STG_RESPONSE_TYPE_MASTER





SQL Statement

		select * from sys_tbl_master order by 1,2,3





SCD.xls
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the target dimension tables. The source sometimes can be the database views which 
could be simple or a complex view. 

SYS_STG_JOIN_MASTER stores the information like which source column is 
mapped to which column of a target dimension table. It makes use of data base 
sequence to populate into surrogate key columns of dimension tables.

Tables Used by the SCD Component
The database tables used by the SCD component are:

• SYS_TBL_MASTER

The solution installer will populate one row per dimension for the seeded 
dimensions in this table. 

Column Name Data Type Column Description

MAP_REF_NUM NUMBER(3)

NOT NULL

The Mapping Reference 
Number for this unique 
mapping of a Source to a 
Dimension Table.

TBL_NM VARCHAR2(30) 

NOT NULL

Dimension Table Name

STG_TBL_NM VARCHAR2(30) 

NOT NULL

Staging Table Name

SRC_PRTY NUMBER(2)

NULL

Priority of the Source when 
multiple sources are 
mapped to the same target.

SRC_PROC_SEQ NUMBER(2)

NOT NULL

The sequence in which the 
various sources for the 
DIMENSION will be taken 
up for processing.

SRC_TYP VARCHAR2(30) 

NULL

The type of the Source for a 
Dimension, that is, 
Transaction Or Master 
Source.
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Column Name Data Type Column Description

DT_OFFSET NUMBER(2)

NULL

The offset for calculating the
Start Date based on the 
Functional Requirements 
Document (FRD).

SRC_KEY NUMBER(3)

NULL

 

Sample Data: This is the row put in by the solution installer for the Line of Business 
dimension.

MAP_REF_NUM 6

TBL_NM DIM_LOB

STG_TBL_NM STG_LOB_MASTER

SRC_PRTY

SRC_PROC_SEQ 23

SRC_TYP MASTER

DT_OFFSET 0

SRC_KEY  

Note: For any new dimension added, a row will have to be inserted to this
table manually.

• SYS_STG_JOIN_MASTER

The solution installer will populate this table for the seeded dimensions.
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Column Name Data Type Column Description

MAP_REF_NUM NUMBER(3)

NOT NULL

The Mapping Reference 
Number for this unique 
mapping of a Source to a 
Dimension Table.

COL_NM VARCHAR2(30) 

NOT NULL

Name of the column in the 
Dimension Table.

COL_TYP VARCHAR2(30) 

NOT NULL

Type of column. The 
possible values are given in
the following section.

STG_COL_NM VARCHAR2(60) 

NULL

Name of the column in the 
Staging Table.

SCD_TYP_ID NUMBER(3)

NULL

SCD type for the column.

PRTY_LOOKUP_REQD_FLG CHAR(1)

NULL

Column to determine 
whether Lookup is 
required for Priority of 
Source against the Source 
Key Column or not.

COL_DATATYPE VARCHAR2(15)

NULL

The list of possible values 
are VARCHAR, DATE, 
NUMBER based on the 
underlying column 
datatype. 

COL_FORMAT VARCHAR2(15)

NULL

The possible values for column type (the COL_TYPE column) in 
SYS_STG_JOIN_MASTER are:

1. PK – Primary Dimension Value (may be multiple for a given "Mapping 
Reference Number")

2. SK – Surrogate Key
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3. DA – Dimensional Attribute (may be multiple for a given "Mapping Reference 
Number")

4. SD – Start Date

5. ED – End Date

6. LRI – Latest Record Indicator (Current Flag)

7. CSK – Current Surrogate Key

8. PSK – Previous Surrogate Key

9. SS – Source Key

10. LUD – Last Updated Date / Time

11. LUB – Last Updated By

Sample Data: This is the row put in by the solution installer for the Line of Business 
dimension.

MAP_REF_NUM 6

COL_NM V_LOB_CODE

COL_TYP PK

STG_COL_NM V_LOB_CODE

SCD_TYP_ID  

PRTY_LOOKUP_REQD_FLG N

COL_DATATYPE VARCHAR

COL_FORMAT 61

Note: For any new dimension added, the column details will have to be 
inserted to this table manually.

• DIM_<dimensionname>_V – The database view which SCD uses as the source.
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Example
Dim_Bands_V

These views come as part of install for the dimensions seeded with the application.

Note: For any new dimension added, a view will have to be created 
similar to DIM_BANDS_V.

• DIM_<dimensionname> – Output table to which SCD writes the dimension data.

A sequence should be added for every user-defined dimension. 

Example
create sequence SEQ_DIM_<DIM>  minvalue 1
maxvalue 999999999999999999999999999
increment by 1

Executing the SCD Component
To execute the SCD component from Operations module of OFSAAI, create a batch 
according to the following steps:

Note: For a more comprehensive coverage of configuration and 
execution of a batch, see Oracle Financial Services Analytical Applications 
Infrastructure User Guide.

• From the Home menu, select Operations, then select Batch Maintenance.

• Click New Batch ('+' symbol in Batch Name container) and enter the Batch Name 
and Description.

• Click Save.

• Select the Batch you created in the earlier step by clicking the check box in the Batch
Name container.

• Click New Task  ('+' symbol in Task Details container).

• Enter the Task ID and Description.

• Select Run Executable, from the Component ID list. 

• Click Parameters. Select the following from the Dynamic Parameters List and then 
click Save:

• Datastore Type - Select the appropriate datastore from the list

• Datastore Name - Select the appropriate name from the list
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• IP address - Select the IP address from the list

• Executable - scd,<map ref num>

Example
scd, 61 (Refer the following sections for details)

• Wait: When the file is being executed you have the choice to either wait till the 
execution is complete or proceed with the next task. Click the list box of the 
field provided for Wait in the Value field to select 'Yes' or 'No'. Clicking Yes 
confirms that you wish to wait for the execution to be complete. Clicking No 
indicates that you wish to proceed.

• Batch Parameter: Clicking Yes would mean that the batch parameters are also 
passed to the executable being started; else the batch parameters will not be 
passed to the executable.

Important: Always select Y in Batch Parameter.

For the Parameter Executable earlier mentioned, the map ref num values are 

• -1 (if you want to process all the dimensions). The Executable parameter 
mentioned earlier would be

scd,-1

• If you want to process for a single dimension, query the database table 
SYS_TBL_MASTER and give the number in the map_ref_num column for the 
dimension you want to process. These are the ones which come seeded with the
install.

• Execute the batch from Batch Execution by choosing the batch created following the
steps mentioned in the preceding sections for a date.

Note: A seeded batch <Infodom>_SCD is provided which has all the 
required dimensions as different tasks that are part of SCD.

Checking the Execution Status
The status of execution can be monitored using the Batch Monitor screen. You can 
access this from the Left Hand Side (LHS) menu as follows:

From the Home menu, select Operations, then select Batch Monitor.

Note: For a more comprehensive coverage, see Oracle Financial Services 
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Analytical Applications Infrastructure User Guide.

The status messages in Batch Monitor are :

N - Not Started

O - On Going

F - Failure

S – Success

The ICC execution log can be accessed on the application server in the following 
directory: $FIC_DB_HOME/log/ficgen. 

The file name will have the batch execution id.

Sample

/dbfiles/home/oracle/OFSAAI/ficdb/log/ficgen

The detailed SCD component log can be accessed on the application server in the 
directory $FIC_HOME, go one folder up from there and then accessing the following 
path /ftpshare/<infodom name>/logs 

The file name will have the batch execution id.

Sample

/dbfiles/home/oracle/ftpshare/OFSAADEMO/logs

Check the .profile file in the installation home if you are not able to find the paths 
mentioned earlier.

Load DIM_ACCOUNT through SCD
The SCD population in DIM_ACCOUNT table generates individual numeric SKEYs for 
every account number with an additional leg skey. Below are the columns that will be 
loaded during SCD population:

• V_ACCOUNT_NUMBER

• N_ACCT_SKEY

• N_RCV_LEG_ACCT_SKEY

• FIC_MIS_DATE

This approach replaces the function load in which the table DIM_ACCOUNT is getting 
loaded through the function, FN_POPDIMACCOUNT. This loads the following 
columns into DIM_ACCOUNT table:

• V_ACCOUNT_NUMBER
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• N_ACCT_SKEY

• N_RCV_LEG_ACCT_SKEY

• FIC_MIS_DATE

Where, the sources are the different product processor tables present in the solution, 
which are configured in FSI_DIM_ACCOUNT_SETUP_DETAILS table.

DIM_ACCOUNT SCD
Batch <INFODOM>DIM_ACCOUNT_SCD has been introduced with 30 tasks under it. 
These 30 tasks represent the 30 SCD processes where different product processors 
would be the source and DIM_ACCOUNT would be the target. MAP_REF_NUMs 188 
to 217 have been introduced into SYS_TBL_MASTER table, and subsequently into 
SYS_STG_JOIN_MASTER.

Depending on the requirement by an application, a task can be excluded or included 
from the batch execution.

Improve SCD Performance
SCD performance can be improved by providing hints and session alter statements. 
This requires the presence of the following four columns in SYS_TBL_MASTER:

• merge_hint

• select_hint

• session_enable_statement

• session_disable_statement

These columns are present in the OFSAAI versions 7.3.2.4.0 and above. If these have to 
be used in OFSAAI versions 7.3.2.2.0 or 7.3.2.3.0, execute the following SQL queries:
ALTER TABLE SYS_TBL_MASTER ADD MERGE_HINT VARCHAR2(255)
/
ALTER TABLE SYS_TBL_MASTER ADD SELECT_HINT VARCHAR2(255)
/
ALTER TABLE SYS_TBL_MASTER ADD SESSION_ENABLE_STATEMENT VARCHAR2(255)
/
ALTER TABLE SYS_TBL_MASTER ADD SESSION_DISABLE_STATEMENT VARCHAR2(255)
/

During upgrade to OFSAAI 7.3.2.4.0, ensure to backup SYS_TBL_MASTER table and to 
drop the preceding four columns, if these scripts are executed in any of the OFSAAI 
versions prior to 7.3.2.4.0. Otherwise, an upgrade to OFSAAI 7.3.2.4.0 may throw an 
error, since the columns are existing.

• For improving performance, hints for the MERGE query which is generated 
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internally by the SCD can be provided under MERGE_HINT. Session alters could 
be mentioned under SESSION_ENABLE_STATEMENT and 
SESSION_DISABLE_STATEMENT columns. 

• SESSION_ENABLE_STATEMENTs will be executed before the MERGE in the SCD 
and SESSION_DISABLE_STATEMENTs will be executed after the SCD MERGE.

• Since all the tasks under the SCD batch for DIM_ACCOUNT works on the same 
target, the SESSION_DISABLE_STATEMENTs in SYS_TBL_MASTER cannot be 
provided when tasks are executed. In this case, there can be a separate SQL file to 
contain all the SESSION_DISABLE_STATEMENTs to be executed once after all the 
tasks in the SCD are done. The SESSION_DISABLE_STATEMENT will hold a null 
in SYS_TBL_MASTER table.

• SESSION_ENABLE_STATEMENTs are required to be mentioned only for the first 
task in the batch. Here the target is the same for all the tasks under a batch. In case 
any of the tasks are to be executed separately, then the 
SESSION_ENABLE_STATEMENTs should be mentioned for any one of the tasks 
which is included in the batch for the execution.

Example
MERGE_HINT and SESSION_ENABLE_STATEMENT in SYS_TBL_MASTER

Table Name Stage Table Name Merge Hint Session Enable 
Statement

DIM_ACCOUNT STG_LOAN_CONTR
ACTS_V

/*+ 
parallel(DIM_ACCO
UNT,10) */

"alter session enable 
parallel dml query", 
"alter table 
DIM_ACCOUNT 
nologging parallel 10"

• All the tasks can be executed in parallel. This might cause the 
N_RCV_LEG_ACCT_SKEY to have an incremental value as compared to 
N_ACCT_SKEY.

• Execute the SQL file with all the SESSION_DISABLE_STATEMENTs, after the 
successful completion of the SCD batch.

• Once the DIM_ACCOUNT table is populated using this approach, 
you will not be able to use the initial approach 
(FN_POPDIMACCOUNT) as this will lead to skey conflict.

• Ensure that you have set the value of the sequence 
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seq_dim_account_scd as max (value of skey in DIM_ACCOUNT) + 
1, before moving from old to new approach.

• The F_LATEST_RECORD_INDICATOR for an existing 
DIM_ACCOUNT data already loaded by the function should be 
updated to 'Y' before running the SCD, failing which a new skey 
might get generated for the same account number.

• SCD execution occurs based on the GAAP code which is 
configured in SETUP_MASTER table. This has been introduced to 
tackle the scenario of multiple GAAP codes. Whether or not there 
exist multiple GAAP codes, SETUP_MASTER should be manually 
configured as follows:

V_COMPONENT_CO
DE

V_COMPONENT_DE
SC

V_COMPONENT_VA
LUE

DEFAULT_GAAP DEFAULT_GAAP USGAAP

Where V_COMPONENT_VALUE should be manually populated 
with the required GAAP code.

Handling Multiple GAAP Codes for the Same Account Number for the Same MIS Date in 
SCD

When multiple GAAP codes exist for the same account number for the same MIS date, 
configure the SETUP_MASTER table manually as mentioned in the preceding section:

V_COMPONENT_VALUE will hold the GAAP code for which the SCD is to be 
executed.

If there are different GAAP codes for two distinct account numbers for the same MIS 
date, then the SCD has to be executed for each GAAP code by changing the 
V_COMPONENT_VALUE manually in setup_master table. The SETUP_MASTER table 
should have only one record WHERE V_COMPONENT_DESC = 'DEFAULT_GAAP'.

Handling Multiple GAAP Codes for the Same Account Number for the Same MIS Date in 
the Function

For FN_POPDIMACCOUNT function, you have to create views and use these views 
instead of the tables in the FSI_DIM_ACCOUNT_SETUP_DETAILS table. For all 
Product Processors, create a view on the table with filter on the GAAP code as:
where V_GAAP_CODE = (SELECT V_COMPONENT_VALUE  FROM SETUP_MASTER WHERE 
V_COMPONENT_DESC = 'DEFAULT_GAAP' )
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Use this view under TABLE_NAME in FSI_DIM_ACCOUNT_SETUP_DETAILS table.

If there are different GAAP codes for two distinct account numbers for the same MIS 
date, then the function has to be executed for each GAAP code by changing the 
V_COMPONENT_VALUE manually in SETUP_MASTER table. The SETUP_MASTER 
table should have only one record WHERE V_COMPONENT_DESC = 
'DEFAULT_GAAP'.

Note: If STG_OPTION_CONTRACTS is loaded for two MIS dates, and 
FN_POPDIMACCOUNT is executed, then all records irrespective of 
the MIS date will get loaded. To resolve this, remove the expression 
under SQL_TEXT in FSI_DIM_ACCOUNT_SETUP_DETAILS for 
STG_OPTION_CONTRACTS and use the same expression to create a 
view and use this view as the TABLE_NAME in 
FSI_DIM_ACCOUNT_SETUP_DETAILS.
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4
Customer Summary Population

Overview of Common Customer Summary Tables
Fact Common Customer Summary table stores attributes pertaining to customer related
data on an 'as-is' basis received from the source system. Data is populated into this table
using T2T. Customer balances are derived from account summary. Customer 
relationship table drives the relationship between accounts and customers. Common 
customer summary data is populated for all the active customers in customer 
dimension.

Prerequisites
Following are the lists of tables used in the population of Fact Common Customer 
Summary and these tables are required to be loaded prior to running the T2T:

• DIM_BANDS

• DIM_CHANNEL

• DIM_CUSTOMER

• DIM_CUSTOMER_TYPE

• DIM_GEOGRAPHY

• DIM_INDUSTRY

• DIM_MANAGEMENT

• FCT_COMMON_ACCOUNT_SUMMARY

• STG_CUSTOMER_DETAILS
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Dimensions tables are loaded through the SCD process. The fact tables 
FCT_COMMON_ACCOUNT_SUMMAY is loaded from the respective T2T processes.

Executing the Customer Summary Population T2T
Fact Common Customer Summary T2T can be executed by executing task present in the
seeded batch <INFODOM>_aCRM_CommCust_Appln.

Following steps will help you to execute the batch:

1. Go to the Batch Execution screen.

2. Select the seeded batch <INFODOM>_aCRM_CommCust_Appln where INFODOM
is the information domain where application is installed.

3. Select the AS_OF_DATE for which source customer information is required to be 
loaded into the table.

4. Click Execute Batch.

5. Monitor the status of the batch from Batch Monitor screen of OFSAAI.

Error Messages
Following are the most common error message which will be logged in the T2T log file 
present in the $FIC_DB_HOME/logs/t2t folder:

• Unique Constraint Violation : This occurs when attempting re-load or loading 
existing records for the already executed AS_OF_DATE.
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5
Using OIDF

This chapter details on how the OIDF models are delivered and how they can be 
installed and configured into the required environment. The first two sections gives you
an understanding of the Delivery Mechanism and OIDF Installation. The Data 
Dictionary and Download Specifications sections explains how the Self-documenting 
ERwin file includes the data dictionary and Download Specifications within ERwin 
itself. (For details on what Download Specifications are, see Staging Area, page 2-5 ) 

In addition, the Extending Data Model section has guidelines for customization and 
designing the Staging and Results Area of Physical Data Model.

This chapter covers the following topics:

• Delivery Mechanism

• Installing OIDF

• OIDF Supporting Documentation

• Data Dictionary

• Download Specifications

• Extending OIDF Physical Data Model

Delivery Mechanism
OIDF being a collection of data model artifacts, includes both a readily deployable 
model (the OIDF Physical Data Model) as well as a reference data model (the OIDF 
Logical Data Model). Both the data models (Physical and Logical) are delivered as 
ERwin files. The OIDF hence requires a license of the ERwin Data modeling tool. ERwin
is the current and only supported modeling tool to view and edit the model.

Currently, the minimum version of ERwin supported is 7.1+. ERwin 8.0 is not 
supported as of version 7.4.0.0.0.
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Installing OIDF
As detailed earlier, OIDF requires the Oracle Financial Services Analytical Application 
Infrastructure release 7.3.2.1.0 to deploy and operate. 

Please refer to the separate OIDF Install Guide for stepwise instructions how to 
configure and install OIDF into an AAI instance.

OIDF Supporting Documentation
The preceding sections have provided an overview of the organization of the OIDF, and
its various component data models. Appendix A, page A-1 explains the naming 
conventions used in OIDF data model.

The OIDF is a detailed model, with nearly 850 entities across both the Staging and 
Results Area in the physical data model, with another 800+ entities in the Logical Data 
Model. 

Since it is delivered as an ERwin file, all the detailed metadata for the model (Table, 
Column, Entity, Attribute, Relationship) definitions are embedded in the file itself. The 
advantage of this approach is that any site-specific customizations to OIDF can be 
performed within ERwin, and the updated documentation is retained in the file in the 
form of additional metadata. 

The 2 key detailed artifacts of OIDF documentation that can be extracted from within 
the ERwin data model are:

1. Data Dictionary

2. Download Specifications

For more information on Dimension Management and AMHM, refer to the Dimension 
Management chapter in Oracle Financial Services Analytical Applications Infrastructure 
7.3 User Guide and Dimension Load Procedure section in Oracle Financial Services 
Analytical Applications Data Model Utilities 7.1 / 7.2 User Guide.

Data Dictionary
The data dictionary for OIDF can be extracted from the ERwin file using ERwin's 
reporting capability, using a pre-built set of templates for data extraction. 

Instructions for how to do so are provided in a separate accompanying document that 
provides step-by-step instructions. See the Technical Whitepaper on Data Model 
Document Generation, which details how to extract the data dictionary from ERwin 
section.
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Download Specifications
As detailed in the staging area section, the mapping from the Staging Data Model to use
cases, called a download specification provides an efficient way to manage the 
sourcing of data into the OIDF staging area. This is done by mapping the staging model 
at a column level to use cases. This mapping information is embedded in ERwin at a 
column level using metadata called User Defined Properties (UDPs).

The Download specifications can be extracted using pre-built templates, in a manner 
similar to the Data Dictionary. Instructions for how to do so are also provided in the 
Technical Whitepaper on Data Model Document Generation, which details how to extract 
the data dictionary from ERwin section.

Extending OIDF Physical Data Model
OIDF Physical Data Model (PDM) design evolves as the analytical use cases covered by 
the OIDF and enhanced as improvements are engineered as a part of the product 
lifecycle. While the model satisfies a very large number of analytical use cases across 
Risk, Finance, Marketing, and Compliance subject areas, customers may need to 
customize the model for a specific installation. These custom changes however may 
impact the ability of the OIDF installation to be upgraded to later versions of the 
product. The guidelines outlined in this section will help minimize the impact of 
custom changes to the model when the installation needs to be upgraded to a later 
version of OIDF.

This section consists of the following sub-sections:

• Customization Process Guidelines, page 5-3

• Staging Area Design Guidelines, page 5-4

• Results Area Design Guidelines, page 5-5

• Upgrading Data Model, page 5-6

Customization Process Guidelines
It is strongly recommended to consult OFSAA Support / Field Engineers / Consulting 
Staff before making any changes to the PDM for the following reasons:

• Tables in the PDM common Staging Area are designed to meet the complex needs 
of data sourcing for many different financial services analytical use cases and as 
such have a large number of columns, and the need for the modification should be 
reviewed with OFSAA consultants.

• The Results Area star schemas have been designed with a set of common fact tables 
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and dimension tables to support integration of results from multiple analytical 
applications and any customization should be reviewed in order to ensure that the 
unified reporting capabilities of the model are preserved.

After a review with OFSAA field consultants, an extension to the model should first be 
logged as a request for product enhancement via the standard support process. This 
allows:

1. Product support and product management teams to identify if a similar 
enhancement request was submitted on behalf of another customer so that a 
uniform Model Enhancement design recommendation can be provided to all 
customers.

2. OIDF product management to evaluate if the enhancement request is applicable 
more broadly to other customers and if the change should in fact is to be taken as a 
design requirement for subsequent releases.

Staging Area Design Guidelines
Following are the Staging Area Design Guidelines:

1. Ensure that the naming conventions as detailed in Appendix A, page A-1 section 
are followed.

2. Entity relationships and constraints are enforced through OFSAAI data 
management toolkit and are not enforced via database referential integrity checks. 
The model should not be changed to enforce referential integrity checks and other 
data quality checks via database definitions. 

3. All Staging Area tables must have a column that identifies the system from where 
data is sourced (source system ID).

4. The code columns in master data tables and tables that contain dimension data 
should be designed to hold alphanumeric values.

5. The Domain dictionary maintains the list of attribute domains. New columns must 
be identified with an existing domain instead of explicitly defining column data 
type and valid values. See guidelines in Appendix A, page A-1 section on the use 
of defined Domains.

6. Tables (e.g. reference or look up tables with static data) needed for only a specific 
application or use case should be a part of the application specific processing area 
and should not be part of the common Staging Area in OIDF.

7. OIDF download specifications identify the tables and columns for which data needs
to be sourced for a specific analytical use case. Any new tables and/or column 
should have its "APPLICATION USAGE" UDP set with the appropriate application 
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value so that the generated download specification includes the customized column
and table. The master list of UDP's are maintained as a central dictionary in ERwin.

8. All columns added or modified as a part of the customization should be marked as 
such:

1. The column level UDP named "CUSTOM" must be marked YES, identifying the
column as a custom property.

2. The "Customization Reason" UDP should be specified. Valid values are 
provided as a drop down list and can be "Pending Enhancement Request" or "
Specific to Customer".

The "Type of Change" UDP should be set to the appropriate type of change as 
provided in the drop down list (Length, Datatype, Logical Name, Description, 
and Addition).

Results Area Design Guidelines
The Results Area consists of a set of star schemas with conformed dimensions and 
common fact tables. Integration of results from multiple application use cases is 
achieved by having common fact tables for customer and account level measures. The 
design of the results area allows for drill-down and drill-across BI reporting, which 
should be preserved after customization.

Following are the Results Area Design Guidelines:

1. Ensure that the naming convention for results tables and columns detailed in 
Appendix A, page A-1 section is followed.

2. Dimensional conformance should be maintained: The same dimensional 
information should not be represented in different forms. In addition, dimension 
table design should be compatible with the slowly changing dimension process 
design and so should have the required columns. Design considerations for adding 
new Dimensions and for adding columns to existing dimensions are detailed in a 
separate OIDF Model extensions guide.

3. The common accounts summary fact table 
(FCT_COMMON_ACCOUNTS_SUMMARY) consolidates measures at an account 
level granularity for all applications. Account level attributes captured from source 
systems in staging and those attributes that do not vary between runs should be 
part of the common accounts summary table. This enables integrated reporting of 
account information.

Note: Any account level application specific attributes and 
measures that are computed by applications should be part of the 
application specific account summary entities.
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4. The common customer summary fact table 
(FCT_COMMON_CUSTOMER_SUMMARY) consolidates measures at a customer 
level granularity for all applications. Customer level attributes captured from 
source systems in staging and those attributes that do not vary between runs should
be part of the common customer summary table. This enables integrated reporting 
of customer information.

Note: Any customer level application specific attributes and 
measures that are computed by applications should be part of the 
application specific customer summary entities.

5. Aggregate Entities: Depending on performance requirements for each application, 
information can be reported out of aggregate entities. However, a drill through to 
the base entity from the aggregate entity is mandatory.

6. Reporting and local currency support: Include additional attributes in the fact 
tables to store reporting and local currency equivalent of base measures. These 
attributes need to be computed by looking into the exchange rates.

7. Support for full history: Any new tables in the Results area should be designed to 
support maintenance of full history.

Upgrading Data Model
The model upgrade process is achieved through the ERwin Model Compare and Merge 
utility. Refer to ERwin documentation for details on Menu options, process of 
comparing, and merging models.
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6
OIDF Interface with QMR 2.0.0.0.0

Overview
Oracle Insurance Data Foundation (OIDF) stores insurance specific data of an Insurance
Company covering wide range of functions such as underwriting, policy, premium, 
claim, risk numbers, valuations, and risk reporting. 

QMR is a Quantitative Management Reporting application from Oracle. QMR is a 
Hyperion Financial Management (HFM) based application and is used for Solvency II 
regulatory reporting. QMR produces highly formatted Quantitative Reporting 
Template (QRT) based reports as specified by European Insurance and Occupational 
Pensions Authority (EIOPA).

QMR integration refers to data flow between System Source (SS) of OIDF and QMR 
application. OIDF consists of staging and reporting area tables. This integration is 
between result data model and QMR. 

The base data from source systems resides in OIDF staging area. From there, it moves to
the OIDF processing area. The data is then processed and moved into the OIDF results 
area.

Data flow between QMR and OIDF is a two way process:
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1. Data is extracted from OIDF using this interface and uploaded into the QRM 
2.0.0.0.0 application. The application QMR 2.0.0.0.0 is then used to generate QRT 
based reports.

2. SCR numbers calculated in QMR will then be ported back into OIDF. 

Prerequisites
For the installation of QMR - OIDF Integration, the following prerequisites need to be 
completed:

• Installation of QMR 2.0.0.0.0 application.

• Installation of OIDF 7.4.1.0.0.

Description of Extracts from OIDF
OIDF extracts provide data pertaining to the various QRT reports in the granularity and
format required by QMR 2.0.0.0.0. Any changes in QMR data requirement may require 
changes to be made to the OIDF extracts as well. Files required by QMR application 
depend upon the entity type and their location. Details of the kind of files generated for 
each entity type is as follows: 

If the Legal Entity is the Group Holding Company: 

• Global Data file containing exchange rates and inflation rates is generated.

• Group Data file containing ownership information, group reporting percentages, 
and group SCR capital add-ons is generated.

• Five files containing details of Intra Group Transactions - 4 Files, Risk 
Concentration - 1 File for processing through FDM.

If the Legal Entity is an Insurance Company within the group and located in European 
Economic Area (EEA):

• A single file containing data for all schedules processed in HFM (Balance Sheet, 
Own Funds, Re-Insurance, SCR and MCR inputs, Technical Provisions, Country, 
and Cover) is generated.

• Eleven files containing data for each schedule processed in FDM (Assets - 8 Files, 
Product Details – 3 Files) is generated.

If the Legal Entity is an Insurance Company within the group located outside European 
Economic Area (EEA): 

• A single file with Insurance entity MCR, SCR, and OF equivalent data only is 
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generated.

If the Legal Entity is Non-Insurance Company within the group:

• A single file with MCR, SCR, and OF equivalent data only is generated.

Further details regarding the QRT reports linked to each entity type is given as follows:

Sr. No. Extract Name Description

1 Legal Entity – Solo Provides Data for following reports

1.       BS-C1

2.       BS-C1D

3.       Cover-A1A

4.       Group-G01

5.       MCR-B4

6.       OF (Annual)

7.       Re-J1-Non Life

8.       Re-J1-Life

9.       Re-J2

10.   Re-J3

11.   Re-SPV

12.   SCR-B2A

13.   SCR-B2B

14.   SCR-B2C

15.   SCR-B3A

16.   SCR-B3B
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Sr. No. Extract Name Description

17.   SCR-B3C

18.   SCR-B3D

19.   SCRB-3E

20.   SCRB-3F

21.   SCR-B3G

22.   TP-E1

23.   TP-E2

24.   TP-E3

25.   TP-E4

26.   TP-E6

27.   TP-E7A

28.   TP-E7B

29.   TP-F1

30.   TP-F2

31.   TP-F4

 

2 Legal Entity – Group 1.       P-Own

2.       P-Con

3.       OF Group

4.       SCR-B2A
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Sr. No. Extract Name Description

3 Legal Entity-RFR (Ring 
Fenced Fund)

1.       BS-C1

2.       OF (Annual)

3.       SCR-B2A

4.       SCR-B2B

5.       SCR-B2C

6.       SCR-B3A

7.       SCR-B3B

8.       SCR-B3C

9.       SCR-B3D

10.   SCRB-3E

4 Legal Entity – Non 
Insurance Entity

1.       Group-G04

5 Legal Entity – Non EEA 
Entity

1.       Group-G03

6 Global Data 1.       Exchange Rates

2.       Inflation Rates

3.       Discount Rates

4.       Correlation Data

 

7 Other Individual Files 1.       IGT1

2.       IGT2

3.       IGT3
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Sr. No. Extract Name Description

4.       IGT4

5.       ASSETS-D1

6.       ASSETS-D1S

7.       ASSETS-D20

8.       ASSETS-D2T

9.       ASSETS-D3

10.   ASSETS-D4

11.   ASSETS-D5

12.   ASSETS-D6

Procedure to Generate Flat Data Files from OIDF
The following steps enlist the process to generate the flat data files from OIDF, for QMR
– HFM and Financial Data Quality Management (FDM) Applications:

1. Login to the OFSAAI Home page.

2. Select the appropriate infodom.

3. Navigate to Batch Maintenance in the Operations Menu in the left hand side panel.

4. The tasks for OIDF to QMR App Data Extract are bundled under the batch 
[Infodom_Name]_OIDF_QMR_Data_Extract.

5. Select the batch checkbox and its corresponding tasks checkbox to edit the 
parameters of the task.
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6. Click the Edit button for Task 1 (HFM Extract Task) and edit its parameter list. 
Leaving the primary parameters ($RUNID, $PHID, $EXEID, $RUNSK) unchanged, 
set values for the following parameters.

$QMRRUNSK=1 Set Run SKey for which the QMR data 
needs to be extracted.

$RPSTARTDATE=20120101 Set the Reporting Period Start Date in 
YYYYMMDD Format.

$FINANCIAL_PRD=QA Set the Financial Period for the required 
Data Extract (Q1/Q2/Q3/Q4/QA). 

7. Replace the parameter list (preceded with the parameter names) in Task Definition
and re-save the task.

8. Click edit for Task 2 (FDM Extract Task) and edit its parameter list, similar to Task 
1. Leaving the primary parameters ($RUNID, $PHID, $EXEID, $RUNSK) 
unchanged, set values for the following parameters

$QMRRUNSK=1 Set Run SKey for which the QMR data 
needs to be extracted.
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$RPSTARTDATE=20120101 Set the Reporting Period Start Date in 
YYYYMMDD Format.

$FINANCIAL_PRD=QA Set the Financial Period for the required 
Data Extract (Q1/Q2/Q3/Q4/QA). 

9. Replace the parameter list (preceded with the parameter names) in Task Definition
and re-save the task.

10. Map the batch or batches to be executed to the user group in the UserGroup-Batch 
Execution Map screen in the Administration menu.
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11. Navigate to Batch Execution in the Operations menu in the left hand side panel 
and select the batch [Infodom_Name]_OIDF_QMR_Data_Extract for execution and 
provide the Information Date from the Calendar dialog box.
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12. Execute the Batch.

13. To check the status of the batch click Batch Monitor in the Operations menu.
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14. Verify whether the batch is executed successfully, by confirming presence of all 
expected data file extracts under the defined Oracle Directory path for - 
QMR_EXTRACTS (refer Oracle Directory Script Creation). Data extract files 
generated would be in the QMR_Extract Directory as:

• HFM Global Data Files will be named as: HFM_Global_<<MIS Date>>_<<Run 
Skey>>.dat

• HFM Group Data Files will be named as: HFM_Group_<<MIS Date>>_<<Run 
Skey>>.dat

• HFM Insurance Non EEA Data Files will be named as: 
HFM_InsuranceNonEEA_<<Entity Code>><<MIS Date>>_<<Run_Skey>>.dat

• HFM Ring Fenced Fund Data Files will be named as: 
HFM_RFF_<<EntityCode>><<MIS Date>>_<<Run_Skey>>.dat 

• HFM Insurance Data Files will be named as: HFM_InsuranceSolo_<<Entity 
Code>><<MIS Date>>_<<Run_Skey>>.dat

• HFM Non Insurance Data Files will be named as: HFM_NonInsurance_<<Entity
Code>><<MIS Date>>_<<Run_Skey>>.dat
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• FDM Group Data Files will be named as: 
FDM_Group_<<ReportName>>_<<Entity Code>><<MIS 
Date>>_<<Run_Skey>>.dat

• EEA data Data Files will be named as: FDM_EEA_<<ReportName>>_<<Entity 
Code>><<MIS Date>>_<<Run_Skey>>.dat

• Ring Fenced Fund Data Files will be named as: 
FDM_Insurance_<<ReportName>>_<<Entity Code>><<MIS 
Date>>_<<Run_Skey>>.dat

Procedure to Upload SCR Data
The following steps enlist the process to upload Solvency Capital Requirements (SCR) 
data from QMR external flat (HFM Extracted File with calculated SCR and Minimum 
Capital Requirements (MCR) values) files to respective OIDF tables:

Note: The data extracted from HFM must include calculated data.

1. Verify the SCR (calculated values) Extract Data File from HFM under the defined 
Oracle Directory DIR_QMR_UPLOAD_FILES

2. Login to the OFSAAI Home page.

3. Select the appropriate Infodom.

4. Navigate to Batch Maintenance in the Operations menu in the left hand side panel.

5. The tasks for OIDF to QMR App Data Extract are bundled under the batch 
[Infodom_Name]_QMR_OIDF_SCR_Upload.

6. Select the batch checkbox and its corresponding tasks checkbox to edit the 
parameters for the task.
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7. Click the Edit button for Task 1 (QMR_OIDW_ExtFile_Details) and edit its 
parameter list. Leaving the primary parameters ($RUNID, $PHID, $EXEID, 
$RUNSK) unchanged, set values for the following parameters.

$EXT_DIR_NAME=DIR_QMR_UPLOAD_F
ILES

Set Oracle Directory where the HFM SCR 
Extract Data is placed. 

$EXT_FILE_NAME=QMR_SCR_Data_2011-
QA_LE01_Extract.dat

Set the 'HFM SCR Extract Filename' to be 
processed present under the Oracle 
Directory.
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8. Replace the parameter list (preceded with the parameter names) in the Task 
Definition and re-save the Task

9. Click edit for Task 2 (QMR_OIDW_SCR_Update) and edit its parameter list. 
Leaving the primary parameters ($RUNID, $PHID, $EXEID, $RUNSK) unchanged, 
set values for the following parameters.

$QMRDATE=20120101 Set the MIS Date for which the QMR data 
needs to be updated in OIDF in 
YYYYMMDD Format.

$QMRRUNSK=1 Set Run SKey for which the QMR data 
needs to be updated in OIDF. 

$QMRGAAP=IFRS Set the GAAP ID for which the QMR data 
needs to be updated in OIDF.

10. Replace the parameter list (preceded with the parameter names) in Task Definition
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and re-save the task.

11. Map the batch or batches to be executed to the user group in UserGroup-Batch 
Execution Map screen in the Administration menu.

12. Navigate to Batch Execution in the Operations menu in the left hand side panel 
and select the batch ([Infodom_name]_QMR_OIDF_SCR_Upload) for execution and
provide the Information Date from the Calendar dialog box.

13. Execute the Batch.

14. Verify whether the batch is executed successfully by confirming presence of 
calculated SCR and MCR data in all the relevant tables in OIDF.
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Data Mapping
All reporting is based on standard codes, which are often used as codes and filters. For 
more information on the relevant scripts to be executed for the seeded data and 
download data tables, refer to Oracle Insurance Solvency II QMR Interface Download 
Specifications .

The following seeded data are to be populated in the Dimension/Setup Tables:

Entity Name Table Name

Business Class Dimension Dim_Business_Class

Business Segment Dimension Dim_Business_Segment

Capital Computation Group Dimension Dim_Capital_Comp_Group

Capital Computation Method Dimension Dim_Capital_Computation_Method

Dimention Cash Flow Type Dim_Cash_Flow_Type

Dimension Claim Status Dim_Claim_Status
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Country Dimension Dim_Country

Coverage Type Dimension Dim_Coverage_Type

Currency Dimension Dim_Currency

Economic Zone Dimension Dim_Economic_Zone

Dimension Entity Type Dim_Entity_Type

Fund Type Dimension Dim_Fund_Type

Insurance Risk Measures Dimension Dim_Insurance_Risk_Measure

Insurance Risk Type Dimension Dim_Insurance_Risk_Type

Dimension Intra Group Transaction Type Dim_Intra_Group_Txn_Type

Dimension Market Risk Position Dim_Market_Risk_Position

Product Benefits Type Dimension Dim_Product_Rider_Type

Region Dimension Dim_Region

Reporting Line Dimension Dim_Rep_Line

Run-Off Measure Dimension Dim_Run_Off_Measures

Run Types Dim_Run_Type

Scenario Dimension Dim_Scenario

Standard Lob Dimension Dim_Standard_Lob

Standard Major Lob Dimension Dim_Standard_Major_Lob

Standard Product Type Dimension Dim_Standard_Product_Type

Standard Mitigant Type Dimension Dim_Std_Mitigant_Type

Generally Accepted Accounting Principles 
Dimension

Dim_Gaap
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Data Population

DIM Table Population
The sequence of Data Population for Dimension tables is a follows:

Entity Name Table Name

Account Dimension Dim_Account

Account Identifier Type Dimension Dim_Account_Identifier_Type

Bands Dimension Dim_Bands

Cedent Asset Classification Dimension Dim_Cedent_Asst_Classification

Claim Dimension Dim_Claim

Collateral Purpose Dimension Dim_Collateral_Purpose

Dimension Consolidation Approach Dim_Consolidation_Approach

Dimension Legal Nature Of Company Dim_Constituted_Form

Contract Unwind Trigger Dimension Dim_Contract_Unwind_Trigger

Credit Rating Dimension Dim_Credit_Rating

Date Dimension Dim_Dates

Account Dimension Dim_Exposure

Exposure Type Dimension Dim_Exposure_Type

Financial Year Dimension Dim_Financial_Year

Fund Dimension Dim_Fund

Hedge Status Dimension Dim_Hedge_Status

Hedge Type Dimension Dim_Hedge_Type
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Hedging Strategy Dimension Dim_Hedging_Strategy

Homogenous Risk Group Dimension Dim_Homogenous_Risk_Group

Insurance Loss Modeling Component 
Dimension

Dim_Ins_Loss_Modeling_Comp

Instruments Contracts Dimension Dim_Instrument_Contract

Insurance Broker Role Dimension Dim_Insurance_Broker_Role

Insurance Scalar Factor Dimension Dim_Insurance_Scalar_Factor

Dimension Legal Entity Group Dim_Legal_Entity_Group

Line Of Business Dimension Dim_Lob

Methodologies Master Dim_Methodologies

Mitigant Dimension Dim_Mitigant

Organization Structure Dimension Dim_Org_Structure

Participation Type Dimension Dim_Participation_Type

Party Dimension Dim_Party

Dimension Policy Dim_Policy

Dimension Policy Party Dim_Policy_Party

Portfolio Type Dimension Dim_Portfolio_Type

Dimension Premium Payment Type Dim_Premium_Payment_Type

Product Dimension Dim_Product

Product Type Dimension Dim_Product_Type

Reinsurance Progessive Layer Dimension Dim_Reins_Progressive_Layer

Reinsurance Progessive Section Dimension Dim_Reins_Progressive_Section
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Reinsurance Contract Dimension Dim_Reinsurance_Contract

Reinsurance Program Dimension Dim_Reinsurance_Program

Dimension Reinsurance Risk Type Dim_Reinsurance_Risk_Type

Reinsurance Treaty Type Dimension Dim_Reinsurance_Treaty_Type

Dimension Reinsurer Type Dim_Reinsurer_Type

Run Dimension Dim_Run

Spv Authorization Options Dimension Dim_Spv_Authorization_Options

Dimension Spv Trigger Type Dim_Spv_Trigger_Type

Sub Account Dimension Dim_Sub_Account

Dimension Underwriting Model Type Dim_Underwriting_Model_Type

Valuation Method Dimension Dim_Valuation_Method

FCT Table Population
The sequence of data population for FCT tables is as follows:

Entity Name Table Name

Fact Business Performance Details Fct_Business_Performance_Detl

Fact Capital Addon Fct_Capital_Addon

Fact Claim Details Fct_Claim_Details

Fact Claims Inflation Rate Fct_Claims_Inflation_Rate

Fact Counterparty Credit Risk Exposure Fct_Counterparty_Cr_Exposure

Fact Entity Parent Information Fct_Entity_Parent_Info
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Fact Financial Elements Fct_Financial_Element

Fact Fund Capital Details Fct_Fund_Capital_Details

Fact Homogeneous Risk Group Fct_Homogeneous_Rsk_Grp_Detail

Fact Homogeneous Risk Group Cash Flow Fct_Hrg_Cashflow

Fact Insurance Internal Models Risk Details Fct_Ins_Internal_Mdl_Risk_Dtls

Fact Insurance Scalar Factors Fct_Ins_Risk_Scalar_Factors

Fact Insurance Risk Valuation Factors Fct_Ins_Risk_Valuation_Factors

Fact Insurance Correlation Matrix Fct_Insurance_Correlation_Mtrx

Fact Insurance Recoverables Fct_Insurance_Recoverables

Fact Insurance Risk Details Fct_Insurance_Risk_Details

Fact Insurance Risk Summary Fct_Insurance_Risk_Summary

Fact Intragroup Transaction Details Fct_Intra_Group_Txn_Details

Fact Legal Entity Details Fct_Legal_Entity_Details

Fact Legal Entity Group Details Fct_Legal_Entity_Group_Details

Fact Mitigants Fct_Mitigants

Fact Own Fund Balances Fct_Own_Fund_Balances

Fact Own Fund Details Fct_Own_Fund_Details

Fact Policy Details Fct_Policy_Details

Fact Portfolio Asset Data Fct_Portfolio_Asset_Data

Fact Product Riders Fct_Product_Rider_Details

Fact Product Statistics Fct_Product_Statistics
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Fact Reinsurance Policy Details Fct_Reinsurance_Policy_Details

Fact Reinsurance Spv Details Fct_Reinsurance_Spv_Details

Fact Run-Off Detail Fct_Run_Off

Fact Development Year-Wise Run-Off 
Detail

Fct_Run_Off_Development_Year

Fact Standard Insurance Lob Fct_Std_Insurance_Lob

Fact Sub Account Details Fct_Sub_Account_Details

Fact Sub Account Mitigant Mapping Fct_Sub_Acct_Mitigant_Mapping

Exchange Rate History Fsi_Exchange_Rate_Hist

Run Parameters Run_Parameters

Input Data Preparation

Assumptions regarding data input
• The currency conversion is expected to be handled by the ETL layer. The data, 

specifically for measure columns is assumed to be converted into local currency and
then loaded in the system.

• User needs to make changes in case NCY / RCY columns are required. 

• The post offset amount in FCT_MARKET_RISK_EXPOSURES has to be a download
after taking into account any offsetting logic that might be applicable, or the 
number of underlying in the contract. This value should be obtained after position 
conversion (if applicable).

• Scope of data extracts excludes the consolidation process. If an execution is done for
the group entity, the data (for example: capital, GL based reports for composites) 
for group entity should be uploaded separately. Data for group entity shall not be 
derived from solo entity's data.
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General Data Preparation Guidelines
• Granular Risk numbers are primarily stored against HRG, Policy, Sub account, 

credit exposures and so on. Depending on the requirement, you need to provide 
data as a download.

• Intra group transaction types and respective tables - The following Intra group 
transaction types are sourced from FCT INTRA GROUP TXN DETAILS:

• Bonds / Debt – collateralized

• Bonds – uncollateralized

• Equity type – dividends

• Equity type – shares / participations

• Equity type – others

• Debt - uncollateralized

However, internal reinsurance between (re)insurance undertakings of a group will 
be sourced from FCT REINSURANCE POLICY DETAILS.

• On role of entity in each data table, all the data elements (For example, table 
FCT_POLICY_DETAILS) are for an entity which has done the actual transaction (in 
this case sold policy) or to whom transaction belongs to and not the group entity. 
Hence if requirement is for group entity report, all the tables should be populated 
with Group Entity as respective entity and not the individual entity.

• Fct_Reinsurance_Policy_Details stores the data at insurance contract level. 
Progressive layer, progressive section number, standard line of business and 
reinsurer, apart from contract sequence number, identify the reinsurance contract. 
Few measure values like Sum Insured, Underwriting model amount will remain the
same for above combination of parameters, whereas measures like reinsurance 
recoverable, premium provisions and claim provisions will differ as per 
requirement. For example, reinsurance recoverable would strongly depend on Line 
of Business and/or reinsurer.

• The user needs to specify the calendar in DIM FINANCIAL CALENDER. This will 
be used to calculate Year till date (YTD) numbers. Calendars are attached to entity. 
Calendar of Legal entity for which RUN is executed will be used for all the reports.

• In case of Fct_Business_Performance_Detl, though F_POLICY_FPS_IND, 
N_BUSINESS_CLASS_SKEY, N_ECONOMIC_ZONE_SKEY are part of primary 
key. Populate the skeys as -1 and f_policy_fps_ind as "N" in case of dashboard or 
wherever regulatory reporting is not required.
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• In DIM_SUB_ACCOUNT, A more granular level than the account/instrument 
(asset) is arrived constituting Account Number or Instrument Code, Portfolio Type 
Code, Collateral Pledged Purpose Code. (v_account_number/v_instrument_code, 
v_portfolio_type_code, v_coll_pledge_purpose_code). A sub account code is 
assigned for the said combination. The details of this sub account have to be given 
in FCT SUB ACCOUNT DETAILS.

For example, in FACT INSURANCE RISK SUMMARY the dimension dim 
INSURANCE RISK TYPE contains risk types(mortality risk, lapse risk), DIM 
INSURANCE RISK MEASURE contains definition of the measure(Gross SCR,NET 
SCR,ASSETS) and DIM CAPITAL COMPUTATION METHOD contains method 
used for computing risk numbers, which defines the way business is carried out.

• In case of fct_insurance_risk_details, though 
n_std_major_lob_skey,n_region_skey,n_country_skey are part of primary keys, 
Populate the skeys as '-1' wherever regulatory reporting is not required.

For example in report SCRB3E, region and major lob are used for reporting 
geographical diversification, but country is not required. Hence this column should 
be populated as '-1'.

• Solvency utilizes few tables from FSDF 7.4 (Financial Services Data Foundation) 
which are common to many applications and hence their data storage is arrived 
according to the requirement of these applications. Hence all the columns of 
following table are not mandatory for Solvency II application. However, since these 
are functionally rich table structures, you can make use of these placeholders 
suitably if required. Also relevance of columns from Solvency II perspective should 
be referred in Download Specifications.

• Dim_Account

• Dim_Credit_Rating

• Dim_Exposure

• Dim_Instrument_Contract

• Dim_Party

• Dim_Product

Run Overview
RUN defines the purpose of data execution. Few examples are Solvency Run, 
Regulatory Reporting Run and so on.

• In DIM RUN table, Run Surrogate Key (Run Skey) is the primary attribute in DIM 
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RUN Table. This is to identify a particular set of data, which is defined by 
combination of RUN ID and Execution Date for every execution or RUN 
EXECUTION IDENTIFIER. 

• In each of the FCT table, data is characterized by combination of RUN SKEY, 
Business Type, Legal Entity and scenario code as appropriate. Details of the same 
are given below.

• Run Skey – This is a Surrogate key for a particular processed data set. This is a 
numeric field and is referenced to the table DIM_RUN that contains the list of 
all such run surrogate keys. This table is required to be updated with the 
N_Run_Skey each time a report for any new instance is to be generated 
assuming other paramrters constant. Multiple executions on same FIC MIS 
DATE will have different run skey. 

• FIC_MIS_DATE/Extraction Date/Reporting Date – is a common date identifier 
for the records across all the tables for which you want to generate the report.

• Business Type –can be Life, Non Life or Composite. This is not part of DIM 
RUN table, but all FCT tables have these as an important identifier. 

• Entity – The list of legal entities for the institute is provided in the table 
DIM_ORG_STRUCTURE.

• Scenario – Various Scenarios used by entity for testing uncertain future 
developments. List of Scenarios needs to be stored in DIM SCENARIO table.

• In DIM RUN, F REPORTING FLAG should be marked 'Y' for all the run executions 
which will be used for reporting. If there are multiple executions for the same RUN 
ID and FIC MIS DATE, the reporting flag should be used to highlight one specific 
execution for reporting. It is assumed that single RUN will contain all the 
information required. Multiple scenarios and multiple FIC MIS DATE for a single 
RUN ID is assumed to provide the required flexibility.

• Scenario and Baseline data should be stored in the same run and are differentiated 
using scenario code in the fact table.

• For each Run execution, FCT_LEGAL_ENTITY_GROUP_DETAILS will have details
of Legal Entity. If the run executed is SOLO execution then there will be one row 
entry in the stated table and lead entity and legal entity will have same entries. If 
the run executed is COMPOSITE execution then there will be 'n' rows entry in the 
stated table (where n = number of entities involved in the run), lead entity attribute 
will have entry of the Group entity and legal entity attribute will have entries of all 
the child entities to the group entity. Parent child relationship of the entities will be 
available in DIM_ORG_STRUCTURE.

• Executions can be done at two different levels, composite as well as for one business
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segment entity. For each type of the execution composite and single business 
segment data should be separately calculated, solo executions will not be 
consolidated for composite execution.

For the list of staging area tables and attributes that can be used for QMR, refer the 
attached spreadsheet.
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DIM_ACCOUNT

										Column Is PK		Column Is FK		Attribute Name		Dynamic LoV		Referenced table		Referenced Column		Static LoV		Dashboards		QMR

		Back to Index																								

										Yes		No		Account Skey		No								Y		Y

		Table Name		DIM_ACCOUNT						No		No		Account Number		No								Y		Y

		Entity Name		Account Dimension						No		No		Latest Record Indicator		No								Y		Y

		Table Comment		Summary Account wise for product processor.						No		No		Record Start Date		No								Y		Y

										No		No		Record End Date		No								Y		Y

		Column Name		Column Datatype		Column Null Option		Column Comment		No		No		Extraction date		No								N		N

										No		No		Original Loan to Value		No								N		N

		n_acct_skey		NUMBER(15)		NOT NULL		Unique surrogate key for each of the account number.		No		No		Original Debt Service Ratio		No								N		N

		v_account_number		VARCHAR2(25)		NOT NULL		This stores the account No. of a product of the customer.		No		No		Original Balance		No								N		N

		f_latest_record_indicator		CHAR(1)		NULL		Latest Record Indicator		No		No		Joining Score		No								N		N

		d_record_start_date		DATE		NULL		Record Start Date		No		No		Joining Credit Score Band		No								N		N

		d_record_end_date		DATE		NULL		Record End Date		No		No		Attrition Reason Code		No								N		N

		fic_mis_date		DATE		NULL		Processing date		No		No		Age on Book Account		No								N		N

		n_original_ltv		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL		This refers to the original LTV of the account.		No		No		Household Reference Code		No								N		N

		n_original_dsr		NUMBER(9,6)		NULL		This refers to the original debt service coverage of the account.		No		No		Relation Reference Code		No								N		N

		n_original_balance		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL		This refers to the original balance of the account.		No		No		Previous Account Number		No								N		N

		v_score_joining		VARCHAR2(15)		NULL		This is the joining score.		No		No		Value Date		No								N		N

		v_joining_credit_score_band		VARCHAR2(15)		NULL		The band code for a pair of lower and upper bound credit scores. Usually an integer that is propogated to the fact entities.		No		No		Start Date		No								N		N

		v_att_reas_code		VARCHAR2(20)		NULL		This is the account attrition reason code.		No		No		Maturity Date		No								N		N

		n_age_on_book		NUMBER(5)		NULL		Thid the age on book account.		No		No		Interest Type		No								N		N

		v_household_ref_code		VARCHAR2(20)		NULL		This is the household reference code of the account.		No		No		Rolled-Over Type		No								N		N

		v_reln_ref_code		VARCHAR2(20)		NULL		This is the relation reference code of the account.		No		No		Closed Indicator		No								N		N

		v_prev_account_number		VARCHAR2(25)		NULL		This is the previous account number.		No		No		Rollover Indicator		No								N		N

		d_value_date		DATE		NULL		This is relevant for cases like term deposits, where the account may be opened prior the date the amount is credited into the account.		No		No		New Account Indicator		No								N		N

		d_start_date		DATE		NULL		This is the account start date.		No		No		Joint Account Indicator		No								N		N

		d_maturity_date		DATE		NULL		This is the account maturity date.		No		No		Security Status		No								N		N

		f_interest_type		VARCHAR2(5)		NULL		This is the interest type indicator.		No		No		Last Activity Date		No								N		N

		f_rolledover_type		CHAR(1)		NULL		This is the account rolled-over type.		No		No		Closed Date		No								N		N

		f_closed_ind		CHAR(1)		NULL		This is the closed indicator.		No		No		Original Rate		No								N		N

		f_rollover_ind		CHAR(1)		NULL		This is the indicator for account rollover type.		No		No		Benchmark Rate		No								N		N

		f_new_ind		CHAR(1)		NULL		This is the new account inidcator.		No		No		Original Credit Limit		No								N		N

		f_joint_ind		CHAR(1)		NULL		This is the joint account indicator.		No		No		Campaign Identifier		No								N		N

		f_security_status		CHAR(1)		NULL		This is the security status of the account.		No		No		Atm Facility		No								N		N

		d_last_activity_date		DATE		NULL		This is the last activity date of the account.		No		No		Point of Sales Facility		No								N		N

		d_closed_date		DATE		NULL		This is the date on which the account is closed.		No		No		Telebank Facility		No								N		N

		n_int_orig_rate		NUMBER(11,6)		NULL		This is the original rate of interest of the account.		No		No		Internet Facility		No								N		N

		n_int_bm_rate		NUMBER(11,6)		NULL		This is the benchmark rate.		No		No		Contract Code		No								N		N

		n_credit_limit_orig		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL		This is the original credit limit.		No		No		Product Type		No								N		N

		v_campaign_id		VARCHAR2(20)		NULL		This is the promotion Id through which the account is opened.		No		No		Origin Code		No								N		N

		f_atm_facility		CHAR(1)		NULL		This indicates the ATM facility.		No		No		Product Purpose		No								N		N

		f_pos_facility		CHAR(1)		NULL		This indicates the point of sales facility.		No		No		Benchmark Identifier		No								N		N

		f_tb_facility		CHAR(1)		NULL		This indicates the telebank facility.		No		No		Original Renewal Date		No								N		N

		f_internet_facility		CHAR(1)		NULL		This indicates the internet facility.		No		No		Line Code		No								N		N

		v_contract_code		VARCHAR2(10)		NULL		This is the contract code.		No		No		Master Agreement Code		No								N		N

		v_prod_type		VARCHAR2(20)		NULL		This refers to the type of product, like front loaded loan,balloon payment etc.		No		No		Main Line Code		No								N		N

		v_origin_code		VARCHAR2(20)		NULL		This refers to the origin of the account.		No		No		Reason Code		No								N		N

		v_purpose		VARCHAR2(60)		NULL		This is the purpose for the product, like loan.		No		No		Sales Agent Code		No								N		N

		v_benchmark_id		VARCHAR2(20)		NULL		This is the becnhmark Id.		No		No		Branch Code		No								N		N

		d_orig_renewal_date		DATE		NULL		This is the original renewal date of the product.		No		No		Product Code		No								N		N

		v_line_code		VARCHAR2(40)		NULL		This refers to the credit line to which the account is linked.		No		No		Account Manager Code		No								N		N

		v_master_agreement_code		VARCHAR2(20)		NULL		This is the master agreement code for the account.		No		No		Currency Code		No								N		N

		v_main_line_code		VARCHAR2(20)		NULL		This determines whether the credit line is main line or not.		No		No		Area Code		No								N		N

		v_reason_code		VARCHAR2(100)		NULL		This is the reason for the change of rating between time periods.		No		No		Region Code		No								N		N

		v_sales_agent_code		VARCHAR2(20)		NULL		Code of the sales agent of the Account		No		No		Zip Code		No								N		N

		v_branch_code		VARCHAR2(6)		NULL		unique identifier for the branch DL		No		No		Ownership Type		No								N		N

		v_prod_code		VARCHAR2(15)		NULL		This is the unique code assigned to  each of the Products offered by the Bank.DL		No		No		Block Group Code		No								N		N

		v_account_manager_code		VARCHAR2(25)		NULL		Unique Identifier for Account Manager		No		No		Census Level Code		No								N		N

		v_ccy_code		VARCHAR2(3)		NULL		This is the account currency code.		No		No		Census Tract Code		No								N		N

		v_area_code		VARCHAR2(15)		NULL		This is the area code of the area in which the account is domiciled.		No		No		Country Code		No								N		N

		v_region_code		VARCHAR2(15)		NULL		This is the region code in which the account is domiciled.		No		No		Account Insurance		No								N		N

		v_zip_code		VARCHAR2(15)		NULL		(in the US, 5 digit zip code) of account address		No		No		Employee Indicator		No								N		N

		v_own_type		VARCHAR2(15)		NULL		This refers to the account ownership type, like custodian, single, joint, etc.		No		No		Marketing Code		No								N		N

		v_blk_grp_code		VARCHAR2(15)		NULL		This refers to the census block group code of the account address.		No		No		Deviation Indicator		No								N		N

		v_census_level_code		VARCHAR2(15)		NULL		This is the level of geo-coding for which census data is available for the account.		No		No		Account Description		No								Y		N

		v_census_tract_code		VARCHAR2(15)		NULL		Census tracts are small, relatively permanent statistical subdivisions of a county or statistically equivalent entity. This column holds the code of the census tract.		No		No		Customer Account Flag		No								N		N

		v_country_code		VARCHAR2(15)		NULL		This the country code of the account.		No		No		Asset Identifier Code		No								N		N

		f_acct_ins		VARCHAR2(1)		NULL		This indicates whether/not the account has bought insurance.		No		No		Asset Title		No								N		Y

		f_emp_ind		VARCHAR2(1)		NULL		This indicates whether/not the  account was opened for the employee.		No		No		Account Identifier Type Code		No								N		N

		v_mktg_code		VARCHAR2(15)		NULL		This is the marketing code for the account.		No		No		First Reset Date		No								N		N

		f_deviation_ind		CHAR(1)		NULL		This is a deviation indicator.		No		No		Ever Restructured Indicator		No								N		N

		v_account_desc		VARCHAR2(60)		NULL		Description of the account. Applicable for instruments that are traded.		No		No		Original Commitment Amount		No								N		N

		f_cust_acct_flag		CHAR(1)		NULL		Flag to identify if the account belongs to a customer.		No		No		Original LTV Band Code		No								N		N

		v_account_identifier_code		VARCHAR2(20)		NULL		This column stores ISIN if available, other "recognized" code otherwise (CUSIP, Bloomberg ticker,...) or undertaking-specific if nothing else is available (e.g.: property)


		v_account_title		VARCHAR2(255)		NULL		In case for Insurance companies, this column stores Name of the security (address for property). 
Not applicable for CIC category 8(As prescribed for Solvency QRT reporting) – Mortgages and Loans (for mortgages and loans on individuals), as those assets are not required to be individualized and to CIC = 95 – Equipment (for own use).


		v_account_id_type		VARCHAR2(20)		NULL		This column stores type of ID Code  specified in  Asset Identifier Code.


		d_first_reset_date		DATE		NULL		This column stores the date when the account was repriced for the first time.


		f_ever_restructured_ind		CHAR(1)		NULL		Flag to indicate if the account has been restructured ever in its lifetime.


		n_orig_commitment_amt		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL		This column stores the amount committed originally to the account before any revisions.


		n_orig_ltv_band_code		NUMBER(5)		NULL		This column used for stroring Original LTV band code for retail Account.
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Dim_Account_Identifier_Type

										Column Is PK		Column Is FK		Attribute Name		Dynamic LoV		Referenced table		Referenced Column		Static LoV		Dashboards		QMR

		Back to Index								Yes		No		Account Identifier Type Surrogate Key		No								N		Y

										No		No		Account Identifier Type Code		No								N		Y

		Table Name		Dim_Account_Identifier_Type						No		No		Account Identifier Type Description		No								N		Y

		Entity Name		Account Identifier Type Dimension						No		No		Latest Record Indicator		No								N		Y

		Table Comment		This table stores the list of all different account identifier types. Essentially this stores the source of security data like code. 						No		No		Record Start Date		No								N		Y

										No		No		Record End Date		No								N		Y

		Column Name		Column Datatype		Column Null Option		Column Comment		No		No		Extraction Date		No								N		Y

		n_account_id_type_skey		NUMBER(3)		NOT NULL		This column stores a unique identifier for type of ID Code. For example ISIN, TICKER, BLOOMBER etc.

		v_account_id_type_code		VARCHAR2(20)		NOT NULL		This column stores type of ID Code. For example ISIN, TICKER, BLOOMBER etc.

		v_account_id_type_desc		VARCHAR2(255)		NULL		Description of Basel II Customer Type

		f_latest_record_indicator		CHAR(1)		NOT NULL		This column indicates if the record is still in effect. In case the record is not applicable for the execution it should contain 'N'.

		d_record_start_date		DATE		NOT NULL		This  refers to the date from which a particular record is valid.

		d_record_end_date		DATE		NOT NULL		This refers to the date on which the validity of this record ends.

		fic_mis_date		DATE		NOT NULL		The extraction date represents the period for which the data is meant for. When the frequency of data is monthly the extraction date will be the month end date.
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Dim_Bands

		Back to Index

		Table Name		Dim_Bands

		Entity Name		Bands Dimension

		Table Comment		This setup table contains the list of band dimensions. Information on the table name, columns containing the band codes, upper and lower bound values are stored in the setup table and a generic code is executed to populate the band codes in the respective fact tables

		Column Name		Column Datatype		Column Null Option		Column Comment		Column Is PK		Column Is FK		Attribute Name		Dynamic LoV		Referenced table		Referenced Column		Static LoV		Dashboards		QMR

		n_band_skey		NUMBER(5)		NOT NULL		Attribute captures Band Surrogate Key
		Yes		No		Band Surrogate Key		No								N		Y

		n_band_code		NUMBER(10)		NOT NULL		This Stores Band Code		No		No		Score  Number		No								N		Y

		fic_mis_date		DATE		NULL		The date for which processing is commenced.		No		No		Extraction Date		No								N		Y

		v_band_type		VARCHAR2(20)		NULL		This Stores Band Type		No		No		Band Type		No								N		Y

		n_band_upper_bound_value		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL		This Stores Band  Upper Bound Value		No		No		Upper Bound Value		No								N		Y

		n_band_lower_bound_value		NUMBER(22,6)		NULL		This Stores Band  Lower Bound Value		No		No		Lower Bound Value		No								N		Y

		d_record_start_date		DATE		NULL		This refers to the date on which the validity of this record Starts.		No		No		Record Start Date		No								N		Y

		d_record_end_date		DATE		NULL		This refers to the date on which the validity of this record ends.		No		No		Record End Date		No								N		Y

		f_latest_record_indicator		CHAR(1)		NULL		Indicates whether a particular record qualifies as the latest record.		No		No		Latest Record Indicator		No								N		Y

		v_band_short_desc		VARCHAR2(60)		NULL		This Stores Band Short Description		No		No		Band Short Description		No								N		Y

		f_lower_value_inclusive		CHAR(1)		NULL				No		No		Lower Bound Inclusive		No								N		N

		f_upper_value_inclusive		CHAR(1)		NULL				No		No		Upper Bound Inclusive		No								N		N

		v_band_category		VARCHAR2(25)		NULL		Attribute captures the band's category. Category will be applicable in case there are multiple levels associated to bands. Band is at the lowest level of hierarchy and category being the highest one.
		No		No		Band Category		No								N		N

		v_band_category_desc		VARCHAR2(255)		NULL		Attribute captures the band's category description. Category will be applicable in case there are multiple levels associated to bands. Band is at the lowest level of hierarchy and category being the highest one.
		No		No		Band Category Description		No								N		N

		v_band_sub_category		VARCHAR2(25)		NULL		Attribute captures the band's sub-category. Sub-Category will be applicable in case there are multiple levels associated to bands. Band is at the lowest level of hierarchy and sub-category is at a higher level.
		No		No		Band Sub Category		No								N		N

		v_band_sub_category_desc		VARCHAR2(255)		NULL		Attribute captures the band's sub-category description. Sub-Category will be applicable in case there are multiple levels associated to bands. Band is at the lowest level of hierarchy and sub-category is at a higher level.
		No		No		Band Sub Category Description		No								N		N

		v_band_unit		VARCHAR2(25)		NULL		Attribute captures the unit associated to a band. Eg. If band is created for a collateral area then this unit will capture the unit of area example 'sqft'. In case of Income band, the unit will capture the currency in which this band is created.
		No		No		Band Unit		No								N		N
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Dim_Cedent_Asst_Classification

		Back to Index

		Table Name		Dim_Cedent_Asst_Classification

		Entity Name		Cedent Asset Classification Dimension

		Table Comment		This table stores the Classification of cedent investment in SPV

		Column Name		Column Datatype		Column Null Option		Column Comment		Column Is PK		Column Is FK		Attribute Name		Dynamic LoV		Referenced table		Referenced Column		Static LoV		Dashboards		QMR

		n_ced_asst_classification_skey		NUMBER(5)		NOT NULL		This column contains the surrogate key for each cedent investment classification.		Yes		No		Cedent Asset Classification Surrogate Key		No								N		Y

		v_ced_asst_classification_code		VARCHAR2(20)		NOT NULL		This column contains the code for each cedent investment classification. This is Classification of cedant investment in SPV  (for Group purposes). 
Options include:
Option 1. No investment held in SPV. SPV authorized in accordance with L1 art 211 or equivalent regulation (refer E1 above). 
Option 2. SPV non-regulated entity or does not comply with L1 art 211 or equivalent regulation (refer E1 above).
Option 3. SPV is considered to be intra-group where a participating undertaking of a Group hold notes of an SPV.		No		No		Cedent Asset Classification Code		No								N		Y

		v_ced_asst_classification_desc		VARCHAR2(255)		NULL		This column contains the description for each cedent investment classification as mentioned in code.		No		No		Cedent Asset Classification Description		No								N		Y

		f_latest_record_indicator		CHAR(1)		NULL		This column indicates of the record is still in effect. In case the record is not applicable for the execution it should contain 'N'.		No		No		Latest Record Indicator		No								N		Y

		fic_mis_date		DATE		NULL		This column stores  the unique Extraction Date, that is the date on which this particular record's extraction processing is commenced.		No		No		Extraction Date		No								N		N

		d_record_start_date		DATE		NULL		This  column stores the date from which a particular record is valid.
		No		No		Record Start Date		No								N		Y

		d_record_end_date		DATE		NULL		This refers to the date on which the validity of this record ends.
		No		No		Record End Date		No								N		Y
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Dim_Claim

		Back to Index

		Table Name		Dim_Claim

		Entity Name		Claim Dimension

		Table Comment		This table contains the list of all claims

		Column Name		Column Datatype		Column Null Option		Column Comment		Column Is PK		Column Is FK		Attribute Name		Dynamic LoV		Referenced table		Referenced Column		Static LoV		Dashboards		QMR

		n_claim_skey		NUMBER(10)		NOT NULL		This column stores a unique key identifying a claim for a policy.		Yes		No		Claim Surrogate Key		No								Y		Y

		v_claim_code		VARCHAR2(25)		NOT NULL		This column stores a unique code identifying a claim for a policy.		No		No		Claim Code		No								Y		Y

		v_claim_desc		VARCHAR2(255)		NULL		This column stores the description of a claim for a policy.		No		No		Claim Description		No								Y		Y

		fic_mis_date		DATE		NULL		This column stores the date at which processing was done.		No		No		Processing date		No								N		N

		d_record_start_date		DATE		NULL		This column stores the date at which the record became effective. This is used while processing the data.		No		No		Record Start Date		No								Y		Y

		d_record_end_date		DATE		NULL		This column stores the date at which the record expires. This is used while processing the data.		No		No		Record End Date		No								Y		Y

		f_latest_record_indicator		CHAR(1)		NULL		This column indicates if the record is still in effect. In case the record is not applicable for the execution it should contain 'N'.		No		No		Latest Record Indicator		No								Y		Y

		v_policy_code		VARCHAR2(20)		NULL		This column stores a unique code identifying a policy.		No		No		Policy Code		No								Y		Y
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Dim_Collateral_Purpose

		Back to Index

		Table Name		Dim_Collateral_Purpose

		Entity Name		Collateral Purpose Dimension

		Table Comment		This table stores list of all applicable uses of collateral like pledge, held etc.

		Column Name		Column Datatype		Column Null Option		Column Comment		Column Is PK		Column Is FK		Attribute Name		Dynamic LoV		Referenced table		Referenced Column		Static LoV		Dashboards		QMR

		n_collateral_purpose_skey		NUMBER(3)		NOT NULL		This column stores the collateral purpose surrogate key. 		Yes		No		Collateral Purpose Surrogate Key		No								Y		Y

		v_collateral_purpose_code		VARCHAR2(20)		NOT NULL		This column stores the collateral purpose code. 		No		No		Collateral Purpose Code		No								Y		Y

		v_collateral_purpose_desc		VARCHAR2(255)		NULL		Description of Basel II Customer Type		No		No		Collateral Purpose Description		No								Y		Y

		f_latest_record_indicator		CHAR(1)		NOT NULL		This column indicates if the record is still in effect. In case the record is not applicable for the execution it should contain 'N'.		No		No		Latest Record Indicator		No								Y		Y

		d_record_start_date		DATE		NOT NULL		This column stores the date at which the record became effective. This is used while processing the data.		No		No		Record Start Date		No								Y		Y

		d_record_end_date		DATE		NOT NULL		This column stores the date at which the record expires. This is used while processing the data.		No		No		Record End Date		No								Y		Y

		fic_mis_date		DATE		NOT NULL		This column stores the date at which processing was done.		No		No		Extraction Date		No								Y		Y

		v_collateral_purpose_catg_code		VARCHAR2(25)		NULL		This column stores the collateral purpose category code. 		No		No		Collateral Purpose Category Code		No								N		Y

		v_collateral_purpose_catg_desc		VARCHAR2(255)		NULL		This column stores the collateral purpose category description. 		No		No		Collateral Purpose Category Description		No								N		Y
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Dim_Consolidation_Approach

		Back to Index

		Table Name		Dim_Consolidation_Approach

		Entity Name		Dimension Consolidation Approach

		Table Comment		This table stores list of all approaches used for consolidating related undertaking with parent undertaking.

		Column Name		Column Datatype		Column Null Option		Column Comment		Column Is PK		Column Is FK		Attribute Name		Dynamic LoV		Referenced table		Referenced Column		Static LoV		Dashboards		QMR

		n_consl_approach_skey		NUMBER(5)		NOT NULL		This column stores the unique key identifying the approach used for consolidating the accounts of related undertaking by its parent undertaking.		Yes		No		Consolidation Approach Surrogate Key		No								N		Y

		d_record_start_date		DATE		NULL		This column stores the date at which the record became effective. This is used while processing the data.		No		No		Record Start Date		No								N		Y

		d_record_end_date		DATE		NULL		This column stores the date at which the record expires. This is used while processing the data.		No		No		Record End Date		No								N		Y

		fic_mis_date		DATE		NULL		This column stores the date at which processing was done.		No		No		Extraction Date		No								N		N

		f_latest_record_indicator		CHAR(1)		NULL		This column indicates if the record is still in effect. In case the record is not applicable for the execution it should contain 'N'.		No		No		Latest Record Indicator		No								N		Y

		v_consl_approach_code		VARCHAR2(20)		NOT NULL		This column stores the unique code identifying the approach used for consolidating the accounts of related undertaking by its parent undertaking.		No		No		Consolidation Approach Code		No								N		Y

		v_consl_approach_desc		VARCHAR2(255)		NULL		This column stores the description of approach used for consolidating the accounts of related undertaking by its parent undertaking.		No		No		Consolidation Approach Description		No								N		Y

		v_consl_approach_category_code		VARCHAR2(20)		NULL		This column stores the code in which the consolidation approach can be categorized.		No		No		Consolidation Approach Category Code		No								N		Y

		v_consl_approach_category_desc		VARCHAR2(255)		NULL		This column stores the description of code in which the consolidation approach can be categorized.		No		No		Consolidation Approach Category Description		No								N		Y
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Dim_Constituted_Form

		Back to Index

		Table Name		Dim_Constituted_Form

		Entity Name		Dimension Legal Nature of Company

		Table Comment		This table stores list all constituted forms of establishment/ Legal Nature / Constituted as like company/corporation,  trust, partnership, or limited liability company. like company/corporation,  trust, partnership, or limited liability company.

		Column Name		Column Datatype		Column Null Option		Column Comment		Column Is PK		Column Is FK		Attribute Name		Dynamic LoV		Referenced table		Referenced Column		Static LoV		Dashboards		QMR

		n_constitued_form_skey		NUMBER(5)		NOT NULL		This column stores the unique key identifying the form of establishment/ Legal Nature / Constituted as like company/corporation,  trust, partnership, or limited liability company.		Yes		No		Legal Nature Surrogate Key		No								N		Y

		v_constitued_form_code		VARCHAR2(20)		NOT NULL		This column stores the unique code identifying the form of establishment/ Legal Nature / Constituted as  like company/corporation,  trust, partnership, or limited liability company.		No		No		Legal Nature Code		No								N		Y

		v_constitued_form_desc		VARCHAR2(255)		NULL		This column stores the unique description identifying the form of establishment/ Legal Nature / Constituted as  like company/corporation,  trust, partnership, or limited liability company.		No		No		Legal Nature Description		No								N		Y

		f_latest_record_indicator		CHAR(1)		NULL		This column indicates of the record is still in effect. In case the record is not applicable for the execution it should contain 'N'.		No		No		Latest Record Indicator		No								N		Y

		fic_mis_date		DATE		NULL		This Attribute stores  the unique Extraction Date, that is the date on which this particular record's extraction processing is commenced.		No		No		Extraction Date		No								N		N

		d_record_end_date		DATE		NULL		This refers to the date on which the validity of this record ends.
		No		No		Record End Date		No								N		Y

		d_record_start_date		DATE		NULL		This  refers to the date from which a particular record is valid.
		No		No		Record Start Date		No								N		Y
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Dim_Contract_Unwind_Trigger

		Back to Index

		Table Name		Dim_Contract_Unwind_Trigger

		Entity Name		Contract Unwind Trigger Dimension

		Table Comment		This table stores the reasons for unwinding of contracts.

		Column Name		Column Datatype		Column Null Option		Column Comment		Column Is PK		Column Is FK		Attribute Name		Dynamic LoV		Referenced table		Referenced Column		Static LoV		Dashboards		QMR

		n_contract_unwind_trigger_skey		NUMBER(10)		NOT NULL		This column stores the unique key identifying the type of event that causes unwinding of the contract.		Yes		No		Contract Unwinding Trigger Surrogate key		No								N		Y

		v_contract_unwind_trigger_code		VARCHAR2(20)		NOT NULL		This column stores the unique code identifying the type of event that causes unwinding of the contract.Possible options are: (B)bankruptcy of the underlying or reference entity,(F)adverse fall in value of the underlying reference asset, (R)adverse change in credit rating of the underlying assets or entity, (O)other events.		No		No		Contract Unwinding Trigger Code		No								N		Y

		v_contract_unwind_trigger_desc		VARCHAR2(4000)		NULL		This column stores the description identifying the type of event that causes unwinding of the contract.Possible options are: (B)bankruptcy of the underlying or reference entity,(F)adverse fall in value of the underlying reference asset, (R)adverse change in credit rating of the underlying assets or entity, (O)other events.		No		No		Contract Unwinding Trigger Description		No								N		Y

		d_record_start_date		DATE		NULL		This  refers to the date from which a particular record is valid.		No		No		Record Start Date		No								N		Y

		d_record_end_date		DATE		NULL		This refers to the date on which the validity of this record ends.		No		No		Record End Date		No								N		Y

		fic_mis_date		DATE		NULL		This Attribute stores  the unique Extraction Date, that is the date on which this particular record's extraction processing is commenced.		No		No		Extraction Date		No								N		N

		f_latest_record_indicator		CHAR(1)		NULL		This column indicates of the record is still in effect. In case the record is not applicable for the execution it should contain 'N'.
		No		No		Latest Record Indicator		No								N		Y
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DIM_CREDIT_RATING

		Back to Index

		Table Name		DIM_CREDIT_RATING

		Entity Name		Credit Rating Dimension

		Table Comment		Stores credit rating information.

		Column Name		Column Datatype		Column Null Option		Column Comment		Column Is PK		Column Is FK		Attribute Name		Dynamic LoV		Referenced table		Referenced Column		Static LoV		Dashboards		QMR

		n_credit_rating_skey		NUMBER(5)		NOT NULL		Unique numeric code for credit rating.		Yes		No		Rating Surrogate Key		No								Y		Y

		v_credit_rating_name		VARCHAR2(255)		NULL		Name of the credit rating.		No		No		Credit Rating Name		No								Y		Y

		v_credit_rating_agency		VARCHAR2(20)		NULL		Name of the agency who is associated in providing the credit ratings.		No		No		Credit Rating Agency		No								Y		Y

		v_created_by		VARCHAR2(20)		NULL		User who created the record.		No		No		Created By		No								N		N

		d_created_date		DATE		NULL		Date when the record was created.		No		No		Created Date		No								N		N

		v_last_modified_by		VARCHAR2(20)		NULL		User who last modified the record.		No		No		Last Modified By		No								N		N

		d_last_modified_date		DATE		NULL		Date when the record was last modified.		No		No		Last Modified Date		No								N		N

		v_credit_rating_code		VARCHAR2(20)		NULL		Unique numeric code for credit rating.
		No		No		Credit Rating Code		No								Y		Y

		v_credit_rating_desc		VARCHAR2(255)		NULL		Description of the credit rating 
		No		No		Credit Rating Description		No								Y		Y

		v_rating_type_identifier		VARCHAR2(20)		NULL		Identifies the type of rating. E.g. whether  rating is a credit rating by an external agency, internal score, ECA Score, Supervisory slot etc.
		No		No		Rating Type Identifier		No								Y		Y

		f_st_lt_rating_flag		CHAR(1)		NULL		The f_st_lt_rating_flag indicates whether the rating is a long term rating or as short term rating. For example ‘AAA FIT’ -Investment Grade AAA’ is a long term rating,‘F1 FIT’ – ‘Highest Credit Quality Short Term Rating F1’ is a short term rating
		No		No		Short Term Long Term Rating Flag		No								N		N

		n_rating_rank		NUMBER(5)		NULL		n_rating_rank specifies rank of the rating within the same source.
For example if the ratings are ‘AAA’,’AA+’,’AA’ etc..  AAA’s rank is 1,AA+ is rank is 2 then AA is 3. AAA is better than AA+ and AA+ is better than AA. E.g. In Loan Loss Provision application to find the Impaired Stateof an account having grade 5
		No		No		Rating Rank		No								N		N

		v_rating_src_code		VARCHAR2(20)		NOT NULL		Stores the code applicable to the Rating Source
		No		No		Rating Source Code		No								Y		Y

		v_rating_src_desc		VARCHAR2(255)		NULL		Description of the rating Source
		No		No		Rating Source Description		No								Y		Y
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DIM_DATES

		Back to Index

		Table Name		DIM_DATES

		Entity Name		Date Dimension

		Table Comment		This Table Stores the List of Dates generated between any two dates typically covering extraction dates and cash flow dates

		Column Name		Column Datatype		Column Null Option		Column Comment		Column Is PK		Column Is FK		Attribute Name		Dynamic LoV		Referenced table		Referenced Column		Static LoV		Dashboards		QMR

		N_DATE_SKEY		NUMBER(10)		NOT NULL		As of date surrogate key		Yes		No		Date key		No								Y		Y

		d_calendar_date		DATE		NOT NULL		Calendar Date		No		No		Calendar Date		No								Y		Y

		n_half_calendar		NUMBER(2)		NULL		Half Year Calendar		No		No		Half Year Calendar		No								N		N

		n_month_calendar		NUMBER(2)		NULL		Month Calendar		No		No		Month Calendar		No								Y		N

		n_qtr_calendar		NUMBER(1)		NULL		Quarter Calendar		No		No		Quarter Calendar		No								Y		N

		n_trimester_calendar		NUMBER(10)		NULL		Trimester Calendar		No		No		Trimester Calendar		No								N		N

		n_week_calendar		NUMBER(2)		NULL		Week Calendar		No		No		Week Calendar		No								Y		N

		n_year_calendar		NUMBER(5)		NULL		Year Calendar		No		No		Year Calendar		No								Y		N

		v_day_name		VARCHAR2(30)		NULL		Day Name		No		No		Day Name		No								N		N

		n_day_of_month		NUMBER(2)		NULL		Day Of Month		No		No		Day Of Month		No								N		N

		n_day_of_week		NUMBER(1)		NULL		Day Of Week		No		No		Day Of Week		No								N		N

		n_day_of_year		NUMBER(3)		NULL		Day Of Year		No		No		Day Of Year		No								N		N

		v_half_period_name		VARCHAR2(50)		NULL		Half Year Period Name		No		No		Half Year Period Name		No								N		N

		v_month_period_name		VARCHAR2(50)		NULL		Month Period Name		No		No		Month Period Name		No								Y		N

		v_qtr_period_name		VARCHAR2(50)		NULL		Quarter Period Name		No		No		Quarter Period Name		No								Y		N

		v_ter_period_name		VARCHAR2(50)		NULL		Term Period Name		No		No		Term Period Name		No								N		N

		v_week_period_name		VARCHAR2(50)		NULL		Week Period Name		No		No		Week Period Name		No								Y		N

		v_year_period_name		VARCHAR2(50)		NULL		Year Period Name		No		No		Year Period Name		No								Y		N

		v_created_by		VARCHAR2(20)		NULL		ID of the user who created the record		No		No		Created By		No								N		N

		d_created_date		DATE		NULL		Date when the record was created		No		No		Created Date		No								N		N

		v_last_modified_by		VARCHAR2(20)		NULL		ID of the user who modified the record		No		No		Last Modified By		No								N		N

		d_last_modified_date		DATE		NULL		Date when the record was modified		No		No		Last Modified Date		No								N		N

		d_start_date		DATE		NULL		Start Date		No		No		Start Date		No								N		N

		d_end_date		DATE		NULL		End Date		No		No		End Date		No								N		N

		f_latest_record_indicator		CHAR(1)		NULL		Latest Record Indicator		No		No		Latest Record Indicator		No								Y		Y

		d_fiscal_quarter_start_date		DATE		NULL		This attribute stores the start date of the fiscal quarter.
		No		No		Fiscal Quarter Start Date		No								N		N

		d_fiscal_quarter_end_date		DATE		NULL		This attribute stores the end date of the fiscal quarter.
		No		No		Fiscal Quarter End Date		No								N		N

		d_fiscal_month_start_date		DATE		NULL		This attribute stores the start date for the fiscal month.
		No		No		Fiscal Month Start Date		No								N		N

		d_fiscal_month_end_date		DATE		NULL		This attribute stores the end date for the fiscal month.
		No		No		Fiscal Month End Date		No								N		N

		d_fiscal_year_start_date		DATE		NULL		This attribute stores the start date of the fiscal year.
		No		No		Fiscal Year Start Date		No								N		N

		d_fiscal_year_end_date		DATE		NULL		This attribute stores the end date of the fiscal year.
		No		No		Fiscal Year End Date		No								N		N

		v_fiscal_qtr_period_name		VARCHAR2(50)		NULL		This attribute stores the name of the fiscal quarter. Example:FYQ1, FYQ2 etc.
		No		No		Fiscal Quarter Period Name		No								N		N

		v_fiscal_year_name		VARCHAR2(50)		NULL		This attribute stores the name of the fiscal year. Example:  FY2011, FY2012 etc.
		No		No		Fiscal Year Name		No								N		N
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Dim_Exposure

		Back to Index

		Table Name		Dim_Exposure

		Entity Name		Account Dimension

		Table Comment		This Table Stores Account wise Summary for product processor.


		Column Name		Column Datatype		Column Null Option		Column Comment		Column Is PK		Column Is FK		Attribute Name		Dynamic LoV		Referenced table		Referenced Column		Static LoV		Dashboards		QMR

		n_acct_skey		NUMBER(10)		NOT NULL		Stores the Exposure Identifier for an exposure
		Yes		No		Account Surrogate Key		No								Y		Y

		v_exposure_id		VARCHAR2(40)		NULL		This represents unique exposure identifier		No		No		Exposure Identifier		No								Y		Y

		v_acct_acct_number		VARCHAR2(60)		NULL		This stores the account No. of a product of the customer.		No		No		Account Number		No								N		N

		f_latest_record_indicator		CHAR(1)		NOT NULL		Indicates whether a particular record qualifies as the latest record.		No		No		Latest Record Indicator		No								Y		Y

		v_channel_code		VARCHAR2(20)		NULL		This is the unique identifier for the acquisition channel, like direct marketing, direct sales agents, campaign, etc.
		No		No		Acquisition Channel Code		No								N		N

		fic_mis_date		DATE		NOT NULL		The extraction date represents the period for which the data is meant for. When the frequency of data is monthly the extraction date will be the month end date.		No		No		Extraction Date		No								Y		Y

		n_acct_original_ltv		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL		This refers to the original LTV of the account.		No		No		Account Original Loan to Value		No								N		N

		n_acct_original_dsr		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL		This refers to the original debt service coverage of the account.
		No		No		Account Original Debt Service Coverage		No								N		N

		n_acct_original_balance		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL		This refers to the original balance of the account.		No		No		Account Original Balance		No								N		N

		v_score_joining		VARCHAR2(15)		NULL		This is the joining score.		No		No		Joining Score		No								N		N

		v_joining_credit_score_band		VARCHAR2(15)		NULL		The band code for a pair of lower and upper bound credit scores. Usually an integer that is propogated to the fact entities.		No		No		Joining Credit Score Band		No								N		N

		v_acct_att_reas_code		VARCHAR2(10)		NULL		This is the account attrition reason code.
		No		No		Account Attrition Reason Code		No								N		N

		n_acct_age_on_book		NUMBER(5)		NULL		Thid the age on book account.
		No		No		Account age on Book		No								N		N

		v_acct_household_ref_code		VARCHAR2(6)		NULL		This is the household reference code of the account.
		No		No		Account Household Reference Code		No								N		N

		v_acct_reln_ref_code		VARCHAR2(6)		NULL		This is the relation reference code of the account.
		No		No		Account Relation Reference Code		No								N		N

		v_acct_prev_account_number		VARCHAR2(60)		NULL		This is the previous account number.
		No		No		Previous Account Number		No								N		N

		d_acct_value_date		DATE		NULL		This is relevant for cases like term deposits, where the account may be opened prior the date the amount is credited into the account.		No		No		Account Value Date		No								N		N

		d_acct_start_date		DATE		NULL		This is the account start date.		No		No		Account Start Date		No								Y		N

		d_acct_maturity_date		DATE		NULL		This is the account maturity date.		No		No		Account Maturity Date		No								Y		Y

		v_acct_interest_type		VARCHAR2(60)		NULL		This is the interest type indicator.		No		No		Flag Account Interest Type		No								N		N

		f_acct_rolledover_type		CHAR(1)		NULL		This is the account rolled-over type.
		No		No		Flag Account Rolledover Type		No								N		N

		f_acct_closed_ind		CHAR(1)		NULL		This is the closed inidcator.		No		No		Flag Account Closed Indicator		No								Y		N

		f_acct_rollover_ind		CHAR(1)		NULL		This is the indicator for account rollover type.		No		No		Flag Account Rollover type		No								N		N

		f_acct_new_ind		CHAR(1)		NULL		This is the new account inidcator.		No		No		Flag Account New Indicator		No								N		N

		f_acct_joint_ind		CHAR(1)		NULL		This is the joint account indicator.
		No		No		Flag Account Joint Indicator		No								N		N

		f_acct_security_status		CHAR(1)		NULL		This is the security status of the account.
		No		No		Flag Account Security Status		No								N		N

		d_acct_last_activity_date		DATE		NULL		This is the last activity date of the account.
		No		No		Account Last Activity Date		No								N		N

		d_acct_closed_date		DATE		NULL		This is the date on which the account is closed.		No		No		Account Closed Date		No								Y		N

		n_acct_int_orig_rate		NUMBER(11,6)		NULL		This is the original rate of interest of the account.
		No		No		Account Interest Original Rate		No								N		N

		n_acct_int_bm_rate		NUMBER(11,6)		NULL		This is the benchmark rate.		No		No		Account Interest Benchmark Rate		No								N		N

		n_acct_credit_limit_orig		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL		This is the original credit limit.		No		No		Credit Limit Original		No								N		N

		v_f_campaign_id		VARCHAR2(20)		NULL		This is the promotion Id through which the account is opened.
		No		No		Campaign Identifier		No								N		N

		f_atm_facility		CHAR(1)		NULL		This indicates the ATM facility.		No		No		Flag ATM Facility		No								N		N

		f_pos_facility		CHAR(1)		NULL		This indicates the point of sales facility.		No		No		Flag Point of Sales Facility		No								N		N

		f_tb_facility		CHAR(1)		NULL		This indicates the telebank facility.		No		No		Flag Tele Banking Facility		No								N		N

		f_internet_facility		CHAR(1)		NULL		This indicates the internet facility.		No		No		Flag Internet Facility		No								N		N

		v_acct_contract_code		VARCHAR2(25)		NULL		This is the contract code.
		No		No		Contract Code		No								N		N

		v_acct_prod_type		VARCHAR2(20)		NULL		This refers to the type of product, like front loaded loan,balloon payment etc.		No		No		Product Type		No								N		N

		v_acct_origin_code		VARCHAR2(20)		NULL		This refers to the origin of the account.		No		No		Account Origin Code		No								N		N

		v_acct_purpose		VARCHAR2(60)		NULL		This is the purpose for the product, like loan.		No		No		Account Purpose		No								N		N

		v_acct_benchmark_id		VARCHAR2(20)		NULL		This is the becnhmark Id.		No		No		Benchmark Indicator		No								N		N

		d_acct_orig_renewal_date		DATE		NULL		This is the original renewal date of the product.		No		No		Original Renewal Date		No								N		N

		v_line_code		VARCHAR2(40)		NULL		This refers to the credit line to which the account is linked.		No		No		Line Code		No								N		N

		v_master_agreement_code		VARCHAR2(20)		NULL		This is the master agreement code for the account.		No		No		Master Agreement Code		No								N		N

		v_main_line_code		VARCHAR2(6)		NULL		This determines whether the credit line is main line or not.		No		No		Main Line Code		No								N		N

		v_acct_reason_code		VARCHAR2(6)		NULL		This is the reason for the change of rating between time periods.		No		No		Reason Code for Rating Change		No								N		N

		v_account_sales_agent_code		VARCHAR2(6)		NULL		Code of the sales agent of the Account		No		No		Sales Agent Code		No								N		N

		v_acct_branch_code		VARCHAR2(20)		NULL		unique identifier for the branch

DL		No		No		Account Branch Code		No								N		N

		v_acct_prod_code		VARCHAR2(15)		NULL		This is the unique code assigned to  each of the 

Products offered by the Bank.

DL		No		No		Account Product Code		No								N		N

		v_account_manager_code		VARCHAR2(20)		NULL		Unique Identifier for Account Manager		No		No		Account Manager Code		No								N		N

		v_acct_ccy_code		VARCHAR2(3)		NULL		This is the account currency code.		No		No		Account Currency Code		No								N		N

		v_acct_area_code		VARCHAR2(6)		NULL		This is the area code of the area in which the account is domiciled.		No		No		Area Code		No								N		N

		v_acct_region_code		VARCHAR2(6)		NULL		This is the region code in which the account is domiciled.		No		No		Region Code		No								N		N

		v_acct_zip_code		VARCHAR2(6)		NULL		(in the US, 5 digit zip code) of account address		No		No		Zip code		No								N		N

		v_acct_own_type		VARCHAR2(15)		NULL		This refers to the account ownership type, like custodian, single, joint, etc.		No		No		Account Ownership Type		No								N		N

		v_acct_blk_grp_code		VARCHAR2(6)		NULL		This refers to the census block group code of the account address.		No		No		Census Block Group Code		No								N		N

		v_census_level_code		VARCHAR2(6)		NULL		This is the level of geo-coding for which census data is available for the account.		No		No		Level of Geo-coding		No								N		N

		v_census_tract_code		VARCHAR2(6)		NULL		Census Tract		No		No		Census Tract		No								N		N

		v_country_code		VARCHAR2(6)		NULL		This the country code of the account.		No		No		Country Code		No								N		N

		f_acct_ins		CHAR(1)		NULL		This indicates whether/not the account has bought insurance.		No		No		Indicates if Account is Insured		No								N		N

		f_acct_emp_ind		CHAR(1)		NULL		This indicates whether/not the  account was opened for the employee.		No		No		Indicates Employee Account		No								N		N

		v_acct_mktg_code		VARCHAR2(6)		NULL		This is the marketing code for the account.		No		No		Marketing code for account		No								N		N

		f_deviation_ind		CHAR(1)		NULL		This is a deviation indicator.		No		No		Deviation Indicator		No								N		N

		n_securitization_status_skey		NUMBER(5)		NULL		Stores whether Account is part of a Securitisation pool		No		No		Securitisation Status Key		No								N		N

		d_record_start_date		DATE		NOT NULL		This  refers to the date from which a particular record is valid.		No		No		Record Start Date		No								Y		Y

		d_record_end_date		DATE		NOT NULL		This refers to the date on which the validity of this record ends.		No		No		Record End Date		No								Y		Y

		v_gl_number		VARCHAR2(20)		NULL		GL head code
		No		No		GL Code		No								N		N

		v_acct_type		VARCHAR2(20)		NULL		D - Dummy Accounts
NULL - Normal Accounts		No		No		Account Type		No								N		N

		v_segment_id		VARCHAR2(20)		NULL		This is applicable for retail exposures
		No		No		Segment ID		No								N		N

		v_facility_id		VARCHAR2(20)		NULL		This is applicable for corporate exposures

		No		No		Facility ID		No								N		N

		v_segment_desc		VARCHAR2(100)		NULL		Segment description
		No		No		Segment Description		No								N		N

		v_facility_desc		VARCHAR2(100)		NULL		This stores the Facility description
		No		No		Facility Description		No								N		N

		f_exp_defaulted_flag		CHAR(1)		NULL		This identifies whether an exposure is treated as defaulted for risk weight calculation purposes.		No		No		Exposure Defaulted Flag		No								N		N

		n_contract_acct_skey		NUMBER(10)		NULL		This stores the Account Surrogate Key of the Market Risk Contract		No		No		Contract Account Skey		No								N		N
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Dim_Exposure_Type

		Back to Index

		Table Name		Dim_Exposure_Type

		Entity Name		Exposure Type Dimension

		Table Comment		This table stores list of all types of exposure.

		Column Name		Column Datatype		Column Null Option		Column Comment		Column Is PK		Column Is FK		Attribute Name		Dynamic LoV		Referenced table		Referenced Column		Static LoV		Dashboards		QMR

		n_exposure_type_skey		NUMBER(5)		NOT NULL		This column stores the exposure type surrogate skey.		Yes		No		Exposure Type Surrogate Key		No								Y		Y

		v_exposure_type_code		VARCHAR2(20)		NULL		This column stores the exposure type. 		No		No		Exposure Type Code		No								Y		Y

		v_exposure_type_desc		VARCHAR2(255)		NULL		This column stores the exposure type description.  		No		No		Exposure Type Description		No								Y		Y

		f_latest_record_indicator		CHAR(1)		NULL		This column indicates if the record is still in effect. In case the record is not applicable for the execution it should contain 'N'.		No		No		Latest Record Indicator		No								Y		Y

		d_record_start_date		DATE		NULL		This column stores the date at which the record became effective. This is used while processing the data.		No		No		Record Start Date		No								Y		Y

		d_record_end_date		DATE		NULL		This column stores the date at which the record expires. This is used while processing the data.		No		No		Record End Date		No								Y		Y

		fic_mis_date		DATE		NULL		This column stores the date at which processing was done.		No		No		Extraction Date		No								N		N

		v_exposure_type_code_lvl1		VARCHAR2(20)		NULL		This column stores the level one code of the exposure type		No		No		Exposure Type Code Level 1		No								Y		Y

		v_exposure_type_desc_lvl1		VARCHAR2(255)		NULL		This column stores the description of level one code of the exposure type		No		No		Exposure Type Description Level 1		No								Y		Y
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Dim_Financial_Year

		Back to Index

		Table Name		Dim_Financial_Year

		Entity Name		Financial Year Dimension

		Table Comment		This table stores the definition of all applicable financial years.

		Column Name		Column Datatype		Column Null Option		Column Comment		Column Is PK		Column Is FK		Attribute Name		Dynamic LoV		Referenced table		Referenced Column		Static LoV		Dashboards		QMR

		n_financial_year_skey		NUMBER(10)		NOT NULL		This stores the unique key for financial year		Yes		No		Financial Year Skey		No								Y		Y

		v_financial_year_code		VARCHAR2(25)		NULL		Contains the Financial year code		No		No		Financial Year Code		No								Y		Y

		v_financial_year_desc		VARCHAR2(255)		NULL		Contains the Financial year description		No		No		Financial Year Description		No								Y		Y

		d_financial_year_start_date		DATE		NULL		Contains the Financial year start date		No		No		Financial Year Start Date		No								Y		Y

		d_financial_year_end_date		DATE		NULL		Contains the Financial year end date		No		No		Financial Year End Date		No								Y		Y

		fic_mis_date		DATE		NULL		This column stores the date at which processing was done.		No		No		Extraction Date		No								N		N

		d_record_start_date		DATE		NULL		This column stores the date at which the record became effective. This is used while processing the data.		No		No		Record Start Date		No								Y		Y

		d_record_end_date		DATE		NULL		This column stores the date at which the record expires. This is used while processing the data.		No		No		Record End Date		No								Y		Y

		f_latest_record_indicator		CHAR(1)		NULL		This column indicates if the record is still in effect. In case the record is not applicable for the execution it should contain 'N'.		No		No		Latest Record Indicator		No								Y		Y

		v_financial_calendar_code		VARCHAR2(20)		NULL		Contains the Financial calendar code		No		No		Financial Calendar Description		No								Y		Y
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Dim_Fund

		Back to Index

		Table Name		Dim_Fund

		Entity Name		Fund Dimension

		Table Comment		This table stores list of all funds used by the entity. 

		Column Name		Column Datatype		Column Null Option		Column Comment		Column Is PK		Column Is FK		Attribute Name		Dynamic LoV		Referenced table		Referenced Column		Static LoV		Dashboards		QMR

		n_fund_skey		NUMBER(5)		NOT NULL		This column stores the unique key identifying the fund.		Yes		No		Fund Surrogate Key		No								N		Y

		v_fund_code		VARCHAR2(20)		NOT NULL		This column stores the unique code identifying the fund.		No		No		Fund Code		No								N		Y

		v_fund_desc		VARCHAR2(255)		NULL		This column stores the description of fund.		No		No		Fund Description		No								N		Y

		d_record_start_date		DATE		NULL		This column stores the date at which the record became effective. This is used while processing the data.		No		No		Record Start Date		No								N		Y

		d_record_end_date		DATE		NULL		This column stores the date at which the record expires. This is used while processing the data.		No		No		Record End Date		No								N		Y

		fic_mis_date		DATE		NULL		This column stores the date at which processing was done.		No		No		Extraction Date		No								N		N

		f_latest_record_indicator		CHAR(1)		NULL		This column indicates if the record is still in effect. In case the record is not applicable for the execution it should contain 'N'.		No		No		Latest Record Indicator		No								N		Y

		v_fund_type_code		VARCHAR2(20)		NULL		This column stores the unique code identifying the fund type.		No		No		Fund Type Code		No								N		Y
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Dim_GAAP

		Back to Index

		Table Name		Dim_GAAP

		Entity Name		Generally Accepted Accounting Principles Dimension

		Table Comment		This entity stores the details of Generally Accepted Accounting Practice

		Column Name		Column Datatype		Column Null Option		Column Comment		Column Is PK		Column Is FK		Attribute Name		Dynamic LoV		Referenced table		Referenced Column		Static LoV		Dashboards		QMR

		n_gaap_skey		NUMBER(5)		NOT NULL		Surrogate key corresponding to a unique GAAP code.		Yes		No		GAAP Surrogate Key		No								Y		Y

		v_gaap_code		VARCHAR2(6)		NULL		A code to uniquely identify a Generally accepted accounting practice (GAAP).		No		No		GAAP Code		No								Y		Y

		v_gaap_description		VARCHAR2(60)		NULL		GAAP description.		No		No		GAAP Description		No								Y		Y

		v_gaap_ccy		VARCHAR2(3)		NULL		Currency code associated with a GAAP.		No		No		GAAP Currency Code		No								Y		N

		f_latest_record_indicator		CHAR(1)		NOT NULL		Indicates whether a particular record qualifies as the latest record.		No		No		Latest Record Indicator		No								Y		Y

		fic_mis_date		DATE		NOT NULL		The extraction date represents the period for which the data is meant for. When the frequency of data is monthly the extraction date will be the month end date.		No		No		Extraction Date		No								Y		Y

		d_record_start_date		DATE		NOT NULL		This  refers to the date from which a particular record is valid.		No		No		Record Start Date		No								Y		Y

		d_record_end_date		DATE		NOT NULL		This refers to the date on which the validity of this record ends.
		No		No		Record End Date		No								Y		Y
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Dim_Hedge_Status

		Back to Index

		Table Name		Dim_Hedge_Status

		Entity Name		Hedge Status Dimension

		Table Comment		This table stores list of all applicable status for a hedge transaction.

		Column Name		Column Datatype		Column Null Option		Column Comment		Column Is PK		Column Is FK		Attribute Name		Dynamic LoV		Referenced table		Referenced Column		Static LoV		Dashboards		QMR

		n_hedge_status_skey		NUMBER(5)		NOT NULL		This column stores the unique key identifying the applicable status for a hedge transaction.		Yes		No		Hedge Status Surrogate Key		No								N		Y

		v_hedge_status_code		VARCHAR2(20)		NOT NULL		This column stores the unique code identifying the applicable status for a hedge transaction.		No		No		Hedge Status Code		No								N		Y

		v_hedge_status_desc		VARCHAR2(255)		NULL		This column stores the description of applicable status for a hedge transaction.		No		No		Hedge Status Description		No								N		Y

		fic_mis_date		DATE		NULL		This column stores the date at which processing was done.		No		No		Extraction Date		No								N		N

		d_record_start_date		DATE		NULL		This column stores the date at which the record became effective. This is used while processing the data.		No		No		Record Start Date		No								N		Y

		d_record_end_date		DATE		NULL		This column stores the date at which the record expires. This is used while processing the data.		No		No		Record End Date		No								N		Y

		f_latest_record_indicator		CHAR(1)		NULL		This column indicates if the record is still in effect. In case the record is not applicable for the execution it should contain 'N'.		No		No		Latest Record Indicator		No								N		Y
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Dim_Hedge_Type

		Back to Index

		Table Name		Dim_Hedge_Type

		Entity Name		Hedge Type Dimension

		Table Comment		This table stores list of all types of a hedge transaction. For example values include Delta Hedge, Gamma Hedge etc.

		Column Name		Column Datatype		Column Null Option		Column Comment		Column Is PK		Column Is FK		Attribute Name		Dynamic LoV		Referenced table		Referenced Column		Static LoV		Dashboards		QMR

		n_hedge_type_skey		NUMBER(3)		NOT NULL		This column stores the unique key identifying the type of a hedge transaction.		Yes		No		Hedge Type Surrogate key		No								N		Y

		v_hedge_type_code		VARCHAR2(20)		NOT NULL		This column stores the unique code identifying the type of a hedge transaction.		No		No		Hedge Type Code		No								N		Y

		v_hedge_type_desc		VARCHAR2(255)		NULL		Description of Basel II Customer Type		No		No		Hedge Type Description		No								N		Y

		f_latest_record_indicator		CHAR(1)		NOT NULL		This column indicates if the record is still in effect. In case the record is not applicable for the execution it should contain 'N'.		No		No		Latest Record Indicator		No								N		Y

		d_record_start_date		DATE		NOT NULL		This column stores the date at which the record became effective. This is used while processing the data.		No		No		Record Start Date		No								N		Y

		d_record_end_date		DATE		NOT NULL		This column stores the date at which the record expires. This is used while processing the data.		No		No		Record End Date		No								N		Y

		fic_mis_date		DATE		NOT NULL		This column stores the date at which processing was done.		No		No		Extraction Date		No								N		Y
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Dim_Hedging_Strategy

		Back to Index

		Table Name		Dim_Hedging_Strategy

		Entity Name		Hedging Strategy Dimension

		Table Comment		This table stores list of all types of a hedge strategy. For example it may include Dynamic, Active, Static or Adhoc. 

		Column Name		Column Datatype		Column Null Option		Column Comment		Column Is PK		Column Is FK		Attribute Name		Dynamic LoV		Referenced table		Referenced Column		Static LoV		Dashboards		QMR

		n_hedging_strategy_skey		NUMBER(5)		NOT NULL		This column stores the unique key identifying the hedge strategy		Yes		No		Hedging Strategy Surrogate Key		No								N		Y

		v_hedging_strategy_code		VARCHAR2(20)		NOT NULL		This column stores the unique code identifying the hedge strategy		No		No		Hedging Strategy Code		No								N		Y

		v_hedging_strategy_desc		VARCHAR2(255)		NULL		This column stores the description of hedge strategy		No		No		Hedging Strategy Description		No								N		Y

		fic_mis_date		DATE		NULL		This column stores the date at which processing was done.		No		No		Extraction Date		No								N		N

		d_record_start_date		DATE		NULL		This column stores the date at which the record became effective. This is used while processing the data.		No		No		Record Start Date		No								N		Y

		d_record_end_date		DATE		NULL		This column stores the date at which the record expires. This is used while processing the data.		No		No		Record End Date		No								N		Y

		f_latest_record_indicator		CHAR(1)		NULL		This column indicates if the record is still in effect. In case the record is not applicable for the execution it should contain 'N'.		No		No		Latest Record Indicator		No								N		Y
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Dim_Homogenous_Risk_Group

		Back to Index

		Table Name		Dim_Homogenous_Risk_Group

		Entity Name		Homogenous Risk Group Dimension

		Table Comment		This table stores the list of all homogeneous risk groups used by the entity.

		Column Name		Column Datatype		Column Null Option		Column Comment		Column Is PK		Column Is FK		Attribute Name		Dynamic LoV		Referenced table		Referenced Column		Static LoV		Dashboards		QMR

		n_homogeneous_risk_group_skey		NUMBER(10)		NOT NULL		This column stores the unique key identifying a homogeneous risk group used by the entity to perform risk calculations. 		Yes		No		Homogeneous Risk Groups Surrogate Key		No								Y		Y

		v_homogeneous_risk_group_code		VARCHAR2(20)		NOT NULL		This column stores the unique code identifying a homogeneous risk group used by the entity to perform risk calculations. 		No		No		Homogeneous Risk Groups Code		No								Y		Y

		v_homogeneous_risk_group_desc		VARCHAR2(4000)		NULL		This column stores the description of a homogeneous risk group used by the entity to perform risk calculations. 		No		No		Homogeneous Risk Groups Description		No								Y		Y

		v_entity_code		VARCHAR2(20)		NULL		This column stores the entity code using the homogeneous risk group.		No		No		Legal Entity Code		No								Y		Y

		v_lob_code		VARCHAR2(20)		NULL		This column stores the line of business code for the homogeneous risk group.		No		No		Parent Line of Business Code		No								Y		Y

		d_record_start_date		DATE		NULL		This column stores the date at which the record became effective. This is used while processing the data.		No		No		Record Start Date		No								Y		Y

		d_record_end_date		DATE		NULL		This column stores the date at which the record expires. This is used while processing the data.		No		No		Record End Date		No								Y		Y

		fic_mis_date		DATE		NULL		This column stores the date at which processing was done.		No		No		Extraction Date		No								N		N

		f_latest_record_indicator		CHAR(1)		NULL		This column indicates if the record is still in effect. In case the record is not applicable for the execution it should contain 'N'.		No		No		Latest Record Indicator		No								Y		Y

		v_portfolio_code		VARCHAR2(20)		NULL		This column stores the unique identifier of the portfolio.		No		No		Portfolio Code		No								Y		Y
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Dim_Ins_Loss_Modeling_Comp

		Back to Index

		Table Name		Dim_Ins_Loss_Modeling_Comp

		Entity Name		Insurance Loss Modeling Component Dimension

		Table Comment		This table stores list of all components used for modeling insurance losses / experience data.

		Column Name		Column Datatype		Column Null Option		Column Comment		Column Is PK		Column Is FK		Attribute Name		Dynamic LoV		Referenced table		Referenced Column		Static LoV		Dashboards		QMR

		n_ins_loss_modeling_comp_skey		NUMBER(5)		NOT NULL		This column stores the unique identifier for the of loss modeling component. 		Yes		No		Insurance Loss Modeling Component Surrogate Key		No								Y		Y

		v_ins_loss_modeling_comp_code		VARCHAR2(20)		NOT NULL		This column stores the code of the of loss modeling component. 		No		No		Insurance Loss Modeling Component Code		No								Y		Y

		v_ins_loss_modeling_comp_desc		VARCHAR2(255)		NULL		This column stores the description for of the of loss modeling component. 		No		No		Insurance Loss Modeling Component Description		No								Y		Y

		f_latest_record_indicator		CHAR(1)		NULL		This column indicates if the record is still in effect. In case the record is not applicable for the execution it should contain 'N'.		No		No		Latest Record Indicator		No								Y		Y

		d_record_start_date		DATE		NULL		This column stores the date at which the record became effective. This is used while processing the data.		No		No		Record Start Date		No								Y		Y

		d_record_end_date		DATE		NULL		This column stores the date at which the record expires. This is used while processing the data.		No		No		Record End Date		No								Y		Y

		fic_mis_date		DATE		NULL		This column stores the date at which processing was done.		No		No		Extraction Date		No								N		N
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DIM_INSTRUMENT_CONTRACT

		Back to Index

		Table Name		DIM_INSTRUMENT_CONTRACT

		Entity Name		Instruments Contracts Dimension

		Table Comment		This entity stores the contracts and instruments in the Market and their Details like Effective Date, Maturity Date, Face Value, Day Convention, Strike etc.

		Column Name		Column Datatype		Column Null Option		Column Comment		Column Is PK		Column Is FK		Attribute Name		Dynamic LoV		Referenced table		Referenced Column		Static LoV		Dashboards		QMR

		n_instrument_skey		NUMBER(10)		NOT NULL		This Attribute stores a unique key representing a particular Instrument.		Yes		No		Instrument Surrogate Key		No								Y		Y

		fic_mis_date		DATE		NOT NULL		This Attribute stores  the Extraction Date, that is the date on which this particular record's extraction processing is commenced.		No		No		Extraction Date		No								Y		Y

		v_instrument_code		VARCHAR2(20)		NULL		This Attribute stores a unique Code representing a particular Instrument. This code can be ISIN Code.		No		No		Instrument Code		No								Y		Y

		v_instrument_desc		VARCHAR2(100)		NULL		This Attribute stores the description of the Instrument.		No		No		Instrument Description		No								Y		Y

		v_counterparty_id		VARCHAR2(25)		NULL		This Attribute stores the identifier of the counterparty of the instrument. It stores the exchange name in case instrument is  traded in the exchange and counterparty identifier in case of OTC instruments.		No		No		Counterparty Identifier		No								N		N

		f_otc_indicator		CHAR(1)		NULL		This Attribute stores  the Indicator (as "Y" or "N") which indicates whether the instrument is OTC Traded or Exchange Traded. If the flag is Y then it is OTC traded, Exchange traded otherwise.		No		No		OTC Indicator		No								N		N

		n_ccy_skey		NUMBER(5)		NULL		This Attribute stores the Currency Key of the instrument, that is the currency in which IR,Equity or Commoditiy is denoted. In case of currency , it is the domestic currency.		No		No		Currency Code Surrogate Key		No								N		N

		n_bank_instr_type_skey		NUMBER(5)		NULL		This Attribute stores a key representing the Bank Instrument Type of the Instrument in this record.		No		No		Market Risk Bank Instr Type Skey		No								N		N

		n_instr_type_skey		NUMBER(5)		NULL		This Attribute stores a key representing the Market Risk Instrument Type of the Instrument in this record. Skey of instrument type like Forwards, Futures, Bond, Options, Swaps, Spot, Money Market Instrument.		No		Yes		Market Risk Instr Type Skey		Yes		DIM_INSTRUMENT_TYPE						N		N

		n_face_value		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL		This Attribute stores Face Value of the instrument. For Example in case of Bonds, Bond's Face Value will be stored.		No		No		Face Value		No								Y		N

		d_effective_date		DATE		NULL		This Attribute stores Effective date of the Instrument which is equal to (issue date + settlement days)		No		No		Effective Date		No								N		N

		n_coupon_frequency		NUMBER(5)		NULL		This Stores the coupon frequency of all the coupon bearing instruments. Needs to be specified as the number corresponding to the frequency as following.  NoFrequency = -1, Once = 0, Annual = 1, Semiannual = 2,   EveryFourthMonth = 3, Quarterly = 4, Bimonthly = 6, Monthly = 12,   Biweekly = 26, Weekly = 52, Daily = 365		No		No		Coupon Frequency		No								N		N

		n_barrier_amount		NUMBER(25,6)		NULL		This Attribute stores Barrier is an predetermined amount in Barrier options where options either come alive or die when barriers is reached. This Barrier Amount is store here.		No		No		Barrier Amount		No								N		N

		v_barrier_type		VARCHAR2(100)		NULL		This Attribute stores DownIn, UpIn, DownOut, UpOut.Barrier options come alive when the barrier is reached if Barrier Type is ""DownIn"" or ""UpIn"" and Barrier options die when the barrier is reached if Barrier Type is "DownOut" or "UpOut".		No		No		Barrier Type		No								N		N

		n_settlement_days		NUMBER(5,0)		NULL		This Attribute stores number of days from issue date till the effective date.		No		No		Settlement Days		No								N		N

		v_average_type		VARCHAR2(40)		NULL		This Attribute stores Arthimetic or Geometric (case sensitive) which is Averaging Type used for pricing Asian option.		No		No		Average Type		No								N		N

		v_option_style		VARCHAR2(40)		NULL		This Attribute stores Option Style of the instrument. Possible values stored in this column are American, European or Bermudian (case sensitive).		No		No		Option Style		No								N		N

		d_maturity_date		DATE		NULL		This Attribute stores Maturity date of the instrument.		No		No		Maturity Date		No								N		N

		v_day_convention		VARCHAR2(100)		NULL		This Attribute stores the conventions to be used in algorithm to adjust a date in case it is not a valid business day.The possible values are Following, ModifiedFollowing , Preceding , ModifiedPreceding and Unadjusted(case sensitive)		No		No		Day Convention		No								N		N

		n_convertion_ratio		NUMBER(11,6)		NULL		This Attribute stores the number of common shares received at the time of conversion for each convertible security.This field is also used for convertion ratio between the currencies in case of currency swaps.		No		No		Convertion Ratio		No								N		N

		f_end_of_month_indicator		CHAR(1)		NULL		This Attribute stores  the Indicator (as "Y" or "N") which Indicates whether the last payment of the instrument is on month end or not.		No		No		End Of Month Indicator		No								N		N

		n_no_of_underlyings		NUMBER(10)		NULL		This Attribute stores  the Number of units of underlying represented in one instrument.		No		No		Number of Underlyings		No								N		N

		v_instr_underlying_unit		VARCHAR2(40)		NULL		This Attribute stores  the Unit of Underlying. For instance gm in case of gold, Quintal in case of commodity.		No		No		Unit of Underlying		No								N		N

		n_coupon_rate		NUMBER(11,6)		NULL		This Attribute stores  the Coupon Rate of all coupon bearing instruments.		No		No		Coupon Rate		No								N		N

		v_day_counter		VARCHAR2(100)		NULL		This Attribute stores  the Day Counter to be used. Day Counter is a system used to determine the number of days between two coupon dates. The possible values are Actual/360, Actual/365 (Fixed), Actual/Actual, Business/252, Thirty/360		No		No		Day Counter		No								N		N

		v_issuer_name		VARCHAR2(100)		NULL		This Attribute stores  the name of the instrument issuer		No		No		Issuer Name		No								N		N

		n_strike_rate_price		NUMBER(25,6)		NULL		This Attribute stores  the price at which a specific derivative contract can be exercised. Strike prices is mostly used to describe stock and index options, in which strike prices are fixed in the contract		No		No		Strike Rate or Price		No								N		N

		n_ccy2_skey		NUMBER(5)		NULL		This Attribute stores  the foreign currency key in case of currency instruments. And in case of Currency Basket option this stores the first currency in the Basket.		No		No		Currency2 Surrogate Key		No								N		N

		d_record_start_date		DATE		NULL		This Attribute stores  the date on which the validity of this record Starts.		No		No		Record Start Date		No								Y		Y

		d_record_end_date		DATE		NULL		This Attribute stores  the date on which the validity of this record ends.		No		No		Record End Date		No								Y		Y

		f_latest_record_indicator		CHAR(1)		NULL		This Attribute stores  the Indicator (as "Y" or "N") which states whether a particular record qualifies as the latest record or not.		No		No		Latest Record Indicator		No								Y		Y

		v_option_type		VARCHAR2(20)		NULL		This Attribute stores  the Option Type of the instrument. Option Type Determines whether the option is a Call option or a Put option.Possible values are Call and Put(case sensitive).		No		No		Option Type		No								N		N

		v_issuer_type		VARCHAR2(6)		NULL		This Attribute stores  the Type of the issuer of the of the instrument.List of values are Z - Sovereign, GA - Government Agency,C - Corporates,B - Banks,OTH - Others.		No		No		Instrument Issuer Type		No								N		N

		n_fixing_days		NUMBER(5)		NULL		This Attribute stores  the number of days on which floating will be fixed for floating rate instruments.		No		No		Fixing Days		No								N		N

		n_ijara		NUMBER(11,6)		NULL		This Attribute stores  the Rental rate paid on participating securities.		No		No		Ijara		No								N		N

		n_asset_class_skey		NUMBER(5)		NULL		This Attribute stores  a unique key representing a particular Market Risk Asset Class.		No		Yes		Asset Class Surrogate Key		Yes		Dim_Mr_Asset_Class						N		N

		n_bank_asset_class_skey		NUMBER(5)		NULL		This Attribute stores a key representing the Bank Asset Class of the Instrument in this record.		No		No		Bank Asset Class Skey		No								N		N

		v_benchmark_code		VARCHAR2(20)		NULL		This Attribute stores the benchmark code corresponding to the Floating Rate instrument. Like LIBOR,MIBOR		No		No		Money Market Benchmark Code		No								N		N

		v_fixing_dates		VARCHAR2(2000)		NULL		This Attribute stores the fixing dates for floating rate bond. The dates are stored # seperated in YYYY/MM/DD format. Depricated		No		No		Floating Rate Fixing Dates		No								N		N

		v_fixing_rates		VARCHAR2(2000)		NULL		This Attribute stores the fixing rates for floating rate bond. The rates are stored # seperated. Depricated		No		No		Fixing Rates		No								N		N

		n_floating_rate_spread		NUMBER(11,6)		NULL		This Attribute stores the Spread over the benchmark rate for Floating rate instruments		No		No		Floating Rate Spread		No								N		N

		n_original_cds_amt		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL		This Attribute stores the amount at the Inception of the CDS Contract.		No		No		Original CDS Amount		No								N		N

		f_reg_cap_invst_ind		CHAR(1)		NULL		This Attribute stores  the Indicator (as "Y" or "N") which indicates Regulatory Capital Investment is doen or not.		No		No		Regulatory Capital Investment		No								N		N

		f_securitized_flag		CHAR(1)		NULL		This Attribute stores  the Indicator (as "Y" or "N") which indicates Securitization is done or not.		No		No		Securitization Indicator		No								N		N

		v_benchmark2_code		VARCHAR2(20)		NULL		This Attribute stores  the second benchmark code corresponding to the second Floating Rate in floating rate instruments. Like LIBOR,MIBOR		No		No		Money Market Benchmark2 Code		No								N		N

		n_coupon_rcv		NUMBER(11,6)		NULL		This Attribute stores  the Coupon Rate for second leg of all instruments (like SWAP) with receiving leg.		No		No		Receiver Coupon Rate		No								N		N

		n_spread_rcv		NUMBER(11,6)		NULL		This Attribute stores  the Spread over the receiving leg benchmark rate for Floating rate instruments		No		No		Receiver Spread		No								N		N

		v_netting_agreement_code		VARCHAR2(20)		NULL		This Attribute stores  the Netting Agreement Code for the instrument in this record.		No		No		Netting Agreement Code		No								N		N

		f_nettability_flag		CHAR(1)		NULL		This Attribute stores  the Indicator (as "Y" or "N") which indicates whether exposure is eligible for Netting or not.		No		No		Nettability Flag		No								N		N

		f_amortization_ind		CHAR(1)		NULL		This Attribute stores  the Indicator (as "Y" or "N") which indicates amortization is there or not.		No		No		Amoritization Indicator		No								N		N

		f_solvency_ind		CHAR(1)		NULL		This Attribute stores  the Indicator (as "Y" or "N") which indicates solvency is there or not.		No		No		Solvency Indicator		No								N		N

		v_cd_settlement_type		VARCHAR2(20)		NULL		This Attribute stores  the Credit Derivative Settlement Type		No		No		Credit Derivative Settlement T		No								N		N

		n_reg_cap_partcp_value		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL		This Attribute stores  the amount of Participation Value for Regulatory Investments.		No		No		Participation Value of Regulat		No								N		N

		v_exp_category_code		VARCHAR2(20)		NULL		This Attribute stores  the category code which is RBI Specific : It indicates to which category the exposure belongs, HFT (Hold for Transaction) or AFS (Availablr for Sale)		No		No		Exposure Category Code		No								N		N

		f_app_guar_central_govt		CHAR(1)		NULL		This Attribute stores  the Indicator (as "Y" or "N") which indicates the exposure is in "Investments in other approved securities guaranteed by Central Government" or not.		No		No		Approved by Central Government Indicator		No								N		N

		f_app_guar_state_govt		CHAR(1)		NULL		This Attribute stores  the Indicator (as "Y" or "N") which indicates whether the exposure is in "Investments in other approved securities guaranteed by state Government" or not.		No		No		Approved by State Government Indicator		No								N		N

		n_option_premium_value		NUMBER(25,6)		NULL		This Attribute stores  the Option Premium Value.		No		No		Option Premium Value		No								N		N

		n_coupon_freq_rcv		NUMBER(11,6)		NULL		This Attribute stores  the Receiving Coupon Rate.		No		No		Receiving Coupon Frequency		No								N		N

		n_underlying_sec_skey		NUMBER(10)		NULL		Used in the case of Interest rate instruments, it represents the underlying security.Depricated
		No		No		Underlying Security Surrogate		No								N		N

		f_qualifying_ins_flag		CHAR(1)		NULL		This Attribute stores  the Indicator (as "Y" or "N") which indicates whether the instrument deemed to be of comparable investment quality by the reporting bank, and the issuer has securities listed on a recognised stock exchange or not.		No		No		Investment Grade Investment Indicator		No								N		N

		f_gp_fund_ccy_same_ind		CHAR(1)		NULL		This Attribute stores  the Indicator (as "Y" or "N") which indicates whether government paper is denominated in domestic currency of issuer and funded by Financial Institution in same currency or not.
		No		No		Govt Paper Same Currency Indic		No								N		N

		f_capital_charge_exclusion		CHAR(1)		NULL		This Attribute stores  the Indicator (as "Y" or "N") which indicates whether the exposure will be excluded from the capital calculations.		No		No		Capital Charge Exclusion Indicator		No								N		N

		f_diversified_flag		CHAR(1)		NULL		This Attribute stores  the Indicator (as "Y" or "N") which indicates whether the Index is well diversified		No		No		Well Diversified Flag		No								N		N

		f_portfolio_liquid_flag		CHAR(1)		NULL		This Attribute stores  the Indicator (as "Y" or "N") which indicates whether the overall portfolio liquid and well diversified.		No		No		Portfolio Liquid Flag		No								N		N

		v_fra_months_to_start		VARCHAR2(100)		NULL		This Attribute stores  the "#" seperated months for which forward rates for FRA are available.		No		No		FRA Months to Start		No								N		N

		v_fra_quotes		VARCHAR2(100)		NULL		This Attribute stores  the "#" seperated forward rates for FRA which are available.		No		No		FRA Quotes		No								N		N

		v_swap_type		VARCHAR2(20)		NULL		This Attribute stores  the Swap Type. Possible Values are Payer or Receiver (case sensitive).		No		No		Swap Type		No								N		N

		n_fix_rate		NUMBER(11,6)		NULL		This Attribute stores  the Rate for fixed leg of the swap.		No		No		Fix Rate		No								N		N

		n_fra_term_months		NUMBER(5)		NULL		This Attribute stores  the Tenure of the FRA.		No		No		FRA Term Months		No								N		N

		n_fra_roll_over_duration		NUMBER(5)		NULL		This Attribute stores  the number of days after which FRA is going to start, which is also called as FRA Roll Over Duration.		No		No		FRA Roll over Duration		No								N		N

		f_reciprocal_cross_hldg_ind		CHAR(1)		NULL		This Attribute stores  the Indicator (as "Y" or "N") which indicates Reciprocal cross-holding Indicator is yes or no.		No		No		Reciprocal Cross-Holding Indicator		No								N		N

		v_rating_code		VARCHAR2(20)		NULL		This Attribute stores the code representing the rating of the Instrument in this record.		No		No		Rating Code		No								N		N

		n_underlying_forward_price		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL		This Attribute stores the current market price of the underlying instrument of an option.		No		No		Underlying Forward Price		No								N		N

		v_underlying_sec_code		VARCHAR2(20)		NULL		This Attribute stores the Underlying Security Code. This is used in the case of Interest rate instruments, it represents the underlying security. Depricated		No		No		Underlying Security Code		No								N		N

		n_bank_base_role_skey		NUMBER(5)		NULL		This Attribute stores the key representing the Bank Base Role  of the Instrument in this record.		No		No		Bank Base Role Surrogate Key		No								N		N

		n_branch_skey		NUMBER(5)		NULL		This Attribute stores the key representing the Branch of the Instrument in this record.		No		No		Branch Key		No								N		N

		n_country_skey		NUMBER(5)		NULL		This Attribute stores the key representing the Country of the Instrument in this record.		No		No		Country Surrogate Key		No								N		N

		n_cust_skey		NUMBER(10)		NULL		This Attribute stores the key representing the Entity of the Instrument in this record.		No		No		Customer Surrogate Key		No								N		N

		n_gaap_skey		NUMBER(5)		NULL		This Attribute stores the key representing the Generally accepted accounting practice (GAAP) code of the Instrument in this record.		No		No		GAAP Surrogate Key		No								N		N

		n_mr_issuer_skey		NUMBER(5)		NULL		This Attribute stores the key representing the Issuer of the Instrument in this record.		No		No		Instrument Issuer Sorrogate Ke		No								N		N

		n_sec_pool_type_skey		NUMBER(5)		NULL		This Attribute stores the Unique integer key for the Securitisation pool type		No		No		Securitisation Pool Type Key		No								N		N

		v_counterparty_rating		VARCHAR2(20)		NULL		This Attribute stores the code representing the Counter Party Rating  of the Instrument in this record.		No		No		Counterparty Rating		No								N		N

		v_bma_day_counter		VARCHAR2(100)		NULL		This Attribute stores  the Business day counter for BMA Index. Day Counter is a system used to determine the number of days between two coupon dates. The possible values are Actual/360, Actual/365 (Fixed), Actual/Actual, Business/252, Thirty/360		No		No		BMA Day counter		No								N		N

		n_designated_maturity		NUMBER(5)		NULL		This Attribute stores  the benchmark's designated maturity in days. For instance, LIBOR 3M's designated maturity will be stored as 90		No		No		Designated Maturity		No								N		N

		n_floating_leg_frequency		NUMBER(5)		NULL		This Attribute stores  the frequency of the floating leg for the instruments involving floating rate.		No		No		Floating leg frequency		No								N		N

		n_interest_rate_maturity		NUMBER(5)		NULL		This Attribute stores  the maturity of the underlying of the interest forward/future		No		No		Interest Rate Maturity		No								N		N

		n_interest_rate_yield		NUMBER(11,6)		NULL		This Attribute stores  the yield of the underlying of the interest rate forward/future		No		No		Interest Rate Yield		No								N		N

		v_underlying_instrument_code		VARCHAR2(60)		NULL		This Attribute stores  the instrument code of the underlying instrument of derivatives. For convertible bonds, stores the equity code.For basket options stores "#" seperated underlying codes		No		No		Underlying Instrument Code		No								N		N

		n_option_rebate		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL		This Attribute stores  the Option Rebate which is for a barrier option that offers a predetermined rebate.		No		No		Option Rebate		No								N		N

		n_floor_rate		NUMBER(11,6)		NULL		This Attribute stores  the floor rate of the collar and Floor instruemnt type.		No		No		Floor Rate		No								N		N

		n_payoff		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL		This Attribute stores  the Payoff of the derivative.		No		No		Payoff		No								N		N

		v_benchmark_ccy_code		VARCHAR2(6)		NULL		This Attribute stores  the Bench mark index's currency code.(For example if bench mark is LIBOR USD, this column will hold USD and v_benchmark_code will hold LIBOR)		No		No		Benchmark Index Currency Code		No								N		N

		n_equity_dividend_percent		NUMBER(11,6)		NULL		This Attribute stores  the flat dividend percentage for Equity.		No		No		Equity Dividend Percentage		No								N		N

		n_quanto_exchange_rate		NUMBER(11,6)		NULL		This Attribute stores  the agreed exchange rate in case of quanto options.		No		No		Quanto Exchange Rate		No								N		N

		v_benchmark_day_counter		VARCHAR2(100)		NULL		This Attribute stores  the Business day convention for Benchmark Index. The possible values are Actual/360, Actual/365 (Fixed), Actual/Actual, Business/252, Thirty/360		No		No		Benchmark Day Counter		No								N		N

		v_basket_type		VARCHAR2(6)		NULL		This Attribute stores  the Basket type of the basket option. Possible values are MIN or MAX (case sensitive).		No		No		Basket Type		No								N		N

		n_redemption_value		NUMBER(25,6)		NULL		This Attribute stores  the Redemption value of the instruments with coupon like Bond.		No		No		Redemption Value		No								N		N

		d_first_coupon_date		DATE		NULL		This Attribute stores  the First Coupon Date of the instruments with coupon like Bond.		No		No		First Coupon Date		No								N		N

		d_next_to_last_coupon_date		DATE		NULL		This Attribute stores  the Next To Last Coupon Date of the instruments with coupon like Bond.		No		No		Next to Last Date		No								N		N

		v_discounting_day_counter		VARCHAR2(100)		NULL		This Attribute stores  the Business day counter for discounting. The possible values are Actual/360, Actual/365 (Fixed), Actual/Actual, Business/252, Thirty/360		No		No		Discounting Day Counter		No								N		N

		n_running_accumulator		NUMBER(25,6)		NULL		This Attribute stores  the sum of underlying spot instrument prices at the fixing date (fixing date for the instrument are given in instrument schedule table) for Asian Option.		No		No		Running Accumulator		No								N		N

		n_lookback_min_max		NUMBER(25,6)		NULL		This Attribute stores  the minimum or maximum value of the underlying spot instrument at the fixing dates as specified in the instrument schedule table. For Fixed Lookback Options this attribute stores Highest Price of Underlying Asset over the life of option in case of CALL and Lowest in case of PUT which will be used as spot. For Floating Lookback Options this attribute stores Lowest Price of Underlying Asset over the life of option in case of CALL and Highest in case of PUT which will be used as Strike.		No		No		Lookback Min Max		No								N		N

		n_ccy3_skey		NUMBER(5)		NULL		This Attribute stores  the skey of the currency in Basket option. In case of Currency Basket Option this stores the Second currency Key in the Basket.		No		No		Basket Currency2		No								N		N

		n_basket_correlation		NUMBER(11,6)		NULL		This Attribute stores  the correlation of the the underlying asset in the basket option		No		No		Basket Correlation		No								N		N

		n_commodity_skey		NUMBER(5)		NULL		This Attribute stores  the key representing a particular tradable commodity of the instrument in this record.		No		No		Commodity Surrogate Key		No								N		N

		n_stock_index_skey		NUMBER(5)		NULL		This Attribute stores  the key representing particular Stock or Index of the instrument in this record.		No		No		Stock Index Surrogate Key		No								N		N

		v_cds_protection_side		VARCHAR2(6)		NULL		This Attribute stores  the CDS Protection side. Possible values are "Buyer" or "Seller" (case sensitive).		No		No		CDS protection side		No								N		N

		n_premium_rate		NUMBER(11,6)		NULL		This Attribute stores  the Premium Rate for Protection.		No		No		Premium Rate		No								N		N

		n_cds_recovery_rate		NUMBER(11,6)		NULL		This Attribute stores  the CDS Recovery Rate.		No		No		CDS Recovery Rate		No								N		N

		n_tranche_attachment		NUMBER(11,6)		NULL		This Attribute stores  the Attachment point of a Tranche in CDO. A Tranche is a piece, portion or slice of a deal or structured financing. This portion is one of several related securities that are offered at the same time but have different risks, rewards and/or maturities.		No		No		Tranche Attachment		No								N		N

		n_tranche_detachment		NUMBER(11,6)		NULL		This Attribute stores  the Detachment  point of a Tranche in CDO. A Tranche is a piece, portion or slice of a deal or structured financing. This portion is one of several related securities that are offered at the same time but have different risks, rewards and/or maturities.		No		No		Tranche Detachment		No								N		N

		f_protection_buy_sell_ind		CHAR(1)		NULL		This Attribute stores  the Indicator (as "B" or "S") which indicates the protection is bought or sold. B for protection buyer and S for protection seller.		No		No		Protection Buyer Seller Indicator		No								N		N

		n_upfront_premium_rate		NUMBER(11,6)		NULL		This Attribute stores  the upfront Premium rate given in the CDO.		No		No		Upfront Premium Rate		No								N		N

		n_cdo_buckets		NUMBER(5)		NULL		This Attribute stores  the CDO Bucket Size. Bucket size is total number of obligors in the COD.		No		No		CDO Buckets		No								N		N

		n_default_correlation		NUMBER(11,6)		NULL		This Attribute stores  the default correlation of obligors in CDO		No		No		Default Correlation		No								N		N

		nth_default_position		NUMBER(5)		NULL		This Attribute stores  the nth to default position in nth to default Swap.		No		No		Nth to Default Position		No								N		N

		n_tranche_spread		NUMBER(11,6)		NULL		This Attribute stores  the Spred valued to be applied on the Tranche. A Tranche is a piece, portion or slice of a deal or structured financing. This portion is one of several related securities that are offered at the same time but have different risks, rewards and/or maturities.		No		No		Tranche Spread		No								N		N

		v_rating_id		VARCHAR2(20)		NULL		For this identifier, different rating agencies will provide ratings		No		No		Rating Identifier		No								N		N

		f_underwriting_pos_flag		CHAR(1)		NULL		Indicates whether the position is held for underwriting purposes		No		No		Underwriting Position Flag		No								N		N

		f_margin_apprv_suprv		CHAR(1)		NULL		Indicates whether the Margin Approach for capital computation is approved by supervisor for Exchange traded futures and options and OTC forwards and options		No		No		Margin Approved by Supervisor		No								N		N

		n_margin_amt		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL		This column stores the margin amount for instrument contracts that require margin.		No		No		Margin Amount		No								N		N

		n_margin_apprv_charge		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL		Stores the margin amount for the Futures, Options and Forwards when Margin approach is approved by supervisor		No		No		Margin Charge approved by Supe		No								N		N

		f_comm_stock_financing		CHAR(1)		NULL		Indicates whether the commodity position is kept for the purpose of Stock financing		No		No		Commodity Stock Financing Flag		No								N		N

		n_shortage_liq_charge		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL		This column stores the charge for liquidity shortage.		No		No		Shortage Liquidity Charge		No								N		N

		n_entity_skey		NUMBER(10)		NULL		Surrogate Key for the Entity of the Exposure		No		No		Entity Surrogate Key		No								N		N

		v_run_identifier_code		VARCHAR2(20)		NULL		Stores the Identifier Code for Run Management
		No		No		Run Management Identifier Code		No								N		N

		f_ctp_ind		CHAR(1)		NULL		This attribute indicates if the instrument is a part of the Correlation Trading Portfolio		No		No		Correlation Trading Portfolio		No								N		N

		f_securitised_flag		CHAR(1)		NULL				No		No		Securitized Flag		No								N		N

		f_sfa_qualified_ind		CHAR(1)		NULL				No		No		Supervisory Formula Approach Qualified Indicator		No								N		N

		v_sec_tranche_id		VARCHAR2(20)		NULL				No		No		Securitization Tranche ID		No								N		N

		v_var_port_code		VARCHAR2(20)		NULL				No		No		VaR Portfolio Code		No								N		N

		n_asset_skey		NUMBER(5)		NULL		This Attribute stores a key representing the Asset of the Instrument in this record.		No		Yes		Asset Surrogate Key		Yes		Dim_MR_Asset						N		N

		f_unable_to_compute_src_ind		CHAR(1)		NULL				No		No		Unable to Compute SRC Ind		No								N		N

		n_restricted_psia_funded_pct		NUMBER(8,4)		NULL		This attribute stores the percentage funding of the exposure from restricted PSIA fund		No		No		Percent Funded by Restricted PSIA		No								N		N

		n_unrestricted_psia_funded_pct		NUMBER(8,4)		NULL		This attribute stores the percentage funding of the exposure from unrestricted PSIA fund		No		No		Percent Funded by Un-Resticted PSIA		No								N		N

		v_ifsb_contract_type_code		VARCHAR2(20)		NULL		This code indicates the Islamic contract type		No		No		IFSB Contract Type Code		No								N		N

		n_per_irr_funded_pct		NUMBER(8,4)		NULL		This attribute stores the percentage funding, if any, of exposure from the PER and IRR reserves of an Unrestricted PSIA fund		No		No		Percent Funded by PER and IRR Reserves		No								N		N

		V_REFERENCE_INDEX_CODE		VARCHAR2(10)		NULL		This Stores Reference Index Code based on which coupon of the floating rate instrument changes. This applicable for inflation linked bonds. E.g bonds to linked to CPI in India, IPCA in Brazil etc.
		No		No		Reference Index Code		No								N		N

		n_debt_seniority		NUMBER(5)		NULL		This column stores the debt seniority where 1 is the senior most debt
		No		No		Debt Seniority		No								N		N

		v_debt_repayment_desc		VARCHAR2(2000)		NULL		This column stores the repayment description of the debt instrument
		No		No		Debt Repayment Description		No								N		N

		v_embedded_option_desc		VARCHAR2(2000)		NULL		This column stores the description of the embedded options of the debt instrument
		No		No		Embedded Option Description		No								N		N

		v_cusip		VARCHAR2(20)		NULL		This column stores the unique identification number issued to the instrument. Eg, Number issued by Committee on Uniform Securities and Identification (CUSIP)
		No		No		CUSIP		No								N		N

		d_call_date		DATE		NULL		This column stores the date when the debt instrument can be called.
		No		No		Call Date		No								N		N

		v_interest_type		VARCHAR2(20)		NULL		This column stores the type of interest (Fixed/Floating) that will be paid by the debt instrument.
		No		No		Interest Type		No								N		N

		f_cumulative_flag		CHAR(1)		NULL		Flag to indicate if the dividends are to be accumulated or not. Y - indicates that the dividends are accumulated over years. N - indicates that the dividends are not accumulated over years.
		No		No		Cumulative Flag		No								N		N

		d_issue_date		DATE		NULL		This column stores the date when the instrument is issued.
		No		No		Issue Date		No								N		N

		f_perpetual_flag		CHAR(1)		NULL		Flag to indicate if the debt instrument does not have maturity date and is perpetual in nature.
		No		No		Perpetual Flag		No								N		N

		v_incentive_redeem		VARCHAR2(20)		NULL		Attributes embedded in the instrument that could trigger the incentive to redeem. Attributes include but not limited to Step up and Step Down.
		No		No		Existence Of Step up Or Other Incentive to Redeem		No								N		N

		f_convertible_flag		CHAR(1)		NULL		Flag to indicate if the security can be converted to another security.
		No		No		Convertible Flag		No								N		N

		v_economies_group		VARCHAR2(50)		NULL		Categorization of an economy into a group. Groups include but not limited to Advanced, Emerging Europe etc.
		No		No		Economies Group		No								N		N

		v_iso_currency_cd		VARCHAR2(3)		NULL		This Attribute stores the Currency Key of the instrument, that is the currency in which IR,Equity or Commoditiy is denoted. In case of currency , it is the domestic currency.
		No		No		ISO Currency Code		No								N		N

		v_iso_currency2_cd		VARCHAR2(3)		NULL		This Attribute stores  the foreign currency key in case of currency instruments. And in case of Currency Basket option this stores the first currency in the Basket.
		No		No		Iso Currency 2 Code		No								N		N

		v_iso_currency3_cd		VARCHAR2(3)		NULL		This Attribute stores  the skey of the currency in Basket option. In case of Currency Basket Option this stores the Second currency Key in the Basket.
		No		No		Iso Currency 3 code		No								N		N

		v_prod_type		VARCHAR2(50)		NULL		This column stores the type of product associated with the instrument. Examples are Equities/Bonds etc.
		No		No		Product Type		No								N		N

		v_security_description_2		VARCHAR2(255)		NULL		Second level of description after level 1. Like for a reported instrument, if level 1 is ABS, level 2 could be Student Loans. As the ABS is built on a pool of Student Loans.
		No		No		Security Description 2		No								N		N

		v_security_description_3		VARCHAR2(255)		NULL		Third level of description after level 2. Like for a reported instrument, if level 1 is ABS, level 2 could be Student Loans and level 3 could be FFELP (Federal Family Education Loan Plan). As the ABS is built on a pool of Student Loans of type FFELP.
		No		No		Security Description 3		No								N		N

		v_underlying_index_code		VARCHAR2(20)		NULL		The column use to store identity Aggregated Non Index Exposures with value as 'Agg Non-Index Exp '
		No		No		Underlying Index Code		No								N		N

		v_convertibility_option		VARCHAR2(20)		NULL		This column stores convertible option for instrument which are issued ( eg: 'Mandatory' , 'optional' etc)
		No		No		Convertibility Option		No								N		N

		n_rating_skey		NUMBER(5)		NULL		Unique numeric code for credit rating surrogate key
		No		Yes		Rating Surrogate Key		Yes		DIM_CREDIT_RATING		n_credit_rating_skey				N		N

		v_ccy_code		VARCHAR2(3)		NULL		This Attribute stores  a unique Code representing a particular Currency
		No		No		Currency Code		No								N		N

		v_ccy2_code		VARCHAR2(3)		NULL		This Attribute stores  a Code representing a Second Currency of the Forex Risk Factor.
		No		No		Second Currency Code		No								N		N

		v_ccy3_code		VARCHAR2(3)		NULL		This attribute stores the third currency in case of the basket options
		No		No		Currency3 Code		No								N		N
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Dim_Insurance_Broker_Role

		Back to Index

		Table Name		Dim_Insurance_Broker_Role

		Entity Name		Insurance Broker Role Dimension

		Table Comment		This table stores the lists all roles of an insurance broker like Intermediary for placement/Underwriting on behalf of/Financial services

		Column Name		Column Datatype		Column Null Option		Column Comment		Column Is PK		Column Is FK		Attribute Name		Dynamic LoV		Referenced table		Referenced Column		Static LoV		Dashboards		QMR

		n_ins_broker_role_skey		NUMBER(5)		NOT NULL		This column stores the unique key identifying the role of an insurance broker like Intermediary for placement/Underwriting on behalf of/Financial services		Yes		No		Insurance Broker Role Surrogate Key		No								N		Y

		v_ins_broker_role_code		VARCHAR2(20)		NOT NULL		This column stores the unique code identifying the role of an insurance broker like Intermediary for placement/Underwriting on behalf of/Financial services		No		No		Insurance Broker Role Code		No								N		Y

		v_ins_broker_role_desc		VARCHAR2(4000)		NULL		This column stores the description identifying the role of an insurance broker like Intermediary for placement/Underwriting on behalf of/Financial services		No		No		Insurance Broker Role Description		No								N		Y

		f_latest_record_indicator		CHAR(1)		NULL		This column indicates if the record is still in effect. In case the record is not applicable for the execution it should contain 'N'.		No		No		Latest Record Indicator		No								N		Y

		fic_mis_date		DATE		NULL		This column stores the date at which processing was done.		No		No		Extraction Date		No								N		N

		d_record_start_date		DATE		NULL		This column stores the date at which the record became effective. This is used while processing the data.		No		No		Record Start Date		No								N		Y

		d_record_end_date		DATE		NULL		This column stores the date at which the record expires. This is used while processing the data.		No		No		Record End Date		No								N		Y
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Dim_Insurance_Scalar_Factor

		Back to Index

		Table Name		Dim_Insurance_Scalar_Factor

		Entity Name		Insurance Scalar Factor Dimension

		Table Comment		This entity stores the Arithmetic parameters which are consumed in various SCR /MCR schedules prepared for QRT

		Column Name		Column Datatype		Column Null Option		Column Comment		Column Is PK		Column Is FK		Attribute Name		Dynamic LoV		Referenced table		Referenced Column		Static LoV		Dashboards		QMR

		n_insurance_scalar_factor_skey		NUMBER(5)		NOT NULL		This column stores the surrogate key for the Arithmetic parameters which are consumed in various SCR /MCR schedules prepared for QRT		Yes		No		Insurance Scalar Factor Surrog		No								N		Y

		v_insurance_scalar_factor_code		VARCHAR2(20)		NOT NULL		This column stores the unique code for the Arithmetic parameters which are consumed in various SCR /MCR schedules prepared for QRT		No		No		Insurance Scalar Factor Code		No								N		Y

		v_insurance_scalar_factor_desc		VARCHAR2(255)		NULL		This column stores the descriptions for the Arithmetic parameters which are consumed in various SCR /MCR schedules prepared for QRT		No		No		Insurance Scalar Factor Descri		No								N		Y

		f_latest_record_indicator		CHAR(1)		NOT NULL		This column indicates if the record is still in effect. In case the record is not applicable for the execution it should contain 'N'.		No		No		Latest Record Indicator		No								N		Y

		d_record_start_date		DATE		NULL		This  refers to the date from which a particular record is valid.
		No		No		Record Start Date		No								N		Y

		d_record_end_date		DATE		NULL		This refers to the date on which the validity of this record ends.
		No		No		Record End Date		No								N		Y

		fic_mis_date		DATE		NULL		The extraction date represents the period for which the data is meant for. When the frequency of data is monthly the extraction date will be the month end date.		No		No		Extraction Date		No								N		N
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Dim_Legal_Entity_Group

		Back to Index

		Table Name		Dim_Legal_Entity_Group

		Entity Name		Dimension Legal Entity Group

		Table Comment		This table stores list of all the defined Groups in an organization structure.

		Column Name		Column Datatype		Column Null Option		Column Comment		Column Is PK		Column Is FK		Attribute Name		Dynamic LoV		Referenced table		Referenced Column		Static LoV		Dashboards		QMR

		n_legal_entity_group_skey		NUMBER(10)		NOT NULL		This column stores the unique key identifying the group defined in the organization structure.		Yes		No		Legal Entity Group Surrogate Key		No								Y		Y

		v_legal_entity_group_code		VARCHAR2(20)		NOT NULL		This column stores the unique code identifying the group defined in the organization structure.		No		No		Legal Entity Group Code		No								Y		Y

		v_legal_entity_group_desc		VARCHAR2(4000)		NULL		This column stores the description of group defined in the organization structure.		No		No		Legal Entity Group Description		No								Y		Y

		v_legal_ent_grp_supervisor_cd		VARCHAR2(60)		NULL		This column stores the regulator code responsible for group supervision of the entity		No		No		Legal Entity Group Supervisor Name		No								N		Y

		fic_mis_date		DATE		NULL		This column stores the date at which processing was done.		No		No		Extraction Date		No								N		N

		d_record_start_date		DATE		NULL		This column stores the date at which the record became effective. This is used while processing the data.		No		No		Record Start Date		No								Y		Y

		d_record_end_date		DATE		NULL		This column stores the date at which the record expires. This is used while processing the data.		No		No		Record End Date		No								Y		Y

		f_latest_record_indicator		CHAR(1)		NULL		This column indicates if the record is still in effect. In case the record is not applicable for the execution it should contain 'N'.		No		No		Latest Record Indicator		No								Y		Y

		v_legal_entity_group_type		VARCHAR2(20)		NULL		This column stores the code identifying the group type.		No		No		Legal Entity Group Type		No								N		Y
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Dim_LOB

		Back to Index

		Table Name		Dim_LOB

		Entity Name		Line of Business Dimension

		Table Comment		This entity holds the unique list of Line of Bussiness and the details of each Line of Bussiness.

		Column Name		Column Datatype		Column Null Option		Column Comment		Column Is PK		Column Is FK		Attribute Name		Dynamic LoV		Referenced table		Referenced Column		Static LoV		Dashboards		QMR

		n_lob_skey		NUMBER(10)		NOT NULL		This stores a unique key representing a particular Line of Bussiness.		Yes		No		LoB Skey		No								Y		Y

		v_lob_code		VARCHAR2(20)		NULL		Stores the code of the Booking Transit which is the lowest level in the Line of Business.		No		No		LoB Code		No								Y		Y

		d_record_start_date		DATE		NULL		This refers to the date on which the validity of this record Starts.		No		No		Record Start Date		No								Y		Y

		d_record_end_date		DATE		NULL		This refers to the date on which the validity of this record ends.		No		No		Record End Date		No								Y		Y

		f_latest_record_indicator		CHAR(1)		NULL		Indicates whether a particular record qualifies as the latest record.		No		No		Latest Record Indicator		No								Y		Y

		v_line_of_business_desc		VARCHAR2(60)		NULL		This stores the description of Line of Bussiness at the leaf level.		No		No		Line of Business Description		No								Y		N

		v_line_of_business_cat		VARCHAR2(60)		NULL		This stores the Category of Line of Bussiness.		No		No		Line of Business Category		No								N		N

		fic_mis_date		DATE		NOT NULL		The date for which processing is commenced.		No		No		Extraction Date		No								Y		Y

		n_lob_bod_dim_key		NUMBER(10)		NULL		Stores the surrogate key corresponding to a unique records in the Standard Staging Management BOD Dimension Table.		No		No		Standard Staging Management BOD Dimension Surrogate Key		No								N		N

		v_level1_lob_code		VARCHAR2(6)		NULL		Stores the code for Line of Business at level 1.		No		No		Level 1 Line of Business Node		No								N		N

		v_level1_lob_desc		VARCHAR2(60)		NULL		Stores the description for Line of Business at level 1.		No		No		Level 1 Line of Business Name		No								N		N

		v_level10_lob_code		VARCHAR2(6)		NULL		Stores the code for Line of Business at level 10.		No		No		Level 10 Line of Business Node		No								N		N

		v_level10_lob_desc		VARCHAR2(60)		NULL		Stores the description for Line of Business at level 10.		No		No		Level 10 Line of Business Name		No								N		N

		v_level11_lob_code		VARCHAR2(6)		NULL		Stores the code for Line of Business at level 11.		No		No		Level 11 Line of Business Node		No								N		N

		v_level11_lob_desc		VARCHAR2(60)		NULL		Stores the description for Line of Business at level 11.		No		No		Level 11 Line of Business Name		No								N		N

		v_level12_lob_code		VARCHAR2(6)		NULL		Stores the code for Line of Business at level 12.		No		No		Level 12 Line of Business Node		No								N		N

		v_level12_lob_desc		VARCHAR2(60)		NULL		Stores the description for Line of Business at level 12.		No		No		Level 12 Line of Business Name		No								N		N

		v_level13_lob_code		VARCHAR2(6)		NULL		Stores the code for Line of Business at level 13.		No		No		Level 13 Line of Business Node		No								N		N

		v_level13_lob_desc		VARCHAR2(60)		NULL		Stores the description for Line of Business at level 13.		No		No		Level 13 Line of Business Name		No								N		N

		v_level14_lob_code		VARCHAR2(6)		NULL		Stores the code for Line of Business at level 14.		No		No		Level 14 Line of Business Node		No								N		N

		v_level14_lob_desc		VARCHAR2(60)		NULL		Stores the description for Line of Business at level 14.		No		No		Level 14 Line of Business Name		No								N		N

		v_level15_lob_code		VARCHAR2(6)		NULL		Stores the code for Line of Business at level 15.		No		No		Level 15 Line of Business Node		No								N		N

		v_level15_lob_desc		VARCHAR2(60)		NULL		Stores the description for Line of Business at level 15.		No		No		Level 15 Line of Business Name		No								N		N

		v_level16_lob_code		VARCHAR2(6)		NULL		Stores the code for Line of Business at level 16.		No		No		Level 16 Line of Business Node		No								N		N

		v_level16_lob_desc		VARCHAR2(60)		NULL		Stores the description for Line of Business at level 16.		No		No		Level 16 Line of Business Name		No								N		N

		v_level2_lob_code		VARCHAR2(6)		NULL		Stores the code for Line of Business at level 2.		No		No		Level 2 Line of Business Node		No								N		N

		v_level2_lob_desc		VARCHAR2(60)		NULL		Stores the description for Line of Business at level 2.		No		No		Level 2 Line of Business Name		No								N		N

		v_level3_lob_code		VARCHAR2(6)		NULL		Stores the code for Line of Business at level 3.		No		No		Level 3 Line of Business Node		No								N		N

		v_level3_lob_desc		VARCHAR2(60)		NULL		Stores the description for Line of Business at level 3.		No		No		Level 3 Line of Business Name		No								N		N

		v_level4_lob_code		VARCHAR2(6)		NULL		Stores the code for Line of Business at level 4.		No		No		Level 4 Line of Business Node		No								N		N

		v_level4_lob_desc		VARCHAR2(60)		NULL		Stores the description for Line of Business at level 4.		No		No		Level 4 Line of Business Name		No								N		N

		v_level5_lob_code		VARCHAR2(6)		NULL		Stores the code for Line of Business at level 5.		No		No		Level 5 Line of Business Node		No								N		N

		v_level5_lob_desc		VARCHAR2(60)		NULL		Stores the description for Line of Business at level 5.		No		No		Level 5 Line of Business Name		No								N		N

		v_level6_lob_code		VARCHAR2(6)		NULL		Stores the code for Line of Business at level 6.		No		No		Level 6 Line of Business Node		No								N		N

		v_level6_lob_desc		VARCHAR2(60)		NULL		Stores the description for Line of Business at level 6.		No		No		Level 6 Line of Business Name		No								N		N

		v_level7_lob_code		VARCHAR2(6)		NULL		Stores the code for Line of Business at level 7.		No		No		Level 7 Line of Business Node		No								N		N

		v_level7_lob_desc		VARCHAR2(60)		NULL		Stores the description for responsibility node at level 7.		No		No		Level 7 Line of Business Name		No								N		N

		v_level8_lob_code		VARCHAR2(6)		NULL		Stores the code for Line of Business at level 8.		No		No		Level 8 Line of Business Node		No								N		N

		v_level8_lob_desc		VARCHAR2(60)		NULL		Stores the description for Line of Business at level 8.		No		No		Level 8 Line of Business Name		No								N		N

		v_level9_lob_code		VARCHAR2(6)		NULL		Stores the code for Line of Business at level 9.		No		No		Level 9 Line of Business Node		No								N		N

		v_level9_lob_desc		VARCHAR2(60)		NULL		Stores the description for Line of Business at level 9.		No		No		Level 9 Line of Business Name		No								N		N
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Dim_Methodologies

		Back to Index

		Table Name		Dim_Methodologies

		Entity Name		Methodologies Master

		Table Comment		This entity contains the different methodologies available for different applications

		Column Name		Column Datatype		Column Null Option		Column Comment		Column Is PK		Column Is FK		Attribute Name		Dynamic LoV		Referenced table		Referenced Column		Static LoV		Dashboards		QMR

		n_method_skey		NUMBER(5)		NOT NULL		This stores the surrogate key for method code		Yes		No		Methodology Surrogate Key		No								N		Y

		v_method_code		VARCHAR2(20)		NULL		This stores the code for different methods used to calculate a measure		No		No		Methodology Code		No								N		Y

		v_method_desc		VARCHAR2(60)		NULL		This stores the description for different methods used to calculate a measure		No		No		Methodology Description		No								N		Y

		v_method_code_level1		VARCHAR2(20)		NULL		This stores the level 1 code for different methods used to calculate a measure		No		No		Method Code Level1		No								N		Y

		v_method_desc_level1		VARCHAR2(60)		NULL		This stores the level 1 description for different methods used to calculate a measure		No		No		Methodology Description Level1		No								N		Y

		v_approach_code		VARCHAR2(20)		NULL		This stores the approach code for different methods used to calculate a measure		No		No		Approach Code		No								N		N

		v_approach_desc		VARCHAR2(60)		NULL		This stores the approach description for different methods used to calculate a measure		No		No		Approach Description		No								N		N

		v_application_id		VARCHAR2(10)		NULL		Stores the application id for which the methodologies are applicable for. The list of values are 
LLFP
ROREC
BASEL
CREC		No		No		Application Identifier		No								N		N
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Dim_Mitigant

		Back to Index

		Table Name		Dim_Mitigant

		Entity Name		Mitigant Dimension

		Table Comment		This entity stores information on various risk mitigants like collateral, guarantee, nettable liabilities etc.

		Column Name		Column Datatype		Column Null Option		Column Comment		Column Is PK		Column Is FK		Attribute Name		Dynamic LoV		Referenced table		Referenced Column		Static LoV		Dashboards		QMR

		n_mitigant_skey		NUMBER(10)		NOT NULL		Stores a unique key to represent a particular mitigant.		Yes		No		Mitigant Surrogate Key		No								N		Y

		v_mitigant_code		VARCHAR2(20)		NULL		Stores a code for a particular mitigant.		No		No		Mitigant Code		No								N		Y

		v_mitigant_desc		VARCHAR2(60)		NULL		Stores a description for a mitigant. For example whether a mitigant is a Collateral or a Credit Derivative etc.		No		No		Mitigant Description		No								N		Y

		fic_mis_date		DATE		NOT NULL		The extraction date represents the period for which the data is meant for. When the frequency of data is monthly the extraction date will be the month end date.		No		No		Extraction Date		No								N		Y

		d_record_start_date		DATE		NOT NULL		This  refers to the date from which a particular record is valid.
		No		No		Record Start Date		No								N		Y

		d_record_end_date		DATE		NOT NULL		This refers to the date on which the validity of this record ends.
		No		No		Record End Date		No								N		Y

		f_latest_record_indicator		CHAR(1)		NOT NULL		Indicates whether a particular record qualifies as the latest record.		No		No		Latest Record indicator		No								N		Y

		v_mitigant_identifier_code		VARCHAR2(20)		NULL		This column stores ISIN if available, other "recognized" code otherwise (CUSIP, Bloomberg ticker,...) or undertaking-specific if nothing else is available (e.g.: property)
		No		No		Mitigant Identifier Code		No								N		Y

		v_mitigant_id_type		VARCHAR2(20)		NULL		This column stores type of ID Code  specified in  Mitigant Identifier Code.
		No		No		Mitigant Identifier Type Code		No								N		Y

		f_guarantee_limited_ind		CHAR(1)		NULL		This column stores whether the guarantee is unlimited or not.
		No		No		Guarantee Limited Indicator		No								N		Y

		v_mitigant_type		VARCHAR2(20)		NULL		This attribute captures the mitigant type of the mitigant. Eg. Commercial Real Estate, Land, Building etc for Collateral category of mitigants.
		No		No		Mitigant Type		No								N		N
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Dim_Org_Structure

		Back to Index

		Table Name		Dim_Org_Structure

		Entity Name		Organization Structure Dimension

		Table Comment		This Dimension Entity stores the Organization Structure of the Financial Institution.

		Column Name		Column Datatype		Column Null Option		Column Comment		Column Is PK		Column Is FK		Attribute Name		Dynamic LoV		Referenced table		Referenced Column		Static LoV		Dashboards		QMR

		n_entity_skey		NUMBER(10)		NOT NULL		Entity Surrogate Key		Yes		No		Legal Entity Surrogate Key		No								Y		Y

		v_entity_code		VARCHAR2(20)		NULL		Stores the Entity Code		No		No		Legal Entity Code		No								Y		Y

		v_parent_code		VARCHAR2(20)		NULL		Stores the Parent Entity Code		No		No		Parent Legal Entity Code		No								Y		Y

		fic_mis_date		DATE		NULL		Extraction Date		No		No		Extraction date		No								N		N

		f_latest_record_indicator		CHAR(1)		NULL		Indicates whether a particular record qualifies as the latest record.		No		No		Latest Record Indicator		No								Y		Y

		v_country_id		VARCHAR2(6)		NULL		This stores the country Identifier to which the legal entity belongs to		No		No		Country Identifier		No								Y		N

		d_record_start_date		DATE		NULL		This refers to the date on which the validity of this record Starts.		No		No		Record Start Date		No								Y		Y

		d_record_end_date		DATE		NULL		This refers to the date on which the validity of this record ends.		No		No		Record End Date		No								Y		Y

		V_LCY_CODE		VARCHAR2(20)		NULL		This column stores the local currency code of the legal entity.		No		No		Local Currency Code		No								Y		Y

		v_entity_name		VARCHAR2(60)		NULL		Name of the entity		No		No		Legal Entity Name		No								Y		Y

		v_rate_data_source_cd		VARCHAR2(20)		NULL		This Column Stores the Exchange Rate Data Source.		No		No		Exchange Rate Data Source		No								Y		Y

		n_holiday_code		NUMBER(10)		NULL		This column stores the holiday code for the legal entity.		No		No		Holiday Code		No								Y		N

		v_financial_calendar_code		VARCHAR2(20)		NULL		This column stores the Financial Calendar code		No		No		Financial Calendar Description		No								Y		Y

		v_financial_inst_id		VARCHAR2(20)		NULL		This column stores Financial Institution ID
		No		No		Financial Institute id		No								N		Y

		F_REGULATORY_ENTITY_IND		CHAR(1)		NULL		This attribute indicates whether entity is part of regulatory consolidation or not. If N, the entity is part of only accounting consolidation
		No		No		Regulatory Entity Indicator		No								N		N

		v_ccar_id		VARCHAR2(20)		NULL		This column stores Comprehensive Capital Assessment & Review internal identification number.
		No		No		CCAR ID		No								N		N
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Dim_Participation_Type

		Back to Index

		Table Name		Dim_Participation_Type

		Entity Name		Participation Type Dimension

		Table Comment		This table stores type of participations,a parent entity has in its related under taking.

		Column Name		Column Datatype		Column Null Option		Column Comment		Column Is PK		Column Is FK		Attribute Name		Dynamic LoV		Referenced table		Referenced Column		Static LoV		Dashboards		QMR

		n_participation_type_skey		NUMBER(3)		NOT NULL		This column stores the unique key identifying the type of participation a parent entity has and its subsidiary entity.		Yes		No		Participation Type Surrogate key		No								N		Y

		v_participation_type_code		VARCHAR2(20)		NOT NULL		This column stores the unique code identifying the type of participation a parent entity has n its subsidiary entity.		No		No		Participation Type Code		No								N		Y

		v_participation_type_desc		VARCHAR2(255)		NULL		Description of Basel II Customer Type		No		No		Participation Type Description		No								N		Y

		f_latest_record_indicator		CHAR(1)		NOT NULL		This column indicates if the record is still in effect. In case the record is not applicable for the execution it should contain 'N'.		No		No		Latest Record Indicator		No								N		Y

		d_record_start_date		DATE		NOT NULL		This column stores the date at which the record became effective. This is used while processing the data.		No		No		Record Start Date		No								N		Y

		d_record_end_date		DATE		NOT NULL		This column stores the date at which the record expires. This is used while processing the data.		No		No		Record End Date		No								N		Y

		fic_mis_date		DATE		NOT NULL		This column stores the date at which processing was done.		No		No		Extraction Date		No								N		Y
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DIM_PARTY

		Back to Index

		Table Name		DIM_PARTY

		Entity Name		Party Dimension

		Table Comment		Dimension table for party,party here could be customer,issuer & guarnator etc. Stores history of an party.

		Column Name		Column Datatype		Column Null Option		Column Comment		Column Is PK		Column Is FK		Attribute Name		Dynamic LoV		Referenced table		Referenced Column		Static LoV		Dashboards		QMR

		N_PARTY_SKEY		NUMBER(10)		NOT NULL		This stores the surrogate key for the Party. This will be referred as n_entity where entity is referred.		Yes		No		Party Surrogate Key		No								Y		Y

		FIC_MIS_DATE		DATE		NOT NULL		This column stores the extraction date of the record		No		No		Extraction Date		No								Y		Y

		V_PARTY_NAME		VARCHAR2(255)		NOT NULL		Stores the name of the party		No		No		Party Name		No								Y		Y

		V_DATA_ORIGIN		VARCHAR2(20)		NULL		This stores the source system code from which the data has been extracted		No		No		Data Origin		No								N		N

		V_PARTY_ID		VARCHAR2(40)		NOT NULL		This column holds the identifier of the Party / issuer / counterparty whos is a party to the financial institution		No		No		Party Identifier		No								Y		Y

		V_SALUTATION		VARCHAR2(30)		NULL		This stores the salutation of the party in the address e.g. Mr/Dr etc.		No		No		Party Salutation		No								N		N

		V_MIDDLE_NAME		VARCHAR2(255)		NULL		This stores the middle name of the party in the address details.		No		No		Party Middle Name		No								N		N

		V_LAST_NAME		VARCHAR2(255)		NULL		This stores the last name of the party in the address details.		No		No		Party Last Name		No								N		N

		D_START_DATE		DATE		NULL		This stores the date when the party joined the bank. This may be taken from the opening date of the first account opened by the party.		No		No		Party Start Date		No								N		N

		N_JOINING_AGE		NUMBER(3)		NULL		This stores the age at the time of joining.		No		No		Joining Age		No								N		N

		F_DECEASED_IND		CHAR(1)		NULL		This indicates the deceased.		No		No		Deceased Indicator		No								N		N

		F_VIP_IND		CHAR(1)		NULL		This indicates whether the party is categorized as a VIP by the bank.		No		No		VIP Indicator		No								N		N

		V_MARITAL_STATUS		VARCHAR2(100)		NULL		This stores the marital status of the party.		No		No		Marital Status		No								N		N

		N_DEPENDENTS		NUMBER(10)		NULL		This stores the No. of dependents on the party.		No		No		No of Dependents		No								N		N

		V_EDUCATION		VARCHAR2(120)		NULL		This stores the educational qualifications of the party.		No		No		Party Education		No								N		N

		N_AGE		NUMBER(5)		NULL		This stores the age of the party.  It is computed on the basis of the date of birth of the party.		No		No		Party Age		No								N		N

		V_PROFESSION		VARCHAR2(120)		NULL		This stores the profession of the party.		No		No		Party Profession		No								N		N

		F_SELF_EMP_IND		CHAR(1)		NULL		This indicates self employment.		No		No		Self Employed Indicator		No								N		N

		V_GENDER		VARCHAR2(20)		NULL		This stores the gender of the party. This is  applicable only to personal partys.

		No		No		Party Gender		No								N		N

		F_STAFF_IND		CHAR(1)		NULL		This indicates staff (Y, N).		No		No		Staff Indicator		No								N		N

		D_DATE_OF_BIRTH		DATE		NULL		This stores the date of birth of the party.		No		No		Date of Birth		No								N		N

		D_INCORPORATION_DATE		DATE		NULL		This stores the date on which the party company or corporate was formed.		No		No		Party Incorporation Date		No								N		N

		D_CLOSED_DATE		DATE		NULL		This stores the date when the party closed all his accounts/contracts with the bank.		No		No		Party Closed Date		No								N		N

		V_NATIONALITY		VARCHAR2(30)		NULL		This stores the nationality of the party. For multinational corporates the country where the corporate has its registered office is considered.		No		No		Party Nationality		No								N		N

		V_DOMICILE_COUNTRY_CODE		VARCHAR2(6)		NULL		This stores the domicile country code.		No		No		Domicile Country Code		No								Y		Y

		F_TAX_ASSESSEE		CHAR(1)		NULL		This stores the party income tax assessee Indicator.  It is primarily applicable to retail partys, though can also apply to corporates /artificial entities, as some of these (like NGOs, trusts) may be exempt from tax.		No		No		Whether Tax Assessee		No								N		N

		V_BUSS_SEGMENT		VARCHAR2(60)		NULL		This stores the business segment of the party.		No		No		Party Business Segment		No								N		N

		V_LEGAL_ENTITY		VARCHAR2(20)		NULL		This stores the legal entity of the party. e.g. firm, partnership, etc.		No		No		Legal Entity		No								N		N

		V_BRANCH_CODE		VARCHAR2(20)		NULL		This stores the code of the branch to which the party is associated. This is the first branch in which the party opened an account in the bank.  It could be different for some partys.		No		No		Party Branch Code		No								N		N

		V_CATEGORY		VARCHAR2(20)		NULL		This stores the party category. e.g individual, firm, corporate, etc.		No		No		Party Category		No								N		N

		V_PREFERRED_CCY_CODE		VARCHAR2(3)		NULL		This stores the code of the preferred currency of the party.		No		No		Party Preferred Currency		No								N		N

		V_OFF_MAIL_INST		VARCHAR2(10)		NULL		This stores the mailing instruction given by the party (office/Res. address/hold mail/different address, etc.).

This is indicates with values:
O
R
H
D (this is not available)		No		No		Mailing Instruction		No								N		N

		V_EMP_COMPANY		VARCHAR2(255)		NULL		This stores the name of the company with which the party is employed.		No		No		Employing Company		No								N		N

		V_FIRST_PRODUCT_CODE		VARCHAR2(15)		NULL		This stores the code of the first product acquired by the party.		No		No		First Product Code of Party		No								N		N

		V_TYPE		VARCHAR2(40)		NULL		This stores the party type whether corporate or retail.		No		No		Party Type		No								N		N

		D_ANNIVERSARY_DATE		DATE		NULL		This stores the party's anniversary date.
		No		No		Marriage Anniversary Date		No								N		N

		N_DSR		NUMBER(11,6)		NULL		This stores the corporate partys debt service ratio on basis of cash flows of the party.		No		No		Party Debt Service Ratio		No								N		N

		D_SPOUSE_DATE_OF_BIRTH		DATE		NULL		This stores the date of birth of the party's spouse.
		No		No		Spouse Date of Birth		No								N		N

		V_JOB_TITLE		VARCHAR2(255)		NULL		This stores the party's job title.		No		No		Party Job Title		No								N		N

		N_SCORE		NUMBER(5)		NULL		This stores the party score.
		No		No		Party Score		No								N		N

		V_CAMPAIGN_ID		VARCHAR2(20)		NULL		This stores the campaign Id through which acquired.
		No		No		Campaign Id Through Which Acquired		No								N		N

		V_LOB		VARCHAR2(20)		NULL		This stores the party line of business.
		No		No		Party Line of Business		No								N		N

		V_INDUSTRY_CODE		VARCHAR2(30)		NULL		This stores the industry code.
		No		No		Industry Code		No								Y		Y

		V_LIABILITY_ID		VARCHAR2(20)		NULL		This stores the liability Id.
		No		No		Liability Id		No								N		N

		F_CLOSED_INDICATOR		CHAR(1)		NULL		This indicates closed party. 
		No		No		Closed Party Indicator		No								N		N

		F_CTRPTY_INDICATOR		CHAR(1)		NULL		party - Counter Party Indicator		No		No		Party Counter Party Indicator		No								N		N

		V_HOME_OWNERSHIP_CODE		VARCHAR2(30)		NULL		This stores the home ownership code, own house, rented house and so on		No		No		Home Ownership		No								N		N

		D_EMPLOYED_DATE		DATE		NULL		This store the date on which the party was employed		No		No		Date of Employed		No								N		N

		V_RELATIONSHIP_MANAGER_CODE		VARCHAR2(20)		NULL		Code of the relationship manager of party.		No		No		Relationship Manager Code		No								N		N

		F_CORE_MKT_PARTICIPANT_FLAG		CHAR(1)		NULL		Contains whether the counterparty is a Core Market Participant.		No		No		Core Market Participant Indicator		No								N		N

		v_parent_party_id		VARCHAR2(40)		NULL		This stores an identifier for the parent party.		No		No		Parent Party Id		No								N		N

		V_PARENT_GROUP_NAME		VARCHAR2(255)		NULL		This stores parent party group name		No		No		Parent Party Group Name		No								N		N

		F_OECD_INDICATOR		CHAR(1)		NULL		AttDef		No		No		OECD Indicator		No								N		N

		V_REFERRED_BY		VARCHAR2(60)		NULL		Referred By		No		No		Referred By		No								N		N

		F_REFERRED_IND		CHAR(1)		NULL		Flag to identify if the party is referred by some other party.		No		No		Referred Party Indicator		No								N		N

		V_EQUITY_CODE		VARCHAR2(20)		NULL		This attribute stores the party's Equity Code		No		No		Party Equity Code		No								N		N

		F_HIGH_RISK_PERCEPTION_IND		CHAR(1)		NULL		This attribute stores the Hight Risk Perception Indicator. If the bank which is the counterparty to a transaction does not have any capital adequacy norms which are prescribed, the RW assignment should happen on the basis of a notional CRAR percent. If the bank is not able to calculate a notional CRAR percent, the RW assignment should be assigned based on the risk perception of the bank.		No		No		High Risk Perception Indicator		No								N		N

		F_LARGE_FLAG		CHAR(1)		NULL		This column stores if the party is a large party or not . Large party can be defined based on various attributes and varies between implementations.		No		No		Large Party Flag		No								N		N

		V_COUNTERPARTY_TYPE		VARCHAR2(20)		NULL		Type of counterparty. User defined set of values.		No		No		Counterparty Type		No								N		N

		V_ACQUIRED_CHANNEL		VARCHAR2(30)		NULL		This column stores the channel through which party was acquired.		No		No		Party Acq Channel		No								N		N

		V_GROUP		VARCHAR2(20)		NULL		This column stores the party group, in case party belongs to the larger party group. This store immediate group,if there are multiple groups		No		No		Party Group		No								Y		Y

		F_FINANCIAL_STMT_DISCLOSURE		CHAR(1)		NULL		This indicates whether a entity has disclosed its Financial Statement
		No		No		Financial Statement Disclosure Flag		No								N		N

		V_TAX_IDENTIFIER		VARCHAR2(20)		NULL		This column stores The Taxpayer Identification Number (TIN) assigned to the obligor by the Government Revenue service in the administration of tax laws.
		No		No		Tax Identifier		No								N		N

		V_STOCK_EXCHANGE		VARCHAR2(20)		NULL		This column stores Name of the Stock Exchange on which the primary stock of the obligor, or its parent, trades.
		No		No		Stock Exchange		No								N		N

		V_TICKER_SYMBOL		VARCHAR2(20)		NULL		This column stores Stock Symbol for stocks listed and traded on the
regulated exchange.
		No		No		Ticker Symbol		No								N		N

		V_INDUSTRY_CODE_TYPE		VARCHAR2(20)		NULL		This column stores the Industry Code Type (ex: NAICS,SIC,GICS etc)
		No		No		Industry Code Type		No								N		Y

		F_LATEST_RECORD_INDICATOR		CHAR(1)		NULL		This indicates the latest record.		No		No		Latest Record Indicator		No								Y		Y

		D_RECORD_START_DATE		DATE		NULL		This stores the record start date.
		No		No		Record Start Date		No								Y		Y

		D_RECORD_END_DATE		DATE		NULL		This stores the record end date.
		No		No		Record End Date		No								Y		Y

		v_party_parent_group_name		VARCHAR2(255)		NULL		This column stores the name of the highest level of the parent of the party.
		No		No		Parent of Party		No								N		N

		f_bankruptcy_flag		CHAR(1)		NULL		Stores a flag to indicate whether the party is bankrupt
		No		No		Party Bankrupt Indicator		No								N		N

		f_fraud_flag		CHAR(1)		NULL		Stores the flag to indicate that the party is a fraud.Example: 'Y' on 'N'
		No		No		Fraud Indicator		No								N		N

		v_employment_type_code		VARCHAR2(20)		NULL		This attribute stores the party's employment type code

		No		No		Party Employment Type Code		No								N		N

		n_annual_income		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL		This stores the party's annual income.

		No		No		Annual Income		No								N		N

		f_group_entity_flag		CHAR(1)		NULL		This attribute indicates whether the party is one of the group entity of the institution
		No		No		Group Entity Indicator		No								N		N

		v_capital_adequacy_regulator		VARCHAR2(5)		NULL		This attributes stores the code of capital adequacy regulator where the party is a financial institution. For example, for India - RBI, for US - FED, for UK -FSA etc.
		No		No		Capital Adequacy Regulator		No								N		N

		F_FINANCIAL_ENTITY_IND		CHAR(1)		NULL		This stores the Flag wheather Financial Entity or Not
		No		No		Financial Entity Indicator		No								N		N

		F_REGULATED_FIN_ENTITY_IND		CHAR(1)		NULL		This stores the Flag whether the Regulated Financial Institution or Not
		No		No		Regulated Financial Entity Indicator		No								N		N

		v_address_line_1		VARCHAR2(255)		NULL		This stores line one of address like apartment/house number,apart name, street,cross,road etc.. Also make use of v_address_line_2,v_address_line_3. More important fields like city,state are caputured in a spearate field
		No		No		Current / Residence Address Line 1		No								N		N

		v_address_line_2		VARCHAR2(255)		NULL		This stores line one of address like apartment/house number,apart name, street,cross,road etc..Also make use of v_address_line_1,v_address_line_3. More important fields like city,state are caputured in separate fields
		No		No		Current / Residence Address Line 2		No								N		N

		v_address_line_3		VARCHAR2(255)		NULL		This stores line one of address like apartment/house number,apart name, street,cross,road etc..Also make use of v_address_line_1,v_address_line_2. More important fields like city,state are caputured in separate fields
		No		No		Current / Residence Address Line 3		No								N		N

		v_address_city		VARCHAR2(255)		NULL		This stores the city of the party where he is currently residing
		No		No		Current / Residence Address City		No								N		N

		v_address_district		VARCHAR2(255)		NULL		This stores the district of the party where he is currently residing
		No		No		Current / Residence Address District		No								N		N

		v_address_state		VARCHAR2(255)		NULL		This stores the state of the party where he is currently residing
		No		No		Current / Residence Address State		No								N		N

		v_address_country		VARCHAR2(255)		NULL		This stores the country of the party where he is currently residing
		No		No		Current / Residence Address Country		No								N		N

		v_address_zip_code		VARCHAR2(10)		NULL		This stores the zip code of the party where he is currently residing
		No		No		Current / Residence Address Zip Code		No								N		N

		v_address_tele_country_code		VARCHAR2(10)		NULL		This stores the telephone country code of the party where he is currently residing
		No		No		Current / Residence Address Telephone Country Code		No								N		N

		v_address_tele_area_code		VARCHAR2(10)		NULL		This stores the telephone area code of the party where he is currently residing
		No		No		Current / Residence Address Telephone Area Code		No								N		N

		v_address_tele_ph_no		VARCHAR2(20)		NULL		This stores the telephone number of the party where he is currently residing
		No		No		Current / Residence Address Telephone Number		No								N		N

		v_address_fax_area_code		VARCHAR2(10)		NULL		This stores the fax country code of the party where he is currently residing
		No		No		Current / Residence Address Fax Country Code		No								N		N

		v_address_fax_country_code		VARCHAR2(10)		NULL		This stores the fax area code of the party where he is currently residing
		No		No		Current / Residence Address Fax Area Code		No								N		N

		v_address_fax_no		VARCHAR2(20)		NULL		This stores the fax code of the party where he is currently residing
		No		No		Current / Residence Address Fax Phone Code		No								N		N

		v_address_off_line_1		VARCHAR2(255)		NULL		This stores line one of address like apartment/house number,apart name, street,cross,road etc..where the party is residing. Also make use of v_address_line_2,v_address_line_3. More important fields like city,state are caputured in separate fields
		No		No		Office Address Line  1		No								N		N

		v_address_off_line_2		VARCHAR2(255)		NULL		This stores line one of address like apartment/house number,apart name, street,cross,road etc..where the party is residing. Also make use of v_address_line_1,v_address_line_3. More important fields like city,state are caputured in separate fields
		No		No		Office Address Line  2		No								N		N

		v_address_off_line_3		VARCHAR2(255)		NULL		This stores line one of address like apartment/house number,apart name, street,cross,road etc..where the party is residing. Also make use of v_address_line_1,v_address_line_2. More important fields like city,state are caputured in separate fields
		No		No		Office Address Line  3		No								N		N

		v_address_off_city		VARCHAR2(255)		NULL		This stores the city of the party where the party's office is located
		No		No		Office Address City		No								N		N

		v_address_off_district		VARCHAR2(255)		NULL		This stores the district of the party where the party's office is located
		No		No		Office Address District		No								N		N

		v_address_off_state		VARCHAR2(255)		NULL		This stores the state of the party where the party's office is located
		No		No		Office Address State		No								N		N

		v_address_off_country		VARCHAR2(255)		NULL		This stores the country of the party where the party's office is located
		No		No		Office Address Country		No								N		N

		v_address_off_zip_code		VARCHAR2(10)		NULL		This stores the zip code of the party where the party's office is located
		No		No		Office Address Zip Code		No								N		N

		v_address_off_tele_country_cod		VARCHAR2(10)		NULL		This stores the telephone country code of the party where the party's office is located
		No		No		Office Address Telephone Country Code		No								N		N

		v_address_off_tele_area_code		VARCHAR2(10)		NULL		This stores the telephone area code of the party where the party's office is located
		No		No		Office Address Telephone Area Code		No								N		N

		v_address_off_tele_ph_no		VARCHAR2(20)		NULL		This stores the telephone number of the party where the party's office is located
		No		No		Office Address Telephone Number		No								N		N

		v_address_off_fax_area_code		VARCHAR2(10)		NULL		This stores the fax country code of the party where the party's office is located
		No		No		Office Address Fax Country Code		No								N		N

		v_address_off_fax_country_code		VARCHAR2(10)		NULL		This stores the fax area code of the party where the party's office is located
		No		No		Office Address Fax Area Code		No								N		N

		v_address_off_fax_no		VARCHAR2(20)		NULL		This stores the fax code of the party where the party's office is located
		No		No		Office Address Fax Phone Code		No								N		N

		v_partner_code		VARCHAR2(20)		NULL		"This attribute stores the unique code to identify a partner
"
		No		No		Partner Code		No								N		N

		v_household_code		VARCHAR2(20)		NULL		"This attribute stores unique code of the Household which the customer belongs.
"
		No		No		Household Code		No								N		N

		V_DOMICILE_COUNTRY		VARCHAR2(60)		NULL		"This stores the domicile country.
"
		No		No		Domicile Country		No								N		Y

		V_NATIONALITY_COUNTRY		VARCHAR2(60)		NULL		"This stores the nationality country.
"
		No		No		Nationality Country		No								N		N

		V_NATIONALITY_REGION		VARCHAR2(15)		NULL		"This stores the nationality region.
"
		No		No		Nationality Region		No								N		N

		V_NATIONALITY_CONTINENT		VARCHAR2(60)		NULL		"This stores the nationality continent.
"
		No		No		Nationality Continent		No								N		N

		V_WEBSITE		VARCHAR2(255)		NULL		Thi stores the website of the party.
		No		No		Party Website		No								N		N

		V_PARENT_ID		VARCHAR2(40)		NULL		This stores an identifier for the parent party.Ultimate parent
		No		No		Parent Party Identifier		No								N		N

		V_FACEBOOK_ADDRESS		VARCHAR2(100)		NULL		"This stores the party facebook email address.
"
		No		No		Facebook Address		No								N		N

		V_TWITTER_ADDRESS		VARCHAR2(100)		NULL		"This stores the party twitter email address.
"
		No		No		Twitter Address		No								N		N

		V_GOOGLEPLUS_ADDRESS		VARCHAR2(100)		NULL		"This stores the party googleplus email address.
"
		No		No		Googleplus Address		No								N		N

		V_DOMESTIC_CURRENCY		VARCHAR2(3)		NULL		This stores the domestic currency of issuers. For example, government of US will have domestic currency as USD. This will be used in Domestic and Foreign currency treatment in Issue-Issuer assessment.
		No		No		Domestic Currency		No								N		N

		V_PARTY_TYPE		VARCHAR2(40)		NULL		Store the party type
Individual
Banks
Corporate - Small
Corporate - Medium
State Government
Sovereign etc		No		No		Party Type Code		No								N		N
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Dim_Policy

		Back to Index

		Table Name		Dim_Policy

		Entity Name		Dimension Policy

		Table Comment		This table stores list of all policies. 

		Column Name		Column Datatype		Column Null Option		Column Comment		Column Is PK		Column Is FK		Attribute Name		Dynamic LoV		Referenced table		Referenced Column		Static LoV		Dashboards		QMR

		n_policy_skey		NUMBER(10)		NOT NULL		This column stores a unique key identifying a policy.		Yes		No		Policy Surrogate Key		No								Y		Y

		v_policy_code		VARCHAR2(20)		NOT NULL		This column stores a unique code identifying a policy.		No		No		Policy Code		No								Y		Y

		v_policy_desc		VARCHAR2(255)		NULL		This column stores the description of a policy.		No		No		Policy Description		No								Y		Y

		v_business_segment_code		VARCHAR2(20)		NULL		This column stores the business segment of the organization in which the policy belongs		No		No		Insurance Business Type Code		No								Y		Y

		d_record_start_date		DATE		NULL		This column stores the date at which the record became effective. This is used while processing the data.		No		No		Record Start Date		No								Y		Y

		d_record_end_date		DATE		NULL		This column stores the date at which the record expires. This is used while processing the data.		No		No		Record End Date		No								Y		Y

		fic_mis_date		DATE		NULL		This column stores the date at which processing was done.		No		No		Extraction Date		No								N		N

		f_latest_record_indicator		CHAR(1)		NULL		This column indicates if the record is still in effect. In case the record is not applicable for the execution it should contain 'N'.		No		No		Latest Record Indicator		No								Y		Y

		v_policy_type_code		VARCHAR2(20)		NULL		This column stores the unique code identifying the policy type issued by the entity.		No		No		Policy Type Code		No								Y		Y

		v_prod_code		VARCHAR2(15)		NULL		This column stores the product code of the policy		No		No		Product Code		No								Y		Y

		v_iso_currency_cd		VARCHAR2(3)		NULL		This stores the currency code of the policy transaction.		No		No		ISO Currency Code		No								Y		N

		v_acct_branch_code		VARCHAR2(10)		NULL		This column stores the branch of origination of the policy.		No		No		Branch Code		No								Y		Y

		v_acct_prod_type		VARCHAR2(15)		NULL		This column stores the product type of the policy		No		No		Loan Product Type		No								Y		Y

		v_policy_holder_code		VARCHAR2(20)		NULL		This column stores the unique code identifying the policyholder.		No		No		Policy Holder Code		No								Y		Y

		v_policy_issuer_code		VARCHAR2(20)		NULL		This column stores the unique code identifying the issuer of the policy.		No		No		Policy Issuer Code		No								Y		Y

		v_premium_payment_type_code		VARCHAR2(25)		NULL		This column stores the unique code identifying premium type and frequency of the premium payment. Possible values for premium type are Single (in case it’s a single premium policy) or Monthly, Quarterly, Half-yearly, Annually, etc.		No		No		Premium Payment Type Code		No								Y		Y

		v_int_lob_code		VARCHAR2(20)		NULL		Code for the Line of Business as followed by the organization		No		No		Insurance Line of Business Code		No								Y		Y

		d_policy_start_date		DATE		NULL		This column stores the date on which the policy is started.		No		No		Policy Start Date		No								Y		N

		d_policy_end_date		DATE		NULL		This column stores the date on which the policy expires.		No		No		Policy End Date		No								Y		N
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Dim_Policy_Party

		Back to Index

		Table Name		Dim_Policy_Party

		Entity Name		Dimension Policy Party

		Table Comment		This table stores list of all policy holders

		Column Name		Column Datatype		Column Null Option		Column Comment		Column Is PK		Column Is FK		Attribute Name		Dynamic LoV		Referenced table		Referenced Column		Static LoV		Dashboards		QMR

		n_policy_party_skey		NUMBER(10)		NOT NULL		This column stores the unique key identifying the policyholder.		Yes		No		Policy Party Surrogate Key		No								Y		Y

		v_policy_party_code		VARCHAR2(20)		NOT NULL		This column stores the unique code identifying the policyholder.		No		No		Policy Party Code		No								Y		Y

		v_policy_party_desc		VARCHAR2(255)		NULL		This column stores the description of policyholder.		No		No		Policy Party Description		No								Y		Y

		d_record_start_date		DATE		NULL		This column stores the date at which the record became effective. This is used while processing the data.		No		No		Record Start Date		No								Y		Y

		d_record_end_date		DATE		NULL		This column stores the date at which the record expires. This is used while processing the data.		No		No		Record End Date		No								Y		Y

		fic_mis_date		DATE		NULL		This column stores the date at which processing was done.		No		No		Extraction Date		No								N		N

		f_latest_record_indicator		CHAR(1)		NULL		This column indicates if the record is still in effect. In case the record is not applicable for the execution it should contain 'N'.		No		No		Latest Record Indicator		No								Y		Y
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Dim_Portfolio_Type

		Back to Index

		Table Name		Dim_Portfolio_Type

		Entity Name		Portfolio Type Dimension

		Table Comment		This table stores list of all types of portfolios.

		Column Name		Column Datatype		Column Null Option		Column Comment		Column Is PK		Column Is FK		Attribute Name		Dynamic LoV		Referenced table		Referenced Column		Static LoV		Dashboards		QMR

		n_portfolio_type_skey		NUMBER(3)		NOT NULL		This column stores a unique key identifying the portfolio type.
Possible values for type are  life / non-life / health with life characteristics / health with non life characteristics / free assets / general (if no split) / ring fenced funds. The split in not mandatory, except for composite undertakings, and when an undertaking doesn’t do splitting “general” must be used.		Yes		No		Portfolio Type Surrogate Key		No								Y		Y

		v_portfolio_type_code		VARCHAR2(20)		NOT NULL		This column stores a unique code identifying the portfolio type.
Possible values for type are  life / non-life / health with life characteristics / health with non life characteristics / free assets / general (if no split) / ring fenced funds. The split in not mandatory, except for composite undertakings, and when an undertaking doesn’t do splitting “general” must be used.		No		No		Portfolio Type Code		No								Y		Y

		v_portfolio_type_desc		VARCHAR2(255)		NULL		Description of Basel II Customer Type		No		No		Portfolio Type Description		No								Y		Y

		f_latest_record_indicator		CHAR(1)		NOT NULL		This column indicates if the record is still in effect. In case the record is not applicable for the execution it should contain 'N'.		No		No		Latest Record Indicator		No								Y		Y

		d_record_start_date		DATE		NOT NULL		This column stores the date at which the record became effective. This is used while processing the data.		No		No		Record Start Date		No								Y		Y

		d_record_end_date		DATE		NOT NULL		This column stores the date at which the record expires. This is used while processing the data.		No		No		Record End Date		No								Y		Y

		fic_mis_date		DATE		NOT NULL		This column stores the date at which processing was done.		No		No		Extraction Date		No								Y		Y
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Dim_Premium_Payment_Type

		Back to Index

		Table Name		Dim_Premium_Payment_Type

		Entity Name		Dimension Premium Payment Type

		Table Comment		This table stores list of different types in which the premium can be paid by the policyholder. For example valuesa can single premium, regular premium (Monthly, Half yearly etc)etc

		Column Name		Column Datatype		Column Null Option		Column Comment		Column Is PK		Column Is FK		Attribute Name		Dynamic LoV		Referenced table		Referenced Column		Static LoV		Dashboards		QMR

		n_premium_payment_type_skey		NUMBER(10)		NOT NULL		This column stores the unique key identifying premium type and frequency of the premium payment. Possible values for premium type are Single (if it’s a single premium policy) or Monthly, Quarterly, Half-yearly, Annually, etc.		Yes		No		Premium Payment Type Surrogate Key		No								Y		Y

		v_premium_payment_type_code		VARCHAR2(25)		NOT NULL		This column stores the unique code identifying premium type and frequency of the premium payment. Possible values for premium type are Single (in case it’s a single premium policy) or Monthly, Quarterly, Half-yearly, Annually etc.		No		No		Premium Payment Type Code		No								Y		Y

		v_premium_payment_type_desc		VARCHAR2(255)		NULL		This column stores the definition of premium type and frequency of the premium payment. Possible values for premium type are Single (in case it’s a single premium policy) or Monthly, Quarterly, Half-yearly, Annually etc.		No		No		Premium Payment Type Description		No								Y		Y

		fic_mis_date		DATE		NULL		This column stores the date at which processing was done.		No		No		Processing date		No								N		N

		d_record_start_date		DATE		NULL		This column stores the date at which the record became effective. This is used while processing the data.		No		No		Record Start Date		No								Y		Y

		d_record_end_date		DATE		NULL		This column stores the date at which the record expires. This is used while processing the data.		No		No		Record End Date		No								Y		Y

		f_latest_record_indicator		CHAR(1)		NULL		This column indicates if the record is still in effect. In case the record is not applicable for the execution it should contain 'N'.		No		No		Latest Record Indicator		No								Y		Y

		v_premium_paymt_type_catg_code		VARCHAR2(20)		NULL		This column stores a unique code in which the premium type can be categorized.		No		No		Premium Payment Type Category Code		No								Y		Y

		v_premium_paymt_type_catg_desc		VARCHAR2(255)		NULL		This column stores the definition of the unique code in which the premium type can be categorized.		No		No		Premium Payment Type Category Description		No								Y		Y
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Dim_Product

		Back to Index

		Table Name		Dim_Product

		Entity Name		Product Dimension

		Table Comment		This Dimension stores the details of all the products (existing/stopped) offered by the Financial Institution.


		Column Name		Column Datatype		Column Null Option		Column Comment		Column Is PK		Column Is FK		Attribute Name		Dynamic LoV		Referenced table		Referenced Column		Static LoV		Dashboards		QMR

		n_prod_skey		NUMBER(14)		NOT NULL		This column stores the surrogate key for the product code		Yes		No		Product Key		No								Y		Y

		v_prod_code		VARCHAR2(15)		NOT NULL		Unique Product Code		No		No		Product Code		No								Y		Y

		f_latest_record_indicator		CHAR(1)		NULL		Identifies the latest records for a particular combination of primary keys.

DT		No		No		Latest Record Indicator		No								Y		Y

		d_record_start_date		DATE		NULL		Record start date.

DT		No		No		Record Start Date		No								Y		Y

		d_record_end_date		DATE		NULL		Record end date.

DT		No		No		Record End Date		No								Y		Y

		fic_mis_date		DATE		NULL		Extraction Date		No		No		Extraction Date		No								N		N

		v_prod_desc		VARCHAR2(255)		NULL		This is the description of each of the Products offered by the Bank.
For e.g. Automobile loans or Wire transfer

DL		No		No		Product Description		No								Y		Y

		v_prod_type		VARCHAR2(20)		NULL		Product type of the product
can be used to analyse products.		No		No		Product Type		No								N		N

		v_prod_catg		VARCHAR2(30)		NULL		Product category

DL		No		No		Product Category		No								N		N

		v_prod_family		VARCHAR2(3)		NULL		This attribute indicates the product family to which the product belongs to.     Following are the product families -    Product          Product Family    Loans                         L  Overdraft                    O  Credit Cards                C  Corporate                    K  Savings                      S  Mutual Fund               M  Insurance                    I  Term Deposits     

DL       T
		No		No		Product Family		No								N		N

		v_prod_family_desc		VARCHAR2(255)		NULL		This stores the product family description.

		No		No		Product Family Description		No								N		N

		v_prod_group		VARCHAR2(5)		NULL		Product Group


DL		No		No		Product Group		No								N		N

		v_prod_group_desc		VARCHAR2(255)		NULL		Product Group Description


DL		No		No		Product Group Description		No								N		N

		v_prod_module		VARCHAR2(20)		NULL		Module to which the product belongs For Example : LC Module in Corporate Banking , CASA module in retail banking etc.

used for analyses

some products can be offered by more than one module, for e.g. deposits may be a part of both loans and money markets.
		No		No		Product Module		No								N		N

		v_prod_segment		VARCHAR2(15)		NULL		Segment to which the product belongs - Corporate Banking, Retail Banking, Investment Banking 
used for analyses.

Some products can belong to more than one segment - for eg. Current account may be  a part of both retail and corporate business, so would be remittances, standing instructions, short term deposits.		No		No		Product Segment		No								N		N

		n_prod_price		NUMBER(11,6)		NULL		This stores the current period's data for each product.

		No		No		Product Price		No								N		N

		d_start_date		DATE		NULL		This stores the start date.
		No		No		Product Start Date		No								N		N

		d_end_date		DATE		NULL		This attribute stores the date on which the Financial Institution stopped offering the product.

DL
		No		No		Product End Date		No								N		N

		n_prod_age_in_months		NUMBER(5)		NULL		Age in months of a product with respect to processing date.

DL		No		No		Product Age in Months		No								N		N

		f_prod_rate_sensitivity		VARCHAR2(1)		NULL		Rate sensitivity of product.

DL		No		No		Product Rate Sensitivity		No								N		N

		v_d_irs_code		VARCHAR2(10)		NULL		

NOT IN USE.		No		No		Interest Rate Swap code		No								N		N

		v_prod_branch_code		VARCHAR2(10)		NULL		Product-Branch code.

DL		No		No		Product Branch Code		No								N		N

		v_prod_code_level1		VARCHAR2(60)		NULL		Product Code Level 1


DL		No		No		Product Code Level 1		No								N		N

		v_prod_code_level2		VARCHAR2(60)		NULL		Product Code Level 2


DL		No		No		Product Code Level 2		No								N		N

		v_prod_code_level3		VARCHAR2(60)		NULL		Product Code Level 3


DL		No		No		Product Code Level 3		No								N		N

		f_new_prod_ind		CHAR(1)		NULL		Indicates if the product is new

DL		No		No		New Product Indicator		No								N		N

		f_risk_asset_ind		CHAR(1)		NULL		Indicates if the product is risk asset
DL		No		No		Risk Asset Indicator		No								N		N

		f_ndtl_component		VARCHAR2(1)		NULL		This indicates pre-emption applicability; net time and demand liabilities to be computed.
		No		No		Demand Time Liability Component Indicator		No								N		N

		f_prod_no_rate		VARCHAR2(1)		NULL		Flag Product Rate


DL		No		No		Product Rate Indicator		No								N		N

		f_prod_performance		VARCHAR2(1)		NULL		Indicator for Performance/Non-performance

DL		No		No		Product Performance Indicator		No								N		N

		f_prod_behaviour		VARCHAR2(1)		NULL		Flag Product Behavior - Fixed/Perpetual
		No		No		Product Behavior Indicator		No								N		N

		f_retail_wholesale_ind		VARCHAR2(1)		NULL		This indicates wholesale retail.		No		No		Retail-Wholesale Indicator		No								N		N

		v_prod_code_level1_desc		VARCHAR2(60)		NULL		This attribute Stores the Product code Level1 Description.
		No		No		Product code Level1 Description		No								N		N

		v_prod_code_level2_desc		VARCHAR2(60)		NULL		This attribute Stores the Product code Level2 Description.		No		No		Product code Level2 Description		No								N		N

		v_prod_code_level3_desc		VARCHAR2(60)		NULL		This attribute Stores the Product code Level3 Description.		No		No		Product Code Level3 Description		No								N		N

		f_custprod_classification		VARCHAR2(1)		NULL		This indicates the customer product classification.		No		No		Customer Product Classification		No								N		N

		d_created_date		DATE		NULL		Date when the record was created		No		No		Created Date		No								N		N

		d_last_modified_date		DATE		NULL		Date when the record was modified		No		No		Last Modified Date		No								N		N

		n_account_type		NUMBER(5)		NULL		Account type corresponding to the product. Account type are fixed set of values used in ALM/FTP application. Refer FSI_ACCOUNT_TYPE_MLS for the list of values of account type.		No		No		Account Type		No								N		N

		n_product_id		NUMBER(14)		NULL		Identifier for Product member, as specified in Fusion AMHM.		No		No		Product ID		No								N		N

		n_product_id_level01		NUMBER(14)		NULL		Identifier of the product corresponding to first level of the product hierarchy.		No		No		Product Id Level01		No								N		N

		n_product_id_level02		NUMBER(14)		NULL		Product ID pertaining to 19th level within a 20 level hierarchy.		No		No		Product Id Level02		No								N		N

		n_product_id_level03		NUMBER(14)		NULL		Product ID pertaining to 18th level within a 20 level hierarchy.		No		No		Product Id Level03		No								N		N

		n_product_id_level04		NUMBER(14)		NULL		Product ID pertaining to 17th level within a 20 level hierarchy.		No		No		Product Id Level04		No								N		N

		n_product_id_level05		NUMBER(14)		NULL		Product ID pertaining to 16th level within a 20 level hierarchy.		No		No		Product Id Level05		No								N		N

		n_product_id_level06		NUMBER(14)		NULL		Product ID pertaining to 15th level within a 20 level hierarchy.		No		No		Product Id Level06		No								N		N

		n_product_id_level07		NUMBER(14)		NULL		Product ID pertaining to 14th level within a 20 level hierarchy.		No		No		Product Id Level07		No								N		N

		n_product_id_level08		NUMBER(14)		NULL		Product ID pertaining to 13th level within a 20 level hierarchy.		No		No		Product Id Level08		No								N		N

		n_product_id_level09		NUMBER(14)		NULL		Product ID pertaining to 12th level within a 20 level hierarchy.		No		No		Product Id Level09		No								N		N

		n_product_id_level10		NUMBER(14)		NULL		Product ID pertaining to 11th level within a 20 level hierarchy.		No		No		Product Id Level10		No								N		N

		n_product_id_level11		NUMBER(14)		NULL		Product ID pertaining to 10th level within a 20 level hierarchy.		No		No		Product Id Level11		No								N		N

		n_product_id_level12		NUMBER(14)		NULL		Product ID pertaining to 9th level within a 20 level hierarchy.		No		No		Product Id Level12		No								N		N

		n_product_id_level13		NUMBER(14)		NULL		Product ID pertaining to 8th level within a 20 level hierarchy.		No		No		Product Id Level13		No								N		N

		n_product_id_level14		NUMBER(14)		NULL		Product ID pertaining to 7th level within a 20 level hierarchy.		No		No		Product Id Level14		No								N		N

		n_product_id_level15		NUMBER(14)		NULL		Product ID pertaining to 6th level within a 20 level hierarchy.		No		No		Product Id Level15		No								N		N

		n_product_id_level16		NUMBER(14)		NULL		Product ID pertaining to 5th level within a 20 level hierarchy.		No		No		Product Id Level16		No								N		N

		n_product_id_level17		NUMBER(14)		NULL		Product ID pertaining to 4th level within a 20 level hierarchy.		No		No		Product Id Level17		No								N		N

		n_product_id_level18		NUMBER(14)		NULL		Product ID pertaining to 3rd level within a 20 level hierarchy.		No		No		Product Id Level18		No								N		N

		n_product_id_level19		NUMBER(14)		NULL		Product ID pertaining to 2nd level within a 20 level hierarchy.		No		No		Product Id Level19		No								N		N

		n_product_id_level20		NUMBER(14)		NULL		Product ID pertaining to 1st level within a 20 level hierarchy.		No		No		Product Id Level20		No								N		N

		N_SEQ_01		NUMBER(22)		NULL		Stores the display order of members within Level 01 of the hierarchy		No		No		Display Order Level 01		No								N		N

		N_SEQ_02		NUMBER(22)		NULL		Stores the display order of members within Level 02 of the hierarchy		No		No		Display Order Level 02		No								N		N

		N_SEQ_03		NUMBER(22)		NULL		Stores the display order of members within Level 03 of the hierarchy		No		No		Display Order Level 03		No								N		N

		N_SEQ_04		NUMBER(22)		NULL		Stores the display order of members within Level 04 of the hierarchy		No		No		Display Order Level 04		No								N		N

		N_SEQ_05		NUMBER(22)		NULL		Stores the display order of members within Level 05 of the hierarchy		No		No		Display Order Level 05		No								N		N

		N_SEQ_06		NUMBER(22)		NULL		Stores the display order of members within Level 06 of the hierarchy		No		No		Display Order Level 06		No								N		N

		N_SEQ_07		NUMBER(22)		NULL		Stores the display order of members within Level 07 of the hierarchy		No		No		Display Order Level 07		No								N		N

		N_SEQ_08		NUMBER(22)		NULL		Stores the display order of members within Level 08 of the hierarchy		No		No		Display Order Level 08		No								N		N

		N_SEQ_09		NUMBER(22)		NULL		Stores the display order of members within Level 09 of the hierarchy		No		No		Display Order Level 09		No								N		N

		N_SEQ_10		NUMBER(22)		NULL		Stores the display order of members within Level 10 of the hierarchy		No		No		Display Order Level 10		No								N		N

		N_SEQ_11		NUMBER(22)		NULL		Stores the display order of members within Level 11 of the hierarchy		No		No		Display Order Level 11		No								N		N

		N_SEQ_12		NUMBER(22)		NULL		Stores the display order of members within Level 12 of the hierarchy		No		No		Display Order Level 12		No								N		N

		N_SEQ_13		NUMBER(22)		NULL		Stores the display order of members within Level 13 of the hierarchy		No		No		Display Order Level 13		No								N		N

		N_SEQ_14		NUMBER(22)		NULL		Stores the display order of members within Level 14 of the hierarchy		No		No		Display Order Level 14		No								N		N

		N_SEQ_15		NUMBER(22)		NULL		Stores the display order of members within Level 15 of the hierarchy		No		No		Display Order Level 15		No								N		N

		N_SEQ_16		NUMBER(22)		NULL		Stores the display order of members within Level 16 of the hierarchy		No		No		Display Order Level 16		No								N		N

		N_SEQ_17		NUMBER(22)		NULL		Stores the display order of members within Level 17 of the hierarchy		No		No		Display Order Level 17		No								N		N

		N_SEQ_18		NUMBER(22)		NULL		Stores the display order of members within Level 18 of the hierarchy		No		No		Display Order Level 18		No								N		N

		N_SEQ_19		NUMBER(22)		NULL		Stores the display order of members within Level 19 of the hierarchy		No		No		Display Order Level 19		No								N		N

		N_SEQ_20		NUMBER(22)		NULL		Stores the display order of members within Level 20 of the hierarchy		No		No		Display Order Level 20		No								N		N

		v_balance_sheet_category		VARCHAR2(20)		NULL		This column indicates the product belongs to on-balance sheet or off-balance sheet.		No		No		Balance Sheet Category		No								N		N

		v_balance_sheet_category_desc		VARCHAR2(255)		NULL		Describes the balance sheet category.		No		No		Balance Sheet Category Description		No								N		N

		v_created_by		VARCHAR2(20)		NULL		ID of the user who created the record		No		No		Created By		No								N		N

		v_last_modified_by		VARCHAR2(20)		NULL		ID of the user who modified the record		No		No		Last Modified By		No								N		N

		v_prod_cat_desc		VARCHAR2(255)		NULL		Describes the product Category.		No		No		Product Category Description		No								N		N

		v_prod_sub_cat		VARCHAR2(30)		NULL		The sub-category of products under the category of products as Home loan, vehicle loan etc.		No		No		Product Sub Category		No								N		N

		v_prod_sub_cat_desc		VARCHAR2(255)		NULL		Describes the product sub category.		No		No		Product Sub Category Description		No								N		N

		v_prod_type_desc		VARCHAR2(255)		NULL		Describes the product type.		No		No		Product Type Description		No								N		N

		v_product_name		VARCHAR2(150)		NULL		Product member name, as specified in Fusion AMHM.		No		No		Product Name		No								N		N

		v_product_name_level01		VARCHAR2(150)		NULL		Product Name pertaining to 20th level within a 20 level hierarchy.		No		No		Product Name Level01		No								N		N

		v_product_name_level02		VARCHAR2(150)		NULL		Product Name  pertaining to 19th level within a 20 level hierarchy.		No		No		Product Name Level02		No								N		N

		v_product_name_level03		VARCHAR2(150)		NULL		Product Name  pertaining to 18th level within a 20 level hierarchy.		No		No		Product Name Level03		No								N		N

		v_product_name_level04		VARCHAR2(150)		NULL		Product Name  pertaining to 17th level within a 20 level hierarchy.		No		No		Product Name Level04		No								N		N

		v_product_name_level05		VARCHAR2(150)		NULL		Product Name  pertaining to 16th level within a 20 level hierarchy.		No		No		Product Name Level05		No								N		N

		v_product_name_level06		VARCHAR2(150)		NULL		Product Name  pertaining to 15th level within a 20 level hierarchy.		No		No		Product Name Level06		No								N		N

		v_product_name_level07		VARCHAR2(150)		NULL		Product Name  pertaining to 14th level within a 20 level hierarchy.		No		No		Product Name Level07		No								N		N

		v_product_name_level08		VARCHAR2(150)		NULL		Product Name  pertaining to 13th level within a 20 level hierarchy.		No		No		Product Name Level08		No								N		N

		v_product_name_level09		VARCHAR2(150)		NULL		Product Name  pertaining to 12th level within a 20 level hierarchy.		No		No		Product Name Level09		No								N		N

		v_product_name_level10		VARCHAR2(150)		NULL		Product Name  pertaining to 11th level within a 20 level hierarchy.		No		No		Product Name Level10		No								N		N

		v_product_name_level11		VARCHAR2(150)		NULL		Product Name  pertaining to 10th level within a 20 level hierarchy.		No		No		Product Name Level11		No								N		N

		v_product_name_level12		VARCHAR2(150)		NULL		Product Name  pertaining to 9th level within a 20 level hierarchy.		No		No		Product Name Level12		No								N		N

		v_product_name_level13		VARCHAR2(150)		NULL		Product Name  pertaining to 8th level within a 20 level hierarchy.		No		No		Product Name Level13		No								N		N

		v_product_name_level14		VARCHAR2(150)		NULL		Product Name  pertaining to 7th level within a 20 level hierarchy.		No		No		Product Name Level14		No								N		N

		v_product_name_level15		VARCHAR2(150)		NULL		Product Name  pertaining to 6th level within a 20 level hierarchy.		No		No		Product Name Level15		No								N		N

		v_product_name_level16		VARCHAR2(150)		NULL		Product Name  pertaining to 5th level within a 20 level hierarchy.		No		No		Product Name Level16		No								N		N

		v_product_name_level17		VARCHAR2(150)		NULL		Product Name  pertaining to 4th level within a 20 level hierarchy.		No		No		Product Name Level17		No								N		N

		v_product_name_level18		VARCHAR2(150)		NULL		Product Name  pertaining to 3rd level within a 20 level hierarchy.		No		No		Product Name Level18		No								N		N

		v_product_name_level19		VARCHAR2(150)		NULL		Product Name  pertaining to 2nd level within a 20 level hierarchy.		No		No		Product Name Level19		No								N		N

		v_product_name_level20		VARCHAR2(150)		NULL		Product Name  pertaining to 1st level within a 20 level hierarchy.		No		No		Product Name Level20		No								N		N

		v_prod_name		VARCHAR2(255)		NULL		Product name.

DL		No		No		Product Name ERM		No								Y		Y

		f_variable_annuities_ind		CHAR(1)		NULL		This column stores the indicator to tell if the Product is under Variable annuities
		No		No		Variable Annuities Indicator		No								Y		Y

		v_prod_guar_benefit_desc		VARCHAR2(255)		NULL		This column stores the Description of the Guranteed Benefit which is defined under the product
		No		No		Product Guaranteed Benefit Description		No								Y		Y

		n_prod_guar_benefit_cov_term		NUMBER(8,4)		NULL		This column stores the coverage term of the Guranteed Benefit which is defined under the product
		No		No		Product Guaranteed Benefit Cover Term		No								Y		Y

		v_prod_guar_bnft_cov_term_uom		VARCHAR2(20)		NULL		This column stores the measure of the coverage term of  Guranteed Benefit which is defined under the product
		No		No		Product Guaranteed Benefit Cover Term Unit of Measurement		No								Y		Y

		f_prod_guar_benefit_exist_ind		CHAR(1)		NULL		This column stores the indicator to tell if the Product is having Guranteed benefit
		No		No		Guaranteed Benefits Exist Indicator		No								Y		N

		f_prod_opt_benefit_exist_ind		CHAR(1)		NULL		This column stores the indicator to tell if the Product is having optional benefit
		No		No		Optional Benefits Exist Indicator		No								Y		N

		f_replicable_mkt_portfolio_ind		CHAR(1)		NULL		This attribute stores the indicator which states if Product can be replicated with market portfolio for computation of Technical Provision

		No		No		Replicable with Market Portfolio Indicator		No								Y		N

		v_lob_code		VARCHAR2(20)		NULL		This column stores the line of business code under which the product comes
		No		No		Insurance Line of Business Code		No								Y		N

		n_lob_skey		NUMBER(10)		NULL		This attribute stores a unique code representing a particular Line of Bussiness.

		No		No		Line of Business SKEY		No								N		N

		N_PRODUCT_LIMIT		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL		This attribute stores the the maximum limit up to which a financial institution can take exposure under a certain product
		No		No		Product Limit		No								N		N

		v_prod_fmly_category		VARCHAR2(20)		NULL		This column stores the product family category such as Travel based cards, Cash back cards
		No		No		Product Family Category		No								N		N

		v_prod_fmly_sub_category		VARCHAR2(20)		NULL		This column stores the product family sub category such as Jet Privelege Card, Platinum Card
		No		No		Product Family Sub Category		No								N		N
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Dim_Product_Type

		Back to Index

		Table Name		Dim_Product_Type

		Entity Name		Product Type Dimension

		Table Comment		This Dimension table stores loan product type information.

		Column Name		Column Datatype		Column Null Option		Column Comment		Column Is PK		Column Is FK		Attribute Name		Dynamic LoV		Referenced table		Referenced Column		Static LoV		Dashboards		QMR

		n_prod_type_skey		NUMBER(5)		NOT NULL		This column stores the surrogate key for product type		Yes		No		Product Type Surrogate Key		No								Y		Y

		v_acct_prod_type		VARCHAR2(40)		NOT NULL		This stores the product type classification for loan products		No		No		Loan Product Type		No								Y		Y

		v_acct_prod_type_desc		VARCHAR2(120)		NULL		This stores the description of the loan product type		No		No		Loan Product Type Description		No								Y		Y

		fic_mis_date		DATE		NULL		This is the date on which the codes are extracted from the source systems.		No		No		Extraction Date		No								N		N

		f_latest_record_indicator		CHAR(1)		NULL		This is the date on which processing commences. It is ideally, the end of the business day of the month.
		No		No		Latest Record Indicator		No								Y		Y

		d_record_start_date		DATE		NULL		This column stores the date from which the record is valid
		No		No		Record Start Date		No								Y		Y

		d_record_end_date		DATE		NULL		This column stores the date till which the record is valid
		No		No		Record End Date		No								Y		Y

		n_prod_type		NUMBER(5)		NULL		This column stores the surrogate key for product type
		No		No		Loan Product Type Code		No								Y		N
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Dim_Reins_Progressive_Layer

		Back to Index

		Table Name		Dim_Reins_Progressive_Layer

		Entity Name		Reinsurance Progessive Layer Dimension

		Table Comment		This entity stores the reinsurance progessive surplus/layer numbers.If the treaty is part of a wider program its progressive surplus/layer number must be indicated.



		Column Name		Column Datatype		Column Null Option		Column Comment		Column Is PK		Column Is FK		Attribute Name		Dynamic LoV		Referenced table		Referenced Column		Static LoV		Dashboards		QMR

		n_ri_progressive_layer_skey		NUMBER(10)		NOT NULL		This column stores the unique surrogate key for the reinsurance progessive surplus/layer number  in a reinsurance program.		Yes		No		Reinsurance Progressive Layer Surrogate Key		No								Y		Y

		v_ri_progressive_layer_number		VARCHAR2(20)		NOT NULL		This column stores the reinsurance progessive surplus/layer number  in a reinsurance program.If the reinsurance treaty is part of a wider program its progressive surplus/layer number must be indicated.		No		No		Reinsurance Progressive Layer Number		No								Y		Y

		v_ri_progressive_layer_desc		VARCHAR2(255)		NULL		This column stores description of the reinsurance progessive surplus/layer number  in a reinsurance program.If the reinsurance treaty is part of a wider program its progressive surplus/layer number must be indicated.
		No		No		Reinsurance Progressive Layer Description		No								Y		Y

		v_reinsurance_program_code		VARCHAR2(20)		NULL		This column stores the unique code identifying the re-insurance program		No		No		Reinsurance Program Code		No								Y		Y

		f_latest_record_indicator		CHAR(1)		NOT NULL		This column indicates if the record is still in effect. In case the record is not applicable for the execution it should contain 'N'.		No		No		Latest Record Indicator		No								Y		Y

		d_record_start_date		DATE		NULL		This  refers to the date from which a particular record is valid.		No		No		Record Start Date		No								Y		Y

		d_record_end_date		DATE		NULL		This refers to the date on which the validity of this record ends.		No		No		Record End Date		No								Y		Y

		fic_mis_date		DATE		NULL		The extraction date represents the period for which the data is meant for. When the frequency of data is monthly the extraction date will be the month end date.		No		No		Extraction Date		No								N		N
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Dim_Reins_Progressive_Section

		Back to Index

		Table Name		Dim_Reins_Progressive_Section

		Entity Name		Reinsurance Progessive Section Dimension

		Table Comment		This entity stores the reinsurance progessive section numbers.This is a progressive number assigned by the company to the various sections, in those cases where the treaty - as a non limiting example - covers more than one LOB or covers different lines of activity with different limits.


		Column Name		Column Datatype		Column Null Option		Column Comment		Column Is PK		Column Is FK		Attribute Name		Dynamic LoV		Referenced table		Referenced Column		Static LoV		Dashboards		QMR

		n_ri_progressive_section_skey		NUMBER(10)		NOT NULL		This column stores the unique surrogate key for the reinsurance progessive section number		Yes		No		Reinsurance Progressive Section Surrogate Key		No								Y		Y

		v_ri_progressive_section_num		VARCHAR2(20)		NOT NULL		The columns stores the progressive section number. This number will be assigned (not limiting examples):
- To different LOBs covered under the same treaty; conditions referring to each LOB will be detailed separately under each section  number;
- To sections covering different type of reinsurance (e.g. one section on a QS basis and another one on XL) in different treaties. 
- To sections covering different layers of the same program if they are covered under a single agreement.		No		No		Reinsurance Progressive Section Number		No								Y		Y

		v_ri_progressive_section_desc		VARCHAR2(255)		NULL		The columns stores the progressive section description.
		No		No		Reinsurance Progressive Section Description		No								Y		Y

		f_latest_record_indicator		CHAR(1)		NOT NULL		This column indicates if the record is still in effect. In case the record is not applicable for the execution it should contain 'N'.
		No		No		Latest Record Indicator		No								Y		Y

		d_record_start_date		DATE		NULL		This  refers to the date from which a particular record is valid.
		No		No		Record Start Date		No								Y		Y

		d_record_end_date		DATE		NULL		This refers to the date on which the validity of this record ends.
		No		No		Record End Date		No								Y		Y

		fic_mis_date		DATE		NULL		The extraction date represents the period for which the data is meant for. When the frequency of data is monthly the extraction date will be the month end date.		No		No		Extraction Date		No								N		N
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Dim_Reinsurance_Contract

		Back to Index

		Table Name		Dim_Reinsurance_Contract

		Entity Name		Reinsurance Contract Dimension

		Table Comment		This Table stores details of a Reinsurance Contract

		Column Name		Column Datatype		Column Null Option		Column Comment		Column Is PK		Column Is FK		Attribute Name		Dynamic LoV		Referenced table		Referenced Column		Static LoV		Dashboards		QMR

		N_REINSURANCE_CONTRACT_SKEY		NUMBER(10)		NOT NULL		Unique Surrogate Key for the Reinsurance contract identifier.  		Yes		No		Reinsurance Contract Surrogate Key		No								Y		Y

		V_REINSURANCE_CONTRACT_CODE		VARCHAR2(20)		NOT NULL		In case of reinsurance policy, this column stores the assigned treaty identification code that identifies it exclusively and must be maintained in subsequent communications. This will link insurance and reinsurance contracts.		No		No		Reinsurance Contract Code		No								Y		Y

		V_REINSURANCE_CONTRACT_DESC		VARCHAR2(255)		NULL		This stores the description of reinsurance contract		No		No		Reinsurance Contract Description		No								Y		Y

		F_LATEST_RECORD_INDICATOR		CHAR(1)		NULL		This column indicates if the record is still in effect. In case the record is not applicable for the execution it should contain 'N'.		No		No		Latest Record Indicator		No								Y		Y

		D_RECORD_START_DATE		DATE		NULL		This  refers to the date from which a particular record is valid.		No		No		Record Start Date		No								Y		Y

		D_RECORD_END_DATE		DATE		NULL		This refers to the date on which the validity of this record ends.		No		No		Record End Date		No								Y		Y

		FIC_MIS_DATE		DATE		NULL		The extraction date represents the period for which the data is meant for. When the frequency of data is monthly the extraction date will be the month end date.		No		No		Extraction Date		No								N		N
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Dim_Reinsurance_Program

		Back to Index

		Table Name		Dim_Reinsurance_Program

		Entity Name		Reinsurance Program Dimension

		Table Comment		This table stores all the reinsurance programs

		Column Name		Column Datatype		Column Null Option		Column Comment		Column Is PK		Column Is FK		Attribute Name		Dynamic LoV		Referenced table		Referenced Column		Static LoV		Dashboards		QMR

		n_reinsurance_program_skey		NUMBER(5)		NOT NULL		This column stores the unique key identifying the re-insurance program.		Yes		No		Reinsurance Program Surrogate Key		No								Y		Y

		v_reinsurance_program_code		VARCHAR2(20)		NOT NULL		This column stores the unique code identifying the re-insurance program		No		No		Reinsurance Program Code		No								Y		Y

		v_reinsurance_program_desc		VARCHAR2(255)		NULL		This column stores the description identifying the re-insurance program.		No		No		Reinsurance Program Description		No								Y		Y

		f_latest_record_indicator		CHAR(1)		NULL		This column indicates of the record is still in effect. In case the record is not applicable for the execution it should contain 'N'.		No		No		Latest Record Indicator		No								Y		Y

		d_record_start_date		DATE		NULL		This  refers to the date from which a particular record is valid.		No		No		Record Start Date		No								Y		Y

		d_record_end_date		DATE		NULL		This refers to the date on which the validity of this record ends.		No		No		Record End Date		No								Y		Y

		fic_mis_date		DATE		NULL		This Attribute stores  the unique Extraction Date, that is the date on which this particular record's extraction processing is commenced.		No		No		Extraction Date		No								N		N
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Dim_Reinsurance_Risk_Type

		Back to Index

		Table Name		Dim_Reinsurance_Risk_Type

		Entity Name		Dimension Reinsurance Risk Type

		Table Comment		This table stores list of all reinsurance risk types.

		Column Name		Column Datatype		Column Null Option		Column Comment		Column Is PK		Column Is FK		Attribute Name		Dynamic LoV		Referenced table		Referenced Column		Static LoV		Dashboards		QMR

		n_ri_risk_type_skey		NUMBER(3)		NOT NULL		This column stores a unique code identifying the number assigned by the insurer that identifies the risk within the branch; so this risk cannot be re-used for other risks in the same branch and remains unchanged for subsequent annual reports.		Yes		No		Reinsurance Risk Type Surrogate Key		No								N		Y

		v_ri_risk_type_code		VARCHAR2(20)		NOT NULL		This column stores a unique code identifying the number assigned by the insurer that identifies the risk within the branch; so this risk cannot be reused for other risks in the same branch and remains unchanged for subsequent annual reports.		No		No		Reinsurance Risk Type Identification Code		No								N		Y

		v_ri_risk_type_desc		VARCHAR2(255)		NULL		This column stores a unique code identifying the number assigned by the insurer that identifies the risk within the branch; so this risk cannot be reused for other risks in the same branch and remains unchanged for subsequent annual reports.		No		No		Reinsurance Risk Type Identification Description		No								N		Y

		v_line_of_activity		VARCHAR2(60)		NULL		This column stores the description of Line of activity which represents the main cover of the treaty.		No		No		Line of Activity		No								N		Y

		d_record_start_date		DATE		NULL		This column stores the date at which the record became effective. This is used while processing the data.		No		No		Record Start Date		No								N		Y

		d_record_end_date		DATE		NULL		This column stores the date at which the record expires. This is used while processing the data.		No		No		Record End Date		No								N		Y

		fic_mis_date		DATE		NULL		This column stores the date at which processing was done.		No		No		Extraction Date		No								N		N

		f_latest_record_indicator		CHAR(1)		NULL		This column indicates if the record is still in effect. In case the record is not applicable for the execution it should contain 'N'.		No		No		Latest Record Indicator		No								N		Y

		v_ri_risk_type_cat_code		VARCHAR2(20)		NULL		This column stores the reinsurance risk type category code		No		No		Reinsurance Risk Type Category Code		No								N		Y

		v_ri_risk_type_cat_desc		VARCHAR2(255)		NULL		This column stores the reinsurance risk type category description		No		No		Reinsurance Risk Type Category Description		No								N		Y
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Dim_Reinsurance_Treaty_Type

		Back to Index

		Table Name		Dim_Reinsurance_Treaty_Type

		Entity Name		Reinsurance Treaty Type Dimension

		Table Comment		This table stores list of all types of reinsurance treaty in which the entity enters.

		Column Name		Column Datatype		Column Null Option		Column Comment		Column Is PK		Column Is FK		Attribute Name		Dynamic LoV		Referenced table		Referenced Column		Static LoV		Dashboards		QMR

		n_reinsurance_treaty_type_skey		NUMBER(3)		NOT NULL		This column stores a unique key identifying the type of reinsurance treaty.		Yes		No		Reinsurance Treaty Type Surrogate Key		No								Y		Y

		v_reinsurance_treaty_type_code		VARCHAR2(20)		NOT NULL		This column stores a unique code identifying the type of reinsurance treaty.		No		No		Reinsurance Treaty Type Code		No								Y		Y

		v_reinsurance_treaty_type_desc		VARCHAR2(255)		NULL		This column stores the description of type of reinsurance treaty.		No		No		Reinsurance Treaty Type Description		No								Y		Y

		d_record_start_date		DATE		NULL		This column stores the date at which the record became effective. This is used while processing the data.		No		No		Record Start Date		No								Y		Y

		d_record_end_date		DATE		NULL		This column stores the date at which the record expires. This is used while processing the data.		No		No		Record End Date		No								Y		Y

		fic_mis_date		DATE		NULL		This column stores the date at which processing was done.		No		No		Extraction Date		No								N		N

		f_latest_record_indicator		CHAR(1)		NULL		This column indicates if the record is still in effect. In case the record is not applicable for the execution it should contain 'N'.		No		No		Latest Record Indicator		No								Y		Y
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Dim_Reinsurer_Type

		Back to Index

		Table Name		Dim_Reinsurer_Type

		Entity Name		Dimension Reinsurer Type

		Table Comment		This table stores list of types of reinsurer

		Column Name		Column Datatype		Column Null Option		Column Comment		Column Is PK		Column Is FK		Attribute Name		Dynamic LoV		Referenced table		Referenced Column		Static LoV		Dashboards		QMR

		n_reinsurer_type_skey		NUMBER(3)		NOT NULL		This column stores a unique key identifying the type of reinsurer.		Yes		No		Reinsurer Type Surrogate Key		No								N		Y

		v_reinsurer_type_code		VARCHAR2(20)		NOT NULL		This column stores a unique code identifying the type of reinsurer.		No		No		Reinsurer Type Code		No								N		Y

		v_reinsurer_type_desc		VARCHAR2(255)		NULL		This column stores the description of type of reinsurer.		No		No		Reinsurer Type Description		No								N		Y

		d_record_start_date		DATE		NULL		This column stores the date at which the record became effective. This is used while processing the data.		No		No		Record Start Date		No								N		Y

		d_record_end_date		DATE		NULL		This column stores the date at which the record expires. This is used while processing the data.		No		No		Record End Date		No								N		Y

		fic_mis_date		DATE		NULL		This column stores the date at which processing was done.		No		No		Extraction Date		No								N		N

		f_latest_record_indicator		CHAR(1)		NULL		This column indicates if the record is still in effect. In case the record is not applicable for the execution it should contain 'N'.		No		No		Latest Record Indicator		No								N		Y
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Dim_Run

		Back to Index

		Table Name		Dim_Run

		Entity Name		Run Dimension

		Table Comment		The Run Master Dimension entity stores all the baseline and simulation runs.

		Column Name		Column Datatype		Column Null Option		Column Comment		Column Is PK		Column Is FK		Attribute Name		Dynamic LoV		Referenced table		Referenced Column		Static LoV		Dashboards		QMR

		n_run_skey		NUMBER(10)		NOT NULL		This Attribute stores  a unique key representing a particular Run.		Yes		No		Run Surrogate Key		No								Y		Y

		v_run_id		VARCHAR2(20)		NOT NULL		This Attribute stores  Run Identifier for a set of Records participating the particular Run with the Run Execution identifer. This is a combination of Run Main Identifier and Run Execution Identifier		No		No		Run Identifer		No								Y		Y

		fic_mis_date		DATE		NOT NULL		This Attribute stores  the Extraction Date, that is the date on which this particular record's extraction processing is commenced.		No		No		Extraction Date		No								Y		Y

		d_record_start_date		DATE		NOT NULL		This Attribute stores  the date on which the validity of this record Starts.		No		No		Record Start Date		No								Y		Y

		d_record_end_date		DATE		NOT NULL		This Attribute stores  the date on which the validity of this record ends.		No		No		Record End Date		No								Y		Y

		f_latest_record_indicator		CHAR(1)		NULL		This Attribute stores  the Indicator (as "Y" or "N") which states whether a particular record qualifies as the latest record or not.		No		No		Latest Record indicator		No								Y		Y

		v_run_execution_id		VARCHAR2(20)		NULL		This Attribute stores  Run Execution Identifier for a given Run. For Baseline Run this is a unique default Value. For Simulation Rune this is a generated Identifier		No		No		Run Execution Identifier		No								Y		Y

		n_version_number		NUMBER(5)		NULL		This Attribute stores  the version number of the Run.		No		No		Version Number		No								N		N

		v_unique_id		VARCHAR2(60)		NOT NULL		This Attribute stores  the unique ID of Run.		No		No		Unique ID		No								Y		Y

		v_execution_description		VARCHAR2(2000)		NULL		This Attribute stores  the Execution Descritption.		No		No		Execution Description		No								N		Y

		v_version_description		VARCHAR2(2000)		NULL		This Attribute stores  the Version  Descritption.		No		No		Version Description		No								N		N

		v_run_status		VARCHAR2(10)		NULL		This Attribute stores  the Final Status.		No		No		Final Status		No								N		N

		v_run_main_id		VARCHAR2(20)		NULL		This Attribute stores  the Run main ID.		No		No		Run Main Id		No								N		N

		v_run_main_desc		VARCHAR2(100)		NULL		This Attribute stores  the Run Main Description.		No		No		Run Main Description		No								Y		Y

		v_run_desc		VARCHAR2(100)		NULL		This Attribute stores  the Run Description.		No		No		Run Description		No								Y		N

		n_run_type_skey		NUMBER(5)		NULL		This Attribute stores  Surrogate Key for the Run Tupe		No		Yes		Run Type Surrogate Key		Yes		Dim_Run_Type						Y		Y

		v_prod_code		VARCHAR2(20)		NULL		This is the unique code assigned to  each of the Products offered by the Bank.DL		No		No		Product Code		No								N		N

		f_ICAAP_Rpt_Flag		VARCHAR2(1)		NULL		If value is 'Y' will used to ICAAP reporting else not. The understanding is there can be many run id for a same product (eg Basel -- STD approach, IRB Approach). But only one will be used for ICAAP Reporting. So the Run which has to be used for ICAAP reproting has to marked as 'Y'.
		No		No		ICAAP Rpt Flag		No								N		N

		f_historical		CHAR(1)		NULL		Flag to indicate that the run is for historical observed values.		No		No		Historical Observed Value Indicator		No								N		N

		v_product		VARCHAR2(20)		NULL		This helps in to identify the product for which run is used. Mainly this column is used for reporting.For one run id on a given mis date only one runskey has to be marked with the product. If more than one run skey is marked with Product then values will be aggregated in reports.
		No		No		Product Classification		No								N		N

		f_run_definition_mode		CHAR(1)		NULL		This attribute stores the run definition mode. 'R' = Run Management, 'U' = User Defined		No		No		Run Definition Mode		No								N		N

		n_ud_run_parameter_skey		NUMBER(5)		NULL				No		No		User Defined Run Setup Paramet		No								N		N

		n_reporting_run_skey		NUMBER(10)		NULL		This attribute stores the final Run Skey generated during execution through Run Management		No		No		Reporting Run Skey		No								N		N

		f_reporting_flag		CHAR(1)		NULL		Indicates whether the run is the final run used for reporting. Y if it is reporting run		No		No		Reporting Run Flag		No								Y		N

		v_jurisdiction_code		VARCHAR2(6)		NULL		This stores the code of the jurisdiction
		No		No		Jurisdiction Code		No								N		N
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Dim_SPV_Authorization_Options

		Back to Index

		Table Name		Dim_SPV_Authorization_Options

		Entity Name		SPV Authorization Options Dimension

		Table Comment		This table stores the list of all SPV authorization conditions

		Column Name		Column Datatype		Column Null Option		Column Comment		Column Is PK		Column Is FK		Attribute Name		Dynamic LoV		Referenced table		Referenced Column		Static LoV		Dashboards		QMR

		n_spv_authorization_opt_skey		NUMBER(5)		NOT NULL		This column contains the surrogate key for each SPV Authorization option		Yes		No		SPV Authorization Option Surrogate Key		No								N		Y

		v_spv_authorization_opt_code		VARCHAR2(20)		NOT NULL		This column contains the code for each SPV Authorization option. For details refer to description of this column.		No		No		SPV Authorization Option Code		No								N		Y

		v_spv_authorization_opt_desc		VARCHAR2(255)		NULL		This column contains the description for each SPV Authorization option. 
SPVs in L1 will be authorized under art. 211 par 1-2. Securitizations may also be deemed to be equivalent to art 211 SPVs (Option 1). L1 allows for exemptions from this requirement for grandfathered SPVs (L1 art. 211 par 3) (Option 2) and SPVs authorized under Equivalence rules (L1 art. 172 par. 1-3) (Option 3). 
It is also possible that a SPV would not have obtained prior authorization
		No		No		SPV Authorization Option Description		No								N		Y

		f_latest_record_indicator		CHAR(1)		NULL		This column indicates of the record is still in effect. In case the record is not applicable for the execution it should contain 'N'.		No		No		Latest Record Indicator		No								N		Y

		fic_mis_date		DATE		NULL		This Attribute stores  the unique Extraction Date, that is the date on which this particular record's extraction processing is commenced.		No		No		Extraction Date		No								N		N

		d_record_start_date		DATE		NULL		This  refers to the date from which a particular record is valid.		No		No		Record Start Date		No								N		Y

		d_record_end_date		DATE		NULL		This refers to the date on which the validity of this record ends.		No		No		Record End Date		No								N		Y
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Dim_SPV_Trigger_Type

		Back to Index

		Table Name		Dim_SPV_Trigger_Type

		Entity Name		Dimension SPV Trigger Type

		Table Comment		This table stores list of all types of triggers applicable for SPVs. Triggers are one which will evoke use of SPV.

		Column Name		Column Datatype		Column Null Option		Column Comment		Column Is PK		Column Is FK		Attribute Name		Dynamic LoV		Referenced table		Referenced Column		Static LoV		Dashboards		QMR

		n_spv_trigger_type_skey		NUMBER(10)		NOT NULL		This column stores a unique key identifying the SPV trigger type. Possible trigger types are a) Indemnity b) Parametric c) Index/Model d) Other		Yes		No		SPV Trigger Type Surrogate Key		No								N		Y

		v_spv_trigger_type_code		VARCHAR2(25)		NOT NULL		This column stores a unique code identifying the SPV trigger type. Possible trigger types are a) Indemnity b) Parametric c) Index/Model d) Other		No		No		SPV Trigger Type Code		No								N		Y

		v_spv_trigger_type_desc		VARCHAR2(255)		NULL		This column stores the definition of SPV trigger type. Possible trigger types are a) Indemnity b) Parametric c) Index/Model d) Other		No		No		SPV Trigger Type Description		No								N		Y

		fic_mis_date		DATE		NULL		This column stores the date at which processing was done.		No		No		Extraction date		No								N		N

		d_record_start_date		DATE		NULL		This column stores the date at which the record became effective. This is used while processing the data.		No		No		Record Start Date		No								N		Y

		d_record_end_date		DATE		NULL		This column stores the date at which the record expires. This is used while processing the data.		No		No		Record End Date		No								N		Y

		f_latest_record_indicator		CHAR(1)		NULL		This column indicates if the record is still in effect. In case the record is not applicable for the execution it should contain 'N'.		No		No		Latest Record Indicator		No								N		Y
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Dim_Sub_Account

		Back to Index

		Table Name		Dim_Sub_Account

		Entity Name		Sub Account Dimension

		Table Comment		This table stores list of all accounts which are sub-divided on basis of if it is an asset pledged as collateral, the portfolio it belongs etc.

		Column Name		Column Datatype		Column Null Option		Column Comment		Column Is PK		Column Is FK		Attribute Name		Dynamic LoV		Referenced table		Referenced Column		Static LoV		Dashboards		QMR

		n_sub_acct_skey		NUMBER(10)		NOT NULL		This column stores a unique key identifying the account when it is sub-divided based on if it is an asset pledged as collateral, the portfolio it belongs to,  etc.		Yes		No		Sub Account Surrogate Key		No								Y		Y

		v_sub_acct_code		VARCHAR2(25)		NOT NULL		This column stores a unique code identifying the account when it is sub-divided based on if it is an asset pledged as collateral, the portfolio it belongs etc.		No		No		Sub Account Code		No								Y		Y

		v_account_number		VARCHAR2(25)		NULL		This is unique reference number for the account defition. 		No		No		Account Number		No								Y		Y

		v_account_title		VARCHAR2(255)		NULL		IN case for Insurance companies, this column stores Name of the security (address for property). 
Not applicable for CIC category 8(As prescribed for Solvency QRT reporting) – Mortgages and Loans (for mortgages and loans on individuals), as those assets are not required to be individualized and to CIC = 95 – Equipment (for own use).		No		No		Account Title		No								Y		Y

		v_portfolio_type_code		VARCHAR2(20)		NULL		This column stores a unique code identifying the portfolio type in which the sub account belongs. Possible value are Life, Non-Life etc.		No		No		Portfolio Type Code		No								Y		Y

		v_collateral_purpose_code		VARCHAR2(20)		NULL		This column stores the collateral purpose code. 		No		No		Collateral Purpose Code		No								Y		Y

		f_account_exposure_ltd_ind		CHAR(1)		NULL		This column stores the account exposure life till date indicator		No		No		Account Exposure Limited Indicator		No								Y		N

		v_instrument_code		VARCHAR2(20)		NULL		This Column stores a unique Code representing a particular Instrument. This code can be ISIN Code.
		No		No		Instrument Code		No								Y		Y
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Dim_Underwriting_Model_Type

		Back to Index

		Table Name		Dim_Underwriting_Model_Type

		Entity Name		Dimension Underwriting Model Type

		Table Comment		This table stores list of all types of underwriting model types

		Column Name		Column Datatype		Column Null Option		Column Comment		Column Is PK		Column Is FK		Attribute Name		Dynamic LoV		Referenced table		Referenced Column		Static LoV		Dashboards		QMR

		n_underwriting_model_type_skey		NUMBER(5)		NOT NULL		This column contains the surrogate key for underwriting model type		Yes		No		Underwriting Model Type Surrogate Key		No								N		Y

		v_underwriting_model_type_code		VARCHAR2(20)		NOT NULL		This column contains the code for underwriting model type.
Possible values are: 
SI = Sum Insured
MPL = Maximum Possible Loss
PML = Probable Maximum Loss
EML = Estimated Maximum Loss
OTH = Other
		No		No		Underwriting Model Type Code		No								N		Y

		v_underwriting_model_type_desc		VARCHAR2(255)		NULL		This column contains the description for underwriting model type.		No		No		Underwriting Model Type Description		No								N		Y

		f_latest_record_indicator		CHAR(1)		NULL		This column indicates of the record is still in effect. In case the record is not applicable for the execution it should contain 'N'.		No		No		Latest Record Indicator		No								N		Y

		fic_mis_date		DATE		NULL		This Attribute stores  the unique Extraction Date, that is the date on which this particular record's extraction processing is commenced.		No		No		Extraction Date		No								N		N

		d_record_start_date		DATE		NULL		This  refers to the date from which a particular record is valid.		No		No		Record Start Date		No								N		Y

		d_record_end_date		DATE		NULL		This refers to the date on which the validity of this record ends.		No		No		Record End Date		No								N		Y
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Dim_Valuation_Method

		Back to Index

		Table Name		Dim_Valuation_Method

		Entity Name		Valuation Method Dimension

		Table Comment		This table stores list of all methods used for valuation purposes.

		Column Name		Column Datatype		Column Null Option		Column Comment		Column Is PK		Column Is FK		Attribute Name		Dynamic LoV		Referenced table		Referenced Column		Static LoV		Dashboards		QMR

		n_valuation_method_skey		NUMBER(3)		NOT NULL		This column stores the unique key identifying the method used when valuing assets.		Yes		No		Valuation Method Surrogate Key		No								Y		Y

		v_valuation_method_code		VARCHAR2(20)		NOT NULL		This column stores the unique code identifying the method used when valuing assets.		No		No		Valuation Method Code		No								Y		Y

		v_valuation_method_desc		VARCHAR2(255)		NULL		This column stores the description of method used when valuing assets.		No		No		Valuation Method Description		No								Y		Y

		d_record_start_date		DATE		NOT NULL		This column stores the date at which the record became effective. This is used while processing the data.		No		No		Record Start Date		No								Y		Y

		d_record_end_date		DATE		NOT NULL		This column stores the date at which the record expires. This is used while processing the data.		No		No		Record End Date		No								Y		Y

		f_latest_record_indicator		CHAR(1)		NOT NULL		This column indicates if the record is still in effect. In case the record is not applicable for the execution it should contain 'N'.		No		No		Latest Record Indicator		No								Y		Y

		fic_mis_date		DATE		NOT NULL		This column stores the date at which processing was done.		No		No		Extraction Date		No								Y		Y
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Fct_Business_Performance_Detl

		Back to Index

		Table Name		Fct_Business_Performance_Detl

		Entity Name		Fact Business Performance Details

		Table Comment		This table stores all the computed measures for an entity. These measures are related to the business performance of an entity. For example they are Risk Adjusted return on capital, Shareholder valude added etc.  

		Column Name		Column Datatype		Column Null Option		Column Comment		Column Is PK		Column Is FK		Attribute Name		Dynamic LoV		Referenced table		Referenced Column		Static LoV		Dashboards		QMR

		n_run_skey		NUMBER(10)		NOT NULL		This Attribute stores  a unique key representing a particular Run.		Yes		Yes		Run Surrogate Key		Yes		Dim_Run		n_run_skey				Y		Y

		n_gaap_skey		NUMBER(5)		NOT NULL		Surrogate key corresponding to a unique GAAP code.		Yes		Yes		GAAP Surrogate Key		Yes		Dim_GAAP		n_gaap_skey				Y		Y

		n_entity_skey		NUMBER(10)		NOT NULL		This column stores unique identifier of Entity to which said data belongs to. 		Yes		Yes		Legal Entity Surrogate Key		Yes		Dim_Org_Structure		n_entity_skey				Y		Y

		n_rep_line_cd		NUMBER(22)		NOT NULL		This column stores the code of measure for which the computation is performed.		Yes		Yes		Reporting Line Code		Yes		Dim_Rep_Line						Y		Y

		n_business_segment_skey		NUMBER(3)		NOT NULL		This column stores the business segment of the organization to which the policy belongs. For example Life/Non Life/Composite 		Yes		Yes		Business Segment Surrogate Key		Yes		Dim_Business_Segment						Y		Y

		v_scenario_code		VARCHAR2(20)		NOT NULL		Scenario code		Yes		Yes		Scenario Code		Yes		Dim_Scenario						Y		Y

		n_prod_skey		NUMBER(14)		NOT NULL		This column stores the unique identifier of the product 		Yes		Yes		Product Key		Yes		Dim_Product		n_prod_skey				Y		Y

		n_prod_type_skey		NUMBER(5)		NOT NULL		This column stores the unique key for product type		Yes		Yes		Product Type Surrogate Key		Yes		Dim_Product_Type		n_prod_type_skey				Y		Y

		n_std_lob_skey		NUMBER(5)		NOT NULL		Unique Surrogate Key for the Line of Business  as prescribed by the Regulator		Yes		Yes		Standard LOB Skey		Yes		Dim_Standard_LOB						Y		Y

		n_std_major_lob_skey		NUMBER(5)		NOT NULL		Unique Surrogate Key for the Line of Business  as prescribed by the Regulator		Yes		Yes		Standard Major LoB Skey		Yes		Dim_Standard_Major_LoB						Y		Y

		n_business_class_skey		NUMBER(5)		NOT NULL		Unique Surrogate Key for the Line of Business  as prescribed by the Regulator		Yes		Yes		Business Class Surrogate Key		Yes		Dim_Business_Class						Y		Y

		f_policy_fps_ind		CHAR(1)		NOT NULL		This column stores whether underlying policy was sold as freedom to provide service (FPS) or freedom of establishment (FPE). Generally FPE is done through branch. 
		Yes		No		Policy Freedom to Provide Service Indicator		No								Y		Y

		n_country_skey		NUMBER(5)		NOT NULL		Surrogate key for country code		Yes		Yes		Country Surrogate Key		Yes		Dim_Country						Y		Y

		n_economic_zone_skey		NUMBER(3)		NOT NULL		This column stores a unique key identifying the economic zone. For example, OECD, Euro zone etc.		Yes		Yes		Economic Zone Surrogate Key		Yes		Dim_Economic_Zone						Y		Y

		n_projected_period_value		NUMBER(5)		NOT NULL		This column stores the period of projection. This column will contain 0 for actual data.
		Yes		No		Projected Period Value		No								Y		Y

		n_region_skey		NUMBER(5)		NOT NULL		This column stores the surrogate key to provide information on the region. This may be geographic region or EEA region. 
		Yes		Yes		Region Skey		Yes		Dim_Region						Y		Y

		v_projected_period_unit		VARCHAR2(1)		NOT NULL		This column stores the period unit of projected period. This can be M (month) , Y (year) etc
		Yes		No		Projected Period Unit		No								Y		Y

		n_mis_date_skey		NUMBER(10)		NOT NULL		As of date surrogate key		Yes		Yes		Extraction Date key		Yes		DIM_DATES		N_DATE_SKEY				Y		Y

		n_buss_perf_msr_value		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL		This column stores the computed value for the measure as given in Rep Line code in reporting currency.		No		No		Business Performance Measure Value		No								Y		N

		v_buss_perf_msr_level_id		VARCHAR2(25)		NULL		This column stores the level at with the business performance measures have been stored. 
For Example: 
"LE" for "Legal Entity".
"LE-BT" for "Legal Entity - Business Type".
"LE-BT-PT" for "Legal Entity - Business Type - Product Type".
"LE-BT-PT-P" for "Legal Entity - Business Type - Product Type - Product".
"LE-P" for "Legal Entity - Product".
"LE-BT-Lob" for "Legal Entity - Business Type - Standard Lob".
etc.		No		No		Business Performance Measure Level Identifier		No								Y		Y

		n_buss_perf_msr_value_mtd		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL		This column stores the computed month to date value for the measure as given in Rep Line code in reporting currency.		No		No		Business Performance Measure Value YTD		No								Y		N

		n_buss_perf_msr_value_ytd		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL		This column stores the computed year to date value for the measure as given in Rep Line code in reporting currency.		No		No		Business Performance Measure Value MTD		No								Y		N

		n_buss_perf_msr_value_lcy		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL		This column stores the computed value for the measure as given in Rep Line code in local currency.
		No		No		Business Performance Measure Value in Local Currency		No								N		N

		n_buss_perf_msr_value_mtd_lcy		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL		This column stores the computed month to date value for the measure as given in Rep Line code in local currency.
		No		No		Business Performance Measure Value YTD in Local Currency		No								N		N

		n_buss_perf_msr_value_ytd_lcy		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL		This column stores the computed year to date value for the measure as given in Rep Line code in local currency.
		No		No		Business Performance Measure Value MTD in Local Currency		No								N		Y

		n_lower_alert_limit		NUMBER(22,6)		NULL		This column stores the lower alert limit for the underlying measure
		No		No		Lower Alert Limit		No								Y		N

		n_lower_risk_threshold_limit		NUMBER(22,6)		NULL		This column stores the lower risk threshold for the underlying measure
		No		No		Lower Risk Threshold Limit		No								Y		N

		n_standard_product_type_skey		NUMBER(3)		NULL		This column stores the unique code identifying the standard product of Homogeneous Risk Group
		No		Yes		Standard Product Type Surrogate key		Yes		Dim_Standard_Product_Type						Y		N

		n_target_limit		NUMBER(22,6)		NULL		This column stores the target for the underlying measure
		No		No		Target Limit		No								Y		N

		n_upper_alert_limit		NUMBER(22,6)		NULL		This column stores the upper alert limit for the underlying measure
		No		No		Upper Alert Limit		No								Y		N

		n_upper_risk_threshold_limit		NUMBER(22,6)		NULL		This column stores the upper risk threshold for the underlying measure
		No		No		Upper Risk Threshold Limit		No								Y		N
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Fct_Capital_AddOn

		Back to Index

		Table Name		Fct_Capital_AddOn

		Entity Name		Fact Capital AddOn

		Table Comment		This Table contains all the add on on regulatory capital decision taken by the supervisor for the entity

		Column Name		Column Datatype		Column Null Option		Column Comment		Column Is PK		Column Is FK		Attribute Name		Dynamic LoV		Referenced table		Referenced Column		Static LoV		Dashboards		QMR

		n_run_skey		NUMBER(10)		NOT NULL		This Attribute stores  a unique key representing a particular Run.		Yes		Yes		Run Surrogate Key		Yes		Dim_Run		n_run_skey				N		Y

		n_gaap_skey		NUMBER(5)		NOT NULL		Surrogate key corresponding to a unique GAAP code.		Yes		Yes		GAAP Surrogate Key		Yes		Dim_GAAP		n_gaap_skey				N		Y

		n_entity_skey		NUMBER(10)		NOT NULL		This column stores unique identifier of Entity to which said data belongs to. 		Yes		Yes		Legal Entity Surrogate Key		Yes		Dim_Org_Structure		n_entity_skey				N		Y

		d_solo_capital_addon_date		DATE		NOT NULL		This column stores the date on which the latest Add-on decision became effective		Yes		No		Date of Decision for Solo Capital Add-On		No								N		Y

		n_mis_date_skey		NUMBER(10)		NOT NULL		As of date surrogate key		Yes		Yes		Extraction Date key		Yes		DIM_DATES		N_DATE_SKEY				N		Y

		n_solo_supervisor_skey		NUMBER(10)		NULL		This column stores the name of the supervisor of the entity who has taken the add-on decision		No		Yes		Supervisory Authority  Surrogate Key		Yes		Dim_Central_Authority						N		N

		n_add_on_amount		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL		This column stores the total Add-on capital applicable for the entity in natural currency.		No		No		Solo Capital Add On Amount		No								N		N

		v_add_on_reason		VARCHAR2(4000)		NULL		This column stores the reasons specified by the supervisor for add-on decision		No		No		Solo Capital Add On Reason		No								N		N

		n_add_on_amount_rcy		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL		This column stores the total Add-on capital applicable for the entity in reporting currency.		No		No		Solo Capital Add On Amount in Reporting Currency		No								N		N

		n_business_segment_skey		NUMBER(3)		NULL		This column stores the business segment of the organization to which the policy belongs. For example Life/Non Life/Composite 		No		Yes		Business Segment Surrogate Key		Yes		Dim_Business_Segment						N		Y

		v_iso_currency_cd		VARCHAR2(3)		NULL		This column stores the ISO code of the currency of the transaction(natural currency).
		No		Yes		ISO Currency Code		Yes		DIM_CURRENCY						N		N

		n_add_on_amount_lcy		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL		This column stores the total Add-on capital applicable for the entity in Local Currency.
		No		No		Solo Capital Add On Amount in Local Currency		No								N		Y
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Fct_Claim_Details

		Back to Index

		Table Name		Fct_Claim_Details

		Entity Name		Fact Claim Details

		Table Comment		This entitiy stores all the attributes of a policy claims paid till date along with summary of transactions till date. This makes this table work like history data.

		Column Name		Column Datatype		Column Null Option		Column Comment		Column Is PK		Column Is FK		Attribute Name		Dynamic LoV		Referenced table		Referenced Column		Static LoV		Dashboards		QMR

		n_gaap_skey		NUMBER(5)		NOT NULL		Surrogate key corresponding to a unique GAAP code.		Yes		Yes		GAAP Surrogate Key		Yes		Dim_GAAP		n_gaap_skey				Y		Y

		n_run_skey		NUMBER(10)		NOT NULL		This Attribute stores  a unique key representing a particular Run.		Yes		Yes		Run Surrogate Key		Yes		Dim_Run		n_run_skey				Y		Y

		n_claim_skey		NUMBER(10)		NOT NULL		This column stores a unique identifier for each claim made.		Yes		Yes		Claim Surrogate Key		Yes		Dim_Claim		n_claim_skey				Y		Y

		n_mis_date_skey		NUMBER(10)		NOT NULL		As of date surrogate key		Yes		Yes		Extraction Date key		Yes		DIM_DATES		N_DATE_SKEY				Y		Y

		n_standard_product_type_skey		NUMBER(3)		NULL		This column stores the unique code identifying the standard product of Homogeneous Risk Group
		No		Yes		Standard Product Type Surrogate key		Yes		Dim_Standard_Product_Type						Y		N

		n_policy_skey		NUMBER(10)		NULL		This column stores the unique identifier for the policy.		No		Yes		Policy Surrogate Key		Yes		Dim_Policy		n_policy_skey				Y		Y

		v_iso_currency_cd		VARCHAR2(3)		NULL		This column stores the ISO code of the currency of the claim transaction(natural currency).		No		Yes		ISO Currency Code		Yes		DIM_CURRENCY						Y		N

		n_claim_status_skey		NUMBER(3)		NULL		This column stores  the current status of the claim. Possible values are: Active, Reopen, Closed, etc		No		Yes		Claim Status Surrogate Key		Yes		Dim_Claim_Status						Y		Y

		n_claim_refused_reason_skey		NUMBER(3)		NULL		This column stores the claim refusal reason. If you are saying that we may not require key if it is text entry, then it is correct		No		Yes		Claim Refused Reason Surrogate Key		Yes		Dim_Claim_Refusal_Reason						N		N

		n_policy_holder_skey		NUMBER(10)		NULL		This column stores the customer / policyholder code of the policy		No		Yes		Policy Holder Surrogate Key		Yes		Dim_Policy_Party		n_policy_party_skey				Y		N

		n_prod_type_skey		NUMBER(5)		NULL		This column stores the unique key for product type		No		Yes		Product Type Surrogate Key		Yes		Dim_Product_Type		n_prod_type_skey				Y		N

		d_claim_reported_date		DATE		NULL		This column stores  date on which the claim was submitted to the insurance organization. This is same as claim reported date. 		No		No		Claim Reported Date		No								Y		N

		n_claim_amount_rcy		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL		This column stores  the amount of claim made in the reporting currency. 
In case claim constitutes multiple sections, amount in this column would store the total of all.		No		No		Amount Claimed in Reporting Currency		No								Y		N

		n_claim_amount		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL		This column stores  the amount of claim made in the natural currency. In case claim constitutes multiple sections, this column stores the total of all.		No		No		Amount Claimed in Natural Currency		No								Y		N

		n_claim_amount_paid_rcy		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL		This column stores  the amount of claim paid in the reporting currency. In case multiple claims were paid this column stores the total of all.		No		No		Claim Amount Paid in Reporting Currency		No								Y		N

		n_claim_amount_paid		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL		This column stores  the amount of claim paid in the natural currency. In case multiple claims were paid this column stores the total of all.		No		No		Claim Amount Paid in Natural Currency		No								Y		N

		n_claim_amount_outstanding_rcy		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL		This column stores, for a said claim the amount which is approved but not yet paid to the beneficiary in reporting currency.		No		No		Claim Amount Outstanding in Reporting Currency		No								Y		N

		n_claim_amount_outstanding		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL		This column stores  the amount of claim which is approved but not yet paid to the beneficiary in natural currency.		No		No		Claim Amount Outstanding in Natural Currency		No								Y		N

		n_recovery_amt_rcy		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL		This column stores the amount recovered in reporting currency. For example recovery can be made in form of salvation, Subrogation etc.		No		No		Recovery Amount in Reporting Currency		No								Y		N

		n_recovery_amt		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL		This column stores the amount that can be recovered in natural currency. For example recovery can be made in form of salvation, Subrogation etc.		No		No		Recovery Amount in Natural Currency		No								N		N

		f_right_to_subrogation		CHAR(1)		NULL		This column indicates if the claim contract has a provision of Subrogation attached with it. If applicable it will contain 'Y', other wise 'N'.		No		No		Right to Subrogation		No								N		N

		d_claim_opened_date		DATE		NULL		This column stores  date on which the claim was made to the insurance organization. 		No		No		Claim Opened Date		No								Y		Y

		d_claim_reopened_date		DATE		NULL		This column stores  latest date on which the claim was re-opened by the insurance organization, if applicable. In case of multiple reopen the latest date is expected.		No		No		Claim Reopened Date		No								Y		N

		d_claim_closed_date		DATE		NULL		This column stores  date on which the claim was closed by the insurance organization.		No		No		Claim Closed date		No								Y		Y

		d_claim_reclosed_date		DATE		NULL		This column stores latest date on which the claim was re-closed by the insurance organization. In case of multiple reopen the latest date is expected.		No		No		Claim Reclosed Date		No								Y		N

		v_claim_refused_reason_text		VARCHAR2(255)		NULL		In case the status of claim is Rejected/Refused/Reopened, this column stores the reason why the claim was refused by the insurance organization.		No		No		Claim Refused Reason Text		No								N		N

		n_business_segment_skey		NUMBER(3)		NULL		This column stores the business segment of the organization to which the policy belongs. For example Life/Non Life/Composite 		No		Yes		Business Segment Surrogate Key		Yes		Dim_Business_Segment						Y		N

		n_entity_skey		NUMBER(10)		NULL		This column stores unique identifier of Entity to which said claim id belongs to. 		No		Yes		Legal Entity Surrogate Key		Yes		Dim_Org_Structure		n_entity_skey				Y		Y

		n_std_lob_skey		NUMBER(5)		NULL		Unique Surrogate Key for the Line of Business  as prescribed by the Regulator		No		Yes		Standard LOB Skey		Yes		Dim_Standard_LOB						Y		Y

		n_std_major_lob_skey		NUMBER(5)		NULL		Unique Surrogate Key for the Line of Business  as prescribed by the Regulator		No		Yes		Standard Major LoB Skey		Yes		Dim_Standard_Major_LoB						Y		N

		n_business_class_skey		NUMBER(5)		NULL		Unique Surrogate Key for the Line of Business  as prescribed by the Regulator		No		Yes		Business Class Surrogate Key		Yes		Dim_Business_Class						Y		N

		n_lob_skey		NUMBER(10)		NULL		This stores a unique key representing a particular Line of Bussiness.		No		Yes		LoB Skey		Yes		Dim_LOB		n_lob_skey				Y		N

		n_country_skey		NUMBER(5)		NULL		Surrogate key for country code		No		Yes		Country Surrogate Key		Yes		Dim_Country						Y		Y

		n_economic_zone_skey		NUMBER(3)		NULL		This column stores a unique key identifying the economic zone. For example, OECD, Euro zone etc.		No		Yes		Economic Zone Surrogate Key		Yes		Dim_Economic_Zone						Y		Y

		n_policy_branch_skey		NUMBER(5)		NULL		This column stores the surrogate key of the branch		No		Yes		Policy Branch Surrogate Key		Yes		Dim_Geography						Y		N

		n_reins_recovery_amt		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL		This column stores the reinsurance recovery amount in natural currency.		No		No		Recovery Amount from ReInsurance		No								N		N

		n_reins_recovery_amt_rcy		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL		This column stores the reinsurance recovery amount in reporting currency.		No		No		Recovery Amount from ReInsurance in Reporting Currency		No								Y		N

		f_policy_fps_ind		CHAR(1)		NULL		This column stores whether underlying policy was sold as freedome to provide service (FPS) or freedom of establishment (FPE). Generally FPE is done through branch. 		No		No		Policy Freedom to Provide Service Indicator		No								N		Y

		n_coverage_type_skey		NUMBER(10)		NULL		This column stores the unique key identifying the coverage type.		No		Yes		Coverage Type Surrogate Key		Yes		Dim_Coverage_Type						N		Y

		n_claim_amount_lcy		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL		"This column stores  the amount of claim made in the Local Currency. 
In case claim constitutes multiple sections, amount in this column would store the total of all."
		No		No		Amount Claimed in Local Currency		No								N		N

		n_claim_amount_outstanding_lcy		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL		This column stores, for a said claim the amount which is approved but not yet paid to the beneficiary in Local Currency.
		No		No		Claim Amount Outstanding in Local Currency		No								N		Y

		N_ALAE_AMT		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL		This amount represents the cost of allocated loss adjustment expense amount. 
		No		No		Allocated Loss Adjustment Expense Amount		No								N		N

		N_ALAE_AMT_LCY		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL		This number represents the cost of the local allocated loss adjustment expense amount. 
		No		No		Allocated Loss Adjustment Expense Amount in Local Currency		No								N		N

		N_ALAE_AMT_RCY		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL		This number represents the cost of the first global allocated loss adjusting expense amount. 
		No		No		Allocated Loss Adjustment Expense Amount In Reporting Currency		No								N		N

		N_ALAE_RSRV_AMT		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL		This amount represents the cost of allocated loss adjustment expense reserve amount. 
		No		No		Allocated Loss Adjustment Expense Reserve Amount		No								N		N

		N_ALAE_RSRV_AMT_LCY		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL		This number represents the cost of the local allocated loss adjustment expense reserve amount. 
		No		No		Allocated Loss Adjustment Expense Reserve Amount in Local Currency		No								N		N

		N_ALAE_RSRV_AMT_RCY		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL		This number represents the cost of the first global allocated loss adjusting expense reserve amount. 
		No		No		Allocated Loss Adjustment Expense Reserve Amount In Reporting Currency		No								N		N

		N_ALLOC_EXPNS_AO_AMT_LCY		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL		This number represents the cost of the local allocated expense approving official amount. 
		No		No		Allocated Expense Adjusting and Other Amount in Local Currency		No								N		N

		N_ALLOC_EXPNS_AO_AMT_RCY		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL		This number represents the cost of the first global allocated expense approving official amount. 
		No		No		Allocated Expense Adjusting and Other Amount In Reporting Currency		No								N		N

		N_CATASTROPHE_SKEY		NUMBER(10)		NOT NULL		This system generated number identifies the catastrophe instance. 
		No		No		Catastrophe Surrogate Key		No								N		N

		n_claim_amount_paid_lcy		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL		This column stores  the amount of claim paid in the Local Currency. In case multiple claims were paid this column stores the total of all.
		No		No		Claim Amount Paid in Local Currency		No								N		Y

		N_CLAIM_FEATURE_SKEY		NUMBER(10)		NOT NULL		This system generated number identifies the claim feature instance. 
		No		No		Claim Feature Surrogate Key		No								N		N

		N_CLAIM_FEATURE_STATUS_SKEY		NUMBER(10)		NOT NULL		This system generated number identifies the claim feature status instance. 
		No		No		Claim Feature Status Surrogate Key		No								N		N

		n_claimant_count		NUMBER(10)		NULL		This field stores the number of claimants for a claim; If details of claimants are required refer fct_claim_claimant_mapping
		No		No		Claimant Count		No								N		N

		N_COMPENSATORY_DEMAND_AMT		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL		This number represents the amount of requested compensatory damages. 
		No		No		Compensatory Demand Amount		No								N		N

		N_COMPENSATORY_OFFER_AMT		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL		This number represents the amount of offered compensatory damages. 
		No		No		Compensatory Offer Amount		No								N		N

		N_COVRG_SKEY		NUMBER(10)		NULL		This system generated number identifies coverage instance. 
		No		No		Coverage Surrogate Key		No								N		N

		N_COVRG_STATUS_SKEY		NUMBER(10)		NULL		This system generated number identifies coverage status instance. 
		No		No		Coverage Status Surrogate Key		No								N		N

		N_CTD_INCRD_AMT		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL		This amount represents the cost of claims to date incurred amount. 
		No		No		Claim to Date Incurred Amount		No								N		N

		N_CTD_INCRD_AMT_LCY		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL		This number represents the cost of the local claims to date incurred amount. 
		No		No		Claim to Date Incurred Amount in Local Currency		No								N		N

		N_CTD_INCRD_AMT_RCY		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL		This number represents the cost of the first global claims to date incurred amount. 
		No		No		Claim to Date Incurred Amount In Reporting Currency		No								N		N

		N_CTD_INCRD_WEXPNS_AMT		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL		This amount represents the cost of claims to date increased with expense amount. 
		No		No		Claim to Date Incurred With Expenses Amount		No								N		N

		N_CTD_INCRD_WEXPNS_AMT_LCY		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL		This number represents the cost of the local claims to date increased with expense amount. 
		No		No		Claim to Date Incurred With Expenses Amount in Local Currency		No								N		N

		N_CTD_INCRD_WEXPNS_AMT_RCY		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL		This number represents the cost of the first global claims to date increased with expense amount. 
		No		No		Claim to Date Incurred With Expenses Amount In Reporting Currency		No								N		N

		N_DED_LPMT_AMT		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL		This amount represents the cost of deductible loss payment amount. 
		No		No		Deductible Loss Payment Amount		No								N		N

		N_DED_LPMT_AMT_LCY		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL		This number represents the cost of the local deductible loss payment amount. 
		No		No		Deductible Loss Payment Amount in Local Currency		No								N		N

		N_DED_LPMT_AMT_RCY		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL		This number represents the cost of the first global deductible loss payment amount. 
		No		No		Deductible Loss Payment Amount In Reporting Currency		No								N		N

		N_DED_LRSRV_CHANGE_AMT		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL		This amount represents the cost of deductible loss reserve change amount. 
		No		No		Deductible Loss Reserve Change Amount		No								N		N

		N_DED_LRSRV_CHANGE_AMT_LCY		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL		This number represents the cost of the local deductible loss reserve change amount. 
		No		No		Deductible Loss Reserve Change Amount in Local Currency		No								N		N

		N_DED_LRSRV_CHANGE_AMT_RCY		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL		This number represents the cost of the first global deductible loss reserve change amount. 
		No		No		Deductible Loss Reserve Change Amount In Reporting Currency		No								N		N

		N_DEDUCTIBLE_AMT		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL		Deductible amount recovered during claim process against a policy coverage
		No		No		Deductible Amount		No								N		N

		N_DEDUCTIBLE_SKEY		NUMBER(10)		NULL		Surrogate key for the deductible
		No		No		Deductible Surrogate Key		No								N		N

		N_END_ALAE_RSRV_AMT		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL		This amount represents the cost of ending allocated loss adjustment expense reserve amount. 
		No		No		Ending Allocated Loss Adjustment Expense Reserve Amount		No								N		N

		N_END_ALAE_RSRV_AMT_LCY		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL		This number represents the cost of the local end allocated loss adjustment expense reserve amount. 
		No		No		Ending Allocated Loss Adjustment Expense Reserve Amount in Local Currency		No								N		N

		N_END_ALAE_RSRV_AMT_RCY		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL		This number represents the cost of the first global end allocated loss adjusting expense reserve amount. 
		No		No		Ending Allocated Loss Adjustment Expense Reserve Amount In Reporting Currency		No								N		N

		N_END_DED_LPMT_RSRV_AMT		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL		This amount represents the cost of ending deductible loss payment reserve amount. 
		No		No		Ending Deductible Loss Payment Reserve Amount		No								N		N

		N_END_DED_LPMT_RSRV_AMT_LCY		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL		This number represents the cost of the local end deductible loss payment reserve amount. 
		No		No		Ending Deductible Loss Payment Reserve Amount in Local Currency		No								N		N

		N_END_DED_LPMT_RSRV_AMT_RCY		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL		This number represents the cost of the first global end deductible loss payment reserve amount. 
		No		No		Ending Deductible Loss Payment Reserve Amount In Reporting Currency		No								N		N

		N_END_LRSRV_AMT		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL		This amount represents the cost of ending loss reserve amount. 
		No		No		Ending Loss Reserve Amount		No								N		N

		N_END_LRSRV_AMT_LCY		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL		This number represents the cost of the local ending loss reserve amount. 
		No		No		Ending Loss Reserve Amount in Local Currency		No								N		N

		N_END_LRSRV_AMT_RCY		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL		This number represents the cost of the first global ending loss reserve amount. 
		No		No		Ending Loss Reserve Amount In Reporting Currency		No								N		N

		N_END_SALV_RSRV_AMT		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL		This amount represents the cost of ending salvage reserve amount. 
		No		No		Ending Salvage Reserve Amount		No								N		N

		N_END_SALV_RSRV_AMT_LCY		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL		This number represents the cost of the local end salvage reserve amount. 
		No		No		Ending Salvage Reserve Amount in Local Currency		No								N		N

		N_END_SALV_RSRV_AMT_RCY		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL		This number represents the cost of the first global end salvage reserve amount. 
		No		No		Ending Salvage Reserve Amount In Reporting Currency		No								N		N

		N_END_SUBRO_RSRV_AMT		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL		This amount represents the cost of ending subrogation reserve amount. 
		No		No		Ending Subrogation Reserve Amount		No								N		N

		N_END_SUBRO_RSRV_AMT_LCY		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL		This number represents the cost of the local end subrogation reserve amount. 
		No		No		Ending Subrogation Reserve Amount in Local Currency		No								N		N

		N_END_SUBRO_RSRV_AMT_RCY		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL		This number represents the cost of the first global end subrogation reserve amount. 
		No		No		Ending Subrogation Reserve Amount In Reporting Currency		No								N		N

		N_END_ULAE_RSRV_AMT		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL		This amount represents the cost of ending unallocated loss adjustment expense reserve amount. 
		No		No		Ending Unallocated Loss Adjustment Expense Reserve Amount		No								N		N

		N_END_ULAE_RSRV_AMT_LCY		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL		This number represents the cost of the local end unallocated loss adjustment expense reserve amount. 
		No		No		Ending Unallocated Loss Adjustment Expense Reserve Amount in Local Currency		No								N		N

		N_END_ULAE_RSRV_AMT_RCY		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL		This number represents the cost of the first global end unallocated loss adjusting expense reserve amount. 
		No		No		Ending Unallocated Loss Adjustment Expense Reserve Amount In Reporting Currency		No								N		N

		N_GRP_PRG_SKEY		NUMBER(10)		NULL		This system generated number identifies the group program instance. 
		No		No		Group Program Surrogate Key		No								N		N

		N_INCRD_AMT		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL		This amount represents the cost of incurred amount. 
		No		No		Incurred Amount		No								N		N

		N_INCRD_AMT_LCY		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL		This number represents the cost of the local incurred amount. 
		No		No		Incurred Amount in Local Currency		No								N		N

		N_INCRD_AMT_RCY		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL		This number represents the cost of the first global incurred amount. 
		No		No		Incurred Amount In Reporting Currency		No								N		N

		N_INCRD_WEXPNS_AMT		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL		This amount represents the cost of incurred with expense amount. 
		No		No		Incurred With Expense Amount		No								N		N

		N_INCRD_WEXPNS_AMT_LCY		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL		This number represents the cost of the local increased with expense amount. 
		No		No		Incurred With Expenses Amount in Local Currency		No								N		N

		N_INCRD_WEXPNS_AMT_RCY		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL		This number represents the cost of the first global increased with expense amount. 
		No		No		Incurred With Expenses Amount In Reporting Currency		No								N		N

		N_LEGAL_FEES_AMT_LCY		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL		This number represents the cost of the local legal fees amount. 
		No		No		Legal Fees Expense Amount in Local Currency		No								N		N

		N_LEGAL_FEES_AMT_RCY		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL		This number represents the cost of the first global legal fees amount. 
		No		No		Legal Fees Expense Amount In Reporting Currency		No								N		N

		N_LITG_AMT		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL		This number represents the cost of the local unallocated expense approving official amount. 
		No		No		Litigation Amount		No								N		N

		N_LITG_SKEY		NUMBER(10)		NOT NULL		This system generated number identifies the litigation instance. 
		No		No		Litigation Surrogate Key		No								N		N

		N_LMT_SKEY		NUMBER(10)		NULL		This system generated number identifies the limit instance. 
		No		No		Limit Surrogate Key		No								N		N

		N_LRSRV_AMT		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL		This amount represents the cost of loss reserve amount. 
		No		No		Loss Reserve Amount		No								N		N

		N_LRSRV_AMT_LCY		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL		This number represents the cost of the local loss reserve amount. 
		No		No		Loss Reserve Amount in Local Currency		No								N		N

		N_LRSRV_AMT_RCY		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL		This number represents the cost of the first global loss reserve amount. 
		No		No		Loss Reserve Amount In Reporting Currency		No								N		N

		N_OUT_ADJ_FEES_AMT_LCY		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL		This number represents the cost of the local outside adjustment fees amount. 
		No		No		Outside Adjusting Fees Amount in Local Currency		No								N		N

		N_OUT_ADJ_FEES_AMT_RCY		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL		This number represents the cost of the first global outside adjustment fees amount. 
		No		No		Outside Adjusting Fees Amount In Reporting Currency		No								N		N

		N_PAID_LOSS_AMT		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL		This amount represents the cost of paid loss amount. 
		No		No		Paid Loss Amount		No								N		N

		N_PAID_LOSS_AMT_LCY		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL		This number represents the cost of the local paid loss amount. 
		No		No		Paid Loss Amount in Local Currency		No								N		N

		N_PAID_LOSS_AMT_RCY		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL		This number represents the cost of the first global paid loss amount. 
		No		No		Paid Loss Amount In Reporting Currency		No								N		N

		N_PRDCR_SKEY		NUMBER(10)		NULL		This system generated number identifies the producer instance. 
		No		No		Producer Surrogate Key		No								N		N

		n_recovery_amt_lcy		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL		This column stores the amount recovered in Local Currency. For example recovery can be made in form of salvation, Subrogation etc.
		No		No		Recovery Amount in Local Currency		No								N		N

		N_REINS_CNTRCT_SKEY		NUMBER(10)		NULL		This system generated number identifies the reinsurance contract instance. 
		No		No		Reinsurance Contract Surrogate Key		No								N		N

		N_REINS_CO_SKEY		NUMBER(10)		NULL		This system generated number identifies the reinsurance company instance. 
		No		No		Reinsurance Company Surrogate Key		No								N		N

		n_reins_recovery_amt_lcy		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL		This column stores the reinsurance recovery amount in Local Currency.
		No		No		Recovery Amount from ReInsurance in Local Currency		No								N		N

		N_SALV_AMT		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL		This amount represents the cost of salvage amount. 
		No		No		Salvage Amount		No								N		N

		N_SALV_AMT_LCY		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL		This number represents the cost of the local salvage amount. 
		No		No		Salvage Amount in Local Currency		No								N		N

		N_SALV_AMT_RCY		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL		This number represents the cost of the first global salvage amount. 
		No		No		Salvage Amount In Reporting Currency		No								N		N

		N_SALV_RSRV_AMT		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL		This amount represents the cost of salvage reserve amount. 
		No		No		Salvage Reserve Amount		No								N		N

		N_SALV_RSRV_AMT_LCY		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL		This number represents the cost of the local salvage reserve amount. 
		No		No		Salvage Reserve Amount in Local Currency		No								N		N

		N_SALV_RSRV_AMT_RCY		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL		This number represents the cost of the first global salvage reserve amount. 
		No		No		Salvage Reserve Amount In Reporting Currency		No								N		N

		N_SB_PRDCR_SKEY		NUMBER(10)		NULL		This system generated number identifies the sub-producer instance. 
		No		No		Sub Producer Surrogate Key		No								N		N

		N_UW_SKEY		NUMBER(10)		NULL		This system generated number identifies the underwriter instance.
		No		No		Underwriter Surrogate Key		No								N		N

		N_UW_ASST_SKEY		NUMBER(10)		NULL		This system generated number identifies the underwriting assistant instance. 
		No		No		Underwriting Assistant Surrogate Key		No								N		N

		N_ULAE_AMT		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL		This amount represents the cost of unallocated loss adjustment expense amount. 
		No		No		Unallocated Loss Adjustment Expense Amount		No								N		N

		N_ULAE_RSRV_AMT		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL		This amount represents the cost of unallocated loss adjustment expense reserve amount. 
		No		No		Unallocated Loss Adjustment Expense Reserve Amount		No								N		N

		N_SUBRO_AMT		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL		This amount represents the cost of subrogation amount. 
		No		No		Subrogation Amount		No								N		N

		N_SUBRO_RSRV_AMT		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL		This amount represents the cost of subrogation reserve amount. 
		No		No		Subrogation Reserve Amount		No								N		N

		N_SUBRO_AMT_RCY		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL		This number represents the cost of the first global subrogation amount. 
		No		No		Subrogation Amount In Reporting Currency		No								N		N

		N_SUBRO_RSRV_AMT_RCY		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL		This number represents the cost of the first global subrogation reserve amount. 
		No		No		Subrogation Reserve Amount In Reporting Currency		No								N		N

		N_ULAE_AMT_RCY		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL		This number represents the cost of the first global unallocated loss adjusting expense amount. 
		No		No		Unallocated Loss Adjustment Expense Amount In Reporting Currency		No								N		N

		N_ULAE_RSRV_AMT_RCY		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL		This number represents the cost of the first global unallocated loss adjusting expense reserve amount. 
		No		No		Unallocated Loss Adjustment Expense Reserve Amount In Reporting Currency		No								N		N

		N_UNALLOC_EXPNS_AO_AMT_RCY		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL		This number represents the cost of the first global unallocated expense approving official amount. 
		No		No		UnAllocated Expense Adjusting and Other Amount In Reporting Currency		No								N		N

		N_SUBRO_AMT_LCY		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL		This number represents the cost of the local subrogation amount. 
		No		No		Subrogation Amount in Local Currency		No								N		N

		N_SUBRO_RSRV_AMT_LCY		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL		This number represents the cost of the local subrogation reserve amount. 
		No		No		Subrogation Reserve Amount in Local Currency		No								N		N

		N_ULAE_AMT_LCY		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL		This number represents the cost of the local unallocated loss adjustment expense amount. 
		No		No		Unallocated Loss Adjustment Expense Amount in Local Currency		No								N		N

		N_ULAE_RSRV_AMT_LCY		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL		This number represents the cost of the local unallocated loss adjustment expense reserve amount. 
		No		No		Unallocated Loss Adjustment Expense Reserve Amount in Local Currency		No								N		N

		N_UNALLOC_EXPNS_AO_AMT_LCY		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL		 
This number represents the cost of the local unallocated expense approving official amount. 
		No		No		UnAllocated Expense Adjusting and Other Amount in Local Currency		No								N		N

		N_INSUR_CO_SKEY		NUMBER(10)		NULL		This system generated number identifies the insurance company instance in the claim monthly snapshot fact.		No		Yes		Insurance Company Surrogate Key		Yes		DIM_PARTY		N_PARTY_SKEY				N		N

		N_CLM_ADJ_SKEY		NUMBER(10)		NULL		This system generated number identifies the claim adjuster instance. 
		No		Yes		Claim Adjuster Surrogate Key		Yes		DIM_PARTY		N_PARTY_SKEY				N		N

		N_CLM_EXAMR_SKEY		NUMBER(10)		NULL		This system generated number identifies the claim examiner instance. 
		No		Yes		Claim Examiner Surrogate Key		Yes		DIM_PARTY		N_PARTY_SKEY				N		N

		N_CLM_MGR_SKEY		NUMBER(10)		NULL		This system generated number identifies the claim manager instance. 
		No		Yes		Claim Manager Surrogate Key		Yes		DIM_PARTY		N_PARTY_SKEY				N		N

		N_PARENT_INSUR_CO_SKEY		NUMBER(10)		NULL		This system generated number identifies the parent insurance company instance. 
		No		Yes		Parent Insurance Company Surrogate Key		Yes		DIM_PARTY		N_PARTY_SKEY				N		N

		N_SUPPLIER_SKEY		NUMBER(10)		NULL		This system generated number identifies the supplier instance. 
		No		Yes		Supplier Surrogate Key		Yes		DIM_PARTY		N_PARTY_SKEY				N		N

		n_prod_skey		NUMBER(14)		NULL		This column stores the surrogate key for the product code		No		Yes		Product Key		Yes		Dim_Product		n_prod_skey				Y		N
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Fct_Claims_Inflation_Rate

		Back to Index

		Table Name		Fct_Claims_Inflation_Rate

		Entity Name		Fact Claims Inflation Rate

		Table Comment		This Table contains details about the Inflation Rate involved in Calculating Claim Amount

		Column Name		Column Datatype		Column Null Option		Column Comment		Column Is PK		Column Is FK		Attribute Name		Dynamic LoV		Referenced table		Referenced Column		Static LoV		Dashboards		QMR

		n_gaap_skey		NUMBER(5)		NOT NULL		Surrogate key corresponding to a unique GAAP code.		Yes		Yes		GAAP Surrogate Key		Yes		Dim_GAAP		n_gaap_skey				N		Y

		n_run_skey		NUMBER(10)		NOT NULL		This Attribute stores  a unique key representing a particular Run.		Yes		Yes		Run Surrogate Key		Yes		Dim_Run		n_run_skey				N		Y

		v_iso_currency_cd		VARCHAR2(3)		NOT NULL		This column stores the ISO code of the currency of the claim transaction (natural currency).		Yes		Yes		ISO Currency Code		Yes		DIM_CURRENCY						N		N

		n_std_lob_skey		NUMBER(5)		NOT NULL		Unique Surrogate Key for the Line of Business  as prescribed by the Regulator		Yes		Yes		Standard LOB Skey		Yes		Dim_Standard_LOB						N		Y

		n_financial_year_skey		NUMBER(10)		NOT NULL		Unique surrogate key for the Financial Year.		Yes		Yes		Financial Year Skey		Yes		Dim_Financial_Year		n_financial_year_skey				N		Y

		n_mis_date_skey		NUMBER(10)		NOT NULL		As of date surrogate key		Yes		Yes		Extraction Date key		Yes		DIM_DATES		N_DATE_SKEY				N		Y

		n_entity_skey		NUMBER(10)		NOT NULL		This column stores unique identifier of Entity to which said claim ID belongs to. 		Yes		Yes		Legal Entity Surrogate Key		Yes		Dim_Org_Structure		n_entity_skey				N		Y

		n_external_inflation_rate		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL		For non-life policies, in case of use of run-off techniques that explicitly take into account inflation in order to adjust data, then this column stores the external inflation rate.
External inflation: which is the  “economic” or “general” inflation, i.e. the increase of the price of goods and services in an specific economy (e.g. Consumer Price Index, Producer Price Index, etc) 
The rate should be stored as decimal number. For example 10% will be stored as .1		No		No		External Inflation Rate		No								N		Y

		n_endogenous_inflation_rate		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL		For non-life policies, in case of use of run-off techniques that explicitly take into account inflation in order to adjust data, then this column stores the endogenous inflation rate.
Endogenous inflation, which is an increase of claim costs specific of the line of business under consideration.
The rate should be stored as decimal number. For example 10% will be stored as .1		No		No		Endogenous Inflation Rate		No								N		Y

		f_historic_inflation_rate_ind		CHAR(1)		NULL		This column indicates if the inflation rate in the column n_external_inflation_rate/n_endogenous_inflation_rate is Historic ('Y') or Expected ('N').
Historic inflation rate used to adjusted historical paid losses triangles.
Future (expected) inflation rate used to increase the projected paid losses.		No		No		Historic Inflation Rate Indicator		No								N		Y

		v_inflation_rate_desc		VARCHAR2(500)		NULL		This column stores the description of inflation rate used while calculating claim amount		No		No		Inflation Rate Description		No								N		N

		n_std_major_lob_skey		NUMBER(5)		NULL		Unique Surrogate Key for the Line of Business  as prescribed by the Regulator		No		Yes		Standard Major LoB Skey		Yes		Dim_Standard_Major_LoB						N		Y

		n_total_inflation_rate		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL		This column stores the total inflation rate. Inflation rate can be indigenous or exogenous. 
		No		No		Total Inflation Rate		No								N		N
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Fct_Counterparty_CR_Exposure

		Back to Index

		Table Name		Fct_Counterparty_CR_Exposure

		Entity Name		Fact Counterparty Credit Risk Exposure

		Table Comment		This table contains all the exposures for which counterparty credit risk is applicable.

		Column Name		Column Datatype		Column Null Option		Column Comment		Column Is PK		Column Is FK		Attribute Name		Dynamic LoV		Referenced table		Referenced Column		Static LoV		Dashboards		QMR

		n_run_skey		NUMBER(10)		NOT NULL		This Attribute stores  a unique key representing a particular Run.		Yes		Yes		Run Surrogate Key		Yes		Dim_Run		n_run_skey				Y		Y

		n_gaap_skey		NUMBER(5)		NOT NULL		Surrogate key corresponding to a unique GAAP code.		Yes		Yes		GAAP Surrogate Key		Yes		Dim_GAAP		n_gaap_skey				Y		Y

		n_acct_skey		NUMBER(10)		NOT NULL		Stores the Exposure Identifier for an exposure
		Yes		Yes		Account Surrogate Key		Yes		Dim_Exposure		n_acct_skey				Y		Y

		v_scenario_code		VARCHAR2(20)		NOT NULL		Scenario code		Yes		Yes		Scenario Code		Yes		Dim_Scenario						Y		Y

		n_mis_date_skey		NUMBER(10)		NOT NULL		As of date surrogate key		Yes		Yes		Extraction Date key		Yes		DIM_DATES		N_DATE_SKEY				Y		Y

		n_entity_skey		NUMBER(10)		NOT NULL		This column stores unique identifier of Entity to which said counterparty credit exposure belongs to. 		Yes		Yes		Legal Entity Surrogate Key		Yes		Dim_Org_Structure		n_entity_skey				Y		Y

		n_business_segment_skey		NUMBER(3)		NOT NULL		This column stores the business segment of the organization to which the policy belongs. For example Life/Non Life/Composite 		Yes		Yes		Business Segment Surrogate Key		Yes		Dim_Business_Segment						Y		Y

		n_exposure_type_skey		NUMBER(5)		NULL		This column stores the exposure type to which an instrument belongs		No		Yes		Exposure Type Surrogate Key		Yes		Dim_Exposure_Type		n_exposure_type_skey				Y		Y

		n_probability_of_default		NUMBER(11,6)		NULL		This column contains probability of default of the counterparty in percentage.		No		No		Probability of Default		No								Y		N

		n_loss_given_default		NUMBER(11,6)		NULL		This column contains Loss Given Default of the exposure in percentage.		No		No		Loss Given Default		No								Y		N

		n_exposure_amount		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL		This column contains the exposure amount towards counterparty in natural currency of the transaction.		No		No		Exposure Amount in Natural Currency		No								Y		N

		n_exposure_amount_rcy		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL		This column contains the exposure amount towards counterparty in reporting currency.		No		No		Exposure Amount in Reporting Currency		No								Y		N

		n_expected_loss_amount		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL		This column contains the computed expected loss amount for the exposure in natural currency.		No		No		Excepted Loss Amount in Natural Currency		No								Y		N

		n_expected_loss_amount_rcy		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL		This column contains the computed expected loss amount for the exposure in reporting currency.		No		No		Excepted Loss Amount in Reporting Currency		No								Y		N

		n_pre_mitigation_ul_amt		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL		This column contains the computed unexpected loss amount for the exposure before taking effect of any associated mitigant in natural currency.		No		No		Pre-Mitigation Unexcepted Loss in Natural Currency		No								Y		N

		n_pre_mitigation_ul_amt_rcy		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL		This column contains the computed unexpected loss amount for the exposure before taking effect of any associated mitigant in reporting currency.		No		No		Pre-Mitigation Unexcepted Loss in Reporting Currency		No								Y		N

		n_post_mitigation_ul_amt		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL		This column contains the computed unexpected loss amount for the exposure after taking effect of any associated mitigant in natural currency.		No		No		Post Mitigation Unexcepted Loss in Natural Currency		No								Y		N

		n_post_mitigation_ul_amt_rcy		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL		This column contains the computed unexpected loss amount for the exposure after taking effect of any associated mitigant in reporting currency.		No		No		Post Mitigation Unexcepted Loss in Reporting Currency		No								Y		N

		n_net_allocated_scr_rcy		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL		This column contains the allocated Net Solvency Capital Requirement in reporting currency.		No		No		Net Allocated SCR in Reporting Currency		No								Y		N

		n_gross_allocated_scr_rcy		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL		This column contains the allocated Gross Solvency Capital Requirement in reporting currency.		No		No		Gross Allocated SCR in Reporting Currency		No								Y		N

		n_country_skey		NUMBER(5)		NULL		Surrogate key for country code		No		Yes		Country Surrogate Key		Yes		Dim_Country						Y		Y

		v_iso_currency_cd		VARCHAR2(3)		NULL		This column stores ISO currency code.
		No		Yes		ISO Currency Code		Yes		DIM_CURRENCY						Y		Y

		n_account_id_type_skey		NUMBER(3)		NULL		This column stores a unique identifier for type of ID Code. For example ISIN, TICKER, BLOOMBER etc.		No		Yes		Account Identifier Type Surrogate Key		Yes		Dim_Account_Identifier_Type		n_account_id_type_skey				N		Y

		v_involved_entities		VARCHAR2(4000)		NULL		This column is not required. 		No		No		Involved Entities		No								N		Y

		n_valuation_amount		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL		This column stores the solvency II values in natural currency of risk concentration. 		No		No		Valuation Amount in Natural Currency		No								N		N

		n_valuation_amount_rcy		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL		This column stores the solvency II values in reportingcurrency of risk concentration. 		No		No		Valuation Amount in Reporting Currency		No								N		N

		n_max_exposure_amount		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL		This column stores the exposure amount in natural currency in case of risk concentration. 
This is the net maximum exposure.  Gross maximum exposure is not available in the IT systems. 
It is in respect of all exposures including reinsurance. 
Reinsurance recoverable= balance sheet value,
Reinsurance contract=potential exposure in case of a large loss,
For XL contracts: Limit – taking number of reinstatements into considerations,
For QS contracts: % of portfolio, aggr. limit if applicable		No		No		Net Maximum exposure in Natural Currency		No								N		N

		n_max_exposure_amount_rcy		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL		This column stores the exposure amount in reporting currency in case of risk concentration. 
This is the net maximum exposure.  Gross maximum exposure is not available in the IT systems. 
It is in respect of all exposures including reinsurance. 
Reinsurance recoverable= balance sheet value,
Reinsurance contract=potential exposure in case of a large loss,
For XL contracts: Limit – taking number of reinstatements into considerations,
For QS contracts: % of portfolio, aggr. limit if applicable		No		No		Net Maximum exposure in Reporting Currency		No								N		N

		n_ri_max_amount_paid		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL		This column stores (In the applicable case) what the reinsurer has to pay for a said exposure, this is the maximum amount in natural currency. 		No		No		Maximum amount to be paid by the reinsurer  in Natural Currency		No								N		N

		n_ri_max_amount_paid_rcy		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL		This column stores (In the applicable case) what the reinsurer has to pay for a said exposure, this is the maximum amount in reporting currency. 		No		No		Maximum amount to be paid by the reinsurer in Reporting Currency		No								N		N

		n_ceded_tp		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL		This column stores the technical provisions in natural currency which will be ceded to reinsurer if evoked		No		No		Ceded Technical Provisions in Natural Currency		No								N		N

		n_ceded_tp_rcy		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL		This column stores the technical provisions in reporting currency which will be ceded to reinsurer if evoked		No		No		Ceded Technical Provisions in Reporting Currency		No								N		N

		v_exposure_impact		VARCHAR2(255)		NULL		This column stores the impact of risk concentration. For example, Does the exposure affect the asset side of the balance sheet or the liability side or is the exposure off balance sheet ? LOV are Assets, Liability etc		No		No		Exposure Impact		No								N		Y

		v_account_identifier_code		VARCHAR2(20)		NULL		This column Stores the Account Identifier code. This code will be ISIN code (if available), else recognized code (like CUSIP, Bloomberg code) and if none of the above two are available then undertaking-specific will be stored in this column		No		No		Account Identifier Code		No								N		Y

		n_rating_skey		NUMBER(5)		NULL		Unique numeric code for credit rating.		No		Yes		Rating Surrogate Key		Yes		DIM_CREDIT_RATING		n_credit_rating_skey				Y		Y

		n_branch_skey		NUMBER(5)		NULL		This column stores the surrogate key of the branch. This leads to geography granularities like city / state and country.
		No		Yes		Branch Surrogate Key		Yes		Dim_Geography						Y		N

		n_counterparty_skey		NUMBER(10)		NULL		This stores the surrogate key for the Party. This will be referred as n_entity where entity is referred.		No		Yes		Counterparty Surrogate Key		Yes		DIM_PARTY		N_PARTY_SKEY				Y		Y

		n_ceded_tp_lcy		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL		This column stores the technical provisions in Local Currency which will be ceded to reinsurer if evoked
		No		No		Ceded Technical Provisions in Local Currency		No								N		Y

		n_expected_loss_amount_lcy		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL		This column contains the computed expected loss amount for the exposure in Local Currency.
		No		No		Excepted Loss Amount in Local Currency		No								N		N

		n_exposure_amount_lcy		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL		This column contains the exposure amount towards counterparty in Local Currency.
		No		No		Exposure Amount in Local Currency		No								N		N

		n_gross_allocated_scr_lcy		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL		This column contains the allocated Gross Solvency Capital Requirement in Local Currency.
		No		No		Gross Allocated SCR in Local Currency		No								N		N

		n_max_exposure_amount_lcy		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL		"This column stores the exposure amount in Local Currency in case of risk concentration. 
This is the net maximum exposure.  Gross maximum exposure is not available in the IT systems. 
It is in respect of all exposures including reinsurance. 
Reinsurance recoverable= balance sheet value,
Reinsurance contract=potential exposure in case of a large loss,
For XL contracts: Limit – taking number of reinstatements into considerations,
For QS contracts: % of portfolio, aggr. limit if applicable"
		No		No		Net Maximum exposure in Local Currency		No								N		Y

		n_net_allocated_scr_lcy		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL		This column contains the allocated Net Solvency Capital Requirement in Local Currency.
		No		No		Net Allocated SCR in Local Currency		No								N		N

		n_post_mitigation_ul_amt_lcy		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL		This column contains the computed unexpected loss amount for the exposure after taking effect of any associated mitigant in Local Currency.
		No		No		Post Mitigation Unexcepted Loss in Local Currency		No								N		N

		n_pre_mitigation_ul_amt_lcy		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL		This column contains the computed unexpected loss amount for the exposure before taking effect of any associated mitigant in Local Currency.
		No		No		Pre-Mitigation Unexcepted Loss in Local Currency		No								N		N

		n_ri_max_amount_paid_lcy		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL		This column stores (In the applicable case) what the reinsurer has to pay for a said exposure, this is the maximum amount in Local Currency. 
		No		No		Maximum amount to be paid by the reinsurer in Local Currency		No								N		Y

		n_valuation_amount_lcy		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL		This column stores the solvency II values in Local Currency of risk concentration. 
		No		No		Valuation Amount in Local Currency		No								N		Y
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Fct_Entity_Parent_Info

		Back to Index

		Table Name		Fct_Entity_Parent_Info

		Entity Name		Fact Entity Parent Information

		Table Comment		This Table stores the parent information of the entity

		Column Name		Column Datatype		Column Null Option		Column Comment		Column Is PK		Column Is FK		Attribute Name		Dynamic LoV		Referenced table		Referenced Column		Static LoV		Dashboards		QMR

		n_run_skey		NUMBER(10)		NOT NULL		This Attribute stores  a unique key representing a particular Run.		Yes		Yes		Run Surrogate Key		Yes		Dim_Run		n_run_skey				Y		Y

		n_gaap_skey		NUMBER(5)		NOT NULL		Surrogate key corresponding to a unique GAAP code.		Yes		Yes		GAAP Surrogate Key		Yes		Dim_GAAP		n_gaap_skey				Y		Y

		n_entity_skey		NUMBER(10)		NOT NULL		Entity Surrogate Key		Yes		Yes		Legal Entity Surrogate Key		Yes		Dim_Org_Structure		n_entity_skey				Y		Y

		n_parent_entity_skey		NUMBER(10)		NOT NULL		This column stores the Parent Undertaking code of the above entity. In case an entity has multiple parent holding companies, this column will store the parent code for which reports are generated		Yes		Yes		Parent Entity Surrogate Key		Yes		Dim_Org_Structure		n_entity_skey				Y		Y

		n_mis_date_skey		NUMBER(10)		NOT NULL		As of date surrogate key		Yes		Yes		Extraction Date key		Yes		DIM_DATES		N_DATE_SKEY				Y		Y

		n_capital_share_percent		NUMBER(8,4)		NULL		This column stores the percentage owned by parent undertaking in capital structure.		No		No		Capital Share Percent		No								N		Y

		n_consolidated_holding_percent		NUMBER(8,4)		NULL		This column stores the percentage owned by parent undertaking in shareholding strcture.		No		No		Consolidated Holding Percent		No								N		Y

		n_voting_share_percent		NUMBER(8,4)		NULL		This column stores the voting percentage 		No		No		Voting share Percent		No								Y		Y

		v_grp_influence_other_criteria		VARCHAR2(4000)		NULL		This column stores the criteria for influence other than known ones like shareholding, voting percentag etc		No		No		Other criteria for assessment of influence		No								N		Y

		n_proportional_share_retained		NUMBER(8,4)		NULL		This column stores the proportion of risk retained with the insurer.		No		No		Proportional Share Retained		No								N		Y

		N_RELATIONSHIP_TYPE_SKEY		NUMBER(3)		NULL		This column stores the voting percentage		No		Yes		Relationship Type Surrogate Key		Yes		Dim_Relationship_Type						Y		N
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Fct_Financial_Element

		Back to Index

		Table Name		Fct_Financial_Element

		Entity Name		Fact Financial Elements

		Table Comment		This Table stores all the computed risk measures for an entity. This is used for reporting the Capital structure and risk measures as divided among various tiers are included in this. 

		Column Name		Column Datatype		Column Null Option		Column Comment		Column Is PK		Column Is FK		Attribute Name		Dynamic LoV		Referenced table		Referenced Column		Static LoV		Dashboards		QMR

		n_run_skey		NUMBER(10)		NOT NULL		This Attribute stores  a unique key representing a particular Run.		Yes		Yes		Run Surrogate Key		Yes		Dim_Run		n_run_skey				Y		Y

		n_gaap_skey		NUMBER(5)		NOT NULL		Surrogate key corresponding to a unique GAAP code.		Yes		Yes		GAAP Surrogate Key		Yes		Dim_GAAP		n_gaap_skey				Y		Y

		v_iso_currency_cd		VARCHAR2(3)		NOT NULL		This column stores the ISO code of the currency.		Yes		Yes		ISO Currency Code		Yes		DIM_CURRENCY						Y		Y

		n_cap_comp_group_skey		NUMBER(5)		NOT NULL		This stores a unique key representing a particular Capital Computation Group.		Yes		Yes		Capital Comptn Grp Surrogate Key		Yes		Dim_Capital_Comp_Group						Y		Y

		n_rep_line_cd		NUMBER(22)		NOT NULL		This column stores the unique code identifying the reporting line		Yes		Yes		Reporting Line Code		Yes		Dim_Rep_Line						Y		Y

		n_entity_skey		NUMBER(10)		NOT NULL		This column stores unique identifier of Entity to which said financial data belongs to. 		Yes		Yes		Legal Entity Surrogate Key		Yes		Dim_Org_Structure		n_entity_skey				Y		Y

		n_business_segment_skey		NUMBER(3)		NOT NULL		This column stores the business segment of the organization to which the policy belongs. For example Life/Non Life/Composite 		Yes		Yes		Business Segment Surrogate Key		Yes		Dim_Business_Segment						Y		Y

		v_scenario_code		VARCHAR2(20)		NOT NULL		Scenario code		Yes		Yes		Scenario Code		Yes		Dim_Scenario						Y		Y

		n_projected_period_value		NUMBER(5)		NOT NULL		This column stores the period of projection. This column will contain 0 for actual data.
		Yes		No		Projected Period Value		No								Y		Y

		n_mis_date_skey		NUMBER(10)		NOT NULL		As of date surrogate key		Yes		Yes		Extraction Date key		Yes		DIM_DATES		N_DATE_SKEY				Y		Y

		v_projected_period_unit		VARCHAR2(1)		NOT NULL		This column stores the period unit of projected period. This can be M (month) , Y (year) etc
		Yes		No		Projected Period Unit		No								Y		Y

		n_financial_element_amt_rcy		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL		This column stores the amount, as per Solvency guidelines, for the item indicated by reporting line column in reporting currency.		No		No		Financial Element Amount RCY		No								Y		N

		n_accounting_amt_rcy		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL		This column stores the amount, as per standard accounting guidelines, for the item indicated by reporting line column in reporting currency.		No		No		Accounting Amount RCY		No								Y		N

		n_accounting_amt_lcy		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL		This column stores the amount, as per standard accounting guidelines, for the item indicated by reporting line column in Local Currency.
		No		No		Accounting Amount LCY		No								N		Y

		n_financial_element_amt_lcy		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL		This column stores the amount, as per Solvency guidelines, for the item indicated by reporting line column in Local Currency.
		No		No		Financial Element Amount LCY		No								N		Y
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Fct_Fund_Capital_Details

		Back to Index

		Table Name		Fct_Fund_Capital_Details

		Entity Name		Fact Fund Capital Details

		Table Comment		This Table stores all the details of capital held by an entity

		Column Name		Column Datatype		Column Null Option		Column Comment		Column Is PK		Column Is FK		Attribute Name		Dynamic LoV		Referenced table		Referenced Column		Static LoV		Dashboards		QMR

		n_run_skey		NUMBER(10)		NOT NULL		This Attribute stores  a unique key representing a particular Run.		Yes		Yes		Run Surrogate Key		Yes		Dim_Run		n_run_skey				N		Y

		n_gaap_skey		NUMBER(5)		NOT NULL		Surrogate key corresponding to a unique GAAP code.		Yes		Yes		GAAP Surrogate Key		Yes		Dim_GAAP		n_gaap_skey				N		Y

		n_cap_comp_group_skey		NUMBER(5)		NOT NULL		This stores a unique key representing a particular Capital Computation Group.		Yes		Yes		Capital Comptn Grp Surrogate Key		Yes		Dim_Capital_Comp_Group						N		Y

		n_fund_skey		NUMBER(5)		NOT NULL		This column stores a unique code identifying a fund.		Yes		Yes		Fund Surrogate Key		Yes		Dim_Fund		n_fund_skey				N		Y

		n_mis_date_skey		NUMBER(10)		NOT NULL		As of date surrogate key		Yes		Yes		Extraction Date key		Yes		DIM_DATES		N_DATE_SKEY				N		Y

		n_business_segment_skey		NUMBER(3)		NOT NULL		This column stores the business segment of the organization to which the policy belongs. For example Life/Non Life/Composite 		Yes		Yes		Business Segment Surrogate Key		Yes		Dim_Business_Segment						N		Y

		n_entity_skey		NUMBER(10)		NOT NULL		This column stores unique identifier of Entity to which said fund belongs to. 		Yes		Yes		Legal Entity Surrogate Key		Yes		Dim_Org_Structure		n_entity_skey				N		Y

		v_iso_currency_cd		VARCHAR2(3)		NULL		This column stores the currency of the fund		No		Yes		ISO Currency Code		Yes		DIM_CURRENCY						N		N

		n_supervisor_skey		NUMBER(10)		NULL		This colum stores the unqiue identifier for entity as supervisor (regulator)		No		Yes		Central Authority Surrogate Key		Yes		Dim_Central_Authority						N		N

		n_fund_amt		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL		This column stores the amount of fund in natural currency		No		No		Fund Amount		No								N		N

		n_fund_amt_rcy		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL		This column stores the amount of fund in reporting currency		No		No		Fund Amount in Reporting Currency		No								N		N

		d_issue_date		DATE		NULL		This column stores the issue date of the fund		No		No		Issue Date		No								N		N

		d_auth_date		DATE		NULL		This column stores the date on which the fund was authorized by the insurance company		No		No		Authorization Date		No								N		N

		n_notional_valuation_amt_rcy		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL		This column stores the notional value of funds in reporting currency		No		No		Notional Valuation Amount in Reporting Currency		No								N		N

		n_ring_fenced_own_fund_amt_rcy		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL		This column stores the Own funds eligible in reporting currency for undertaking to cover risk in ring fenced funds 		No		No		Own Funds in Ring Fenced Fund		No								N		N

		n_ring_fenced_shrhldr_amt_rcy		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL		This column stores the shareholder value of ring fenced funds in reporting currency		No		No		Shareholder value in RFF in Reporting Currency		No								N		N

		n_fund_type_skey		NUMBER(5)		NULL		This column stores the unique code identifying the fund type in which the fund is invested		No		Yes		Fund Type Surrogate Key		Yes		Dim_Fund_Type						N		Y

		n_counterparty_skey		NUMBER(10)		NULL		This column stores the surrogate key identifying the counterparty
		No		Yes		Counterparty Surrogate Key		Yes		DIM_PARTY		N_PARTY_SKEY				N		Y

		n_fund_amt_lcy		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL		This column stores the amount of fund in Local Currency
		No		No		Fund Amount in Local Currency		No								N		N

		n_notional_valuation_amt_lcy		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL		This column stores the notional value of funds in Local Currency
		No		No		Notional Valuation Amount in Local Currency		No								N		Y

		n_ring_fenced_own_fund_amt_lcy		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL		This column stores the Own funds eligible in Local Currency for undertaking to cover risk in ring fenced funds 
		No		No		Own Funds in Ring Fenced Fund  in Local Currency		No								N		Y

		n_ring_fenced_shrhldr_amt_lcy		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL		This column stores the shareholder value of ring fenced funds in Local Currency
		No		No		Shareholder value in RFF in Local Currency		No								N		Y
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Fct_Homogeneous_Rsk_Grp_Detail

		Back to Index

		Table Name		Fct_Homogeneous_Rsk_Grp_Detail

		Entity Name		Fact Homogeneous Risk Group

		Table Comment		This table stores all the information elements regarding HRG (Homogeneous Risk Group). For example information like technical provisions, risk margin, surrender value etc. This table will be used for reporting the QRT reoprts when data is available at HRG level. 

		Column Name		Column Datatype		Column Null Option		Column Comment		Column Is PK		Column Is FK		Attribute Name		Dynamic LoV		Referenced table		Referenced Column		Static LoV		Dashboards		QMR

		n_run_skey		NUMBER(10)		NOT NULL		This Attribute stores  a unique key representing a particular Run.		Yes		Yes		Run Surrogate Key		Yes		Dim_Run		n_run_skey				N		Y

		n_gaap_skey		NUMBER(5)		NOT NULL		Surrogate key corresponding to a unique GAAP code.		Yes		Yes		GAAP Surrogate Key		Yes		Dim_GAAP		n_gaap_skey				N		Y

		n_homogeneous_risk_group_skey		NUMBER(10)		NOT NULL		This column stores the unique code identifying a homogeneous risk group.		Yes		Yes		Homogeneous Risk Groups Surrogate Key		Yes		Dim_Homogenous_Risk_Group		n_homogeneous_risk_group_skey				N		Y

		f_reinsure_proportional_ind		CHAR(1)		NOT NULL		This is an indicator whether this policy is covered by proportional reinsurance or not.		Yes		No		ReInsurance Proportional Indicator		No								N		Y

		n_prod_skey		NUMBER(14)		NOT NULL		This column stores the unique identifier of the product 		Yes		Yes		Product Key		Yes		Dim_Product		n_prod_skey				N		Y

		v_scenario_code		VARCHAR2(20)		NOT NULL		Scenario code		Yes		Yes		Scenario Code		Yes		Dim_Scenario						N		Y

		f_intragroup_exp_ind		CHAR(1)		NOT NULL		This flag indicates if the policy is between two entities belonging to same group and stores 'Y' if it is treated as an Intragroup transaction else 'N'. 		Yes		No		Intragroup Exposure Indicator		No								N		Y

		n_mis_date_skey		NUMBER(10)		NOT NULL		As of date surrogate key		Yes		Yes		Extraction Date key		Yes		DIM_DATES		N_DATE_SKEY				N		Y

		n_entity_skey		NUMBER(10)		NOT NULL		This column stores unique identifier of Entity to which said HRG belongs to. 		Yes		Yes		Legal Entity Surrogate Key		Yes		Dim_Org_Structure		n_entity_skey				N		Y

		f_re_insurance_business_ind		CHAR(1)		NULL		This column indicates if the exposure is reinsurance business.		No		No		Re-Insurance Business Indicator		No								N		Y

		n_prod_type_skey		NUMBER(5)		NULL		This column stores the unique key for product type		No		Yes		Product Type Surrogate Key		Yes		Dim_Product_Type		n_prod_type_skey				N		N

		f_contracts_rider_ind		CHAR(1)		NULL		This flag indicates if there are any riders attached to the policy. 'Y' if the riders exists otherwise 'N'.		No		No		Contractual Riders Indicator		No								N		Y

		f_hrg_home_country_ind		CHAR(1)		NULL		This column stores the unique code identifying the Country in the HRG		No		No		Homogeneous Risk Group Home Country Indicator		No								N		N

		n_std_lob_skey		NUMBER(5)		NULL		Unique Surrogate Key for the Line of Business  as prescribed by the Regulator		No		Yes		Standard LOB Skey		Yes		Dim_Standard_LOB						N		N

		n_business_segment_skey		NUMBER(3)		NULL		This column stores the business segment of the organization to which the policy belongs. For example Life/Non Life/Composite 		No		Yes		Business Segment Surrogate Key		Yes		Dim_Business_Segment						N		N

		n_standard_product_type_skey		NUMBER(3)		NULL		This column stores the unique code identifying the standard product of Homogeneous Risk Group		No		Yes		Standard Product Type Surrogate key		Yes		Dim_Standard_Product_Type						N		N

		n_hrg_country_skey		NUMBER(5)		NULL		This column stores the country code for homogenous risk group		No		Yes		Homogeneous Risk Groups Country Surrogate Key		Yes		Dim_Country						N		Y

		n_economic_zone_skey		NUMBER(3)		NULL		This column stores the unique code identifying the Economic Zone in which the entity is present		No		Yes		Economic Zone Surrogate Key		Yes		Dim_Economic_Zone						N		N

		n_tp_valuation_method_skey		NUMBER(5)		NULL		This column stores the surrogate key for method code		No		Yes		Simplification Method Surrogate Key		Yes		Dim_Methodologies		n_method_skey				N		Y

		f_country_materiality_flag		CHAR(1)		NULL		This column stores whether said country is material or not. This is an processing concept. 		No		No		Country Materiality Flag		No								N		N

		n_surrender_option_value		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL		This column stores the amount to be given to the policyholder in case the policy is surrendered. The amount is in natural currency of transaction.		No		No		Surrender Option Value in Natural Currency		No								N		N

		n_surrender_option_value_rcy		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL		This column stores the amount to be given to the policyholder in case the policy is surrendered. The amount is in reporting currency of transaction.		No		No		Surrender Option Value in Reporting Currency		No								N		N

		v_simplified_method_usage		VARCHAR2(500)		NULL		This column stores if Simplified method is used for calculation of SCR, the list of all the elements for which simplification is used. Example Legal Expenses, Other expenses etc.
This is a free text		No		No		Simplified Method Usage		No								N		Y

		n_risk_margin		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL		If Technical Provision Valuation Method used for policy is ' Technical Provision calculated with Best Estimate and Risk Margin'; this column stores the value of Risk Margin calculated in Natural currency. If valuation method is 'Technical Provision calculated as a whole', then it will be blank.		No		No		Risk Margin in Natural Currency		No								N		N

		n_risk_margin_rcy		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL		If Technical Provision Valuation Method used for policy is ' Technical Provision calculated with Best Estimate and Risk Margin'; this column stores the value of Risk Margin calculated in Reporting currency. If valuation method is 'Technical Provision calculated as a whole',  then it will be blank.		No		No		Risk Margin in Reporting Currency		No								N		N

		n_be_tp_amount		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL		If Technical Provision Valuation Method used for policy is ' Technical Provision calculated with Best Estimate and Risk Margin'; this column stores the value of Best Estimate calculated in Natural currency. If valuation method is 'Technical Provision calculated as a whole',  then it will be blank.		No		No		Best Estimate Technical Provision Amount  in Natural Currency		No								N		N

		n_be_tp_amount_rcy		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL		If Technical Provision Valuation Method used for policy is ' Technical Provision calculated with Best Estimate and Risk Margin'; this column stores the value of Best Estimate calculated in Reporting currency. If valuation method is 'Technical Provision calculated as a whole',  then it will be blank.		No		No		Best Estimate Technical Provision Amount in Reporting Currency		No								N		N

		n_premium_be_tp_amount		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL		If Technical Provision Valuation Method used for policy is ' Technical Provision calculated with Best Estimate and Risk Margin'; this column stores the value of Best Estimate of Premium calculated in reporting currency. If valuation method is 'Technical Provision calculated as a whole', then it will be blank.		No		No		Premium Best Estimate Technical Provision Amount in Natural Currency		No								N		N

		n_premium_be_tp_amount_rcy		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL		If Technical Provision Valuation Method used for policy is ' Technical Provision calculated with Best Estimate and Risk Margin'; this column stores the value of Best Estimate of Premium calculated in Natural currency. If valuation method is 'Technical Provision calculated as a whole',  then it will be blank.		No		No		Premium Best Estimate Technical Provision Amount in Reporting Currency		No								N		N

		n_claim_be_tp_amount		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL		If Technical Provision Valuation Method used for policy is ' Technical Provision calculated with Best Estimate and Risk Margin'; this column stores the value of Best Estimate of Claim calculated in reporting currency. If valuation method is 'Technical Provision calculated as a whole',  then it will be blank.		No		No		Claim Best Estimate Technical Provision Amount in Natural Currency		No								N		N

		n_claim_be_tp_amount_rcy		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL		If Technical Provision Valuation Method used for policy is ' Technical Provision calculated with Best Estimate and Risk Margin'; this column stores the value of Best Estimate of Claim calculated in Natural currency. If valuation method is 'Technical Provision calculated as a whole',  then it will be blank.		No		No		Claim Best Estimate Technical Provision Amount in Reporting Currency		No								N		N

		n_tp_calc_whole_amount		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL		This column stores the technical provision calculated for a policy when policy belongs to the category of replicable portfolio. 		No		No		Technical Provision calculated as whole in Natural Currency		No								N		N

		n_tp_calc_whole_amount_rcy		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL		This column stores the technical provision in reporting currency calculated for a policy when policy belongs to the category of replicable portfolio. 		No		No		Technical Provision calculated as whole in Reporting Currency		No								N		N

		n_std_major_lob_skey		NUMBER(5)		NULL		Unique Surrogate Key for the Line of Business  as prescribed by the Regulator		No		Yes		Standard Major LoB Skey		Yes		Dim_Standard_Major_LoB						N		Y

		v_accepted_ri_benefit_type_cd		VARCHAR2(5)		NULL		This column stores the benefit type (With Profit Participation / Unit Linked / Other Life ) [a closed list WP/UL/OL] of the Technical Provision as a whole value only for Accepted ReInsurance LOB.
		No		No		Accepted ReInsurance Benefit Type Code		No								N		Y

		n_pre_adj_rec_spv_amt_rcy		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL		This column stores the Pre Adjustment Recoverable from SPV in Reporting Currency.
		No		No		SPV Pre Adjustment Recoverable-Reporting Currency		No								N		N

		n_pre_adj_rec_ri_amt_rcy		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL		This column stores the Pre Adjustment Recoverable from Finite Reinsurance in Reporting Currency.
		No		No		Finite Reinsurance Pre Adjustment Recoverable-Reporting Currency		No								N		N

		n_pre_adj_rec_other_amt_rcy		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL		This column stores the Pre Adjustment Recoverable from reinsurance other than SPV and Finite Reinsurance in Reporting Currency.
		No		No		Reinsurance Pre Adjustment Recoverable Excluding SPV and Finite Reinsurance- Reporting Currency		No								N		N

		n_post_adj_rec_tot_amt_rcy		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL		This column stores the Post Adjustment Total Recoverable from reinsurance and SPV in Reporting Currency .
		No		No		Reinsurance and SPV Post Adjustment Total Recoverable - Reporting Currency		No								N		N

		n_pre_adj_rec_spv_amt		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL		This column stores the Pre Adjustment Recoverable from SPV.
		No		No		SPV Pre Adjustment Recoverable		No								N		N

		n_pre_adj_rec_ri_amt		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL		This column stores the Pre Adjustment Recoverable from Finite Reinsurance.
		No		No		Finite Reinsurance Pre Adjustment Recoverable		No								N		N

		n_pre_adj_rec_other_amt		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL		This column stores the Pre Adjustment Recoverable from reinsurance other than SPV and Finite Reinsurance.
		No		No		Reinsurance Pre Adjustment Recoverable excluding SPV and Finite Reinsurance		No								N		N

		n_post_adj_rec_ri_spv_amt		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL		This column stores the Post Adjustment Total Recoverable from reinsurance and SPV .
		No		No		Reinsurance and SPV Post Adjustment Total Recoverable		No								N		N

		n_pr_pre_adj_rec_spv_amt_rcy		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL		This column stores the Premium Pre Adjustment Recoverable from SPV in Reporting Currency.
		No		No		SPV Premium Pre Adjustment Recoverable-Reporting Currency		No								N		N

		n_pr_pre_adj_rec_ri_amt_rcy		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL		This column stores the Premium Pre Adjustment Recoverable from Finite Reinsurance in Reporting Currency.
		No		No		Finite Reinsurance Premium Pre Adjustment Recoverable-Reporting Currency		No								N		N

		n_pr_pre_adj_rec_other_amt_rcy		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL		This column stores the Premium Pre Adjustment Recoverable from reinsurance other than SPV and Finite Reinsurance in Premium Reporting Currency.
		No		No		Reinsurance Premium Pre Adjustment Recoverable excluding SPV and Finite Reinsurance- Reporting Currency		No								N		N

		n_pr_post_adj_rec_tot_amt_rcy		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL		This column stores the Premium Post Adjustment Total Recoverable from reinsurance and SPV in Reporting Currency.
		No		No		Reinsurance and SPV Premium Post Adjustment Total Recoverable- Reporting Currency		No								N		N

		n_pr_pre_adj_rec_spv_amt		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL		This column stores the Premium Pre Adjustment Recoverable from SPV.
		No		No		SPV Premium Pre Adjustment Recoverable		No								N		N

		n_pr_pre_adj_rec_ri_amt		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL		This column stores the Premium Pre Adjustment Recoverable from Finite Reinsurance.
		No		No		Premium Pre Adjustment Recoverable from Finite Reinsurance		No								N		N

		n_pr_pre_adj_rec_other_amt		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL		This column stores the Premium Pre Adjustment Recoverable from reinsurance other than SPV and Finite Reinsurance.
		No		No		Premium Pre Adjustment Recoverable from reinsurance other than SPV and Finite Reinsurance		No								N		N

		n_pr_post_adj_rec_ri_spv_amt		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL		This column stores the Premium Post Adjustment Total Recoverable from reinsurance and SPV .
		No		No		Reinsurance and SPV Premium Post Adjustment Total Recoverable		No								N		N

		n_cl_pre_adj_rec_spv_amt_rcy		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL		This column stores the Claim Pre Adjustment Recoverable from SPV in Reporting Currency.
		No		No		SPV Claim Pre Adjustment Recoverable- Reporting Currency		No								N		N

		n_cl_pre_adj_rec_ri_amt_rcy		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL		This column stores the Claim Pre Adjustment Recoverable from Finite Reinsurance in Reporting Currency.
		No		No		Finite Reinsurance Claim Pre Adjustment Recoverable-Reporting Currency		No								N		N

		n_cl_pre_adj_rec_other_amt_rcy		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL		This column stores the Claim Pre Adjustment Recoverable from reinsurance other than SPV and Finite Reinsurance in Reporting Currency.
		No		No		Reinsurance Claim Pre Adjustment Recoverable excluding SPV and Finite Reinsurance- Reporting Currency		No								N		N

		n_cl_post_adj_rec_tot_amt_rcy		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL		This column stores the Claim Post Adjustment Total Recoverable from reinsurance and SPV in Reporting Currency .
		No		No		Reinsurance and SPV Claim Post Adjustment Total Recoverable- Reporting Currency		No								N		N

		n_cl_pre_adj_rec_spv_amt		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL		This column stores the Claim Pre Adjustment Recoverable from SPV.
		No		No		SPV Claim Pre Adjustment Recoverable		No								N		N

		n_cl_pre_adj_rec_ri_amt		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL		This column stores the Claim Pre Adjustment Recoverable from Finite Reinsurance.
		No		No		Finite Reinsurance Claim Pre Adjustment Recoverable		No								N		N

		n_cl_pre_adj_rec_other_amt		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL		This column stores the Claim Pre Adjustment Recoverable from reinsurance other than SPV and Finite Reinsurance.
		No		No		Reinsurance Claim Pre Adjustment Recoverable excluding SPV and Finite Reinsurance		No								N		N

		n_cl_post_adj_rec_ri_spv_amt		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL		This column stores the Claim Post Adjustment Total Recoverable from reinsurance and SPV .
		No		No		Reinsurance and SPV Claim Post Adjustment Total Recoverable		No								N		N

		v_iso_currency_cd		VARCHAR2(3)		NULL		This column stores the ISO code of the currency of the transaction(natural currency).
		No		Yes		ISO Currency Code		Yes		DIM_CURRENCY						N		N

		n_be_tp_amount_lcy		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL		If Technical Provision Valuation Method used for policy is  Technical Provision calculated with Best Estimate and Risk Margin; this column stores the value of Best Estimate calculated in Local Currency. If valuation method is Technical Provision calculated as a whole,  then it will be blank.
		No		No		Best Estimate Technical Provision Amount in Local Currency		No								N		Y

		n_cl_post_adj_rec_tot_amt_lcy		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL		"This column stores the Claim Post Adjustment Total Recoverable from reinsurance and SPV in Local Currency .
"
		No		No		Reinsurance and SPV Claim Post Adjustment Total Recoverable- Local Currency		No								N		Y

		n_cl_pre_adj_rec_other_amt_lcy		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL		"This column stores the Claim Pre Adjustment Recoverable from reinsurance other than SPV and Finite Reinsurance in Local Currency.
"
		No		No		Reinsurance Claim Pre Adjustment Recoverable excluding SPV and Finite Reinsurance- Local Currency		No								N		Y

		n_cl_pre_adj_rec_ri_amt_lcy		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL		"This column stores the Claim Pre Adjustment Recoverable from Finite Reinsurance in Local Currency.
"
		No		No		Finite Reinsurance Claim Pre Adjustment Recoverable-Local Currency		No								N		Y

		n_cl_pre_adj_rec_spv_amt_lcy		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL		"This column stores the Claim Pre Adjustment Recoverable from SPV in Local Currency.
"
		No		No		SPV Claim Pre Adjustment Recoverable- Local Currency		No								N		Y

		n_claim_be_tp_amount_lcy		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL		If Technical Provision Valuation Method used for policy is  Technical Provision calculated with Best Estimate and Risk Margin; this column stores the value of Best Estimate of Claim calculated  in Local Currency. If valuation method is Technical Provision calculated as a whole,  then it will be blank.
		No		No		Claim Best Estimate Technical Provision Amount in Local Currency		No								N		Y

		n_post_adj_rec_tot_amt_lcy		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL		"This column stores the Post Adjustment Total Recoverable from reinsurance and SPV in Local Currency .
"
		No		No		Reinsurance and SPV Post Adjustment Total Recoverable - Local Currency		No								N		Y

		n_pr_post_adj_rec_tot_amt_lcy		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL		"This column stores the Premium Post Adjustment Total Recoverable from reinsurance and SPV in Local Currency.
"
		No		No		Reinsurance and SPV Premium Post Adjustment Total Recoverable- Local Currency		No								N		Y

		n_pr_pre_adj_rec_other_amt_lcy		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL		"This column stores the Premium Pre Adjustment Recoverable from reinsurance other than SPV and Finite Reinsurance in Premium Local Currency.
"
		No		No		Reinsurance Premium Pre Adjustment Recoverable excluding SPV and Finite Reinsurance- Local Currency		No								N		Y

		n_pr_pre_adj_rec_ri_amt_lcy		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL		"This column stores the Premium Pre Adjustment Recoverable from Finite Reinsurance in Local Currency.
"
		No		No		Finite Reinsurance Premium Pre Adjustment Recoverable-Local Currency		No								N		Y

		n_pr_pre_adj_rec_spv_amt_lcy		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL		"This column stores the Premium Pre Adjustment Recoverable from SPV in Local Currency.
"
		No		No		SPV Premium Pre Adjustment Recoverable-Local Currency		No								N		Y

		n_pre_adj_rec_other_amt_lcy		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL		"This column stores the Pre Adjustment Recoverable from reinsurance other than SPV and Finite Reinsurance in Local Currency.
"
		No		No		Reinsurance Pre Adjustment Recoverable Excluding SPV and Finite Reinsurance- Local Currency		No								N		Y

		n_pre_adj_rec_ri_amt_lcy		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL		"This column stores the Pre Adjustment Recoverable from Finite Reinsurance in Local Currency.
"
		No		No		Finite Reinsurance Pre Adjustment Recoverable-Local Currency		No								N		Y

		n_pre_adj_rec_spv_amt_lcy		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL		"This column stores the Pre Adjustment Recoverable from SPV in Local Currency.
"
		No		No		SPV Pre Adjustment Recoverable-Local Currency		No								N		Y

		n_premium_be_tp_amount_lcy		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL		If Technical Provision Valuation Method used for policy is  Technical Provision calculated with Best Estimate and Risk Margin; this column stores the value of Best Estimate of Premium calculated  in Local Currency. If valuation method is Technical Provision calculated as a whole,  then it will be blank.
		No		No		Premium Best Estimate Technical Provision Amount in Local Currency		No								N		Y

		n_risk_margin_lcy		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL		If Technical Provision Valuation Method used for policy is  Technical Provision calculated with Best Estimate and Risk Margin; this column stores the value of Risk Margin calculated in Local Currency. If valuation method is Technical Provision calculated as a whole,  then it will be blank.
		No		No		Risk Margin in Local Currency		No								N		Y

		n_surrender_option_value_lcy		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL		This column stores the amount to be given to the policyholder in case the policy is surrendered. The amount is in Local Currency of transaction.
		No		No		Surrender Option Value in Local Currency		No								N		Y

		n_tp_calc_whole_amount_lcy		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL		This column stores the technical provision in Local Currency calculated for a policy when policy belongs to the category of replicable portfolio. 
		No		No		Technical Provision calculated as whole in Local Currency		No								N		Y
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Fct_HRG_Cashflow

		Back to Index

		Table Name		Fct_HRG_Cashflow

		Entity Name		Fact Homogeneous Risk Group Cash Flow

		Table Comment		This table stores the cash flow estimates at homogeneous Risk Group level.

		Column Name		Column Datatype		Column Null Option		Column Comment		Column Is PK		Column Is FK		Attribute Name		Dynamic LoV		Referenced table		Referenced Column		Static LoV		Dashboards		QMR

		n_run_skey		NUMBER(10)		NOT NULL		This Attribute stores  a unique key representing a particular Run.		Yes		Yes		Run Surrogate Key		Yes		Dim_Run		n_run_skey				N		Y

		n_gaap_skey		NUMBER(5)		NOT NULL		Surrogate key corresponding to a unique GAAP code.		Yes		Yes		GAAP Surrogate Key		Yes		Dim_GAAP		n_gaap_skey				N		Y

		n_homogeneous_risk_group_skey		NUMBER(10)		NOT NULL		This column stores the unique code identifying the homogeneous risk group.		Yes		Yes		Homogeneous Risk Groups Surrogate Key		Yes		Dim_Homogenous_Risk_Group		n_homogeneous_risk_group_skey				N		Y

		v_scenario_code		VARCHAR2(20)		NOT NULL		Scenario code		Yes		Yes		Scenario Code		Yes		Dim_Scenario						N		Y

		n_cash_flow_type_skey		NUMBER(10)		NOT NULL		This Column containst the surrogate key for each cash flow type identifier		Yes		Yes		Cash Flow Type Key		Yes		Dim_Cash_Flow_Type						N		Y

		d_cash_flow_date		DATE		NOT NULL		This column stores the date for which the cash flow estimate is done.		Yes		No		Cash Flow Date		No								N		Y

		f_intragroup_exp_indicator		CHAR(1)		NOT NULL		This column indicates if the exposure is between entities belonging to the same group.		Yes		No		Intragroup Exposure Indicator		No								N		Y

		n_mis_date_skey		NUMBER(10)		NOT NULL		This attribute stores the surrogate key of extraction date
		Yes		Yes		Extraction Date key		Yes		DIM_DATES		N_DATE_SKEY				N		Y

		n_entity_skey		NUMBER(10)		NOT NULL		This column stores unique identifier of Entity to which said HRG belongs to. 		Yes		Yes		Legal Entity Surrogate Key		Yes		Dim_Org_Structure		n_entity_skey				N		Y

		n_tp_valuation_method_skey		NUMBER(5)		NULL		This column stores the unique code identifying the method used to calculate technical provision for the exposure		No		Yes		Methodology Surrogate Key		Yes		Dim_Methodologies		n_method_skey				N		N

		n_country_skey		NUMBER(5)		NULL		This column stores the country code of exposure.		No		Yes		Country Surrogate Key		Yes		Dim_Country						N		N

		n_be_undiscounted_cf_amt		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL		This column stores the best estimate of undiscounted cash flow amount of the exposure in natural currency.		No		No		Best Estimate of Undiscounted CashFlow Amount		No								N		N

		n_be_discounted_cf_amt		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL		This column stores the best estimate of discounted cash flow amount of the exposure in natural currency.		No		No		Best Estimate of Discounted CashFlow Amount		No								N		N

		n_be_undiscounted_cf_amt_rcy		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL		This column stores the best estimate of undiscounted cash flow amount of the exposure in reporting currency.		No		No		Best Estimate of Undiscounted CashFlow in Reporting Currency		No								N		N

		n_be_discounted_cf_amt_rcy		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL		This column stores the best estimate of discounted cash flow amount of the exposure in reporting currency.		No		No		Best Estimate of Discounted CashFlow in Reporting Currency		No								N		N

		f_contracts_rider_ind		CHAR(1)		NULL		This column indicates if any contractual riders are present. 		No		No		Contractual Riders Indicator		No								N		N

		f_country_materiality_ind		CHAR(1)		NULL		This column indicates if the country of exposure is material for the reporting entity.		No		No		Country Materiality Flag		No								N		N

		f_re_insurance_business_ind		CHAR(1)		NULL		This column indicates if the exposure is reinsurance business.		No		No		Re-Insurance Business Indicator		No								N		N

		n_std_lob_skey		NUMBER(5)		NULL		Unique Surrogate Key for the Line of Business  as prescribed by the Regulator		No		Yes		Standard LOB Skey		Yes		Dim_Standard_LOB						N		Y

		n_std_major_lob_skey		NUMBER(5)		NULL		Unique Surrogate Key for the Line of Business  as prescribed by the Regulator		No		Yes		Standard Major LoB Skey		Yes		Dim_Standard_Major_LoB						N		Y

		n_lob_skey		NUMBER(10)		NULL		This stores a unique key representing a particular Line of Bussiness.		No		Yes		LoB Skey		Yes		Dim_LOB		n_lob_skey				N		N

		v_iso_currency_cd		VARCHAR2(3)		NULL		ISO currency code.		No		Yes		ISO Currency Code		Yes		DIM_CURRENCY						N		N

		n_be_discounted_cf_amt_lcy		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL		This column stores the best estimate of discounted cash flow amount of the exposure in Local Currency.
		No		No		Best Estimate of Discounted CashFlow in Local Currency		No								N		Y

		n_be_undiscounted_cf_amt_lcy		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL		This column stores the best estimate of undiscounted cash flow amount of the exposure in Local Currency.
		No		No		Best Estimate of Undiscounted CashFlow in Local Currency		No								N		Y
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Fct_Ins_Internal_Mdl_Risk_Dtls

		Back to Index

		Table Name		Fct_Ins_Internal_Mdl_Risk_Dtls

		Entity Name		Fact Insurance Internal Models Risk Details

		Table Comment		This table contains the details of internal model calculations, if entity is using Full or Partial Internal model.

		Column Name		Column Datatype		Column Null Option		Column Comment		Column Is PK		Column Is FK		Attribute Name		Dynamic LoV		Referenced table		Referenced Column		Static LoV		Dashboards		QMR

		n_run_skey		NUMBER(10)		NOT NULL		This Attribute stores  a unique key representing a particular Run.		Yes		Yes		Run Surrogate Key		Yes		Dim_Run		n_run_skey				N		Y

		n_gaap_skey		NUMBER(5)		NOT NULL		Surrogate key corresponding to a unique GAAP code.		Yes		Yes		GAAP Surrogate Key		Yes		Dim_GAAP		n_gaap_skey				N		Y

		n_ins_risk_measure_skey		NUMBER(5)		NOT NULL		This column stores the unique code identifying the measure for which computation is done.		Yes		Yes		Insurance Risk Measure Surrogate Key		Yes		Dim_Insurance_Risk_Measure						N		Y

		n_ins_loss_modeling_comp_skey		NUMBER(5)		NOT NULL		This column stores the unique code identifying the component for which the computation is done. This is a user defined field and will vary from organization to organization.		Yes		Yes		Insurance Loss Modeling Component Surrogate Key		Yes		Dim_Ins_Loss_Modeling_Comp		n_ins_loss_modeling_comp_skey				N		Y

		v_scenario_code		VARCHAR2(20)		NOT NULL		This column stores the scenario code.
		Yes		Yes		Scenario Code		Yes		Dim_Scenario						N		Y

		N_CAPITAL_COMPUTATION_MTD_SKEY		NUMBER(3)		NOT NULL		This column stores a unique identifier for capital computation method.
		Yes		Yes		Capital Computation Method Surrogate Key		Yes		Dim_Capital_Computation_Method						N		Y

		n_mis_date_skey		NUMBER(10)		NOT NULL		As of date surrogate key		Yes		Yes		Extraction Date key		Yes		DIM_DATES		N_DATE_SKEY				N		Y

		n_entity_skey		NUMBER(10)		NOT NULL		This column stores unique identifier of Entity to which said data belongs to. 		Yes		Yes		Legal Entity Surrogate Key		Yes		Dim_Org_Structure		n_entity_skey				N		Y

		n_ins_risk_measure_value		NUMBER(38,3)		NULL		This column stores the value computed for the measure specified in Insurance Risk Measure Surrogate Key.		No		No		Insurance Risk Measure Value		No								N		N

		n_ins_risk_measure_value_lcy		NUMBER(38,3)		NULL		This column stores the value computed for the measure specified in Insurance Risk Measure Surrogate Key in local currency
		No		No		Insurance Risk Measure Value in Local Currency		No								N		Y
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Fct_Ins_Risk_Scalar_Factors

		Back to Index

		Table Name		Fct_Ins_Risk_Scalar_Factors

		Entity Name		Fact Insurance Scalar Factors

		Table Comment		This entity stores the scalar factors used in SCR Calculations


		Column Name		Column Datatype		Column Null Option		Column Comment		Column Is PK		Column Is FK		Attribute Name		Dynamic LoV		Referenced table		Referenced Column		Static LoV		Dashboards		QMR

		n_run_skey		NUMBER(10)		NOT NULL		This Attribute stores  a unique key representing a particular Run.		Yes		Yes		Run Surrogate Key		Yes		Dim_Run		n_run_skey				N		Y

		n_mis_date_skey		NUMBER(10)		NOT NULL		As of date surrogate key		Yes		Yes		Date key		Yes		DIM_DATES		N_DATE_SKEY				N		Y

		n_entity_skey		NUMBER(10)		NOT NULL		Entity Surrogate Key		Yes		Yes		Legal Entity Surrogate Key		Yes		Dim_Org_Structure		n_entity_skey				N		Y

		v_scenario_code		VARCHAR2(20)		NOT NULL		Scenario code		Yes		Yes		Scenario Code		Yes		Dim_Scenario						N		Y

		n_insurance_scalar_factor_skey		NUMBER(5)		NOT NULL		This column stores the surrogate key for the Arithmetic parameters which are consumed in various SCR /MCR schedules prepared for QRT		Yes		Yes		Insurance Scalar Factor Surrog		Yes		Dim_Insurance_Scalar_Factor		n_insurance_scalar_factor_skey				N		Y

		n_scalar_factor_value		NUMBER(11,6)		NULL		This attribute stores the value of scalar factor		No		No		Scalar Factor Value		No								N		Y
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Fct_Ins_Risk_Valuation_Factors

		Back to Index

		Table Name		Fct_Ins_Risk_Valuation_Factors

		Entity Name		Fact Insurance Risk Valuation Factors

		Table Comment		This entity stores the global factors required for EIOPA data extract


		Column Name		Column Datatype		Column Null Option		Column Comment		Column Is PK		Column Is FK		Attribute Name		Dynamic LoV		Referenced table		Referenced Column		Static LoV		Dashboards		QMR

		n_run_skey		NUMBER(10)		NOT NULL		This Attribute stores  a unique key representing a particular Run.		Yes		Yes		Run Surrogate Key		Yes		Dim_Run		n_run_skey				N		Y

		n_ins_risk_measure_skey		NUMBER(5)		NOT NULL		This column stores the measure code for which summary/computation is done.
		Yes		Yes		Insurance Risk Measure Surrogate Key		Yes		Dim_Insurance_Risk_Measure						N		Y

		n_ins_risk_type_skey		NUMBER(5)		NOT NULL		This column stores a unique code identifying the insurance risk type.
		Yes		Yes		Insurance Risk Type Surrogate Key		Yes		Dim_Insurance_Risk_Type						N		Y

		n_std_major_lob_skey		NUMBER(5)		NOT NULL		Unique Surrogate Key for the Line of Business  as prescribed by the Regulator		Yes		Yes		Standard Major LoB Skey		Yes		Dim_Standard_Major_LoB						N		Y

		N_CAPITAL_COMPUTATION_MTD_SKEY		NUMBER(3)		NOT NULL		This column stores a default choice of capital computation method for said risk type for a given entity. 
		Yes		Yes		Capital Computation Method Surrogate Key		Yes		Dim_Capital_Computation_Method						N		Y

		n_mis_date_skey		NUMBER(10)		NOT NULL		As of date surrogate key		Yes		Yes		Extraction Date key		Yes		DIM_DATES		N_DATE_SKEY				N		Y

		n_entity_skey		NUMBER(10)		NOT NULL		Entity Surrogate Key		Yes		Yes		Legal Entity Surrogate Key		Yes		Dim_Org_Structure		n_entity_skey				N		Y

		n_factor_value		NUMBER(11,6)		NOT NULL		This column stores the global factor values
		No		No		Factor Value		No								N		Y
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Fct_Insurance_Correlation_Mtrx

		Back to Index

		Table Name		Fct_Insurance_Correlation_Mtrx

		Entity Name		Fact Insurance Correlation Matrix

		Table Comment		This entity stores the correlation matrix values used in SCR Calculaitons


		Column Name		Column Datatype		Column Null Option		Column Comment		Column Is PK		Column Is FK		Attribute Name		Dynamic LoV		Referenced table		Referenced Column		Static LoV		Dashboards		QMR

		n_sequence		NUMBER(22)		NOT NULL				Yes		No		Sequence		No								N		Y

		n_run_skey		NUMBER(10)		NOT NULL		This Attribute stores  a unique key representing a particular Run.		Yes		Yes		Run Surrogate Key		Yes		Dim_Run		n_run_skey				N		Y

		n_mis_date_skey		NUMBER(10)		NOT NULL		As of date surrogate key		Yes		Yes		Extraction Date key		Yes		DIM_DATES		N_DATE_SKEY				N		Y

		n_entity_skey		NUMBER(10)		NOT NULL		Entity Surrogate Key		Yes		Yes		Legal Entity Surrogate Key		Yes		Dim_Org_Structure		n_entity_skey				N		Y

		n_corr_mtrx_lob_skey2		NUMBER(5)		NOT NULL		Unique Surrogate Key for the Line of Business  as prescribed by the Regulator		No		Yes		Correlation Matrix LoB Surrogate Key Leg2		Yes		Dim_Standard_LOB						N		Y

		n_corr_mtrx_lob_skey1		NUMBER(5)		NOT NULL		Unique Surrogate Key for the Line of Business  as prescribed by the Regulator		No		Yes		Correlation Matrix LoB Surrogate Key Leg1		Yes		Dim_Standard_LOB						N		Y

		v_scenario_code		VARCHAR2(20)		NULL		Scenario code		No		Yes		Scenario Code		Yes		Dim_Scenario						N		Y

		n_corr_mtrx_grp_risk_type_skey		NUMBER(5)		NULL		This column stores a unique code identifying the insurance risk type.
		No		Yes		Correlation Matrix Group Risk Type Surrogate Key		Yes		Dim_Insurance_Risk_Type						N		Y

		n_corr_mtrx_risk_type_skey1		NUMBER(5)		NULL		This column stores a unique code identifying the insurance risk type.
		No		Yes		Correlation Matrix Risk Type Surrogate Key Leg1		Yes		Dim_Insurance_Risk_Type						N		Y

		n_corr_mtrx_country_skey1		NUMBER(5)		NULL		Surrogate key for country code
		No		Yes		Correlation Matrix Country Surrogate Key Leg1		Yes		Dim_Country						N		Y

		n_corr_mtrx_risk_type_skey2		NUMBER(5)		NULL		This column stores a unique code identifying the insurance risk type.
		No		Yes		Correlation Matrix Risk Type Surrogate Key Leg2		Yes		Dim_Insurance_Risk_Type						N		Y

		n_corr_mtrx_region_skey1		NUMBER(5)		NULL		This column stores the surrogate key to provide information on the region. This may be geographic region or EEA region. 
		No		Yes		Correlation Matrix Region Surrogate Key Leg1		Yes		Dim_Region						N		Y

		n_corr_mtrx_country_skey2		NUMBER(5)		NULL		Surrogate key for country code
		No		Yes		Correlation Matrix Country Surrogate Key Leg2		Yes		Dim_Country						N		Y

		v_corr_mtrx_type		VARCHAR2(60)		NULL		This column will store the type of correlation matrix data. Ex:  Risk Type,Country or Region
		No		No		Correlation Matrix Type		No								N		Y

		n_corr_mtrx_region_skey2		NUMBER(5)		NULL		This column stores the surrogate key to provide information on the region. This may be geographic region or EEA region. 
		No		Yes		Correlation Matrix Region Surrogate Key Leg2		Yes		Dim_Region						N		Y

		N_CAPITAL_COMPUTATION_MTD_SKEY		NUMBER(3)		NULL		This column stores a unique identifier for capital computation method.
		No		Yes		Capital Computation Method Surrogate Key		Yes		Dim_Capital_Computation_Method						N		Y

		n_corr_mtrx_value		NUMBER(11,6)		NULL		This column stores the correlation matrix value
		No		No		Correlation Matrix Value		No								N		Y
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Fct_Insurance_Recoverables

		Back to Index

		Table Name		Fct_Insurance_Recoverables

		Entity Name		Fact Insurance Recoverables

		Table Comment		This column stores all the recoverable associated with the future expected cash flows from reinsurance policies bought by insurer.

		Column Name		Column Datatype		Column Null Option		Column Comment		Column Is PK		Column Is FK		Attribute Name		Dynamic LoV		Referenced table		Referenced Column		Static LoV		Dashboards		QMR

		n_run_skey		NUMBER(10)		NOT NULL		This Attribute stores  a unique key representing a particular Run.		Yes		Yes		Run Surrogate Key		Yes		Dim_Run		n_run_skey				N		Y

		n_gaap_skey		NUMBER(5)		NOT NULL		Surrogate key corresponding to a unique GAAP code.		Yes		Yes		GAAP Surrogate Key		Yes		Dim_GAAP		n_gaap_skey				N		Y

		d_cash_flow_date		DATE		NOT NULL		This column stores the date on which the cash flow occurs.		Yes		No		Cash Flow Date		No								N		Y

		f_contracts_rider_ind		CHAR(1)		NOT NULL		This flag indicates if there are any riders attached to the policy. 'Y' if the riders exists otherwise 'N'.		Yes		No		Contractual Riders Indicator		No								N		Y

		f_intragroup_exp_indicator		CHAR(1)		NOT NULL		This column indicates if the exposure is between entities belonging to the same group.		Yes		No		Intragroup Exposure Indicator		No								N		Y

		v_scenario_code		VARCHAR2(20)		NOT NULL		Scenario code		Yes		Yes		Scenario Code		Yes		Dim_Scenario						N		Y

		n_std_lob_skey		NUMBER(5)		NOT NULL		Unique Surrogate Key for the Line of Business  as prescribed by the Regulator		Yes		Yes		Standard LOB Skey		Yes		Dim_Standard_LOB						N		Y

		n_cash_flow_type_skey		NUMBER(10)		NOT NULL		This Column containst the surrogate key for each cash flow type identifier		Yes		Yes		Cash Flow Type Key		Yes		Dim_Cash_Flow_Type						N		Y

		n_mis_date_skey		NUMBER(10)		NOT NULL		This attribute stores the surrogate key of extraction date
		Yes		Yes		Extraction Date key		Yes		DIM_DATES		N_DATE_SKEY				N		Y

		n_entity_skey		NUMBER(10)		NOT NULL		This column stores unique identifier of Entity to which said data belongs to. 		Yes		Yes		Legal Entity Surrogate Key		Yes		Dim_Org_Structure		n_entity_skey				N		Y

		f_re_insurance_business_ind		CHAR(1)		NULL		This column indicates if the exposure is reinsurance business.		No		No		Re-Insurance Business Indicator		No								N		N

		n_be_undiscounted_cf_amt		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL		This column stores the best estimate of undiscounted cash flow amount of the exposure in natural currency.		No		No		Best Estimate of Undiscounted CashFlow Amount		No								N		N

		n_be_discounted_cf_amt		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL		This column stores the best estimate of discounted cash flow amount of the exposure in natural currency.		No		No		Best Estimate of Discounted CashFlow Amount		No								N		N

		n_be_undiscounted_cf_amt_rcy		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL		This column stores the best estimate of undiscounted cash flow amount of the exposure in reporting currency.		No		No		Best Estimate of Undiscounted CashFlow in Reporting Currency		No								N		N

		n_be_discounted_cf_amt_rcy		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL		This column stores the best estimate of discounted cash flow amount of the exposure in reporting currency.		No		No		Best Estimate of Discounted CashFlow in Reporting Currency		No								N		N

		n_business_segment_skey		NUMBER(3)		NULL		This column stores the business segment of the organization to which the policy belongs. For example Life/Non Life/Composite 		No		Yes		Business Segment Surrogate Key		Yes		Dim_Business_Segment						N		N

		n_std_major_lob_skey		NUMBER(5)		NULL		Unique Surrogate Key for the Line of Business  as prescribed by the Regulator		No		Yes		Standard Major LoB Skey		Yes		Dim_Standard_Major_LoB						N		N

		v_iso_currency_cd		VARCHAR2(3)		NULL		This column stores the ISO code of the currency of the transaction(natural currency).
		No		Yes		ISO Currency Code		Yes		DIM_CURRENCY						N		N

		n_be_discounted_cf_amt_lcy		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL		This column stores the best estimate of discounted cash flow amount of the exposure in Local Currency.
		No		No		Best Estimate of Discounted CashFlow in Local Currency		No								N		N

		n_be_undiscounted_cf_amt_lcy		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL		This column stores the best estimate of undiscounted cash flow amount of the exposure in Local Currency.
		No		No		Best Estimate of Undiscounted CashFlow in Local Currency		No								N		Y
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Fct_Insurance_Risk_Details

		Back to Index

		Table Name		Fct_Insurance_Risk_Details

		Entity Name		Fact Insurance Risk Details

		Table Comment		This table stores the detailed information for insurance risk measure 

		Column Name		Column Datatype		Column Null Option		Column Comment		Column Is PK		Column Is FK		Attribute Name		Dynamic LoV		Referenced table		Referenced Column		Static LoV		Dashboards		QMR

		n_gaap_skey		NUMBER(5)		NOT NULL		Surrogate key corresponding to a unique GAAP code.		Yes		Yes		GAAP Surrogate Key		Yes		Dim_GAAP		n_gaap_skey				N		Y

		n_entity_skey		NUMBER(10)		NOT NULL		This column stores unique identifier of Entity to which said data belongs to. 		Yes		Yes		Legal Entity Surrogate Key		Yes		Dim_Org_Structure		n_entity_skey				N		Y

		v_scenario_code		VARCHAR2(20)		NOT NULL		Scenario code		Yes		Yes		Scenario Code		Yes		Dim_Scenario						N		Y

		n_run_skey		NUMBER(10)		NOT NULL		This Attribute stores  a unique key representing a particular Run.		Yes		Yes		Run Surrogate Key		Yes		Dim_Run		n_run_skey				N		Y

		n_ins_risk_measure_skey		NUMBER(5)		NOT NULL		This column stores the measure code for which summary/computation is done.		Yes		Yes		Insurance Risk Measure Surrogate Key		Yes		Dim_Insurance_Risk_Measure						N		Y

		n_ins_risk_type_skey		NUMBER(5)		NOT NULL		This column stores a unique code identifying the insurance risk type.		Yes		Yes		Insurance Risk Type Surrogate Key		Yes		Dim_Insurance_Risk_Type						N		Y

		n_country_skey		NUMBER(5)		NOT NULL		This column stores the surrogate key for country code		Yes		Yes		Country Surrogate Key		Yes		Dim_Country						N		Y

		n_region_skey		NUMBER(5)		NOT NULL		This column stores the region surrogate key		Yes		Yes		Region Skey		Yes		Dim_Region						N		Y

		n_std_major_lob_skey		NUMBER(5)		NOT NULL		Unique Surrogate Key for the Line of Business  as prescribed by the Regulator		Yes		Yes		Standard Major LoB Skey		Yes		Dim_Standard_Major_LoB						N		Y

		n_business_segment_skey		NUMBER(3)		NOT NULL		This column stores the business segment of the organization to which the policy belongs. For example Life/Non Life/Composite 		Yes		Yes		Business Segment Surrogate Key		Yes		Dim_Business_Segment						N		Y

		N_CAPITAL_COMPUTATION_MTD_SKEY		NUMBER(3)		NOT NULL		This column stores a unique identifier for capital computation method
		Yes		Yes		Capital Computation Method Surrogate Key		Yes		Dim_Capital_Computation_Method						N		Y

		n_mis_date_skey		NUMBER(10)		NOT NULL		As of date surrogate key		Yes		Yes		Extraction Date key		Yes		DIM_DATES		N_DATE_SKEY				N		Y

		n_ins_risk_measure_value		NUMBER(38,3)		NULL		This column stores the value computed for the measure.		No		No		Insurance Risk Measure Value		No								N		N

		v_iso_currency_cd		VARCHAR2(3)		NULL		This column stores the ISO currency code.		No		Yes		ISO Currency Code		Yes		DIM_CURRENCY						N		N

		n_heat_index_skey		NUMBER(5)		NULL		This column stores the severity of the risk.		No		Yes		Heat Index Surrogate Key		Yes		Dim_Heat_Index						N		N

		n_ins_risk_measure_value_lcy		NUMBER(38,3)		NULL		This column stores the value computed for the measure specified in Insurance Risk Measure Surrogate Key in local currency
		No		No		Insurance Risk Measure Value in Local Currency		No								N		Y
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Fct_Insurance_Risk_Summary

		Back to Index

		Table Name		Fct_Insurance_Risk_Summary

		Entity Name		Fact Insurance Risk Summary

		Table Comment		This table stores the summary level information for reporting of insurance risk measures at entity level.

		Column Name		Column Datatype		Column Null Option		Column Comment		Column Is PK		Column Is FK		Attribute Name		Dynamic LoV		Referenced table		Referenced Column		Static LoV		Dashboards		QMR

		n_gaap_skey		NUMBER(5)		NOT NULL		Surrogate key corresponding to a unique GAAP code.		Yes		Yes		GAAP Surrogate Key		Yes		Dim_GAAP		n_gaap_skey				Y		Y

		n_run_skey		NUMBER(10)		NOT NULL		This Attribute stores  a unique key representing a particular Run.		Yes		Yes		Run Surrogate Key		Yes		Dim_Run		n_run_skey				Y		Y

		v_scenario_code		VARCHAR2(20)		NOT NULL		Scenario code		Yes		Yes		Scenario Code		Yes		Dim_Scenario						Y		Y

		n_ins_risk_measure_skey		NUMBER(5)		NOT NULL		This column stores the measure code for which summary/computation is done.		Yes		Yes		Insurance Risk Measure Surrogate Key		Yes		Dim_Insurance_Risk_Measure						Y		Y

		n_ins_risk_type_skey		NUMBER(5)		NOT NULL		This column stores a unique code identifying the insurance risk type.		Yes		Yes		Insurance Risk Type Surrogate Key		Yes		Dim_Insurance_Risk_Type						Y		Y

		n_entity_skey		NUMBER(10)		NOT NULL		This column stores unique identifier of Entity to which said data belongs to. 		Yes		Yes		Legal Entity Surrogate Key		Yes		Dim_Org_Structure		n_entity_skey				Y		Y

		n_business_segment_skey		NUMBER(3)		NOT NULL		This column stores the business segment of the organization to which the policy belongs. For example Life/Non Life/Composite 		Yes		Yes		Business Segment Surrogate Key		Yes		Dim_Business_Segment						Y		Y

		N_CAPITAL_COMPUTATION_MTD_SKEY		NUMBER(3)		NOT NULL		This column stores a unique identifier for capital computation method
		Yes		Yes		Capital Computation Method Surrogate Key		Yes		Dim_Capital_Computation_Method						Y		Y

		n_projected_period_value		NUMBER(5)		NOT NULL		This column stores the period of projection. This column will contain 0 for actual data.
		Yes		No		Projected Period Value		No								Y		Y

		v_projected_period_unit		VARCHAR2(1)		NOT NULL		This column stores the period unit of projected period. This can be M (month) , Y (year) etc
		Yes		No		Projected Period Unit		No								Y		Y

		n_mis_date_skey		NUMBER(10)		NOT NULL		As of date surrogate key		Yes		Yes		Extraction Date key		Yes		DIM_DATES		N_DATE_SKEY				Y		Y

		v_iso_currency_cd		VARCHAR2(3)		NULL		This column stores the ISO currency code.		No		Yes		ISO Currency Code		Yes		DIM_CURRENCY						Y		N

		n_ins_risk_measure_value		NUMBER(38,3)		NULL		This column stores the value computed for the measure.		No		No		Insurance Risk Measure Value		No								Y		N

		n_heat_index_skey		NUMBER(5)		NULL		This column stores the severity of the risk.		No		Yes		Heat Index Surrogate Key		Yes		Dim_Heat_Index						Y		N

		n_ins_risk_measure_value_lcy		NUMBER(38,3)		NULL		This column stores the value computed for the measure specified in Insurance Risk Measure Surrogate Key in local currency
		No		No		Insurance Risk Measure Value in Local Currency		No								N		Y

		n_lower_alert_limit		NUMBER(22,6)		NULL		This column stores the lower alert limit for any of the insurance risk measures
		No		No		Lower Alert Limit		No								Y		N

		n_lower_risk_threshold_limit		NUMBER(22,6)		NULL		This column stores the lower risk threshold for any of the insurance risk measures
		No		No		Lower Risk Threshold Limit		No								Y		N

		n_upper_alert_limit		NUMBER(22,6)		NULL		This column stores the upper alert limit for any of the insurance risk measures
		No		No		Upper Alert Limit		No								Y		N

		n_upper_risk_threshold_limit		NUMBER(22,6)		NULL		This column stores the upper risk threshold for any of the insurance risk measures
		No		No		Upper Risk Threshold Limit		No								Y		N
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Fct_Intra_Group_Txn_Details

		Back to Index

		Table Name		Fct_Intra_Group_Txn_Details

		Entity Name		Fact Intragroup Transaction Details

		Table Comment		This column stores few transactions among entities belonging to the same group.

		Column Name		Column Datatype		Column Null Option		Column Comment		Column Is PK		Column Is FK		Attribute Name		Dynamic LoV		Referenced table		Referenced Column		Static LoV		Dashboards		QMR

		n_run_skey		NUMBER(10)		NOT NULL		This Attribute stores  a unique key representing a particular Run.		Yes		Yes		Run Surrogate Key		Yes		Dim_Run		n_run_skey				Y		Y

		n_gaap_skey		NUMBER(5)		NOT NULL		Surrogate key corresponding to a unique GAAP code.		Yes		Yes		GAAP Surrogate Key		Yes		Dim_GAAP		n_gaap_skey				Y		Y

		n_beneficiary_skey		NUMBER(10)		NOT NULL		This column stores the unique key identifying the beneficiary in case of an cost sharing transaction.		Yes		Yes		Beneficiary  Skey		Yes		Dim_Org_Structure		n_entity_skey				Y		Y

		n_provider_skey		NUMBER(10)		NOT NULL		This column stores the unique key identifying the provider in case of a cost sharing transaction.		Yes		Yes		Provider Skey		Yes		Dim_Org_Structure		n_entity_skey				Y		Y

		v_txn_ref_no		VARCHAR2(20)		NOT NULL		This column stores a unique reference number for the transaction. 		Yes		No		Transaction Reference Number		No								Y		Y

		n_mis_date_skey		NUMBER(10)		NOT NULL		As of date surrogate key		Yes		Yes		Extraction Date key		Yes		DIM_DATES		N_DATE_SKEY				Y		Y

		n_igt_type_skey		NUMBER(10)		NULL		This column stores the key identifying the type of intra group transaction. For example cost sharing, guarantee etc.		No		Yes		Intragroup Transaction Type Surrogate Key		Yes		Dim_Intra_Group_Txn_Type						Y		Y

		n_igt_threshold_amount		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL		This column stores the threshold amount for each transaction type as specified by the supervisor in natural currency.		No		No		Intragroup Threshold Amount in Natural Currency		No								Y		N

		n_igt_threshold_amount_rcy		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL		This column stores the threshold amount for each transaction type as specified by the supervisor in reporting currency.		No		No		Intragroup Threshold Amount in Reporting Currency		No								Y		N

		d_igt_threshold_date		DATE		NULL		This column specifies the date at which the threshold is applicable as specified by the supervisor.		No		No		IGT Materiality Threshold Date		No								Y		N

		d_transaction_date		DATE		NULL		This column stores trade date of the derivative contract. For rolled contracts initial trade date will be stored. 
		No		No		Transaction Date		No								Y		Y

		d_maturity_date		DATE		NULL		This column stores the date on which the transaction expires, if applicable.		No		No		IGT Maturity Date		No								Y		Y

		n_txn_price		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL		This column stores the transaction price in natural currency.		No		No		Transaction Price in Natural Currency		No								N		N

		n_txn_price_rcy		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL		This column stores the transaction price in reporting currency.		No		No		Transaction Price in Reporting Currency		No								N		N

		n_cost_sharing_amt		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL		In case of cost sharing transaction, this column stores the yearly shared amount in natural currency.		No		No		Yearly Cost-Sharing Amount in Natural Currency		No								N		N

		n_cost_sharing_amt_rcy		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL		In case of cost sharing transaction, this column stores the yearly shared amount in reporting currency.		No		No		Yearly Cost-Sharing Amount in Reporting Currency		No								N		N

		n_accounting_value		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL		This column stores the value of the asset as per accounting guidelines in natural currency, in case of asset transfer.
		No		No		Asset Accounting Value		No								Y		N

		n_accounting_value_rcy		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL		This column stores the value of the asset as per accounting guidelines in reporting currency, in case of asset transfer.
		No		No		Asset Accounting Value- Reporting Currency		No								Y		N

		n_statutory_value		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL		This column stores the value of the asset as per regulatory guidelines in natural currency, in case of asset transfer.
		No		No		Asset Statutory Value		No								N		N

		n_statutory_value_rcy		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL		This column stores the value of the asset as per regulatory guidelines in reporting currency, in case of asset transfer.
		No		No		Asset Statutory Value-  Reporting Currency		No								N		N

		v_iso_currency_cd		VARCHAR2(3)		NULL		This column stores the ISO currency code of transaction.		No		Yes		ISO Currency Code		Yes		DIM_CURRENCY						Y		Y

		n_contractual_amount		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL		This column stores the amount of the transaction or price as per agreement/contract
		No		No		Transaction Contractual Amount		No								Y		N

		n_contractual_amount_rcy		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL		This column stores the amount of the transaction or price as per agreement/contract in reporting currency.
		No		No		Transaction Contractual Amount- Reporting Currency		No								Y		N

		n_collateral_valuation_amt		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL		This column stores the Solvency 2 value of collateral for collaterised debt or asset value for IGT involving asset transfer at reporting date.
		No		No		Collateral Valuation Amount		No								N		N

		n_collateral_valuation_amt_rcy		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL		This column stores the Solvency 2 value of collateral in Reporting currency for collaterised debt or asset value for IGT involving asset transfer at reporting date
		No		No		Collateral Valuation Amount- Reporting Currency		No								N		N

		n_redeem_payback_amt		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL		This column stores the amount of total redemptions/prepayments/paybacks during the reporting period for said intra group holdings.
		No		No		Redemption or Payback Amount		No								N		N

		n_redeem_payback_amt_rcy		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL		This column stores the amount of total redemptions/prepayments/paybacks during the reporting period in Reporting Currency for said intra group holdings. 
		No		No		Redemption or Payback Amount-  Reporting Currency		No								N		N

		n_topup_amount		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL		This column stores the amount of total tops-ups or total additional money invested during the reporting period for said intra group transaction type. 
		No		No		Topup Amount		No								N		N

		n_topup_amount_rcy		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL		This column stores the amount of total tops-ups or total additional money invested during the reporting period in Reporting Currency for said intra group transaction type
		No		No		Topup Amount- Reporting Currency		No								N		N

		n_balance_contractual_amt		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL		This column stores the outstanding amount of the transaction at the reporting date.
		No		No		Balance Contractual Amount		No								Y		N

		n_balance_contractual_amt_rcy		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL		This column stores the outstanding amount of the transaction at the reporting date in reporting currency.
		No		No		Balance Contactual Amount- Reporting Currency		No								Y		N

		n_coupon_rate		NUMBER(11,6)		NULL		This column stores the interest or coupon rate.
		No		No		Coupon Rate		No								Y		Y

		v_reference_docs		VARCHAR2(4000)		NULL		This column stores the names of accompanying reference documents that contains further descriptions/details of the transactions in particular for transaction types.
		No		No		Reference Documents		No								N		Y

		v_account_identifier_code		VARCHAR2(20)		NULL		This column stores the Account Identifier code. This code will be ISIN code (if available), else recognized code (like CUSIP, Bloomberg code) and if none of the above two are available then undertaking-specific will be stored in this column. This refers to instrument if any for intra group transaction. 
		No		No		Account Identifier Code		No								N		Y

		n_account_id_type_skey		NUMBER(3)		NULL		This column stores a unique identifier for type of ID Code. For example ISIN, TICKER, BLOOMBER etc. This refers to instrument if any used for intra group transaction
		No		Yes		Account Identifier Type Surrogate Key		Yes		Dim_Account_Identifier_Type		n_account_id_type_skey				N		Y

		n_collateral_valuation_amt_lcy		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL		"This column stores the Solvency 2 value of collateral in Local Currency for collaterised debt or asset value for IGT involving asset transfer at reporting date
"
		No		No		Collateral Valuation Amount- Local Currency		No								N		Y

		n_contractual_amount_lcy		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL		"This column stores the amount of the transaction or price as per agreement/contract in Local Currency.
"
		No		No		Transaction Contractual Amount- Local Currency		No								N		Y

		n_cost_sharing_amt_lcy		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL		In case of cost sharing transaction, this column stores the yearly shared amount in Local Currency.
		No		No		Yearly Cost-Sharing Amount in Local Currency		No								N		Y

		n_balance_contractual_amt_lcy		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL		"This column stores the outstanding amount of the transaction at the reporting date in Local Currency.
"
		No		No		Balance Contactual Amount- Local Currency		No								N		Y

		n_redeem_payback_amt_lcy		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL		"This column stores the amount of total redemptions/prepayments/paybacks during the reporting period in Local Currency for said intra group holdings. 
"
		No		No		Redemption or Payback Amount-  Local Currency		No								N		Y

		n_statutory_value_lcy		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL		In case of Asset transfer, this column stores the value of the asset as per regulatory guidelines in Local Currency.
		No		No		Asset Statutory Value-  Local Currency		No								N		Y

		n_topup_amount_lcy		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL		"This column stores the amount of total tops-ups or total additional money invested during the reporting period in Local Currency for said intra group transaction type
"
		No		No		Topup Amount- Local Currency		No								N		Y

		n_txn_price_lcy		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL		This column stores the transaction price in Local Currency.
		No		No		Transaction Price in Local Currency		No								N		N

		n_igt_threshold_amount_lcy		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL		This column stores the threshold amount for each transaction type as specified by the supervisor in Local Currency.
		No		No		Intragroup Threshold Amount in Local Currency		No								N		Y

		n_accounting_value_lcy		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL		In case of Asset transfer, this column stores the value of the asset as per accounting guidelines in Local Currency.
		No		No		Asset Accounting Value- Local Currency		No								N		Y
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Fct_Legal_Entity_Details

		Back to Index

		Table Name		Fct_Legal_Entity_Details

		Entity Name		Fact Legal Entity Details

		Table Comment		This Table contains details of the legal entity

		Column Name		Column Datatype		Column Null Option		Column Comment		Column Is PK		Column Is FK		Attribute Name		Dynamic LoV		Referenced table		Referenced Column		Static LoV		Dashboards		QMR

		n_gaap_skey		NUMBER(5)		NOT NULL		Surrogate key corresponding to a unique GAAP code.		Yes		Yes		GAAP Surrogate Key		Yes		Dim_GAAP		n_gaap_skey				Y		Y

		n_run_skey		NUMBER(10)		NOT NULL		This Attribute stores  a unique key representing a particular Run.		Yes		Yes		Run Surrogate Key		Yes		Dim_Run		n_run_skey				Y		Y

		n_entity_skey		NUMBER(10)		NOT NULL		This column stores unique identifier of Entity to which said data belongs to. 		Yes		Yes		Legal Entity Surrogate Key		Yes		Dim_Org_Structure		n_entity_skey				Y		Y

		n_mis_date_skey		NUMBER(10)		NOT NULL		As of date surrogate key		Yes		Yes		Extraction Date key		Yes		DIM_DATES		N_DATE_SKEY				Y		Y

		n_country_skey		NUMBER(5)		NULL		This column stores the unique code identifying country in which the legal seat is located  .		No		Yes		Country Surrogate Key		Yes		Dim_Country						Y		N

		v_reference_number		VARCHAR2(20)		NULL		This column stores the unique code identifying EIOPA reference number for (re)insurance undertaking in EEA.
For non-EEA or non-insurance entities, reference number given by the local supervisory authority, if there is one .		No		No		Reference Number		No								N		N

		v_legal_form		VARCHAR2(20)		NULL		This column stores the unique code identifying High level information on the legal form, i.e. whether the undertaking is a mutual or not.		No		No		Legal Form		No								N		N

		n_total_balance_sheet_amt		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL		This column stores total amount of the balance sheet of entity in natural currency.		No		No		Total Balance Sheet Amount		No								N		N

		n_turn_over_amount		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL		This column stores:
For insurance undertaking : written premiums
For other type of entities : turn over 
in reporting currency		No		No		Written premium or Turn Over Amount		No								N		N

		v_solo_scr_specific_par_usage		VARCHAR2(4000)		NULL		If the entity has used undertaking specific parameters (Art. 110, Art. 104 (70) for calculating solo SCR, this column stores the area(s) for which these parameters are used. Applicable only for insurance or reinsurance entities 		No		No		Standard Formula Undertaking Specific Parameters Usage for Solo SCR		No								N		N

		v_solo_scr_simplification_use		VARCHAR2(4000)		NULL		If the entity has used simplifications (Art. 109, Art.101 (3)) specific parameters for calculating solo SCR, this column stores the area(s) for which these simplifications are used. Applicable only for insurance or reinsurance entities 		No		No		Standard Formula Simplifications Usage for Solo SCR		No								N		N

		v_solo_scr_part_int_model_use		VARCHAR2(4000)		NULL		This column stores the solo SCR numbers calculated using partial internal model for a given entity		No		No		Standard Formula Partial Internal Model Usage for Solo SCR		No								N		N

		v_internal_model_type		VARCHAR2(20)		NULL		This column stores if Group or Solo Internal Model in used for SCR calculation		No		No		Group or Solo Internal Model		No								N		N

		d_initial_model_approval_date		DATE		NULL		In case internal model is used, this column stores date of initial approval of Internal Model		No		No		Date of Initial Approval of Internal Model		No								N		N

		d_latest_mjr_change_appr_date		DATE		NULL		In case internal model is used, this column stores latest date of approval of major change		No		No		Date of Approval of Latest Major Change		No								N		N

		d_equivalence_date		DATE		NULL		This column stores the date where the decision of exclusion of the entity from group supervision has been taken by the Group Supervisor 		No		No		Date of Decision on Equivalence of Supervisory Regime		No								N		N

		n_cap_first_intervention_amt		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL		This column stores local solo capital requirement that triggers first intervention by local supervisor.		No		No		First Level of Capital Requirement		No								N		N

		n_cap_final_intervention_amt		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL		 This column stores local solo minimum capital requirement that triggers final intervention -  withdrawal of the permit -  by local supervisor.		No		No		Final Intervention Point		No								N		N

		n_invest_fin_margin_amt		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL		For a reinsurance entity, this column stores the Investment and Financing Margin Amount.		No		No		Investment and Financing Margin Amount		No								N		N

		n_underwriting_margin_amt		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL		For a reinsurance entity, this column stores the Underwriting Margin Amount		No		No		Underwriting Margin Amount		No								N		N

		n_other_margin_amt		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL		For a reinsurance entity, this column stores Other Margins Amount		No		No		Other Margins Amount		No								N		N

		n_liquid_margin_amt		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL		For a reinsurance entity, this column stores Margin on Liquidation of Existing Business Amount.		No		No		Margin on Liquidation of Existing Business Amount		No								N		N

		n_solo_eligible_own_funds		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL		For non insurance entity, this column stores total eligible own funds as per the guidelines.		No		No		Solo Eligible Own Funds for Non Insurance Entities		No								N		N

		n_solo_scr		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL		For insurance or reinsurance entity types, this column stores Solo Solvency Capital Requirement		No		No		Solo Solvency Capital Requirement		No								N		N

		n_solo_mcr		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL		For insurance or reinsurance entity types, this column stores Solo Minimum Capital Requirement.		No		No		Solo Minimum Capital Requirement		No								N		N

		v_decision_making_authority		VARCHAR2(40)		NULL		This column stores whether Decision on equivalence for non-EEA entities has been taken by EC or Group Supervisor.		No		No		Decision Maker on Equivalence		No								N		N

		f_group_supervision_inclusion		CHAR(1)		NULL		This column stores the indicator specifying if the entity is included in group supervision by the Group Supervisor. In case the parent undertaking has significant/dominant influence on the entity but is not included in the scope of supervision as provided for in article 214, then this column will store a, b or c of article 214.1 as the reason.
Example: Yes / No (art. 214 a) / No (art. 214 b) / No (art. 214 c)		No		No		Inclusion in the Scope of Group Supervision Indicator		No								N		N

		f_group_supervision_sts_change		CHAR(1)		NULL		This column stores if there was any change in its status of inclusion or exclusion in the group supervision		No		No		Group Supervision Status Change Indicator		No								N		N

		f_sub_grp_supervision_incl		CHAR(1)		NULL		This column stores the indicator specifying if the entity is included in group supervision by Sub-Group Supervisor		No		No		Inclusion in the Scope of Sub Group Supervision Indicator		No								N		N

		n_entity_type_skey		NUMBER(10)		NULL		This column stores the unique identifier for entity type. Type of entity should give information on the type of entity and activity (if insurance): life insurance undertaking, insurance holding, etc reinsurance undertaking, banking, UCITS, SPV (regulated or not), real estate undertaking, AFIM, etc.  		No		Yes		Entity Type Surrogate Key		Yes		Dim_Entity_Type						N		Y

		d_group_supervision_excl_date		DATE		NULL		This column stores the date where the decision of exclusion of the entity from group supervision has been taken by the Group Supervisor 		No		No		Exclusion date from Group Supervision		No								N		N

		n_consl_approach_skey		NUMBER(5)		NULL		This column stores the surrogate key referring to the consolidation approach following in accounting		No		Yes		Consolidation Approach Surrogate Key		Yes		Dim_Consolidation_Approach		n_consl_approach_skey				N		Y

		n_sub_grp_supervisor_skey		NUMBER(10)		NULL		This column stores the unique code identifying the sub-group supervisor in case the entity belongs to a sub-group.		No		Yes		Sub Group Supervisory Authority Surrogate Key		Yes		Dim_Central_Authority						N		N

		n_solo_supervisor_skey		NUMBER(10)		NULL		This column stores the unique code identifying the solo supervisor of the entity.		No		Yes		Solo Supervisory Authority Surrogate Key		Yes		Dim_Central_Authority						N		N

		n_eligible_solo_own_fund		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL		This column stores Eligible Solo Own Funds amount for the entity as per Solvency guidelines.		No		No		Eligible Solo Own Funds		No								N		N

		n_capital_requirement_skey		NUMBER(10)		NULL		This column stores the unique code identifying the type of capital requirement applicable for the entity.
Possible values are:
- Notional, for Insurance holding company, Mixed financial holding company,  Ancillary insurance entity and SPV
- Sectoral, for Bank, Investment company and IORP
- No requirement applies for Mixed activity holding company, other financial undertaking and non financial undertaking.		No		Yes		Capital Requirement Surrogate Key		Yes		Dim_Capital_Requirement_Type						N		N

		n_total_balance_sheet_amt_rcy		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL		This column stores the total amount of balance sheet of the entity in reporting currency.		No		No		Total Balance Sheet in Reporting Currency		No								N		N

		n_turn_over_amount_rcy		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL		This column stores:
For insurance undertaking : written premiums
For other type of entities : turnover 
Both in reporting currency		No		No		Written premium or Turn Over in Reporting Currency		No								N		N

		n_solo_scr_rcy		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL		For insurance or reinsurance entity types, this column stores Solo Solvency Capital Requirement in reporting currency.		No		No		Solo SCR in Reporting Currency		No								N		N

		n_solo_mcr_rcy		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL		For insurance or reinsurance entity types, this column stores Solo Minimum Capital Requirement in reporting currency.		No		No		Solo MCR in Reporting Currency		No								N		N

		n_eligible_solo_own_fund_rcy		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL		This column stores Eligible Solo Own Funds amount for the entity as per Solvency guidelines in reporting currency.		No		No		Eligible Solo Own Funds in Reporting Currency		No								N		N

		n_underwriting_margin_amt_rcy		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL		For a reinsurance entity, this column stores the Underwriting Margin Amount in reporting currency		No		No		Underwriting Margin Amount  in Reporting Currency		No								N		N

		n_invest_fin_margin_amt_rcy		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL		For a reinsurance entity, this column stores the Investment and Financing Margin Amount in reporting currency.		No		No		Investment and Financing Margin Amount  in Reporting Currency		No								N		N

		n_other_margin_amt_rcy		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL		For a reinsurance entity, this column stores Other Margins Amount in reporting currency.		No		No		Other Margins Amount  in Reporting Currency		No								N		N

		n_liquid_margin_amt_rcy		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL		For a reinsurance entity, this column stores Margin on Liquidation of Existing Business Amount in reporting currency.		No		No		Margin on Liquidation of Existing Business Amount  in Reporting Currency		No								N		N

		n_cap_first_intrvntn_amt_rcy		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL		This column stores local solo capital requirement that triggers first intervention by local supervisor in reporting currency.		No		No		First Level of Capital Requirement in Reporting Currency		No								N		N

		n_cap_final_intrvntn_amt_rcy		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL		 This column stores local solo minimum capital requirement that triggers final intervention -  withdrawal of the permit -  by local supervisor in reporting currency.		No		No		Final Intervention Point in Reporting Currency		No								N		N

		n_local_elig_solo_own_fund_rcy		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL		For non insurance entity, this column stores total eligible own funds as per the guidelines in reporting currency.		No		No		Solo Eligible Own Funds for Non Insurance Entities  in Reporting Currency		No								N		N

		n_business_segment_skey		NUMBER(3)		NULL		This column stores the business segment of the organization to which the policy belongs. For example Life/Non Life/Composite 		No		Yes		Business Segment Surrogate Key		Yes		Dim_Business_Segment						Y		Y

		f_consolidated_acct_incl_ind		CHAR(1)		NULL		This column indicates whether the entity is consolidated in the group consolidated accounts.		No		No		Inclusion in Consolidated Accounts Indicator		No								N		N

		n_local_solo_scr_rcy		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL		This column stores solo SCR in reporting currency for a given entity		No		No		Local Solo SCR Amount in Reporting Currency		No								N		N

		n_local_solo_scr		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL		This column stores solo SCR in natural currency for a given entity		No		No		Local Solo SCR Amount in Natural Currency		No								N		N

		n_local_solo_mcr_rcy		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL		This column stores solo MCR in reporting currency for a given entity		No		No		Local Solo MCR Amount in Reporting Currency		No								N		N

		n_local_solo_mcr		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL		This column stores solo MCR in natural currency for a given entity		No		No		Local Solo MCR Amount in Natural Currency		No								N		N

		n_economic_zone_skey		NUMBER(3)		NULL		This column stores a unique key identifying the economic zone. For example, OECD, Euro zone etc.
		No		Yes		Economic Zone Surrogate Key		Yes		Dim_Economic_Zone						Y		Y

		n_investment_perf_amt_rcy		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL		Re-insurance/Insurance undertakings should report their investment performance. An absolute amount should be reported in group reporting currency
		No		No		Investment Performance Amount- Reporting Currency		No								N		N

		n_underwriting_perf_amt_rcy		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL		Re-insurance/Insurance undertakings should report their underwriting performance. An absolute amount should be reported in group reporting currency
		No		No		Underwriting Performance Amount- Reporting Currency		No								N		N

		n_total_perf_amt_rcy		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL		All the undertakings within the group should report their total performance. An absolute amount should be reported. The currency used should be the group reporting currency.
		No		No		Total Performance Amount- Reporting Currency		No								N		N

		n_investment_perf_amt		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL		Re-insurance/Insurance undertakings should report their investment performance.
		No		No		Investment Performance Amount		No								N		N

		n_underwriting_perf_amt		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL		Re-insurance/Insurance undertakings should report their underwriting performance. 
		No		No		Underwriting Performance Amount		No								N		N

		n_total_perf_amt		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL		All the undertakings within the group should report their total performance. 
		No		No		Total Performance Amount		No								N		N

		v_iso_currency_cd		VARCHAR2(3)		NULL		This column stores the ISO code of the currency of the transaction(natural currency).
		No		Yes		ISO Currency Code		Yes		DIM_CURRENCY						Y		N

		n_cap_final_intrvntn_amt_lcy		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL		 This column stores local solo minimum capital requirement that triggers final intervention -  withdrawal of the permit -  by local supervisor in Local Currency.
		No		No		Final Intervention Point in Local Currency		No								N		Y

		n_cap_first_intrvntn_amt_lcy		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL		This column stores local solo capital requirement that triggers first intervention by local supervisor in Local Currency.
		No		No		First Level of Capital Requirement in Local Currency		No								N		Y

		n_eligible_solo_own_fund_lcy		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL		This column stores Eligible Solo Own Funds amount for the entity as per Solvency guidelines in Local Currency.
		No		No		Eligible Solo Own Funds in Local Currency		No								N		Y

		n_employee_count		NUMBER(22)		NULL		This column stores the Employee Count
		No		No		Employee Count		No								Y		N

		n_invest_fin_margin_amt_lcy		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL		For a reinsurance entity, this column stores the Investment and Financing Margin Amount in Local Currency.
		No		No		Investment and Financing Margin Amount  in Local Currency		No								N		N

		n_investment_perf_amt_lcy		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL		"Re-insurance/Insurance undertakings should report their investment performance. An absolute amount should be reported in group Local Currency
"
		No		No		Investment Performance Amount- Local Currency		No								N		Y

		n_liquid_margin_amt_lcy		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL		For a reinsurance entity, this column stores Margin on Liquidation of Existing Business Amount in Local Currency.
		No		No		Margin on Liquidation of Existing Business Amount  in Local Currency		No								N		N

		n_local_elig_solo_own_fund_lcy		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL		For non insurance entity, this column stores total eligible own funds as per the guidelines in Local Currency.
		No		No		Solo Eligible Own Funds for Non Insurance Entities  in Local Currency		No								N		Y

		n_local_solo_mcr_lcy		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL		This column stores solo MCR in Local Currency for a given entity
		No		No		Local Solo MCR Amount in Local Currency		No								N		Y

		n_local_solo_scr_lcy		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL		This column stores solo SCR in Local Currency for a given entity
		No		No		Local Solo SCR Amount in Local Currency		No								N		Y

		n_other_margin_amt_lcy		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL		For a reinsurance entity, this column stores Other Margins Amount in Local Currency.
		No		No		Other Margins Amount  in Local Currency		No								N		N

		n_solo_mcr_lcy		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL		For insurance or reinsurance entity types, this column stores Solo Minimum Capital Requirement in Local Currency.
		No		No		Solo MCR in Local Currency		No								N		N

		n_solo_scr_lcy		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL		For insurance or reinsurance entity types, this column stores Solo Solvency Capital Requirement in Local Currency.
		No		No		Solo SCR in Local Currency		No								N		N

		n_total_balance_sheet_amt_lcy		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL		This column stores the total amount of balance sheet of the entity in Local Currency.
		No		No		Total Balance Sheet in Local Currency		No								N		N

		n_total_perf_amt_lcy		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL		"All the undertakings within the group should report their total performance. An absolute amount should be reported. The currency used should be the group Local Currency.
"
		No		No		Total Performance Amount- Local Currency		No								N		Y

		n_turn_over_amount_lcy		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL		"This column stores:
For insurance undertaking : written premiums
For other type of entities : turnover 
Both in Local Currency"
		No		No		Written premium or Turn Over in Local Currency		No								N		N

		n_underwriting_margin_amt_lcy		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL		For a reinsurance entity, this column stores the Underwriting Margin Amount in Local Currency
		No		No		Underwriting Margin Amount  in Local Currency		No								N		N

		n_underwriting_perf_amt_lcy		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL		"Re-insurance/Insurance undertakings should report their underwriting performance. An absolute amount should be reported in group Local Currency
"
		No		No		Underwriting Performance Amount- Local Currency		No								N		Y
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Fct_Legal_Entity_Group_Details

		Back to Index

		Table Name		Fct_Legal_Entity_Group_Details

		Entity Name		Fact Legal Entity Group Details

		Table Comment		This table contains details about the group legal entity

		Column Name		Column Datatype		Column Null Option		Column Comment		Column Is PK		Column Is FK		Attribute Name		Dynamic LoV		Referenced table		Referenced Column		Static LoV		Dashboards		QMR

		n_run_skey		NUMBER(10)		NOT NULL		This Attribute stores  a unique key representing a particular Run.		Yes		Yes		Run Surrogate Key		Yes		Dim_Run		n_run_skey				Y		Y

		n_gaap_skey		NUMBER(5)		NOT NULL		Surrogate key corresponding to a unique GAAP code.		Yes		Yes		GAAP Surrogate Key		Yes		Dim_GAAP		n_gaap_skey				Y		Y

		n_entity_skey		NUMBER(10)		NOT NULL		This column stores unique identifier of Entity to which the said data belongs to. 		Yes		Yes		Legal Entity Surrogate Key		Yes		Dim_Org_Structure		n_entity_skey				Y		Y

		n_mis_date_skey		NUMBER(10)		NOT NULL		As of date surrogate key		Yes		Yes		Extraction Date key		Yes		DIM_DATES		N_DATE_SKEY				Y		Y

		n_business_segment_skey		NUMBER(3)		NULL		This column stores the business segment of the organization
		No		Yes		Business Segment Surrogate Key		Yes		Dim_Business_Segment						Y		Y

		n_home_country_skey		NUMBER(5)		NULL		Surrogate key for country code		No		Yes		Country Surrogate Key		Yes		Dim_Country						Y		N

		n_lead_entity_skey		NUMBER(10)		NULL		This column stores the unique identifier of the lead legal entity		No		Yes		Lead Legal Entity Surrogate Key		Yes		Dim_Org_Structure		n_entity_skey				Y		Y

		v_consolidation_type		VARCHAR2(5)		NULL		This column stores the conslodation type. For example is it full consolidaiton or deducted and add approach. 		No		No		Consolidation Type		No								N		N

		n_legal_entity_group_skey		NUMBER(10)		NULL		This column stores the surrogate key for the legal entity group.		No		Yes		Legal Entity Group Surrogate Key		Yes		Dim_Legal_Entity_Group		n_legal_entity_group_skey				Y		Y

		v_rcy_code		VARCHAR2(3)		NULL		This column stores the ISO currency code of transaction.		No		Yes		ISO Currency Code		Yes		DIM_CURRENCY						Y		N

		n_influence_lvl_skey		NUMBER(10)		NULL		This column stores the influence level on the child entity by group entity		No		Yes		Level of Influence Surrogate Key		Yes		Dim_Entity_Influence						N		N
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Fct_Mitigants

		Back to Index

		Table Name		Fct_Mitigants

		Entity Name		Fact Mitigants

		Table Comment		All Mitigants and their details are consilidated in this entity.

		Column Name		Column Datatype		Column Null Option		Column Comment		Column Is PK		Column Is FK		Attribute Name		Dynamic LoV		Referenced table		Referenced Column		Static LoV		Dashboards		QMR

		n_mitigant_skey		NUMBER(10)		NOT NULL		Stores a unique key to represent a particular mitigant.		Yes		Yes		Mitigant Surrogate Key		Yes		Dim_Mitigant		n_mitigant_skey				N		Y

		n_run_skey		NUMBER(10)		NOT NULL		This Attribute stores  a unique key representing a particular Run.		Yes		Yes		Run Surrogate Key		Yes		Dim_Run		n_run_skey				N		Y

		n_mis_date_skey		NUMBER(10)		NOT NULL		This attribute stores as of date surrogate key
		Yes		Yes		MIS Date key		Yes		DIM_DATES		N_DATE_SKEY				N		Y

		n_mitigant_type_skey		NUMBER(5)		NULL		Stores a unique synthetic Key as a substitue for Mitigant Type Natural Key		No		No		Mitigant Type Surrogate Key		No								N		N

		n_issuer_skey		NUMBER(10)		NULL		This stores the surrogate key for the Party. This will be referred as n_entity where entity is referred.		No		Yes		Party Surrogate Key		Yes		DIM_PARTY		N_PARTY_SKEY				N		Y

		v_ccy_code		VARCHAR2(3)		NULL		Currency code.

DL/DT		No		No		Currency Code		No								N		Y

		n_basel1_issuer_type_skey		NUMBER(5)		NULL		"Surrogate key thet refers to a issuer type defined in Basel I

"
		No		No		Basel I Issuer Type Key		No								N		N

		n_basel_rating		NUMBER(5)		NULL		Stores the Credit Rating as per Basel II Rating Type		No		No		Basel Credit Rating		No								N		N

		n_basel_issuer_type_skey		NUMBER(5)		NULL		Basel issuer type key
		No		No		Basel Issuer Type Key		No								N		N

		n_gaap_skey		NUMBER(5)		NULL		Surrogate key corresponding to a unique GAAP code.		No		Yes		GAAP Surrogate Key		Yes		Dim_GAAP		n_gaap_skey				N		N

		n_run_parameter_setup_skey		NUMBER(5)		NULL		This attribute stores the surrogate key for the Run Parameters Setup		No		Yes		Run Parameter Setup Skey		Yes		Run_Parameters		n_run_parameter_setup_skey				N		N

		n_valuation_method_skey		NUMBER(3)		NULL		This column stores the unique key identifying the method used when valuing assets.		No		Yes		Valuation Method Surrogate Key		Yes		Dim_Valuation_Method		n_valuation_method_skey				N		Y

		v_cic_code		VARCHAR2(20)		NULL		This column Stores the CIC code. CIC Code is EIOPA Code used to classify securities. CIC code's First two Positions are "ISO 3166-1-alpha-2 country code or XL (for not listed) or XT (for not exchange tradable)", Position 3 and 4 are specified in Dim_St
		No		No		CIC		No								N		Y

		n_quantity		NUMBER(22)		NULL		This column stores the quantity. This is used in case of Futures / options case. 
		No		No		Quantity		No								N		Y

		n_valuation_unit_price		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL		This column stores unit price in natural currency of a contract calculated as apart of valuation. This is used in case of Futures / options case. 
		No		No		Valuation Unit Price		No								N		N

		n_valuation_unit_price_rcy		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL		This column stores unit price in reporting currency of a contract calculated as apart of valuation. This is used in case of Futures / options case. 
		No		No		Valuation Unit Price in Reporting Currency		No								N		N

		n_valuation_amount		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL		This column stores the valuation amount in natural currency calculated for a said exposure / mitigant.
		No		No		Valuation Amount		No								N		N

		n_valuation_amount_rcy		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL		This column stores the valuation amount in reporting currency calculated for a said exposure / mitigant.
		No		No		Valuation Amount in Reportting Currency		No								N		N

		n_accrued_interest		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL		This column Stores the Accrued Interest in the natural currency for the Account / mitigant
		No		No		Accrued Interest		No								N		N

		n_accrued_interest_rcy		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL		This column Stores the Accrued Interest in the reporting currency for the Account / mitigant
		No		No		Accrued Interest in Reporting Currency		No								N		N

		v_triggering_events_guarantee		VARCHAR2(255)		NULL		This column stores the event which will trigger the guarantee taken as a mitigant. 
		No		No		Triggering Events of Guarantee		No								N		Y

		d_mitigant_start_date		DATE		NULL		This column stores the effective date of a mitgant. This is a date on which mitgant is assumed to provide mitigation for underlying exposure. 
		No		No		Application Date of Guarantee or Issue Date		No								N		Y

		n_std_acct_head_skey		NUMBER(5)		NULL		Standard Accounting Head Surrogate Key
		No		No		Standard Accounting Head Surrogate Key		No								N		N

		n_max_value_guarantee_amt		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL		This column stores the maximum value in natural currency of the gurantee taken as a mitigant 
		No		No		Maximum Value of Guarantee Amount		No								N		N

		n_max_value_guarantee_amt_rcy		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL		This column stores the maximum value in reporting currency of the gurantee taken as a mitigant 
		No		No		Maximum Value of Guarantee Amount in Reporting Currency		No								N		N

		f_eligibility_flag		CHAR(1)		NULL		Stores whether the Mitigant is eligible as per Basel II guidelines
		No		No		Eligibility Flag		No								N		N

		f_ancillary_own_funds_ind		CHAR(1)		NULL		This column indicates if a guarantee is classified as Ancillary Own Fund.
		No		No		Ancillary Own Funds Indicator		No								N		Y

		n_rating_skey		NUMBER(5)		NULL		Unique numeric code for credit rating.		No		Yes		Rating Surrogate Key		Yes		DIM_CREDIT_RATING		n_credit_rating_skey				N		N

		d_maturity_date		DATE		NULL		Maturity Date of the Mitigant		No		No		Mitigant Maturity Date		No								N		Y

		d_value_date		DATE		NULL		Value Date		No		No		Value Date		No								N		N

		f_agreement_flag		CHAR(1)		NULL		Indicates whether the mitigant value can be used for exposures proportion to outstanding amount		No		No		Agreement Flag		No								N		N

		f_conf_residential_mrtgs_flag		CHAR(1)		NULL		This attribute stores Conforming Residential Mortgages Flag.  Possible values are 'Y' or 'N'
		No		No		Conforming Residential Mortgages Flag		No								N		N

		f_cva_hedge		CHAR(1)		NULL		Flag to identify if the mitigant record is a CDS hedge for CVA calculation or not (Y/N)
		No		No		CVA Hedge Flag		No								N		N

		f_dil_risk_mitigant_flag		CHAR(1)		NULL		To indicate whether the mitigant is for dilution risk or not.
		No		No		Dilution Risk Mitigant Indicator		No								N		N

		f_elig_mutual_fund_ind		CHAR(1)		NULL		Indicator to capture whether the equity is part of ‘BSE-200’ of the Bombay Stock Exchange or ‘S&P CNX NIFTY’ and ‘Junior NIFTY’ of the National Stock Exchange
		No		No		Eligible Mutual Fund Indicator		No								N		N

		f_elig_non_main_index_ind		CHAR(1)		NULL		Indicator to capture whether the equity is part of ‘BSE-200’ of the Bombay Stock Exchange or ‘S&P CNX NIFTY’ and ‘Junior NIFTY’ of the National Stock Exchange
		No		No		Eligible Non Main Index Indicator		No								N		N

		f_eligible_protection_ind		CHAR(1)		NULL		This indicates whether this mitigant is eligible CD/Guarantee from eligible securitization guarantor		No		No		Eligible Protection Indicator		No								N		N

		f_equity_traded_flag		CHAR(1)		NULL		This denotes wether equity is publicaly traded or not(Y/N).
		No		No		Equity Traded Flag		No								N		N

		f_financial_entity_ind		CHAR(1)		NULL		This stores the flag whether the issuer of the mitigant is a financial entity or not
		No		No		Financial Entity Indicator		No								N		N

		f_investment_grade_flag		CHAR(1)		NULL		This attribute stores Flag which tells  whether the mitigant is investment grade or not.Possible values are 'Y' or 'N'
		No		No		Investment Grade Flag		No								N		N

		f_main_index_ind		CHAR(1)		NULL		This denotes wether equity is part of main index or not
		No		No		Main index Indicator		No								N		N

		f_mitigant_repossessed_flag		CHAR(1)		NULL		This stores flag to specify whether the mitigant was repossessed.
		No		No		Mitigant Repossessed Flag		No								N		N

		f_re_securitized_flag		CHAR(1)		NULL		This attribute indicates whether this collateral is a debt security issued through a resecuritization transaction and held as a mitigant  
		No		No		Resecuritized Yes or No Flag		No								N		N

		f_regulated_fin_entity_ind		CHAR(1)		NULL		This stores the Flag whether the Regulatory Financial Institution or Not
		No		No		Regulated Financial Entity Indicator		No								N		N

		f_restruc_cov_ind		CHAR(1)		NULL		Is restructuring of the underlying obligation covered as credit event?
		No		No		Credit Event Indicator for restructure		No								N		N

		f_securitized_flag		CHAR(1)		NULL		This attribute indicates whether Mitigant Securitized or Not
		No		No		Securitized Yes or No Flag		No								N		N

		f_senior_coll_flag		CHAR(1)		NULL		Indicates whether the collateral is a senior collateral or not. This helps in determining eligibility of a collateral to act as a mitigant for exposure.		No		No		Senior Collateral Flag		No								N		N

		f_unrated_deb_sec_elg_flag		CHAR(1)		NULL		Stores whether Debt Security is eligible or not		No		No		Unrated Debt Security Eligibility Flag		No								N		N

		n_accrued_interest_lcy		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL		"This column Stores the Accrued Interest in the Local Currency for the Account / mitigant
"
		No		No		Accrued Interest Amount in Local Currency		No								N		Y

		n_basel_issuer_rating		NUMBER(5)		NULL		Stores the Credit Rating of the Issuer as per Basel II Rating Type		No		No		Basel Issuer Credit Rating		No								N		N

		n_basel_method_skey		CHAR(18)		NULL				No		No		Basel Methodology Key		No								N		N

		n_basel_sovereign_rating		NUMBER(5)		NULL		Sovereign Rating Identifier		No		No		Basel Sovereign Rating		No								N		N

		n_basis_risk_weight		NUMBER(15,11)		NULL		Basis risk between Index position and single name CDS hedge. If available, this needs to be multiplied with the original notional amount of the CDS index.
		No		No		Basis Risk Weight		No								N		N

		n_cds_index_avg_spread		NUMBER(15,11)		NULL		Average Spread of the CDS Index hedge
		No		No		CDS Index Average Spread		No								N		N

		n_cds_index_rating		NUMBER(5)		NULL		Rating of the CDS Index Hedge assigned after Index Spread Interpolation
		No		No		CDS Index Rating		No								N		N

		n_cds_index_weight		NUMBER(11,6)		NULL		Weight assigned to CDS Index Hedge based on the rating assigned after Index Spread Interpolation
		No		No		CDS Index Weight		No								N		N

		n_crm_method_skey		CHAR(18)		NULL		CRM Methodology Surrogate Key

		No		No		CRM Methodology Surrogate Key		No								N		N

		n_defaulted_position		NUMBER(5)		NULL		Stores the defaulted position of the exposure. For example, 1st to default Credit Detivative, 2nd to default credit derivative.		No		No		Exposure Defaulted Position		No								N		N

		n_elgd_percent		NUMBER(15,11)		NULL		This stores the Expected LGD percent		No		No		Expected LGD Percent		No								N		N

		n_exchange_rate		NUMBER(11,6)		NULL		This attribute stores the exchange rate between the actual currency of the mitigant and reporting currency
		No		No		Exchange Rate		No								N		N

		n_exchange_rate_avc		NUMBER(11,6)		NULL		This stores Exchange Rate for converting Reporting Currency Code to AVC Currency Code
		No		No		Exchange Rate for AVC Currency Code		No								N		N

		n_forex_haircut		NUMBER(8,4)		NULL		This stores the Forex Haircut for Mitigants		No		No		Forex Haircut		No								N		N

		n_future_mitigant_value		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL		This stores the modeled value of the mitigant after one year
		No		No		Future Mitigant Value		No								N		N

		n_group_asset_size		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL		This stores the group asset size of the guarantee issuer
		No		No		Entity Group Asset Size		No								N		N

		n_group_asset_size_in_avc_ccy		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL		This attribute stores the group asset size of guarantee issuer as required in the currency used AVC calculation
		No		No		Group Asset Size in AVC Currency		No								N		N

		n_hedge_discount_factor		NUMBER(15,11)		NULL		Stores the computed discount factor for Single Name CDS ans Index Hedge used in CVA calculation
		No		No		CDS Hedge Discount Factor		No								N		N

		n_hldg_period_for_haircut		NUMBER(8,4)		NULL		This is the holding period used in the Basel regulatory tables to arrive at the base volatility haircut of an exposure.		No		No		Holding Period to Derive Haircut		No								N		N

		n_initial_basel_rating		NUMBER(5)		NULL		This attribute stores the initial rating of the mitigant
		No		No		Basel Credit Rating__23939		No								N		N

		n_insurance_val_rcy_band_skey		NUMBER(5)		NULL		This stores the band surrogate key of the value of mitigant in reporting currency which is covered by insurance.

		No		Yes		Mitigant Insurance Value RCY Band Skey		Yes		Dim_Bands		n_band_skey				N		N

		n_insurance_value		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL		This stores the value of the mitigant which is covered by insurance.
		No		No		Mitigant Insurance Value		No								N		N

		n_insurance_value_rcy		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL		This stores the value of the mitigant in reporting currency which is covered by insurance.
		No		No		Mitigant Insurance Value RCY		No								N		N

		N_ISSUE_SKEY		NUMBER(10)		NULL		This column stores the issue surrogate key
		No		No		Issue Surrogate Key		No								N		N

		n_issuer_annual_sales		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL		This stores the Issuer Annual Sales
		No		No		Issuer Annual Sales		No								N		N

		n_issuer_type_skey		CHAR(18)		NULL				No		No		Party Type Surrogate key		No								N		N

		n_lgd_percent		NUMBER(15,11)		NULL		Stores the LGD value of the sub-exposure covered by the Mitigant		No		No		Loss Given Default		No								N		N

		n_lien_position		NUMBER(5)		NULL		This attribute stores the lien position number of mitigant (collateral). Lien means right to control or hold and retain the property of another. Lien position is the order in which liens will be repaid in event of default. For example: if there are two banks BANK A and BANK B which are sharing the same property with lien position as 1st lien for BANK A and 2nd lien for BANK B, then in the event of the default BANK A's amount will be repaind first and then BANK B's.
		No		No		Lien Position		No								N		N

		n_max_value_guarantee_amt_lcy		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL		"This column stores the maximum value in Local Currency of the gurantee taken as a mitigant 
"
		No		No		Maximum Value Guarantee Amount in Local Currency		No								N		Y

		n_min_holding_period		NUMBER(5)		NULL		Stores the Minimum Holding period in days for an exposure which is used to calculate the volatility haircut.		No		No		Minimum Holding Period		No								N		N

		n_mit_acct_coverage_amt		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL		This column stores that portion (which is less than or equal to the mitigant value and applicable for collateral type of mitigants) of the end of period balance which is covered by the Mitigant
		No		No		Mitigant Account Coverage Amount		No								N		N

		n_mit_acct_coverage_amt_rcy		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL		This column stores that portion (which is less than or equal to the mitigant value and applicable for collateral type of mitigants) of the end of period balance which is covered by the Mitigant
		No		No		Mitigant Account Coverage Amount RCY		No								N		N

		n_mitigant_age		NUMBER(5)		NULL		This attribute stores the mitigant age .
		No		No		Mitigant age		No								N		N

		n_mitigant_age_band_skey		NUMBER(5)		NULL		This attribute stores the mitigant age band skey

		No		Yes		Mitigant age band Surrogate key		Yes		Dim_Bands		n_band_skey				N		N

		n_mitigant_book_value		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL		This attribute stores the book value of Mitigant as present on the books of the financial institution.
		No		No		Book Value of Mitigant		No								N		N

		n_mitigant_book_value_lcy		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL		This attribute stores the book value of Mitigant in local currency as present on the books of the financial institution.
		No		No		Book Value of Mitigant LCY		No								N		N

		n_mitigant_book_value_rcy		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL		This attribute stores the book value of Mitigant in reporting currency as present on the books of the financial institution.
		No		No		Book Value of Mitigant RCY		No								N		N

		n_mitigant_cart_seg_id		NUMBER(30)		NULL		Stores the CART segment ID for Mitigant		No		No		Mitigant CART segment ID		No								N		N

		n_mitigant_k_means_clust_id		NUMBER(30)		NULL		Stores the  K-Means Segment Identifier for the mitigant		No		No		Mitigant K-Means Segment Identifier		No								N		N

		n_mitigant_min_coll_level		NUMBER(8,4)		NULL		This holds the minimum value for the ratio of mitigant value to exposure value. When the actual value is below this, the mitigant is not considered for mitigation.		No		No		Mitigant Minimum Collateralisation Level		No								N		N

		n_mitigant_over_coll_level		NUMBER(8,4)		NULL		Mitigant over collateralization requirement
		No		No		Mitigant Over-Collateralization Requirement		No								N		N

		n_mitigant_pool_id		NUMBER(5)		NULL		This stores the credit derivative Mitigants to be pooled based on the Exposure and Mitigant. This will be a download from the bank.		No		No		Credit Derivative Pooling id		No								N		N

		n_mitigant_value		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL		Value of the Credit Derivative		No		No		Value of the Mitigant LCY		No								N		N

		n_mitigant_value_lcy		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL		This attribute stores the value of Mitigant in Local Currency.
		No		No		Value of Mitigant LCY		No								N		N

		n_mitigant_value_ncy		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL		This attribute stores the mitigant value in natural currency
		No		No		Mitigant Value Natural Currency		No								N		N

		n_original_maturity		NUMBER(11,6)		NULL		Stores the Orignal maturity of the Mitigant		No		No		Original Maturity		No								N		N

		n_original_mitigant_value		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL		This stores the Original Mitigant Value		No		No		Original Mitigant Value		No								N		N

		n_original_mitigant_value_lcy		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL		This attribute stores the original value of Mitigant in local currency.
		No		No		Original Value of Mitigant LCY		No								N		N

		n_original_mitigant_value_rcy		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL		This attribute stores the original value of Mitigant in reporting currency.
		No		No		Original Value of Mitigant RCY		No								N		N

		n_parent_cds_index_skey		NUMBER(10)		NULL		Parent CDS Index Hedge Skey of the Single Name CDSs formed after Index Decomposition
		No		No		CDS Parent Index Surrogate Key		No								N		N

		n_pd_band_code		NUMBER(5)		NULL		This stores the integer code to represent the lower and upper bound PD buckets.		No		No		PD Band Code		No								N		N

		n_pd_band_skey		NUMBER(5)		NULL		This attribute stores a unique key for each of the PD band
		No		No		PD Band Surrogate Key		No								N		N

		n_pd_percent		NUMBER(15,11)		NULL		Stores PD value of the Mitigant Issuer		No		No		Probability of Default		No								N		N

		n_post_vol_hc_coll_value		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL		Post volatility haircut collateral value
		No		No		Post Volatility Haircut - Collateral Value		No								N		N

		n_remargin_frequency		NUMBER(5)		NULL		Remargin frequency
		No		No		Re-margining Frequency		No								N		N

		n_residual_maturity		NUMBER(11,6)		NULL		Residual Maturity in Years		No		No		Residual Maturity in Years		No								N		N

		n_reval_frequency		NUMBER(5)		NULL		Revaluation frequency
		No		No		Re-valuation Frequency		No								N		N

		n_risk_weight		NUMBER(8,4)		NULL		Stores the Risk Weight of the mitigant for unexpected loss		No		No		Risk Weight - Unexpected Loss		No								N		N

		n_risk_weight_el		NUMBER(8,4)		NULL		Stores the Risk Weight of the mitigant for expected loss		No		No		Risk Weight - Expected Loss		No								N		N

		n_risk_weight_method		NUMBER(5)		NULL		This column stores the method used for applying risk weights
		No		No		Methodology Surrogate Key		No								N		N

		n_run_identifier_skey		NUMBER(5)		NULL		Substitue Key Identifier for the Run Identifier(Natural Key)		No		No		Run Management Identifier Surrogate Key		No								N		N

		n_security_identification_no		NUMBER(20)		NULL		Stores the security identification number of an exposure, either in the form of CUSIP or ISIN
		No		No		Security Identification Number		No								N		N

		n_shareholding_percent		NUMBER(11,6)		NULL		This attribute stores the shareholding percent of the consolidating entity into entity of the exposure to which the mitigant is mapped to
		No		No		Shareholding Percent		No								N		N

		N_STD_MITIGANT_TYPE_SKEY		NUMBER(5)		NULL		This attribute stores the surrogate key for the standard mitigant type
		No		Yes		Standard Mitigant Type Key		Yes		DIM_STD_MITIGANT_TYPE						N		Y

		n_uc_lgd_percent		NUMBER(15,11)		NULL		Stores the Unconditional Loss Given Default of the Mitigant
		No		No		Unconditional Loss Given Default		No								N		N

		n_uc_pd_percent		NUMBER(15,11)		NULL		Stores the unconditional probability of default of the Mitigant
		No		No		Unconditional Probability of Default		No								N		N

		n_valuation_amount_lcy		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL		"This column stores the valuation amount in Local Currency calculated for a said exposure / mitigant.
"
		No		No		Valuation Amount in Local Currency		No								N		Y

		n_valuation_unit_price_lcy		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL		"This column stores unit price in Local Currency of a contract calculated as apart of valuation. This is used in case of Futures / options case. 
"
		No		No		Valuation Unit Price in Local Currency		No								N		Y

		n_value_change_percent		NUMBER(8,4)		NULL		This stores the percetange value change of the mitigant over a period of one year.		No		No		Percentage Value Change		No								N		N

		n_value_of_mitigant_rcy		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL		Value of mitigant expressed in reporting currency
		No		No		Value of Mitigant RCY		No								N		N

		n_volatility_haircut		NUMBER(8,4)		NULL		Stores the Volatility Haircut of the Mitigant		No		No		Volatility Haircut		No								N		N

		v_group_ccy_code		VARCHAR2(3)		NULL		This attribute stores the currency code of the group of the guarantor
		No		No		Currency Code for Group Asset Size		No								N		N

		v_mitigant_pd_model_id		VARCHAR2(30)		NULL		Stores the Mitigant PD Model Identifier		No		No		Mitigant PD Model Identifier		No								N		N

		v_mitigant_seniority_level		VARCHAR2(20)		NULL		This Indicates whether Collateral is Primary or Secondary Collateral		No		No		Mitigant Seniority Level		No								N		N

		v_securities_guarantor		VARCHAR2(6)		NULL		This stores the guarantor for the securities. e.g. Central Government - CGG
State Government - SGG
Others - OTH
This is applicable only for India.		No		No		Securities Guarantor		No								N		N

		n_country_skey		NUMBER(5)		NULL		Surrogate key for country code		No		Yes		Country Surrogate Key		Yes		Dim_Country						N		N

		n_security_issuer_skey		NUMBER(10)		NULL		This stores the surrogate key for the Party. This will be referred as n_entity where entity is referred.		No		Yes		Security Issuer Surrogate Key		Yes		DIM_PARTY		N_PARTY_SKEY				N		Y

		n_counterparty_skey		NUMBER(10)		NULL		This stores the surrogate key for the Party. This will be referred as n_entity where entity is referred.		No		Yes		Counterparty Surrogate Key		Yes		DIM_PARTY		N_PARTY_SKEY				N		Y

		n_ref_entity_skey		NUMBER(10)		NULL		This attribute stores the surrogate key for the reference entity of the CDS
		No		Yes		Party Surrogate Key		Yes		DIM_PARTY		N_PARTY_SKEY				N		N

		n_custody_country_skey		NUMBER(5)		NULL		Surrogate key for country code		No		Yes		Country of Custody Surrogate Key		Yes		Dim_Country						N		Y
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Fct_Own_Fund_Balances

		Back to Index

		Table Name		Fct_Own_Fund_Balances

		Entity Name		Fact Own Fund Balances

		Table Comment		This table stores the balances of own fund constituents like ordinary share capital,share premium account relating to ordinary share capital,initial fund,preference shares,subordinated liabilities,ancillary own funds and other items approved by supervisory authority as basic own funds.


		Column Name		Column Datatype		Column Null Option		Column Comment		Column Is PK		Column Is FK		Attribute Name		Dynamic LoV		Referenced table		Referenced Column		Static LoV		Dashboards		QMR

		n_gaap_skey		NUMBER(5)		NOT NULL		Surrogate key corresponding to a unique GAAP code.		Yes		Yes		GAAP Surrogate Key		Yes		Dim_GAAP		n_gaap_skey				N		Y

		n_entity_skey		NUMBER(10)		NOT NULL		This column stores unique identifier of Entity to which said data belongs to. 		Yes		Yes		Legal Entity Surrogate Key		Yes		Dim_Org_Structure		n_entity_skey				N		Y

		n_rep_line_cd		NUMBER(22)		NOT NULL		This column stores the code of measure for which the computation is performed. Reporting line code is generally extension of specific GL or combination of attributes pertaining to said GL.		Yes		Yes		Reporting Line Code		Yes		Dim_Rep_Line						N		Y

		n_cap_comp_group_skey		NUMBER(5)		NOT NULL		This stores a unique key representing a particular Capital Computation Group.		Yes		Yes		Capital Comptn Grp Surrogate Key		Yes		Dim_Capital_Comp_Group						N		Y

		n_run_skey		NUMBER(10)		NOT NULL		This Attribute stores  a unique key representing a particular Run.		Yes		Yes		Run Surrogate Key		Yes		Dim_Run		n_run_skey				N		Y

		n_mis_date_skey		NUMBER(10)		NOT NULL		As of date surrogate key		Yes		Yes		Extraction Date key		Yes		DIM_DATES		N_DATE_SKEY				N		Y

		n_issued_itd_amt_rcy		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL		This stores Inception to date amount in reporting currency of increase in paid in ordinary share capital/share premium account relating to ordinary share capital/initial fund/Preference shares  or  amount of increase in issue of subordinated liabilities/Ancillary own funds/other items approved by supervisory authority as basic own funds issued over the reporting period.
		No		No		Issued Amount Inception to date- Reporting Currency		No								N		N

		n_redeemed_itd_amt_rcy		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL		This column stores the inception to date amount in reporting currency of reduction in paid in ordinary share capital/share premium account relating to ordinary share capital/initial fund/Preference shares  or  amount equal to redemption of subordinated liabilities/Ancillary own funds/other items approved by supervisory authority as basic own funds issued over the reporting period.
		No		No		Redeemed Inception to date - Reporting Currency		No								N		N

		n_movement_value_itd_amt_rcy		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL		This column stores the inception to date movement of valuations amount in reporting currency of Preference shares/subordinated liabilities/Ancillary own funds/other items approved by supervisory authority as basic own funds issued over the reporting period.
		No		No		Valuation Movement Amount Inception to date-Reporting Currency		No								N		N

		n_reg_action_itd_amt_rcy		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL		This column stores the inception to date amount in reporting currency reflecting change to subordinated liabilities due to regulatory action.
		No		No		Regulatory Action Amount Inception to date- Reporting Currency		No								N		N

		n_called_upto_bof_itd_amt_rcy		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL		This column stores the inception to date amount in reporting currency of ancillary own funds which are called up to a basic own fund item over the reporting period. 
		No		No		Called upto Basic Own Fund Amount Inception to date-Reporting Currency		No								N		N

		n_issued_qtd_amt_rcy		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL		This column stores the quarter to date amount in reporting currency of increase in paid in ordinary share capital/share premium account relating to ordinary share capital/initial fund/Preference shares  or  amount of increase in issue of subordinated liabilities/Ancillary own funds/other items approved by supervisory authority as basic own funds issued over the reporting period.
		No		No		Issued Amount Quarter to date- Reporting Currency		No								N		N

		n_redeemed_qtd_amt_rcy		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL		This column stores the quarter to date amount in reporting currency of reduction in paid in ordinary share capital/share premium account relating to ordinary share capital/initial fund/Preference shares  or  amount equal to redemption of subordinated liabilities/Ancillary own funds/other items approved by supervisory authority as basic own funds issued over the reporting period.
		No		No		Redeemed Amount Quarter to date- Reporting Currency		No								N		N

		n_movement_value_qtd_amt_rcy		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL		This column stores the quarter to date movement of valuations amount in reporting currency of Preference shares/subordinated liabilities/Ancillary own funds/other items approved by supervisory authority as basic own funds issued over the reporting period.
		No		No		Valuation Movement Amount Quarter to date- Reporting Currency		No								N		N

		n_reg_action_qtd_amt_rcy		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL		This column stores the quarter to date amount in reporting currency reflecting change to subordinated liabilities due to regulatory action.
		No		No		Regulatory Action Amount Quarter to date- Reporting Currency		No								N		N

		n_called_upto_bof_qtd_amt_rcy		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL		This column stores the quarter to date amount in reporting currency of ancillary own funds which are called up to a basic own fund item over the reporting period. 
		No		No		Called upto Basic Own Fund Amount Quarter to date- Reporting Currency		No								N		N

		n_qtr_bal_brought_frwd_amt_rcy		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL		This column stores the quarterly balance of own funds brought forward from the previous reporting period. 
		No		No		Quarterly Balance Brought Forward Amount- Reporting Currency		No								N		N

		n_issued_ytd_amt_rcy		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL		This column stores the year to date amount in reporting currency of increase in paid in ordinary share capital/share premium account relating to ordinary share capital/initial fund/Preference shares  or  amount of increase in issue of subordinated liabilities/Ancillary own funds/other items approved by supervisory authority as basic own funds issued over the reporting period.
		No		No		Issued Amount Year to date-  Reporting Currency		No								N		N

		n_redeemed_ytd_amt_rcy		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL		This column stores the year to date amount in reporting currency of reduction in paid in ordinary share capital/share premium account relating to ordinary share capital/initial fund/Preference shares  or  amount equal to redemption of subordinated liabilities/Ancillary own funds/other items approved by supervisory authority as basic own funds issued over the reporting period.
		No		No		Redeemed Amount Year to date- Reporting Currency		No								N		N

		n_movement_value_ytd_amt_rcy		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL		This column stores the year to date movement of valuations amount in reporting currency of Preference shares/subordinated liabilities/Ancillary own funds/other items approved by supervisory authority as basic own funds issued over the reporting period.
		No		No		Valuation Movement Amount Year to date- Reporting Currency		No								N		N

		n_reg_action_ytd_amt_rcy		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL		This column stores the year to date amount in reporting currency reflecting change to subordinated liabilities due to regulatory action.
		No		No		Regulatory Action Amount Year to date- Reporting Currency		No								N		N

		n_called_upto_bof_ytd_amt_rcy		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL		This column stores the year to date amount in reporting currency of ancillary own funds which are called up to a basic own fund item over the reporting period. 
		No		No		Called upto Basic Own Fund Amount Year to date - Reporting Currency		No								N		N

		n_yr_bal_brought_frwd_amt_rcy		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL		This column stores the yearly balance of own funds brought forward from the previous reporting period. 
		No		No		Yearly Balance Brought Forward Amount- Reporting Currency		No								N		N

		n_issued_itd_amt		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL		This column stores the inception to date amount in natural currency of increase in paid in ordinary share capital/share premium account relating to ordinary share capital/initial fund/Preference shares  or  amount of increase in issue of subordinated liabilities/Ancillary own funds/other items approved by supervisory authority as basic own funds issued over the natural period.
		No		No		Issued Amount Inception to date		No								N		N

		n_redeemed_itd_amt		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL		This column stores the inception to date amount in natural currency of reduction in paid in ordinary share capital/share premium account relating to ordinary share capital/initial fund/Preference shares  or  amount equal to redemption of subordinated liabilities/Ancillary own funds/other items approved by supervisory authority as basic own funds issued over the natural period.
		No		No		Redeemed Inception to date		No								N		N

		n_movement_value_itd_amt		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL		This column stores the inception to date movement of valuations amount in natural currency of Preference shares/subordinated liabilities/Ancillary own funds/other items approved by supervisory authority as basic own funds issued over the natural period.
		No		No		Valuation Movement Amount Inception to date		No								N		N

		n_reg_action_itd_amt		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL		This column stores the inception to date amount in natural currency reflecting change to subordinated liabilities due to regulatory action.
		No		No		Regulatory Action Amount Inception to date		No								N		N

		n_called_upto_bof_itd_amt		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL		This column stores the inception to date amount in natural currency of ancillary own funds which are called up to a basic own fund item over the natural period. 
		No		No		Called upto Basic Own Fund Amount Inception to date		No								N		N

		n_issued_qtd_amt		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL		This column stores the quarter to date amount in natural currency of increase in paid in ordinary share capital/share premium account relating to ordinary share capital/initial fund/Preference shares  or  amount of increase in issue of subordinated liabilities/Ancillary own funds/other items approved by supervisory authority as basic own funds issued over the natural period.
		No		No		Issued Amount Quarter to date		No								N		N

		n_redeemed_qtd_amt		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL		This column stores the quarter to date amount in natural currency of reduction in paid in ordinary share capital/share premium account relating to ordinary share capital/initial fund/Preference shares  or  amount equal to redemption of subordinated liabilities/Ancillary own funds/other items approved by supervisory authority as basic own funds issued over the natural period.
		No		No		Redeemed Amount Quarter to date		No								N		N

		n_movement_value_qtd_amt		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL		This column stores the quarter to date movement of valuations amount in natural currency of Preference shares/subordinated liabilities/Ancillary own funds/other items approved by supervisory authority as basic own funds issued over the natural period.
		No		No		Valuation Movement Amount Quarter to date		No								N		N

		n_reg_action_qtd_amt		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL		This column stores the quarter to date amount in natural currency reflecting change to subordinated liabilities due to regulatory action.
		No		No		Regulatory Action Amount Quarter to date		No								N		N

		n_called_upto_bof_qtd_amt		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL		This column stores the quarter to date amount in natural currency of ancillary own funds which are called up to a basic own fund item over the natural period. 
		No		No		Called upto Basic Own Fund Amount Quarter to date		No								N		N

		n_qtr_bal_brought_frwd_amt		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL		This column stores the quarterly balance of own funds brought forward from the previous natural period. 
		No		No		Quarterly Balance Brought Forward Amount		No								N		N

		n_issued_ytd_amt		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL		This column stores the year to date amount in natural currency of increase in paid in ordinary share capital/share premium account relating to ordinary share capital/initial fund/Preference shares  or  amount of increase in issue of subordinated liabilities/Ancillary own funds/other items approved by supervisory authority as basic own funds issued over the natural period.
		No		No		Issued Amount Year to date		No								N		N

		n_redeemed_ytd_amt		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL		This column stores the year to date amount in natural currency of reduction in paid in ordinary share capital/share premium account relating to ordinary share capital/initial fund/Preference shares  or  amount equal to redemption of subordinated liabilities/Ancillary own funds/other items approved by supervisory authority as basic own funds issued over the natural period.
		No		No		Redeemed Amount Year to date		No								N		N

		n_movement_value_ytd_amt		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL		This column stores the year to date movement of valuations amount in natural currency of Preference shares/subordinated liabilities/Ancillary own funds/other items approved by supervisory authority as basic own funds issued over the natural period.
		No		No		Valuation Movement Amount Year to date		No								N		N

		n_reg_action_ytd_amt		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL		This column stores the year to date amount in natural currency reflecting change to subordinated liabilities due to regulatory action.
		No		No		Regulatory Action Amount Year to date		No								N		N

		n_called_upto_bof_ytd_amt		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL		This column stores the year to date amount in natural currency of ancillary own funds which are called up to a basic own fund item over the natural period. 
		No		No		Called upto Basic Own Fund Amount Year to date		No								N		N

		n_yr_bal_brought_frwd_amt		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL		This column stores the yearly balance of own funds brought forward from the previous natural period. 
		No		No		Yearly Balance Brought Forward Amount		No								N		N

		v_iso_currency_cd		VARCHAR2(3)		NULL		This column stores the ISO code of the currency of the transaction(natural currency).
		No		Yes		ISO Currency Code		Yes		DIM_CURRENCY						N		N

		n_called_upto_bof_itd_amt_lcy		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL		"This column stores the inception to date amount in Local Currency of ancillary own funds which are called up to a basic own fund item over the reporting period. 
"
		No		No		Called upto Basic Own Fund Amount Inception to date-Local Currency		No								N		N

		n_called_upto_bof_qtd_amt_lcy		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL		"This column stores the quarter to date amount in Local Currency of ancillary own funds which are called up to a basic own fund item over the reporting period. 
"
		No		No		Called upto Basic Own Fund Amount Quarter to date- Local Currency		No								N		N

		n_called_upto_bof_ytd_amt_lcy		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL		"This column stores the year to date amount in Local Currency of ancillary own funds which are called up to a basic own fund item over the reporting period. 
"
		No		No		Called upto Basic Own Fund Amount Year to date - Local Currency		No								N		Y

		n_issued_itd_amt_lcy		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL		"This stores Inception to date amount in Local Currency of increase in paid in ordinary share capital/share premium account relating to ordinary share capital/initial fund/Preference shares  or  amount of increase in issue of subordinated liabilities/Ancillary own funds/other items approved by supervisory authority as basic own funds issued over the reporting period.
"
		No		No		Issued Amount Inception to date- Local Currency		No								N		N

		n_issued_qtd_amt_lcy		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL		"This column stores the quarter to date amount in Local Currency of increase in paid in ordinary share capital/share premium account relating to ordinary share capital/initial fund/Preference shares  or  amount of increase in issue of subordinated liabilities/Ancillary own funds/other items approved by supervisory authority as basic own funds issued over the reporting period.
"
		No		No		Issued Amount Quarter to date- Local Currency		No								N		N

		n_issued_ytd_amt_lcy		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL		"This column stores the year to date amount in Local Currency of increase in paid in ordinary share capital/share premium account relating to ordinary share capital/initial fund/Preference shares  or  amount of increase in issue of subordinated liabilities/Ancillary own funds/other items approved by supervisory authority as basic own funds issued over the reporting period.
"
		No		No		Issued Amount Year to date-  Local Currency		No								N		Y

		n_movement_value_itd_amt_lcy		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL		"This column stores the inception to date movement of valuations amount in Local Currency of Preference shares/subordinated liabilities/Ancillary own funds/other items approved by supervisory authority as basic own funds issued over the reporting period.
"
		No		No		Valuation Movement Amount Inception to date-Local Currency		No								N		N

		n_movement_value_qtd_amt_lcy		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL		"This column stores the quarter to date movement of valuations amount in Local Currency of Preference shares/subordinated liabilities/Ancillary own funds/other items approved by supervisory authority as basic own funds issued over the reporting period.
"
		No		No		Valuation Movement Amount Quarter to date- Local Currency		No								N		N

		n_movement_value_ytd_amt_lcy		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL		"This column stores the year to date movement of valuations amount in Local Currency of Preference shares/subordinated liabilities/Ancillary own funds/other items approved by supervisory authority as basic own funds issued over the reporting period.
"
		No		No		Valuation Movement Amount Year to date- Local Currency		No								N		Y

		n_qtr_bal_brought_frwd_amt_lcy		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL		"This column stores the quarterly balance of own funds brought forward from the previous reporting period in Local Currency. 
"
		No		No		Quarterly Balance Brought Forward Amount- Local Currency		No								N		N

		n_redeemed_itd_amt_lcy		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL		"This column stores the inception to date amount in Local Currency of reduction in paid in ordinary share capital/share premium account relating to ordinary share capital/initial fund/Preference shares  or  amount equal to redemption of subordinated liabilities/Ancillary own funds/other items approved by supervisory authority as basic own funds issued over the reporting period.
"
		No		No		Redeemed Inception to date - Local Currency		No								N		N

		n_redeemed_qtd_amt_lcy		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL		"This column stores the quarter to date amount in Local Currency of reduction in paid in ordinary share capital/share premium account relating to ordinary share capital/initial fund/Preference shares  or  amount equal to redemption of subordinated liabilities/Ancillary own funds/other items approved by supervisory authority as basic own funds issued over the reporting period.
"
		No		No		Redeemed Amount Quarter to date- Local Currency		No								N		N

		n_redeemed_ytd_amt_lcy		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL		"This column stores the year to date amount in Local Currency of reduction in paid in ordinary share capital/share premium account relating to ordinary share capital/initial fund/Preference shares  or  amount equal to redemption of subordinated liabilities/Ancillary own funds/other items approved by supervisory authority as basic own funds issued over the reporting period.
"
		No		No		Redeemed Amount Year to date- Local Currency		No								N		Y

		n_reg_action_itd_amt_lcy		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL		"This column stores the inception to date amount in Local Currency reflecting change to subordinated liabilities due to regulatory action.
"
		No		No		Regulatory Action Amount Inception to date- Local Currency		No								N		N

		n_reg_action_qtd_amt_lcy		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL		"This column stores the quarter to date amount in Local Currency reflecting change to subordinated liabilities due to regulatory action.
"
		No		No		Regulatory Action Amount Quarter to date- Local Currency		No								N		N

		n_reg_action_ytd_amt_lcy		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL		"This column stores the year to date amount in Local Currency reflecting change to subordinated liabilities due to regulatory action.
"
		No		No		Regulatory Action Amount Year to date- Local Currency		No								N		Y

		n_yr_bal_brought_frwd_amt_lcy		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL		"This column stores the yearly balance of own funds brought forward from the previous reporting period in Local Currency. 
"
		No		No		Yearly Balance Brought Forward Amount- Local Currency		No								N		N
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Fct_Own_Fund_Details

		Back to Index

		Table Name		Fct_Own_Fund_Details

		Entity Name		Fact Own Fund Details

		Table Comment		This table stores the own funds details for Mutual Member Account,Perferance Shares,Sub Ordinated Liabilities,Other Items and Ancillary own funds

		Column Name		Column Datatype		Column Null Option		Column Comment		Column Is PK		Column Is FK		Attribute Name		Dynamic LoV		Referenced table		Referenced Column		Static LoV		Dashboards		QMR

		n_entity_skey		NUMBER(10)		NOT NULL		This column stores unique identifier of Entity to which said data belongs to. 		Yes		Yes		Legal Entity Surrogate Key		Yes		Dim_Org_Structure		n_entity_skey				N		Y

		n_gaap_skey		NUMBER(5)		NOT NULL		Surrogate key corresponding to a unique GAAP code.		Yes		Yes		GAAP Surrogate Key		Yes		Dim_GAAP		n_gaap_skey				N		Y

		n_run_skey		NUMBER(10)		NOT NULL		This Attribute stores  a unique key representing a particular Run.		Yes		Yes		Run Surrogate Key		Yes		Dim_Run		n_run_skey				N		Y

		n_rep_line_cd		NUMBER(22)		NOT NULL		This column stores the code of measure for which the computation is performed. Reporting line code is generally extension of specific GL or combination of attributes pertaining to said GL.		Yes		Yes		Reporting Line Code		Yes		Dim_Rep_Line						N		Y

		n_cap_comp_group_skey		NUMBER(5)		NOT NULL		This stores a unique key representing a particular Capital Computation Group.		Yes		Yes		Capital Comptn Grp Surrogate Key		Yes		Dim_Capital_Comp_Group						N		Y

		n_sequence		NUMBER(22)		NOT NULL		This column stores the running number for the records entered.
		Yes		No		Sequence Number		No								N		Y

		n_mis_date_skey		NUMBER(10)		NOT NULL		As of date surrogate key		Yes		Yes		Extraction Date key		Yes		DIM_DATES		N_DATE_SKEY				N		Y

		n_counterparty_skey		NUMBER(10)		NULL		This stores the surrogate key for the Party. This will be referred as n_entity where entity is referred.		No		Yes		Counterparty Surrogate Key		Yes		DIM_PARTY		N_PARTY_SKEY				N		Y

		v_description		VARCHAR2(255)		NULL		This column stores the description of the own fund. This is generally a instrument / Security / Guarantee or any other Off balance item
		No		No		Description		No								N		Y

		n_valuation_amount		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL		This column stores the valuation amount of own fund / capital in natural currency. 
		No		No		Valuation Amount		No								N		N

		n_valuation_amount_rcy		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL		This column stores the valuation amount of own fund / capital in reporting currency
		No		No		Valuation Amount -Reporting Currency		No								N		N

		v_lenders		VARCHAR2(100)		NULL		This column stores the lenders to the said account. In case of public issue it will contain MARKET else comma separated values for lender names. 
		No		No		Lenders		No								N		Y

		f_grandfathered_ind		CHAR(1)		NULL		This column indicates whether said sub account is exempted from certain rules, the event of exemption, is generally called grand fathered.
		No		No		Grandfathered Indicator		No								N		Y

		d_issue_date		DATE		NULL		This column stores the issue date of the instrument.
		No		No		Issue Date		No								N		Y

		d_maturity_date		DATE		NULL		This column stores the date on which the account / instrument expires.
		No		No		Maturity Date		No								N		Y

		d_first_call_date		DATE		NULL		This column stores the First Call date of the funds.
		No		No		First Call Date		No								N		Y

		v_detail_of_further_call_dates		VARCHAR2(4000)		NULL		This column stores the details of further (happening in future) call (execution option) dates. This is expected as a description like '30th of every month after sep 2012'
		No		No		Further Call Dates Details		No								N		Y

		v_details_of_incentives		VARCHAR2(255)		NULL		This column stores the details of the incentives. 
		No		No		Incentives Details		No								N		Y

		f_notice_period_tenor_unit		VARCHAR2(1)		NULL		This column stores the period unit of notice period. This can be month, year etc
		No		No		Notice Period Tenor Unit		No								N		Y

		n_notice_period_tenor		NUMBER(5)		NULL		This column stores the period of notice period. This number. 
		No		No		Notice Period Tenor		No								N		Y

		v_buy_back_description		VARCHAR2(255)		NULL		This column Stores the Description / Explanation of the buy back event.
		No		No		Buy Back Description		No								N		Y

		n_entity_held_pct		NUMBER(11,6)		NULL		This column stores the percentage of issue held by the entity in the group
		No		No		Entity Held Percentage		No								N		Y

		n_contribution_amount		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL		This column stores the contribution amount to the group in natural currency. This is like consolidated percentage of group in said entity.
		No		No		Contribution Amount		No								N		N

		n_contribution_amount_rcy		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL		This column stores the contribution amount to the group in reporting currency
		No		No		Contribution Amount- Reporting Currency		No								N		N

		v_issuing_entity_cd		VARCHAR2(5)		NULL		This column stores the Issuing entity category (if belongs to the group G, otherwise NG)
		No		No		Issuing entity Code		No								N		N

		d_auth_date		DATE		NULL		This column stores the date on which the fund was authorized by the insurance company
		No		No		Authorization Date		No								N		Y

		v_other_entities		VARCHAR2(4000)		NULL		This column stores the other involved entities
		No		No		Other Entity		No								N		N

		v_iso_currency_cd		VARCHAR2(3)		NULL		This column stores the ISO code of the currency of the transaction.		No		Yes		ISO Currency Code		Yes		DIM_CURRENCY						N		Y

		n_central_authority_skey		NUMBER(10)		NULL		This column stores the name of the supervisor of the entity who has taken the add-on decision
		No		Yes		Central Authority Surrogate Key		Yes		Dim_Central_Authority						N		Y

		n_contribution_amount_lcy		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL		"This column stores the contribution amount to the group in Local Currency
"
		No		No		Contribution Amount- Local Currency		No								N		Y

		n_valuation_amount_lcy		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL		"This column stores the valuation amount of own fund / capital in Local Currency
"
		No		No		Valuation Amount -Local Currency		No								N		Y
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Fct_Policy_Details

		Back to Index

		Table Name		Fct_Policy_Details

		Entity Name		Fact Policy Details

		Table Comment		This entitiy stores all the attributes of a policy.

		Column Name		Column Datatype		Column Null Option		Column Comment		Column Is PK		Column Is FK		Attribute Name		Dynamic LoV		Referenced table		Referenced Column		Static LoV		Dashboards		QMR

		n_run_skey		NUMBER(10)		NOT NULL		This Attribute stores  a unique key representing a particular Run.		Yes		Yes		Run Surrogate Key		Yes		Dim_Run		n_run_skey				Y		Y

		n_gaap_skey		NUMBER(5)		NOT NULL		Surrogate key corresponding to a unique GAAP code.		Yes		Yes		GAAP Surrogate Key		Yes		Dim_GAAP		n_gaap_skey				Y		Y

		n_policy_skey		NUMBER(10)		NOT NULL		This column stores the unique identifier for the policy.		Yes		Yes		Policy Surrogate Key		Yes		Dim_Policy		n_policy_skey				Y		Y

		v_scenario_code		VARCHAR2(20)		NOT NULL		Scenario code		Yes		Yes		Scenario Code		Yes		Dim_Scenario						Y		Y

		n_mis_date_skey		NUMBER(10)		NOT NULL		As of date surrogate key		Yes		Yes		Date key		Yes		DIM_DATES		N_DATE_SKEY				Y		Y

		n_policy_status_skey		NUMBER(5)		NULL		This column stores the status of the policy as on the reporting date. Possible values are : Active, Terminated, Matured, etc		No		Yes		Policy Status Surrogate Key		Yes		Dim_Policy_Status						Y		N

		n_prod_skey		NUMBER(14)		NULL		This column stores the unique identifier of the product 		No		Yes		Product Key		Yes		Dim_Product		n_prod_skey				Y		N

		n_standard_product_type_skey		NUMBER(3)		NULL		This column stores the unique code identifying the standard product of policy		No		Yes		Standard Product Type Surrogate key		Yes		Dim_Standard_Product_Type						Y		N

		n_policy_branch_skey		NUMBER(5)		NULL		This column stores the origination branch identifying code of the policy		No		Yes		Policy Branch Surrogate Key		Yes		Dim_Geography						Y		N

		n_policy_holder_skey		NUMBER(10)		NULL		This column stores the customer / policyholder code of the policy		No		Yes		Policy Holder Surrogate Key		Yes		Dim_Policy_Party		n_policy_party_skey				Y		N

		n_entity_skey		NUMBER(10)		NULL		This column stores unique identifier of Entity to which said policy belongs to. 		No		Yes		Legal Entity Surrogate Key		Yes		Dim_Org_Structure		n_entity_skey				Y		Y

		v_iso_currency_cd		VARCHAR2(3)		NULL		This column stores the ISO code of the currency of the policy transaction(natural currency).		No		Yes		ISO Currency Code		Yes		DIM_CURRENCY						Y		Y

		n_homogeneous_risk_group_skey		NUMBER(10)		NULL		This column stores the unique HRG, used to calculate Solvency capital numbers, to which the policy belong		No		Yes		Homogeneous Risk Groups Surrogate Key		Yes		Dim_Homogenous_Risk_Group		n_homogeneous_risk_group_skey				Y		Y

		n_economic_zone_skey		NUMBER(3)		NULL		This column stores the Economic zone of origination country of the policy.		No		Yes		Economic Zone Surrogate Key		Yes		Dim_Economic_Zone						Y		N

		n_prod_type_skey		NUMBER(5)		NULL		This column stores the unique key for product type		No		Yes		Product Type Surrogate Key		Yes		Dim_Product_Type		n_prod_type_skey				Y		N

		d_policy_start_date		DATE		NULL		This column stores the date on which the policy came into effect		No		No		Policy Start Date		No								Y		Y

		d_policy_end_date		DATE		NULL		This column stores the date of maturity of the policy		No		No		Policy End Date		No								Y		Y

		n_sum_assured_rcy		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL		This column stores the Sum Assured value in Reporting currency		No		No		Sum Assured in Reporting Currency		No								Y		N

		n_sum_assured		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL		This column stores the Sum Assured value in Natural currency		No		No		Sum Assured in Natural Currency		No								Y		N

		n_net_allocated_scr_rcy		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL		This column stores the (Net) Solvency Capital Requirement net of Loss absorbing capacity of computed technical provisions for the policy in reporting currency.		No		No		Net Allocated SCR in Reporting Currency		No								Y		N

		n_gross_allocated_scr_rcy		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL		This column stores the Gross Solvency Capital Requirement for the policy in reporting currency.		No		No		Gross Allocated SCR in Reporting Currency		No								Y		N

		n_surrender_option_value		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL		Amount paid to the policy holder on his exercising the surrender option of the policy in natural currency		No		No		Surrender Option Value		No								Y		N

		n_surrender_option_value_rcy		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL		Amount paid to the policy holder on his exercising the surrender option of the policy in reporting currency		No		No		Surrender Option Value in Reporting Currency		No								Y		N

		n_gwp_rcy		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL		This column stores the premium computed at the inception in reporting currency		No		No		Gross Written Premium Amount in Reporting Currency		No								Y		N

		n_gwp		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL		This column stores the premium computed at the inception in reporting currency		No		No		Gross Written Premium Amount in Natural Currency		No								Y		N

		n_ape_rcy		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL		This column stores the Annualized Premium Equivalent calculated for the policy at the inception in Reporting currency		No		No		Annualized Premium Equivalent in Reporting Currency		No								Y		N

		n_ape		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL		This column stores the Annualized Premium Equivalent calculated for the policy at the inception in Natural currency		No		No		Annualized Premium Equivalent in Natural Currency		No								Y		N

		n_present_value_nbp_rcy		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL		This column stores the present value of future premiums for new policies at the time of inception in reporting currency		No		No		Present Value of New Business Premium in Reporting Currency		No								Y		N

		n_present_value_nbp		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL		This column stores the present value of future premiums for new policies at the time of inception in natural currency		No		No		Present Value of New Business Premium in Natural Currency		No								Y		N

		f_contractual_rider_ind		CHAR(1)		NULL		This column indicates if rider is opted in a policy		No		No		Contractual Riders Indicator		No								N		Y

		f_intragroup_exp_ind		CHAR(1)		NULL		This flag indicates if the policy is between two entities belonging to same group and stores 'Y' if it is treated as an Intragroup transaction else 'N'. 		No		No		Intragroup Exposure Indicator		No								N		Y

		f_country_materiality_ind		CHAR(1)		NULL		This flag indicates if the origination country of the policy is material to the entity for which the report will be generated.		No		No		Country Materiality Flag		No								N		N

		n_risk_margin		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL		If Technical Provision Valuation Method used for policy is "Technical Provision calculated with Best Estimate and Risk Margin", this column stores the value of Risk Margin calculated in Natural currency. If valuation method is "Technical Provision calculated as a whole"  then it will be blank.		No		No		Risk Margin in Natural Currency		No								Y		N

		n_risk_margin_rcy		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL		If Technical Provision Valuation Method used for policy is "Technical Provision calculated with Best Estimate and Risk Margin", this column stores the value of Risk Margin calculated in Reporting currency. If valuation method is "Technical Provision calculated as a whole"  then it will be blank.		No		No		Risk Margin in Reporting Currency		No								Y		N

		n_be_tp_amount		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL		If Technical Provision Valuation Method used for policy is "Technical Provision calculated with Best Estimate and Risk Margin", this column stores the value of Best Estimate calculated in Natural currency. If valuation method is "Technical Provision calculated as a whole"  then it will be blank.		No		No		Best Estimate Technical Provision Amount  in Natural Currency		No								Y		N

		n_be_tp_amount_rcy		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL		If Technical Provision Valuation Method used for policy is "Technical Provision calculated with Best Estimate and Risk Margin", this column stores the value of Best Estimate calculated in Reporting currency. If valuation method is "Technical Provision calculated as a whole"  then it will be blank.		No		No		Best Estimate Technical Provision Amount in Reporting Currency		No								Y		N

		n_premium_be_tp_amount		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL		If Technical Provision Valuation Method used for policy is "Technical Provision calculated with Best Estimate and Risk Margin", this column stores the value of Best Estimate of Premium calculated in reporting currency. If valuation method is "Technical Provision calculated as a whole"  then it will be blank.		No		No		Premium Best Estimate Technical Provision Amount in Natural Currency		No								Y		N

		n_premium_be_tp_amount_rcy		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL		If Technical Provision Valuation Method used for policy is "Technical Provision calculated with Best Estimate and Risk Margin", this column stores the value of Best Estimate of Premium calculated in Natural currency. If valuation method is "Technical Provision calculated as a whole"  then it will be blank.		No		No		Premium Best Estimate Technical Provision Amount in Reporting Currency		No								Y		N

		n_claim_be_tp_amount		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL		If Technical Provision Valuation Method used for policy is "Technical Provision calculated with Best Estimate and Risk Margin", this column stores the value of Best Estimate of Claim calculated in reporting currency. If valuation method is "Technical Provision calculated as a whole"  then it will be blank.		No		No		Claim Best Estimate Technical Provision Amount in Natural Currency		No								Y		N

		n_claim_be_tp_amount_rcy		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL		If Technical Provision Valuation Method used for policy is "Technical Provision calculated with Best Estimate and Risk Margin", this column stores the value of Best Estimate of Claim calculated in Natural currency. If valuation method is "Technical Provision calculated as a whole"  then it will be blank.		No		No		Claim Best Estimate Technical Provision Amount in Reporting Currency		No								Y		N

		v_simplified_method_usage		VARCHAR2(4000)		NULL		This column stores  the list of all the elements for which simplification is used. 		No		No		Simplified Method Usage		No								N		Y

		f_replicable_portfolio_ind		CHAR(1)		NULL		This flag indicates if the policy belongs to the portfolio which can be replicated according to a market portfolio.		No		No		Replicable Portfolio Indicator		No								N		N

		n_insured_persons_count		NUMBER(10)		NULL		This column stores the number of persons insured under the policy.		No		No		Number of insured persons		No								N		N

		n_sum_insured		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL		This column stores the sum insured as specified in the policy contract in natural currency. 		No		No		Sum Insured		No								Y		N

		n_sum_insured_rcy		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL		This column stores the sum insured as specified in the policy contract in reporting currency.		No		No		Sum Insured in Reporting Currency		No								Y		N

		n_underwrting_model_amount		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL		This column stores the calculated amount for said underwriting Model in natural currency of policy.
		No		No		Underwriting Model Amount		No								N		N

		n_underwrting_model_amount_rcy		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL		This column stores the calculated amount for said underwriting Model in reporting currency.
		No		No		Underwriting Model Amount- Reporting Currency		No								N		N

		n_insured_capital		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL		The column stores the amount that the life insurer pays out to the beneficiary in natural currency. If the risk is co-insured with other life insurers, the insured capital payable by the reporting life insurer must be stated here.		No		No		Insured Capital in Natural Currency		No								Y		N

		n_insured_capital_rcy		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL		The column stores the amount that the life insurer pays out to the beneficiary in reporting currency. If the risk is co-insured with other life insurers, the insured capital payable by the reporting life insurer must be stated here.		No		No		Insured Capital in Reporting Currency		No								Y		N

		n_risk_capital		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL		This column stores an amount equal to Insured capital less provision for insurance liabilities in natural currency. If the risk is co-insured with other life insurers, the risk capital relating to the life insurer’s amount share in the insured capital must be stated here.		No		No		Risk Capital in Natural Currency		No								Y		N

		n_risk_capital_rcy		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL		This column stores an amount equal to Insured capital less provision for insurance liabilities in reporting currency. If the risk is co-insured with other life insurers, the risk capital relating to the life insurer’s amount share in the insured capital must be stated here.		No		No		Risk Capital in Reporting Currency		No								Y		N

		n_facultative_re_ins_amt_rcy		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL		This column stores the amount insured with Facultative Reinsurers in reporting currency		No		No		Amount Insured with Facultative Reinsurers in Reporting Currency		No								Y		N

		n_other_re_ins_amt_rcy		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL		This column stores the amount insured with other Reinsurers in reporting currency		No		No		Amount Insured with Other Reinsurers in Reporting Currency		No								Y		N

		n_policy_type_skey		NUMBER(10)		NULL		This column stores the type of policy. Examples are Pure Endowment, Assurance, Term policy etc.		No		Yes		Policy Type Surrogate Key		Yes		Dim_Policy_Type						Y		N

		n_premium_payment_type_skey		NUMBER(10)		NULL		This column stores the payment frequency of premium for the policy; Example- Single, yearly, half-yearly		No		Yes		Premium Payment Type Surrogate Key		Yes		Dim_Premium_Payment_Type		n_premium_payment_type_skey				Y		N

		n_tp_valuation_method_skey		NUMBER(5)		NULL		This column stores the unique identifier of the method used to compute technical provision for the policy. Possible inputs are Technical Provision calculated as a whole or Technical Provision calculated with Best Estimate and Risk Margin.		No		Yes		Technical Provision Valuation Method Surrogate Key		Yes		Dim_Methodologies		n_method_skey				N		N

		n_ri_risk_type_skey		NUMBER(3)		NULL		The code is a unique identifying number assigned by the insurer that identifies the risk within the branch; so this risk cannot be reused for other risks in the same branch and remains unchanged for subsequent annual reports.		No		Yes		Reinsurance Risk Type Surrogate Key		Yes		Dim_Reinsurance_Risk_Type		n_ri_risk_type_skey				N		Y

		f_proportional_reinsurance_ind		CHAR(1)		NULL		This is an indicator whether this policy is covered by proportional reinsurance method or not.		No		No		ReInsurance Proportional Indicator		No								N		Y

		n_tp_calc_whole_amount		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL		This column stores the technical provision calculated for a policy when policy belongs to the category of replicable portfolio. 		No		No		Technical Provision calculated as whole in Natural Currency		No								Y		N

		n_tp_calc_whole_amount_rcy		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL		This column stores the technical provision in reporting currency calculated for a policy when policy belongs to the category of replicable portfolio. 		No		No		Technical Provision calculated as whole in Reporting Currency		No								Y		N

		f_new_business_ind		CHAR(1)		NULL		This column stores whether said policy is new business or not		No		No		New Business Indicator		No								Y		N

		f_re_insurance_business_ind		CHAR(1)		NULL		This column stores if said policy is part of Inward reinsurance business. 		No		No		Re-Insurance Business Indicator		No								Y		Y

		n_business_segment_skey		NUMBER(3)		NULL		This column stores the business segment of the organization to which the policy belongs. For example Life/Non Life/Composite 		No		Yes		Business Segment Surrogate Key		Yes		Dim_Business_Segment						Y		N

		n_std_lob_skey		NUMBER(5)		NULL		Unique Surrogate Key for the Line of Business  as prescribed by the Regulator		No		Yes		Standard LOB Skey		Yes		Dim_Standard_LOB						Y		Y

		n_std_major_lob_skey		NUMBER(5)		NULL		Unique Surrogate Key for the Line of Business  as prescribed by the Regulator		No		Yes		Standard Major LoB Skey		Yes		Dim_Standard_Major_LoB						Y		Y

		n_business_class_skey		NUMBER(5)		NULL		Unique Surrogate Key for the Line of Business  as prescribed by the Regulator		No		Yes		Business Class Surrogate Key		Yes		Dim_Business_Class						Y		N

		n_lob_skey		NUMBER(10)		NULL		This stores a unique key representing a particular Line of Bussiness.		No		Yes		LoB Skey		Yes		Dim_LOB		n_lob_skey				Y		N

		n_region_skey		NUMBER(5)		NULL		This column stores the surrogate key to provide information on the region. This may be geographic region or EEA region. 		No		Yes		Region Skey		Yes		Dim_Region						Y		N

		n_premium_ri_share_amt		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL		This column stores the premium amount in natural currency to be shared with reinsurer		No		No		Premium Reinsurance Share		No								N		N

		n_premium_ri_share_amt_rcy		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL		This column stores the premium amount in reporting currency to be shared with reinsurer		No		No		Premium Reinsurance Share in Reporting Currency		No								Y		N

		f_policy_fps_ind		CHAR(1)		NULL		This column indicates whether this policy has been sold as freedom to provide service or freedom of establishement. 		No		No		Policy Freedom to Provide Service Indicator		No								N		N

		n_country_skey		NUMBER(5)		NULL		Surrogate key for country code		No		Yes		Country Surrogate Key		Yes		Dim_Country						Y		N

		n_underwriting_model_type_skey		NUMBER(5)		NULL		This column stores the surrogate key for underwriting model type
		No		Yes		Underwriting Model Type Surrogate Key		Yes		Dim_Underwriting_Model_Type		n_underwriting_model_type_skey				N		Y

		N_REINSURANCE_CONTRACT_SKEY		NUMBER(10)		NULL		Unique Surrogate Key for the Reinsurance contract identifier.  		No		Yes		Reinsurance Contract Surrogate Key		Yes		Dim_Reinsurance_Contract		N_REINSURANCE_CONTRACT_SKEY				Y		Y

		n_channel_skey		NUMBER(5)		NULL		This column stores the surrogate key identifying the channel
		No		Yes		Acquisition Channel Surrogate Key		Yes		DIM_CHANNEL						Y		N

		f_policy_lapse_ind		CHAR(1)		NULL		This Column stores 'Y' for lapsed policies and 'N' for others
		No		No		Policy Lapse Indicator		No								Y		N

		n_ape_lcy		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL		This column stores the Annualized Premium Equivalent calculated for the policy at the inception in Local Currency
		No		No		Annualized Premium Equivalent in Local Currency		No								N		Y

		n_be_tp_amount_lcy		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL		If Technical Provision Valuation Method used for policy is "Technical Provision calculated with Best Estimate and Risk Margin", this column stores the value of Best Estimate calculated in Local Currency. If valuation method is "Technical Provision calculated as a whole"  then it will be blank.
		No		No		Best Estimate Technical Provision Amount in Local Currency		No								N		N

		N_CANCELED_PREM_AMT_LCY		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL		This number represents the local canceled premium amount. 
		No		No		Canceled Premium Amount In Local Currency		No								N		N

		N_CANCELED_PREM_AMT_RCY		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL		This number represents the first global canceled premium amount. 
		No		No		Canceled Premium Amount In Reporting Currency		No								N		N

		n_claim_be_tp_amount_lcy		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL		If Technical Provision Valuation Method used for policy is "Technical Provision calculated with Best Estimate and Risk Margin", this column stores the value of Best Estimate of Claim calculated  in Local Currency. If valuation method is "Technical Provision calculated as a whole"  then it will be blank.
		No		No		Claim Best Estimate Technical Provision Amount in Local Currency		No								N		N

		n_counter_cyclical_premium		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL		This column stores the Counter Cyclical Premium of a Policy in  natural currency
		No		No		Counter Cyclical Premium		No								Y		N

		n_counter_cyclical_premium_lcy		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL		This column stores the Counter Cyclical Premium of a Policy  in Local Currency.
		No		No		Counter Cyclical Premium in Local Currency		No								N		N

		n_counter_cyclical_premium_rcy		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL		This column stores the Counter Cyclical Premium of a Policy  in Reporting Currency.
		No		No		Counter Cyclical Premium in Reporting Currency		No								Y		N

		n_facultative_re_ins_amt_lcy		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL		This column stores the amount insured with Facultative Reinsurers in Local Currency
		No		No		Amount Insured with Facultative Reinsurers in Local Currency		No								N		Y

		n_gross_allocated_scr_lcy		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL		This column stores the Gross Solvency Capital Requirement for the policy in Local Currency.
		No		No		Gross Allocated SCR in Local Currency		No								N		N

		n_gwp_lcy		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL		This column stores the premium computed at the inception in Local Currency
		No		No		Gross Written Premium Amount in Local Currency		No								N		Y

		n_insured_capital_lcy		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL		The column stores the amount that the life insurer pays out to the beneficiary in Local Currency. If the risk is co-insured with other life insurers, the insured capital payable by the reporting life insurer must be stated here.
		No		No		Insured Capital in Local Currency		No								N		N

		n_lapsed_amount		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL		This Column stores the lapsed amount in natural currency
		No		No		Lapsed Amount in Natural Currency		No								Y		N

		n_lapsed_amount_lcy		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL		This Column stores the lapsed amount in Local Currency
		No		No		Lapsed Amount in Local Currency		No								N		N

		n_lapsed_amount_rcy		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL		This Column stores the lapsed amount in reporting currency
		No		No		Lapsed Amount in Reporting Currency		No								Y		N

		n_matching_premium		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL		This column stores the Matching Premium of a Policy in natural currency
		No		No		Matching Premium		No								Y		N

		n_matching_premium_lcy		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL		This column stores the Matching Premium of a Policy in Local Currency.
		No		No		Matching Premium in Local Currency		No								N		N

		n_matching_premium_rcy		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL		This column stores the Matching Premium of a Policy in Reporting Currency.
		No		No		Matching Premium in Reporting Currency		No								Y		N

		n_net_allocated_scr_lcy		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL		This column stores the (Net) Solvency Capital Requirement net of Loss absorbing capacity of computed technical provisions for the policy in Local Currency.
		No		No		Net Allocated SCR in Local Currency		No								N		N

		n_other_re_ins_amt_lcy		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL		This column stores the amount insured with other Reinsurers in Local Currency
		No		No		Amount Insured with Other Reinsurers in Local Currency		No								N		Y

		n_premium_be_tp_amount_lcy		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL		If Technical Provision Valuation Method used for policy is "Technical Provision calculated with Best Estimate and Risk Margin", this column stores the value of Best Estimate of Premium calculated  in Local Currency. If valuation method is "Technical Provision calculated as a whole"  then it will be blank.
		No		No		Premium Best Estimate Technical Provision Amount in Local Currency		No								N		N

		n_premium_ri_share_amt_lcy		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL		This column stores the premium amount in Local Currency to be shared with reinsurer
		No		No		Premium Reinsurance Share in Local Currency		No								N		N

		n_present_value_nbp_lcy		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL		This column stores the present value of future premiums for new policies at the time of inception in Local Currency
		No		No		Present Value of New Business Premium in Local Currency		No								N		N

		n_risk_capital_lcy		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL		This column stores an amount equal to Insured capital less provision for insurance liabilities in Local Currency. If the risk is co-insured with other life insurers, the risk capital relating to the life insurer’s amount share in the insured capital must be stated here.
		No		No		Risk Capital in Local Currency		No								N		N

		n_risk_margin_lcy		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL		If Technical Provision Valuation Method used for policy is "Technical Provision calculated with Best Estimate and Risk Margin", this column stores the value of Risk Margin calculated in Local Currency. If valuation method is "Technical Provision calculated as a whole"  then it will be blank.
		No		No		Risk Margin in Local Currency		No								N		N

		n_sum_assured_lcy		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL		This column stores the Sum Assured value in Local Currency
		No		No		Sum Assured in Local Currency		No								N		N

		n_sum_insured_lcy		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL		This column stores the sum insured as specified in the policy contract in Local Currency.
		No		No		Sum Insured in Local Currency		No								N		Y

		n_surrender_option_value_lcy		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL		Amount paid to the policy holder on his exercising the surrender option of the policy in Local Currency
		No		No		Surrender Option Value in Local Currency		No								N		N

		n_tp_calc_whole_amount_lcy		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL		This column stores the technical provision in Local Currency calculated for a policy when policy belongs to the category of replicable portfolio. 
		No		No		Technical Provision calculated as whole in Local Currency		No								N		N

		n_underwrting_model_amount_lcy		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL		This column stores calculated Probable Maximum Loss in Local Currency of policy. The PML is the expected maximum loss under normal circumstances and assuming the normal functioning of prevention measures based on the insurer’s assessment, which might include expert judgment. If the PML is 100%, the amount is equal to the insured sum. The PML need not be filled in if this is not applicable to a reporting group. 
		No		No		Underwriting Model Amount- Local Currency		No								N		Y

		d_policy_lapse_date		DATE		NULL		This Column stores date on which the policy has lapsed.		No		No		Policy Lapse Date		No								Y		N

		f_facultative_reinsurance_ind		CHAR(1)		NULL		This column indicates if it is a facultative reinsurance policy.		No		No		Facultative Reinsurance Indicator		No										Y
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		Table Name		Fct_Portfolio_Asset_Data

		Entity Name		Fact Portfolio Asset Data

		Table Comment		This table contains information related to each of the assets categories held in the portfolio

		Column Name		Column Datatype		Column Null Option		Column Comment		Column Is PK		Column Is FK		Attribute Name		Dynamic LoV		Referenced table		Referenced Column		Static LoV		Dashboards		QMR

		n_gaap_skey		NUMBER(5)		NOT NULL		Surrogate key corresponding to a unique GAAP code.		Yes		Yes		GAAP Surrogate Key		Yes		Dim_GAAP		n_gaap_skey				Y		Y

		n_run_skey		NUMBER(10)		NOT NULL		This Attribute stores  a unique key representing a particular Run.		Yes		Yes		Run Surrogate Key		Yes		Dim_Run		n_run_skey				Y		Y

		n_portfolio_skey		NUMBER(10)		NOT NULL		This column stores the unique code identifying the portfolio of assets for which profitability has been calculated and reported.		Yes		Yes		Portfolio Surrogate Key		Yes		Dim_Portfolio						Y		Y

		n_standard_product_type_skey		NUMBER(3)		NOT NULL		This column stores the unique code identifying the standard product type in the portfolio		Yes		Yes		Standard Product Type Surrogate key		Yes		Dim_Standard_Product_Type						Y		Y

		n_mis_date_skey		NUMBER(10)		NOT NULL		This attribute stores the surrogate key of extraction date
		Yes		Yes		Extraction Date key		Yes		DIM_DATES		N_DATE_SKEY				Y		Y

		n_business_segment_skey		NUMBER(3)		NOT NULL		This column stores the business segment of the organization to which the policy belongs. For example Life/Non Life/Composite 		Yes		Yes		Business Segment Surrogate Key		Yes		Dim_Business_Segment						Y		Y

		n_entity_skey		NUMBER(10)		NOT NULL		This column stores unique identifier of Entity to which said portfolio belongs to. 		Yes		Yes		Legal Entity Surrogate Key		Yes		Dim_Org_Structure		n_entity_skey				Y		Y

		n_portfolio_type_skey		NUMBER(3)		NULL		This column stores the code identifying the portfolio type.		No		Yes		Portfolio Type Surrogate Key		Yes		Dim_Portfolio_Type		n_portfolio_type_skey				Y		Y

		f_unit_index_linked_fund_flag		CHAR(1)		NULL		This column indicates if the portfolio is for unit-linked fund		No		No		Unit or Index Linked Funds Flag		No								Y		Y

		n_dividend_amount		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL		This column stores the total amount of dividend for the portfolio in natural currency.		No		No		Dividends		No								N		N

		n_interest_amount		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL		This column stores the total amount of interest for the portfolio in natural currency.		No		No		Interest		No								N		N

		n_rent_amount		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL		This column stores the total amount of rent for the portfolio in natural currency.		No		No		Rent		No								N		N

		n_net_gain_loss		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL		This column stores the total net gain or loss for the portfolio in natural currency. In case of loss is the number expected as negative????		No		No		Net gains and losses		No								N		N

		n_rep_line_cd		NUMBER(22)		NULL		This column stores the code of measure for which the computation is performed. Reporting line code is generally extension of specific GL or combination of attributes pertaining to said GL.
		No		Yes		Reporting Line Code		Yes		Dim_Rep_Line						N		Y

		n_valuation_method_skey		NUMBER(3)		NULL		This column stores the unique identifier of valuation method used.
		No		Yes		Valuation Method Surrogate Key		Yes		Dim_Valuation_Method		n_valuation_method_skey				Y		N

		v_iso_currency_cd		VARCHAR2(3)		NULL		This column stores the ISO code of the currency of the transaction(natural currency).
		No		Yes		ISO Currency Code		Yes		DIM_CURRENCY						Y		N

		n_dividend_amount_lcy		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL		This column stores the total amount of dividend for the portfolio in local currency.
		No		No		Dividends in Local Currency		No								N		Y

		n_dividend_amount_rcy		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL		This column stores the total amount of dividend for the portfolio in reporting currency.
		No		No		Dividends in Reporting Currency		No								N		N

		n_interest_amount_lcy		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL		This column stores the total amount of dividend for the portfolio in local currency.
		No		No		Interest in Local Currency		No								N		Y

		n_interest_amount_rcy		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL		This column stores the total amount of dividend for the portfolio in reporting currency.
		No		No		Interest in Reporting Currency		No								N		N

		n_net_gain_loss_lcy		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL		This column stores the total net gain or loss for the portfolio in local currency. In case of loss is the number expected as negative.
		No		No		Net gains and losses in Local Currency		No								N		Y

		n_net_gain_loss_rcy		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL		This column stores the total net gain or loss for the portfolio in reporting currency. In case of loss is the number expected as negative.
		No		No		Net gains and losses in Reporting Currency		No								Y		N

		n_rent_amount_lcy		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL		This column stores the total amount of dividend for the portfolio in local currency.
		No		No		Rent in Local Currency		No								N		Y

		n_rent_amount_rcy		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL		This column stores the total amount of dividend for the portfolio in reporting currency.
		No		No		Rent in Reporting Currency		No								N		N
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Fct_Product_Rider_Details

		Back to Index

		Table Name		Fct_Product_Rider_Details

		Entity Name		Fact Product Riders

		Table Comment		This Table contains the riders / guarantees that are available as a part of product offerings. 

		Column Name		Column Datatype		Column Null Option		Column Comment		Column Is PK		Column Is FK		Attribute Name		Dynamic LoV		Referenced table		Referenced Column		Static LoV		Dashboards		QMR

		n_run_skey		NUMBER(10)		NOT NULL		This Attribute stores  a unique key representing a particular Run.		Yes		Yes		Run Surrogate Key		Yes		Dim_Run		n_run_skey				N		Y

		n_gaap_skey		NUMBER(5)		NOT NULL		Surrogate key corresponding to a unique GAAP code.		Yes		Yes		GAAP Surrogate Key		Yes		Dim_GAAP		n_gaap_skey				N		Y

		n_prod_skey		NUMBER(14)		NOT NULL		This column stores the unique identifier of the product 		Yes		Yes		Product Key		Yes		Dim_Product		n_prod_skey				N		Y

		n_prod_rider_type_skey		NUMBER(5)		NOT NULL		This column stores the surrogate key for the product rider		Yes		Yes		Product Benefit Type Surrogate Key		Yes		Dim_Product_Rider_Type						N		Y

		n_entity_skey		NUMBER(10)		NOT NULL		This column stores unique identifier of Entity to which the product rider belongs to. 		Yes		Yes		Legal Entity Surrogate Key		Yes		Dim_Org_Structure		n_entity_skey				N		Y

		n_mis_date_skey		NUMBER(10)		NOT NULL		As of date surrogate key		Yes		Yes		Extraction Date key		Yes		DIM_DATES		N_DATE_SKEY				N		Y

		n_prod_rider_level_pct		NUMBER(11,6)		NULL		This column stores the benefit percentage of the Rider		No		No		Product Benefit Level Percent		No								N		Y

		v_prod_rider_desc		VARCHAR2(255)		NULL		This column stores the benefits offered by the rider under a policy		No		No		Product Benefit Description		No								N		Y
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Fct_Product_Statistics

		Back to Index

		Table Name		Fct_Product_Statistics

		Entity Name		Fact Product Statistics

		Table Comment		This Table contains the statistics of all products like person insured etc

		Column Name		Column Datatype		Column Null Option		Column Comment		Column Is PK		Column Is FK		Attribute Name		Dynamic LoV		Referenced table		Referenced Column		Static LoV		Dashboards		QMR

		n_run_skey		NUMBER(10)		NOT NULL		This Attribute stores  a unique key representing a particular Run.		Yes		Yes		Run Surrogate Key		Yes		Dim_Run		n_run_skey				N		Y

		n_prod_skey		NUMBER(14)		NOT NULL		This column stores the unique identifier of the product 		Yes		Yes		Product Key		Yes		Dim_Product		n_prod_skey				N		Y

		n_gaap_skey		NUMBER(5)		NOT NULL		Surrogate key corresponding to a unique GAAP code.		Yes		Yes		GAAP Surrogate Key		Yes		Dim_GAAP		n_gaap_skey				N		Y

		v_scenario_code		VARCHAR2(20)		NOT NULL		Scenario code		Yes		Yes		Scenario Code		Yes		Dim_Scenario						N		Y

		n_entity_skey		NUMBER(10)		NOT NULL		This column stores unique identifier of Entity to which said data belongs to. 
		Yes		Yes		Legal Entity Surrogate Key		Yes		Dim_Org_Structure		n_entity_skey				N		Y

		n_mis_date_skey		NUMBER(10)		NOT NULL		As of date surrogate key		Yes		Yes		Extraction Date key		Yes		DIM_DATES		N_DATE_SKEY				N		Y

		n_standard_product_type_skey		NUMBER(3)		NULL		This column stores the unique code identifying the standard product type in the portfolio		No		Yes		Standard Product Type Surrogate key		Yes		Dim_Standard_Product_Type						N		Y

		n_economic_res_post_hedge_rcy		NUMBER(22,6)		NULL		This column stores the economic result in amount after hedging in reporting currency		No		No		Economic Result After Hedging in Reporting Currency		No								N		N

		n_economic_res_pre_hedging_rcy		NUMBER(22,6)		NULL		This column stores the economic result in amount before hedging in reporting currency		No		No		Economic Result Before Hedging in Reporting Currency		No								N		N

		n_prod_type_skey		NUMBER(5)		NULL		This column stores the unique key for product type		No		Yes		Product Type Surrogate Key		Yes		Dim_Product_Type		n_prod_type_skey				N		Y

		n_hedging_strategy_skey		NUMBER(5)		NULL		This column stores the surrogate key for the hedgeing strategy. This can be dynamic / active etc		No		Yes		Hedging Strategy Surrogate Key		Yes		Dim_Hedging_Strategy		n_hedging_strategy_skey				N		Y

		n_delta_hedging_status_skey		NUMBER(5)		NULL		This column stores the surrogate key for status of delta hedging done by the said entity.		No		Yes		Delta Hedging Status Surrogate Key		Yes		Dim_Hedge_Status		n_hedge_status_skey				N		Y

		n_rho_hedging_status_skey		NUMBER(5)		NULL		This column stores the surrogate key for status of RHO hedging done by the said entity.		No		Yes		Rho Hedging Status Surrogate Key		Yes		Dim_Hedge_Status		n_hedge_status_skey				N		Y

		n_gamma_hedging_status_skey		NUMBER(5)		NULL		This column stores the surrogate key for status of Gamma hedging done by the said entity.		No		Yes		Gamma Hedging Status Surrogate Key		Yes		Dim_Hedge_Status		n_hedge_status_skey				N		Y

		n_vega_hedging_status_skey		NUMBER(5)		NULL		This column stores the surrogate key for status of Vega hedging done by the said entity.		No		Yes		Vega Hedging Status Surrogate Key		Yes		Dim_Hedge_Status		n_hedge_status_skey				N		Y

		n_fx_hedging_status_skey		NUMBER(5)		NULL		This column stores the surrogate key for status of FX meaning Foreign exchange hedging done by the said entity.		No		Yes		Fx Hedging Status Surrogate Key		Yes		Dim_Hedge_Status		n_hedge_status_skey				N		Y

		v_other_hedged_risk_desc		VARCHAR2(500)		NULL		This column stores the surrogate key for status of any hedging done by the said entity other than RHO / Gamma / Delta / FX.		No		No		Other Hedged Risk Description		No								N		Y

		n_insured_persons_no		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL		This column stores the cumulative number of Insured persons insured by the entity
		No		No		Number of Insured Persons		No								N		Y

		n_new_insured_persons_no_ytd		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL		This column stores the number of persons insured by the entity during the year.
		No		No		Number of New Insured Persons- Year to Date		No								N		Y

		n_written_premium_amt_ytd		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL		This column stores all amounts due during the year in respect of insurance contracts regardless of the fact that such amounts may relate in whole or in part to a later of the year. Year definition is linked to DIM FINANCIAL YEAR. User is requested to refer the same.		No		No		Premiums Written Amount Year to Date		No								N		N

		n_written_premium_amt_ytd_rcy		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL		This column stores all amounts in reporting currency due during the year in respect of insurance contracts regardless of the fact that such amounts may relate in whole or in part to a later of the year. Year definition is linked to DIM FINANCIAL YEAR. User is requested to refer the same.		No		No		Premiums Written Amount Year to Date in reporting currency		No								N		N

		n_capital_at_risk		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL		This column stores the Insured capital less provision for insurance liabilities.
		No		No		Capital at Risk		No								N		N

		n_capital_at_risk_rcy		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL		This column stores the insured capital less provision for insurance liabilities in reporting currency.
		No		No		Capital at Risk- Reporting Currency		No								N		N

		n_surrender_value		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL		This column stores the surrender value of policies.
		No		No		Surrender Value		No								N		N

		n_surrender_value_rcy		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL		This column stores the surrender value of policies in reporting currency.
		No		No		Surrender Value-Reporting Currency		No								N		N

		n_annualized_guaranteed_rate		NUMBER(11,6)		NULL		This column stores the Guaranteed rate. It is used for pricing (i.e.  technical  rate, independent of return on assets); ex : 100 of premium today at 4,5% technical rate during 6 years will lead to guaranteed amount of 100*1,045^6 in 6 years => different from return rate (might be higher than technical rate, depending on performance of assets) and from calculation of discount rate used for BE Technical rate is not based on an index.Here, technical rate is annualized over average duration of guarantee.
		No		No		Annualized Guaranteed Rate		No								N		Y

		n_be_theoretical_claim_amt		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL		This column stores the Best estimate Total Amount of Theoretical Claims During Year.
		No		No		Best Estimate Theoretical Claim Amount		No								N		N

		n_be_theoretical_claim_amt_rcy		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL		This column stores the Best estimate of total Amount of Theoretical Claims During Year in Reporting Currency.
		No		No		Best Estimate Theoretical Claim Amount- Reporting Currency		No								N		N

		f_fin_instr_replication_ind		CHAR(1)		NULL		This column indicates if the product is considered replicable by a financial instrument (i.e. hedge able => TP calculated as a whole) : closed question (Yes/No)
		No		No		Used Financial Instrument Replication Indicator		No								N		Y

		f_prod_still_commercial_ind		CHAR(1)		NULL		This column indicates if product is still for sale or if it is just in run-off
		No		No		Product Still Commercialized Indicator		No								N		Y

		n_avg_surrender_rate		NUMBER(11,6)		NULL		This column stores the average surrender rate used for valuation of BE.
		No		No		Average Surrender Rate		No								N		N

		n_total_tp_be		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL		This column stores the total best estimate of technical provision
		No		No		Best Estimate		No								N		N

		n_total_tp_be_rcy		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL		This column stores the total best estimate of technical provision in reporting currency.
		No		No		Best Estimate-Reporting Currency		No								N		N

		n_hrg_count		NUMBER(10)		NULL		This column stores the count of HRG used in this product line
		No		No		HRG Count		No								N		Y

		f_hrg_common_other_product_ind		CHAR(1)		NULL		This column indicates whether the HRG(s) identified are also including other products (or same product with other characteristics) included in different lines.
		No		No		HRG Common to Other Product Indicator		No								N		Y

		n_std_lob_skey		NUMBER(5)		NULL		Unique Surrogate Key for the Line of Business  as prescribed by the Regulator		No		Yes		Standard LOB Skey		Yes		Dim_Standard_LOB						N		Y

		n_fund_skey		NUMBER(5)		NULL		This column stores a unique code identifying a fund.
		No		Yes		Fund Surrogate Key		Yes		Dim_Fund		n_fund_skey				N		Y

		n_fund_type_skey		NUMBER(5)		NULL		This column stores a unique code identifying a fund type. 
		No		Yes		Fund Type Surrogate Key		Yes		Dim_Fund_Type						N		Y

		n_premium_payment_type_skey		NUMBER(10)		NULL		This column stores the premium type and frequency of the premium payment. Possible values are Single (in case it’s a single premium policy) or Monthly, Quarterly, Half-yearly, Annually etc.
		No		Yes		Premium Payment Type Surrogate Key		Yes		Dim_Premium_Payment_Type		n_premium_payment_type_skey				N		Y

		n_std_major_lob_skey		NUMBER(5)		NULL		Unique Surrogate Key for the Line of Business  as prescribed by the Regulator		No		Yes		Standard Major LoB Skey		Yes		Dim_Standard_Major_LoB						N		N

		n_country_skey		NUMBER(5)		NULL		This column stores the surrogate key for country code
		No		Yes		Country Surrogate Key		Yes		Dim_Country						N		Y

		v_iso_currency_cd		VARCHAR2(3)		NULL		This column stores the ISO code of the currency of the transaction(natural currency).
		No		Yes		ISO Currency Code		Yes		DIM_CURRENCY						N		N

		n_be_theoretical_claim_amt_lcy		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL		"This column stores the Best estimate of total Amount of Theoretical Claims During Year in Local Currency.
"
		No		No		Best Estimate Theoretical Claim Amount- Local Currency		No								N		Y

		n_capital_at_risk_lcy		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL		"This column stores the insured capital less provision for insurance liabilities in Local Currency.
"
		No		No		Capital at Risk- Local Currency		No								N		Y

		n_economic_res_post_hedge_lcy		NUMBER(22,6)		NULL		This column stores the economic result in amount after hedging in Local Currency
		No		No		Economic Result After Hedging in Local Currency		No								N		Y

		n_economic_res_pre_hedging_lcy		NUMBER(22,6)		NULL		This column stores the economic result in amount before hedging in Local Currency
		No		No		Economic Result Before Hedging in Local Currency		No								N		Y

		n_surrender_value_lcy		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL		"This column stores the surrender value of policies in Local Currency.
"
		No		No		Surrender Value-Local Currency		No								N		Y

		n_total_tp_be_lcy		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL		"This column stores the total best estimate of technical provision in Local Currency.
"
		No		No		Best Estimate-Local Currency		No								N		Y

		n_written_premium_amt_ytd_lcy		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL		This column stores all amounts in Local Currency due during the year in respect of insurance contracts regardless of the fact that such amounts may relate in whole or in part to a later of the year. Year definition is linked to DIM FINANCIAL YEAR. User is requested to refer the same.
		No		No		Premiums Written Amount Year to Date in Local Currency		No								N		Y
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Fct_Reinsurance_Policy_Details

		Back to Index

		Table Name		Fct_Reinsurance_Policy_Details

		Entity Name		Fact Reinsurance Policy Details

		Table Comment		This entity stores all the attributes of a reinsurance contract bought by insurer.

		Column Name		Column Datatype		Column Null Option		Column Comment		Column Is PK		Column Is FK		Attribute Name		Dynamic LoV		Referenced table		Referenced Column		Static LoV		Dashboards		QMR

		n_gaap_skey		NUMBER(5)		NOT NULL		Surrogate key corresponding to a unique GAAP code.		Yes		Yes		GAAP Surrogate Key		Yes		Dim_GAAP		n_gaap_skey				Y		Y

		n_run_skey		NUMBER(10)		NOT NULL		This Attribute stores  a unique key representing a particular Run.		Yes		Yes		Run Surrogate Key		Yes		Dim_Run		n_run_skey				Y		Y

		n_mis_date_skey		NUMBER(10)		NOT NULL		As of date surrogate key		Yes		Yes		Extraction Date key		Yes		DIM_DATES		N_DATE_SKEY				Y		Y

		N_REINSURANCE_CONTRACT_SKEY		NUMBER(10)		NOT NULL		Unique Surrogate Key for the Reinsurance contract identifier.  		Yes		Yes		Reinsurance Contract Surrogate Key		Yes		Dim_Reinsurance_Contract		N_REINSURANCE_CONTRACT_SKEY				Y		Y

		n_reinsurer_skey		NUMBER(10)		NOT NULL		This column stores unique identifier of the reinsurer entity. 		Yes		Yes		Reinsurer Surrogate Key		Yes		Dim_Policy_Party		n_policy_party_skey				Y		Y

		n_std_lob_skey		NUMBER(5)		NOT NULL		Unique Surrogate Key for the Line of Business  as prescribed by the Regulator		Yes		Yes		Standard LOB Skey		Yes		Dim_Standard_LOB						Y		Y

		n_ri_progressive_layer_skey		NUMBER(10)		NOT NULL		This column stores the unique surrogate key for the reinsurance progessive surplus/layer number  in a reinsurance program.		Yes		Yes		Reinsurance Progressive Layer Surrogate Key		Yes		Dim_Reins_Progressive_Layer		n_ri_progressive_layer_skey				Y		Y

		n_ri_progressive_section_skey		NUMBER(10)		NOT NULL		This column stores the unique surrogate key for the reinsurance progessive section number		Yes		Yes		Reinsurance Progressive Section Surrogate Key		Yes		Dim_Reins_Progressive_Section		n_ri_progressive_section_skey				Y		Y

		n_entity_skey		NUMBER(10)		NULL		This column stores unique identifier of Entity to which said reinsurance policy data belongs to. 		No		Yes		Legal Entity Surrogate Key		Yes		Dim_Org_Structure		n_entity_skey				Y		Y

		n_insured_entity_skey		NUMBER(10)		NULL		This column stores unique identifier of the Insured entity		No		Yes		Insured Entity Surrogate Key		Yes		Dim_Policy_Party		n_policy_party_skey				Y		N

		n_reinsurance_broker_skey		NUMBER(10)		NULL		This stores unique identifier of the reinsurer broker entity. 		No		Yes		Reinsurance Broker Surrogate Key		Yes		Dim_Policy_Party		n_policy_party_skey				Y		Y

		n_insured_party_skey		NUMBER(10)		NULL		This column stores the unique identifier of the insured company/person to whom the insurance relates.
		No		Yes		Insured Party Surrogate Key		Yes		Dim_Policy_Party		n_policy_party_skey				Y		N

		n_ri_risk_type_skey		NUMBER(3)		NULL		This column stores the code which is a unique identifying number assigned by the insurer that identifies the risk within the branch; so this code cannot be reused for other risks in the same branch and remains unchanged for subsequent annual reports. For each branch of non-life insurance a selection must be made of the 10 most important risks in terms of exposure that are subject to facultative reinsurance in force in the reporting period (also if they originated in preceding years). 		No		Yes		Reinsurance Risk Type Surrogate Key		Yes		Dim_Reinsurance_Risk_Type		n_ri_risk_type_skey				N		Y

		n_reinsurance_treaty_type_skey		NUMBER(3)		NULL		This column stores the unique code identifying the type of reinsurance treaty.		No		Yes		Reinsurance Treaty Type Surrogate Key		Yes		Dim_Reinsurance_Treaty_Type		n_reinsurance_treaty_type_skey				Y		Y

		n_reinsurer_type_skey		NUMBER(3)		NULL		This column stores a unique identifier for the type of reinsurance entity.		No		Yes		Reinsurer Type Surrogate Key		Yes		Dim_Reinsurer_Type		n_reinsurer_type_skey				N		Y

		n_country_skey		NUMBER(5)		NULL		This column stores the ISO country identification code of the origin country of the reinsurance contract.		No		Yes		Country Surrogate Key		Yes		Dim_Country						Y		Y

		v_fac_ri_placement_code		VARCHAR2(20)		NULL		This column stores the code which uniquely identifies the facultative reinsurance placement.		No		No		Facultative Reinsurance Placement Code		No								N		Y

		d_start_date		DATE		NULL		This column stores the date on which the reinsurance contract came into effect		No		No		Policy Start Date		No								N		Y

		f_proportional_reinsurance_ind		CHAR(1)		NULL		This column indicates if the reinsurance contract is proportional in nature. 'Y' means proportional reinsurance which involves a reinsurer taking a stated percent share of each policy that an insurer underwrites, else its 'N'.		No		No		Proportional Reinsurance Indicator		No								N		Y

		n_sum_insured_amount		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL		The column stores the maximum amount that an insurer is obliged to pay out in natural currency. The insured sum relates to the underwriting risk. A facultative item comprising a number of buildings across the country must therefore be broken down. If the risk has been accepted on a co-insurance basis, the insured sum indicates the maximum liability of the reporting non-life insurer.		No		No		Sum Insured Amount		No								N		N

		n_sum_insured_amount_rcy		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL		The column stores the highest amount that the insurer can be obliged to pay out in reporting currency. The insured sum relates to the underwriting risk. A facultative item comprising a number of buildings across the country must therefore be broken down. If the risk has been accepted on a co-insurance basis, the insured sum indicates the maximum liability of the reporting non-life insurer.		No		No		Sum Insured Amount in Reporting Currency		No								N		N

		n_probable_max_loss_amt		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL		This column stores the calculated probable maximum loan amount in natural currency. The PML is the expected maximum loss under normal circumstances and assuming the normal functioning of prevention measures based on the insurer’s assessment, which might include expert judgment. If the PML is 100%, the amount is equal to the insured sum. The PML need not be filled in if this is not applicable to a LOB. 		No		No		Probable Maximum Loss Amount		No								N		N

		n_probable_max_loss_amt_rcy		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL		This column stores the calculated probable maximum loan amount in reporting currency. The PML is the expected maximum loss under normal circumstances and assuming the normal functioning of prevention measures based on the insurer’s assessment, which might include expert judgment. If the PML is 100%, the amount is equal to the insured sum. The PML need not be filled in if this is not applicable to a LOB. 		No		No		Probable Maximum Loss Amount in Reporting Currency		No								N		N

		n_reinsurer_share		NUMBER(8,4)		NULL		In case of a facultative reinsurance contract, this column stores Percentage of the facultative placement accepted by the reinsurer expressed as absolute percentage of PML or Sum Insured in case no PML is applicable..
In case of a treaty, this column stores the percentage of the reinsurance treaty accepted by the reinsurer, expressed as absolute percentage of the treaty placement.		No		No		Reinsurer Share		No								N		Y

		n_reinsurance_amount		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL		This column stores the amount reinsured in the contract in natural currency??.. How is it different from sum insured ?		No		No		Reinsurance Amount		No								N		N

		n_reinsurance_amount_rcy		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL		This column stores the amount reinsured in the contract in reporting currency??.. How is it different from sum insured ?		No		No		Reinsurance Amount in Reporting Currency		No								N		N

		n_reinsurance_premium_amt		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL		This column stores the premium paid by the insurer to the reinsurer in natural currency		No		No		Reinsurance Premium		No								Y		N

		n_reinsurance_premium_amt_rcy		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL		This column stores the premium paid by the insurer to the reinsurer in reporting currency		No		No		Reinsurance Premium in Reporting Currency		No								Y		N

		n_reinsurance_commission		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL		This column stores the commissions paid for the reinsurance contract in natural currency.		No		No		Reinsurance Commission		No								N		N

		n_reinsurance_commission_rcy		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL		This column stores the commissions paid for the reinsurance contract in reporting currency.		No		No		Reinsurance Commission in Reporting Currency		No								N		N

		n_surplus_layer_quantity		NUMBER(22)		NULL		This column stores total number of surpluses or layers in the same program which includes the treaty which is being reported.		No		No		Quantity of Surplus or Layer		No								N		Y

		v_catastrophic_guarantee_code		VARCHAR2(20)		NULL		This column indicates the type of catastrophic guarantee code.
Depending on whether the listed catastrophe risks are protected under reinsurance covers, following codes are applicable:
"N" if the cover excludes all catastrophic guarantees;
"A" if earthquake, volcanic eruption, tidal wave etc. are covered;
"B" if flood is covered;
"C" if hurricane, windstorm, etc. are covered;
"D" if other risks such as freeze, hail, strong wind are covered;
"E" if terrorism is covered;
"F" if SRCC (strikes, riots, civil commotion), sabotage, popular uprising are covered;
"Z" if all the above mentioned risks are covered;
"X" if risks not otherwise included in the listed items are covered.
		No		No		Catastrophic Guarantee Codes		No								N		Y

		d_expiry_date		DATE		NULL		This column stores the date on which the reinsurance contract will expire		No		No		Policy or Treaty Expiry Date		No								N		Y

		n_est_subject_premium_income		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL		This column stores the amount of premium referring to the portfolio protected under xl treaties in natural currency; in any case is the amount on which the reinsurance premium is calculated by applying the rate.		No		No		Estimated Subject Premium Income		No								N		N

		n_est_subj_premium_income_rcy		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL		This column stores the amount of premium referring to the portfolio protected under xl treaties in reporting currency; in any case is the amount on which the reinsurance premium is calculated by applying the rate.		No		No		Estimated Subject Premium Income in Reporting Currency		No								N		N

		n_est_gross_premium_income		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL		All treaties must have this amount; is the amount of premium paid for 100% of the treaty in natural currency.		No		No		Gross Estimated Treaty Premium Income		No								N		N

		n_est_gross_premium_income_rcy		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL		All treaties must have this amount; is the amount of premium paid for 100% of the treaty in reporting currency.		No		No		Gross Estimated Treaty Premium Income in Reporting Currency		No								N		N

		n_aggregate_deductible_amt		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL		Franchise, meaning an additional retention when losses are covered by the reinsurer only when a certain amount of cumulative losses have taken place.
This refers to the amount that is kept by insurer or loss that is not covered by reinsurer.		No		No		Aggregate Deductibles Amount		No								N		N

		n_aggregate_deductible_amt_rcy		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL		This column stores the total of amount to be deductible under a reinsurance policy in reporting currency		No		No		Aggregate Deductibles Amount in Reporting Currency		No								N		N

		n_aggregate_deductible_percent		NUMBER(8,4)		NULL		This column stores the percentage of deductible under a reinsurance policy 		No		No		Aggregate Deductibles Percentage		No								N		Y

		v_aggregate_deductibles_unit		VARCHAR2(20)		NULL		This column stores the aggregate deductible unit. They are specified as absolute terms or in percentages. 		No		No		Unit of Aggregate Deductibles		No								N		N

		n_retention_priority_amt		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL		This column stores the retention amount specified in the treaty in natural currency		No		No		Retention or Priority Amount		No								N		N

		n_retention_priority_amt_rcy		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL		This column stores the retention amount specified in the treaty in reporting currency		No		No		Retention or Priority Amount in Reporting Currency		No								N		N

		n_retention_priority_percent		NUMBER(8,4)		NULL		This column stores the retention in percentage as specified in the treaty.		No		No		Retention or Priority Amount Percentage		No								N		Y

		v_retention_priority_unit		VARCHAR2(20)		NULL		This column stores the retention priority units as specified in the treaty.		No		No		Unit of Retention or Priority		No								N		N

		n_limit_amount		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL		This column stores the amount (Stop Loss) that is stated as Limit in the reinsurance treaty in natural currency.		No		No		Limit Specified in Reinsurance Treaty		No								N		N

		n_limit_amount_rcy		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL		This column stores the amount (Stop Loss) that is stated as Limit in the reinsurance treaty in reporting currency.		No		No		Limit Specified in Reinsurance Treaty in Reporting Currency		No								N		N

		n_limit_percent		NUMBER(8,4)		NULL		This column stores the percentage (Stop Loss) that is stated as Limit in the reinsurance treaty.		No		No		Limit Specified as Percentage in Reinsurance Treaty		No								N		Y

		v_limit_unit		VARCHAR2(20)		NULL		This column stores the limit unit. They are specified as absolute terms or in percentages. 		No		No		Unit of Limit Specified in Reinsurance Treaty		No								N		N

		n_risk_event_max_cover_amt		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL		This column stores the Maximum Cover Amount per Risk or Event as specified in the treaty in natural currency.
If for a Quota Share or a Surplus a maximum amount has been agreed for an event, e.g. storm, the 100% amount is stated here. In all other cases, the amount is equal to the Limit minus Priority.		No		No		Maximum Cover Amount per Risk or Event		No								N		N

		n_risk_event_max_cover_amt_rcy		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL		This column stores the Maximum Cover Amount per Risk or Event as specified in the treaty in reporting currency.
If for a Quota Share or a Surplus a maximum amount has been agreed for an event, e.g. storm, the 100% amount is stated here. In all other cases, the amount is equal to the Limit minus Priority.		No		No		Maximum Cover Amount per Risk or Event in Reporting Currency		No								N		N

		n_treaty_max_cover_amt		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL		This column stores the Maximum Cover Amount per Treaty as specified in the treaty in natural currency.
If for a Quota Share or a Surplus a maximum amount has been set for the entire contract, the 100% amount is stated here. In the case of unlimited cover, 999999 must be filled in here. For XL or SL treaties the initial capacity has to be indicated.		No		No		Maximum Cover Amount per Treaty		No								N		N

		n_treaty_max_cover_amt_rcy		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL		This column stores the Maximum Cover Amount per Treaty as specified in the treaty in reporting currency.
If for a Quota Share or a Surplus a maximum amount has been set for the entire contract, the 100% amount is stated here. In the case of unlimited cover, 999999 must be filled in here. For XL or SL treaties the initial capacity has to be indicated.		No		No		Maximum Cover Amount per Treaty  in Reporting Currency		No								N		N

		v_num_desc_of_reinstatements		VARCHAR2(20)		NULL		This column stores number of possibilities and description to recover the reinsurance coverage.		No		No		Number and Description of Reinstatements		No								N		Y

		v_reinsurance_commission		VARCHAR2(255)		NULL		This column stores the percentage of commission; if sliding scale, indicate also applicable Loss Ratio (L/R) scale and provisional rate.
For example 
>45<; or
>25--45% for L/R >= 60% - <= 42%; prov. 30%		No		No		Reinsurance Commission for Flat or Sliding		No								N		Y

		v_overriding_commission		VARCHAR2(255)		NULL		This column stores the percentage of O/C; if sliding scale, indicate also applicable L/R scale and provisional rate.
For example
>45<; or
>25--45% for L/R >= 60% - <= 42%; prov. 30%		No		No		Overriding Commission for Flat or Sliding		No								N		Y

		v_profit_commission		VARCHAR2(255)		NULL		This column stores the percentage of P/C; if sliding scale, indicate also applicable L/R scale and provisional rate.
For example
>45<; or
>25--45% for L/R >= 60% - <= 42%; prov. 30%		No		No		Profit Commission for Flat or Sliding		No								N		Y

		n_ri_recoverable_pp_amt		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL		This column stores part of the future reinsurance premium which has already been paid to the reinsurer in natural currency. Distinction between premium & claims provisions is needed due to different calculations.		No		No		Reinsurance Recoverables - Premium Provisions		No								N		N

		n_ri_recoverable_pp_amt_rcy		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL		This column stores part of the future reinsurance premium which has already been paid to the reinsurer in reporting currency. Distinction between premium & claims provisions is needed due to different calculations.		No		No		Reinsurance Recoverables - Premium Provisions in Reporting Currency		No								N		N

		n_ri_recoverable_cp_amt		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL		This column stores claims outstanding for insurer which have to be paid by the reinsurer in natural currency. Distinction between premium & claims provisions is needed due to different calculations.		No		No		Reinsurance Recoverables - Claim Provisions		No								N		N

		n_ri_recoverable_cp_amt_rcy		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL		This column stores claims outstanding for insurer which have to be paid by the reinsurer in reporting currency. Distinction between premium & claims provisions is needed due to different calculations.		No		No		Reinsurance Recoverables - Claim Provisions in Reporting Currency		No								N		N

		n_ri_recoverable_tp_amt		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL		This column stores the amount reflecting the share of the reinsurer in the gross technical provisions in natural currency.		No		No		Reinsurance Recoverables - Technical Provisions		No								N		N

		n_ri_recoverable_tp_amt_rcy		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL		This column stores the amount reflecting the share of the reinsurer in the gross technical provisions in reporting currency.		No		No		Reinsurance Recoverables - Technical Provisions in Reporting Currency		No								N		N

		n_net_receivables_amt		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL		This column stores an amount equal to claims paid by the insurer but not yet reimbursed by the reinsurer + commissions to be paid by the reinsurer + other receivables minus debts to the reinsurer in natural currency. Cash deposits are excluded and should be considered as guarantees received.		No		No		Net Receivables		No								N		N

		n_net_receivables_amt_rcy		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL		This column stores an amount equal to claims paid by the insurer but not yet reimbursed by the reinsurer + commissions to be paid by the reinsurer + other receivables minus debts to the reinsurer in reporting currency. Cash deposits are excluded and should be considered as guarantees received.		No		No		Net receivables in Reporting Currency		No								N		N

		n_gua_rcv_asset_pledge_amt		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL		This column stores the amount of any assets pledged by the reinsurer to mitigate the counterparty default risk of the reinsurer in natural currency. 		No		No		Guarantees Received - Assets pledged		No								N		N

		n_gua_rcv_asset_pledge_amt_rcy		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL		This column stores the amount of any assets pledged by the reinsurer to mitigate the counterparty default risk of the reinsurer in reporting currency. 		No		No		Guarantees Received - Assets pledged in Reporting Currency		No								N		N

		n_gua_rcv_financial_amt		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL		This column stores the amount of any financial guarantee given by the reinsurer to mitigate the counterparty default risk of the reinsurer in natural currency. 		No		No		Guarantees Received - Financial Guarantees		No								N		N

		n_gua_rcv_financial_amt_rcy		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL		This column stores the amount of any financial guarantee given by the reinsurer to mitigate the counterparty default risk of the reinsurer in reporting currency. 		No		No		Guarantees Received - Financial Guarantees in Reporting Currency		No								N		N

		n_gua_rcv_cash_deposit_amt		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL		This column stores the amount of any cash deposits pledged by the reinsurer to mitigate the counterparty default risk of the reinsurer in natural currency. 		No		No		Guarantees Received - Cash Deposits		No								N		N

		n_gua_rcv_cash_deposit_amt_rcy		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL		This column stores the amount of any cash deposits by the reinsurer to mitigate the counterparty default risk of the reinsurer in reporting currency. 		No		No		Guarantees Received - Cash Deposits in Reporting Currency		No								N		N

		n_excess_of_loss_rate1		NUMBER(8,4)		NULL		This column stores the fixed rate or starting rate of a sliding rate system. It should be stored in decimal format. For example 10% will be stored as .1		No		No		Excess of Loss Rate 1		No								N		Y

		n_excess_of_loss_rate2		NUMBER(8,4)		NULL		This column stores the top end rate of a sliding rate system. It should be stored in decimal format. For example 10% will be stored as .1. In case it is not applicable it should be blank. or NA for not applicable.		No		No		Excess of Loss Rate 2		No								N		Y

		f_excess_of_loss_prem_flat_pct		CHAR(1)		NULL		This column indicates if Xl premium is based (Y) or (N) not on a flat premium.		No		No		Excess of Loss Premium Flat Percent Indicator		No								N		Y

		n_business_segment_skey		NUMBER(3)		NULL		This column stores the business segment of the organization to which the policy belongs. For example Life/Non Life/Composite 		No		Yes		Business Segment Surrogate Key		Yes		Dim_Business_Segment						Y		N

		n_business_class_skey		NUMBER(5)		NULL		Unique Surrogate Key for the Line of Business  as prescribed by the Regulator		No		Yes		Business Class Surrogate Key		Yes		Dim_Business_Class						Y		N

		v_iso_currency_cd		VARCHAR2(3)		NULL		This column stores the ISO code of the currency of the Reinsurance transaction (natural currency).		No		Yes		ISO Currency Code		Yes		DIM_CURRENCY						Y		Y

		n_est_outgoing_prem_ri_shr		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL		This column stores the Estimated outgoing reinsurance premium for reinsurer's share in natural currency		No		No		Estimated outgoing reinsurance premium reinsurer share- Natural Currency		No								N		N

		n_est_outgoing_prem_ri_shr_rcy		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL		This column stores the Estimated outgoing reinsurance premium for reinsurer's share in reporting currency		No		No		Estimated outgoing reinsurance premium reinsurer share- Reporting Currency		No								N		N

		n_threshold_amount_rcy		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL		This column stores the threshold amount in reporting currency		No		No		Threshold Amount in Reporting Currency		No								Y		N

		n_threshold_amount		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL		This column stores the threshold amount in natural currency		No		No		Threshold Amount in Natural Currency		No								Y		N

		d_threshold_date		DATE		NULL		This column stores the threshold date. 		No		No		Threshold Date		No								N		N

		n_ri_claims_paid_rcy		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL		This column stores the claims paid in reporting currency under particular reinsurance contract. 		No		No		Reinsurance Claim Amount Paid in Reporting Currency		No								N		N

		n_ri_claims_paid		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL		This column stores the claims paid in natural currency under particular reinsurance contract. 		No		No		Reinsurance Claim Amount Paid in Natural Currency		No								N		N

		n_risk_capital_amt		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL		This column stores the risk capital amount in natural currency		No		No		Risk Capital in Natural Currency		No								N		N

		n_risk_capital_amt_rcy		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL		This column stores the risk capital amount in reporting currency		No		No		Risk Capital in Reporting Currency		No								N		N

		f_non_tradition_finite_re_ind		CHAR(1)		NULL		This column indicates if the reinsurance is of the type Non Traditional and Finite Reinsurance.
		No		No		Non Traditional and Finite Reinsurance Indicator		No								N		Y

		n_underwriting_model_amt		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL		This column stores the maximum loss amount which is the result of the underwriting model used.
		No		No		Underwriting Model Amount		No								N		N

		n_underwriting_model_amt_rcy		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL		This column stores the maximum loss amount in reporting currency which is the result of the underwriting model used.
		No		No		Underwriting Model Amount- Reporting Currency		No								N		N

		v_fac_insured_policy_code		VARCHAR2(20)		NULL		In case of the facultative re-insurance placement is for insurance of a private person, the policy number must be mentioned.
		No		No		Facultative Insured Policy Code		No								N		Y

		n_underwriting_model_type_skey		NUMBER(5)		NULL		This column stores the surrogate key for underwriting model type
		No		Yes		Underwriting Model Type Surrogate Key		Yes		Dim_Underwriting_Model_Type		n_underwriting_model_type_skey				N		Y

		n_reinsurance_program_skey		NUMBER(5)		NULL		This column stores the unique key identifying the re-insurance program.		No		Yes		Reinsurance Program Surrogate Key		Yes		Dim_Reinsurance_Program		n_reinsurance_program_skey				Y		Y

		n_ins_broker_role_skey		NUMBER(5)		NULL		This column stores the unique key identifying role of an insurance broker like Intermediary for placement/Underwriting on behalf of/Financial services
		No		Yes		Insurance Broker Role Surrogate Key		Yes		Dim_Insurance_Broker_Role		n_ins_broker_role_skey				N		Y

		n_rating_skey		NUMBER(5)		NULL		Unique numeric code for credit rating.		No		Yes		Rating Surrogate Key		Yes		DIM_CREDIT_RATING		n_credit_rating_skey				Y		Y

		f_facultative_reinsurance_ind		CHAR(1)		NULL		In case of a reinsurance policy, this column indicates if it is a facultative reinsurance.
		No		No		Facultative Reinsurance Flag		No								N		Y

		f_igt_indicator_flag		CHAR(1)		NULL		This column stores the IGT indicator, stating if the transaction is internal or not.
		No		No		IGT Indicator Flag		No								Y		Y

		n_aggregate_deductible_amt_lcy		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL		This column stores the total of amount to be deductible under a reinsurance policy in Local Currency
		No		No		Aggregate Deductibles Amount in Local Currency		No								N		Y

		n_est_gross_premium_income_lcy		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL		All treaties must have this amount; is the amount of premium paid for 100% of the treaty in Local Currency.
		No		No		Gross Estimated Treaty Premium Income in Local Currency		No								N		Y

		n_est_outgoing_prem_ri_shr_lcy		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL		This column stores the Estimated outgoing reinsurance premium for reinsurers share in Local Currency
		No		No		Estimated outgoing reinsurance premium reinsurer share- Local Currency		No								N		N

		n_est_subj_premium_income_lcy		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL		This column stores the amount of premium referring to the portfolio protected under xl treaties in Local Currency; in any case is the amount on which the reinsurance premium is calculated by applying the rate.
		No		No		Estimated Subject Premium Income in Local Currency		No								N		Y

		n_gua_rcv_asset_pledge_amt_lcy		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL		This column stores the amount of any assets pledged by the reinsurer to mitigate the counterparty default risk of the reinsurer in Local Currency. 
		No		No		Guarantees Received - Assets pledged in Local Currency		No								N		Y

		n_gua_rcv_cash_deposit_amt_lcy		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL		This column stores the amount of any cash deposits by the reinsurer to mitigate the counterparty default risk of the reinsurer in Local Currency. 
		No		No		Guarantees Received - Cash Deposits in Local Currency		No								N		Y

		n_gua_rcv_financial_amt_lcy		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL		This column stores the amount of any financial guarantee given by the reinsurer to mitigate the counterparty default risk of the reinsurer in Local Currency. 
		No		No		Guarantees Received - Financial Guarantees in Local Currency		No								N		Y

		n_limit_amount_lcy		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL		This column stores the amount (Stop Loss) that is stated as Limit in the reinsurance treaty in Local Currency.
		No		No		Limit Specified in Reinsurance Treaty in Local Currency		No								N		Y

		n_net_receivables_amt_lcy		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL		This column stores an amount equal to claims paid by the insurer but not yet reimbursed by the reinsurer + commissions to be paid by the reinsurer + other receivables minus debts to the reinsurer in Local Currency. Cash deposits are excluded and should be considered as guarantees received.
		No		No		Net receivables in Local Currency		No								N		Y

		n_probable_max_loss_amt_lcy		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL		This column stores the calculated probable maximum loan amount in Local Currency. The PML is the expected maximum loss under normal circumstances and assuming the normal functioning of prevention measures based on the insurer’s assessment, which might include expert judgment. If the PML is 100%, the amount is equal to the insured sum. The PML need not be filled in if this is not applicable to a LOB. 
		No		No		Probable Maximum Loss Amount in Local Currency		No								N		N

		n_reinsurance_amount_lcy		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL		This column stores the amount reinsured in the contract in Local Currency??.. How is it different from sum insured ?
		No		No		Reinsurance Amount in Local Currency		No								N		Y

		n_reinsurance_commission_lcy		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL		This column stores the commissions paid for the reinsurance contract in Local Currency.
		No		No		Reinsurance Commission in Local Currency		No								N		Y

		n_reinsurance_premium_amt_lcy		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL		This column stores the premium paid by the insurer to the reinsurer in Local Currency
		No		No		Reinsurance Premium in Local Currency		No								N		Y

		n_retention_priority_amt_lcy		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL		This column stores the retention amount specified in the treaty in Local Currency
		No		No		Retention or Priority Amount in Local Currency		No								N		Y

		n_ri_claims_paid_lcy		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL		This column stores the claims paid in Local Currency under particular reinsurance contract. 
		No		No		Reinsurance Claim Amount Paid in Local Currency		No								N		Y

		n_ri_recoverable_cp_amt_lcy		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL		This column stores claims outstanding for insurer which have to be paid by the reinsurer in Local Currency. Distinction between premium & claims provisions is needed due to different calculations.
		No		No		Reinsurance Recoverables - Claim Provisions in Local Currency		No								N		Y

		n_ri_recoverable_pp_amt_lcy		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL		This column stores part of the future reinsurance premium which has already been paid to the reinsurer in Local Currency. Distinction between premium & claims provisions is needed due to different calculations.
		No		No		Reinsurance Recoverables - Premium Provisions in Local Currency		No								N		Y

		n_ri_recoverable_tp_amt_lcy		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL		This column stores the amount reflecting the share of the reinsurer in the gross technical provisions in Local Currency.
		No		No		Reinsurance Recoverables - Technical Provisions in Local Currency		No								N		Y

		n_risk_capital_amt_lcy		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL		This column stores the risk capital amount in Local Currency
		No		No		Risk Capital in Local Currency		No								N		Y

		n_risk_event_max_cover_amt_lcy		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL		"This column stores the Maximum Cover Amount per Risk or Event as specified in the treaty in Local Currency.
If for a Quota Share or a Surplus a maximum amount has been agreed for an event, e.g. storm, the 100% amount is stated here. In all other cases, the amount is equal to the Limit minus Priority."
		No		No		Maximum Cover Amount per Risk or Event in Local Currency		No								N		Y

		n_sum_insured_amount_lcy		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL		The column stores the highest amount that the insurer can be obliged to pay out in Local Currency. The insured sum relates to the underwriting risk. A facultative item comprising a number of buildings across the country must therefore be broken down. If the risk has been accepted on a co-insurance basis, the insured sum indicates the maximum liability of the reporting non-life insurer.

		No		No		Sum Insured Amount in Local Currency		No								N		Y

		n_threshold_amount_lcy		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL		This column stores the threshold amount in Local Currency

		No		No		Threshold Amount in Local Currency		No								N		Y

		n_treaty_max_cover_amt_lcy		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL		"This column stores the Maximum Cover Amount per Treaty as specified in the treaty in Local Currency.
If for a Quota Share or a Surplus a maximum amount has been set for the entire contract, the 100% amount is stated here. In the case of unlimited cover, 999999 must be filled in here. For XL or SL treaties the initial capacity has to be indicated."
		No		No		Maximum Cover Amount per Treaty  in Local Currency		No								N		Y

		n_underwriting_model_amt_lcy		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL		"This column stores the maximum loss amount in Local Currency which is the result of the underwriting model used.
"
		No		No		Underwriting Model Amount- Local Currency		No								N		Y
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Fct_Reinsurance_SPV_Details

		Back to Index

		Table Name		Fct_Reinsurance_SPV_Details

		Entity Name		Fact Reinsurance SPV Details

		Table Comment		This Table contains details of the SPV (Special Purpose Vehicle) entity utilized by insurer for risk mitigation purpose

		Column Name		Column Datatype		Column Null Option		Column Comment		Column Is PK		Column Is FK		Attribute Name		Dynamic LoV		Referenced table		Referenced Column		Static LoV		Dashboards		QMR

		n_gaap_skey		NUMBER(5)		NOT NULL		Surrogate key corresponding to a unique GAAP code.		Yes		Yes		GAAP Surrogate Key		Yes		Dim_GAAP		n_gaap_skey				N		Y

		n_run_skey		NUMBER(10)		NOT NULL		This Attribute stores  a unique key representing a particular Run.		Yes		Yes		Run Surrogate Key		Yes		Dim_Run		n_run_skey				N		Y

		n_spv_entity_skey		NUMBER(10)		NOT NULL		This column stores the unique key identifying the policyholder.		Yes		Yes		SPV Entity Surrogate Key		Yes		Dim_Policy_Party		n_policy_party_skey				N		Y

		n_mis_date_skey		NUMBER(10)		NOT NULL		As of date surrogate key		Yes		Yes		Extraction Date key		Yes		DIM_DATES		N_DATE_SKEY				N		Y

		n_reinsured_entity_skey		NUMBER(10)		NOT NULL		Entity Surrogate Key		Yes		Yes		Legal Entity Surrogate Key		Yes		Dim_Org_Structure		n_entity_skey				N		Y

		n_spv_sponsor_entity_skey		NUMBER(10)		NULL		Entity Surrogate Key		No		Yes		SPV Sponsor Entity Surrogate Key		Yes		Dim_Org_Structure		n_entity_skey				N		N

		n_country_skey		NUMBER(5)		NULL		This column stores the jurisdiction where the SPV is authorized.		No		Yes		Country Surrogate Key		Yes		Dim_Country						N		Y

		f_authorized_ind		CHAR(1)		NULL		This column indicates if the SPV authorized under Article 211 of the directive. 'Y' if authorized.		No		No		Authorized Indicator		No								N		N

		v_risk_transferred_type		VARCHAR2(4000)		NULL		This column stores the types of risk transferred through SPV.		No		No		Risk Transferred Type		No								N		Y

		v_triggering_event_desc		VARCHAR2(4000)		NULL		This column stores the code to identify the  trigger. Possible values are a) Indemnity b) Parametric c) Index/Model d) Other – Closed List of Options.		No		No		Triggering Event Description		No								N		Y

		v_ccy_code		VARCHAR2(3)		NULL		This column stores the ISO code of the currency of the transaction (natural currency).		No		Yes		ISO Currency Code		Yes		DIM_CURRENCY						N		N

		n_recoverable_amt_rcy		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL		This column stores, if the trigger event occurred, what is the amount recoverable from the SPV in reporting currency.		No		No		Recoverable Amount in Reporting Currency		No								N		N

		n_recoverable_amt		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL		This column stores, if the trigger event occurred, what is the amount recoverable from the SPV in natural currency.		No		No		Recoverable Amount in Natural Currency		No								N		N

		n_agg_max_obligation_amt_rcy		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL		This column stores  the Total possible obligations from Prospectus in reporting currency.		No		No		Aggregation Maximum Obligation Amount In Reporting Currency		No								N		N

		n_agg_max_obligation_amt		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL		This column stores  the Total possible obligations from Prospectus in  natural currency.		No		No		Aggregation Maximum Obligation Amount In Natural Currency		No								N		N

		n_rf_assets_cedent_obl_amt_rcy		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL		This column stores the SPV assets ring-fenced to settle cedent-specific obligations in reporting currency.
		No		No		SPV Ring Fenced Assets cedent Obligation Amount- Reporting Currency		No								N		N

		n_spv_trigger_type_skey		NUMBER(10)		NULL		Unique surrogate key for the SPV trigger type.		No		Yes		SPV Trigger Type Surrogate Key		Yes		Dim_SPV_Trigger_Type		n_spv_trigger_type_skey				N		Y

		n_business_segment_skey		NUMBER(3)		NULL		This column stores the business segment of the organization to which the policy belongs. For example Life/Non Life/Composite 		No		Yes		Business Segment Surrogate Key		Yes		Dim_Business_Segment						N		N

		n_rf_assets_cedent_obl_amt		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL		This column stores the total SPV assets ring-fenced to settle cedent-specific obligations.
		No		No		SPV Ring Fenced Assets cedent Obligation Amount		No								N		N

		f_suff_coll_meet_ced_oblig_ind		CHAR(1)		NULL		This column indicates if the SPV is sufficiently collateralized to meet cedent obligations throughout the reporting period.
		No		No		SPV sufficiently collateralised Meeting cedent Obligations Indicator		No								N		Y

		v_mat_inv_by_cedent_in_sec		VARCHAR2(4000)		NULL		This column stores the identification of material investments held by cedent in securitization
		No		No		Cedent Held Securitized Material investments		No								N		Y

		f_sec_asst_thirdparty_trst_ind		CHAR(1)		NULL		This column indicates if the securitization assets related to cedent are held in trust with a third party than the cedent.
		No		No		Cedent Held Securitisation Assets Third Party Indicator		No								N		Y

		n_assets_noncedent_amt		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL		This column stores the amount representing the other non cedent-specific SPV Assets for which recourse may exist
		No		No		Non cedent-specific SPV Asset Amount		No								N		N

		n_assets_noncedent_amt_rcy		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL		This column stores the amount in reporting currency representing the other non cedent-specific SPV Assets for which recourse may exist
		No		No		Non cedent-specific SPV Asset Amount- Reporting Currency		No								N		N

		n_recourse_sec_amt		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL		This column stores the Recourse Securitization Amount in natural currency. This identifies SPV contingent assets (held off balance sheet), not directly related to the reporting cedent but for which recourse exists. This includes recourse against other counterparties of the SPV, including guarantees, reinsurance contracts and derivative commitments to SPV made by the SPV sponsor, note holders, or other third parties. 
		No		No		Recourse Securitisation Amount		No								N		N

		n_recourse_sec_amt_rcy		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL		This column stores the Recourse Securitization Amount in reporting currency. This identifies SPV contingent assets (held off balance sheet), not directly related to the reporting cedent but for which recourse exists. This includes recourse against other counterparties of the SPV, including guarantees, reinsurance contracts and derivative commitments to SPV made by the SPV sponsor, note holders, or other third parties. 
		No		No		Recourse Securitisation Amount- Reporting Currency		No								N		N

		v_identifier_code		VARCHAR2(20)		NULL		This column stores the Identifier code. This code will be ISIN code (if available), else recognized code (like CUSIP, Bloomberg code) and if none of the above two are available then undertaking-specific will be stored in this column
		No		No		Identifier Code		No								N		Y

		f_spv_ul_same_trigger_ind		CHAR(1)		NULL		This column indicates if the SPV trigger is same as the underlying cedent portfolio trigger.
		No		No		SPV trigger underlying cedent portfolio trigger Indicator		No								N		Y

		v_risk_transfr_basis_risk_desc		VARCHAR2(4000)		NULL		This column stores the basis risk arising from risk-transfer structure, Where basis risk is risk that the exposure covered by the risk-mitigation technique does not correspond to the risk exposure of the insurance or reinsurance undertaking. 
		No		No		Basis risk-risk transfer structure		No								N		Y

		v_contrct_term_basis_risk_desc		VARCHAR2(4000)		NULL		This column stores the basis risk arising from contractual terms, Where basis risk is risk that the exposure covered by the risk-mitigation technique does not correspond to the risk exposure of the insurance or reinsurance undertaking. 
		No		No		Basis risk- Contractual Terms		No								N		Y

		n_constitued_form_skey		NUMBER(10)		NULL		This column stores the unique key identifying the form of establishment/ Legal Nature / Constituted as like company/corporation,  trust, partnership, or limited liability company.
		No		Yes		Legal Nature Surrogate Key		Yes		Dim_Constituted_Form		n_constitued_form_skey				N		Y

		n_spv_authorization_opt_skey		NUMBER(5)		NULL		This column contains the surrogate key for each SPV Authorization option		No		Yes		SPV Authorization Option Surrogate Key		Yes		Dim_SPV_Authorization_Options		n_spv_authorization_opt_skey				N		Y

		n_identifier_type_skey		NUMBER(3)		NULL		This column stores a unique identifier for type of ID Code. For example ISIN, TICKER, BLOOMBERG code etc.
		No		Yes		Account Identifier Type Surrogate Key		Yes		Dim_Account_Identifier_Type		n_account_id_type_skey				N		Y

		n_portfolio_type_skey		NUMBER(3)		NULL		This column stores the code identifying the portfolio type.
		No		Yes		Portfolio Type Surrogate Key		Yes		Dim_Portfolio_Type		n_portfolio_type_skey				N		Y

		n_ced_asst_classification_skey		NUMBER(5)		NULL		This column contains the surrogate key for each cedent investment classification.		No		Yes		Cedent Asset Classification Surrogate Key		Yes		Dim_Cedent_Asst_Classification		n_ced_asst_classification_skey				N		Y

		n_rating_skey		NUMBER(5)		NULL		This column stores the surrogate key corresponding to the Rating Code.
		No		Yes		Rating Surrogate Key		Yes		DIM_CREDIT_RATING		n_credit_rating_skey				N		Y

		n_agg_max_obligation_amt_lcy		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL		This column stores  the Total possible obligations from Prospectus in Local Currency.
		No		No		Aggregation Maximum Obligation Amount in Local Currency		No								N		Y

		n_assets_noncedent_amt_lcy		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL		"This column stores the amount in Local Currency representing the other non cedent-specific SPV Assets for which recourse may exist
"
		No		No		Non cedent-specific SPV Asset Amount- Local Currency		No								N		Y

		n_cedent_assets_amt		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL		This column stores the amount of assets relating to cedent or use in natural currency.
		No		No		Cedent Assets Amount in Natural Currency		No								N		N

		n_cedent_assets_amt_rcy		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL		This column stores the amount of assets relating to cedent or use in reporting currency.
		No		No		Cedent Assets Amount in Reporting Currency		No								N		N

		n_recourse_sec_amt_lcy		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL		"This column stores the Recourse Securitisation Amount in Local Currency.This identifies SPV contingent assets (held off balance sheet), not directly related to the reporting cedent but for which recourse exists. This includes recourse against other counterparties of the SPV, including guarantees, reinsurance contracts and derivative commitments to SPV made by the SPV sponsor, noteholders, or other third parties. 
"
		No		No		Recourse Securitisation Amount- Local Currency		No								N		Y

		n_recoverable_amt_lcy		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL		This column stores, if the trigger event occurred, what is the amount recoverable from the SPV in Local Currency.
		No		No		Recoverable Amount in Local Currency		No								N		Y

		n_rf_assets_cedent_obl_amt_lcy		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL		"This column stores the amount of assets relating to cedent or use in Local Currency.
"
		No		No		SPV Ring Fenced Assets cedent Obligation Amount- Local Currency		No								N		Y
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Fct_Run_Off

		Back to Index

		Table Name		Fct_Run_Off

		Entity Name		Fact Run-Off Detail

		Table Comment		This Table contains estimate of the various operational measures, history of which is analyzed against multiuple time periods.

		Column Name		Column Datatype		Column Null Option		Column Comment		Column Is PK		Column Is FK		Attribute Name		Dynamic LoV		Referenced table		Referenced Column		Static LoV		Dashboards		QMR

		n_gaap_skey		NUMBER(5)		NOT NULL		Surrogate key corresponding to a unique GAAP code.		Yes		Yes		GAAP Surrogate Key		Yes		Dim_GAAP		n_gaap_skey				N		Y

		n_run_skey		NUMBER(10)		NOT NULL		This Attribute stores  a unique key representing a particular Run.		Yes		Yes		Run Surrogate Key		Yes		Dim_Run		n_run_skey				N		Y

		n_std_lob_skey		NUMBER(5)		NOT NULL		Unique Surrogate Key for the Line of Business  as prescribed by the Regulator		Yes		Yes		Standard LOB Skey		Yes		Dim_Standard_LOB						N		Y

		n_entity_skey		NUMBER(10)		NOT NULL		This column stores unique identifier of Entity to which said data belongs to. 		Yes		Yes		Legal Entity Surrogate Key		Yes		Dim_Org_Structure		n_entity_skey				N		Y

		v_iso_currency_cd		VARCHAR2(3)		NOT NULL		This column stores the ISO code of the currency.		Yes		Yes		ISO Currency Code		Yes		DIM_CURRENCY						N		Y

		n_run_off_measure_skey		NUMBER(5)		NOT NULL		This column stores the measure code for which run-off is done.		Yes		Yes		Run Off Measure Skey		Yes		Dim_Run_Off_Measures						N		Y

		n_underwriting_fin_yr_skey		NUMBER(10)		NOT NULL		This column stores the financial year of underwriting.		Yes		Yes		Financial Year Skey		Yes		Dim_Financial_Year		n_financial_year_skey				N		Y

		n_mis_date_skey		NUMBER(10)		NOT NULL		As of date surrogate key		Yes		Yes		Extraction Date key		Yes		DIM_DATES		N_DATE_SKEY				N		Y

		n_run_off_measure_value_rcy		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL		This column stores the computed value for the measure specified in Run Off Measure Sky in reporting currency.		No		No		Run off Measure Value in Reporting Currency		No								N		N

		n_run_off_measure_value		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL		This column stores the computed value for the measure specified in Run Off Measure Sky in natural currency.		No		No		Run off Measure in Natural Currency		No								N		N

		n_std_major_lob_skey		NUMBER(5)		NULL		Unique Surrogate Key for the Line of Business  as prescribed by the Regulator		No		Yes		Standard Major LoB Skey		Yes		Dim_Standard_Major_LoB						N		N

		n_run_off_measure_value_lcy		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL		This column stores the computed value for the measure specified in Run Off Measure Sky in Local Currency.
		No		No		Run off Measure Value in Local Currency		No								N		Y
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Fct_Run_Off_Development_Year

		Back to Index

		Table Name		Fct_Run_Off_Development_Year

		Entity Name		Fact Development Year-Wise Run-Off Detail

		Table Comment		This table is used to store the run off report summary. This includes various measures acorss development year and accident year. Few example of measures include Claims paid, Claims provision, reinsurance amount expected for claim amount. All measures are related to history data.

		Column Name		Column Datatype		Column Null Option		Column Comment		Column Is PK		Column Is FK		Attribute Name		Dynamic LoV		Referenced table		Referenced Column		Static LoV		Dashboards		QMR

		n_run_skey		NUMBER(10)		NOT NULL		This Attribute stores  a unique key representing a particular Run.		Yes		Yes		Run Surrogate Key		Yes		Dim_Run		n_run_skey				N		Y

		n_gaap_skey		NUMBER(5)		NOT NULL		Surrogate key corresponding to a unique GAAP code.		Yes		Yes		GAAP Surrogate Key		Yes		Dim_GAAP		n_gaap_skey				N		Y

		n_std_lob_skey		NUMBER(5)		NOT NULL		Unique Surrogate Key for the Line of Business  as prescribed by the Regulator		Yes		Yes		Standard LOB Skey		Yes		Dim_Standard_LOB						N		Y

		n_entity_skey		NUMBER(10)		NOT NULL		This column stores unique identifier of Entity to which said period belongs to. 		Yes		Yes		Legal Entity Surrogate Key		Yes		Dim_Org_Structure		n_entity_skey				N		Y

		v_iso_currency_cd		VARCHAR2(3)		NOT NULL		This column stores the ISO code of the currency.		Yes		Yes		ISO Currency Code		Yes		DIM_CURRENCY						N		Y

		n_run_off_measure_skey		NUMBER(5)		NOT NULL		This column stores the measure code for which run-off is done.		Yes		Yes		Run Off Measure Skey		Yes		Dim_Run_Off_Measures						N		Y

		n_tp_valuation_method_skey		NUMBER(5)		NOT NULL		This column stores the surrogate key for method code		Yes		Yes		TP Valuation Method Surrogate Key		Yes		Dim_Methodologies		n_method_skey				N		Y

		n_underwriting_fin_yr_skey		NUMBER(10)		NOT NULL		Unique surrogate key for the Financial Year.		Yes		Yes		Underwriting Financial Year Surrogate Key		Yes		Dim_Financial_Year		n_financial_year_skey				N		Y

		n_development_fin_yr_skey		NUMBER(10)		NOT NULL		Unique surrogate key for the Financial Year.		Yes		Yes		Development Financial Year Surrogate Key		Yes		Dim_Financial_Year		n_financial_year_skey				N		Y

		n_mis_date_skey		NUMBER(10)		NOT NULL		This attribute stores the surrogate key of extraction date
		Yes		Yes		Extraction Date key		Yes		DIM_DATES		N_DATE_SKEY				N		Y

		n_run_off_measure_value_rcy		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL		This column stores the computed value for the measure specified in Run Off Measure Sky in reporting currency.		No		No		Run off Measure in Reporting Currency		No								N		N

		n_run_off_measure_value		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL		This column stores the computed value for the measure specified in Run Off Measure Sky in natural currency.		No		No		Run off Measure in Natural Currency		No								N		N

		v_tail_factor_used		VARCHAR2(500)		NULL		This column stores the tail factors used to calculate the run offs (traingles).		No		No		Tail Factor Used		No								N		Y

		n_std_major_lob_skey		NUMBER(5)		NULL		Unique Surrogate Key for the Line of Business  as prescribed by the Regulator		No		Yes		Standard Major LoB Skey		Yes		Dim_Standard_Major_LoB						N		Y

		n_run_off_measure_value_lcy		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL		This column stores the computed value for the measure specified in Run Off Measure Sky in Local Currency.
		No		No		Run off Measure in Local Currency		No								N		Y
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Fct_Std_Insurance_LoB

		Back to Index

		Table Name		Fct_Std_Insurance_LoB

		Entity Name		Fact Standard Insurance LoB

		Table Comment		This table contains details of Standard Line of Business of Insurance industry

		Column Name		Column Datatype		Column Null Option		Column Comment		Column Is PK		Column Is FK		Attribute Name		Dynamic LoV		Referenced table		Referenced Column		Static LoV		Dashboards		QMR

		n_run_skey		NUMBER(10)		NOT NULL		This Attribute stores  a unique key representing a particular Run.		Yes		Yes		Run Surrogate Key		Yes		Dim_Run		n_run_skey				N		Y

		n_gaap_skey		NUMBER(5)		NOT NULL		Surrogate key corresponding to a unique GAAP code.		Yes		Yes		GAAP Surrogate Key		Yes		Dim_GAAP		n_gaap_skey				N		Y

		v_scenario_code		VARCHAR2(20)		NOT NULL		Scenario code		Yes		Yes		Scenario Code		Yes		Dim_Scenario						N		Y

		n_std_lob_skey		NUMBER(5)		NOT NULL		Unique Surrogate Key for the Line of Business  as prescribed by the Regulator		Yes		Yes		Standard LOB Skey		Yes		Dim_Standard_LOB						N		Y

		n_entity_skey		NUMBER(10)		NOT NULL		This column stores unique identifier of Entity to which said data belongs to. 
		Yes		Yes		Legal Entity Surrogate Key		Yes		Dim_Org_Structure		n_entity_skey				N		Y

		n_mis_date_skey		NUMBER(10)		NOT NULL		This attribute stores the surrogate key of extraction date
		Yes		Yes		Extraction Date key		Yes		DIM_DATES		N_DATE_SKEY				N		Y

		f_hrg_segmentation_ind		CHAR(1)		NULL		This column indicates if the Homogeneous Risk Group is further divided in granularity than prescribed in QIS 5.		No		No		Homogenous Risk Group Segmentation Indicator		No								N		N

		n_hrg_segmentation_cnt		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL		If the HRG is divided into more granularity, then this column stores the number of sub-divided groups.		No		No		Homogenous Risk Group Segmentation Count		No								N		N

		v_simplified_items_desc		VARCHAR2(500)		NULL		This column stores all the parameters for which simplification is used for calculating Technical Provision.		No		No		Simplified TP Calculation Method Item Description		No								N		Y

		v_claim_band_type_cd		VARCHAR2(20)		NULL		This column stores the Claim band type.		No		No		Claim Band Type Code		No								N		Y

		n_premium_hrg_segmentation_cnt		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL		This column stores homogenous risk group segmentation count for Premium Provisions.		No		No		Homogenous Risk Group Segmentation Count for Premium Provisions		No								N		Y

		f_premium_hrg_segmentation_ind		CHAR(1)		NULL		This column stores homogenous risk group segmentation indicator for Premium Provisions		No		No		Homogenous Risk Group Segmentation Indicator for Premium Provisions		No								N		Y

		n_claim_hrg_segmentation_cnt		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL		This column stores  homogenous risk group segmentation count for Claim Provisions		No		No		Homogenous Risk Group Segmentation Count for Claim Provisions		No								N		Y

		f_claim_hrg_segmentation_ind		CHAR(1)		NULL		This column stores homogenous risk group segmentation indicator for Claim Provisions		No		No		Homogenous Risk Group Segmentation Indicator for Claim Provisions		No								N		Y

		n_std_major_lob_skey		NUMBER(5)		NULL		Unique Surrogate Key for the Line of Business  as prescribed by the Regulator		No		Yes		Standard Major LoB Skey		Yes		Dim_Standard_Major_LoB						N		Y

		n_discount_rate		NUMBER(11,6)		NULL		This Column stores the information in case of use of rates other than the risk-free rate as discount rates. 
		No		No		Discount Rate		No								N		N

		v_policy_si_band_type_cd		VARCHAR2(20)		NULL		This column stores the Policy Sum Insured band type.
		No		No		Policy Sum Insured Band Type Code		No								N		Y
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Fct_Sub_Account_Details

		Back to Index

		Table Name		Fct_Sub_Account_Details

		Entity Name		Fact Sub Account Details

		Table Comment		This table stores all the sub account details of an entity

		Column Name		Column Datatype		Column Null Option		Column Comment		Column Is PK		Column Is FK		Attribute Name		Dynamic LoV		Referenced table		Referenced Column		Static LoV		Dashboards		QMR

		n_gaap_skey		NUMBER(5)		NOT NULL		Surrogate key corresponding to a unique GAAP code.		Yes		Yes		GAAP Surrogate Key		Yes		Dim_GAAP		n_gaap_skey				Y		Y

		n_run_skey		NUMBER(10)		NOT NULL		This Attribute stores  a unique key representing a particular Run.		Yes		Yes		Run Surrogate Key		Yes		Dim_Run		n_run_skey				Y		Y

		n_sub_acct_skey		NUMBER(10)		NOT NULL		This column stores  a unique key representing a Sub Account. column is one of the factor to identify the granularity for the data stored in these Entity.		Yes		Yes		Sub Account Surrogate Key		Yes		Dim_Sub_Account		n_sub_acct_skey				Y		Y

		v_scenario_code		VARCHAR2(20)		NOT NULL		Scenario code		Yes		Yes		Scenario Code		Yes		Dim_Scenario						Y		Y

		n_mis_date_skey		NUMBER(10)		NOT NULL		As of date surrogate key		Yes		Yes		Extraction Date key		Yes		DIM_DATES		N_DATE_SKEY				Y		Y

		n_business_segment_skey		NUMBER(3)		NOT NULL		This column stores the business segment of the organization to which the policy belongs. For example Life/Non Life/Composite 		Yes		Yes		Business Segment Surrogate Key		Yes		Dim_Business_Segment		n_business_segment_skey				Y		Y

		n_entity_skey		NUMBER(10)		NOT NULL		This column Stores the unique key for the Entity for identifying the Entity for the sub account.		Yes		Yes		Legal Entity Surrogate Key		Yes		Dim_Org_Structure		n_entity_skey				Y		Y

		n_acct_skey		NUMBER(15)		NULL		This column Stores the unique key for the Account for identifying the Account for the sub account.		No		Yes		Account Skey		Yes		DIM_ACCOUNT		n_acct_skey				Y		Y

		n_portfolio_skey		NUMBER(10)		NULL		This column Stores the unique key for the Portfolio for identifying the Portfolio for the sub account.		No		Yes		Portfolio Surrogate Key		Yes		Dim_Portfolio		n_portfolio_skey				Y		N

		n_portfolio_type_skey		NUMBER(3)		NULL		This column Stores the unique key for the Portfolio Type for identifying the Portfolio Type for the sub account. Portfolio Types can be 
1 Life
2 Non-Life
3 Health With Life Characteristics
4 Health With Non Life Characteristics
5 Free Assets
6 General		No		Yes		Portfolio Type Surrogate Key		Yes		Dim_Portfolio_Type		n_portfolio_type_skey				Y		Y

		n_account_id_type_skey		NUMBER(3)		NULL		This column Stores the unique key for the Account Identifier Type for identifying the Account Identifier Type for the sub account. ID Type can be like
1 ISIN
2 CUSIP
3 Bloomberg
4 Undertaking-specific		No		Yes		Account Identifier Type Surrogate Key		Yes		Dim_Account_Identifier_Type		n_account_id_type_skey				N		Y

		n_collateral_purpose_skey		NUMBER(3)		NULL		This column stores the surrogate key to provide information on the collateral pupose.		No		Yes		Collateral Purpose Surrogate Key		Yes		Dim_Collateral_Purpose		n_collateral_purpose_skey				Y		Y

		n_country_of_custody_skey		NUMBER(5)		NULL		This column Stores the unique key for the Country for identifying the Custodian Country for the sub account.		No		Yes		Country of Custodian Surrogate Key		Yes		Dim_Country		n_country_skey				Y		Y

		n_participation_type_skey		NUMBER(3)		NULL		This column Stores the unique key for the Participation Type for identifying the Participation Type for the sub account. Participation Type will be applicable to  
3 = Equity
participation type can be:
1 No Participation
2 Not Included in Group Supervise		No		Yes		Participation Type Surrogate key		Yes		Dim_Participation_Type		n_participation_type_skey				N		Y

		n_standard_product_type_skey		NUMBER(3)		NULL		This column Stores the unique key for the Standard Product Type for identifying the Standard Product Type for the sub account.		No		Yes		Standard Product Type Surrogate key		Yes		Dim_Standard_Product_Type		n_standard_product_type_skey				Y		Y

		n_std_collateral_type_skey		NUMBER(3)		NULL		This column Stores the unique key for the Collateral Type for identifying the Collateral Type for the sub account.		No		Yes		Standard Collateral Type Surrogate Key		Yes		Dim_Standard_Product_Type		n_standard_product_type_skey				Y		Y

		n_hedge_type_skey		NUMBER(3)		NULL		This column Stores the unique key for the Hedge Type for identifying the Hedge Type for the sub account. This column is applicable for Derivatives. Hedging type can be:
1 Micro Hedge
2 Macro Hedge
3 Efficient Portfolio Management		No		Yes		Hedge Type Surrogate key		Yes		Dim_Hedge_Type		n_hedge_type_skey				N		Y

		n_position_skey		NUMBER(5)		NULL		This stores a unique key to a particular position type that a Financial Institution can take on a marketable instruments.		No		Yes		Position Surrogate Key		Yes		Dim_Market_Risk_Position		n_position_skey				Y		Y

		n_look_through_level_skey		NUMBER(5)		NULL		This column Stores the unique key for the Look Through Level for identifying the Look Through Level for the sub account. Look Through Level can be: 
•  Standard (S) : for funds of funds, to perform as many iterations as necessary to ensure that all mat		No		Yes		Methodology Surrogate Key		Yes		Dim_Methodologies		n_method_skey				N		Y

		n_economic_zone_skey		NUMBER(3)		NULL		This column Stores the unique key for the Economic Zone for identifying the Economic Zone for the sub account. Economic Zone can be:
1 European Environment Agency
2 Organization for Economic Co-operation and Development (non-EEA)
3 Rest of the World		No		Yes		Economic Zone Surrogate Key		Yes		Dim_Economic_Zone		n_economic_zone_skey				Y		Y

		n_valuation_method_skey		NUMBER(3)		NULL		This column Stores the unique key for the Valuation Method Type for identifying the Valuation Method Type for the sub account. Valuation Method can be:
1 Mark to market 
2 Mark to model		No		Yes		Valuation Method Surrogate Key		Yes		Dim_Valuation_Method		n_valuation_method_skey				Y		Y

		f_unit_index_linked_fund_flag		CHAR(1)		NULL		This column Stores the indicator that indicates if portfolio is unit linked or index linked portfolio		No		No		Unit or Index Linked Funds Flag		No								N		Y

		v_account_identifier_code		VARCHAR2(20)		NULL		This column Stores the Account Identifier code. This code will be ISIN code (if available), else recognized code (like CUSIP, Bloomberg code) and if none of the above two are available then undertaking-specific will be stored in this column (like "p		No		No		Account Identifier Code		No								N		Y

		v_cic_code		VARCHAR2(20)		NULL		This column Stores the Complementary Identification Code. CIC is EIOPA Code used to classify securities. CIC First two Positions are "ISO 3166-1-alpha-2 country code or XL (for not listed) or XT (for not exchange tradable)", Position 3 and 4 are specified in Dim_Standard_Product_Type		No		No		CIC		No								N		Y

		v_underlying_account_title		VARCHAR2(255)		NULL		This column store the Underlying Account Title if available. column Describe the type of underlying (security, index, derivatives, portfolio,...). For a single security ISIN code will be populated, otherwise “Index”, “Portfolio” or “Other” can be pop		No		No		Underlying Account Title		No								N		Y

		n_modified_duration		NUMBER(8,4)		NULL		This column Stores Modified Duration. Modified Duration is applicable to
1 = Government bonds
2 = Corporate bonds
4 = Investment funds 
5 = Structured notes 
6 = Collateralized securities		No		No		Modified Duration		No								N		Y

		n_quantity		NUMBER(22)		NULL		This column Stores the Quantity, for example- number of shares for equity and investment funds, total invested in par amount for bonds. This column is not applicable for 
7 = Cash and equivalents
8 = Mortgages and loans
9 = Property		No		No		Quantity		No								Y		Y

		n_number_of_contracts		NUMBER(22)		NULL		This column stores Number of Contract. Number of Contract is number of derivative contracts in the portfolio.		No		No		Number of Contracts		No								N		Y

		n_contract_size		NUMBER(22)		NULL		This column Stores the contract Size of the account. Contract size is number of underlying assets in the contract, for example for equity futures it is the number of equities to be delivered per derivative contract at maturity, for bond futures it’s the		No		No		Contract Size		No								N		Y

		n_accounting_unit_price		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL		This column Stores the accounting Unit Price in natural currency for the corresponding Account		No		No		Accounting Unit price		No								Y		N

		n_accounting_unit_price_rcy		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL		This column Stores the accounting Unit Price in Reporting currency for the corresponding Account		No		No		Accounting Unit Price in Reporting Currency		No								Y		N

		n_valuation_unit_price		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL		This column Stores the Valuation Unit Price in natural currency for the corresponding Account. This column is not applicable for 
7 = Cash and equivalents
8 = Mortgages and loans
9 = Property		No		No		Valuation Unit price		No								Y		N

		n_valuation_unit_price_rcy		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL		This column Stores the Valuation Unit Price in reporting currency for the corresponding Account. This column is not applicable for 
7 = Cash and equivalents
8 = Mortgages and loans
9 = Property		No		No		Valuation Unit Price in Reporting Currency		No								Y		N

		n_acquisition_cost		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL		This column Stores Acquisition cost in natural currency for each Account. When there are different acquisition costs due to acquisitions made at different dates, an average acquisition is to be stored in this account. This column is not applicable f		No		No		Acquisition Cost		No								N		N

		n_acquisition_cost_rcy		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL		This column Stores Acquisition cost in reporting currency for each Account. When there are different acquisition costs due to acquisitions made at different dates, an average acquisition is to be stored in this account. This column is not applicable		No		No		Acquisition Cost in Reporting Currency		No								N		N

		n_valuation_amount		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL		This column Stores the Valuation Price in natural currency for the corresponding Account. Amount in the column is derived as “Quantity” * “Valuation Unit price” + "Accrued interest" for all the securities except
7 = Cash and equivalents
8 = Mortgages a		No		No		Valuation Amount		No								Y		N

		n_valuation_amount_rcy		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL		This column Stores the Valuation Price in reporting currency for the corresponding Account. Amount in the column is derived as “Quantity” * “Valuation Unit price” + "Accrued interest" for all the securities except
7 = Cash and equivalents
8 = Mortgages		No		No		Valuation Amount in Reporting Currency		No								Y		N

		n_accounting_amount		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL		This column Stores the accounting Price in natural currency for the corresponding Account		No		No		Accounting Amount		No								Y		N

		n_accounting_amount_rcy		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL		This column Stores the accounting Price in reporting currency for the corresponding Account		No		No		Accounting Amount in Reporting Currency		No								Y		N

		d_maturity_date		DATE		NULL		This column Stores the Maturity Date for the Account. For some account like 
3 = Equity 
4 = Investment funds 
7 = Cash and equivalents
9 = Property,
 maturity date will not be applicable. This column is to be left blank for such accounts.		No		No		Maturity Date		No								Y		Y

		n_accrued_interest		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL		This Attribute Stores the Accrued Interest for the Account		No		No		Accrued Interest		No								N		N

		n_accrued_interest_rcy		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL		This Attribute Stores the Accrued Interest for the Account		No		No		Accrued Interest in Reporting Currency		No								N		N

		f_capital_protection_flag		CHAR(1)		NULL		This column stores identifier stating whether the product has capital protection. This column is required only for Structured Products.		No		No		Capital Protection Indicator		No								N		Y

		n_collateral_value		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL		This column Stores the Collateral Value in natural currency for the Account.		No		No		Collateral Value		No								N		N

		n_collateral_value_rcy		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL		This column Stores the Collateral Value in reporting currency for the Account.		No		No		Collateral Value in Reporting Currency		No								N		N

		v_underlying_acct_category_cd		VARCHAR2(20)		NULL		This column stores the Asset Category for the underlying instrument. Identify the asset categories of the underlying. Asset category of the underlying is one of the following:
1 = Government bonds
2 = Corporate bonds
3 = Equity 
4 = Investment funds 
5		No		No		Underlying Asset Category		No								N		Y

		v_risk_factors		VARCHAR2(255)		NULL		This column stores the Risk factor of the account. This is applicable for Structured Products:
5 = Structured notes
6 = Collateralized securities
and there corresponding risk factors will be:
5 = Structured notes  - 1 = Equity risk (51)
5 = Structured 		No		No		Risk Factors		No								N		Y

		f_option_type_flag		CHAR(1)		NULL		This column Stores the Option Type Indicator. This column is to inform whether the product has call, put or Both features. This is applicable for Options and Structured Products. 'C for Call, 'P' for Put and 'B' for Both		No		No		Option Type Flag		No								N		Y

		f_synthetic_structured_product		CHAR(1)		NULL		This column Stores the indicator that identifies structured products without transfer of any assets, that is if it is a Synthetic Structured Product or not. This column is applicable only for Structured Products.		No		No		Synthetic Structured Product Flag		No								N		Y

		f_prepayment_structed_product		CHAR(1)		NULL		This column Stores the indicator that identifies structured products which have the possibility of prepayment, considered as an early unscheduled return of principal. This column is applicable only for Structured Products.		No		No		Prepayment Structured Product Indicator		No								N		Y

		n_annual_rate_of_return		NUMBER(11,6)		NULL		This column Stores Annual Rate of Return. This rate of return can be fixed as well floating. Identification of fixed and floating rate of return will be done using "Fixed Floating indicator".		No		No		Annual Rate of Return		No								N		Y

		f_fixed_rate_of_return_ind		CHAR(1)		NULL		This column Stores the indicator that identifies "Annual Rate of Return" as Fixed rate or return or Floating rate of return. 'Y' indicates fixed rate of return and 'N' indicates floating rate of return		No		No		Fixed Rate of Return Indicator		No								N		Y

		n_spread		NUMBER(11,6)		NULL		This column Stores the spread value for floating rate of return.		No		No		Spread		No								N		N

		v_benchmark_type		VARCHAR2(20)		NULL		This column stores the Benchmark Code. Benchmark Code is Benchmark Yield Curve code which is used to derive Floating Rate of return. For example- "LIBOR"		No		No		Benchmark Type		No								N		N

		n_benchmark_tenor		NUMBER(22)		NULL		This column stores the Benchmark Tenor. Tenor is the corresponding Tenor of Benchmark Yield Curve rate which is used for floating rate of return. For example "3m".		No		No		Benchmark Tenor		No								N		N

		n_loss_given_default		NUMBER(15,11)		NULL		This column stores the Loss Given Default (LGD). LGD is defined as percentage of the  invested amount that will not be recovered after default has occurred.		No		No		Loss Given Default		No								N		Y

		n_attachment_point		NUMBER(11,6)		NULL		This column stores the Attachment Point for structured products if applicable. Attachment point is defined as loss percentage above which the losses affect the structured products. This column is applicable only for Structured Products.		No		No		Attachment Point		No								N		Y

		n_detachment_point		NUMBER(11,6)		NULL		This attribute stores the Detachment Point for structured products if applicable. Detachment point is defined as loss percentage above which the losses seize to affect the structured products. This attribute is applicable only for Structured Products.		No		No		Detachment Point		No								N		Y

		n_derivative_delta		NUMBER(11,6)		NULL		This column stores the delta value. Delta is measures the rate of change of option value with respect to changes in the underlying asset's price. This column is applicable for Option derivatives:
B = Call Options 
C = Put Options 		No		No		Delta of Derivative		No								N		Y

		n_notional_amount		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL		This column stores the amount covered or exposed to the derivative in natural currency. For futures and options corresponds to contract size multiplied by the  number of contracts and for swaps and forwards corresponds to the contract amount.		No		No		Notional Amount		No								N		N

		n_notional_amount_rcy		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL		This column stores the amount covered or exposed to the derivative in reporting currency. For futures and options corresponds to contract size multiplied by the  number of contracts and for swaps and forwards corresponds to the contract amount.		No		No		Notional Amount in Reporting Currency		No								N		N

		n_premium_amount_itd		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL		This column stores the premium amount inception till date in natural currency . 		No		No		Premium Amount Inception to Date		No								N		N

		n_premium_amount_itd_rcy		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL		This column stores the premium amount inception till date in reporting currency . 		No		No		Premium Amount Inception to Date in Reporting Currency		No								N		N

		n_profit_loss_amount_itd		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL		This column stores the profit or loss amount inception till date in natural currency . 		No		No		Profit or Loss Amount Inception to Date		No								N		N

		n_profit_loss_amount_itd_rcy		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL		This column stores the profit or loss amount inception till date in reporting currency . 		No		No		Profit or Loss Amount Inception to Date in Reporting Currency		No								N		N

		v_trigger_value_unit		VARCHAR2(20)		NULL		This column stores the trigger value unit. Trigger may be in absolute terms or percentage units. 		No		No		Trigger Value Unit of Measurement		No								N		Y

		n_trigger_value		NUMBER(30,11)		NULL		This column stores the reference price for futures, strike price for options, currency exchange rate or interest rate for forwards, etc.
(not applicable to Interest rate and currency swaps)		No		No		Trigger Value		No								N		Y

		n_pay_coupon_rate		NUMBER(11,6)		NULL		This column stores the Interest rate delivered under the swap contract. This column is applicable for:
D = Swaps 		No		No		Pay Coupon Rate		No								N		Y

		n_receive_coupon_rate		NUMBER(11,6)		NULL		This attribute stores the Interest rate received under the swap contract. This attribute is applicable for:
D = Swaps 		No		No		Receive Coupon Rate		No								N		Y

		d_start_date		DATE		NULL		This column identify the operation start date of the account.		No		No		Start Date		No								Y		Y

		d_trade_date		DATE		NULL		This column stores trade date of the derivative contract. For rolled contracts initial trade date will be stored. This column is applicable only for derivatives.		No		No		Trade Date		No								N		Y

		f_closed_contract_indicator		CHAR(1)		NULL		This column stores the closed contract indicator.		No		No		Closed Contract Indicator		No								N		N

		f_buyer_seller_indicator		CHAR(1)		NULL		This column identifies whether the undertaking is a buyer or seller in the repo or a lender or borrower in the securities lending. This column is applicable to 
Repo
Security Lending		No		No		Buyer or Seller Indicator		No								N		Y

		n_near_leg_amount		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL		This column stores amount received or ceded at the contract inception.
This column is applicable to 
Repo
Security Lending		No		No		Near Leg Amount		No								N		N

		n_near_leg_amount_rcy		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL		This column stores amount received or ceded at the contract inception.
This column is applicable to 
Repo
Security Lending		No		No		Near Leg Amount in Reporting Currency		No								N		N

		n_far_leg_amount		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL		This column stores amount received or ceded at the contract maturity. This column is applicable to 
Repo
Security Lending		No		No		Far Leg Amount		No								N		N

		n_far_leg_amount_rcy		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL		This column stores amount received or ceded at the contract maturity. This column is applicable to 
Repo
Security Lending		No		No		Far Leg Amount in Reporting Currency		No								N		N

		n_exposure_weight		NUMBER(11,6)		NULL		This column stores the percentage value of the far leg contract in the total exposures to repos or securities lending related to each portfolio or fund. This column is applicable to 
Repo
Security Lending		No		No		Weight in Total Exposures		No								N		Y

		f_look_through_level_flag		CHAR(1)		NULL		This column stores the indicator which Indicates if fund is having look through approach or not.		No		No		Look Through Level Indicator		No								N		Y

		f_foreign_ccy_flag		CHAR(1)		NULL		This column stores the identifier whether the currency of the asset category is local or foreign currency. The local currency is the currency in which the undertakings prepare its financial statements. All other currencies are referred to as foreign cu		No		No		Foreign Currency Indicator		No								N		Y

		f_counterparty_senior_mgmt_ind		CHAR(1)		NULL		This column stores the identifier whether the counterparty belongs to senior management or not.		No		No		Senior Management Counterparty Indicator		No								N		N

		f_igt_indicator_flag		CHAR(1)		NULL		This column stores the IGT indicator, stating if the transaction is internal or not.		No		No		IGT Indicator Flag		No								N		Y

		d_early_settlement_date		DATE		NULL		Enter the date at which the transaction has been settled early or closed before maturity (if applicable). This date must fall within the reporting period.		No		No		Early Settlement Date of Transaction		No								N		N

		d_issue_date		DATE		NULL		This column stores the issue date of the account.		No		No		Issue Date		No								Y		N

		n_threshold_amount		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL		This column stores the latest threshold value for the IGT as determined by the group supervisor from time to time after consulting with the group and the College.     		No		No		Threshold Amount		No								N		Y

		n_threshold_amount_rcy		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL		This column stores the threshold value for the said sub account in reporting currency		No		No		Threshold Amount in Reporting Currency		No								N		N

		d_threshold_date		DATE		NULL		This column stores the date on which the latest threshold was set by the supervisory college. 		No		No		Effective Date of Threshold		No								N		N

		n_contractual_amount		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL		This column stores the amount of transaction as per the agreement or contract in natural currency.		No		No		Contractual Amount of Transaction		No								N		N

		n_contractual_amount_rcy		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL		This column stores the amount of transaction as per the agreement or contract in reporting currency.		No		No		Contractual Amount of Transaction in Reporting Currency		No								N		N

		n_bal_contractual_amount		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL		This column stores the Balance contractual amount of the transaction at any point during the reporting period in natural currency. Where a transaction has ended during the reporting period before the reporting date, the Balance contractual amount for the 		No		No		Balance of Contractual Amount of Transaction at Reporting Date		No								N		N

		n_bal_contractual_amount_rcy		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL		This column stores the Balance contractual amount of the transaction at any point during the reporting period in reporting currency. Where a transaction has ended during the reporting period before the reporting date, the Balance contractual amount for the		No		No		Balance of Contractual Amount of Transaction at Reporting Date in Reporting Currency		No								N		N

		n_min_contractual_amount		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL		This column stores the minimum contractual amount of the transaction at any point during the reporting period in natural currency. Where a transaction has ended during the reporting period before the reporting date, the minimum contractual amount for the 		No		No		Minimum Contractual Amount of Transaction for Reporting Period		No								N		N

		n_min_contractual_amount_rcy		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL		This column stores the minimum contractual amount of the transaction at any point during the reporting period in reporting currency. Where a transaction has ended during the reporting period before the reporting date, the minimum contractual amount for the		No		No		Minimum Contractual Amount of Transaction for Reporting Period in Reporting Currency		No								N		N

		n_max_contractual_amount		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL		This column stores the maximum contractual amount of the transaction at any point during the reporting period in natural currency. In case the transaction is a Guarantee or Contingent liability, this will store the maximum possible value for those instrument		No		No		Maximum Contractual Amount of Transaction for Reporting Period		No								N		N

		n_max_contractual_amount_rcy		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL		This column stores the maximum contractual amount of the transaction at any point during the reporting period in reporting currency. In case the transaction is a Guarantee or Contingent liability, this will store the maximum possible value for those instrument		No		No		Maximum Contractual Amount of Transaction for Reporting Period in Reporting Currency		No								N		N

		n_avg_contractual_amount		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL		This column stores the time weighted average amount to reflect any variations in the contractual amount of the transaction over the reporting period in natural currency. 		No		No		Weighted Average Contractual Amount of Transaction for Reporting Period		No								N		N

		n_avg_contractual_amount_rcy		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL		This column stores the time weighted average amount to reflect any variations in the contractual amount of the transaction over the reporting period in reporting currency. 		No		No		Weighted Average Contractual Amount of Transaction for Reporting Period in Reporting Currency		No								N		N

		n_subordination_degree_skey		NUMBER(5)		NULL		This stores a unique key representing a particular Capital Computation Group.		No		Yes		Degree of Subordination Surrogate Key		Yes		Dim_Capital_Comp_Group						Y		N

		v_lenders		VARCHAR2(100)		NULL		This column stores the lenders to the said account. In case of public issue it will contrain MARKET else commsa separated values for lender names. 		No		No		Subordinate Liabilities Lender List		No								N		N

		d_call_date		DATE		NULL		This column stores the First Call date of the Subordinate liabilities.		No		No		Call Date		No								N		N

		n_buy_back_amount		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL		This column Stores the possible buy back amount in natural currency during the reporting year for subordinate liabilities		No		No		Buy Back During the Year		No								N		N

		n_buy_back_amount_rcy		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL		This column Stores the possible buy back amount in reporting currency during the reporting year for subordinate liabilities		No		No		Buy Back During the Year in Reporting Currency		No								N		N

		n_book_value		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL		This column Stores the  book value of the subordinated liability as of the reporting date in natural currency.		No		No		Contribution to Group Subordinated Liabilities		No								N		N

		n_book_value_rcy		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL		This column Stores the book value of the subordinated liability as of the reporting date in reporting currency.		No		No		Contribution to Group Subordinated Liabilities in Reporting Currency		No								N		N

		n_grp_subordinateliab_held_per		NUMBER(8,4)		NULL		This column Stores the percentage of the nominal amount that was borrowed or purchased by entities from the same group for subordinate liabilities.		No		No		Percentage of the Issue Held by Entities in the Group		No								N		N

		n_prod_type_skey		NUMBER(5)		NULL		This column stores the product type surrogate key applicable to said suba ccount. This product type definition is internal to insurance company		No		Yes		Product Type Surrogate Key		Yes		Dim_Product_Type		n_prod_type_skey				Y		N

		v_product_book_code		VARCHAR2(6)		NULL		Unique Code that identifies the book type (trading or banking).
		No		Yes		Product Book Key		Yes		Dim_Product_Book						Y		N

		n_asset_class_skey		NUMBER(5)		NULL		This Attribute stores  a unique key representing a particular Market Risk Asset Class.		No		Yes		Asset Class Surrogate Key		Yes		Dim_Mr_Asset_Class						Y		N

		f_security_listed_ind		CHAR(1)		NULL		This columns tores the indicator to convey whether said security / sub account is listed or not. 		No		No		Security Listed Indicator		No								Y		N

		n_mtm_value		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL		This colum stores the mark to market value of the said sub account in natural currency. 		No		No		Mark to Market Value in Natural Currency		No								Y		N

		n_mtm_value_rcy		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL		This colum stores the mark to market value of the said sub account in reporting currency. 		No		No		Mark to Market Value in Reporting Currency		No								Y		N

		n_number_of_units		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL		This column stores the number of units of the security /product transacted. 		No		No		Number of Units		No								Y		N

		n_std_lob_skey		NUMBER(5)		NULL		Unique Surrogate Key for the Line of Business  as prescribed by the Regulator		No		Yes		Standard LOB Skey		Yes		Dim_Standard_LOB						Y		N

		n_fund_skey		NUMBER(5)		NULL		This column stores the fund surrogate key		No		Yes		Fund Surrogate Key		Yes		Dim_Fund		n_fund_skey				N		Y

		n_fund_type_skey		NUMBER(5)		NULL		This columns tores the fund type surrogate key		No		Yes		Fund Type Surrogate Key		Yes		Dim_Fund_Type						N		N

		n_std_major_lob_skey		NUMBER(5)		NULL		Unique Surrogate Key for the Line of Business  as prescribed by the Regulator		No		Yes		Standard Major LoB Skey		Yes		Dim_Standard_Major_LoB						Y		N

		n_stock_type_skey		NUMBER(5)		NULL		This column stores the stock type surrogate key as applicable to the sub-account.		No		Yes		Stock Type Surrogate Key		Yes		Dim_Stock_Type						Y		N

		n_lob_skey		NUMBER(10)		NULL		This stores a unique key representing a particular Line of Bussiness.		No		Yes		LoB Skey		Yes		Dim_LOB		n_lob_skey				Y		N

		f_grandfathered_ind		CHAR(1)		NULL		This column indicates whether said sub account is expempted from certain rules generally called grand fathered.		No		No		Grandfathered Indicator		No								N		N

		v_details_of_incentives		VARCHAR2(255)		NULL		This column stores the details of the incentives. 		No		No		Details Of Incentives		No								N		N

		f_notice_period_tenor_unit		VARCHAR2(1)		NULL		This column stores the period unit of notice period. This can be month, year etc		No		No		Notice Period Tenor Unit		No								N		N

		n_notice_period_tenor		NUMBER(5)		NULL		This column stores the period of notice period. This number. 		No		No		Notice Period Tenor		No								N		N

		n_txn_max_value_rcy		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL		This column stores the transaction maximum value in reporting currency		No		No		Maximum Possible Value of Transaction in Reporting Currency		No								N		N

		n_txn_max_value		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL		This column stores the transaction maximum value in natural currency		No		No		Maximum Possible Value of Transaction in Natural Currency		No								N		N

		f_off_balance_sheet_ind		CHAR(1)		NULL		This column indicates whether said exposure if off balance sheet or not. 		No		No		Off Balance Sheet Indicator		No								N		N

		v_detail_of_further_call_dates		VARCHAR2(4000)		NULL		This column stores the details of further (happening in future) call (execution option) dates		No		No		Details of further call dates		No								N		N

		n_igt_type_skey		NUMBER(10)		NULL		This column stores the unique key identifying the transaction type in which the entities belonging to same group has entered.
		No		Yes		Intragroup Transaction Type Surrogate Key		Yes		Dim_Intra_Group_Txn_Type						Y		Y

		n_unwind_max_loss_amt		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL		This column stores the maximum amount of loss if an unwinding event occurs. Applicable to CIC category F.
		No		No		Maximum loss under unwinding event		No								N		N

		n_unwind_max_loss_amt_rcy		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL		This column stores the amount delivered under the swap contract, during the reporting period. Corresponds to interest received for IRS and amounts received for currency swaps, credit swaps, total return swaps and other swaps
		No		No		Maximum loss under unwinding event-Reporting Currency		No								N		N

		n_swap_outflow_amt		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL		This column stores the amount delivered  in reporting currency received under the swap contract, during the reporting period. Corresponds to interest received for IRS and amounts received for currency swaps, credit swaps, total return swaps and other swaps
		No		No		Swap outflow amount		No								N		N

		n_swap_outflow_amt_rcy		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL		This column stores the amount received under the swap contract, during the reporting period. Corresponds to interest received for IRS and amounts received for currency swaps, credit swaps, total return swaps and other swaps
		No		No		Swap outflow amount - Reporting Currency		No								N		N

		n_swap_inflow_amt		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL		This column stores the amount received in reporting currency received under the swap contract, during the reporting period. Corresponds to interest received for IRS and amounts received for currency swaps, credit swaps, total return swaps and other swaps
		No		No		Swap inflow amount		No								N		N

		n_swap_inflow_amt_rcy		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL		This column stores for the given sub account (swap contract in this) inflow leg amount in reporting currency.		No		No		Swap inflow amount- Reporting Currency		No								N		N

		n_txn_date_notional_amt		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL		This column stores the amount covered or exposed to the derivative in natural currency at transaction date. For futures and options corresponds to contract size multiplied by the  number of contracts and for swaps and forwards corresponds to the contract amount.
		No		No		Transaction Date Notional Amount		No								N		N

		n_txn_date_notional_amt_rcy		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL		This column stores the amount covered or exposed to the derivative in reporting currency at transaction date. For futures and options corresponds to contract size multiplied by the  number of contracts and for swaps and forwards corresponds to the contract amount.
		No		No		Transaction Date Notional Amount- Reporting Currency		No								N		N

		v_reference_docs		VARCHAR2(4000)		NULL		This column stores the names of accompanying reference documents that contains further descriptions/details of the transactions in particular for transaction types.
		No		No		Reference Documents		No								N		Y

		n_report_date_notional_amt		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL		This column stores the amount covered or exposed to the derivative in natural currency at reporting date. For futures and options corresponds to contract size multiplied by the  number of contracts and for swaps and forwards corresponds to the contract amount.
		No		No		Reporting Date Notional Amount		No								N		N

		n_report_date_notional_amt_rcy		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL		This column stores the amount covered or exposed to the derivative in reporting currency at reporting date. For futures and options corresponds to contract size multiplied by the  number of contracts and for swaps and forwards corresponds to the contract amount.
		No		No		Reporting Date Notional Amount- Reporting Currency		No								N		N

		n_rep_line_cd		NUMBER(22)		NULL		This column stores the code of measure for which the computation is performed. Reporting line code is generally extension of specific GL or combination of attributes pertaining to said GL.
		No		Yes		Reporting Line Code		Yes		Dim_Rep_Line						Y		Y

		n_contract_unwind_trigger_skey		NUMBER(10)		NULL		This column stores the unique key identifying the type of event that causes unwinding of the contract.		No		Yes		Contract Unwinding Trigger Surrogate key		Yes		Dim_Contract_Unwind_Trigger		n_contract_unwind_trigger_skey				N		Y

		n_rating_skey		NUMBER(5)		NULL		Unique numeric code for credit rating.		No		Yes		Rating Surrogate Key		Yes		DIM_CREDIT_RATING		n_credit_rating_skey				Y		Y

		n_accounting_amount_lcy		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL		This column Stores the accounting Price in Local Currency for the corresponding Account
		No		No		Accounting Amount in Local Currency		No								N		N

		n_accounting_unit_price_lcy		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL		This column Stores the accounting Unit Price in Local Currency for the corresponding Account
		No		No		Accounting Unit Price in Local Currency		No								N		N

		n_accrued_interest_lcy		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL		This Attribute Stores the Accrued Interest for the Account in Local Currency.
		No		No		Accrued Interest in Local Currency		No								N		Y

		n_acct_eop_prin_curr		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL		This is the current principal end of period balance.
		No		No		Current Principal eop		No								Y		N

		n_acct_eop_prin_prev		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL		This is the previous end of period period principal.
		No		No		Previous Period Principal eop		No								Y		N

		n_acct_int_recd_itd		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL		This is the account interest received for inception till date.
		No		No		Account Interest Received Inception Till Date		No								Y		N

		n_acct_int_recd_mtd		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL		This is the account interest received for month till date.
		No		No		Account Interest Received Month Till Date		No								Y		N

		n_acct_int_recd_qtd		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL		This is the account interest received for quarter till date.
		No		No		Account Interest Received Quarter Till Date		No								Y		N

		n_acct_int_recd_ytd		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL		This is the account interest received for year till date.
		No		No		Account Interest Received Year Till Date		No								Y		N

		n_acct_prin_recd_itd		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL		This refers to the principal amount received for inception till date.
		No		No		Prinicpal Received Inception Till Date		No								Y		N

		n_acct_prin_recd_mtd		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL		This refers to the principal amount received in the current month.
		No		No		Prinicpal Received Month Till Date		No								Y		N

		n_acct_prin_recd_qtd		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL		This refers to the principal amount received in the current quarter.
		No		No		Prinicpal Received Quarter Till Date		No								Y		N

		n_acct_prin_recd_ytd		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL		This refers to the principal amount received in the current year.
		No		No		Prinicpal Received Year Till Date		No								Y		N

		n_acquisition_cost_lcy		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL		This column Stores Acquisition cost in Local Currency for each Account. When there are different acquisition costs due to acquisitions made at different dates, an average acquisition is to be stored in this account. This column is not applicable
		No		No		Acquisition Cost in Local Currency		No								N		Y

		n_asset_skey		NUMBER(5)		NULL		This Attribute stores  a unique key representing a particular Market Risk Asset.		No		Yes		Asset Surrogate Key		Yes		Dim_MR_Asset						Y		N

		n_avg_contractual_amount_lcy		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL		This column stores the time weighted average amount to reflect any variations in the contractual amount of the transaction over the reporting period in Local Currency. 
		No		No		Weighted Average Contractual Amount of Transaction for Reporting Period in Local Currency		No								N		N

		n_bal_contractual_amount_lcy		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL		This column stores the Balance contractual amount of the transaction at any point during the reporting period in Local Currency. Where a transaction has ended during the reporting period before the reporting date, the Balance contractual amount for the
		No		No		Balance of Contractual Amount of Transaction at Reporting Date in Local Currency		No								N		N

		n_book_value_lcy		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL		This column Stores the book value of the subordinated liability as of the reporting date in Local Currency.
		No		No		Contribution to Group Subordinated Liabilities in Local Currency		No								N		N

		n_branch_skey		NUMBER(5)		NULL		This column stores the surrogate key of the branch. This leads to geography granularities like city / state and country.
		No		Yes		Branch Surrogate Key		Yes		Dim_Geography						Y		N

		n_buy_back_amount_lcy		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL		This column Stores the possible buy back amount in Local Currency during the reporting year for subordinate liabilities
		No		No		Buy Back During the Year in Local Currency		No								N		N

		n_collateral_value_lcy		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL		This column Stores the Collateral Value in Local Currency for the Account.
		No		No		Collateral Value in Local Currency		No								N		Y

		n_contractual_amount_lcy		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL		This column stores the amount of transaction as per the agreement or contract in Local Currency.
		No		No		Contractual Amount of Transaction in Local Currency		No								N		N

		n_employee_skey		NUMBER(5)		NULL		Unique Surrogate Key for the Employee
		No		Yes		Employee Surrogate Key		Yes		Dim_Employee						Y		N

		n_instrument_skey		NUMBER(5)		NULL		This Column stores a unique key representing a particular Instrument.
		No		Yes		Instrument Surrogate Key		Yes		DIM_INSTRUMENT_CONTRACT		n_instrument_skey				Y		Y

		n_far_leg_amount_lcy		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL		"This column stores amount received or ceded at the contract maturity  in Local Currency. This column is applicable to 
Repo
Security Lending"
		No		No		Far Leg Amount in Local Currency		No								N		Y

		n_instr_type_skey		NUMBER(5)		NULL		This Attribute stores  a unique key representing a particular Instrument Type.		No		Yes		Market Risk Instr Type Skey		Yes		DIM_INSTRUMENT_TYPE						Y		N

		n_max_contractual_amount_lcy		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL		This column stores the maximum contractual amount of the transaction at any point during the reporting period in Local Currency. In case the transaction is a Guarantee or Contingent liability, this will store the maximum possible value for those instrument
		No		No		Maximum Contractual Amount of Transaction for Reporting Period in Local Currency		No								N		N

		n_min_contractual_amount_lcy		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL		This column stores the minimum contractual amount of the transaction at any point during the reporting period in Local Currency. Where a transaction has ended during the reporting period before the reporting date, the minimum contractual amount for the
		No		No		Minimum Contractual Amount of Transaction for Reporting Period in Local Currency		No								N		N

		n_mtm_value_lcy		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL		This colum stores the mark to market value of the said sub account in Local Currency. 
		No		No		Mark to Market Value in Local Currency		No								N		N

		n_near_leg_amount_lcy		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL		"This column stores amount received or ceded at the contract inception in Local Currency.
This column is applicable to 
Repo
Security Lending"
		No		No		Near Leg Amount in Local Currency		No								N		Y

		n_notional_amount_lcy		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL		This column stores the amount covered or exposed to the derivative in Local Currency. For futures and options corresponds to contract size multiplied by the  number of contracts and for swaps and forwards corresponds to the contract amount.
		No		No		Notional Amount in Local Currency		No								N		Y

		n_premium_amount_itd_lcy		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL		This column stores the premium amount inception till date in Local Currency . 
		No		No		Premium Amount Inception to Date in Local Currency		No								N		Y

		n_profit_loss_amount_itd_lcy		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL		This column stores the profit or loss amount inception till date in Local Currency . 
		No		No		Profit or Loss Amount Inception to Date in Local Currency		No								N		Y

		n_report_date_notional_amt_lcy		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL		"This column stores the amount covered or exposed to the derivative in Local Currency at reporting date. For futures and options corresponds to contract size multiplied by the  number of contracts and for swaps and forwards corresponds to the contract amount.
"
		No		No		Reporting Date Notional Amount- Local Currency		No								N		Y

		n_swap_inflow_amt_lcy		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL		This column stores for the given sub account (swap contract in this) inflow leg amount in Local Currency.
		No		No		Swap inflow amount- Local Currency		No								N		Y

		n_swap_outflow_amt_lcy		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL		"This column stores the amount received under the swap contract, during the reporting period in Local Currency. Corresponds to interest received for IRS and amounts received for currency swaps, credit swaps, total return swaps and other swaps
"
		No		No		Swap outflow amount - Local Currency		No								N		Y

		n_threshold_amount_lcy		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL		This column stores the threshold value for the said sub account in Local Currency
		No		No		Threshold Amount in Local Currency		No								N		Y

		n_txn_date_notional_amt_lcy		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL		"This column stores the amount covered or exposed to the derivative in Local Currency at transaction date. For futures and options corresponds to contract size multiplied by the  number of contracts and for swaps and forwards corresponds to the contract amount.
"
		No		No		Transaction Date Notional Amount- Local Currency		No								N		Y

		n_txn_max_value_lcy		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL		This column stores the transaction maximum value in Local Currency
		No		No		Maximum Possible Value of Transaction in Local Currency		No								N		Y

		n_unwind_max_loss_amt_lcy		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL		"This column stores the amount delivered under the swap contract, during the reporting period in Local Currency. Corresponds to interest received for IRS and amounts received for currency swaps, credit swaps, total return swaps and other swaps
"
		No		No		Maximum loss under unwinding event-Local Currency		No								N		Y

		n_valuation_amount_lcy		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL		"This column Stores the Valuation Price in Local Currency for the corresponding Account. Amount in the column is derived as “Quantity” * “Valuation Unit price” + ""Accrued interest"" for all the securities except
7 = Cash and equivalents
8 = Mortgages"
		No		No		Valuation Amount in Local Currency		No								N		Y

		n_valuation_unit_price_lcy		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL		"This column Stores the Valuation Unit Price in Local Currency for the corresponding Account. This column is not applicable for 
7 = Cash and equivalents
8 = Mortgages and loans
9 = Property"
		No		No		Valuation Unit Price in Local Currency		No								N		Y

		v_instrument_code		VARCHAR2(20)		NULL		This Column stores a unique Code representing a particular Instrument. This code can be ISIN Code.
		No		No		Instrument Code		No								Y		Y

		v_receive_ccy_code		VARCHAR2(3)		NULL		This attribute stores currency of the swap notional amount. This attribute is applicable for:
D = Swaps 		No		Yes		Receive Currency		Yes		DIM_CURRENCY		v_iso_currency_cd				Y		Y

		n_issuer_skey		NUMBER(10)		NULL		This stores the surrogate key for the Party. This will be referred as n_entity where entity is referred.		No		Yes		Issuer Surrogate Key		Yes		DIM_PARTY		N_PARTY_SKEY				Y		N

		n_counterparty_skey		NUMBER(10)		NULL		This stores the surrogate key for the Party. This will be referred as n_entity where entity is referred.		No		Yes		Counterparty Surrogate Key		Yes		DIM_PARTY		N_PARTY_SKEY				Y		Y

		n_cp_counterparty_skey		NUMBER(10)		NULL		This stores the surrogate key for the Party. This will be referred as n_entity where entity is referred.		No		Yes		Credit Protection Counterparty Surrogate Key		Yes		DIM_PARTY		N_PARTY_SKEY				Y		Y

		v_pay_ccy_code		VARCHAR2(3)		NULL		This column stores currency of the swap price. This column is applicable for:
D = Swaps 		No		Yes		Pay Currency		Yes		DIM_CURRENCY		v_iso_currency_cd				Y		Y

		v_iso_currency_cd		VARCHAR2(3)		NULL		ISO currency code.		No		Yes		ISO Currency Code		Yes		DIM_CURRENCY		v_iso_currency_cd				Y		Y

		v_triggering_events_guarantee		VARCHAR2(255)		NULL		This column stores the event which will trigger the guarantee.		No		No		Triggering Events Of Guarantee		No										Y

		n_max_value_guarantee_amt		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL		This column stores the maximum value in natural currency to be paid in case gurantee is evoked.		No		No		Maximum Value Of Guarantee Amount		No										Y

		n_max_value_guarantee_amt_rcy		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL		This column stores the maximum value in reporting currency to be paid in case gurantee is evoked.		No		No		Maximum Value Of Guarantee Amount In Reporting Currency		No										Y

		n_max_value_guarantee_amt_lcy		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL		This column stores the maximum value in local currency to be paid in case gurantee is evoked.		No		No		Maximum Value Of Guarantee Amount In Local Currency		No										Y

		n_liability_cover_pct		NUMBER(8,4)		NULL		This column stores  the liability cover percentage		No		No		Liability Cover Percentage		No										Y

		n_counterparty_rating_skey		NUMBER(5)		NULL		This column stores  a unique key for a credit rating of a counterparty		No		Yes		Counterparty Rating Skey		Yes		Dim_Credit_Rating		n_credit_rating_skey						Y
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		Table Name		Fct_Sub_Acct_Mitigant_Mapping

		Entity Name		Fact Sub Account Mitigant Mapping

		Table Comment		This table stores the mapping of mitigants  and sub account.  

		Column Name		Column Datatype		Column Null Option		Column Comment		Column Is PK		Column Is FK		Attribute Name		Dynamic LoV		Referenced table		Referenced Column		Static LoV		Dashboards		QMR

		n_gaap_skey		NUMBER(5)		NOT NULL		Surrogate key corresponding to a unique GAAP code.		Yes		Yes		GAAP Surrogate Key		Yes		Dim_GAAP		n_gaap_skey				N		Y

		n_run_skey		NUMBER(10)		NOT NULL		This Attribute stores  a unique key representing a particular Run.		Yes		Yes		Run Surrogate Key		Yes		Dim_Run		n_run_skey				N		Y

		n_sub_acct_skey		NUMBER(10)		NOT NULL		This column stores a unique key identifying the account when it is sub-divided based on if it is an asset pledged as collateral, the portfolio it belongs etc.		Yes		Yes		Sub Account Surrogate Key		Yes		Dim_Sub_Account		n_sub_acct_skey				N		Y

		n_mitigant_skey		NUMBER(10)		NOT NULL		Stores a unique key to represent a particular mitigant.		Yes		Yes		Mitigant Surrogate Key		Yes		Dim_Mitigant		n_mitigant_skey				N		Y

		n_mis_date_skey		NUMBER(10)		NOT NULL		As of date surrogate key		Yes		Yes		Extraction Date key		Yes		DIM_DATES		N_DATE_SKEY				N		Y

		n_entity_skey		NUMBER(10)		NULL		Entity Surrogate Key		No		Yes		Legal Entity Surrogate Key		Yes		Dim_Org_Structure		n_entity_skey				N		Y

		n_collateral_purpose_skey		NUMBER(3)		NULL		This column stores collateral surrogate key. 		No		Yes		Collateral Purpose Surrogate Key		Yes		Dim_Collateral_Purpose		n_collateral_purpose_skey				N		Y

		v_iso_currency_cd		VARCHAR2(3)		NULL		ISO currency code.		No		Yes		ISO Currency Code		Yes		DIM_CURRENCY						N		N

		n_asset_amt		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL		This column stores the amount of mitiant mapped to each asset in natural currency. 		No		No		Asset Amount in Natural Currency		No								N		N

		n_asset_amt_rcy		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL		This column stores the amount of mitiant mapped to each asset in reporting currency. 		No		No		Asset Amount in Reporting Currency		No								N		N

		n_asset_valuation_amt		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL		This column stores the valuation amount of assets in natural currency		No		No		Asset Valuation Amount in Natural Currency		No								N		N

		n_asset_valuation_amt_rcy		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL		This column stores the valuation amount of assets in reporting currency		No		No		Asset Valuation Amount in Reporting Currency		No								N		N

		n_mtg_amt		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL		This column stores the mitigant amount in natural currency		No		No		Mitigant Amount in Natural Currency		No								N		N

		n_mtg_amt_rcy		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL		This column stores the mitigant amount in reporting currency		No		No		Mitigant Amount in Reporting Currency		No								N		N

		n_mtg_valuation_amt		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL		This column stores the mitigant amount ( as per Solvency 2 valuation) in natural currency		No		No		Mitigant Valuation Amount in Natural Currency		No								N		N

		n_mtg_valuation_amt_rcy		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL		This column stores the mitigant amount ( as per Solvency 2 valuation) in reporting currency		No		No		Mitigant Valuation Amount in Reporting Currency		No								N		N

		n_allocated_mitigant_amt		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL		This column stores the allocated mitigant amount in natural currency		No		No		Allocated Mitigant Amount in Natural Currency		No								N		N

		n_allocated_mitigant_amt_rcy		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL		This column stores the allocated mitigant amount in reporting currency		No		No		Allocated Mitigant Amount in Reporting Currency		No								N		N

		n_alloc_mtg_valuation_amt		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL		This column stores the allocated mitigant amount ( as per Solvency 2 valuation) in natural currency		No		No		Allocated Mitigant Valuation Amount in Natural Currency		No								N		N

		n_alloc_mtg_valuation_amt_rcy		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL		This column stores the allocated mitigant amount ( as per Solvency 2 valuation) in reporting currency		No		No		Allocated Mitigant Valuation Amount in Reporting Currency		No								N		N

		f_mitigant_eligible_ind		CHAR(1)		NULL		This column stores the whether said mitigant is eligible for to be included in mitigation exercise		No		No		Mitigant Eligibility Indicator		No								N		N

		f_igt_ind		CHAR(1)		NULL		This column stores whether said mitigant is part of inter group transaction. 		No		No		Intra Group Transaction Indicator		No								N		Y

		n_alloc_mtg_valuation_amt_lcy		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL		This column stores the allocated mitigant amount ( as per Solvency 2 valuation) in Local Currency
		No		No		Allocated Mitigant Valuation Amount in Local Currency		No								N		N

		n_allocated_mitigant_amt_lcy		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL		This column stores the allocated mitigant amount in Local Currency
		No		No		Allocated Mitigant Amount in Local Currency		No								N		N

		n_asset_amt_lcy		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL		This column stores the amount of mitiant mapped to each asset in Local Currency. 
		No		No		Asset Amount in Local Currency		No								N		N

		n_asset_valuation_amt_lcy		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL		This column stores the valuation amount of assets in Local Currency
		No		No		Asset Valuation Amount in Local Currency		No								N		N

		n_mtg_amt_lcy		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL		This column stores the mitigant amount in Local Currency
		No		No		Mitigant Amount in Local Currency		No								N		N

		n_mtg_valuation_amt_lcy		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL		This column stores the mitigant amount ( as per Solvency 2 valuation) in Local Currency
		No		No		Mitigant Valuation Amount in Local Currency		No								N		N
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FSI_EXCHANGE_RATE_HIST

		Back to Index

		Table Name		FSI_EXCHANGE_RATE_HIST

		Entity Name		Exchange Rate History

		Table Comment		This table stores history of Currency exchange rates

		Column Name		Column Datatype		Column Null Option		Column Comment		Column Is PK		Column Is FK		Attribute Name		Dynamic LoV		Referenced table		Referenced Column		Static LoV		Dashboards		QMR

		FROM_CURRENCY_CD		VARCHAR2(20)		NOT NULL		This column stores the FROM currency of the currency pair.		Yes		No		From Currency Code		No								N		Y

		TO_CURRENCY_CD		VARCHAR2(20)		NOT NULL		This column stores the TO currency of the currency pair.		Yes		No		To Currency Code		No								N		Y

		EFFECTIVE_DATE		DATE		NOT NULL		This column stores the effective date for the exchange rate.		Yes		No		Effective Date		No								N		Y

		EXCHANGE_RATE		NUMBER(15,9)		NULL		This column stores the exchange rate for the currency pair for the effective date.		No		No		Exchange Rate		No								N		Y

		RATE_DATA_SOURCE_CD		NUMBER(22)		NOT NULL		This column stores the data source that feeds the exchange rate.		No		No		Rate Data Source Code		No								N		Y

		EXCHANGE_RATE_STATUS_CD		NUMBER(5)		NULL		This column stores the status of the exchange rate for the currency pair. Valid/Invalid.		No		No		Exchange Rate Status Code		No								N		N

		LAST_MODIFIED_BY		VARCHAR2(20)		NOT NULL		This column stores the user who last modified the exchange rate through the UI.		No		No		Last Modified By		No								N		Y

		LAST_MODIFIED_DATE		TIMESTAMP		NOT NULL		This column stores the date when the exchange rate was last modified through the UI.		No		No		Last Modified Date		No								N		Y

		INSERT_FLG		NUMBER(1)		NULL		Flag to identify if the exchange rate was inserted through the UI.		No		No		Insert Flag		No								N		N
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Run_Parameters

		Back to Index

		Table Name		Run_Parameters

		Entity Name		Run Parameters

		Table Comment		This entity stores the options chosen for a run

		Column Name		Column Datatype		Column Null Option		Column Comment		Column Is PK		Column Is FK		Attribute Name		Dynamic LoV		Referenced table		Referenced Column		Static LoV		Dashboards		QMR

		n_run_parameter_setup_skey		NUMBER(5)		NOT NULL		This attribute stores the surrogate key for the Run Parameters Setup		Yes		No		Run Parameter Setup Skey		No								Y		Y

		v_run_parameter_setup_code		VARCHAR2(80)		NULL		This attribute stores the unique identifier for the Run Parameters Setup		No		No		Run Parameters Setup Code		No								Y		N

		v_run_parameters_setup_desc		VARCHAR2(255)		NULL		This attribute stores the description for the Run Parameters Setup		No		No		Run Parameters Setup Description		No								Y		N

		v_data_source		VARCHAR2(30)		NULL				No		No		Data Source		No								N		N

		n_run_skey		NUMBER(10)		NULL		This Attribute stores  a unique key representing a particular Run.		No		Yes		Run Surrogate Key		Yes		Dim_Run		n_run_skey				Y		Y

		n_run_identifier_skey		NUMBER(5)		NULL		Substitue Key Identifier for the Run Identifier(Natural Key)		No		No		Run Management Identifier Surrogate Key		No								N		N

		v_run_identifier_code		VARCHAR2(60)		NULL		Stores the unique identifier for the Run Identifier		No		No		Run Identifier Code		No								N		N

		v_segment_code		VARCHAR2(50)		NULL				No		No		Segment Code		No								N		N

		v_non_sec_approach		VARCHAR2(255)		NULL				No		No		Non Sec Standardized Approach		No								N		N

		v_sec_approach		VARCHAR2(255)		NULL				No		No		Sec IRB Approach Indicator		No								N		N

		v_nfir_explicit_mat_adj		VARCHAR2(255)		NULL				No		No		Non Sec FIRB - Explicit Maturity Adjustment		No								N		N

		v_nir_1yr_mat_corp_pr		VARCHAR2(255)		NULL				No		No		Non Sec IRB - One-Year Maturit		No								N		N

		v_nir_default_risk_app		VARCHAR2(255)		NULL				No		No		Non Sec IRB - Default Risk App		No								N		N

		v_nir_dil_risk_immaterial		VARCHAR2(255)		NULL				No		No		Non Sec IRB - Dilution Risk Immaterial		No								N		N

		v_nir_equity_approach		VARCHAR2(255)		NULL				No		No		Non Sec IRB - Equity Approach		No								N		N

		v_ns_haircut_method		VARCHAR2(255)		NULL				No		No		Non Sec - Haircut Method		No								N		N

		v_ns_lst_approach		VARCHAR2(255)		NULL				No		No		Non Sec - Long Settlement Tran		No								N		N

		v_ns_otc_method		VARCHAR2(255)		NULL				No		No		Non Sec - OTC Approach		No								N		N

		v_ns_sft_method		VARCHAR2(255)		NULL				No		No		Non Sec - SFT Approach		No								N		N

		v_nir_sl_pref_rw		VARCHAR2(255)		NULL				No		No		Non Sec IRB - Preferential Ris		No								N		N

		v_nss_0_rw_for_gold		VARCHAR2(255)		NULL				No		No		Non Sec STD - 0 Percent RW for Gold		No								N		N

		v_nss_100pct_rw_corp		VARCHAR2(255)		NULL				No		No		Non Sec STD - 100 Percent RW for Corporate		No								N		N

		v_nss_borrower_ccy_rat_mdb		VARCHAR2(255)		NULL				No		No		Non Sec STD - Borrower Dom CCY		No								N		N

		v_nss_eca_for_soverign		VARCHAR2(255)		NULL				No		No		Non Sec STD - ECA Scores for RW of Soverign		No								N		N

		v_nss_lower_rw_cre		VARCHAR2(255)		NULL				No		No		Non Sec STD - Lower RW for CRE		No								N		N

		v_nss_rw_option_bank		VARCHAR2(255)		NULL				No		No		Non Sec STD - Option for RW of Banks		No								N		N

		v_nss_rw_option_dpse		VARCHAR2(255)		NULL				No		No		Non Sec STD - Option for RW of Domsetic PSEs		No								N		N

		v_nss_pastdue_for_nonpastdue		VARCHAR2(255)		NULL				No		No		Non Sec STD - Pastdue Treatment for 150 Pct RW Loans		No								N		N

		v_ssf_simple_n_lgd		VARCHAR2(255)		NULL				No		No		Sec Simple Approach for N and LGD in SFA		No								N		N

		v_mrs_interest_rate_method		VARCHAR2(255)		NULL				No		No		MR STD Interest Rate Risk Meth		No								N		N

		v_mrs_commodity_risk_method		VARCHAR2(255)		NULL				No		No		MR STD Commodity Risk Method		No								N		N

		v_mrs_options_method		VARCHAR2(255)		NULL				No		No		MR STD Options Method		No								N		N

		v_nss_equity_approach		VARCHAR2(255)		NULL				No		No		Non Sec STD Equity Approach		No								N		N

		v_nir_eq_non_invst_fund_app		VARCHAR2(255)		NULL				No		No		Non Sec IRB - Non Investment F		No								N		N

		v_nir_eq_invst_fund_app		VARCHAR2(255)		NULL				No		No		Non Sec IRB - Investment Fund		No								N		N

		v_cs_car_method		VARCHAR2(255)		NULL				No		No		IFSB Cap Struct CAR Method		No								N		N

		v_crm_method		VARCHAR2(255)		NULL				No		No		CRM Method		No								N		N

		v_rcy_code		VARCHAR2(3)		NULL		This column stores the reporting currency code of for the run.
		No		No		Reporting Currency Code		No								Y		N

		n_mis_date_skey		NUMBER(10)		NULL		This attribute stores the execution date key
		No		Yes		Date key		Yes		DIM_DATES		N_DATE_SKEY				Y		Y

		f_crm_req_single_party		CHAR(1)		NULL		This attribute is the CRM Required Indicator.		No		No		CRM Required Indicator		No								N		N

		v_crm_collateral_approach		VARCHAR2(200)		NULL		Collateral Approach
		No		No		Collateral Approach		No								N		N

		v_crm_collateral_approach_otd		VARCHAR2(200)		NULL		This column stores the Guarantee and Credit Derivative Approach.		No		No		Collateral Approach OTD		No								N		N

		v_crm_guar_and_cd_approach		VARCHAR2(200)		NULL		Guarantee and Credit Derivative Approach
		No		No		Guarantee and Credit Derivative Approach		No								N		N

		v_cva_cds_index_decomposition		VARCHAR2(20)		NULL		To identify whether CDS Index Hedge for CVA needs to be decomposed into one or more Single Name CDS Hedges OR Not.		No		No		CDS Hedge Decomposition for CVA		No								N		N

		v_cva_include_sft		VARCHAR2(20)		NULL		To identify whether "Securities Financing Transaction" product should be considered as CDS Hedges or not.		No		No		Include SFT for CVA		No								N		N

		v_cva_method		VARCHAR2(20)		NULL		To identify whether to calculate CVA by STD or IMM approach.		No		No		CVA Method		No								N		N

		n_selected_cap_comp_mthd_skey		NUMBER(3)		NULL		This column stores a unique identifier for capital computation method. Example: Internal Model, Standard etc		No		Yes		Selected Capital Computation Method Surrogate Key		Yes		Dim_Capital_Computation_Method						Y		Y

		v_ay_uwy_selection_code		VARCHAR2(6)		NULL		This column specifies whether accident year or underwriting year has to be considered for Loss distribution profile non-life (TP-E6) report. List of values are AY for Accident Year, UWY for underwriting year.		No		No		Accident Year Underwriting Year Selection Code		No								N		Y
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Fct_Fund_CIS_Composition



		Back to Index



		Table Name		Fct_Fund_CIS_Composition

		Entity Name		Fact Fund CIS Composition

		Table Comment		This Fact entity stores the composition of the Investment Funds



		Column Name		Column Datatype		Column Null Option		Column Comment		Column Is PK		Column Is FK		Attribute Name		Dynamic LoV		Referenced table		Referenced Column		Static LoV		Dashboards		QMR

		n_mis_date_skey		NUMBER(10)		NOT NULL		As of date surrogate key		Yes		Yes		Date Key		No		Dim_Dates		n_date_skey				N		Y

		n_acct_skey		NUMBER(10)		NOT NULL		Stores the account surrogate key for the parent  exposure to which this is mapped.		Yes		Yes		Account Surrogate Key		No		Dim_Account		n_acct_skey				N		Y

		n_fund_skey		NUMBER(5)		NOT NULL		This column stores the unique key identifying the fund.		Yes		Yes		Fund Surrogate Key		No		Dim_Fund		n_fund_skey				N		Y

		n_run_skey		NUMBER(10)		NOT NULL		Stores a Unique Surrogate Key for each Run		Yes		Yes		Run Surrogate Key		No		Dim_Run		n_run_skey				N		Y

		n_gaap_skey		NUMBER(5)		NOT NULL		Surrogate key corresponding to a unique GAAP code.		Yes		Yes		Gaap Surrogate Key		No		Dim_Gaap		n_gaap_skey				N		Y

		n_instrument_skey		NUMBER(10)		NOT NULL		This column stores the surrogate key of the instrument.		Yes		Yes		Instrument Surrogate Key		No		Dim_Instrument_Contract		n_instrument_skey				N		Y

		n_asset_class_skey		NUMBER(5)		NOT NULL		This Attribute stores  a unique key representing a particular Market Risk Asset Class.		Yes		Yes		Asset Class Surrogate Key		No		Dim_Mr_Asset_Class		n_asset_class_skey				N		Y

		n_composition_percent		NUMBER(8,4)		NULL		This attribute stores the percentage composition of the asset and asset class in the corresponding fund		No				Percentage Composition		No										

		n_composition_Value		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL		This column stores the composition value in natural currency.		No				Composition Value		No										Y

		v_iso_currency_cd		VARCHAR2(3)		NULL		This column stores the currency code.		No		Yes		Currency Code		No		Dim_Currency		v_iso_currency_cd						Y

		n_instr_issuer_country_skey		NUMBER(5)		NULL		This column stores the country code surrogate key of the instrument issuer		No		Yes		Instrument Issuer Country Surrogate Key		No		Dim_Country		n_country_skey						Y

		n_prod_skey		NUMBER(14)		NULL		This column stores the surrogate key for the product code		No		Yes		Product Key		No		Dim_Product		n_prod_skey						Y

		f_equity_traded_flag		CHAR(1)		NULL		This denotes wether equity is publicaly traded or not(Y/N).		No				Equity Traded Flag		No										Y

		n_economic_zone_skey		NUMBER(3)		NULL		This column stores a unique key identifying the economic zone. For example, OECD, Euro zone etc.		No		Yes		Economic Zone Surrogate Key		No		Dim_Economic_Zone		n_economic_zone_skey						Y

		n_standard_product_type_skey		NUMBER(3)		NULL		This column stores the standard product type surrogate key		No		Yes		Standard Product Type Surrogate Key		No		Dim_Standard_Product_Type		n_standard_product_type_skey						Y

		n_parent_instrument_skey		NUMBER(10)		Null		This column stores the surrogate key of the instrument. This column will store fund information and is required to store underlying instrument information.		No		Yes		Parent Instrument Surrogate Key		No		Dim_Instrument_Contract		n_instrument_skey						Y

		n_composition_Value_rcy		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL		This column stores the composition value in reporting  currency.		No				Composition Value in Reporting Currency		No

		n_composition_Value_lcy		NUMBER(22,3)		NULL		This column stores the composition value in local currency.		No				Composition Value in Local Currency		No										Y
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7
Data Quality Rules Execution

Data Quality Framework
Data Quality Framework consists of a scalable rule-based engine which uses a 
single-pass integration process to standardize, match, and duplicate information across 
global data. Data Quality Framework within the Infrastructure system facilitates you to 
define rules and execute them to query, validate, and correct the transformed data 
existing in an Information Domain. 

You can access Data Quality Framework by expanding the Data Integrator Framework 
within the Unified Metadata Manager section in tree structure of LHS menu. 

Data Quality Framework consists of the following sections:

• Data Quality Summary

• Data Quality Group Summary

Data Quality Summary
Data Quality Summary within the Data Integrator framework of Infrastructure system 
facilitates you to create a DQ (Data Quality) definition and define nine specific 
validation checks based on Range, Data Length, Column Reference/Specific Value, List 
of Value/Code, Null Value, Blank Value, Referential Integrity, Duplicity, and Custom 
Check/Business. You can also correct data for range, column reference, list of values, 
null value, and blank value parameters.

The defined Data Quality Rule checks can be logically grouped and executed together. 
You (Business Analysts) need to have ETL Analyst function role mapped to access the 
Data Quality Summary framework within the Infrastructure system.

You can access Data Quality Summary by expanding the Data Quality framework 
within the Unified Metadata Manager section in tree structure of LHS menu.
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The Data Quality Rule Summary screen displays the list of pre-defined Data Quality 
Rules with the other details such as DQ Name, Table Name, Access Type, Check Type, 
Folder, Creation Date, Created By, Last Modification Date, and Status of the Rule. A 
defined rule is displayed in Saved status, until it is Approved/Rejected by the approver.
An Approved rule can be grouped in order for execution and a Rejected rule is sent 
back to the user with the Approver comments.

You can add, view, modify, copy, approve/reject, or delete Data Quality Rules within 
the Data Quality Rule Summary screen. You can also make use of Search and 
Pagination options to search for a Data Quality Rule based on DQ Name, Table Name, 
Folder, or Check Type and view the existing Data Quality Rules within the system. 

For more information, refer to Oracle Financial Services Analytical Applications 
Infrastructure User Manual.

Create Data Quality Rule
You can create a Data Quality Rule definition by specifying the DQ Definition details 
along with the type of validation check on the required table and defining the required 
validation conditions to query and correct the transformed data.

To create Data Quality Rule in the Data Quality Rule Summary screen:

1. Click Add button in the Data Quality Rules tool bar. Add button is disabled if you 
have selected any check box in the grid. The Data Quality Definition screen is 
displayed.
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2. In the DQ definition section, perform the following:

• Enter the Name by which you can identify the DQ definition. 

• Enter a description or related information about the definition.

• Select the Folder (available for selected Information Domain) from the drop 
down list.

• Select the Access Type as either Read Only or Read/Write.

3. Select the Check Type from the drop down list. You can mouse-over i icon for 
information.

• Select Specific Check, if the defined conditions are based on individual checks 
on a single column.

• Select Generic Check, if the defined conditions are based on multiple columns 
of a single base table. These checks are not pre-defined and can be specified 
(user-defined) as required.

If Specific Check is selected, perform the following:

• Select Table Name and Base Column Name from the drop down list. The list 
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displays all the tables which are marked for Data Quality Rule in a data model, 
which has the table classification property code set to 340.

• (Optional) If you have selected Base Column of type Varchar/Char, select the 
Substring check box, enter numeric values in Parameters Position and Length 
fields.

• Click the below button and define the Filter condition using the Specify 
Expression screen. 

• Define the required Validation Checks by selecting the appropriate grid and 
specify the details. You can define nine specific validation checks based on 
Range, Data Length, Column Reference/Specific Value, List of Value/Code, Null
Value, Blank Value, Referential Integrity, Duplicity, and Custom 
Check/Business.

For more information, refer to Oracle Financial Services Analytical Applications 
Infrastructure User Manual.

Note: A minimum of one Validation check must be defined to 
generate a query.

• Click Generate Query. The details are validated and the validated query along 
with the status is displayed in the Generated Query section.

If Generic Check is selected, perform the following:

• Select Table Name from the drop down list. The list displays all the tables 
which are marked for Data Quality Rule in a data model, which has the table 
classification property code set to 340.

• Click the below button and define the Filter condition using the Specify 
Expression screen. 

• Click Add button in the Condition grid. The Specify Expression screen is 
displayed. Define the Condition expression.

The Expression is displayed with the "IF" and "Else" conditions along with the 
Severity status as either Error or Warning. You can change the Severity by 
selecting from the drop down list.
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Note: You can add an Assignment only when the Severity is 
selected as Warning. Assignments are added when you want to
correct or update record(s) in base column data / selected 
column data. There can be one or more assignments tagged to a
single condition. However, selecting severity as Error indicates 
there are no corrections and only facilitates in reporting the 
quantity of bad records.

• Select the check box adjacent to the required Condition expression and click 
Add button in the Assignment grid. The assignment details are populated.

Note: You can add an Assignment only if the Severity is Warning. 
There can be one or more assignments tagged to a single condition.

• Specify the Assignment details as tabulated.

Field Description

Column Name Select the Column Name from the drop down list.

Assignment Type Select the Assignment Type as one of the following:

• No Assignment is the default selected assignment which 
does not have any target column update, but the message 
details are pushed.

• Direct Value - enter the Assigned Value

• Another Column - select the required Column as Assigned
Value from the drop down list.

• Code - select the required Code as Assigned Value from 
the drop down list if any code / leaf values exist for the 
selected base column. 

If not, you are alerted with a message indicating that No 
Code values existsfor the selected base column.

Assignment Value Select the Assignment Value from the drop-down list according
to the Assignment Type selected.
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Field Description

Message Severity Select the Message Severity as either 1 or 2 from the drop down
list.

Message Select the required Message for the Severity from the drop 
down list.

You can also add multiple assignments by clicking Add button in Assignment 
grid.

Note: Minimum of one condition needs to be defined to save 
the Rule.

4. Click Save. The defined Data Quality Rule definition is displayed in the Data 
Quality Rule Summary screen with the status as "Saved".

View Data Quality Rule
You can view individual Data Quality Rule definition details at any given point.

To view the existing Data Quality Rule definition in the Data Quality Rule Summary 
screen:

1. Select the check box adjacent to the required DQ Name.

2. Click View button from the Data Quality Rules tool bar.

The DQ Definition screen displays the details of the selected Data Quality 
definition. The Audit Trail section at the bottom of DQ Definition screen displays 
metadata information about the Data Quality Rule defined.

Modify Data Quality Rule
You can update the existing Data Quality Rule definition details except for the 
Definition Name, Table, and Base Column selected.

To update the required Data Quality Rule definition details in the Data Quality Rule 
Summary screen:

1. Select the check box adjacent to the required DQ Name.

Note: You can only edit those rules which have status either as 
Saved or as Rejected.
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2. Click Edit button from the Data Quality Rules tool bar. The Edit button is disabled 
if you have selected multiple DQ Names. The DQ Definition screen is displayed. 
Update the details as required.

For more information, see Create Data Quality Rule section.

3. Click Save to update the changes.

Copy Data Quality Rule
You can copy the existing Data Quality Rule to quickly create a new DQ definition 
based on the existing rule details or by updating the required parameters. 

To copy an existing Data Quality Rule definition in the Data Quality Rule Summary 
screen:

1. Select the check box adjacent to the required DQ Name in the list whose details are 
to be duplicated.

2. Click Copy button from the Data Quality Rules tool bar. Copy button is disabled if 
you have selected multiple check boxes. The DQ Definition screen is displayed.

3. Edit the DQ definition Name and other details as required.

For more information, see Create Data Quality Rule section.

4. Click Save. The defined Data Quality Rule definition is displayed in the Data 
Quality Rule Summary screen with the status as "Saved".

Approve/Reject Data Quality Rule
You (Authorizer) can Approve a pre-defined Data Quality Rule definition for further 
execution or Reject an inappropriate DQ definition listed within the Data Quality Rule 
Summary screen. You should be mapped to DQ Authorizer function role to Approve or
Reject a DQ definition. 

To Approve/Reject Data Quality Rule in the Data Quality Rule Summary screen:

1. Select the checkbox adjacent to the required DQ Name. Ensure that you select the "
Saved" DQ definition based on the Status indicated in the Data Quality Rules grid.

2. Perform one of the following:

• To Approve the DQ definition, click Approve button. The User Comments 
screen is displayed. Enter the notes or additional information to the user and 
click OK. The selected DQ definition is approved and a confirmation dialog is 
displayed.

• To Reject the DQ definition, click Reject button. The User Comments screen is 
displayed. Enter the notes or additional information to the user and click OK. 
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The selected DQ definition is rejected and a confirmation dialog is displayed.

Note: The authorizer can approve/reject only one definition at a
time.

The Approved/Rejected status of the DQ definition is indicated in the Status 
column of the Data Quality Rule Summary screen. You can mouse-over i 
button to view the Approver comments in a pop-up.

Delete Data Quality Rule
You can remove Data Quality Rule definition(s) which are created by you and which 
are no longer required in the system by deleting from Data Quality Rule Summary 
screen.

1. Select the check box adjacent to the required DQ Name whose details are to be 
removed.

2. Click Delete button from the Data Quality Rules tool bar.

3. Click OK to confirm deletion.

Data Quality Groups Summary
Data Quality Groups Summary within the Data Integrator framework of Infrastructure 
system facilitates you to logically group the define DQ definitions and schedule for 
execution. DQ definitions can be executed either through Data Quality Groups 
Summary screen of Data Integrator framework or in Batch Execution screen of 
Operations module.

When a Data Quality Group is executed for processing, the details of the execution are 
captured in a log file. You (Business Analysts) need to have ETL Analyst function role 
mapped to access the Data Quality Summary framework within the Infrastructure 
system. You can access Data Quality Groups Summary by expanding the Data Quality 
framework within the Unified Metadata Manager section in tree structure of LHS 
menu.
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The Data Quality Groups Summary screen displays the list of pre-defined Data Quality
Groups with the other details such as Group Name, Description, Creation Date, Created
By, Last Modification Date, and Last Modified By. You can Create and Execute DQ 
Group definitions and view, modify, copy, or delete DQ Group definitions within the 
Data Quality Groups Summary screen. 

You can also make use of Search and Pagination options to search for a DQ Group 
definition based on Group Name, Description, or Rule Name and view the existing DQ 
Group definitions within the system.

Create Data Quality Group

You can create a DQ Group definition by defining the DQ Definition details and 
mapping the required DQ Rules which are authorized and approved within the system.

Create Data Quality Group
You can create a DQ Group definition by defining the DQ Definition details and 
mapping the required DQ Rules which are authorized and approved within the system.

To create DQ Group in the Data Quality Groups Summary screen:

1. Click Add button in the Data Quality Groups tool bar. Add button is disabled if you
have selected any check box in the grid. The Data Quality Group Definition screen
is displayed.
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2. In the Data Quality Group Definition section, perform the following:

• Enter the Group Name by which you can identify the DQ Group.

• Enter a description or related information about the DQ Group.

• Select the Folder (available for selected Information Domain) from the drop 
down list.

3. In the Map DQ Rules section, perform the following:

• Select the required DQ Rule from the Available Rules list and click Select. You 
can also search to select a specific DQ Rule by entering the required keyword 
and clicking Find button.

• To select all the listed DQ Rules, click Select All. 

You can also deselect a DQ Rule by selecting from the Mapped Rules list and 
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clicking Deselect or clicking Deselect All to deselect all the mapped rules. You 
can search to deselect a specific DQ Rule by entering the keyword and clicking 
button. You can search to deselect a specific DQ Rule by entering the keyword 
and clicking Find button.

4. Click Save. The defined DQ group is listed in the Data Quality Rule Summary 
screen and can be executed for processing.

Execute Data Quality Group
You can execute a defined DQ Group Definitions along with the mapped Rules and 
validation checks in the Data Quality Rule Summary screen. You can also execute a DQ
Group in the Batch Execution screen of Operations module. 

To Execute a DQ Group in the Data Quality Rule Summary screen:

1. Select the checkbox adjacent to the required Group Name.

2. Click Execute button from the Data Quality Groups tool bar. Execute button is 
disabled if you have selected multiple check boxes. The Group Execution screen is 
displayed.

3. In the Batch Details section, perform the following:

• Select the MIS Date using the Calendar. MIS Date refers to the date with which 
the data for the execution would be filtered. In case MIS date is not present in 
the target table, execution happens ignoring the date parameter.

Note: The DQ Batch ID is auto populated and is not editable.

• Specify the percentage of Threshold (%) limit in numeric value. This refers to 
the maximum percentage of records that can be rejected in a job. If the 
percentage of failed records exceeds the Rejection Threshold, the job will fail. If 
the field is left blank, the default the value is set to 100%.

4. Click Execute. A confirmation message is displayed and the DQ Group is scheduled
for execution. 

Once the DQ Group is executed, you can view the details of the execution along 
with the log information in the View Logs screen. 

For more information, see View Data Quality Group Summary Log section.

View Data Quality Group
You can view individual Data Quality Group definition details at any given point. 

To view the existing DQ Group definition in the Data Quality Group Summary screen:
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1. Select the check box adjacent to the required Group Name. The mapped DQ Rules 
are displayed in the Data Quality Rules section.

2. Click View button from the Data Quality Groups tool bar. The Data Quality Group 
Definition screen displays the DQ definition details.

Modify Data Quality Group
You can update the existing DQ Group definition details except for the Group Name. 

To updated the required DQ Group definition details in the Data Quality Groups 
Summary screen:

1. Select the check box adjacent to the required Group Name.

2. Click Edit button from the Data Quality Groups tool bar. The Data Quality Group 
Definition screen is displayed.

3. Update the details and click Save to update the changes.

Copy Data Quality Group
You can copy the existing DQ Group details to quickly create a new DQ definition 
based on the existing details or by updating the required parameters. 

To copy an existing DQ Group definition in the Data Quality Groups Summary screen:

1. Select the check box adjacent to the required Group Name in the list whose details 
are to be duplicated.

2. Click Copy button from the Data Quality Groups tool bar. Copy button is disabled 
if you have selected multiple check boxes. The Data Quality Group Definition 
screen is displayed.

3. Edit the DQ Group Name and other details as required.

4. Click Save. The new DQ Group definition is displayed in the Data Quality Groups 
Summary screen.

View Data Quality Group Summary Log
You can view the execution log details of Data Quality Rules in the View Logs screen. 
The View Logs screen displays the details such as Check Name, Log Message, Message 
Date, Message Time, Total Rows, Rows Impacted, Assignment Type, Assignment 
Severity, and Severity Message of the executed Data Quality Rules. 

To view the Data Quality Rule execution log details in the Data Quality Groups 
Summary screen:
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1. Select the check box adjacent to the Group Name in the Data Quality Groups grid. 
The Data Quality Rules associated with the selected Group are displayed in the 
Data Quality Rules grid.

2. Select the check box adjacent to the DQ Name in the Data Quality Rules grid.

3. Click View Logs button. The View Logs screen is displayed.

4. In the View Logs screen, select the Information Date from the drop down list. 
Based on the selection, you can select the Group Run ID and Iteration ID from the 
corresponding drop-down list.

5. Click the below button from the Group Execution details tool bar. 

The Data Quality Rule Logs grid displays the execution log details of the selected 
Data Quality Rule. You can also click Reset button in the Group Execution details 
tool bar to reset the selection.

Delete Data Quality Group
You can remove the DQ Group definition(s) which are created by you and which are no
longer required in the system by deleting from Data Quality Groups Summary screen.

To delete:

1. Select the check box adjacent to the required Group Name whose details are to be 
removed.

2. Click Delete button from the Data Quality Groups tool bar.

3. Click OK in the information dialog to confirm deletion.

Data Quality Rules For Staging Tables
Data Quality (DQ) Rules are framed and created based on Staging Tables. Each rule is 
based on specified staging table column Specific Check or table Generic Check. The 
rules created for each of the tables are detailed the following spreadsheet.

In Specific Check, a particular column is checked based on rule's predefined checks, 
where as in Generic Check any columns are not specified. Generic Check is useful if you
have a check which is not Specific or you use IF-ELSE conditions or CASE statements.


DQ_CHECK_MASTER_ENTRIES

		DQ_RULE		DESCRIPTION		STAGING TABLE

		DQFSDWRC0120		Checks if base column in the definition is present in corresponding dimension table		STG_ACCOUNTING_HEAD

		DQFSDWRC0002		Checks if base column in the definition is present in corresponding dimension table		STG_ACCOUNTING_HEAD

		DQFSDWRC0488		Checks if base column in the definition is present in corresponding dimension table		STG_ACCOUNTING_HEAD_MASTER

		DQFSDWRC0446		Checks if base column in the definition is present in corresponding dimension table		STG_ACCOUNT_CASH_FLOWS

		DQFSDWRC0233		Checks if base column in the definition is present in corresponding dimension table		STG_ACCOUNT_CASH_FLOWS

		DQFSDWRC0487		Checks if base column in the definition is present in corresponding dimension table		STG_ACCOUNT_CASH_FLOWS

		DQFSDWRC0066		Checks if base column in the definition is present in corresponding dimension table		STG_ACCOUNT_CASH_FLOWS

		DQFSDWRC0001		Checks if base column in the definition is present in corresponding dimension table		STG_ACCOUNT_MGMT_MASTER

		DQFSDWRC0121		Checks if base column in the definition is present in corresponding dimension table		STG_ACCOUNT_MGMT_MASTER

		DQFSDWDT0003		To check if base column value is more than target column value. Its an error if it is more.		STG_ANNUITY_CONTRACTS

		DQFSDWDT0004		To check if base column value is more than target column value. Its an error if it is more.		STG_ANNUITY_CONTRACTS

		DQFSDWDT0006		To check if base column value is more than target column value. Its an error if it is more.		STG_ANNUITY_CONTRACTS

		DQFSDWDT0153		To check if Adjustment Effective Date is null when interest type is Adjustable		STG_ANNUITY_CONTRACTS

		DQFSDWDT0152		Adjustable v_adjustment_effective_date should be not null and shoud be greater than misdate		STG_ANNUITY_CONTRACTS

		DQFSDWDT0168		To check if last reprice date is lesser than extraction date when last reprice date		STG_ANNUITY_CONTRACTS

		DQFSDWNU0529		n_eop_book_bal should be greater than Zero.		STG_ANNUITY_CONTRACTS

		DQFSDWNU0530		n_fees_eir should be greater than Zero.		STG_ANNUITY_CONTRACTS

		DQFSDWNU0531		n_gross_margin should be greater than Zero.		STG_ANNUITY_CONTRACTS

		DQFSDWNU0532		n_reprice_freq should be greater than Zero.		STG_ANNUITY_CONTRACTS

		DQFSDWDT0005		To check if base column value is more than target column value. Its an error if it is more.		STG_ANNUITY_CONTRACTS

		DQFSDWDT0002		To check if base column value is more than target column value. Its an error if it is more.		STG_ANNUITY_CONTRACTS

		DQFSDWRC0234		Checks if base column in the definition is present in corresponding dimension table		STG_ANNUITY_CONTRACTS

		DQFSDWRC0374		Checks if base column in the definition is present in corresponding dimension table		STG_ANNUITY_CONTRACTS

		DQFSDWRC0489		Checks if base column in the definition is present in corresponding dimension table		STG_ANNUITY_CONTRACTS

		DQFSDWNU0414		n_eop_bal should be greater than Zero.		STG_ANNUITY_CONTRACTS

		DQFSDWRC0447		Checks if base column in the definition is present in corresponding dimension table		STG_ANNUITY_CONTRACTS

		DQFSDWRC0067		Checks if base column in the definition is present in corresponding dimension table		STG_ANNUITY_CONTRACTS

		DQFSDWRC0003		Checks if base column in the definition is present in corresponding dimension table		STG_ANNUITY_CONTRACTS

		DQFSDWNU0533		n_amrt_term should be greater than Zero.		STG_ANNUITY_CONTRACTS

		DQFSDWNU0016		Net interest Rate should be greater than Gross interest rate.		STG_ANNUITY_CONTRACTS

		DQFSDWNU0015		Gross interest rate should be less than Current Net interest Rate.		STG_ANNUITY_CONTRACTS

		DQFSDWNU0014		n_remain_no_of_pmts should be greater than 0.		STG_ANNUITY_CONTRACTS

		DQFSDWNU0013		n_orig_term should be greater than 0.		STG_ANNUITY_CONTRACTS

		DQFSDWNU0012		n_maturity_amount should be greater than 0.		STG_ANNUITY_CONTRACTS

		DQFSDWNU0557		n_remain_no_of_pmts should be greater than Zero.		STG_ANNUITY_CONTRACTS

		DQFSDWNU0556		n_original_payment_amt should be greater than Zero.		STG_ANNUITY_CONTRACTS

		DQFSDWNU0555		n_original_balance should be greater than Zero.		STG_ANNUITY_CONTRACTS

		DQFSDWNU0534		n_cur_payment should be greater than Zero.		STG_ANNUITY_CONTRACTS

		DQFSDWNU0535		n_deferred_cur_bal should be greater than Zero.		STG_ANNUITY_CONTRACTS

		DQFSDWDT0189		To check if maturity date is less than or equal to misdate 		STG_ANNUITY_CONTRACTS

		DQFSDWNU0547		n_hm_effective_interest_rate should be greater than Zero.		STG_ANNUITY_CONTRACTS

		DQFSDWNU0548		n_lrd_balance should be greater than Zero.		STG_ANNUITY_CONTRACTS

		DQFSDWNU0549		n_margin should be greater than Zero.		STG_ANNUITY_CONTRACTS

		DQFSDWNU0550		n_maturity_amount should be greater than Zero.		STG_ANNUITY_CONTRACTS

		DQFSDWNU0551		n_neg_amrt_amt should be greater than Zero.		STG_ANNUITY_CONTRACTS

		DQFSDWNU0552		n_neg_amrt_eq_freq should be greater than Zero.		STG_ANNUITY_CONTRACTS

		DQFSDWNU0553		n_neg_amrt_eq_freq should be greater than Zero.		STG_ANNUITY_CONTRACTS

		DQFSDWNU0554		n_orig_term should be greater than Zero.		STG_ANNUITY_CONTRACTS

		DQFSDWDT0555		To check for Transaction date is less than extraction date.		STG_ANNUITY_TXNS

		DQFSDWDT0554		To check for transaction value date for extraction date.		STG_ANNUITY_TXNS

		DQFSDWRC0235		Checks if base column in the definition is present in corresponding dimension table		STG_ANNUITY_TXNS

		DQFSDWRC0375		Checks if base column in the definition is present in corresponding dimension table		STG_ANNUITY_TXNS

		DQFSDWRC0004		Checks if base column in the definition is present in corresponding dimension table		STG_ANNUITY_TXNS

		DQFSDWRC0490		Checks if base column in the definition is present in corresponding dimension table		STG_ANNUITY_TXNS_SUMMARY

		DQFSDWRC0448		Checks if base column in the definition is present in corresponding dimension table		STG_ANNUITY_TXNS_SUMMARY

		DQFSDWRC0068		Checks if base column in the definition is present in corresponding dimension table		STG_ANNUITY_TXNS_SUMMARY

		DQFSDWRC0236		Checks if base column in the definition is present in corresponding dimension table		STG_ANNUITY_TXNS_SUMMARY

		DQFSDWRC0182		Checks if base column in the definition is present in corresponding dimension table		STG_APPLICANT

		DQFSDWRC0376		Checks if base column in the definition is present in corresponding dimension table		STG_APPLICANT

		DQFSDWRC0237		Checks if base column in the definition is present in corresponding dimension table		STG_APPLICATIONS

		DQFSDWRC0142		Checks if base column in the definition is present in corresponding dimension table		STG_APPLICATIONS

		DQFSDWRC0377		Checks if base column in the definition is present in corresponding dimension table		STG_APPLICATIONS

		DQFSDWRC0069		Checks if base column in the definition is present in corresponding dimension table		STG_APPLICATIONS

		DQFSDWDT0585		To Check for account maturity date is greater than acct open date.		STG_APPLICATIONS

		DQFSDWRC0005		Checks if base column in the definition is present in corresponding dimension table		STG_APPLICATIONS

		DQFSDWDT0548		To check for last status date is less than extraction date.		STG_APPLICATIONS

		DQFSDWDT0588		To Check for application decision date is greater than appl verified date		STG_APPLICATIONS

		DQFSDWDT0569		To Check for start contact point VFN is less than APPLN_DECISION		STG_APPLICATIONS

		DQFSDWDT0587		To Check for application verified date is greater than application receipt Date 		STG_APPLICATIONS

		DQFSDWDT0547		To check for application receipt date is less than or equal to extraction date.		STG_APPLICATIONS

		DQFSDWDT0586		To Checkfor acct open date is greater than appln decision date		STG_APPLICATIONS

		DQFSDWDT0570		To Check for end contact point VFN less than APPLN_DECISION		STG_APPLICATIONS

		DQFSDWDT0556		To check for execution date is less than or equal to Extraction Date.		STG_BACKOFFICE_TXNS

		DQFSDWRC0491		Checks if base column in the definition is present in corresponding dimension table		STG_BILLS_CONTRACTS

		DQFSDWRC0378		Checks if base column in the definition is present in corresponding dimension table		STG_BILLS_CONTRACTS

		DQFSDWRC0239		Checks if base column in the definition is present in corresponding dimension table		STG_BILLS_CONTRACTS

		DQFSDWRC0183		Checks if base column in the definition is present in corresponding dimension table		STG_BILLS_CONTRACTS

		DQFSDWRC0006		Checks if base column in the definition is present in corresponding dimension table		STG_BILLS_CONTRACTS

		DQFSDWRC0070		Checks if base column in the definition is present in corresponding dimension table		STG_BILLS_CONTRACTS

		DQFSDWRC0238		Checks if base column in the definition is present in corresponding dimension table		STG_BILLS_CONTRACTS

		DQFSDWDT0008		To check if base column value is more than target column value. Its an error if it is more.		STG_BORROWINGS

		DQFSDWDT0010		To check if base column value is more than target column value. Its an error if it is more.		STG_BORROWINGS

		DQFSDWDT0013		To check if base column value is more than target column value. Its an error if it is more.		STG_BORROWINGS

		DQFSDWDT0009		To check if base column value is more than target column value. Its an error if it is more.		STG_BORROWINGS

		DQFSDWDT0012		To check if base column value is more than target column value. Its an error if it is more.		STG_BORROWINGS

		DQFSDWDT0169		To check if last reprice date is lesser than extraction date when last reprice date		STG_BORROWINGS

		DQFSDWNU0536		n_drawn_amt should be greater than Zero.		STG_BORROWINGS

		DQFSDWNU0537		n_eop_bal should be greater than Zero.		STG_BORROWINGS

		DQFSDWNU0538		n_int_rate_spread should be greater than Zero.		STG_BORROWINGS

		DQFSDWNU0539		n_interest_rate should be greater than Zero.		STG_BORROWINGS

		DQFSDWDT0011		To check if base column value is more than target column value. Its an error if it is more.		STG_BORROWINGS

		DQFSDWDT0163		Repricing date is greater or equal to mis date		STG_BORROWINGS

		DQFSDWNU0540		n_neg_amrt_limit should be greater than Zero.		STG_BORROWINGS

		DQFSDWNU0541		n_no_prin_installments should be greater than Zero.		STG_BORROWINGS

		DQFSDWNU0542		n_fees_eir should be greater than Zero.		STG_BORROWINGS

		DQFSDWNU0543		n_float_rate should be greater than Zero.		STG_BORROWINGS

		DQFSDWNU0544		n_hm_effective_interest_rate should be greater than Zero.		STG_BORROWINGS

		DQFSDWNU0545		n_int_accrued_itd should be greater than Zero.		STG_BORROWINGS

		DQFSDWNU0546		n_int_cost should be greater than Zero.		STG_BORROWINGS

		DQFSDWDT0179		To check if maturity date is less than or equal to misdate 		STG_BORROWINGS

		DQFSDWNU0558		n_amount_p should be greater than Zero.		STG_BORROWINGS

		DQFSDWNU0559		n_prior_tp_per_adb should be greater than Zero.		STG_BORROWINGS

		DQFSDWNU0560		n_rem_tenor should be greater than Zero.		STG_BORROWINGS

		DQFSDWNU0561		n_neg_amrt_amt should be greater than Zero.		STG_BORROWINGS

		DQFSDWNU0599		n_open_maturity_amt should be greater than Zero.		STG_BORROWINGS

		DQFSDWNU0600		n_orig_interest_rate should be greater than Zero.		STG_BORROWINGS

		DQFSDWNU0601		n_orig_market_value should be greater than Zero.		STG_BORROWINGS

		DQFSDWNU0602		n_orig_payment_amt should be greater than Zero.		STG_BORROWINGS

		DQFSDWNU0603		n_pmt_chg_freq should be greater than Zero.		STG_BORROWINGS

		DQFSDWNU0604		n_pmt_decr_cycle should be greater than Zero.		STG_BORROWINGS

		DQFSDWNU0605		n_remain_no_of_pmts should be greater than Zero.		STG_BORROWINGS

		DQFSDWNU0606		n_sanctioned_limit should be greater than Zero.		STG_BORROWINGS

		DQFSDWNU0607		n_tenor should be greater than Zero.		STG_BORROWINGS

		DQFSDWNU0608		n_amrt_term should be greater than Zero.		STG_BORROWINGS

		DQFSDWNU0609		n_callable_period should be greater than Zero.		STG_BORROWINGS

		DQFSDWNU0610		n_compounding_freq should be greater than Zero.		STG_BORROWINGS

		DQFSDWNU0611		n_cur_payment should be greater than Zero.		STG_BORROWINGS

		DQFSDWNU0612		n_cur_tp_per_adb should be greater than Zero.		STG_BORROWINGS

		DQFSDWNU0613		n_deferred_cur_bal should be greater than Zero.		STG_BORROWINGS

		DQFSDWNU0614		n_undrawn_amt should be greater than Zero.		STG_BORROWINGS

		DQFSDWNU0667		n_int_payment_frequency should be greater than Zero.		STG_BORROWINGS

		DQFSDWNU0011		The remaining tenor with respect to the processing date Should be less than Tenor Date.		STG_BORROWINGS

		DQFSDWRC0007		Checks if base column in the definition is present in corresponding dimension table		STG_BORROWINGS

		DQFSDWRC0072		Checks if base column in the definition is present in corresponding dimension table		STG_BORROWINGS

		DQFSDWRC0492		Checks if base column in the definition is present in corresponding dimension table		STG_BORROWINGS

		DQFSDWRC0449		Checks if base column in the definition is present in corresponding dimension table		STG_BORROWINGS

		DQFSDWRC0379		Checks if base column in the definition is present in corresponding dimension table		STG_BORROWINGS

		DQFSDWRC0144		Checks if base column in the definition is present in corresponding dimension table		STG_BORROWINGS

		DQFSDWRC0241		Checks if base column in the definition is present in corresponding dimension table		STG_BORROWINGS

		DQFSDWDT0007		To check if base column value is more than target column value. Its an error if it is more.		STG_BORROWINGS

		DQFSDWRC0242		Checks if base column in the definition is present in corresponding dimension table		STG_BORROWINGS_TXNS

		DQFSDWRC0008		Checks if base column in the definition is present in corresponding dimension table		STG_BORROWINGS_TXNS

		DQFSDWRC0380		Checks if base column in the definition is present in corresponding dimension table		STG_BORROWINGS_TXNS

		DQFSDWRC0073		Checks if base column in the definition is present in corresponding dimension table		STG_BORROWINGS_TXNS_SUMMARY

		DQFSDWRC0243		Checks if base column in the definition is present in corresponding dimension table		STG_BORROWINGS_TXNS_SUMMARY

		DQFSDWRC0493		Checks if base column in the definition is present in corresponding dimension table		STG_BORROWINGS_TXNS_SUMMARY

		DQFSDWRC0450		Checks if base column in the definition is present in corresponding dimension table		STG_BORROWINGS_TXNS_SUMMARY

		DQFSDWRC0071		Checks if base column in the definition is present in corresponding dimension table		STG_BORROWING_COMMITMENTS

		DQFSDWRC0240		Checks if base column in the definition is present in corresponding dimension table		STG_BORROWING_COMMITMENTS

		DQFSDWRC0143		Checks if base column in the definition is present in corresponding dimension table		STG_BORROWING_COMMITMENTS

		DQFSDWRC0009		Checks if base column in the definition is present in corresponding dimension table		STG_BRANCH_MASTER

		DQFSDWRC0074		Checks if base column in the definition is present in corresponding dimension table		STG_CAMPAIGN_PROFIT_MODEL

		DQFSDWRC0145		Checks if base column in the definition is present in corresponding dimension table		STG_CAMPAIGN_PROFIT_MODEL

		DQFSDWNU0590		n_freq_of_revolve should be greater than Zero.		STG_CARDS

		DQFSDWNU0591		n_ins_premium_amt_lcy should be greater than Zero.		STG_CARDS

		DQFSDWNU0592		n_int_bm_rate should be greater than Zero.		STG_CARDS

		DQFSDWNU0593		n_int_write_off_bal should be greater than Zero.		STG_CARDS

		DQFSDWNU0594		n_interest_freq should be greater than Zero.		STG_CARDS

		DQFSDWNU0595		n_joining_fee should be greater than Zero.		STG_CARDS

		DQFSDWNU0596		n_largest_outst_bal should be greater than Zero.		STG_CARDS

		DQFSDWNU0597		n_late_fee_mth_lcy should be greater than Zero.		STG_CARDS

		DQFSDWNU0598		n_membership_exp should be greater than Zero.		STG_CARDS

		DQFSDWNU0615		n_pmt_freq should be greater than Zero.		STG_CARDS

		DQFSDWNU0616		n_prin_recovery_bal should be greater than Zero.		STG_CARDS

		DQFSDWNU0617		n_prin_write_off_bal should be greater than Zero.		STG_CARDS

		DQFSDWNU0618		n_prior_tp_per_adb should be greater than Zero.		STG_CARDS

		DQFSDWNU0619		n_reprice_freq should be greater than Zero.		STG_CARDS

		DQFSDWNU0620		n_retail_int_rate should be greater than Zero.		STG_CARDS

		DQFSDWNU0621		n_settlement_days should be greater than Zero.		STG_CARDS

		DQFSDWNU0622		n_spread_rate should be greater than Zero.		STG_CARDS

		DQFSDWNU0623		n_tot_decr_amount should be greater than Zero.		STG_CARDS

		DQFSDWNU0564		n_acct_disputed_bal should be greater than Zero.		STG_CARDS

		DQFSDWNU0565		n_acct_tot_bt_amt should be greater than Zero.		STG_CARDS

		DQFSDWNU0566		n_acct_writeback_bal should be greater than Zero.		STG_CARDS

		DQFSDWNU0567		n_annual_fee_lcy should be greater than Zero.		STG_CARDS

		DQFSDWNU0568		n_avg_recovery_period should be greater than Zero.		STG_CARDS

		DQFSDWNU0569		n_close_bonus_points_bal should be greater than Zero.		STG_CARDS

		DQFSDWNU0570		n_compounding_freq should be greater than Zero.		STG_CARDS

		DQFSDWNU0571		n_cur_tp_per_adb should be greater than Zero.		STG_CARDS

		DQFSDWNU0572		n_cur_yield should be greater than Zero.		STG_CARDS

		DQFSDWNU0573		n_cyc_pmt_amt should be greater than Zero.		STG_CARDS

		DQFSDWNU0574		n_cyc_pmt_bounced_amt should be greater than Zero.		STG_CARDS

		DQFSDWNU0575		n_drawn_amt should be greater than Zero.		STG_CARDS

		DQFSDWNU0576		n_emergence_period should be greater than Zero.		STG_CARDS

		DQFSDWNU0577		n_merchant_int_rate should be greater than Zero.		STG_CARDS

		DQFSDWDT0028		To check if base column value is more than target column value. Its an error if it is more.		STG_CARDS

		DQFSDWDT0030		To check if base column value is more than target column value. Its an error if it is more.		STG_CARDS

		DQFSDWDT0033		To check if base column value is more than target column value. Its an error if it is more.		STG_CARDS

		DQFSDWDT0014		To check if base column value is more than target column value. Its an error if it is more.		STG_CARDS

		DQFSDWDT0029		To check if base column value is more than target column value. Its an error if it is more.		STG_CARDS

		DQFSDWDT0022		To check if base column value is more than target column value. Its an error if it is more.		STG_CARDS

		DQFSDWDT0031		To check if base column value is more than target column value. Its an error if it is more.		STG_CARDS

		DQFSDWDT0016		To check if base column value is more than target column value. Its an error if it is more.		STG_CARDS

		DQFSDWDT0027		To check if base column value is more than target column value. Its an error if it is more.		STG_CARDS

		DQFSDWDT0032		To check if base column value is more than target column value. Its an error if it is more.		STG_CARDS

		DQFSDWDT0034		To check if base column value is more than target column value. Its an error if it is more.		STG_CARDS

		DQFSDWDT0024		To check if base column value is more than target column value. Its an error if it is more.		STG_CARDS

		DQFSDWDT0017		To check if base column value is more than target column value. Its an error if it is more.		STG_CARDS

		DQFSDWDT0020		To check if base column value is more than target column value. Its an error if it is more.		STG_CARDS

		DQFSDWRC0010		Checks if base column in the definition is present in corresponding dimension table		STG_CARDS

		DQFSDWRC0451		Checks if base column in the definition is present in corresponding dimension table		STG_CARDS

		DQFSDWRC0381		Checks if base column in the definition is present in corresponding dimension table		STG_CARDS

		DQFSDWRC0146		Checks if base column in the definition is present in corresponding dimension table		STG_CARDS

		DQFSDWRC0244		Checks if base column in the definition is present in corresponding dimension table		STG_CARDS

		DQFSDWRC0245		Checks if base column in the definition is present in corresponding dimension table		STG_CARDS

		DQFSDWNU0003		n_acct_delq_days should be greater than 0.		STG_CARDS

		DQFSDWNU0004		The in age on book of the account in months should be greater than or equal to 0.		STG_CARDS

		DQFSDWNU0005		Current Cash Limit should be greater than Credit Limit.		STG_CARDS

		DQFSDWNU0632		n_age_on_book should be greater than Zero.		STG_CARDS

		DQFSDWRC0075		Checks if base column in the definition is present in corresponding dimension table		STG_CARDS

		DQFSDWRC0494		Checks if base column in the definition is present in corresponding dimension table		STG_CARDS

		DQFSDWNU0006		Current Credit Limit should be less than Current cash Limit.		STG_CARDS

		DQFSDWNU0651		n_tot_revenue should be greater than Zero.		STG_CARDS

		DQFSDWNU0652		n_tot_writeback_mtd should be greater than Zero.		STG_CARDS

		DQFSDWNU0653		n_tot_writeoff_mtd should be greater than Zero.		STG_CARDS

		DQFSDWNU0654		n_total_transactions should be greater than Zero.		STG_CARDS

		DQFSDWNU0655		n_transfer_rate should be greater than Zero.		STG_CARDS

		DQFSDWNU0007		Delinquent of life should be greaterthan numberof times the account has been delinquent of year		STG_CARDS

		DQFSDWNU0008		The account outstanding balance at the end of the month should be greater than Cash balance		STG_CARDS

		DQFSDWRC0184		Checks if base column in the definition is present in corresponding dimension table		STG_CARDS

		DQFSDWDT0015		To check if base column value is more than target column value. Its an error if it is more.		STG_CARDS

		DQFSDWDT0018		To check if base column value is more than target column value. Its an error if it is more.		STG_CARDS

		DQFSDWDT0019		To check if base column value is more than target column value. Its an error if it is more.		STG_CARDS

		DQFSDWDT0021		To check if base column value is more than target column value. Its an error if it is more.		STG_CARDS

		DQFSDWDT0025		To check if base column value is more than target column value. Its an error if it is more.		STG_CARDS

		DQFSDWNU0009		The outstanding balance should be less than End of Period Balance.		STG_CARDS

		DQFSDWNU0010		n_settlement_days should be greater than 0.		STG_CARDS

		DQFSDWDT0026		To check if base column value is more than target column value. Its an error if it is more.		STG_CARDS

		DQFSDWDT0154		To check if Adjustment Effective Date is null when interest type is Adjustable		STG_CARDS

		DQFSDWDT0164		Repricing date is greater or equal to mis date.		STG_CARDS

		DQFSDWDT0170		To check if last reprice date is lesser than extraction date 		STG_CARDS

		DQFSDWNU0562		n_acct_delq_days should be greater than Zero.		STG_CARDS

		DQFSDWNU0563		n_accrued_interest should be greater than Zero.		STG_CARDS

		DQFSDWNU0578		n_orig_amrt_term should be greater than Zero.		STG_CARDS

		DQFSDWNU0579		n_orig_credit_limit should be greater than Zero.		STG_CARDS

		DQFSDWNU0580		n_orig_remain_no_of_pmts should be greater than Zero.		STG_CARDS

		DQFSDWNU0581		n_other_fee_mth_lcy should be greater than Zero.		STG_CARDS

		DQFSDWNU0582		n_other_write_off_bal should be greater than Zero.		STG_CARDS

		DQFSDWNU0583		n_overdue_principal should be greater than Zero.		STG_CARDS

		DQFSDWNU0584		n_eop_int_provision_made should be greater than Zero.		STG_CARDS

		DQFSDWNU0585		n_eop_pmt_amt should be greater than Zero.		STG_CARDS

		DQFSDWNU0586		n_eop_pmt_bounced_amt should be greater than Zero.		STG_CARDS

		DQFSDWNU0587		n_eop_transfer_bal should be greater than Zero.		STG_CARDS

		DQFSDWNU0588		n_fees_eir should be greater than Zero.		STG_CARDS

		DQFSDWNU0589		n_finance_charge_bal should be greater than Zero.		STG_CARDS

		DQFSDWDT0536		To check for clearing date is less than issuing date		STG_CARDS_PAYMENT_TXNS

		DQFSDWDT0557		To check for payment received date is less than extraction date.		STG_CARDS_PAYMENT_TXNS

		DQFSDWDT0603		To Check for issuing Date is less than or equal to payment receive date		STG_CARDS_PAYMENT_TXNS

		DQFSDWDT0602		To check for value date is less than Extraction date.		STG_CARDS_SETTLEMENT_TXNS

		DQFSDWDT0558		To check for value date less than or equal to  extraction date		STG_CARDS_SETTLEMENT_TXNS

		DQFSDWRC0246		Checks if base column in the definition is present in corresponding dimension table		STG_CARDS_SETTLEMENT_TXNS

		DQFSDWRC0185		Checks if base column in the definition is present in corresponding dimension table		STG_CARDS_SETTLEMENT_TXNS

		DQFSDWRC0076		Checks if base column in the definition is present in corresponding dimension table		STG_CARDS_SETTLEMENT_TXNS

		DQFSDWRC0452		Checks if base column in the definition is present in corresponding dimension table		STG_CARDS_TXNS_SUMMARY

		DQFSDWRC0247		Checks if base column in the definition is present in corresponding dimension table		STG_CARDS_TXNS_SUMMARY

		DQFSDWRC0495		Checks if base column in the definition is present in corresponding dimension table		STG_CARDS_TXNS_SUMMARY

		DQFSDWRC0077		Checks if base column in the definition is present in corresponding dimension table		STG_CARDS_TXNS_SUMMARY

		DQFSDWNU0644		n_customer_net_revenue should be greater than Zero.		STG_CASA

		DQFSDWNU0645		n_daily_limit should be greater than Zero.		STG_CASA

		DQFSDWNU0646		n_hm_effective_interest_rate should be greater than Zero.		STG_CASA

		DQFSDWNU0647		n_eop_balance_savings should be greater than Zero.		STG_CASA

		DQFSDWNU0649		n_int_bm_rate should be greater than Zero.		STG_CASA

		DQFSDWNU0650		n_int_rate_spread should be greater than Zero.		STG_CASA

		DQFSDWNU0656		n_interest_freq should be greater than Zero.		STG_CASA

		DQFSDWNU0657		n_last_deposit_amt should be greater than Zero.		STG_CASA

		DQFSDWNU0658		n_last_od_duration_day_count should be greater than Zero.		STG_CASA

		DQFSDWNU0660		n_last_withdraw_amt should be greater than Zero.		STG_CASA

		DQFSDWNU0661		n_ledger_bal should be greater than Zero.		STG_CASA

		DQFSDWNU0662		n_margin_t_rate should be greater than Zero.		STG_CASA

		DQFSDWNU0663		n_max_amt_guaranteed should be greater than Zero.		STG_CASA

		DQFSDWNU0664		n_net_revenue_from_funds should be greater than Zero.		STG_CASA

		DQFSDWNU0665		n_od_cur_days should be greater than Zero.		STG_CASA

		DQFSDWNU0666		n_od_life_times should be greater than Zero.		STG_CASA

		DQFSDWNU0628		n_rate_cap_life should be greater than Zero.		STG_CASA

		DQFSDWDT0148		To check if maturity date is greater than mis date and see if closed date is null		STG_CASA

		DQFSDWDT0155		To check if Adjustment Effective Date is null when interest type is Adjustable		STG_CASA

		DQFSDWDT0165		Rule to make sure in the data that repricing date is greater or equal to mis date		STG_CASA

		DQFSDWDT0175		To check if maturity date is less than or equal to misdate 		STG_CASA

		DQFSDWDT0171		To check if last reprice date is lesser than extraction date 		STG_CASA

		DQFSDWNU0624		n_orig_int_rate should be greater than Zero.		STG_CASA

		DQFSDWNU0625		n_original_balance should be greater than Zero.		STG_CASA

		DQFSDWNU0626		n_other_party_business should be greater than Zero.		STG_CASA

		DQFSDWNU0627		n_prior_tp_per_adb should be greater than Zero.		STG_CASA

		DQFSDWNU0629		n_required_bal should be greater than Zero.		STG_CASA

		DQFSDWNU0630		n_serv_chgs_waived should be greater than Zero.		STG_CASA

		DQFSDWNU0631		n_service_charges should be greater than Zero.		STG_CASA

		DQFSDWDT0037		To check if base column value is more than target column value. Its an error if it is more.		STG_CASA

		DQFSDWDT0040		To check if base column value is more than target column value. Its an error if it is more.		STG_CASA

		DQFSDWDT0041		To check if base column value is more than target column value. Its an error if it is more.		STG_CASA

		DQFSDWDT0036		To check if base column value is more than target column value. Its an error if it is more.		STG_CASA

		DQFSDWDT0146		To check if base column value is more or less than target column		STG_CASA

		DQFSDWDT0147		To check if base column value is more or less than target column		STG_CASA

		DQFSDWDT0038		To check if base column value is more than target column value. Its an error if it is more.		STG_CASA

		DQFSDWDT0039		To check if base column value is more than target column value. Its an error if it is more.		STG_CASA

		DQFSDWDT0043		To check if base column value is more than target column value. Its an error if it is more.		STG_CASA

		DQFSDWDT0145		To check if base column value is more or less than target column		STG_CASA

		DQFSDWRC0011		Checks if base column in the definition is present in corresponding dimension table		STG_CASA

		DQFSDWRC0078		Checks if base column in the definition is present in corresponding dimension table		STG_CASA

		DQFSDWRC0496		Checks if base column in the definition is present in corresponding dimension table		STG_CASA

		DQFSDWRC0453		Checks if base column in the definition is present in corresponding dimension table		STG_CASA

		DQFSDWRC0382		Checks if base column in the definition is present in corresponding dimension table		STG_CASA

		DQFSDWRC0147		Checks if base column in the definition is present in corresponding dimension table		STG_CASA

		DQFSDWRC0248		Checks if base column in the definition is present in corresponding dimension table		STG_CASA

		DQFSDWNU0633		n_acct_net_worth_lcy should be greater than Zero.		STG_CASA

		DQFSDWNU0634		n_amrt_term should be greater than Zero.		STG_CASA

		DQFSDWNU0635		n_annual_acct_fee should be greater than Zero.		STG_CASA

		DQFSDWNU0636		n_avg_cr_bal_mtd should be greater than Zero.		STG_CASA

		DQFSDWNU0637		n_avg_float_bal should be greater than Zero.		STG_CASA

		DQFSDWNU0638		n_cards_issued should be greater than Zero.		STG_CASA

		DQFSDWNU0640		n_compounding_freq should be greater than Zero.		STG_CASA

		DQFSDWNU0642		n_cur_yield should be greater than Zero.		STG_CASA

		DQFSDWNU0643		n_current_int_rate should be greater than Zero.		STG_CASA

		DQFSDWDT0035		To check if base column value is more than target column value. Its an error if it is more.		STG_CASA

		DQFSDWDT0042		To check if base column value is more than target column value. Its an error if it is more.		STG_CASA

		DQFSDWNU0641		n_cur_tp_per_adb should be greater than Zero.		STG_CASA

		DQFSDWNU0648		n_fees_eir should be greater than Zero.		STG_CASA

		DQFSDWRC0249		Checks if base column in the definition is present in corresponding dimension table		STG_CASA_TXNS

		DQFSDWRC0383		Checks if base column in the definition is present in corresponding dimension table		STG_CASA_TXNS

		DQFSDWDT0559		to check for transaction value date is less than extraction date.		STG_CASA_TXNS

		DQFSDWRC0012		Checks if base column in the definition is present in corresponding dimension table		STG_CASA_TXNS

		DQFSDWRC0454		Checks if base column in the definition is present in corresponding dimension table		STG_CASA_TXNS_SUMMARY

		DQFSDWRC0250		Checks if base column in the definition is present in corresponding dimension table		STG_CASA_TXNS_SUMMARY

		DQFSDWRC0079		Checks if base column in the definition is present in corresponding dimension table		STG_CASA_TXNS_SUMMARY

		DQFSDWRC0497		Checks if base column in the definition is present in corresponding dimension table		STG_CASA_TXNS_SUMMARY

		DQFSDWRC0385		Checks if base column in the definition is present in corresponding dimension table		STG_COLLATERALS

		DQFSDWRC0252		Checks if base column in the definition is present in corresponding dimension table		STG_COLLATERALS

		DQFSDWDT0579		To check for Maturity Date is greater than or equal to Extraction Date.		STG_COLLATERALS

		DQFSDWRC0186		Checks if base column in the definition is present in corresponding dimension table		STG_COLLATERALS

		DQFSDWDT0550		To check for last value date is less than extraction date.		STG_COLLATERALS

		DQFSDWRC0251		Checks if base column in the definition is present in corresponding dimension table		STG_COLLATERAL_MASTER

		DQFSDWRC0384		Checks if base column in the definition is present in corresponding dimension table		STG_COLLATERAL_MASTER

		DQFSDWDT0580		To Check for Coll Maturity Date is greater than or equal to Extraction Date.		STG_COLLATERAL_MASTER

		DQFSDWRC0080		Checks if base column in the definition is present in corresponding dimension table		STG_COLLECTIONS

		DQFSDWDT0566		To Check for last_sys_active Date is less than or equal to Extraction Date.		STG_COLLECTIONS

		DQFSDWDT0565		To Check for recent activity date is less than or equal to Extraction date.		STG_COLLECTIONS

		DQFSDWRC0081		Checks if base column in the definition is present in corresponding dimension table		STG_COLLECTOR_CONTACTS

		DQFSDWNU0018		n_commitment_amt should be greater than 0.		STG_COMMITMENT_CONTRACTS

		DQFSDWNU0022		n_compounding_freq should be greater than 0.		STG_COMMITMENT_CONTRACTS

		DQFSDWNU0023		The Drawn amount should be less than or equal to Commitment Amount.		STG_COMMITMENT_CONTRACTS

		DQFSDWNU0024		n_drawn_amt_lcy should be greater than 0.		STG_COMMITMENT_CONTRACTS

		DQFSDWNU0025		n_facility_fee_amt should be greater than 0.		STG_COMMITMENT_CONTRACTS

		DQFSDWNU0026		n_fees_eir should be greater than 0.		STG_COMMITMENT_CONTRACTS

		DQFSDWNU0027		n_interest_rate should be greater than 0.		STG_COMMITMENT_CONTRACTS

		DQFSDWNU0028		n_loan_cur_gross_interest_rate should be greater than 0.		STG_COMMITMENT_CONTRACTS

		DQFSDWNU0029		n_loan_cur_payment should be greater than 0.		STG_COMMITMENT_CONTRACTS

		DQFSDWNU0030		Loan Neg Amortization Amount should be greater than Amoritization Limit		STG_COMMITMENT_CONTRACTS

		DQFSDWDT0156		To check if Adjustment Effective Date is null when interest type is Adjustable		STG_COMMITMENT_CONTRACTS

		DQFSDWDT0180		To check if maturity date is less than or equal to misdate 		STG_COMMITMENT_CONTRACTS

		DQFSDWRC0253		Checks if base column in the definition is present in corresponding dimension table		STG_COMMITMENT_CONTRACTS

		DQFSDWDT0044		To check if base column value is more than target column value. Its an error if it is more.		STG_COMMITMENT_CONTRACTS

		DQFSDWDT0047		To check if base column value is more than target column value. Its an error if it is more.		STG_COMMITMENT_CONTRACTS

		DQFSDWDT0045		To check if base column value is more than target column value. Its an error if it is more.		STG_COMMITMENT_CONTRACTS

		DQFSDWDT0046		To check if base column value is more than target column value. Its an error if it is more.		STG_COMMITMENT_CONTRACTS

		DQFSDWRC0013		Checks if base column in the definition is present in corresponding dimension table		STG_COMMITMENT_CONTRACTS

		DQFSDWRC0082		Checks if base column in the definition is present in corresponding dimension table		STG_COMMITMENT_CONTRACTS

		DQFSDWRC0498		Checks if base column in the definition is present in corresponding dimension table		STG_COMMITMENT_CONTRACTS

		DQFSDWRC0455		Checks if base column in the definition is present in corresponding dimension table		STG_COMMITMENT_CONTRACTS

		DQFSDWNU0019		n_commitment_amt_lcy should be greater than 0.		STG_COMMITMENT_CONTRACTS

		DQFSDWNU0043		n_amrt_term should be greater than 0.		STG_COMMITMENT_CONTRACTS

		DQFSDWNU0042		n_undrawn_amt_lcy should be greater than 0.		STG_COMMITMENT_CONTRACTS

		DQFSDWNU0041		n_undrawn_amt should be greater than 0.		STG_COMMITMENT_CONTRACTS

		DQFSDWNU0040		n_repricing_freq should be greater than 0.		STG_COMMITMENT_CONTRACTS

		DQFSDWNU0039		n_loan_term should be greater than 0.		STG_COMMITMENT_CONTRACTS

		DQFSDWNU0038		n_loan_remain_no_of_pmts should be greater than 0.		STG_COMMITMENT_CONTRACTS

		DQFSDWNU0037		n_loan_pmt_incr_life should be greater than 0.		STG_COMMITMENT_CONTRACTS

		DQFSDWNU0036		n_loan_pmt_incr_cycle should be greater than 0.		STG_COMMITMENT_CONTRACTS

		DQFSDWNU0034		n_loan_pmt_decr_cycle should be greater than 0.		STG_COMMITMENT_CONTRACTS

		DQFSDWNU0033		n_loan_pmt_chg_freq should be greater than 0.		STG_COMMITMENT_CONTRACTS

		DQFSDWNU0031		n_loan_neg_amrt_limit should be greater than 0.		STG_COMMITMENT_CONTRACTS

		DQFSDWNU0032		n_loan_orig_payment_amt should be greater than 0.		STG_COMMITMENT_CONTRACTS

		DQFSDWRC0148		Checks if base column in the definition is present in corresponding dimension table		STG_COMMITMENT_CONTRACTS

		DQFSDWRC0386		Checks if base column in the definition is present in corresponding dimension table		STG_COMMITMENT_CONTRACTS

		DQFSDWNU0020		n_commitment_fee should be greater than 0.		STG_COMMITMENT_CONTRACTS

		DQFSDWNU0021		n_commitment_term should be greater than 0.		STG_COMMITMENT_CONTRACTS

		DQFSDWRC0387		Checks if base column in the definition is present in corresponding dimension table		STG_COMMODITIES

		DQFSDWRC0254		Checks if base column in the definition is present in corresponding dimension table		STG_COMMODITIES

		DQFSDWRC0388		Checks if base column in the definition is present in corresponding dimension table		STG_COUNTERPARTY_DETAILS

		DQFSDWRC0187		Checks if base column in the definition is present in corresponding dimension table		STG_COUNTERPARTY_DETAILS

		DQFSDWRC0255		Checks if base column in the definition is present in corresponding dimension table		STG_COUNTRY_MASTER

		DQFSDWRC0256		Checks if base column in the definition is present in corresponding dimension table		STG_CREDIT_DERIVATIVES

		DQFSDWRC0257		Checks if base column in the definition is present in corresponding dimension table		STG_CREDIT_DERIVATIVES

		DQFSDWDT0551		To check for value date is less than Extraction date.		STG_CREDIT_DERIVATIVES

		DQFSDWDT0581		To Check for Maturity Date greater than or equal to extraction Date.		STG_CREDIT_DERIVATIVES

		DQFSDWRC0389		Checks if base column in the definition is present in corresponding dimension table		STG_CREDIT_DERIVATIVES

		DQFSDWRC0188		Checks if base column in the definition is present in corresponding dimension table		STG_CREDIT_DERIVATIVES

		DQFSDWRC0456		Checks if base column in the definition is present in corresponding dimension table		STG_CREDIT_LINES_TXNS_SUMMARY

		DQFSDWRC0499		Checks if base column in the definition is present in corresponding dimension table		STG_CREDIT_LINES_TXNS_SUMMARY

		DQFSDWRC0083		Checks if base column in the definition is present in corresponding dimension table		STG_CREDIT_LINES_TXNS_SUMMARY

		DQFSDWRC0258		Checks if base column in the definition is present in corresponding dimension table		STG_CREDIT_LINES_TXNS_SUMMARY

		DQFSDWRC0189		Checks if base column in the definition is present in corresponding dimension table		STG_CUSTOMER_ADDRESS

		DQFSDWRC0393		Checks if base column in the definition is present in corresponding dimension table		STG_CUSTOMER_ADDRESS

		DQFSDWRC0395		Checks if base column in the definition is present in corresponding dimension table		STG_CUSTOMER_DETAILS

		DQFSDWRC0396		Checks if base column in the definition is present in corresponding dimension table		STG_CUSTOMER_EMAIL_ADDRESS

		DQFSDWRC0259		Checks if base column in the definition is present in corresponding dimension table		STG_CUSTOMER_MASTER

		DQFSDWDT0578		To Check for incorporation date is less than Extraction Date.		STG_CUSTOMER_MASTER

		DQFSDWDT0575		To Check for incorporation date is less than Extraction date.		STG_CUSTOMER_MASTER

		DQFSDWDT0601		To check for close date is greater than Start Date.		STG_CUSTOMER_MASTER

		DQFSDWRC0397		Checks if base column in the definition is present in corresponding dimension table		STG_CUSTOMER_MASTER

		DQFSDWRC0015		Checks if base column in the definition is present in corresponding dimension table		STG_CUSTOMER_MASTER

		DQFSDWDT0549		To check for start date is less than extraction date.		STG_CUSTOMER_MASTER

		DQFSDWRC0398		Checks if base column in the definition is present in corresponding dimension table		STG_CUSTOMER_PHONE

		DQFSDWRC0399		Checks if base column in the definition is present in corresponding dimension table		STG_CUSTOMER_RELATIONSHIP

		DQFSDWRC0260		Checks if base column in the definition is present in corresponding dimension table		STG_CUSTOMER_RELATIONSHIP

		DQFSDWRC0085		Checks if base column in the definition is present in corresponding dimension table		STG_CUSTOMER_RELATIONSHIP

		DQFSDWRC0016		Checks if base column in the definition is present in corresponding dimension table		STG_CUSTOMER_RELATIONSHIP

		DQFSDWRC0150		Checks if base column in the definition is present in corresponding dimension table		STG_CUSTOMER_RELATIONSHIP

		DQFSDWRC0149		Checks if base column in the definition is present in corresponding dimension table		STG_CUST_ATTRITION_PLAN

		DQFSDWRC0084		Checks if base column in the definition is present in corresponding dimension table		STG_CUST_ATTRITION_PLAN

		DQFSDWRC0014		Checks if base column in the definition is present in corresponding dimension table		STG_CUST_ATTRITION_PLAN

		DQFSDWRC0390		Checks if base column in the definition is present in corresponding dimension table		STG_CUST_CUST_RELATIONSHIP

		DQFSDWRC0391		Checks if base column in the definition is present in corresponding dimension table		STG_CUST_CUST_RELATIONSHIP

		DQFSDWRC0392		Checks if base column in the definition is present in corresponding dimension table		STG_CUST_CUST_RELATIONSHIP

		DQFSDWRC0261		Checks if base column in the definition is present in corresponding dimension table		STG_ENTITY_DETAILS

		DQFSDWRC0017		Checks if base column in the definition is present in corresponding dimension table		STG_EQUITY_EXPOSURES

		DQFSDWRC0400		Checks if base column in the definition is present in corresponding dimension table		STG_EQUITY_EXPOSURES

		DQFSDWRC0190		Checks if base column in the definition is present in corresponding dimension table		STG_EQUITY_EXPOSURES

		DQFSDWRC0262		Checks if base column in the definition is present in corresponding dimension table		STG_EQUITY_EXPOSURES

		DQFSDWRC0086		Checks if base column in the definition is present in corresponding dimension table		STG_EQUITY_EXPOSURES

		DQFSDWRC0500		Checks if base column in the definition is present in corresponding dimension table		STG_EQUITY_EXPOSURES

		DQFSDWRC0018		Checks if base column in the definition is present in corresponding dimension table		STG_EXPOSURE_MASTER

		DQFSDWRC0501		Checks if base column in the definition is present in corresponding dimension table		STG_EXPOSURE_MASTER

		DQFSDWRC0263		Checks if base column in the definition is present in corresponding dimension table		STG_EXPOSURE_MASTER

		DQFSDWRC0087		Checks if base column in the definition is present in corresponding dimension table		STG_EXPOSURE_MASTER

		DQFSDWRC0191		Checks if base column in the definition is present in corresponding dimension table		STG_EXP_MITIGANT_MAPPINGS

		DQFSDWRC0264		Checks if base column in the definition is present in corresponding dimension table		STG_EXT_OPERATIONAL_RISK_LOSS

		DQFSDWRC0265		Checks if base column in the definition is present in corresponding dimension table		STG_FOREX_EXPOSURES

		DQFSDWRC0192		Checks if base column in the definition is present in corresponding dimension table		STG_FOREX_EXPOSURES

		DQFSDWRC0267		Checks if base column in the definition is present in corresponding dimension table		STG_FORWARD_EXCHG_RATES

		DQFSDWRC0266		Checks if base column in the definition is present in corresponding dimension table		STG_FORWARD_EXCHG_RATES

		DQFSDWDT0560		To check for transaction execution date is less trhan or equal to Extraction Date.		STG_FRONTOFFICE_TXNS

		DQFSDWDT0572		To Check for Transaction Deposit Date is less than issuing Date.		STG_FRONTOFFICE_TXNS

		DQFSDWDT0574		To Check for Transaction issuing date is less than transaction execution date.		STG_FRONTOFFICE_TXNS

		DQFSDWRC0193		Checks if base column in the definition is present in corresponding dimension table		STG_FRONT_OFFICE_TXN_PARTY

		DQFSDWRC0194		Checks if base column in the definition is present in corresponding dimension table		STG_FRONT_OFFICE_TXN_PARTY

		DQFSDWRC0269		Checks if base column in the definition is present in corresponding dimension table		STG_FUTURES

		DQFSDWRC0270		Checks if base column in the definition is present in corresponding dimension table		STG_FUTURES

		DQFSDWRC0271		Checks if base column in the definition is present in corresponding dimension table		STG_FUTURES

		DQFSDWRC0268		Checks if base column in the definition is present in corresponding dimension table		STG_FUTURES

		DQFSDWRC0195		Checks if base column in the definition is present in corresponding dimension table		STG_FUTURES

		DQFSDWNU0519		n_contract_term should be greater than Zero.		STG_FUTURES

		DQFSDWDT0049		To check if base column value is more than target column value. Its an error if it is more.		STG_FUTURES

		DQFSDWDT0052		To check if base column value is more than target column value. Its an error if it is more.		STG_FUTURES

		DQFSDWDT0048		To check if base column value is more than target column value. Its an error if it is more.		STG_FUTURES

		DQFSDWDT0151		Check to see if lond date is not null when future type is LONG		STG_FUTURES

		DQFSDWNU0418		Probablity should be ranging from 0 and 1.		STG_FUTURES

		DQFSDWNU0419		Multiplier in the OTC Derivative Contract ranging between 0 and 10000.		STG_FUTURES

		DQFSDWDT0051		To check if base column value is more than target column value. Its an error if it is more.		STG_FUTURES

		DQFSDWDT0050		To check if base column value is more than target column value. Its an error if it is more.		STG_FUTURES

		DQFSDWNU0441		n_no_of_contracts should be greater than Zero.		STG_FUTURES

		DQFSDWNU0442		n_no_of_underlyings should be greater than Zero.		STG_FUTURES

		DQFSDWNU0443		n_nominal_value should be greater than Zero.		STG_FUTURES

		DQFSDWNU0452		This is the best estimate of expected loss for exposures should be in range of 0 and 1.		STG_FUTURES

		DQFSDWNU0453		Exposures LTV ratio should be raniging from 0 and 100		STG_FUTURES

		DQFSDWNU0454		n_expected_lgd_percent should be ranging from 0 and 1		STG_FUTURES

		DQFSDWNU0455		Stores the loss as a percentage of exposure at default should be between zero and 1.		STG_FUTURES

		DQFSDWNU0511		n_notional_amt should be greater than Zero.		STG_FUTURES

		DQFSDWNU0512		n_purchase_price should be greater than Zero.		STG_FUTURES

		DQFSDWNU0513		n_settlement_days should be greater than Zero.		STG_FUTURES

		DQFSDWNU0514		n_underlying_face_value should be greater than Zero.		STG_FUTURES

		DQFSDWNU0515		n_actual_business_days should be greater than Zero.		STG_FUTURES

		DQFSDWNU0516		n_contract_multiplier should be greater than Zero.		STG_FUTURES

		DQFSDWNU0517		n_contract_org_price should be greater than Zero.		STG_FUTURES

		DQFSDWNU0518		n_contract_quantity should be greater than Zero.		STG_FUTURES

		DQFSDWRC0151		Checks if base column in the definition is present in corresponding dimension table		STG_FUTURES

		DQFSDWRC0401		Checks if base column in the definition is present in corresponding dimension table		STG_FUTURES

		DQFSDWRC0485		Checks if base column in the definition is present in corresponding dimension table		STG_FUTURES

		DQFSDWRC0457		Checks if base column in the definition is present in corresponding dimension table		STG_FUTURES

		DQFSDWRC0502		Checks if base column in the definition is present in corresponding dimension table		STG_FUTURES

		DQFSDWRC0088		Checks if base column in the definition is present in corresponding dimension table		STG_FUTURES

		DQFSDWRC0019		Checks if base column in the definition is present in corresponding dimension table		STG_FUTURES

		DQFSDWDT0181		To check if maturity date is less than or equal to misdate 		STG_FUTURES

		DQFSDWNU0520		n_margin_amount should be greater than Zero.		STG_FUTURES

		DQFSDWRC0196		Checks if base column in the definition is present in corresponding dimension table		STG_FUTURES

		DQFSDWRC0198		Checks if base column in the definition is present in corresponding dimension table		STG_FX_CONTRACTS

		DQFSDWDT0055		To check if base column value is more than target column value. Its an error if it is more.		STG_FX_CONTRACTS

		DQFSDWDT0053		To check if base column value is more than target column value. Its an error if it is more.		STG_FX_CONTRACTS

		DQFSDWDT0056		To check if base column value is more than target column value. Its an error if it is more.		STG_FX_CONTRACTS

		DQFSDWDT0054		To check if base column value is more than target column value. Its an error if it is more.		STG_FX_CONTRACTS

		DQFSDWNU0491		n_buy_amt should be greater than Zero.		STG_FX_CONTRACTS

		DQFSDWNU0492		n_ccy_rate should be greater than Zero.		STG_FX_CONTRACTS

		DQFSDWNU0527		n_settlement_days should be greater than Zero.		STG_FX_CONTRACTS

		DQFSDWNU0526		n_sell_amt should be greater than Zero.		STG_FX_CONTRACTS

		DQFSDWNU0493		n_contract_quantity should be greater than Zero.		STG_FX_CONTRACTS

		DQFSDWNU0528		n_spot_rate should be greater than Zero.		STG_FX_CONTRACTS

		DQFSDWDT0182		To check if maturity date is less than or equal to misdate 		STG_FX_CONTRACTS

		DQFSDWDT0057		To check if base column value is more than target column value. Its an error if it is more.		STG_FX_CONTRACTS

		DQFSDWDT0058		To check if base column value is more than target column value. Its an error if it is more.		STG_FX_CONTRACTS

		DQFSDWRC0020		Checks if base column in the definition is present in corresponding dimension table		STG_FX_CONTRACTS

		DQFSDWRC0089		Checks if base column in the definition is present in corresponding dimension table		STG_FX_CONTRACTS

		DQFSDWRC0503		Checks if base column in the definition is present in corresponding dimension table		STG_FX_CONTRACTS

		DQFSDWRC0458		Checks if base column in the definition is present in corresponding dimension table		STG_FX_CONTRACTS

		DQFSDWRC0402		Checks if base column in the definition is present in corresponding dimension table		STG_FX_CONTRACTS

		DQFSDWRC0152		Checks if base column in the definition is present in corresponding dimension table		STG_FX_CONTRACTS

		DQFSDWRC0272		Checks if base column in the definition is present in corresponding dimension table		STG_FX_CONTRACTS

		DQFSDWRC0273		Checks if base column in the definition is present in corresponding dimension table		STG_FX_CONTRACTS

		DQFSDWRC0274		Checks if base column in the definition is present in corresponding dimension table		STG_FX_CONTRACTS

		DQFSDWRC0197		Checks if base column in the definition is present in corresponding dimension table		STG_FX_CONTRACTS

		DQFSDWRC0021		Checks if base column in the definition is present in corresponding dimension table		STG_GEOGRAPHY_MASTER

		DQFSDWRC0504		Checks if base column in the definition is present in corresponding dimension table		STG_GL_ACCOUNTING_HEAD_MASTER

		DQFSDWRC0022		Checks if base column in the definition is present in corresponding dimension table		STG_GL_ACCOUNTS

		DQFSDWRC0505		Checks if base column in the definition is present in corresponding dimension table		STG_GL_ACCOUNTS

		DQFSDWRC0090		Checks if base column in the definition is present in corresponding dimension table		STG_GL_ACCOUNTS

		DQFSDWRC0275		Checks if base column in the definition is present in corresponding dimension table		STG_GL_DATA

		DQFSDWRC0091		Checks if base column in the definition is present in corresponding dimension table		STG_GL_DATA

		DQFSDWRC0506		Checks if base column in the definition is present in corresponding dimension table		STG_GL_DATA

		DQFSDWRC0023		Checks if base column in the definition is present in corresponding dimension table		STG_GL_DATA

		DQFSDWRC0459		Checks if base column in the definition is present in corresponding dimension table		STG_GL_DATA

		DQFSDWRC0276		Checks if base column in the definition is present in corresponding dimension table		STG_GL_MASTER

		DQFSDWRC0277		Checks if base column in the definition is present in corresponding dimension table		STG_GL_MASTER

		DQFSDWRC0024		Checks if base column in the definition is present in corresponding dimension table		STG_GL_MASTER

		DQFSDWNU0523		n_guarantee_value should be greater than Zero.		STG_GUARANTEES

		DQFSDWNU0524		n_guarantee_value_lcy should be greater than Zero.		STG_GUARANTEES

		DQFSDWNU0525		n_provision_amount should be greater than Zero.		STG_GUARANTEES

		DQFSDWRC0279		Checks if base column in the definition is present in corresponding dimension table		STG_GUARANTEES

		DQFSDWRC0025		Checks if base column in the definition is present in corresponding dimension table		STG_GUARANTEES

		DQFSDWRC0092		Checks if base column in the definition is present in corresponding dimension table		STG_GUARANTEES

		DQFSDWRC0507		Checks if base column in the definition is present in corresponding dimension table		STG_GUARANTEES

		DQFSDWRC0460		Checks if base column in the definition is present in corresponding dimension table		STG_GUARANTEES

		DQFSDWRC0403		Checks if base column in the definition is present in corresponding dimension table		STG_GUARANTEES

		DQFSDWRC0278		Checks if base column in the definition is present in corresponding dimension table		STG_GUARANTEES

		DQFSDWNU0522		n_guarantee_amt should be greater than Zero.		STG_GUARANTEES

		DQFSDWNU0521		n_exp_limit should be greater than Zero.		STG_GUARANTEES

		DQFSDWNU0486		N_DEVOLVED_AMT should be greater than Zero.		STG_GUARANTEES

		DQFSDWDT0183		To check if maturity date is less than or equal to misdate 		STG_GUARANTEES

		DQFSDWRC0280		Checks if base column in the definition is present in corresponding dimension table		STG_GUARANTEES

		DQFSDWRC0199		Checks if base column in the definition is present in corresponding dimension table		STG_GUARANTEES

		DQFSDWDT0552		To check for book date is less than Extraction date.		STG_GUARANTEES

		DQFSDWDT0553		To check for value date is less than extraction date.		STG_GUARANTEES

		DQFSDWDT0589		To check for effective maturity date is greater than book Date.		STG_GUARANTEES

		DQFSDWDT0060		To check if base column value is more than target column value. Its an error if it is more.		STG_GUARANTEES

		DQFSDWDT0590		To check for maturity date greater than book date.		STG_GUARANTEES

		DQFSDWDT0059		To check if base column value is more than target column value. Its an error if it is more.		STG_GUARANTEES

		DQFSDWNU0425		The drawn CCF of an exposure should be ranging between 0 and 1.		STG_GUARANTEES

		DQFSDWNU0426		Estimate of expected loss for exposures should be ranging between 0 and 1.		STG_GUARANTEES

		DQFSDWNU0420		The banks own estimate of Credit Conversion Factor percent should be ranging from 0 and 1.		STG_GUARANTEES

		DQFSDWNU0427		Loss Given Default for the Guarantee, if provided as a download should be ranging from 0 and 1.		STG_GUARANTEES

		DQFSDWNU0428		Probability of Default for the Guarantee should be ranging between 0 and 1.		STG_GUARANTEES

		DQFSDWNU0444		Credit Conversion factor value for an exposure should be ranging from 0 and 1		STG_GUARANTEES

		DQFSDWNU0462		n_undrawn_amount should be greater than Zero.		STG_GUARANTEES

		DQFSDWRC0093		Checks if base column in the definition is present in corresponding dimension table		STG_GUARANTEES_TXNS_SUMMARY

		DQFSDWRC0281		Checks if base column in the definition is present in corresponding dimension table		STG_GUARANTEES_TXNS_SUMMARY

		DQFSDWRC0508		Checks if base column in the definition is present in corresponding dimension table		STG_GUARANTEES_TXNS_SUMMARY

		DQFSDWRC0461		Checks if base column in the definition is present in corresponding dimension table		STG_GUARANTEES_TXNS_SUMMARY

		DQFSDWRC0404		Checks if base column in the definition is present in corresponding dimension table		STG_IJARAH

		DQFSDWRC0094		Checks if base column in the definition is present in corresponding dimension table		STG_IJARAH

		DQFSDWRC0282		Checks if base column in the definition is present in corresponding dimension table		STG_IJARAH

		DQFSDWRC0026		Checks if base column in the definition is present in corresponding dimension table		STG_IJARAH

		DQFSDWRC0200		Checks if base column in the definition is present in corresponding dimension table		STG_IJARAH

		DQFSDWRC0284		Checks if base column in the definition is present in corresponding dimension table		STG_INSTRUMENT_CONTRACT_MASTER

		DQFSDWRC0286		Checks if base column in the definition is present in corresponding dimension table		STG_INSTRUMENT_CONTRACT_MASTER

		DQFSDWRC0285		Checks if base column in the definition is present in corresponding dimension table		STG_INSTRUMENT_CONTRACT_MASTER

		DQFSDWRC0283		Checks if base column in the definition is present in corresponding dimension table		STG_INSTRUMENT_CONTRACT_MASTER

		DQFSDWRC0027		Checks if base column in the definition is present in corresponding dimension table		STG_INSTRUMENT_CONTRACT_MASTER

		DQFSDWRC0287		Checks if base column in the definition is present in corresponding dimension table		STG_INSURANCE_DETAILS

		DQFSDWRC0288		Checks if base column in the definition is present in corresponding dimension table		STG_INT_OPERATIONAL_RISK_LOSS

		DQFSDWRC0289		Checks if base column in the definition is present in corresponding dimension table		STG_INT_SCENARIO_DATA

		DQFSDWRC0290		Checks if base column in the definition is present in corresponding dimension table		STG_INT_SCENARIO_SEVERITY_DTLS

		DQFSDWNU0475		n_interest_rate should be greater than Zero.		STG_INVESTMENTS

		DQFSDWNU0476		n_maturity_value should be greater than Zero.		STG_INVESTMENTS

		DQFSDWNU0478		n_amount_p should be greater than Zero.		STG_INVESTMENTS

		DQFSDWNU0479		n_purchase_price should be greater than Zero.		STG_INVESTMENTS

		DQFSDWNU0480		n_redemption_value should be greater than Zero.		STG_INVESTMENTS

		DQFSDWNU0481		n_settlement_days should be greater than Zero.		STG_INVESTMENTS

		DQFSDWDT0172		To check if last reprice date is lesser than extraction date 		STG_INVESTMENTS

		DQFSDWDT0184		To check if maturity date is less than or equal to misdate 		STG_INVESTMENTS

		DQFSDWDT0061		To check if base column value is more than target column value. Its an error if it is more.		STG_INVESTMENTS

		DQFSDWDT0062		To check if base column value is more than target column value. Its an error if it is more.		STG_INVESTMENTS

		DQFSDWRC0028		Checks if base column in the definition is present in corresponding dimension table		STG_INVESTMENTS

		DQFSDWRC0096		Checks if base column in the definition is present in corresponding dimension table		STG_INVESTMENTS

		DQFSDWRC0510		Checks if base column in the definition is present in corresponding dimension table		STG_INVESTMENTS

		DQFSDWNU0477		n_no_of_underlyings should be greater than Zero.		STG_INVESTMENTS

		DQFSDWRC0463		Checks if base column in the definition is present in corresponding dimension table		STG_INVESTMENTS

		DQFSDWRC0405		Checks if base column in the definition is present in corresponding dimension table		STG_INVESTMENTS

		DQFSDWRC0153		Checks if base column in the definition is present in corresponding dimension table		STG_INVESTMENTS

		DQFSDWDT0157		To check if Adjustment Effective Date is null when interest type is Adjustable		STG_INVESTMENTS

		DQFSDWRC0292		Checks if base column in the definition is present in corresponding dimension table		STG_INVESTMENTS

		DQFSDWRC0293		Checks if base column in the definition is present in corresponding dimension table		STG_INVESTMENTS

		DQFSDWNU0474		n_int_spread should be greater than Zero.		STG_INVESTMENTS

		DQFSDWNU0473		n_exp_mtm_value should be greater than Zero.		STG_INVESTMENTS

		DQFSDWNU0472		n_exercise_price should be greater than Zero.		STG_INVESTMENTS

		DQFSDWNU0471		n_equity_fair_value should be greater than Zero.		STG_INVESTMENTS

		DQFSDWRC0294		Checks if base column in the definition is present in corresponding dimension table		STG_INVESTMENTS

		DQFSDWNU0470		n_equity_dividend_percent should be greater than Zero.		STG_INVESTMENTS

		DQFSDWNU0469		n_eop_bal should be greater than Zero.		STG_INVESTMENTS

		DQFSDWNU0468		n_effective_exp_amt should be greater than Zero.		STG_INVESTMENTS

		DQFSDWRC0201		Checks if base column in the definition is present in corresponding dimension table		STG_INVESTMENTS

		DQFSDWDT0063		To check if base column value is more than target column value. Its an error if it is more.		STG_INVESTMENTS

		DQFSDWDT0065		To check if base column value is more than target column value. Its an error if it is more.		STG_INVESTMENTS

		DQFSDWDT0067		To check if base column value is more than target column value. Its an error if it is more.		STG_INVESTMENTS

		DQFSDWDT0068		To check if base column value is more than target column value. Its an error if it is more.		STG_INVESTMENTS

		DQFSDWDT0069		To check if base column value is more than target column value. Its an error if it is more.		STG_INVESTMENTS

		DQFSDWDT0066		To check if base column value is more than target column value. Its an error if it is more.		STG_INVESTMENTS

		DQFSDWDT0064		To check if base column value is more than target column value. Its an error if it is more.		STG_INVESTMENTS

		DQFSDWNU0429		Best Estimate Percent should be ranging from 0 and 1.		STG_INVESTMENTS

		DQFSDWNU0430		Adjusted elgd percent to the Guarantee and Credit derivatives should be ranging from 0 and 1.		STG_INVESTMENTS

		DQFSDWNU0431		Adjusted lgd percent should be ranging from 0 and 1.		STG_INVESTMENTS

		DQFSDWDT0166		Repricing date is greater or equal to mis date		STG_INVESTMENTS

		DQFSDWNU0447		The Beta value of the Equity mapped to index should be ranging from -1 and 2.		STG_INVESTMENTS

		DQFSDWNU0448		Stores Expected Loss Given Default should be ranging from 0 and 1.		STG_INVESTMENTS

		DQFSDWNU0449		LGD of the Counterparty should be ranging between 0 and 1.		STG_INVESTMENTS

		DQFSDWNU0450		PD of the Counterparty, if provided as a download should be greater than Zero and less than one.		STG_INVESTMENTS

		DQFSDWNU0451		Percent of security encumbered should be ranging from 0 and 1.		STG_INVESTMENTS

		DQFSDWNU0463		n_coupon should be greater than Zero.		STG_INVESTMENTS

		DQFSDWNU0464		n_duration should be greater than Zero.		STG_INVESTMENTS

		DQFSDWNU0465		n_contract_amt should be greater than Zero.		STG_INVESTMENTS

		DQFSDWNU0466		n_contract_amt_lcy should be greater than Zero.		STG_INVESTMENTS

		DQFSDWNU0467		n_eff_maturity should be greater than Zero.		STG_INVESTMENTS

		DQFSDWRC0291		Checks if base column in the definition is present in corresponding dimension table		STG_INVESTMENT_TXNS_SUMMARY

		DQFSDWRC0509		Checks if base column in the definition is present in corresponding dimension table		STG_INVESTMENT_TXNS_SUMMARY

		DQFSDWRC0095		Checks if base column in the definition is present in corresponding dimension table		STG_INVESTMENT_TXNS_SUMMARY

		DQFSDWRC0462		Checks if base column in the definition is present in corresponding dimension table		STG_INVESTMENT_TXNS_SUMMARY

		DQFSDWRC0296		Checks if base column in the definition is present in corresponding dimension table		STG_IRCS

		DQFSDWRC0295		Checks if base column in the definition is present in corresponding dimension table		STG_IRC_RATE_HIST

		DQFSDWRC0029		Checks if base column in the definition is present in corresponding dimension table		STG_ISSUER_MASTER

		DQFSDWRC0297		Checks if base column in the definition is present in corresponding dimension table		STG_ISSUE_DETAILS

		DQFSDWRC0097		Checks if base column in the definition is present in corresponding dimension table		STG_ISTISNA

		DQFSDWRC0030		Checks if base column in the definition is present in corresponding dimension table		STG_ISTISNA

		DQFSDWRC0406		Checks if base column in the definition is present in corresponding dimension table		STG_ISTISNA

		DQFSDWRC0298		Checks if base column in the definition is present in corresponding dimension table		STG_ISTISNA

		DQFSDWRC0203		Checks if base column in the definition is present in corresponding dimension table		STG_ISTISNA

		DQFSDWRC0031		Checks if base column in the definition is present in corresponding dimension table		STG_LC_CONTRACTS

		DQFSDWRC0098		Checks if base column in the definition is present in corresponding dimension table		STG_LC_CONTRACTS

		DQFSDWRC0511		Checks if base column in the definition is present in corresponding dimension table		STG_LC_CONTRACTS

		DQFSDWRC0464		Checks if base column in the definition is present in corresponding dimension table		STG_LC_CONTRACTS

		DQFSDWRC0407		Checks if base column in the definition is present in corresponding dimension table		STG_LC_CONTRACTS

		DQFSDWRC0299		Checks if base column in the definition is present in corresponding dimension table		STG_LC_CONTRACTS

		DQFSDWRC0300		Checks if base column in the definition is present in corresponding dimension table		STG_LC_CONTRACTS

		DQFSDWRC0204		Checks if base column in the definition is present in corresponding dimension table		STG_LC_CONTRACTS

		DQFSDWNU0268		n_current_fees should be greater than 0.		STG_LEASES_CONTRACTS

		DQFSDWNU0269		n_dealer_reserve_orignal should be greater than 0.		STG_LEASES_CONTRACTS

		DQFSDWNU0270		n_deferred_cur_bal should be greater than 0.		STG_LEASES_CONTRACTS

		DQFSDWNU0271		n_delinquent_days should be greater than 0.		STG_LEASES_CONTRACTS

		DQFSDWNU0272		Base Column should be greater than specific value or another column		STG_LEASES_CONTRACTS

		DQFSDWNU0273		n_delq_year_times should be greater than 0.		STG_LEASES_CONTRACTS

		DQFSDWNU0274		n_disposed_asssets should be greater than 0.		STG_LEASES_CONTRACTS

		DQFSDWNU0275		n_eop_bal should be greater than 0.		STG_LEASES_CONTRACTS

		DQFSDWNU0276		n_eop_curr_prin_bal should be greater than 0.		STG_LEASES_CONTRACTS

		DQFSDWNU0277		n_equipment_exp should be greater than 0.		STG_LEASES_CONTRACTS

		DQFSDWNU0278		n_exp_unrealized_gain should be greater than 0.		STG_LEASES_CONTRACTS

		DQFSDWNU0279		n_exp_unrealized_loss should be greater than 0.		STG_LEASES_CONTRACTS

		DQFSDWNU0280		n_fees_eir should be greater than 0.		STG_LEASES_CONTRACTS

		DQFSDWNU0281		n_gross_fee_income should be greater than 0.		STG_LEASES_CONTRACTS

		DQFSDWNU0282		n_hm_effective_interest_rate should be greater than 0.		STG_LEASES_CONTRACTS

		DQFSDWNU0283		n_interest_inc_exp should be greater than 0.		STG_LEASES_CONTRACTS

		DQFSDWNU0284		n_inventoried_assets should be greater than 0.		STG_LEASES_CONTRACTS

		DQFSDWNU0285		n_lease_amount should be greater than 0.		STG_LEASES_CONTRACTS

		DQFSDWNU0286		n_margin should be greater than 0.		STG_LEASES_CONTRACTS

		DQFSDWNU0287		n_margin_gross should be greater than 0.		STG_LEASES_CONTRACTS

		DQFSDWNU0288		n_margin_t_rate should be greater than 0.		STG_LEASES_CONTRACTS

		DQFSDWRC0032		Checks if base column in the definition is present in corresponding dimension table		STG_LEASES_CONTRACTS

		DQFSDWRC0099		Checks if base column in the definition is present in corresponding dimension table		STG_LEASES_CONTRACTS

		DQFSDWRC0512		Checks if base column in the definition is present in corresponding dimension table		STG_LEASES_CONTRACTS

		DQFSDWRC0465		Checks if base column in the definition is present in corresponding dimension table		STG_LEASES_CONTRACTS

		DQFSDWRC0408		Checks if base column in the definition is present in corresponding dimension table		STG_LEASES_CONTRACTS

		DQFSDWRC0154		Checks if base column in the definition is present in corresponding dimension table		STG_LEASES_CONTRACTS

		DQFSDWRC0301		Checks if base column in the definition is present in corresponding dimension table		STG_LEASES_CONTRACTS

		DQFSDWRC0205		Checks if base column in the definition is present in corresponding dimension table		STG_LEASES_CONTRACTS

		DQFSDWDT0070		To check if base column value is more than target column value. Its an error if it is more.		STG_LEASES_CONTRACTS

		DQFSDWDT0073		To check if base column value is more than target column value. Its an error if it is more.		STG_LEASES_CONTRACTS

		DQFSDWDT0074		To check if base column value is more than target column value. Its an error if it is more.		STG_LEASES_CONTRACTS

		DQFSDWDT0071		To check if base column value is more than target column value. Its an error if it is more.		STG_LEASES_CONTRACTS

		DQFSDWDT0076		To check if base column value is more than target column value. Its an error if it is more.		STG_LEASES_CONTRACTS

		DQFSDWDT0072		To check if base column value is more than target column value. Its an error if it is more.		STG_LEASES_CONTRACTS

		DQFSDWDT0075		To check if base column value is more than target column value. Its an error if it is more.		STG_LEASES_CONTRACTS

		DQFSDWDT0173		To check if last reprice date is lesser than extraction date 		STG_LEASES_CONTRACTS

		DQFSDWDT0185		To check if maturity date is less than or equal to misdate 		STG_LEASES_CONTRACTS

		DQFSDWNU0289		n_neg_amrt_limit should be greater than 0.		STG_LEASES_CONTRACTS

		DQFSDWNU0290		n_net_fee_income should be greater than 0.		STG_LEASES_CONTRACTS

		DQFSDWNU0291		n_orig_book_bal should be greater than 0.		STG_LEASES_CONTRACTS

		DQFSDWNU0292		n_orig_interest_amt should be greater than 0.		STG_LEASES_CONTRACTS

		DQFSDWNU0293		n_orig_interest_rate should be greater than 0.		STG_LEASES_CONTRACTS

		DQFSDWNU0294		n_other_account_exp should be greater than 0.		STG_LEASES_CONTRACTS

		DQFSDWNU0295		n_other_processing_exp should be greater than 0.		STG_LEASES_CONTRACTS

		DQFSDWNU0296		n_remain_no_of_pmts should be greater than 0.		STG_LEASES_CONTRACTS

		DQFSDWNU0297		n_residual_amount should be greater than 0.		STG_LEASES_CONTRACTS

		DQFSDWNU0298		n_total_account_exp should be greater than 0.		STG_LEASES_CONTRACTS

		DQFSDWNU0299		n_total_distribution_exp should be greater than 0.		STG_LEASES_CONTRACTS

		DQFSDWNU0301		n_total_process_exp should be greater than 0.		STG_LEASES_CONTRACTS

		DQFSDWNU0300		n_total_transactions should be greater than 0.		STG_LEASES_CONTRACTS

		DQFSDWNU0302		n_waived_fees should be greater than 0.		STG_LEASES_CONTRACTS

		DQFSDWDT0158		To check if Adjustment Effective Date is null when interest type is Adjustable		STG_LEASES_CONTRACTS

		DQFSDWNU0256		Base Column should be greater than specific value or another column		STG_LEASES_CONTRACTS

		DQFSDWNU0257		n_alloc_trans_risk_reserve should be greater than 0.		STG_LEASES_CONTRACTS

		DQFSDWNU0258		n_amrt_term should be greater than 0.		STG_LEASES_CONTRACTS

		DQFSDWNU0259		n_collateral_mkt_value should be greater than 0.		STG_LEASES_CONTRACTS

		DQFSDWNU0260		n_collateral_nominal_value should be greater than 0.		STG_LEASES_CONTRACTS

		DQFSDWNU0261		n_contract_amt should be greater than 0.		STG_LEASES_CONTRACTS

		DQFSDWNU0262		n_cur_net_interest_rate should be greater than 0.		STG_LEASES_CONTRACTS

		DQFSDWNU0263		Base Column should be greater than specific value or another column		STG_LEASES_CONTRACTS

		DQFSDWNU0264		n_cur_payment should be greater than 0.		STG_LEASES_CONTRACTS

		DQFSDWNU0265		n_cur_tp_per_adb should be greater than 0.		STG_LEASES_CONTRACTS

		DQFSDWNU0266		n_cur_yield should be greater than 0.		STG_LEASES_CONTRACTS

		DQFSDWNU0267		n_curr_interest_rate should be greater than 0.		STG_LEASES_CONTRACTS

		DQFSDWRC0033		Checks if base column in the definition is present in corresponding dimension table		STG_LEASES_TXNS

		DQFSDWRC0409		Checks if base column in the definition is present in corresponding dimension table		STG_LEASES_TXNS

		DQFSDWRC0302		Checks if base column in the definition is present in corresponding dimension table		STG_LEASES_TXNS

		DQFSDWRC0466		Checks if base column in the definition is present in corresponding dimension table		STG_LEASES_TXNS_SUMMARY

		DQFSDWRC0513		Checks if base column in the definition is present in corresponding dimension table		STG_LEASES_TXNS_SUMMARY

		DQFSDWRC0303		Checks if base column in the definition is present in corresponding dimension table		STG_LEASES_TXNS_SUMMARY

		DQFSDWRC0100		Checks if base column in the definition is present in corresponding dimension table		STG_LEASES_TXNS_SUMMARY

		DQFSDWRC0410		Checks if base column in the definition is present in corresponding dimension table		STG_LIMITS_SUMMARY

		DQFSDWRC0034		Checks if base column in the definition is present in corresponding dimension table		STG_LIMITS_SUMMARY

		DQFSDWRC0101		Checks if base column in the definition is present in corresponding dimension table		STG_LIMITS_SUMMARY

		DQFSDWRC0304		Checks if base column in the definition is present in corresponding dimension table		STG_LIMITS_SUMMARY

		DQFSDWRC0206		Checks if base column in the definition is present in corresponding dimension table		STG_LIMITS_SUMMARY

		DQFSDWNU0220		n_tot_revenue should be greater than 0.		STG_LOAN_CONTRACTS

		DQFSDWNU0221		n_tot_writeback_mtd should be greater than 0.		STG_LOAN_CONTRACTS

		DQFSDWNU0222		n_tot_writeoff_mtd should be greater than 0.		STG_LOAN_CONTRACTS

		DQFSDWNU0223		n_total_fees_at_orig should be greater than 0.		STG_LOAN_CONTRACTS

		DQFSDWNU0224		n_total_transactions should be greater than 0.		STG_LOAN_CONTRACTS

		DQFSDWNU0225		n_transfer_rate should be greater than 0.		STG_LOAN_CONTRACTS

		DQFSDWNU0226		Base Column should be greater than specific value or another column		STG_LOAN_CONTRACTS

		DQFSDWNU0227		n_undrawn_amount_lcy should be greater than 0.		STG_LOAN_CONTRACTS

		DQFSDWNU0228		n_unpaid_premium should be greater than 0.		STG_LOAN_CONTRACTS

		DQFSDWNU0229		n_waived_fees should be greater than 0.		STG_LOAN_CONTRACTS

		DQFSDWNU0230		n_write_off_amount should be greater than 0.		STG_LOAN_CONTRACTS

		DQFSDWNU0231		n_break_tolerance_amt should be greater than 0.		STG_LOAN_CONTRACTS

		DQFSDWNU0232		n_broker_fees should be greater than 0.		STG_LOAN_CONTRACTS

		DQFSDWNU0233		n_business_days_long_txn should be greater than 0.		STG_LOAN_CONTRACTS

		DQFSDWNU0234		n_cnr should be greater than 0.		STG_LOAN_CONTRACTS

		DQFSDWNU0235		n_coll_acq_price should be greater than 0.		STG_LOAN_CONTRACTS

		DQFSDWNU0236		n_coll_mkt_value should be greater than 0.		STG_LOAN_CONTRACTS

		DQFSDWNU0237		n_coll_reposses_sale_amt should be greater than 0.		STG_LOAN_CONTRACTS

		DQFSDWNU0238		n_commitment_fee should be greater than 0.		STG_LOAN_CONTRACTS

		DQFSDWNU0239		n_credit_life_ins_prem should be greater than 0.		STG_LOAN_CONTRACTS

		DQFSDWNU0240		n_cum_recoveries should be greater than 0.		STG_LOAN_CONTRACTS

		DQFSDWNU0241		n_cur_book_bal should be greater than 0.		STG_LOAN_CONTRACTS

		DQFSDWNU0242		n_cur_gross_interest_rate should be greater than 0.		STG_LOAN_CONTRACTS

		DQFSDWNU0243		Base Column should be greater than specific value or another column		STG_LOAN_CONTRACTS

		DQFSDWNU0244		n_cur_tp_per_adb should be greater than 0.		STG_LOAN_CONTRACTS

		DQFSDWNU0145		n_int_accrued_mtd should be greater than 0.		STG_LOAN_CONTRACTS

		DQFSDWNU0146		n_int_recovered_amt should be greater than 0.		STG_LOAN_CONTRACTS

		DQFSDWNU0245		n_cur_yield should be greater than 0.		STG_LOAN_CONTRACTS

		DQFSDWNU0246		n_curr_dsr should be greater than 0.		STG_LOAN_CONTRACTS

		DQFSDWNU0247		n_curr_interest_rate should be greater than 0.		STG_LOAN_CONTRACTS

		DQFSDWNU0248		n_curr_payment_recd should be greater than 0.		STG_LOAN_CONTRACTS

		DQFSDWNU0249		n_current_coll_value should be greater than 0.		STG_LOAN_CONTRACTS

		DQFSDWNU0151		n_interest_bm_rate should be greater than 0.		STG_LOAN_CONTRACTS

		DQFSDWRC0036		Checks if base column in the definition is present in corresponding dimension table		STG_LOAN_CONTRACTS

		DQFSDWRC0103		Checks if base column in the definition is present in corresponding dimension table		STG_LOAN_CONTRACTS

		DQFSDWRC0412		Checks if base column in the definition is present in corresponding dimension table		STG_LOAN_CONTRACTS

		DQFSDWRC0155		Checks if base column in the definition is present in corresponding dimension table		STG_LOAN_CONTRACTS

		DQFSDWRC0156		Checks if base column in the definition is present in corresponding dimension table		STG_LOAN_CONTRACTS

		DQFSDWRC0307		Checks if base column in the definition is present in corresponding dimension table		STG_LOAN_CONTRACTS

		DQFSDWRC0308		Checks if base column in the definition is present in corresponding dimension table		STG_LOAN_CONTRACTS

		DQFSDWRC0309		Checks if base column in the definition is present in corresponding dimension table		STG_LOAN_CONTRACTS

		DQFSDWRC0310		Checks if base column in the definition is present in corresponding dimension table		STG_LOAN_CONTRACTS

		DQFSDWRC0207		Checks if base column in the definition is present in corresponding dimension table		STG_LOAN_CONTRACTS

		DQFSDWRC0515		Checks if base column in the definition is present in corresponding dimension table		STG_LOAN_CONTRACTS

		DQFSDWDT0077		To check if base column value is more than target column value. Its an error if it is more.		STG_LOAN_CONTRACTS

		DQFSDWDT0082		To check if base column value is more than target column value. Its an error if it is more.		STG_LOAN_CONTRACTS

		DQFSDWDT0085		To check if base column value is more than target column value. Its an error if it is more.		STG_LOAN_CONTRACTS

		DQFSDWDT0088		To check if base column value is more than target column value. Its an error if it is more.		STG_LOAN_CONTRACTS

		DQFSDWDT0090		To check if base column value is more than target column value. Its an error if it is more.		STG_LOAN_CONTRACTS

		DQFSDWDT0093		To check if base column value is more than target column value. Its an error if it is more.		STG_LOAN_CONTRACTS

		DQFSDWDT0096		To check if base column value is more than target column value. Its an error if it is more.		STG_LOAN_CONTRACTS

		DQFSDWDT0081		To check if base column value is more than target column value. Its an error if it is more.		STG_LOAN_CONTRACTS

		DQFSDWDT0087		To check if base column value is more than target column value. Its an error if it is more.		STG_LOAN_CONTRACTS

		DQFSDWDT0079		To check if base column value is more than target column value. Its an error if it is more.		STG_LOAN_CONTRACTS

		DQFSDWDT0086		To check if base column value is more than target column value. Its an error if it is more.		STG_LOAN_CONTRACTS

		DQFSDWDT0091		To check if base column value is more than target column value. Its an error if it is more.		STG_LOAN_CONTRACTS

		DQFSDWDT0092		To check if base column value is more than target column value. Its an error if it is more.		STG_LOAN_CONTRACTS

		DQFSDWDT0094		To check if base column value is more than target column value. Its an error if it is more.		STG_LOAN_CONTRACTS

		DQFSDWDT0078		To check if base column value is more than target column value. Its an error if it is more.		STG_LOAN_CONTRACTS

		DQFSDWDT0083		To check if base column value is more than target column value. Its an error if it is more.		STG_LOAN_CONTRACTS

		DQFSDWDT0095		To check if base column value is more than target column value. Its an error if it is more.		STG_LOAN_CONTRACTS

		DQFSDWDT0089		To check if base column value is more than target column value. Its an error if it is more.		STG_LOAN_CONTRACTS

		DQFSDWDT0149		To check Next finance date is greater than mis date		STG_LOAN_CONTRACTS

		DQFSDWDT0159		To check if Adjustment Effective Date is null when interest type is Adjustable		STG_LOAN_CONTRACTS

		DQFSDWDT0167		Rule to make sure in the data that repricing date is greater or equal to mis date		STG_LOAN_CONTRACTS

		DQFSDWDT0174		Last reprice date is lessthan extraction date when last reprice date is present		STG_LOAN_CONTRACTS

		DQFSDWNU0192		Principal amount written back should be greater than 0. 		STG_LOAN_CONTRACTS

		DQFSDWNU0193		n_prin_writeoff_amt_mtd should be greater than 0.		STG_LOAN_CONTRACTS

		DQFSDWNU0194		n_principal_freq should be greater than 0.		STG_LOAN_CONTRACTS

		DQFSDWNU0195		The average balance at the reprice date should be less than End of Period Balanace.		STG_LOAN_CONTRACTS

		DQFSDWNU0196		n_processing_fee should be greater than 0.		STG_LOAN_CONTRACTS

		DQFSDWNU0197		n_rate_chg_min should be greater than 0.		STG_LOAN_CONTRACTS

		DQFSDWNU0198		The total provisions  should be less than or equal to Outstanding Balance(EOP).		STG_LOAN_CONTRACTS

		DQFSDWNU0199		Total provisions should be greater than or equal to Zero 		STG_LOAN_CONTRACTS

		DQFSDWNU0200		n_rate_chg_rnd_fac should be greater than 0.		STG_LOAN_CONTRACTS

		DQFSDWNU0201		n_rate_decr_year should be greater than 0.		STG_LOAN_CONTRACTS

		DQFSDWNU0202		This stores minimum rate should be greaterthan the rate specified in Rate Floor Life is used.		STG_LOAN_CONTRACTS

		DQFSDWNU0203		n_rate_incr_year should be greater than 0.		STG_LOAN_CONTRACTS

		DQFSDWNU0204		Stores the realised LGD.		STG_LOAN_CONTRACTS

		DQFSDWNU0205		n_remain_no_of_pmts should be greater than 0.		STG_LOAN_CONTRACTS

		DQFSDWNU0206		n_renewal_fee should be greater than 0.		STG_LOAN_CONTRACTS

		DQFSDWNU0207		This stores the total commitment amount for an account.		STG_LOAN_CONTRACTS

		DQFSDWNU0208		n_sec_lqd_amt should be greater than 0.		STG_LOAN_CONTRACTS

		DQFSDWNU0209		n_sec_prin_beginning_amt should be greater than 0.		STG_LOAN_CONTRACTS

		DQFSDWNU0210		n_sec_prin_paid_amt should be greater than 0.		STG_LOAN_CONTRACTS

		DQFSDWDT0080		To check if base column value is more than target column value. Its an error if it is more.		STG_LOAN_CONTRACTS

		DQFSDWNU0211		n_sec_repurchased_amt should be greater than 0.		STG_LOAN_CONTRACTS

		DQFSDWNU0212		n_service_charges should be greater than 0.		STG_LOAN_CONTRACTS

		DQFSDWNU0213		n_settlement_days should be greater than 0.		STG_LOAN_CONTRACTS

		DQFSDWNU0214		n_sold_cdp_risk_weight should be greater than 0.		STG_LOAN_CONTRACTS

		DQFSDWNU0215		n_std_business_days should be greater than 0.		STG_LOAN_CONTRACTS

		DQFSDWNU0216		n_supervisory_beta_value should be greater than 0.		STG_LOAN_CONTRACTS

		DQFSDWDT0084		To check if base column value is more than target column value. Its an error if it is more.		STG_LOAN_CONTRACTS

		DQFSDWNU0217		Base Column should be greater than or equal to specific value or another column		STG_LOAN_CONTRACTS

		DQFSDWNU0218		n_tot_fee_chgs should be greater than 0.		STG_LOAN_CONTRACTS

		DQFSDWNU0219		Base Column should be greater than specific value or another column		STG_LOAN_CONTRACTS

		DQFSDWNU0152		n_interest_freq should be greater than 0.		STG_LOAN_CONTRACTS

		DQFSDWNU0253		Base Column should be greater than specific value or another column		STG_LOAN_CONTRACTS

		DQFSDWNU0254		Base Column should be greater than specific value or another column		STG_LOAN_CONTRACTS

		DQFSDWNU0153		n_interest_recd_mtd should be greater than 0.		STG_LOAN_CONTRACTS

		DQFSDWNU0154		n_late_pmt_fee should be greater than 0.		STG_LOAN_CONTRACTS

		DQFSDWNU0155		The provision made by the bank  should be less than or equal to EOP Balance		STG_LOAN_CONTRACTS

		DQFSDWNU0156		The provision should be less than or equal to EOP Balance		STG_LOAN_CONTRACTS

		DQFSDWNU0157		n_margin_gross should be greater than 0.		STG_LOAN_CONTRACTS

		DQFSDWNU0158		n_margin_t_rate should be greater than 0.		STG_LOAN_CONTRACTS

		DQFSDWNU0159		n_mortgage_lending_value should be greater than 0.		STG_LOAN_CONTRACTS

		DQFSDWNU0160		n_neg_amrt_limit should be greater than 0.		STG_LOAN_CONTRACTS

		DQFSDWNU0161		The total amount of principal  should be less than or equal to n_neg_amrt_limit.		STG_LOAN_CONTRACTS

		DQFSDWNU0164		n_no_checks_returned should be greater than 0.		STG_LOAN_CONTRACTS

		DQFSDWNU0165		n_nrff should be greater than 0.		STG_LOAN_CONTRACTS

		DQFSDWNU0166		n_numb_instal_prin should be greater than 0.		STG_LOAN_CONTRACTS

		DQFSDWNU0167		n_offset_acct_expected_bal should be greater than 0.		STG_LOAN_CONTRACTS

		DQFSDWNU0168		n_offset_acct_minimum_balance should be greater than 0.		STG_LOAN_CONTRACTS

		DQFSDWNU0169		n_orig_amrt_term should be greater than 0.		STG_LOAN_CONTRACTS

		DQFSDWNU0170		n_orig_book_bal should be greater than 0.		STG_LOAN_CONTRACTS

		DQFSDWNU0171		n_orig_float_spread should be greater than 0.		STG_LOAN_CONTRACTS

		DQFSDWNU0172		n_orig_interest_amt should be greater than 0.		STG_LOAN_CONTRACTS

		DQFSDWNU0173		Contractual interest rate should be greater than or equal to Original Float Spread		STG_LOAN_CONTRACTS

		DQFSDWNU0174		Market Value as of origination date expressed as a percentage of the Original Par Balance.		STG_LOAN_CONTRACTS

		DQFSDWNU0175		Market Value should be less than or equal to Original Book Balance		STG_LOAN_CONTRACTS

		DQFSDWNU0176		Par value should be less than or equal to Original Book Balance		STG_LOAN_CONTRACTS

		DQFSDWNU0177		original payment should be less than or equal  Original Book Balance.		STG_LOAN_CONTRACTS

		DQFSDWNU0178		n_orig_remain_no_of_pmts should be greater than 0.		STG_LOAN_CONTRACTS

		DQFSDWNU0179		n_original_coll_value should be greater than 0.		STG_LOAN_CONTRACTS

		DQFSDWNU0180		n_other_fees should be greater than 0.		STG_LOAN_CONTRACTS

		DQFSDWNU0181		n_other_processing_exp should be greater than 0.		STG_LOAN_CONTRACTS

		DQFSDWNU0182		n_overdue_days_int should be greater than 0.		STG_LOAN_CONTRACTS

		DQFSDWNU0183		n_overdue_days_prin should be greater than 0.		STG_LOAN_CONTRACTS

		DQFSDWNU0184		n_overdue_int should be greater than 0.		STG_LOAN_CONTRACTS

		DQFSDWNU0185		n_overdue_prin_amt should be greater than 0.		STG_LOAN_CONTRACTS

		DQFSDWNU0186		n_penalty_charges_recd should be greater than 0.		STG_LOAN_CONTRACTS

		DQFSDWNU0187		n_pre_closure_balance should be greater than 0.		STG_LOAN_CONTRACTS

		DQFSDWNU0188		Amount prepaid should be less than or equal to Outstanding Balance.		STG_LOAN_CONTRACTS

		DQFSDWNU0189		n_prin_recd_mtd should be greater than 0.		STG_LOAN_CONTRACTS

		DQFSDWNU0190		n_prin_recovered_amt should be greater than 0.		STG_LOAN_CONTRACTS

		DQFSDWNU0191		n_prin_recovered_amt_lcy should be greater than 0.		STG_LOAN_CONTRACTS

		DQFSDWNU0250		n_current_credit_limit should be greater than 0.		STG_LOAN_CONTRACTS

		DQFSDWNU0252		Base Column should be greater than specific value or another column		STG_LOAN_CONTRACTS

		DQFSDWNU0147		n_int_recovered_amt_lcy should be greater than 0.		STG_LOAN_CONTRACTS

		DQFSDWNU0148		n_int_recovered_amt_mtd should be greater than 0.		STG_LOAN_CONTRACTS

		DQFSDWNU0149		n_int_wback_amt_mtd should be greater than 0.		STG_LOAN_CONTRACTS

		DQFSDWNU0150		n_int_writeoff_amt_mtd should be greater than 0.		STG_LOAN_CONTRACTS

		DQFSDWRC0035		Checks if base column in the definition is present in corresponding dimension table		STG_LOAN_CONTRACT_TXNS

		DQFSDWRC0305		Checks if base column in the definition is present in corresponding dimension table		STG_LOAN_CONTRACT_TXNS

		DQFSDWDT0538		To Check for Transaction value Date is less than Transaction Date		STG_LOAN_CONTRACT_TXNS

		DQFSDWDT0561		To check for Transaction date less than or equal to Extraction date.		STG_LOAN_CONTRACT_TXNS

		DQFSDWRC0411		Checks if base column in the definition is present in corresponding dimension table		STG_LOAN_CONTRACT_TXNS

		DQFSDWRC0514		Checks if base column in the definition is present in corresponding dimension table		STG_LOAN_CONTRACT_TXNS_SUMMARY

		DQFSDWRC0306		Checks if base column in the definition is present in corresponding dimension table		STG_LOAN_CONTRACT_TXNS_SUMMARY

		DQFSDWRC0467		Checks if base column in the definition is present in corresponding dimension table		STG_LOAN_CONTRACT_TXNS_SUMMARY

		DQFSDWRC0102		Checks if base column in the definition is present in corresponding dimension table		STG_LOAN_CONTRACT_TXNS_SUMMARY

		DQFSDWNU0106		n_last_payment_amt should be greater than 0.		STG_MERCHANT_CARDS

		DQFSDWNU0107		n_manual_interchange_exp should be greater than 0.		STG_MERCHANT_CARDS

		DQFSDWNU0110		n_member_dues should be greater than 0.		STG_MERCHANT_CARDS

		DQFSDWNU0111		n_membership_exp should be greater than 0.		STG_MERCHANT_CARDS

		DQFSDWDT0099		To check if base column value is more than target column value. Its an error if it is more.		STG_MERCHANT_CARDS

		DQFSDWNU0112		Current outstanding merchandise balance.		STG_MERCHANT_CARDS

		DQFSDWNU0113		n_merchandise_rate should be greater than 0.		STG_MERCHANT_CARDS

		DQFSDWNU0108		n_manual_intrachange_exp should be greater than 0.		STG_MERCHANT_CARDS

		DQFSDWNU0109		n_margin should be greater than 0.		STG_MERCHANT_CARDS

		DQFSDWNU0114		n_merchant_charges should be greater than 0.		STG_MERCHANT_CARDS

		DQFSDWNU0115		Total amount of principal increase due to payments should be less than or equal to n_neg_amrt_limit		STG_MERCHANT_CARDS

		DQFSDWNU0116		n_neg_amrt_limit should be greater than 0.		STG_MERCHANT_CARDS

		DQFSDWNU0117		n_net_fee_income should be greater than 0.		STG_MERCHANT_CARDS

		DQFSDWNU0118		n_net_int_margin should be greater than 0.		STG_MERCHANT_CARDS

		DQFSDWDT0105		To check if base column value is more than target column value. Its an error if it is more.		STG_MERCHANT_CARDS

		DQFSDWDT0097		To check if base column value is more than target column value. Its an error if it is more.		STG_MERCHANT_CARDS

		DQFSDWDT0100		To check if base column value is more than target column value. Its an error if it is more.		STG_MERCHANT_CARDS

		DQFSDWDT0102		To check if base column value is more than target column value. Its an error if it is more.		STG_MERCHANT_CARDS

		DQFSDWDT0107		To check if base column value is more than target column value. Its an error if it is more.		STG_MERCHANT_CARDS

		DQFSDWDT0106		To check if base column value is more than target column value. Its an error if it is more.		STG_MERCHANT_CARDS

		DQFSDWDT0098		To check if base column value is more than target column value. Its an error if it is more.		STG_MERCHANT_CARDS

		DQFSDWDT0160		To check if Adjustment Effective Date is null when interest type is Adjustable		STG_MERCHANT_CARDS

		DQFSDWDT0178		To check if last reprice date is lesser than extraction date 		STG_MERCHANT_CARDS

		DQFSDWDT0186		To check if maturity date is less than or equal to misdate 		STG_MERCHANT_CARDS

		DQFSDWNU0001		Sum of fee income waived by the bank should be less than Total income.		STG_MERCHANT_CARDS

		DQFSDWNU0002		as-of-date should be less than Current Credit Limit.		STG_MERCHANT_CARDS

		DQFSDWNU0057		n_bonus_amt should be greater than 0.		STG_MERCHANT_CARDS

		DQFSDWNU0058		n_branch_platform_exp should be greater than 0.		STG_MERCHANT_CARDS

		DQFSDWNU0059		n_branch_teller_exp should be greater than 0.		STG_MERCHANT_CARDS

		DQFSDWNU0060		n_call_center_exp should be greater than 0.		STG_MERCHANT_CARDS

		DQFSDWNU0061		n_cash_balance should be greater than 0.		STG_MERCHANT_CARDS

		DQFSDWNU0044		n_total_charges should be greater than 0.		STG_MERCHANT_CARDS

		DQFSDWNU0045		n_total_distribution_exp should be greater than 0.		STG_MERCHANT_CARDS

		DQFSDWNU0046		n_total_exp should be greater than 0.		STG_MERCHANT_CARDS

		DQFSDWNU0047		n_total_fees should be greater than 0.		STG_MERCHANT_CARDS

		DQFSDWNU0048		n_total_process_exp should be greater than 0.		STG_MERCHANT_CARDS

		DQFSDWNU0049		n_total_transactions should be greater than 0.		STG_MERCHANT_CARDS

		DQFSDWNU0050		n_volume_rebate_amt should be greater than 0.		STG_MERCHANT_CARDS

		DQFSDWNU0051		n_warning_bulletins_exp should be greater than 0.		STG_MERCHANT_CARDS

		DQFSDWNU0052		Accrued Interest  Last Payment Date of Interest should be less than EOP Balance		STG_MERCHANT_CARDS

		DQFSDWNU0053		n_atm_exp should be greater than 0.		STG_MERCHANT_CARDS

		DQFSDWNU0054		n_authorization_exp should be greater than 0.		STG_MERCHANT_CARDS

		DQFSDWNU0055		n_authorization_fees should be greater than 0.		STG_MERCHANT_CARDS

		DQFSDWNU0090		n_float_days_ytd should be greater than 0.		STG_MERCHANT_CARDS

		DQFSDWNU0083		n_discounted_fees should be greater than 0.		STG_MERCHANT_CARDS

		DQFSDWNU0091		n_float_exp should be greater than 0.		STG_MERCHANT_CARDS

		DQFSDWNU0092		n_float_mgmt_fees should be greater than 0.		STG_MERCHANT_CARDS

		DQFSDWNU0093		n_gross_fee_income should be greater than 0.		STG_MERCHANT_CARDS

		DQFSDWNU0094		n_gross_margin should be greater than 0.		STG_MERCHANT_CARDS

		DQFSDWNU0095		n_hedge_portfolio_set should be greater than 0.		STG_MERCHANT_CARDS

		DQFSDWNU0096		n_hm_effective_interest_rate should be greater than 0.		STG_MERCHANT_CARDS

		DQFSDWNU0097		n_imprint_machine_exp should be greater than 0.		STG_MERCHANT_CARDS

		DQFSDWNU0098		n_interchange_discount_exp should be greater than 0.		STG_MERCHANT_CARDS

		DQFSDWNU0099		n_interchange_exp should be greater than 0.		STG_MERCHANT_CARDS

		DQFSDWNU0100		n_interest_inc_exp should be greater than 0.		STG_MERCHANT_CARDS

		DQFSDWNU0101		n_internatl_interchange_exp should be greater than 0.		STG_MERCHANT_CARDS

		DQFSDWNU0102		n_item_processing_exp should be greater than 0.		STG_MERCHANT_CARDS

		DQFSDWNU0103		Largest balance borrowed historically on this card should be greater than zero.		STG_MERCHANT_CARDS

		DQFSDWNU0104		Largest balance borrowed historically on this card.		STG_MERCHANT_CARDS

		DQFSDWDT0101		To check if base column value is more than target column value. Its an error if it is more.		STG_MERCHANT_CARDS

		DQFSDWDT0108		To check if base column value is more than target column value. Its an error if it is more.		STG_MERCHANT_CARDS

		DQFSDWNU0105		Loan Loss Reserve  should be less than eop Balance		STG_MERCHANT_CARDS

		DQFSDWNU0130		n_over_limit_bal should be greater than 0.		STG_MERCHANT_CARDS

		DQFSDWNU0131		n_over_limit_current_cycle should be greater than 0.		STG_MERCHANT_CARDS

		DQFSDWNU0132		The number of times  should be greater than or equal to Over limit current cycle.		STG_MERCHANT_CARDS

		DQFSDWNU0133		n_pmt_chg_freq should be greater than 0.		STG_MERCHANT_CARDS

		DQFSDWNU0134		n_prior_tp_per_adb should be greater than 0.		STG_MERCHANT_CARDS

		DQFSDWNU0135		Maximum rate allowed  should be greater than or equal to Gross interest Rate.		STG_MERCHANT_CARDS

		DQFSDWNU0136		Minimum rate allowed should be less than Gross Interest Rate		STG_MERCHANT_CARDS

		DQFSDWNU0137		n_record_count should be greater than 0.		STG_MERCHANT_CARDS

		DQFSDWNU0138		n_reserve_charge_credit should be greater than 0.		STG_MERCHANT_CARDS

		DQFSDWNU0139		n_retail_exp should be greater than 0.		STG_MERCHANT_CARDS

		DQFSDWNU0140		n_return_on_equity should be greater than 0.		STG_MERCHANT_CARDS

		DQFSDWNU0141		n_tape_processing_exp should be greater than 0.		STG_MERCHANT_CARDS

		DQFSDWNU0142		n_tax_exp should be greater than 0.		STG_MERCHANT_CARDS

		DQFSDWNU0143		n_terminals_exp should be greater than 0.		STG_MERCHANT_CARDS

		DQFSDWNU0144		n_total_account_exp should be greater than 0.		STG_MERCHANT_CARDS

		DQFSDWNU0062		n_cash_rate should be greater than 0.		STG_MERCHANT_CARDS

		DQFSDWNU0063		n_charge_off_bal should be greater than 0.		STG_MERCHANT_CARDS

		DQFSDWNU0064		n_chargeback_exp should be greater than 0.		STG_MERCHANT_CARDS

		DQFSDWNU0065		n_contrib_after_capital_chg should be greater than 0.		STG_MERCHANT_CARDS

		DQFSDWNU0066		n_correction_fees should be greater than 0.		STG_MERCHANT_CARDS

		DQFSDWNU0067		n_corrections_exp should be greater than 0.		STG_MERCHANT_CARDS

		DQFSDWNU0068		n_credit_bal_int_rate should be greater than 0.		STG_MERCHANT_CARDS

		DQFSDWNU0069		The current credit limit allowed for the account should be greater than or equal to EOP balance.		STG_MERCHANT_CARDS

		DQFSDWNU0070		n_cur_gross_interest_rate should be greater than 0.		STG_MERCHANT_CARDS

		DQFSDWNU0071		n_cur_net_interest_rate should be greater than 0.		STG_MERCHANT_CARDS

		DQFSDWNU0072		n_cur_oas should be greater than 0.		STG_MERCHANT_CARDS

		DQFSDWNU0073		Periodic principal should be less than EOP Balance.		STG_MERCHANT_CARDS

		DQFSDWNU0074		n_cur_static_spread should be greater than 0.		STG_MERCHANT_CARDS

		DQFSDWNU0075		Average Daily Balance should be less than End of Period Balance		STG_MERCHANT_CARDS

		DQFSDWNU0078		n_cycle_day_of_month should be greater than 0.		STG_MERCHANT_CARDS

		DQFSDWNU0076		n_cur_yield should be greater than 0.		STG_MERCHANT_CARDS

		DQFSDWNU0077		n_current_fees should be greater than 0.		STG_MERCHANT_CARDS

		DQFSDWNU0079		Day of the month on which account is cycled should be greater than 0		STG_MERCHANT_CARDS

		DQFSDWNU0080		n_delinquent_days should be greater than 0.		STG_MERCHANT_CARDS

		DQFSDWNU0082		Number of times the account has been delinquent during its life till date.		STG_MERCHANT_CARDS

		DQFSDWNU0081		n_discount_rate should be greater than 0.		STG_MERCHANT_CARDS

		DQFSDWNU0084		n_electronic_banking_exp should be greater than 0.		STG_MERCHANT_CARDS

		DQFSDWNU0085		n_eop_bal should be greater than 0.		STG_MERCHANT_CARDS

		DQFSDWNU0086		n_equity_credit should be greater than 0.		STG_MERCHANT_CARDS

		DQFSDWNU0087		n_fees_eir should be greater than 0.		STG_MERCHANT_CARDS

		DQFSDWNU0088		n_finance_charge_bal should be greater than 0.		STG_MERCHANT_CARDS

		DQFSDWNU0089		n_fixed_exp should be greater than 0.		STG_MERCHANT_CARDS

		DQFSDWNU0119		n_no_checks_returned should be greater than 0.		STG_MERCHANT_CARDS

		DQFSDWNU0120		n_orig_book_bal should be greater than 0.		STG_MERCHANT_CARDS

		DQFSDWNU0121		n_orig_interest_rate should be greater than 0.		STG_MERCHANT_CARDS

		DQFSDWNU0122		Market value as of origination date should be less than or equal Original Book Balance.		STG_MERCHANT_CARDS

		DQFSDWNU0123		Book value should be less than or equal Original Book Balance.		STG_MERCHANT_CARDS

		DQFSDWNU0124		Par value should be less than or equal Original Book Balance.		STG_MERCHANT_CARDS

		DQFSDWNU0125		Gross par value at date of purchase should be less than or equal Original Book Balance.		STG_MERCHANT_CARDS

		DQFSDWNU0126		Original Credit line should be greater than or equal to Original Book Balance		STG_MERCHANT_CARDS

		DQFSDWNU0127		n_other_account_exp should be greater than 0.		STG_MERCHANT_CARDS

		DQFSDWNU0128		n_other_exp should be greater than 0.		STG_MERCHANT_CARDS

		DQFSDWNU0129		n_other_processing_exp should be greater than 0.		STG_MERCHANT_CARDS

		DQFSDWNU0056		n_batch_exp should be greater than 0.		STG_MERCHANT_CARDS

		DQFSDWRC0037		Checks if base column in the definition is present in corresponding dimension table		STG_MERCHANT_CARDS

		DQFSDWRC0105		Checks if base column in the definition is present in corresponding dimension table		STG_MERCHANT_CARDS

		DQFSDWRC0469		Checks if base column in the definition is present in corresponding dimension table		STG_MERCHANT_CARDS

		DQFSDWRC0157		Checks if base column in the definition is present in corresponding dimension table		STG_MERCHANT_CARDS

		DQFSDWRC0158		Checks if base column in the definition is present in corresponding dimension table		STG_MERCHANT_CARDS

		DQFSDWRC0312		Checks if base column in the definition is present in corresponding dimension table		STG_MERCHANT_CARDS

		DQFSDWRC0517		Checks if base column in the definition is present in corresponding dimension table		STG_MERCHANT_CARDS

		DQFSDWDT0103		To check if base column value is more than target column value. Its an error if it is more.		STG_MERCHANT_CARDS

		DQFSDWDT0104		To check if base column value is more than target column value. Its an error if it is more.		STG_MERCHANT_CARDS

		DQFSDWDT0562		To check for Transaction Date is less than Extraction Date.		STG_MERCHANT_CARDS_TXNS

		DQFSDWRC0413		Checks if base column in the definition is present in corresponding dimension table		STG_MERCHANT_CARDS_TXNS

		DQFSDWRC0038		Checks if base column in the definition is present in corresponding dimension table		STG_MERCHANT_CARDS_TXNS

		DQFSDWRC0313		Checks if base column in the definition is present in corresponding dimension table		STG_MERCHANT_CARDS_TXNS

		DQFSDWRC0104		Checks if base column in the definition is present in corresponding dimension table		STG_MERCHANT_CARD_TXNS_SUMMARY

		DQFSDWRC0516		Checks if base column in the definition is present in corresponding dimension table		STG_MERCHANT_CARD_TXNS_SUMMARY

		DQFSDWRC0311		Checks if base column in the definition is present in corresponding dimension table		STG_MERCHANT_CARD_TXNS_SUMMARY

		DQFSDWRC0468		Checks if base column in the definition is present in corresponding dimension table		STG_MERCHANT_CARD_TXNS_SUMMARY

		DQFSDWRC0414		Checks if base column in the definition is present in corresponding dimension table		STG_MITIGANTS

		DQFSDWRC0314		Checks if base column in the definition is present in corresponding dimension table		STG_MITIGANTS

		DQFSDWRC0208		Checks if base column in the definition is present in corresponding dimension table		STG_MITIGANTS

		DQFSDWRC0415		Checks if base column in the definition is present in corresponding dimension table		STG_MM_CONTRACTS

		DQFSDWRC0471		Checks if base column in the definition is present in corresponding dimension table		STG_MM_CONTRACTS

		DQFSDWRC0317		Checks if base column in the definition is present in corresponding dimension table		STG_MM_CONTRACTS

		DQFSDWRC0316		Checks if base column in the definition is present in corresponding dimension table		STG_MM_CONTRACTS

		DQFSDWRC0107		Checks if base column in the definition is present in corresponding dimension table		STG_MM_CONTRACTS

		DQFSDWRC0318		Checks if base column in the definition is present in corresponding dimension table		STG_MM_CONTRACTS

		DQFSDWRC0209		Checks if base column in the definition is present in corresponding dimension table		STG_MM_CONTRACTS

		DQFSDWDT0114		To check if base column value is more than target column value. Its an error if it is more.		STG_MM_CONTRACTS

		DQFSDWRC0519		Checks if base column in the definition is present in corresponding dimension table		STG_MM_CONTRACTS

		DQFSDWDT0111		To check if base column value is more than target column value. Its an error if it is more.		STG_MM_CONTRACTS

		DQFSDWDT0113		To check if base column value is more than target column value. Its an error if it is more.		STG_MM_CONTRACTS

		DQFSDWDT0109		To check if base column value is more than target column value. Its an error if it is more.		STG_MM_CONTRACTS

		DQFSDWDT0112		To check if base column value is more than target column value. Its an error if it is more.		STG_MM_CONTRACTS

		DQFSDWDT0110		To check if base column value is more than target column value. Its an error if it is more.		STG_MM_CONTRACTS

		DQFSDWNU0415		Stores the probability of an exposure should be ranging from 0 and 1.		STG_MM_CONTRACTS

		DQFSDWNU0416		Risk weighted on basis of CRAR percentage should be between 0 and 100.		STG_MM_CONTRACTS

		DQFSDWNU0417		Percent of security encumbered should be ranging from 0 and 1.		STG_MM_CONTRACTS

		DQFSDWNU0421		Attrition score of the account should be ranging from 0 to 100.		STG_MM_CONTRACTS

		DQFSDWNU0422		Risk score of the account should be ranging from 0 and 100		STG_MM_CONTRACTS

		DQFSDWNU0423		loss as a percentage of exposure at default suffered should be between 0 and 1.		STG_MM_CONTRACTS

		DQFSDWNU0424		Contractual spread above or below pricing index should be ranging from 0 and 10.		STG_MM_CONTRACTS

		DQFSDWNU0432		n_amrt_term should be greater than Zero.		STG_MM_CONTRACTS

		DQFSDWDT0161		To check if Adjustment Effective Date is null when interest type is Adjustable		STG_MM_CONTRACTS

		DQFSDWNU0433		n_amt_due_prin should be greater than Zero.		STG_MM_CONTRACTS

		DQFSDWNU0434		n_commission_amount should be greater than Zero.		STG_MM_CONTRACTS

		DQFSDWNU0435		n_cur_payment should be greater than Zero.		STG_MM_CONTRACTS

		DQFSDWNU0436		n_el_best_estimate_percent should be greater than Zero.		STG_MM_CONTRACTS

		DQFSDWNU0437		n_interest_bm_rate should be greater than Zero.		STG_MM_CONTRACTS

		DQFSDWNU0438		n_interest_rate should be greater than Zero.		STG_MM_CONTRACTS

		DQFSDWNU0439		n_provision_amount should be greater than Zero.		STG_MM_CONTRACTS

		DQFSDWNU0440		n_rem_tenor should be greater than Zero.		STG_MM_CONTRACTS

		DQFSDWNU0445		n_eop_bal should be greater than Zero.		STG_MM_CONTRACTS

		DQFSDWNU0446		n_amount should be greater than Zero.		STG_MM_CONTRACTS

		DQFSDWDT0176		To check if last reprice date is lesser than extraction date when last reprice date		STG_MM_CONTRACTS

		DQFSDWDT0187		To check if maturity date is less than or equal to misdate 		STG_MM_CONTRACTS

		DQFSDWRC0039		Checks if base column in the definition is present in corresponding dimension table		STG_MM_CONTRACTS

		DQFSDWDT0115		To check if base column value is more than target column value. Its an error if it is more.		STG_MM_CONTRACTS

		DQFSDWRC0210		Checks if base column in the definition is present in corresponding dimension table		STG_MM_CONTRACTS

		DQFSDWRC0106		Checks if base column in the definition is present in corresponding dimension table		STG_MM_CONTRACT_TXNS_SUMMARY

		DQFSDWRC0518		Checks if base column in the definition is present in corresponding dimension table		STG_MM_CONTRACT_TXNS_SUMMARY

		DQFSDWRC0470		Checks if base column in the definition is present in corresponding dimension table		STG_MM_CONTRACT_TXNS_SUMMARY

		DQFSDWRC0315		Checks if base column in the definition is present in corresponding dimension table		STG_MM_CONTRACT_TXNS_SUMMARY

		DQFSDWRC0319		Checks if base column in the definition is present in corresponding dimension table		STG_MR_RISK_FACTOR_STATISTICS

		DQFSDWRC0320		Checks if base column in the definition is present in corresponding dimension table		STG_MR_RISK_FACTOR_STATISTICS

		DQFSDWRC0108		Checks if base column in the definition is present in corresponding dimension table		STG_MUDARABAH

		DQFSDWRC0321		Checks if base column in the definition is present in corresponding dimension table		STG_MUDARABAH

		DQFSDWRC0211		Checks if base column in the definition is present in corresponding dimension table		STG_MUDARABAH

		DQFSDWRC0040		Checks if base column in the definition is present in corresponding dimension table		STG_MUDARABAH

		DQFSDWRC0416		Checks if base column in the definition is present in corresponding dimension table		STG_MUDARABAH

		DQFSDWRC0041		Checks if base column in the definition is present in corresponding dimension table		STG_MURABAHAH

		DQFSDWRC0212		Checks if base column in the definition is present in corresponding dimension table		STG_MURABAHAH

		DQFSDWRC0322		Checks if base column in the definition is present in corresponding dimension table		STG_MURABAHAH

		DQFSDWRC0417		Checks if base column in the definition is present in corresponding dimension table		STG_MURABAHAH

		DQFSDWRC0109		Checks if base column in the definition is present in corresponding dimension table		STG_MURABAHAH

		DQFSDWRC0213		Checks if base column in the definition is present in corresponding dimension table		STG_MUSHARAKAH

		DQFSDWRC0323		Checks if base column in the definition is present in corresponding dimension table		STG_MUSHARAKAH

		DQFSDWRC0418		Checks if base column in the definition is present in corresponding dimension table		STG_MUSHARAKAH

		DQFSDWRC0110		Checks if base column in the definition is present in corresponding dimension table		STG_MUSHARAKAH

		DQFSDWRC0042		Checks if base column in the definition is present in corresponding dimension table		STG_MUSHARAKAH

		DQFSDWNU0321		n_original_nav should be greater than 0.		STG_MUTUAL_FUNDS

		DQFSDWRC0160		Checks if base column in the definition is present in corresponding dimension table		STG_MUTUAL_FUNDS

		DQFSDWNU0322		n_original_term should be greater than 0.		STG_MUTUAL_FUNDS

		DQFSDWNU0323		n_pre_closure_balance should be greater than 0.		STG_MUTUAL_FUNDS

		DQFSDWNU0324		n_price should be greater than 0.		STG_MUTUAL_FUNDS

		DQFSDWNU0325		n_realised_lgd should be greater than 0.		STG_MUTUAL_FUNDS

		DQFSDWNU0326		n_redemption_fees should be greater than 0.		STG_MUTUAL_FUNDS

		DQFSDWNU0327		n_remain_no_pmts should be greater than 0.		STG_MUTUAL_FUNDS

		DQFSDWNU0328		n_sale_limit should be greater than 0.		STG_MUTUAL_FUNDS

		DQFSDWNU0329		n_subscription_fees should be greater than 0.		STG_MUTUAL_FUNDS

		DQFSDWNU0330		n_switch_redem_fees should be greater than 0.		STG_MUTUAL_FUNDS

		DQFSDWNU0331		n_switch_subs_fees should be greater than 0.		STG_MUTUAL_FUNDS

		DQFSDWNU0332		n_tax_exp should be greater than 0.		STG_MUTUAL_FUNDS

		DQFSDWNU0333		n_tot_fee_chgs should be greater than 0.		STG_MUTUAL_FUNDS

		DQFSDWNU0334		n_tot_revenue should be greater than 0.		STG_MUTUAL_FUNDS

		DQFSDWNU0335		n_txn_charges should be greater than 0.		STG_MUTUAL_FUNDS

		DQFSDWNU0336		n_waived_fees should be greater than 0.		STG_MUTUAL_FUNDS

		DQFSDWNU0313		n_cnr should be greater than 0.		STG_MUTUAL_FUNDS

		DQFSDWNU0309		n_commission_amount should be greater than 0.		STG_MUTUAL_FUNDS

		DQFSDWNU0308		n_commission_rate should be greater than 0.		STG_MUTUAL_FUNDS

		DQFSDWNU0320		n_open_nav should be greater than 0.		STG_MUTUAL_FUNDS

		DQFSDWNU0319		n_net_fee_income should be greater than 0.		STG_MUTUAL_FUNDS

		DQFSDWNU0318		n_mtm_value_rcy should be greater than 0.		STG_MUTUAL_FUNDS

		DQFSDWRC0520		Checks if base column in the definition is present in corresponding dimension table		STG_MUTUAL_FUNDS

		DQFSDWRC0214		Checks if base column in the definition is present in corresponding dimension table		STG_MUTUAL_FUNDS

		DQFSDWNU0312		n_contract_quantity should be greater than 0.		STG_MUTUAL_FUNDS

		DQFSDWRC0159		Checks if base column in the definition is present in corresponding dimension table		STG_MUTUAL_FUNDS

		DQFSDWRC0325		Checks if base column in the definition is present in corresponding dimension table		STG_MUTUAL_FUNDS

		DQFSDWRC0324		Checks if base column in the definition is present in corresponding dimension table		STG_MUTUAL_FUNDS

		DQFSDWNU0306		n_cur_inv_amount should be greater than 0.		STG_MUTUAL_FUNDS

		DQFSDWNU0305		n_current_nav should be greater than 0.		STG_MUTUAL_FUNDS

		DQFSDWNU0304		n_custodian_fees should be greater than 0.		STG_MUTUAL_FUNDS

		DQFSDWNU0303		n_discount_amt should be greater than 0.		STG_MUTUAL_FUNDS

		DQFSDWNU0310		n_fwd_cover_fees should be greater than 0.		STG_MUTUAL_FUNDS

		DQFSDWNU0311		n_gross_fee_income should be greater than 0.		STG_MUTUAL_FUNDS

		DQFSDWNU0307		n_hedge_portfolio_set should be greater than 0.		STG_MUTUAL_FUNDS

		DQFSDWNU0314		n_management_fees should be greater than 0.		STG_MUTUAL_FUNDS

		DQFSDWNU0315		n_margin_amount should be greater than 0.		STG_MUTUAL_FUNDS

		DQFSDWNU0316		n_max_price_incr_1yr_over_30dy should be greater than 0.		STG_MUTUAL_FUNDS

		DQFSDWNU0317		n_mtm_value should be greater than 0.		STG_MUTUAL_FUNDS

		DQFSDWDT0117		To check if base column value is more than target column value. Its an error if it is more.		STG_MUTUAL_FUNDS

		DQFSDWDT0120		To check if base column value is more than target column value. Its an error if it is more.		STG_MUTUAL_FUNDS

		DQFSDWDT0122		To check if base column value is more than target column value. Its an error if it is more.		STG_MUTUAL_FUNDS

		DQFSDWDT0116		To check if base column value is more than target column value. Its an error if it is more.		STG_MUTUAL_FUNDS

		DQFSDWDT0118		To check if base column value is more than target column value. Its an error if it is more.		STG_MUTUAL_FUNDS

		DQFSDWDT0119		To check if base column value is more than target column value. Its an error if it is more.		STG_MUTUAL_FUNDS

		DQFSDWDT0121		To check if base column value is more than target column value. Its an error if it is more.		STG_MUTUAL_FUNDS

		DQFSDWDT0162		To check if Adjustment Effective Date is null when interest type is Adjustable		STG_MUTUAL_FUNDS

		DQFSDWRC0043		Checks if base column in the definition is present in corresponding dimension table		STG_MUTUAL_FUNDS

		DQFSDWRC0111		Checks if base column in the definition is present in corresponding dimension table		STG_MUTUAL_FUNDS

		DQFSDWRC0472		Checks if base column in the definition is present in corresponding dimension table		STG_MUTUAL_FUNDS

		DQFSDWRC0419		Checks if base column in the definition is present in corresponding dimension table		STG_MUTUAL_FUNDS

		DQFSDWRC0521		Checks if base column in the definition is present in corresponding dimension table		STG_MUTUAL_FUNDS_TXNS_SUMMARY

		DQFSDWRC0473		Checks if base column in the definition is present in corresponding dimension table		STG_MUTUAL_FUNDS_TXNS_SUMMARY

		DQFSDWRC0326		Checks if base column in the definition is present in corresponding dimension table		STG_MUTUAL_FUNDS_TXNS_SUMMARY

		DQFSDWRC0112		Checks if base column in the definition is present in corresponding dimension table		STG_MUTUAL_FUNDS_TXNS_SUMMARY

		DQFSDWRC0327		Checks if base column in the definition is present in corresponding dimension table		STG_NETTABLE_LIABILITIES

		DQFSDWRC0420		Checks if base column in the definition is present in corresponding dimension table		STG_NETTABLE_LIABILITIES

		DQFSDWRC0215		Checks if base column in the definition is present in corresponding dimension table		STG_NETTABLE_LIABILITIES

		DQFSDWRC0161		Checks if base column in the definition is present in corresponding dimension table		STG_NEW_BUSINESS_PLAN_DATA

		DQFSDWRC0044		Checks if base column in the definition is present in corresponding dimension table		STG_NEW_BUSINESS_PLAN_DATA

		DQFSDWRC0113		Checks if base column in the definition is present in corresponding dimension table		STG_NEW_BUSINESS_PLAN_DATA

		DQFSDWRC0330		Checks if base column in the definition is present in corresponding dimension table		STG_NON_SEC_EXPOSURES

		DQFSDWRC0329		Checks if base column in the definition is present in corresponding dimension table		STG_NON_SEC_EXPOSURES

		DQFSDWRC0045		Checks if base column in the definition is present in corresponding dimension table		STG_NON_SEC_EXPOSURES

		DQFSDWRC0216		Checks if base column in the definition is present in corresponding dimension table		STG_NON_SEC_EXPOSURES

		DQFSDWRC0421		Checks if base column in the definition is present in corresponding dimension table		STG_NON_SEC_EXPOSURES

		DQFSDWRC0328		Checks if base column in the definition is present in corresponding dimension table		STG_NON_SEC_EXPOSURES

		DQFSDWRC0114		Checks if base column in the definition is present in corresponding dimension table		STG_NON_SEC_EXPOSURES

		DQFSDWRC0522		Checks if base column in the definition is present in corresponding dimension table		STG_NON_SEC_EXPOSURES

		DQFSDWDT0150		To check if date of Interest Suspened is not null when there is a write off date		STG_OD_ACCOUNTS

		DQFSDWDT0131		To check if base column value is more than target column value. Its an error if it is more.		STG_OD_ACCOUNTS

		DQFSDWDT0125		To check if base column value is more than target column value. Its an error if it is more.		STG_OD_ACCOUNTS

		DQFSDWNU0456		Attrition score of the account should be ranging from 0 to 100.		STG_OD_ACCOUNTS

		DQFSDWNU0457		Risk score of the account should be ranging from 0 and 1		STG_OD_ACCOUNTS

		DQFSDWNU0458		Percent of interest that is tax exempt ranging from 0 and 1.		STG_OD_ACCOUNTS

		DQFSDWDT0177		To check if last reprice date is lesser than extraction date		STG_OD_ACCOUNTS

		DQFSDWDT0188		To check if maturity date is less than or equal to misdate 		STG_OD_ACCOUNTS

		DQFSDWDT0124		To check if base column value is more than target column value. Its an error if it is more.		STG_OD_ACCOUNTS

		DQFSDWDT0132		To check if base column value is more than target column value. Its an error if it is more.		STG_OD_ACCOUNTS

		DQFSDWDT0136		To check if base column value is more than target column value. Its an error if it is more.		STG_OD_ACCOUNTS

		DQFSDWRC0115		Checks if base column in the definition is present in corresponding dimension table		STG_OD_ACCOUNTS

		DQFSDWRC0046		Checks if base column in the definition is present in corresponding dimension table		STG_OD_ACCOUNTS

		DQFSDWRC0474		Checks if base column in the definition is present in corresponding dimension table		STG_OD_ACCOUNTS

		DQFSDWRC0422		Checks if base column in the definition is present in corresponding dimension table		STG_OD_ACCOUNTS

		DQFSDWRC0331		Checks if base column in the definition is present in corresponding dimension table		STG_OD_ACCOUNTS

		DQFSDWRC0162		Checks if base column in the definition is present in corresponding dimension table		STG_OD_ACCOUNTS

		DQFSDWRC0217		Checks if base column in the definition is present in corresponding dimension table		STG_OD_ACCOUNTS

		DQFSDWRC0523		Checks if base column in the definition is present in corresponding dimension table		STG_OD_ACCOUNTS

		DQFSDWDT0133		To check if base column value is more than target column value. Its an error if it is more.		STG_OD_ACCOUNTS

		DQFSDWDT0137		To check if base column value is more than target column value. Its an error if it is more.		STG_OD_ACCOUNTS

		DQFSDWDT0139		To check if base column value is more than target column value. Its an error if it is more.		STG_OD_ACCOUNTS

		DQFSDWDT0141		To check if base column value is more than target column value. Its an error if it is more.		STG_OD_ACCOUNTS

		DQFSDWDT0127		To check if base column value is more than target column value. Its an error if it is more.		STG_OD_ACCOUNTS

		DQFSDWDT0130		To check if base column value is more than target column value. Its an error if it is more.		STG_OD_ACCOUNTS

		DQFSDWDT0140		To check if base column value is more than target column value. Its an error if it is more.		STG_OD_ACCOUNTS

		DQFSDWDT0138		To check if base column value is more than target column value. Its an error if it is more.		STG_OD_ACCOUNTS

		DQFSDWDT0134		To check if base column value is more than target column value. Its an error if it is more.		STG_OD_ACCOUNTS

		DQFSDWDT0135		To check if base column value is more than target column value. Its an error if it is more.		STG_OD_ACCOUNTS

		DQFSDWDT0142		To check if base column value is more than target column value. Its an error if it is more.		STG_OD_ACCOUNTS

		DQFSDWDT0143		To check if base column value is more than target column value. Its an error if it is more.		STG_OD_ACCOUNTS

		DQFSDWDT0144		To check if base column value is more than target column value. Its an error if it is more.		STG_OD_ACCOUNTS

		DQFSDWDT0123		To check if base column value is more than target column value. Its an error if it is more.		STG_OD_ACCOUNTS

		DQFSDWDT0126		To check if base column value is more than target column value. Its an error if it is more.		STG_OD_ACCOUNTS

		DQFSDWDT0128		To check if base column value is more than target column value. Its an error if it is more.		STG_OD_ACCOUNTS

		DQFSDWDT0129		To check if base column value is more than target column value. Its an error if it is more.		STG_OD_ACCOUNTS

		DQFSDWRC0423		Checks if base column in the definition is present in corresponding dimension table		STG_OD_ACCOUNTS_TXNS

		DQFSDWRC0047		Checks if base column in the definition is present in corresponding dimension table		STG_OD_ACCOUNTS_TXNS

		DQFSDWRC0332		Checks if base column in the definition is present in corresponding dimension table		STG_OD_ACCOUNTS_TXNS

		DQFSDWDT0539		To check for transaction value date is less than transaction date		STG_OD_ACCOUNTS_TXNS

		DQFSDWDT0563		To Check for Transaction Date for less than or equal to extraction date.		STG_OD_ACCOUNTS_TXNS

		DQFSDWRC0218		Checks if base column in the definition is present in corresponding dimension table		STG_OPS_RISK_DATA

		DQFSDWRC0048		Checks if base column in the definition is present in corresponding dimension table		STG_OPS_RISK_DATA

		DQFSDWRC0336		Checks if base column in the definition is present in corresponding dimension table		STG_OPTION_CONTRACTS

		DQFSDWRC0335		Checks if base column in the definition is present in corresponding dimension table		STG_OPTION_CONTRACTS

		DQFSDWRC0164		Checks if base column in the definition is present in corresponding dimension table		STG_OPTION_CONTRACTS

		DQFSDWRC0049		Checks if base column in the definition is present in corresponding dimension table		STG_OPTION_CONTRACTS

		DQFSDWRC0163		Checks if base column in the definition is present in corresponding dimension table		STG_OPTION_CONTRACTS

		DQFSDWRC0219		Checks if base column in the definition is present in corresponding dimension table		STG_OPTION_CONTRACTS

		DQFSDWRC0220		Checks if base column in the definition is present in corresponding dimension table		STG_OPTION_CONTRACTS

		DQFSDWRC0424		Checks if base column in the definition is present in corresponding dimension table		STG_OPTION_CONTRACTS

		DQFSDWRC0116		Checks if base column in the definition is present in corresponding dimension table		STG_OPTION_CONTRACTS

		DQFSDWRC0524		Checks if base column in the definition is present in corresponding dimension table		STG_OPTION_CONTRACTS

		DQFSDWRC0333		Checks if base column in the definition is present in corresponding dimension table		STG_OPTION_CONTRACTS

		DQFSDWRC0475		Checks if base column in the definition is present in corresponding dimension table		STG_OPTION_CONTRACTS

		DQFSDWRC0334		Checks if base column in the definition is present in corresponding dimension table		STG_OPTION_CONTRACTS

		DQFSDWRC0050		Checks if base column in the definition is present in corresponding dimension table		STG_OTHER_SERVICES

		DQFSDWRC0526		Checks if base column in the definition is present in corresponding dimension table		STG_OTHER_SERVICES

		DQFSDWDT0540		To check for issue date is less than extraction date		STG_OTHER_SERVICES

		DQFSDWDT0594		To check for next payment date is greater than extraction date		STG_OTHER_SERVICES

		DQFSDWDT0576		To Check for Account Close Date is greater than or equal to Extraction Date.		STG_OTHER_SERVICES

		DQFSDWRC0338		Checks if base column in the definition is present in corresponding dimension table		STG_OTHER_SERVICES

		DQFSDWRC0118		Checks if base column in the definition is present in corresponding dimension table		STG_OTHER_SERVICES

		DQFSDWDT0541		To check for last repricing date is less than fic_mis_date i.e extraction date.		STG_OTHER_SERVICES

		DQFSDWRC0477		Checks if base column in the definition is present in corresponding dimension table		STG_OTHER_SERVICES

		DQFSDWDT0595		To Check for next reprice date greater than extraction date.		STG_OTHER_SERVICES

		DQFSDWRC0165		Checks if base column in the definition is present in corresponding dimension table		STG_OTHER_SERVICES

		DQFSDWDT0542		To check for last payment date is less than extraction date		STG_OTHER_SERVICES

		DQFSDWRC0166		Checks if base column in the definition is present in corresponding dimension table		STG_OTHER_SERVICES

		DQFSDWRC0339		Checks if base column in the definition is present in corresponding dimension table		STG_OTHER_SERVICES_TXNS

		DQFSDWRC0051		Checks if base column in the definition is present in corresponding dimension table		STG_OTHER_SERVICES_TXNS

		DQFSDWDT0537		To Check for Transaction value date is less than Transaction Date.		STG_OTHER_SERVICES_TXNS

		DQFSDWRC0425		Checks if base column in the definition is present in corresponding dimension table		STG_OTHER_SERVICES_TXNS

		DQFSDWDT0564		To check for TRansaction Date is less than or equal to Extraction Date.		STG_OTHER_SERVICES_TXNS

		DQFSDWRC0117		Checks if base column in the definition is present in corresponding dimension table		STG_OTHER_SERVICE_TXNS_SUMMARY

		DQFSDWRC0337		Checks if base column in the definition is present in corresponding dimension table		STG_OTHER_SERVICE_TXNS_SUMMARY

		DQFSDWRC0476		Checks if base column in the definition is present in corresponding dimension table		STG_OTHER_SERVICE_TXNS_SUMMARY

		DQFSDWRC0525		Checks if base column in the definition is present in corresponding dimension table		STG_OTHER_SERVICE_TXNS_SUMMARY

		DQFSDWRC0119		Checks if base column in the definition is present in corresponding dimension table		STG_PPMT_CALC_PARAMS

		DQFSDWRC0340		Checks if base column in the definition is present in corresponding dimension table		STG_PPMT_CALC_PARAMS

		DQFSDWRC0341		Checks if base column in the definition is present in corresponding dimension table		STG_PROSPECT_MASTER

		DQFSDWRC0052		Checks if base column in the definition is present in corresponding dimension table		STG_RAPM

		DQFSDWRC0342		Checks if base column in the definition is present in corresponding dimension table		STG_RATING_BOND_PRICES

		DQFSDWRC0122		Checks if base column in the definition is present in corresponding dimension table		STG_RECEIVABLES_UNDERLYING

		DQFSDWRC0527		Checks if base column in the definition is present in corresponding dimension table		STG_RECEIVABLES_UNDERLYING

		DQFSDWRC0221		Checks if base column in the definition is present in corresponding dimension table		STG_RECEIVABLES_UNDERLYING

		DQFSDWRC0426		Checks if base column in the definition is present in corresponding dimension table		STG_RECEIVABLES_UNDERLYING

		DQFSDWRC0343		Checks if base column in the definition is present in corresponding dimension table		STG_RECEIVABLES_UNDERLYING

		DQFSDWRC0123		Checks if base column in the definition is present in corresponding dimension table		STG_RECOVERIES

		DQFSDWDT0568		To Check for account writeoff date is less than or equal to Extraction Date.		STG_RECOVERIES

		DQFSDWDT0567		To Check for account open date is less than Extraction Date.		STG_RECOVERIES

		DQFSDWRC0124		Checks if base column in the definition is present in corresponding dimension table		STG_REPO_CONTRACTS

		DQFSDWRC0427		Checks if base column in the definition is present in corresponding dimension table		STG_REPO_CONTRACTS

		DQFSDWRC0344		Checks if base column in the definition is present in corresponding dimension table		STG_REPO_CONTRACTS

		DQFSDWRC0345		Checks if base column in the definition is present in corresponding dimension table		STG_REPO_CONTRACTS

		DQFSDWRC0346		Checks if base column in the definition is present in corresponding dimension table		STG_REPO_CONTRACTS

		DQFSDWRC0222		Checks if base column in the definition is present in corresponding dimension table		STG_REPO_CONTRACTS

		DQFSDWRC0528		Checks if base column in the definition is present in corresponding dimension table		STG_REPO_CONTRACTS

		DQFSDWRC0053		Checks if base column in the definition is present in corresponding dimension table		STG_REPO_CONTRACTS

		DQFSDWRC0223		Checks if base column in the definition is present in corresponding dimension table		STG_RESERVES

		DQFSDWRC0167		Checks if base column in the definition is present in corresponding dimension table		STG_RESPONSE

		DQFSDWRC0428		Checks if base column in the definition is present in corresponding dimension table		STG_RESPONSE

		DQFSDWRC0168		Checks if base column in the definition is present in corresponding dimension table		STG_RESPONSE_PLAN_DATA

		DQFSDWRC0224		Checks if base column in the definition is present in corresponding dimension table		STG_RETAIL_EXPOSURES

		DQFSDWRC0429		Checks if base column in the definition is present in corresponding dimension table		STG_RETAIL_EXPOSURES

		DQFSDWRC0054		Checks if base column in the definition is present in corresponding dimension table		STG_RETAIL_EXPOSURES

		DQFSDWRC0125		Checks if base column in the definition is present in corresponding dimension table		STG_RETAIL_EXPOSURES

		DQFSDWRC0170		Checks if base column in the definition is present in corresponding dimension table		STG_RETAIL_EXPOSURES

		DQFSDWRC0169		Checks if base column in the definition is present in corresponding dimension table		STG_RETAIL_EXPOSURES

		DQFSDWRC0529		Checks if base column in the definition is present in corresponding dimension table		STG_RETIREMENT_ACCOUNTS

		DQFSDWRC0171		Checks if base column in the definition is present in corresponding dimension table		STG_RETIREMENT_ACCOUNTS

		DQFSDWRC0347		Checks if base column in the definition is present in corresponding dimension table		STG_RETIREMENT_ACCOUNTS

		DQFSDWRC0430		Checks if base column in the definition is present in corresponding dimension table		STG_RETIREMENT_ACCOUNTS

		DQFSDWRC0126		Checks if base column in the definition is present in corresponding dimension table		STG_RETIREMENT_ACCOUNTS

		DQFSDWRC0478		Checks if base column in the definition is present in corresponding dimension table		STG_RETIREMENT_ACCOUNTS

		DQFSDWRC0431		Checks if base column in the definition is present in corresponding dimension table		STG_RETIREMENT_ACCOUNTS_TXNS

		DQFSDWRC0348		Checks if base column in the definition is present in corresponding dimension table		STG_RETIREMENT_ACCOUNTS_TXNS

		DQFSDWRC0055		Checks if base column in the definition is present in corresponding dimension table		STG_RETIREMENT_ACCOUNTS_TXNS

		DQFSDWRC0349		Checks if base column in the definition is present in corresponding dimension table		STG_RETIREMNT_ACT_TXNS_SUMMARY

		DQFSDWRC0530		Checks if base column in the definition is present in corresponding dimension table		STG_RETIREMNT_ACT_TXNS_SUMMARY

		DQFSDWRC0479		Checks if base column in the definition is present in corresponding dimension table		STG_RETIREMNT_ACT_TXNS_SUMMARY

		DQFSDWRC0127		Checks if base column in the definition is present in corresponding dimension table		STG_RETIREMNT_ACT_TXNS_SUMMARY

		DQFSDWRC0350		Checks if base column in the definition is present in corresponding dimension table		STG_RISK_FREE_BOND_PRICES

		DQFSDWRC0432		Checks if base column in the definition is present in corresponding dimension table		STG_SALAM

		DQFSDWRC0225		Checks if base column in the definition is present in corresponding dimension table		STG_SALAM

		DQFSDWRC0128		Checks if base column in the definition is present in corresponding dimension table		STG_SALAM

		DQFSDWRC0351		Checks if base column in the definition is present in corresponding dimension table		STG_SALAM

		DQFSDWRC0056		Checks if base column in the definition is present in corresponding dimension table		STG_SALAM

		DQFSDWRC0227		Checks if base column in the definition is present in corresponding dimension table		STG_SECURITIZATION_POOL

		DQFSDWRC0228		Checks if base column in the definition is present in corresponding dimension table		STG_SECURITIZATION_TRANCHE

		DQFSDWRC0433		Checks if base column in the definition is present in corresponding dimension table		STG_SEC_EXPOSURES

		DQFSDWRC0226		Checks if base column in the definition is present in corresponding dimension table		STG_SEC_EXPOSURES

		DQFSDWRC0129		Checks if base column in the definition is present in corresponding dimension table		STG_SEC_EXPOSURES

		DQFSDWRC0352		Checks if base column in the definition is present in corresponding dimension table		STG_SEC_EXPOSURES

		DQFSDWRC0057		Checks if base column in the definition is present in corresponding dimension table		STG_SEC_EXPOSURES

		DQFSDWRC0434		Checks if base column in the definition is present in corresponding dimension table		STG_SERVICE

		DQFSDWRC0172		Checks if base column in the definition is present in corresponding dimension table		STG_SERVICE

		DQFSDWRC0058		Checks if base column in the definition is present in corresponding dimension table		STG_SERVICE_PLAN_DATA

		DQFSDWRC0173		Checks if base column in the definition is present in corresponding dimension table		STG_SERVICE_PLAN_DATA

		DQFSDWRC0130		Checks if base column in the definition is present in corresponding dimension table		STG_SERVICE_PLAN_DATA

		DQFSDWRC0435		Checks if base column in the definition is present in corresponding dimension table		STG_SRC_ATM_TXNS

		DQFSDWRC0353		Checks if base column in the definition is present in corresponding dimension table		STG_SRC_ATM_TXNS

		DQFSDWRC0131		Checks if base column in the definition is present in corresponding dimension table		STG_SRC_ATM_TXNS

		DQFSDWRC0174		Checks if base column in the definition is present in corresponding dimension table		STG_SRC_ATM_TXNS

		DQFSDWRC0175		Checks if base column in the definition is present in corresponding dimension table		STG_SRC_BRANCH_TXNS

		DQFSDWRC0354		Checks if base column in the definition is present in corresponding dimension table		STG_SRC_BRANCH_TXNS

		DQFSDWRC0436		Checks if base column in the definition is present in corresponding dimension table		STG_SRC_BRANCH_TXNS

		DQFSDWRC0132		Checks if base column in the definition is present in corresponding dimension table		STG_SRC_BRANCH_TXNS

		DQFSDWRC0133		Checks if base column in the definition is present in corresponding dimension table		STG_SRC_NET_TXNS

		DQFSDWRC0355		Checks if base column in the definition is present in corresponding dimension table		STG_SRC_NET_TXNS

		DQFSDWRC0176		Checks if base column in the definition is present in corresponding dimension table		STG_SRC_NET_TXNS

		DQFSDWRC0437		Checks if base column in the definition is present in corresponding dimension table		STG_SRC_NET_TXNS

		DQFSDWRC0177		Checks if base column in the definition is present in corresponding dimension table		STG_SRC_POS_TXNS

		DQFSDWRC0356		Checks if base column in the definition is present in corresponding dimension table		STG_SRC_POS_TXNS

		DQFSDWRC0438		Checks if base column in the definition is present in corresponding dimension table		STG_SRC_POS_TXNS

		DQFSDWRC0134		Checks if base column in the definition is present in corresponding dimension table		STG_SRC_POS_TXNS

		DQFSDWRC0135		Checks if base column in the definition is present in corresponding dimension table		STG_SRC_TB_TXNS

		DQFSDWRC0357		Checks if base column in the definition is present in corresponding dimension table		STG_SRC_TB_TXNS

		DQFSDWRC0439		Checks if base column in the definition is present in corresponding dimension table		STG_SRC_TB_TXNS

		DQFSDWRC0178		Checks if base column in the definition is present in corresponding dimension table		STG_SRC_TB_TXNS

		DQFSDWRC0358		Checks if base column in the definition is present in corresponding dimension table		STG_STD_SCENARIO_DATA

		DQFSDWRC0359		Checks if base column in the definition is present in corresponding dimension table		STG_STD_SCENARIO_SEVERITY_DTLS

		DQFSDWRC0360		Checks if base column in the definition is present in corresponding dimension table		STG_STOCK_INDEX_MASTER

		DQFSDWRC0136		Checks if base column in the definition is present in corresponding dimension table		STG_SUKUK

		DQFSDWRC0440		Checks if base column in the definition is present in corresponding dimension table		STG_SUKUK

		DQFSDWRC0230		Checks if base column in the definition is present in corresponding dimension table		STG_SUKUK

		DQFSDWRC0059		Checks if base column in the definition is present in corresponding dimension table		STG_SUKUK

		DQFSDWRC0361		Checks if base column in the definition is present in corresponding dimension table		STG_SUKUK

		DQFSDWRC0486		Checks if base column in the definition is present in corresponding dimension table		STG_SUKUK

		DQFSDWNU0398		n_sale_limit should be greater than 0.		STG_SWAPS_CONTRACTS

		DQFSDWNU0399		n_settlement_days should be greater than 0.		STG_SWAPS_CONTRACTS

		DQFSDWNU0400		n_sold_cdp_risk_weight should be greater than 0.		STG_SWAPS_CONTRACTS

		DQFSDWDT0597		To check effective date greater than Trade date		STG_SWAPS_CONTRACTS

		DQFSDWDT0598		To check for next reprice date is greater than extraction date.		STG_SWAPS_CONTRACTS

		DQFSDWDT0592		To check for first exchange date is greater than effective date.		STG_SWAPS_CONTRACTS

		DQFSDWNU0339		Accrued Interest should be lessthan eop_bal		STG_SWAPS_CONTRACTS

		DQFSDWNU0338		n_accretion_value_fixed should be greater than 0.		STG_SWAPS_CONTRACTS

		DQFSDWNU0337		n_accreting_frequency should be greater than 0.		STG_SWAPS_CONTRACTS

		DQFSDWNU0401		n_std_business_days should be greater than 0.		STG_SWAPS_CONTRACTS

		DQFSDWNU0402		n_supervisory_beta_value should be greater than 0.		STG_SWAPS_CONTRACTS

		DQFSDWNU0403		n_swap_rate should be greater than 0.		STG_SWAPS_CONTRACTS

		DQFSDWNU0368		n_lower_range_rcv should be greater than 0.		STG_SWAPS_CONTRACTS

		DQFSDWNU0360		n_floating_rate_spread_pay should be greater than 0.		STG_SWAPS_CONTRACTS

		DQFSDWNU0361		n_floating_rate_spread_rcv should be greater than 0.		STG_SWAPS_CONTRACTS

		DQFSDWNU0362		n_hedge_portfolio_set should be greater than 0.		STG_SWAPS_CONTRACTS

		DQFSDWNU0363		n_hm_effective_interest_rate should be greater than 0.		STG_SWAPS_CONTRACTS

		DQFSDWNU0364		n_int_calc_type should be greater than 0.		STG_SWAPS_CONTRACTS

		DQFSDWNU0365		n_last_reset_float_rate should be greater than 0.		STG_SWAPS_CONTRACTS

		DQFSDWNU0367		n_lower_range_pay should be greater than 0.		STG_SWAPS_CONTRACTS

		DQFSDWNU0387		n_premium_rate should be greater than 0.		STG_SWAPS_CONTRACTS

		DQFSDWNU0388		n_prior_tp_per_adb should be greater than 0.		STG_SWAPS_CONTRACTS

		DQFSDWNU0389		n_provision_amount should be greater than 0.		STG_SWAPS_CONTRACTS

		DQFSDWNU0390		n_rate_chg_min should be greater than 0.		STG_SWAPS_CONTRACTS

		DQFSDWNU0391		n_rate_chg_rnd_fac should be greater than 0.		STG_SWAPS_CONTRACTS

		DQFSDWNU0392		n_rate_decr_year should be greater than 0.		STG_SWAPS_CONTRACTS

		DQFSDWNU0393		n_rate_incr_year should be greater than 0.		STG_SWAPS_CONTRACTS

		DQFSDWNU0394		n_rate_set_lag should be greater than 0.		STG_SWAPS_CONTRACTS

		DQFSDWNU0395		n_realised_lgd should be greater than 0.		STG_SWAPS_CONTRACTS

		DQFSDWNU0396		n_redemption_value should be greater than 0.		STG_SWAPS_CONTRACTS

		DQFSDWNU0397		n_remain_no_of_pmts should be greater than 0.		STG_SWAPS_CONTRACTS

		DQFSDWNU0369		n_margin_pay should be greater than 0.		STG_SWAPS_CONTRACTS

		DQFSDWNU0370		n_max_bal_accreting should be greater than 0.		STG_SWAPS_CONTRACTS

		DQFSDWNU0371		n_max_price_incr_1yr_over_30dy should be greater than 0.		STG_SWAPS_CONTRACTS

		DQFSDWNU0372		n_min_bal_amort should be greater than 0.		STG_SWAPS_CONTRACTS

		DQFSDWNU0373		n_min_holding_period should be greater than 0.		STG_SWAPS_CONTRACTS

		DQFSDWNU0374		n_mortgage_lending_value should be greater than 0.		STG_SWAPS_CONTRACTS

		DQFSDWNU0375		n_mtm_sett_amt should be greater than 0.		STG_SWAPS_CONTRACTS

		DQFSDWNU0376		n_mtm_value should be greater than 0.		STG_SWAPS_CONTRACTS

		DQFSDWNU0377		n_mtm_value_rcy should be greater than 0.		STG_SWAPS_CONTRACTS

		DQFSDWNU0378		n_no_of_underlyings should be greater than 0.		STG_SWAPS_CONTRACTS

		DQFSDWNU0379		n_notional_principal_pay should be greater than 0.		STG_SWAPS_CONTRACTS

		DQFSDWNU0380		n_notional_principal_rcv should be greater than 0.		STG_SWAPS_CONTRACTS

		DQFSDWNU0381		n_nth_default should be greater than 0.		STG_SWAPS_CONTRACTS

		DQFSDWNU0382		n_org_payment_amt should be greater than 0.		STG_SWAPS_CONTRACTS

		DQFSDWNU0383		n_orig_term should be greater than 0.		STG_SWAPS_CONTRACTS

		DQFSDWNU0384		n_original_cds_amt should be greater than 0.		STG_SWAPS_CONTRACTS

		DQFSDWNU0385		n_otc_derivative_multiplier should be greater than 0.		STG_SWAPS_CONTRACTS

		DQFSDWNU0386		n_payoff should be greater than 0.		STG_SWAPS_CONTRACTS

		DQFSDWRC0060		Checks if base column in the definition is present in corresponding dimension table		STG_SWAPS_CONTRACTS

		DQFSDWRC0441		Checks if base column in the definition is present in corresponding dimension table		STG_SWAPS_CONTRACTS

		DQFSDWRC0480		Checks if base column in the definition is present in corresponding dimension table		STG_SWAPS_CONTRACTS

		DQFSDWRC0362		Checks if base column in the definition is present in corresponding dimension table		STG_SWAPS_CONTRACTS

		DQFSDWRC0363		Checks if base column in the definition is present in corresponding dimension table		STG_SWAPS_CONTRACTS

		DQFSDWRC0364		Checks if base column in the definition is present in corresponding dimension table		STG_SWAPS_CONTRACTS

		DQFSDWRC0365		Checks if base column in the definition is present in corresponding dimension table		STG_SWAPS_CONTRACTS

		DQFSDWRC0137		Checks if base column in the definition is present in corresponding dimension table		STG_SWAPS_CONTRACTS

		DQFSDWRC0231		Checks if base column in the definition is present in corresponding dimension table		STG_SWAPS_CONTRACTS

		DQFSDWRC0232		Checks if base column in the definition is present in corresponding dimension table		STG_SWAPS_CONTRACTS

		DQFSDWRC0531		Checks if base column in the definition is present in corresponding dimension table		STG_SWAPS_CONTRACTS

		DQFSDWDT0543		To check for last repricing date is less than or equal to extraction date		STG_SWAPS_CONTRACTS

		DQFSDWDT0544		To check for  last payment date is less than extraction date		STG_SWAPS_CONTRACTS

		DQFSDWDT0571		To Check for Trade Date less than Effective date		STG_SWAPS_CONTRACTS

		DQFSDWDT0599		To check for next payment date is greater than Extraction date.		STG_SWAPS_CONTRACTS

		DQFSDWDT0593		To check for transaction date greater than effective date.		STG_SWAPS_CONTRACTS

		DQFSDWDT0596		To Check for maturity date greater than extraction date.		STG_SWAPS_CONTRACTS

		DQFSDWNU0404		n_transfer_rate should be greater than 0.		STG_SWAPS_CONTRACTS

		DQFSDWNU0405		n_undrawn_amount should be greater than 0.		STG_SWAPS_CONTRACTS

		DQFSDWNU0406		n_unpaid_premium should be greater than 0.		STG_SWAPS_CONTRACTS

		DQFSDWNU0407		n_upper_range_pay should be greater than 0.		STG_SWAPS_CONTRACTS

		DQFSDWNU0408		n_upper_range_rcv should be greater than 0.		STG_SWAPS_CONTRACTS

		DQFSDWNU0409		n_write_off_amount should be greater than 0.		STG_SWAPS_CONTRACTS

		DQFSDWNU0410		n_instr_residual_maturity should be greater than 0.		STG_SWAPS_CONTRACTS

		DQFSDWNU0411		Base column value should be greater than 0.		STG_SWAPS_CONTRACTS

		DQFSDWNU0412		Base column value should be greater than 0.		STG_SWAPS_CONTRACTS

		DQFSDWNU0413		n_lrd_balance should be greater than 0.		STG_SWAPS_CONTRACTS

		DQFSDWNU0340		n_actual_business_days should be greater than 0.		STG_SWAPS_CONTRACTS

		DQFSDWNU0341		n_alloc_trans_risk_reserve should be greater than 0.		STG_SWAPS_CONTRACTS

		DQFSDWNU0342		n_amrt_term_rcv should be greater than 0.		STG_SWAPS_CONTRACTS

		DQFSDWNU0343		n_contract_quantity should be greater than 0.		STG_SWAPS_CONTRACTS

		DQFSDWNU0344		n_conversion_rate should be greater than 0.		STG_SWAPS_CONTRACTS

		DQFSDWNU0345		n_coupon_rate_pay should be greater than 0.		STG_SWAPS_CONTRACTS

		DQFSDWNU0346		n_cur_payment should be greater than 0.		STG_SWAPS_CONTRACTS

		DQFSDWNU0347		n_cur_tp_per_adb should be greater than 0.		STG_SWAPS_CONTRACTS

		DQFSDWNU0349		n_day_count_conv_rcv should be greater than 0.		STG_SWAPS_CONTRACTS

		DQFSDWNU0350		n_designated_maturity should be greater than 0.		STG_SWAPS_CONTRACTS

		DQFSDWNU0351		n_eff_maturity should be greater than 0.		STG_SWAPS_CONTRACTS

		DQFSDWNU0352		n_effective_exp_amt should be greater than 0.		STG_SWAPS_CONTRACTS

		DQFSDWNU0353		n_exp_mtm_value should be greater than 0.		STG_SWAPS_CONTRACTS

		DQFSDWNU0354		n_exp_seniority should be greater than 0.		STG_SWAPS_CONTRACTS

		DQFSDWNU0355		n_exp_unrealized_gain should be greater than 0.		STG_SWAPS_CONTRACTS

		DQFSDWNU0356		n_exp_unrealized_loss should be greater than 0.		STG_SWAPS_CONTRACTS

		DQFSDWNU0357		n_extension_term should be greater than 0.		STG_SWAPS_CONTRACTS

		DQFSDWNU0358		n_face_value should be greater than 0.		STG_SWAPS_CONTRACTS

		DQFSDWNU0359		n_failed_business_days should be greater than 0.		STG_SWAPS_CONTRACTS

		DQFSDWRC0061		Checks if base column in the definition is present in corresponding dimension table		STG_TD_CONTRACTS

		DQFSDWRC0442		Checks if base column in the definition is present in corresponding dimension table		STG_TD_CONTRACTS

		DQFSDWNU0505		n_withdraw_penalty should be greater than Zero.		STG_TD_CONTRACTS

		DQFSDWNU0504		n_withdraw_notice_period should be greater than Zero.		STG_TD_CONTRACTS

		DQFSDWNU0503		n_total_transactions should be greater than Zero.		STG_TD_CONTRACTS

		DQFSDWRC0481		Checks if base column in the definition is present in corresponding dimension table		STG_TD_CONTRACTS

		DQFSDWRC0366		Checks if base column in the definition is present in corresponding dimension table		STG_TD_CONTRACTS

		DQFSDWRC0138		Checks if base column in the definition is present in corresponding dimension table		STG_TD_CONTRACTS

		DQFSDWRC0179		Checks if base column in the definition is present in corresponding dimension table		STG_TD_CONTRACTS

		DQFSDWRC0532		Checks if base column in the definition is present in corresponding dimension table		STG_TD_CONTRACTS

		DQFSDWDT0545		To check for last reprice date is less than greater than extraction date		STG_TD_CONTRACTS

		DQFSDWDT0546		To check for last deposit date less than or equal to extraction date		STG_TD_CONTRACTS

		DQFSDWDT0573		To Check for Early Exercise date less than Maturity Date		STG_TD_CONTRACTS

		DQFSDWDT0577		To Check for account open date is greater than or equal to Extraction date.		STG_TD_CONTRACTS

		DQFSDWDT0584		To Check for d_date_p is greater than acct_open_date.		STG_TD_CONTRACTS

		DQFSDWDT0583		To check for Teaser end date greater than Acct open Date.		STG_TD_CONTRACTS

		DQFSDWDT0582		This DQ is to Check for Maturity Date greater than Acct open Date		STG_TD_CONTRACTS

		DQFSDWDT0591		To check for  D_DATE_I is greater than D_DATE_P		STG_TD_CONTRACTS

		DQFSDWDT0600		To check for next payment date is greater than Extraction date.		STG_TD_CONTRACTS

		DQFSDWNU0482		n_amount_p should be greater than Zero.		STG_TD_CONTRACTS

		DQFSDWNU0483		n_callable_period should be greater than Zero.		STG_TD_CONTRACTS

		DQFSDWNU0484		n_cur_net_interest_rate should be greater than Zero.		STG_TD_CONTRACTS

		DQFSDWNU0485		n_cur_yield should be greater than Zero.		STG_TD_CONTRACTS

		DQFSDWNU0487		n_early_redemption_amt should be greater than Zero.		STG_TD_CONTRACTS

		DQFSDWNU0488		n_eop_bal should be greater than Zero.		STG_TD_CONTRACTS

		DQFSDWNU0494		n_customer_net_revenue should be greater than Zero.		STG_TD_CONTRACTS

		DQFSDWNU0495		n_early_access_period should be greater than Zero.		STG_TD_CONTRACTS

		DQFSDWNU0496		n_int_payment_frequency should be greater than Zero.		STG_TD_CONTRACTS

		DQFSDWNU0497		n_interest_rate should be greater than Zero.		STG_TD_CONTRACTS

		DQFSDWNU0498		n_last_deposit_amt should be greater than Zero.		STG_TD_CONTRACTS

		DQFSDWNU0499		n_last_withdraw_amt should be greater than Zero.		STG_TD_CONTRACTS

		DQFSDWNU0500		n_orig_payment_amt should be greater than Zero.		STG_TD_CONTRACTS

		DQFSDWNU0501		n_orig_rate should be greater than Zero.		STG_TD_CONTRACTS

		DQFSDWNU0502		n_tenor should be greater than Zero.		STG_TD_CONTRACTS

		DQFSDWRC0062		Checks if base column in the definition is present in corresponding dimension table		STG_TERMDEPOSITS_TXNS

		DQFSDWRC0368		Checks if base column in the definition is present in corresponding dimension table		STG_TERMDEPOSITS_TXNS

		DQFSDWRC0443		Checks if base column in the definition is present in corresponding dimension table		STG_TERMDEPOSITS_TXNS

		DQFSDWRC0367		Checks if base column in the definition is present in corresponding dimension table		STG_TERMDEPOSITS_TXNS

		DQFSDWRC0139		Checks if base column in the definition is present in corresponding dimension table		STG_TERMDEPOSITS_TXNS_SUMMARY

		DQFSDWRC0533		Checks if base column in the definition is present in corresponding dimension table		STG_TERMDEPOSITS_TXNS_SUMMARY

		DQFSDWRC0369		Checks if base column in the definition is present in corresponding dimension table		STG_TERMDEPOSITS_TXNS_SUMMARY

		DQFSDWRC0482		Checks if base column in the definition is present in corresponding dimension table		STG_TERMDEPOSITS_TXNS_SUMMARY

		DQFSDWRC0444		Checks if base column in the definition is present in corresponding dimension table		STG_TIME_TO_PEAK_EXPOSURE

		DQFSDWRC0370		Checks if base column in the definition is present in corresponding dimension table		STG_TRADING_DESK_MASTER

		DQFSDWNU0509		n_current_fees should be greater than Zero.		STG_TRUSTS

		DQFSDWRC0063		Checks if base column in the definition is present in corresponding dimension table		STG_TRUSTS

		DQFSDWNU0510		n_funds_bal should be greater than Zero.		STG_TRUSTS

		DQFSDWNU0508		n_cur_payment should be greater than Zero.		STG_TRUSTS

		DQFSDWNU0490		n_bonds_bal should be greater than Zero.		STG_TRUSTS

		DQFSDWNU0506		n_amrt_term should be greater than Zero.		STG_TRUSTS

		DQFSDWNU0507		n_commission_fees should be greater than Zero.		STG_TRUSTS

		DQFSDWNU0489		n_total_transactions should be greater than Zero.		STG_TRUSTS

		DQFSDWNU0460		The account's discount percentage on bond transactions should be ranging bwetween 0 and 1.		STG_TRUSTS

		DQFSDWNU0461		The accounts discount percentage on stock transactions should be ranging between 0 and 1.		STG_TRUSTS

		DQFSDWRC0483		Checks if base column in the definition is present in corresponding dimension table		STG_TRUSTS

		DQFSDWNU0459		This stores percent of interest income that is tax exempt should be ranging between 0 and 100.		STG_TRUSTS

		DQFSDWRC0371		Checks if base column in the definition is present in corresponding dimension table		STG_TRUSTS

		DQFSDWRC0140		Checks if base column in the definition is present in corresponding dimension table		STG_TRUSTS

		DQFSDWRC0180		Checks if base column in the definition is present in corresponding dimension table		STG_TRUSTS

		DQFSDWRC0181		Checks if base column in the definition is present in corresponding dimension table		STG_TRUSTS

		DQFSDWRC0534		Checks if base column in the definition is present in corresponding dimension table		STG_TRUSTS

		DQFSDWRC0064		Checks if base column in the definition is present in corresponding dimension table		STG_TRUSTS_TXNS

		DQFSDWRC0372		Checks if base column in the definition is present in corresponding dimension table		STG_TRUSTS_TXNS

		DQFSDWRC0445		Checks if base column in the definition is present in corresponding dimension table		STG_TRUSTS_TXNS

		DQFSDWRC0484		Checks if base column in the definition is present in corresponding dimension table		STG_TRUSTS_TXNS_SUMMARY

		DQFSDWRC0373		Checks if base column in the definition is present in corresponding dimension table		STG_TRUSTS_TXNS_SUMMARY

		DQFSDWRC0535		Checks if base column in the definition is present in corresponding dimension table		STG_TRUSTS_TXNS_SUMMARY

		DQFSDWRC0141		Checks if base column in the definition is present in corresponding dimension table		STG_TRUSTS_TXNS_SUMMARY

		DQFSDWRC0065		Checks if base column in the definition is present in corresponding dimension table		STG_TXN_CHANNEL_MASTER
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The following screen displays the Specified DQ Rules

Data Quality Groups for Staging Tables
To execute any DQ rule, a Group must be created and the rules for execution has to be 
mapped with this group. For each staging table, a group has to be created and rules for 
these particular table have to be mapped under this Group.

For more information regarding Group Execution, refer to the section Execute Data 
Quality Group, page 7-11.

The following spreadsheet displays the total groups and corresponding Rules mapped 
to that Group.

DQ Group Execution
You can execute the DQ Rules either from Data Quality Group Summary window or via a
Batch execution.

To execute the Data Quality Groups from the Data Quality Groups Summary window:


DQ_GROUP_MAPPING

		DQ_RULE		GROUP_NAME		DESCRIPTION

		DQFSDWRC0002		STG_ACCOUNTING_HEAD		This group contains rules for STG_ACCOUNTING_HEAD

		DQFSDWRC0120		STG_ACCOUNTING_HEAD		This group contains rules for STG_ACCOUNTING_HEAD

		DQFSDWRC0488		STG_ACCOUNTING_HEAD_MASTER		This group contains rules for STG_ACCOUNTING_HEAD_MASTER

		DQFSDWRC0487		STG_ACCOUNT_CASH_FLOWS		This group contains rules for STG_ACCOUNT_CASH_FLOWS

		DQFSDWRC0233		STG_ACCOUNT_CASH_FLOWS		This group contains rules for STG_ACCOUNT_CASH_FLOWS

		DQFSDWRC0066		STG_ACCOUNT_CASH_FLOWS		This group contains rules for STG_ACCOUNT_CASH_FLOWS

		DQFSDWRC0446		STG_ACCOUNT_CASH_FLOWS		This group contains rules for STG_ACCOUNT_CASH_FLOWS

		DQFSDWRC0001		STG_ACCOUNT_MGMT_MASTER		This group contains rules for STG_ACCOUNT_MGMT_MASTER

		DQFSDWRC0121		STG_ACCOUNT_MGMT_MASTER		This group contains rules for STG_ACCOUNT_MGMT_MASTER

		DQFSDWRC0067		STG_ANNUITY_CONTRACTS		This group contains rules for STG_ANNUITY_CONTRACTS

		DQFSDWRC0447		STG_ANNUITY_CONTRACTS		This group contains rules for STG_ANNUITY_CONTRACTS

		DQFSDWRC0489		STG_ANNUITY_CONTRACTS		This group contains rules for STG_ANNUITY_CONTRACTS

		DQFSDWRC0374		STG_ANNUITY_CONTRACTS		This group contains rules for STG_ANNUITY_CONTRACTS

		DQFSDWRC0234		STG_ANNUITY_CONTRACTS		This group contains rules for STG_ANNUITY_CONTRACTS

		DQFSDWDT0002		STG_ANNUITY_CONTRACTS		This group contains rules for STG_ANNUITY_CONTRACTS

		DQFSDWDT0005		STG_ANNUITY_CONTRACTS		This group contains rules for STG_ANNUITY_CONTRACTS

		DQFSDWNU0414		STG_ANNUITY_CONTRACTS		This group contains rules for STG_ANNUITY_CONTRACTS

		DQFSDWDT0003		STG_ANNUITY_CONTRACTS		This group contains rules for STG_ANNUITY_CONTRACTS

		DQFSDWDT0004		STG_ANNUITY_CONTRACTS		This group contains rules for STG_ANNUITY_CONTRACTS

		DQFSDWDT0006		STG_ANNUITY_CONTRACTS		This group contains rules for STG_ANNUITY_CONTRACTS

		DQFSDWRC0003		STG_ANNUITY_CONTRACTS		This group contains rules for STG_ANNUITY_CONTRACTS

		DQFSDWNU0016		STG_ANNUITY_CONTRACTS		This group contains rules for STG_ANNUITY_CONTRACTS

		DQFSDWNU0015		STG_ANNUITY_CONTRACTS		This group contains rules for STG_ANNUITY_CONTRACTS

		DQFSDWNU0014		STG_ANNUITY_CONTRACTS		This group contains rules for STG_ANNUITY_CONTRACTS

		DQFSDWNU0013		STG_ANNUITY_CONTRACTS		This group contains rules for STG_ANNUITY_CONTRACTS

		DQFSDWNU0012		STG_ANNUITY_CONTRACTS		This group contains rules for STG_ANNUITY_CONTRACTS

		DQFSDWNU0557		STG_ANNUITY_CONTRACTS		This group contains rules for STG_ANNUITY_CONTRACTS

		DQFSDWNU0556		STG_ANNUITY_CONTRACTS		This group contains rules for STG_ANNUITY_CONTRACTS

		DQFSDWNU0555		STG_ANNUITY_CONTRACTS		This group contains rules for STG_ANNUITY_CONTRACTS

		DQFSDWDT0153		STG_ANNUITY_CONTRACTS		This group contains rules for STG_ANNUITY_CONTRACTS

		DQFSDWNU0554		STG_ANNUITY_CONTRACTS		This group contains rules for STG_ANNUITY_CONTRACTS

		DQFSDWNU0553		STG_ANNUITY_CONTRACTS		This group contains rules for STG_ANNUITY_CONTRACTS

		DQFSDWNU0552		STG_ANNUITY_CONTRACTS		This group contains rules for STG_ANNUITY_CONTRACTS

		DQFSDWNU0551		STG_ANNUITY_CONTRACTS		This group contains rules for STG_ANNUITY_CONTRACTS

		DQFSDWNU0550		STG_ANNUITY_CONTRACTS		This group contains rules for STG_ANNUITY_CONTRACTS

		DQFSDWNU0549		STG_ANNUITY_CONTRACTS		This group contains rules for STG_ANNUITY_CONTRACTS

		DQFSDWNU0548		STG_ANNUITY_CONTRACTS		This group contains rules for STG_ANNUITY_CONTRACTS

		DQFSDWNU0547		STG_ANNUITY_CONTRACTS		This group contains rules for STG_ANNUITY_CONTRACTS

		DQFSDWDT0189		STG_ANNUITY_CONTRACTS		This group contains rules for STG_ANNUITY_CONTRACTS

		DQFSDWNU0535		STG_ANNUITY_CONTRACTS		This group contains rules for STG_ANNUITY_CONTRACTS

		DQFSDWDT0152		STG_ANNUITY_CONTRACTS		This group contains rules for STG_ANNUITY_CONTRACTS

		DQFSDWDT0168		STG_ANNUITY_CONTRACTS		This group contains rules for STG_ANNUITY_CONTRACTS

		DQFSDWNU0529		STG_ANNUITY_CONTRACTS		This group contains rules for STG_ANNUITY_CONTRACTS

		DQFSDWNU0530		STG_ANNUITY_CONTRACTS		This group contains rules for STG_ANNUITY_CONTRACTS

		DQFSDWNU0531		STG_ANNUITY_CONTRACTS		This group contains rules for STG_ANNUITY_CONTRACTS

		DQFSDWNU0532		STG_ANNUITY_CONTRACTS		This group contains rules for STG_ANNUITY_CONTRACTS

		DQFSDWNU0533		STG_ANNUITY_CONTRACTS		This group contains rules for STG_ANNUITY_CONTRACTS

		DQFSDWNU0534		STG_ANNUITY_CONTRACTS		This group contains rules for STG_ANNUITY_CONTRACTS

		DQFSDWRC0235		STG_ANNUITY_TXNS		This group contains rules for STG_ANNUITY_TXNS

		DQFSDWRC0375		STG_ANNUITY_TXNS		This group contains rules for STG_ANNUITY_TXNS

		DQFSDWRC0004		STG_ANNUITY_TXNS		This group contains rules for STG_ANNUITY_TXNS

		DQFSDWDT0554		STG_ANNUITY_TXNS		This group contains rules for STG_ANNUITY_TXNS

		DQFSDWDT0555		STG_ANNUITY_TXNS		This group contains rules for STG_ANNUITY_TXNS

		DQFSDWRC0068		STG_ANNUITY_TXNS_SUMMARY		This group contains rules for STG_ANNUITY_TXNS_SUMMARY

		DQFSDWRC0490		STG_ANNUITY_TXNS_SUMMARY		This group contains rules for STG_ANNUITY_TXNS_SUMMARY

		DQFSDWRC0236		STG_ANNUITY_TXNS_SUMMARY		This group contains rules for STG_ANNUITY_TXNS_SUMMARY

		DQFSDWRC0448		STG_ANNUITY_TXNS_SUMMARY		This group contains rules for STG_ANNUITY_TXNS_SUMMARY

		DQFSDWRC0182		STG_APPLICANT		This group contains rules for STG_APPLICANT

		DQFSDWRC0376		STG_APPLICANT		This group contains rules for STG_APPLICANT

		DQFSDWDT0586		STG_APPLICATIONS		This group contains rules for STG_APPLICATIONS

		DQFSDWDT0548		STG_APPLICATIONS		This group contains rules for STG_APPLICATIONS

		DQFSDWRC0237		STG_APPLICATIONS		This group contains rules for STG_APPLICATIONS

		DQFSDWRC0142		STG_APPLICATIONS		This group contains rules for STG_APPLICATIONS

		DQFSDWRC0377		STG_APPLICATIONS		This group contains rules for STG_APPLICATIONS

		DQFSDWRC0069		STG_APPLICATIONS		This group contains rules for STG_APPLICATIONS

		DQFSDWDT0585		STG_APPLICATIONS		This group contains rules for STG_APPLICATIONS

		DQFSDWRC0005		STG_APPLICATIONS		This group contains rules for STG_APPLICATIONS

		DQFSDWDT0570		STG_APPLICATIONS		This group contains rules for STG_APPLICATIONS

		DQFSDWDT0588		STG_APPLICATIONS		This group contains rules for STG_APPLICATIONS

		DQFSDWDT0569		STG_APPLICATIONS		This group contains rules for STG_APPLICATIONS

		DQFSDWDT0587		STG_APPLICATIONS		This group contains rules for STG_APPLICATIONS

		DQFSDWDT0547		STG_APPLICATIONS		This group contains rules for STG_APPLICATIONS

		DQFSDWDT0556		STG_BACKOFFICE_TXNS		This group contains rules for STG_BACKOFFICE_TXNS

		DQFSDWRC0183		STG_BILLS_CONTRACTS		This group contains rules for STG_BILLS_CONTRACTS

		DQFSDWRC0239		STG_BILLS_CONTRACTS		This group contains rules for STG_BILLS_CONTRACTS

		DQFSDWRC0238		STG_BILLS_CONTRACTS		This group contains rules for STG_BILLS_CONTRACTS

		DQFSDWRC0491		STG_BILLS_CONTRACTS		This group contains rules for STG_BILLS_CONTRACTS

		DQFSDWRC0070		STG_BILLS_CONTRACTS		This group contains rules for STG_BILLS_CONTRACTS

		DQFSDWRC0378		STG_BILLS_CONTRACTS		This group contains rules for STG_BILLS_CONTRACTS

		DQFSDWRC0006		STG_BILLS_CONTRACTS		This group contains rules for STG_BILLS_CONTRACTS

		DQFSDWRC0449		STG_BORROWINGS		This group contains rules for STG_BORROWINGS

		DQFSDWRC0379		STG_BORROWINGS		This group contains rules for STG_BORROWINGS

		DQFSDWRC0144		STG_BORROWINGS		This group contains rules for STG_BORROWINGS

		DQFSDWRC0241		STG_BORROWINGS		This group contains rules for STG_BORROWINGS

		DQFSDWDT0007		STG_BORROWINGS		This group contains rules for STG_BORROWINGS

		DQFSDWDT0008		STG_BORROWINGS		This group contains rules for STG_BORROWINGS

		DQFSDWDT0010		STG_BORROWINGS		This group contains rules for STG_BORROWINGS

		DQFSDWDT0013		STG_BORROWINGS		This group contains rules for STG_BORROWINGS

		DQFSDWDT0009		STG_BORROWINGS		This group contains rules for STG_BORROWINGS

		DQFSDWDT0012		STG_BORROWINGS		This group contains rules for STG_BORROWINGS

		DQFSDWDT0011		STG_BORROWINGS		This group contains rules for STG_BORROWINGS

		DQFSDWDT0163		STG_BORROWINGS		This group contains rules for STG_BORROWINGS

		DQFSDWDT0169		STG_BORROWINGS		This group contains rules for STG_BORROWINGS

		DQFSDWNU0536		STG_BORROWINGS		This group contains rules for STG_BORROWINGS

		DQFSDWRC0492		STG_BORROWINGS		This group contains rules for STG_BORROWINGS

		DQFSDWRC0072		STG_BORROWINGS		This group contains rules for STG_BORROWINGS

		DQFSDWRC0007		STG_BORROWINGS		This group contains rules for STG_BORROWINGS

		DQFSDWNU0011		STG_BORROWINGS		This group contains rules for STG_BORROWINGS

		DQFSDWNU0667		STG_BORROWINGS		This group contains rules for STG_BORROWINGS

		DQFSDWNU0614		STG_BORROWINGS		This group contains rules for STG_BORROWINGS

		DQFSDWNU0613		STG_BORROWINGS		This group contains rules for STG_BORROWINGS

		DQFSDWNU0612		STG_BORROWINGS		This group contains rules for STG_BORROWINGS

		DQFSDWNU0537		STG_BORROWINGS		This group contains rules for STG_BORROWINGS

		DQFSDWNU0611		STG_BORROWINGS		This group contains rules for STG_BORROWINGS

		DQFSDWNU0610		STG_BORROWINGS		This group contains rules for STG_BORROWINGS

		DQFSDWNU0538		STG_BORROWINGS		This group contains rules for STG_BORROWINGS

		DQFSDWNU0539		STG_BORROWINGS		This group contains rules for STG_BORROWINGS

		DQFSDWNU0540		STG_BORROWINGS		This group contains rules for STG_BORROWINGS

		DQFSDWNU0541		STG_BORROWINGS		This group contains rules for STG_BORROWINGS

		DQFSDWNU0542		STG_BORROWINGS		This group contains rules for STG_BORROWINGS

		DQFSDWNU0543		STG_BORROWINGS		This group contains rules for STG_BORROWINGS

		DQFSDWNU0544		STG_BORROWINGS		This group contains rules for STG_BORROWINGS

		DQFSDWNU0545		STG_BORROWINGS		This group contains rules for STG_BORROWINGS

		DQFSDWNU0546		STG_BORROWINGS		This group contains rules for STG_BORROWINGS

		DQFSDWDT0179		STG_BORROWINGS		This group contains rules for STG_BORROWINGS

		DQFSDWNU0558		STG_BORROWINGS		This group contains rules for STG_BORROWINGS

		DQFSDWNU0559		STG_BORROWINGS		This group contains rules for STG_BORROWINGS

		DQFSDWNU0560		STG_BORROWINGS		This group contains rules for STG_BORROWINGS

		DQFSDWNU0561		STG_BORROWINGS		This group contains rules for STG_BORROWINGS

		DQFSDWNU0599		STG_BORROWINGS		This group contains rules for STG_BORROWINGS

		DQFSDWNU0600		STG_BORROWINGS		This group contains rules for STG_BORROWINGS

		DQFSDWNU0601		STG_BORROWINGS		This group contains rules for STG_BORROWINGS

		DQFSDWNU0602		STG_BORROWINGS		This group contains rules for STG_BORROWINGS

		DQFSDWNU0603		STG_BORROWINGS		This group contains rules for STG_BORROWINGS

		DQFSDWNU0604		STG_BORROWINGS		This group contains rules for STG_BORROWINGS

		DQFSDWNU0605		STG_BORROWINGS		This group contains rules for STG_BORROWINGS

		DQFSDWNU0606		STG_BORROWINGS		This group contains rules for STG_BORROWINGS

		DQFSDWNU0607		STG_BORROWINGS		This group contains rules for STG_BORROWINGS

		DQFSDWNU0608		STG_BORROWINGS		This group contains rules for STG_BORROWINGS

		DQFSDWNU0609		STG_BORROWINGS		This group contains rules for STG_BORROWINGS

		DQFSDWRC0380		STG_BORROWINGS_TXNS		This group contains rules for STG_BORROWINGS_TXNS

		DQFSDWRC0242		STG_BORROWINGS_TXNS		This group contains rules for STG_BORROWINGS_TXNS

		DQFSDWRC0008		STG_BORROWINGS_TXNS		This group contains rules for STG_BORROWINGS_TXNS

		DQFSDWRC0450		STG_BORROWINGS_TXNS_SUMMARY		This group contains rules for STG_BORROWINGS_TXNS_SUMMARY

		DQFSDWRC0243		STG_BORROWINGS_TXNS_SUMMARY		This group contains rules for STG_BORROWINGS_TXNS_SUMMARY

		DQFSDWRC0493		STG_BORROWINGS_TXNS_SUMMARY		This group contains rules for STG_BORROWINGS_TXNS_SUMMARY

		DQFSDWRC0073		STG_BORROWINGS_TXNS_SUMMARY		This group contains rules for STG_BORROWINGS_TXNS_SUMMARY

		DQFSDWRC0143		STG_BORROWING_COMMITMENTS		This group contains rules for STG_BORROWING_COMMITMENTS

		DQFSDWRC0240		STG_BORROWING_COMMITMENTS		This group contains rules for STG_BORROWING_COMMITMENTS

		DQFSDWRC0071		STG_BORROWING_COMMITMENTS		This group contains rules for STG_BORROWING_COMMITMENTS

		DQFSDWRC0009		STG_BRANCH_MASTER		This group contains rules for STG_BRANCH_MASTER

		DQFSDWRC0074		STG_CAMPAIGN_PROFIT_MODEL		This group contains rules for STG_CAMPAIGN_PROFIT_MODEL

		DQFSDWRC0145		STG_CAMPAIGN_PROFIT_MODEL		This group contains rules for STG_CAMPAIGN_PROFIT_MODEL

		DQFSDWNU0007		STG_CARDS		This group contains rules for STG_CARDS

		DQFSDWNU0008		STG_CARDS		This group contains rules for STG_CARDS

		DQFSDWNU0009		STG_CARDS		This group contains rules for STG_CARDS

		DQFSDWNU0010		STG_CARDS		This group contains rules for STG_CARDS

		DQFSDWDT0017		STG_CARDS		This group contains rules for STG_CARDS

		DQFSDWDT0020		STG_CARDS		This group contains rules for STG_CARDS

		DQFSDWDT0026		STG_CARDS		This group contains rules for STG_CARDS

		DQFSDWDT0154		STG_CARDS		This group contains rules for STG_CARDS

		DQFSDWDT0164		STG_CARDS		This group contains rules for STG_CARDS

		DQFSDWDT0170		STG_CARDS		This group contains rules for STG_CARDS

		DQFSDWNU0562		STG_CARDS		This group contains rules for STG_CARDS

		DQFSDWNU0563		STG_CARDS		This group contains rules for STG_CARDS

		DQFSDWNU0564		STG_CARDS		This group contains rules for STG_CARDS

		DQFSDWNU0565		STG_CARDS		This group contains rules for STG_CARDS

		DQFSDWNU0566		STG_CARDS		This group contains rules for STG_CARDS

		DQFSDWNU0567		STG_CARDS		This group contains rules for STG_CARDS

		DQFSDWNU0568		STG_CARDS		This group contains rules for STG_CARDS

		DQFSDWNU0569		STG_CARDS		This group contains rules for STG_CARDS

		DQFSDWNU0570		STG_CARDS		This group contains rules for STG_CARDS

		DQFSDWNU0571		STG_CARDS		This group contains rules for STG_CARDS

		DQFSDWNU0572		STG_CARDS		This group contains rules for STG_CARDS

		DQFSDWNU0573		STG_CARDS		This group contains rules for STG_CARDS

		DQFSDWNU0574		STG_CARDS		This group contains rules for STG_CARDS

		DQFSDWNU0575		STG_CARDS		This group contains rules for STG_CARDS

		DQFSDWNU0576		STG_CARDS		This group contains rules for STG_CARDS

		DQFSDWNU0577		STG_CARDS		This group contains rules for STG_CARDS

		DQFSDWNU0578		STG_CARDS		This group contains rules for STG_CARDS

		DQFSDWNU0579		STG_CARDS		This group contains rules for STG_CARDS

		DQFSDWNU0580		STG_CARDS		This group contains rules for STG_CARDS

		DQFSDWNU0581		STG_CARDS		This group contains rules for STG_CARDS

		DQFSDWNU0582		STG_CARDS		This group contains rules for STG_CARDS

		DQFSDWNU0583		STG_CARDS		This group contains rules for STG_CARDS

		DQFSDWNU0622		STG_CARDS		This group contains rules for STG_CARDS

		DQFSDWNU0623		STG_CARDS		This group contains rules for STG_CARDS

		DQFSDWRC0184		STG_CARDS		This group contains rules for STG_CARDS

		DQFSDWDT0015		STG_CARDS		This group contains rules for STG_CARDS

		DQFSDWDT0018		STG_CARDS		This group contains rules for STG_CARDS

		DQFSDWDT0019		STG_CARDS		This group contains rules for STG_CARDS

		DQFSDWDT0021		STG_CARDS		This group contains rules for STG_CARDS

		DQFSDWDT0025		STG_CARDS		This group contains rules for STG_CARDS

		DQFSDWNU0584		STG_CARDS		This group contains rules for STG_CARDS

		DQFSDWNU0585		STG_CARDS		This group contains rules for STG_CARDS

		DQFSDWNU0586		STG_CARDS		This group contains rules for STG_CARDS

		DQFSDWNU0587		STG_CARDS		This group contains rules for STG_CARDS

		DQFSDWNU0588		STG_CARDS		This group contains rules for STG_CARDS

		DQFSDWNU0589		STG_CARDS		This group contains rules for STG_CARDS

		DQFSDWNU0590		STG_CARDS		This group contains rules for STG_CARDS

		DQFSDWNU0591		STG_CARDS		This group contains rules for STG_CARDS

		DQFSDWNU0592		STG_CARDS		This group contains rules for STG_CARDS

		DQFSDWNU0593		STG_CARDS		This group contains rules for STG_CARDS

		DQFSDWNU0594		STG_CARDS		This group contains rules for STG_CARDS

		DQFSDWNU0595		STG_CARDS		This group contains rules for STG_CARDS

		DQFSDWNU0596		STG_CARDS		This group contains rules for STG_CARDS

		DQFSDWNU0597		STG_CARDS		This group contains rules for STG_CARDS

		DQFSDWNU0598		STG_CARDS		This group contains rules for STG_CARDS

		DQFSDWNU0615		STG_CARDS		This group contains rules for STG_CARDS

		DQFSDWNU0616		STG_CARDS		This group contains rules for STG_CARDS

		DQFSDWNU0617		STG_CARDS		This group contains rules for STG_CARDS

		DQFSDWNU0618		STG_CARDS		This group contains rules for STG_CARDS

		DQFSDWNU0619		STG_CARDS		This group contains rules for STG_CARDS

		DQFSDWNU0620		STG_CARDS		This group contains rules for STG_CARDS

		DQFSDWNU0621		STG_CARDS		This group contains rules for STG_CARDS

		DQFSDWDT0028		STG_CARDS		This group contains rules for STG_CARDS

		DQFSDWDT0030		STG_CARDS		This group contains rules for STG_CARDS

		DQFSDWDT0033		STG_CARDS		This group contains rules for STG_CARDS

		DQFSDWDT0014		STG_CARDS		This group contains rules for STG_CARDS

		DQFSDWDT0029		STG_CARDS		This group contains rules for STG_CARDS

		DQFSDWDT0022		STG_CARDS		This group contains rules for STG_CARDS

		DQFSDWDT0031		STG_CARDS		This group contains rules for STG_CARDS

		DQFSDWDT0016		STG_CARDS		This group contains rules for STG_CARDS

		DQFSDWDT0027		STG_CARDS		This group contains rules for STG_CARDS

		DQFSDWDT0032		STG_CARDS		This group contains rules for STG_CARDS

		DQFSDWDT0034		STG_CARDS		This group contains rules for STG_CARDS

		DQFSDWDT0024		STG_CARDS		This group contains rules for STG_CARDS

		DQFSDWRC0010		STG_CARDS		This group contains rules for STG_CARDS

		DQFSDWRC0075		STG_CARDS		This group contains rules for STG_CARDS

		DQFSDWRC0494		STG_CARDS		This group contains rules for STG_CARDS

		DQFSDWRC0451		STG_CARDS		This group contains rules for STG_CARDS

		DQFSDWRC0381		STG_CARDS		This group contains rules for STG_CARDS

		DQFSDWRC0146		STG_CARDS		This group contains rules for STG_CARDS

		DQFSDWRC0244		STG_CARDS		This group contains rules for STG_CARDS

		DQFSDWRC0245		STG_CARDS		This group contains rules for STG_CARDS

		DQFSDWNU0003		STG_CARDS		This group contains rules for STG_CARDS

		DQFSDWNU0004		STG_CARDS		This group contains rules for STG_CARDS

		DQFSDWNU0005		STG_CARDS		This group contains rules for STG_CARDS

		DQFSDWNU0632		STG_CARDS		This group contains rules for STG_CARDS

		DQFSDWNU0006		STG_CARDS		This group contains rules for STG_CARDS

		DQFSDWNU0651		STG_CARDS		This group contains rules for STG_CARDS

		DQFSDWNU0652		STG_CARDS		This group contains rules for STG_CARDS

		DQFSDWNU0653		STG_CARDS		This group contains rules for STG_CARDS

		DQFSDWNU0654		STG_CARDS		This group contains rules for STG_CARDS

		DQFSDWNU0655		STG_CARDS		This group contains rules for STG_CARDS

		DQFSDWDT0536		STG_CARDS_PAYMENT_TXNS		This group contains rules for STG_CARDS_PAYMENT_TXNS

		DQFSDWDT0603		STG_CARDS_PAYMENT_TXNS		This group contains rules for STG_CARDS_PAYMENT_TXNS

		DQFSDWDT0557		STG_CARDS_PAYMENT_TXNS		This group contains rules for STG_CARDS_PAYMENT_TXNS

		DQFSDWDT0602		STG_CARDS_SETTLEMENT_TXNS		This group contains rules for STG_CARDS_SETTLEMENT_TXNS

		DQFSDWDT0558		STG_CARDS_SETTLEMENT_TXNS		This group contains rules for STG_CARDS_SETTLEMENT_TXNS

		DQFSDWRC0246		STG_CARDS_SETTLEMENT_TXNS		This group contains rules for STG_CARDS_SETTLEMENT_TXNS

		DQFSDWRC0185		STG_CARDS_SETTLEMENT_TXNS		This group contains rules for STG_CARDS_SETTLEMENT_TXNS

		DQFSDWRC0076		STG_CARDS_SETTLEMENT_TXNS		This group contains rules for STG_CARDS_SETTLEMENT_TXNS

		DQFSDWRC0452		STG_CARDS_TXNS_SUMMARY		This group contains rules for STG_CARDS_TXNS_SUMMARY

		DQFSDWRC0247		STG_CARDS_TXNS_SUMMARY		This group contains rules for STG_CARDS_TXNS_SUMMARY

		DQFSDWRC0495		STG_CARDS_TXNS_SUMMARY		This group contains rules for STG_CARDS_TXNS_SUMMARY

		DQFSDWRC0077		STG_CARDS_TXNS_SUMMARY		This group contains rules for STG_CARDS_TXNS_SUMMARY

		DQFSDWNU0630		STG_CASA		This group contains rules for STG_CASA

		DQFSDWNU0631		STG_CASA		This group contains rules for STG_CASA

		DQFSDWNU0633		STG_CASA		This group contains rules for STG_CASA

		DQFSDWNU0634		STG_CASA		This group contains rules for STG_CASA

		DQFSDWNU0635		STG_CASA		This group contains rules for STG_CASA

		DQFSDWNU0636		STG_CASA		This group contains rules for STG_CASA

		DQFSDWNU0637		STG_CASA		This group contains rules for STG_CASA

		DQFSDWNU0638		STG_CASA		This group contains rules for STG_CASA

		DQFSDWNU0639		STG_CASA		This group contains rules for STG_CASA

		DQFSDWNU0640		STG_CASA		This group contains rules for STG_CASA

		DQFSDWNU0641		STG_CASA		This group contains rules for STG_CASA

		DQFSDWNU0642		STG_CASA		This group contains rules for STG_CASA

		DQFSDWNU0643		STG_CASA		This group contains rules for STG_CASA

		DQFSDWNU0644		STG_CASA		This group contains rules for STG_CASA

		DQFSDWNU0645		STG_CASA		This group contains rules for STG_CASA

		DQFSDWNU0646		STG_CASA		This group contains rules for STG_CASA

		DQFSDWNU0647		STG_CASA		This group contains rules for STG_CASA

		DQFSDWNU0648		STG_CASA		This group contains rules for STG_CASA

		DQFSDWNU0649		STG_CASA		This group contains rules for STG_CASA

		DQFSDWNU0650		STG_CASA		This group contains rules for STG_CASA

		DQFSDWNU0656		STG_CASA		This group contains rules for STG_CASA

		DQFSDWNU0657		STG_CASA		This group contains rules for STG_CASA

		DQFSDWNU0658		STG_CASA		This group contains rules for STG_CASA

		DQFSDWNU0659		STG_CASA		This group contains rules for STG_CASA

		DQFSDWNU0660		STG_CASA		This group contains rules for STG_CASA

		DQFSDWNU0661		STG_CASA		This group contains rules for STG_CASA

		DQFSDWNU0662		STG_CASA		This group contains rules for STG_CASA

		DQFSDWNU0663		STG_CASA		This group contains rules for STG_CASA

		DQFSDWNU0664		STG_CASA		This group contains rules for STG_CASA

		DQFSDWNU0665		STG_CASA		This group contains rules for STG_CASA

		DQFSDWNU0666		STG_CASA		This group contains rules for STG_CASA

		DQFSDWDT0145		STG_CASA		This group contains rules for STG_CASA

		DQFSDWDT0148		STG_CASA		This group contains rules for STG_CASA

		DQFSDWDT0155		STG_CASA		This group contains rules for STG_CASA

		DQFSDWDT0165		STG_CASA		This group contains rules for STG_CASA

		DQFSDWDT0175		STG_CASA		This group contains rules for STG_CASA

		DQFSDWDT0171		STG_CASA		This group contains rules for STG_CASA

		DQFSDWNU0624		STG_CASA		This group contains rules for STG_CASA

		DQFSDWNU0625		STG_CASA		This group contains rules for STG_CASA

		DQFSDWNU0626		STG_CASA		This group contains rules for STG_CASA

		DQFSDWNU0627		STG_CASA		This group contains rules for STG_CASA

		DQFSDWDT0035		STG_CASA		This group contains rules for STG_CASA

		DQFSDWDT0037		STG_CASA		This group contains rules for STG_CASA

		DQFSDWDT0040		STG_CASA		This group contains rules for STG_CASA

		DQFSDWDT0041		STG_CASA		This group contains rules for STG_CASA

		DQFSDWDT0036		STG_CASA		This group contains rules for STG_CASA

		DQFSDWDT0146		STG_CASA		This group contains rules for STG_CASA

		DQFSDWDT0147		STG_CASA		This group contains rules for STG_CASA

		DQFSDWDT0038		STG_CASA		This group contains rules for STG_CASA

		DQFSDWDT0039		STG_CASA		This group contains rules for STG_CASA

		DQFSDWDT0043		STG_CASA		This group contains rules for STG_CASA

		DQFSDWDT0042		STG_CASA		This group contains rules for STG_CASA

		DQFSDWRC0011		STG_CASA		This group contains rules for STG_CASA

		DQFSDWRC0078		STG_CASA		This group contains rules for STG_CASA

		DQFSDWRC0496		STG_CASA		This group contains rules for STG_CASA

		DQFSDWRC0453		STG_CASA		This group contains rules for STG_CASA

		DQFSDWRC0382		STG_CASA		This group contains rules for STG_CASA

		DQFSDWRC0147		STG_CASA		This group contains rules for STG_CASA

		DQFSDWRC0248		STG_CASA		This group contains rules for STG_CASA

		DQFSDWNU0628		STG_CASA		This group contains rules for STG_CASA

		DQFSDWNU0629		STG_CASA		This group contains rules for STG_CASA

		DQFSDWRC0249		STG_CASA_TXNS		This group contains rules for STG_CASA_TXNS

		DQFSDWRC0012		STG_CASA_TXNS		This group contains rules for STG_CASA_TXNS

		DQFSDWDT0559		STG_CASA_TXNS		This group contains rules for STG_CASA_TXNS

		DQFSDWRC0383		STG_CASA_TXNS		This group contains rules for STG_CASA_TXNS

		DQFSDWRC0454		STG_CASA_TXNS_SUMMARY		This group contains rules for STG_CASA_TXNS_SUMMARY

		DQFSDWRC0497		STG_CASA_TXNS_SUMMARY		This group contains rules for STG_CASA_TXNS_SUMMARY

		DQFSDWRC0079		STG_CASA_TXNS_SUMMARY		This group contains rules for STG_CASA_TXNS_SUMMARY

		DQFSDWRC0250		STG_CASA_TXNS_SUMMARY		This group contains rules for STG_CASA_TXNS_SUMMARY

		DQFSDWRC0252		STG_COLLATERALS		This group contains rules for STG_COLLATERALS

		DQFSDWRC0186		STG_COLLATERALS		This group contains rules for STG_COLLATERALS

		DQFSDWDT0550		STG_COLLATERALS		This group contains rules for STG_COLLATERALS

		DQFSDWRC0385		STG_COLLATERALS		This group contains rules for STG_COLLATERALS

		DQFSDWDT0579		STG_COLLATERALS		This group contains rules for STG_COLLATERALS

		DQFSDWDT0580		STG_COLLATERAL_MASTER		This group contains rules for STG_COLLATERAL_MASTER

		DQFSDWRC0384		STG_COLLATERAL_MASTER		This group contains rules for STG_COLLATERAL_MASTER

		DQFSDWRC0251		STG_COLLATERAL_MASTER		This group contains rules for STG_COLLATERAL_MASTER

		DQFSDWRC0080		STG_COLLECTIONS		This group contains rules for STG_COLLECTIONS

		DQFSDWDT0566		STG_COLLECTIONS		This group contains rules for STG_COLLECTIONS

		DQFSDWDT0565		STG_COLLECTIONS		This group contains rules for STG_COLLECTIONS

		DQFSDWRC0081		STG_COLLECTOR_CONTACTS		This group contains rules for STG_COLLECTOR_CONTACTS

		DQFSDWDT0156		STG_COMMITMENT_CONTRACTS		This group contains rules for STG_COMMITMENT_CONTRACTS

		DQFSDWDT0180		STG_COMMITMENT_CONTRACTS		This group contains rules for STG_COMMITMENT_CONTRACTS

		DQFSDWRC0253		STG_COMMITMENT_CONTRACTS		This group contains rules for STG_COMMITMENT_CONTRACTS

		DQFSDWNU0025		STG_COMMITMENT_CONTRACTS		This group contains rules for STG_COMMITMENT_CONTRACTS

		DQFSDWNU0024		STG_COMMITMENT_CONTRACTS		This group contains rules for STG_COMMITMENT_CONTRACTS

		DQFSDWNU0023		STG_COMMITMENT_CONTRACTS		This group contains rules for STG_COMMITMENT_CONTRACTS

		DQFSDWNU0022		STG_COMMITMENT_CONTRACTS		This group contains rules for STG_COMMITMENT_CONTRACTS

		DQFSDWNU0021		STG_COMMITMENT_CONTRACTS		This group contains rules for STG_COMMITMENT_CONTRACTS

		DQFSDWNU0020		STG_COMMITMENT_CONTRACTS		This group contains rules for STG_COMMITMENT_CONTRACTS

		DQFSDWNU0018		STG_COMMITMENT_CONTRACTS		This group contains rules for STG_COMMITMENT_CONTRACTS

		DQFSDWNU0019		STG_COMMITMENT_CONTRACTS		This group contains rules for STG_COMMITMENT_CONTRACTS

		DQFSDWNU0043		STG_COMMITMENT_CONTRACTS		This group contains rules for STG_COMMITMENT_CONTRACTS

		DQFSDWNU0042		STG_COMMITMENT_CONTRACTS		This group contains rules for STG_COMMITMENT_CONTRACTS

		DQFSDWNU0041		STG_COMMITMENT_CONTRACTS		This group contains rules for STG_COMMITMENT_CONTRACTS

		DQFSDWNU0040		STG_COMMITMENT_CONTRACTS		This group contains rules for STG_COMMITMENT_CONTRACTS

		DQFSDWDT0044		STG_COMMITMENT_CONTRACTS		This group contains rules for STG_COMMITMENT_CONTRACTS

		DQFSDWRC0082		STG_COMMITMENT_CONTRACTS		This group contains rules for STG_COMMITMENT_CONTRACTS

		DQFSDWRC0498		STG_COMMITMENT_CONTRACTS		This group contains rules for STG_COMMITMENT_CONTRACTS

		DQFSDWRC0455		STG_COMMITMENT_CONTRACTS		This group contains rules for STG_COMMITMENT_CONTRACTS

		DQFSDWRC0386		STG_COMMITMENT_CONTRACTS		This group contains rules for STG_COMMITMENT_CONTRACTS

		DQFSDWDT0047		STG_COMMITMENT_CONTRACTS		This group contains rules for STG_COMMITMENT_CONTRACTS

		DQFSDWDT0045		STG_COMMITMENT_CONTRACTS		This group contains rules for STG_COMMITMENT_CONTRACTS

		DQFSDWDT0046		STG_COMMITMENT_CONTRACTS		This group contains rules for STG_COMMITMENT_CONTRACTS

		DQFSDWRC0013		STG_COMMITMENT_CONTRACTS		This group contains rules for STG_COMMITMENT_CONTRACTS

		DQFSDWNU0039		STG_COMMITMENT_CONTRACTS		This group contains rules for STG_COMMITMENT_CONTRACTS

		DQFSDWNU0038		STG_COMMITMENT_CONTRACTS		This group contains rules for STG_COMMITMENT_CONTRACTS

		DQFSDWNU0037		STG_COMMITMENT_CONTRACTS		This group contains rules for STG_COMMITMENT_CONTRACTS

		DQFSDWNU0036		STG_COMMITMENT_CONTRACTS		This group contains rules for STG_COMMITMENT_CONTRACTS

		DQFSDWNU0034		STG_COMMITMENT_CONTRACTS		This group contains rules for STG_COMMITMENT_CONTRACTS

		DQFSDWNU0033		STG_COMMITMENT_CONTRACTS		This group contains rules for STG_COMMITMENT_CONTRACTS

		DQFSDWNU0032		STG_COMMITMENT_CONTRACTS		This group contains rules for STG_COMMITMENT_CONTRACTS

		DQFSDWNU0031		STG_COMMITMENT_CONTRACTS		This group contains rules for STG_COMMITMENT_CONTRACTS

		DQFSDWNU0030		STG_COMMITMENT_CONTRACTS		This group contains rules for STG_COMMITMENT_CONTRACTS

		DQFSDWNU0029		STG_COMMITMENT_CONTRACTS		This group contains rules for STG_COMMITMENT_CONTRACTS

		DQFSDWNU0028		STG_COMMITMENT_CONTRACTS		This group contains rules for STG_COMMITMENT_CONTRACTS

		DQFSDWNU0026		STG_COMMITMENT_CONTRACTS		This group contains rules for STG_COMMITMENT_CONTRACTS

		DQFSDWNU0027		STG_COMMITMENT_CONTRACTS		This group contains rules for STG_COMMITMENT_CONTRACTS

		DQFSDWRC0148		STG_COMMITMENT_CONTRACTS		This group contains rules for STG_COMMITMENT_CONTRACTS

		DQFSDWRC0254		STG_COMMODITIES		This group contains rules for STG_COMMODITIES

		DQFSDWRC0387		STG_COMMODITIES		This group contains rules for STG_COMMODITIES

		DQFSDWRC0187		STG_COUNTERPARTY_DETAILS		This group contains rules for STG_COUNTERPARTY_DETAILS

		DQFSDWRC0388		STG_COUNTERPARTY_DETAILS		This group contains rules for STG_COUNTERPARTY_DETAILS

		DQFSDWRC0255		STG_COUNTRY_MASTER		This group contains rules for STG_COUNTRY_MASTER

		DQFSDWDT0581		STG_CREDIT_DERIVATIVES		This group contains rules for STG_CREDIT_DERIVATIVES

		DQFSDWDT0551		STG_CREDIT_DERIVATIVES		This group contains rules for STG_CREDIT_DERIVATIVES

		DQFSDWRC0257		STG_CREDIT_DERIVATIVES		This group contains rules for STG_CREDIT_DERIVATIVES

		DQFSDWRC0188		STG_CREDIT_DERIVATIVES		This group contains rules for STG_CREDIT_DERIVATIVES

		DQFSDWRC0389		STG_CREDIT_DERIVATIVES		This group contains rules for STG_CREDIT_DERIVATIVES

		DQFSDWRC0256		STG_CREDIT_DERIVATIVES		This group contains rules for STG_CREDIT_DERIVATIVES

		DQFSDWRC0083		STG_CREDIT_LINES_TXNS_SUMMARY		This group contains rules for STG_CREDIT_LINES_TXNS_SUMMARY

		DQFSDWRC0499		STG_CREDIT_LINES_TXNS_SUMMARY		This group contains rules for STG_CREDIT_LINES_TXNS_SUMMARY

		DQFSDWRC0456		STG_CREDIT_LINES_TXNS_SUMMARY		This group contains rules for STG_CREDIT_LINES_TXNS_SUMMARY

		DQFSDWRC0258		STG_CREDIT_LINES_TXNS_SUMMARY		This group contains rules for STG_CREDIT_LINES_TXNS_SUMMARY

		DQFSDWRC0189		STG_CUSTOMER_ADDRESS		This group contains rules for STG_CUSTOMER_ADDRESS

		DQFSDWRC0393		STG_CUSTOMER_ADDRESS		This group contains rules for STG_CUSTOMER_ADDRESS

		DQFSDWRC0395		STG_CUSTOMER_DETAILS		This group contains rules for STG_CUSTOMER_DETAILS

		DQFSDWRC0396		STG_CUSTOMER_EMAIL_ADDRESS		This group contains rules for STG_CUSTOMER_EMAIL_ADDRESS

		DQFSDWDT0578		STG_CUSTOMER_MASTER		This group contains rules for STG_CUSTOMER_MASTER

		DQFSDWDT0549		STG_CUSTOMER_MASTER		This group contains rules for STG_CUSTOMER_MASTER

		DQFSDWDT0575		STG_CUSTOMER_MASTER		This group contains rules for STG_CUSTOMER_MASTER

		DQFSDWRC0015		STG_CUSTOMER_MASTER		This group contains rules for STG_CUSTOMER_MASTER

		DQFSDWDT0601		STG_CUSTOMER_MASTER		This group contains rules for STG_CUSTOMER_MASTER

		DQFSDWRC0397		STG_CUSTOMER_MASTER		This group contains rules for STG_CUSTOMER_MASTER

		DQFSDWRC0259		STG_CUSTOMER_MASTER		This group contains rules for STG_CUSTOMER_MASTER

		DQFSDWRC0398		STG_CUSTOMER_PHONE		This group contains rules for STG_CUSTOMER_PHONE

		DQFSDWRC0085		STG_CUSTOMER_RELATIONSHIP		This group contains rules for STG_CUSTOMER_RELATIONSHIP

		DQFSDWRC0016		STG_CUSTOMER_RELATIONSHIP		This group contains rules for STG_CUSTOMER_RELATIONSHIP

		DQFSDWRC0150		STG_CUSTOMER_RELATIONSHIP		This group contains rules for STG_CUSTOMER_RELATIONSHIP

		DQFSDWRC0260		STG_CUSTOMER_RELATIONSHIP		This group contains rules for STG_CUSTOMER_RELATIONSHIP

		DQFSDWRC0399		STG_CUSTOMER_RELATIONSHIP		This group contains rules for STG_CUSTOMER_RELATIONSHIP

		DQFSDWRC0084		STG_CUST_ATTRITION_PLAN		This group contains rules for STG_CUST_ATTRITION_PLAN

		DQFSDWRC0149		STG_CUST_ATTRITION_PLAN		This group contains rules for STG_CUST_ATTRITION_PLAN

		DQFSDWRC0014		STG_CUST_ATTRITION_PLAN		This group contains rules for STG_CUST_ATTRITION_PLAN

		DQFSDWRC0391		STG_CUST_CUST_RELATIONSHIP		This group contains rules for STG_CUST_CUST_RELATIONSHIP

		DQFSDWRC0390		STG_CUST_CUST_RELATIONSHIP		This group contains rules for STG_CUST_CUST_RELATIONSHIP

		DQFSDWRC0392		STG_CUST_CUST_RELATIONSHIP		This group contains rules for STG_CUST_CUST_RELATIONSHIP

		DQFSDWRC0261		STG_ENTITY_DETAILS		This group contains rules for STG_ENTITY_DETAILS

		DQFSDWRC0017		STG_EQUITY_EXPOSURES		This group contains rules for STG_EQUITY_EXPOSURES

		DQFSDWRC0400		STG_EQUITY_EXPOSURES		This group contains rules for STG_EQUITY_EXPOSURES

		DQFSDWRC0190		STG_EQUITY_EXPOSURES		This group contains rules for STG_EQUITY_EXPOSURES

		DQFSDWRC0262		STG_EQUITY_EXPOSURES		This group contains rules for STG_EQUITY_EXPOSURES

		DQFSDWRC0086		STG_EQUITY_EXPOSURES		This group contains rules for STG_EQUITY_EXPOSURES

		DQFSDWRC0500		STG_EQUITY_EXPOSURES		This group contains rules for STG_EQUITY_EXPOSURES

		DQFSDWRC0018		STG_EXPOSURE_MASTER		This group contains rules for STG_EXPOSURE_MASTER

		DQFSDWRC0501		STG_EXPOSURE_MASTER		This group contains rules for STG_EXPOSURE_MASTER

		DQFSDWRC0263		STG_EXPOSURE_MASTER		This group contains rules for STG_EXPOSURE_MASTER

		DQFSDWRC0087		STG_EXPOSURE_MASTER		This group contains rules for STG_EXPOSURE_MASTER

		DQFSDWRC0191		STG_EXP_MITIGANT_MAPPINGS		This group contains rules for STG_EXP_MITIGANT_MAPPINGS

		DQFSDWRC0264		STG_EXT_OPERATIONAL_RISK_LOSS		This group contains rules for STG_EXT_OPERATIONAL_RISK_LOSS

		DQFSDWRC0265		STG_FOREX_EXPOSURES		This group contains rules for STG_FOREX_EXPOSURES

		DQFSDWRC0192		STG_FOREX_EXPOSURES		This group contains rules for STG_FOREX_EXPOSURES

		DQFSDWRC0266		STG_FORWARD_EXCHG_RATES		This group contains rules for STG_FORWARD_EXCHG_RATES

		DQFSDWRC0267		STG_FORWARD_EXCHG_RATES		This group contains rules for STG_FORWARD_EXCHG_RATES

		DQFSDWDT0572		STG_FRONTOFFICE_TXNS		This group contains rules for STG_FRONTOFFICE_TXNS

		DQFSDWDT0560		STG_FRONTOFFICE_TXNS		This group contains rules for STG_FRONTOFFICE_TXNS

		DQFSDWDT0574		STG_FRONTOFFICE_TXNS		This group contains rules for STG_FRONTOFFICE_TXNS

		DQFSDWRC0193		STG_FRONT_OFFICE_TXN_PARTY		This group contains rules for STG_FRONT_OFFICE_TXN_PARTY

		DQFSDWRC0194		STG_FRONT_OFFICE_TXN_PARTY		This group contains rules for STG_FRONT_OFFICE_TXN_PARTY

		DQFSDWRC0401		STG_FUTURES		This group contains rules for STG_FUTURES

		DQFSDWRC0151		STG_FUTURES		This group contains rules for STG_FUTURES

		DQFSDWRC0269		STG_FUTURES		This group contains rules for STG_FUTURES

		DQFSDWRC0270		STG_FUTURES		This group contains rules for STG_FUTURES

		DQFSDWRC0271		STG_FUTURES		This group contains rules for STG_FUTURES

		DQFSDWNU0517		STG_FUTURES		This group contains rules for STG_FUTURES

		DQFSDWRC0195		STG_FUTURES		This group contains rules for STG_FUTURES

		DQFSDWRC0196		STG_FUTURES		This group contains rules for STG_FUTURES

		DQFSDWDT0049		STG_FUTURES		This group contains rules for STG_FUTURES

		DQFSDWDT0052		STG_FUTURES		This group contains rules for STG_FUTURES

		DQFSDWDT0048		STG_FUTURES		This group contains rules for STG_FUTURES

		DQFSDWDT0151		STG_FUTURES		This group contains rules for STG_FUTURES

		DQFSDWNU0418		STG_FUTURES		This group contains rules for STG_FUTURES

		DQFSDWNU0419		STG_FUTURES		This group contains rules for STG_FUTURES

		DQFSDWDT0051		STG_FUTURES		This group contains rules for STG_FUTURES

		DQFSDWDT0050		STG_FUTURES		This group contains rules for STG_FUTURES

		DQFSDWNU0441		STG_FUTURES		This group contains rules for STG_FUTURES

		DQFSDWNU0442		STG_FUTURES		This group contains rules for STG_FUTURES

		DQFSDWNU0443		STG_FUTURES		This group contains rules for STG_FUTURES

		DQFSDWNU0452		STG_FUTURES		This group contains rules for STG_FUTURES

		DQFSDWNU0453		STG_FUTURES		This group contains rules for STG_FUTURES

		DQFSDWNU0454		STG_FUTURES		This group contains rules for STG_FUTURES

		DQFSDWNU0455		STG_FUTURES		This group contains rules for STG_FUTURES

		DQFSDWNU0511		STG_FUTURES		This group contains rules for STG_FUTURES

		DQFSDWNU0512		STG_FUTURES		This group contains rules for STG_FUTURES

		DQFSDWNU0513		STG_FUTURES		This group contains rules for STG_FUTURES

		DQFSDWNU0514		STG_FUTURES		This group contains rules for STG_FUTURES

		DQFSDWNU0515		STG_FUTURES		This group contains rules for STG_FUTURES

		DQFSDWNU0516		STG_FUTURES		This group contains rules for STG_FUTURES

		DQFSDWRC0485		STG_FUTURES		This group contains rules for STG_FUTURES

		DQFSDWRC0457		STG_FUTURES		This group contains rules for STG_FUTURES

		DQFSDWRC0502		STG_FUTURES		This group contains rules for STG_FUTURES

		DQFSDWRC0088		STG_FUTURES		This group contains rules for STG_FUTURES

		DQFSDWRC0019		STG_FUTURES		This group contains rules for STG_FUTURES

		DQFSDWDT0181		STG_FUTURES		This group contains rules for STG_FUTURES

		DQFSDWNU0520		STG_FUTURES		This group contains rules for STG_FUTURES

		DQFSDWNU0519		STG_FUTURES		This group contains rules for STG_FUTURES

		DQFSDWNU0518		STG_FUTURES		This group contains rules for STG_FUTURES

		DQFSDWRC0268		STG_FUTURES		This group contains rules for STG_FUTURES

		DQFSDWDT0057		STG_FX_CONTRACTS		This group contains rules for STG_FX_CONTRACTS

		DQFSDWDT0053		STG_FX_CONTRACTS		This group contains rules for STG_FX_CONTRACTS

		DQFSDWDT0056		STG_FX_CONTRACTS		This group contains rules for STG_FX_CONTRACTS

		DQFSDWDT0054		STG_FX_CONTRACTS		This group contains rules for STG_FX_CONTRACTS

		DQFSDWDT0058		STG_FX_CONTRACTS		This group contains rules for STG_FX_CONTRACTS

		DQFSDWNU0491		STG_FX_CONTRACTS		This group contains rules for STG_FX_CONTRACTS

		DQFSDWNU0492		STG_FX_CONTRACTS		This group contains rules for STG_FX_CONTRACTS

		DQFSDWNU0527		STG_FX_CONTRACTS		This group contains rules for STG_FX_CONTRACTS

		DQFSDWNU0526		STG_FX_CONTRACTS		This group contains rules for STG_FX_CONTRACTS

		DQFSDWNU0493		STG_FX_CONTRACTS		This group contains rules for STG_FX_CONTRACTS

		DQFSDWNU0528		STG_FX_CONTRACTS		This group contains rules for STG_FX_CONTRACTS

		DQFSDWDT0182		STG_FX_CONTRACTS		This group contains rules for STG_FX_CONTRACTS

		DQFSDWRC0020		STG_FX_CONTRACTS		This group contains rules for STG_FX_CONTRACTS

		DQFSDWRC0089		STG_FX_CONTRACTS		This group contains rules for STG_FX_CONTRACTS

		DQFSDWRC0503		STG_FX_CONTRACTS		This group contains rules for STG_FX_CONTRACTS

		DQFSDWRC0458		STG_FX_CONTRACTS		This group contains rules for STG_FX_CONTRACTS

		DQFSDWRC0402		STG_FX_CONTRACTS		This group contains rules for STG_FX_CONTRACTS

		DQFSDWRC0152		STG_FX_CONTRACTS		This group contains rules for STG_FX_CONTRACTS

		DQFSDWRC0272		STG_FX_CONTRACTS		This group contains rules for STG_FX_CONTRACTS

		DQFSDWRC0273		STG_FX_CONTRACTS		This group contains rules for STG_FX_CONTRACTS

		DQFSDWRC0274		STG_FX_CONTRACTS		This group contains rules for STG_FX_CONTRACTS

		DQFSDWRC0197		STG_FX_CONTRACTS		This group contains rules for STG_FX_CONTRACTS

		DQFSDWRC0198		STG_FX_CONTRACTS		This group contains rules for STG_FX_CONTRACTS

		DQFSDWDT0055		STG_FX_CONTRACTS		This group contains rules for STG_FX_CONTRACTS

		DQFSDWRC0021		STG_GEOGRAPHY_MASTER		This group contains rules for STG_GEOGRAPHY_MASTER

		DQFSDWRC0504		STG_GL_ACCOUNTING_HEAD_MASTER		This group contains rules for STG_GL_ACCOUNTING_HEAD_MASTER

		DQFSDWRC0022		STG_GL_ACCOUNTS		This group contains rules for STG_GL_ACCOUNTS

		DQFSDWRC0505		STG_GL_ACCOUNTS		This group contains rules for STG_GL_ACCOUNTS

		DQFSDWRC0090		STG_GL_ACCOUNTS		This group contains rules for STG_GL_ACCOUNTS

		DQFSDWRC0275		STG_GL_DATA		This group contains rules for STG_GL_DATA

		DQFSDWRC0091		STG_GL_DATA		This group contains rules for STG_GL_DATA

		DQFSDWRC0506		STG_GL_DATA		This group contains rules for STG_GL_DATA

		DQFSDWRC0023		STG_GL_DATA		This group contains rules for STG_GL_DATA

		DQFSDWRC0459		STG_GL_DATA		This group contains rules for STG_GL_DATA

		DQFSDWRC0276		STG_GL_MASTER		This group contains rules for STG_GL_MASTER

		DQFSDWRC0277		STG_GL_MASTER		This group contains rules for STG_GL_MASTER

		DQFSDWRC0024		STG_GL_MASTER		This group contains rules for STG_GL_MASTER

		DQFSDWNU0523		STG_GUARANTEES		This group contains rules for STG_GUARANTEES

		DQFSDWNU0524		STG_GUARANTEES		This group contains rules for STG_GUARANTEES

		DQFSDWNU0525		STG_GUARANTEES		This group contains rules for STG_GUARANTEES

		DQFSDWRC0279		STG_GUARANTEES		This group contains rules for STG_GUARANTEES

		DQFSDWRC0025		STG_GUARANTEES		This group contains rules for STG_GUARANTEES

		DQFSDWRC0092		STG_GUARANTEES		This group contains rules for STG_GUARANTEES

		DQFSDWRC0507		STG_GUARANTEES		This group contains rules for STG_GUARANTEES

		DQFSDWRC0460		STG_GUARANTEES		This group contains rules for STG_GUARANTEES

		DQFSDWRC0403		STG_GUARANTEES		This group contains rules for STG_GUARANTEES

		DQFSDWRC0278		STG_GUARANTEES		This group contains rules for STG_GUARANTEES

		DQFSDWNU0522		STG_GUARANTEES		This group contains rules for STG_GUARANTEES

		DQFSDWNU0521		STG_GUARANTEES		This group contains rules for STG_GUARANTEES

		DQFSDWNU0486		STG_GUARANTEES		This group contains rules for STG_GUARANTEES

		DQFSDWDT0183		STG_GUARANTEES		This group contains rules for STG_GUARANTEES

		DQFSDWRC0280		STG_GUARANTEES		This group contains rules for STG_GUARANTEES

		DQFSDWRC0199		STG_GUARANTEES		This group contains rules for STG_GUARANTEES

		DQFSDWDT0552		STG_GUARANTEES		This group contains rules for STG_GUARANTEES

		DQFSDWDT0553		STG_GUARANTEES		This group contains rules for STG_GUARANTEES

		DQFSDWDT0589		STG_GUARANTEES		This group contains rules for STG_GUARANTEES

		DQFSDWDT0060		STG_GUARANTEES		This group contains rules for STG_GUARANTEES

		DQFSDWDT0590		STG_GUARANTEES		This group contains rules for STG_GUARANTEES

		DQFSDWDT0059		STG_GUARANTEES		This group contains rules for STG_GUARANTEES

		DQFSDWNU0420		STG_GUARANTEES		This group contains rules for STG_GUARANTEES

		DQFSDWNU0425		STG_GUARANTEES		This group contains rules for STG_GUARANTEES

		DQFSDWNU0426		STG_GUARANTEES		This group contains rules for STG_GUARANTEES

		DQFSDWNU0427		STG_GUARANTEES		This group contains rules for STG_GUARANTEES

		DQFSDWNU0428		STG_GUARANTEES		This group contains rules for STG_GUARANTEES

		DQFSDWNU0444		STG_GUARANTEES		This group contains rules for STG_GUARANTEES

		DQFSDWNU0462		STG_GUARANTEES		This group contains rules for STG_GUARANTEES

		DQFSDWRC0093		STG_GUARANTEES_TXNS_SUMMARY		This group contains rules for STG_GUARANTEES_TXNS_SUMMARY

		DQFSDWRC0281		STG_GUARANTEES_TXNS_SUMMARY		This group contains rules for STG_GUARANTEES_TXNS_SUMMARY

		DQFSDWRC0508		STG_GUARANTEES_TXNS_SUMMARY		This group contains rules for STG_GUARANTEES_TXNS_SUMMARY

		DQFSDWRC0461		STG_GUARANTEES_TXNS_SUMMARY		This group contains rules for STG_GUARANTEES_TXNS_SUMMARY

		DQFSDWRC0404		STG_IJARAH		This group contains rules for STG_IJARAH

		DQFSDWRC0094		STG_IJARAH		This group contains rules for STG_IJARAH

		DQFSDWRC0200		STG_IJARAH		This group contains rules for STG_IJARAH

		DQFSDWRC0026		STG_IJARAH		This group contains rules for STG_IJARAH

		DQFSDWRC0282		STG_IJARAH		This group contains rules for STG_IJARAH

		DQFSDWRC0286		STG_INSTRUMENT_CONTRACT_MASTER		This group contains rules for STG_INSTRUMENT_CONTRACT_MASTER

		DQFSDWRC0285		STG_INSTRUMENT_CONTRACT_MASTER		This group contains rules for STG_INSTRUMENT_CONTRACT_MASTER

		DQFSDWRC0284		STG_INSTRUMENT_CONTRACT_MASTER		This group contains rules for STG_INSTRUMENT_CONTRACT_MASTER

		DQFSDWRC0027		STG_INSTRUMENT_CONTRACT_MASTER		This group contains rules for STG_INSTRUMENT_CONTRACT_MASTER

		DQFSDWRC0283		STG_INSTRUMENT_CONTRACT_MASTER		This group contains rules for STG_INSTRUMENT_CONTRACT_MASTER

		DQFSDWRC0287		STG_INSURANCE_DETAILS		This group contains rules for STG_INSURANCE_DETAILS

		DQFSDWRC0288		STG_INT_OPERATIONAL_RISK_LOSS		This group contains rules for STG_INT_OPERATIONAL_RISK_LOSS

		DQFSDWRC0289		STG_INT_SCENARIO_DATA		This group contains rules for STG_INT_SCENARIO_DATA

		DQFSDWRC0290		STG_INT_SCENARIO_SEVERITY_DTLS		This group contains rules for STG_INT_SCENARIO_SEVERITY_DTLS

		DQFSDWNU0471		STG_INVESTMENTS		This group contains rules for STG_INVESTMENTS

		DQFSDWNU0472		STG_INVESTMENTS		This group contains rules for STG_INVESTMENTS

		DQFSDWNU0473		STG_INVESTMENTS		This group contains rules for STG_INVESTMENTS

		DQFSDWNU0474		STG_INVESTMENTS		This group contains rules for STG_INVESTMENTS

		DQFSDWNU0475		STG_INVESTMENTS		This group contains rules for STG_INVESTMENTS

		DQFSDWNU0476		STG_INVESTMENTS		This group contains rules for STG_INVESTMENTS

		DQFSDWNU0477		STG_INVESTMENTS		This group contains rules for STG_INVESTMENTS

		DQFSDWNU0478		STG_INVESTMENTS		This group contains rules for STG_INVESTMENTS

		DQFSDWNU0479		STG_INVESTMENTS		This group contains rules for STG_INVESTMENTS

		DQFSDWNU0480		STG_INVESTMENTS		This group contains rules for STG_INVESTMENTS

		DQFSDWNU0481		STG_INVESTMENTS		This group contains rules for STG_INVESTMENTS

		DQFSDWDT0172		STG_INVESTMENTS		This group contains rules for STG_INVESTMENTS

		DQFSDWDT0184		STG_INVESTMENTS		This group contains rules for STG_INVESTMENTS

		DQFSDWRC0028		STG_INVESTMENTS		This group contains rules for STG_INVESTMENTS

		DQFSDWRC0096		STG_INVESTMENTS		This group contains rules for STG_INVESTMENTS

		DQFSDWRC0510		STG_INVESTMENTS		This group contains rules for STG_INVESTMENTS

		DQFSDWRC0463		STG_INVESTMENTS		This group contains rules for STG_INVESTMENTS

		DQFSDWRC0405		STG_INVESTMENTS		This group contains rules for STG_INVESTMENTS

		DQFSDWRC0153		STG_INVESTMENTS		This group contains rules for STG_INVESTMENTS

		DQFSDWRC0292		STG_INVESTMENTS		This group contains rules for STG_INVESTMENTS

		DQFSDWRC0293		STG_INVESTMENTS		This group contains rules for STG_INVESTMENTS

		DQFSDWRC0294		STG_INVESTMENTS		This group contains rules for STG_INVESTMENTS

		DQFSDWRC0201		STG_INVESTMENTS		This group contains rules for STG_INVESTMENTS

		DQFSDWDT0063		STG_INVESTMENTS		This group contains rules for STG_INVESTMENTS

		DQFSDWDT0065		STG_INVESTMENTS		This group contains rules for STG_INVESTMENTS

		DQFSDWDT0067		STG_INVESTMENTS		This group contains rules for STG_INVESTMENTS

		DQFSDWDT0068		STG_INVESTMENTS		This group contains rules for STG_INVESTMENTS

		DQFSDWDT0069		STG_INVESTMENTS		This group contains rules for STG_INVESTMENTS

		DQFSDWDT0061		STG_INVESTMENTS		This group contains rules for STG_INVESTMENTS

		DQFSDWDT0066		STG_INVESTMENTS		This group contains rules for STG_INVESTMENTS

		DQFSDWDT0064		STG_INVESTMENTS		This group contains rules for STG_INVESTMENTS

		DQFSDWDT0062		STG_INVESTMENTS		This group contains rules for STG_INVESTMENTS

		DQFSDWNU0429		STG_INVESTMENTS		This group contains rules for STG_INVESTMENTS

		DQFSDWNU0430		STG_INVESTMENTS		This group contains rules for STG_INVESTMENTS

		DQFSDWNU0431		STG_INVESTMENTS		This group contains rules for STG_INVESTMENTS

		DQFSDWDT0166		STG_INVESTMENTS		This group contains rules for STG_INVESTMENTS

		DQFSDWDT0157		STG_INVESTMENTS		This group contains rules for STG_INVESTMENTS

		DQFSDWNU0447		STG_INVESTMENTS		This group contains rules for STG_INVESTMENTS

		DQFSDWNU0448		STG_INVESTMENTS		This group contains rules for STG_INVESTMENTS

		DQFSDWNU0449		STG_INVESTMENTS		This group contains rules for STG_INVESTMENTS

		DQFSDWNU0450		STG_INVESTMENTS		This group contains rules for STG_INVESTMENTS

		DQFSDWNU0451		STG_INVESTMENTS		This group contains rules for STG_INVESTMENTS

		DQFSDWNU0463		STG_INVESTMENTS		This group contains rules for STG_INVESTMENTS

		DQFSDWNU0464		STG_INVESTMENTS		This group contains rules for STG_INVESTMENTS

		DQFSDWNU0465		STG_INVESTMENTS		This group contains rules for STG_INVESTMENTS

		DQFSDWNU0466		STG_INVESTMENTS		This group contains rules for STG_INVESTMENTS

		DQFSDWNU0467		STG_INVESTMENTS		This group contains rules for STG_INVESTMENTS

		DQFSDWNU0468		STG_INVESTMENTS		This group contains rules for STG_INVESTMENTS

		DQFSDWNU0469		STG_INVESTMENTS		This group contains rules for STG_INVESTMENTS

		DQFSDWNU0470		STG_INVESTMENTS		This group contains rules for STG_INVESTMENTS

		DQFSDWRC0462		STG_INVESTMENT_TXNS_SUMMARY		This group contains rules for STG_INVESTMENT_TXNS_SUMMARY

		DQFSDWRC0095		STG_INVESTMENT_TXNS_SUMMARY		This group contains rules for STG_INVESTMENT_TXNS_SUMMARY

		DQFSDWRC0509		STG_INVESTMENT_TXNS_SUMMARY		This group contains rules for STG_INVESTMENT_TXNS_SUMMARY

		DQFSDWRC0291		STG_INVESTMENT_TXNS_SUMMARY		This group contains rules for STG_INVESTMENT_TXNS_SUMMARY

		DQFSDWRC0296		STG_IRCS		This group contains rules for STG_IRCS

		DQFSDWRC0295		STG_IRC_RATE_HIST		This group contains rules for STG_IRC_RATE_HIST

		DQFSDWRC0029		STG_ISSUER_MASTER		This group contains rules for STG_ISSUER_MASTER

		DQFSDWRC0297		STG_ISSUE_DETAILS		This group contains rules for STG_ISSUE_DETAILS

		DQFSDWRC0030		STG_ISTISNA		This group contains rules for STG_ISTISNA

		DQFSDWRC0097		STG_ISTISNA		This group contains rules for STG_ISTISNA

		DQFSDWRC0298		STG_ISTISNA		This group contains rules for STG_ISTISNA

		DQFSDWRC0203		STG_ISTISNA		This group contains rules for STG_ISTISNA

		DQFSDWRC0406		STG_ISTISNA		This group contains rules for STG_ISTISNA

		DQFSDWRC0031		STG_LC_CONTRACTS		This group contains rules for STG_LC_CONTRACTS

		DQFSDWRC0098		STG_LC_CONTRACTS		This group contains rules for STG_LC_CONTRACTS

		DQFSDWRC0511		STG_LC_CONTRACTS		This group contains rules for STG_LC_CONTRACTS

		DQFSDWRC0464		STG_LC_CONTRACTS		This group contains rules for STG_LC_CONTRACTS

		DQFSDWRC0407		STG_LC_CONTRACTS		This group contains rules for STG_LC_CONTRACTS

		DQFSDWRC0299		STG_LC_CONTRACTS		This group contains rules for STG_LC_CONTRACTS

		DQFSDWRC0300		STG_LC_CONTRACTS		This group contains rules for STG_LC_CONTRACTS

		DQFSDWRC0204		STG_LC_CONTRACTS		This group contains rules for STG_LC_CONTRACTS

		DQFSDWNU0258		STG_LEASES_CONTRACTS		This group contains rules for STG_LEASES_CONTRACTS

		DQFSDWNU0259		STG_LEASES_CONTRACTS		This group contains rules for STG_LEASES_CONTRACTS

		DQFSDWNU0260		STG_LEASES_CONTRACTS		This group contains rules for STG_LEASES_CONTRACTS

		DQFSDWNU0261		STG_LEASES_CONTRACTS		This group contains rules for STG_LEASES_CONTRACTS

		DQFSDWNU0262		STG_LEASES_CONTRACTS		This group contains rules for STG_LEASES_CONTRACTS

		DQFSDWNU0263		STG_LEASES_CONTRACTS		This group contains rules for STG_LEASES_CONTRACTS

		DQFSDWNU0264		STG_LEASES_CONTRACTS		This group contains rules for STG_LEASES_CONTRACTS

		DQFSDWNU0265		STG_LEASES_CONTRACTS		This group contains rules for STG_LEASES_CONTRACTS

		DQFSDWNU0266		STG_LEASES_CONTRACTS		This group contains rules for STG_LEASES_CONTRACTS

		DQFSDWNU0267		STG_LEASES_CONTRACTS		This group contains rules for STG_LEASES_CONTRACTS

		DQFSDWNU0268		STG_LEASES_CONTRACTS		This group contains rules for STG_LEASES_CONTRACTS

		DQFSDWNU0269		STG_LEASES_CONTRACTS		This group contains rules for STG_LEASES_CONTRACTS

		DQFSDWNU0270		STG_LEASES_CONTRACTS		This group contains rules for STG_LEASES_CONTRACTS

		DQFSDWNU0271		STG_LEASES_CONTRACTS		This group contains rules for STG_LEASES_CONTRACTS

		DQFSDWNU0272		STG_LEASES_CONTRACTS		This group contains rules for STG_LEASES_CONTRACTS

		DQFSDWNU0273		STG_LEASES_CONTRACTS		This group contains rules for STG_LEASES_CONTRACTS

		DQFSDWNU0274		STG_LEASES_CONTRACTS		This group contains rules for STG_LEASES_CONTRACTS

		DQFSDWNU0275		STG_LEASES_CONTRACTS		This group contains rules for STG_LEASES_CONTRACTS

		DQFSDWNU0276		STG_LEASES_CONTRACTS		This group contains rules for STG_LEASES_CONTRACTS

		DQFSDWNU0277		STG_LEASES_CONTRACTS		This group contains rules for STG_LEASES_CONTRACTS

		DQFSDWNU0278		STG_LEASES_CONTRACTS		This group contains rules for STG_LEASES_CONTRACTS

		DQFSDWNU0279		STG_LEASES_CONTRACTS		This group contains rules for STG_LEASES_CONTRACTS

		DQFSDWNU0280		STG_LEASES_CONTRACTS		This group contains rules for STG_LEASES_CONTRACTS

		DQFSDWNU0281		STG_LEASES_CONTRACTS		This group contains rules for STG_LEASES_CONTRACTS

		DQFSDWNU0282		STG_LEASES_CONTRACTS		This group contains rules for STG_LEASES_CONTRACTS

		DQFSDWNU0283		STG_LEASES_CONTRACTS		This group contains rules for STG_LEASES_CONTRACTS

		DQFSDWNU0284		STG_LEASES_CONTRACTS		This group contains rules for STG_LEASES_CONTRACTS

		DQFSDWNU0285		STG_LEASES_CONTRACTS		This group contains rules for STG_LEASES_CONTRACTS

		DQFSDWNU0286		STG_LEASES_CONTRACTS		This group contains rules for STG_LEASES_CONTRACTS

		DQFSDWNU0287		STG_LEASES_CONTRACTS		This group contains rules for STG_LEASES_CONTRACTS

		DQFSDWNU0288		STG_LEASES_CONTRACTS		This group contains rules for STG_LEASES_CONTRACTS

		DQFSDWRC0032		STG_LEASES_CONTRACTS		This group contains rules for STG_LEASES_CONTRACTS

		DQFSDWRC0099		STG_LEASES_CONTRACTS		This group contains rules for STG_LEASES_CONTRACTS

		DQFSDWRC0512		STG_LEASES_CONTRACTS		This group contains rules for STG_LEASES_CONTRACTS

		DQFSDWRC0465		STG_LEASES_CONTRACTS		This group contains rules for STG_LEASES_CONTRACTS

		DQFSDWRC0408		STG_LEASES_CONTRACTS		This group contains rules for STG_LEASES_CONTRACTS

		DQFSDWRC0154		STG_LEASES_CONTRACTS		This group contains rules for STG_LEASES_CONTRACTS

		DQFSDWRC0301		STG_LEASES_CONTRACTS		This group contains rules for STG_LEASES_CONTRACTS

		DQFSDWRC0205		STG_LEASES_CONTRACTS		This group contains rules for STG_LEASES_CONTRACTS

		DQFSDWDT0070		STG_LEASES_CONTRACTS		This group contains rules for STG_LEASES_CONTRACTS

		DQFSDWDT0073		STG_LEASES_CONTRACTS		This group contains rules for STG_LEASES_CONTRACTS

		DQFSDWDT0074		STG_LEASES_CONTRACTS		This group contains rules for STG_LEASES_CONTRACTS

		DQFSDWDT0071		STG_LEASES_CONTRACTS		This group contains rules for STG_LEASES_CONTRACTS

		DQFSDWDT0076		STG_LEASES_CONTRACTS		This group contains rules for STG_LEASES_CONTRACTS

		DQFSDWDT0072		STG_LEASES_CONTRACTS		This group contains rules for STG_LEASES_CONTRACTS

		DQFSDWDT0075		STG_LEASES_CONTRACTS		This group contains rules for STG_LEASES_CONTRACTS

		DQFSDWDT0158		STG_LEASES_CONTRACTS		This group contains rules for STG_LEASES_CONTRACTS

		DQFSDWDT0173		STG_LEASES_CONTRACTS		This group contains rules for STG_LEASES_CONTRACTS

		DQFSDWDT0185		STG_LEASES_CONTRACTS		This group contains rules for STG_LEASES_CONTRACTS

		DQFSDWNU0289		STG_LEASES_CONTRACTS		This group contains rules for STG_LEASES_CONTRACTS

		DQFSDWNU0290		STG_LEASES_CONTRACTS		This group contains rules for STG_LEASES_CONTRACTS

		DQFSDWNU0291		STG_LEASES_CONTRACTS		This group contains rules for STG_LEASES_CONTRACTS

		DQFSDWNU0292		STG_LEASES_CONTRACTS		This group contains rules for STG_LEASES_CONTRACTS

		DQFSDWNU0293		STG_LEASES_CONTRACTS		This group contains rules for STG_LEASES_CONTRACTS

		DQFSDWNU0294		STG_LEASES_CONTRACTS		This group contains rules for STG_LEASES_CONTRACTS

		DQFSDWNU0295		STG_LEASES_CONTRACTS		This group contains rules for STG_LEASES_CONTRACTS

		DQFSDWNU0296		STG_LEASES_CONTRACTS		This group contains rules for STG_LEASES_CONTRACTS

		DQFSDWNU0297		STG_LEASES_CONTRACTS		This group contains rules for STG_LEASES_CONTRACTS

		DQFSDWNU0298		STG_LEASES_CONTRACTS		This group contains rules for STG_LEASES_CONTRACTS

		DQFSDWNU0299		STG_LEASES_CONTRACTS		This group contains rules for STG_LEASES_CONTRACTS

		DQFSDWNU0301		STG_LEASES_CONTRACTS		This group contains rules for STG_LEASES_CONTRACTS

		DQFSDWNU0300		STG_LEASES_CONTRACTS		This group contains rules for STG_LEASES_CONTRACTS

		DQFSDWNU0302		STG_LEASES_CONTRACTS		This group contains rules for STG_LEASES_CONTRACTS

		DQFSDWNU0256		STG_LEASES_CONTRACTS		This group contains rules for STG_LEASES_CONTRACTS

		DQFSDWNU0257		STG_LEASES_CONTRACTS		This group contains rules for STG_LEASES_CONTRACTS

		DQFSDWRC0033		STG_LEASES_TXNS		This group contains rules for STG_LEASES_TXNS

		DQFSDWRC0409		STG_LEASES_TXNS		This group contains rules for STG_LEASES_TXNS

		DQFSDWRC0302		STG_LEASES_TXNS		This group contains rules for STG_LEASES_TXNS

		DQFSDWRC0303		STG_LEASES_TXNS_SUMMARY		This group contains rules for STG_LEASES_TXNS_SUMMARY

		DQFSDWRC0466		STG_LEASES_TXNS_SUMMARY		This group contains rules for STG_LEASES_TXNS_SUMMARY

		DQFSDWRC0100		STG_LEASES_TXNS_SUMMARY		This group contains rules for STG_LEASES_TXNS_SUMMARY

		DQFSDWRC0513		STG_LEASES_TXNS_SUMMARY		This group contains rules for STG_LEASES_TXNS_SUMMARY

		DQFSDWRC0034		STG_LIMITS_SUMMARY		This group contains rules for STG_LIMITS_SUMMARY

		DQFSDWRC0410		STG_LIMITS_SUMMARY		This group contains rules for STG_LIMITS_SUMMARY

		DQFSDWRC0101		STG_LIMITS_SUMMARY		This group contains rules for STG_LIMITS_SUMMARY

		DQFSDWRC0206		STG_LIMITS_SUMMARY		This group contains rules for STG_LIMITS_SUMMARY

		DQFSDWRC0304		STG_LIMITS_SUMMARY		This group contains rules for STG_LIMITS_SUMMARY

		DQFSDWNU0252		STG_LOAN_CONTRACTS		This group contains rules for STG_LOAN_CONTRACTS

		DQFSDWNU0147		STG_LOAN_CONTRACTS		This group contains rules for STG_LOAN_CONTRACTS

		DQFSDWNU0148		STG_LOAN_CONTRACTS		This group contains rules for STG_LOAN_CONTRACTS

		DQFSDWNU0149		STG_LOAN_CONTRACTS		This group contains rules for STG_LOAN_CONTRACTS

		DQFSDWNU0150		STG_LOAN_CONTRACTS		This group contains rules for STG_LOAN_CONTRACTS

		DQFSDWNU0151		STG_LOAN_CONTRACTS		This group contains rules for STG_LOAN_CONTRACTS

		DQFSDWNU0152		STG_LOAN_CONTRACTS		This group contains rules for STG_LOAN_CONTRACTS

		DQFSDWNU0253		STG_LOAN_CONTRACTS		This group contains rules for STG_LOAN_CONTRACTS

		DQFSDWNU0254		STG_LOAN_CONTRACTS		This group contains rules for STG_LOAN_CONTRACTS

		DQFSDWNU0153		STG_LOAN_CONTRACTS		This group contains rules for STG_LOAN_CONTRACTS

		DQFSDWNU0154		STG_LOAN_CONTRACTS		This group contains rules for STG_LOAN_CONTRACTS

		DQFSDWNU0155		STG_LOAN_CONTRACTS		This group contains rules for STG_LOAN_CONTRACTS

		DQFSDWNU0156		STG_LOAN_CONTRACTS		This group contains rules for STG_LOAN_CONTRACTS

		DQFSDWNU0157		STG_LOAN_CONTRACTS		This group contains rules for STG_LOAN_CONTRACTS

		DQFSDWNU0158		STG_LOAN_CONTRACTS		This group contains rules for STG_LOAN_CONTRACTS

		DQFSDWNU0159		STG_LOAN_CONTRACTS		This group contains rules for STG_LOAN_CONTRACTS

		DQFSDWNU0160		STG_LOAN_CONTRACTS		This group contains rules for STG_LOAN_CONTRACTS

		DQFSDWNU0161		STG_LOAN_CONTRACTS		This group contains rules for STG_LOAN_CONTRACTS

		DQFSDWNU0162		STG_LOAN_CONTRACTS		This group contains rules for STG_LOAN_CONTRACTS

		DQFSDWNU0163		STG_LOAN_CONTRACTS		This group contains rules for STG_LOAN_CONTRACTS

		DQFSDWNU0164		STG_LOAN_CONTRACTS		This group contains rules for STG_LOAN_CONTRACTS

		DQFSDWNU0165		STG_LOAN_CONTRACTS		This group contains rules for STG_LOAN_CONTRACTS

		DQFSDWNU0166		STG_LOAN_CONTRACTS		This group contains rules for STG_LOAN_CONTRACTS

		DQFSDWNU0167		STG_LOAN_CONTRACTS		This group contains rules for STG_LOAN_CONTRACTS

		DQFSDWNU0168		STG_LOAN_CONTRACTS		This group contains rules for STG_LOAN_CONTRACTS

		DQFSDWNU0169		STG_LOAN_CONTRACTS		This group contains rules for STG_LOAN_CONTRACTS

		DQFSDWNU0170		STG_LOAN_CONTRACTS		This group contains rules for STG_LOAN_CONTRACTS

		DQFSDWNU0171		STG_LOAN_CONTRACTS		This group contains rules for STG_LOAN_CONTRACTS

		DQFSDWNU0172		STG_LOAN_CONTRACTS		This group contains rules for STG_LOAN_CONTRACTS

		DQFSDWNU0173		STG_LOAN_CONTRACTS		This group contains rules for STG_LOAN_CONTRACTS

		DQFSDWNU0174		STG_LOAN_CONTRACTS		This group contains rules for STG_LOAN_CONTRACTS

		DQFSDWNU0175		STG_LOAN_CONTRACTS		This group contains rules for STG_LOAN_CONTRACTS

		DQFSDWNU0176		STG_LOAN_CONTRACTS		This group contains rules for STG_LOAN_CONTRACTS

		DQFSDWNU0177		STG_LOAN_CONTRACTS		This group contains rules for STG_LOAN_CONTRACTS

		DQFSDWNU0178		STG_LOAN_CONTRACTS		This group contains rules for STG_LOAN_CONTRACTS

		DQFSDWNU0179		STG_LOAN_CONTRACTS		This group contains rules for STG_LOAN_CONTRACTS

		DQFSDWNU0180		STG_LOAN_CONTRACTS		This group contains rules for STG_LOAN_CONTRACTS

		DQFSDWNU0181		STG_LOAN_CONTRACTS		This group contains rules for STG_LOAN_CONTRACTS

		DQFSDWNU0182		STG_LOAN_CONTRACTS		This group contains rules for STG_LOAN_CONTRACTS

		DQFSDWNU0183		STG_LOAN_CONTRACTS		This group contains rules for STG_LOAN_CONTRACTS

		DQFSDWNU0184		STG_LOAN_CONTRACTS		This group contains rules for STG_LOAN_CONTRACTS

		DQFSDWNU0185		STG_LOAN_CONTRACTS		This group contains rules for STG_LOAN_CONTRACTS

		DQFSDWNU0186		STG_LOAN_CONTRACTS		This group contains rules for STG_LOAN_CONTRACTS

		DQFSDWNU0187		STG_LOAN_CONTRACTS		This group contains rules for STG_LOAN_CONTRACTS

		DQFSDWNU0188		STG_LOAN_CONTRACTS		This group contains rules for STG_LOAN_CONTRACTS

		DQFSDWNU0189		STG_LOAN_CONTRACTS		This group contains rules for STG_LOAN_CONTRACTS

		DQFSDWNU0190		STG_LOAN_CONTRACTS		This group contains rules for STG_LOAN_CONTRACTS

		DQFSDWNU0191		STG_LOAN_CONTRACTS		This group contains rules for STG_LOAN_CONTRACTS

		DQFSDWNU0220		STG_LOAN_CONTRACTS		This group contains rules for STG_LOAN_CONTRACTS

		DQFSDWNU0221		STG_LOAN_CONTRACTS		This group contains rules for STG_LOAN_CONTRACTS

		DQFSDWNU0222		STG_LOAN_CONTRACTS		This group contains rules for STG_LOAN_CONTRACTS

		DQFSDWNU0223		STG_LOAN_CONTRACTS		This group contains rules for STG_LOAN_CONTRACTS

		DQFSDWNU0224		STG_LOAN_CONTRACTS		This group contains rules for STG_LOAN_CONTRACTS

		DQFSDWNU0225		STG_LOAN_CONTRACTS		This group contains rules for STG_LOAN_CONTRACTS

		DQFSDWNU0226		STG_LOAN_CONTRACTS		This group contains rules for STG_LOAN_CONTRACTS

		DQFSDWNU0227		STG_LOAN_CONTRACTS		This group contains rules for STG_LOAN_CONTRACTS

		DQFSDWNU0228		STG_LOAN_CONTRACTS		This group contains rules for STG_LOAN_CONTRACTS

		DQFSDWNU0229		STG_LOAN_CONTRACTS		This group contains rules for STG_LOAN_CONTRACTS

		DQFSDWNU0230		STG_LOAN_CONTRACTS		This group contains rules for STG_LOAN_CONTRACTS

		DQFSDWNU0231		STG_LOAN_CONTRACTS		This group contains rules for STG_LOAN_CONTRACTS

		DQFSDWNU0232		STG_LOAN_CONTRACTS		This group contains rules for STG_LOAN_CONTRACTS

		DQFSDWNU0233		STG_LOAN_CONTRACTS		This group contains rules for STG_LOAN_CONTRACTS

		DQFSDWNU0234		STG_LOAN_CONTRACTS		This group contains rules for STG_LOAN_CONTRACTS

		DQFSDWNU0235		STG_LOAN_CONTRACTS		This group contains rules for STG_LOAN_CONTRACTS

		DQFSDWNU0236		STG_LOAN_CONTRACTS		This group contains rules for STG_LOAN_CONTRACTS

		DQFSDWNU0237		STG_LOAN_CONTRACTS		This group contains rules for STG_LOAN_CONTRACTS

		DQFSDWNU0238		STG_LOAN_CONTRACTS		This group contains rules for STG_LOAN_CONTRACTS

		DQFSDWNU0239		STG_LOAN_CONTRACTS		This group contains rules for STG_LOAN_CONTRACTS

		DQFSDWNU0240		STG_LOAN_CONTRACTS		This group contains rules for STG_LOAN_CONTRACTS

		DQFSDWNU0241		STG_LOAN_CONTRACTS		This group contains rules for STG_LOAN_CONTRACTS

		DQFSDWNU0242		STG_LOAN_CONTRACTS		This group contains rules for STG_LOAN_CONTRACTS

		DQFSDWNU0243		STG_LOAN_CONTRACTS		This group contains rules for STG_LOAN_CONTRACTS

		DQFSDWNU0244		STG_LOAN_CONTRACTS		This group contains rules for STG_LOAN_CONTRACTS

		DQFSDWNU0145		STG_LOAN_CONTRACTS		This group contains rules for STG_LOAN_CONTRACTS

		DQFSDWNU0146		STG_LOAN_CONTRACTS		This group contains rules for STG_LOAN_CONTRACTS

		DQFSDWNU0245		STG_LOAN_CONTRACTS		This group contains rules for STG_LOAN_CONTRACTS

		DQFSDWNU0246		STG_LOAN_CONTRACTS		This group contains rules for STG_LOAN_CONTRACTS

		DQFSDWNU0247		STG_LOAN_CONTRACTS		This group contains rules for STG_LOAN_CONTRACTS

		DQFSDWNU0209		STG_LOAN_CONTRACTS		This group contains rules for STG_LOAN_CONTRACTS

		DQFSDWNU0248		STG_LOAN_CONTRACTS		This group contains rules for STG_LOAN_CONTRACTS

		DQFSDWNU0249		STG_LOAN_CONTRACTS		This group contains rules for STG_LOAN_CONTRACTS

		DQFSDWNU0250		STG_LOAN_CONTRACTS		This group contains rules for STG_LOAN_CONTRACTS

		DQFSDWRC0036		STG_LOAN_CONTRACTS		This group contains rules for STG_LOAN_CONTRACTS

		DQFSDWRC0103		STG_LOAN_CONTRACTS		This group contains rules for STG_LOAN_CONTRACTS

		DQFSDWRC0412		STG_LOAN_CONTRACTS		This group contains rules for STG_LOAN_CONTRACTS

		DQFSDWRC0155		STG_LOAN_CONTRACTS		This group contains rules for STG_LOAN_CONTRACTS

		DQFSDWRC0156		STG_LOAN_CONTRACTS		This group contains rules for STG_LOAN_CONTRACTS

		DQFSDWRC0307		STG_LOAN_CONTRACTS		This group contains rules for STG_LOAN_CONTRACTS

		DQFSDWRC0308		STG_LOAN_CONTRACTS		This group contains rules for STG_LOAN_CONTRACTS

		DQFSDWRC0309		STG_LOAN_CONTRACTS		This group contains rules for STG_LOAN_CONTRACTS

		DQFSDWRC0310		STG_LOAN_CONTRACTS		This group contains rules for STG_LOAN_CONTRACTS

		DQFSDWRC0515		STG_LOAN_CONTRACTS		This group contains rules for STG_LOAN_CONTRACTS

		DQFSDWDT0077		STG_LOAN_CONTRACTS		This group contains rules for STG_LOAN_CONTRACTS

		DQFSDWDT0080		STG_LOAN_CONTRACTS		This group contains rules for STG_LOAN_CONTRACTS

		DQFSDWDT0082		STG_LOAN_CONTRACTS		This group contains rules for STG_LOAN_CONTRACTS

		DQFSDWDT0085		STG_LOAN_CONTRACTS		This group contains rules for STG_LOAN_CONTRACTS

		DQFSDWDT0088		STG_LOAN_CONTRACTS		This group contains rules for STG_LOAN_CONTRACTS

		DQFSDWDT0090		STG_LOAN_CONTRACTS		This group contains rules for STG_LOAN_CONTRACTS

		DQFSDWDT0093		STG_LOAN_CONTRACTS		This group contains rules for STG_LOAN_CONTRACTS

		DQFSDWDT0096		STG_LOAN_CONTRACTS		This group contains rules for STG_LOAN_CONTRACTS

		DQFSDWDT0081		STG_LOAN_CONTRACTS		This group contains rules for STG_LOAN_CONTRACTS

		DQFSDWDT0084		STG_LOAN_CONTRACTS		This group contains rules for STG_LOAN_CONTRACTS

		DQFSDWDT0087		STG_LOAN_CONTRACTS		This group contains rules for STG_LOAN_CONTRACTS

		DQFSDWDT0079		STG_LOAN_CONTRACTS		This group contains rules for STG_LOAN_CONTRACTS

		DQFSDWDT0086		STG_LOAN_CONTRACTS		This group contains rules for STG_LOAN_CONTRACTS

		DQFSDWDT0091		STG_LOAN_CONTRACTS		This group contains rules for STG_LOAN_CONTRACTS

		DQFSDWDT0092		STG_LOAN_CONTRACTS		This group contains rules for STG_LOAN_CONTRACTS

		DQFSDWDT0094		STG_LOAN_CONTRACTS		This group contains rules for STG_LOAN_CONTRACTS

		DQFSDWDT0078		STG_LOAN_CONTRACTS		This group contains rules for STG_LOAN_CONTRACTS

		DQFSDWDT0083		STG_LOAN_CONTRACTS		This group contains rules for STG_LOAN_CONTRACTS

		DQFSDWDT0095		STG_LOAN_CONTRACTS		This group contains rules for STG_LOAN_CONTRACTS

		DQFSDWDT0089		STG_LOAN_CONTRACTS		This group contains rules for STG_LOAN_CONTRACTS

		DQFSDWDT0149		STG_LOAN_CONTRACTS		This group contains rules for STG_LOAN_CONTRACTS

		DQFSDWDT0159		STG_LOAN_CONTRACTS		This group contains rules for STG_LOAN_CONTRACTS

		DQFSDWDT0167		STG_LOAN_CONTRACTS		This group contains rules for STG_LOAN_CONTRACTS

		DQFSDWDT0174		STG_LOAN_CONTRACTS		This group contains rules for STG_LOAN_CONTRACTS

		DQFSDWNU0192		STG_LOAN_CONTRACTS		This group contains rules for STG_LOAN_CONTRACTS

		DQFSDWNU0193		STG_LOAN_CONTRACTS		This group contains rules for STG_LOAN_CONTRACTS

		DQFSDWNU0194		STG_LOAN_CONTRACTS		This group contains rules for STG_LOAN_CONTRACTS

		DQFSDWNU0195		STG_LOAN_CONTRACTS		This group contains rules for STG_LOAN_CONTRACTS

		DQFSDWNU0196		STG_LOAN_CONTRACTS		This group contains rules for STG_LOAN_CONTRACTS

		DQFSDWNU0197		STG_LOAN_CONTRACTS		This group contains rules for STG_LOAN_CONTRACTS

		DQFSDWNU0198		STG_LOAN_CONTRACTS		This group contains rules for STG_LOAN_CONTRACTS

		DQFSDWNU0199		STG_LOAN_CONTRACTS		This group contains rules for STG_LOAN_CONTRACTS

		DQFSDWNU0200		STG_LOAN_CONTRACTS		This group contains rules for STG_LOAN_CONTRACTS

		DQFSDWNU0201		STG_LOAN_CONTRACTS		This group contains rules for STG_LOAN_CONTRACTS

		DQFSDWNU0202		STG_LOAN_CONTRACTS		This group contains rules for STG_LOAN_CONTRACTS

		DQFSDWNU0203		STG_LOAN_CONTRACTS		This group contains rules for STG_LOAN_CONTRACTS

		DQFSDWNU0204		STG_LOAN_CONTRACTS		This group contains rules for STG_LOAN_CONTRACTS

		DQFSDWNU0205		STG_LOAN_CONTRACTS		This group contains rules for STG_LOAN_CONTRACTS

		DQFSDWNU0206		STG_LOAN_CONTRACTS		This group contains rules for STG_LOAN_CONTRACTS

		DQFSDWNU0207		STG_LOAN_CONTRACTS		This group contains rules for STG_LOAN_CONTRACTS

		DQFSDWNU0208		STG_LOAN_CONTRACTS		This group contains rules for STG_LOAN_CONTRACTS

		DQFSDWRC0207		STG_LOAN_CONTRACTS		This group contains rules for STG_LOAN_CONTRACTS

		DQFSDWNU0210		STG_LOAN_CONTRACTS		This group contains rules for STG_LOAN_CONTRACTS

		DQFSDWNU0211		STG_LOAN_CONTRACTS		This group contains rules for STG_LOAN_CONTRACTS

		DQFSDWNU0212		STG_LOAN_CONTRACTS		This group contains rules for STG_LOAN_CONTRACTS

		DQFSDWNU0213		STG_LOAN_CONTRACTS		This group contains rules for STG_LOAN_CONTRACTS

		DQFSDWNU0214		STG_LOAN_CONTRACTS		This group contains rules for STG_LOAN_CONTRACTS

		DQFSDWNU0215		STG_LOAN_CONTRACTS		This group contains rules for STG_LOAN_CONTRACTS

		DQFSDWNU0216		STG_LOAN_CONTRACTS		This group contains rules for STG_LOAN_CONTRACTS

		DQFSDWNU0217		STG_LOAN_CONTRACTS		This group contains rules for STG_LOAN_CONTRACTS

		DQFSDWNU0218		STG_LOAN_CONTRACTS		This group contains rules for STG_LOAN_CONTRACTS

		DQFSDWNU0219		STG_LOAN_CONTRACTS		This group contains rules for STG_LOAN_CONTRACTS

		DQFSDWRC0035		STG_LOAN_CONTRACT_TXNS		This group contains rules for STG_LOAN_CONTRACT_TXNS

		DQFSDWRC0305		STG_LOAN_CONTRACT_TXNS		This group contains rules for STG_LOAN_CONTRACT_TXNS

		DQFSDWDT0538		STG_LOAN_CONTRACT_TXNS		This group contains rules for STG_LOAN_CONTRACT_TXNS

		DQFSDWDT0561		STG_LOAN_CONTRACT_TXNS		This group contains rules for STG_LOAN_CONTRACT_TXNS

		DQFSDWRC0411		STG_LOAN_CONTRACT_TXNS		This group contains rules for STG_LOAN_CONTRACT_TXNS

		DQFSDWRC0514		STG_LOAN_CONTRACT_TXNS_SUMMARY		This group contains rules for STG_LOAN_CONTRACT_TXNS_SUMMARY

		DQFSDWRC0306		STG_LOAN_CONTRACT_TXNS_SUMMARY		This group contains rules for STG_LOAN_CONTRACT_TXNS_SUMMARY

		DQFSDWRC0467		STG_LOAN_CONTRACT_TXNS_SUMMARY		This group contains rules for STG_LOAN_CONTRACT_TXNS_SUMMARY

		DQFSDWRC0102		STG_LOAN_CONTRACT_TXNS_SUMMARY		This group contains rules for STG_LOAN_CONTRACT_TXNS_SUMMARY

		DQFSDWNU0044		STG_MERCHANT_CARDS		This group contains rules for STG_MERCHANT_CARDS

		DQFSDWNU0045		STG_MERCHANT_CARDS		This group contains rules for STG_MERCHANT_CARDS

		DQFSDWNU0046		STG_MERCHANT_CARDS		This group contains rules for STG_MERCHANT_CARDS

		DQFSDWNU0047		STG_MERCHANT_CARDS		This group contains rules for STG_MERCHANT_CARDS

		DQFSDWNU0048		STG_MERCHANT_CARDS		This group contains rules for STG_MERCHANT_CARDS

		DQFSDWNU0049		STG_MERCHANT_CARDS		This group contains rules for STG_MERCHANT_CARDS

		DQFSDWNU0050		STG_MERCHANT_CARDS		This group contains rules for STG_MERCHANT_CARDS

		DQFSDWRC0037		STG_MERCHANT_CARDS		This group contains rules for STG_MERCHANT_CARDS

		DQFSDWRC0105		STG_MERCHANT_CARDS		This group contains rules for STG_MERCHANT_CARDS

		DQFSDWRC0469		STG_MERCHANT_CARDS		This group contains rules for STG_MERCHANT_CARDS

		DQFSDWRC0157		STG_MERCHANT_CARDS		This group contains rules for STG_MERCHANT_CARDS

		DQFSDWRC0158		STG_MERCHANT_CARDS		This group contains rules for STG_MERCHANT_CARDS

		DQFSDWRC0312		STG_MERCHANT_CARDS		This group contains rules for STG_MERCHANT_CARDS

		DQFSDWRC0517		STG_MERCHANT_CARDS		This group contains rules for STG_MERCHANT_CARDS

		DQFSDWDT0101		STG_MERCHANT_CARDS		This group contains rules for STG_MERCHANT_CARDS

		DQFSDWNU0076		STG_MERCHANT_CARDS		This group contains rules for STG_MERCHANT_CARDS

		DQFSDWNU0077		STG_MERCHANT_CARDS		This group contains rules for STG_MERCHANT_CARDS

		DQFSDWNU0079		STG_MERCHANT_CARDS		This group contains rules for STG_MERCHANT_CARDS

		DQFSDWNU0080		STG_MERCHANT_CARDS		This group contains rules for STG_MERCHANT_CARDS

		DQFSDWNU0082		STG_MERCHANT_CARDS		This group contains rules for STG_MERCHANT_CARDS

		DQFSDWNU0081		STG_MERCHANT_CARDS		This group contains rules for STG_MERCHANT_CARDS

		DQFSDWNU0084		STG_MERCHANT_CARDS		This group contains rules for STG_MERCHANT_CARDS

		DQFSDWNU0085		STG_MERCHANT_CARDS		This group contains rules for STG_MERCHANT_CARDS

		DQFSDWNU0086		STG_MERCHANT_CARDS		This group contains rules for STG_MERCHANT_CARDS

		DQFSDWNU0087		STG_MERCHANT_CARDS		This group contains rules for STG_MERCHANT_CARDS

		DQFSDWNU0088		STG_MERCHANT_CARDS		This group contains rules for STG_MERCHANT_CARDS

		DQFSDWNU0089		STG_MERCHANT_CARDS		This group contains rules for STG_MERCHANT_CARDS

		DQFSDWNU0090		STG_MERCHANT_CARDS		This group contains rules for STG_MERCHANT_CARDS

		DQFSDWNU0083		STG_MERCHANT_CARDS		This group contains rules for STG_MERCHANT_CARDS

		DQFSDWNU0091		STG_MERCHANT_CARDS		This group contains rules for STG_MERCHANT_CARDS

		DQFSDWNU0092		STG_MERCHANT_CARDS		This group contains rules for STG_MERCHANT_CARDS

		DQFSDWNU0093		STG_MERCHANT_CARDS		This group contains rules for STG_MERCHANT_CARDS

		DQFSDWNU0094		STG_MERCHANT_CARDS		This group contains rules for STG_MERCHANT_CARDS

		DQFSDWNU0095		STG_MERCHANT_CARDS		This group contains rules for STG_MERCHANT_CARDS

		DQFSDWNU0096		STG_MERCHANT_CARDS		This group contains rules for STG_MERCHANT_CARDS

		DQFSDWNU0097		STG_MERCHANT_CARDS		This group contains rules for STG_MERCHANT_CARDS

		DQFSDWNU0098		STG_MERCHANT_CARDS		This group contains rules for STG_MERCHANT_CARDS

		DQFSDWNU0099		STG_MERCHANT_CARDS		This group contains rules for STG_MERCHANT_CARDS

		DQFSDWNU0100		STG_MERCHANT_CARDS		This group contains rules for STG_MERCHANT_CARDS

		DQFSDWNU0101		STG_MERCHANT_CARDS		This group contains rules for STG_MERCHANT_CARDS

		DQFSDWNU0102		STG_MERCHANT_CARDS		This group contains rules for STG_MERCHANT_CARDS

		DQFSDWNU0103		STG_MERCHANT_CARDS		This group contains rules for STG_MERCHANT_CARDS

		DQFSDWNU0104		STG_MERCHANT_CARDS		This group contains rules for STG_MERCHANT_CARDS

		DQFSDWNU0105		STG_MERCHANT_CARDS		This group contains rules for STG_MERCHANT_CARDS

		DQFSDWNU0106		STG_MERCHANT_CARDS		This group contains rules for STG_MERCHANT_CARDS

		DQFSDWNU0107		STG_MERCHANT_CARDS		This group contains rules for STG_MERCHANT_CARDS

		DQFSDWNU0108		STG_MERCHANT_CARDS		This group contains rules for STG_MERCHANT_CARDS

		DQFSDWNU0109		STG_MERCHANT_CARDS		This group contains rules for STG_MERCHANT_CARDS

		DQFSDWNU0110		STG_MERCHANT_CARDS		This group contains rules for STG_MERCHANT_CARDS

		DQFSDWNU0111		STG_MERCHANT_CARDS		This group contains rules for STG_MERCHANT_CARDS

		DQFSDWNU0112		STG_MERCHANT_CARDS		This group contains rules for STG_MERCHANT_CARDS

		DQFSDWNU0113		STG_MERCHANT_CARDS		This group contains rules for STG_MERCHANT_CARDS

		DQFSDWNU0114		STG_MERCHANT_CARDS		This group contains rules for STG_MERCHANT_CARDS

		DQFSDWNU0115		STG_MERCHANT_CARDS		This group contains rules for STG_MERCHANT_CARDS

		DQFSDWNU0116		STG_MERCHANT_CARDS		This group contains rules for STG_MERCHANT_CARDS

		DQFSDWNU0117		STG_MERCHANT_CARDS		This group contains rules for STG_MERCHANT_CARDS

		DQFSDWNU0118		STG_MERCHANT_CARDS		This group contains rules for STG_MERCHANT_CARDS

		DQFSDWDT0103		STG_MERCHANT_CARDS		This group contains rules for STG_MERCHANT_CARDS

		DQFSDWDT0104		STG_MERCHANT_CARDS		This group contains rules for STG_MERCHANT_CARDS

		DQFSDWDT0105		STG_MERCHANT_CARDS		This group contains rules for STG_MERCHANT_CARDS

		DQFSDWDT0108		STG_MERCHANT_CARDS		This group contains rules for STG_MERCHANT_CARDS

		DQFSDWNU0054		STG_MERCHANT_CARDS		This group contains rules for STG_MERCHANT_CARDS

		DQFSDWDT0097		STG_MERCHANT_CARDS		This group contains rules for STG_MERCHANT_CARDS

		DQFSDWDT0100		STG_MERCHANT_CARDS		This group contains rules for STG_MERCHANT_CARDS

		DQFSDWDT0102		STG_MERCHANT_CARDS		This group contains rules for STG_MERCHANT_CARDS

		DQFSDWDT0107		STG_MERCHANT_CARDS		This group contains rules for STG_MERCHANT_CARDS

		DQFSDWDT0106		STG_MERCHANT_CARDS		This group contains rules for STG_MERCHANT_CARDS

		DQFSDWDT0099		STG_MERCHANT_CARDS		This group contains rules for STG_MERCHANT_CARDS

		DQFSDWDT0098		STG_MERCHANT_CARDS		This group contains rules for STG_MERCHANT_CARDS

		DQFSDWDT0160		STG_MERCHANT_CARDS		This group contains rules for STG_MERCHANT_CARDS

		DQFSDWDT0178		STG_MERCHANT_CARDS		This group contains rules for STG_MERCHANT_CARDS

		DQFSDWDT0186		STG_MERCHANT_CARDS		This group contains rules for STG_MERCHANT_CARDS

		DQFSDWNU0001		STG_MERCHANT_CARDS		This group contains rules for STG_MERCHANT_CARDS

		DQFSDWNU0002		STG_MERCHANT_CARDS		This group contains rules for STG_MERCHANT_CARDS

		DQFSDWNU0057		STG_MERCHANT_CARDS		This group contains rules for STG_MERCHANT_CARDS

		DQFSDWNU0058		STG_MERCHANT_CARDS		This group contains rules for STG_MERCHANT_CARDS

		DQFSDWNU0059		STG_MERCHANT_CARDS		This group contains rules for STG_MERCHANT_CARDS

		DQFSDWNU0060		STG_MERCHANT_CARDS		This group contains rules for STG_MERCHANT_CARDS

		DQFSDWNU0061		STG_MERCHANT_CARDS		This group contains rules for STG_MERCHANT_CARDS

		DQFSDWNU0119		STG_MERCHANT_CARDS		This group contains rules for STG_MERCHANT_CARDS

		DQFSDWNU0120		STG_MERCHANT_CARDS		This group contains rules for STG_MERCHANT_CARDS

		DQFSDWNU0121		STG_MERCHANT_CARDS		This group contains rules for STG_MERCHANT_CARDS

		DQFSDWNU0122		STG_MERCHANT_CARDS		This group contains rules for STG_MERCHANT_CARDS

		DQFSDWNU0123		STG_MERCHANT_CARDS		This group contains rules for STG_MERCHANT_CARDS

		DQFSDWNU0124		STG_MERCHANT_CARDS		This group contains rules for STG_MERCHANT_CARDS

		DQFSDWNU0125		STG_MERCHANT_CARDS		This group contains rules for STG_MERCHANT_CARDS

		DQFSDWNU0126		STG_MERCHANT_CARDS		This group contains rules for STG_MERCHANT_CARDS

		DQFSDWNU0127		STG_MERCHANT_CARDS		This group contains rules for STG_MERCHANT_CARDS

		DQFSDWNU0128		STG_MERCHANT_CARDS		This group contains rules for STG_MERCHANT_CARDS

		DQFSDWNU0129		STG_MERCHANT_CARDS		This group contains rules for STG_MERCHANT_CARDS

		DQFSDWNU0130		STG_MERCHANT_CARDS		This group contains rules for STG_MERCHANT_CARDS

		DQFSDWNU0131		STG_MERCHANT_CARDS		This group contains rules for STG_MERCHANT_CARDS

		DQFSDWNU0132		STG_MERCHANT_CARDS		This group contains rules for STG_MERCHANT_CARDS

		DQFSDWNU0133		STG_MERCHANT_CARDS		This group contains rules for STG_MERCHANT_CARDS

		DQFSDWNU0134		STG_MERCHANT_CARDS		This group contains rules for STG_MERCHANT_CARDS

		DQFSDWNU0135		STG_MERCHANT_CARDS		This group contains rules for STG_MERCHANT_CARDS

		DQFSDWNU0136		STG_MERCHANT_CARDS		This group contains rules for STG_MERCHANT_CARDS

		DQFSDWNU0137		STG_MERCHANT_CARDS		This group contains rules for STG_MERCHANT_CARDS

		DQFSDWNU0138		STG_MERCHANT_CARDS		This group contains rules for STG_MERCHANT_CARDS

		DQFSDWNU0139		STG_MERCHANT_CARDS		This group contains rules for STG_MERCHANT_CARDS

		DQFSDWNU0140		STG_MERCHANT_CARDS		This group contains rules for STG_MERCHANT_CARDS

		DQFSDWNU0141		STG_MERCHANT_CARDS		This group contains rules for STG_MERCHANT_CARDS

		DQFSDWNU0142		STG_MERCHANT_CARDS		This group contains rules for STG_MERCHANT_CARDS

		DQFSDWNU0143		STG_MERCHANT_CARDS		This group contains rules for STG_MERCHANT_CARDS

		DQFSDWNU0144		STG_MERCHANT_CARDS		This group contains rules for STG_MERCHANT_CARDS

		DQFSDWNU0062		STG_MERCHANT_CARDS		This group contains rules for STG_MERCHANT_CARDS

		DQFSDWNU0063		STG_MERCHANT_CARDS		This group contains rules for STG_MERCHANT_CARDS

		DQFSDWNU0064		STG_MERCHANT_CARDS		This group contains rules for STG_MERCHANT_CARDS

		DQFSDWNU0065		STG_MERCHANT_CARDS		This group contains rules for STG_MERCHANT_CARDS

		DQFSDWNU0066		STG_MERCHANT_CARDS		This group contains rules for STG_MERCHANT_CARDS

		DQFSDWNU0067		STG_MERCHANT_CARDS		This group contains rules for STG_MERCHANT_CARDS

		DQFSDWNU0068		STG_MERCHANT_CARDS		This group contains rules for STG_MERCHANT_CARDS

		DQFSDWNU0069		STG_MERCHANT_CARDS		This group contains rules for STG_MERCHANT_CARDS

		DQFSDWNU0070		STG_MERCHANT_CARDS		This group contains rules for STG_MERCHANT_CARDS

		DQFSDWNU0071		STG_MERCHANT_CARDS		This group contains rules for STG_MERCHANT_CARDS

		DQFSDWNU0072		STG_MERCHANT_CARDS		This group contains rules for STG_MERCHANT_CARDS

		DQFSDWNU0073		STG_MERCHANT_CARDS		This group contains rules for STG_MERCHANT_CARDS

		DQFSDWNU0074		STG_MERCHANT_CARDS		This group contains rules for STG_MERCHANT_CARDS

		DQFSDWNU0075		STG_MERCHANT_CARDS		This group contains rules for STG_MERCHANT_CARDS

		DQFSDWNU0051		STG_MERCHANT_CARDS		This group contains rules for STG_MERCHANT_CARDS

		DQFSDWNU0052		STG_MERCHANT_CARDS		This group contains rules for STG_MERCHANT_CARDS

		DQFSDWNU0053		STG_MERCHANT_CARDS		This group contains rules for STG_MERCHANT_CARDS

		DQFSDWNU0055		STG_MERCHANT_CARDS		This group contains rules for STG_MERCHANT_CARDS

		DQFSDWNU0056		STG_MERCHANT_CARDS		This group contains rules for STG_MERCHANT_CARDS

		DQFSDWNU0078		STG_MERCHANT_CARDS		This group contains rules for STG_MERCHANT_CARDS

		DQFSDWRC0038		STG_MERCHANT_CARDS_TXNS		This group contains rules for STG_MERCHANT_CARDS_TXNS

		DQFSDWRC0413		STG_MERCHANT_CARDS_TXNS		This group contains rules for STG_MERCHANT_CARDS_TXNS

		DQFSDWRC0313		STG_MERCHANT_CARDS_TXNS		This group contains rules for STG_MERCHANT_CARDS_TXNS

		DQFSDWDT0562		STG_MERCHANT_CARDS_TXNS		This group contains rules for STG_MERCHANT_CARDS_TXNS

		DQFSDWRC0311		STG_MERCHANT_CARD_TXNS_SUMMARY		This group contains rules for STG_MERCHANT_CARD_TXNS_SUMMARY

		DQFSDWRC0516		STG_MERCHANT_CARD_TXNS_SUMMARY		This group contains rules for STG_MERCHANT_CARD_TXNS_SUMMARY

		DQFSDWRC0468		STG_MERCHANT_CARD_TXNS_SUMMARY		This group contains rules for STG_MERCHANT_CARD_TXNS_SUMMARY

		DQFSDWRC0104		STG_MERCHANT_CARD_TXNS_SUMMARY		This group contains rules for STG_MERCHANT_CARD_TXNS_SUMMARY

		DQFSDWRC0414		STG_MITIGANTS		This group contains rules for STG_MITIGANTS

		DQFSDWRC0314		STG_MITIGANTS		This group contains rules for STG_MITIGANTS

		DQFSDWRC0208		STG_MITIGANTS		This group contains rules for STG_MITIGANTS

		DQFSDWNU0434		STG_MM_CONTRACTS		This group contains rules for STG_MM_CONTRACTS

		DQFSDWRC0317		STG_MM_CONTRACTS		This group contains rules for STG_MM_CONTRACTS

		DQFSDWRC0316		STG_MM_CONTRACTS		This group contains rules for STG_MM_CONTRACTS

		DQFSDWRC0415		STG_MM_CONTRACTS		This group contains rules for STG_MM_CONTRACTS

		DQFSDWNU0416		STG_MM_CONTRACTS		This group contains rules for STG_MM_CONTRACTS

		DQFSDWDT0111		STG_MM_CONTRACTS		This group contains rules for STG_MM_CONTRACTS

		DQFSDWRC0519		STG_MM_CONTRACTS		This group contains rules for STG_MM_CONTRACTS

		DQFSDWDT0114		STG_MM_CONTRACTS		This group contains rules for STG_MM_CONTRACTS

		DQFSDWDT0109		STG_MM_CONTRACTS		This group contains rules for STG_MM_CONTRACTS

		DQFSDWDT0112		STG_MM_CONTRACTS		This group contains rules for STG_MM_CONTRACTS

		DQFSDWDT0110		STG_MM_CONTRACTS		This group contains rules for STG_MM_CONTRACTS

		DQFSDWDT0115		STG_MM_CONTRACTS		This group contains rules for STG_MM_CONTRACTS

		DQFSDWNU0415		STG_MM_CONTRACTS		This group contains rules for STG_MM_CONTRACTS

		DQFSDWNU0417		STG_MM_CONTRACTS		This group contains rules for STG_MM_CONTRACTS

		DQFSDWNU0421		STG_MM_CONTRACTS		This group contains rules for STG_MM_CONTRACTS

		DQFSDWNU0422		STG_MM_CONTRACTS		This group contains rules for STG_MM_CONTRACTS

		DQFSDWNU0423		STG_MM_CONTRACTS		This group contains rules for STG_MM_CONTRACTS

		DQFSDWNU0424		STG_MM_CONTRACTS		This group contains rules for STG_MM_CONTRACTS

		DQFSDWNU0432		STG_MM_CONTRACTS		This group contains rules for STG_MM_CONTRACTS

		DQFSDWDT0161		STG_MM_CONTRACTS		This group contains rules for STG_MM_CONTRACTS

		DQFSDWNU0433		STG_MM_CONTRACTS		This group contains rules for STG_MM_CONTRACTS

		DQFSDWNU0435		STG_MM_CONTRACTS		This group contains rules for STG_MM_CONTRACTS

		DQFSDWNU0436		STG_MM_CONTRACTS		This group contains rules for STG_MM_CONTRACTS

		DQFSDWNU0437		STG_MM_CONTRACTS		This group contains rules for STG_MM_CONTRACTS

		DQFSDWNU0438		STG_MM_CONTRACTS		This group contains rules for STG_MM_CONTRACTS

		DQFSDWNU0439		STG_MM_CONTRACTS		This group contains rules for STG_MM_CONTRACTS

		DQFSDWNU0440		STG_MM_CONTRACTS		This group contains rules for STG_MM_CONTRACTS

		DQFSDWNU0445		STG_MM_CONTRACTS		This group contains rules for STG_MM_CONTRACTS

		DQFSDWNU0446		STG_MM_CONTRACTS		This group contains rules for STG_MM_CONTRACTS

		DQFSDWDT0176		STG_MM_CONTRACTS		This group contains rules for STG_MM_CONTRACTS

		DQFSDWDT0187		STG_MM_CONTRACTS		This group contains rules for STG_MM_CONTRACTS

		DQFSDWRC0039		STG_MM_CONTRACTS		This group contains rules for STG_MM_CONTRACTS

		DQFSDWDT0113		STG_MM_CONTRACTS		This group contains rules for STG_MM_CONTRACTS

		DQFSDWRC0210		STG_MM_CONTRACTS		This group contains rules for STG_MM_CONTRACTS

		DQFSDWRC0209		STG_MM_CONTRACTS		This group contains rules for STG_MM_CONTRACTS

		DQFSDWRC0318		STG_MM_CONTRACTS		This group contains rules for STG_MM_CONTRACTS

		DQFSDWRC0107		STG_MM_CONTRACTS		This group contains rules for STG_MM_CONTRACTS

		DQFSDWRC0471		STG_MM_CONTRACTS		This group contains rules for STG_MM_CONTRACTS

		DQFSDWRC0315		STG_MM_CONTRACT_TXNS_SUMMARY		This group contains rules for STG_MM_CONTRACT_TXNS_SUMMARY

		DQFSDWRC0106		STG_MM_CONTRACT_TXNS_SUMMARY		This group contains rules for STG_MM_CONTRACT_TXNS_SUMMARY

		DQFSDWRC0518		STG_MM_CONTRACT_TXNS_SUMMARY		This group contains rules for STG_MM_CONTRACT_TXNS_SUMMARY

		DQFSDWRC0470		STG_MM_CONTRACT_TXNS_SUMMARY		This group contains rules for STG_MM_CONTRACT_TXNS_SUMMARY

		DQFSDWRC0319		STG_MR_RISK_FACTOR_STATISTICS		This group contains rules for STG_MR_RISK_FACTOR_STATISTICS

		DQFSDWRC0320		STG_MR_RISK_FACTOR_STATISTICS		This group contains rules for STG_MR_RISK_FACTOR_STATISTICS

		DQFSDWRC0321		STG_MUDARABAH		This group contains rules for STG_MUDARABAH

		DQFSDWRC0108		STG_MUDARABAH		This group contains rules for STG_MUDARABAH

		DQFSDWRC0416		STG_MUDARABAH		This group contains rules for STG_MUDARABAH

		DQFSDWRC0040		STG_MUDARABAH		This group contains rules for STG_MUDARABAH

		DQFSDWRC0211		STG_MUDARABAH		This group contains rules for STG_MUDARABAH

		DQFSDWRC0212		STG_MURABAHAH		This group contains rules for STG_MURABAHAH

		DQFSDWRC0041		STG_MURABAHAH		This group contains rules for STG_MURABAHAH

		DQFSDWRC0322		STG_MURABAHAH		This group contains rules for STG_MURABAHAH

		DQFSDWRC0109		STG_MURABAHAH		This group contains rules for STG_MURABAHAH

		DQFSDWRC0417		STG_MURABAHAH		This group contains rules for STG_MURABAHAH

		DQFSDWRC0323		STG_MUSHARAKAH		This group contains rules for STG_MUSHARAKAH

		DQFSDWRC0213		STG_MUSHARAKAH		This group contains rules for STG_MUSHARAKAH

		DQFSDWRC0418		STG_MUSHARAKAH		This group contains rules for STG_MUSHARAKAH

		DQFSDWRC0110		STG_MUSHARAKAH		This group contains rules for STG_MUSHARAKAH

		DQFSDWRC0042		STG_MUSHARAKAH		This group contains rules for STG_MUSHARAKAH

		DQFSDWRC0324		STG_MUTUAL_FUNDS		This group contains rules for STG_MUTUAL_FUNDS

		DQFSDWRC0325		STG_MUTUAL_FUNDS		This group contains rules for STG_MUTUAL_FUNDS

		DQFSDWRC0214		STG_MUTUAL_FUNDS		This group contains rules for STG_MUTUAL_FUNDS

		DQFSDWRC0159		STG_MUTUAL_FUNDS		This group contains rules for STG_MUTUAL_FUNDS

		DQFSDWRC0160		STG_MUTUAL_FUNDS		This group contains rules for STG_MUTUAL_FUNDS

		DQFSDWRC0520		STG_MUTUAL_FUNDS		This group contains rules for STG_MUTUAL_FUNDS

		DQFSDWNU0318		STG_MUTUAL_FUNDS		This group contains rules for STG_MUTUAL_FUNDS

		DQFSDWNU0319		STG_MUTUAL_FUNDS		This group contains rules for STG_MUTUAL_FUNDS

		DQFSDWNU0320		STG_MUTUAL_FUNDS		This group contains rules for STG_MUTUAL_FUNDS

		DQFSDWNU0321		STG_MUTUAL_FUNDS		This group contains rules for STG_MUTUAL_FUNDS

		DQFSDWNU0322		STG_MUTUAL_FUNDS		This group contains rules for STG_MUTUAL_FUNDS

		DQFSDWNU0323		STG_MUTUAL_FUNDS		This group contains rules for STG_MUTUAL_FUNDS

		DQFSDWNU0324		STG_MUTUAL_FUNDS		This group contains rules for STG_MUTUAL_FUNDS

		DQFSDWNU0325		STG_MUTUAL_FUNDS		This group contains rules for STG_MUTUAL_FUNDS

		DQFSDWNU0326		STG_MUTUAL_FUNDS		This group contains rules for STG_MUTUAL_FUNDS

		DQFSDWNU0327		STG_MUTUAL_FUNDS		This group contains rules for STG_MUTUAL_FUNDS

		DQFSDWNU0328		STG_MUTUAL_FUNDS		This group contains rules for STG_MUTUAL_FUNDS

		DQFSDWNU0329		STG_MUTUAL_FUNDS		This group contains rules for STG_MUTUAL_FUNDS

		DQFSDWNU0330		STG_MUTUAL_FUNDS		This group contains rules for STG_MUTUAL_FUNDS

		DQFSDWNU0331		STG_MUTUAL_FUNDS		This group contains rules for STG_MUTUAL_FUNDS

		DQFSDWNU0332		STG_MUTUAL_FUNDS		This group contains rules for STG_MUTUAL_FUNDS

		DQFSDWNU0333		STG_MUTUAL_FUNDS		This group contains rules for STG_MUTUAL_FUNDS

		DQFSDWNU0334		STG_MUTUAL_FUNDS		This group contains rules for STG_MUTUAL_FUNDS

		DQFSDWNU0335		STG_MUTUAL_FUNDS		This group contains rules for STG_MUTUAL_FUNDS

		DQFSDWNU0336		STG_MUTUAL_FUNDS		This group contains rules for STG_MUTUAL_FUNDS

		DQFSDWNU0313		STG_MUTUAL_FUNDS		This group contains rules for STG_MUTUAL_FUNDS

		DQFSDWNU0309		STG_MUTUAL_FUNDS		This group contains rules for STG_MUTUAL_FUNDS

		DQFSDWNU0308		STG_MUTUAL_FUNDS		This group contains rules for STG_MUTUAL_FUNDS

		DQFSDWNU0312		STG_MUTUAL_FUNDS		This group contains rules for STG_MUTUAL_FUNDS

		DQFSDWNU0306		STG_MUTUAL_FUNDS		This group contains rules for STG_MUTUAL_FUNDS

		DQFSDWNU0305		STG_MUTUAL_FUNDS		This group contains rules for STG_MUTUAL_FUNDS

		DQFSDWNU0304		STG_MUTUAL_FUNDS		This group contains rules for STG_MUTUAL_FUNDS

		DQFSDWNU0303		STG_MUTUAL_FUNDS		This group contains rules for STG_MUTUAL_FUNDS

		DQFSDWNU0310		STG_MUTUAL_FUNDS		This group contains rules for STG_MUTUAL_FUNDS

		DQFSDWNU0311		STG_MUTUAL_FUNDS		This group contains rules for STG_MUTUAL_FUNDS

		DQFSDWNU0307		STG_MUTUAL_FUNDS		This group contains rules for STG_MUTUAL_FUNDS

		DQFSDWNU0314		STG_MUTUAL_FUNDS		This group contains rules for STG_MUTUAL_FUNDS

		DQFSDWNU0315		STG_MUTUAL_FUNDS		This group contains rules for STG_MUTUAL_FUNDS

		DQFSDWNU0316		STG_MUTUAL_FUNDS		This group contains rules for STG_MUTUAL_FUNDS

		DQFSDWNU0317		STG_MUTUAL_FUNDS		This group contains rules for STG_MUTUAL_FUNDS

		DQFSDWDT0117		STG_MUTUAL_FUNDS		This group contains rules for STG_MUTUAL_FUNDS

		DQFSDWDT0120		STG_MUTUAL_FUNDS		This group contains rules for STG_MUTUAL_FUNDS

		DQFSDWDT0122		STG_MUTUAL_FUNDS		This group contains rules for STG_MUTUAL_FUNDS

		DQFSDWDT0116		STG_MUTUAL_FUNDS		This group contains rules for STG_MUTUAL_FUNDS

		DQFSDWDT0118		STG_MUTUAL_FUNDS		This group contains rules for STG_MUTUAL_FUNDS

		DQFSDWDT0119		STG_MUTUAL_FUNDS		This group contains rules for STG_MUTUAL_FUNDS

		DQFSDWDT0121		STG_MUTUAL_FUNDS		This group contains rules for STG_MUTUAL_FUNDS

		DQFSDWDT0162		STG_MUTUAL_FUNDS		This group contains rules for STG_MUTUAL_FUNDS

		DQFSDWRC0043		STG_MUTUAL_FUNDS		This group contains rules for STG_MUTUAL_FUNDS

		DQFSDWRC0111		STG_MUTUAL_FUNDS		This group contains rules for STG_MUTUAL_FUNDS

		DQFSDWRC0472		STG_MUTUAL_FUNDS		This group contains rules for STG_MUTUAL_FUNDS

		DQFSDWRC0419		STG_MUTUAL_FUNDS		This group contains rules for STG_MUTUAL_FUNDS

		DQFSDWRC0521		STG_MUTUAL_FUNDS_TXNS_SUMMARY		This group contains rules for STG_MUTUAL_FUNDS_TXNS_SUMMARY

		DQFSDWRC0326		STG_MUTUAL_FUNDS_TXNS_SUMMARY		This group contains rules for STG_MUTUAL_FUNDS_TXNS_SUMMARY

		DQFSDWRC0112		STG_MUTUAL_FUNDS_TXNS_SUMMARY		This group contains rules for STG_MUTUAL_FUNDS_TXNS_SUMMARY

		DQFSDWRC0473		STG_MUTUAL_FUNDS_TXNS_SUMMARY		This group contains rules for STG_MUTUAL_FUNDS_TXNS_SUMMARY

		DQFSDWRC0327		STG_NETTABLE_LIABILITIES		This group contains rules for STG_NETTABLE_LIABILITIES

		DQFSDWRC0420		STG_NETTABLE_LIABILITIES		This group contains rules for STG_NETTABLE_LIABILITIES

		DQFSDWRC0215		STG_NETTABLE_LIABILITIES		This group contains rules for STG_NETTABLE_LIABILITIES

		DQFSDWRC0161		STG_NEW_BUSINESS_PLAN_DATA		This group contains rules for STG_NEW_BUSINESS_PLAN_DATA

		DQFSDWRC0044		STG_NEW_BUSINESS_PLAN_DATA		This group contains rules for STG_NEW_BUSINESS_PLAN_DATA

		DQFSDWRC0113		STG_NEW_BUSINESS_PLAN_DATA		This group contains rules for STG_NEW_BUSINESS_PLAN_DATA

		DQFSDWRC0045		STG_NON_SEC_EXPOSURES		This group contains rules for STG_NON_SEC_EXPOSURES

		DQFSDWRC0216		STG_NON_SEC_EXPOSURES		This group contains rules for STG_NON_SEC_EXPOSURES

		DQFSDWRC0421		STG_NON_SEC_EXPOSURES		This group contains rules for STG_NON_SEC_EXPOSURES

		DQFSDWRC0114		STG_NON_SEC_EXPOSURES		This group contains rules for STG_NON_SEC_EXPOSURES

		DQFSDWRC0330		STG_NON_SEC_EXPOSURES		This group contains rules for STG_NON_SEC_EXPOSURES

		DQFSDWRC0328		STG_NON_SEC_EXPOSURES		This group contains rules for STG_NON_SEC_EXPOSURES

		DQFSDWRC0329		STG_NON_SEC_EXPOSURES		This group contains rules for STG_NON_SEC_EXPOSURES

		DQFSDWRC0522		STG_NON_SEC_EXPOSURES		This group contains rules for STG_NON_SEC_EXPOSURES

		DQFSDWDT0123		STG_OD_ACCOUNTS		This group contains rules for STG_OD_ACCOUNTS

		DQFSDWDT0126		STG_OD_ACCOUNTS		This group contains rules for STG_OD_ACCOUNTS

		DQFSDWDT0144		STG_OD_ACCOUNTS		This group contains rules for STG_OD_ACCOUNTS

		DQFSDWDT0143		STG_OD_ACCOUNTS		This group contains rules for STG_OD_ACCOUNTS

		DQFSDWDT0142		STG_OD_ACCOUNTS		This group contains rules for STG_OD_ACCOUNTS

		DQFSDWDT0135		STG_OD_ACCOUNTS		This group contains rules for STG_OD_ACCOUNTS

		DQFSDWDT0134		STG_OD_ACCOUNTS		This group contains rules for STG_OD_ACCOUNTS

		DQFSDWDT0138		STG_OD_ACCOUNTS		This group contains rules for STG_OD_ACCOUNTS

		DQFSDWDT0140		STG_OD_ACCOUNTS		This group contains rules for STG_OD_ACCOUNTS

		DQFSDWDT0130		STG_OD_ACCOUNTS		This group contains rules for STG_OD_ACCOUNTS

		DQFSDWDT0127		STG_OD_ACCOUNTS		This group contains rules for STG_OD_ACCOUNTS

		DQFSDWDT0141		STG_OD_ACCOUNTS		This group contains rules for STG_OD_ACCOUNTS

		DQFSDWDT0139		STG_OD_ACCOUNTS		This group contains rules for STG_OD_ACCOUNTS

		DQFSDWDT0137		STG_OD_ACCOUNTS		This group contains rules for STG_OD_ACCOUNTS

		DQFSDWDT0136		STG_OD_ACCOUNTS		This group contains rules for STG_OD_ACCOUNTS

		DQFSDWDT0133		STG_OD_ACCOUNTS		This group contains rules for STG_OD_ACCOUNTS

		DQFSDWDT0132		STG_OD_ACCOUNTS		This group contains rules for STG_OD_ACCOUNTS

		DQFSDWRC0523		STG_OD_ACCOUNTS		This group contains rules for STG_OD_ACCOUNTS

		DQFSDWRC0217		STG_OD_ACCOUNTS		This group contains rules for STG_OD_ACCOUNTS

		DQFSDWRC0162		STG_OD_ACCOUNTS		This group contains rules for STG_OD_ACCOUNTS

		DQFSDWRC0331		STG_OD_ACCOUNTS		This group contains rules for STG_OD_ACCOUNTS

		DQFSDWDT0128		STG_OD_ACCOUNTS		This group contains rules for STG_OD_ACCOUNTS

		DQFSDWDT0129		STG_OD_ACCOUNTS		This group contains rules for STG_OD_ACCOUNTS

		DQFSDWDT0150		STG_OD_ACCOUNTS		This group contains rules for STG_OD_ACCOUNTS

		DQFSDWDT0131		STG_OD_ACCOUNTS		This group contains rules for STG_OD_ACCOUNTS

		DQFSDWDT0125		STG_OD_ACCOUNTS		This group contains rules for STG_OD_ACCOUNTS

		DQFSDWNU0456		STG_OD_ACCOUNTS		This group contains rules for STG_OD_ACCOUNTS

		DQFSDWNU0457		STG_OD_ACCOUNTS		This group contains rules for STG_OD_ACCOUNTS

		DQFSDWNU0458		STG_OD_ACCOUNTS		This group contains rules for STG_OD_ACCOUNTS

		DQFSDWDT0177		STG_OD_ACCOUNTS		This group contains rules for STG_OD_ACCOUNTS

		DQFSDWDT0188		STG_OD_ACCOUNTS		This group contains rules for STG_OD_ACCOUNTS

		DQFSDWDT0124		STG_OD_ACCOUNTS		This group contains rules for STG_OD_ACCOUNTS

		DQFSDWRC0115		STG_OD_ACCOUNTS		This group contains rules for STG_OD_ACCOUNTS

		DQFSDWRC0046		STG_OD_ACCOUNTS		This group contains rules for STG_OD_ACCOUNTS

		DQFSDWRC0474		STG_OD_ACCOUNTS		This group contains rules for STG_OD_ACCOUNTS

		DQFSDWRC0422		STG_OD_ACCOUNTS		This group contains rules for STG_OD_ACCOUNTS

		DQFSDWRC0332		STG_OD_ACCOUNTS_TXNS		This group contains rules for STG_OD_ACCOUNTS_TXNS

		DQFSDWDT0539		STG_OD_ACCOUNTS_TXNS		This group contains rules for STG_OD_ACCOUNTS_TXNS

		DQFSDWRC0047		STG_OD_ACCOUNTS_TXNS		This group contains rules for STG_OD_ACCOUNTS_TXNS

		DQFSDWRC0423		STG_OD_ACCOUNTS_TXNS		This group contains rules for STG_OD_ACCOUNTS_TXNS

		DQFSDWDT0563		STG_OD_ACCOUNTS_TXNS		This group contains rules for STG_OD_ACCOUNTS_TXNS

		DQFSDWRC0218		STG_OPS_RISK_DATA		This group contains rules for STG_OPS_RISK_DATA

		DQFSDWRC0048		STG_OPS_RISK_DATA		This group contains rules for STG_OPS_RISK_DATA

		DQFSDWRC0219		STG_OPTION_CONTRACTS		This group contains rules for STG_OPTION_CONTRACTS

		DQFSDWRC0336		STG_OPTION_CONTRACTS		This group contains rules for STG_OPTION_CONTRACTS

		DQFSDWRC0335		STG_OPTION_CONTRACTS		This group contains rules for STG_OPTION_CONTRACTS

		DQFSDWRC0164		STG_OPTION_CONTRACTS		This group contains rules for STG_OPTION_CONTRACTS

		DQFSDWRC0049		STG_OPTION_CONTRACTS		This group contains rules for STG_OPTION_CONTRACTS

		DQFSDWRC0475		STG_OPTION_CONTRACTS		This group contains rules for STG_OPTION_CONTRACTS

		DQFSDWRC0334		STG_OPTION_CONTRACTS		This group contains rules for STG_OPTION_CONTRACTS

		DQFSDWRC0333		STG_OPTION_CONTRACTS		This group contains rules for STG_OPTION_CONTRACTS

		DQFSDWRC0163		STG_OPTION_CONTRACTS		This group contains rules for STG_OPTION_CONTRACTS

		DQFSDWRC0116		STG_OPTION_CONTRACTS		This group contains rules for STG_OPTION_CONTRACTS

		DQFSDWRC0524		STG_OPTION_CONTRACTS		This group contains rules for STG_OPTION_CONTRACTS

		DQFSDWRC0424		STG_OPTION_CONTRACTS		This group contains rules for STG_OPTION_CONTRACTS

		DQFSDWRC0220		STG_OPTION_CONTRACTS		This group contains rules for STG_OPTION_CONTRACTS

		DQFSDWDT0576		STG_OTHER_SERVICES		This group contains rules for STG_OTHER_SERVICES

		DQFSDWDT0594		STG_OTHER_SERVICES		This group contains rules for STG_OTHER_SERVICES

		DQFSDWRC0050		STG_OTHER_SERVICES		This group contains rules for STG_OTHER_SERVICES

		DQFSDWRC0526		STG_OTHER_SERVICES		This group contains rules for STG_OTHER_SERVICES

		DQFSDWDT0540		STG_OTHER_SERVICES		This group contains rules for STG_OTHER_SERVICES

		DQFSDWDT0542		STG_OTHER_SERVICES		This group contains rules for STG_OTHER_SERVICES

		DQFSDWRC0166		STG_OTHER_SERVICES		This group contains rules for STG_OTHER_SERVICES

		DQFSDWRC0165		STG_OTHER_SERVICES		This group contains rules for STG_OTHER_SERVICES

		DQFSDWDT0595		STG_OTHER_SERVICES		This group contains rules for STG_OTHER_SERVICES

		DQFSDWRC0477		STG_OTHER_SERVICES		This group contains rules for STG_OTHER_SERVICES

		DQFSDWDT0541		STG_OTHER_SERVICES		This group contains rules for STG_OTHER_SERVICES

		DQFSDWRC0118		STG_OTHER_SERVICES		This group contains rules for STG_OTHER_SERVICES

		DQFSDWRC0338		STG_OTHER_SERVICES		This group contains rules for STG_OTHER_SERVICES

		DQFSDWRC0339		STG_OTHER_SERVICES_TXNS		This group contains rules for STG_OTHER_SERVICES_TXNS

		DQFSDWRC0051		STG_OTHER_SERVICES_TXNS		This group contains rules for STG_OTHER_SERVICES_TXNS

		DQFSDWDT0537		STG_OTHER_SERVICES_TXNS		This group contains rules for STG_OTHER_SERVICES_TXNS

		DQFSDWRC0425		STG_OTHER_SERVICES_TXNS		This group contains rules for STG_OTHER_SERVICES_TXNS

		DQFSDWDT0564		STG_OTHER_SERVICES_TXNS		This group contains rules for STG_OTHER_SERVICES_TXNS

		DQFSDWRC0117		STG_OTHER_SERVICE_TXNS_SUMMARY		This group contains rules for STG_OTHER_SERVICE_TXNS_SUMMARY

		DQFSDWRC0337		STG_OTHER_SERVICE_TXNS_SUMMARY		This group contains rules for STG_OTHER_SERVICE_TXNS_SUMMARY

		DQFSDWRC0476		STG_OTHER_SERVICE_TXNS_SUMMARY		This group contains rules for STG_OTHER_SERVICE_TXNS_SUMMARY

		DQFSDWRC0525		STG_OTHER_SERVICE_TXNS_SUMMARY		This group contains rules for STG_OTHER_SERVICE_TXNS_SUMMARY

		DQFSDWRC0119		STG_PPMT_CALC_PARAMS		This group contains rules for STG_PPMT_CALC_PARAMS

		DQFSDWRC0340		STG_PPMT_CALC_PARAMS		This group contains rules for STG_PPMT_CALC_PARAMS

		DQFSDWRC0341		STG_PROSPECT_MASTER		This group contains rules for STG_PROSPECT_MASTER

		DQFSDWRC0052		STG_RAPM		This group contains rules for STG_RAPM

		DQFSDWRC0342		STG_RATING_BOND_PRICES		This group contains rules for STG_RATING_BOND_PRICES

		DQFSDWRC0343		STG_RECEIVABLES_UNDERLYING		This group contains rules for STG_RECEIVABLES_UNDERLYING

		DQFSDWRC0527		STG_RECEIVABLES_UNDERLYING		This group contains rules for STG_RECEIVABLES_UNDERLYING

		DQFSDWRC0122		STG_RECEIVABLES_UNDERLYING		This group contains rules for STG_RECEIVABLES_UNDERLYING

		DQFSDWRC0426		STG_RECEIVABLES_UNDERLYING		This group contains rules for STG_RECEIVABLES_UNDERLYING

		DQFSDWRC0221		STG_RECEIVABLES_UNDERLYING		This group contains rules for STG_RECEIVABLES_UNDERLYING

		DQFSDWDT0568		STG_RECOVERIES		This group contains rules for STG_RECOVERIES

		DQFSDWRC0123		STG_RECOVERIES		This group contains rules for STG_RECOVERIES

		DQFSDWDT0567		STG_RECOVERIES		This group contains rules for STG_RECOVERIES

		DQFSDWRC0124		STG_REPO_CONTRACTS		This group contains rules for STG_REPO_CONTRACTS

		DQFSDWRC0344		STG_REPO_CONTRACTS		This group contains rules for STG_REPO_CONTRACTS

		DQFSDWRC0345		STG_REPO_CONTRACTS		This group contains rules for STG_REPO_CONTRACTS

		DQFSDWRC0346		STG_REPO_CONTRACTS		This group contains rules for STG_REPO_CONTRACTS

		DQFSDWRC0222		STG_REPO_CONTRACTS		This group contains rules for STG_REPO_CONTRACTS

		DQFSDWRC0528		STG_REPO_CONTRACTS		This group contains rules for STG_REPO_CONTRACTS

		DQFSDWRC0053		STG_REPO_CONTRACTS		This group contains rules for STG_REPO_CONTRACTS

		DQFSDWRC0427		STG_REPO_CONTRACTS		This group contains rules for STG_REPO_CONTRACTS

		DQFSDWRC0223		STG_RESERVES		This group contains rules for STG_RESERVES

		DQFSDWRC0167		STG_RESPONSE		This group contains rules for STG_RESPONSE

		DQFSDWRC0428		STG_RESPONSE		This group contains rules for STG_RESPONSE

		DQFSDWRC0168		STG_RESPONSE_PLAN_DATA		This group contains rules for STG_RESPONSE_PLAN_DATA

		DQFSDWRC0170		STG_RETAIL_EXPOSURES		This group contains rules for STG_RETAIL_EXPOSURES

		DQFSDWRC0169		STG_RETAIL_EXPOSURES		This group contains rules for STG_RETAIL_EXPOSURES

		DQFSDWRC0125		STG_RETAIL_EXPOSURES		This group contains rules for STG_RETAIL_EXPOSURES

		DQFSDWRC0054		STG_RETAIL_EXPOSURES		This group contains rules for STG_RETAIL_EXPOSURES

		DQFSDWRC0224		STG_RETAIL_EXPOSURES		This group contains rules for STG_RETAIL_EXPOSURES

		DQFSDWRC0429		STG_RETAIL_EXPOSURES		This group contains rules for STG_RETAIL_EXPOSURES

		DQFSDWRC0171		STG_RETIREMENT_ACCOUNTS		This group contains rules for STG_RETIREMENT_ACCOUNTS

		DQFSDWRC0347		STG_RETIREMENT_ACCOUNTS		This group contains rules for STG_RETIREMENT_ACCOUNTS

		DQFSDWRC0529		STG_RETIREMENT_ACCOUNTS		This group contains rules for STG_RETIREMENT_ACCOUNTS

		DQFSDWRC0430		STG_RETIREMENT_ACCOUNTS		This group contains rules for STG_RETIREMENT_ACCOUNTS

		DQFSDWRC0478		STG_RETIREMENT_ACCOUNTS		This group contains rules for STG_RETIREMENT_ACCOUNTS

		DQFSDWRC0126		STG_RETIREMENT_ACCOUNTS		This group contains rules for STG_RETIREMENT_ACCOUNTS

		DQFSDWRC0055		STG_RETIREMENT_ACCOUNTS_TXNS		This group contains rules for STG_RETIREMENT_ACCOUNTS_TXNS

		DQFSDWRC0431		STG_RETIREMENT_ACCOUNTS_TXNS		This group contains rules for STG_RETIREMENT_ACCOUNTS_TXNS

		DQFSDWRC0348		STG_RETIREMENT_ACCOUNTS_TXNS		This group contains rules for STG_RETIREMENT_ACCOUNTS_TXNS

		DQFSDWRC0479		STG_RETIREMNT_ACT_TXNS_SUMMARY		This group contains rules for STG_RETIREMNT_ACT_TXNS_SUMMARY

		DQFSDWRC0127		STG_RETIREMNT_ACT_TXNS_SUMMARY		This group contains rules for STG_RETIREMNT_ACT_TXNS_SUMMARY

		DQFSDWRC0530		STG_RETIREMNT_ACT_TXNS_SUMMARY		This group contains rules for STG_RETIREMNT_ACT_TXNS_SUMMARY

		DQFSDWRC0349		STG_RETIREMNT_ACT_TXNS_SUMMARY		This group contains rules for STG_RETIREMNT_ACT_TXNS_SUMMARY

		DQFSDWRC0350		STG_RISK_FREE_BOND_PRICES		This group contains rules for STG_RISK_FREE_BOND_PRICES

		DQFSDWRC0432		STG_SALAM		This group contains rules for STG_SALAM

		DQFSDWRC0225		STG_SALAM		This group contains rules for STG_SALAM

		DQFSDWRC0128		STG_SALAM		This group contains rules for STG_SALAM

		DQFSDWRC0351		STG_SALAM		This group contains rules for STG_SALAM

		DQFSDWRC0056		STG_SALAM		This group contains rules for STG_SALAM

		DQFSDWRC0227		STG_SECURITIZATION_POOL		This group contains rules for STG_SECURITIZATION_POOL

		DQFSDWRC0228		STG_SECURITIZATION_TRANCHE		This group contains rules for STG_SECURITIZATION_TRANCHE

		DQFSDWRC0433		STG_SEC_EXPOSURES		This group contains rules for STG_SEC_EXPOSURES

		DQFSDWRC0226		STG_SEC_EXPOSURES		This group contains rules for STG_SEC_EXPOSURES

		DQFSDWRC0129		STG_SEC_EXPOSURES		This group contains rules for STG_SEC_EXPOSURES

		DQFSDWRC0352		STG_SEC_EXPOSURES		This group contains rules for STG_SEC_EXPOSURES

		DQFSDWRC0057		STG_SEC_EXPOSURES		This group contains rules for STG_SEC_EXPOSURES

		DQFSDWRC0434		STG_SERVICE		This group contains rules for STG_SERVICE

		DQFSDWRC0172		STG_SERVICE		This group contains rules for STG_SERVICE

		DQFSDWRC0058		STG_SERVICE_PLAN_DATA		This group contains rules for STG_SERVICE_PLAN_DATA

		DQFSDWRC0173		STG_SERVICE_PLAN_DATA		This group contains rules for STG_SERVICE_PLAN_DATA

		DQFSDWRC0130		STG_SERVICE_PLAN_DATA		This group contains rules for STG_SERVICE_PLAN_DATA

		DQFSDWRC0229		STG_SOVEREIGN_RATING_DETAILS		This group contains rules for STG_SOVEREIGN_RATING_DETAILS

		DQFSDWRC0435		STG_SRC_ATM_TXNS		This group contains rules for STG_SRC_ATM_TXNS

		DQFSDWRC0353		STG_SRC_ATM_TXNS		This group contains rules for STG_SRC_ATM_TXNS

		DQFSDWRC0131		STG_SRC_ATM_TXNS		This group contains rules for STG_SRC_ATM_TXNS

		DQFSDWRC0174		STG_SRC_ATM_TXNS		This group contains rules for STG_SRC_ATM_TXNS

		DQFSDWRC0132		STG_SRC_BRANCH_TXNS		This group contains rules for STG_SRC_BRANCH_TXNS

		DQFSDWRC0354		STG_SRC_BRANCH_TXNS		This group contains rules for STG_SRC_BRANCH_TXNS

		DQFSDWRC0436		STG_SRC_BRANCH_TXNS		This group contains rules for STG_SRC_BRANCH_TXNS

		DQFSDWRC0175		STG_SRC_BRANCH_TXNS		This group contains rules for STG_SRC_BRANCH_TXNS

		DQFSDWRC0133		STG_SRC_NET_TXNS		This group contains rules for STG_SRC_NET_TXNS

		DQFSDWRC0176		STG_SRC_NET_TXNS		This group contains rules for STG_SRC_NET_TXNS

		DQFSDWRC0355		STG_SRC_NET_TXNS		This group contains rules for STG_SRC_NET_TXNS

		DQFSDWRC0437		STG_SRC_NET_TXNS		This group contains rules for STG_SRC_NET_TXNS

		DQFSDWRC0177		STG_SRC_POS_TXNS		This group contains rules for STG_SRC_POS_TXNS

		DQFSDWRC0356		STG_SRC_POS_TXNS		This group contains rules for STG_SRC_POS_TXNS

		DQFSDWRC0438		STG_SRC_POS_TXNS		This group contains rules for STG_SRC_POS_TXNS

		DQFSDWRC0134		STG_SRC_POS_TXNS		This group contains rules for STG_SRC_POS_TXNS

		DQFSDWRC0135		STG_SRC_TB_TXNS		This group contains rules for STG_SRC_TB_TXNS

		DQFSDWRC0357		STG_SRC_TB_TXNS		This group contains rules for STG_SRC_TB_TXNS

		DQFSDWRC0439		STG_SRC_TB_TXNS		This group contains rules for STG_SRC_TB_TXNS

		DQFSDWRC0178		STG_SRC_TB_TXNS		This group contains rules for STG_SRC_TB_TXNS

		DQFSDWRC0358		STG_STD_SCENARIO_DATA		This group contains rules for STG_STD_SCENARIO_DATA

		DQFSDWRC0359		STG_STD_SCENARIO_SEVERITY_DTLS		This group contains rules for STG_STD_SCENARIO_SEVERITY_DTLS

		DQFSDWRC0360		STG_STOCK_INDEX_MASTER		This group contains rules for STG_STOCK_INDEX_MASTER

		DQFSDWRC0230		STG_SUKUK		This group contains rules for STG_SUKUK

		DQFSDWRC0440		STG_SUKUK		This group contains rules for STG_SUKUK

		DQFSDWRC0059		STG_SUKUK		This group contains rules for STG_SUKUK

		DQFSDWRC0136		STG_SUKUK		This group contains rules for STG_SUKUK

		DQFSDWRC0361		STG_SUKUK		This group contains rules for STG_SUKUK

		DQFSDWRC0486		STG_SUKUK		This group contains rules for STG_SUKUK

		DQFSDWRC0362		STG_SWAPS_CONTRACTS		This group contains rules for STG_SWAPS_CONTRACTS

		DQFSDWRC0363		STG_SWAPS_CONTRACTS		This group contains rules for STG_SWAPS_CONTRACTS

		DQFSDWRC0364		STG_SWAPS_CONTRACTS		This group contains rules for STG_SWAPS_CONTRACTS

		DQFSDWRC0365		STG_SWAPS_CONTRACTS		This group contains rules for STG_SWAPS_CONTRACTS

		DQFSDWRC0137		STG_SWAPS_CONTRACTS		This group contains rules for STG_SWAPS_CONTRACTS

		DQFSDWRC0231		STG_SWAPS_CONTRACTS		This group contains rules for STG_SWAPS_CONTRACTS

		DQFSDWRC0232		STG_SWAPS_CONTRACTS		This group contains rules for STG_SWAPS_CONTRACTS

		DQFSDWRC0531		STG_SWAPS_CONTRACTS		This group contains rules for STG_SWAPS_CONTRACTS

		DQFSDWDT0543		STG_SWAPS_CONTRACTS		This group contains rules for STG_SWAPS_CONTRACTS

		DQFSDWDT0544		STG_SWAPS_CONTRACTS		This group contains rules for STG_SWAPS_CONTRACTS

		DQFSDWDT0571		STG_SWAPS_CONTRACTS		This group contains rules for STG_SWAPS_CONTRACTS

		DQFSDWDT0599		STG_SWAPS_CONTRACTS		This group contains rules for STG_SWAPS_CONTRACTS

		DQFSDWDT0593		STG_SWAPS_CONTRACTS		This group contains rules for STG_SWAPS_CONTRACTS

		DQFSDWDT0596		STG_SWAPS_CONTRACTS		This group contains rules for STG_SWAPS_CONTRACTS

		DQFSDWDT0592		STG_SWAPS_CONTRACTS		This group contains rules for STG_SWAPS_CONTRACTS

		DQFSDWNU0339		STG_SWAPS_CONTRACTS		This group contains rules for STG_SWAPS_CONTRACTS

		DQFSDWNU0338		STG_SWAPS_CONTRACTS		This group contains rules for STG_SWAPS_CONTRACTS

		DQFSDWNU0337		STG_SWAPS_CONTRACTS		This group contains rules for STG_SWAPS_CONTRACTS

		DQFSDWNU0401		STG_SWAPS_CONTRACTS		This group contains rules for STG_SWAPS_CONTRACTS

		DQFSDWNU0402		STG_SWAPS_CONTRACTS		This group contains rules for STG_SWAPS_CONTRACTS

		DQFSDWNU0403		STG_SWAPS_CONTRACTS		This group contains rules for STG_SWAPS_CONTRACTS

		DQFSDWNU0404		STG_SWAPS_CONTRACTS		This group contains rules for STG_SWAPS_CONTRACTS

		DQFSDWNU0405		STG_SWAPS_CONTRACTS		This group contains rules for STG_SWAPS_CONTRACTS

		DQFSDWNU0406		STG_SWAPS_CONTRACTS		This group contains rules for STG_SWAPS_CONTRACTS

		DQFSDWNU0407		STG_SWAPS_CONTRACTS		This group contains rules for STG_SWAPS_CONTRACTS

		DQFSDWNU0408		STG_SWAPS_CONTRACTS		This group contains rules for STG_SWAPS_CONTRACTS

		DQFSDWNU0409		STG_SWAPS_CONTRACTS		This group contains rules for STG_SWAPS_CONTRACTS

		DQFSDWNU0410		STG_SWAPS_CONTRACTS		This group contains rules for STG_SWAPS_CONTRACTS

		DQFSDWNU0411		STG_SWAPS_CONTRACTS		This group contains rules for STG_SWAPS_CONTRACTS

		DQFSDWNU0412		STG_SWAPS_CONTRACTS		This group contains rules for STG_SWAPS_CONTRACTS

		DQFSDWNU0413		STG_SWAPS_CONTRACTS		This group contains rules for STG_SWAPS_CONTRACTS

		DQFSDWNU0340		STG_SWAPS_CONTRACTS		This group contains rules for STG_SWAPS_CONTRACTS

		DQFSDWNU0341		STG_SWAPS_CONTRACTS		This group contains rules for STG_SWAPS_CONTRACTS

		DQFSDWNU0344		STG_SWAPS_CONTRACTS		This group contains rules for STG_SWAPS_CONTRACTS

		DQFSDWNU0345		STG_SWAPS_CONTRACTS		This group contains rules for STG_SWAPS_CONTRACTS

		DQFSDWNU0346		STG_SWAPS_CONTRACTS		This group contains rules for STG_SWAPS_CONTRACTS

		DQFSDWNU0347		STG_SWAPS_CONTRACTS		This group contains rules for STG_SWAPS_CONTRACTS

		DQFSDWNU0349		STG_SWAPS_CONTRACTS		This group contains rules for STG_SWAPS_CONTRACTS

		DQFSDWNU0350		STG_SWAPS_CONTRACTS		This group contains rules for STG_SWAPS_CONTRACTS

		DQFSDWNU0351		STG_SWAPS_CONTRACTS		This group contains rules for STG_SWAPS_CONTRACTS

		DQFSDWNU0352		STG_SWAPS_CONTRACTS		This group contains rules for STG_SWAPS_CONTRACTS

		DQFSDWNU0353		STG_SWAPS_CONTRACTS		This group contains rules for STG_SWAPS_CONTRACTS

		DQFSDWNU0354		STG_SWAPS_CONTRACTS		This group contains rules for STG_SWAPS_CONTRACTS

		DQFSDWNU0355		STG_SWAPS_CONTRACTS		This group contains rules for STG_SWAPS_CONTRACTS

		DQFSDWNU0356		STG_SWAPS_CONTRACTS		This group contains rules for STG_SWAPS_CONTRACTS

		DQFSDWNU0357		STG_SWAPS_CONTRACTS		This group contains rules for STG_SWAPS_CONTRACTS

		DQFSDWNU0358		STG_SWAPS_CONTRACTS		This group contains rules for STG_SWAPS_CONTRACTS

		DQFSDWNU0359		STG_SWAPS_CONTRACTS		This group contains rules for STG_SWAPS_CONTRACTS

		DQFSDWNU0360		STG_SWAPS_CONTRACTS		This group contains rules for STG_SWAPS_CONTRACTS

		DQFSDWNU0361		STG_SWAPS_CONTRACTS		This group contains rules for STG_SWAPS_CONTRACTS

		DQFSDWNU0362		STG_SWAPS_CONTRACTS		This group contains rules for STG_SWAPS_CONTRACTS

		DQFSDWNU0363		STG_SWAPS_CONTRACTS		This group contains rules for STG_SWAPS_CONTRACTS

		DQFSDWNU0364		STG_SWAPS_CONTRACTS		This group contains rules for STG_SWAPS_CONTRACTS

		DQFSDWNU0365		STG_SWAPS_CONTRACTS		This group contains rules for STG_SWAPS_CONTRACTS

		DQFSDWNU0367		STG_SWAPS_CONTRACTS		This group contains rules for STG_SWAPS_CONTRACTS

		DQFSDWNU0368		STG_SWAPS_CONTRACTS		This group contains rules for STG_SWAPS_CONTRACTS

		DQFSDWNU0369		STG_SWAPS_CONTRACTS		This group contains rules for STG_SWAPS_CONTRACTS

		DQFSDWNU0370		STG_SWAPS_CONTRACTS		This group contains rules for STG_SWAPS_CONTRACTS

		DQFSDWNU0371		STG_SWAPS_CONTRACTS		This group contains rules for STG_SWAPS_CONTRACTS

		DQFSDWNU0372		STG_SWAPS_CONTRACTS		This group contains rules for STG_SWAPS_CONTRACTS

		DQFSDWNU0373		STG_SWAPS_CONTRACTS		This group contains rules for STG_SWAPS_CONTRACTS

		DQFSDWNU0374		STG_SWAPS_CONTRACTS		This group contains rules for STG_SWAPS_CONTRACTS

		DQFSDWNU0375		STG_SWAPS_CONTRACTS		This group contains rules for STG_SWAPS_CONTRACTS

		DQFSDWNU0376		STG_SWAPS_CONTRACTS		This group contains rules for STG_SWAPS_CONTRACTS

		DQFSDWNU0377		STG_SWAPS_CONTRACTS		This group contains rules for STG_SWAPS_CONTRACTS

		DQFSDWNU0378		STG_SWAPS_CONTRACTS		This group contains rules for STG_SWAPS_CONTRACTS

		DQFSDWNU0379		STG_SWAPS_CONTRACTS		This group contains rules for STG_SWAPS_CONTRACTS

		DQFSDWNU0380		STG_SWAPS_CONTRACTS		This group contains rules for STG_SWAPS_CONTRACTS

		DQFSDWNU0381		STG_SWAPS_CONTRACTS		This group contains rules for STG_SWAPS_CONTRACTS

		DQFSDWNU0382		STG_SWAPS_CONTRACTS		This group contains rules for STG_SWAPS_CONTRACTS

		DQFSDWNU0383		STG_SWAPS_CONTRACTS		This group contains rules for STG_SWAPS_CONTRACTS

		DQFSDWNU0384		STG_SWAPS_CONTRACTS		This group contains rules for STG_SWAPS_CONTRACTS

		DQFSDWNU0385		STG_SWAPS_CONTRACTS		This group contains rules for STG_SWAPS_CONTRACTS

		DQFSDWNU0386		STG_SWAPS_CONTRACTS		This group contains rules for STG_SWAPS_CONTRACTS

		DQFSDWNU0343		STG_SWAPS_CONTRACTS		This group contains rules for STG_SWAPS_CONTRACTS

		DQFSDWRC0060		STG_SWAPS_CONTRACTS		This group contains rules for STG_SWAPS_CONTRACTS

		DQFSDWRC0441		STG_SWAPS_CONTRACTS		This group contains rules for STG_SWAPS_CONTRACTS

		DQFSDWRC0480		STG_SWAPS_CONTRACTS		This group contains rules for STG_SWAPS_CONTRACTS

		DQFSDWNU0342		STG_SWAPS_CONTRACTS		This group contains rules for STG_SWAPS_CONTRACTS

		DQFSDWNU0387		STG_SWAPS_CONTRACTS		This group contains rules for STG_SWAPS_CONTRACTS

		DQFSDWNU0388		STG_SWAPS_CONTRACTS		This group contains rules for STG_SWAPS_CONTRACTS

		DQFSDWNU0389		STG_SWAPS_CONTRACTS		This group contains rules for STG_SWAPS_CONTRACTS

		DQFSDWNU0390		STG_SWAPS_CONTRACTS		This group contains rules for STG_SWAPS_CONTRACTS

		DQFSDWNU0391		STG_SWAPS_CONTRACTS		This group contains rules for STG_SWAPS_CONTRACTS

		DQFSDWNU0392		STG_SWAPS_CONTRACTS		This group contains rules for STG_SWAPS_CONTRACTS

		DQFSDWNU0393		STG_SWAPS_CONTRACTS		This group contains rules for STG_SWAPS_CONTRACTS

		DQFSDWNU0394		STG_SWAPS_CONTRACTS		This group contains rules for STG_SWAPS_CONTRACTS

		DQFSDWNU0395		STG_SWAPS_CONTRACTS		This group contains rules for STG_SWAPS_CONTRACTS

		DQFSDWNU0396		STG_SWAPS_CONTRACTS		This group contains rules for STG_SWAPS_CONTRACTS

		DQFSDWNU0397		STG_SWAPS_CONTRACTS		This group contains rules for STG_SWAPS_CONTRACTS

		DQFSDWNU0398		STG_SWAPS_CONTRACTS		This group contains rules for STG_SWAPS_CONTRACTS

		DQFSDWNU0399		STG_SWAPS_CONTRACTS		This group contains rules for STG_SWAPS_CONTRACTS

		DQFSDWNU0400		STG_SWAPS_CONTRACTS		This group contains rules for STG_SWAPS_CONTRACTS

		DQFSDWDT0597		STG_SWAPS_CONTRACTS		This group contains rules for STG_SWAPS_CONTRACTS

		DQFSDWDT0598		STG_SWAPS_CONTRACTS		This group contains rules for STG_SWAPS_CONTRACTS

		DQFSDWRC0061		STG_TD_CONTRACTS		This group contains rules for STG_TD_CONTRACTS

		DQFSDWDT0591		STG_TD_CONTRACTS		This group contains rules for STG_TD_CONTRACTS

		DQFSDWNU0501		STG_TD_CONTRACTS		This group contains rules for STG_TD_CONTRACTS

		DQFSDWNU0500		STG_TD_CONTRACTS		This group contains rules for STG_TD_CONTRACTS

		DQFSDWNU0499		STG_TD_CONTRACTS		This group contains rules for STG_TD_CONTRACTS

		DQFSDWNU0498		STG_TD_CONTRACTS		This group contains rules for STG_TD_CONTRACTS

		DQFSDWNU0497		STG_TD_CONTRACTS		This group contains rules for STG_TD_CONTRACTS

		DQFSDWNU0496		STG_TD_CONTRACTS		This group contains rules for STG_TD_CONTRACTS

		DQFSDWNU0495		STG_TD_CONTRACTS		This group contains rules for STG_TD_CONTRACTS

		DQFSDWNU0494		STG_TD_CONTRACTS		This group contains rules for STG_TD_CONTRACTS

		DQFSDWNU0488		STG_TD_CONTRACTS		This group contains rules for STG_TD_CONTRACTS

		DQFSDWNU0487		STG_TD_CONTRACTS		This group contains rules for STG_TD_CONTRACTS

		DQFSDWNU0485		STG_TD_CONTRACTS		This group contains rules for STG_TD_CONTRACTS

		DQFSDWNU0484		STG_TD_CONTRACTS		This group contains rules for STG_TD_CONTRACTS

		DQFSDWNU0483		STG_TD_CONTRACTS		This group contains rules for STG_TD_CONTRACTS

		DQFSDWNU0482		STG_TD_CONTRACTS		This group contains rules for STG_TD_CONTRACTS

		DQFSDWDT0600		STG_TD_CONTRACTS		This group contains rules for STG_TD_CONTRACTS

		DQFSDWNU0505		STG_TD_CONTRACTS		This group contains rules for STG_TD_CONTRACTS

		DQFSDWDT0582		STG_TD_CONTRACTS		This group contains rules for STG_TD_CONTRACTS

		DQFSDWDT0583		STG_TD_CONTRACTS		This group contains rules for STG_TD_CONTRACTS

		DQFSDWDT0584		STG_TD_CONTRACTS		This group contains rules for STG_TD_CONTRACTS

		DQFSDWDT0577		STG_TD_CONTRACTS		This group contains rules for STG_TD_CONTRACTS

		DQFSDWDT0573		STG_TD_CONTRACTS		This group contains rules for STG_TD_CONTRACTS

		DQFSDWDT0546		STG_TD_CONTRACTS		This group contains rules for STG_TD_CONTRACTS

		DQFSDWDT0545		STG_TD_CONTRACTS		This group contains rules for STG_TD_CONTRACTS

		DQFSDWRC0532		STG_TD_CONTRACTS		This group contains rules for STG_TD_CONTRACTS

		DQFSDWRC0179		STG_TD_CONTRACTS		This group contains rules for STG_TD_CONTRACTS

		DQFSDWRC0138		STG_TD_CONTRACTS		This group contains rules for STG_TD_CONTRACTS

		DQFSDWNU0504		STG_TD_CONTRACTS		This group contains rules for STG_TD_CONTRACTS

		DQFSDWNU0503		STG_TD_CONTRACTS		This group contains rules for STG_TD_CONTRACTS

		DQFSDWNU0502		STG_TD_CONTRACTS		This group contains rules for STG_TD_CONTRACTS

		DQFSDWRC0442		STG_TD_CONTRACTS		This group contains rules for STG_TD_CONTRACTS

		DQFSDWRC0481		STG_TD_CONTRACTS		This group contains rules for STG_TD_CONTRACTS

		DQFSDWRC0366		STG_TD_CONTRACTS		This group contains rules for STG_TD_CONTRACTS

		DQFSDWRC0062		STG_TERMDEPOSITS_TXNS		This group contains rules for STG_TERMDEPOSITS_TXNS

		DQFSDWRC0368		STG_TERMDEPOSITS_TXNS		This group contains rules for STG_TERMDEPOSITS_TXNS

		DQFSDWRC0367		STG_TERMDEPOSITS_TXNS		This group contains rules for STG_TERMDEPOSITS_TXNS

		DQFSDWRC0443		STG_TERMDEPOSITS_TXNS		This group contains rules for STG_TERMDEPOSITS_TXNS

		DQFSDWRC0482		STG_TERMDEPOSITS_TXNS_SUMMARY		This group contains rules for STG_TERMDEPOSITS_TXNS_SUMMARY

		DQFSDWRC0369		STG_TERMDEPOSITS_TXNS_SUMMARY		This group contains rules for STG_TERMDEPOSITS_TXNS_SUMMARY

		DQFSDWRC0139		STG_TERMDEPOSITS_TXNS_SUMMARY		This group contains rules for STG_TERMDEPOSITS_TXNS_SUMMARY

		DQFSDWRC0533		STG_TERMDEPOSITS_TXNS_SUMMARY		This group contains rules for STG_TERMDEPOSITS_TXNS_SUMMARY

		DQFSDWRC0444		STG_TIME_TO_PEAK_EXPOSURE		This group contains rules for STG_TIME_TO_PEAK_EXPOSURE

		DQFSDWRC0370		STG_TRADING_DESK_MASTER		This group contains rules for STG_TRADING_DESK_MASTER

		DQFSDWRC0371		STG_TRUSTS		This group contains rules for STG_TRUSTS

		DQFSDWRC0483		STG_TRUSTS		This group contains rules for STG_TRUSTS

		DQFSDWRC0180		STG_TRUSTS		This group contains rules for STG_TRUSTS

		DQFSDWRC0181		STG_TRUSTS		This group contains rules for STG_TRUSTS

		DQFSDWRC0534		STG_TRUSTS		This group contains rules for STG_TRUSTS

		DQFSDWNU0459		STG_TRUSTS		This group contains rules for STG_TRUSTS

		DQFSDWNU0508		STG_TRUSTS		This group contains rules for STG_TRUSTS

		DQFSDWNU0509		STG_TRUSTS		This group contains rules for STG_TRUSTS

		DQFSDWNU0510		STG_TRUSTS		This group contains rules for STG_TRUSTS

		DQFSDWRC0063		STG_TRUSTS		This group contains rules for STG_TRUSTS

		DQFSDWNU0490		STG_TRUSTS		This group contains rules for STG_TRUSTS

		DQFSDWNU0506		STG_TRUSTS		This group contains rules for STG_TRUSTS

		DQFSDWNU0507		STG_TRUSTS		This group contains rules for STG_TRUSTS

		DQFSDWNU0489		STG_TRUSTS		This group contains rules for STG_TRUSTS

		DQFSDWRC0140		STG_TRUSTS		This group contains rules for STG_TRUSTS

		DQFSDWNU0460		STG_TRUSTS		This group contains rules for STG_TRUSTS

		DQFSDWNU0461		STG_TRUSTS		This group contains rules for STG_TRUSTS

		DQFSDWRC0372		STG_TRUSTS_TXNS		This group contains rules for STG_TRUSTS_TXNS

		DQFSDWRC0064		STG_TRUSTS_TXNS		This group contains rules for STG_TRUSTS_TXNS

		DQFSDWRC0445		STG_TRUSTS_TXNS		This group contains rules for STG_TRUSTS_TXNS

		DQFSDWRC0141		STG_TRUSTS_TXNS_SUMMARY		This group contains rules for STG_TRUSTS_TXNS_SUMMARY

		DQFSDWRC0373		STG_TRUSTS_TXNS_SUMMARY		This group contains rules for STG_TRUSTS_TXNS_SUMMARY

		DQFSDWRC0484		STG_TRUSTS_TXNS_SUMMARY		This group contains rules for STG_TRUSTS_TXNS_SUMMARY

		DQFSDWRC0535		STG_TRUSTS_TXNS_SUMMARY		This group contains rules for STG_TRUSTS_TXNS_SUMMARY

		DQFSDWRC0065		STG_TXN_CHANNEL_MASTER		This group contains rules for STG_TXN_CHANNEL_MASTER
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1. Select the check box adjacent to the Group, you want to execute.

The corresponding DQ Rules are displayed in Data Quality Rules grid.

2. Click Execute button.

The Group Execution window is displayed.
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3. Enter the MIS Date.

4. Click Execute button from the Group Execution window.

The execution is triggered and the following message is displayed.

Once the execution is complete, you can view the details from the Data Quality Rules 
Summary window.

To view the execution logs:

1. Select the check box adjacent to the rule, of which you want tot see the execution 
log.
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2. Click View Logs button.

The View Logs window is displayed

3. Select the Information Date from the drop down list.

4. Select the Group Run ID from the drop down list.

5. Select the Iteration ID from the drop down list.

6. Click View Logs button.

The details of the selected Group Execution are displayed.
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Batch Execution of DQ Rules
Create a Batch for executing DQ Rules and add a Task to the selected Batch. Add 
component as RUN DQ RULE and in Dynamic Parameter List, add a DQ Group.

A single Batch can have multiple number of Tasks and each Task is executing the DQ 
Group. Batch execution facilitates the execution of multiple Groups simultaneously. 
You can also use the Include or Exclude functionality to determine which all groups 
have to be executed.

The DQ Batches and corresponding groups are detailed in the following spreadsheet.

For more information regarding Batch Execution, refer to Operations module of Oracle 
Financial Services Analytical Applications Infrastructure User Manual.


DQ_BATCH_GROUP_MAPPING

		BATCH_NAME		TASK_NUMBER		GROUP_NAME		DESCRIPTION

		FSDF74INFO_ALM		Task1		STG_PPMT_CALC_PARAMS		Data Quality batch for ALM tables

		FSDF74INFO_CAMPAIGN		Task1		STG_RESPONSE		Data Quality batch for CAMPAIGN tables

		FSDF74INFO_CAMPAIGN		Task2		STG_RESPONSE_PLAN_DATA		Data Quality batch for CAMPAIGN tables

		FSDF74INFO_CAMPAIGN		Task3		STG_CAMPAIGN_PROFIT_MODEL		Data Quality batch for CAMPAIGN tables

		FSDF74INFO_COLLATERAL		Task1		STG_NETTABLE_LIABILITIES		Data Quality batch for Collateral tables

		FSDF74INFO_COLLATERAL		Task2		STG_MITIGANTS		Data Quality batch for Collateral tables

		FSDF74INFO_COLLATERAL		Task3		STG_GUARANTEES		Data Quality batch for Collateral tables

		FSDF74INFO_COLLATERAL		Task4		STG_COLLATERAL_MASTER		Data Quality batch for Collateral tables

		FSDF74INFO_COLLATERAL		Task5		STG_COLLATERALS		Data Quality batch for Collateral tables

		FSDF74INFO_COLLECTIONANDRECOVERY		Task1		STG_RECOVERIES		Data Quality batch for Collection and Recovery tables

		FSDF74INFO_COLLECTIONANDRECOVERY		Task2		STG_COLLECTOR_CONTACTS		Data Quality batch for Collection and Recovery tables

		FSDF74INFO_COLLECTIONANDRECOVERY		Task3		STG_COLLECTIONS		Data Quality batch for Collection and Recovery tables

		FSDF74INFO_CRM		Task1		STG_SERVICE_PLAN_DATA		Data Quality batch for CRM tables

		FSDF74INFO_CRM		Task2		STG_SERVICE		Data Quality batch for CRM tables

		FSDF74INFO_CRM		Task3		STG_NEW_BUSINESS_PLAN_DATA		Data Quality batch for CRM tables

		FSDF74INFO_CUSTOMER		Task1		STG_CUSTOMER_ADDRESS		Data Quality batch for Customer tables

		FSDF74INFO_CUSTOMER		Task2		STG_CUSTOMER_DETAILS		Data Quality batch for Customer tables

		FSDF74INFO_CUSTOMER		Task3		STG_CUSTOMER_EMAIL_ADDRESS		Data Quality batch for Customer tables

		FSDF74INFO_CUSTOMER		Task4		STG_CUSTOMER_MASTER		Data Quality batch for Customer tables

		FSDF74INFO_CUSTOMER		Task5		STG_CUSTOMER_PHONE		Data Quality batch for Customer tables

		FSDF74INFO_CUSTOMER		Task6		STG_CUST_CUST_RELATIONSHIP		Data Quality batch for Customer tables

		FSDF74INFO_CUSTOMER		Task7		STG_CUSTOMER_RELATIONSHIP		Data Quality batch for Customer tables

		FSDF74INFO_CUSTOMER		Task8		STG_CUST_ATTRITION_PLAN		Data Quality batch for Customer tables

		FSDF74INFO_CUSTOMER		Task9		STG_LIMITS_SUMMARY		Data Quality batch for Customer tables

		FSDF74INFO_CUSTOMER		Task10		STG_COUNTERPARTY_DETAILS		Data Quality batch for Customer tables

		FSDF74INFO_EXPOSURE		Task1		STG_TIME_TO_PEAK_EXPOSURE		Data Quality batch for EXPOSURE tables

		FSDF74INFO_EXPOSURE		Task2		STG_RETAIL_EXPOSURES		Data Quality batch for EXPOSURE tables

		FSDF74INFO_EXPOSURE		Task3		STG_NON_SEC_EXPOSURES		Data Quality batch for EXPOSURE tables

		FSDF74INFO_EXPOSURE		Task4		STG_FOREX_EXPOSURES		Data Quality batch for EXPOSURE tables

		FSDF74INFO_EXPOSURE		Task5		STG_EXP_MITIGANT_MAPPINGS		Data Quality batch for EXPOSURE tables

		FSDF74INFO_EXPOSURE		Task6		STG_EQUITY_EXPOSURES		Data Quality batch for EXPOSURE tables

		FSDF74INFO_GLANDACCOUNTING		Task1		STG_GL_ACCOUNTS		Data Quality batch for GL and Accounting group

		FSDF74INFO_GLANDACCOUNTING		Task2		STG_GL_DATA		Data Quality batch for GL and Accounting group

		FSDF74INFO_GLANDACCOUNTING		Task3		STG_GL_MASTER		Data Quality batch for GL and Accounting group

		FSDF74INFO_GLANDACCOUNTING		Task4		STG_ACCOUNTING_HEAD		Data Quality batch for GL and Accounting group

		FSDF74INFO_GLANDACCOUNTING		Task5		STG_RESERVES		Data Quality batch for GL and Accounting group

		FSDF74INFO_LRM		Task1		STG_ACCOUNT_CASH_FLOWS		Data Quality batch for LRM tables

		FSDF74INFO_MARKETRISK		Task1		STG_MR_RISK_FACTOR_STATISTICS		Data Quality batch for MARKET RISK tables

		FSDF74INFO_MARKETRISK		Task2		STG_ISSUER_DETAILS		Data Quality batch for MARKET RISK tables

		FSDF74INFO_MARKETRISK		Task3		STG_ISSUE_DETAILS		Data Quality batch for MARKET RISK tables

		FSDF74INFO_MASTER		Task1		STG_ACCOUNTING_HEAD_MASTER		Data Quality batch for master tables

		FSDF74INFO_MASTER		Task2		STG_ACCOUNT_MGMT_MASTER		Data Quality batch for master tables

		FSDF74INFO_MASTER		Task3		STG_COUNTRY_MASTER		Data Quality batch for master tables

		FSDF74INFO_MASTER		Task4		STG_STOCK_INDEX_MASTER		Data Quality batch for master tables

		FSDF74INFO_MASTER		Task5		STG_ISSUER_MASTER		Data Quality batch for master tables

		FSDF74INFO_MASTER		Task6		STG_TRADING_DESK_MASTER		Data Quality batch for master tables

		FSDF74INFO_MASTER		Task7		STG_GEOGRAPHY_MASTER		Data Quality batch for master tables

		FSDF74INFO_MASTER		Task8		STG_BRANCH_MASTER		Data Quality batch for master tables

		FSDF74INFO_MASTER		Task9		STG_EXPOSURE_MASTER		Data Quality batch for master tables

		FSDF74INFO_MASTER		Task10		STG_INSTRUMENT_CONTRACT_MASTER		Data Quality batch for master tables

		FSDF74INFO_MASTER		Task11		STG_GL_ACCOUNTING_HEAD_MASTER		Data Quality batch for master tables

		FSDF74INFO_MISCELLANEOUS		Task1		STG_RAPM		Data Quality batch for Miscellaneous tables

		FSDF74INFO_MISCELLANEOUS		Task2		STG_ENTITY_DETAILS		Data Quality batch for Miscellaneous tables

		FSDF74INFO_OPRISK		Task1		STG_STD_SCENARIO_SEVERITY_DTLS		Data Quality batch for  OP RISK tables

		FSDF74INFO_OPRISK		Task2		STG_STD_SCENARIO_DATA		Data Quality batch for  OP RISK tables

		FSDF74INFO_OPRISK		Task3		STG_OPS_RISK_DATA		Data Quality batch for  OP RISK tables

		FSDF74INFO_OPRISK		Task4		STG_INT_OPERATIONAL_RISK_LOSS		Data Quality batch for  OP RISK tables

		FSDF74INFO_OPRISK		Task5		STG_INT_SCENARIO_DATA		Data Quality batch for  OP RISK tables

		FSDF74INFO_OPRISK		Task6		STG_INT_SCENARIO_SEVERITY_DTLS		Data Quality batch for  OP RISK tables

		FSDF74INFO_OPRISK		Task7		STG_INSURANCE_DETAILS		Data Quality batch for  OP RISK tables

		FSDF74INFO_OPRISK		Task8		STG_EXT_OPERATIONAL_RISK_LOSS		Data Quality batch for  OP RISK tables

		FSDF74INFO_ORIGINATION		Task1		STG_PROSPECT_MASTER		Data Quality batch for Origination tables

		FSDF74INFO_ORIGINATION		Task2		STG_APPLICANT		Data Quality batch for Origination tables

		FSDF74INFO_ORIGINATION		Task3		STG_APPLICATIONS		Data Quality batch for Origination tables

		FSDF74INFO_PRODUCTPROCESSORS		Task1		STG_TRUSTS		Data Quality batch for Product Processors group

		FSDF74INFO_PRODUCTPROCESSORS		Task2		STG_TD_CONTRACTS		Data Quality batch for Product Processors group

		FSDF74INFO_PRODUCTPROCESSORS		Task3		STG_SWAPS_CONTRACTS		Data Quality batch for Product Processors group

		FSDF74INFO_PRODUCTPROCESSORS		Task4		STG_REPO_CONTRACTS		Data Quality batch for Product Processors group

		FSDF74INFO_PRODUCTPROCESSORS		Task5		STG_OTHER_SERVICES		Data Quality batch for Product Processors group

		FSDF74INFO_PRODUCTPROCESSORS		Task6		STG_OPTION_CONTRACTS		Data Quality batch for Product Processors group

		FSDF74INFO_PRODUCTPROCESSORS		Task7		STG_OD_ACCOUNTS		Data Quality batch for Product Processors group

		FSDF74INFO_PRODUCTPROCESSORS		Task8		STG_MUTUAL_FUNDS		Data Quality batch for Product Processors group

		FSDF74INFO_PRODUCTPROCESSORS		Task9		STG_MM_CONTRACTS		Data Quality batch for Product Processors group

		FSDF74INFO_PRODUCTPROCESSORS		Task10		STG_MERCHANT_CARDS		Data Quality batch for Product Processors group

		FSDF74INFO_PRODUCTPROCESSORS		Task11		STG_LOAN_CONTRACTS		Data Quality batch for Product Processors group

		FSDF74INFO_PRODUCTPROCESSORS		Task12		STG_LEASES_CONTRACTS		Data Quality batch for Product Processors group

		FSDF74INFO_PRODUCTPROCESSORS		Task13		STG_LC_CONTRACTS		Data Quality batch for Product Processors group

		FSDF74INFO_PRODUCTPROCESSORS		Task14		STG_FX_CONTRACTS		Data Quality batch for Product Processors group

		FSDF74INFO_PRODUCTPROCESSORS		Task15		STG_FUTURES		Data Quality batch for Product Processors group

		FSDF74INFO_PRODUCTPROCESSORS		Task16		STG_CREDIT_DERIVATIVES		Data Quality batch for Product Processors group

		FSDF74INFO_PRODUCTPROCESSORS		Task17		STG_COMMODITIES		Data Quality batch for Product Processors group

		FSDF74INFO_PRODUCTPROCESSORS		Task18		STG_COMMITMENT_CONTRACTS		Data Quality batch for Product Processors group

		FSDF74INFO_PRODUCTPROCESSORS		Task19		STG_CASA		Data Quality batch for Product Processors group

		FSDF74INFO_PRODUCTPROCESSORS		Task20		STG_CARDS		Data Quality batch for Product Processors group

		FSDF74INFO_PRODUCTPROCESSORS		Task21		STG_BORROWINGS		Data Quality batch for Product Processors group

		FSDF74INFO_PRODUCTPROCESSORS		Task22		STG_BILLS_CONTRACTS		Data Quality batch for Product Processors group

		FSDF74INFO_PRODUCTPROCESSORS		Task23		STG_ANNUITY_CONTRACTS		Data Quality batch for Product Processors group

		FSDF74INFO_PRODUCTPROCESSORS		Task24		STG_SUKUK		Data Quality batch for Product Processors group

		FSDF74INFO_PRODUCTPROCESSORS		Task25		STG_SALAM		Data Quality batch for Product Processors group

		FSDF74INFO_PRODUCTPROCESSORS		Task26		STG_RECEIVABLES_UNDERLYING		Data Quality batch for Product Processors group

		FSDF74INFO_PRODUCTPROCESSORS		Task27		STG_RETIREMENT_ACCOUNTS		Data Quality batch for Product Processors group

		FSDF74INFO_PRODUCTPROCESSORS		Task28		STG_MUDARABAH		Data Quality batch for Product Processors group

		FSDF74INFO_PRODUCTPROCESSORS		Task29		STG_MURABAHAH		Data Quality batch for Product Processors group

		FSDF74INFO_PRODUCTPROCESSORS		Task30		STG_MUSHARAKAH		Data Quality batch for Product Processors group

		FSDF74INFO_PRODUCTPROCESSORS		Task31		STG_ISTISNA		Data Quality batch for Product Processors group

		FSDF74INFO_PRODUCTPROCESSORS		Task32		STG_INVESTMENTS		Data Quality batch for Product Processors group

		FSDF74INFO_PRODUCTPROCESSORS		Task33		STG_IJARAH		Data Quality batch for Product Processors group

		FSDF74INFO_PRODUCTPROCESSORS		Task34		STG_BORROWING_COMMITMENTS		Data Quality batch for Product Processors group

		FSDF74INFO_RATES		Task1		STG_IRCS		Data Quality batch for Rates tables

		FSDF74INFO_RATES		Task2		STG_IRC_RATE_HIST		Data Quality batch for Rates tables

		FSDF74INFO_RATES		Task3		STG_FORWARD_EXCHG_RATES		Data Quality batch for Rates tables

		FSDF74INFO_RATES		Task4		STG_RISK_FREE_BOND_PRICES		Data Quality batch for Rates tables

		FSDF74INFO_RATING		Task1		STG_SOVEREIGN_RATING_DETAILS		Data Quality batch for RATING tables

		FSDF74INFO_RATING		Task2		STG_RATING_BOND_PRICES		Data Quality batch for RATING tables

		FSDF74INFO_SECURITIZATION		Task1		STG_SEC_EXPOSURES		Data Quality batch for Securitization tables

		FSDF74INFO_SECURITIZATION		Task2		STG_SECURITIZATION_POOL		Data Quality batch for Securitization tables

		FSDF74INFO_SECURITIZATION		Task3		STG_SECURITIZATION_TRANCHE		Data Quality batch for Securitization tables

		FSDF74INFO_TRANSACTIONS		Task1		STG_ANNUITY_TXNS		Data Quality batch for Transactions tables

		FSDF74INFO_TRANSACTIONS		Task2		STG_BACKOFFICE_TXNS		Data Quality batch for Transactions tables

		FSDF74INFO_TRANSACTIONS		Task3		STG_BORROWINGS_TXNS		Data Quality batch for Transactions tables

		FSDF74INFO_TRANSACTIONS		Task4		STG_CARDS_PAYMENT_TXNS		Data Quality batch for Transactions tables

		FSDF74INFO_TRANSACTIONS		Task5		STG_CARDS_SETTLEMENT_TXNS		Data Quality batch for Transactions tables

		FSDF74INFO_TRANSACTIONS		Task6		STG_CASA_TXNS		Data Quality batch for Transactions tables

		FSDF74INFO_TRANSACTIONS		Task7		STG_TRUSTS_TXNS		Data Quality batch for Transactions tables

		FSDF74INFO_TRANSACTIONS		Task8		STG_TERMDEPOSITS_TXNS		Data Quality batch for Transactions tables

		FSDF74INFO_TRANSACTIONS		Task9		STG_SRC_POS_TXNS		Data Quality batch for Transactions tables

		FSDF74INFO_TRANSACTIONS		Task10		STG_SRC_NET_TXNS		Data Quality batch for Transactions tables

		FSDF74INFO_TRANSACTIONS		Task11		STG_SRC_BRANCH_TXNS		Data Quality batch for Transactions tables

		FSDF74INFO_TRANSACTIONS		Task12		STG_SRC_ATM_TXNS		Data Quality batch for Transactions tables

		FSDF74INFO_TRANSACTIONS		Task13		STG_RETIREMENT_ACCOUNTS_TXNS		Data Quality batch for Transactions tables

		FSDF74INFO_TRANSACTIONS		Task14		STG_OTHER_SERVICES_TXNS		Data Quality batch for Transactions tables

		FSDF74INFO_TRANSACTIONS		Task15		STG_LEASES_TXNS		Data Quality batch for Transactions tables

		FSDF74INFO_TRANSACTIONS		Task16		STG_LOAN_CONTRACT_TXNS		Data Quality batch for Transactions tables

		FSDF74INFO_TRANSACTIONS		Task17		STG_MERCHANT_CARDS_TXNS		Data Quality batch for Transactions tables

		FSDF74INFO_TRANSACTIONS		Task18		STG_FRONTOFFICE_TXNS		Data Quality batch for Transactions tables

		FSDF74INFO_TRANSACTIONS		Task19		STG_OD_ACCOUNTS_TXNS		Data Quality batch for Transactions tables

		FSDF74INFO_TRANSACTIONS		Task20		STG_SRC_TB_TXNS		Data Quality batch for Transactions tables

		FSDF74INFO_TRANSACTIONS		Task21		STG_TXN_CHANNEL_MASTER		Data Quality batch for Transactions tables

		FSDF74INFO_TRANSACTIONS		Task22		STG_FRONT_OFFICE_TXN_PARTY		Data Quality batch for Transactions tables

		FSDF74INFO_TRANSACTIONSUMMARY		Task1		STG_TRUSTS_TXNS_SUMMARY		Data Quality batch for Transaction Summary tables

		FSDF74INFO_TRANSACTIONSUMMARY		Task2		STG_TERMDEPOSITS_TXNS_SUMMARY		Data Quality batch for Transaction Summary tables

		FSDF74INFO_TRANSACTIONSUMMARY		Task3		STG_RETIREMNT_ACT_TXNS_SUMMARY		Data Quality batch for Transaction Summary tables

		FSDF74INFO_TRANSACTIONSUMMARY		Task4		STG_OTHER_SERVICE_TXNS_SUMMARY		Data Quality batch for Transaction Summary tables

		FSDF74INFO_TRANSACTIONSUMMARY		Task5		STG_MUTUAL_FUNDS_TXNS_SUMMARY		Data Quality batch for Transaction Summary tables

		FSDF74INFO_TRANSACTIONSUMMARY		Task6		STG_MM_CONTRACT_TXNS_SUMMARY		Data Quality batch for Transaction Summary tables

		FSDF74INFO_TRANSACTIONSUMMARY		Task7		STG_MERCHANT_CARD_TXNS_SUMMARY		Data Quality batch for Transaction Summary tables

		FSDF74INFO_TRANSACTIONSUMMARY		Task8		STG_LOAN_CONTRACT_TXNS_SUMMARY		Data Quality batch for Transaction Summary tables

		FSDF74INFO_TRANSACTIONSUMMARY		Task9		STG_LEASES_TXNS_SUMMARY		Data Quality batch for Transaction Summary tables

		FSDF74INFO_TRANSACTIONSUMMARY		Task10		STG_INVESTMENT_TXNS_SUMMARY		Data Quality batch for Transaction Summary tables

		FSDF74INFO_TRANSACTIONSUMMARY		Task11		STG_GUARANTEES_TXNS_SUMMARY		Data Quality batch for Transaction Summary tables

		FSDF74INFO_TRANSACTIONSUMMARY		Task12		STG_CREDIT_LINES_TXNS_SUMMARY		Data Quality batch for Transaction Summary tables

		FSDF74INFO_TRANSACTIONSUMMARY		Task13		STG_CARDS_TXNS_SUMMARY		Data Quality batch for Transaction Summary tables

		FSDF74INFO_TRANSACTIONSUMMARY		Task14		STG_BORROWINGS_TXNS_SUMMARY		Data Quality batch for Transaction Summary tables

		FSDF74INFO_TRANSACTIONSUMMARY		Task15		STG_ANNUITY_TXNS_SUMMARY		Data Quality batch for Transaction Summary tables

		FSDF74INFO_TRANSACTIONSUMMARY		Task16		STG_CASA_TXNS_SUMMARY		Data Quality batch for Transaction Summary tables





DQ_Batch_Group_Mapping.xlsx
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8
Slowly Changing Dimension (SCD)

Overview of SCD Process
A Slowly Changing Dimension (SCD) is a dimension that stores and manages both 
current and historical data over time in a data warehouse. SCDs are dimensions that 
have data that changes slowly, rather than changing on a time-based, regular schedule. 
It is considered and implemented as one of the most critical ETL tasks in tracking the 
history of dimension records. There are three types of SCDs and you can use 
Warehouse Builder to define, deploy, and load all three types of SCDs.

• Type 1 SCDs - Overwriting 

In a Type 1 SCD the new data overwrites the existing data. Thus the existing data is 
lost as it is not stored anywhere else. This is the default type of dimension you 
create. You do not need to specify any additional information to create a Type 1 
SCD. 

• Type 2 SCDs - Creating another dimension record

A Type 2 SCD retains the full history of values. When the value of a chosen 
attribute changes, the current record is closed. A new record is created with the 
changed data values and this new record becomes the current record. Each record 
contains the effective time and expiration time to identify the time period between 
which the record was active. 

• Type 3 SCDs - Creating a current value field

A Type 3 SCD stores two versions of values for certain selected level attributes. 
Each record stores the previous value and the current value of the selected attribute.
When the value of any of the selected attributes changes, the current value is stored 
as the old value and the new value becomes the current value. 

The SCDs used in OFSDF are listed in the following spreadsheet.
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Note: The preceding spreadsheet contains the list of all the SCDs. Only 
those are relevant to OIDF must be used.

Load DIM_ACCOUNT through SCD
The SCD population in DIM_ACCOUNT table generates individual numeric SKEYs for 
every account number with an additional leg skey. Below are the columns that will be 
loaded during SCD population:

• V_ACCOUNT_NUMBER

• N_ACCT_SKEY

• N_RCV_LEG_ACCT_SKEY

• FIC_MIS_DATE

This approach replaces the function load in which the table DIM_ACCOUNT is getting 
loaded through the function, FN_POPDIMACCOUNT. This loads the following 
columns into DIM_ACCOUNT table:

• V_ACCOUNT_NUMBER

• N_ACCT_SKEY

• N_RCV_LEG_ACCT_SKEY

• FIC_MIS_DATE

Where, the sources are the different product processor tables present in the solution, 
which are configured in FSI_DIM_ACCOUNT_SETUP_DETAILS table.

DIM_ACCOUNT SCD
Batch <INFODOM>DIM_ACCOUNT_SCD has been introduced with 30 tasks under it. 
These 30 tasks represent the 30 SCD processes where different product processors 
would be the source and DIM_ACCOUNT would be the target. MAP_REF_NUMs 188 
to 217 have been introduced into SYS_TBL_MASTER table, and subsequently into 
SYS_STG_JOIN_MASTER.

Depending on the requirement by an application, a task can be excluded or included 
from the batch execution.
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Improve SCD Performance
SCD performance can be improved by providing hints and session alter statements. 
This requires the presence of the following four columns in SYS_TBL_MASTER:

• merge_hint

• select_hint

• session_enable_statement

• session_disable_statement

These columns are present in the OFSAAI versions 7.3.2.4.0 and above. If these have to 
be used in OFSAAI versions 7.3.2.2.0 or 7.3.2.3.0, execute the following SQL queries:
ALTER TABLE SYS_TBL_MASTER ADD MERGE_HINT VARCHAR2(255)
/
ALTER TABLE SYS_TBL_MASTER ADD SELECT_HINT VARCHAR2(255)
/
ALTER TABLE SYS_TBL_MASTER ADD SESSION_ENABLE_STATEMENT VARCHAR2(255)
/
ALTER TABLE SYS_TBL_MASTER ADD SESSION_DISABLE_STATEMENT VARCHAR2(255)
/

During upgrade to OFSAAI 7.3.2.4.0, ensure to backup SYS_TBL_MASTER table and to 
drop the preceding four columns, if these scripts are executed in any of the OFSAAI 
versions prior to 7.3.2.4.0. Otherwise, an upgrade to OFSAAI 7.3.2.4.0 may throw an 
error, since the columns are existing.

• For improving performance, hints for the MERGE query which is generated 
internally by the SCD can be provided under MERGE_HINT. Session alters could 
be mentioned under SESSION_ENABLE_STATEMENT and 
SESSION_DISABLE_STATEMENT columns. 

• SESSION_ENABLE_STATEMENTs will be executed before the MERGE in the SCD 
and SESSION_DISABLE_STATEMENTs will be executed after the SCD MERGE.

• Since all the tasks under the SCD batch for DIM_ACCOUNT works on the same 
target, the SESSION_DISABLE_STATEMENTs in SYS_TBL_MASTER cannot be 
provided when tasks are executed. In this case, there can be a separate SQL file to 
contain all the SESSION_DISABLE_STATEMENTs to be executed once after all the 
tasks in the SCD are done. The SESSION_DISABLE_STATEMENT will hold a null 
in SYS_TBL_MASTER table.

• SESSION_ENABLE_STATEMENTs are required to be mentioned only for the first 
task in the batch. Here the target is the same for all the tasks under a batch. In case 
any of the tasks are to be executed separately, then the 
SESSION_ENABLE_STATEMENTs should be mentioned for any one of the tasks 
which is included in the batch for the execution.
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Example
MERGE_HINT and SESSION_ENABLE_STATEMENT in SYS_TBL_MASTER

Table Name Stage Table Name Merge Hint Session Enable 
Statement

DIM_ACCOUNT STG_LOAN_CONTR
ACTS_V

/*+ 
parallel(DIM_ACCO
UNT,10) */

"alter session enable 
parallel dml query", 
"alter table 
DIM_ACCOUNT 
nologging parallel 10"

• All the tasks can be executed in parallel. This might cause the 
N_RCV_LEG_ACCT_SKEY to have an incremental value as compared to 
N_ACCT_SKEY.

• Execute the SQL file with all the SESSION_DISABLE_STATEMENTs, after the 
successful completion of the SCD batch.

• Once the DIM_ACCOUNT table is populated using this approach, 
you will not be able to use the initial approach 
(FN_POPDIMACCOUNT) as this will lead to skey conflict.

• Ensure that you have set the value of the sequence 
seq_dim_account_scd as max (value of skey in DIM_ACCOUNT) + 
1, before moving from old to new approach.

• The F_LATEST_RECORD_INDICATOR for an existing 
DIM_ACCOUNT data already loaded by the function should be 
updated to 'Y' before running the SCD, failing which a new skey 
might get generated for the same account number.

• SCD execution occurs based on the GAAP code which is 
configured in SETUP_MASTER table. This has been introduced to 
tackle the scenario of multiple GAAP codes. Whether or not there 
exist multiple GAAP codes, SETUP_MASTER should be manually 
configured as follows:

V_COMPONENT_CO
DE

V_COMPONENT_DE
SC

V_COMPONENT_VA
LUE

DEFAULT_GAAP DEFAULT_GAAP USGAAP
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Where V_COMPONENT_VALUE should be manually populated 
with the required GAAP code.

Handling Multiple GAAP Codes for the Same Account Number for the Same MIS Date in 
SCD

When multiple GAAP codes exist for the same account number for the same MIS date, 
configure the SETUP_MASTER table manually as mentioned in the preceding section:

V_COMPONENT_VALUE will hold the GAAP code for which the SCD is to be 
executed.

If there are different GAAP codes for two distinct account numbers for the same MIS 
date, then the SCD has to be executed for each GAAP code by changing the 
V_COMPONENT_VALUE manually in setup_master table. The SETUP_MASTER table 
should have only one record WHERE V_COMPONENT_DESC = 'DEFAULT_GAAP'.

Handling Multiple GAAP Codes for the Same Account Number for the Same MIS Date in 
the Function

For FN_POPDIMACCOUNT function, you have to create views and use these views 
instead of the tables in the FSI_DIM_ACCOUNT_SETUP_DETAILS table. For Product 
Processors having GAAP code as part of the Primary Key, create a view on the table 
with filter on the GAAP code as:
where V_GAAP_CODE = (SELECT V_COMPONENT_VALUE  FROM SETUP_MASTER WHERE 
V_COMPONENT_DESC = 'DEFAULT_GAAP' )

Use this view under TABLE_NAME in FSI_DIM_ACCOUNT_SETUP_DETAILS table.

If there are different GAAP codes for two distinct account numbers for the same MIS 
date, then the function has to be executed for each GAAP code by changing the 
V_COMPONENT_VALUE manually in SETUP_MASTER table. The SETUP_MASTER 
table should have only one record WHERE V_COMPONENT_DESC = 
'DEFAULT_GAAP'.

Note: If STG_OPTION_CONTRACTS is loaded for two MIS dates, and 
FN_POPDIMACCOUNT is executed, then all records irrespective of 
the MIS date will get loaded. To resolve this, remove the expression 
under SQL_TEXT in FSI_DIM_ACCOUNT_SETUP_DETAILS for 
STG_OPTION_CONTRACTS and use the same expression to create a 
view and use this view as the TABLE_NAME in 
FSI_DIM_ACCOUNT_SETUP_DETAILS.
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A
Naming Conventions used in OIDF Data 

Model

This Appendix chapter explains the various naming conventions used in OIDF Logical 
Data Model and Physical Data Model. In addition, the domains in PDM and LDM are 
also listed with their descriptions.

This appendix covers the following topics:

• Naming Conventions Used in OIDF LDM and PDM

Naming Conventions Used in OIDF LDM and PDM
ERwin Data Model consists of Logical and Physical data structures for each model file. 
The following section explains the various naming conventions used in OIDF Logical 
Data Model (LDM) and Physical Data Model (PDM).

• OIDF Logical Data Model Naming Conventions, page A-1

• OIDF Physical Data Model Naming Conventions, page A-4

• Domains (PDM and LDM), page A-8

OIDF Logical Data Model Naming Conventions
ERwin modeler tool allows two views namely Logical view and Physical view for each 
model file. Accordingly, the OIDF LDM file can be viewed in logical view mode and 
physical view mode. Different naming conventions and standards are applied to the 
two views of the OIDF LDM.

Note: The physical view of the OIDF LDM is not the same as the OIDF 
PDM. The PDM is a distinct model and is shipped as a separate ERwin 
file.
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• LDM Logical View Mode Entity Naming Conventions, page A-2

• LDM Physical View Mode Table Naming Conventions, page A-3

LDM Logical View Mode Entity Naming Conventions
Entities in the logical view are named in such a way that the names themselves convey 
the functional meaning of the entity. The first letter of each word in an entity name is 
capitalized (e.g. "Application Stage"). Entity names also contain common suffixes for the
classes of entities listed in the table below:

Class of entity Suffix Example

Type Type Asset-Liability Type

Group Group Product Group

Code Code Collection Status Code

History History Account Balance History

Associative entities Map Customer Account Map

Attribute names also contain common set of suffixes for the classes of attributes as listed
in table below:

Class of Attribute Suffix Required Values (If any)

Unique Identifier ID

Reference Identifiers Reference ID

Code Code

Number Number

Name Name

Description Description

Boolean Values Flag Y or N
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Class of Attribute Suffix Required Values (If any)

Indicator Indicator More than one value ('A', 'B', 
'C' etc)

Percentage Percent

Rate Rate

Amount Amount

Balance Balance

Term Term

Frequency Frequency

Unit Unit

Record created by Created By

Record modified by Modified By

Record created on Created On

Record modified on Modified On

Record validity start date From Date

Record validity end date End Date

LDM Physical View Mode Table Naming Conventions
In the physical view of the OIDF LDM follows a different naming convention for 
entities and attributes in the model, and these reflect naming standards that are more 
readily acceptable to table and column naming constraints of common database 
systems.

The entity names in the physical view mode of the LDM are capitalized and each entity 
follows the following naming pattern:

FSW_<Subject Area>_<Table Name>

• 'FSW' is a constant prefix.
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• <Subject Area> is abbreviated form of the entity's primary subject area.

• <Table Name> is a meaningful name for the entity with no embedded spaces 
between words. Table Name may be abbreviated.

Logical View Name Physical View Name Description

Account Address FSW_ACCT_ACCOUNT_AD
DRESS

Account Address entity 
belonging primarily to 
Account (ACCT) subject area.

Letter Of Credit FSW_CON_LETTER_OF_CR
EDIT

Letter of Credit entity belongs
primarily to the Contracts 
(CON) subject area.

OIDF Physical Data Model Naming Conventions
The OIDF PDM consists of tables grouped into two distinct areas namely the Staging 
Area and Results Area. The Staging Area consists of tables for data sourcing and the 
Results Area consists of the star schemas / datamarts for reporting and BI.

ERwin modeler tool allows two views namely Logical view and Physical view for each 
model file. Accordingly, the OIDF PDM (Physical Data Model) file can be viewed in 
logical view mode and physical view mode. Different naming conventions and 
standards are applied to the two views of the OIDF Physical Data Model.

• PDM Logical View Mode Naming Conventions, page A-4

• PDM Physical View Mode Naming Conventions, page A-5

PDM Logical View Mode Naming Conventions
In the logical view model, OIDF PDM model tables and columns have descriptive 
names that readily convey the meaning and use of the element. In the logical view, 
names of tables and columns can have more than one word with the first letter of each 
word capitalized. Staging Area structures and Results Area structures have different 
name prefixes and suffixes as outlined in the table below:

PDM Area Prefix Suffix Example

Staging (Data 
Sourcing)

All Tables Stage Stage Internet 
Transactions
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PDM Area Prefix Suffix Example

Transaction 
Tables

Transactions Stage Card 
Settlement 
Transactions

Master Tables Master Stage Product 
Master

Results 
(Datamart)

All Fact Tables Fact Fact Process 
Cashflow

All Dimension 
Tables

Dimension Account 
Dimension

PDM Physical View Mode Naming Conventions
In the physical view model, OIDF PDM tables and columns may have abbreviated 
words joined by underscore character to form more meaningful and descriptive names. 
Table names in the physical view are capitalized.

PDM Area Prefix Suffix Example

Staging (Data 
Sourcing)

All Tables STG_ STG_LOAN_CO
NTRACTS

Interface tables 
for data from 
MDM and core 
banking systems

_INTF STG_ORG_UNI
T_ATTR_INTF

Transaction 
Tables

_TXNS STG_CARDS_SE
TTLEMENT_TX
NS

Master Tables _MASTER STG_CUSTOME
R_MASTER

Results 
(Datamart)

All Fact Tables FCT_ FCT_ACCOUNT
_SUMMARY

All Dimension 
Tables

DIM_ DIM_PRODUCT
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The table below lists the prefix and/or suffix used for columns names in the physical 
view of the OIDF PDM. The prefix or suffix depends on the class and data type of the 
column.

Column name prefix to indicate column datatype: 

Column Data Type Prefix

Varchar v_

Number n_

Date d_

Flag f_

Column name suffix for common classes of columns:

Column Class Suffix

Method _method

Percentage _pct

Rate _rate

Balance _bal/_balance

Amount _amt/_amount

Term _term

Type _type

Frequency _freq

In addition, frequently occurring keywords in column names may be abbreviated as 
shown in table below:
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Name Abbreviated Form Name Abbreviated Form

Accrual accr Local Currency lcy

Account acct Line Of Business lob

Accounting Currency acy Maximum max

Address addr Minimum min

Adjustment adj Mortgage mort

Advance adv Message msg

Amount amt Multiplier mult

Application app Number num

Average avg Over Draft od

Balance bal Option opt

Business bus Origination org

Currency ccy Percent pct

Consolidation cons Payment pmt

Customer cust Prepayment ppmt

Description desc Product prod

Dimension dim Source src

Detail dtl Status stat

Earnings at Risk ear Statistics stats

End Of Period eop Temporary temp

Error err Total tot
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Name Abbreviated Form Name Abbreviated Form

Flag flg Transaction txn

Frequency freq Value at Risk var

Future fut Value val

Forex fx    

Generation gen    

General Ledger gl    

Hierarchy hier    

History hist    

Domains (PDM and LDM)
Domains are Logical data types that are attached to each column within the model. The 
following table lists the domains and their descriptions.

Serial No Domain Name Domain Description

1 Date DATE

2 Timestamp TIMESTAMP

3 Number NUMBER(10)

4 Amount NUMBER(22,3)

5 Code NUMBER(5)

6 Flag CHAR(1)

7 Frequency NUMBER(5)

8 ID VARCHAR2(25)
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Serial No Domain Name Domain Description

9 Percent NUMBER(10,6)

10 Percent_Long NUMBER(15,11)

11 Phone_Fax_Number NUMBER(15)

12 Rate NUMBER(10,6)

13 Term NUMBER(5)

14 Alphanumeric_Code VARCHAR2(10)

15 Name VARCHAR2(60)

16 Currency_Code VARCHAR2(3)

17 Short_Description VARCHAR2(60)

18 Description VARCHAR2(255)

19 Account_Number VARCHAR2(25)

20 System_Identifier NUMBER(20)

21 Long_Description VARCHAR2(4000)
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B
Reporting Code Description

Reporting Code Description

Report Code Report Name

BS-C1 Balance sheet

BS-C1B Off-balance sheet items

BS-C1D Assets and liabilities by currency

Country - K1 Activity by country

Cover - A1A Premiums, claims & expenses - Annual

Cover - A1Q Premiums, claims & expenses - Quarterly

OF - B1A (solo) Own funds (annual template - for solo entities)

OF - B1A (group) Own funds (annual template - for groups)

OF - B1Q (solo) Own funds (quarterly template - for solo entities)

OF - B1Q (group) Own funds (quarterly template - for groups)

VA - C2A Summary analysis of changes in BOF

VA - C2B Analysis of changes in BOF due to investments 
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VA - C2C Analysis of changes in BOF due to technical 
provisions

VA - C2D Analysis of changes in BOF due to own debt and 
other items

SCR - B2A Solvency capital requirement (for undertaking on
standard formula or partial internal models)

SCR - B2B Solvency capital requirement (for undertakings 
on partial internal models)

SCR - B2C Solvency capital requirement (for undertaking on
full internal models)

SCR - B3A Solvency capital requirement - market risk

SCR - B3B Solvency capital requirement - counterparty 
default risk

SCR - B3C Solvency capital requirement - life underwriting 
risk

SCR - B3D Solvency capital requirement - health 
underwriting risk

SCR - B3E Solvency capital requirement - non-life 
underwriting risk

SCR - B3F Solvency capital requirement - non-life 
catastrophe risk

SCR - B3G Solvency capital requirement - operational risk

MCR - B4A Minimum capital requirement (except for 
composite undertakings)

MCR - B4B Minimum capital requirement (for composite 
undertakings)

Assets - D1 Investments Data - Portfolio list (detailed list of 
investments) - Annual
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Assets - D1Q Investments Data – Quarterly (Portfolio list or 
Quarterly summary)

Assets - D1S Structured products Data - Portfolio list

Assets - D2O Derivatives data – open positions

Assets - D2T Derivatives data - historical derivatives trades

Assets - D3 Return on investment assets (by asset category)

Assets - D4 Investment funds (look-through approach)

Assets - D5 Securities lending and repos

Assets - D6 Assets held as collateral

TP - F1 Life and Health SLT Technical Provisions - 
Annual

TP - F1Q Life and Health SLT Technical Provisions - 
Quarterly

TP - F2 Projection of future cash flows (Best Estimate - 
Life)

TP - F3 Life obligations analysis

TP - F3A Only for Variable Annuities - Description of 
guarantees by product

TP - F3B Only for Variable Annuities - Hedging of 
guarantees

TP - F4 Information on annuities stemming from 
Non-Life insurance obligations 

TP - E1 Non-Life Technical Provisions - Annual

TP - E1Q Non-Life Technical Provisions - Quarterly

TP - E2 Projection of future cash flows (Best Estimate - 
Non-life)
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TP - E3 Non-life Insurance Claims Information

TP - E4 Movements of RBNS claims 

TP - E6 Loss distribution profile non-life

TP - E7A Underwriting risks (peak risks)

TP - E7B Underwriting risks (mass risks)

Re - J1 Facultative covers non-life & life

Re - J2 Outgoing Reinsurance Program in the next 
reporting year

Re - J3 Share of reinsurers

Re - SPV Special Purpose Insurance Vehicles

G01 Entities in the scope of the group

G03 (Re)insurance Solo requirements

G04 Non-(re)insurance Solo requirements

G14 Contribution to group TP

G20 Contribution to Group SCR with D&A

IGT1 IGT - Equity type transactions, debt & asset 
transfer

IGT2 IGT - Derivatives

IGT3 IGT - Internal Reinsurance

IGT4 IGT - Cost sharing, contingent liabilities, off BS 
items and other IGT

RC Risk Concentration
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